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RECORDS BY SPADE AND TERRIER.
By the Rev. J. D. C. WICKHAH (Lordof the Manor of Holcombe, Som.)

Excavations at Holcombe Place and Family Names Ancient and
Modern Village Life Agriculti're, Coal-Mining. Iron-Smelting
Strange Pains, Penalties, and Superstitions Rural Religious Life-
History of the Manor of Holcombe Forests. 8vo, cloth, 24 Plates,
Ki-440 pp. Index. Price 7. Gd. net, 4-f. postage.

GEORGE GREGORY. Bookseller to H.M. Queen Alexandra,
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shire) for aged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical
attendance free, in addition to an annuity.
FIFTH. A contribution towards funeral expenses when it is

needed.
SIXTH. All these are available not for Members only, but also for

their wives or widows and young children.
8KVENTH. The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

right to these benefits in all cases of need.

For further information apply to THE SECRETARY,
Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
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A Page 440
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JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Aotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

XTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
UN to NOTE8 AND QUERIES free by post is 5s. al. for Three
Months; 108. :>,<l. for Six Months; or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months,
including the volume Index. J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notet and
Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

NOTES AND QUERIES
for APRIL 29, MAY 13. 27. JUNE 10. 24, and JULY 8, 1893,

Contains a

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD.
This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY,'

CONINGSBY,
1

-LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION.'
Price of the Six Numbers, 2s. ; or free by i>ost, 2s. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Ifotts and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E.G.

VTEWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
Ll PROVIDENT INSTITUTION,

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 34.0002.

Office : 15 and 16, Farringdon Street, London, E.G.

The Right Hon. THE EAIuToF ROSEBERY, K.G. K.T.
President :

Col. The Hon. HARRY L. W. LAWSON. M.A. J.P. M.P.
Treasurer :

J"HE LONDON COUNTY AND WESTMINSTER BANK, Liu.

OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of
London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for
granting Pension* and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of Newspapers.
MEMBKllSHIP.-Every Man or Woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether Publisher, Wholesaler, Retailer, Employer, or
Employed, is entitled to become a Member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits, upon payment of Five Shillings annually, or Three
Guineas for Hfe, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of
Newspapers, and such Members who thus contribute secure priority
of consideration in the event of their needing aid from the Institution.
PENSIONS. The Annuitants now number Fifty, the Men receiving

251. and the Women 20!. per annum each.
The "

Royal Victoria Pension Fund," commemorating the great
advantages the News Trade enjoyed under the rule of Her late

Maj-isty Queen Victoria, provides 20!. a year each for Six Widows of
Newsvendors.
The "

Francis Fund" provides Pensions for One Man, 25!.. and One
Woman, 20!., and was specially subscribed in memory of the late John
Francis, who died on April 6, 1882, and was for more than fifty years
P-.iblisher of the Athenainm. He took an active and leading pait
throughout the whole iwriod of the agitation for the repeal of the
various then existing "Taxes on Knowledge," and was for very many
years a staunch supporter of this Institution.
The "

Hoi-ace Marshall Pension Fund "
is the gift of the late Mr.

Hoi-ace Brooks Marshall. The employee of that firm have primary
right of election to its benefits.
The " Herbert Lloyd Pension Fund" provides 25!. per annum for

one man, in perpetual and grateful memory of Mr. Herbert Lloyd,
who died May 12, 1889.
The principal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions,

u-e. that each Candidate shall have been (1) a Member of t.ie Institu-
tion for not less than ten years preceding application ; 02) not U*s
than fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of Newspapers for at
least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

Co Members of the Institution, but to Newsvendors or tbeir servants
who may be recommended for assistance by Members ot the Institu-

tion ; and, subject to investigation, relief is awarded in accordance
with the merits and requirements of each case.

W. W1LKIE JONES, Secretary.
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7JOTES ON BOOKS :
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Fortnightly Review'' The Cornhill Magazine.'

Notices to Correspondents.

COBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY.

THIS bibliography of first editions of William
Cobbett will be appended to the Compiler's
*
Life and Letters of William Cobbett in

England and America,' a work based upon
the unpublished family papers, which will

be issued in the autumn in London by Mr.
John Lane, and in New York by the John
Lane Company.
The first edition of every work that

Cobbett wrote, edited, part-edited, or
"

in-

troduced," with which the Compiler is

acquainted, is referred to, and all the avail-

able particulars given. When the Compiler
has not been able to find a first edition, he
has used a later edition, but in these cases

he has stated that he has done so. There

may be, however, a few pamphlets published
Toy Cobbett during his first visit to America
which have escaped notice, such pamphlets
feeing very difficult to trace.

The Compiler is very much obliged to the
Editor of

' X. & Q.' for kindly printing this

Bibliography in his columns, and he will be
grateful to any reader who will advise him
of errors or omissions.

LEWIS MELVILLE.
Salcombe, Harpenden, Herts.

1793.

The Soldier's Friend ; or, Considerations on the
late Augmentation of the Subsistence of the
Private Soldier.

" Laws grind the poor, and
rich men rule the Jaw "

(Goldsmith). Written
by a Subaltern. (Price 2d., or 100 copies,
10s. 6d.) 1793.

8vo, pp. 15. This work is sometimes attri-
buted to Cobbett. Mr. Edward Smith, in his

biography of Cobbett, refers to an edition of
this work published by Ridgway in 1792.

1794.

Observations on the Emigration of Dr. Joseph
Priestley, and on the several Addresses delivered
to Him, on his Arrival at New-York. " Du
mensonge toujours le vrai demeure maitre :" Pour paraitre honnete homme, en un mot, il

faut 1'etre ;

" Et jamais, quoi qu'il fasse, un
mortel ici bas,

" Xe peut aux yeux du monde
etre ce qu'il n'est pas." Boileau. Philadelphia
printed : London : Re-printed for John Stock-
dale, Piccadilly. 1794. Price One Shilling and
Six-pence.

8vo, pp. 63
1795.

A Bone to Gnaw for the Democrats ; or, Observa-
tions on a Pamphlet, entitled,

' ' The Political Pro-
gress of Britain." The Third Edition, revised.
"
Quand tu manges, donnes a manger

" Aux
chiens, dusent-ils te mordre." La Pompadour.
Philadelphia : Printed by Thomas Bradford,
No. 8, South Front Street. 1795.

8vo, pp. v-66. The aiithor's name is given
as " Peter Porcupine

" on the title-page of the
fourth edition, 1796.

Part II. A Bone to Gnaw for the Democrats,
containing, 1st, Observations on a Patriotic

Pamphlet entitled, "Proceedings of the United
Irishmen." 2dly, Democratic Principles exem-
plified by example. 3dly, Democratic Me-
nioires ; or an Account of some Recent Feats
performed by the Frenchified Citizens of the
United States of America. Second Edition,
With a New Preface, to which is subjoined a
Song, to be sung by the Democrats at their
future nocturnal meetings. By Peter Porcu-
pine. Philadelphia : Printed and sold by
Thomas Bradford, Xo. 8, South Front Street.
1795.

8vo, pp. viii-66.

A Little Plain English addressed to the People
of the United States, on the Treaty, negotiated
with his Britannic Majesty, and on the Conduct
of the President relative thereto ; in answer to
' The Letters of Franklin." With a Supple-
ment containing an account, of the turbulent
and factious proceedings of the opposers of the

Treaty. By Peter Porcupine. . . .Philadelphia :

Published by Thomas Bradford, Printer, Book-
seller, and Stationer, Xo. 8, South Front Street.
1795.

8vo, pp. 8-iii.
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A Kick for a Bite. By Peter Porcupine. Phila-

delphia. 1795.
The compiler has not seen a copy of this

pamphlet.
Le Tuteur Anglais, ou Grammaire Reguliere de la

Langue Anglaise en deux parties. Premiere
Partie, contenant une analyse des parties de
I'oraison. Seconde Partie, contenant la syn-
taxe complette de la langue Anglaise, avec des

themes, analogues aux differens sujets qu'onya
traites. Par William Cobbett.

| APhiladelphie :

Chez Thomas Bradford, Libraire. Premiere
Rue Sud, No. 8. 1795.

8vo, pp. vi-340.

1796.

A New-Year's Gift to the Democrats ; or, Obser-
vations on a Pamphlet entitled

" A Vindication
of Mr. Randolph's Resignation." By Peter

Porcupine. .. .Philadelphia : Published by
Thomas Bradford, Printer, Book-Seller and
Stationer, No. 8, South Front-Street. 1796.

8vo, pp. 71.

The Scare-Crow. Philadelphia. 1796.

The compiler has not seen a copy of this

pamphlet.
A Prospect from the Congress-Gallery, during the

Session, begun December 7, 1795. Containing,
The President's Speech, the addresses of both
Houses, some of the debates in the Senate, and
all the principal debates in the House of Repre-
sentatives ; each deba.te being brought under
one head, and so digested and simplified as to

give the reader the completest view of the pro-
ceedings with the least possible fatigue. With
Occasional Remarks, by Peter Porcupine.
Philadelphia : Published by Thomas Bradford,
Printer, Book-Seller and Stationer, No. 8,
South Front-Street. 1796.

8vo, pp. iv-68.

The Democratiad, A Poem, In Retaliation, for

the
"
Philadelphia Jockey Club." Lo ! the

dire Hedge-Hog from another sty At titled Folly
lets his arrow fly. By a Gentleman of Connecti-
cut. Philadelphia: Published by Thomas Brad-
ford, Printer, Book-Seller and Stationer, No. 8,
South Front-Street. 1796.

8vo, pp. 22.

The Guillotina, or A Democratic Dirge, A Poem.
By the Author of the ' Democratiad.' . . . .Phila-

delphia : Sold at The Political Book-Store,
South Front-Street, No. 8. [1796 ?]

8vo, pp. 10.

Bradford's Fourth Edition. Observations on
the Emigration of Dr. Joseph Priestley, and on
the several Addresses delivered to Him, on his
Arrival at New-York, with Additions ; con-
taining many curious and interesting facts on
the subject, not known here, when the first

edition was published : together with a com-
prehensive story, of a Farmer's Bull. By Peter
Porcupine.

" Du mensonge toujours le vrai
demeure maitre: "Pour paraitre honnete
homme, en un mot, il faut I'etre ; "Et jamais,
quoi qu'il fasse, un mortel ici bas,

" Ne peut
aux yeux du monde etre ce qu'il n'est pas."
Philadelphia : Published by Thomas Bradford,
Printer, Book-Seller and Stationer, No. 8, South
Front-Street. 1796.

8vo, pp. 88.

The Bloody Buoy, thrown out as a Warning to
the Political Pilots of America, or, A Faithful
Relation of a Multitude of Horrid Barbarity.
Such as the Eye never witnessed, the Tongue-
never expressed, or the Imagination conceived,
Until the Commencement of the French Revo-
lution. To which is added, an Instructive
Essay, tracing these dreadful effects to their
real causes. Illustrated with four striking
Copper-plates.

" You will plunge your
Country into an Abyss of eternal Detestation
and Infamy, and the Annals of your boasted
Revolution will serve as a Bloody Buoy, warn-
ing to the Nations of the Earth to keep Aloof
from the mighty Ruin." Abb Maury's Speech
to the National Assembly. Philadelphia r

Printed for Benjamin Davies, No. 68, High-
Street. MDCCXCVI.

12mo, pp. 241.

A New Drawing Book from the Best Masters.
The compiler has not seen a copy of this book,,

but it is mentioned as "
just published "at the

end of The Political Censor for September,.
1796.

The Political Censor, or Monthly Review of the
Most Interesting Political Occurrences, relative
to the United States of America. By Peter
Porcupine. Philadelphia : printed for Ben-
jamin Davies, No. 68, High Street. MDCCXCVI..

8vo, pp. 70. This, the first number, was
evidently designed as a continuation of 'A
Prospect from the Congress Gallery.'

The Life and Adventures of Peter Porcupine, with
a full and fair account of all his Authoring.
Transactions ; Being a sure and infallible Guide
for all enterprising young Men who wish to
make a fortune by writing Pamphlets. By
Peter Porcupine himself. " Now you lying
Varlets, you shall see how a plain tale will .put
you down." Shakespeare. Philadelphia r
Printed for, and sold by, William Cobbett, at
No. 25, North Second-Street, opposite Christ
Church. M.pcc.xcvi.

8vo, pp. viii 58.

The Political Censor, or Review of the most
interesting Political Occurrences, relative to the
United States of America. By Peter Porcu-
pine. Philadelphia : Printed for, and sold by,.
William Cobbett, North Second-Street, opposite
Christ Church. M.DCC.XCVI.

8vo. The September number contains 79'

pages.
Porcupine's Political Censor for November, 1796

8vo, pp. 78.

The Gros Mousqueton Diplomatique ; or Diplo-
matic Blunderbuss. Containing Citizen Adet's-
Notes to the Secretary of State. As also his
Cockade Proclamation. With a Preface. By
Peter Porcupine. Philadelphia : Printed for,,
and sold by, William Cobbett, opposite Christ
Church. Nov. 1796.

8vo, pp. 72.

A Topographical and Political Description of the
Spanish Part of Saint-Domingo . . . .By M. L. E.
Moreau de Saint-Mery, Member of the Philo-
sophical Society of Philadelphia, &c., Trans-
lated from the French by William Cobbett.
Vol. I. [Vol. II.]. Philadelphia : Printed and
sold by the Author, Printer and Bookseller,.
No. 84, South Front-Street. 1796.

8vo, vol. i. pp. 8-8-liv-314; vol. iL
pp. 319.
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A Letter from the Right Honourable Edmund
Burke to a Noble Lord, on the Attacks made upon
him and his Pension in the House of Lords,
by the Duke of Bedford, and the Earl of Lauder-
dale, early in the present Sessions of Parliament.
The first American Edition, with a Preface,
by Peter Porcupine. Philadelphia : Printed
for B. Davies, H. & P. Bice, and J. Obmrod.[?]
[1796 ?]

8vo, pp. iv 58.

1797.

A Letter to the Infamous Tom Paine, in Answer
to his Letter to General Washington. By
Peter Porcupine, Author of The Bone to Gnaw
for Democrats, &c. Philadelphia printed :

London reprinted, for David Ogilvy and Son,
No. 315, Holborn. 1797. Price One Shilling.

8vo, pp. 23.

Observations on the Debates of the American
Congress, on the Addresses presented to General
Washington, on his Resignation : With Re-
marks on the Timidity of the Language held
towards France ; The Seizures of American
Vessels by Great Britain and France ; and on
the Relative Situations of those Countries with
America. By Peter Porcupine, Author of the
Bone to Gnaw for Democrats, letter to Tom
Paine, &c., &c. To which is prefixed, General
Washington's Address to Congress ; and the
Answers of the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives. Philadelphia printed : London re-

printed, for David Ogilvy and Son, No. 315,
Holborn. 1797. Price One Shilling.

8vo, pp. 38.

The Life of Thomas Paine, Interspersed with
Remarks and Reflections, by Peter Porcupine,
Author of the Bloody Buoy, etc., etc.

" A
Life that 's one continued scene " Of all

that 's infamous and mean." Churchill. Phila-

delphia, Printed: London, Reprinted for J.

Wright, opposite Old Bond Street, Piccadilly.
1797.

12mo, pp. 60.

The Republican Judge. Philadelphia. 1797.

The compiler has not been able to see a copy
of this pamphlet.

The Bloody Buoy, thrown out as a Warning to
the Political Pilots of all Nations, or, A Faithful
Relation of a multitude of acts of horrid bar-

barity, such as the Eye never witnessed, the

Tongue never expressed, or the Imagination
conceived, Until the Commencement of the
French Revolution. To which is added an
Instructive Essay, tracing these dreadful effects

to their real causes. By Peter Porcupine.
Third edition with additional facts, and a
Preface addressed to the people of Great
Britain.

" You will plunge your Country into
an Abyss of eternal Detestation and Infamy,
and the Annals of your boasted Revolution will

serve as a Bloody Buoy, warning the Nations
of the Earth to keep Aloof from the mighty
ruin." Abbe Maury's Speech to the National

Assembly. Philadelphia printed : London re-

printed, and sold by J. Wright, No. 109, oppo-
site Old Bond-Street, Piccadilly. 1797.

Pp. xvi-259.

Porcupine's Political Censor for January, 1797
8vo, pp. 57.

Porcupine's Gazette.
This newspaper was founded by Williami

Cobbett in Philadelphia, and^the first number
published on 4 March, 1797.

1798.

Democratic Principles Illustrated by Example,.
By Peter Porcupine. Part the First. London:.
Printed for J. AVright, opposite Old Bond Street,.
Piccadilly ; and sold by Mundell and Son,.
Edinburgh ; and I. Mundell, Glasgow. 1798.

12mo, pp. 23.

Democratic Principles Illustrated. Part the-
Second. Containing an Instructive Essay,,
tracing all the Horrors of the French Revolution
to their Real Causes : the Licentious Politics,,
and Infidel Philosophy of the Present Age. By
Peter Porcupine. London : Printed for J.

Wright, opposite Old Bond Street, Piccadilly..
1798.

12mo, pp. 52.

Detection of a Conspiracy Formed by the United'
Irishmen. Philadelphia. 1798.
The compiler has not seen a copy of this-

pamphlet.
The Cannibal's Progress ; or The Dreadful Hor--

rors of French Invasion, As displayed by the
Republican Officers and Soldiers, in "their

perfidy/ rapacity, ferociousness and bru--

tality, exercised towards the innocent inhabi-
tants of Germany. Translated from the German,
by Anthony Aufrer, Esq London : Pub-
lished by Wright, Cadell and others ; and
republished at Philadelphia by William
Cobbett

8vo, pp. iv-47. With an "
Introductory

Address to the People of America," bvr
Cobbett.

The History of Jacobinism, Its Crimes, Cruelties-
and Perfidies, from the Commencement of the
French Revolution, to the Death of Robespierre

Vol. I. [Vol. II.]. By William Playfair
. . . .London : printed for J. Wright, No. 109^
Piccadilly. 1798.

In an announcement appended to
' The Life

and Adventures of Peter Porcupine
'

(Phila-
delphia, 1796) it is stated that the Appendix
(vol. ii. pp. 731-814) to ' The History of
Jacobinism ' was prepared by

" Peter Porcu-
pine."

Porcupine's Gazette. . . .Philadelphia.

1799.

Remarks on the Explanation, lately published1

by Dr. Priestley, respecting the Intercepted
Letters of his Friend and Disciple, John H.
Stone. To which is added, A Certificate of
Civism for Joseph Priestley, Jun. By Peter
Porcupine. London : printed for J. Wright,,
opposite Old Bond Street, Piccadilly. 1799.

8vo, pp. 52.

The Trial of Republicanism. Philadelphia. 1799..
The compiler has not seen a copy of this :-

pamphlet.
By William Cobbett, of the City of Philadelphia.

Proposals for publishing by Subscription, a
new. entire, and neat edition of Porcupine's
Works.

8vp, pp. 8.

Porcupine's Gazette. . . .Philadelphia.
The last number appeared in December, 1799*.

(To be continued.)
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CASANOVIANA.

1. CASANOVA AND CHARLES Fox. When
Casanova was at Lausanne in August,
1760, he declares that he met "

le celebre

Fox, qui avait alors une vingtaine d'annees "

(Garnier, iv. 431 ) ; and a little later he says
that he saw him again at Geneva and Aix.

IVlany commentators have accepted this

statement without question; and even Mr.

Whibley, although he does not say so in

precise words, seems to believe that the

person referred to was Charles James Fox,
the statesman ('Literary Portraits/ P. 300\
Yet a moment's consideration will con-
vince any one that Casanova did not
meet Charles Fox at Lausanne, Geneva,
or Aix iri 1760, for at that time Fox was
j\n Eton boy eleven years old. It was
riot till 1763 that his school life was
interrupted by the famous visit to Paris
and Spa. Obviously, Casanova was mis-
taken. He may have met Charjes Fox
rabout 1766-8, when the young man was
making his tour of the Continent ; but as
he asserts that the young Fox, who borrowed
fifty louis from him at Aix in 1760, paid him
"back when they met in London in 1763, it

would appear as if he was right in his dates,
but wrong as regards the person wrho became
Tiis debtor. The question is worth examina-
tion.

2. CASANOVA AND LORD LINCOLN. In
December, 1771, Casanova met at Florence
" Lord Lincoln, jeune homme de dix-huit
ans. . . .fils unique du comte de Newcastle "

(Gamier, viii. 294-5). He encountered this

-nobleman again at Bologna in March, 1772,
and he tells us,

" Ce jeune lord mourut de
debauche a Londres trois ou quatre ans

apres
"

(viii. 314). The :

-person in question
appears to have .been Henry Pelham-
Clinton, Earl of Lincoln, eldest surviving
son of Henry, second Duke of Newcastle.
Casanova is fairly accurate as regards his

age, for he was born 1 July, 1752 ; but he
antedates his death, for he did not die
until 22 Oct., 1778, and not in London, but,
^according to Horace Walpole,

" two posts
from Calais

"
(' Walpole's Letters,' Toynbee,

x. 342). On 26 July, 1770, Walpole writes
to Mann that Lord Lincoln is coming to
Florence ; and in January, 1772, he refers
to the fact that the young Englishman had
fallen into the hands of card-sharpers, who
had won large sums of him, thus confirming
Oasanova's story (Toynbee, vii. 400 ; viii.

140). I forget whether the incident is

mentioned in Dr. Doran's ' Mann and

Manners,' but I may remark en passant that
a new and unabridged edition of Mann's
letters to Walpole would be of great assist-

ance to students of the period, Doran's

publication being wholly unsatisfactory.
There are other references to Lord Lincoln
in Walpole's letters and Jesse's

'

George
Selwyn and his Contemporaries.' Any in-

formation respecting his tour on the Conti-
nent would be useful to annotators of

Casanova. HORACE BLEACKLEY,

STATUES AND MEMORIALS IN THE
BRITISH ISLES.

(See 10 S. xi. 441 ; xii. 51, 114, 181, 401 ;

11 S. i. 282 ; ii. 42, 242, 381 ; iii. 22, 222,

421 ; iv. 181, 361 ; v. 62, 143, 481.)

MEN OF SCIENCE (concluded).

Penzance. On 15 October, 1872, a marble
statue of Sir Humphry Davy, inventor of

the Safety Lamp, was unveiled. It stands

directly in front of the Market House,
" on

the very site where he performed some of
his first experiments." On the front of the

granite pedestal is inscribed the word
"Davy."

Taibach, Glamorgan. A fountain in

honour of Dr. J. H. Davies, J.P., medical

practitioner in Port Talbot and neighbour-
hood, was unveiled by Sir Arthur Pendarvis

Vivian, K.C.B., on 15 October, 1910. It was
erected by public subscription at a cost of

350 guineas. The fountain is of solid

Scotch granite, and stands 7 ft. 6 in. high
from the base. It is designed both for man
and beast. The front bears a life-size

medallion of Dr. Davies in bronze, executed

by Mr. W. Goscombe John, R.A. It bears
the inscription :

' ' This fountain is erected to John Hopkin Davies ,

M.D., J.P., of Tir Caradoc, Port Talbot, by his

many friends and admirers, amongst whom he
had laboured with unfailing kindness over a long
period of years October, 1910."

Dr. Davies, who was present at the un-

veiling, asked the Margam District Council

to accept the fountain
"
for the use of the

general public for all time."

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The Duke of North-
umberland unveiled a bronze statue of Lord

Armstrong, designed by Mr. W. Hamo
Thornycroft, R.A., on 24 July, 1906. The
founder of the Elswick Works is represented

standing, with his right hand upon a book
which lies upon a table beside him. At his

feet reposes a Scotch terrier. The pedestal
is of Heworth stone, and from it on either
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side project wings terminating in stone

piers forming two seats.- At the backs of
these seats are bronze panels the one
depicting the great hydraulic crane and
shear-legs lifting a 12-inch gun on board
a man-of-war at Elswick ; the other, a
view of the hydraulic swing-bridge with a

ship about to pass through. The high-level
bridge is seen in the background. The
statue is 9 ft. 6 in. high, and the pedestal
12ft. On the front is inscribed

Armstrong
1810-1900.

On a wall in Pleasant Row, belonging to
the N.E. Railway, is a marble tablet record-
ing that here stood the house hi which Lord
Armstrong was born in 1810.

On the wall of the Banqueting Hall,
Jesmond Dene, a tablet was placed on
17 August, 1904, inscribed as follows :

The Armstrong Park and this Banqueting
Hall, presented to the people of Newcastle-on-
Tyne for their use for ever by Sir William George
Armstrong. C.B. (afterwards Lord Armstrong),
were opened by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
20th August, 1884.

Henry W. Newton, Mayor and Chairman of
the Parks Committee.
Thomas Nelson, Sheriff. / Newcastle \
Hill Motum, Town Clerk. \coat of arms./

The tablet, designed by R. Appleby Miller,
is of bronze, in low relief. The" central

panel contains the inscription in raised
letters, and above it is a medallion of Lord
Armstrong. On each side are pilasters con-

taining recessed panels with figures : that
on the right

"
Genius," seated, with tablet

on knee and compass in hand, and in the
background a man-of-war, an Armstrong
gun, &c. ; that on the left

"
Philanthropy,"

supporting with her right hand a model of
the Banqueting Hall, and resting her left

upon a survey plan of Jesmond Dene and
the Armstrong Park.

There is also an Armstrong memorial at

Rothbury, unveiled in August, 1902.

Bolton. In 1862 a bronze statue, the
work of the late W. Calder Marshall, R.A.,
was erected in memory of Samuel Crompton,
inventor of the spinning machine. Cromp-
ton was a native of Bolton, and lived there
all his days. The statue is 7 ft., and the
pedestal 1 1 ft. high. On the front of the
latter is the word "

Crompton," and on
the back

Erected by public subscription
J. R. Wolfenden Esq.

Mayor, 1862.

Truro. At the top of Lemon Street, in the

parish of Kenwyn, is a fluted Doric column

erected in 1836 by public subscription in

memory of Richard Lander, the discoverer
of the course of the Niger. It is surmounted
by a gigantic statue of Lander, the work of
the Cornish sculptor X. N. Burnard. The
only inscription is the word '' Lander." The
column is granite, and h*s been twice built,

for in May. 1836, just as it was nearing
completion, it fell to the ground

" with a-

portentous crash that shock nil Lemon
Street/' This catastrophe drew from Sir

Richard Polwhele, the aged Cornish his-

torian, who resided in the locality, the

following effusion :

Hark, hark ! from yon column it came ! 'Tis-

the roar
That is heard on the Niger: the Landers' own

shore.
And the growl and the blood-thrilling yell !

Yon column, with ominous bodings terrific,

Re-echoes the sound from the deserts of Afric I

Lo, it. totters ! That moment it fell.

Richard Lander has been rather un-
fortunate with respect to his memorials.
A monument placed by his widow and

daughter to his memory in the Chapel
Royal, Savoy, was destroyed in the fire of

7 July, 1864. It has been replaced by a
stained -glass window bearing the following

inscription :

" In memory of Richard Lemon Lander, the
discoverer of the course of the Niger, and the first

Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society.
He was born at Truro in 1804,. and died in the
Island of Fernando Po in 1834, from wounds-
inflicted by the natives. This window is inserted,

by her Majesty's permission, by some of hi

relations and friends, and by some of the Fellows-

of the Royal Geographical Society."

Monmouth. On 19 Oct., 1911, Lord

Raglan unveiled a statue of the Hon. C. S.

Rolls, the famous airman. It stands in a

conspicuous position in Agincourt Square.,
and is the work of Mr. Goscombe John, R.A,
Rolls is represented, in the costume in

which he crossed the Channel, examining
the model of an aeroplane, which he holds-

in his hands. On the pedestal are three

bronze panels representing motoring, balloon-

ing, and aviation, and the following inscrip-
tion :

" Erected by public subscription to the memory
of the Honourable Charles Stewart Rolls, third

son of Lord and Lady Llangattock, as a tribute

of admiration for his great achievements in

motoring, ballooning, and aviation. He was a

pioneer in both scientific and practical motoring:
and aviation, and the first to fly across the Channel
from England to France and back without land-

ing. He lost his life by the wrecking of his

aeroplane at Bournemouth, July 12th, 1910. His
death caused worldwide regret and deep national
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On the plinth in front is inscribed :

Charles Stewart Rolls, M.A., F.R.G.S.,
A.M.I.Mech.E.

Born Aug. 27th, 1877. Died July 12th, 1910.

I take this opportunity of gratefully
acknowledging kind help rendered by MB,
W. P. COURTNEY, MR. WALTER HAYLER,
MR. T. CHAMBERLIN CHAMBERLIN, MRS.
SAMPSON, and others.

Information is desired respecting the follow-

ing memorials: Dr. Dalton. Manchester; Sir J.

Paget, Yarmouth ; Capt. Manby, Gorleston ;

Dr. Thompson, Forres ; Mungo Park, Selkirk ;

Prof. Playfair, Sir J. Simpson, Sir D.
Brewster, and Dr. Livingstone, Edinburgh ;

Hugh Miller, Cromarty ; Dr. Pierce, Den-
bigh. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Jtchington, Warwickshire.

FIFTEENTH-CENTURY LAND MEASURES AT
SALISBURY. Mr. A. R. Maiden, F.S.A., the

piocesan Registrar, has copied from the
*
Liber Niger

'

of Bishop Beauchamp of

Salisbury (1455) the following land measure,
which is interesting both from its date and
the regulations which follow it. I thought
it might also interest readers of

'

N. & Q.'

Folio 11 b.

JJensura terre arrabilis secundum standard Anglic
Longitude trium granorum ordei in medio

spice facit unam policem, et xij polices faciunt
unum pedem, et tres pedes faciunt vlnam qua
lipmo mensurat pannum, et quinque vine et
dimidium [interlined afterwards : cum dimidio
pedis] faciunt vnam virgam [interlined : vocatani
a perche] de qua homo metit terram et sciendum,
est quod xlta virge in longitudine et iiij in
latitudine faciunt unam acram terre.

Then follow several other measurements of
length and breadth of pieces of land which
make an acre, from x by xvi to iiij by xl.

Ass(isa) terre arrabilis vbi campus dividitur in
tres partes. Et sciendum est quod vna caruca
terre potest continere ixxx acras terre quarum.
Ix erunt seminate cum semine yemali & Ix cum
semine vernafi 3 Ix erunt verectate 3 vna caruca
potest eas arare, quia sunt in anno lij septimanede quibus vij vel viij sunt festiue ab operibus 3
per perturbacionem temporis 3 tempestatis. Et
debihs erit caruca que non potest ire vno die
arans sex leucas vie 3 cum circumiuerit septua-
gmta duabus vicibus circa vnam acram terre et

ynurn quodque remum sit vnius pedis in lati-
tudine, tune perarauerit vnam acram et iuerit
sex leucas si sit iiij virge in latitudine 3 xlta virgean longitudine 3 homo potest stercorare vnam
acram m vna nocte cum mille ouibus quia xxx

puce possunt circumuenire vnam acram 3 quelibet
plica eat de octo pedibus 3 dimidio in longitudine
3 quelibet plica potest retinere quinque oues 30.

EDMUND R. NEVILL, F.S.A.
Salisbury.

"KNICKERBOCKER." The 'New English
Dictionary,' while explaining that Knicker-
bocker is

"
the name of the pretended

author of Washington Irving's
'

History
of New York,'

"
says nothing as to the

meaning of the word itself, an omission
all the more striking as, in the very same
column, appears the derivation of knicker

(a boy's marble), which is the key-note to the
aforesaid Knickerbocker.

As a matter of fact, Knickerbocker is but
a slight variant of Knickerbacker, a family
name which may be seen in the New York
City records for a full half - century before
the publication of Irving's

'

History,' and
in those of New York State as far back as
13 October, 1709, when Johannes Knicker-

backer, a miller in Albany, leased 30 morgen
(some 62 acres) of land recently purchased
by the City of Albany from the Schaghticoke
Indians ; and the name must have been

pretty well known even then on the banks
of the Hudson, for Johannes was the oldest of

seven children, of whom Herman Jansen
Knickerbacker was the proud father.

When Herman, who is looked upon as the
first American Knickerbacker, came to this

country is not known
; but, be that as it

may, his patronymic, like that of our

Taylors, Carpenters, Weavers, Millers, &c.,
was originally nothing more than the trade-
name "

Knikker-bakker," a marble-baker.
The Dutch cnikken and knikken, the

Mod. H.G. knicken, and the Eng. dial.

to knick, all convey the idea of cracking ;

and what English schoolboy would fail to

recognize his own nicker in the Dutch
bnikker or the German knicker, or to appre-
ciate the close relationship between the
Dutch children's knikker-tijd and his own
marble-season or marble-tide ?

Bakker needs no comment ; and should
an example of its compounding with another
word be desired, it could readily be found
in steenbakker, brick-burner; tichelbakker,
tile-baker, &c. A. ESTOCLET.

Philadelphia.

A POSTSCRIPT TO NOTE ON OLD LONDON
NOMENCLATURE. (See 11 S. v. 247.)
In Riley's

' Remembrancia of the City of
London '

I find a reference (p. xvi) to
"
Puddynglane

"
in 1427 (Letter-Book I,

288) ; and in the Introduction, p. xxix, a
mention of Henry Pudding and Floria his

wife, as occurring in Letter-Book C, 46,
with foot-note : "In the Rolls of Gaol
Delivery for London, 25 Ed. I. (1297),
John Pudding, a cutpurse, is sentenced to be
hanged."
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A Register of Wills in Lambeth Palace

Library (Bourchier, fol. 51 b) yields another
variant of the name, thus :

"6 Nov., 1464 emanavit commissio Thome
iaraett de Spalding <fe M' Johanni Bonor notario
publicoad administrand' bona mag" Rob'ti farsett
Rectoris eccl'ie Sci

Georgii in podynglane London
.ab intestat," &e.

E. LEGA-WEEKES.
" WALA " IN '

WIDSITH,' L. 14. The form
wala occurs twice in

'

Widsith,' but with
widely different meanings. In 1. 14 it is a
proper name in the nom. sing. ; in 1. 78 it

is found in composition, and is there a
common noun in the gen. pi.

In West Saxon a foreigner was wealh.
This ea is the regular W.S. breaking of a
before Ih. In oblique cases the aspirate is

dropped, and the breaking ea becomes the

long diphthong ea. Hence the W.S. nom.
wealh makes nom. pi. wealas, gen. pi. weala.
The Anglian dialect did not break a

before Ih ; it preferred nom. walk, and this
makes its nom. pi. wdlas, gen. pi. wdla. The
latter, the Anglian form, is the one before us
in

'

Widsith,' 1. 78, where wala-rices means
*' extraneorum regni." From the Anglian
form wala(-rice) the Anglo-Norman Latin
form Wallia is derived, and this, with the

customary northern French addition of s, is

our "Wales" (contrast
"
[Corn]wall)."

The proper name Wdla postulates Gothic
*Vdili. This was latinized Vallia in the
fifth century, and is reproduced by Gibbon
and other historians as Wallia.

Vallia was a Wisigothic king, and of the
race of Balthi (or Bceld-ceg), no doubt, like

Alaric and others. Gibbon was much im-

pressed by his renown, and the narrative
of his glorious career and splendid achieve-
ments is conveyed in some of the finest

writing in chap. xxxi. of the '

Decline and
Fall.' The sudden death of Alaric had left

the Goths without a policy fitted to their

racial characteristics, and legally without a

country. In the strenuous course of three

campaigns, in 417 and 418, Vallia reduced
the Vandals, decimated the Alani, drove
the Suevi into the mountains of Galicia,
exterminated the Silingi, and conquered
Spain. At the conclusion of this victorious
war the Wisigothic king restored the Penin-
sula to the Roman emperor, and received
in return, by treaty, the gift of the Second

Aquitaine,
" The Pearl of Gaul," and other

dioceses in the south-west, including the

populous and magnificent cities of Bordeaux
and Toulouse.
Xow Widsith composed his poem not

long after the death of Gunthihari, it would

seem, i.e., c. 440 ; and in his boyhood the
renown of *Vaili had been diffused through-
out theWestern world. It is not surprising,
then, that Widsith sang of *Vaili in the

strongest terms of praise. These some later

poet accommodated to the idiom of his own
day and time as follows. (In the original

manuscript from which the Codex Exoni-
ensis was copied the third half-line was
mutilated and, as I believe, stood thus :

"....on Alexandre." The tenth-century
scribe who foisted Biblical names into the

poem indulged that fancy here, and, mis-

judging "....on" to be the fragment of
"
ond," turned the O.E. dative of Alex-

ander after the preposition "... .on
"

into

a nom. by adding
"

-as," "Alexandreas,"
which is meaningless.)

J>ara waes Wala
|
hwile selast,

ond [buton] Alexandre |
ealra ricost

ruonna cynnes ; |
ond he maest gepah

J>ara J>e ic ofer foldan
| gefraegen haebbe.

" Of these [princes] Wala was the most ex-

cellent for a while, and the mightiest of all the

race of men but Alexander ; and he prospered
most of those that I have heard tell of on earth."

ALFRED ANSCOMBE.

GIFT OF GLOVES, &C.,AT FUNERALS. This

custom is well set out in the mercer's bill

for goods supplied at the burial of a farmer

in Great Leighs, Essex. The silk hatband
and best gloves were probably for the clergy-

man :

1777 : A Bill for the Funerell of Mr. TAo f
.

Beadcl : Dr
. to Joseph Young.

March 7 :

1 yard Black Eibon
a pair Black Buckles, Qd. ; a pair

Knee do., 6d.

a pair Strides, 3d., a pair Stockings,
3*.

a Fine shroud & Pillow
18 pair Mens Best Bibbon Bound

Gloves
3 pair Womans Best do. do. do.

17 Crape Hatt Bands, at 3/6
1 Silk Hatt Band & Best Gloves

the Use of the Velvett Pall . .

s. d.006
013
033

11

170
12

2 19 6
10 6
10

6 15

Receivd the Contra : JOSEPH Youxo.

ANDREW CLARK.
Great Leighs.

CARDINAL ALPHONSE DH RICHELIEU.

This is not a misprint for Armand, for in the
' Armorial Universel,' by C. Segoing,

" Ad-

vocat en Parlement, Historiographe du

Roy" (1679), on plate 205, the following

is engraved above various coats of arms :

" Suitte des Noms et Armes des Cardinaux

dernierement decedes
"

(the r was omitted
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at first, and then added by the engraver
before the prints were made from the plate).
Under the arms of Richelieu appears :

"Me' 2
le" Cardaux Alphonse et Arrnand de

Richelieu."
I had not come across Cardinal Alphonse

before, and was unaware of any other member
of the Duplessis (or du Plessis) family than
Armand having been a cardinal, though I

have a number of books on him and his

family. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

THE HOUSE OF BRUNSWICK. A few weeks
since a motor accident by the wayside in

Northern Germany caused the instantaneous
death of the young prince George "William
of Cumberland. The sad event, however
distressing to his own relations and personal
friends, attracted little attention in this

country, perhaps not unnaturally, as he
was himself unknown in England, which
his branch of our reigning house had quitted
for Hanover so far back as the year 1837.
But a brief note of sympathy, deploring the

untimely fate of this youthful scion of

Brunswick, may not be out of place in the

pages of
' N. & Q.,' for in Prince George

William has passed away one of the

very few surviving male descendants of

King George III., and the heir of the most
ancient and famous house of Guelf. That
house, one of the oldest in Europe, now
stands in risk of total extinction at no very
distant day, unless the late prince's only
brother should marry and have sons, for the
line of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel died out
with the last reigning duke William
some years ago, whilst that of Hanover
is to-day represented only by the Duke of

Cumberland, now an elderly man, and one
unmarried son. It is needless here to dwell
on the notorious fact that the Duke's
persistent refusal to accept the logic of
events in his father's ci-devant kingdom of
Hanover presents the only obstacle to the
full recognition by Prussia of his sovereign
rights in the duchy of Brunswick ; but his

royal highness has always displayed in his

political attitude no small amount of the

quality called
"
noble firmness

"
by some,

less kindly termed by others which cha-
racterized his great-grandfather, our third

George, in his dealings with the rebellious
Americans. The attitude in question almost
suggests a Stuart trait, inherited from their
ancestors of that race.

" De gustibus,"
however,

" non disputandum."
In connexion with the death of Prince

George William, one cannot avoid reflect-

ing how heavily Fate has dealt with the

heirs-apparent of crowns and regal families

during the last half-century. Since the

Tsarevitch Nicholas died in early manhood,
two successive Princes of Orange pre-
deceased their father, William III. of Hol-

land. Napoleon III.'s only son perished

by the hand of savages in Zululand. A
lonely hunting-box at Meyerling was the

scene of the Crown Prince Rudolf's tragical

end, though impenetrable mystery still

shrouds the actual details of the drama.
Two grandsons of Queen Victoria, both
heirs to crowns, were cut off in the flower

of their youth, viz., Albert Victor, Duke of

Clarence, and his cousin Alfred, Hereditary
l5uke of Coburg ; whilst their unfortunate

young kinsman, the Crown Prince of Portugal,
was ruthlessly murdered only a short time

ago, and now the heir of Brunswick has
been swept away. H.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,

in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

KING SIFFERTH. I should be glad of

some information about King Sifferth, who,

according to the
'

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle,'

in the year 962 "killed himself, and his

body lies at Wimborne."

According to Florence of Worcester,

William of Malmesbury, Roger of Wendover,
Simon of Durham, and others, Sifferth, a

King of Wales, was one of the eight tri-

butary princes who did homage to King
Edgar, and rowed his barge at Chester on

the river Dee, about the year 972. But
this was ten years after the death and

burial at Wimborne of the king of the same

name. Besides which the chronicler alludes

to the homage done at Chester by these

vassal kings shortly after Edgar had been

consecrated King at Bath in 972, though
he speaks only of six kings, and does not

give their names. Edear, be it remembered,

"had obtained the kingdom" more than

twelve years before his consecration. (CL
also Freeman's

' Norman Conquest,'- vol. i.

p. 68, n. 1.)

There is an old charter of King Edgar's,

dated 3 June, 966, in which the King made
a grant to the Church of Dorobernensis

(Canterbury) and the monks serving God
there. This was witnessed by

"
Siferd, sub-

regulus," by the Archbishops of Canterbury
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and York, and others ; and also, in
addition to Sifferd, by six of the tributary
kings who a few years later did homage
to Edgar, viz.. Kinath, King of Scotland,
Maccus. King of the Isles, Malcolm, King of
Cumberland. Jacob subregulus, Inkil sub-

regulus, Dufnal, &c. (Cf. No. 519,
' Codex

Diplomat icus JEvi Saxonici,' J. M. Kemble,
London. 1848.)

In Freeman's ' Old English History
'

(Rhys's edition, p. 175) is the following
passage :

" We hear of no invasion of the Danes ....
There was a little fighting with the SVelsh and a
little with the Scots just at the beginning of

Edgar's reign .... To preserve his kingdom from
foreign invaders, Edgar, like Alfred, kept up
a great fleet, which was always sailing about
the coasts, so that the Danes could never land.
But there may now and then, very likely, have
been some fighting by sea ; for instance, in 962
we read how a certain king Sigferth killed himself
and was buried at Wimborne. Now it is hard
to see what any King Sigferth could have been
doing anywhere near Wimborne unless he was
a Danish prisoner."

Freeman assumes from his name that the

King Sigferth, or Sifferth, who was buried
at Wimborne must have been a Dane.
But the old monkish historians are very
clear in describing the Sifferth who was one
of the tributary kings to King Edgar as a

King of Wales. Neither Bath, where Edgar
was consecrated, nor Chester, where homage
was done to him, is very far from Wales.
Wimborne could be reached by road from
Bath, and would not be more than seventy
miles distant. Or Bristol, which is twelve
miles from Bath (and that journey might
be made by river), would be accessible by
sea from Poole, which is but six miles from
Wimborne, or from Wareham, which is but
ten miles away, and in those days was an
important seaport.
Xow the

'

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
' was the

work of various writers. Is it possible that
its chronology is, so far as Sifferth is

concerned, somewhat confused ; that the
above-mentioned passages all relate to the
same man, Sifferth, a King of Wales;
that the date of his death is incorrectly

given in the
'

Chronicle *

; and that it should
be more than ten years later ?

It is worthy of mention that Wimborne
had previously been the burial-place of

another monarch, Ethelred, the elder brother
of Alfred the Great, in the year 871, and that
the Purbeck marble slab which covered his

remains is shown in the Minster at the

present day. JAS. M. J. FLETCHER.
The Vicarage, Wimborne Minster.

THE DEATH OF SHELLEY. I should be

grateful for information relative to the

reception, by London newspapers, of the
news of Shelley's death. Were any details of

that catastrophe given by correspondents
abroad ? and did any obituary notice of the

young poet appear in the leading journals
of those days ? RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

" MOOLVEE." I am studying the history
of the Arabic word tnaulawiyy (a learned

man), which is generally anglicized moolvee.
I want to know to what triliteral root this

word may be traced. Are native Arabic
scholars agreed upon an etymology ? I

suppose that in form it might be derived
from the root wala" (to be near) a root
identified by Western scholars with the
Hebrew Idwah (to be joined together). So
the

' Oxford Hebrew Lexicon.' If this

etymology be correct, how can the seman-

tology be explained ? how can we arrive

at the meaning of
" a learned man "

? Is

the sense-development as follows :

"
to be

near,"
"
to be a friend," helper, protector,

lord, saint, learned man ? It should De-

noted that all these senses and many more
are found in the word and its co-radicates.

A. L. MAYHEW.
21, Norham Road, Oxford.

ESTATES OF NONJURORS. On p. 603 of

vol. xcv. (part i.) of The Gentleman's Maga-
zine there is a list of persons
" taken from a scarce book intituled

' Names of the
Roman Catholics, Xorijurors, who refused to take

the oath to his late Majesty King George the First.

Taken from an original MS. of a Gentleman who
was principal Clerk to the Accomptant General's

Office belonging to the Commissioners for the for-

feited Estates of England and Wales, after the

Rebelliou in the year 1715. Staffordshire, published
1745.'

"

The first entry in the list is as follows :

"William Stafford, Esq., estate at Bradley,
in possession of Peter Hatton and others,

399J. 10s.
T '

; and similar entries follow.

What is the meaning of the amount placed

against the name and description of each

person ? Is it that the estates of those

mentioned were forfeited to the Crown and
released on payment of a fine ? In several

cases the estates referred to remained the

property of the Nonjurors subsequent to

1715. Where can I obtain any information,

upon the matter ? R. VAUGHAN GOWER.

EVANGEL INKPOT. There has recently

come into my possession a quaint metal

I inkpot, truncated-cone shape. Round it the

{ following figures appear in relief : a man
I in a full robe, holding an open book ; an
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animal (? a dog) with its forepaws on an
open book ; another animal ( ? a kid ) ;

a
bird. There is a nimbus round the head of

each, and over them respectively are the
words . . ATHEVS : s. MABCVS : s. LVCAS :

s. JOHANN. Is there any interest attaching
to this kind of inkpot ? A friend tells me
that it illustrates Revelation iv. 7 :

" And
the first beast was like a lion, and the second
beast like a calf, and the third beast had a
face as a man, and the fourth beast was
like a flying eagle/' If this is correct, why
are the figures named after the Evangelists ?

If any readers can help me, I shall be glad.
WM. T. SANIGAB.

[The use of these Evangelical symbols derived
from the four "living things" of the Apocalypse
to signify the four Evangelists goes back at least-
to Irenasus, who expounds their meaning as

answering to the fourfold character of the work of
the Eternal Word. The lion represents His sove-

reign power ; the calf, His priestly function ; the

ma;n. His human nature ; the eagle, the gift of the
Spirit. The distribution of the symbols here given
is now the usual one ; but both Irena?us and
Augustine distribute them differently.]

1. MOSES CHARAS, PHARMACOPCEUS
REGIUS. I have an engraved portrait of
this man seated in his laboratory at a
table, writing. I should be glad of any
biographical details.

2.
" STEPHANI RODEBICI CASTRBNSIS

LVSITANI ANN. JETAT. LXXVIII." 1 have
an engraved portrait with the above in-

scription. He was probably a medical man.
Where can I find a full account of his life ?

ISBAEL SOLOMONS.
118, Sutherland Avenue, W.

LYNDON EVELYN. Can any of your
readers give me the following information :

the date of birth of Lyndon Evelyn, M.P.
for Wigton 1809-12, Dundalk 1812-18,
and St. Ives 1820-26 supposed to be eldest
son of Francis Evelyn of Dublin, who entered
himself as student of Lincoln's Inn, 11 Nov.,
1778, and was Chief Examiner in the Court
of Chancery for some years ? I shall be glad
of any further details with regard to his

family. S. G. EVELYN.
Gorton, Presteign, Radnorshire.

INSCBIPTION IN PARISH CHURCH OF ST.
MARY, LLANFAIB-WATEBDINE. Has the in-

scription on one of the communion rails
in the above church ever been translated ?

Many have tried to decipher it, without
success, though I understand that Sir
John Rhys, of Oxford, discovered a key to
a single word. WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

Dublin

ORLOW is a girl's name met with occa-

sionally in Sussex and elsewhere at the

present day. Can any of your readers

supply information as to its origin and
meaning ? J. A.

ST. JAMES'S BOAT. (See 11 S. v. 409.)
Let me add to my query that Miss K. L.
Bates refers, in

'

Spanish Highways and
Byways

'

(p. 411), to a story about the body
of St James being conveyed to Spain

"
in

a shell of miraculous size
"

; but she adds," This is not the version that was told us
at the shrine."

Mr. C. Bogue Luffmann's book was pub-
lished long after that of Miss Bates.

ST. SWITHIN.

' SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER '

: EXPLANA-
TIONS WANTED. I should be grateful if

your columns could give me help upon the

following points, which, in a small Swiss

village, I find it hard to determine.

1. Who composed the opera
'

Ariadne '

(the
minuet in which is referred to in

' She
Stoops to Conquer,' Act I.), and in what
year was it produced ? The Rev. H. R.
Haweis, in

' Music and Morals,' ascribes it

to Handel, and says it was produced at
the Haymarket in 1733. Burney's

'

History
of Music '

says Porpora's
' Ariadne ' was

first performed in 1733. Is the reference to
one of these ? It cannot be to Georg
Benda's ' Ariadne auf Naxos,' which was
produced in 1774, a year after

'

She Stoops
to Conquer.'

2. What is the derivation of the phrase" Rabbit me " or
" Rabbet me "

(
= Con-

found me) ?

3. Is
" Odso "

(a minced form of
" God

so ") an abbreviation of
" God so help me

"
" God save me "

? Or can any other

origin be found ?

4. Are the Grotto Gardens (mentioned in
' She Stoops to Conquer,' Act II.) to be
identified with Finch's Grotto and Garden,
which, according to

'

Curiosities of London,'
p. 323, by John Timbs (London, 1855), were
established in the present Southwark Bridge
Road about 1760 :

" Here Suett and Nan
Cattley acted and sang," &c. ? Were they
the scene of musical and dramatic per-
formances ? The only annotation of the

passage which I have seen is simply
"
in

Clerkenwell," and I do not know the au-

thority for that.

5. What is the precise meaning of crying
caro at an opera ? AROSER.
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Moss - TROOPERS. Lord Macaulay, in

chap. iii. of his
'

History of England",'
briefly refers to these marauders. E. A.

Baker, in
' A Descriptive Guide to the Best

Fiction, British and American,' supplies
eight names of novelists who have written
of them. I shall be glad, however, to learn,

through the pages of
' N. & Q.' or direct,

of any writer or historian who has dealt
with this subject at length otherwise than
in a fictitious way. F. C. WHITE.

26, Arran Street ,"Roath, Cardiff.

[This is properly a seventeenth - century nick-
name for the Borderers who for generations had at
intervals harried the north of England, v.

'

N.E.D.']

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED. Can
any of your readers tell me who is the
author of tho following lines ?

Be thou happy, be thou kind ;

Ecirn a little and spend less ;

Where thou dwellest, leave behind
Memories of happiness.
Keep of friends a resolute few ;

To thyself be grimly true ;

And where life prove wilderness
Wander without bitterness.

M. L.

Whence comes the following distich ?

For the good saint little knew
What the wily sex can do.

J. C. HODGSON.
Alnwick.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. ADAM NEALE. When and whom did

he marry ? The '

D.N.B.,' xl. 137, does not
mention his wife, though it has separate
biographies of two of their children.

2. RICHARD PEERS. When and whom
did he marry ? The '

D.N.B.,' xliv. 230,
does not say.

3. THE REV. JOHN PETTINGALL, D.D.
Who was his wife ? Did his son Thomas
ever marry ? If so, when and whom ?

The '

D.N.B.,' xlv. 109, does not throw any
light on these points.

4. THOMAS SCOTT, OR SCOT, THE REGI-
CIDE. According to the '

D.N.B.,' Scot is

said to have been educated at Cambridge
University. What was his college ? When
did he matriculate and graduate ?

G. F. R. B.

DINGWALL FAMILY. John Dingwall of
Corsindae .died at Carlisle 26 Oct., 1840. He
is said to have been murdered by his valet
after the races there. What is known of
the incident ? J. M. BULLOCH.

123, Pall Mall, 8.W.

SHIPS LOST IN THE GREAT STORM,
1703.

(US. v. 348.)

As far as I am aware, the lists already exist-

ing of ships lost in the storm of 27 Nov.,
1703, are very incomplete. The fullest

list which I believe has hitherto been printed
names thirteen ships. The particulars given
in this article contain details of seventy-one
ships which suffered entire ship'ttTeck or
were in some way disabled.

I had proposed to print all the matter I
have at hand on this subject, but it is so ex-
tensive that I have been compelled to reduce
it, and instead I have made an alphabetical
index to the names of the ships, and given,
in each case, references to where fuller infor-

mation "may be found. This fuller infor-

mation I have in MS. myself, and shall be
pleased to let MR. PEACOCK have all the
facts relating to any or all of the ships
named, if he requires this. It is well
known that Defoe's book ' The Storm '

(1704) is the only detailed book upon the

subject. That work deals in a general way
with the disasters of all kinds which hap-
pened during the storm, and scattered

through its unindexed pages are numerous
references to casualties at sea. In some
copies (though not in all) there is, or should

be, facing p. 222,
" A List of such of Her

Majestie's Ships that were lost," &c. This
list was not printed as a part of any sixteen-

page section of the book, but is on different-

sized paper, and the binder has failed to

insert it in many copies. Defoe names only
twelve ships, and those are of Her Majesty's
Navy.
As soon as the storm was over Defoe,

who was then in prison, advertised through
his publisher for information to be sent

relating to accidents of all kinds. Letters

were to be sent to John Nutt, the book-
seller near Stationers' Hall, whose name
later on appeared on the title-page of the

volume.
Doubt has been cast upon Defoe's Narra-

tive, but after comparing various independent
authorities with him, I believe that his facts

are correct, although he may have changed
the endings and signatures to the letters

he received before printing them. As far as

particulars relating to the ships go. there

are other lists to compare with Defoe's,
and these are the lists which appeared in

The Postman, 7 Dec., and in The Daily
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Courant. 6 Dec. Both these are named
" authentick "

lists. Neither contains the
names of more than thirteen ships, and these
of the Navy, and no others. In the follow-

ing I have blended all the names I know of

into one alphabetical list.
"
Defoe, Narrative,"

signifies that particulars are found in the

body of the book 'The Storm.' "Defoe,
Tab. List

"= tabulated list of ships which
should be in all copies of

' The Storm,' 1704,

facing p. 222.
"
Daily Courant and Postman,

Tab. List," refers to the tabulated lists found
in those papers on the dates given. The
newspapers of the day have provided me
with seven-eighths of the following informa-
tion :

Antelope. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Arundel (H.M.S.). Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Defoe, Narrative, p. 173.
Assistance. Laden with tobacco ;

"
cast away

upon Hurst Beach." Defoe, Narrative, p. 188.
Association. Sir Stafford Fairborn's ship,"

driven by the gale from the Thames to coast
of Norway." Defoe, Narrative, pp. 217-22.

Bonaventure. "
Fell foul of a laden collier, and

drove on the sands." London Gazette, 2-0 Dec.
Canterbury (storeship). London Gazette, 2Q~Xov.

2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, 30 Nov. ; Defoe,
Narrative, pp. 173, 209, 222.

Chomley. Defoe, Narrative, p. 187.
Corke. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Crow. London Gazette, 2-6 Dec.
Cumberland (H.M.S.). Defoe, Narrative, p. 108.

Despatch (packet boat). Post/nan, 27-30 Nov. ;

Daily Courant, 29 Nov.
Donegall. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Duke of Gloucester. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Eagle (H.M.S.). London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ;

Daily Courant, Tab. List, Dec. ; Postman,
Tab. List, 7 Dec. ; Defoe, Tab. List ; Defoe,
Narrative, p. 212.

Europe. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Firebrand. Daily Courant, 30 Nov. ; Postman,

30 Nov.-2 Dec. ; London Gazette, 29 Nov.-
2 Dec.

George. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.; Postman, 30
Nov.-2 Dec., 2-4 Dec. ; Defoe, Nnrrative.p. 209.

Golden Peace "
of Dantzick." " Cast away on

our sands" (Yarmouth). London Gazette,
29 Nov.-2 Dec.

Grace. Daily Courant, 30 Nov. ; Defoe, Narra-
tive, p. 209.

Hampton Court. Postman, 2-4 Dec. : London
Gazette, 6-9 Dec. : Daily Courant, 4 Dec.

Happy Entrance. Defoe, Narrative, p. 187.
Herman. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.-
Hern. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Hopeful Margaret. Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec.
Jefferies (hospital ship). Daily Courant, 30 Nov. ;

London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec.
John Watson. Defoe, Narrative, p. 124.

Joseph and Mary. Russia merchantman.
Daily Courant, 4 Dec.

King David. London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec.
Latchford. Defoe, Narrative, p. 191.
Litchfield Prize (H.M.S.). London Gazette, 29

Nov.-2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, 1 Dec., Tab.
List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Defoe, Narrative, p. 212.

Love's Increase. London Gazette, 2-6 Dec.

Lftyal Cooke. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.

Lynn. Postman, 27-30 Nov. ; Daily Courant,
29 Nov. and 1 Dec. ; London Gazette, 29 Nov.-
2 Dec.

Mansbridge (packet boat). Postman, 2 Dec. ;

London Gazette, 2-6 Dec.

Margate. Daily Courant, 29 Nov., 1 Dec. ;

London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec.
Martha. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Mary (H.M.S.). Daily Courant, 2 Dec., Tab.

List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative, pp. 194, 195, 255,
261.

Mary (of Glasgow). Daily Courant, 4
Dec.^

(References to ships called
"
Mary

" are

found in Daily Courant, 29 Nov. ; ibid., 30 Nov. ;

London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Postman, 29

Nov.-2 Dec.)
Monk. London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Defoe,

Narrative, p. 212.
Mortar Bomb (H.M.S.). London Gazette, 29 Nov.-

2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, 29 Nov., Tab. List,

6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ; Defoe,
Tab. last.

Neptune. London Gazette, 2-6 Dec. ; Daily
Courant, 30 Nov.

Newcastle (H.M.S.). Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec. ;

London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Daily Cour-

ant, 1 Dec., Tab. List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab.

List, 7 Dec. ; Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative,

p. 212.

Nightingale. Postman, 29-30 Nov.
Noah's Ark. Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec.
Northumberland '(H.M.S.). Postman, 27-30

Nov., Tab. List, 7 Dec. ; Daily Courant, 29 and
30 Nov., Tab. List, 6 Dec. ; London Gazette,

29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative,

pp. 194, 255, 261.

Nottingham. London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec.
Portsmouth. Defoe, Tab. List-

Reserve (II.M.S.). London Gazette, 25-29 Nov.;
Postman, 27-30 Nov., 30 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Daily
Courant, 29 Nov. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Daily Courant, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ; Defoe, Tab.

List, Narrative, pp. 64, 210-11, 267.
Resolution (H.M.S.). Postman, 30 Dec.-l Jan. ;

London Gazette, 2-6 Dec. ; Daily Courant, Tab.

List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative, p. 212.
Restoration (H.M.S.). Postman, 27-30 Nov. ;

Daily Courant, 30 Nov. and 2 Dec. ; London
Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, Tab.

List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec. ;

Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative, p. 194.

Richard and Benjamin. Defoe, Narrative, p. 187.

Richard and John. London Gazette, 29 Nov.-
2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, 30 Nov. ; Defoe,

Narrative, pp. 173, 209.
Richard and Rose. Defoe, Narrative, p. 187.

Robert and Elizabeth. London Gazette, 2-6 Dec.
Russel. Defoe, Narrative, p. 206.
Sarah. Defoe, Narrative, p. 206.
Sarah and Mary Hopewell. Postman, 30 Nov.-

2 Dec.
Shrewsbury. Defoe, Narrative, p. 194.

Silvester. Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec.

Sterling Castle (H.M.S.). Daily Courant, 29 Nov.,
30 Nov., 2 Dec. ; Postman, 27-30 Nov., 29 Nov.-
2 Dec. ; London Gazette, 29 Nov.-2 Dec. ;

Daily Courant, Tab. List, 6 Dec. ; Postman,
Tab. List, 7 Dec. ; Defoe, Tab. List, Narrative,

pp. 194, 262.
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Suffolk. London Gazette, 29 Xov.-2 Dec. ; Defoe,
Narrative, p. 173.

Swallow. London Gazette, 29 Xov.-2 Dec. ;

Postman, 30 Xov.-2 Dec.
Thomas. London Gazette, 2-6 Dec.
Thomas and Francis. Defoe, Narrative, p. 187.

Vanguard (H.M.S.). Daily Courant. 2 Dec.,
Tab. List, 6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec.

Vesuvius (H.M.S.). Daily Couranf, 30 Nov. ;

Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec. : London Gazette,
29 Nov.-2 Dec. ; Daily Courant, Tab. List,
6 Dec. ; Postman, Tab. List, 7 Dec.

Vigo. Defoe, Tab. List.
Walker. Postman, 30 Nov.-2 Dec.
Westmorland. Daily Courant, 30 Nov.
Winchelsea. Postman, 2-4 Dec. ; Lotidon Gazette,

2-6 Dec. ; Defoe, Narrative, p. 212.

The York (H.M.S.). London Gazette, 25-29 Nov. ;

Daily Courant, 27 Nov.

In addition to the above there are numer-
ous references to catastrophes in which
the names of ships are not given, thus :

" Five sail, two of which are pretty big ones,
are lost upon the Goodwin Sands." London
Gaze'te, 25-29 Nov.

" A transport ship of 250 tons is driven ashore
near Southsea." Daily Courant, 30 Nov.

" A Dutch Flyboat, laden with corn, driven
ashore near Southsea Castle." Daily Courant,
30 Nov.

" A small pink, laden with stone, driven ashore
near Southsea Castle." Daily Courant, 30 Nov.

"
Ship from Lisbon, laden with wine, driven

ashore near Stokes Bay, and foundered."
Daily Courant, 30 Nov.

" A Dane or Swede of considerable burthen
from Bordeaux, cast away upon Bolt Point."
Daily Courant, 4 Dec.

"
Portuguese ship, laden with fruit, wrecked at

Mounts Bay." Postman, 2 Dec.

I append a bibliographical note on the

subject of the storm.
Defoe's book ' The Storm

'

appeared on
17 July. 1704, price 3s. 6d.. printed for

George Sawbridge in Little Britain, and sold

by John Nutt near Stationers' Hall. The
advertisement of its forthcoming is printed
in Defoe's own paper A Review, &c., 27 June,
1704, p. 148; and the announcement of its

publication is printed in A Review. 29 July.
1704. and in The London Gazette , 17-20 July.
The book was reprinted without alteration
in 1769. The advertisements of Defoe
requesting information to be sent relating
to the storm appeared in The Lotidon
Gazette, 2-6 Dec., 1703, and Daily Courant,
2 Dec., 1703. A notice appeared in The
London Gazette, 16-20 Dec., 1703 :

" His Royal Highness, Lord High Admiral of
England and Ireland, having given orders to the
principal officers and commissioners of Her
Majesty's Navy, to pay the Powers at Broad
Street of such Seamen as were shipwreckt in the
late Storm : Notice is hereby given that the
said payments will be made at the time expressed,"

The London Gazette of 13-16 Dec. contains a
proclamation for a general fast, and this

was observed on 19 Jan.. 1703/4. Besides
Defoe's book, the only literature I know of
is as follows :

" An Account of the sad and dreadful accidents
that was done about the cities of London and
Westminster and the Liberties thereof by the
prodigious Hurricane of wind which happened on
Saturday morning, the 27th of this instant No-
vember, 1703. Giving a relation of several
men, women, and children that were killed and
wounded : Some cast away on the river of Thames,
with the number of Boats, Barges, and Lighters
lost. Trees blown up by the roots in Moorfields,
St. James and Hyde Park, with a great many
more casualties that happened by the tumbling of
stacks of chimnies, tops of houses, and Pentices."

A broadside printed on both sides, small
folio :

" A Wonderful History of all the Storms,
Hurricanes, Earthquakes, &c., that have Hap-
pened in England for above 500 Years past, and
the great Damages they have done ; with a
Particular Account of the Dreadful Storm that

happen'd on the 26th and 27th of November,
1703, the Loss sustain'd by Sea and Land, in

Houses, Churches, People, Cattel, Corn, Hay,
Trees, Shipping, and Mariners, in England,
^Flanders, and Holland. The Natural Causes of

Winds, Storms, and Earthquakes, Blazing Stars,
many Suns and Moons seen at a time, Appari-
tions in the Air, Circles round the Sun and Moon,
Rainbows seen in the Day and Night, the Ebbing
and Flowing of the Sea, Thunder, Lightning,
Vapours, Dews, Hail, Rain. Snow, and Frost :

with many other Amazing Things. Printed for
A. Baldwin in Warwick Lane." Octavo.

" The terrible stormy Wind and Tempest,
November 27, 1703. Considered, Improved, and
Collected, to be held in everlasting Remembrance.
To which is added, Fair Warning to a careless
World. By the Author of The Infallible way to
Contentment, &c. Printed for W. Freeman at
the Bible, over against the Middle Temple Gate,
in Fleet street. Price 6rf." Quarto.

" An Elegy on the Author of
' The True-born

Englishman.' With an Essay on the late Storm.

By the Author of
' The Hymn to the Pillory.'

"

Quarto." A Sermon Preach'd, before the Right Honour-
able the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens, of

London, at the Cathedral Church of St. Paul,
Jan. 19th, 1703/4. Being the Fast-day Appointed
by Her Majesty's Proclamation, upon Occasion of
tlie late dreadful Storm and Tempest ; and to

implore the Blessing of God upon Her Majesty
and Her Allies in the present War. By Offspring
Blackall, D.D. ; Chaplain in Ordinary to Her
Majesty. Printed for W. Kettilby at the Bishop's
Head in St. Paul's Churchyard." Quarto.

" The Power and Providence of God Consider'd
and Asserted. In a Sermon preach'd, in the Parish
Church of Middleton Stony in the County of

Oxford, on Wednesday the 19th of January ;

being the Fast-day Appointed by Proclamation,
to be observed in a most Solemn and Devout
Manner, &c. By William Offley, M.A. ; Pre-

bendary of Lincoln. Rector of Middleton Stony,
and late Fellow of King's College in Cambridge."
Quarto.
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" A Second Century of Meditations, with short

Prayers annexed, on various Subjects. To which
is added, A Postscript, by way of Meditation, on
the Spoils and Ruins made by the dreadful

Tempest, Nov. 27, 1703. By Benjamin Jenks ;

Rector of Harley in Shropshire, and Chaplain
to the Right Honourable the Earl of Bradford.
Printed for W. Rogers at the Sun, against
St. Dunstan's Church, and B. Tooke at the Middle
Temple Gate, in Fleet Street." Twelves.

" A Warning from the Winds. A Sermon
preach'd upon Wednesday, Jan. 19, 1703/4 ;

being the day of publick Humiliation for the late
Terrible Storm of Wind, sent in great Rebuke
upon this Kingdom, November 26, 27, 1703 : and
now set forth, in some ground of it, to have been
inflicted as a Punishment of that general Contempt
in England, under Gospel Light, cast upon the
Work of the Holy Ghost, as to his Divine Breath-
ings upon the Souls of Men. Opened and Argued
from John iii. 8. To which is subjected, An
Exercitation upon Eph. ii. 2, about Airy Oracles,
Sybils, Prophetesses, Idolatry and Sacrifices of
the Pagan Times. By Joseph Hussey, Pastor of
the Congregational Church at Cambridge. Printed
for W. and J. Mai-shall at the Bible in Newgate
Street." Quarto." A Sermon Preach'd, before the Lords Spiritual
and Temporal in Parliament Assembled, in the
Abbey Church of Westminster, on Jan. 19th ;

being the Fast-day Appointed for imploring a
Blessing from Almighty God upon Her Majesty
and Her Allies, Engag'd in the present War. As
also for the Humbling of our Selves before Him,
in a deep sense of his heavy Displeasure, shew'd
in the late dreadful Tempest, &c. By the Right
Reverend Father in God, William, Lord Bishop
of Oxford." Quarto.

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, W.

" SPLENDID ISOLATION "
(11 S. v. 348, 454).

The author of this phrase (used by Premier
Poincare at the unveiling of the Cannes
statue to King Edward VII., and ascribed

by POLITICIAN to Mr. Goschen) was certainly
the Hon. George Eulas Foster, Finance
Minister, from whose speech in the Canadian
House of Commons, on 16 Jan., 1896 (' Can.
Hansard,' 1896, p. 176), I quote :

" In these somewhat troublesome days when
the great Mother Empire stands splendidly iso-
lated in Europe with interests stretching over the
wide world," &c.

In the same session ('Hansard,' p. 1215)
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, then in opposition, said :

"
It is true England was, as the Finance Minister

said on a former occasion, and is yet, isolated,
whether splendidly isolated or dangerously iso-
lated I will not now debate," &c.

The '

N.E.D.,' under '

Isolation,' ascribes
the phrase in question to Sir Wilfrid ; but
from the above quotation it will be seen
that he expressly quoted Mr. Foster.

AVEBN PABDOE.
Legislative Library, Toronto.

BALDWIN'S GARDENS, HOLBORN (U.S. v;

428). Richard Baldwin, who built some
houses in Gray's Inn Lane, was one of the

royal gardeners in the time of Queen Eliza-

beth. There are some references by
DR. RIMBAULT to Baldwin's Gardens in

'N. & Q.' (1 S. i. 410); also in Wheatley
and Cunningham's

' London Past and
Present,' i. 92. It was a place of sanctuary
till all privilege of sanctuary and abjuration
consequent thereon was abolished by statute
2.1 Jac. L, c. 28. THOMAS WM. HUCK.

Saffron Walden.

'

Leigh's Picture of London '

(ed. 1830)
states that Baldwin's Gardens were so

called from one of Queen Elizabeth's gar-
deners, who erected the buildings. No
authority is cited.

In the very valuable notes by Jacob

Henry Burn appended to the '

Beaufoy
Collection of London Traders' Tokens.'

published by the Corporation of London in

1845, occurs this passage :

" 'Baldwins gardens neare Grayes inn lane
'

is

said to have derived that name from Richard
Baldwin, who erected some houses here in 1589."

This site originally formed part of the manor
of Portpool, the greater part of which is

now occupied by Gray's Inn. As it was in

1560 that Gray's Inn Hall was built,- and
about 1600 that the gardens of the Inn were
first planted, this seems a very probable
period for the

"
development

"
of Baldwin's

Gardens.
The statement that Baldwin's Gardens

was a "
sanctuary

" seems to mean only
that it was a part of the Upper Holborn
Liberty, which was outside the boundary of
the City, and not contained in any parish
of Middlesex. Maitland states (1754) that
the Liberty had three constables, two beadles,
and seventeen watchmen, so that it was not
without constituted authority. Although
he mentions that Whitefriars was the resort

of criminals, who long kept it by force as a

sanctuary against law and justice, he makes
no such reference in the case of the L'pper
Holborn Liberty. It is, of course, the fact
that the

"
liberties

"
just outside the City

boundaries were always the haunts of such
characters, and, owing to the jealousy of

the authorities, no concerted action was
taken against them. I have no doubt that
until the establishment of the Metropolitan
Police, Baldwin's Gardens formed a very
useful refuge for criminals, especially as it

connected by narrow alleys with a number
of other courts off Gray's Inn Lane (now
Gray's Inn Road), and contained several
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large common lodging-houses, so that it

was not difficult to elude the constables.

But I can find no reference to any formal
claim of the privileges of sanctuary or to

Any attempts by force of arms to vindicate
that privilege, as was the case in Whitefriars.

R. S. PENGELLY.
lapham Park.

Baldwin's Gardens were built by a man
named Baldwin, who is stated to have been
a gardener to Queen Elizabeth. This was
recorded on a stone set into one of the

houses, which was removed some years ago
when the houses were rebuilt. This street

was most certainly a sanctuary, and so

remained until these privileged places were
abolished by Act of Parliament about 1695.

HENRY BEAZANT.
Koundway, Friern Barnet.

Jesse must be right in saying that Bald-
win's Gardens was a sanctuary, because in

1697 an Act of Parliament (c. 27, s. 15),
which was then passed
"
for the preventing the many notorious and

scandalous practices used in many pretended
privileged places in and about the Cities of London
and Westminster and the borough of Southwark,"
mentions amongst the sanctuaries to be

swept away
" Baldwin's Gardens."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

VOLTAIRE IN ENGLAND (11 S. v. 388).
To-morrow I will live, the fool does say ;

To-day 's too late, the wise liv'd yesterday,

quoted by Voltaire in his letter to Thieriot,
is the conclusion of Cowley's rendering of

Martial, v. 58 (59). The Latin lines are :

41'ras vives : hodie iam vivere, Postume, serum est.

Ille sapit, quisquis, Postume, vixit heri.

Cowley's last line, however, is an alex-

andrine, and begins
To Day it self 's too late.

He translates the poem in his tenth essay,
* The Danger of Procrastination. A Letter
to Mr. S. L.' EDWARD BENSLY.

If your correspondent does not know Ros-
coe's

'

Life of Pope,' the subjoined letter will

be welcome to him. It was written whilst
its author was on a visit at Dawley to Lord
Bolingbroke, two months after an accident
which had befallen Pope, and is one of
Voltaire's few English letters :

SIR, I hear this moment of your sad adventure.
That water you fell in was not Hippocrene's
-water, otherwise it would have respected you.
Indeed, I am concerned beyond expression" for
the danger yoxi have been in, and more for your

wounds. Is it possible that those fingers which
have dressed Homer so becomingly in an English
coat, should be so barbarously treated ! Let
the hand of Dennis, or of your poetasters, be cut
off ; yours is sacred. I hope, sir, you are now
perfectly recovered. Really, your accident con-

cerns me as much as all the disasters of a master

ought to affect his scholar. I am sincerely, Sir,

with the admiration which you deserve, your
most humble servant, VOLTAIRE.
In my Lord Bolingbroke's House, Friday at

noon, Nov. 16th, 1726.

Few Englishmen could indite a letter in

French with the facility and felicity ex-

hibited by Voltaire in English.
J. B. McGovERN.

"THE MORE THE MERRIER" (11 S. v.

429). The assertion that this phrase had
for its author an epigrammatist of the seven-

teenth century is certainly untrue. As for

King James I., if he used the phrase, it was

because it was already proverbial. All the

same, we are not told what authority there

is for his use of it.

However, it goes back at least to the

sixteenth century, and is probably one of

those proverbial phrases of which it is absurd

to pretend that the origin is known. I give
a quotation from Gascoigne which the
' N.E.D.' dates

" about 1575" :

And mo the merier is a Prouerbe eke.

Gascoigne's
'

Works,' ed. Hazlitt, i. 64.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

From Bartlett's
' Familiar Quotations,'

s.v.
' John Heywood,' I copy the following,

with its foot-note references :

" ' The moe the merrier.'*
'

Proverbes,' pt. ii.

*P
* Gascoigne,

'

Roses,' 1575. Title of a Book of

Epigrams, 1608. Beaumont and Fletcher :

' The
Scornful Lady,'

Act I. sc. i. ;

' The Sea Voyage,
Act I. sc. ii.'

Cf. the French :

" Plus on est de fous,

plus on rit
"

(Dancourt,
' Maison de Cam-

pagne,' sc. xi., 1661-1726).
H. GOUDCHAUX.

Bartlett, for this phrase, gives a reference

to Heywood's
'

Proverbes,' quoting from the

edition of 1874, a reprint of that of 1598.

This work was the first attempt to make a

collection of colloquial sayings in the English

language, being arranged in the form of a

dialogue. It is believed to have first ap-

peared in 1546, and it is certain that four

subsequent editions were printed, viz., in

1562, 1576, 1587, and 1598, a fact which

bears eloquent testimony to its popularity.

Under these circumstances the phrase
under discussion may have been almost as.

well known and as oft-quoted in the time
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of James I. as it is at the present day, and
its origin is probably hidden in the darkness
of antiquity. It may be mentioned that
even in Hungarian which lias no known
generic connexion with any other European
tongue the saying

" Mennel tobb, annal

jobb
"

(literally,
" The more the better "),

is of daily occurrence.
ARTHUR NEWTON.

CASANOVA AND CARLYLE (11 S. v. 428).
In case the desired reference be not found,
it may be worth while pointing out that in
1833 (' Count Cagliostro,' Flight First,
eleventh paragraph from the beginning)
Carlyle wrote :

"The present inquirer. .. .has read Books in
various languages and jargons ; feared not to
soil his fingers, hunting through ancient dusty
Magazines, to sicken his heart in any labyrinth
of iniquity and imbecility ; nay lie had not
grudged to dive even into the infectious

'

Meinoircs
de Casanova,' for a hint or two, coxild he have
found that work, which, however, most British
Librarians make a point of denying that they
possess."

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

ROBERT ROLLO GILLESPIE AT VELLORE
(US. iii. 348, 397, 437, 472). An anonymous
memoir, but known to be from the pen of

Major Wm. Thorne, was "
printed for T.

Egerton, at the Military Library, White-
hall," in 1816, 8vo, pp. 256.
A comprehensive biographical sketch,

containing much new material, appeared in
The Northern Whig (Belfast) for 18 April,
1906, from the pen of Dr. J. S. Crone (editor
of The Irish Book Lover) of Kensal Lodge,
Harrow Road, London, N.W.

There is a statue of the great Ulster soldier
at his native place, Comber, co. Down, in
addition to the monument in St. Paul's
Cathedral referred to by the REV. E. L. H.
TEW. WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

Dublin.

APPARENT DEATH (11 S. v. 428). Most
books on medical jurisprudence (or forensic
medicine) contain chapters on this subject,
more especially the older editions or earlier
works dealing with this branch of medical
study, e.g., that written by J. S. Forsyth,
surgeon, in 1829 (see chaps, xii.-xix., a
long historical account with many illustrative
cases) ; Dr. Michael Ryan's

'

Manual,' 2nd
ed.. published in 1836, pp. 485-500; and
Dr. Ogston's

'

Lectures,' published in 187-8,
chap, xxv., in which he explains the probable
causes of many popular tales of interment
alive.

In his book ' Dead Leaves and Living
Seeds ' the Rev. Harry Jones relates many
things about the cholera epidemic of 1866
in St. George's-in-the-East. He thinks that
in the first panic some people must have
been buried alive, and gives two instances of
the revival of presumed dead persons, one
of whom was being removed by the mortuary
cart for burial ; this was a woman who subse-

quently had four more children.

In 1910 there died at Bicester John
Hudson, who in 1832, when cholera carried
off sixty-four persons there, was placed in
his coffin for burial; but just before the
funeral his grandmother, taking a last look
at him, fancied she noticed a slight move-
ment. He was removed from the coffin,
and recovered.
Madame Nathalie, who died in November,

1885, in Paris, aged 70, narrowly escaped
premature inhumation in 1836. She was
playing in the fairy ballet

' La Fille de 1'Air,'
when she fell down in a swoon, was believed
to be dead, and was placed in her coffin.

The first blow of the undertaker's hammer
roused her, and in a few days she was back
at the Folies Dramatiques.

In syncopal ague there is a condition of

suspended animation so long in duration
that the patient runs a risk of burial alive.
Cases are referred to by Dr. Fagge and Prof.
Trousseau in their lectures.

WILLIAM BRADBROOK.
Bletchley.

" SLEEVELESS ERRAND "
(US. v. 445).

In connexion with the reference to a glove
being, in Spanish, an emblem of a gratuity,
it is worthy of note that at the Speech Day
of Christ's Hospital a white glove is handed
round the audience by the Grecians to collect

gratuities to form a purse for those boys
proceeding to the Universities, and that
on Saturday, 8 June, the custom was,
according to ancient usage, followed at Hor-
sham at the prize-giving. It would be
interesting to know when this ancient
custom started at the old City of London
School, and why the receptacle for the dona-
tions should always have been a white glove.

J. HARRIS STONE.
Oxford and Cambridge Club.

The adjective occurs in Chaucer,
' The

Testament of Love,' bk. ii.,
"
sleeveless

wordes "
; inFairefax, 'Godfrey of Boulogne,'

bk. vi. s. 89,
"
sleeveless errand "

; in

Bishop Hall, bk. iv. sat. i.,
"
sleeveless

rhymes, tale
"

; in Lyly,
'

Euphues, Anat.
of Wit,' p. 114, "sleeveless excuse"; in

Milton,
"
sleeveless reason." Todd explains
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it as
"
wanting reasonableness, propriety,

solidity." It is probable that the word
should properly be simply sleeve, without
the terminal less, which would seem to have

grown out of the negative meaning of a word ,

the radical sense of which had become
obsolete. Thus O.N. sliojr, Dan. xlor =
dull, inactive, blunt ; Sw. slo dull,

deadened, inert, barren.

As for the interchange of the sleeve and the

glove between Diomed and Cressida, Shake-

speare there introduces a custom. Gloves
and sleeves were both frequently worn in

war as the token of esteem from a lady love.

Hall, the chronicler, in a notice of a tourna-
ment of the time of Henry VIII. says :

"One part had their plumes at whyt, another
liadde them at redde, and the thyrde had them of

several colours. One ware in his headpiece his

ladies sleeve, and another bare on hys healm the

glove of his dearlynge."
TOM JONES.

"TELLING" NUMBERS (11 S. v. 390). A
long and interesting series of examples of

telling numbers in various parts of the
world was published in The Daily News a

year or two ago. J. LANDFEAR LUCAS.

' BITE AGAIN, AND BITE BIGGER' (11 S.

v. 369). There used to be a saying,
" Bite

bigger, Billy," used as sarcastic comment
when any

"
tall

"
tale was told.

"
Bite

bigger, Billy," occurs in a dialect recitation,
I believe ; probably the one which MR.
JAMES W. WALKER asks about. In one of

the children's monthly papers The Chil-

dren's Friend, I think many years ago
there was an illustration of two children,
the girl holding an apple to the boy, entitled
' Bite Bigger, Billy,' and having, I think,
.a few verses with it. THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

I certainly read a story based on this

expression in The Band of Hope Review in

the early sixties. Whether it was told in

rime or not I cannot recall. But I think
its title was,

' Bite Bigger, Billy.'
JOHN T. PAGE.

EDWARD CECIL, VISCOUNT WIMBLEDON
'(11 S. v. 428). The senior representative
of this nobleman is somewhat obscure,
but it is not difficult to point out the line

of research. He left four daughters his co-

heirs : (1) Dorothy, who died in France in

1652, unmarried ; (2) Albinia, wife of Sir

'Christopher Wray of Barlings Abbey, co.

^Lincoln, Knight, who died in 1646, leaving

issue ; (3) Elizabeth, married Francis, fifth

Baron Willoughby of Parham (she died in
1661, leaving surviving three daughters, viz.,

Diana, Frances, and Elizabeth, all of
whom married, but the eldest died s.p. ;

the line of Frances became early extinct ;

while Elizabeth, who married Richard Jones,
Earl of Ranelagh, is now represented by
Lord De Ros) ; (4) Frances, married second
Viscount Saye and Sele, and is now repre-
sented by her heir general the Lord Saye and
Sele.

The senior coheirship, of course, fell to
the descendants of Albinia, the second
daughter, and Sir Christopher Wray. They
had a large family of six sons and six

daughters. The male line is extinct, but
the heirship eventually vested in the descend-
ants of the granddaughters of Lady Albinia

through her eldest son, Sir William, who died
in 1669. There were five of these co-
heiresses of their brothers, viz. : (1) Olympia,
who died unmarried ; (2) Margaret, the
senior next of kin to her brother Sir William

Wray, who died in 1686. She married Rev.
James Jeffreys, D.D., Prebendary of Canter-

bury, younger brother of Judge Jeffreys.
He was buried in Canterbury Cathedral.
6 Sept., 1689, aged 40. His wife survived
him many years, being buried as

"
Margaret

Jeffreys, widow," 21 Sept., 1723. There
were two children of the marriage, both

baptized in the Cathedral, viz., Tufton (a

daughter), bapt. 29 March, 1688, buried
31 Dec., 1689, and John, bapt. 22 Aug.,
1689. What became of the latter I have
failed to discover, but he was probably
the father of Dr. Jeffreys, residentiary of

St. Paul's in 1799, who is said by Burke
(' Extinct Peerage,' sub '

Jeffreys of Wem ')

to have been grandson of the Prebendary of

Canterbury and Margaret Wray. If this be

so, then in his issue (if any) now vests the
senior co -representation of Lord Wimbledon.

Failing this, we have the three younger
sisters of Margaret. These were : (3) Al-

binia, said to have married after 1680
Lewis. (4) Tufton, wife of Sir James
Montagu, Chief Baron of the Exchequer
(d. 1712), who left an only daughter Eliza-

beth, married to Sir Clement Wearg,
Solicitor-General, who died in 1726. His
widow survived till 1746, but died s.p. (5)

Drury, the youngest sister, married to Sir

William Sanderson, Bart. His male line

failed in 1760, but he had a daughter Tufton
who was twice married first, to a Capt.
Barrie ; secondly, to Alexander Horton
of the Grove, Buckingham.

W. D, PINK.
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SIR WILLIAM COTJRTENAY (
1 1 S. v. 428).

MR. SOLOMONS will find in Mr. Baring-
Gould's

' Cornish Characters and Strange
Events '

(an amusing book, even if not rising
above journalism) an interesting account
of this man John Nichols Tom, born at

St. Columb Major, Cornwall, 10 Nov., 1799.

Mr. Gould gives a graphic description of the
access and growth of his insanity up to

1832, when, in the excitement of a successful

stroke of business, he left home to visit Lady
Hester Stanhope, the

"
Queen of Lebanon,"

and was snubbed by her in a most amusing
manner.
He did not remain long content with

being merely Sir William Courtenay. When
he presented himself to the electors of

Canterbury in 1832, he was Sir William

Percy Honeywood Courtenay, Knight of

Malta and King of Jerusalem ; but he ulti-

mately became Viscount Courtenay of

Powderham Castle, Prince of Arabia, and
King of the Gipsies. The supposition of his

being the Messiah led to some very tragic
events. In the volume referred to are a

portrait of him as he appeared at the election
of 1832, and an illustration commemorating
his shooting Lieut. Bennet and a police con-
stable near Canterbury, 31 May, 1838.
As a study in insanity his life is of par-

t
rcular interest, and the strange power he had
over the ignorant people of Blean is one of
the most extraordinary chapters in the

history of popular delusions with which I
am acquainted. Much information is given
concerning him in The Times of June, 1838.

YGREC.

A very good account of this crazy Cornish-
man will be found in Chambers's Journal
for October, 1888. His real name was
John Nicholl Thorn, but he assumed that
of Sir William Courtenay, claiming to be a
Knight of Malta. He was shot in the"
battle

"
of Bosenden in Kent, 31 May,

1838, and was buried in the churchyard at
Hernhill, about two miles distant from the
scene of conflict. It is among the curiosities
of Parliamentary elections that this man
ventured to contest the city of Canterbury
at the election immediately following the
Reform Bill, and that he actually polled 375
votes. W. D. PINK.

MR. ISRAEL SOLOMONS will find an account
of John Thorn, alias Sir William Courtenay,
in

' The Annual Register
'

for 1838. Other
false Messiahs are William Hackett, who
flourished in England in 1591 ; Davide
Lazzaretti, who flourished in Italy in 1835

;

and Anton Unternahrer, who lived in
Switzerland 1759-1823 ; and there are

others, I believe, recorded by the late J. A*
Symonds in one of his books, and by Southey
in the second volume of his

'

History of
Brazil.'

Among those who have falsely claimed
to be Elias may be mentioned Ralph Durden
(Cooper,

'

Athenae Cantabrigienses,' ii. 22)
and Elizeus Hall (' State Papers, Domestic,
Elizabeth,' xxiii. 39), as well as John Dowie
in our own times.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

" John Nicholls Thorn, better known by his
assumed name, Sir Wm. Courtenay, took up his-
residence at Dunkirk, about 4i miles from Canter-
bury, but in consequence of certain lawless acts
by him and his followers a warrant was issued for
his apprehension ; he, however, shot the constable
sent to arrest him 31 May, 1838, whereupon a
detachment of the 45th Regiment, under the
command of Major Armstrong and Lieut. Bennett,
was dispatched from Canterbury to put down the
rioters and vindicate the law : Lieut. Bennett,
with his forces, met Courtenay with 100 of his
followers at Bosenden Wood ; the Riot Act was
read, and on Bennett approaching to discuss
with Courtenay, the latter immediately shot him
dead : a soldier then promptly fired upon and
killed the ringleader, and a general affray ensued,
in which ten rioters Avere slain : Courtenay's
body and those of six of the rioters were buried in
the churchyard of the adjoining parish of Hern-
hill. There is a mural tablet to Lieut. Bennett
in Canterbury Cathedral." Kelly's

' Post Office
Directory,' 1895.

In an article in The Kentish Express some
years ago it is stated that
"
at the time that Lady Hester Stanhope had!

taken up her residence in Palestine to await the
second coming of the Messiah, the young Cornish-
man determined to travel there to convince the
lady that he was the identical person whom she
expected. Unfortunately for him, he had made
certain prophecies which were never fulfilled, and
in the end the lady rated him as an impostor."

See '

Bibliotheca Cantiana,' by John
Russell Smith, p. 120 :

" An Essay on the Character of Sir W. Courte-
nay, Knight of Malta, and the Causes of his Influ-
ence over the Public Mind, with the recent Trial
of that remarkable Individual at Maidstone,
July 25, 1833. 8vo, pp. 24, with a Portrait. Canter-
bury."

" The Eccentric and Singular Productions of
Sir W. Courtenay, K.M., alias Mr. Tom, Spirit
Merchant and Malster of Truro, in Cornwall,
late Candidate for the Representation of the City
of Canterbury in Parliament, now an Inmate of
the Lunatic Asylum, Banning Heath, near Maid-
stone, with his Trial at Maidstone for Perjury.
8vo. Canterbury. Pp. 40, with a frontispiece
and facsimiles of his autographs."

R, J. FYNMORE,

(MB. FRED. C. FROST thanked for reply.l
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on Uoohs.

MESSRS. JACK'S "People's Books" go on
accumulating, as we are glad to see. Mr. Xevin-
son's Groicth of Freedom is a fine book, touched
with the writer's idealism, and mindful of the

many-sidedness of human life, so that other

aspects of freedom than the merely political one
are duly recognized. The only unsatisfactory
thing is, we think, the slightness, after the first

chapter, of his treatment of authority, a prin-

ciple related to psychological facts as real and

profound as those concerned with freedom.
Mr. Hilary Hardinge's Julius Caesar is a clever,

lively, and, for popular purposes, adequate
presentment of the most fascinating career of

the Western world. The point being to render

something of the personality of Caesar and
to define his achievement, the slurring over -of

diffmilties and the reduction of technicalities

to a minimum were perfectly legitimate, even

though they will strike the classical scholar as

amateurish. Seeing how much has hinged on

imperium and imperator, the exact meaning of

these words to a Roman of Caesar's day should

surely have been brought out more carefully.
The "omission is typical. The Foundations of

Science, by Mr. Whetham, is a masterly piece of

work one of the best we have seen in the whole
series. He gives us a history of the progress,
and states the present situation, of the physical,

biological, and psychological sciences with a

singularly happy judgment in his selection from
the vast mass of material at his hand. In our
desire that the book should be widely read, we
reeret the frequent use of unexplained technical

terms and "
long words," which to the very

readers for whom this elementary survey of

science would be the greatest boon may prove
a little too puzzling.

Prof. Baly's Inorganic Chemistry possesses
all the advantages which flow from a knack of

easy, lucid writing, almost as good as speech ;

its "method of presentation betrays at once the

practised teacher. Those who, lacking oppor-
tunities for mastering the elements of chemistry in

the ideal way, i.e., by means of direct instruction

and experiment, nevertheless feel the need of some
knowledge of the subject, could hardly do better

than master the contents of this book, which
is sufficiently detailed to constitute a body of

real information, yet does not offer a task beyond
the powers of any one who properly knows how
to read.
A considerably stiffer exercise in imaginative

thought is provided by Dr. Phillips's Radiation,
a subject in which, so far as science goes, the

possibility of acquiring real knowledge by mere
reading is perhaps reduced to its very minimum.
Yet the reader who, coming more or less ignorant
to the subject, refuses to

" bolt
"

these pages
and waits to read a following chapter till he has

digested the one before it, will not go unrewarded
for his pains.
We confess ourselves unable to discover the

purpose which the Dictionary of Synonyms, by
Mr. Austin K. Gray, was intended to serve. The
essay at the beginning can only be of use to persons
whose realization of what constitutes a language is

extremely imperfect ; and the writer starts out

with telling them, very truly, that "
synonyms

are words that express different shades of a
common meaning. No two words in the English
language express identically the same meaning.""
Then, in the body of the work, he offers them
articles like this, taken at random :

"
Care, O.E. cearu. ; O. Sax. kara = so rrow.

"1. Bitterness, want, need, burden, load, fretr
hardship, misgiving, mistrust, fear, dread, watch,
watchfulness, heed, needfulness, forethought,.
thrift, husbandry, keep, yearning, longing.

"2. Anxiety, trouble, distress, affliction, irrita-
tion, apprehension, solicitude, scruple, devotion,,
alarm, vigilance, attention, circumspection, pru-
dence, precaution, minuteness, frugality, economy,.
duty, concern, charge, custody, ward, pressure,,
diffidence."

Many of these words are, of course, not in any
true sense synonyms of

"
care

"
at all, while to-

lling them all in a heap before the presumably
unlearned reader to whom the Preface is directed
is actually to promote that depraving of words
by the obliteration of their finer distinctions which
every lover of a language deplores and resists.

In England in the Middle Ages Mrs. E. O'Neilfi

gives in brief but interesting form the history of
the period from the Norman settlement to "the-
break up of the Middle Ages.

Francis Bacon, by Prof. Skemp, records
Bacon's '

Days of Preparation,'
'

Days of Struggle.'
'

Days of Prosperity,' and ' The Days of Ad-
versity,' and tells how his life ended in " humble-
and faithful service." Two chapters treat of his-

Philosophy, and of the ' New Atlantis ' and
'

Essays.' In reference to style Prof. Skemp says r" In Bacon's greatness as an orator lies the
secret of his characteristic greatness as a writer.
All his work directly addresses an audience.
Bead aloud any passage from the English philo-
sophical works, and you hear the splendid and
sonorous harmonies of great speech ; read aloud
the essays, and you hear the rattle *and crack of
quick debate."

In his account of Lord Kelvin's Life and Work
Dr. A. Kussell states that he "has attempted to
describe the scientific work in simple language,,
but, owing to the very advanced and abstruse
nature of much of Kelvin's work, he is conscious-
that some of it will remain obscure to the general
reader. He will be happy, however, if anything
he has written induces the reader to make a-

further study of the subject in Kelvin's original
memoirs." We feel sure that many of Dr.
Russell's readers will do as he suggests, for the-

memoir is a most attractive one, in which we-
failed to find obscurity.

Huxley, by Gerald Leighton, forms the subject
of another delightful memoir. Prof. Leighton has-
"
indicated in a general way the main directions

of Huxley's activity," and he advises those who.
want more complete details to read " the pathetic
biography of him written by his wife." The
chapters

' How Others Saw Him ' and ' The Place-
of Huxley

'

are all that can be desired.

One never tires of reading about The Bronte's, and
Miss Flora Masson has written an attractive

sketch, which should please and instruct many
readers. At the close reference is made to the

changes in Haworth since the Bronte days,
when, as we remember, the nearest railway
station was Keighley, and one had to take a

steep stony walk of four miles to reach Haworth.
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Now there is a railway station there,
" and the

old place is much changed. The church has been

rebuilt, the parsonage has been '

improved
'

;

the very moors are not what they were when
urrer, Ellis, and Acton Bell walked on them

with their arms about each other's waists. But
Haworth will always be known as the home of the

Brontes."
Messrs. Jack deserve all praise for this delightful

series. The sections include Philosophy and

Religion, History, Science, Social and Economic,

and Letters. The little volumes, printed in clear

type on good paper and with neat cloth binding,

should find a home where books are scarce, and

.also a place in libraries by the side of larger works

on corresponding subjects. Most oi the volumes

contain a chronology and a list of works referred

to We can only repeat what we have already

said of
" The People's Books "

:

" We have

never come across a more wonderful sixpenny-

worth."

IN this month's Fortnightly Review the most

important literary contribution is Mr. Edmund
Gosse's

' Rousseau in England in the Nineteenth

Century.' a careful and detailed study of veerings

in public opinion, operated to a more considerable

extent than might have been supposed by articles

in The Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews, though
caused by deeper-going facts connected alike with

external history and developments of national

character. Mr. Gosse would evidently welcome a

revival among us of interest in Rousseau, and to

that end recommends a study of Mrs. Mac-

donald's recent work on the subject. Lord

V clIKlH-L HJVJV/JV *- *
BfTi T !_

on its appearance in an English edition. In it

he sweeps the reader on, by rapid and trenchant

sentences, ove.r the history of Napoleon as far as

Marengo, studding the narrative with epigrams.

There are two studies of women, both of the
" adventuress

" order : Mr. Francis Gribble's

lively
'

Napoleon and Mile. Montansier,' in which

Napoleon's share is naturally very subordinate ;

and ' The Princess Tarakanova,' by Prince Baria-

tinsky, which sets out vividly the particulars

of that tragic story, but provides no solution of

its mystery.
' Romance versus Reality, directed

against Mr. Bernard Shaw, though much of it

borders on the trite, has several good remarks

c q
" There is no dramatizing of a society without

a 'sympathetic grasp of its true ideals and suc-

cesses
" a sentence which expresses the secret

of the failure of many a comedy.
' The Centenary

-of the Battle of Salamanca
'
consists of two vivid,

humorous, and gallant letters from a young
lieutenant who went through the action. He
admired Scott, and phrases from ' The Lay of the

Last Minstrel
'

crop up oddly in the midst of his

description. Sir Gilbert Parker's
' Life-Pieces

in Arizona
'
is a string of incident and character-

sketches drawn with all that vigorous humour
and that manner of good-fellowship which his

readers have long since learnt to expect from

him. The political articles concerned with

external affairs treat of Lord Kitchener's work
in Egypt (Sir George Arthur), the new
Chinese Republic (Mr. Robert Machray), and

Imperial policy and foreign relations (Mr. Archi-

bald Hurd). Mr. Arthur Baumann's exposition of

Lord Hugh Cecil's book ' Conservatism
'

should do
good service in helping to disentangle the essential
nature and function in the State of the principle
of " Conservatism "

though, as to his criticism
of this particular writer, his avowed Erastianisni
seems to us to have proved rather disabling. Mr.
Benjamin Taylor's

' Labour and Socialism
'

is a
r6sum of the outstanding facts of industrial

history during the last few years, and a com-
prehensive review of the present situation.

The Cornhill Magazine begins a new serial by
Mrs. Henry de la Pasture, of which the first chap-
ters, if somewhat long drawn put, are graceful
in the dialogue, and not deficient in humour.
Dr. Fitchett's sketch of Sir John Jones's career
' A Peninsular Veteran '

is drawn from Jones's
'

Autobiography,' of which twelve copies only
were printed

"
for family perusal." Jones is a

most heroic and amiable figure, well deserving
renewed remembrance. It is grievous to think
that his fighting career was cut short, and severe
suffering entailed upon him by sheer callousness
on the part of Wellington. Wellington, however,
of whom many anecdotes are here related, does
not always appear in so unfavourable a light.
Another military study is

' The Hill,' by Taprell
Dorling, a strong and vivid description of the
way in which the Japanese, in the late war with
Russia, got possession of the height which was
the key to the position at Port Arthur. The
ghastly exploit by which at last success was
assured can, we think, hardly be paralleled in
the history of war, for cool invention and bravery.
Mr. Joseph Bridge contributes an amusing paper
on ' Mi%

. Pepys and his Office-boys
'

; and in
' A

New Ascent,' by Mr. G. Winthrop Young, we
have the account of a climb up the northern face
of the Weisshorn. " The vivid and exquisite
moments that make up the real character of a
mountain climb escape," the writer tails us,"
recollection."

Sir Henry Lucy's
'

Sixty Years in the Wilderness'
gives us first

" the story of a great schism "

that is, of Mr. Chamberlain's breaking away from
his old party and then a series of

'

Memories,'
chiefly connected with political personages, bufc

including a ghost-story, and an amusing account
of the exploits on the moors of a London editor.
Mr. Whetham's paper

'

Electricity, Positive and
Negative,' sets forth with admirable lucidity
Sir Joseph Thomson's application of photography
to the study of electrical discharges the latest

triumphs of physics in the direction of discovering
the relations between electricity and matter.

to (0msp0ntonts.
CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of
the page of 'N. & Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

M. L. R. BRESL.VR (" Oft in the stilly night ").
The words are Moore's, and may be found in

many albums of songs.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT ("Fighting like devils
for conciliation "). See 8 S. x. 273, 340, 404; xi. 13,

255, 371.
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SIR WILLIAM JONES'S
" ON PARENT KNEES " QUATRAIN.

THERE has been much discussion in
' N. & Q.'

about the Persian original of this quatrain,
but the author has not yet been discovered.
An important contribution was made in

May, 1873, by a lady who signed herself

LOTJISA JTJLIA NORMAN. She pointed out

(at 4 S. xi. 451) that an Arabic version of
the quatrain was published in 1796 by the
Rev. J. D. Carlyle in his

'

Specimens of

Arabian Poetry.' Mr. Carlyle suggested
that the Arabic was the original of Jones's
"

Persian,"' but he did not state in what
book or manuscript he had found the
Arabic. Both the Arabic and the Persian,

together with Jones's translation, will be
found in the Rev. Claud Field's

'

Dictionary
of Oriental Quotations,' London, 1911.

In November, 1879, an Anglo-Indian
Orientalist, C. Ross, stated at 5 S. xii. 417,

that a prose version of the substance of the

quatrain had been published by Galland
in his

' Paroles remarquables, &c., des
Orientaux,' of which there was an edition
at the Hague in 1694. (There is another
dated 1701.) In the same year, also in
' N. & Q.,' S. R. (the late Samuel Robinson)
pointed out (5 S. xi. 430) that Barbier de

Meynard had given, in a lecture on Persian

poetry (Paris, 1877), a French version of

the quatrain, and had, on the supposed
authority of Defremery, ascribed the author-

ship to Saiyid Ahmad Hatif of Ispahan,
who is a Persian poet of the last quarter
of the eighteenth century. B. de Meynard
gave as his authority an article by
Defremery in the Journal Asiatique for

February-March, 1856. But, as my friend
Mr. Ellis of the India Office has shown
me, De Meynard is mistaken in supposing
that Defremery attributed the quatrain
to Hatif. All that Defremery said was
that the quatrain which has verbal dif-

ferences from the Persian as published by
Jones in the Asiatic Miscellany (vol. ii.

p. 374 of the Calcutta edition of 1785-6)
was one of two which had been given to him
by his teacher, M. Jouannin. No doubt
De Meynard' s mistake is due to Defremery's

article having dealt with Hatif's poetry,
and given specimens of his verses. De
Meynard inferred from this that the two
quatrains given by Jouannin or at least

one of them should also be attributed to

Hatif. But, as a matter of fact, neither
Jouannin nor Defremery said this, and it is

quite certain that one of the two is not by
him, for it is given by Daulat Shah as the
work of Pindar of Rey (Rhages), a very
early Persian poet. I refer to the quatrain
about there being two days on which no
man should be concerned about death

(Prof. Browne's edition of Daulat Shah,

p. 43).
There is no copy of Hatifs poems (Diwan)

in the British Museum or the India Office,

but there is one in the Bodleian, and another
in the Rylands Library, Manchester. I

have examined the Bodleian copy, and the

quatrain is not there. I have not seen the

Rylands copy, but it is unlikely that it

contains the Jones quatrain, for the manu-
script in question belonged formerly to

Nathaniel Bland. He used it when he

published ten of Hatif's Odes in his
' Cen-

tury of Persian Ghazels,' and it is im-

probable that this elegant scholar would
have omitted to see and refer to the remark-
able Jones quatrain, had he found it in his

copy.
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I may add that it seems to me almost,
if not quite, an anachronism to suppose that

Hatif was the author, or that Jones got it

from his writings. Hatif died, according
to Dr. Ethe, in 1784, and according to Rieu,
in 1786. In either case there was hardly
time for Jones to see Hatif's poems, for his

translation was made, apparently, in 1784,

and it is not likely that Hatif's diwdn was
collected till after his death : the Bodleian

copy is dated some years after. Moreover,
Jones's Oriental MSS. were presented by
his widow to the Royal Society, and have

lately been transferred to the India Office.

Hatif's poems are not among them, nor
have I found any reference to Hatif (nor,

indeed, to the
" On Parent Knees "

quatrain)
in the bulky anthology, No. 55, of the
Denison-Ross Catalogue of the Jones MSS.
Of course, the occurrence in Galland's book
of the whole point of the quatrain quite

puts out of court any claim to Hatif's being
the author at least, as far as regards
originality.

The fact that one of the quatrains given
by Jouannin is by Pindar Razi gives rise

to the thought that the other may also be

by him. And the didactic nature of both

quatrains may incline us to this view. But
it is only a guess. Unfortunately, the diwdn
of Pindar Razi (his full name was Kamalu-d-

din) seems to be lost. The author of the
' Atishkada

' had not seen it, and there is

no copy in the English libraries. That
Pindar Razi suffered the common lot of an
early poet in having his verses ascribed to

a later writer seems apparent from No. 23
of the quatrains in Whinfield's edition of

Omar Khayyam. This quatrain, begin-
ning

"
Quoth fish to duck," is given in the

' Atishkada '

(Calcutta lith. of 1249 H, p. 285)
as by Pindar, who was nearly a century
earlier than Omar. Daulat Shah says that
Pindar Razi wrote both in Arabic and
Persian. So if he was the author of the
Persian quatrain, he might also have
written the Arabic one. There is a very
copious anthology of Persian poetry in
the Bodleian, the '

Makhzanu-l-Gharalb '

('The Magazine of Rarities'); but,
though it has a short notice of Pindar Razi,
the only specimen of his verses that it gives
is the rather trivial quatrain about the fish

and the duck, which has been attributed to
Omar Khayyam. I could not find the
Jones quatrain in the anthology known as
the '

Daghistanj,' and it is certainly not in
the ' Gulistan r or

' Bostan '

of Saadl.

H. BEVERIDGE.
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LEWIS MELVILLE.
Salcombe, Harpenden, Herts.

(To be continued.)

STEWART: FREEMAN: DAY: PYKE.
(See 11 S. iv. 164,428,489.)

'THE STEWARTS,' published by the Stewart
Society, Edinburgh, into which I was
admitted a year or two. ago, contains (vol. ii.,

No. 4, pp. 279-80) an as yet unanswered
query ot mine, as follows :

"Sibilla Stewart, Edinburgh (obit 1698).
The writer would be very grateful for any clues
to the ancestry or descendants (direct or col-
lateral) of Sibilla Stewart, who was interred in
Greyfriars' Burying-ground, Edinburgh,

'

east
end kirk,' 14 August, 1698 (cf. 'Register ,'

Scottish Record Society, 1902, p. 624). Did she
have a daughter or a niece Sybilla, Stewart,
born circa 1698, who migrated" to London or
Greenwich ?

"

A couple of generations later we get the
will of a namesake in Dublin :

"I, Sibella Stuart, widow of James Stuart,
late of Lazer's Hill, Dublin, Gent., deceased,do make this my last will. Therefore, as to all
such houses, goods, and furniture left to me bymy said husband, I bequeath the same to mymend Mary McDaniel, of Dame St., Dublin

widow, and I appoint her to be executrix of this

my will. Signed this 30th Aug., 1760. Sibella
Stuart. Witnesses : Patt McKinery, James
Neill. Proved 18 Sept., 1760."

An incidental item which may or may not
be relevant to my quest has been found by
Mr. R. J. Beevor in the Transactions of the
Essex Archaeological Society (1906), vol. ix.

p. 4, where appear some extracts from a
letter written in 1690 by Elizabeth Wroth
at Dublin to her friend Mrs. Warly of

Witham, in Essex. The letter mentions the
birth of her aunt's daughter Jane Sibella,
of whom Sir John Cowper was godfather.
This child, Jane Sibella Wroth, baptized at

Loughton, Essex, 10 Nov., 1690, was a
daughter of John and Dorothy Wroth, as
Mr. J. G. Bradford of Loughton has kindly
ascertained for me. She married one Wil-
liam Hills, and apparently removed to Lee,
near Greenwich, for in the printed register of

the church of St. Margaret, Lee, is the entry
of her burial there :

"
1722, Jan. 3. Mrs. Jane Sibella, wife of Mr.

Hills, of St. Andrew's, Holbourn."

According to the '

Visitation of Hert-

fordshire, 1634,' published by the Harleian

Society, London, 1886 (xxii. 106), one
Richard Wroth married Kymborough,
daughter of Halley of Middlesex. This

marriage is mentioned in a pedigree of

Hawley of Leybourne Grange, Kent, given
in

' The Baronetage of England,' by the Rev.
William Betham, vol. iv. pp. 297-300,
London, 1804, and dating from one John
Hawley, who had son William living 17

Henry VII. (1502), who had son John of

Auler in Somersetshire, Esq.
To digress a little further : the William

Turner who married Sibylla Peake, 2 April.
L727, both being of St. Saviour's Southwark
see US. Hi. 127, 368, 388),

"
died," accord -

ng to private advices to me from Dorking,
Surrey,
'

1st April, 1739 ; his wife married eighteen
months later a John Herder, by whom she had
ix children, four boys and two girls. A descend-
ant of hers, Mrs. Turner, lives in Brockham
jrreen. .. .Sibylla survived her second husband
jy nineteen years, and died at the age of eighty-
line, and was buried at Betchworth, in Surrey.'

7

We have not yet determined the ancestry
)f Mrs. Sybilla Freeman (? born Stewart )

vidow, of Greenwich, who as such, aged
orty years, married Edmond Halley, jun.,

urgeon R.N., 4 May, 1738 (see 11 S. iv. 164).
STor have we yet found the Christian name or
will of Freeman, her previous husband.
Circumstantial evidence seems to indicate
hat her first marriage occurred not far from
jrreenwich.
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Mr. J. Symes, verger, of Greenwich, wrote
10 Nov., 1911 :

"
I have searched Marriage Registers from

1716 to 1728, and can find no trace; and have
searched Baptisms, and I have found Thomas,
son of George and Mary Freeman, and that is

all I can find."

A search by Mr. Beevor under the Christian
name '

Sybilla,' through the indexes of

marriage licences at the Faculty Office,
back from 1746 to 1717, did not reveal any
Sybilla Freeman. A similar search in other

registers might be more fruitful, or some
new facts may yet be recovered from the

parish registers at Deptford, Blackheath,
or other points in that vicinity. At the

Faculty Office are these two entries :

"
Richard Day and Sarah Clifton, Oct. 15,

1736."
" John Pyke and Elizabeth Rose, Oct., 1735."

The original allegations for these two
licences have not yet been examined. It
is not impossible that Sarah Clifton may be
identical with the Mrs. Sarah Day, widow,
who, in 1746, married William Pyke of St.

Leonard's, Shoreditch. The registers of
this last parish are yet to be examined for
the period circa 1745-60.

Among earlier entries of marriage licences
at the Faculty Office, as printed, are these :

"
1710, Sept, 26. Day, Richard, and Watkins,

Mary." P. 255."
1701, Dec. 22. Attfield, Henry, and Day,

Sarah." P. 210.

Was this Henry Attfield any relation to
the Ambrose Atfeild, D.D., mentioned in
the will of Michael Pyke of Cranley, Surrey,
formerly of St. Leonard's, Shoreditch,
proved 1680-81 ? (See 10 S. viii. 44.)

Mr. Beevor has recovered from P.C.C.

register Edmunde, folio 177, this unusual
entry :

" Memorandum dated Jan. 26, 1741. Stephen
Freeman, late of Morden College, in the county
of Kent, bachelor ; sister Nutt, widow of Walter
Nutt ; Grace Nutt, junior, Thomas Harrison and
Bartholomew Nutt make oath June 23, 1746,
that this memorandum is in handwriting of
Stephen Freeman "

;

and also thei following :

"
Elizabeth Freeman of Lewisham, widow ;

sister-in-law Elizabeth Bradley, wife of Joseph
Bradley, parish clerk of Stepney sister-in-
law Mary Freeman ; niece Anne Smallwood.
Dated 27 Sept., 1749 ; proved 22 Nov., 1749."
P.C.C.

Some of the disconnected notes above
may seem to have very little, if any, relation-

ship to each other, but all form evidence,
positive or negative, bearing upon my crux,
which was first presented in these columns
at 9 S. xi. 205; xii. 468, and which

pertains to the traditional relationship of

the family of Pyke, circa 1750, to those of

Halley of London and Stewart of Edinburgh,
perhaps indirectly through Mrs. Sybilla
Freeman, later Halley, of Greenwich (? 1698-

1772). Any new data will be gratefully
received. EUGENE F. McPiKE.

135, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.

RUNIC INSCRIPTIONS ON CROSSES IN THE
ISLE OF MAN. The Isle of Man has many
inscriptions in runes, the peculiar characters

developed, it is said, three or four centuries
before the Christian era, by the Goths, who
came in contact with the Greek colonists
from the Black Sea, trading for amber.
These characters underwent great changes
in the course of centuries, and are classed,

according to their period, as Gothic, Anglian,
and Scandinavian. In the Isle of Man a

solitary example of the Anglian runes was
found a few years ago at Maughold. Only
eight characters remained a twelfth part
of the inscription if, as seems likely, it was
continued round the circle of the cross.
The characters are legible, and read

BLAGC MAN.

In the Isle of Man are also inscriptions
in the later Scandinavian runes of the tenth
to the thirteenth century. A few are in

Ogham characters (two have been found at
Bemaken Friary, Arbory, and two at the

burial-ground of an early church at Balla-

queeney, Rushen). It is said that in language
and character they resemble Irish Ogham
inscriptions of about the fifth century. In
addition to the above, in the Isle of Man are
to be found Latin inscriptions, in debased
Roman or early British characters, of the

sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries.

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.
Dublin.

" BY A FLUKE." - This expression is

most often used in the sense of "by acci-

dent "
or hazard, but it would be of

interest to know whether its origin is not

something quite the reverse, that is. mean-

ing "by careful calculation and design."

Charnock, the naval writer, quotes the

discourse of one Gibson, in 1669, on the

military management of the Navy, and
alludes to the action between the Coventry
"

friggott,'' under the French flag, and the

Colchester
"
friggott," under Capt. Morgan,

who
"
might easily have taken the French shipp had

he fought her a shipp's length distance, but
Morgan boarded the Coventry forthwith, and
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was put off. Before the second boarding, to
make it uneasy for the Colchester, or fright him
from boarding them, the Frenchman shod the
inner flook of his sheat anchor, and hung it a-

cock-bill over that side on which the Colchester

approached them. Upon the Colchester's board-
ing, this sheat anchor flook ran into the
Colchester's bow, and made so great a hole as
to sink her, and drown every man and mother's
son.

: '

Thus the Colchester was said to have been
sunk by a fluke, and it would appear to be
the earliest application of the phrase.

J LANDFEAR LUCAS.
Glendora, Hindhead, Surrey.

BUXTINGFORD BELL. Many at Bunting-
ford will regret

"
the sound of a voice that

is still." According to The Morning Post
of 31 May, 1912 :

"
It has been decided to discontinue ringing the

unique town bell at Buntingford, Herts, which,
situated over the gateway of an inn, has for
286 years been rung for divine worship on Sundays,
and has been tolled on the occasions of the deaths
and funerals of inhabitants during the same
period."

Bell-ringing customs are of the most endur-

ing, and one wonders why an observance
like that mentioned should be abolished, at
the same time as one wonders why it should
ever have been begun.

ST. SWITHIN.

" VISTO "= "
VISTA." It is many years

since I first read Burke's '

Reflections on
the Revolution in France,' which was pub-
lished in 1790. I have never forgotten that

splendid passage which begins :

"It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I
saw the Queen of France, then the Dauphiness,
at Versailles : and surely never lighted on this
orb, which she hardly seemed to touch, a more
delightful vision."

A day or two ago I read once more those

glowing words quoted in Lord Hugh Cecil's
book entitled

'

Conservatism,' which has
just appeared. But when I came to this
sentence (p. 56),

" In the groves of their

academy, at the end of every visto, you
see nothing but the gallows," I was inclined
at first to think that the word italicized
was misprinted. On second thoughts, how-
ever, I resolved to make further inquiry
because the author is possessed of great
ability, and his book has been "

edited
"

by four learned gentlemen, whose names
are given in the prospectus of the " Home
University Library

"
(Williams & Norgate).

Not having a copy of the first edition of
Burke's '

Reflections,' I turned to Dove's
beautiful reprint, which bears no date,
but was published in the early years of last

century. There, on p. 93, the word appears
as

"
visto."

Not finding this form in recent dictionaries,
I resolved to look for it in those of an earlier

date. In Dr. Johnson's sixth edition,

printed in 1785,
"
vista

"
only is given, with

quotations from Addison's
'

Italy
'

and
Thomson's '

Spring.' Addison, be it noted,
was Burke's favourite author, and Samuel
Johnson one of his most intimate friends.

It is therefore strange that he did not follow

their spelling of the word, which is pure
Italian, and frequently employed by Dante.
It is also the same in Spanish ; but neither

in Italian nor Spanish is there a noun
"
visto," which is a participle in both

languages.
N. Bailey, in the sixth edition of his

' New
Universal Etymological English Dictionary,'
1776, does not give the word in either form,
nor does Thomas Blount in his

'

Glosso-

graphia Anglicana Nova ; or, a Dictionary.'

&c., 1707. In Torriano's edition of John
Florio's

'

Dictionary, Italian and English,'
"
revised and corrected by J. D., M.D.,"

printed in 1688,
"
vista

"
appears as a noun

in the Italian part, but nowhere is there a
hint that it had been adopted into our lan-

guage.
I had almost concluded that

"
visto

"

instead of
"
vista

" was Burke's own blunder
when I thought of an old volume presented
to me by a friend about a year ago. Its

title is
' A New General English Dictionary,'

&c.,
"
originally begun by the Reverend Mr.

Thomas Dyche, and finished by the late

William Pardon, Gent." It is in the eigh-
teenth edition, and is dated 1781. From
this evidently popular dictionary I quote
as follows :

"Vista or Visto (S.), an alley or walk of trees

before a gentleman's house, which stands at the

head of it, or a path cut through the trees in a

wood, for the advantage of seeing a river, or taking
a view of the plains, hills, or country round about."

This was printed nine years before Burke's
'

Reflections
'

; consequently that great
writer was not the first to use the vitiated

form of the word "
vista," which Addison

was one of the first to introduce into our

language in the sense defined above. His

book, entitled
' Remarks on Several Parts

of Italy,' was published in the year 1701.

JOHN T. CXTRRY.

FATHER CONSTABLE, O.S.B. Dom David

(or Thomas) Benedict Constable is said by
Mr. Gillow, in his

'

Bibliographical Diction-

ary,' to have died in prison at Durham,
II Dec., 1683; but under date 12 Dec.,
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1681, the registers of St. Oswald's, Durham,
record the burial of

" Mr. David Constable,
who died in the Javele," i.e., jail. See
Rev. A. W. Headlam, '

Parish Registers of
St. Oswald's, Durham '

(Durham, 1891),
p. 153. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

ANTONIO DE ULLOA, a man of great
learning, but specially celebrated for his
travels in South America and his unfortu-
nate attempts to take possession of Louisiana
for the Spanish Government, spent over a
year in England, partly in 1743 and 1744.
He arrived as a prisoner, having been
captured in Louisburg on board a French
ship. His high scientific attainments, his

great reputation, and the influence of many
prominent persons secured him his freedom
and the return of his papers.

Through the friendship of Martin Folkes,
the President of the Royal Society, he
became a member of that 'institution, and
contributed two papers to its Transactions.
I have been unable to discover a.ny references

relating to his stay in England. He had so

many personal peculiarities that his presence
in any assembly passing unnoticed seems
extraordinary. He was very small, very
inattentive to his personal appearance, and
would probably be wearing a costume
differing greatly from that of all other
persons present. He probably spoke French
fluently, but very little English. I should
be obliged for any suggestions which would
help me to discover some records of his
presence in London. WILLIAM BEER.
Howard Memorial Library, New Orleans.

JOHN HOUGHTON'S LIST OF PAINTERS.
On p. 289 of Edward Edwards's '

Anecdotes
of Painters,' 1808, there is a note relating
to Henry Robert Morland which states :"
This person is probably the same who is

mentioned in John Houghton's List of
Painters." Can any reader tell me if this
list was printed and where a copy can be
seen ? There does not appear to be one
in the British Museum. I should like to
have further particulars of John Houghton.

JOHN LANE.
The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

WILKES AND THE ACORN. I have recently
seen a statuette of John Wilkes which has
not, I believe, been reproduced. He is

seated, and holds in his hand an acorn,
at which he is squinting. Can any one tell

me the significance of the acorn ?

E. V. LUCAS.
Kingston, Lewes.

BRAND OF POLSTEAD, SUFFOLK. I should
be obliged if I were put in communication,
for historical purposes, with the representa-
tives of Mrs. Brand of Polstead, Suffolk,
who died in February, 1814 (she was the

only sister of Sir Henry Smith, Bart.) ; and
also of Charles Ellice, a kinsman.

DAVID Ross McCoRD, K.C.
Temple Grove. Montreal.

SHAKESPEARE ON THE PAIN OF DEATH.
Will some one or more of your readers help
me to an understanding of the logic in the
well-known lines from ' Measure for Measure,'
Act III. sc. i. ?

Dar'st thon die ?

The sense of death is most in apprehension ;

And the poor beetle, that we tread upon,
In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great
As when a giant dies.

Shakespeare was probably ignorant of the
fact that the physical pain of a warm-
blooded animal is infinitely greater than that
of an insect, which will take food with a

pin through its body ; but whatever may
have been the state of knowledge of natural

history, what bearing has a comparison of
the corporal sufferance of a man and an
insect on the allegation that death is nearly
painless, except mentally ?

EDWARD CUTLER.
Junior Carlton Club.

SIR JOSCELINE BLOUNT. He is said to>

have been M.P. for Beeralston in 1597-8
(Parl. Return, confirmed by Browne Willis).
This small Devonshire borough was con-
trolled at that period by the Blounts, Lords
Mountjoy. In the Parliament preceding
that of 1597 one of its members was the
well-known Sir Charles Blount, afterwards
Lord Deputy of Ireland and Earl of Devon-
shire. It is thus reasonable to assume that
Sir Josceline was of the same family. But
so far I have failed to discover any further
trace of his existence. He left no will in
P.C.C. ; is not mentioned in the State

Papers, nor in any Calendar of Knights;
and no pedigree of the Blounts that I have
seen names him. Is it probable that the

Parliamentary Return has erred in his
Christian name 2 W. D, PINK.
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GREAT GLEMHAM, co. SUFFOLK. With
reference to the sale, recently announced,
of the above-named estate, belonging to
the Marchioness of Graham, I should be glad
to know whether the house on that pro-
perty, if of ancient date, is the one which
was formerly the home of the Glemham
family (now extinct), and, among others, of
Sir Henry Glemham (tempore Charles I.)
who married Anne, eldest daughter of the
first Earl of Dorset, and was the father of
the distinguished Cavalier general Sir Richard
Glemham. Any information about these
Glemhams and their property would be very
welcome. LAC.

AUTHOR WANTED. Can any reader infojm
me of the authorship of the following :

" Heu quanto minus est cum reliquis
versari quam tui meminisso "

? R. C.

[King's
'

Classical and Foreign Quotations
'

states?
under No. 891, that this is Shenstone's epitaph on
the tomb of his cousin Maria Dollman at the
Leasowes.]

PORSOX AND THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY.
Person's famous epigram,

The Germans in Greek
Are sadly to seek ;

Not five in five score,
But ninety-five more ;

All, save only Hermann,
And Hermann's a German,

seems to be taken from '

Anth. Pal.,' xi. 235 :

Kou ro8e Aj^xodoKoir Xiot KCIKOI wj( 6 fJ.v, os S'ov.

TTcii'Tts, TrAryv LTpOKAeouS' KOLI IIpo/cAerjs 8* Xt'os.

But this Greek epigram I have seen quoted
with <l>a>Ki'Aio'co for A^oSo/cov, with Aepioi
for Xiot, and with Aepios for 8e Xios.

What is the correct form ? What is known
of Demodocus and Phocylides ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
[Demodocus of Leros appropriated and adopted

the epigram of Phocylides. Phocylides of Miletus
B.C. 560 wrote epic poems, elegies, and also

yvufMi, i.e., didactic epigrams. Eighteen frag-
ments of his work remain to us, included in the
Greek Anthology. Of Demodocus four epigrams
remain ; of these a second, directed against the
C'ilicians, is, like the one quoted above, an adapta-
tion from Phocylides vide Jacobs's edition of
Brunck's '

Analecta,' vol. i. 54, vi. 196 ; vol. ii. 56
viii. 176.]

PILFOLD OF EFFINGHAM. Can any of
the readers of

' N. & Q.' kindly inform me
where a copy of the Pilfold pedigree maybe inspected ? My maternal grandmother,
Lady Laurie, was Miss Julia Pilfold, the
daughter of Capt. Alexander Pilfold. 67th
Hampshire Regiment, and the granddaughter
of Capt, Pilfold, R.X., who commanded

H.M.S. Ajax at the Battle of the Nile.
She was first cousin to Percy Bysshe Shelley
the poet, whose mother. Lady Shelley, was
the daughter of Charles Pilfold of Effingham,
in Surrey.

It is understood that the Pilfolds are
related to Richard Penderil, who hid with
his Majesty King Charles II. in an oak
tree at Boscobel. F. W. R. GARXETT.
Wellington Club, S.W.

COPPER MINE IN DEVONSHIRE. Will some
one tell me why a copper mine (now aban-

doned) in the parish of Buckland Mona-
chorum, near Tavistock, is called

" Virtuous

Lady Mine" ? Answers can be sent to me
direct. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

DELAFIELD ARMS. What Delafield bore
the arms Sable, cross patee or ? J. Ed-
mondson,in his 'Complete Body of Heraldry,'
ascribes them to Delafield of Lancashire ; and
Burke, in his

' General Armory,' follows him
in this, and adds a crest an ox's foot

couped sa. The spelling of the name as

Delafield indicates that the family who used
these arms existed as late at least as the
seventeenth century, and perhaps also in the

eighteenth century ; yet a fairly exhaustive

study of printed and original records at

the British Museum, the Record Office, and
the College of Arms fails to bring to light

any person or family of the name Delafield

living in Lancashire. To be sure, there were
the De Ellesfields of Lancashire, and some-
times the spelling of their name was corrupted
to Dellesfield and even Dellefielde ; but

they always used the arms so characteristic

of their family, either vaire or barry wavy,
and generally argent and sable. Papworth's
'

Alphabetical Dictionary
'

repeats from
Edmondson and Burke.

There were arms borne by an unknown
person of the name " de la Felde

" which

appear in several of the Harleian MSS. ;

they are Sable, a cross patonce or. Burke
ascribes the crest an ox

?

s foot couped sa.

to both this ancient De la Felde and to the

mysterious Delafield of Lancashire. In
this he perhaps follows Alexander Deuchar.
But this is another mystery. Where did

this crest come from ? On what authority
do both Deuchar and Burke base their

statements ? The search made for me of

the Harleian MSS. does not reveal it. Any
information anent these matters will be

interesting and greatly appreciated.
JOHN Ross DELAFIELD.

New York City.
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THE COOPERS AND JOHN HOSKINS.
Being engaged on an illustrated work
dealing with the "

incomparable Samuel
Cooper" (acknowledged to be the greatest
English miniature painter), his brother
Alexander, and uncle John Hoskins, &c..
I should be greatly obliged if owners of

originals by these artists would very kindly
favour me with particulars of authenticated

examples in their possession, or known to

them, with a view to the same being in-

cluded in my lists. A full description with
the provenance of the miniature, and,
where practicable, a sight of the original,
would be especially esteemed by

J. J. FOSTER,
Author of

'

Miniature Painters, British
and Foreign,' &c.

Aldwick, Button, Surrey.

MILTON PORTRAIT BY SAMUEL COOPER.
In Allan Cunningham's

'

Lives of the Most
Eminent British Painters

'

mention is made
of an original picture of Milton, which had
belonged to Deborah, the poet's daughter,
had passed into the family of Sir William
Davenant, and was found in the possession
of a furniture broker by a dealer in pictures,who sold it to Sir Joshua Reynolds for one
hundred guineas. It was painted by Samuel
Cooper, the friend and companion of Milton,
in 1653. Doubts were raised and suspicion
expressed concerning the descent of this

portrait. Sir Joshua was satisfied of its

authenticity, and defended it successfully
in The Gentleman's Magazine. Can any
reader of

' N. & Q.' inform me as to the
present whereabouts of this painting ?

M. L. A.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE : QUOTATION FROM
PTOLEMY. In Browne's '

Vulgar Errors,'
book i. chap, vii., is a reference to a statement
by Ptolemy to the effect that the sun is

bigger than the earth. I have not been
able to find the passage in the geographical
or astronomical works of Claudius Ptolemy,and should be glad to be referred to it.

M. LETTS.

GLOUCESTER HOUSE, IN SOUTH LAM-
BETH. Is there any authentic record of the
residence of a Duke of Gloucester near the"
Larkhall Tavern "

at South Lambeth ?
There is a house known as Gloucester
House in Larkhall Rise. J. A.

" YORKER " AT BRIDGE. Can any one
tell me what is the derivation or origin for
this word, applied to a hand which does not
include a ten of any suit ?

WALTER GILBEY.

1. ABEL GOWER OF BOUGHTON ST. JOHN,
co. Worcester, by his will, dated and proved
1632 (P.C.C.), devised his estates at Napton,
co. Warwick. Can any correspondent inform
me how he became seised of these estates ?

Abel Gower married in 1614 Ann Withers,
and was, I believe, the first Gower owner
of the Napton property. I shall be grateful
for any information concerning the matter.

2. WILLIAM STAMPE, D.D., was a distin-

guished divine, and lived in the seventeenth

century. I believe he held the office of

domestic chaplain to some royal personage.
Where can I obtain any information con-

cerning him ? What was his mother's
maiden name, and who were her parents ?

R. VAUGHAN GOWER.

SILK WEAVERS' COMPANY, DUBLIN. Do
any records of this company exist, and
would they give dates of birth and bio-

graphical details about the members? I

want to trace a citizen of Dublin.
CLARIORES E TENEBRIS.

BRODRIBB OF SOMERSET:
SIR HENRY IRVING.

(11 S. v. 71, 251, 450.)

HAVING in my former articles completed the

inscriptions on the tombstones at Clutton,
I now give those from the neighbouring
village of High Littleton :

1. In Memory |
of Robert Brodribb

|
who died

Jan 17th 1736
| Aged 64 years.

Also Sarah his wife
|
who died Jan 6th 1732

|

Aged 62 years.
Also Ann Abney, daughter of the

|
said Robert

& Sarah Brodribb
|
who died Nov 13th 1770

|

Aged 70 years.
Also Joseph, son of Robert &

|
Sarah Brodribb

|
who died Nov 24th 1732

| Aged 37 years.
Also James their son

|
who died Jan 3rd 1729

| Aged 33 years.
Also Richard their son

|
who died Jan 6th 1759

| Aged 55 years.

2. On another stone. Also Joseph Brodribb*
son

|
of the aforesaid Joseph Brodribb

|
who

died May llth 1789
| Aged 69 years.

Also Sarah his wife
|
who died Nov 3rd 1784

|

Aged 67 years.
Also Joseph, son of the aforesaid

| Joseph &
Sarah Brodribb

|
who died Nov 18th 1799.

|

Aged 50 years.
Also Richard their son

|
who died Dec 10th

1781
| Aged 29 year?.

Also Thomas their son
|
who died March 18th

1815.
| Aged 60 years.
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3. Stone. In Memory |
of Elizabeth Brodribb,

-) daughter of Joseph & Sarah Brodribb
|
who

died June 1st 1823
| Aged 65 years.

4. Stone. Here lie the remains
|
of Sarah

Brodribb.
Also here are

| deposited the remains
|
of

Sarah Cox.

The following are further references to
the Brodribbs of Somerset found in wills, and
arranged in order of date of being proven :

1558, 19 Dec. Joan Hannam of Evercreech,
Som., widow, dated 16 Sept., 1557, proved
19 Dec., 1558. Mentions " My daughter Margery,
wife of Thomas Broadribbe." Prerogative Court
of Canterbury, 18 Welles.

1588, 26 June. Richard Lee of Huntspill,
Somerset, dated 20 Sept., 1586, proved 26 June,
1588 :

" My sister in law Dorothv Brodrip."
P.C.C. 40 Rutland.

1611, June. Thomas Sayard of Axbridge,
Som., dated 12 March, 1610, proved June, 1611 :

" My nephews William & Christopher Broadripp."
P'C.C. 67 Wood.
1620, 17 Oct. Christopher Broadrippe is

mentioned in the will of Samuel Watts of Axe-
bridge, dated 7 July, 1620, proved 17 Oct., 1620.

P.C.C. Soame 93."

1624, 25 Oct. Elisabeth Galhampton of Char-
Hnch, Som., spinster, dated 29 Sept., 1624,
proved 25 Oct., 1624 :

" My cousin Mary Broad-
ripp wife of William Broadripp." P.C.C. 83
Byrde.

1625, 3 June. Joyce Laurence of Trull, Som.,
widow, dated 9 March, 1624, proved 3 June, 1625.
Executors were "

Sir Edward Laurence, Gawen
Mallett, and Richard Broadripp." P.C.C. 17
Clarke.

1627, 29 Sept. William Barnard of Shepton
Mallet, Som., clothier, dated 23 Feb., 2 Charles I.,

proved 29 Sept., 1627. Refers to
" Children of

my sister Joan Broadrippe." P.C.C. 87 Skynner.
1631, 23 April. Will of George Ellis of'Leigh-

upon-Mendip, Somerset. Administration with will

granted 23 April, 1631, to John Brodribb, grand-
father of daughter Gertrude Ellis, the younger,
during the minority of the latter. P.C.C. 41
St. John.

1633/4, 10 Feb. John Still of Durleigh, Som.,
dated 21 Nov., 1633, proved 10 Feb., 1633/4.
To dau. Mary a " bole of white plate given her by
her godmother Mrs. Broadripp." P.C.C. 9
Seager.

1635/6, 21 Jan. Will of John Broadribb of

Birling, Kent, proved 21 Jan., 1635/6, by son
Henry. P.C.C. 4 Pile.

1641/2, 27 Jan. Oriana Lacey of London,
gentlewoman, dated 24 Dec., 1641, proved 27 Jan.,
1641/2. Mentions " My brother Henry Broadripp
of Freshford, Som., clothier. My brother William
Broadripp." P.C.C. 13 Campbell.

1658, 3 April. William Broadripp, the
" sonne "

of William Broadripp of Rowburgh, Somerset-
shire, dated 12 Oct., 1657 :

" at the date hereof
souldier in Flanders in the Company whereof
Lieutenant Colonell Fleetwood is Captaine."
Proved 3 April, 1658. Brigg,

'

Wills
'

vol. iii.,
Xo. 320.

1673, 3 May. Benjamin Ashe of Ilford, Wilts,
dated 10 Feb., 1672, proved 3 May, 1673. Men-
tions ' My cousin Mrs. Mary Broadribb." P.C.C
54Pye.

1677, 2 May. Robert Hunt of Compton
Pauncefoot, Som., dated 19 Oct., 1675, proved
2 May, 1677. Mentions " My sister Broadrep and
sister Lacey," and " brother Broadrep." P.C.C.
49 Hale.

1680, 30 June. Robert Hunt of Speckington,
Som., dated 10 Jan., 1679, proved 30 June, 1680.
Mentions " my son Broadrepp

"
; also my son

" Richard Broadrepp." P.C.C. 80 Bath.
1697, 29 Nov. John Popley of Milbourn Week,

in Milbourn Port, Somerset, dated 11 Feb., 1696,

proved 29 Nov., 1697. Mentions " My brother
John Broadrippe, of Week Champflower, in

Brewton." P.C.C. 250 Pyne.
1762. Isaac Broadribb, probate 1762. E. A.

Fry,
'

Bristol Wills,' 1897.

In the Muster Roll for the defence of the

county of Somerset in the time of the Armada
William Brodribbe of the town of Glaston-

bury supplied
" a pair of breast plates,

seven bows, seven sheafs of arrows, one

sword, a dagger, and twelve bills
"
(Som.

Record Soc., vol. xx. p. 294).
A. L. HUMPHREYS.

187, Piccadilly, W.

I have a book called 'Zoological Recrea-

tions,' printed by Ward, Lock & Tyler, of

which the third and last preface is dated Lon-

don, November, 1857, the author being W. J.

Broderip, F.R.S. The work is dedicated
to the author's friend Sir Richard Owen,
F.R.S., and it is stated that it first appeared
in The New Monthly Magazine

"
by the

particular desire n of the editor Theodore

Hook, was continued later in the same

magazine under the editorship of
" the

inimitable Thomas Hood " at his request,
and concluded " when that periodical passed
into the able hands of William Harrison
Ainsworth." I have wondered if the name
Broderip is a variation of that of Brodribb,
and if this W. J. Broderip, F.R.S. , was a

connexion of Sir Henry Irving. I observe

that MR. R. G. BARTELOT at the last reference

refers to a "
Dorothy Brodrip of Hunstile,"

who was buried 17 June, 1586, and a "Richard

Broadripp
"

of Hunstile of 1623. Hunstile

is in Goathurst parish, Somerset, and,

according to MR. BARTELOT, remained in the

possession of the Brodrip family until well

into the eighteenth century. Seemingly

by the time this branch of the family had
settled at Mapperton, Dorsetshire, the name
came to be spelt Brodrepp. MR. ALFRED
JAS. MOXDAY concludes that the name,

"
in

its various forms of spelling, is derived from

Bawdrip, near Bridgwater." No doubt the

Brodribbs of elsewhere in Somersetshire

were connected with the Hunstile Brodrips,

&c. Possibly W. J. Broderip (whose birth-

place, unfortunately, I do not know) was a

connexion of the members of the Brodribb
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family of North End. Glutton, and oJ

High Littleton, Glutton, both Somersetshire,
who were the immediate ancestors of Sir

Henry Irving. Probably he was the most
distinguished member of the race before
Sir Henry Irving. RONALD DIXON.

46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

At the sale by auction of property belong
ing to Lord Temple, situated at Hallatrow
in the parish of High Littleton, Somerset
on Tuesday, 11 June, one of the lots in-

cluded a close of pasture land known as
' ;

Brodribb's Down." See Keenes Bath
Journal for 15 June. J. COLES, Jun.

CAMPIONE AND THE AIIBROSIAN RITE
(11 S. v. 447). MB. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT
speaks doubtfully of the signification of the
Italian word scapponare ; it means, collo-

quially, "to frolic and enjoy an outing ol

any kind," whether with or without the

customary capons.
In the text he cites the

"
Carnevalone

'

was an extension of the regular carniva
and its spasso (pastimes) beyond the Ash
Wednesday. In Pau (France) the inhabitants
violate Ash Wednesday in a like manner.
The word "

impiecati," in the last line
but one of the extract, should be impiecati
The phrase impiecati i malfattori. means the

hanging of the criminals at S. Martino.
WILLIAM MERCER.

INCIDENTS AT DETTINGEN (11 S. v. 350
454). Brown's exploit at Dettingen was the
subject of a picture in the Royal Academy
in 1904, which, however, represented him
as being knighted on the field of battle by
George II. a departure from fact which
drew correction from the editor of The
Ancestor (x. 232). 'But if the author quoted
by COL. FYNMORE is correct in saying that
Brown was promoted to the Life Guards,
it would seem that Mr. Barron made a
slip for once, as he writes :

" In England he did duty with the Horse
Guards, until his wounds and a certain soldierly
weakness for the can took him out of the armyand home to Yarm, where he lived to tell his
tale for a short year or two upon a thirtv-pound
pension."

G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

BARNARDS OF PIRTON, OXFORD (11 S. v.

390). In '

Phillimore's Marriage Registers,'
under '

Pyrton, Oxfordshire,' there are
Barnards, 1569, 1628, 1630.

R. J. FYNMORE.

MS. OF BISHOP HENRY KING'S POEMS
(11 S. v. 468). The MS. volume described
below was sold at Sotheby's rooms on
9 Dec., 1900 :

"
King (Henry) ? (1591-1669) Poems written

between 1610 and 1646, beautifully written MS.
(166 pp.) bound in blue mcrocco extra, joints and
g.e., small 4to. 1646.

"
*** Seventy-five pieces, all smoothly and

neatly written, from the time of Prince Henry's
death down to the death of the Earl of Essex
in 1646. The address ' To my dear ffriend Ben
Jonson '

begins
'

I see that wreath which doth
the wearer harme '

[sic] ; mention is made of a
couple of pieces on Bishop John King, Henry
King's father."

The Rev. J. Hannah, in the preparation
of the Pickering edition of Bishop King's
poems, had the use of two MS. copies,
one of which your correspondent wishes to

discover; but I do not think either can be
the one under examination, because, in the
first place, I do not find in the Hannah
edition more than one piece on Bishop John
King, and, secondly, the first edition of

1657 contains seventy-three pieces only.
There is an additional erratum written in a
contemporary hand in my copy, overlooked

by Archdeacon Hannah, viz., p. 126, 1. 12,
for

" Glows " read Blows.
C. ELKIN MATHEWS

Chorley Wood.

TRUSSEL FAMILY (11 S. v. 50, 137, 257,

333). Lower traces this family as far back
as the reign of Henry I. A Richard Trussel
was killed at the battle of Evesham. The
name is supposed to have been given to a
hunchback, troussel, according to Cotgrave,
signifying in O.F. " a fardle, bundle, or
bunch." See the ' Patron. Brit.,' s.v.

N. W. HILL.
New York

LONDRES: LONDINIUM (11 S. v. 129, 191,
431, 456). The operation of the rule that
Latin -ni-, followed by a vowel, becomes
-gn- in French, is not perturbed by the
nature of the following syllable. Unionem
became "

oignon," and ciconia
"
cigogne."

Durani-us yielded
"
Dordogne," just as

Dini-a yielded
"
Digne." Similarly, the

regular consonnification of medial i occurs
in French without regard to the ending of
the Latin word : cf.

"
sauge,"

"
sage,""

songe," from salvi-a, sapi-us, and somni-
um respectively. Hence the first-named rule

may be expected to operate evenly in
-dini-um and Dini-a ; and the form *Lon-

digne for Londlnium does not present any
phonological difficulty.

ALFRED ANSCOMBE.
30, Albany Road, Stroud Green, N.
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GORDON OF GLENBUCKET (11 S. v. 429).
I have compiled a history of the Gordons
of Glenbucket, running into 20,000 words,
which I intend to inflict on a long-suffering
public when I have time. Meantime MB.
GORDON'S query gives me the opportunity
of saying that the Jacobite general, John
Gordon, is claimed by more people as their
ancestor (I cannot think why) than any other
Gordon in history. At no time was he
more than a bonnet laird, but he has acquired
an enormous reputation in tradition, especi-
ally in Ireland, where many families claim
descent from him.

There were two different lines of Gordon
of Glenbucket, connected in a roundabout
wav thus :

Sir Adam Gordon
of Park

Patrick of Son,
Glenbucket name

unknown

George Gordon
II. ofTerpersie

Patrick of
Badinscoth

George
of Noth

Adam of John = Agnes
Glenbucket "tutor"

I of

Capt. Glenbucket
Adam,
last of

Glenbucket
"Little"
Capt.
Adam

Mary=pJohu,
bought
Glen-
bucket

John of
Glen-

bucket,
Jacobite

general

John of
Gleubucket

I

William,
d. 1782

John

Charles

Lily=pCharles
Gordon

William,
now at St. Bridgets

The family is now represented (in the name
of Gordon) by Mr. William Gordon, farmer,
St. Bridgets, Tomintoul, who is locally
known as

"
Glen," though it is quite 200

years since his line actually owned Glen-
bucket. He has three sons. One female line
is represented by Dr. Carmichael, Barrow-in-
Furness. In no other case has anybody
claiming descent from the tough old Jacobite
been able to prove the claim. My belief
is that most of the claimants are probably
descended from the first set of Gordons

(the Park line) who owned Glenbucket. One
of them, Capt. Adam, probably in the

Scots Brigade in Holland, "dyed abroad in

Holland of a Decay
"

; but he had a brother,

Lieut. Robert Gordon, who "married and
vet [1700?] lives," and another brother,

Ensign Alexander, "who yet [1700?] lives."

The Glenbucket arms as returned to the

Lyon between 1672 and 1678 were :

" Azure a saltire betwixt three boars' heads
erased Or all within a border counter componed
of the second and first on an helmet befitting his

degree with a mantle gules doubled argent and
wreath of his collours is sett for his crest a boar's

head couped and erected within one adder dis-

posed circle ways proper."

The motto was "
Victrix prudentia." The

second line had the motto " Victrix

patientia." J. M. BTJLLOCH.

123. Pall Mall.

"SHIEVE" (11 S. v. 449).
" Shieve

"
is

a sailors' term, meaning
"
to row the wrong

way ; to assist the helmsman in a narrow
channel." It is in Blount's

'

Dictionary.'

1719, and Martin's
'

Dictionary,' 1754.

Fleming and Tibbens's
'

Eng. and Fr.

Dictionary,' 1832, gives "To shieve, v.n.

(to fall astern), siller (terme de marine).

Shieving, sillage, m." See also Smyth, 'The

Sailor's Wcrd-Book.' 1867.
TOM JONES.

VANISHING LONDON : PROPRIETARY
CHAPELS (11 S. ii. 202, 254, 293, 334 ; iii.

149, 193, 258 ; iv. 434). The old

proprietary Quebec Chapel in Bryanston
Street, Marble Arch, which became a dis-

trict church in 1894 under the title of the

Church of the Annunciation, has now been

demolished. The space available for the

new building appears none too large. It

seems a pity the funds raised would not

permit of a further clearance, and thus

secure the erection of an edifice of worthier

proportions. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

PENLEAZE (US. v. 270, 414). There was

no election for Southampton in 1833, as

MR. F. A. EDWARDS states erroneously.

John Storey Penleaze was elected in 1831,

and defeated at the general election in

December, 1832, by J. B. Hoy; but he

obtained the seat on petition 2 April, 1833.

He did not stand again ; he was Consul at

Barcelona from 1841 to 1852, and died

12 April, 1855, aged 69. His first contest at

Southampton was at a by-election in Janu-

ary, 1830, when he was defeated by Mr. Hoy.
ALFRED B. BEAVEN.

Leamington.
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NICOLATJS MYSTICUS (11 S. v. 408).
Nicolaus Mysticus was Patriarch of Con-
stantinople from 895 onwards. Some par-
ticulars of his life are given in Gibbon,
chap, xlviii. ; and there is an account of
him (in which, however, some of the dates
seem inaccurate) in Zedler's

'

Lexicon,'
vol. xxiv. p. 616. THXJRITONA.

DRAGOON REGIMENTS: BAND (11 S. v.

289, 397). It has always been the custom
for the bands of all regiments, and not only
of dragoon regiments, in the British Army,
to be dressed in a uniform differing in various

respects from that of their comrades.

Interesting information may be found in
the '

History of Military Music in England,'
by Bombardier H. G. Farmer, R.A. Band
(published by Boosey & Co., London, 1904).

Although the book is primarily devoted to
the history of the R.A. Band, a considerable
amount of information is given on the other
bands of the Army. C. S. H.

REMBRANDT AND MENASSEH BEN ISRAEL
(11 S. v. 429). The work of Menasseh Ben
Israel for which Rembrandt executed four

etchings is a small Spanish treatise entitled :

" mp 11

|2X |
Piedra Gloriosa

|
o

|
de la

|

Estatua
|
de

|
Nebuchadnesar.

|
Con muchas y

diversas authoridades
|
de la S. S. y antiguos

sabios.
| Compuesto por el Hacham

|

Menasseh
Ben Israel.

|
Amsterdam An. 5415." 12mo,

6 11.+ 259 pp.+ 3 11.

The Dedicatoria,
" Al muy noble y doc-

tissimo Senor Isaco Vossio, Gentil hombre
de la camara de su Magestad, La Reyna de
Svedia," is dated from Amsterdam "25 de
Abril, An. 5415" (1655). Rembrandt had
already, in 1636, etched the portrait of the
famous Rabbi. They were neighbours, and
resided in the Jewish quarter in Amsterdam.
In the preliminary leaves of the ' Piedra
Gloriosa,' a work of a Messianic character,
the author states that he has added four
illustrations to make his meaning clear.

The British Museum copy is, however,
without them, though Rembrandt's etchings
on a single sheet in various states can be
seen in the Print-Room. The subjects are :

1.
'

Nebuchadnezzar's Image
'

; 2.
' Jacob's

Dream '

; 3.
' David and Goliath

'

; 4.
'

Vision
of Daniel.' I have a copy of this mystic
work with the four illustrations ; but,
although contemporary, these are not Rem-
brandt's etchings. They are adaptations of
his designs, probably the work of Salom
Italia, an Italian Jew who had engraved the
author's portrait in 1642. Although not
so valuable as the original etchings, they are
much rarer.

I do not think the Rembrandts were issued
with the work. I have seen copies contain-

ing them in the libraries of Mr. Fairfax

Murray and Mr. Elkan N. Adler, but'

they had evidently been inserted by some
previous owner. Although quite in accord
with the subjects, they illustrate, they
are very sombre and mysterious in appear-
ance, and in the first states so full of

burr that many of the figures could hardly
be distinguished. Again, in the

'

Vision of

Daniel,' the Almighty is pictured as a grey-
bearded patriarch, in a manner quite alien

to the Jewish spirit. Probably, for these
and other reasons, the Rembrandts were
not made use of. The artist, however, with
remarkable generosity, permitted another

engraver to utilize his conception of the

subjects. The etchings were made much
clearer, and the points likely to offend the

susceptibilities of the orthodox were elimi-

nated. Sets of the Rembrandts could not,
I am informed, be purchased under 1001. or

more if on one sheet and in good state.

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

KNIGHTS OF MALTA : GRAND MASTER
VILHENA (11 S. v. 429).' L'Art de Verifier

les Dates '

(vol. v. p. 334 of the 1818 8vo

edition) states that Antoine Manuel Vilhena
was a Portuguese by origin, and that he
was Grand Master from 19 July, 1722, to his

death on 12 Dec., 1736, at the age of 74J
years. M. de Mas Latrie's

'

Tresor de Chro-

nologie,' col. 2209, gives the same dates.

A detailed life is given in the Abbe de
Vertot's

'

Histoire des Chevaliers Hospita-
liers

'

(Amsterdam, 1732), vol. iii. pp. 480-86.

He was the reigning Grand Master when this

book appeared. W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

OMAR, KHAYYAM'S ' RusAiYAT '

(11 S.

v. 464). The bibliography of this work
covers an immense area. There is scarcely
a printing press in the United States that

has not issued an edition of the
'

Rubaiyat.'
In one of these editions which was printed

by the Caxton Society, Pittsfield, Mass., in

1909, as one of
" The Caxton Brochures,"

the following notice appeared :

" A Bibliography of the Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam will be "pubh'shed about March 31st,

by H. M. Schroeter, of Los Angeles, Calif. The
book will be dedicated to the Omar Khayyam Club
of America ; and will contain the various trans-

lations in English as well as many foreign lan-

guages. All matter on the subject will be in-

cluded, verses, parodies, side degrees, criticisms

pro and con, magazine and newspaper items,
allied degrees, &c. If you are interested, write
to H. M. Schroeter, Fulton Apartments, Los

Angeles, Calif."
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I had a good deal of correspondence with
Mr. Schroeter on the subject of this biblio-

graphy, and was indebted to him for many
curious American issues ; but owing, I fancy,
to a change of residence on my part, the

correspondence abruptly ceased, and I do
not know anything further about the biblio-

graphy, except that it was not issued at the
date announced.
A remarkable item with which I was

favoured by Mr. Schroeter was a melange
of the '

Rubaiyat
' and Browning's

' Rabbi
ben Ezra,' arranged in dramatic form by
Mr. Frederick Le Roy Sargent, and pub-
lished by the Harvard Cooperative Society,
Cambridge, in 1909. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

A XORMAN " MOTTE " THEORY (11 S. V.

482). We are told that certain hillocks
were called

"
mottes," as

"
being the only

specific name which they ever had."
What I desire to know is at what date

and in what country was this name of
" motte "

in use ? The English name was
"
mote," now spelt "moat." The 'N.E.D.'

gives
" mote "

as being first used in 1272,
but no example in which the word was
spelt with a double t. I, for one, decline
to accept the name of "motte" until it

can be shown that there is some early
authority for it. Certainly, it is not

"
Early

Xorman." For the Norman spelling is
*'
mote."
There is a famous instance of its use.

In the account by Lord Berners of
"
the

battle of Cressy,"' Edward III. is said to
have been "on a lytel wyndmyll hyll."
The original account in Froissart has "

sus
le mote [sic, though mote is feminine] d'un
moulin a vent." WALTER W. SKEAT.

HONEST MIIXERS (US. ii. 508; iii. 12, 57,
95). Forty years ago the children in my
native parish in Cornwall used to torment
the local grist millers by shouting at them,

Millerdy, millerdy, dusty poll,
How many bags hast thee a stole ?

Vower and twenty and a peck
Hang th' old millerd up by the neck.

It was, however, usual to calculate the

length of the miller's whip before indulging
in this recreation. F. S. HOCKADAY.

Highbury, Lydney.
" SHIRE "

: ITS DERIVATION (11 S. v. 486).
Let me correct an erroneous statement

of your eminent contributor's which I find
in his instructive note on this subject. He
refers to Walde's '

Et. Lat. Diet.' (1906),
s.v.

'

Cura,' and quotes from it :

" Oder
zu A.S. sclr Besorgung." But the

"
Zweite Umgearbeitete Auflage

"
of Dr.

Walde's '

Latein. -Etymolog. Worterbuch '

(1910), which lies before me, entirely differs

from the first one of 1906, it appears, on
this point, and remarks :

" Ganz fraglich
ob. . . .zu ags. sclr. . . .Besorgung

''

(i.e.," Whether A.-S. sclr may be derived from
a supposed Old Lat. form scoira, and
thus etymologically connected with cura,

is quite an open question "). H. KREBS.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (11 S.

v. 468).
"
Transient and embarrassed phan-

tom." Lord Beaconsfield in 'Endymion';
applied to Lord Goderich. G. W. E. R.

The line

va<f>( Kai p.(fjLva(T v apOpa. TO.VTO. TWV

is given in the fragments of Epicharmus, 255,
in Mullach's 'Fragmenta Philosophorum
Graecorum.' As authorities for the frag-

ment, Mullach refers to Polyb., xviii. 23, 4
;

Dio Chrysost., Ixxiv. p. 636, ed. Morell. ;

'

Cicero ad Attic.,' i. 19, &c, I find it

stated that the line is translated by Sir W.
Hamilton in his notes on Reid :

Be sober, and to doubt prepense,
These are the sinews of gooa sense.

BENJAMIN LACK.

DR. KRUEGER will find Na</>e K.T.A. in

Ahrens,
' DeDialecto Dorica,' 119. It is, as

the Editor has pointed out, by Epicharmus.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

The remark made by
" one of the

popes," according to the passage quoted
from Matthew Henry by MR. McGovERN,
was commonly attributed to Leo X. See

John Bale's
' Acta Romanorum Pontificum,'

p. 533 in the Leyden edition of 1615 (the

book was first published in 1558) :

"
Proponent! enini semel Cardinal! Bembo

quiddam ex laeto. illo Dei nuncio, dissolute

respondebat: Quantum nobis ac nostro coetui

profuerit ea de Christo fabula, satis est seculis

omnibus notum."

Pierre Bayle,
' Leon X.,' in

^

his
' Dic-

tionnaire historique et critique,' tome ii.

p. 1684, Rotterdam, 1720, gives the saying as
"
quantum nobis nostrisque ea de Christo

fabula profuerit satis est omnibus seculis

notum." He adds :

" On voit ce Conte dans le Mystere d'lniquite

[i.e., the book by Philippe de Mornay, sieur du

Plessis, cited in the margin], & dans une infinite

d'autres Livres, toiijours sans etre muni de cita-

tion ou n'aiant pour toute preuve que 1 autorite

de Baleus : desorte que trois ou quatre cens

Auteurs plus ou moins, qui ont debite cela en sc
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copiant les uns les autres, doivent etre r&luits a
un seul tdmoin qui est Baleus, t^moin manifeste-
ment reusable, puis qu'il 6crivoit en guerre
ouverte centre le Pape, & centre toute 1'Eglise
Romaine."

Bayle points out that Bembo was not a
cardinal under Leo X.

For an early instance in English of the

story see Jewel's
' Defence of the Apology

of the Church of England' (1567), Parker
Society's edition of Jewel's Works, part iii.

p. 469":

"If ye travel once again to Rome.... ye
will easily learn the lesson that one of your
late popes there, as it is reported, taught his
cardinals : O quantum nobis profuit ilia fabula de
Christo I

"

In the quotation as given from Matthew
Henry the Latin is incorrect.

EDWARD BENSLY.

Philippe le Bel, prosecuting the memory
of the deceased Pope Bonifatius VIII., found
fourteen witnesses to swear that the Pope
had said

"
Quanti profuit nobis hsec

fabula de Christo." Seemy '

Orpheus,' French
edition, p. 409. S. REINACH.

WILTSHIRE PHRASES (11 S. v. 326, 434).
I should very much like to give my variant
of

" Sour as a wig." Down in South
Somerset, in my younger days,

" Sour as a
grig

" was a common expression. A "
grig

"
is

the bullace (Prunus spinosa), or better
known among the lads of Somerset as the
wild plum.

" As sour as a grab
"

(crab-
apple) is another Somerset expression. But
the superlative absolute of sour is contained
in the wild plum, and " As sour as a grig

"

is, therefore, a peculiarly apt phrase, and
one full of expression. I do not know how
sour "whig

"
or "

whey
"
may be, but I do

not think it could possibly equal the acidity
of a "

grig." May I suggest that the Somer-
set expression is the correct one, and the
Wiltshire a bad imitation ?

W. G. WILLIS WATSON.
Exeter.

CURIOSITIES OF THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR
(11 S

v v. 447). The sentence quoted by
L. L. K. should have read " Under the present
calendar a century cannot begin on a Wed-
nesday, Friday, or Sunday." 1701 beganon a Saturday, 1801 on a Thursday. 1901 on
a Tuesday, and 2001 will begin on a Monday.
After this the days will recur, as the calendar
is complete in four centuries, and these
contain an exact number of weeks. L. L. K
will find the calendar explained in Bond'
'

Handy Book of Dates '

or any other work
on chronology. R. (j. j\

BRETON SONG (11 S. v. 449). I am in-

debted to a most kind Breton lady, Madame
la Generale Lebon, nee Le Bris, of Kerozar
Castle, near Morlaix (Finistere), for the

following translation and comment of the
Breton song quoted by A. E. B. :

Pretty is little Marie Yvonne,
Pretty and nimble,
Red like a little rose,
And blue (are) her two eyes.

The terminative ik is diminutive ; deli-

kadd means nimble, slender, light, delicate,
and Bretons greatly appreciate that light

deportment which they call delikadd. Ru=
red, may also be pink, but Bretons also

greatly appreciate the red complexion of

cheeks. Olaz is blue or green, and the word
is also used for the leaves of the trees and
the grass, likewise for the waves of the sea
which are of both colours, and change from
one to the other. H. GOTJDCHATJX.

Paris.

I would render the lines thus :

Nice is little Mary
Nice and delicate ;

Red as a little rose,
And blue her two eyes.

I translate koantik by
"
nice

" because I

do not know an English diminutive of
"
nice." Koantik is a diminutive of koant,

which comes (like the English "quaint")
from the Old French coint (Latin cognitus,
in the sense of "familiar").
The charm of these verses lies in the use

of the diminutive -ik. Marion-ik is a
diminutive of the French Marion, itself

a diminutive of Mary ; and ros-enn-ik is

also a double diminutive of rose. I translate

glaz by
" blue "

by way of compliment,
and because of the saying

" Black for beauty
and blue for love "

; but the word means
also "green" and "grey," as in Welsh, and,
to some extent, in Irish. This Celtic colour-

blindness is probably suggested by the
variable and marvellous spectacle of the sea.

H GAIDOZ.
22, Rue Servandoni, Paris (VIe

).

MASTER OF GARRAWAY'S (11 S. iv. 90 ;

v. 397). That the conjecture of W. S. S.

is correct is proved by the following notice,

copied from The Gentleman's Magazine
for May, 1824 :

"
April 30. Aged 45, Mr.

Thomas Benson, Proprietor of Garraway's
Coffee-house, 'Change Alley, Cornhill

"
(vol.

xciv. part i. p. 476).
MR. CECIL 'CLARKE also refers to Garra-

way's in his reply at 1 1 S. v. 433.

ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston,' U.S.
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DR. FELL: MARTIAL (11 S. v. 490).
The translator of the epigram was the
facetious Tom Brown (1633-1704), author
of numerous miscellanies. When at Christ
Church. Oxford, he is said to have got into
serious difficulty over an extravagant esca-

pade, and to have retrieved his position by
conferring poetic immortality on Dr. Fell,
Dean of the College. The story is thus told

by C. H. Wilson in a biographical preface
to

' The Beauties of Tom Brown,' 1808 :

" Tom having committed some great fault at
the university, the Dean of Christ Church (Dr.
Fell) threatened to expel him; but Tom, in a
very submissive epistle, pleaded his cause with
such success, that the Dean promised to forgive
him upon this condition, viz., that he should
translate this epigram out of Martial extempore :

Non amo te, Sabidi, nee possum dicere quare ;

Hoc tantum possum dicere, Non amo te.

Which he immediately rendered into English thus ;

I do not love thee, Dr. Fell,
The reason why I cannot tell ;

But this I know, and know full well,
I do not love thee, Dr. Fell.

He made ample amends, however, for this sally
of the moment, in a Latin epitaph on the doctor,
which is much admired for the beauty of the
expression, and the justness of the thoughts."

In addition to variants given in 7 S. vii.,
mentioned in the editorial note, one may
recall the parallel remark of Lucetta (' Two
Gentlemen of Verona,' I. ii. 23), when asked
to explain an estimate.

"
I have," says she," no other but a woman's reason : I think

him so because I think him so."

THOMAS BAYNE.

" STATIO BENE FIDA CARINIS "
(11 S. v.

369, 458). The following extract from
*
Brewer's Beauties of Ireland,' London,

1826, may be of some assistance to MR.
McGovERN. It deals with the city of Cork :

"
Formerly, foreign vessels were received into

A canal, which flowed nearly over the site of the
present Castle Street. Here they were enclosed,
by means of a portcullis, between the two forts
termed the King's and the Queen's Castles. In
allusion to these local circumstances, the city
arms is a ship between two castles, with this
motto :

'

Static bene fida carinis.'
"

J. H. MURRAY,

BALLAD OF LORD LOVEL (11 S. v. 330).
The interesting old ballad of which MR.
COMPSTON quotes only the beginning and
the ending might well have been enshrined
in

' N. & Q.' in extenso. I for one should
much like to see the whole of it. It was,
I think, the lullaby of my earliest infancy,
now, as is usual in such cases, very indis-

tinctly remembered.

My mother was born and bred in Heytes-
bury, Wiltshire, at the beginning of the
last century, the lord of the manor of

Upton Lovel being a near relative
; and

I have no doubt that at that period the
Lord Lovel of the milk-white steed was
localized at Heytesbury.

In spite of the numerous authorities

brought forward by MR. HUMPHREYS (11 S.

v. 291) to dissociate the story of LordLovel's
skeleton from the neighbourhood of Heytes-
bury, I seem to have known it all my life,

and although I cannot remember any
authority to quote for it, I was always
under the impression that the scene of the

tragedy was in the old manor house of

Upton Lovel, Wilts. G. J., F.S.A.

REV. GEORGE JERMENT (11 S. v. 448).
McKelvie's ' Annals of U.P. Church '

has :

" Geo. Jermant, D.D., from P? urntisland, where
his father was minister. Ordained Oxenden
Church, London, 26 Sept., 1782, D.D. from Ame-
rica in 1817. Died 23 May, 1819, in 60 year
age, 37 ministry. Author of 3 series Discourses :

' Parental Duty,'
'

Early Piety,'
'

Religion the
Glory of Old Men.' Address '

Peace, to the
Heathen.' Memoir Archbishop Leighton pre-
fixed to new edition of works, 3 vols. Continua-
tion of Gibbons's ' Memoirs of Pious Women.'
' Memoir '

of colleague Rev. D. Wilson, prefixed
to posthumous vol. of Sermons, Trump and Harp."
A foot-note adds :

" Native of Peebles. Educated Edin. Uni-
versity, U.P. Divinity Hall. Married 1789 a
daughter of Prof. Moncrieff, and a second time
in 1797 a daughter of Rev. A. Moncrieff of Aber-
nethy.

' In the zenith of his days his style both
as preacher and writer was nervous, classical,
and elegant.'

"

Bunhill Fields Burial Register has :

" Geo. Jermant, D.D., Scots Presbyterian
minister, Oxenden St. Buried 1819."

He was one of the founders of the L.M.S.
" Most fine

"
is a Scotticism.

R. S. ROBSON.
35, Hawthorn Street, Newcastle.

HEWER OF CLAPHAM (US. v. 429). In

spite of the reference to Clapham in the

obituary notice of Hewer Edgley Hewer,
who died 6 Nov., 1728, aged about 36,

leaving a widow and an estate of about
4.000/. a year, but no issue, it would seem
that there is no connexion between the
Hewer and the Ewer families.

In the 1792 List of London Liverymen
there are four Ewer entries, one of them
John Ewer of the Skinners' Company and
residing at Clapham. There is one Hewer
entry, Thomas Hewer of Xewgate Market,
of the Butchers' Company.
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Speaking generally, the Hewers appear
to have belonged mostly to Norfolk, and
the Ewers to Hertfordshire. There are

many Ewer entries in Musgrave's
'

Obituary'
and in the Wandsworth parish registers.

LEO C.

BISHOP R. FOXE, D.' 1528 (11 S. v. 447).

Though his appointment to the Prebend of

Grantham is not in the
'

D.N.B.,' it will

be found in Cooper's
' Athenae Canta-

brigienses,' i. 35. G. J. GRAY.
Cambridge.

THE " ROVING ENGLISHMAN "
(11 S. v.

469). The author of the '

Roving English-
man '

(1854), the
'

Roving Englishman in

Turkey' (1855), &c., was Eustace Clare
Grenville Murray. He was, says the '

D.N.B.,'
the natural son of Richard Grenville, second
Duke of Buckingham and Chandos; matri-
culated from Magdalen Hall, Oxford, on
1 March, 1848, and was entered a student
of the Inner Temple in 1850. He was
attache to the British Embassy at Vienna,
and afterwards at Constantinople, where his

relations with Sir Stratford Canning became
so strained that he was removed, and ap-
pointed Vice-Consul at Mitylene. He was
transferred to Odessa in 1855, but returned
to London in 1868, when he took up journal-
ism as a profession. As the result of a

quarrel he left the following year for Paris,
where he became correspondent to The
Daily News and Pall Mall Gazette. In
1874 he joined Edmund Yates, embarking
50(M. in the establishment of The World :

a Journal for Men and Women, the fust
number of which appeared on 8 July, 1874.
His persistence in regarding the journal
as a medium for his private quarrels caused
Yates to buy him out in December, 1874,
for 3,00(M. Besides the pseudonym

"
Roving

Englishman," he published under the name
"Trois Etoiles," whilst his posthumous
'

Strange Tales from "
Vanity Fair " '

(1882)
was by

"
Silly Billy."

THOMAS WM. HTJCK.
Saffron Walden.

This was Eustace Clare Grenville Murray
(1824-81), a journalist. Over thirty books
and translations appear under his name in the
British Museum Catalogue. In 1869 he
founded The Queen's Messenger ; charged
with perjury for denying the authorship of

an article in this paper, and being remanded
on bail, he escaped to Paris, where he acted
as correspondent to several London papers.

ARCHIBALD SPARKE, F.R.S.L.
Reference Library, Bolton.

This was George Augustus Sala (1828-96) ;

see
' Edmund Yates, his Recollections and

Experiences,' vol. i. chap. viii.

L A. W.
Dublin.

on Hooks.

An American Glossary. By Richard H. Thornton.
2 vols. (Francis & Co.)

ON his title-page Mr. Thornton modestly states
that this.

' American Glossary' is "an attempt to
illustrate certain Americanisms upon historical

principles." His two volumes contain no fewer
than 14,000 illustrative citations, and of these only
a few hundred are duplicates, in the admission of
which the following rules have been observed :

" When a brief citation includes two or more noted
words, it is printed under each heading

"
; and

"When the citation, though somewhat long, is

separable, it is given in full in one place, and in

part in the other, with a cross-reference." As to
the definition of an Americanism, the author says :

"
It would be difficult, and indeed impossible, to

construct a definition which should be compre-
hensive and concise

"
; and he does not attempt

the task, but has included forms of speech now
obsolete or provincial

- in England which survive
in the United States, as well as words and phrases
of distinctly American origin ; names which
indicate quadrupeds, birds, trees, and articles of
food that are distinctly American ; names of

persons and classes of persons and of places ; and
words which have assumed a new meaning, as well
as words and phrases of which he has found earlier

examples in American than in English writers.
Curious instances are given of survivals which have
not taken root ; of these forty-one examples are
included in the author's address ' To the Reader,'
as he thought it best not to include them in the

body of the Glossary. Among them is "preacheress,"
and we are thankful that it is but a survival.

Mr. Thornton's volumes contain onlv Ameri-
canisms of recognized standing or of special interest.
"
Accordingly it will be found that over 80 per cent

of the illustrative quotations arehalfa century old.
;r

The compiler has made no attempt
" to register

the voluminous outpourings of modern slang ; and
the reader who wishes to investigate such phrases
as

' Adam and Eve on a raft
'

or to
'

get a wiggle
on '

will have to pursue his researches elsewhere.
But some slang words and phrases are too character-
istic to be left out, although modern ; while others

belong to the period of the hunter and the back-
woodsman." The plan of the work is admirable. The
quotations illustrating each word or phrase are

arranged chronologically, beginning with the
earliest ; and to each quotation is allotted a separate
paragraph, which is preceded by its date, so that
the historv of a word is seen at once.

In taking a rirst glance at these volumes one
naturally turns to words frequently in use. Under
Yankee there are no fewer than sixty references,

dating from 1760 to 1889. It appears that the

origin of the word cannot be ascertained with
certainty. "Smollett writes of 'a Dutch yanky,'
probably a sailing vessel, possibly a Dutch sailor ;
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but this cannot be connected with the odd word in

question. The real Yankees have long been noted
for their inquisitiveness." Gordon in his 'History
of the American Revolution '

states this, and
attributes the origin of the word to Jonathan
Hastings of Cambridge, Mass., about 1713. Mr.
Thornton says that the following from The Massa-
chusetts Spy of June 6th, 1827, is "specially
valuable as showing the varying use of the word
within the borders of the U.S.": "Who is

a Yankee? Let a man north of New York
visit that city, and they call him Yankee, to dis-

tinguish him from a New Yorker. Let a man
from New York visit Philadelphia, and he will be
called a Yankee, to distinguish him from a Phila-

delphian. Let a man from Philadelphia go no
further south than Baltimore, and he will be nick-
named Yankee, to distinguish him from a Balti-
morean. Let a man from the north of the Potomac
visit Virginia, and he is immediately dubbed with
the title of Yankee, to distinguish him from a pure
Virginian. Let a man from Virginia visit Charles-
ton, and he is supposed to have strong claims to the

appellation of Yankee. Let a man from Charleston
visit New Orleans, and there are ten chances to one
he will get the nickname of Yankee. Let a man
from any part of Jonathan's dominions visit the
kingdom of John Bull, and he will forthwith
receive the appellation of Yankee."

The opinions quoted in reference to the Yankee
are as varied as they are amusing. Andrew Johnson
of Tennessee said in the House of Representatives
that he did not consider it "exactly right to damn
evsry Yankee, because they disliked some whom
they had met "

: and then he had the condescension
to remark,

" There were some very clever gentle-
men among them." Crockett in his 'Sketches,'
published in 1833, refers to them as being "generally
well educated." We had no idea that the term
Yankee had been applied to a European, but we find
that Mr. Dix in his speech delivered in the Senate
on the 23rd of January, 1849, styled the Northern
Germans "the Yankees of the continent in bar-

gaining."

Many of the Americanisms it is impossible to

comprehend without explanation. We cite a few." Whole cloth
"

is a lie from beginning to end.
" Whole soul

"
offers a warning to editors :

" When
an editor marries, he is no longer the 'wAoZe-
xoid'd pleasant chap

' he once was." "Ripstaver"
is a first-rate person or thing. The Lone Star
State is Texas, and the Banner State " the one
which rolls up the greatest vote in an election."
Space will not permit, or we could add hundreds
of specially interesting examples. All we can do is

to advise our readers to get the book for themselves.
For public libraries, both in Britain and America,
it is indispensable.

Mr. Thornton refers so handsomely to previous
workers in the same field that we feel it is due to
him to state this. He records that " the principal
dictionary of Americanisms hitherto published is

that of Bartlett," whose "
painstaking and valuable

work has furnished considerable material for the
'New English Dictionary '"; and Mr. Thornton
remarks that "

it is no discredit to him that he
lived before the method of arranging and dating
citations came into vogue ; and unfortunately only
a few of his references can be verified." Mr.
Farmer's 'Dictionary' is mentioned as being" valuable in another way, as illustrating the great

j

vitality of American modes of speech, for about
nine-tenths of his citations come from publications
of the year 1888." A "tribute of respect" is also
rendered to our valued contributor Mr. Albert
Matthews of Boston, whom Mr. Thornton describes
as "

probably the highest living authority on the
present topic." He adds that the "

production of
an American Glossary should have come from his
hands, if circumstances had not prevented it," and
gracefully acknowledges how much he has been
indebted to Mr. Matthews.

We congratulate Mr. Thornton upon the com-
pletion of his Glossary, which is entirely due to the
enthusiasm with which he has worked upon it for

many years. To readers of
' N, & Q.

;

the volumes
will have personal interest, as being the work of one
of our ' ' band of brothers

" whose name has long,
been familiar in our pages.

I>" The Burlington Magazine for this month Mr.
O; M. Dalton brings an interesting account of
Mr. Pierpont Morgan's Byzantine Enamels to a
conclusion with a description of the two reliquaries
of the Holy Cross in the Stavelot triptych, and a
concise discussion of the merits and characteristics
of Byzantine enamel in general. Mr. Lewis Eck-
stein's

' Notes on Chinese Painting
' abound in

pleasant and instructive detail, and the illustrations

belonging to them, though the reproduction seems
hardly to do them justice, are well worth looking
at carefully. Other good articles are Mr. Hobson's
' Chinese Cloisonne Enamel,' and

'

FraLippo Lippi's
Portrait

'

by Mr. Montgomery Carmichael. Mr.
Roger Fry pays graceful tribute to the services
of Sir Sidney Colvin at the Print-Room in the
British Museum, and Mr. Hermann VOPS con-
tributes a paper on 'A Lpst "Crucifixion" by
Albrecht Dxirer.'

Ix The Nineteenth Century we have a rambling
and but little convincing discussion of the present
position of Art in Mr. Robert Fowler's '

Is Art a
Failure ?' a charming article on 'Some Foreigners
in Shakespeare's England,' by Mr. E. S. Bates; and
Mr. Wilfrid Ward on ' The Edinburgh Review on
Cardinal Newman.' The last makes good, we think,
its contention that the reviewer in The Edinburgh
had no adequate understanding of Newman's mind,
nor of his purpose a_nd method in writing. In

'Capt. Syuge's Experiences at Salamanca' Lieut. -

Col. Tottenham has revived for us an account of

sufferings on the battlefield, and afterwards in the

surgeon's hands, which in these days of X-rays and
anaesthetics have come to seem at once incredible

and intolerable. Another paper worth mentioning
is that by Mr. E. B. Osborn on '

Olympic Athens.'

THE July Xational Renew is chiefly given up to

polities, and offers us no article of a literary character
since Mr. Rudyard Kipling's

' The Benefactors
'

(an allegory to point a fairly obvious social moral)
can hardly be accounted as such. In '

Episodes of

the Month '

Sir Sidney Lee's biography of King
Edward VII. comes in for some severe criticism.

Mr. J. O. P. Bland, comparing Young China and
Young Turkey, augurs little good for the fortunes

of the former. Miss Frances Pitt contributes

another pleasant study of animal life -this time
' The Brown Rat.' Her writing would be more
effective if it were both more terse and more
grammatical.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JULY.

MB. ROBERT McCLURE's Glasgow Catalogue 21

contains interesting Italian MSS. of the seventeenth

century, biographical, historical, and topographical,
some having formerly belonged to Sir Thomas
Phillipps. Under Music is a '

Collection of Welsh
Airs with English Words,' folio, 1809, 15.*. There
are several works relating to America. A copy of

Bavle's 'Historical Dictionary,' 4 vols., may be
had for 10*. Works under Early Printing include

Pprta's
' De Furtivis Literarum Notis,' with quaint

diagrams, 1563, II. Is. There are also lists under
Glasgow and Occult, and a number of old songs.
Under Roman Pontiffs is a Latin manuscript on
paper, folio, from Lord Guildford's collection, 51. 10*.

In the Addenda are an unexpurgated edition of

Balzac, 53 volumes, freely illustrated, 121., and
Henley's 'Burns,' 4 vols., II. 3s. The 'Caxton
Shakespeare,' edited by Sir Sidney Lee, 20 vols.,
is 61. 3s. 6d. There is a cheap copy of the Edition
de Luxe of McCarthy's

'

History of our Own Times,'
7 vols., 21. 10*.

MR. JAMES THIN of Edinburgh has sent us his

Catalogue No. 171, from which we select for
notice the following items as the most inter-

esting : a copy of that
" Book of Common, Prayer

....for the use of the Church of Scotland,"
known as Laud's Service-book, which was sup-
pressed owing to the tumults it occasioned,
1636-7, 101. 10*. ; Burton's '

Anatomy of Melan-
choly,' first folio edition, Oxford, 1624, 51. ;

Sir William Davenant's '

Works,' 1673, 61. 10s. ;

Lord Lilford's
' Coloured Figures of the Birds of

the British Islands,' a work which, owing to the
destruction of a number of sets by fire, has
become very scarce? 18917, 551. ; Selby's
'

Illustrations of British Ornithology,' 1833,
221. 10s. ; Adam Blackwood's '

Martyre de la

Boyne d'Escosse Douariere de France contenant
ie vray discours des traisons a elle faictes a la
suscitation d'Elizabet Angloise,' 1588, 31. 3s. ;

and a first edition of
'

Peregrine Pickle,' 1751,
41. 4s.

Mr. Thin has a number of sets of periodicals
to dispose of :

' The Annual Register
'

to 1875,
51. 10s. ; the Chemical Society, New Series,
1873-1902, 25Z. ; the Edinburgh Bibliographical
Society's Publications to 1906, 24Z. ; the Pro-
ceedings of the Society for Psychical Research
to 1903, 51. 10s. ; Punch to December, 1900,
161. 16s. ; The Quarterly Review to October,
1901, 121., and several more. We may also
mention a first edition of White's '

Selborne,'
1789, offered for Ql. 9s. ; a first edition of Steven-
son's ' The Pentland Rising,' 1866, 12Z. 12s. ;

and the 15 vols. of the '

Chronicles of England,
Scotland, and Ireland,' brought out in 180712,
121. There are a large number of modern works
on philosophy, of which the prices are moderate,
and a good collection of works on Scotland.

MESSRS. YOUNG & SONS of Liverpool have,
as their Catalogue 432 shows, a highly varied
collection of interesting books to tempt the
wealthy and the curious. There are Collinson's
*

History and Antiquities of Somerset,' a good
copy, Bath, 1791, to be had for 13Z. 13s. ;

' Tom
Jones,' with Rowlandson's etchings, a copy in
which these have been coloured by hand, 1792,
9f. 9s., and the ' Tour of Dr. Syntax,' with

Rowlandson's illustrations, also coloured, vols. ii.

and iii. in the first edition, vol. i. in the third
edition (with new plates), 151. 15s. ; a first edition
of Hayley's

'

Life of Romney,' illustrated by
12 engravings after the artist's work, of which
' The Shipwreck

'

is by William Blake, 1809,
Ql. 9s. ; Northcote and Brownlow's ' Roma
Sotterranea, or an Account of the Roman Cata-
combs, especially of the Cemetery of St. Callixtus,'
1879, 31. 3s. ; Lord Orrery's edition of Pliny's
'

Letters,' 2 vols., his own copy, which has about
250 pages of blank paper bound up with each
volume, on which are numerous interesting
MS. addenda, 1751, 61. 6s. ; and Lilly-white and
Haygarth's

'

Cricket Scores and Biographies of
Celebrated Cricketers

' from 1746 to 1864, 51. 5s.
A copy of Gould's ' Humming Birds

'

is offered
for 601. ; and a copy of the translation of Grimm's
'

Fairy Tales,' illustrated by Cruikshank, the
rare first edition, bearing Cruikshank's auto-
graph, 22 November, 1868, for 501. There are

good specimens also of early printing and of
coloured plate-books and a few engravings, the
best of these last being Morland's '

Country
Butcher,' by T. Gosse, 121. 10s. ; and Morland's
'

Story of Letitia,' 6 engravings on copper by J. R.
Smith, in colours, 60Z. Nor must we forget to
mention a good copy of

' Purchas his Pilgrimes,'
5 vols.,

" At ye Signe of the Rose in Paul's

Churchyard," 1625-6, 60Z. This belonged, first

to George Smith, then to Cecil Dunn Gardner,
then to Sir E. Sullivan, and then to the collector
from whom Messrs. Young acquired it ; and a
MS. note pasted into vol. i. attests that it has been
carefully collated and found quite perfect,
perhaps the finest copy extant, except

" the
Grenville copy in the Museum."

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to (Eomspontonts.

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to atfix their names and addresses to their queries,
;n order that answers may be sent to them direct

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to

" The Pub-
fishers "at the Office, Bream'3 B lildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of
the page of

' N . & Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

A. A. ("I sit low on a rock when I 'm raising the

wind"). This enigma has been much discussed in

'N. & Q.' MR. J. P. OWEN offered a versified solu-
tion at 9 S. v. 332, and the REV. W. FOWLER a prose
one at 10 S. xi. 345. See also 1 S. ii. 10, 77 ; xii. 365,
520.

M. L. R. BRESLAR. See '

Rubaiyat' of Omar
Khayyam, vv. xlvi. and xlix.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

GENERAL INDEXES.

The following are still in stock :

GENERAL INDEX, s. d.

* FOURTH SERIES 330
GENERAL INDEX,

* SIXTH SERIES 060
GENERAL INDEX,

* SEVENTH SERIES 060
GENERAL INDEX,

* EIGHTH SERIES 060
* For Copies by post an additional Threepence is charged,

j

GENERAL INDEX,
t NINTH SERIES 10 6
With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

t This Index is double the size of
previous ones, as it

contains, in addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the
Names and Pseudonyms of Writers, with a list of their
Contributions. The number of constant Contributors
exceeds eleven hundred. The Publishers reserve the right
of increasing the price of the volume at any time. The
number printed is limited, and the type has been dis-

tributed.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, B.C.

TYPEWRITERS

MSS Copied

Bought, Sold,

Exchanged, or

Repaired.

Hire, Remington
or Smith,
1O/- Month
27/6 Quarter.

(Dept. Note) 74, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

TO BOOKSELLERS.

FRANCIS
& CO. are prepared to give LOW

ESTIMATES for HIGH-CLASS CATALOGUE and GENERAL
PRINTING, and invite inquiries for Prices and Specimens.

The ATHEN^UM PRESS.
13, Bream's BniUlinzf, Chancery Lane. London. E.C.

NOW READY.
Crown 4to, with 8 Illustrations, 10s. 6d. net.

NOTES BY^THE WAY.
WITH

MEMOIRS OF

JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.,
Dramatic Critic and Editor of 'NOTES AND QUERIES/

1883=1907,
AND

THE REV. JOSEPH WOODFALL EBSWORTH, F.S.A.
BY

JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS,
Comprising his Contributions, with Additions, to Notes and Queries.

T. FISHER UNWIN: London, Adelphi Terrace ; Leipsic, Inselstrasse 20.
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage ^d. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL.

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
AND MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF PLANTS.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

in it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical!

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession

of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

Telegraphic Address -GARDCHRON, LONDON". Telephone No. 1543 GKERRARD.

** May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, B.C. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bi cam's Buildings, Chincery Lane K.C. Xaturdav, July 13, 1912.
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CALCUTTA STATUES AND
MEMORIALS.

CALCUTTA, still the
" Premier City

"
of

India, although it is decreed that the seat

of the Imperial Government is to be removed
to Delhi, has long been known as the

"
City

of Palaces
" a term adapted by Lord

Macaulay from an expression by Lord
Valentia. It has also of late years won for

itself another reputation as the "
City of

Statues." In the course of the preparation
of an historical work on Calcutta, I have
found that particulars of the city's statues

and memorials are scattered in many publi-
cations ; and the following list is an attempt
to focus the salient facts I have been able

to bring together concerning the more
important of these (for the most part
beautiful public testimonies to the fragranl
memories of notable men and women asso-

ciated with India, and, more particularly
Calcutta. Distinctions conferred have not

>een indicated. I hope that others may
assist in making the list complete, or in the
iorrection of any inaccuracies that may be
detected.
The busts, tablets, urns, &c., commemorat-

ing eminent Europeans and Indians in the
various public and semi-public places of
resort are too numerous to be detailed here.

Many are remarkable both for their historical
value and the charm of their execution.
The historical paintings and portraits of
elebrities to be found in the two Govern-
ment Houses and other public galleries are
also of the highest interest.

Among the many busts may be noted
those of Dr. W. Carey (Lough), Sir H. J. S.

Cotton (Armstead), Sir H. Havelock (Noble),
Sir W. W. Hunter (Thornycroft), Sir W.
Jones (Weekes), Claud Martin (Banks),
Sir C. Metcalfe (Bailey), the first Lord Mintc
(Jennings an earlier bust was destroyed
in the earthquake of 1897), General Neil

(Noble), John Nicholson (Foley), Sir James
Outram (Foley), John Palmer (Chantrey),
James Prinsep (Weekes), James Rennell,
(Thornycroff), W. M. Thackeray a native of

Calcutta, who left the city in 1817 as a child,
never to return (Jennings), and the Duke of

Wellington (Turnerelli). There is also a bust
of the Duke when Sir A. Wellesley (sculp-
tor unknown to me).
The larger statues were embellished bv

Lord Curzon with conspicuous lettering,
enabling passers-by to learn the more
readily to whose memories they are erected.
The Viceregal and other statues of an Im-
perial nature are placed on and near the
maidan ; those to the provincial Lieutenant -

Governors and other Bengal celebrities in
Dalhousie Square Park.
No attempt is now made to chronicle the

statuary and other memorials in St. John's
Church and compound. They include the
Job Charnock mausoleum, the Rohilla ceno-

taph, and the tombs of Vice-Admiral Watson,
Midshipman

"
Billy

"
Speke, the

"
Begum

"

Johnson, and Pilot Townshend. Watson's
statue in Westminster Abbey, by Schee-

makers, depicts theAdmiral in classical attire,
and is flanked by a male Indian and a

kneeling female in an attitude of thankful-

ness, representing Calcutta "freed Jany. 11,
1757." The latter symbolical figure has the
features and contours of a European rather
than an Oriental. A shield above bears the

legend
"
Chandernagore taken March 23

1757." The figures are good, but an un-

sightly arrangement of vegetable growth,
apparently intended to represent palm
trees, adds a forced semblance of cohesion
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to the group. It defaces the fabric of the

Abbey, and its removal might well be con-

sidered. This memorial, erected by the East
India Company at a cost of 1,OOOZ. to the

sculptor and 511. 10s. to the Dean and Chapter,
was unveiled 18 June, 1763. There is also

in St. John's a memorial to Lieut. -Col. J. A.

Kirkpatrick (" Husherrat Jung"), husband
of the Begum Khair-un-Nissa of Hyderabad,
and father of Kitty Kirkpatrick, the

" Blu-
mine "

of Carlyle's
' Sartor Resartus.'

Neither is mention made of tablets affixed

to buildings commemorating former resi-

dents of note, nor yet of the monuments
in the great cemeteries where lie many of

the illustrious dead of the earlier days of the
settlement. (At the Alipore Military Ceme-

tery is the grave of Lieut. Walter Landor
Dickens, who died in 1863. Its stone bears
an inscription from the pen of his father,
Charles Dickens the novelist.) With the

exception of the Heber statue, the same
remark applies to St. Paul's Cathedral and
other places of worship.
The following statues are in course of pre-

paration : Lord Clive (John Tweed), similar
to another destined for King Charles Street,

Westminster, which at the time of writing
is on the point of being temporarily placed
in the garden of Gwydyr House, Whitehall ;

Lord Curzon (F. Pomeroy), at the time of

writing in the exhibition of the Royal
Academy ; Lord Curzon again (for the
Victoria Memorial Hall); the King Emperor,
Edward VII. (Sir T. Brock) ; Lord Kitchener

(Sydney March) ; Lord Minto (Sir Gos-
combe John).
A fountain to the memory of the late Lady

Curzon has also been projected, though it is

now doubtful if its erection will follow.

. Lord Auckland. George Eden, Earl of

Auckland (1784-1849), Governor-General of

India 1836-42. Pedestrian. Bronze. By
H. Weekes. On a maidan island site north
of Eden Gardens, with its back to the High
Court. It was first placed (in 1848) within
the gardens (which Calcutta owes to the

generosity and taste of the Misses Eden, his

lordship's sisters). They were at one time
known as Auckland Gardens, and cover a

portion of the site of the long-lost Respon-
dentia Walk.
Another statue occupies a niche on the

principal facade of the India Office.

Sir S. G. Bayley. Sir Steuart Colvin

Bayley (born 1836), Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal 1889-90. White marble. By W. Hamo
Thornycroft, R.A. Near the north-east
corner of Dalhousie Square Park. It stood

until 1905 on an island grass-plot to the west
of Government House Gardens, with its

back to the Treasury Buildings.

Lord W. Cavendish Bentinck. Lord Wil-
liam Cavendish Bentinck (1774-l'839), last

Governor-General of Fort William in Bengal
(1828-34), and first Governor-General of

India 1834-5. Pedestrian. Bronze. By
Sir R. Westmacott, R.A. Erected in 1835
on the maidan, facing the south entrance of .

the Town Hall. A vigorous bas-relief below
of a suttee (also by Westmacott) commemo-
rates the abolition of suttee during his period
of office. The inscription at the back of
the pedestal by T. B. (afterwards Lord)
Macaulay, Law Member of the Supreme-
Council in 1834-8, is as follows :

"To William Cavendish Bentinck, who during
seven years ruled India with eminent prudence,
integrity, and benevolence ; who, placed at the heat!
of a great empire, never laid aside the simplicity
and moderation of a private citizen ; who infusecl
into Oriental Despotism the Spirit of British Free*
dom ; who never forgot that the end of Government
is the welfare of the governed ; who abolished cruel
rites ; who effaced humiliating distinctions ; who
allowed liberty to the expression of public opinion ;

whose constant study it was to elevate the moral
and intellectual character of the nation committed
to his charge."

Another statue occupies a niche on the

principal facade of the India Office.

The Black Hole. The position of the
chamber,

" a cube of 18 feet," with but
little ventilation, known to history as
the Black Hole of Calcutta (in which,,
on the night of 20 June, 1756, there were
confined 146 British inhabitants in the
course of the siege of Old Fort William
by the Nawab Suraj-ud-Dowla, of whom
only 23 came out alive), was indicated during'
Lord Curzon's Viceroyalty by a black
marble pavement, with iron railing and
skirting-wall on three sides, and on the-

fourth, against the Collectorate adjoining,,
a marble tablet with inscription. In 1884 a^

tablet had been placed on the inner side of
an archway (since demolished) to the north
of the General Post Office in Charnock
Place ; it recorded the wrongly conjectured!
site of the Black Hole, but was removed*
after further excavations in 1891 had satis-

factorily uncovered the remains of the
actual chamber. White marble tablets and
brass guide-lines now indicate other ascer-
tained positions of historical interest in
and about the site of the Old Fort. It is

believed that a short range of archways
fitted up as

"
godowns

"
for use by the

Post Office is all that isnow left above ground
of the first Fort William.
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Earl Canning. Charles John, Earl Can-

ning (1812-62), Governor-General and first

Viceroy of India 1856-62. Equestrian.
Bronze. By J. H. Foley, R.A. (finished by"
Sir T. Brock, R.A.). Facing south on
triangular grass island plot to east of Eden
Gardens and south-west of Government
House Grounds. "

Clemency
"

Canning of
the Mutiny days. Foley's

'

Canning
' and

'

Hardinge
'

are among the masterpieces of
that artist. Standing well forward to south
of Wellesley's Government House, each
axial to a great Lion Gateway, they add
distinction to one of the most beautiful
sites in European Calcutta. Representative
of

'

Repose
' and ' Movement '

respectively,
both their horses are particularly remarkable
for refinement of conception and perfection
of artistry.

Another statue (Foley) is in Westminster
Abbey ; and a third occupies a niche on
the principal fa9ade of the India Office.

Lady Canning died at Barrackpore in 1861,
and her cenotaph is in St. Paul's Cathedral,
Calcutta.

Marquess Cornwallts. Charles, Marquess
Cornwallis (1738-1805), Governor-General
of Fort William in Bengal (when Earl) 1786-
1793, and again in 1805. White marble. On
the lower floor of the Town Hall. By
John Bacon, jun. A lengthy inscription
records its erection by the British inhabitants
of Bengal in 1803. Conqueror of Mysore.
After the fall of Tippoo Sultan, he was
described by Napoleon at Amiens as
" un tres brave homme." Author of the
"
Permanent (Land) Settlement." Died at

Ghazipore, o Oct., 1805, in the tenth week
of his second term of office, and is buried
there, an elaborate monument marking
his resting-place. The Marquess is attired
in conventional Roman costume, and is

flanked by seated allegorical female figures,
the whole of fine workmanship. Owing
largely to structural alterations in the
hall since its erection, the memorial is now
most deplorably situated, and the present
writer, with others, has constantly advo-
cated its early transfer elsewhere. Though
earmarked in 1901 by Lord Curzon for the
Victoria Memorial Hall, it should un-

doubtedly be added with Westmaeott's
Warren Hastings to the other sculptured
glories of old St. John's Church.

Other statues are at Bombay (Bacon, jun.),
Madras (Banks), on the staircase of the India
Office (Bacon, sen., and Bacon, jun.), in a
niche of the Inner Court of the India Office

(Xicholls), and St. Paul's Cathedral, London

(Rossi). In the Madras statue a cast in
the eye is shown, the result of a blow from
a hockey stick wielded by a schoolfellow,.

Barrington, afterwards Bishop of Durham.
WlLMOT CORFIELD.

(To be continued.)

A FLEETWOOD MISCELLANY.

FLEETWOOD of Aldwinele, cp. Northampton ~

Sir Miles Fleetwood, Receiver of the Court
of Wards, was baptized at St. James's,
Clerkenwell, 1 Oct., 1576 (Harl. Soc., ix. 9).

Fleetwood of Crawley, co. Southampton
(10 S. v. 48, 403). Sir Gerrard Fleetwood's
first wife was buried in Winchester
Cathedral :

Burial.

1618. Mar. 12. The Lady Jane Fleetwood bur.
'

Hampshire Parish Registers,' iv. 10,

John Fleetwood (10 S. i. 422), son of the-

regicide, entered the service of the East
India Company. His securities were Mr..
Samuel Cradocke of Drayton, co. Middlesex,
gent., and Mr. George Scott of London
gent. (East India Co., Court of Committees,.
6 March, 1667/8). There were proceedings
in Chancery against him and his grand-
mother, Anne Fleetwood,* to prevent
them cutting timber and otherwise wasting
the estate of the Vache, which had been
forfeited on the attainder of the regicide

-

(Public Record Office, Chancery Proceed-

ings, Bridges, No. 39/4, Bill of Complaint
of Sir Maurice Berkeley, &c.).

George Clerke (10 S. i. 423) married
Catherine Fleetwood at Acton, co. Middle-

sex, 27 Aug., 1650 (Middlesex Parish Regis-
ters).

Cleaver and Fenton Families (10 S. v. 23).

William Fenton who married Jane Cleaver
was of the island of St. Kitts, W.I. Jane
Fenton, their only child, married John
Roberts of London, merchant, a director of

the East India Co. ; she died 30 Jan., 1806,

aged 65, and was buried in Bath Abbey
(M.I.).
Fleetwood of Gray's Inn. Henry Fleet-

wood of Gray's Inn was buried in the south
aisle of the church of St. Bartholomew the

Great, Smithfield, 14 April, 1638.

* Her name figures in the Episcopal Returns, 1669,

a conventicle being held in ner house. A licence

>vas applied for, the meeting being described as

Congregational (Prof. G. Lyon Turner's 'Original
Records of Early Nonconformity')-
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' The Registers of Admissions to Gray's
Inn ' show that three Henrys belonged to

it:

"Henry Fleetwood, admitted 21 Nov., 1580;
called to the Bar 1586 (' Pension Book of Gray's
Inn,' 73).
"
Henry Fleetwood, second son of Richard oi

Penwortham [and Margery (Leigh)], admitted 15

March, 1605/6.

"Henry Fleetwood, second son of Henry Fleet-

wood, now reader, admitted 14 March, 1608/9."

A Henry Fleetwood, gent., of Gray's Inn,

bachelor, 31, was to marry Elizabeth

Haynes, spinster, 27 ; Marr. Allegation,
3 June, 1631 (Chester's

' London Marr.

Licences ').

Henry Fleetwood, admitted 1580, was no
doubt the Henry who purchased Oxey
Lodge, Herts, and other property, 23 July,
43 Eliz. (1601), from Francis Heydon,
;and in the ensuing year conveyed same
to Robert Bowyer and Richard Fusse (Fust)
of London (Clutterbuck's

'

Herts,' i. 248).
This Henry was lord of the manors of Bever-
stone and Hill, co. Gloucester, in 1608 ; he
sold Beverstone soon after to Richard Fust
of London (Rudder's

'

Gloucestershire,' 283,

499). Was he the Henry Fleetwood of

Longby,* Bucks, who married Elizabeth

(born 31 Jan., 1577), daughter of Edward
Fust of London, who married Jane

Singleton about 1564? (Burke's 'Extinct

Baronetcies,' 2nd ed. 211.) Richard,
^brother of Elizabeth Fust, purchased the
manor of Hill or Hull, co. Gloucester, temp.
2 Eliz. (ibid.).

Henry Fleetwood,
"
formerly Reader of

Grayes-Inne," was part author of
' The Per-

fect Conveyancer . . . .

'

sold by Abel Roper
jn 1655.

One of these Henry Fleetwoods was
:guilty of corrupt practices, for which he
was fined twice in 1609 (' Pension Book of

Gray's Inn,' 186, 189).

Fleetwood of Missenden, Bucks, and the

Founding of Virginia. Two sons of the
Recorder were among the adventurers in
this undertaking. Sir William Fleetwoodf
was a member of the Virginia Company
under the third charter (dated 12 March,
9 James I., 1612), and subscribed and paid

* Longby is neither in the Directory nor in the
Post Office Guide. Can it be identified ?

t The Whites and Dormers, kinsmen of the
Fleetwoods, were also interested in the Virginia
enterprise. A Sir Fleetwood Dormer, of Arle
Court, co. Gloucester, emigrated to Virginia.

37Z. 10s. He was one of the Council. His
brother Edward was a member under the
second charter (dated 23 May, 1609), and
paid 62Z. Ws. Edward made his will 9 Nov.,
1608, with a memorandum entitled

" A
remembrance of such things as I lefte with
Mr. Robert Brett at my departure for

Virginia, 8 May, 1609." He makes several

bequests to relatives, and appoints his

brother Sir William executor, who proved
the will 19 Dec., 1609, P.C.C. Dorsett, 116

(Virginia Mag. of History and Biography.
xiii. 405-6, and ' The Genesis of the United
States,' by Alex. Brown, 218, 544).

On 7 March, 1589, Sir Walter Ralegh,
Chief Governor of Virginia, transferred the

colony by indenture to a number of persons,
among them being Henry Fleetwood, a
merchant of London and adventurer to

Virginia (' Genesis of the United States,' 20).
There is reason for presuming that Francis

Fleetwood, another son of the Recorder,
went to Virginia and died there, as admon.
was granted to his brother Sir William,
7 June, 1627 (P.C.C.). He was sixth son of

the Recorder ; of Balliol College, Oxford,
matric. 28 June, 1604, cet. 17 ; B.A. 23 April,
1607 ; and of the Middle Temple, 1605.

Another Francis Fleetwood had a cer-

tificate, dated 11 Nov., 1661, for 50 acres for

John Mouth, and assigned by Thomas
Harding ('Certificates of Head Rights in

the County Court of Lower Norfolk,
Virginia,' New Eng. Hist, and Genealogical
Register, xlvii. 198). It was the custom
to grant 50 acres of land for every person
imported.
Fleetwood of Calwich, co. Stafford. Sir

Thomas Fleetwood, sixth baronet, died at

9, Alfred Street, Bath, 3 Dec., 1802. The
house now forms part of a large drapery
business. He was buried in Bath Abbey
(M.I.).

Fleetwood of Sweden. The following were
naturalized by Bill 8 June, 1657 : Gustavus
Miles Fleetwood, George William Fleet-

wood, and Adolphus Jacobus Fleetwood
'sons of George Fleetwood, General and
Baron of Sweden). The Bill was signed by
Dliver Cromwell on 9 June (Huguenot
Society, vol. xviii.).

Fleetwood of Madras. Edward Fleet-
wood was a trustee of the wills of Gulston
and Mary Addison (11 S. ii. 103, 210). He
was also to act as trustee of the will of Sarah
Pitt, widow of John Pitt of Masulipatam,
hould Gulston Addison die. Her will is

dated Fort St. George, 4 May, 1706.
R. W. B.
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QUOTATIONS IN JEREMY TAYLOR.

(See 11 S.i.466; ii. 65; iii. 122; iv. 122.)

THE following must be added to the list of

quotations that have escaped identification
in Eden's edition :

Vol. iii. (1847), p. 46, note e, 'Holy
Living,' chap. ii. sect, i.,

Laota venire Venus, tristis abire solet.

See I. xiii. in the first volume of John Owen's
'

Epigrammata
'

(1606),

Principium dulce est, at finis amoris aniarus ;

Laeta venire Venus, tristis abire solet.
Flumina quaesitum sic in mare dulcia currunt :

Pestquam gustarunt a?quor, amara fluunt.

Vol. iv. (1848), p. 46, at the end of Ser-
mon III. for the winter half-year,
Seu vigilo intentus studiis, seu dormio, semper
Judicis extremi nostras tuba personet aures.

These lines are by Cornelius Schona?us of
Gouda (1541-1611), best known as the
author of the sacred comedies published
under the title of

'
Terentius Christianus.'

They occur, under the heading
' Dictum D.

Hieronymi,' towards the end of the '

Epi-
grammatum Liber '

printed in his
' Lucu-

brationum Pars Tertia,' p. 305, ed. Cologne,
1618, with "

personat
"

for personet.

Vol. iv. p. 270, three-quarters through
Sermon XXI. for the winter half - year,
fj re/ico-is irapa TTO&XS fBa.ivi. See Schott's
'

Adagia sive Proverbia Graecorum '

(1612),
p. 490,

'

Proverbiorum e Suida
'

Cent. x. 48 ;

and Suidas (Gaisford), torn. ii. col. 2572,
Kal

apoijj.ia~

Xe/zecrts <$ ye Trap 7ro8a ftaivet,

where editors before Kiister read Trooas.

Vol. iv. p. 569, less than three-quarters
through Sermon XIX. for the summer half-

year,
"
the terrors of a guilty conscience,

those verbera et laniatus, those secret
'

lash-

ings and whips
'

of the exterminating angel."
See the passage from Tacitus,

'

Annals,'
vi. 6, quoted in the Preface to the

'

Life of
Jesus Christ,' vol. ii. p. 14.

Vol. iv. p. 580, over two-thirds through
Sermon XX. for the summer half-year," Ton' drjptov pporos /zaAAov di'7y/zcpos, 'man
is the most harmful of all the wild beasts/

"

Eden, while referring in his Addenda to

parallels in Ammianus Marcellinus and
Montaigne, failed to trace these Greek words
to their source. See the epigram ascribed to

Antiphanes,
'

Anthologia Palatina,' xi. 348,
beginning

'ft BripZv /?/3OT fJLoiXXov d

Vol. vi. (1849), p. 3 11, less than half-way
through the Introduction to

' The Second
Part of the Dissuasive from Popery,'

" but
nobis non licet esse tarn beatis." It should
have been noted that this is an adaptation
of Martial, IX. xi. 16 :

Nobis non licet esse tarn disertis.

Vol. viii. (1850), p. 145, 'The Worthy
Communicant,' chap. iv. sect, iv., about
four-fifths through the section, and foot-

note y, "a man must not go to law because
the musician keeps false time with his foot

Aia rt]v (.v TW TroSl irpbs TI/V Xvpav a.fj.apriav.'

See Schott's
'

Adagia,' p. 351,
' Prow, e

Suida' Cent. ii. 17; and Suidas, col. 212

(Gaisford).*

Vol. viii. p. 259, about two-thirds through
the first sermon of AEKAS EMBOAIMAIOS,

Unum operantur
Et calor et frigus, sic hoc, sic illud adurit ;

Sic tenebrae visum, sic sol contrarius urit.

See the so-called
'

Cypriani ad quendam
senatorem ex Christiana religions ad idolorum
servitutem conversum,' vv. 51-53, in vol.

xxiii. of the Vienna '

Corpus Script. Eccle-

siast.' The beginning of 51 is

Omne quod est nimium, contra cadit.

And v. 54 is

Et pariter laedunt tepidum fervensque lavacrum.

Vol. viii. p. 381, under two-thirds through
Sermon VI. of the same set,

'AAA' eyw ts KaOaptav /j.pOTrwv (frpeva. irvprrov

This is from a poem attributed to Maritinua

Scholasticus, headed Eis "Eptara o~r<^avw-

fj.fvov, 11. 7, 8. See cap. xvi.
'

Appendix
Planudea,' No. 201, vol. ii. of Dubner's ed-

of the '

Anthologia Palatina.' KaOapCw should

be

Vol. ix. (1851), p. 528,
' Ductor Dubitan-

tium,' book ii. chap. iii. rule vii.,

Hie locus, hoec eadem sub qua requiescimus arbor
Scit quibus ingemui curis, quibus ignibus ai-si.

This is from Baptista Mantuanus, Eclogue
i. 6, 7. EDWAJRD BENSLY,

University College, Aberystwyth.

" AIRCBAJT." Messrs. .Fowler ought not

to have omitted
" airman M and "

aircraft
"

in their excellent
' Concise O.D.' The latter

word has received official recognition, as

shown by the name "The Rojal Aircraft

Factory." Apart from this, it is short,

* In Suidas, [Plat.] 'Clitoph.' 407c, and Plut.

'Moral.' 534K, the last word of the proverb is
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clear, and well formed, just as the corre-

sponding German "
Flugwesen." I suggest

for a future edition also the insertion of
"
turnout "

in the sense of bearing (" The
King expressed great satisfaction at the
""turnout' of the Volunteers"), and the
addition of the pronunciation of

"
verdigris."

Berlin.
G. KRUEGEB.

I" Turnout" in the sentence quoted by our corre-

spondent though it includes "bearing" refers

primarily to neatness and good order in the Volun-
teer's equipment.]

"BOBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL."- The
' N.E.D.' rejects the explanation of the

phrase given by Heylin, 1657-61, that it

arose from the lands of St. Peter, West-
minster, having been robbed to repair the
church of St. Paul

; but it goes no further
than to derive it from a French phrase
(Cotgrave, 1611),

"
descouvrir S. Pierre pour

couvrir S. Pol," and to give
"
also in mod. F.

decoiffer Saint Pierre pour coiffer Saint
Paul." Littre gives no instance of this
-use of either decouvrir or decoiffer. I do
not remember having seen the latter word in
the French equivalent of the phrase ; but
I was led to look up the subject by finding in
^mile Faguet's

' Le Socialisme en 1907
'

the phrase
"
decouvrir saint Pierre pour

couvrir saint Paul," as in Cotgrave.
While it is possible that the phrase may

have become current through some un-
roofing of an old church to roof a new one,
yet it seems probable that it originated in

something at the feast of SS. Peter and
Paul, 29 June, requiring the transfer of

garments from one statue to the other,
perhaps as part of a regular ceremony. An
authentic explanation would be interesting.
The English phrase, used in a slightly

different form by Wyclif, 1380, is also

interesting as throwing a light on the origin
of

"
rob." The ' N.E.D.' decides that the

word is of Teutonic origin, without any
mention of its certain connexion with It. roba,
Fr. robe, Pr. raubo, &c., originally the clothes
or other spoils stripped from the enemy.
The Fr. derober, literally to appropriate the
robes, the belongings of some one, means to
steal, to steal away or hide ; the Pr. rauba
is to steal, to steal away, to elope. Under
"rob/' as under "Peter," the 'N.E.D.'
gives

"
pay (tto clothe)," introducing a sense

of the word for which no example, actual or
obsolete, is given under "

pay
"

in either
of the senses of the verb. It appears most
unlikely that "rob," in the sense of

" un-
clothe," could ever have had "pay" as its

opposite, the second meaning of the latter

word being to coat with pitch Pr. pega,
O.F. poyer, pronounced peyer. Any exten-
sion of it to

"
clothe

" would be in the very
modern sense of paying the skin of an ob-
noxious person with tar in the process of

giving him by lynch-law what I have seen
described as a "

piceoplumacious
"

suit of

clothing. EDWARD NICHOLSON.

LAST FATAL DUEL IN ENGLAND. In
some notes on duelling in one of the morning
papers the meeting between Lieuts. Hawkey
and Seton at Gosport on 20 May, 1845, was
recently cited as the last [fatal duel in this

country. Having frequently heard relatives

speak of their recollections of a fatal, en-

counter which I thought to be of a later

date than this, I made inquiry, and received
from Mr. Wm. Joseph Norton of Teign-
mouth the following interesting particulars :

" On Oct. 19, 1852, in a field beside the high-
road on Priest Hill, between Englefield Green
and Old Windsor, a duel was fought by two
French refugees, Cournet and Barthelemy, the_
former being killed. I happened to pass the spot
just afterwards, as Barthelemy and the seconds
were leaving the field, and saw Cournet carried

away on a hurdle. The inquest was held at
' The Barley Mow ' on Englefield Green. I was
present in Eghani Churchyard at the strange,
atheistic funeral. From ' The Barley Mow '

to the grave, a distance of a mile and a half, the
coffin was shouldered by relays of 6 Frenchmen,
followed by some 150 refugees, walking 2 abreast,
and headed by a red flag bearing the inscription
'

Republique D^mocratique et Sociale.' There
was no burial service, but an address eulogizing
the deceased was given at the graveside, after

which came a united shout of
'

Libert^, Egalite,
Fraternity ! Vive la Republique !

'

" Of the crowd of onlookers that day few can
be surviving. A copy of The Windsor and Eton

Express of Oct. '50, 1852, is before me as I wrrite.

At the close of a long account it adds :

" ' As a striking proof of the all-pervading
interest created by the sad event, we may mention
that Her Majesty the Queen and His Royal
Highness Prince Albert, in one of their recent

drives, proceeded to Priest Hill, and stopped, for

some time, in their carriage, while the spot where
Cournet fell was pointed out to them by their

attendants;.'
"

Was not this, perhaps, actually the last

fatal duel in England ? E. FRANKS.

FEES AT THE CITY COMPTERS. ' Great
Britain's Vade Mecum,' by G. J., published
in London in 1720, is. I believe, the only
work providing details of the fees payable
at the several Compters. They varied con-

siderably both in amount and detail.

TheWood Street Compter had four grades
of lodging the Master's Side, the Knight's
Ward, the Twopenny Ward, and the
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Common Ward ; but in addition there were
these distinctions and fees :

"
If any Prisoner be charged in Execution, he

is to pay for his Fine of Irons, for all sums under
Thirty Pounds, Two-pence per pound ; and for
all suras above, Penny Halfpenny."
A " command "

prisoner was subject to

a minimum charge of three shillings and
sixpence if he lodged in the Common Ward.
These fees increased if he had a bed, includ-

ing sixpence for the Beadle of the Ward ;

but if he was committed by the Lord Mayor's
command there was one shilling payable
"to the carver" presumably the Chief

Magistrate's carver.
This additional fee was also payable at

the Poultry Compter, which had five grada-
tions of accommodation : the Master's
Side or House ; the Knight's Ward Side ;

the Twopenny Ward Side ; the Two-Hole
Ward ; the Book-house on the Master's
Side. There are distinctive extra fees pay-
able here :

,To the Serjeant, &c., for Dogger-Bill, for each
Prisoner that is arrested and committed Os. id.

To the Stock of poor Prisoners in the Hole-Ward
1*. Od.

Ludgate was evidently of less importance
than either of the others, and it has no dis-

tinctive fees, but the charges are worth
noting :

Fees of Ludgate. 8. d.

At the first coming of every Prisoner . . 10
To the Officer that brings him . . . . 02
To the Turn-key upon the Discharge of a

Prisoner . . . . . . . . . . 10
To the Chamberlain 02
To the Master Keeper upon Discharge of a

Prisoner . . . . . . . . ..20
To the Chamberlain for washing the Sheets

Monthly ... 08
Prisoners lying in the best lodging are to

pay by the Jught . . . . . . 03
In the second . . . . . . . . . . 02
In the worst .. .. ... .. .. 01
Prisoners charged with every action . . 10
With every Writ . . . . . . . . 20
The Prisoner that goes abroad with a

Keeper pays per Diem . . . . ..14
The Keeper to have his Dinner or ..04

It is to be hoped that some one capable
of making the necessary research will under-
take a history of the City prisons.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
"~*AUSTRALIAN GOLD YIELD. Of the Great
Exhibition in 1851 Bishop Boyd Carpenter
writes :

'' We saw the huge column which was supposed
to represent the total mass of gold which Australia
had yielded."

This occurs at p. 107 of
' Some Pages of my

Life.' Now a page of my life places the

glittering monument in the Exhibition of

1862. It was early for Australia to make
such a demonstration of her auric riches in

1851, the very year wrhen her possession of

them was discovered. ST. SWITHIN.

" ON THE NAIL." What is the origin of

this phrase ? It is now generally used with

reference to making prompt money pay-
ments, to bargains closed on the spot,
without any delay.

' N.E.D.' has a quota-
tion for the phrase as early as 1600 from
Holland's

'

Livy ':
" He paid the whole debt

downe right on the naile." An editorial

note says :

" The origin of the phrase is obscure......The ex-

planations associating it with certain pillars at the

Exchange of Limerick or Bristol are too late to be
of any authority in deciding the question."

The editor thinks that it is not even certain

to what sense of
"
nail

"
the phrase belongs,

whether the human nail or the metallic n'ail.

He has placed the phrase under the latter

sense ;
I think we may refer it to the thumb-

nail. The origin of the phrase may pro-

bably be traced to an old drinking custom,
called in Latin supernaculum, and in German

Nagelprobe, i.e., the pouring of the last drop
of beer or wine

" on the nail
"

to prove
that the cup was empty. In Brand's
'

Popular Antiquities
'

(ed. 1877, p. 502)
there is an article with the heading

'

Super-

naculum,' in which it is stated that
" to drink supernaculum was the ancient custom
both in England and in several other parts of

Europe, of emptying the cup or glass, and then

pouring the drop or two remaining at the bottom

upon the nail of him that drank it, by way of

showing that he was no flincher."

Compare the French plirase in Cotgrave

(s.v.
'

Ongle '):
"
Boire la goutte sur Vongle,

To drink all but a drop to cover the nail

with "
; and the German "

Nagelprobe trinken

(or machen], to leave no heeltaps, to drink

supernaculum
"
(Grieb-Schroer,

' Deutsches

Worterbuch,' 1902, s.v. 'Nagel').

The following story may be found in

Green's
' Oxford Studies

'

(ed. 1901, p. 70) :

" When the Spanish ambassador visited the

University in the time of James I., a letter-writer

of the time says, I shall not tell you how our

Doctors pledged healths to the Infanta and

Archduchess, and, if any left too big a snuff,

Colombo would cry
'

supernagulum !
'

i.e., invert

the cup on the nail, so that if a drop remains

it would be detected."

It is quite easy to see how the phrase "on
the nail

" was transferred from the drinking

custom to the making of prompt money
payments, the link of association being the

notion of promptness combined with free-

dom from deception. A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

NEVILLS OF RABY : THEIR ANCESTOR.
There has always been great uncertainty
as to the identity of Uchtred, father of

Dolfin, the ancestor of the Nevills of Raby
and Abergavenny. Mr. J. H. Round leaves
the point unsettled. I make the suggestion
that in his paper on ' The Origin of the

Comyns,' in No. 10 of The Ancestor, he has

given a Huctred who is a far more probable
ancestor than any of the Uchtreds sug-
gested by Elizabethan heralds. I append
the reference, and also a -pedigree which

suggested the idea :

" A confirmation by Henry III. in 1262 to
John Comyn of Badenoch of certain lands in

Tynedale recites that they had been granted to
his great - grandfather, Richard Comyn, and
Hextilda his wife, daughter of Huctred, son of

Waldeve, by King David and Henry his son ....
The existence of Huctred, son of Waldeve, is

duly proved by the Pipe Roll of 1130, which shows
that he was at that time a man of position in
Northumberland." Ancestor, No. 10, p. 104,

' The
Origin of the Comyns,' by J. H. Round.

Harl. MS. 9822, which contains an Eliza-
bethan pedigree of Nevill of Holt, for
sheer brazen invention hard to beat, has
this curious point about it, that it calls

everybody from Utred downwards Aldive,
e.g., Utred Aldive, Dolphyn Aldive, Myl-
dred Aldive. Is this a dim half-forgotten
reference to Huctred, son of Waldeve,
copied by a careless herald from some old
charter ? Mr. Round, in

' The Origin of the
Nevilles

'

(' Feudal England,' p. 489), says
that Dolfin fitz Uchtred received Staindrop-
shire from the Prior of Durham in 1131
(Feod. Prior. Dun. 56, 140) ; and if, as he
remarks in

' The Origin of the Comyns,'
Huctred, son of Waldeve, was a man of

position in Northumberland in 1130, may
not this be a probable solution of the un-
certainty as to who Uchtred, father of
Dolfin, really was ?

EDMUND R. NEVILL, F.S.A.
Salisbury.

WEATHER RIME.
March winds and April showers
Bring forth May flowers.

But a dripping June
Puts all in tune.

Can any of your readers complete the
above fragment ? SILO.

REFERENCES WT
ANIED. Can any reader

kindly supply the correct sources of the

following extracts ?

1. He that doeth a base thing in zeal for a friend
burns the golden thread that binds their hearts

together. Jeremy Taylor.

2. The obstinate man does not hold opinions, but
they hold him. Pope.

3. Nor custom, nor example, nor vast numbers
Of such as do offend, make less the sin.

Massinger.
4. Any man may commit a mistake, but none but

a fool will continue in it. Cicero.

G. U.

[No. 2 is from Samuel Butler's
'

Remains,'
ii. 422, according to the '

N.E.D.,' s.v.
'

Obstinate.']

BARROW AT GOTHAM. The '

Victoria

History of Nottingham
'

quotes Bateman's
'

Vestiges,' p. 104, for the statement that
in a barrow at or near Gotham was found a
small bronze pin, in association possibly
with an interment, and accompanied by a

neatly chipped spearhead of flint. The
'

Victoria History
' mentions this as furnish-

ing
" an interesting illustration of that overlapping of
stone and metal tools or weapons, of which pre-
historic archaeology affords many examples.

"-

I lack access to Bateman's work, and
should be pleased if any correspondent
familiar with it would say if the text furnishes

any indication that the barrow in question
was the existing tumulus, long pointed out
as the scene of the legendary

" cuckoo-

hedging
"

episode this being, indeed, the

only barrow in the parish or neighbourhood
of the Nottinghamshire Gotham. As Bate-

man, however, was a Derbyshire writer, the

possibility has occurred to me that the
obscure Derbyshire Gotham, in the parish
of Parwich, was referred to. If so, of course

the writer in the Notts history was under
a misapprehension. Reference to Bateman's
text would, no doubt, settle the point.

A. STAPLETON.
39, Burford Road, Nottingham.

SMALL REPUBLICS IN EUROPE : GOUST :

TAVOLARA. The current
' Whitaker's Al-

manack '

recognizes only two Andorra and
San Marino.

I believe that the Republic of Morsenet
was incorporated with Germany in 1903,

Belgium receiving a pecuniary compensation.
Particulars of this transaction would be of

interest.

Do the Republics of Goust in the Pyrenees
(population about 140, territory 600 acres)
and Tavolara, an island off Sardinia (popu-
lation about 60), still exist ? If not, when
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and how did they respectively cease to be ?

What postage stamps are used by Andorra
and San Marino, Goust and Tavolara re-

spectively ? What stamps were used in

Morsenet before its incorporation with the
German Empire ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

ATJTHOB OF QUOTATION WANTED. In a
correspondence which I am editing I have
come across, in a letter dated 11 Feb., 1808,
the following verses :

When I consider life, 'tis all a cheat.
Yet, fool'd with hope, Man favours the deceit.
Trusts on, and thinks to-morrow will repay
To-morrow, falser than the former day.

Can any of your readers tell me from
what poem it is quoted and who is the author?

ARTHUR LOWNDES.
143, East 37th Street, New York.

" THOUGH LOST TO SIGHT, TO MEMORY
DEAR." According to an editorial reply to
a correspondent in a weekly paper, the
verses containing this passage, which is

a great favourite with cemetery masons,
are said to have been written by one Ruthven
Jenkins, and published in the Greenwich
Magazine for Marines (?) in 1701 or 1702,
but the editor thinks the whole statement
is a hoax. Can ' N. & Q.' shed light on it ?

L. L. K.

[MR. H. P. BOWIE stated at 10 S. xi. 249 that
the Magazine for the Marines was a hoax perpe-
trated by his friend Mr. H. F. Cutler. For the
well-known line see the editorial note appended to
MR. BOWIE'S communication, and 10 8. xi. 317,

438,498,518; xii. 55,288.]

ARMS ON A SEAT.. Can any reader help
me to identify a seal on which is the following
coat of arms : Argent, a cross gules in the

upper sinister canton, a leopard's face ?

Above the shield there is a crown, and above
the crown, on a wreath, a lion rampant
holding between its paws another crown.
The motto, as far as can be deciphered, is
"

[sus]picio regis senatus angus[ta]."
E. F.

" MORGENSTUNDE HAT GOLD IM MUNDE."
I . should be glad if any of your readers

could tell me if there is any English equivalent
to this German proverb.

" The early bird
catches the worm "

approximates to it

roughly, but the two do not appear to be
used in quite the same way. If none can
be found in English, I should be glad to hear
of one in any other language, with, if

possible, a translation appended.
H. COOPER.

W. PETITOT : BOYD PORTERFIELD : COL.

H. B. DOLPHIN : MAJOR HATSELL. Can

any of your subscribers give me the parent-

age of, or biographical information regarding,
the following ?fcMl^,.,

1. Wm. Petitot, 19th Foot, wounded at

Fontenoy and Lauffeldt, who died at

Northallerton 26 July, 1764.

2. Boyd Porterfield, 19th Foot, 1744;
wounded at Fontenoy.

3. Henry Benedict Dolphin, C.B., Lieut.-

Col. 1st West India Regt., 1807. Died

4 April, 1816.

4. William Hatsell, 19th Foot, 1755 to

1780, when he retired as major.
M. LL. FERRAR, Major.

Forwood, Belfast.

EMPLOYMENT OF COUNSEL IN TRIAL FOR

TREASON. Can any of your readers inform

me what was the rule in the seventeenth

century in England with regard to the

employment of counsel by persons accused

of treason ? WT
ere counsel ever allowed ?

Was it an act of special tyranny to refuse

the request of a particular prisoner to be

permitted to employ counsel ? Of course,

one has to remember that it was regarded
as a sacred duty on the part of judges to

advise prisoners in legal matters that

affected their interests. Did not this fact

diminish the need for the employment of

counsel or the hardship connected with

refusal to allow it ? JOHN WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

WILLIAM PENN, OR GEORGE PENNE. Is it

known who the Mr. Walden was who was

associated with Penne as an agent tor

making a composition with the relations ol

the Maids of Taunton ? Macaulay, in a

note to his 'History,' lays stress on the

probability that the agents would be men

of position and influence, and he shows that

the Maids of Honour at first wanted t<

employ a man who was a baronet

member of Parliament. If Walden was a

man of position and a fit associate with

William Perm, Macaulay's argument is a

good one; if otherwise, it falls to the

ground.
H. BEVERIDGE.

' THE LONGSHIPS LIGHTHOUSE,' BY
DANIELL. I am desirous of ascertaining

the present whereabouts of a picture by
William Daniell, R.A., entitled

' The Long-

ships Lighthouse, off the Land s End,

Cornwall,' at one time in the possession ot

" John Woolmore, Esq., Deputy Master ot

the Corporation of the Trinity House, to

whom the artist dedicated his engraving
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thereof a fine mezzotint 22 in. by 16 in.,

plate size.

The said engraving was published by" W. Daniell, Russell Place, Fitzroy Square,
and Messrs. Hurst, Robinson & Co., Pall

Mall, Dec. 15, 1825."
ALDOBRAND OLDENBUCK.

SUSSEX PLACE-NAMES TEMP. HENRY VIII.
I should be grateful for any help on the

following points in connexion with some
Sussex deeds, temp. Henry VIII., which are
difficult to decipher :

1. Was there a manor of Uckfield in the

parish of Wadehurst (sic) ?

2. Can the following place-names in the
parish of West Angmering be identified :

Lybdelles, Warner, Churcheaves, Derams,
Bargames, and Cuttings ?

3. Can a place called
"
the hoo dore "

in
the neighbourhood of East Grinstead be
identified, and a place called

"
the vert "

in Laughton ?

4. Was there a manor of Prock or some
similar name in the parish of Hartfield ?

5. Was the manor of Warbleton held,
temp. Henry VIII,, by a family named
Putnam ?

The spelling of all these names may be
incorrect. p, D. M.

" STIPEND " OF A FURNACE. In some six-
teenth - century churchwardens' accounts
there are items of revenue under the head of

"stipends of church stock." A' "stock"
was a capital sum of 10*. on loan, in respect
of which a "

stipend
"

(or interest) of Is.
was annually paid, being at the rate of
10 per cent. A similar

"
stipend

"
appears

for one "
furnesse

"
or

"
fornes," which

frequently occurs in the list of stocks. What
had the churchwardens out on loan in this
case ? B. s. B.

EDWARD GIBBON'S RESIDENCES. It
would, I am sure, be of interest to many
lovers of literature and of bygone literarymen to know the present condition, owner-
ship, &c., of Gibbon's various residences,
what characteristics they still retain of him
or his time, and if modern views are obtain-
able. They were: (1) The house at Putneywhere he was born ; (2) the Manor House
of Buriton, Hants ; (3) Pavillard's house
at Lausanne at whose table more than one
sense was offended ; (4) his town house,
then No. 7, Bentinck Street (" the best
house in the world"); (5) his own, or,
rather, M. de Severy's house at Lausanne.

G, B. M,

COACHING TOKENS. I should be glad of
reference to the volume of Baily's Magazine
containing an illustrated article on the

subject, or to any other published matter

respecting the above. W. B. H.

SHEFFIELD FAMILY. Will some one kindly
send me a full pedigree of the Sheffield

family and tell me where the family vault is ?

CLARIORES E TENEBRIS.

[We shall be pleased to forward replies.]

CANONGATE, EDINBURGH, CHURCH REGIS-
TERS. Have these ever been printed ? If

so, where ? A. W. A.

SIR WILLIAM COURTENAY.
(11 S. v. 428; vi. 18.)

THIS remarkable man, whose real name
was John Nicholls Tom, was born at
St. Columb Major, circa 1799. His father
was the landlord of

" The Joiners' Arms "

in that town ; he is said to have inherited
his cleverness and eccentricity from his

mother, who died insane. He was educated
at Penryn and at Launceston. In 1817 he
entered the office of Mr. F. C. Paynter,
solicitor, St. Columb, as clerk, and remained
there three years ; then for twelve months
he kept an inn for his father at Wadebridge,
after which he removed to Truro, and became
clerk to Messrs. Plummer & Turner, wine
and spirit merchants. A few months later
he was married to Catherine Fisher Full-

pitt, daughter of a market gardener of

Truro,withwhom he had a handsome fortune.

During this period he lived respectably, and
was considered to be a man of good abilities.

On 1 Jan., 1828, he succeeded to the business
of his employers, and added to it that of
maltster. Within six months his premises
were totally destroyed by fire, and although
suspicions were naturally aroused, they were

probably unfounded, and he received 3,1001.
from the two offices in which the premises
were insured. He continued his business
near the quay during the rebuilding, and on
a granite stone in the front of his new house
in Pydar Street there may still be seen the

inscription :

"
J. N. T. 1829."

In 1831 he had a serious illness which
rather disordered his intellect, but he so
far recovered as to be able to resume the

management of his business. Towards the
close of the year he went with a cargo of
malt to Liverpool, which he sold there for

1,OOOZ., and with this money he set out on
his adventures.
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He travelled in France, Greece, Turkey,
and Palestine. In September, 1832, he

appeared in Canterbury as an unknown
stranger, and resided at

" The Rose Inn,"

giving his name as Count Moses Rothschild.
After a few months passed in comparative
retirement, he assumed another role, and
announced himself as being Sir William

Percy Honeywood Courtenay, Knight of
Malta and King of Jerusalem. He contrived
to become acquainted with some respectable
families in Canterbury, and professed high
Tory principles, although in Truro he had
been a staunch reformer. He announced
his intention to contest the city at the general
election, 11-12 Dec., 1832, and in his election

address pledged himself to
"
annihilate for ever the tithers, taxation upon

all the shopkeepers and productive classes, also

upon knowledge ; the primogeniture law, chartered
and corporate bodies, slavery, sinecures, and
placemen, beginning from the very Throne to the
meanest situation under Government."

He appeared on the hustings clad in a
costume of crimson velvet and gold, with
cloak, cap, and stockings of the same colour,
and promised a reformation of the House
of Commons, the abolition of tithes, and a
return of the good old times when roast
beef and ale were plentiful in the land.
He was defeated, having obtained but
375 votes. Many people thought that if

he had entered upon the contest a week
earlier he would have been successful.

His eccentricity now became more pro-
nounced than ever, and his absurd freaks
afforded gossip over an ever-extending area.

Having been called as a witness in a trial

relative to a smuggling case, he appeared
in court at Rochester clad in a gorgeous
costume, with a scimitar suspended from
his neck by a massive gold chain. He swore
that he had witnessed some circumstances
at a specified time and place ; but it was
clearly proved that he was 30 miles distant
at the moment, and, being convicted of

perjury, 25 July, 1833, he was condemned
to- three months' imprisonment and seven

years' transportation. While in prison,
without friends or money, he let fall some
hints that led the authorities to com-
municate with his friends in Truro. Mrs.
Tom and Mr. Samuel Hugo, who was married
to Mrs. Tom's sister, proceeded to Maidstone
gaol, and procured a pardon for him ;

he
was transferred to the lunatic asylum at

Barming Heath, where he remained until

October, 1837.

Returning to Canterbury, he published
a newspaper, The Lion, of which eight

numbers were issued, from 16 March to

4 May, 1838. In this publication he repre-
sented himself as

"
happy and resigned to

the will of Heaven, persecuted as he is for

the poor's sake," and denounced corpora-
tions as

" cormorants who have been preying
like bloodhounds on the sweat and toil

of the artisan and labourer." He declared

that
" the British Lion will be free. Heaven is his

throne, and earth is his footstool. He spake,
and it was done. He commanded, and it stood
fast. Liberty, truth, bears off the victory,

independence. Printed and declared by Sir

W. Courtenay, K.M."
Then followed the last phase of his extra-

ordinary career. He asserted that he was
the Messiah, and showed punctures in his

hands and feet, and a cicatrix in his side.

He announced his intention of converting

England, beginning at Canterbury, and
excited the lower classes in the district by
harangues against the. laws in general, and

against the new Poor Law in particular.
He declared that if they would place them-
selves under his command, he would ensure

them redress for their grievances, little

work, and high wages. About sixty
labourers and "hooligans" gathered around
his white standard, armed with cudgels
the only weapon he permitted ;

but he

himself carried a dagger and pistols, and
boasted that he was invulnerable to steel

and shot. Their headquarters were in

Blean Wood. A constable named Nicholas

Mears was sent to arrest the impostor, and
Tom mortally wounded him. On 31 May,
1838, a company of the 45th Regiment
of Foot, under Major Elliott Armstrong,
was sent from the barracks at Canterbury
to capture Tom. Reaching Bossenden

Wood (of which, I believe, Blean Wood forms

a part), near Harbledown, they soon came
in sight of the rebels. Lieut. Bennett

was about to strike the leader with his

sword when Tom shot him. This so enraged
the soldiers that, without waiting for the

word of command, they fired, killing Tom
and ten of his partisans.

P. JENNINGS.
St. Day, Scorrier.

MR. J. B. WAINEWRIGHT refers to Davide
! Lazzaretti as an instance of a false Messiah
'

who flourished in Italy in 1835. In this date

he is a little too previous, as this Lazzaretti

was a notorious person who roused the

ignorant country-folk in the Tuscan hill-

districts to wild excesses, and was shot by
a carabineer as he headed a cavalcade of

rustics on Monte Amiata, near Siena, in
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the year 1880 or thereabouts, as near as I
can fix the date in my memory.

His exploits and insane acts were recounted
at great length in the Italian journals of
the period ; and the authorities were
blamed for his violent death, as he was
rightly considered a crazy believer in his
own Messiahship. WILLIAM MERCER.

MASSACRE OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW : MEDALS
(11 S. v. 390, 474). There is an engraving
of the medal of Gregory XIII. in Joseph
Mendham's ' The Life and Pontificate of
Saint Pius the Fifth,' 1832, facing p. 213.
Mendham writes (p. 216) :

" There were several medals struck in France
on this triumphant occasion. Two are in my
possession : one in bronze, with the date under
the head, 1572, and on the reverse a figure of the
king on his throne with several heads under his
feet, and the legend, VIRTUS . IN . REBELLES.
The other is a fine large one in silver, the head,
of a ferocious expression, on one side, on the
other a figure of Hercules attacking the hydra
with a club in one hand and a torch in the other
with the legend, NE FEBRUM SIMUL IGNIBS

OBSTO,
and the date 1572 in the exergue."
A foot-note refers to

' Thuani Hist.,' lib. liii.

c. 1.

There is a good deal about the medals in
Edward Smedley's

'

History of the Reformed
Religion in France,' 1832-4, vol. ii. He
writes (p. 35) that the medal with the
effigies of Charles IX., issued in Paris, pre-
ceded the Papal medal. A foot-note says
that a vignette of the latter is given as a
headpiece to the '

Epitome
'

of the 49th
Book of De Thou, in the third volume of
the London edition. Reference is also
made to Bonanni,

' Numismata Pontif.

Roman.,' i. 336 (fig. 27). The foot-note
goes on to state that De Thou describes
both gold and silver medals struck at Paris.
The legend round the king's head in one
was VIRTUS IN REBELLES ; the device on
the reverse, two columns (" the ordinary
device of Charles"), and the legend PIETAS
EXCITAVIT JUSTITIAM. In the other the
legend on the obverse was CAROLUS ix.
REBELLIUM DOMiTOR ; the device on the
reverse, Hercules with his club and a
lighted torch destroying the hydra.

In
' La France Metallique,' by Jacques

de Bie, 1634, appear the reverses of many
medals of Charles IX. One medal appa-
rently has both sides given. According to
the signs it is of silver, and measures IrV in.

On the obverse is the king on his throne
under a royal canopy, a sword in his right
hand, and in his left a tall staff surmounted

by the hand of justice. At his feet are a

corpse and many heads. The legend is

VIRTVS . IN . REBELLES. The reverse shows
the escutcheon of France, &c., surmounted
by a crown, a pillar on each side, &c. The
legend is PIETAS . EXCITAVIT . IVSTITIAM.
In the exergue is 1572.
On the preceding plate is a reverse repre-

senting Hercules attacking the hydra. In
the "

explication
"

it is particularly noted
that he, armed with a club and a torch, is

threatening the hydra with the fire, and not

cutting off its heads. The legend is NE .

FERRVM . TEMNAT . SIMVL . IGNIS . OBSTO.

(" Ignis
"

for ignibus.) There is no date
in the exergue. The size and metal are
the same as in the last.

The reverse of another medal, dated 1572,

represents the king, habited as a Roman
emperor (military), pushing back with his

right hand two falling columns, which have
crowns as capitals. The legend is MIRA .

FIDES . LAPSAS . RELEVAT . MANVS . VNA ,

COLVMNAS. There are the same legend and
almost the same design on another reverse
which has no date. In the former the king
is unarmed ; in the latter he has a pike in his

left hand and a hanger at his side. Both
medals are marked silver, the former

measuring it in., the latter IxV in.

Another, with 1572 in the exergue, has
a woman standing, an open book in the
left hand, a palm branch in the right, in

an oval of rays of light. Behind the lower

part of the figure are several human faces

lying on flames. The legend is SVBDVCENDIS
. RATIONIBVS. Silver, size nearly 2 in.

Another, having the date 1572, not in the

exergue, but at the end of the^legend HAE .

TIBI . ERVNT . ARTES . represents a mailed
arm coming from a cloud. The naked hand
holds upright a sword, with two serpents
facing each other, one on each side of the
blade. The sword-point passes into a crown
of laurel. Silver, size 1 J in.

Possibly these medals do not all refer to

the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BAG-ENVELOPES (11 S. v. 467). I cannot

quote chapter and verse, but have always
understood that Henry Dobb, of 134,

Fleet Street, perfected and introduced the

gummed envelope. This business Dobbs,
Kidd & Co. ceased to exist a few years ago,
but their proprietary articles passed to

another house, from whom it is possible
information could be obtained.
There is a third claimant. Amongst the

advertisements in Clarke's' Handbook Guide
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to the House of Lords' (May. 1847) ther
are offered

"
Smith's Patent Adhesiv

Envelopes, Requiring neither Wax no
Wafer." The text explains :

"
These Envelopes are made perfectly safe in a

instant ; the flap of the Envelope being preparec
with a strong cement renders it more secure than
those which are fastened in the usual manner, th
cement only-requiring to be damped and the flap
pressed down, after which it becomes dry and firm
in a few seconds."

The patentee and vendor, J. Smith, 42
Rathbone Place, had no agents, anc
cautioned the public against worthless
imitations. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

Under this heading R. B. P. refers to an
old-time envelope, the flap whereof retains
no trace of any adhesive, which he imagines,
may have perished in consequence of the
lapse of years. I am under the impression
that envelopes were originally unprovidec
with adhesives, for the reason that the
ancient practice prevailed of using sealing
wax. The next development, curiously
was that of an adhesive on detached labels
which were affixed across the flaps 01

envelopes. I was recently shown a pre-
served sheet of such gummed labels (in-
tended to be cut off, as required, with
scissors) issued by the firm of Isaac Pitman
and inscribed with mottoes in shorthand.

A. S.

THE CAPTURE OF SPIRA (11 S. v. 429).
The "

Marishall de la Fors "
is Jacques

Nompar de Caumont (1558-1652), created
Due de la Force in 1637 by Louis XIII.
he had previously been Marquis de la Force.
His '

Memoires '

(with those of his two sons)
were published in 4 vols. in 1843 by the
Marquis de la Grange. The true name of
Spira

"
would no doubt be found therein.

The Latin name of Epinal is
"
Spinalium."The date of the campaign in Lorraine was

1634 - W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

Speyer (or Spire in French= Spira in
Latin), the well-known historic town of the
Bavarian Palatinate, was alternately be-
sieged and captured during the Thirty Years'
War, between 1632 and 1635, by different
troops of the Swedish, Imperial, and French
armies. H. K.

PIERRE LOTI : EASTER ISLAND (11 S.
v. 469). Your correspondent L. L. K.
will probably find the information he re-
quires in 'Pecheur d'Islande,' by Julien
Viaud, alias Pierre Loti, London. 1892,
12mo, Easter Island, to which L. L. K.

refers, is generally considered to be a sur-
vival of the now submerged continent of
Atlantis which formerly connected Africa
and America. That this connexion existed
is largely borne out by Kingsborough's
'

Antiquities of Mexico.'
FREDERICK A. FLOYER.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (11 S*

v. 449). The lines commencing
Though absence parts us for a while

were enclosed in a letter from Alice Rhodes
to her paramour Louis Stanton, and pro-
duced in evidence in the Penge case at the
Old Bailey in 1877, a full account of which,
by Mr. J. B. Atlay, was published last year
by Win. Hodge & Co. of Edinburgh. I

was present myself at this trial, which was
the first grjat case tried by the late Lord

Brampton (Mr. Justice Hawkins), and though
all four prisoners were sentenced to death,

they were all respited. Alice Rhodes re-

ceived a full pardon, and was immediately
released. I am under the impression the
verse was her own composition.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

CASANOVA AND THE ENGLISH RESIDENT
AT VENICE (11 S. v. 207, 315, 376). I have
received the following information from Mr.
Aldo Rava of Venice, the editor of the

recently published
'

Lettere di Donne a
Ciacomo Casanova '

:

" John Murray n'etait vraiment pas consul,
mais secretaire resident, et beau-frere dn Consul
Smith, le fameux collectionneur, protecteur de
Canaletto. John Murray arriva a Venise le

14 Dec., 1754, fut rappete par une lettre du
26 Nov., 1765, mais ne quitta Venise que le;

15 May, 1766."

Mr. Rava is anxious for information about
bnsul Smith, and wishes to know what
3ecame of his collection of Canalettos.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

NAPOLEON'S EMBLEM OF THE BEE (11 S. v.

288, 436). Since Lindenschmit has made it

quite clear that two corpses were entombed
n the royal grave at Tournai King Childeric

and his Queen Basine we must admit that
he golden bees decorated the queen's
mantle or robe, and had nothing to do with
he king's attire. So when Napoleon was
advised to adopt the bee as an emblem of

he oldest French monarchy, he simply
ook a feminine ornament for a warrior's

iadge. Before Lindenschmit wrote, it was
universally believed that Childeric had been
"

uried with one of his officers.

S. REI^ACH.
S. Germain-en-Laye.
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MONUMENTS IN OLD CITY CHURCH (US.
v. 463). There must be an error in the
date assigned for burial of John Stoker,
Alderman and draper, 23 May, 1485. He
was one of the six aldermen who died within
a few days of each other in September, 1485.
His will (P.C.C. 15 Logge) is dated 23 Sept.,
1485.

The year (1546) of Sir W. Forman's
burial is given according to the old com-
.putation, when the year began on 25 March.
It represents 1547 according to modern
reckoning. ALFRED B. BEAVEN.

Leamington.

" SPOILING THE SHIP FOR A HA'PORTH
OF TAR "

(1 1 S. v. 468). Many country people
in the parts of Warwick, Worcester, and
Gloucester, round Stratford-on-Avon, still

refer to
"
sheep

"
as

"
ship

"
; but I cannot

quite agree with the too sweeping asser-
tion of the author of

' A Shakespeare
Glossary' (1911) that the two words are

pronounced alike. Forty years ago a farmer
spoke of his

"
ship," and his son on the

same farm to-day refers to his
"
sheep."

Both pronunciations were common in Shakes-
peare's time, hence his play upon them in
three well-known passages.

I have always thought (perhaps quite
wrongly) that the saying had its origin in a
reference to the shearer giving a finishing
touch to his work by putting the initials of
the owner by means of a branding iron and
hot pitch on the freshly shorn sheep. It

is, however, quite possible that the phrase
had some connexion with sheep -

stealing,
and I shall be very glad of your correspond-
ents' explanation of this connexion.

A. C. C.

In the London Daily News of 10 Nov.,
1910, Sir James Murray said :

.

" ' Ne'er lose a hog for a halfpenny worth of
tar

' was noted down by John Ray in 1670 as a
current Northern proverb, adding that ' Some
have it

" Lose not a sheep for a halfpenny worth
of tar."

' '

Hog, or hogg, in the North, is a one-
year-old ewe In 1828 the Craven Glossary
gives us ' Do not lose the ewe for a hauporth o

;

tar.'
" The first to convert the '

sheep
'

into
'

ship
' was apparently Hazlitt in his '

English
Proverbs,' who has ' To spoil the ship for a half-
penny worth of tar'; but he cautiously adds,' In Cornwall I heard a version more consistent
with probability,

" Don't spoil the sheep for a
hap'orth of tar."

' The bold and reckless
exaggeration of the '

ship
' form recommended

it to the Londoner in the street, who likes a
paradox to be a thumping one. In the true form
there is no exaggeration : a hap'orth of tar each
saves hundreds of sheep every summer.

" In hilly districts sheep are constantly liable
to surface wounds or abrasions on head or legs
by falling, or clambering, or leaping over rugged
ground and rough walls ; and if the abraded part
is not at once tarred, the flesh-llies settle upon it,

deposit their eggs, and in a few days the poor
sheep is eaten up of worms. One of the chief
cares of a shepherd in summer is to see whether
any of his sheep have been thus wounded, and if

so, at once to catch the poor animal and apply
the hap'orth o' tar to the wounded part, which
will keep off the carnivorous Hies, heal the part ,

and save the sheep. For this purpose the tar
box is in constant use."

An interesting interchange of opinion on
this quotation between X. Y. Z. and Sir

James Murray took place in The Daily
News of 8, 10, 11, and 14 Nov., 1910. If

MR. LANDFEAR LUCAS is unable to obtain
the papers, I will type him a copy of the

correspondence. WM. T. SANIGAR.

"
Sheep

"
is still very generally pronounced

"ship" in the provinces, and it was cus-

tomary probably later among those who
could write as well as those who could not
to use their sheep-mark as a signature.
The saying alludes to the risk run by farmers
of losing their sheep strayed or stolen

owing to their not making a trifling invest-

ment in tar to mark their ownership. The
following is an early allusion to the custom :

"
I know not how I shall order them that

cannot subscribe by writing ; hitherto I have
caused one of my secretaries to subscribe for
such persons, and made them to write their

shepe-ma'rk or some mark as they can ....
scribble." Cranmer, ii. 291.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

[DR. JOHN KNOTT thanked for reply.]

THE FITZWILLIAM FAMILY (11 S. v. 164,

312, 454). I am sorry to resume the un-

grateful role of critic, but I really c nnot

accept MR. WIGMORE'S attempt to \ tch-

fork Turstin fitz Rou into the MortLiier

family. As "
fitz Rou " means " son of

Rou," Turstin cannot have been the son
of Roger de Mortimer, or any other Roger,
Rou being a softened form of Hrolf, not a
variant of Roger.

After the Battle of Hastings Turstin
returns to the obscurity from which he
had suddenly emerged ; but he seems to

have been alive in 1086, although Dr.
Round cautiously remarks that there is
"
just a doubt " whether the Turstin fitz

Rou (or Rolf) of Domesday is the same
man as the standard-bearer at Hastings
(' Studies in Peerage and Family History,'

pp. 188-9). Subsequently his fief reverted

to the Crown, whether by escheat or for-

feiture is not known, and portions of it
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served to endow Winebaud de Ballon, an
immigrant from Maine (ibid., pp. 187-94).
The statements that Turstin fitz Rou

was granted Wigmore Castle, assumed the
name of Wigmore, and had two sons, from
whom descended families named Mortimer
and Wigmore, all seem to be unsupported
assertions. In 1086 Wigmore Castle was
held by Ralf de Mortimer, son of the Roger
de Mortimer who fought at the Battle of

Mortemer in 1054, and was still living in

1074 (Planche,
'

Conqueror and his Com-
panions;' i. 234-9). Roger, by the way,
would take his name of Mortemer or Mortimer
from his town and castle of Mortemer, not
from the battle fought there, as MB. WIG-
MORE seems to imply.

I have referred to Round's ' Feudal

England,' p. 324, but there is nothing there
to suggest a connexion between the Thurstan,
or Turstin, who was son-in-law of Alvred de

Merleberge (Alfred of Marlborough), and
Turstin fitz Rou.

"
Sylvaticus, Earl of Shrewsbury," sounds

as romantic as the
' Roman de la Rose.'

G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross. Harleston, Norfolk.

PENLEAZE (11 S. v. 270, 414 ; vi. 33). The
gentleman referred to is presumably the

person mentioned in Hare's ' Two Noble
Lives

'

as a former occupant of High-
cliff, near Christchurch, Hants. He is

stated to have met with a singular
"
treasure

trove
"

in the form of a vast number of

bank-notes concealed within an old cocked-
hat box, left behind in a cupboard of the
house by some former tenant.

This Mr. John Story Penleaze, M.P., was
the father of the Rev. John Penleaze,
sometime rector of Black Torrington.
Devon, and of Col. Henry Penleaze, neither
of whom had any male descendants. The
family is now considered to be extinct.

I should be glad to know if I am right
in supposing that a book - plate which
I possess represents the Penleaze arms,
i.e., 1st quarter, croisy, a lion rampant ;

2nd quarter, p.p. fesse indented or et az.,
three martlets sable ; 3rd quarter, a chevron
embattled between three hatchets ; 4th

quarter, a human hand erect proper. Crest,
a wyvern. Motto,

"
Neque prodigus, neque

avarus." G. J., F.S.A.

WORDSWORTH'S FRIEND JONES (11 S.
v. 430). "This excellent Person, one of

my earliest and dearest friends," as Words-
worth himself describes him in a note to be
found in the Oxford edition of the poet's
works by Thomas Hutchinson (1895), p. 903,

which MR. T. LL. JONES does not seem to
have seen, and to whom the poet dedicated
his

'

Descriptive Sketches,' published in 1793,
was of the Joneses of Plas-yn-Llan, near
Ruthin, but the name of his father I cannot
ascertain. He was elected Fellow of his

College (St. John's, Cambridge), and sub-

sequently became incumbent of a living in

Oxfordshire, where he died in 1835. In
the note above referred to Wordsworth
himself gives some of these particulars,

speaking of him most affectionately, as he
also does in the letter prefixed to his

' De-

scriptive Sketches,' and the sonnet (No. 7,
'

Miscellaneous ') he addressed to him (1807).
He was the poet's companion not only

through France and Switzerland in 1790,
but on frequent excursions through England
and Wales. See Knight's

' Works and
Life

'

of the poet, vol. ix.

JOHN HUTCHINSON.
Dullatur House, Hereford.

TURKISH SPY IN PARIS IN THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY (11 S. v. 489). The
author of this work is supposed to have
been Charles Frazer, M.D., son of Sir

Alexander Frazer, Bart., Physician to

Charles II. See the
' D.N-B.' and Cokayne's

'

Complete Baronetage
'

; see also
' N. & Q.,'

17 Dec., 1910. S. D. C.

The '

Letters writ by a Turkish Spy
'

is a
well-known book which ran through many
editions from 1691 onwards. It is by John
Paul Marana, a Genoese born about 1642,
a life of whom may be found in Moreri,

Chalmers, and other biographical diction-

aries. He lived in Paris from 1682 to 1689,
when he retired to Italy, dying there in

1693. Chalmers says :

" Few supposed the author to be a real Turk,
but credit was given to the unknown European,
who, under a slight fiction, thus delivered opinions
and anecdotes, which it might not have been
safe to publish in a more open manner The
whole are now the amusement of few except very
idle readers."

John Dunton, bookseller, 1659-1733, in

his
' Life and Errors,' 1818 (p. 182), attri-

butes
' The Turkish Spy

'

to a hackney-
author named Bradshaw, on internal evi-

dence only. Perhaps he was the translator.

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.

The book referred to by your corre-

spondent was published in England in 1687,

and was a very free translation from G. P.

Marana's
'

L'Espion Turc,' of which several

editions appeared on the Continent, with

subsequent continuations. It is one of a

whole family of novelistic miscellanies
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describing, and sometimes satirizing, political
and social events of the period ;

in fact, one
of the earliest examples of a roman a clef.

Twenty-six editions had appeared by 1770 ;

but the book is now very scarce, and it is

an interesting conjecture whether a modern
edition would be a success.

ERNEST A. BAKER.
Woolwich.

' The Letters of a Turkish Spy
'

are now
known as the work of Giovanni Paolo
Marana. They were exceedingly popular,
and they are interesting in their way.
The Letter of Publius Lentulus is one of

the many New Testament apocrypha. The
text has often been printed. See Giles,
' Codex apocryphus Novi Testament! '

(Lon-
don, 1852, pp. 457 and Ivi), and Cowper,
' The Apocryphal Gospels

'

(London, 1867,
p. 221). WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

Manchester.

MISSING LINE WANTED (11 S. v. 468).
I have frequently seen the four lines men-
tioned, but never a fifth or a portion of one.
The difficulty is the rime to

"
brun," and

also there being no other place available.
I can only suggest an ending in the style of
some old country epitaphs :

Les yeux bruns vont a 1'un ou 1'autre.

MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

ABERCROMBY FAMILY (11 S. v. 489).
Anderson (' Scottish Nation,' 1868, i. 3-4)
says that

"
Dr. Patrick Abercrombie wrote

the memoirs of his family," but he does not
include it in the list of his published works.
I do not think any copy of it exists ; and
Dr. Grosart (' D.N.B.,' s.v.) is probably
correct in stating that the memoirs were
only in manuscript form, and have probably
perished. D. O. HUNTER BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus.

According to the '

D.N.B.,' i. 43 (original
edition) :

" A MS. entitled
' Memoirs of

the Abercrombies,' elaborately drawn up
by [Patrick Abercromby], seems to have
perished."

"

A. R. BAYLEY.

REV. GEORGE JERMENT (11 S. v. 448;
vi. 37). My query contained two inaccu-
racies one apparent, the other real
which demand redress : (1) It was certainly,
not "

presumably," Leicarraga's Baskish
New Testament which Jane of Navarre
(cf. 10 S. vii. 215) caused to be printed in
1571. England possesses four copies of
this excellent version, the finest of which
is owned by the John Rylands Library in

this city. (2) Jerment's
' Memoirs of Jane

of Navarre '

is included in the first, not the
second, volume of Dr. Gibbons's ' Memoirs
of Eminently Pious Women.'

It may be of interest to add that our Art

Gallery has been enriched by a large water-
colour drawing by Sir John Gilbert, R.A..
of

'

King Francis I. with the Queen of

Navarre, Madame d'Estampes, and the
Cardinal of Lorraine in the Workshop of
Benvenuto Cellini.' J. B. McGovERN.

St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

FORLORN HOPE AT BADAJOS (11 S. v. 288,
394, 492). The "

Lieut. De Gruber of the

Artillery
" mentioned in MR. PIERPOINT'S

reply should be Lieut. William von Goeben
of the King's German Legion Artillery.
Jones gives the name as

" de Goeben " on
p. 168, but transcribes it as

"
de Gruber "

on p. 227.

I cannot find "Girsewald" in any of the

regiments of the King's German Legion.
There were two lieutenants of that name
(Henry and Carl) in the Duke of Brunswick
Oels's Corps in 1811, and it is probably one
of these who is referred to. Carl died in
1812. The name is spelt Girsewaldt.
Second Capt. John Archer Williams and

Lieut. Anthony Emmett, who were wounded
at the storm of Badajoz, and Lieuts.
Edward A. de Salaberry and Thomas
Lascelles, who were killed, all belonged to
the corps of Royal Engineers. Williams
was killed later in the year (24 Sept.) at
the unsuccessful siege of Burgos.

Capt. William Nicholas, also of the R.E.,
was wounded at Badajoz on 6 April, 1812,
and died there on the 14th.

J. H. LESLIE.

I sent to Baron W. von Girsewald, the
Master of the Horse to the Regent of the

Duchy of Brunswick, the paragraph in
which it is stated that Girsewald, an officer

of the German Legion, was one of the first

who mounted, and that he caught hold of a
Frenchman's bayonet so firmly that he pulled
himself up by it, and then cut off the French-
man's head. The following is the reply I
have received from Baron W. von Girsewald :

"
It was very kind of you to send me the

copy of Notes and Queries concerning the storming
of Badajos. It greatly interested me to read
the authentic publication of what I had heard
from my grandfather, when I was a boy. The
Capt. von Girsewald who acted so bravely in this
affair was a brother of my grandfather, and was
severely wounded after the taking of the Citadel
in the streets of Badajos. He died a few days
later from blood-poisoning."

HENRY HOWARD.
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"
J'AI vu CARACASSOSTNE "

(11 S. v. 348,
473). A chanson by Gustave Nadaud in
six stanzas is probably referred to. The
first in the version before me is :

Je me fais vieux, j'ai soixante ans,
J'ai travaille toute ma vie.
Sans avoir durant tout ce temps
Pu satisfaire mon envie.
Je vois bien qu'il n'est ici-bas
De bonheur eomplet pour personne ;

Mon vo3u ne s'accomplira pas :

Je n'ai jamais vu Carcassonne.

A translation into English was made by
John R. Thompson of Virginia, U.S., editor
of The Southern Literary Messenger.

I can supply the inquirer with both the
French and English texts if he cares to
see them. Nadaud's period was 1820-93,
Thompson's 1823-73. T. F. DWIGHT.
La Tour de Peilz, Vaud, Switzerland.

" HEBE I LAY OUTSIDE THE DOOR "
(11 S.

v. 489). The usual version of this epitaph
runs :

Here lie I at the chancel door,
Here lie I because I 'm poor, &c.

The British Stage and Literary Cabinet for

December, 1821. states that this inscription
is in Buckleigh Churchyard, Devonshire,
but Beeton's ' Book of Epitaphs

'

locates it

at Kingsbridge Churchyard. This latter
locale has not been mentioned in the previous
references in

' N. & Q.'
WlLLOTJGHBY MAYCOCK.

The following epitaph, attributed to Ely,
Cambridgeshire, which is almost a para-
phrase on the well-known one at Kingsbridge,
Devon, I have seen quoted somewhat dif-

ferently from the one at Ely mentioned by
MB. BARTHOLOMEW:

Here I lie without the church door,
The church is fill'd, and will hold no more ;

Here I lie, though less I pay,
And yet I lie as well as they.

The Kingsbridge epitaph is as follows :

Philip Roberts, died July 27th, 1793.

Here lie I at the Chancel door,
Here lie I because I 'm poor,
The further in the more you '11 pay,
Here lie I as warm as they.

And I believe there is one at Dawlish which
runs :

Here I lie at ye church door,
Here I lie because I 'se poor.
Ye furder ye go, ye more ye pay,
Here I lie as warm as they.

It would be interesting if these could be
verified, as the spelling is different in the
various authorities I have consulted.

ARCHIBALD SPARKE, F.R.S.Lt

Reference Library, Bolton.

In
' From the Thames to the Tamar,' by

the Rev. A. G. L'Estrange, 1873, p. 333,
is a reference to one Robert Phillips of

Kingsbridge, Devon, who died 1793 :

" The following lines have, at his request, been
placed over his grave just outside the [Kingsbridge]
church door :

Here lie I at the church door,
Here lie I because I am poor,
The farther in the more you '11 pay,
Here lie I as warm as they.

The clerk told us, with much pride, that Mr.
Tennyson had lately visited the church, and had
taken a note of these lines."

What is practically the same epitaph is

also stated to exist at Hartland Church,
North Devon. W. B. H.

On a tablet outside the chancel door on the
south side of Kingsbridge Church, South
Devon, is the following : ,

Underneath
Lieth the Body of Robert
Comonly called Bone Phillip
who died July 27th 1793

Aged 65 Year.

At whose request the following lines are here
inscribed

Here lie I at the Chancel door
Here lie I because I 'm poor
The further in the more you '11 pay
Here lie I as warm as they.

JOHN T, PAGE.

Probably the tablet of which I have a

photograph before me as I write is the
one referred to by your correspondent. It
is at Kingsbury Church.

Underneath
Lieth the Body of Robert

Commonly called Bone Phillip
who died July 27, 1793

Aged 63 Years.

At whose request the following lines are
here inserted

Here lie T at the Chancel door.
Here lie I because I 'm poor.
The farther in the more you '11 pay
Here lie I as warm as they.

F. R. F.

[MR. OSWALD J. REICHEL and MR. G. T.

PILCHBR, who mention that the Kingsbridge
example is outside and south of the chancel

door, also thanked for replies.]

THEODORE =DIRCK ? (11 S. v. 488.)
Theodore is, of course, Greek,

" the gift of

God." Dirck is Dutch, and is the same as

Derrick ; it is explained under the latter

form in my '

Concise Etymological Dic-

tionary
'

as being equivalent to the German
Dietrich and the A.-S. Theodrlc, lit.

"
ruler
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of the people."
Theo-dore. but

Theodore is divisible as

Theodric as Theod-ric.

Theo- is from the Gk. theos ; bufe Theod- is

equivalent to the Dut- in Dutch.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The Dutch proper name Dirk or Derk

(sometimes spelt Dirck or Derek by old-

fashioned people, but never Derek as far

as I know) is an abbreviation of Diederik

(Dietrich in German, Didier in French) quite

independent of Theodore (Theodor in Ger-

man ; Theodoor, or, for short, Dorus, in

Dutch). J. F. S.

COACHING SONGS (11 S. v. 369, 494). A
coaching song of three six-line verses, com-

mencing
Here I [am], my good Masters, my name 's Teddy
Clinch,

is included in
' The Songs of Charles Dibdin,'

1842, under the name of
' The Long Trot.'

It had been previously published in 1781

and 1790 ; on the latter occasion as
" The

Coachman's Song, in Harlequin Freemason,
sung by Mr. Doyle ; composed by Mr.

Dibdin.'' W. B. H.

APPARENT DEATH (11 S. v. 428; vi. 16).

The accounts I have seen of recent cases are,

on the average, so prolix and untrustworthy
that I think ENQUIRER would get more
satisfaction from the article by Bolte on
' The Legend of the Woman aroused though

apparently Dead,' in the Journal of the

German Folk-lore Society (' Die Sage von
der erweckten Scheintoten,' Zeitschrift des

Vereins fur Volkskunde), xx., 1910, 353 ;

with additions by the author and others,

xxi., 1911, 282-5. This traces the legend
from the Greeks through most of the Western

literatures, and as far east as China, in a

method entertaining and instructive. The
current belief and fear concerning premature
burial is, I think, a gruesome superstition

among us, to be classed with that among
the Slavs regarding werewolves.

Actual instances of it doubtless happen
when the dead are buried in great numbers,
such as are noted by Dr. Severin Icard in
'

Danger de la Mort apparente sur les Champs
de Bataille

'

(in Archives cTAnthropologie
criminelle, &c., xxi. 224) ; and the author

enumerates thirty-five other such instances

in his work referred to in Comptes rendus

des Seances de VAcademie des Sciences,

19 Dec., 1910, pp. 1240-42, noting that

his
' Sur les Signes diagnostiques de la

Mort et sur les Moyens de prevenir les

Inhumations precipitees
' was awarded the-

Dusgate Prize, doubtless principally because
of the simplicity and certainty of his tests

to make sure that death actually has
occurred. ROCKINGHAM.

No TWIN EVER FAMOUS (11 S. v. 487).
MR. DORAN throws doubt upon Lord
Stowell's twinship, because it is not men-
tioned in the ' D. N. B.' It is, however,,
well known that his parents had twins
three times. Here are the facts : William
Scott, hostman or coal fitter, of Newcastle,,
father of the family, was twice married.

By his first wife, to whom he was married
11 May, 1730, he had three children, twa
of whom died young, and one, Anne,
married Alderman Wm. Cramlington. By
his second wife Jane Atkinson, to whom he
was married 18 Aug., 1740 (she was daughter
of another hostman), he had thirteen children r

making sixteen altogether. They came in

the following order : (4) Margaret, born
3 Aug., 1741, buried 11 March, 1766; (5>
Jane, b. 28 Sept., 1742, bur. 19 Aug., 1747 ;;

(6) Isabella, bur. 16 Nov., 1744 ; (7) Bar-
bara (twin with Lord Stowell), b. 17 Oct.,.

1745, bur. 7 May, 1823 ; (8) William (Lord
Stowell), b, same date, bur. 28 Jan., 1836 ;

(9) Henry, b. 2 Nov., 1748, bur. 12 Dec. r

1799; (10) Jane, b. 22 May, 1750, bur. 2
Aug., 1751 ; (11) Elizabeth (twin with Lord
Eldon), b. 4 June, 1751, bur. 21 June,
1751 ; (12) John (Lord Eldon), b. same date,
bur. 26 Jan.. 1838; (13) Jane, b. 17 May,
1753, bur. 16 May, 1822; (14, 15) a son and
daughter, stillborn ; (16) a child, stillborn.

RICKD. WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Since my note appeared I have received
the following information concerning the
Scotts (Lord Eldon and Lord Stowell) from
MR. EDWIN DODDS of Low Fell, Gates-
head :

"
1745, N.B. Oct. 18. William and Barbara,.

Twins of William Scott Hoastman, certify'd by
the Rev. Mr. Leonard Rumsey, [?] Curate of Jarro-
and Heworth, occasioned by ye present Rebellion."

Christenings, All Saints' Register, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

MR. DODDS adds :

"
I see in Richard Welford's ' Men of Mark

'twixt Tyne and Tees,' iii. 360, that John Scott
was ' twin child with a sister named Elizabeth,,
who died a few days afterwards.' He was born
June 4, 1751. I have not had an opportunity
of referring to the baptismal entry in the register,
but Welford's statement may be relied upon."

ALBAN DORAN.
Athenaeum Club.
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on Books.

31en and Measures. By Edward Nicholson.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)

THE seed of this book, the writer tells us, was a

fifteenth-century record of English linear measures
found by the late Dr. Furnivall in a Bodleian
MS., and printed in The Academy in 1896. It is

given on p. 77 of this volume. This was certainly
a seed which fell on good ground, and aecordingly
has branched out largely and borne good fruit ;

for the work which is its outcome the product
of many years' study and research is as com-
prehensive as it is genial and pleasant to read,
as clear in its tracing of the principles which
underlie the evolution of metric systems as it is

packed with well-selected detail.

Very little, we imagine, is known to the general
reader of the history of those weights and measures
with which every one is familiar ; still less,

probably, of the inter-relation of the different

measures, their evolution and involution, a

subject upon which we found Col. Nicholson

particularly interesting. On the one hand, we
have the primitive limb - measurements the
cubit, the span, the palm, and so on ; on the
other, those measurements of the earth which,
made first, apparently, in Chaldea thousands of

years B.C., are as valid now as then, and furnish
that meridian mile which seamen of all nations
use at the present day. Between them come
those measures of length, area, or capacity which
correspond in different waya with the range of

a day's work or a day's travel, or with the most
convenient satisfaction of daily needs, and,
again, those measures instituted, more or less

arbitrarily, by rulers or governments to serve
their own ends or to fit a theory.

Of these last the most conspicuous instance is

t-he compulsory use of the metric system, with its

accompanying decimalization, in many modern
countries. Col. Nicholson points out that, in

spite of police pressure, the use of this system is

evaded wherever possible by the peasants and
traders even of France, the country of its origin,
and the reason of their dislike is not far to seek.
In the buying and selling of small quantities,
which makes the ordinary traffic of the mass of
a population, weights, measures, and money
reckoned by a number possessing so few factors
as 10 is highly inconvenient ; nor do the metric
units themselves correspond to those limb-units
which have been universally adopted, and to
which the people have always in the end reverted,
whenever compelled by authority to make trial

of others. The tendency has most often been to
force upon them measures greater than they
wanted, and the history of the foot the peasantry
always revert to a short foot illustrates that
well. Similarly instructive is the way in which
again and again the people revert to the simple
and convenient sexdecimal system of reckoning.
The first chapters of the book give a general

survey of the subject, and then proceed to deal
with the cubits and with the talents the original
lalent being the weight of an Egyptian royal
cubit of water divided into 3,000 shekels. In
the Tollowing chapter Col. Nicholson discusses
the interesting question of the origin of our
English foot, inclining, out of three hypotheses, to
favour that which derives it from the side of a

cubical vessel containing 1,000 Roman ounce?
of water. He puts forward a like explanation

'

for the Pan of Marseilles : it was the measure of
the "

pan
" or panel of a cubical measure of

capacity. Measures of capacity, while thus-

furnishing the turning-point between the evolution
and involution of measures, are again interesting
for the way in which different countries solve
the problem presented by the different specific
weights of commodities.
The history of the English coinage under the

early Tudors shows with what cynical falsehood
and indifference to real needs a government
not theoretically so despotic as many others have
been may yet be found to act ; just as the history
of the metric system shows how little scientific

radically may be a system which has the super-
ficial appearance of being strictly scientific.

One question, in bis discussion of decimaliza-

tion, Col. Nicholson does not approach. Yet it

would be interesting to know the views upon it

of one who has entered so fully and sympa-
thetically into the significance of weights and
measures as part of human daily life in all times
and all over the world, and has amassed so much
information concerning them : we mean the
use of the duodecimal, as opposed to the decimal,,
hundred, which Herbert Spencer advocated.

Though, as a whole, Col. Nicholson thinks our-

system of weights and measures a good one, he-

has a few defects to point out, notably the-

practical inconvenience of the system of multiples
of the pound, of which his work, when weighing
and recording the weights of recruits and soldiers,

gave him immediate experience. His notes on
the systems used in our Colonies and in India
are concise and useful, and he has a good chapter-
on the ' Measures and Weights of France,' and
a not her. full of suggestive detail, on the '

Develop-
ment of Meaning in Names of Measures.' Want
of space forbids our quoting details. We-
can but advise our readers, already through his

contributions to our pages in Col. Nicholson's debt,,
to increase alike that indebtedness and their fund,
of curious information by making the acquaint-
ance of this volume.

The Secret of the Pacific : a Discussion of the

Origin of the Early Civilisations of America,-
the Toltecs, Aztecs, Mayas, Incog, and their-

Predecessors ; atid of the Possibilities of Asiatic-

Influence thereon. By C. Reginald Enock..
With 56 Illustrations and 2 Maps. (Fisher
Unwin.)

THK title of this deeply interesting work gives a

fairly clear notion of its scope. The author
describes the antiquities of the Pacific shores of

America (North and South) from British Columbia
to Peru, and gives an account of the various-
theories which have been propounded as to their-

origin. An engineer by profession, he could'

hardly help being impressed by the gigantic
remains of extinct civilizations in Arizona, Mexico,,
and Peru ; and he has been driven by the interest

they aroused in him to collect into one volume,
and to attempt to co-ordinate, what is known or
believed about them. ' The Secret of the Pacific

'

is, then, the answer to the question,
" Were the

American civilizations autochthonous, or do they
derive from Asiatic sources, and if so, which 'i

"

Mr. Enock does not attempt to solve the riddle ;:

his whole book is a plea for a fuller study of the-
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countless problems involved, though he personally
leans to the Asiatic solution. The difficulties in

the way are, however, enormous. The stone-

built remains extend over 70 degrees of latitude

sav, 5,000 miles and the distance between the

centres of Aztec and Inca civilization is 3,000

miles. The cliff-dwellings of Colorado and Ari-

zona are readily accessible, but the forests of

Yucatan and the slopes of the Andes are almost

as difficult to reach to-day as in the times of

Cortes and Pizarro. A good deal of what has

been written about American antiquities is of so

little value that it seems a pity to fill space by
condemnations of the morals of the Eskimo or

Apaches. The chapters on the Incas and

Peru are among the most interesting in the book,
and with them we would place those in which
the constructional aspect of the various buildings

is emphasized, and the remarks on the character

of the ornament employed. The account of

Easter Island is especially interesting at the

moment, when an archaeological expedition is

about to make a complete survey of its remains ;

and the notes on the prehistoric remains in other

Pacific islands Pitcairn, Tahiti, the Marquesas,
and the Carolines complete the topographical

part of the book. A few chapters of speculation
follow on the Pacific

"
Atlantis," Dr. Kenealy's

* Book of Enoch,' the couvade (spelt
" cou-

varde "), and flood myths, too slight to be of any
importance.
Though the original features of the book are

those derived from the author's personal ex-

perience, it has also great value considered

as a compilation. We are all too likely to let

facts scattered over a great number of volumes

escape us altogether, and any one who brings them
into a convenient form renders a service which
is easily under-estimated. Such a service Mr.

Enock has rendered.

Byways in British Archceology. By Walter

Johnson, F.G.S. (Cambridge University Press.)

MR. JOHNSON has already given proof of his

competence to deal with our popular antiquities

in his interesting book entitled
'

Folk-Memory
'

<1908). In this new volume, which belongs more
to the province of folk-lore, he exhibits the

same wide acquaintance with the literature of

the subject and an amazing amount of industrious

research. Even when we do not agree with his

.conclusions we always admire the abundance of

.detail and the fairness with which he sets forth his

premises. Indeed, to do him justice, Mr. John-

son himself is diffident about his conclusions, and
almost always presents them as tentative and

provisional, as
" doubtful

" and "
by no means

clear." Tnis cautious and judicious attitude dis-

.arms criticism, but is sometimes rather irritating.

He devotes, for instance, a chapter of 48 pp. to a

discussion of the raison d'etre of the churchyard
yew, and abstains from giving any decision.

There is small reason, surely, to doubt that the

tree of perpetual verdure was planted among
the graves as an emblem of everlasting life,

.exactly as the aloe is similarly planted sometimes
in Eastern graveyards. He gives us very full

.(we had nearly said prolix) chapters on Burial

Customs, Orientation, the Cardinal Points, and
so on ; and while he supplies a superabundance
.of references to well-known books for comparatively
familiar superstitions, he fails to give us any
authorities for certain startling statements when

we most desire them ; e.g., that the Samoyads,
though nominally Christians, offered up human
sacrifices as recently as 1895 (p. 29). Too often,
moreover, Mr. Johnson puts us off with second-
hand quotations, when we should like Ur-quellen ;
and frequently he digresses and goes off at a
tangent into matters quite foreign to his subject.We have marked many passages where, we
think, Mr. Johnson's judgment is at fault ;

such as, that no place-names are compounded
with Lat. ecclesia (p. 147) ; that murderers and
suicides were buried at cross-roads because such
spots were sacred (p. 357), whereas it was rather
to puzzle the revenant if he should attempt to
make his way home, as Dr. Frazer has shown ;

that taxus, the yew, may have something to do
with Greek taxis, order (p. 363) ; that Latin
caruca (whence carucate) may be etyniologically
connected with quatuor, as if a four-wheeled
vehicle (p. 456). We query why it is

"
note-

worthy
" that in " bow " and " arrow " we

inherit the Anglo-Saxon words boga and arwe
(p. 387) ; and remark that on p. 394 copiosus
amara to make sense should be copiosius amaro.
Mr. Johnson adopts the customary theory that the
round towers attached to churches were intended
to be places of refuge in times of danger. Has
he ever calculated how many persons could be
sheltered in these narrow edifices ? Probably
hardly forty, if they stood shoulder to shoulder.

These, however, are but minor blots in a most
instructive book full of facts and curious
information.

Jiotias 10 <E0msp0n0*nts.

We must call special attention to the folloiving
notices :

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the valu
of old books and other objects or as to the means ol

disposing of them.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
;n order that answers may be sent to them direct.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream'i B lildings, Chancery
Lane. E.G.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of

the page of
' N . & Q.' to which their letters refer,

so that the contributor may be readily identified.

H. E. H. and R. A. H. U. Forwarded.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT ('Dulce Domum '). See
9 S. iii. 371.

EL SOLTERO is requested to send his address for

letter to be forwarded.
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WORKS BY THE LATE
WILLIAM THYNNE LYNN.

NOW READY, price One Shilling and Sixpence net.

QTUDIES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT,
EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL.

Comprising :

BRIEF NOTES ON THE PAIIAHLES AND MIRACLES OF OUR LORD.
NEW TESTAMENT CHBOKOUMV.
GEOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF PLACES NAMED.
APPENDIX ox SOME EUROPEAN TRANSLATIONS OF THE BIHLK.

With 5 Maps.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. P.R. A.S.. Associate of King's College London
Lay Reader in the l>iocese of Southward.

"Sunday school ten ch-rs and others will readil.v find a considerable
amount of help in this handy and carefully written little K-nk

"

Guardian, June 2, 1909.
London :

SAMUEL BAOSTER & SONS, LIMITED. 15, Paternoster Bow. E.O

NOW READY, price One Shilling net.

With Illustrations.

MINENT SCRIPTURE CHARACTERS ;

BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES IN
F

THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.

By W. T. LYNN. B.A. F.R.A.8., Associate of King's College, London,
Lay Header in the Diocese of Southwark,

Author of 'Bible Chronology,' 'New Testament Studies,' Ac.

SAMUEL BAG8TER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row, E.C.

NOW READY, price Threepence net.

THE CONCISE CHRONOLOGY.
A SERIES OF

IMPORTANT DATES IN THK HISTORY OP THE WORLD,
From the Reign of David to the Present Time.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8., Associate of King's College, London,
Author of 'Bible Chronology,' 'New Testament Studies,'

'Eminent Scripture Characters,' &c.

With 8 Maps.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row. E.C

TWELFTH EDITION, price Two Shillings net.

riELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. With 5 Plates. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
Guardian.

"It is one of the comparatively few manuals likely to be of use to
the many readers who from time to time tell us they are just begin-
ning to study astronomy and want a comprehensime digest of the
latest facts." Kiiglish tfechanic.
" The book contains a summary of rare and accurate information

that it would be difficult to find elsewhere." Observatory.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER 4 SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row, E.C.

FIFTEENTH EDITION, cloth, price Sixpence net.

T>EMARKABLE COMETS: a Brief Survey of
JLV the most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astro-
nomy. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.K.A.S.

"'Remarkable Eclipses' and 'Remarkable Comets' have been
brought right up to date, and the most remarkable feature of each is
the enormous amount of information compressed within so small a
compass and sold at the low price of 6d. each net. The former volume
includes notes on the most remarkable eclipses of the sun since 1063 B.C.,
and of the moon since 721 B.C , while the second briefly describes all
the remarkable comets of which history speaks, even though it be
with far-off whifper* . An excellent drawing of Halley's comet, as seen
by Miss E. M. Phillips at Baibadoson May 17, 1910, is an additional
feature, new in this edition." Xature, April 20, 1911.

SAMUEL BAG3TER & SONS, LIMITED, 15. Paternoster Row, E.C

EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

DEMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
JLV most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Kclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. Bj
W. T. LYNN. B.A. F.R.A.8.

"The booklet deserves to continue in popularity. It presents i
mass of information in small compass.." Dundee Advertiser.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row, E.C.

TYPEWRITERS

MSS. Copied

Bought, Sold,
Exchanged, or

Repaired.

Hire, Remington
or Smith,
1O/- Month
27/6 Quarter.

(Dept. Note) 74, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

C L I F F O R D'S I N N.

For View of CLIFFORD'S INN, taken in 1892, see

NOTES AND QUERIES, April 2, 1892.
The same Number also contains Sketches of the

ROLLS CHAPEL, OLD SERJEANTS' INN,
THE GATEWAY, LINCOLN'S INN, &c.

Price 4jd., free by post, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

AUTHORIZED TO BE USED BY BRITISH SUBJECTS

THE NATIONAL FLAG,
BEING

THE UNION JACK.
SUPPLEMENT TO

NOTES AND QUERIES FOB JUNE 30, 1900.

Price \d. ; by post 4Jrf.

Containing an Account of the Flag,

Reprinted June, 1908.

With Coloured Illustration according to scale.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

ATHENAEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
JL\_ FRANCIS. Printer of the Athenaeum, tfotet and Queries, ftc., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOUK, NEWS,
ind PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from oar Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office- to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

c rculation, A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminut and 186, Strand, W.C.
6 Month*1 Month 3 Months 13 Month*

ONK Vol. ...
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LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of.'' CAPTAIN CUTTLE.
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With Index, price lOd.
Registered as a Newspaper. Entered at

the Jf. y.P.O. a Second Class Matter.
Yearly Subscription, 20s. Bd. post free.

NOW READY, crown 4to. with 8 Illustrations, lOg. Sd. net.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
With Memoirs of

JOSEPH KNIGHT, P.8.A., Dramatic Critic, and Editor of

Notes and Queries, 1883-1907,

AND

THE REV. JOSEPH WOODFALL EBSWORTH, F.S.A.

By JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

Comprising his Contributions with Additions to
' Notes and Queries.'

T. FISHER UNWIN,
London, Adelphi Terrace. Leipsic, Inselstrasse 20.

AUTHORIZED TO BE USED BY BRITISH SUBJECTS

THE NATIONAL FLAG,
BEING

THE UNION JACK.
SUPPLEMENT TO

NOTES AND QUERIES FOR JUNE 30, 1900.

Price 4d. ; by post tyd,

Containing an Account of the Flag,

Reprinted June, 1908.

With Coloured Illustration according to scale.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

CLIFFORD'S INN.
For View of CLIFFORD'S INN, taken in 1S92, see

NOTES AND QUERIES, April 2, 1892.

The same Number also contains Sketches of the

ROLLS CHAPEL, OLD SERJEANTS' INN,
THE GATEWAY, LINCOLN'S INN, Ac.

Price 4^<?., free by post, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Note* and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

JJOTES AND QUERIES.
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

. d.
5 Lines, pearl type 026

Sixpence per Line beyond.
Half a Column 110
Column 220
A Page 440

In the measurement of Advertisements, care should be taken to
measure from rule to rule.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

ATOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-Ll to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 5s. 2d. for Three
Months ; 10*. 3d. for Six Months ; or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months,
including the volume Index. J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and
Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

GENEALOGY. Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-
eery Lane, W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record See., and

General Editor of the Northern and Eastern Counties in Mr. Philli-
more's Pariah Register Series, is at liberty to DNDERTAKK
RESEARCHES for Private Clients on moderate terms. Wills, Parish
Registers, Manor Rolls, Chancery Suits, Heraldry. *c.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham

AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
-L (The LEADENHALL PRESS. Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 5s. per dozen, ruled or plain. Kevr Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate eoyiel
hould be retained.

TO

I7RANCIS & CO. are prepared to give LOW
1- ESTIMATES for HIGH-CLASS CATALOGUE and GENERAL
PRINTING, and invite inquiries for Prices and Specimens.

The ATHENJEUM PRESS,
13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS 1 ADVERTISEMENTS (JULY).

R. McCASKIE,
BOOKS, OLD PRINTS,

(CARICATURES, PORTRAITS, ETCHINGS,
FANCY, &c.)

AUTOGRAPHS, DRAWINGS, &o,

For Collectors of moderate means.
1912 CATALOGUE NOW BEADY.

27, MARYLEBONE LANE, W.

BOOKS OF THE DAY.
GLAISHER'S COMPREHENSIVE NEW CATALOGUE of CUP-
RENT LITERATURE, just issued, is the BEST and MOST HANDY
GUIDE to STANDARD HOOKS OP THE DAY published. Gives at
a glance complete lists of the various series of handy reprints :

Everyman's Library, Nelson's Popular Td , 1 and French series ;

Macmillan's, Hutchinsou's, Hurst & Blackett's. Collins'. Chatto's,
RoutledRe's, Scott's, and other popular libraries. The Home
University Library, fambridge Science Manunla, 4c. Fiction
generally, and a capital list of Sd. Novels. General Literature. Art,
Science, Nature Study, and Books of Reference. Is, in short, the
BEST CATALOGUE OF CURRENT LITERATURE we have ye

SENT POST FREE 0-V APPLICATION.

WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd..
BOOKSELLERS,

265, HIGH HOKBORN, LONDON.

Now Beady, 48 pp., free on application.

(No. 358.)

A Catalogue of Miscellaneous
Second-hand Books,

including purchases from the Libraries of the late JOHN
WILLIS CLARK, Hon. Litt.D., Registrary of the

University of Cambridge (some of the Architectural Works

having belonged to Prof. WILLIS), and W. CHAWNER,
M.A., Master of Emmanuel College.

ON SALE BY

BOWES & BOWES,
i, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLEB,

830, HIGH STREET,
MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

Old Time Literature, Herbals, Garden
Books, c5c.

CATALOGUES ISSUED.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
59, PICCADILLY, W.

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.
Speciality:

French Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth Century, and
Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

V Gentlemen wishing to dispose of any of these will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

Telephone : 4435 MAYFAIR.

ARE YOU IN WANT OF
Some Special Book, Journal, Review, or "Work

of Reference ?

IF SO, WRITE TO US!
We are Specialists in the procuring and supplying of Work?
in every Department of Literature, New or Second-hand ;

Journals, Transactions, Reviews, and Magazines in Sets,
Series, Odd Vols. , or Parts.

E. GEORGE & SONS,
151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

Telephone : 5150 CENTRAL.

Telegraphic and Cable Address : GEORGETTA, LONDON.

Books on Literary, Educational, Scientific, Medical, Law,
all other subjects and for all Exams.

SECOND-HAND at HALF PRICES.
NEW at 25 per cent DISCOUNT.

Catalogue No. 198 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books bought.

BOOKS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Thousands of the Best Books

at from 25 to 80 per cent below the original prices.
The Largest and Best Stock of

Second-hand and New Remainder Books
in the World.

WRITE FOR OUR JULY CATALOGUE.

135.

W. 5 G. FOYLE,
Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.

W. H. SMITH & SON,
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand, London, W.C.
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HANDEL'S COMPOSITIONS AND THE
TRIENNIAL FESTIVALS.

As the Festival which closed on Saturday,
June 29th, may be the last held at the

Crystal Palace, a note respecting the series

should appear in
' N. & Q.'

Complaint has often been made of two-
thirds of the Festival being devoted to
the same two works,

' The Messiah '

being
over-familiar, while '

Israel in Egypt,' if

not equally well known, is no novelty.
But it is clear that the cost of these great
performances is immense, and therefore the
directors naturallyoffer what draws the public.
It is, however, interesting specially to note
what has been done on the

"
Selection

"
days.

From the preliminary Festival, down to
and including the one that has just taken
place, three oratorios the two named above
and '

Judas Maccabseus '

(in 1857 and 1906)
;
have been given in their entirety, or with

just the usual cuts ; and excerpts have been
performed from the other sixteen oratorios

which Handel wrote. The titles of all

nineteen works, here set out in chrono-

logical order, are as follows :

La Resurrezione (1708).
Esther (about 1720).
Deborah (1733).
Athaliah (1733).
Saul (1738).
Israel in Egypt (1738).
Messiah (1741).
Sarnson (1741-2).
Joseph (1743).
Belshazzar (1744).
Occasional Oratorio (1740).
Judas Maccabaeus (1746).
Alexander Balus (1747).
Joshua (1747).
Solomon (1748).
Susanna (1748).
Theodora (1749).
Jephtha (1751).
Triumph of Time (1757).

Again, of Handel's 38 operas (not including
the four written at Hamburg, of which the

autographs are unknown) and two dramatic
works, excerpts during the period from
1857 to 1912 have been given from 19,

i.e., from half of them. The operas are as
follows :

Almira (1704).
Rodrigo (1707).
Rinaldo (1711).
Ottone (1722).
Giulio Cesare (1723).
Rodelinda (1725).
Scipione (1726).
Alessandro (1726).
Ezio (1731-2).
Sosarme (1732).
Orlando (1732).
Alcina (1735).
Atalanta (1736).
Giustino (1736).
Berenice (1736-7).
Serse (1737-8).
Deidamia (1740, the last).

The two dramatic works were :

Semele (1743).
Hercules (1744).

One or two excerpts (in some cases there
were more) give no better idea of the whole
work than the brick which an Irishman

produced as a specimen of his house, but they
at anyrate call attention to the great number
of Handel's compositions.

Of the three oratorios specially named
above, the following details may prove
interesting.
The first part of

'

Israel in Egypt
' was

written in six days, and the second in

eleven ; twelve more days were occupied in

completing the score i.e., in all 29 days.
The first part of

' The Messiah ' was com-
menced in 1741, on 22 August, and com-

pleted on 28 August ; the second part bears
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at the end the date 6 September, 1741 >

and the third was finished on 12 September-
Final fillings-up took two days more i.e.,

in all 24 days.
' Judas Maccabaeus

' was commenced in

1746, on the 9th of July,
"
or the 8th

"

(thus Handel wrote on the score), and com-

pleted on the 22nd ; the second act bears

at the end the date 2 August ; and the third,

11 August i.e., in all 35 days.
A list of the chief solo singers and the

number of Festivals at which they appeared
may be worth recording :

Sopranos.
Albani, Emma, 11 times (1877, '80, '82, '85, '88,

'91, '94, '97, 1900, '03, '06).

Lemmens-Sherrington, 7 times (1862, '65, '68,

'71, '74, '77, '80).

Melba, Nellie, once (1894).
Nilsson, Christine, once (1868).
Nordica, Lillian, 3 times (1888, '91, '97).

Novello, Clara, twice (1857, '59).

Patti, Adelina, 3 times (1865, '77, '80).

Titiens, Therese, 4 times (1862, '68, '71, '74).

Contraltos.

Butt, Clara, 6 times (1894, '97, 1900, '03, '09, '12).

Dolby, Charlotte, 5 times (1857, '59, '62, '65, '68).

Patev, Janet M., 7 times (1871, '74, '77, '80, '83,
5

85, '88).

Trebelli, Zelia, 6 times (1871, '74, '80, '83, '85, '88).

Tenors.

Davies, Ben. 6 times (1894,1900, '03, '06, '09, '12).

Lloyd, Edward, 10 times (1874, '77, '80, '83, '85,

'88, '91, '94, '97, 1900).

Maas, Joseph, 3 times (1880, '83, '85).

Reeves, Sims, 7 times (1857, '59, '62, '65, '68,

'71, '74).

Rigby, Vernon, 4 times (1871, '74, '77, '80).

Basses.

Black, Andrew, 4 times (1894, '97, 1900, '03).

Foli, 7 times (1868, '71, '74, '77, '80, '83, '85).

Formes, Carl, once (1857).

Santley, Sir Charles, 16 times (1865, '68, '71, '74,

'77, '80, '83, '85, '88, '91, '94, '97, 1900, '03,

'06, '09).

Weiss, \V. Hunter, 4 times (1857, '59, '62, '65).

There have been three conductors :

Costa, Sir Michael (1857-1880).
Manns, Sir August (1882-1900).
Cowen, Sir Frederic (1903-1912).

J. J. S.

COBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
(See ante, pp. 1, 22.)

1808.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. XIII. From
January to June, 1808. London : Printed by
Cox and Baylis, Great Queen Street ; Pub-
lished by Richard Bagshaw, Bow-Street,
Covent Garden ; Sold also by J. Budd, Pall
Mall ; W. and J. Richardson, Royal Exchange ;

Blacks and Parry, Leadenhall Street ; J.

Mercer, Dublin ; J. Morgan, Philadelphia ;

and E. Sarjeant, New York. 1808.

8vo, pp. viii-1040 columns.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. XIV. Fronn
July to December, 1808. London : Printed
by Cox and Baylis, Great Queen Street ; Pub-
lished by Richard Bagshaw, Bow-Street,
Covent Garden ; Sold also by J. Budd, Pall
Mall ; W. and J. Richardson, Royal Exchange ?.

Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, Leadenhall
Street ; J. Mercer, Dublin ; J. Morgan, Phila-
delphia ; and E. Sarjeant, New York.

8vo, pp. xii-1032 columns.
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England.
From the Norman Conquest, in 1066, to the-

Year, 1803. From which last-mentioned epoch
it is continued downwards in the work entitled" Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates." Vol. III.

Comprising the Period from the Battle of Edge-
Hill, in October 1642, to the Restoration of
Charles the Second, in April, 1660. London r

Printed by T. Curson Hansard, Peterborough-
Court, Fleet-Street. Published by R. Bagshaw,
Brydges-Street, Covent Garden ; and sold by
J. Budd, Pall-Mall ; J. Faulder, New Bond-
Street ; H. D. Symonds, Paternoster-Row ;;

Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, Leadenhall-
Street ; and J. Archer, Dublin. January, 1808.

8vo, unnumbered Tables of Contents.
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England.
From the Norman Conquest, in 1066, to the
Year, 1803. From which last-mentioned epoch
it is continued downwards in the work entitled" Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates." Vol. IV.
Comprising the Period from the Restoration of
Charles the Second, in 1660, to the Revolution,,
in 1688. London : Printed by T. C. Hansard,
Peterborough-Court, Fleet-Street. Published
by R. Bagshaw, Brydges-Street, Covent
Garden ; and sold by J. Budd, Pali-Mall y

J. Faulder, New Bond-Street ; H. D. Symonds,
Paternoster-Row ; Black, Parry, and Kings-
bury, Leadenhall - Street ; and J. Archer,
Dublin. June, 1808.

8yp, unnumbered Tables of Contents 1390
ccviii columns.

Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates, during the
Second Session of the Fourth Parliament of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,,
and of the Kingdom of Great Britain the
Twenty-first, Appointed to meet at Westminster
the Twenty-first Day of January, in the Forty-
eighth Year of the Reign of His Majesty King.
George the Third, Annoque Domini One Thou-
sand Eight Hundred and Eight. Vol. X.
Comprising the Period between the 21st of
Jan. and the 8th of April, 1808. [Vol. XI.
Comprising the Period between the llth of

April and the 4th of July, 1808.] London r

Printed by T. C. Hansard, Peterborough-Court ,.

Fleet-Street ; Published by R. BagshaAv ,.

Brvdges-Street, Covent-Garden ; and sold by
J. "Budd, Pall-Mali ; J. Faulder, New Bond
Street ; H. D. Symonds, Paternoster-Row r

Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, Leadenhall
Street ; and J. Archer, Dublin. 1808.

8vo, vol. x. pp. xxv- 1368 columns, and
3 pp. Indices ; vol. xi. pp. 71146 columns and
clxiv columns, and 4 pp. Indices.

1809.

Elements of Reform, or An Account of the Motives
and Intentions of the Advocates for Parlia-

mentary Reformation. By "William Cobbett>
proprietor of the Political Register. "English-
men ! read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest

' :
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London : Printed and Published by J. Gold,
103, Shoe-Lane, Fleet-Street ; and to be had
of .T. Asperne, 32, Cornhill ; J. Hatchard,
Piccadilly ; and Reynolds and Sons, 137,
Oxford Street ; and of all Booksellers and
Newsmen in Town and Country. 1809. Price
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12mo. pp. 24.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. XV. From
January to June, 1809. [Vol. XVI. From
July to December, 1809.] London : Printed
by T. 0. Hansard, Peterborough Court, Fleet
Street. Published by Richard Bagshaw,
Brydges Street, Covent Garden ; Sold also by
J. 'Budd, Pall Mall ; W. and J. Richardson,
Royal Exchange ; Black, Parry, and Kings-
bury, Leadenhall Street ; J. Mercer, Dublin ;

J. Morgan, Philadelphia ; and E. Sarjeant,
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LEWIS MELVILLE.
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( To be continued. )

AN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY
"BILL STUMPS."

UNDER the heading
'

Dickens and the
Inscribed Stone' appeared last year (11 S. iv.

443) a note about a stone with an inscrip-
tion of the "

Bill Stumps
"

order, said to
have been found 1779-80 in the Bellevue
lime quarries near Paris.

I have come across a manuscript account
of another of a date apparently earlier by
some forty years.

It is in faded ink on the margin of p. 31
of my copy of

'

Itinerarium Curiosum,'

by William Stukeley, M.D., 1724. It is as
follows :

" The Doctor, among other fancy'd Antiquitys
should not have omitted y*, which puzzled the

Society of literati, at Spalding, viz. the Stone,
near Cowbit, with this Inscription

KEE . . .

PONT
HISS . . .

. . IDE
which means nothing more than, in very bad
Graving, Keep on this Side : Being near a Ditch
& Cowbit Washes. This, but for the K, had bin
an antient Roman Inscription but, as it was,
was of the lower Empire, when the Greek and
Latin Alphabets were blended ! Till their
learn'd Transactions are made public, I consecrate
this Discovery to their Glory."

The page on which the note is written con-
tains an account of Crowland Abbey.
There are in the volume many marginal
comments, very frequently in disparagement
or ridicule of Stukeley's descriptions, con-

clusions, peculiar spelling, &c. They exhibit
considerable erudition and humour. I can-
not be absolutely sure that they are all by
one hand, but I have little doubt of it.

If they are, their date is apparently
about 1736-8. The earlier date appears
twice : first, on p. 82, in a note headed 1736,

saying that Revesby Abbey is
" now a

seat of Robert Vyner, Esq
1

, Member in
the Present, and two last Parliaments,
for the County of Lincoln "

; second, on
p. 84, in a long note, which is signed

"
Lucius

Henry Hibbihs." In it he complains that
the Aldermen and Commons have neglected
the means of navigation to Lincoln. He
inveighs against the covetousness of a com-
mittee of Aldermen and Commons. "

who,
at my Instance (who then was their Steward,)
were appointed to treat with Captain
Burton." Earlier in the note he speaks
of Capt. Burton as

" an experienc'd Officer
under the D. of Marlbore' in Flanders,"
who had "

propos'd to make Both [i.e.

Witham and Foss] navigable, at his own
:xpence

" on certain conditions. All that

hey did, according to Hibbins, was to make
the Foss much worse while pretending to
scour it.

On p. 194, *."., nearly at the end of the

3ook, the annotator speaks of having perused
some deeds in 1738.

Perhaps some Lincoln correspondent can

dentify Lucius Henry Hibbins.
I find by the

' Memoirs .... of the County
and City of Lincoln,' Archaeological Institute

meeting, 1848, published 1850, p. 82 et seq.,
/hat there was a society at Spalding, con-

isting largely, or to some extent, of anti-

quaries, called
" The Gentlemen's Society,"
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1717-55, or later. Its founder and main-
stay. Maurice Johnson, died in 1755.

Stukeley corresponded with the Society,
or with its founder. This would apparently
be quite enough to make the commentator
poke fun at the literati in his notes.

Stukeley's first
'

Iter
'

is addressed to
"Maurice Johnson, jun., Esq. ; barrister-at-
law of the inner-Temple" ; and among the

prefatory poetry is an ode ' In Itinerarium
Curiosum,' by

" Maur. Johnson, J.C., inter-
ioris templi Soc."
These somewhat diffuse particulars may

help to identify the writer of the notes and
fix their date approximately.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

THE ENGLISH PARTICIPLE PRESENT AND
GERUND. It is not always easy to dis-

tinguish between the English participle
present and the gerund. There are, un-
fortunately, from the grammarian's point
of view, not a few cases where one must
remain doubtful about the nature of a form
in ing, because the sense of the construction
lends itself to either conception. In " he
continued writing," writing clearly is a
gerund, its function being the object of the
sentence ; but what about " he went on
writing

"
? To go on is intransitive only,

.so that it cannot govern an object. What
is it then ? Has a preposition been left

out, so that it equals
" he went on with

writing
"

? or is writing a real participle,
so that the statement is to be analyzed as
'

writing, he went on "
? I believe the former

analysis to be the right one ; but how can
one disprove the latter ? Does the disproof
lie in the fact that the word-order cannot be
changed ? as can be done in a case where
a participle is undoubtedly in question, e.g.."
smiling she bowed,"

" she bowed smiling/
What is the feeling of educated English
persons in such cases ? And what is it in
similar ones, where there can be no doubt
about the ellipsis of a preposition before an
original gerund, such as

"
to be busy (in,

with) doing a thing,"
"
the temple was

building
"

?

I know well that Sprachgefiihl is not
a safe guide. Ask well-bred Germans what
is gehen in

"
ich werde gehen

"
; ninety-

nine out of a hundred will answer,
" Of

course the infinitive." Whereas it formerlywas the p.pr.= "ich werde gehend
"= I

become going or walking. The other day
I inquired of a teacher of English of academic
training, a Briton born, whether in the phrase
'the survival of the fittest

" he felt the last

word to be singular or plural ; to which he
answered that, to his feeling, it was plural ;

but a proof of his way of feeling he could
not adduce.
How fine is the transition from one of

the forms under discussion into the other

may also be seen from a comparison of the

following sentences :

" There is some charm
in the sound of bullets whistling

"
;

" So
long as patriotism prevails in the members
of the British Empire, no fear need be felt

of any harmful consequences befalling it

from their sense of independence
"

;

" Have
you ever heard of a ship being so named ?

Here "
whistling,"

"
befalling,"

"
being."

may be very well construed as participial,

though closely approaching to the gerundial
function. But only the latter can be ac-

knowledged in
" In a drag - hunt there is

no fear of the schoolboys being overdone
"

;
"
Can't you bring me the whisky without

any one knowing it ?
" " Canon Taylor

proved the improbability of the Sioux
Indians having been acquainted with the

Spanish language." This interesting parti-

cipial-gerundial construction deserves more
attention than, as far as I know, it has been

given by syntacticians. G. KRTJEGER.
Berlin.

THE REV. MATTHEW PILKINGTON. In
the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

it

is stated that the husband of Swift's friend

Letitia Pilkington, after his separation from

her, fell into
"

evil habits and obscurity.'
and that he must be carefully distinguished
from the author of the

' Gentleman's and
Connoisseur's Dictionary of Painters,' who
was Vicar of Donabate and Portrane in the

diocese of Dublin. But from a reference in

the vicar's will to Letitia's son, John Car-

teret Pilkington, it is evident that the

vicar was her husband, and consequently
that that maligned person was the author of
"
this useful book." The will, which was

proved in the Dublin Consistorial Court,

and is preserved in the Public Record Office

of Ireland, is not without interest, and
shows that Letitia's husband married a

second time, no doubt after her death,
which occurred in 1750

" In the name of Almighty God who alone is

the Disposer of all Earthly Affairs and Events, I.

Matthew Pilkington, Vicar of Donabate, at the

time of executing this writing, and of the Parish
of St. Mark in the City of Dublin Do hereby give,

grant, settle and dispose of all my worldly Effects

in the following manner, to avoid any Disputes
or Litigations with my Dearly beloved Wife
whose happiness I am bound to regard ; and

Having first entreated the blessing of Almighty
God upon my design as well as upon my faithfull

and affectionate Wife Ann Pilkington.
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"
Imprimis. I give and grant to her the said

Ann Pilkington all the Worldly Substance of
which I am this day possessed, or shall hereafter

possess or be any way intitled to ; to her I give
all the interest, right, title-power or profit which
I have or hereafter may have in all houses, Leases,
tenements and other holdings, the particulars
of which are expressed in our marriage Articles,
and if it shall please God to increase my worldly
substance and possessions I give all I shall Dye
possessed of to her, for her own use and the use of
her children (if it please God to bless us with any)
to be disposed of in such manner as she may
think proper.

"
Item. To the said Ann Pilkington my wife,

I give, grant and bestow all the household goods,
in the house where I at present Dwell, or which
may be in any future house which I may hereafter
dwell in, as also all my Plate, Books, Paintings,
Prints and furniture, goods or Chattels whatso-
ever, as well in my dwelling house as the summer
house, Manuscripts, Globes, Telescopes and every
other part of ornament or furniture as well as
guns, &c. and in short every article in my posses-
sion, Beseeching God, who is the only fountain of
Life and whose Good Providence through the
merits of Christ we both have wonderfully ex-

perienced, to bless her in the highest degree in
this world, and to give her Peace and quiet in this
Life and eternal happiness hereafter, and I thus
endow her with allmy worldly goods, out of a regard
to her uncommon worth, and from having suffi-

cient proofs of her unexampled Love, Virtue and
conjugal affection and fidelity.

"
Item. To my son William Pilkington, who

never felt a filial affection for me (to the utmost
of my observation) I give the sum of five pounds
sterls and to those two abandoned wretches John
Carteret Pilkington and Elizabeth Pilkington I

give the sum of one shilling if Demanded within
12 months, and I should abhorr to mention them
in any Deed of mine, if it were not to prevent
all possibility of Dispute or litigation.

"I do hereby appoint the aforesaid Ann
Pilkington my Dearly beloved wife to be my sole
executrix, and appoint John Pigott of Stradbally
Esq. to be a Trustee for her, to aid and assist
her, as I can confide in his good nature and gene-
rous friendship. In testimony of all which I have
hereunto fixed my seal and signed this present
writing this 14th day of February 1754.

" Matt Pilkington (seal).
" Witness present Hen. Sandes, Ann Brighom,

John McMullen.
" 27th day of July 1774.
" On which Day Ann Pilkington the Sole

Executrix named in the within Will was sworn
as well to her belief of the Truth of the said Will
as to the due Execution thereof and so forth.

"
Before us Geo Lyndon, Sur.

" Testator died 18th Instant. Lyndon, Proctor.
" Probate dated 28th

July 1774."

Pilkington, who was born at Ballyboy,
in King's County, was the son of one
William Pilkington,

"
faber automatarius,"

and entered in 1717, at the age of 17, Dublin
University from the school of Mr. Neil in
Dublin. He was elected in 1721 a Scholar,

and graduated in 1722 Bachelor of Arts'

His marriage to the celebrated Letitia

Van Lewen took place in 1725, and was
dissolved, so far as the power of the ecclesi-

astical court extended, thirteen years later ;

as appears from the following paragraph in

The Dublin Evening Post of 7-11 Feb.,

1737/8 :

" Last Tuesday came on in the Spiritual Court
the trial of Mrs. Letitia Pilkington alias Van
Lewen for adultery with Mr. Adair, which being
fully proved, sentence of divorce was pronounced
against her by Dr. Trotter, Vicar General of the
Diocese and Judge of the Consistorial Court."

Pilkington held the vicarage of Donabate,
which was in the presentation of the Arch-

bishop of Dublin, from 1741 until his death,
F. ELRINGTOX BALL.

Dublin.

"
Si JEUNESSE SAVAiT," &c. Often have

I this melancholy reflection in my mind.
I know not who formulated it, but it seemed
to me to bear the stamp of the seventeenth
or eighteenth century. It is, however,
older than that. Le Boux de Lincy has in

his
' Livre des Proverbes fran^ais,' vol. ii.

p. 318 :

Si jeunesse scavoit
Et vieillesse pouvoit.

Gabr. Meurier,' Tresor des Sentences,' XVP siecle.

And in the first series of Docteur Cabanes's
' Les Morts niysterieuses de 1'Histoire

'

(pp. 57-8) it is said that Louis VI. of France,
who died in 1137,
"
disait en g^missant a ses intimes,

' Ah ! quelle
miserable condition que la ndtre ! ne pouvoir
jamais jouir en meme temps de 1'exp^rience et

de la force ! Si j'avais su, etant jeunc, et si je

pouvais maintenant que je suis vieux, j 'aura is

dompte bien des empires.'
"

ST.

No. 50, FLEET STREET. This building,

having considerable architectural beauty,
had long been a prominent landmark in

Fleet Street, and its recent demolition will

probably be more noticed by the passer-by
than some of the more interesting, but less

pretentious houses lost to us by recent

changes. It was built from the designs of

Beazeley, the architect of the Lyceum
Theatre, soon after 1840, when the Amicable

Society purchased the site from the Dean
and Chapter of York, owners of the freehold

of Serjeants' Inn. The Amicable Society
was merged into the Norwich Union
Insurance Society, the last occupiers of

the premises, but the sign of the older

society, the serpent and dove, remained
above the gateway and as a device

on the iron gates closing the roadway
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leading to Serjeants' Inn. This change
took place in 1864, and in 1908 there was
published, under the title of

'

Peeps into

the Past,' an excellent souvenir of the
bi-centenary of the Amicable Society and
centenary of the Norwich Union Life

Office. This provides a well-illustrated and
very full history of the building.

Before 1840 No. 50, Fleet Street, presum-
ably an eighteenth-century building, was
occupied for a few years by John Major,
the publisher.
The few newspaper notices of this recent

demolition are marred by sundry inaccuracies.
A common fault is identifying the building
as the original home of the Amicable Society
since its foundation, or at least since its

removal from Hatton Garden in 1737. The
Observer in its issue of 26 May, under the

heading of
'

Exit Serjeants' Inn,' gave a
resume of the history of the site. Messrs.
Howell & Brooks, the surveyors and archi-
tects to the Insurance Society, corrected
some of the misstatements in the next
week's issue. The house in Serjeants'
Inn built for the Amicable Society is that
now occupied by the Church of England
Sunday School Institute, who purchased or
leased it in 1840. The architect is said (by
Messrs. Howell & Brooks, Observer, 2 June)
to have been Mr. Delight, the Society's
surveyor, but its style and the frieze in the

ground-floor room strongly suggest Robert
Adam. They are mistaken in saying that
the Society occupied this fine house in 1730,
removing thither from Mr. Hartley's book-
seller's shop, where it was founded. The
first court of the Society was held here 27

July, 1737, soon after the expiration of the

twenty-one years' lease of the office "12
doors below, the Globe Tavern in Hatton
Garden," whither the Society had removed
from Fetter Lane in 1716.
Research into the earlier history of the

site of No. 50, Fleet Street, would be of the
greatest interest. Every site in this, the
most interesting street in London, well

repays intelligent and painstaking inquiry,
and every demolition and excavation is

worth careful record and observation, as

affording clues to the remoter periods in its

history. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

PORTRAITS OF MARY STUART. 1 find
that in my small collection of historical

portraits there are three very early portraits
of Mary Stuart that are apparently un-
described.

1. This is a small medallion portrait of
her as Queen of France. It is on p. 282

of an old Lyons book,
'

Promptuarii Iconum
editio secunda,' published in 1581. The
date is interesting as being within the

Queen's lifetime.

2. This is in a Dutch edition of
'

Flori-

mond Remond,' published at Antwerp in

1690. It is full-page and of a pleasing

type. The print was taken from a picture

by H. Verbruggen. As his dates are 1588-

1629, this, again, is old enough to be of

historical value.

3. This is an old German print of the
execution of the conspirators of Amboise.
I fancy that I can trace the features of the

Queen in one of the spectators. If correct,

this would rank amongst the very oldest of

the historical prints of her.

E. DtTPERNEX.

MADAME VIGEE LE BRITN'S PORTRAIT or LA
PRINCESSE DE TALLEYRAND. At the Jacques
Doucet Sale in Paris there was sold, on
7 June, Madame Vigee le Brun's portrait
of the Princesse de Talleyrand before her

marriage. Dated 1783, it is an oval, 91 by
72 centimetres, and was purchased by Mr.

Knoedler, after some spirited bidding, for

400,000fr. The Princesse is represented
seated, with her face three-quarters to the

left ; she is decolletee ; gown grey, blue

ribbons in hair and corsage ; green velvet

chair and cushion. She holds a sheet j_of

music, and is glancing upward.
The Princesse (nee Catherine Noel Verlee)

in early years was married at Chandernagore
to Francis Grand, and settled in Calcutta.

She was the lady who captivated Philip
Francis (supposed by some to be " Junius "),

and the trial (1779) that arose out of the

resulting scandal is a matter of history.

Born at Tranquebar in 1761, she was married

to the Prince in 1 802 and died in Paris in

1835, her grave in Mont Parnasse being
still recognizable. A better-known painting
of her by Gerard, is (or was) at Versailles.

WlLMOT CORFIELD. .

" HEN AND CHICKENS
"
SIGN. (See 11 S.

i. 55.) The query at the reference given
remains unanswered ; but a letter, dated

1 June, 1912. from Mr. R. J. Beevor, M.A.,
of St. Albans, contains this new item :

"
I find in Boyne's

' Trade Tokens of the

Seventeenth Century
'

(new edition, 1889, vol. i.

p. 793 ) mention of a token :

Obv., CHRISTOPHER . WORTH and hen and chickens

Rev., IX . WHITE . CHAPELL. C. A. W.

. .The date of this would be 1652-72. Possibly

probably, indeed C. W. was tenant, not

owner, of this property. But it might be worth

while to look for his will, in case
' The Hen and
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Chickens ' went from him to Mrs. Price by bequest
or descent. The initials C. A. W. indicate that
A was the initial letter of the first name of Chris-

topher Worth's wife."
EUGENE F. McPiKE.

135, Park Row, Chicago.

ASHBY FALLOWS. Two or three years since

I unsuccessfully sought through 'N. & Q.'
the identity of the place mentioned as follows
in the burial register of St. Mary's, Notting-
ham, 23 Nov., 1645 :

" James Nasbye of

Asbye Fallowes." I now entertain little

doubt that the village in question was Ashby
Folville, Leicestershire, which occurs as
"
Ashby Follis

"
in 1656 in the parish

register of that place. Vide Phillimore's
'

Leicestershire Marriage Registers,' vol. vi.

A. S.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

EDWARD BOATE, M.P. FOR PORTSMOUTH
1646-8. He was elected in the place of
the Royalist Col. Goring, and was seemingly
secluded in the Purge of December, 1648.
I have failed to discover anything about him
beyond that he was a master shipwright at
Portsmouth, and was several times employed
by the Commissioners of the Navy for the

felling of timber of delinquents for the use
of the Navy. The Journals of the House of
Commons once only indicate his presence
in the House, when on 15 May, 1646,
about a month after his election, he received
leave of absence. He was living in July,
1649, when he offered to "resell" to the
Navy Commissioners his house at Ports-
mouth for 141. a year. I should be obliged
by any further particulars about him or
later reference to him. W. D. PINK.

CORT OF WEST HAM. Could any reader
of

' N. & Q.' give me any biographical
details of C. F. Cort of West Ham, who
in 1834 published a poem entitled 'A
Tribute to Learning, Fame, Science, and
Genius '

? C. WHITWELL.
Central Public Library, Stratford, E.

BOOKS ON MALVERN. Will any of your
readers able to do so be good enough to
let me know the authors of these books on
Malvern ?

^
Malvern as I Found It,' by Timothy Pounce,

1858.

' Three Weeks in Wet Sheets : Diary of a
Moist Visitor to Malvern.' (Several editions of
this work were published; it appears to have had
a large sale. )

' Malvern Punch,' by J. B. Oddfish.

These were published when the water cure
was at the height of its prosperity, and when
the leaders in the literary world were visiting
Malvern in large numbers.

F. C. MORGAN.
Public Library, Malvern.

ANCESTORS OF BISHOP S. SEABURY. Is
it known who were the ancestors of
Samuel Seabury, the first Bishop in

America ? I have a marriage licence
of " Samuell Seabrey

"
of Eusen (orEnsen),

Dorset, husbandman, 30, and Joane Barnes
of St. Thomas, Sarum, spinster, 30,
17 Jan., 1630/31.

EDMUND R. NEVILL, F.S.A.

DEACON OF CHESTER. In the obituary
notices of the Venerable Archdeacon Eyre of

Sheffield he is described as at one time Dean
of Chester, but in

' Crockford
'

as Deacon
of Chester Cathedral 1872-90. What is the

origin of this office ? what are its duties ?

and who is the present Deacon ?

M.A.OxoN.

BRITISH TROOPS IN GOA. According to

Jose Nicolau da Fonseca's ' Sketch of the

City of Goa '

(Bombay, 1878) :

"About the beginning of the present [nine-
teenth] century this fortress [Cabo in Portuguese
India] was occupied for a time, with the consent
of the Portuguese Government, by the British,
who erected there a hospital, barracks, and some
other buildings, which in 1848 Avere demolished

by the Portuguese so completely that hardly
any traces of them are now visible. A cemetery
is the only monument which still attests this

occupation, and for its preservation and safe

custody the Government of Bombay allows the
sum of six rupees monthly to a guard posted there.

Of the thirty-eight tombs found in the cemetery,
six only bear epitaphs."

Where could I find a history of this occu-

pation ? The Rev. Denis L. Cottineau de

Kloguen, who visited Goa in 1827, in his

'Historical Sketch of Goa' (Madras, 1831)

gives a short account of the Portuguese
troops in the colony, but does not mention
a word about the British garrison. The
fortress was in ruins in 1878.

The old convent of the Franciscans at

Cabo is now the summer residence of the

Governor of Goa, and I had an opportunity
of visiting it last year, but unfortunately
had no time to visit the British cemetery
and copy the six epitaphs therein, if they
still exist. Have they been published ?

L. L. K.
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AUTHORS OF POEMS WANTED. These are

two poems which seem to be translations

(? from Old English) in the metre of the

originals. Who was responsible for the

English versions ?

(1) Harold and Tostiff.

Forth from England's ranks a score of horsemen
Bide, their chargers mailed, and mailed their riders

Xear the Northmen's steel array up-reining," Where is Tostig ?
"
shouts their kingly leader.

" Hut if I, forgiving, take thy proffer,
What giv'sfc thou to Harold, King of Norway ?

"

Hollow from the blue helm leaps the answer,"
Gift, too, will we give unto Hardrada.

Seven feet of English earth shall his be ;

More, if more be needed by his stature."

(2) Death of Harold Hardrada.

Like the tall mast snapped before the storm-wind
Falls he, like the pine cleft by the woodman.
Never more the strong shall fall before him,
While behind him pours the flood of battle.

Long his Queen shall watching look to westward,
Look across the long waves for his coming.

. .

B. H. B.

Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' tell me who

wrote the poem to the North-East Wind, of
which I give the first part ?

O stout North-Easter,
Sea wind, land waster,
For all thy haste 'JOT

Thy stormy skill,
Yet hadst thou never,
For all endeavour,
Strength to dissever,
Or strength to spill,
Save of His giving
Who gave or living,
Whose hands are weaving
What ours fulfil,

Whose feet tread under
The storm and thunder,
Who makes our wonder
To work His will.

CEO. A. KlTTBEDGE.

AUTHOR OF HYMN WANTED. In the
'

Early American Hymnal,' Hymn Xo. 117 :

Lord of Life, all praise excelling,
Thou, in glory unconfined,

Deign'st to make Thy humble dwelling
With the poor of humble mind,

is included as a charity hymn. Dr. Julian
attributes the authorship to Clement Clarke

Moore, although it has never been given in

any of his collected works. In a letter

dated 22 June, 1808, which is before me,
it is stated that the hymn was written by
Mr. Birch, and set to music by Mr. Stevens.
I presume that the Mr. Birch alluded to was

Samuel Birch, the celebrated caterer of 15,

Cornhill, London, who was a man of great
literary ability, and wrote a good deal of

poetry. I shall be glad if your readers can

give me any corroborative information.
ARTHUR LOWNDES.

143, East 37th Street, New York.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. A
friend of mine who remembers reading
the following quotation about twenty-five
years ago, and cannot now discover its

source, has asked me to inquire it of your
readers :

" Whoever turned upon his heel to hear my
counsel that the tyranny of all was prelude to
the tyranny of one my warning that the tyranny
of one led backward to the tyranny of all" ?

E. D. PAIN.

Will some correspondent kindly inform me
where the following is to be found " Taste
not the cup of the sorceress

"
(or, it may be,

" Touch not "). H. A. B.

REFERENCES WT
ANTED. I should be much

obliged for (1) the source of the common
quotation

" Red ruin and the breaking-up
of laws," which I cannot find in any of

the ordinary reference books ; and (2) for

a reference to the date and occasion of a

speech by the late Lord Salisbury, in which
he dwelt at some length on the improbability
of war between England and Germany
owing to the enormous commercial interests

that are involved, and the strong pressure
that would be brought to bear by business

men to avert such a catastrophe.
H. H. O'FARRELL.

The Avenue, Kew Gardens.

[" Red ruin," &c., is the fifth line of Arthur's

speech to Guinevere, in Tennyson's
'

Idylls of the

King
'

'Guinevere.']

DETACHED PORTIONS OF COUNTIES.
Can some reader kindly give the reason why
many detached portions of counties are

found, often many miles away, in other

counties ? In Cary's map of Berkshire,

dated 1808, a large area belonging to Wilt-

shire six miles long by three broad is

found near Wokingham, about thirty miles

away from Wiltshire, and portions of Berk-

shire are found in Oxfordshire. A. C.

[See references given at 10 S. x. 428.]

CHAINED BOOKS. I shall be glad to

hear of any references to chained books

(except the references already in
' N. & Q.'),

and also of examples (in situ).
ALFRED E. STEEL.
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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. What books
on this subject may be recommended
as the most reliable and complete
dealing with all classes of schools, re-

formatories, training-ships, &c., and also
with home life in the past ? Cooper's
'

History of the Rod '

is known to me, but
seems to contain much that is more likely
to be fiction than fact. SICILY.

["Rev. W.H. Cooper "was a pseudonym. The
author was James G. Bertram, who died in his

sixty-eighth year on the 3rd of March, 1892. The
Athenceum in its obituary notice on March 12th
described him as "one of the pioneers of cheap
newspapers in Scotland." He was a contributor to
The Quarterly. Blackwood, Fmser, and Chambers s

Journal, and also wrote a number of books.]

CORA KENNEDY AITKEN. Who was this
writer of verse ? Some lines by her are

preserved in Longfellow's
' Poems of Places,'

vol. ii. pp. 367-9. A lady who signed
herself Cora Kennedy Sada was a corre-

spondent of
' N. & Q.' in 1887, and maybe

in other years. She sent from San Guglielmo ,

Tortona, a reply which appears at 7 S. iv.

177. The identity of the Christian names
leads me to suspect that she may have
been the rimer who has evoked my query.

ST. SWITHIN.

QUARLES : BACON : MILLER. 1. Sir
Robert Quarles, Knt., of Romford (1580-
1640). See ' D.N.B.' under Francis Quarles.
By his last wife, Mary, he had a daughter
Elizabeth. Did Elizabeth marry, and if so,
whom ?

2. Sir Robert Bacon, Bart. (3rd), of Red-
grave, died 1665. Where can his will be
seen ?

3. Patrick Miller of Dalswinton, Dumfries
(1731-1815). The 'D.N.B.' says his eldest
son was named Patrick. Did he marry
and have issue ? C. G.

HERALDIC. If a man marries the only
child and heiress of the younger son of an
ancient family bearing arms and crest, is
their son entitled to bear his maternal
grandfather's crest after his grandfather's
decease ? That he can quarter his grand-
father's arms I am aware. CURIOUS.

HOPPNER'S BIRTHPLACE IN WHITECHAPEL.
Can this be identified ? If so, a memorial

tablet ought surely to be affixed there,
especially as the East End is not over-rich
in literary and artistic associations.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

BOOK OF LECAN. Has this Irish MS. ever
been translated ? If so, where can it be
found ? A. W. A.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. JOHN LANGHARNE was admitted to

Westminster School 24 Oct., 1770, Par-
ticulars of his parentage and career are
desired.

2. WILLIAM LANGLEY was admitted to

Westminster School 18 April, 1770. Who
were his parents ? Did he enter the Bengal
Native Infantry ?

3. LASCELLES. Edward Robert Lascelles
was admitted to Westminster School 22 Feb.,
1820 ; Francis Edward Lascelles, 12 Jan.,
1824

; Francis George John Lascelles, 22

Feb., 1820 ; Herbert Lascelles, 18 Sept..
1820

; John Lascelles, 26 Jan., 1824, and
William Lascelles, 26 Jan., 1824. Particulars
of their parentage are much wanted.

4. ROBERT LATHAM was admitted to West-
minster School 31 Jan., 1771. Can any
correspondent of

'

N. & Q.' help me to

identify him ? G. F. R. B.

I'ANSON.

(11 S. v. 330, 416, 497.)

IN connexion with MR. PERCEVAL LUCAS'S
enumeration at the last reference of the
various forms assumed by this name, those
concerned with the family may be interested
to know that as early as 1477 Nicholas

Hyenson was a Fellow of this College.
In 1473, 1474, and 1475 he appears as
"
serviens

" and chaplain, with the spelling" Mr. N. Hynson
"

; and in 1477 is third
Fellow and "

thesaurarius
"

(senior bursar)
as

" Mr. Nic. Hyenson." The accounts of

the period are not completely preserved, but
in 1479 there is an entry

"
pro paviac'one

sepultfurse] m'ri Nichi. Hynson iij
d." .He

had a brass
"
fixed to a marble stone laying

on the ground, with the proportion of a
man engraven over it," and an inscription
below, read by Antony Wood :

" Orate pro aia Mri Nicolai Swinerton quon-
dam Socii istius Collegii qui obiit anno Dom.
MCCCCLXXIX xx [die] Octob r

. Cujus aie pro-
picietur Deus. Amen."
Wood says that in his time "

the brass. . . .

is much worn "
(it lay in the middle of

the entrance to the inner chapel),
"
so that

I am not certain whether the party's name
be Swinnerton or not "

(' Hist, and Antiq.
of Colleges and Halls,' ed. Gutch, 163).
Edward Rowe Mores, doubtless on the

evidence given above from the College
accounts, states, without hesitation (Gough
MS. Oxon. 15, Bibl. Bodl.), that the brass is
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Hyenson's. Neither at this nor at any
other time had the College a Fellow of the
name of Swinnerton. Hyenson's brass was
discovered a few years back in the crypt
under the east end of the present chapel,
and is now affixed to the wall of the apse
thereof, just to the south of the Communion
table. No part of the inscription is now
legible. By this time the Fellows of the

College were all natives of Cumberland or
Westmorland. JOHN R. MAGKATH.

Queen's College, Oxford.

Swiss REGIMENTS IN BBITISH SERVICE:
REGIMENT DE MEURON (US. iv. 110, 171 ;

v. 491). Further information about this

regiment may be gathered from some para-
graphs in J. J. Cotton's ' Monumental In-

scriptions,' vol. iii. p. 384. He quotes from
an article by Lieut. -General Tyrrell in The
Madras Mail, 29 Aug., 1896, which was a
review of an '

Essai historique sur le Regi-
ment suisse de Meuron,' published at Neu-
chatel in 1885 by H. Wolfrath & Cie. MB.
PENGELLY will find that the regiment was
in Ceylon in 1782, and was borrowed by
the French allies of the Dutch for the
purpose of fighting against the English on
the Coromandel Coast. It took part in
the French attack on Cuddalore in that
year (see

' The Church in Madras,' i. 290).
After transfer to the service of the East
India Company, the regiment went to
Madras, and was quartered at Poonamallee,
Arnee, and Vellore in succession. Then,
in 1799, it formed part of the Mysore Expe-
ditionary Force. After the Mysore War
it was quartered first at Seringapatam ;

this station was very unhealthy. In conse-
quence the regiment was moved to a canton-
ment seven miles away, then and now known
as French Rocks. From this station it went
to England in 1807. In 1812 its services
were required in Canada (see

' The Great
Company,' by Beckles Willson).

There was a recruitment of Swiss soldiers
for the East India Company's service in
India in 1751 (see

' The Church in Madras,'
* 337). FRANK PENNY.

i

It may interest MR. PENGELLY and his
'

Canadian correspondent MR. McCoRD, K.C.,
to know that numerous relics of De Meuron '

and his regiment are preserved in the
jmuseum at Neuchatel, his native place, jAs originally recruited, the regiment was '

1,100 strong, and on the roll of officers

figured many relatives of the Colonel.

The Neuchatel collection consists of
several portraits of De Meuron and some
of his officers, uniforms, swords (regimental
and Indian), carved cocoanut shells, &c.
There are also a pair of tortoiseshell pince-
nez, presented to De Meuron by that arch-

plotter Pilame Talawa, who was responsible
for the massacre of Major Davie's garrison
at Kandy in 1803, when only Corporal
Barnsley and a Dutch gunner survived out
of the Europeans engaged. Davie, Capt.
Rumley, and Capt. Humphreys escaped the
massacre to die in captivity.

In the adjacent Natural History Museum
at Neuchatel are also certain trophies of

African and Indian shikar, mostly horns
of antelopes and deer, and some sea-shells,

presented by De Meuron. The most inter-

esting relics have been photographed, and
will be dealt with in an illustrated article

in the coming Christmas number of The
Times of Ceylon, which may be procured
towards the close of this year from the
London agency of that paper at 27, Mincing
Lane, E.G., price Is. 6d. JAMES RYAN.

THE HENRY MAYHEW CENTENARY: ANI-
LINE DYES (11 S, v. 145, 256, 317, 433).
The discovery of synthetic rubber recently
made known by Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S..
calls to mind how nearly, perhaps, Sir

William Perkin, father of the Professor, was
forestalled in his great discovery of aniline

dyes (1858) by the brothers Mayhew. A
couple of years or so previous to the public
announcement of the new dyes

" mauve and

magenta," Gus Mayhew was "
all agog

"

over a marvellous invention which he and
his brother were trying to launch commer-

cially nothing less, indeed, than the re-

discovery of the process whereby the
"
real Tyrian purple

" had been produced
in ancient times. So far as I can remember
what I was told (and scarcely understood)
as a child, the actual inventor was a French
or German chemist. Henry Mayhew was
the sympathetic expert who tested the dis-

covery scientifically ; Gus the persuasive"
hustler

" who carried samples (which, I

have heard, were very perfect) with the
view of interesting an appreciative financier.

However, like most of the Mayhew
" ven-

tures," it would seem to have been short-

lived. Sutherland Edwards, who for a few

years was almost as a brother to Gus
("Neds" and the "dear child" used to
" chum "

together), makes no mention of

the matter in his
'

Recollections.' After

all, the time was not as yet ripe ; besides,

Henry Mayhew was hardly the one to bring
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any of his clever
" schemes "

to a successful
issue.

I need hardly say I have no idea how
nearly, if at all, this dye which the Mayhews
tried to foster may have resembled the
mauve and magenta of 1858-9. Probably
it was a totally different process,

"
hit upon,"

it may be, by Henry Mayhew when attempt-
ing to manufacture "

synthetic rubies." But
many friends inclined to the belief that the
new dyes were closely allied to the

"
big

discovery
"

pushed unsuccessfully by Gus
Mayhew. HERBERT B. CLAYTON.

39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

BENGEWORTH (11 S. v. 489). This name
is duly considered in Duignan's

'

Place-
Names of Worcestershire,' which deals with
the whole county. I am quoted for the

explanation ; but the author has slightly
misunderstood me. He says that I explain
it as

" the farm or estate of Benning," or
"son of Benna." Certainly not so ; but
rather

"
the farm or estate of the Bennings,"

or
"
sons of Benna." It is only in the

genitive plural that the sound of ng becomes
nj. Similarly, in my ' Place-Names of

Herts,' I explain Bengeo, formerly Beninge-
ho, as

"
the hill-spur (or hoe) of the Ben-

nings." WALTER W. SKEAT.

In '

Worcestershire Place - Names,' by
W. H. Duignan (Frowde, 1905), the ancient

spellings are given as Benigwrthia, Benincg-
wrthe, Benincguurthe, Benincwyrthe, Ben-
ningcwyrd, Bennincweord, Benningewyrth,
Bynnyncgwyrthe, Benningeorde, Bennic-
worte. The A.-S. personal name Benning=Benna+ ing son of Benna. Compare
Bengeo in Herts, anciently Beningeho, and
the common A -S. worth, weorth, wurih,
wyrth, wierth (homestead, farm, estate,

property). A. C. C.

"HIT": TENSE IN CHATTCER (11 S. v.

465). In a recently published work, entitled
' The Mystery of Francis Bacon,' we find
the fantastic theory as to

"
hit

"
utilized.

Arguing that Bacon probably wrote the
' Academie Franeoise par Pierre de la

Primaudaye Esceuyer,' &c., the author gives
an extract from the English version of 1586,
which includes this passage :

"
I will therefore call them [the academical

associates] by names very agreeable to their
skill and nature : the first ASEB which signifieth
Felicity : the second AMANA which is as much
to say as Truth : the third ARAM which noteth
to us Highness ; and to agree with them as well
in name as in education and behaviour, I will
name myself ACHITOB which is all one with
Brother of goodness."

On this the writer of
' The Mystery of

Francis Bacon ' has an explanatory foot-

note.
"
Hit," he says,

"
is used by Chaucer

as the past participle of
'

hide.' The name
thus yields a suggestive anagram,

' Baco-
hit.'

' :

If Bacon were the eminent Chau-
cerian he is called elsewhere in this book,
he would not be likely to make such an
uncritical suggestion as his eulogist thus

imputes to him. For the eulogist himself
there is no excuse in these days of Chaucer

glossaries and other trustworthy aids to the

knowledge of early English. The reputation
of Bacon is not likely to be* enhanced by
reckless tributes. THOMAS BAYNE.

SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNATURES (11 S. v.

490). The statements contained in the
seven paragraphs culled from Sir Edwin
Burning Lawrence's pamphlet by D. J. are
not generally supported by facts.

Take the statement about the will (No. 6).

The writer is led into making an error

which is at once evident to any one who
has studied the original document.
The will is not sealed ; so the word "

seal
"

is struck out. But it is signed, so the word
" hand "

is carefully substituted for
"
seal,"

proving incontestably, as it seems to me,
that the testator, William Shakespeare,
signed the will with his own hand.

Taking the paragraphs in order :

1. There are six Shakespeare signatures
on legal documents. All, as it seems to

me, were written by Shakespeare himself.

There is no evidence that he did not write

these signatures ; while, from comparison,
it is clear that all the signatures were written

by the same person. A man who makes
his will, buys a house, or has a legal deposi-
tion to make, does not get somebody else

to sign his name for him ; he usually does

this himself. Shakespeare did so.

2. Two hands are clearly visible on the

document Answers to Interrogatories, 1612.

The signature of Shakespeare is absolutely
distinct from both, the letters being formed
in quite a different manner.

3. It is clear that the signatures on the

purchase and mortgage deeds of the Black -

friars property are in Shakespeare's hand-

writing. They have peculiarities common
to the other four signatures, and differ from
the writing in the body of the deeds. There
are other signatures attached, proving that

the various parties to the transaction signed
in the usual way.

4. It is quite possible that these two

signatures were signed at the same time.
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in the same place, &c. The supposition that
these signatures are by two law clerks is

most extraordinary, and is not supported
by evidence of any kind.

5. Upon examining the signatures upon
the will, I have no hesitation in saying that

they are genuine. The body of the will is

written in a legal hand. The signatures are

obviously true signatures.
6. This is not so ; the words are

"
In

witness whereof I have hereunto put my
hand, the day and year first abovewritten."
The word "

seal
"

being crossed out, with
the word "hand "

written above it, shows
that the document was signed, but not
sealed. There is no seal attached. The
publishing took place later.

7. It seems to me clear that the six state-
ments made by Sir Edwin Durning Lawrence
do not tally with the facts, or with the

opinions of the many careful students who
have devoted years to the study of docu-
ments and records of the Tudor period.
The tests brought forward by Sir Edwin

are not the only tests. There are, for

instance, other signatures, not attached to

legal documents, and these must also be
considered. One at least seems genuine, and
corresponds with the six.

WILLIAM SALT BBASSINGTON.
Stratford-upon-Avon.

FAMILIES : DUBATION IN MALE LINE
(11 S. v. 27, 92, 132, 174, 213, 314, 355,
415, 473, 496). In reply to the question
of CUBIOUS at the penultimate reference,
I may say that Dr. Round showed in his

paper on ' The Families of St: John and of
Port '

(Genealogist, N.S., xvi. 1-13) that the
St. Johns of Basing descended in the male
line from Hugh de Port, Lord of Basing in
1086

; but he did not investigate the alleged
descent of the St. Johns of Bletsho from the
house of Basing. However, he evidently
thought it not improbable, and genealogists
will echo his remark that

"
it is greatly to be

wished that a pedigree so exceptionally fine
should be placed beyond cavil by the pub-
lication of the proofs."

I did not know that an existing family
of Daubeney claimed descent from a com-
panion of the Conqueror, but any family
of that name would naturally believe itself
to be descended from one of the feudal houses
named D'Aubigny. It is hardly likely that
such a claim could be substantiated. The
male descendants of the William d'Aubigny
who may have fought at Hastings divided
into four branches, which ended as follows :

(1) D'Aubigny of Arundel Hugh, fifth

Earl of Arundel, died 1243 ; (2) De Mow-
bray of Axholme John, fourth Duke of

Norfolk, died 1476 ; (3) D'Aubigny of

Cainhoe Robert d'Aubigny, died temp.

Henry III. ; (4) D'Aubigny of Wishford

Henry d'Aubigny, died 1278.

Another family of D'Aubigny (not con-
nected with the above) split into two lines,

which became extinct as follows : (1)

D'Aubigny of Belvoir William d'Aubigny,
died temp. Henry III. ; (2) D'Aubigny,
corrupted into Daubeney Henry, Earl of

Bridgewater, died 1548. G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross. Harleston. Norfolk.

While this subject is under discussion,
I think passing allusion should be made to

the last surviving Nottinghamshire family
whereof male representatives flourish at the

present day in the village wherefrom they
derived their name to wit, the Elstons

of Elston, near Newark. From at least the

reign of Henry III., the family and village
are continuously linked in numberless wills,

inquisitions, &c., as well as throughout the

parish registers. The case is none the less

noteworthy from the circumstance that,

though anciently patrons of the living, &c. r

the family has now been, for centuries, in

relatively humble circumstances, and con-

sequently there has been no temptation to

perpetuate the name, so to speak, arti-

ficially.
A. S.

"SLEEVELESS ERRAND "
(11 S. v. 445;

vi. 16). MB. WEEKLEY has come pretty
close to what appears to be the true expla-
nation of this term, which was first satisfac-

torily explained in 1902 by Mr. R. Warwick
Bond in his

'

Complete Works of John

Lyly,' iii. 583, as follows :

"
Since printing that note [i.e., a note at i. 253,

line 17, on "
sleeueless excuse "] 1 have found the

true explanation in a custom noted in the following

passage from Lady Charlotte Guest's trs. of the
'

Mabinogion' (Dream of Maxen Wledig) :

' Now this

was the guise in which the messengers journeyed ;

one sleeve was on the cap of each of them in front,

as a sign that they were messengers, in order that

through what hostile land soever they might pass
no harm might be done to them.' Without the

sleeve they might never be able to perform their

errand. The Welsh princess on their arrival recog-

nizes
' the badge of the envoys.'

"

The term "
sleeveless errand

"
will be

found in 1618 (Beaumont and Fletcher,
'

Works,' iv. 200), in 1664 (J. Wilson,
'Dramatic Works,' p. 149), in 1676 (G.

Etheredge,
'

Plays,' p. 333), in 1821 (Sir W.
Scott,

'

Letters,' ii. 112), and in J. R. Lowell's
'

Poems,' ii. 105. ALBEBT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.
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The second reply at the latter reference
does not help the matter much. The state-
ment that the adjective occurs in Chaucer is

erroneous, because ' The Testament of Love '

was not written by him, but by Thomas
Usk. The references to other authors are
in my

'

Etymological Dictionary
'

already.
But the notion that sleeve can be got out

of the " O.N. sliofr, Dan. slor, dull," is

as absurd as it is inaccurate. There is

no io in O.N., and no sliofr ; the word
meant is the O.N. sljor. And the Dan. is

not slor, but slov. The Icel. sljor, Dan.
slov, means "

blunt," and is merely the
same word as the A.-S. slaw, mod. E. slow,
the only connexion being that sleeve and
slow both begin with si. I have already
shown that

"
sleeveless

"
is the A.-S. slef-

leas, which occurs in the tenth century.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

If, as Todd says,
"
sleeveless

" means"
wanting reasonableness, propriety, solid-

ity," may it not be connected with an
expression I used to hear in my boyhood,
which, I think, came from the Royal Navy,
which characterized talk deficient in those
respects as "

like a soldier's coat without
sleeves

"
? JOHN R. MAGRATH.

Queen's College, Oxford.

GUIDARELLO GUIDARELLI (11 S. V. 469).
RAVEN'S query recalls my visit of two days
in 1885 to Ravenna. I can add very little

to his scanty knowledge of the Guidarelli,
although I have sought in vain through
the chronicle of the Borgia family. Hare
speaks in his

'

Central Italy
'

of the tomb as
a gem of sculptural art by Baldaldo Gio-
venaldo di Ravenna, representing
" a perfect figure of Death in a youth clothed in
armour, and lying on a simple couch with his
head fallen on one side, his teeth locked tight, and
long eyelashes closed."

I gather from other sources that Guida-
rello was a youthful condottiero of Ravenna,
and a partisan of Cesare Borgia.
Gaston de Foix, the French leader, was

slain there in the Battle of Ravenna against
the Spaniards and their faction in A.D. 1512,
and a beautiful column marks the spot
where he fell, but his effigy and tomb are
removed to the Milan Museum. That of
Guidarello of the beautiful mien "

dear at
once (as it has been said) to Mars and
Minerva" who followed the fortunes of
Cesare Borgia, remains in Ravenna as a
memorial of his

"
death by treachery in

Imola." Spreti's history of Ravenna (1793),
can be examined at the British Museum.

WILLIAM MERCER.

POET'S ROAD, CANONBURY (11 S. v.

389, 517). I feel confident that this

road was named after Samuel Rogers,
whose country house was at the corner of

(what is now) Poet's Road and Stoke

Newington Green. The eastern end of the
road at least, on its northern side is built

upon the grounds of the poet - banker's

property.
The house was demolished and the

grounds cut up some twenty-five to thirty

years ago. W. C. J.

I am obliged to MR. PAGE for his reply.
I was aware of Goldsmith's residence in

Canonbury Tower, which is at least half a
mile from the road, partly cul-de-sac,
called

"
Poet's Road." Assuming it was

all meadow land in the eighteenth century,
with a track between the given points, I fail

to see why the smaller strip should have
been honoured with the name, unless Gold-
smith actually lived there for a period.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

CHURCH ALES : CHURCHWARDENS' AC-
COUNTS (11 S. v. 470). It would be inter-

esting to learn whether Wootton St. Law-
rence was one of the many parishes which in

1600 possessed a church house, because
this was thirty years after the canon for-

bidding the churchwardens to hold public
entertainments in the church, although
we know from Stubbes that the canon was
not infrequently disregarded, even in 1585.

The receipts from "
the tronkes

"
may

possibly refer, I think, to a sort of shooting
gallery from "trunk," a tube from which

peas or sugarplums were shot. "The horse"
was probably the

"
hobby-horse." If there

was a church house at Wootton (vide pp. 253--

258 of
' Church Folk-Lore,' 1902, Vaux) may

not "
the pewter

" on both sides of the
account have been due in some way to the
hire and letting of it out ? Dugdale (who
died in 1686) states that when he visited

Henley-in-Arden there was a lot of pewter," which the churchwardens let out at four-

pence a dozen, when a feast was made."
A. C. C.

The forerunners of modern bazaars
"
for

church purposes," church ales devoted their

proceeds to similar ends. Games of chance
and many other sorts of catchpennies were
used to lighten patrons' pockets ; commonly
these ales were held in the churchyard on
or about the particular church's patronal
festival and the annual parish fair. The
game of

"
tronkes," noticed in Brand's

' An
tiquities,' was also known by two other
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names,
" troule in madame "

or "
trol-my-

dames," the latter alias being preferred in

The Winter's Tale.'
' The Christmas Prince '

(1607) says :

Why say you not that Munday will bee drunke,
Keeps all unruly wakes, and playes at trunkes ?

and, again, in
' Poor Robin '

for 1715 :

" After dinner (for you must not have too long
intermissions) to your sack again, typire, topire,
.and tropere, and for recreations to such liquor,
billiards, kettle-pins, noddy-boards, tables, trunks,
shovel-boards, fox and geese, and those two
excellent games at cards, one and thirty, and drive
knaves out of town."

"
Pewter," however, and "

tapping
"

Brand apparently overlooks, though as to

the latter, a custom pursued at fair-time

under that name lingered on at Elstow,
Beds (the Immortal Tinker's birthplace),
until half a century ago. To describe it

I shall quote bits from an article,
'

Vanity
Fair and Elstow Tapping,' which appeared
in The Beds Times and Independent a year
or two ago :

"
Up to two or three generations ago, at many

of the cottages the inmates were still allowed to
retail beer during the week of the Fair, commen-
cing on the previous Sunday, which was known as
Elstow Tapping that being the day on which
the barrels were tapped. The people practised
the old-fashioned custom, of hanging out a bush
or bough by way of sign to the houses where the
beer was sold.... The Sunday after the Fair
was known as ' Elstow Tilting,' for then the con-
tents of the barrel was at its last ebb."

R. A. H. UNTHANK.

'PISHOKEN' (11 S. v. 509). I do not
know anything as to the nature of the song,
but may tell MB. J. A. CBAWLEY that it is

twice mentioned in the prose narrative of
the "

Peregrination
"

of Hogarth and his

companions by Forrest, which Hone happily
reprinted in

' The Table Book '

(p. 560, &c.) :

" At Cuckold's Point we sang St. John, at
Deptford, Pishoken."

When at Queenborough the friends
" were quite put out of countenance by some
Harwich men who came with lobsters and were
drinking in the next room. They sang several
sea-songs so agreeably that our St. John could not
come into competition, nor could Pishoken save
us from disgrace, so that after finishing the evening
as pleasantly as possible, we went out of the house
the back-way to our lodgings, at near eleven."

It is rather surprising, I think, that George
Augustus Sala, who knew so many things,
did not throw some light on

'

St. John ' and
Pishoken '

in his discursive
' William

Hogarth, Painter, Engraver, and Philo-
sopher

'

; but I cannot find that he even
mentions them. His chap, v. was partly

based on a rimed account of his hero's

expedition, due to a clergyman named
Gostling, who, although he followed Forrest

pretty closely, does not particularize the

songs. Mr. Sala errs in attributing the
lines to Forrest. He says :

" There is certainly nothing very elevated in

good Mr. Forrest's Hudibrastics ; yet the jingle
of his verse is by no means disagreeable

"
;

and I should like to add that it is quite in

accordance with its theme.
ST. SWITHIN.

" DAGGS "
:

" To SET DAGGS "
(11 S. v.

507). As far as I remember, we used this

expression in some relation to a dagger.
A couple of lads on the verge of a fight
would ask each other to

"
dare daggs

"
or

*'

put up your daggs." Another expression
was " dare daggs

"
when, anything of a

reckless nature was about to be done.

Boys fighting were urged on by their sup-

porters with shouts of
"
dagg him,"

"
give

him daggs."
In the top season there was the game of

"
dagg-top." A ring was made on the

ground, in which one boy set his top a-

spinning. The next player threw his "dagg-
top

" at the spinning top in the ring, hoping
the spike of his would "

dagg
" the other

and maybe split it. Boy after boy followed

on. A top spun with a cord spins till it
"
dies," and dies with a roll. If the roll

did not carry the top outside the ring, it

had to remain subject to the
"
daggs

"
of

all the tops following till the end of the

game before its owner could regain it, unless

it was knocked out of the ring by
" a dagg

"

from another top. That was the game
as played in Derby and the neighbourhood
sixty years ago. I think "dag-too," with

a single g, the better way of spelling.
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

SNAKE POISON (11 S. v. 388, 455). A
curious answer, too simple to be true, is in

Lyon's
' How to keep Bees for Profit,' pp. 16,

80, viz., that the poison of the bee is similar

to that of the rattlesnake, in the propor-
tion 1 to 500, the poison being formic acid.

Perhaps the latest article on the real com-

plexity of the poisons is A. F. Coca's
' The Plurality of the Toxic Substances of

Snake Venoms,' in Zeitschrift f. Immunitdts-

forsch. u. exper. Therap., Jena, 1912, xii.

134-42. Probably the most satisfactory

work is H. Noguchi's
' Snake Venoms,' &c.,

published by the Carnegie Institution of

Washington in 1909.
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In that Institution's invaluable ' Index
Medicus '

inquirers can readily find all the

latest information on the subject by looking
over the monthly parts for several years
back, under ' Venoms and Poisonous Bites

'

and the headings under '

Therapeutics.'
ROCKINGHAM.

Boston, Mass.

The somewhat contradictory replies to

this query given at the latter reference may
be compared with the article on ' Serum
Antivenosum '

in the
'

British Pharma-
ceutical Codex,' 1907-8 (new ed., 1912),
where your correspondent will find probably
all that he wishes to know. C. C. B.

THE DEATH OF SHELLEY (11 S. vi. 9).

I would suggest in connexion with this query
that the press references at the time to the
suicide of Shelley's first wife, the recovery
of her body from the Serpentine, inquest,
&c., might be conveniently recorded in
' N. & Q.,' as they are not given in the

biographies. G. B. M.

This event did not attract much notice
in the contemporary publications. I have
cuttings from the following :

Gent. Mag., September, 1822. An an-
nouncement of the death, which goes on to

say :

"
Mr. Shelley is unfortunately too

well known for his infamous novels and
poems. He openly professed himself an
atheist."

New Monthly Magazine, 1 Oct., 1822.
A long notice, written in sympathetic mood.

Monthly Magazine, October, 1822. A
short notice, not antagonistic.

The Real John Bull, 11 Aug., 1822.
Contains a report of his death by drowning.
John Bull for 1822 contains various

references.

Annual Register, 1822, contains obituary
notice.

Monthly Magazine, September, 1822, con
tains notice of the

'

Elegy on the Death o
P. B. Shelley,' by A. Brooke.
The October number contains notice o:

Bernard Barton's
'

Verses on the Death
of Shelley.' A. G. POTTER.

" DON'T NAIL HIS EARS TO THE PUMP '

(11 S. v. 428). The story is as follows
It was thought that arrests for debt could
not be effected inside the walls of Trinity
College, Dublin, but a courageous bailif
made his way in and served a writ. H
was captured by a number of students, who
did not know what to do with him. Dr
Barrett, a well-known don of the time

happened to come up just then.
" O

gentlemen," said he,
"
surely you would

not be so cruel as to nail the unfortunate
man's ears to the pump." This was done

accordingly. J. T.
Dublin.

'

CARACCIOLI ON CLIVE (11 S. v. 507).

R. FLOYER asks
" whether Caraccioli was

nspired by General Sir Robert Fletcher."

That question I cannot answer, but it is worth
while pointing to the fact that long passages
n Caraccioli are

"
lifted." without acknow-

edgment or marks of quotation, from
Bolt's

'

Considerations on India Affairs/

and it is impossible not to conclude that

araccioli's
'

Life of Clive
' and Bolt's

Considerations
'

at least come from the

lame workshop.
WALTER K. FIRMINGER.

' THE KENTISH NOTE-BOOK '

(11 S. v. 490).
The first volume of this, edited by George

O. Howell, a member of the Kent Archaeo-

logical Society, was published at Gravesend
in 1891 ; and the second volume, dated

1894, has the names of two publishers

Henry Gray, 47, Leicester Square, W.C., and
G. O. Howell, 210, Eglinton Road, Plum-
stead. The matter of the first volume is

reprinted, with additions and corrections,

from The Gravesend and Dartford Reporter,
and of the second volume from The Gravesend

Journal. A copy of each will be found in

the Kent Collection of the Woolwich Public

Libraries. ERNEST A. BAKER.
Public Libraries, William Street, Woolwich.

Only two volumes were published. The
editor was G. O. Howell ;

the printers.
Smith Brothers, Milton Road, Gravesend.
Vol. i. (1889-90) is out of print, but I believe

vol. ii. (1894) can still be had (price 12s. 6d.)

of Mr. G. O. Howell, 210, Eglinton Road,
Plumstead, Kent. A. T. BEVAN.

Bessels Green, Chevening.

YEDDING (US. v. 408, 514). About the

middle of the eighth century ^Ethilbald,

King of the Mercians, gave to Withred and
his wife Ansith

" terram septem manentium,
in prouincia Middelsexorum in regione

quse dicitur Geddinges" (Birch, 'Cart. Sax..'

182; Kemble, 'Cod. Dipl.,' ci.). In 793

Offa, King of the Mercians, gave to yEthel-

heard, Archbishop of Canterbury,
" xc

tributaria terrse lx in loco qui dicitur

on Linga hoese et Geddingas, circa ribulum

qui dicitur Fiscesburna." and the rest at
" Tuican ham "

(Birch, 265 ; Kemble,
clix.). At the Council of Clovesho, in 825,
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Archbishop Wulfred and the Abbess of
Southminster came to an agreement about
lands" aet Hearge, HerfreSing lond & set

Wemba lea & aet Geddincggum
"

(Birch,
384 ; Kemble, ccxx.). The association of

the name Geddinges with those of Hayes,
Twickenham, Harrow, and Wembley leaves
little room for doubt that the former is the

present Yedding or Yeading hamlet, and
that

"
Fiscesburne

"
is the present

" Yed-
ding brook." If so, the brook now takes
its name from the hamlet, and the latter is

one of the cases to which Kemble's over-
worked "

patronymic -ing
"

theory does

really apply. There is no mention of

Yedding in Domesday Book, as it was
doubtless included in the Archbishop's
t>ig manor of Hesa (Hayes). To any one
interested in the topography of Yedding
the details of boundaries given in the first

of the above-quoted charters may be worth
study. A. MORLEY DAVIES.

\Vinchmore Hill, Amersham.

ESTATES OF NONJURORS (11 S. vi. 9).

A full list of Nonjurors, &c., was published
by J. Robinson, Ludgate, London, in 1745,
find reprinted for John Russell Smith in

1862. The Preface gives the information

sought by MR. GOWER. It states that the
list is published
" with no other View but to assist the Magistrates,
and other Officers, who shall happen to be in-

trusted with the Execution of such Orders of

Government, as either have already been, or
may hereafter be issued, for suppressing the
Growth, and unhappy Effects of the present
rebellious Insurrection in the North ; which, it

is hoped, will caution the Possessors of such
Estates, at this Juncture, carefully to keep
within the Bounds of their known duty, to our
Gracious Sovereign King George, and his Rightful
Government over them ; unto which it is con-
ceived, they will find themselves more especially
obligated, if they only please to observe, that

many of them (who in the said Year neglected to

give in such a particular Account of the Value
-of their respective Estates, as was then under
severe Penalties required of them by Law), were
never, as yet, called upon to answer for such
Neglect, but gently permitted to go on quietly,
and to partake equally with their Fellow-Subjects,
of all that Lenity and other blessed. Effects of a
mild Administration in Government, which these

Kingdoms have peacefully enjoyed, ever since
the most joyful and happy Accession of his late

Majesty, King George the First, to the Throne."

The full title of the book is :

" The Names of the Roman Catholics, Non-
jurors, and Others who refus'd to take the Oaths
lo his late Majesty King George. Together with
their Titles, Additions, and Places of Abode ;

the Parishes and Townships where their Lands
lay ; the Names of the then Tenants, or Occupiers
thereof ; and the Annual Valuation of them, as

estimated by themselves. Transmitted to the
late Commissioners for the Forfeited Estates of
England and Wales, after the Unnatural Rebellion
in the North, in the Year 1715."

RICHARD WELFORD.
The book quoted, "The Barnes of the

Roman Catholics, Nonjurors, and Others,
who refus'd to take the Oaths. ... 1715,"
London, 1745, was reprinted for John
Russell Smith in 1862. The amount placed
against the name was, according to the title-

page, the annual valuation of the person's
land as estimated by himself. The entry
quoted (William Stafford) is not the first

in the book, but the first in the list for the

county of Stafford. The editor of 1745 was
James Cosin, who says that the list was
collected by his late father when he acted
as Secretary to the Commissioners for

Forfeited Estates. DIEGO.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (11 S. ii. 365).
It is gratifying to note that a commemora-
tive tablet has been placed upon the walls

of No. 10, South Street, Park Lane, to
the memory of that

"
ministering angel

"

Florence Nightingale. As the London
County Council does not possess authority
to put up like records upon the Duke of

Westminster's estate", his Grace himself

undertook the duty. The result is an

elegant design in grey metalwork, with the

simple inscription :

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE
BORN 1820. DIED 1910.

LIVED HERE.

It may be permissible to hope that a tablet

will some day be erected also upon the

house on Haverstock Hill where this noble
woman once resided. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

FRANCES, DUCHESS OF SUFFOLK (US. v.

427, 516). MR. E. L. H. TEW'S query,
"
WTiy did this lady allow her daughter,

Lady Jane Dudley, for whom she seems to

have cared little, to take precedence of her

in claiming the crown of England ?
"

can.

I fear, elicit little more than a conjectural

reply. Lady Jane, who, according to

Knight, expressed the greatest reluctance,
was persuaded into accepting the crown by
her father, the Duke of Suffolk, the Duke
of Northumberland, and other members of

the Reformed Protestant Church, who
wished at any cost to prevent the accession

of a professed Roman Catholic in Mary.
Whatever the Duchess of Suffolk's inclina-

tion might have been, it is tolerably clear

that she had not the power to exercise it.

I. A. Taylor, in
'

Lady Jane Grey and her
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Times '

(Hutchinson & Co:, 1908), says,
"
Bradgate (the seat of the Suffolk family)

was the scene of strong and militant Pro-
testantism "p. 145). It would seem -that the
Duchess was not acceptable to those Pro-
testants who desired to put forward a strong
nominee of their own. In intellectual

accomplishments the daughter was ap-
parently immeasurably superior to the
mother. At the age of 17 she was probably
the most erudite woman in England. Her
classical attainments had given her much
more than a local reputation. The incident
of Roger Ascham's finding her reading
Plato's

' Phsedo '

in the Greek while her
father and mother and their friends were
out hunting, and her description to him of

her daily life, are well known. Is there any
evidence that the Duchess would not have
exercised her right of precedence over her

daughter's if the opportunity had been
offered her ? There is, so far as I can
ascertain, nothing to show that she would
not have faced all the risks of the position,
had she been acceptable to those of her

co-religionists who had deemed it expe-
dient to make the strongest bid in their

power, futile as it proved, to assure the
Protestant ascendancy.

T. H. BARROW.

SCHAAK, AN ARTIST (11 S. v. 507). Little

is known about this artist, except that he

painted several portraits of General Wolfe,
one of which is in the National Portrait

Gallery. J. S. C. Schaak exhibited at the

Society of Artists from 1765 to 1769, and at
the Free Society from 1761 to 1764. In 1762
he sent

" a small whole length of General
Wolf." He lived at 8, College Street, West-
minster. ALGERNON GRAVES.

42, Old Bond Street.

"DR. SYNTAX" (11 S. v. 490). GENERAL
TERRY'S queries induce me to put another
one on the above. It would be interest-

ing to know how many
" Tours "

the

author, William Coombe, was answerable
for. It is generally understood that he
wrote three

"
Tours," viz.,

' In Search of
the Picturesque,'

' In Search of Consolation,'
and ' In Search of a Wife '

; but there is yet
another,

' Tour of Dr. Syntax through
London.' He also wrote ' The English
Dance of Death,'

' The Dance of Life,'
' The

Grand Master,' &c., and the
'

Life of Napo-
leon.' Most of these were published by
Ackermann between 1812 and 1820. I have
many illustrations published by Ackermann,
1817-18, after Rowlandson, excerpts from

some work on a tour in France, which might
be '

Dr. Syntax in France,' if there was such
a work. HAROLD MALET, Col.

on

A New English Dictionary : Th-Thyzle. (Vol..
IX. Last Section.) By Sir James Murray-
(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THIS is a double section, and one as valuable as-

any in the whole series. It embraces alike some
of the most interesting of our primary nati%'e

words, among them many now obsolete, and a

great number of derivatives from the Greek, of
which not a few have been quite recently coined
in the service of modern science. The longest
article is the excellent account of

" throw " and
its family, which runs to twenty columns. The-
specific definition given of the action whem
" to project," not "

to twist
"

is intended is-
"
to cast by a sudden jerk or straightening of the

arm, esp. at the level of or over the shoulder."
The compilers have omitted to record any in-
stance of

" to throw Up," in the sense of
"
produce,"

used not infrequently of an age, race, or move-
ment pi'oducing a leader or genius. The articles-
"
Thing

" and " Think " struck us as particularly
good, the sequence of meanings (especially in the-

former) being admirably set out and illustrated.
" Unthinkable "

is an old word, but for
"
think-

able "
it seems that the earliest instance to be

found is one from Herbert Spencer. Under
" Thinker " we are told, from 'Stage Gossip,' that
" the gentlemen who play the most subordinate
parts are. . . .called

'

thinkers' on account of their

having little or nothing to say and lots of time
wherein to think." Under ""Thunder "

will be
found a curious bit of local folk-lore 1853, G. John-
ston,

' Bot. E. Bord.' to the effect that " about
Wooler it [the corn-poppy] was wont to be called
Thunder-flower or Lightnings, and children were-
afraid to pluck the flower, for if....the petals
fell off .... the gatherer became more liable to
be struck with lightning." Two other flowers
the stitchwort and the white campion are also

locally known by this name. The verb " thunder-
strike

"
is explained as probably a back-formation

from "
thunderstricken "

in view of which it

seems curious that the instances chosen to illus-

trate it should, as a whole, be earlier than those
which illustrate the latter word.

"
Thank,"

"
Thresh," and "

Thrill," again, are
articles full of good matter. Under the first is
recorded the ludicrously expressive Americanism
"
thank-'ee ma'am," for a hollow or ridge in a

road which makes people driving over it nod their
heads. Among "

echoic
" words of our own_

making the most successful within the limits of
this volume is perhaps

"
throb," which had for

some time a variant "
frob," and is noted as

first found in the form " throbbant "
in ' Piers

Plowman,' 1362. A word which deserves par-
ticular attention is

" thew." Since Scott, who-
associated it with "

sinews," it has been used as if

it meant" muscle" or"tendon," whereas itmeaiis
bodily proportions or parts in general, such especi-
ally a,s manifest vigour ; and this use for physical
qualities is itself derived from its use expressing,
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qualities of character and habits, the original

meaning, illustrated here by passages from
'

Beowulf,' Alfred, and the Lindisfarne Gospels,
being

"
usage

"
or "

practice," i.e., O.E. \>eaw.

Connected with this seems to be the curious

word "
thieveless," first found in Ramsay, and

meaning aimless, ineffectual, or of the weather
neither good nor bad. Another "

thew," known
before 1250, of obscure etymology, but perhaps
coming from O.E. \>ytoan, to squeeze, is the name
of an instrument of punishment for women,
serving instead of the pillory.

" Thick
"

fur-

nishes a dozen columns full of instruction and
entertainment drawn from many sources. Rout-

ledge's 'Every Boy's Annual '

for 1869 contributes
the phrase

" We soon grew as thick as inkle-

weavers," requiring some further localization,
which might easily have been provided by a refer-

ence to our General Indexes. Under " Thick " =
thicket is quoted Leigh Hunt's oddly felicitous

description, "The lusty bee .... dances in the

bloomy thicks with darksome antheming." Fur-
ther on we come to the frightful "Journalese" of

"(thick-and-thinner," "thick-and-thinnite," which,
since the last date noted is 1900, we trust are

now, even in political slang, defunct. Another
terrible phenomenon which is introduced as if now
accepted is the use of

"
thorough-bred

"
for

bicycles and motor-cars.

The Dictionary gives us the passages from

specimen forms in official regulations which have
supplied

" Thomas Atkins " with his name.
These go back to 1815, but the first example of

the use of the nickname comes from The Times
of 1890. Another interesting word is that
which at first sight appears a perplexing designa-
tion for the peace-officer of a tithing, or a petty con-
stable Tbirdborough. The latest instance of

its use, otherwise than quoted as a more or less

archaic term, is taken from the Court Leet
Records of Castle Donington. Prof. Skeat tells

us it is probably a M.E. corruption of fridborgh,
which, through corruption along another line

frid or fri being mistakenly connected with free

was turned into the Anglo-Fr. frankpledge. The
word "

thorp
"

is the subject of a short, but in-

structive entry which winds up with two examples
from Tennyson, for one of which might well have
been substituted one of the two or three lines in

Browning's
' Grammarian's Funeral

' where this

word occurs. We resist the temptation to enlarge
upon

"
thimble,"

"
thistle-tack,"

"
thirlpoll,"

and some half-dozen other entries hardly less full of

story and suggestion. Among curious words prac-
tically aira.% xVyo^eva we noticed

"
thwarteous,"

attributed in the first instance to Mr. Robert
Bridges. Where did he find it ?

Of the words derived from the Greek, the group
which first arrests attention is, of course, that
of compounds of Theo-. Particularly valuable
is the editor's note on "theology," referring to
Varro's explanation of it -Stoic in origin as being
mythical, natural, and civil, and, again, to the
use of #0X076? as "to attribute deity to,"

whence 6fo\oyla came to mean specifically the
doctrine of the divine nature of Christ in contra-
distinction to oiKovofjda, which was the doctrine
of His human nature. Another good note
elucidates

"
theosophy." Several of these com-

pounds of
"
theo "

present a strange assemblage
of words and ideas such are

"
theophilan-

thropist,"
" theo -

cpllectivist,"
" theo - rnani-

monist,"
"
theomicrist." Under "Theodicy"

Rosmini might have been brought in ; just as, to
turn to a word of quite different origin, under"
Theatine "

Scupoli's name might well have
appeared.

" Theban (B.)
"

is explained merely as" a native or inhabitant of Boeotian Thebes, a
Boaotian "

; and then we are given two illustra-
tions which imply the identification of "Bceotian"
with "stupid' and "brutish," without further
explanation. The compounds of

"
thermo," good,

bad, or indifferent, are for the most part so new
that "thermometer" has among them a romantic
and historical appearance, the first quotation
Van Etten going back to 1624. So "

up to date"
is the Dictionary that the " thermos "

flask is-

given a place in it. On the next leaf we see-
that in 1881 The Athenceum had the courage to-

declare that somebody
" was invariably to be-

found in his thesaurarial chair at the evening-
meetings." We must not omit to notice the one
or two references made to our own columns r

e.g., a writer in 1865 tried, hardly with success, to-

show that by
"
setting the Thames on fire

" not
the river, but tenise, a sieve, was originally meant,
a notion which here, under "

Thames, is dis-

approved.
Of the articles on the demonstratives we-

will only say that, as the most casual inspection,
will show, they represent a formidable amount
of work work successfully accomplished.

" The "'

and " That " are the longest, the one eleven, the
latter thirteen columns in length, but others
run them very close. The total of words treated
in this section is no fewer than 4,069.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JULY.

MESSRS. MAGOS have sent us their Catalogues
290 and 291. The first contains '

Napoleonica,'
that is portraits of Napoleon and his family,
as well as of his generals, political allies, and
adversaries ; a large number of caricatures,

sundry views, and pictures of battles. The
portraits of himself, of which there are 71, form a
singularly interesting collection, several departing
widely in form of face and in expression from
those to which we are generally accustomed.
Thus Hodges's engraving after Appiani's portrait

date about 1796 for which 100 guineas is

asked, seems to explain, better than any later
ones do, the magic exercised by Napoleon's
personality, apart from his military and political

genius. Two portraits belonging to the First

Consulship an engraving by Moret after Appiani.
c. 1799, and an oil painting attributed, with some
doubtfulness, to Appiani, c. 1800 are curiously
different both from that and from one another":
the former, for which 40 guineas is aaked, has, in a
marked degree, the typical look of the "

intel-

lectual
"

or artist belonging to the turn of the
nineteenth century ; the latter, a very handsome
young head, is beginning to approximate to the

ordinary appearance, 52Z. 10s. Of the portraits
as Emperor there are two or three in which we
have Napoleon laurel-crowned, and draped in the
robe with the bees the best an engraving by
P. M. Alix, after Garnerey, c. 1810, 40Z. ; and
there is a good engraving in colours by Levachez^.
after Vernet, of Napoleon on horseback riding in

front of his generals, of the same date, for which,
50?. is asked.
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Of the portraits of his family we may mention
P. M. Alix's

'

Eugene Beauharnais,' c. 1810,
151. los., and Marie Louise, a stipple engraving
by D. Weis, after De Guerard, 1808, 251. ; and in

the collection of portraits of persons connected
with Napoleon's career we noticed Alix's engrav-
ing of Legros's

' General Berthier,' in colours,

1798, 211. : Flint's mezzotint after Hoppner's
'
Sir Samuel Hood,' 1808, 121. 10s. ; and

Alix^s
engraving, printed in colours, after Hickel's

portrait of William Pitt, c. 1800, 181. 18s. There
are some 115 caricatures, among the best of which
are

' The Arms of Napoleon Bonaparte, alias the

Corsican,' the supporters being the devil and
a fiend in colours, with description in Dutch,
c. 1807, 21. 2s. ;

' La Consultation,' Cardinal Fesch

holding Napoleon's pulse in colours, c. 1809,
'21. 10s. : and the ' Rival Gardeners,' pencil

drawing by Woodward, c. 1800, 41. 4s'

Catalogue No. 291 gives us Messrs. Maggs's
Autograph Letters and MSS. For 1051. they
offer a collection of letters written to Charles
Roach Smith and other antiquaries, from 1837
to 1890, on Shakespeare's life and works ; these
are bound (by Riviere) in 3 vols., and include
some printed matter programmes, prospectuses,
and the like connected with the letters. 1851.

is asked for a letter signed and sealed by Queen
Elizabeth, addressed to Dale, Ambassador at the
French Court, on the subject of the proposal of a

marriage between herself and the Due d'Alencon,
15 March, 1573. Messrs. Maggs have also ac-

quired five short poems in MS. (as yet, it is believed,

unpublished), and with them some thirty lines

of prose, by Emily Bronte ; two pieces are dated
1826 and 1840 651. ; and we noticed a letter from
Garrick to his friend King, dated Adelphi, 1776,
on the .subject of his retirement from the stage,
'351. Since our correspondents have lately been
discussing Gregory XIII. 's medal to commemorate
the massacre of St. Bartholomew, we may
mention an example of his signature, the letter

being one addressed to Monsignor Taverna, 1578,
11. 12s. 6d. A very interesting item, for which
131. 13s. is asked, is a holograph letter to M.
Boutilier from Louis XIII. of France concerning
a regiment which had incurred his displeasure,
undated, but endorsed 1633. A note-book of

Dr. Johnson's, with jottings of the names and
authors of books, headings, apparently for

meditations, under the word "
Preces," and

some notes in Latin, is offered for 181. 18s. ; and
a collection of letters and telegrams relating to
Robert Louis Stevenson's illness in 1884 at Hyeres,
from his wife, his doctor, Henley, and some other

friends, for 521. 10s. We noticed also a letter of
Disraeli's to his sister Sarah referring to

' Vivian
Grey,' 1843, 11. 10s. ; a letter of Cavour's (in
French), Turin, 23 May, 1837, 21. 12s. 6d. ; a
document addressed to the Lord Lieutenant of
Norfolk in 1665, giving directions concerning the

plague at Yarmouth and prohibiting meetings
of Independents bearing several interesting
signatures, of which the most important are
Clarendon's and Archbishop Sheldon's, 151. 15s. ;

a document relating to the East India Company,
addressed to the Aldermen of London, and signed
by Oliver Cromwell, 1655, 251. ; the original MS.
of a petition addressed by Laud to Charles I.,

1636, 31. 10s. ; and an amusing pen-and-ink
sketch of the way in which she thought the

drapery at the back of one of her statues should
be arranged, done by Queen Victoria, 11. Is.

There are besides a great number of good literary
items : letters of Scott, Dickens, Coleridge, Rossett i ,

and many others.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

ANDREW LANG.
THE death of Andrew Lang, which took place on
the 20fch iusfc. at Banchory, Kincardineshire, is a
heavy loss to the world of letters. By it is with-
drawn from us a "writer of singular brilliance and
felicity, and a savant whose extensive knowledge,
industry, critical insight, and sense of humour
have contributed to the elucidation of many pro-
blems of history and scholarship.

It is usual, in noticing the quasi-universality of
his interests, to imply some regret that he did not
rather concentrate himself upon a single subject
and make his work upon it an epoch in its history.
But it may be questioned whether, in these days
of specialization, the services he rendered through
being what he was, were not in some sense more
needed. It would seem as if a ceaseless impulse
to industry in external matters thwarted and
obstructed the more intimate play of his genius.
Yet the poet's gift was there, and permeated all
he wrote, making him, in whatever he took up
and with whatever degree of depth or measure of
success he worked at it, always something of an
interpreter detached, sensitive, ironic above all,
never oblivious of the difference between what
matters and what does not matter, though he might
indeed choose to treat both with equal fullness, and
possessed so ready and curious an enjoyment of the,

beauty and humours of pastimes, fairy tales, and
other fleeting things.
He was a Scotchman on both sides, though oddly

unlike the typical Scotchman of popular imagina-
tion. He was educated first at the Edinburgh High
School, then at the University of St. Andrews,
and then at Balliol College, Oxford. It is not
possible here to attempt an enumeration of his
works. We owe to him, in pxrf, the best of the
modern translations of the '

Iliad
'

arid
'

Odyssey
'

;

a series of books on anthropology which, with their

good sense and incisive wit, have contributed largely
to so much popularization of a difficult subject as
has been achieved ; a few books of verse, which show
what powers lay behind this devotion of himself
to discursive learning ; and a vast mass of essays
on all kinds of subjects, scattered in countless
books, newspapers, and periodicals. Nor must we
omit to mention what was virtually his last piece
of serious work his defence of

' Joan of Arc '

against Anatole France.
It may be possible with justise to praise many a

man's work more highly, with less reservation ; but
there are few scholars who will be so greatly
missed.
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Park Centenary, 93.

NOTES ON BOOKS: 'Laws of Japanese Painting'
'Cathedrals of England'

'

Miscellanea Genealogica et
Heraldica ' ' Cornhill

' '

Fortnightly.'
OBITUARY : The Emperor of Japan.
Sir Christopher and Richard Milton.

THE EBSWORTH FAMILY AND THE
EDINBURGH FREEMASONS.

JOSEPH WOODFALL, EBSWORTH having been
a contributor to

' N. & Q.' for many years,
the following notes relating to the connexion
of the Ebsworth family with the Freemason
Lodge of St. David, Edinburgh, No. 36, may
"be of interest.

Joseph Ebsworth, musician, was initiated

into Freemasonry in Lodge St. David on
:23 Nov., 1833, and held the office of Master
of Choir from 1844 to 1862. He was Bard
of the Lodge, 1867-8.

Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth, artist, 4,

Montgomery Street, Edinburgh, was initiated

111 Lodge St. David, probably in the early
part of 1852. His name is not recorded in the

minutes, but he is registered as a member of
the Lodge in the books of the Grand Lodge
if Scotland on 3 July, 1852, this being the

date on which his certificate or diploma was
issued. He was Senior Warden of the

Lodge during the years 1857-8 and 1860.

George Henry Ebsworth, 4, Montgomery
Street, Edinburgh, was initiated in Lodge
Canongate Kilwinning, Edinburgh, No. 2,
on 13 April, 1859, and held the office of
Junior Warden in the following year. On
20 March, 1860, he was elected an Honorary
Member of Lodge St. David.

I now give some extracts from the minute-
book of Lodge St. David.

Monthly Meeting, 17 th
February, 1857." Br

. Ebsworth Sen* delivered a concise and very
interesting lecture on the History of Music ; the
thanks of the Brethren was [xic] given to B r Ebs-
worth Senr and -ordered to be recorded in the
minutes."
Monthly Meeting, 17th March, 1857. " The

R.W. Master requested B r
Ebsworth, Senior

Warden, to proceed with his Lecture. The
Lodge Room was decorated with drawings
executed by the Senr Warden during his travels
in Italy, and taken from paintings and places
of that Kingdom ; they gave the Lodge a very
lively appearance. The Brethren were highly
delighted with the Lecture, and tendered their
warmest thanks to the lecturer."

Monthly Meeting, 16 th
February, 1858. '' The

Lodge was now called to refreshment, during
which Br Ebsworth Jr

, S.W., gave a Lecture on
' The Masonic qualities of William Shakespeare

'

;

with which the Brethren were much edified,
the Lecturer being frequently applauded for
his eloquence, research, and application of his

subject to the objects of Free-Masonry ; and
upon the Motion of the R.W.M., seconded by B r

Ritchie, the thanks of the Brethren were accorded
to Br Ebsworth."
Monthly Meeting, 15 th May, 1860. "

Br. J.
Woodfall Ebsworth, S.W., then favoured the
Brethren with an excellent sketch of the Fine
Arts ; and portrayed in eloquent language the
numerous proofs of exalted genius displayed in
the works of a brother Artist, J. Noel Paton."*
Monthly Meeting, 17 th June, 1860. " Br.

J. W. Ebsworth, S.W., then favoured the Brethren
with an eloquent Lecture on the

'

Life and Writings
of Sir Walter Scott,' in which he ably delineated
the character of the ' Great Unknown,' and gave
an interesting sketch of his various and imperish-
able works. At the conclusion of the Lecture,
the R.W.M. moved that a vote of thanks to Br.
Ebsworth should be recorded in the Minutes ;

which was unanimously agreed to."

Monthly Meeting, 18th September, 1860.
" The Lodge then adjourned to Refreshment;
and after the usual toasts had been proposed and
responded to, the R.W. Master called for a
special bumper to the health of Br J. Woodfall
Ebsworth, Senior Warden, who was about to
leave for Cambridge, to pursue his literary studies.
The R.W.M. stated that for several years past
Br Ebsworth had been an enthusiastic Mason,
and during the period he held the office of S.W.

* Afterwards Sir J. Noel Paton, R.S.A.,
Limner to Her Majesty Queen Victoria for
Scotland.
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in this Lodge, had discharged its duties with the

greatest zeal and fidelity. The Toast met with
a very warm reception, and Br Ebsworth made a
feeling and suitable reply."

A. M. MACKAY, Past Master 36.

Mr. Mackay, in addition to the above
note, has kindly called our attention to the
historical sketch of the Lodge of Sir Walter
Scott which appeared in The Freemason
for the 24th of February last. From this we
give the following extracts :

" Previous to the formation of the Grand Lodge
of Scotland in 1736, Masonic Lodges were formed
apparently without permission, and were granted
charters from Lodges already existing. An
instance of this occurred on the 24th of June, 1736,
when three Brethren made application to their
Mother Lodge, the celebrated Canongate Kil-

winning, No. 2 (chartered by Mother Kilwinning
in 1677), to form a Lodge at Leith, and in response
to this application the members of the Canongate
Kilwinning Lodge went to Leith and there con-
secrated and ordained a new Lodge under the
title of Leith Kilwinning. This Lodge, now
extinct, originally held No. 5 on the roll of the
Grand Lodge of Scotland, and from it there arose
two years later the Canongate Kilwinning from
Leith Lodge, now St. David, the latter name being
adopted in August, 1756.

" Bro. Archibald Smart was installed first

Master on 2nd March, 1738, and from that date
the Lodge commenced its labours. The charter
was not granted until later, and bears the date
7th February, 1739. The colour of the clothing
at the start was scarlet. It was altered to blue
in 1757, and then to dark green (velvet) and gold
in 1800, at which it now remains.

" The first Regulations and Bye-laws of this
old Lodge were approved of in June, 1738, and
consist of ten articles in which there is a pleasant
flavour of antiquity. No one was to be ad-
mitted unless he were unanimously chosen.

Only such as '

ye Right Worshipful
'

thought
proper could be raised to the sublime Degree of
Master Mason, and Brethren accused of swearing
in the Lodge, proved on the testimony of two
Brethren, had to pay sixpence, besides receiving
a rebuke from the chair. The Officer of the Lodge
was to be present,

'

precisely at the striking of ye
hour appointed by the Master, and shall there
sett up an half-hour glass, and when the said

glass is run, then the roll shall be called, and
the absents shall then pay three shillings Scots,
and in case there shall be another half-hour glass
run. then, and in that case, every absent Brother
shall pay sixpence.' New Bye-laws were ap-
proved of and printed in 1757. These consist of

thirty-eight articles, and are believed to be the
earliest preserved printed code in Scotland. A
copy was kindly presented to the Lodge by the
eminent Masonic historian, Bro. William James
Hughan, the only other known copy being in the
Signet Library, Edinburgh. The first mention
of a Benevolent Fund occurs in 1754, when on the
13th February the Master proposed

' that the
whole profit arising from the Punch, after defray-
ing the expenses of the materials, coal, candle,
bread and cheese, be sett apart by itself as a fund
for the relief of the indigent Brethren belonging
to this Lodge, and that a book be kept for that

purpose.' Of several distinguished membeiv-
who became Grand Master Masons of Scotland, thc-
following may be mentioned :

"James, Master of Forbes, afterwards sixteenth
Baron Forbes ; David, sixth Earl of Leven and
Melville ; Sir James Stirling, Bart., Lord Provost
of Edinburgh; and Charles William, Earl of
Dalkeith, afterwards fourth Duke of Buccleuch.
Lord Forbes became Master twenty-four years
after he had occupied the Throne of Grand Lodge,
and Lord Leven and Melville was Master during
his term of office as Grand Master Mason.

" On the 19th of March, 1819, Thomas Bruce^
seventh Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, was
initiated. It was through this Earl that the
British Museum was enriched by the collection
of sculptures known as the Elgin'Marbles. Manymore distinguished members who graced the
Lodge Roll and passed through the chair may
be noted : William Baillie, first Lord Polkemmet,
William Campbell of Fairfield, James Gibson,,
afterwards Sir James Gibson Craig of Ric-
carton, Sir John Dick of Prestonfield, Sir-
Patrick Walker of Coates, Usher of the White-
Rod of Scotland, Lord Robert Kerr, John Donald-
son Boswall of Wardie, Capt. R.N., John Brown
Douglas, W.S., the Hon. Henry Walpole, and
the Rev. John Glasse, D.D., Past Grand Chaplain-" Of poets Lodge St. David can boast of a
charming variety, amongst others, James Callen-
der, First Junior Warden of the Lodge, a copy of
whose collection of Masonic Songs, published in
1758, was presented to Grand Lodge in 1851 z

Erasmus Darwin, physician and physiologist as-
well as poet, the grandfather of Charles Darwin,,
the naturalist ; Gavin Wilson, the poetical shoe-
maker, who published in 1788 a collection of
Masonic Songs in which the praises of the Lodge
and its members form a prominent part; Sir
Walter Scott and the Rev. Henry Scott
Riddell. As the office of Poet Laureate was-
unknown until about 1830, Bro. Henry Scott
Riddell was the only one of those referred to-
who held that position. He was installed Bard
of Lodge St. John, Hawick, in 1866, and held
that office until his death, and that Lodge met
at Teviotdale on the 24th September, 1898, for
the purpose of unveiling a memorial tablet in
the cottage where the poet lived and died.

" Walter Scott, father of the great novelist,,
was initiated in the Lodge on 4th January, 1754.
He was an enthusiastic Craftsman, and as Senior
Warden was one of three in the ballot for Master,
but was not elected. He occasionally presided
in the absence of the Master, and signed the
minutes so late as 1785. His portrait is drawn-
for us by his son in the character of Saunders-
Fairford in

'

Redgauntlet.' His illustrious sonr
Sir Walter, was initiated, passed, and raised at
an emergency meeting held on2nd March, 1801 ....

"
Owing to want of attendance books at that

period it is not known whether Sir Walter was a
regular attender. At his request an emergency
meeting was held on 23rd March, 1802, for the
purpose of initiating a gentleman from England,
called Dewhurst Bilsborrow of Dalbyhouse.
On the 4th June, 1816, Sir Walter, who was then
Sheriff Depute of Selkirkshire, laid the foundation-
stone of the Freemasons' Hall at Selkirk, and on
bhat occasion he was elected an honorary member
of Lodge St. John, Selkirk. The Brethren then
spent the evening in harmony, Brother Scott
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filling the chair to the satisfaction of all present.
He was always an excellent chairman, his fund
of humour and anecdote being inexhaustible.

He was th'en forty-five years of age, and in the
full power of his mental vigour. In that same
year, besides other literary work, he published
: The Antiquary,'

' The Black Dwarf,' and ' Old
Mortality.' Three of Sir Walter's friends, Andrew
Crosbie, jun., of Holme, the Rev. George Thomson,
and Adam Ormiston, the prototypes of Councillor
Paulus Pleydell, Dominie Sampson, and Captain
Clutterbuck, held prominent office in the Craft.

Brother Crosbie was the first Provincial Grand
Master of Dumfriesshire, and first Master of

the Lodge of Edinburgh Defensive Band. Bros.
Thomson and Ormiston both passed through the
chair of Lodge Melrose St. John. The Melrose
Lodge possesses two letters written by Sir Walter,
apologizing for his inability to attend certain

meetings of the Lodge, the one written when he
was plain Mr. Scott, and the other in 1825
after he was made a baronet. .. .The latter

epistle conveyed his declinature to lay the founda-
tion-stone of the chain bridge across the Tweed
-at Melrose, which structure he a few years later

opened upon its completion. On the 15th

August, 1840, Lodge St. David took part in the

laying of the foundation-stone of the Scott Monu-
ment. It was also present at the inauguration of
that splendid structure on 15th August, 1846,
to the memory of the most distinguished Brother
that it has ever been privileged to receive within
its portals." The first meetings of St. David were held in
the Laigh Coffee House, one of the old taverns
situated at the foot of the Canongate. In 1745
the Brethren removed to the Convening House
of the Corporation of Hammermen, also situated
in the Canongate. The accommodation there

proving inadequate, on the 22nd June, 1753, the
Lodge rented from the Corporation of Cordiners,
or Shoemakers, their Convening House, situated
in the Potterrow Port, where the meetings were
held up to 1757. In that year the Brethren
acquired a Lodge-room of their own in Hyndford's
Close, High Street. The locality and surroundings
becoming somewhat disreputable, the old Lodge-
room in Hyndford Close, High Street, where the
Lodge met for over one hundred years, was in
1860 sold. Since then the Lodge has moved from
place to place. . . .For the last six or seven years
the meetings have been held in the Masonic Hall,
Hill Street The Earl of Dalkeith, who became
Grand Master of Scotland. .. .succeeded his
father as fourth Duke of Buccleuch and sixth
of Queensberry, in January, 1811 . . . .At an early
period of Scott's financial difficulties, the duke
gave his name as security for a loan of four
thousand pounds." -nEDITOB.

LONDON PROPRIETARY CHAPELS.
THE closing of Belgrave Chapel, East
Halkin Street, on Sunday, 7 Aug., 1910,
owing to the termination of the lease from
the ground landlord, has already been
noticed in

'

N. & Q.'
Two of the few remaining proprietary

chapels, once so numerous in London,
have since been closed and demolished.

Wheler Chapel, Spitalfields. latterly known
as St. Mary's Church, Spital Square, was
erected in 1693 by the Rev-. Sir George
Wheler, Knt, (1650-1723), Prebendary of
Durham and Rector of

Houghton-le-Spring..
for the use of his tenants in Spitalfields
This building, having fallen into decay, was
taken down in 1756, and a new building,
erected in its place. It continued as a
proprietary chapel till 1842, when it was
consecrated as St. Mary's, Spital Square,
and for an ecclesiastical district had assigned
to it the two Liberties of Norton Folgate
and Old Artillery Ground. It was decided to-

close the church because of the changed
character of the neighbourhood, where Jews
have replaced the Christians.

It is interesting to note that the little
church had grea't traditions clustering around
it. In the immediate neighbourhood was
the site of the hospital founded in 1197 by
Walter le Brune, a wealthy London merchant,-
and dedicated to the Virgin Mary under the
title of St. Mary Spital Without, i.e., outside
Bishopsgate. From this Spital the name of

Spitalfields has been derived. The "
Spittle

' *

Cross stood near the same spot. This Cross,,
with St. Paul's Cross, formed for a long
period the two chief pulpits of the kingdom -

and many distinguished divines preached
there to great congregations, including
Royalty and Ministers of State. Here, on,

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of Easter
Week, the Mayor, Aldermen, Sheriffs, and
great Companies of London attended to
hear the Spital sermons. During the delivery
of the sermons the City authorities sat at the
windows of a dwelling near the pulpit, the
said dwelling being described by Newcourt, in
his

'

Repertorium Ecclesiasticum Parochiale
Londinense,' as a "

fair-built house of two
stories in height."
Wheler Chapel, or the Tabernacle in White

Lion Yard, facing Wheler Street in Spital-
fields, is thus noticed by the Rev. James
Paterson in his

'

Pietas Londinensis ; or.
The Present Ecclesiastical State of London '

1714, p. 269 :

"
It 's commonly called Wheeler's Chapel. .

because it was built by Sir George Wheeler, Pre-
bendary of Durham ; and is a private Chapel for
the Use and Ease of the inhabitants thereabout,
and too remote from the Mother Church of Step-
ney. It 's built of Brick, covered with Tile ;

it has one Bell to Ring for Prayers, and is a very
neat and decent Chapel within.

" Wherein are Morning Prayers only on Wednes-
days, Fridays, and Holy Days, at eleven ; and
Evening at seven in the Winter, and eight in the
Summer.

" And a weekly Lecture every last Wednesday
of the Month, at seven in the Evening ; as a
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Preparatory for the Holy Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper ; which is maintain'd by a Society

there, who have also a Charity Sermon every
third Sunday, when there are five in the Month,
at five in the Evening ; for the Use of the poor
Children.

"
Minister. Mr. Samuel Broomsgrove.

It is described in Stow's
'

Survey,' ed.

Strype, 1720, as a Tabernacle or Episco-

palian Chapel, and the hours for divine

service are given. Since that time a number
of well-known names have been connected

with its ministry, e.g., Theophilus Lindsey,
IFellow of St. John's College. Cambridge,
.afterwards a prominent Unitarian minister ;

-George Huddesford, satirical poet ;
the Rev.

-Josiah Pratt, secretary to the Church Mis-

sionary Society, 1802-24 ;
and the Rev.

Edward Bickersteth, subsequently Rector
of Watton, Herts.
The Rev. Josiah Pratt, licensed as

minister of the chapel 20 February, 1810,
-on the presentation of Granville Hastings
Wheeler, Esq., established in connexion with

the chapel the SpitalfieldsBenevolent Society,
.and among his congregants were Samuel

Hoare, the friend of the Wordsworths, and
Thomas (afterwards Sir Thomas) Fowell

Buxton, Bart. (1786-1845), who was asso-

ciated with William Wilberforce in the work
of abolishing the slave trade. Buxton, with
several friends, left, at Pratt's suggestion,
the Society of Friends, and was baptized
into the Church of England. Thirty years
later he wrote to his former minister,
~" Whatever I have done in my life for

Africa, the seeds were sown in the Wheler

-Chapel."
The final service in the church prior to

its sale and demolition was held on 13 Dec.,

1911, at 3.30 P.M. The building, which

.already showed signs of dismantling, was

lighted by a large acetylene lamp and some
candles. Among the numerous congrega-
tion were Mrs. Paget, wife of the Bishop
of Stepney, and her father, Sir Samuel
Hoare, Bart., whose parents were baptized
in Wheler Chapel. The service, which was
pathetic, solemn, and impressive, was taken

by the Bishop of Stepney.
St. Mary's has been merged into the

parishes of Christ Church and St. Stephen's,
Spitalfields. The registers of baptisms and

marriages, with other records formerly in the

keeping of the trustees of the chapel, have
been transferred to the custody of the Rev.
Charles H. Chard, Rector of Spitalfields,
as rector of the united parishes.
The freehold site of the late church,

with an area of about 3,040 square feet,

with the house adjoining lately used as the

vicarage, was announced for sale by auction
at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, on 20 Febru-

ary last, by order of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners for England ; the site, how-
ever, was withdrawn at 1,850/., the vicarage
realizing 700Z. Two certificates were pro-
duced as evidence that there were no
human remains in or under the church:
the first, dated 22 November, 1911, signed
by one of the churchwardens, testifying that
he and his co-warden had never heard of any
burials having taken place in the church ;

the other, dated 19 January, 1912, from
Messrs. Glutton & Co., surveyors, stating
that they had had excavations made in the
soil of the late church, and found no trace of

any human remains therein (Spitalfields
Church : Christ Church, Middlesex, Parish

Magazine, January, 1912).

Quebec Chapel, known of late years as
the Church of the Annunciation, St. Mary-
lebone, was in its day, when Edward Meyrick
Goulburn, William Connor Magee, Canon
Holland, and other notable preachers occu-

pied its pulpit, one of the best-attended
churches in the Mid-Victorian age. During
the incumbency of Canon Holland, in 1867,
it was changed from one of the most un-

sightly into one of the most beautiful

chapels in London. It had been a cherished

hope ever since the old chapel was conse-

crated, and a parish assigned to it by Order in
Council dated 18 July, 1894, to build a new
and beautiful church. A large sum of

money was collected, the site was bought,
and a nucleus formed for a building fund.
Last year it became evident that the old

building was unsafe. It had held its

position longer than most proprietary chapels,
but even giving it a district failed to save
it, and the last services were held in it on
Sunday, 10 March, morning, afternoon, and
ivening, the day ending by the singing of
the

' Te Deum '

(Guardian, 15 March, 1912,

p. 332, col. 1). DANIEL HIPWELL.
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(See ante, pp. 1, 22, 62.)
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Hobbett's Political Register. Vol. XIX. From
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Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates." Vol. VII.
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work.

Cobbett's Complete Collection of State Trials
and Proceedings for High Treason and Other
Crimes and Misdemeanors from the Earliest
Period to the Present Time. Vol. IX. Com-
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of the Reign of King Charles the Second, A.I>.
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and of the Kingdom of Great Britain the

Twenty-first, Which met at Westminster, the-
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Seventh Day of January, in the Fifty-second
Year of the Reign of His Majesty Kins? George
the Third, Annoque Domini One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Twelve. Vol. XXI. Com-
prising the Period between the 7th of January
.and the 16th of March, 1812. London : Printed
by T. C. Hansard, Peterborough-Court, Fleet-
-fUfrreet; For Longman, Hunt, Res, Orme, and
Browne; J. Richardson; Black, Parry, and
Kingsbury ; J. Hatchard ; J. Ridgway ; J.
Booker ; J. Rodwell ; Cradock and Joy ; E .

.Jeffery; R. H. Evans; J. Booth; J. BudJ :

and T. C. Hansard. 1812.

Svo, vol. xxi. pp. xiv-1316 columns, and
4 pp. Indices.

Vol xxiii. contains an "Advertisement,"
dated 17 Sept., 1812, which begins :

" Mr
-Cobbett having disposed of his interest in this

Work, the future Volumes will be published
under the General Title of

' The Parliamentary
Debates, from the Year 180,3 down to the
Present Time.' "

LEWIS MELVILLE.
:8alcombe, Harpenden, Herts.

( To be continued. )

ANDREW LANG.
(See ante, p. 80.)

.ALTHOUGH I do not think that Mr.
Andrew Lang was ever enrolled as a con-
tributor to

' N. & Q.,' I was glad to see an
appreciative notice of him in these columns.
.As one of the older correspondents of this

journal, I would ask to be permitted to add
a word or two.

My acquaintance with the works of Andrew
Lang began in 1881, when my old
'friend Bernard Quaritch sent me at Cal-
cutta a large-paper copy of

' The Library,'
with the remark that he thought I should
enjoy it. I enjoyed it so much that I

gave a standing order for all the books of
Mr. Lang to be forwarded to me as soon
^as] they were published, and the conse-

quence is that my "
Lang Library

"
prob-

ably rivals in extent that which was formed
by the master's devoted admirer, the late
Mr. C. M. Falconer of Dundee. Foremost
among my treasures rank, I think, the

original proof-sheets of
' The Marriage of

Cupid and Psyche,' with many corrections

iby Mr. Lang and the introductory poem by
Robert Louis Stevenson, of which only one
-other copy was inserted before cancellation
in the large-paper set belonging to the

publisher, David Nutt.

Talking over Andrew Lang one day in
the "

eighties
" with Joseph Knight, I was

told by my old friend that he would admire
Lang more if he were not so much of a petit
maitre. I am afraid the qualities that my

friend deprecated were those that placed
Lang highest in my estimation. If we take
the words in their literal sense, Lang un-

doubtedly ranks in the first row of the
Little Masters of English literature. I

notice that in the excellent article on him
published in The Athenceum for 27 July,
it was observed that his

' Helen of Troy
'

showed him to be lacking in the qualities
of a poet. I will admit that I find it difficult

to read ' Helen of Troy
'

at a stretch, just
as it is somewhat of a task to read Lang's
few attempts at lengthy fiction, though
no one is more fortunate in a brief story
where wit, and not invention, is the leading
element. Nothing can be happier in this

respect than ' A Bookman's Purgatory,'
which far excels in irony the original narra-
tive by Asselineau from which it was
adapted. But that Lang possessed some
of the best, if not the highest, qualities of
a poet can scarcely, I think, be disputed.
It is only necessary to read the sections
headed ' Deeds of Men ' and ' Ave '

in
'

Grass of Parnassus
'

to realize the depth
of serious poetic feeling by which his soul
was moved on adequate occasions. Nor
could his romantic type of mind be other
than that of a poet. A woman in distress

a Helen of Troy, a Joan of Arc, a Mary
Stuart always appealed to the chivalry
that lay at the bottom of his heart. The
champion of a lost cause Montrose, Claver-

house, Charles Edward awakened all his

sympathies. There is not a mean or an
unworthy thought to be found in all his

writings. And though his industry and
versatility were so great as to give rise to
the joke that Andrew Lang was not a man,
but a syndicate, he never swerved from
the courtesy of replying to a request for

information or advice, as I can attest from

personal experience.
Though no one could differ more in many

respects from Macaulay than Andrew Lang,
the two men had some points of similarity.
Both were adepts at light verse ; both as

essayists and critics possessed a style whose

brilliancy acted as a lamp rather than, as
with some writers, a camera obscura to the
reader ; both were historians who, striving
after accuracy, were yet not free from the
errors produced by a rigid adherence to
a point of view. Macaulay, by force of

circumstances, was drawn into politics ;

to Lang the higgling and the huckstering
of the political market-place was intolerable,
and revolted his fastidious sense ;

but even
in this direction the two men were not so

far apart, for the happiest day of Macaulay's
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life was that on which he freed himself
irom political shackles? and was able to
devote himself unreservedly to the pursuit
-of letters. Both men were gifted with
serene temperaments, but Lang's was the

lighter in texture. It may be truly said
lhat his death has eclipsed the gaiety of the

English-speaking nations :

And one is borne on fairy breezes far
To the bright harbours of a golden star,

Down fragrant fleeting waters rosy pale.

W. F. PEIDEAUX.

TOADS AND POISON. The toad has always
liad a bad reputation, which is well known
from references in Shakespeare to

" venom
toads "

(' 3 Henry VI.,' II. ii. 128) and the"
toad ugly and venomous "

('As You
Like It,' II. i. 13). Commentators on the
latter passage I take two of the most
recent regard it as an "

old superstition,"
or "

rejected belief," that toads are poisonous.
But it appears that there is some justifica-
tion for this view after all. In the

'

Science

Gossip
'

of The Athenaeum for 13 July (p. 44)
is noted a lecture by Madame Marie Phisalix
at the Paris Museum of Natural History
concerning the toad and salamander. Both
-are credited with poison of two kinds,
and the frog with a substance similar to

digitalis. Its milder secretions provoke
sneezing, while the stronger, used in suffi-

cient quantities, produce in animals diffi-

culty of breathing and sickness.
The killing of the toad, according to

J. G. Wood in his
'

Natural History
'

(1852)
is universal in France. I hope that the

enlightenment of the present age there and
elsewhere has improved its chances of life,

and lessened the desire to
"
larn it to be a

twoad." But an animal which goes without
food for so long can, apart from the handicap
of its appearance, hardly expect to be popular.

HIPPOCIIDES.

DICKENS'S LAST READING AT LEEDS.- I
was present at Dickens's last reading at the
Leeds Town Hall in the spring of 1869, and
shall never forget the '

Sikes and Nancy
'

scene (see 11 S. v. 383). He was quite ex-
hausted at the close. A friend of mine
saw him, in his private room, throw himself

upon a couch utterly overcome, and it

was thought that he could not possibly
revive ; but he suddenly jumped up, and
in response to calls from the vast audience

appeared upon the platform three times,
and then went back to the couch and lay as
one dead. We all felt the greatest sympathy
for him. YOBKSHIBE LASS.

CURIOUS SUNSET EFFECT. I noticed

at Llanfairfechan the other evening a

phenomenon I do not remember to have
seen before. The sun was near its

setting over Anglesey, but was hidden

by a broad band of black cloud extending
to a point beyond Puffin Island. From
behind this cloud, however, the sun sent a

faint
"
lane

"
of light across the straits

to the beach on which I stood. Turning
round towards the Great Orme's Head,
I was surprised to see another and a more
distinct

"
lane

: '

of light across the sea,

caused by a strong reflection of the sun's

rays caught on the point of a cloud just
risen from the sea, apparently a few

yards from the edge of the black cloud

behind which the sun was hidden. There

were thus two converging lanes across the

water, as if from two suns, one in the

north-west, the other in the north-east.
C. C. B.

A GRANDDAUGHTER OF SIR THOMAS MORE.
The following will, from its incidental

allusion to the illustrious author of
'

Utopia,
seems worth recording in

' N. & Q.' The

testatrix, Mary Bassett, was second daughter
of William Roper and Margaret More. She

was twice married: first, to a Mr. Stephen

Clarke, of whom I know nothing ; secondly,

to James Bassett, Gentleman of the Chamber
to Queen Mary, and third son of Sir Jolrn

Bassett of Umberleigh, Devon (d. 1529), by
his second wife Honora, daughter of bir

Thomas Grenville. Mr. Bassett died 21 Nov.,

1557. His widow survived him until 20

March, 1572. They left two sons, Philip

and Charles, concerning whose after-history

the Bassett pedigrees are silent.

"Marie Bassett, widowe," 20 Jan., 1566

Bequest of IQOl. for prayers. To Charles Bassett-

my younger son, lands near Sandwich in pans
of Wodnesborough, co. Kent,

" which I pur-

chased with that portion that his father gave

him in his last will and a great deal more

my own."
To Phillip Bassett, my elder son, my lands m

Devonshire. To my brother Thomas Booper
" my pomander enclosed in gold and^

white

enamel" ;

" my brother Anthony Booper ; my
brother Dawtrey, a gold ring

"
; "my godson and

cousin, William Dawtrey, his son' ; to E*ynok
Bray, my sister Bray's son, and my godson, a

brooch of gold with a woman's head upon n

enamelled blue and grene
"

; my goddaughter

Bridget Clement, Dr. Clement's daughter, 40s. ;

"to Thomas Biding that is now my fathers

steward, and to Alice, that is now his wife and

was once my maid, a 10s. brooch.' Legacies t<

servants. "To my son a ring that was my
grandfather More's, and a great hoop of gold that

Mr. Bassett gave me for a wedding ring, and a

gold ring that King Phillip gave me set with a
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great ruby, and a cross of gold with pointed
diamonds in the corner and pearls hanging to
the cross ";

"
also a gilt cup with a cover to the

same, which cup King Phillip gave him at his

christening." Itesidue to Charles Bassett, my
youngest son.

Legacies void to sons "
if they become heretics

or vicious livers, or cause trouble to executors."
Executors "

to manage my lands in Devonshire
till they think my children fit to manage"; if

children die, executors to give estate in charity ;
*'
to my father, a ring and sables

"
; and " my dear

father, Mr. William Roper, Esq.," and Mr. Thomas
^Velles, priest, executors,

"
committing to their

care my two children till they are of age."
Proved at London 19 April, 1572, by

William Babham, notary public for William
Roper, armiger, and Thomas Welles, exe-
cutors (11 Daper). W. D. PINK.

Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

THE CASSITEKIDES, SCILLY ISLES, AND
LYONESSE. (See 11 S. iv. 286.) The follow-

ing should be added to my previous list of
writers and books about the above :

Rev. John Troutbeck,
'

Survey of the Ancient
and Present State of the Scilly Islands,' 8vo,
half calf, list of subscribers, Sherborne [1796].

E. H. Itodd,
' The Birds of Cornwall and the

Scilly Isles,' edited, with Introduction, Appendix,
and Memoir, by J. E. Hartirig, portrait and map,
8vo, 1880.

James H. Cooke,
' The Shipwreck of Sir

Cloudesley Shovel on the Scilly Isles, in 1707,
from Original and Contemporary Documents,
hitherto unpublished,' .with a portrait, map of
the Scilly Islands, and a pedigree of the families
descended from Sir Cloudesley Shovel, 4to, in
wrappers, Gloucester, 1883.

J. C. and It. W. Tonkin,
' Guide to the Isles of

Scilly,' map and woodcuts, cr. 8vo, Penzance
1887.
Gustav W. v. Zahn,

' Die Scilly-Inseln.'
sketch maps, illustrations, and sections, M. G.
Ges. Miinchen 6, 1911.

RONALD DIXON.
46, Maryborough Avenue, Hull.

NELSON AMONG HIS INTIMATES. (See US.
i. 124, 210, 465.) We obtain some fresh
little glimpses of our greatest sailor in a
work just published, viz.,

' The Diarv of
Frances, Lady Shelley, 1787-1817,' edited
by her grandson, Richard Edgcumbe :

" The first time I ever saw Nelson was in the
drawing-room at the Admiralty, and a most
uncouth creature I thought him. He was just
returned from Teneriffe, after having lost his
arm. He looked so sickly it was painful to see
him ; and his general appearance was that of an
idiot."

After the Nile victory, and his meeting
with Lady Hamilton, Nelson was present
at a London dinner, of which Lady Shelley
says :

"
After dinner, Lady Nelson, who sat opposite

to her husband (by the way, he never spoke

during dinner and looked blacker than all the-

devils), perhaps injudiciously, but with a good
intention, peeled some walnuts and offered,

them to him in a glass. As she handed it across
the table, Nelson pushed it away from him so-

roughly that the glass broke against one of the-

dishes. There was an awkward pause ; and.
then Lady Nelson burst into tears."

D. J.

(SJiwms.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest.

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

TITLE-DEED(S). The earliest instance of
this word supplied by readers for the

' New
English Dictionary' is from Praed's Poems r

1830; but it appears there as a well-known
and familiar word. We have not, however,,
found it in any dictionary so early ; though,
it has to be borne in mind that compound
words or combinations are very casually
recorded in dictionaries of that date. We-
shall be glad of earlier instances, with short

quotation and exact reference.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

TOADY. I should be glad of any quota-
tions for this dyslogistic term that can be-

found before 1826, when it is denned by"
Disraeli in

' Vivian Grey,' II. xv. I think it

must occur earlier, because its derivative

verb "to toady'" is used (if Latham's 'John-
son

'

is correct) by G. Colman the Younger,,
in

' Poor Gentleman,' II. ii. Toad, sb., in the-

sense of "toady," was used from 1605 to-

1831; and toad, vb. , in the sense of
' '

to toady,'
'

also occurs as late as 1831. Toad-eater in,

its original literal sense of
" a mountebank's-

eater of toads" begins c. 1629; in the fig.

sense of "toady" we have it from 1742 to-

1876. As "
toady

"
is the current word, both

as sb. and vb., it would be of interest to know
when it actually began. It was evidently

society slang in 1826.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

BENJAMIN BEALE OF KENT : HIS BATHIN&
MACHINES. (See 7 S. ii. 214.) There is

said to be an old song praising this invention-

of Benjamin Beale's, a Quaker of Margate,
the words of which are unknown to me,
but each verse ends with the refrain,

"
So-

hurrah for Benjamin Beale.
:>

Believing it to have been printed in Punch,
I applied to the office of that journal ;

but the information could not be supplied.
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Can any reader kindly tell me when and
where the song was published ? Has the
"
curious old song" entitled

'

Brighton Fine
Scenes,' referred to at 7 S. ii. 394, any such
refrain ? G. F. TRACY BEALE.
Point House, Exmouth.

JAMES PATTISON STEWART. Is anything
known about the later career of this

British naval officer, who twice distinguished
himself during the naval war a century ago
against Denmark ? He commanded the

brig Sheldrake during the Anholt affair,

1811, and for his services the young officer,
stated to be only 20 years of age, was pro-
moted to be commander of the Dictator,
said to have been a former Spanish ship.
On 6 July, 1812, he sailed through the
narrow entrance of the Skerries at Lyngoer,
Southern Norway, and destroyed the last

Danish warship of importance, the frigate
Xajaden, after a desperate resistance at
almost pistol-shot range. W. R. PRIOR.

HARRIS FAMILY. I shall be grateful for
a clue to the maiden name of Elizabeth

(wife of William Harris of Ilford. Essex),
died 20 October. 1730, aged 63. The slab
over her grave in the nave of Barking Church
bears arms : Parted per pale, dexter, a chev.
erm. betw. 3 hedgehogs ; sinister, a stag
at gaze. Crest : a cubit arm grasping an
arrow. The dexter arms are, of course,
Harris for the husband, but what family
is indicated by the sinister coat ? None
of the names mentioned in Papworth's
'

Ordinary
'

as bearing a stag at gaze seems

likely. Kindly reply direct.

F. SYDNEY EDEN.
Maycroft, Fyfteld Road, Walthamstow.

THOMAS GILBERT. Might I inquire
through the medium of your columns
whether any of your readers have ever come
across a portrait or caricature of Thomas
Gilbert (ob. 1798), the Poor-Law Reformer,
M.P. for Newcastle-under-Lyme and Lich-
field?

At one stage of his career he made himself
so unpopular by proposing a 25 per cent
tax on all pensions and places during the
continuance of the American War that it

seems almost inconceivable that there
should not be, at any rate, a caricature of him
in existence. J. G.

CHANCELLOR'S SEALER FOR THE DIOCESE
OF ST. DAVID'S. Is this an ancient institu-

tion ? and what are the Sealer's duties ?

Is there an official of this kind in every
cathedral body ? M.A.OxoN.

THE USE OF FORKS. It is said that the
use of forks in ordinary life was inveighed
against from St. Mary's pulpit, Oxford, as

immoral, tending to softness of life, &c.

in the sixteenth century. Can any one

give chapter and verse for this assertion T

I. S. W.

SIR ROBERT BARTLEY, K.C.B. Can any
reader tell me when Sir Robert Bartley
died, and where he was buried ? In Gazette

promotions of 24 Dec., 1842, there is
"
Major-

General Robert Bartley, 49th Foot, to be
K.C.B."

Lodge's
'

Knightage
'

of 1844 refers to

his death since the previous issue.

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager, Cheshire.

POPE : REFERENCE WANTED. Could
some one of your readers kindly tell me
of whom Pope wrote the following lines,

and where they are to be found ?

A soul supreme, in each hard instance tried,

Above all pain, all passion, and all pride,
The rage of power, the blast of public breath,
The lust of lucre and the dread of death.

JOHN WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

ARMS : XEUNBTTRG. On 9 Nov., 1807>

arms were granted to George Vander

Neunburg of St. Martins, Stamford Baron,
co. Northampton, and his descendants ;

and his sister Augusta, widow of Andrew
Nash, late of Patna, East Indies, and her

descendants. Does a representative exist

of either family ? Arms : Sa., on a mount
vert a castle ppr. ; a chief arg. charged with

an eagle displayed of the field between
2 bombs fired. Crest : a cross calvary arg.,

on each side a rose gu., slipped and barbed

ppr. ASTLEY TERRY, Major-General.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.

1. LITCHFIELD. Vincent Litchfield was ad-

mitted to Westminster School 17 Jan., 1780;

Thomas Litchfield, 15 Jan.. 1781 ;
and John

Litchfield, 15 Jan., 1787. Particulars of

their parentage and careers are desired.

2. FRANCIS LOWTH was admitted to

Westminster School 4 Feb., 1825. Who
were his parents ? What was his career ?

When did he die ?

3. LUDLOW. Edmund Henry Ludlow was

admitted to Westminster School 31 March,

1818, and Edmund Ludlow 6 July, 1818.

I should be glad to learn the parentage of

these two Ludlows, and any other particulars

concerning them, G. F. R. B.
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"CHALK SUNDAY "=FIRST SUNDAY IN
JUNE. I have seen it alleged in The Academy
some years ago that as late as the beginning
of this century in some southern English
counties and Sussex was especially men-
tioned a custom prevailed of taking small

pieces of chalk in a bag or satchel into
church on the first Sunday in June, and
kneeling on them during service. Such
books on Sussex as I have been able to
consult make no mention of any such
custom. Where does it obtain, and what
is its origin and meaning ?

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. Can
any of your readers tell me who is the
author of the following lines ? I believe

they form part of a soliloquy of a dead monk.
lie through centuries

And hear the blessed mutter of the mass.

WM. NORMAN.
[Browning, 'The Bishop orders his Tomb at

St. Praxed's Church.']

- I should be much obliged if any of

your readers could kindly supply the source
of the following quotation :

Sorrow sleeps ever at the heart.

A. M. CORBETT.

PATENT FOR BARONETCY IN BLANK.
At 9 S. iii. 387 GANTELET D'OR refers to a
statesman of George III.'s time whom he
does not name, but on whose friend that
king was willing to bestow a baronetcy.

I have good reasons for asking if that
minister was Pitt. Can any herald of the
College of Arms, or other official, kindly
answer this ?

Also, is there any special significance in a
family being called

" a good Plantagenet
house "

? B. L.

JACQUES DARTNELL. Can any of your
readers give me information as to the
identity of Jacques Dartnell ? He is men-
tioned in a document dated 12 May, 1537
('Letters and Papers of Henry VIII.'
vol. xii. pt. i. No. 1,186). He is referred tom conjunction with William Wallace as a
popular leader who had been betrayed by
his followers. R. DODDS.

ROBERT BURDETT, ALDERMAN OF LONDON,
DIED 1677-8. Where was his town residence
in London, and had he a country property?How many daughters had he ?

(MRS.) COPE.
Fmchampstead, Berks.

AN OXFORD JACOBITE PLOT. In August
or September, 1715, six men (Ralph Bethel],

Ensign Meyer, Adams, a cook, and Capts.
Gordon, Dorrell, and Kerr) were discovered
in an attempt to raise the Jacobite standard
in Oxford ; the first three turned king's
evidence. The three captains were tried

by a Committee of the Lords, and hanged at

Tyburn (' Treasury Papers,' vol. ccxiv., No.
15 ; vol. ccxlviii., No. 40). Where can I
find a full account of this plot ? and what
was Gordon's Christian name ?

J. M. BULLOCH.
123, Pall Mall, S.W.

COL. CHESTER'S EXTRACTS FROM PARISH
REGISTERS. When Col. J. L. Chester died
in 1882, he left, amongst other MSS., eighty-
seven volumes of extracts from parish
registers in duplicate, one set of which is

now in the possession of the College of Arms.
I shall be grateful if any of your readers can
inform me if the other set has been sold ;

and, if so, to whom. GENEALOGIST.
Adelaide, S.A.

RlCHBOROUGH REMAINS IN BETHNAL
GREEN. In W. Clark Russell's

' Betwixt
the Forelands '

(p. 47), as quoted from
' Pennant's Journey to the Isle of Wight,'
is an account of the discovery of a wharf
or landing-place of triangular form at Rich-

borough Castle :

''It was a shell of brickwork, two bricks thick,
filled with earth, the two projecting sides tied

together with a brace of the same material. Two
sorts of brick were used in this building : one was
eighteen inches by twelve and three and a halt'

thick ; the other seventeen by eleven and one and a
quarter thick. Mr. Ebenezer Mussel, of Bethnal
Green, near London, purchased the whole quantity
of materials, and employed them in paving a
courtyard and part of his house."

Do these Roman remains still exist in
Bethnal Green ? and, if so, where ? What
was the subsequent history of this Roman
wharf found at Richborough ?

G. H. W.

SIR CHRISTOPHER DANBY. I should be

glad to know if there are any living descend-
ants of Sir Christopher Danby, Kt., who
married Margaret, dau. of Thomas, Lord
Scroope of Upsale and Masham.

P. D. M.

"ACCORDING TO COCKER." Is anything
known of the descendants of Cocker, the
celebrated arithmetician, whose great
prowess gave rise to the above expression 1

R. H. LlNDAM.
Bookham Gables, Surrey.
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MUNICIPAL RECORDS PRINTED.

<11 S. ii. 287, 450, 529; iii. 493; iv. 131,

390, 451 ; v. 73, 297, 352, 398, 478.)

Queenborough. Notes on the Municipal Records
of Queenborough. Arch. Cantiana, vol. xxii.

pp. 169-85. (1897.) Good though brief de-
scription ; names in Index to vol.

Report of the Trial of an Action of Debt
brought by the Corporation of Queenborough
against Edward Skey (One of the Burgesses) . . . .

which was tried at Maidstone, at the Autumn
Assizes for the County of Kent. (1828.)
Names and addresses of the jury and Tales.
Index of matters. A verbatim report of a law-
suit; charters were produced in evidence, and
witnesses testified to old customs.

Reading. Reading Records : Vol. I., 1431-1602
(1892); Vol. II., 1603/4-29 (1895); Vol. III.,
1630-40 (1896) ; Vol. IV., 1641-54 (1896). By
J. M. Goulding.

" In Progress." No index at
present, but good chronological analytical
Table of Contents to each volume.

The Manuscripts of the Corporation of
Reading. By W. D. Macray. (1887.) Hist.
MSS. Com., Eleventh Report, Appendix,
part vii. pp. 167-227. In many instances
subsequent to the Reading Records, edited
by the Rev. J. M. Goulding, but the latter are
fuller in some cases. Index of Persons and
Places.

The Churchwardens' Accounts of the Parish
of St. Mary's, Reading, Berks, 1550-1662.
By F. N. A. Garry and A. G. Garry. (1893.)
Descriptive Introduction, Index of Names and
General Index.

Kipon. The Ripon Millenary, a Record of the
Festival. Also a History of the City arranged
under its Wakemen and Mayors from the Year
1400. (1892.) Has lists of Wakemen, Mayors,
Recorders, Members of Parliament, and good
Index of Names and Places.

Rochester. The Records of the Wardens and
Assistants of Rochester Bridge. (1883.) Hist.
MSS. Com., Ninth Report, part i. Appendix,
pp. 2856. Brief description only, with a few
well-known names.
The Historical MSS. belonging to the Mayor

and Corporation of Rochester. (1883.) Hist.
MSS. Com., Ninth Report, Appendix, pp. 286-9.
Brief description with a few names.

Rochester Records. By R. W. Blencowe.
Arch. Cantiana, vol. ii. pp. 73-84. (1859.)
Brief description, names in Index to vol.
On the Archives of Rochester. By J. Burtt,
Esq. Ibid., vol. vi. pp. 108-19. (1866.)
Brief description, with names in Index to vol.

Romney. The Manuscripts of the Corporation
of New Romney. Hist. MSS. Com., Fourth
Report, pp. 439-42 (1874); Fifth Report,
Appendix, pp. 533-54 (1876) ; Sixth Report,
Appendix, pp. 540-45 (1887). All descriptive
accounts, with names in Index to vol.

Arch. Cantiana, vol. xiii. pp. 201-15 (1880) ;

vol. xvii pp. 12-33 (1887). Both descriptive
accounts, the latter showing the connexion of

the various books.

Ross, Wexford. Extracts from the Books of the
Old Corporation of Ross. By P. D. Vigors.
Proceedings of Royal Society of Antiquaries
of Ireland, 5th Series, vol. ii. (1892) pp. 171-6 ;

pp. 287-90 ; vol. iv. (1894) pp. 176-9. Names
do not occur in Index of volumes.

Alphabetical List of the Free Burgesses of

New Ross, co. Wexford, from 1658 to 30th

September, 1839. By P. D. Vigors. (1892.)

Proceedings and Papers of the Royal Society
of Antiquaries of Ireland, vol. i. New Series,

vol. xxi. Consecutive Series, pp. 298-309.
The names are 434, arranged alphabetically,
with copious biographical foot-note.

Rossington. See Doncaster.

Rye. The Manuscripts of the Corporation of

Rye. Hist. MSS. Com., Fifth Report, Ap-
pendix, pp. 488-516. (1876.) Description and
names in Index. Thirteenth Report, pp. 51-8.

Brief description only. Thirteenth Report,

Appendix, iv. pp. 1-246. (1892.) Names in

Index to vol.

Rye Cricket Week. Catalogue of the Anti-

quities and Historical Manuscripts of the

Ancient Towns of Rye and Winchelsea. By
J. N. Masters. (1894.) Merely a small pam-
phlet of 14 pages Rye to nearly end of p. 8,

then Winchelsea and Miscellaneous. There is

reference to a local magazine called Hope,
which is not all in the British Museum ; the

number containing the Mayors was out of print.

In some numbers in 1891 there are Church-
wardens' Accounts from 1530 to 1570.

St. Albans. Hist. MSS. Com., Fifth Report,
xviii., a few lines of description. Appendix,
pp. 565-8. A few extracts from charters,

letters, and accounts. Names in Index.
On the Town Records of St. Albans.

Journal of the British Arch. Assoc., vol. xxvi.

pp. 143-9. Very brief description.
The Corporation Records of St. Albans, with

Lists of Mayors, High Stewards, Members ot

Parliament. By A. E. Gibbs. (1890.) Table
of Contents, and Index, principally of subjects.

Records of the Old Archdeaconry of St.

Albans: a Calendar of Papers, 1575-1637.
A volume published by the St. Albans and
Hertfordshire Architectural and Archaeological

Society. (1908.) Prefatory notes, Descriptive

Introduction, the Records, Index of Persons, o f

Places, and General.

St. Ives, Cornwall. Records of the Borough of

St. Ives. By
" Porthminster." The Western

Antiquary, v. 33, 77, 198. Index, principally
of Subjects.

See also Huntingdon and Marazion.

Salford. The Ancient Court Records of the

Borough of Salford. By C. Makinson.
Journal of the British Archaeological Association,

New Series, i. pp. 314-26. (1895.) Index to

volume is of Subjects.
The Portmote or Court Leet Records of the

Borough or Town and Royal Manor of Salford

from the year 1597 to the year 1669 inclusive.

Vol. xlvi. New Series. Remains, &c. Chetham

Society's Publications, vol. 1. (1902.) Goes
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to 1632. There is a second volume promised,
to which an index will be added. Contains
lists of officers.

Salisbury. Muniments of the Corporation of
the City of Salisbury. (1907.) Hist. MSS.
Com., Seventeenth Report, pp. 122, 123,
brief description. Fuller and more details
in vol. iv. of Various Collections (1907), pp.
191254. Names in Index to volume.
A Correct List of the Mayors of NeAV Sarum,

or Salisbury, from the Earliest Period to the
Present Time. Second edition (1826). Names
in chronological order.

With occasional gaps, The Salisbury and
Winchester Journal from 25 Nov., 1882, to
27 Dec., 1884, had a,n antiquarian column.
On 16 June, 1883, there was an addition to
Lists of Mayors and Bailiffs published by
Hatcher. ' Our Parliamentary Representa-
tives

' commences 30 Jan., 1883 ; there are lists

for many towns in Wilts, but seldom differing
from the lists in the Blue-book. There are
'

Gleanings from the Archives of Salisbury,'
comprising early charters, and ' chamberlains'
Accounts '

; see 9 and 16 Feb., 1884.
The Fraternities of Sarum. The Wiltshire

Arch, and Nat. Hist. Magazine, vol. xxix.
pp. 137-46. Few names, and no index to
volume.

Churchwardens' Accounts of S. Edmund
and S. Thomas, Sarum, 1443-1702, with other
Documents. By H. J. F. Swayne. (1896.)
First volume of Wilts Record Society ; has Pre-
face, Introduction, and Index of Surnames.

Sandwich. Hist. MSS. Com., xviii. A description
of some portfolios of documents apparently not
noticed by Boys in his

'

Collections for Sand-
wich'; more fully noticed in Appendix, pp.
56871. Names in Index.
The Sandwich Book of Orphans. Arch.

Cantiana, vol. xvi. pp. 179-206. There are
a few names of Jurats, Wardens, and Mayors,
which appear in the Index to the volume.

A. RHODES.

SANSKRIT AND WELSH (11 S. v. 509).
The list of Indo-Germanic languages may
be found in any elementary book on ety-
mology, such as my ' Primer of English
Etymology

'

(chap. vii.). All of these are

cognate, and the relationship of Welsh to
Sanskrit is of the same nature as its relation-

ship to the other languages, such as English,
Latin, Greek, Slavonic, &c. As for examples,
there are several already given in my ' Con-
cise Dictionary,' under such leading words
as are common to many languages. See,
for instances, the articles on be, bear (1),
bottom, brother, cow (1), door, eight, five,

four, full, &c. Perhaps I may mention that
I have a book in the press that considers
this very question. But the standard book
on this subject is

'

Lectures on Welsh
Philology,' by Sir John Rhys.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Compare, for instance, Sansk. dvdra with
Welsh drws = Irish dorus = Greek 6rpa =
Engl. door ; Sansk. indh with Welsh ennyn
(to kindle a fire) ;

Sansk. ukshan with Welsh
?/e/i=EngL ox ; Sansk. satd-m with Welsh
cant= Old Ir. ce = Lat. cen/wm= Engl. hun-
dred ; Sansk. veda (I know) with Welsh
wydd (sight) Greek oti8a= Lat. video, &c.

(v. Sir John Rhys's
'

Lectures on Welsh
Philology,' 1877, pp. 8 sqq., as well as Al.

Macbain's
'

Comparative Gaelic-Celtic Dic-

tionary,' Inverness, 1896). H. K.

BULLOCK'S MUSEUM, PICCADILLY (11 S.

v. 410, 514). A few slight inaccuracies

occur in the published replies to this query.
Bullock did not form his museum at Liver-

pool
"
as the result of thirty years' travel

in Central America." Not any of his

expeditions occupied more than a few

months, and most of the rarities and

specimens shown were purchased from
sailors who had dealings with him when he
was in business as a jeweller. He only
claimed to have collected the objects of

interest
"
during twenty years of unwearied

application, and at an expense of thirty
thousand pounds'* ('Companion to the

London Museum,' iv.). The name "
Liver-

pool Museum " was used for a very short

period on its re-establishment at 22, Picca-

dilly. Some years before and after its

removal to what was later the Egyptian
Hall, he named it

" The London Museum
and Pantherion," and his new hall was known
as the Egyptian Temple.

It is worth noting that Sir Richard

Phillips omitted all reference to Bullock's

London Museum in the issues of
' The

Picture of London '

for several years after

its establishment. This intentional slight

probably reflects some literary quarrel ;

the publisher was a good hater.

ALECK ABRAHAMS,

"MOOLVEE" (US. vi. 9). The radical

nouns " molla " and " mewla "
in Turkish

are explained by
"
Gesetzkundiger

"
(lawyer)

or
" Stadtrichter

"
(judge). Cf. 'Turkisch-

deutsches Worterbuch,' von Camilla Ruzicka-

Ostoic,' Wien, 1879, p. 566. Are we
mistaken in identifying these two Turkish
words as borrowed or derived from the

Arabic noun mauld i.e., a learned man or

saintly minister among the Persian and
Turkish Muslims or Moslems professing
Islam? Cf. also Juge= (l) mevla, (2) vulg.

molla, in Bianchi's ' Vocabulaire Fran<jais-

Turc'( Paris, 1831). H. KREBS.
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SHAKESPEARE ON THE PAIN OF DEATH
(11 S. vi. 28). The pronouncement of
Isabella quoted by MR. CUTLER often stirs

my brain. I turn again and again to a

passage in Kirby and Spence's
'

Introduction
to Entomology.' in which the reasons why
it is unlikely that insects suffer as keenly
as human beings are set forth in a very
interesting way. The lines from ' Measure
for Measure '

are given, and the authors
declare that
"
the very converse of our great poet's conclusion,

a* usually interpreted,
. . . .The poor beetle that we tread upon
In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great
As when a giant dies,

must be regarded as nearer the truth
"

;

and a foot-note goes on to say :

"
Shakespeare's intention, however, in this

passage was evidently not, as it is often supposed,
to excite compassion for the insect, but to prove
that

The sense of Death is most in apprehension,
the actual pang being trifling." P. 28, seventh
edition.

The poet's physiology had the support
of no less an authority than that of the

great surgeon Sir Henry Thompson, with
whom Ouida ventured to differ. She says
in

'

Printers' Pie '

for 1904 (pp. 81, 82) :

" The last letter he wrote to me was about a
bee, of which I had described to him the painful
dying struggles j he said it was absurd to sup-
pose that a bee could feel pain, because bees have
no nervous system. I told him that if they had
not, they must have something similar, for suffer

physically they do beyond all doubt. Who that
has watched the convulsions of a dying bee or
wasp can doubt their physical suffering ? But to
Sir Henry, as to all believers in modern science,
all such suffering seems merely due to

'

automatic
action.'

"

ST. SWITHIN.

Sir Sidney Lee's interpretation of this

passage is that
" a giant feels no greater

pang in dying than a beetle ; only the appre-
hension of death is painful."' Isabella asks
Claudio whether he dares to die. If he
does, the mere fact of quitting life, and the
manner of it, are of minor importance.

A. R. BAYLEY.

In discussing
' Measure for Measure,'

III. i. 75, it must be remembered that the
argument embodied is that of a woman,
who is striving hard for the preservation
of her honour. She is at such a crisis in her
affairs that it were pardonable in her even
if she struggled to make the worse appear
the better reason. Her object, she painfully
realizes, can be achieved only by her

brother's consent to die for her, and therefore
she labours to show him that the pain to be
endured is less than he may be disposed to

imagine. She knows no more of the subject
than he does, but her distressing position
constrains her to the elaboration of a.

pathetic and appreciably plausible appeal.
We are prone, she implies, to exaggerate-
the awful character of what is, after all r

only a momentary transition.
" The sense

of death is most in apprehension
"

; it is-

one of those
"
horrible imaginings

" which
Macbeth in his distraction found lesa

tolerable than "
present fears." Therefore,

argues Isabella, it is anticipation which
makes the impending experience seem so-

formidable. The "
corporal sufferance," in-

deed, she impetuously adds and that is

really all that is implied in dying is just
what every trampled beetle is doomed to-

endure.
The purpose of the speech is to minimize

as far as possible the dreadful character of

an undertaking at once heroic and indis-

pensable, and the logic which determines its-

form is in strict accordance with the des-

perate nature of the predicament. It is-

hardly necessary to add that, in presenting
the scene, the dramatist is concerned with
the speaker's point of view, and not with

theory which he seeks to elaborate on his.

own account. THOMAS BAYNE.

The statement as to corporal sufferance-

is certainly one of Shakespeare's fallacies.

The poet's inspiration does not teach the-

prosaic facts of anatomy and physiology
without the aid of personal study and dis-

section. It is obvious to those who have

given attention to these subjects that the

comparatively simple nerve-structure of an
insect is not capable of experiencing the

same degree of sensation as the more complex
nervous system of man and the higher
animals. MR. CUTLER inquires what bear-

ing the comparison has on the allegation that

death is nearly painless, except mentally.
It is not a strictly logical argument. It i

an appeal to the imagination a much
more potent weapon in a woman's hand.

Her first great object is to point out that

the pain is entirely mental, and that this

may be counterbalanced by steadily keeping
in mind the honour attending it, viz., that

of saving a sister's good name ; apprehen-
sion, she tells him, is the only real suffering.

If this be conquered or neutralized, death

in a man is nothing more than the crushing
of an insect. When once the identity of

the powers of sensation is assumed, whether
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rightly or wrongly, the familiar picture of

the crushed beetle is certainly a striking
illustration to bring before the condemned
criminal, in order to induce him to accept
his fate. It also emphasizes in the strongest
manner, by elimination, the predominance
of the mental factor, a subject which Isabella
Jiad already attacked from another point of

view. J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

SIR CULLING EARCLEY, BART. (11 S. v.

490). I think this was the third baronet.
He was a well-known Evangelical, which
.accounts for his interest in Hebrew litera-

ture. He was the author of
' The Imprison-

ment and Deliverance of Dr. Achilli,' 1851,
and also of

'

Spanish Prisoners : a Letter,'
1863. Dr. Achilli was the ex-monk who suc-

cessfully prosecuted J. H. Newman for libel.

See 'D.N.B.' WM. H. PEET.

Sir Culling Eardley, Bart., was the
Treasurer of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel among the Jews. His maternal

grandfather, Lord Eardley, was the only
son of Sampson Gideon (Abudiente), the
famous Jew financier during the first half
of the eighteenth century.

The Gideon Abudiente family were famous
.as writers in all classes of literature. It
was no doubt from his Jewish forbears that
he inherited his interest in Jews and their
literature. ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

INSCRIPTION IN PARISH CHURCH OF ST.

MARY, LLANFAIR-WATERDINE (US. vi. 10).
The subjoined cutting from The Bath

'Chronicle of 4 June will be of interest to
MR. MACARTHUR and also to numerous
other readers of

' N. & Q.' :

" An interesting discovery has been made by
Lieut.-Col. H. P. P. Leigh, C.I.E., of Grosyenor
House, Bath, who for many years was stationed
on the North-Western frontier of India. The
Colonel, who is a sidesman of St. Saviour's
Church, noticed in the Parish Magazine for June,
under ' Red Letter Church News,' a paragraph
.headed ' A Strange Inscription.'"

It ran as
follovys :

' One of the unsolved
riddlefl of the world is to be found in the Parish
Church of St. Mary's, Llanfair-Waterdine. It is
-an inscription on one of the Holy Communion
trails. Many have tried to decipher it without
success, though Prof. Sir John Rees, of Oxford,
discovered a key to a single word. Needless to
say, the present Vicar would very much like to
obtain a full translation. Perhaps one of our
readers will be able to help him !

'

"
Accompanying the paragraph was a reproduc-

tion of the inscription, which is in very quaint
characters. Col. Leigh studied it closely, and
has made out conclusively every letter as belonging
to the Pahlavi language spoken in bygone centuries

by early Asiatics, but which is now dead, though
there it has a literature the ancient writings of

Ceylon, Assam, and other countries in that
continent. Col. Leigh became acquainted with
the characters while in India through studying
the ancient coins which were inscribed in Pahlavi.

Though he can decipher all the letters, Col. Leigh
is unable to translate the words they presumably
form.

" The extraordinary circumstance is how an

inscription in a dead Asiatic tongue should be
found on the Communion rail of a Welsh church.
It is quite a mystery, which probably no one will

be able to solve."

CROSS-CROSSLET.

CASANOVA AND CARLYLE (11 S. v. 428;
vi. 16). Let your correspondent, T. B. of

Copenhagen, read Carlyle's masterly handling
of Diderot in his essay on that Encyclopaedist,
and he will find, I believe, the phrase he
looks for. ROBERT DUNCAN.

Dalchonzie, Perthshire.

"BITE BIGGER, BlLLY "
(US. V. 369 J vi.

17). I have recollections of a little recitation

for children wherein the above words are

used ; it is called
' The Two Crossing

Sweepers.' Probably this is the one MR.
THOS. RATCLIFFE refers to. I do not know
the name of the author, but give the words
as I remember them :

They could not claim a single friend
Beneath the widespread sky,

But to each other they were bound
By poverty's strong tie.

Though poor, they were too proud to beg,
Too upright far to steal,

And gladly would they sweep and clean
To gain an honest meal.

It was on a cold and bitter morn,
Just at the close of March,

And they had slept the night before
Within a market-arch.

So very hungry, and very cold,

They wandered down the street.

Joe picked an apple from the ground,
And thought,

"
Why, here 's a treat 1

It has been rather kicked about,
But it 's a good one still."

And, turning to his mate, he said,
" What have you picked up, Bill ?

"

"
I haven't found a single scrap,"
Bill mournfully did say.

"
Then, as you are the younger, Bill,

Here, take and bite away."

The poor boy bit a small piece off.
" Ah ! that won't do," cried Joe.

" Bite bigger, Billy, bigger yet
You 're welcome, that you know."

A noble lesson this should teach,
Dear children, unto you :

Do unto others as you would
That they to you should do.

W. J. CABEY.
Plaistow, E.
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" VISTO "= " VISTA" (11 S. vi. 27).
The form visto is much older than 1781
as a dictionary word. Already in Phillips
(1706) we find

"
Vista, Ital., a prospect

"
;

and in Kersey's third edition (1721) we find
*'

Visto (/.), a prospect." Perhaps it occurs
in Kersey at a still earlier date ; but I have
no copies at hand.
The change from a foreign suffix -a to an

E. -o is really quite common. I beg leave
to quote from my

'

Principles of English
Etymology,' Second Series, p. 322, as the
book does not appear to have been consulted :

"
Englishmen picked up the fact that -ado was

a Spanish suffix. . . .Accordingly, they turned the
Span. fern. sb. carbonado into carbonado, and
played the same trick with Span, emboscada,
Tudor E. ambuscado ; Span, bastonada, Tudor E.
bastinado ; barricada, Tudor E. barricade ; see
the suffix -ado in the ' N.E.D." Emboldened by
this, they even substituted this -ado for the Ital.

-a/a, as in the Ital. strappata, E. strappado.
Palisado answers neither to the Span, palizada
nor the Ital. palicciata, but was obtained by
turning the F. palissade into imagined Spanish.
Even Shakespeare twice uses armado instead of
armada to mean ' a fleet

'

; though it might have
been thought that he knew sufficiently what an
armada was like, to be able to give a good account
of it."

This I published in 1891.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

In a map of the township of Allerton, co.

Lane., dated 1771, an avenue of trees is

called
"
visto from the north and to the

hall court," exactly in the sense of the

dictionary of 1781. R. S. B.

' The Stanford Dictionary of Anglicised
Words and Phrases,' edited by C. A. M.
Fennell, Cambridge, 1892, gives a quotation
for vista from Evelyn's

'

Diary
' under the

date 1644. The earliest instance given of
the form visto is of the year 1722.

' The
Stanford Dictionary

' does not seem to be
so well known as it should be.

EDWARD BENSLY.

Bailey has both forms in his twenty-
fourth edition (1782), as follows :

Vis'ta, 1 a Prospect, a straight Walk cut through
Vis'to, / the Trees in a Wood.

C. C. B.

KING ENGLE AND HIS SONS (11 S. v.

509). If "
seventeen "be a mistake for

*'
seven," the meaning of the story is obvious.

Another form of it may be seen in John of
Bromton's '

Chronicle.' He derives the name
Anglia from "

Angela, daughter of a certain
Duke of Saxony." STAR.

AUTHOR WANTED (11 S. vi. 29). The
words were inscribed by Shenstone on an
ornamental urn, erected by him in the

grounds of the Leasowes, to the memory
of his cousin Miss Dolman, and were not
an epitaph on her tomb. See ' A Descrip-
tion of the Leasowes,' pp. 287320, in vol. ii.

of the fourth edition of Shenstone's '

Works,'
published by Dodsley in 1773. The full

inscription was on one side,

Peramabili suse consobrinsB
M. D.

and on the other side,

Ah ! Maria
Puellarum elegantissima

Ah ! flore venustatis abrepta
Vale!

Heu quanto minus est
Cum reliquis versari

Quam tui

Meminisse.

Miss Dolman, who resided at Broome, now
in Worcestershire, died of smallpox at the

age of 21. A. C. C.

As is said in the editorial note appended
to this query, Shenstone is the author of the

epitaph
" Heu quanto minus est cum reliquis

versari quam tui meminisse." Byron uses

it as a motto for his lyric,
" And thou art

dead, as young and fair," included in
'

Occasional Pieces, 1807-1824.' He ela-

borates his theme in eight nine-line stanzas,

opening the eighth with this paraphrase
of the epitaph :

Yet how much less it were to gain,

Though thou hast left me free,

The loveliest things that still remain,
Than thus remember thee !

The late Mr. Arthur J. Munby, author of
'

Dorothy,' whose initials used to be familiar

in these columns, gave this compact and
felicitous rendering :

Ah, how much less all living loves to me,
Than that one rapture of remembering thee !

THOMAS BAYNE.

DINGWALL FAMILY (11 S. vi. 11). The

Carlisle Journal of 31 Oct., 1840, has an
account of the inquest on John Duff Ding-

wall, Esq., of Brockley Castle, Aberdeen-

shire, who was found dead in his bedroom
at

" The Bush Inn," Carlisle, on Monday
morning, 26 Oct., his throat having been

cut with a razor. He had arrived at
" The

Bush " on Sunday, the 25th, by the Edui-

burgh mail, and had expressed his intention

of leaving Carlisle at nine o'clock next

morning. He was accompanied by his

manservant, who gave evidence that Mr.

Dingwall had, on the Sunday night, a
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mistaken idea of some one being in the
bedroom. The verdict was suicide

" while

labouring under temporary insanity." It
is hardly likely that he was murdered by
his servant, as the bedroom door was
locked, with the key on the inside, when
the landlord and the servant broke it open
in the morning. He was buried at Christ
Church, Carlisle. DIEGO.

CARDINAL ALPHONSE DE RICHELIEU (11 S.
vi. 7). He was the elder brother of the
more celebrated Cardinal Armand de Riche-
lieu, being born three years earlier (in 1582),
and dying in 1653. He was made Bishop
of Lucon in Poitou in 1600, but resigned that
see to his brother in 1 605 in order to become
a Carthusian monk at the Grande Chartreuse
(1606). From this retreat he was torn by
his famous brother in order to be made
Archbishop of Aix-en-Provence (1626), being
raised to the archbishopric of Lyons in 1628.
and holding it till his death in 1653. He
was created cardinal in 1629. Armand
became cardinal in 1622, and died in 1642.

W. A. B. COOLIDGE.
Grindehvakl.

COFFEE : CHOCOLATE : FIRST ADVERTISE-
MENT (11 S. v. 406). Sampson ('History
of Advertising,' 1875. p. 68) quotes an earlier
advertisement of coffee from a handbill"
preserved in the British Museum "

(no
other reference), of which the date is 1652.
He also gives the advertisement of chocolate
quoted by your correspondent as from The
Publick Adviser, No. 4, for 9-16 June, 1657,
but names as its source The Publick Adver-
tiser of 16-22 June, 1657. C. C. B.

WILLIAM STAMPE, D.D. (11 S. vi. 30).
See 'D.N.B.,' liii. 469. He was the first

presented by his College (Pembroke, Oxon)
to the Rectory of St. Aldate's (1637);was made chaplain to the Prince of Wales
(1643), with 'whom he left the country;
and also acted as chaplain to Elizabeth,
Queen of Bohemia. A. R. BAYLEY.

"
William Stamp, divine, chaplain to the

Queen of Bohemia (died 1653).'"
' Eminent

Natives of Oxfordshire/ Samuel Tymms's
Family Topographer,' 1834, vol. iv. p. 164.

R. J. FYNMORE.

SYVETARE: SYVEKAR (11 S. v. 390).
This means a "

sifter,'' and is derived from
A.-S. sife, a sieve, which in M.E. appears
as sy. N. W. HILL.

Honolulu, Hawaii.

SIR JOHN ARUNDEL OF CLERKENWELL.
(11 S. iii. 367, 415, 491; iv. 32, 97, 217). Sir

John de Arundel X., Lord of Lanherne-

(b. 1474, d. 1545. a descendant of William de-

Arnndel I., Earl of Arundel, Pincerna Regis r

d. 1156, by his wife, Queen Adeliza of

England), was the father of Sir John de-

Arundel XL, Lord of Lanherne (b. 1500),.
and of Sir Thomas Arundel, who bought
Wardour Castle, and was beheaded 20 Feb.,.

1552. Sir Matthew Arundel (d. 24 Dec. r

1599), son of this Sir Thomas, succeeded to

Wardour Castle, and it was Thomas, the
son of Sir Matthew, who was created Lord
Arundell of Wardour in 1595, and died in

1630, aged 79. In after years the estates of

Lanherne became united to those of WT
ar-

dour by the marriage, 27 Jan., 1738. of

Henry, 7th Lord Arundell of Wardour,
with Mary Bellings, sole heiress of Lan-
herne and great-granddaughter of Sir John
Arundel XV., Lord of Lanherne.

RONALD DIXON.
40, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

MOSES CHARAS, PHARMACOPCEUS REGIUS;

(11 S. vi. 10). Moiise Charas (b. 1618,
d. 1698) was a French Protestant and a

physician. LT

pon the Revocation of the-

Edict of Nantes he visited England and
Holland. Later he abjured the reformed

religion, and became Apothecary Royal to
Louis XIV. He was the author of many
works, several of which are in the Brit. Mus.

Library. Some of his noisome ointment*
for alluring fish attained a certain popularity
among English anglers. See Thomas Best's.
'

Concise Treatise on the Art of Angling/
1804. A short account of Charas is given
in

' Nouvelle Biographic Generale,' Paris.

1855, tome ix. col. 712. A. T. W.

Moses Charas. born 1618, was a French

pharmacist of European repute, his chief

work, a pharmacopoeia, having been trans-

lated into many languages. Driven from
France as a Protestant by the Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes, he came to England,
and for some time practised as a doctor.
Afterwards he went to Holland, and being
called from there into Spain to attend the

king in a serious illness he settled at Toledo T

where eventually he got into trouble with
the Inquisition. After a short imprisonment
he abjured Protestantism, and returning to
France was kindly received by Louis XIV.,
and became a member of the Academy of

Sciences. I take these particulars from
Wootton's ' Chronicles of Pharmacy.'

C. C. B.
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" STEPHANI RODERICI CASTRENSIS Lvsi-
TANT ANN. -ETAT. LXXVIII." (11 S. vi. 10).

In the ninth volume of the
' Nouvelle

Biographic Generale
' a few biographical

details may be found, at col. 124,
of " Castro (Etienne-Rodriguez De)," a

Portuguese physician, who was born about
1559, and died in 1637, aged 78. De Castro
was the author of numerous works, many
of which are in the Brit. Mus. Library,
catalogued under "

Rodrigues de Castro

<(Estevam).
; ' This De Castro is not to be

confounded with the
"
Castro (Roderic ou

Rodriguez)
"
at col. 133, who was a Sephardic

Jew and a physician of some eminence.
He died at Hamburg in January, 1627.

MR. I. SOLOMONS would probably find in the
works of Charas and De Castro the portraits
of which he has copies. A. T. WV

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTED (US.
vi. 11).

Ah ! the good saint little knew
What that wily sex can do

,re the last two lines of the first stanza of
*

By that Lake whose Gloomy Shore,' the
sixth poem in the fourth number of Moore's
*
Irish Melodies,' published November, 1811.

" The good saint
"

is, of course, St. Kevin.
JOHN R. MAGRATH.

Queen's College, Oxford.

[Many thanks to numerous other correspondents
who have sent replies to this query.]

DISEASES FROM PLANTS (11 S. iv. 530 ;

v. 56, 158, 257, 398, 515). Country-folk
believe that the wild red poppy of the corn-
fields will produce sickness if a person lies

down in the corn where the poppy is plentiful.A very common name for the poppy is
"
headache," this being the least of the

probable bad results of going to sleep
amongst growing poppies.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE : QUOTATION FROM
PTOLEMY (11 S. vi. 30). See Book V.

chap. xvi. of Ptolemy's Ma#i//iartfci) ~iWais
(Almagest), where it is demonstrated that
the bulk of the sun is just about 170 times
that of the earth. EDWARD BENSLY.

CANONGATE EDINBURGH CHURCH REGIS-
TERS (11 S. vi. 50). Referring to this

inquiry, I beg to inform you that the Scottish
Record Society is at present in course of

publishing the Register of Marriages for
the Canongate Parish, Edinburgh.

JOHN MACGREGOR,
Hon. Treasurer.

-3, Coates Crescent, Edinburgh.

ARMS ON A SEAL (11 S. vi. 49). The arms
are those of the old East India Company.
In former days, when it was customary to
seal all letters with wax, the principal
officials of the Company received seals for
that purpose. I still possess the seal that

belonged to my father between eighty and
ninety years ago. The motto should read,"
Auspicio regis senatusque Angliae."

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

UMBRELLA (10 S. vii. 267 ; viii. 16, 94,

328). Compare also Swift,
' A City Shower

'

:

The tucked-up semstress walks with hasty strides,
While streams roll down her oiled umbrella sides.

Jonas Hanway's crime appears to have
been that he publicly carried an article
which hitherto had been regarded as appro-
priate only to womenfolk.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

'THE CHAMBER OVER THE GATE' (11 S.

v. 509). This is Longfellow's. It may
be seen in W. G. Harder 's

'

Treasury of
American Sacred Song,' published by the
Oxford University Press ; or in W. Learned's
'

Treasury of American Verse,' published by
Stokes, prices 12s. 6rf. and 4s. 6d. respec-
tively. C. B. S.

Liverpool.

[MR. C. W. FIREBRACE also thanked for reply.]

EPITAPHIANA (US. v. 504). The Tipper
epitaph at Xewhaven was composed by
Thomas Clio Rickman of Lewes. In his

diary Moore records Lamb's admiration of
the couplet,

He played through life a varied comic part,
Ana knew immortal Hudibras by heart ;

but Moore quotes it wrongly.
E. V. LUCAS.

Kingston, Lewes.

XICOLAUS MYSTICUS AND COSMAS ATTICUS

(11 S. v. 408). Cosmas Atticus was Patri-

arch of Constantinople from April, 1146, to

February, 1147. He was deposed because
he showed favour to an adherent of the

heresy of the Bogomils. See Krumbacher,
'

Geschichte der Byzantinischen Literatur,'

2nd ed., pp. 86 and 1149, and Index : and
the

'

Catholic Encyclopedia
'

(New York),
article

'

Bogomili.' LOWATEB.

BRODRIBB (11 S. v. 71, 251,450; vi.30).

One or two small errors need correction at

v. 253. W. A. Brodribb (not
" Broad-" ) was a

very well-known colonist in N.S. Wales and
Victoria. He published

'

Recollections of

an Australian Squatter,' Sydney, 1883.
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In this he states that he went to Tasmania
with his parents in 1818. He lived for

many years at Brighton, a suburb of Mel-
bourne, and this is his burial-place, though
he died in Sydney. E. H. BBOMBY.
University of Melbourne.

REGENT'S PARK CENTENARY (11 S. v. 107,

414, 517). MR. ALECK ABRAHAMS, in his

interesting remarks, would seem to have
overlooked the fact that the name "

Regent's
Park " was employed at the head of the
article quoted from The Times of 20 April,
1812. This points to conclusive evidence
as to the adoption previous to 1814 of that
title for the enclosure under construction.

CECIL CLARKE.

on Hooks.

On the Laws of Japanese Painting. By Henry P.
Bowie. (San Francisco, Paul Elder & Co.)

MR. BOWIE writes of Japanese painting not
from mere study of its productions, but from
nine years' work in it under Japanese masters
at Kyoto and Tokio. Mr. Hirai Kinza, in the
Introduction he contributes, mentions that Mr.
Bowie,

' ; at one of our public expositions, ex-
hibited a painting of pigeons flying across a
bamboo grove, which was greatly admired and
praised by every one, but no one could believe
that this was the work of a foreigner

"
; and

also that his work was so highly appreciated that

by the imperial command he presented specimens
of it to the Emperor and Empress of Japan.
If Mr. Bowie can paint bamboo so as to command
respect in Japan, it is clear that he is no
mean proficient. What he has to say comes,
therefore, with authority, and, interesting in

itself, acquires thereby also importance. To
the hasty reader it may seem that to master
Japanese art is merely to acquire exquisite manual
skill, and to adjust oneself accurately to a most
elaborate convention. The principles of the
convention, within its own limits, are admirable ;

admirable also the adaptation of methods to

ends, once the eye is trained to perceive it and
recognize its significance, and any impression
of slight ness is misleading. Mr. Bowie
refutes the common statement that Japanese
art is essentially calligraphic ; nevertheless, there
is a profounder sense in which it remains true.
So convinced are the Japanese that painting is

the expression of direct personal vision, just as
writing is primarily the direct expression of a
person's thought, that they will not admit to the
rank of real art even the most notable prints.
Hokusai,aname well known and held in honour in
the West, is by them relatively despised ; and
with him all that school the Ukiyo e, or floating-
world-picture school which deals not with
landscape or with heroic legend, but for the most
part with scenes from contemporary human life.

These, when printed, are the work of several

persons ; they have ceased in Japanese appre-

hension to be original, to be vital, and, moreover,,
their subject-matter unfits them to be what,
in their handling, landscape and legend are
symbols and vehicles, felt to be the shrine or veil
of the thing intended, not the bare very thiner
itself.

The acquisition of the dexterity requisite for
orthodox Japanese painting is a lengthy matter r

and behind the dexterity there must be disciplined
feeling to give the hand the right touch. Ima-
gination is used, not merely broadly and for the-
general effect, but minutely also. One is told
here to imagine oneself carving a soft substance,
there to feel the strength which shoots through
the branches of a tree, or, as he puts in the eye
of a tiger, to feel the cruel spirit which animates-
it. The necessity of this "living movement"
constitutes one of the canons of Japanese art, along-
side of

"
invention

" and "
spiritual elevation."

Mr. Bowie has most instructive chapters o
technique and on the subjects for Japanese
painting the latter giving the themes considered"
suitable for every month in the year for a
Japanese artist will not, if he can help it, paint
anything out of season.

The illustrations have, it is plain, been most:
carefully selected and prepared, but few of them
have come successfully through the process of
reproduction ; and though they form a valuable-
and interesting series from which much may be
learnt, they also, less fortunately, serve to
illustrate the Japanese contention that a printed
picture is an inferior affair.

The Cathedrals of England and Wales. By-
Francis Bond. (B. T. Batsford.)

WE accord a hearty welcome to the fourth edition
of this delightful book, which first appeared in
1899. The present edition contains many im-
portant changes and additions, among these
being the introduction of ground plans, reproduced
to a uniform scale of 100 ft. to the inch. Another-
change made is the departure from Bickman's
nomenclature, in which the attempt was made
to thrust the history of every cathedral into his
Procrustean framework of Norman, Early English,.
Decorated, and Perpendicular periods. The-
result was disastrous. Such an arrangement is,
Mr. Bond maintains,

" a wholesale perversion of
architectural history. No cathedral was ever-
built in just four building periods these and
no other. In some cathedrals, e.g., Salisbury,
there are less than four building periods ; in
most cases there are seven, eight, or even more.""
Mr. Bond treats the actual building periods,
separately, and makes no attempt

" to cram
them into arbitrary imaginary compartments."

Before the -work was first published all the-
cathedrals were visited by the author. In recent
years they have been revisited again and again,,
and, as the result of continuous and comparative-
study of English churches in general, conclusions
which had originally been accepted by himself
and others he has found to be, to a large extent,
untenable so much so that it has been found
necessary to rewrite the book. The result of
all this labour is that a higher accuracy has
been reached than in former editions ; but Mr..
Bond asserts

" that complete accuracy is im-
possible in dealing with a subject so vast. Ifc

is impossible even to know a single cathedraL."
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The book is
" an attempt to make the study

of the English cathedrals more interesting,"
and in this the author has thoroughly succeeded.
"
Every ancient building has a life-history of

its own, and should be studied biographically."
Considerable stress is laid throughout the -work
on the motives which influenced medieval
builders and the reasons for alterations in the
structure ; and Mr. Bond tells us that " the
more the history of the cathedrals is studied,
the more clearly it will be seen that the great
majority were forced on the ecclesiastical authori-
ties of the day by practical considerations."
At Canterbury, for instance

" the monastery was
large, and the church the seat of the Archbishop ;

Lanfranc's short choir had to be replaced by a
longer one. Saint worship increased ; pil-

grimages increased ; pilgrims came in thousands
and tens of thousands. They could not be
accommodated in the crypt as before ; room
had to be found on the floor of the church for
shrines transferred from the crypt ; and aisles

had to be constructed round the shrines, that
there might be a free passage, and no dangerous
block in the stream of pilgrims." In some of
the cathedrals attempts were made to improve
the lighting, and " sometimes the improvement
took the shape of total* destruction of the old

gloomy church, and its replacement by a bril-

liantly illuminated successor, as at York. Con-
nected with this was the mania for an increased

acreage of stained glass an aesthetic motive,
which, however, had its practical side ; the
stained glass justifying itself to the monks and
canons as providing a series of lessons in Scripture
or Church history."
The cathedrals are described under the

following classification : thirteen of the Old
Foundation (Pre - Conquest), thirteen of the
New Foundation (Pre-Reformation sees); five
founded by Henry VIII., and the ten of
Modern Foundation, being the cathedrals for
the new dioceses formed during the last two
reigns. Mr. Bond is full of enthusiasm ;

specially is this the case when he writes of Salis-

bury,
" the very type and picture of the Church

of the Prince of Peace." His words of praise
would have delighted Gladstone, who had a
special admiration for Salisbury. We remember,
hearing him in one of his speeches to working-men,
advise all who could afford it to go and admire
its beauties. Short bibliographies are appended to
the notice of each cathedral. The illustrations,
which number 200, are beautifully reproduced
from photographs.

Miscellanea Genealogica el Heraldica for June,
edited by W. Bruce Bannerman (Mitchell Hughes
& Clarke), is of special literary interest, as it

contains an account of the paternal ancestry
of "Walter Savage Landor, with a facsimile of the
grant of arms and crest to Walter Lander of

Rugeley in 1687. The documents (of which
details are given) in support of the pedigree are
in the possession of Miss Landor of the Grange,
Cannington. The last of them gives particulars
of the sale by, Walter Savage Landor, in 1808,
of all his paternal estates, these including that
which he inherited from the Hardwicke family,
of which he was the lineal descendant, and the
estates of the Rugeley family, which his great-
grandfather Robert had received by the will of

Walter Landor on his marriage with the niece of
Walter, viz., Elizabeth Taylor. Some of this
Rugeley land was the portion of Katherine-
Addams, the wife of Erasmus Launder. The
entire sale realized 35,7157. The '

Dictionary of
National Biography

'

states that he transferred
his English estates to his son, and so became
entirely dependent on his family. Among the
other contents are a confirmation of arms to
William Clarke of the city of Cork, and pedigrees
of Herries of Mabie and Molony of Cragg,.
co. Clare.

THE August Cornhill Magazine is weaker than-
usual in the matter of stories, and has deigned to
include some decidedly poor verses on the Lincoln
Imp ; nor did we rind Canon Rawnsley's

' At
Asolo : a Browning Memory,' specially interesting.
On the other hand, Mr. Weigall's

' Lower Nubia
and the Great Reservoir

' an account of a visit to
Phihe during the inundation under its present
conditions has some very pleasing pages : and
Mr. Kenneth Bell's 'Two Years in a Canadian
University' is a really good contribution. It is
written freshly and pleasantly, though not with
any distinction, and the matter itself is fresh. He
has many instructive observations to make, and one
or two misconceptions on the part of the English at
home to correct. 8ir Henry Lucy is, as usual, well
worth reading. He has printed an almost incre-
dible indictment of Mr. Chamberlain, which was
omitted in Hansard, from the report in Dublin
papers of a speech of Parnell's. He gives us also
one or two good anecdotes, and an astonishing
description of the method of Royal railway travel-

ling in Victorian days.

THE Fortnightly Review for August is a very good
number. In the way of literature, indeed, it has
been excelled. Mr. Francis Gribble's 'The Last
Adventures of Mile. Clairon

'

is dull, perhaps because-
we have had so many adventures of the like sort

happening to the like kind of person that they have
begun to pall : Mr. Walter Jerrold's '

Centenary of

Parody
'

is hardly lively enough for its subject :

and we found Mr. Baughan's
'

Question of Opera,'
as opera always is when its English fortunes are-

discussed, somewhat depressing. Mr. Alfred Noyes's
'Poems of Edmund GOPSC' is an oddly unequal pro-
duction, for which, however, for the sake of it*

subject-matter, we have reason to be grateful. On
the other hand, the social and quasi -

political'
articles are for the most part of capital interest.
The outstanding one all allowance being made for
the known peculiarity of his point of view for

vigour and originality of thought is Mr. Wilfrid
Scawen Blunt's 'On Lord Kitchenerand his Friends.'
Mr. Harbutt Dawson gives us a very thorough
and careful comparison between the German and
the English schemes of social insurance ; and '

Mr. Alfred Fell6ws has a sound and reasonable
article on the reporting of divorce cases. Two
other good papers are Dr. A. Smith's on ' The
Present Menace of Cholera,' and Mr. J. L. Green's,
on the

'

Housing of the Agricultural Labourer/
The more acute of our present problems the.
Mediterranean question, Tariff Reform, and Home
Rule also receive noteworthy treatment. Mr.
Brougham Leech writes on the '

Jurisprudence of
the Air '

; and we would draw particular attention,

to Mr. Sidney Whitman's weighty contribution on>

the '

Anglo-German Mirage.'
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THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN.

WE offer our deepest sympathy to the people of

Japan, and especially to our kind correspondents

and friends there, on the great loss they and the

whole civilized world have sustained by the death

of their beloved Emperor, the faithful friend and

ally of Great Britain.

The late Emperor Mutsuhito, who was born on

the 3rd of November, 1852, ascended the throne

on the 13th of February, 1867, being the one

hundred and twenty-first of his race. Although
not then fifteen, he within a few weeks invited

-the foreign representatives to visit him, this being

the first time in over 2,000 years that the despised

foreigner had been admitted to the presence of a

Japanese sovereign.
The development of the press under this

enlightened ruler has been most remarkable.

When he came to the throne, not a single news-

paper was published in the country ; now,

according to Mitchell, there are sixty principal

newspapers, while The Daily Chronicle in its
'
Office Window '

of last Monday states that
" over 1,600 daily, weekly, and monthly publica-
tions are issued, 30 dailies in Tokyo alone."
" The founder of the first Japanese newspaper,
the Nisshin Shingisha, was Mr. William Black,
an English resident in Yokohama." The funds

of one paper, started by a native, the Shimbun
Zasshi, were mainly supplied by the Empress.
" One of the curiosities of contemporary journal-

ism is The Japan Times, which is written in

English by a staff composed exclusively of

natives, and is set up by native compositors."
Particularly pleasant is it for us to remember

that, as far back as 1871, our John Francis had
the pleasure of receiving Japanese visitors at

our office ; and he was delighted to find the keen
interest they displayed in our little paper. They
asked many questions about it, and took back sets

of it with 'them to Japan. The red disk of the

national flag was once described by a great

Japanese as
" the wafer over a sealed island."

In the words of The Daily Telegraph,
"

It has
become the emblem of the confident hope of a
united nation, which has won its place among
the Great Powers of the world."
The words of longing of the late noble Emperor

of the Land of the Rising Sun might well find an
-cho from the rulers of the West :

O for that time when joys of peace
Shall fill again a peaceful world !

'SiR CHRISTOPHER MILTON AND RICHARD MILTON.

THERE has been considerable controversy in
the past as to the identity of Richard Milton,
and the following is an extract from the Chetham
Society Hist. Remains, vol. xxiv. p. 18 (1851),
concerning this controversy :

"
It is singular that

no person of this name is mentioned in any of

the printed notices of the family connexions of
the poet. Perhaps the least improbable supposi-
tion is that of his having been a son of Christopher
Milton. The only son mentioned by Phillips was
Thomas Milton, who succeeded Thomas Agar,
his aunt's second husband, as secondary of the

Crown in Chancery. But this notice is only inci

dental, the writer not professing to give any
account of Christopher Milton's family. The
absence of any mention of Richard Milton raises
no presumption either way; and as Mrs. Forster
was ignorant even of the existence of Thomas
Milton's daughter, who was living in Grosvenor
Street in 1749, her negative evidence in this case
likewise amounts to nothing. There is a pedigree
of Sir Christopher Milton among the Harl. MSS.,
but it is so full of errors of commission and omission
that no reliance can be placed on it."

We learn from Messrs. Maggs that they have
discovered a marriage settlement signed by Sir

Christopher Milton, the brother of John Milton,
and by his son Richard. This discovery definitely
establishes the fact that Richard Milton was the
son of Sir Christopher Milton (1615-93), Judge
and Deputy Recorder of Ipswich. The parties
to the settlement are Nicholas Haly and Frances
Dixon, the widow and relict of Fennor Dixon,
of the first part; Francis Haly, eldest son of
Nicholas Haly, and Elizabeth his wife, of the
second part; and Christopher Milton of Ipswich
and Richard Milton his son of the third part.
All the parties are of Suffolk, and the settlement
is a post-nuptial one ii* favour of Francis Haly
and Elizabeth his wife, whose marriage had
recently been solemnized.

The signature of Richard Milton also appears
on a document relative to the will of the poet
drawn up on behalf of his daughter Axme,
which Richard Milton attests as a witness, and
he also writes for Anne Milton her signature, she
merely making a mark over the seal

INDICATION OF HOUSES OF HISTORICAL INTEREST.

A TABLET of encaustic ware was affixed on
22 July, by order of the London County Council,
to No. 9, Arlington Street, Piccadilly, to com-
memorate the residence of Charles James Fox,
who lived there, probably from the early part of
1804 until 1806.

On 25 July a tablet of Hopton Wood stone was
affixed to No. 20, Soho Square, W., to commemorate
the residence of Arthur Onsjow, Speaker of the
House of Commons, who lived there, probably
from 1752 until 1761.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of

the page of
' N. & Q.' to which their letters refer,

so that the contributor may be readily identified.

A. E. B. ("Upon my lap my sovreign sits").
The author is R. Rowlands. The poem may bo
found in 'The Oxford Book of English Verse,'
adited by Sir A. Quiller-Couch (Clarendon Press).
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XT EWS VENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
J.1 PllOVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 34.000J.

Office : 15 and 16, Farringdou Street, London, E.G.

Patron :

The Right Hon. THE EARL OF ROREBEUV. K.G. K.T.

President :

CoL The Hon. HARRY L. W. LAWSON, M.A. J.P. JI.P.

Treasurer :

/HE LONDON CODNTY AND WESTMINSTER BANK, LTD.

OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pension' and Temiiorary Assistance tc principals and
assistants eiiir.wecl HS vendors of Newspapers.
MEMBERSHIP. K\x-ry Man or Woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether Puhlisher, Wholesaler, Retailer, Employer, or

Employed, is entitled to become a Member of this Institution, and
enjoy its I>enefit8, ui>on payment of Five Shillings annually, or Three
Guineas for life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

Newspapers, and such Members who thus contribute secure priority
of consideration in the event of their needing aid from the Institution.
PENSIONS. The Annuitants now number Fifty, the Men receiving

25Z. aud the Women 202. per annum each.
The "

Royal Victoria Pension Fund," commemorating the great
advantages the News Trade enjoyed under the rule of Her late

Majesty Queen Victoria, provides 2W. a year each for Six Widows of
Newsvendors.
The "

Francis Fund" provides Pensions for One Man, 251., and One
Woman, 201.. and was socially subscribed in memory of the late John
Francis, who died on April 6, 1882, and was for more than fifty years
Publisher of the Athni'miit. He took an active and leading pai t

throughout the whole )riod of the agitation for the reiieal of the
various then existing "Taxes on Knowledge," and was for very many
years a staunch supiKirter of this Institution.
The " Horace Marshall Pension Fund "is the gift of the late Mr.

Horace Brooks Marshall. The ew/rfoi/es of that firm have primary
right of election to its benefits.
The " Herbert Lloyd Pension Fftnd" provides 251. per annum for

one mm. in perpetual and grateful memory of Mr. Herbert Lloyd,
who died May 12. 1899.

The princiiKil features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions,
ire, that each Candidate shall have been (1) a Memlier of t.ie Institu-
tion for not less than ten years preceding application ; (21 not less

than fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of Newspapers for at
least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to Newsvendors or their servants
who may be recommended for assistance by Members of the Institu
tton ; and, subject to investigation, relief is awarded in accordance
with the merits and requirements of each case.

W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.

THE BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Patron HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
Invested Capital, 30.000Z.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A young man or woman of twenty-five can invest the sum of Twenty
Ouineas (or ita equivalent by instalments), and obtain the right to
participate in the following advantages :

FIRST. Freedom from want in time of adversity as long as need
exists.
SECOND. Permanent Relief in Old Age.
THIRD. Medical Advice by eminent Physicians and Surgeons.
FOURTH. A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertford-

chire) for aged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical
attendance free, in addition to an annuity.
FIFTH. A contribution towards funeral expenses when it is

needed.
SIXTH. All these are available not for Members only, but also for

their wives or widows and young children.
8KVENTH. The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

right to these benefits in all cases of need.

For further information apply to THE SECRETARY.
Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, E.G.

NOW READY, crown 4to, with 8 Illustrations, 108. 6d. net.

NOTES BY THE WAY,
With Memoirs of

JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A., Dramatic Critic, and Editor of

Notes and Queries, 1883-1907,
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THE REV. RICHARD PEXXECK
(1728-1803).

THE post of Superintendent or Keeper of the

Reading-Room at the British Museum has
been filled by many scholars eminent in

English literature, but not one of them
surpassed the Rev. Richard Penneck in the

friendship of the illustrious writers of the

day. He was the fifth son of Charles
Penneck of Taskus, in Gwinear, Cornwall

(steward of the estates of Lord Godolphin),
who married at Morvah in that county,
on 1 October, 1712, Lydia, eldest daughter
of John Borlase of Pendeen. He was
baptized at Gwinear on 14 April, 1728, and
educated by a Mr. White at the grammar
school of the neighbouring town of Helston.
On 7 March, 1745/6, he was admitted as

pensioner at Trinity College, Cambridge,
became a scholar of the college in 1747,
and graduated B.A. 1749. M.A. 1753. He
was a candidate for a Fellowship at his

college in 1752, but was defeated by Richard

Cumberland. This was generally regretted,
especially as the regulations had been
altered adversely to Penneck's interest.
Cumberland graduated tenth wrangler in
the mathematical tripos 1750-51, and was
"
elected to his fellowship in the second year after

his degree, the regulations which had hitherto
excluded candidates until their third year having
been altered on this occasion." 'D.N.B.,' sub
Richard Cumberland.

Penneck was probably the Richard Pen-
neck who was ordained at Exeter on 3 May,
1750, and licensed on the following day to
the curacy of Cubert in Cornwall (informa-
tion from Mr. Thomas W. Burch). In
1757 he was elected one of the four chaplains
on the foundation of his college, and remained
such until 1802. The duties of the post
could not have been arduous, for in 1758 he
was appointed chaplain to the embassy at
Madrid of George William, second Earl of
Bristol. This appointment he resigned in

January, 1760. Lady Hervey regretted his
action : he was " a moral man and a good
ecclesiastic

"
(' Letters,' p. 263).

"A Sermon preached on the general fast

day, March the 12th, 1762, at the parish
church of St. Catharine Cree," by Penneck,
and printed in that year, was dedicated
by him to Francis, Earl of Godolphin,
with fitting acknowledgment of his

"
many

instances of Benevolence " and his
"
noble

manner." In the following year Penneck
was appointed to the lectureship of that
church, and had the reputation in London
of being an eloquent preacher. Through
Lord Godolphin's influence he became
rector of Abinger in Surrey on 26 July,
1764, and vicar of St. John's, Horsleydown,
on 9 October, 1765. These preferments
he held until his death (Manning and Bray,
'

Surrey,' ii. 144 ; iii. 613).

Penneck became connected with the
science of his day by his election as F.R.S. on
14 April, 1768; and he was brought into
contact with literature by his appointnient
as Keeper of the British Museum in succes-
sion to Peter Templeman, whose resigna-
tion took effect on 18 December, 1760. The
manuscript of Fray Gerund de Campazas
which he presented to that institution on
10 January, 1772, is of sufficient importance
to have been described in Bernard Gaudeau,
' Les Precheurs Burlesques en Espagne

'

(1891), pp. 458-9. His rooms in the British
Museum were the centre of much convivial
life.

" He had a turn for humour and poetry.
Whenever I received an invitation to dine
with him, it was generally conveyed in

rhyme," is the language of John Taylor of
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The Sun (Taylor,
' Records of my Life,'

passim). His guests comprised, in addition
to Taylor, Sir John St. Aubyn, the last

baronet of that creation, Rev. William
Peters, R.A., Charles Townley (of the

Townley Marbles), Rev. John Warner, D.D.,
Rev. ThomasMaurice (of the British Museum),
Major Grose, Dr. Woloot, Rev. Michael

Tyson, and John Nicholls, M.P. It was to

Penneck that Warner addressed from abroad
those "

highly diverting, but somewhat too
free letters

" which had to be burnt when
they had been read to the company ; and he
was one of the adventurous friends of

Townley who on a very windy night removed
his Jacobite uncle's head from the pole on
the top of Temple Bar.

All his life Penneck was a martyr to the

gout, and these dinners could not have

improved his health. Still he lived to be
75 years old. He died unmarried in his

apartments at the British Museum on 29

January, 1803 (Gent. Mag., 1803,pt. i. pp. 94,

189-90*; 1811, pt. i. p. 239). His will,
dated six days previously, was signed, but
unwitnessed. Richard Bowyer of Highwood
in the parish of Hendon, and Harvey
Christian Combe of Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, swore in March, 1803, to the

handwriting of the deceased, and the will

was proved on 29 April by the Rev. Samuel
Ayscough, power being reserved for the other

executors, the Rev. Dr. Thomas Taylor and
John Taylor of The Sun, on their application.

The estate was sworn under 6001. He
bequeathed to John Taylor 201., his miniature
of Garrick, and any six books which he might
choose ; and to Dr. Taylor 201., the Glasgow
edition of Homer, and Hunter's edition of

Evelyn's
'

Sylva.' To Ayscough he left

his plate, gown, cassock, and scarf, and any
six books of his selection ; and Townley
obtained an " Arabic MS. in an ivory case."
He desired to be buried in the most private
and least expensive manner, and wished his

manuscripts to be destroyed. His bequest
to his niece Eliza Wroughton consisted of
his

"
pellice lined with fur"; another

niece, Susannah Wroughton, obtained his

linen, and she was his residuary legatee.
His servants received small pecuniary
legacies, and one of them, Francis Barnard,
had, in addition, the saddles and horse
furniture. The two watchmen were left a

guinea each. Penneck had much sympathy
with servants and the distressed. In a
letter to John Nichols, editor of the Gent.

Mag., he asked for the loan of John Hunting-
ford's work,

' The Laws of Masters and
Servants Considered,' which was reviewed

in that periodical, 1790, pt. i. p. 429 (Bodl.
MS. 31,344, fol. 95). He was one of a small
but distinguished set of men who clubbed
their resources together for charitable pur-
poses.
The testimony of John Taylor was that

" Penneck was an irritable but an honourable
man ; a good classical and French scholar."
The proofs of his kindness are many. Dr.
Johnson, though but slightly known to him,
wrote on 3 March, 1768, soliciting his vote for

Thrale as a candidate for Southwark at the

ensuing election (' N. & Q.,' 5 S. vii. 101-2 ;
'

Letters,' ed. Hill, i. 133-4). Goldsmith
asked for a transcript of "an old Saxon
poem" in the Harleian MSS. ('N". & Q.,'
5 S. vii. 102 ; 'Works,' ed. Gibbs, i. 462-4).

By the kindness of Mr. Wood of the MSS.
Department at the British Museum, I am
enabled to identify it as of the fourteenth

century and the Harleian MSS. 913, f. 31s,
and 7358, f. 12B. It begins, as Goldsmith
stated, with the words,

Lollai lollai litil child whi wepistou so sore,

and is reprinted with a preliminary note in
' Die Kildare Gedichte,' ed. W. Heuser
("Bonner Beitrage zur Anglistik," Heft xiv. r

1904), pp. 172-6.
Penneck " sent Dr. G. the MS.," and

received in return warm thanks for his

attention, and an invitation to join Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Mr. Bickerstaff,

" and a
friend or two more "

at dinner next Sunday
at the poet's lodgings :

" Farmer Selby's at
the Six Mile stone, Edgware Road." Pen-
neck is said to have been acquainted with
the particulars of Goldsmith's excursion to

Windsor,
" but they were never printed and

have now perished
"

(' Sir James Prior,' ii.

438). Sir Joshua knew him, for he sat for
his portrait in November, 1768, and Septem-
ber, 1769 (Graves and Cronin, iv. 1384).

Gray, a frequent visitor at the Museum
Library, must have known him. His assist-

ance in the preparation of the Percy
'

Reliques
'

is several times acknowledged
by Dr. Percy (' N. & Q.,' 4 S. iii. 26-7 r

53-4). He furnished Daines Barrington
with some additional information on the
continuance of the Cornish language
(Archceologia, v. 81); he obtained free
access to the Museum Library for Charles
Dibdin the elder, who in return inscribed
to him two of the letters in his

'

Obser-
vations on a Tour in England' (i. 118-34,
164) ; the Rev. John Brand was indebted to

him for help in his
'

History of Newcastle

upon Tyne
'

(preface, I. p. viii) ; and he
assisted Dr. Kippis in the

'

Biog. Britannica
*

(ii. 421).
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The proofs of his irritability are undoubted.
He married, after banns, in his parish church
of Horsleydown, on 12 July, 1768,

"
George

Colman [the elder] of this parish, Bachelor,
and Sarah Ford of this parish, Spinster."
I am informed by the Rev. H. Fulford

Williams, who has kindly furnished me with
this information, that it was the first marriage
performed by Penneck at Horsleydown. But
he and Colman quarrelled not long afterwards

through jealousy of Miss Miller, an actress,
and "

this pious clergyman, who is twice the

heightt [sic] at least of Mr. Colman, one

night in the streets knocked him down when
he was quite unprepared for any attack

"

('Early Diary of Frances Burney,' ii. 29). He
accompanied Signora Agujari on her visit to

the Burney family in 1755, but did not give

complete satisfaction to the girls :

" We were not much delighted with Mr. Penneck,
who is generally believed to be half a madman ;

though by no means from flighfiness, which some-
times occasions a mighty agreeable craziness, for he
is perfectly wmttre. He1

looks dark and designing
and altogether in-favoured."

Nevertheless he kept up his acquaintance
with the family,

"
purred after Charlotte

like a huge black tom-cat," and " broke his

heart because Fanny did not make her
fortune by

' Evelina.'
"

James Northcote, the artist, tells an amus-

ing story of him. He and Mr. A had a

quarrel at the theatre. The latter, present-
ing his card,

"
said with great pomposity,

'

My name is A , Sir.' to which the other

answered,
'

I hear it, Sir, and am not terri-

fied
' "

(Xorthcote's conversation in Hazlitt's
'

Works,' 1903, vi. 390). A is said to have
been " our ambassador to some of the petty
German states." W. P. COTTKTXEY.

LOWNDES'S
'BIBLIOGRAPHER'S MANUAL. 1

WHAT appear to be some new facts in

regard to this work have recently come to

light. The various editions or impressions
of the

'

Manual,' especially those edited

and published by Bohn between 1857 and
1869, are, from a bibliographical point of

view, very puzzling ;
but in this note I

shall confine myself to the editions or impres-
sions that appeared in or before 1834.

What has apparently always been regarded
as the first edition was published in 1834. A
copy of this edition in two volumes is in

the Harvard College Library. Vol. i. con-

tains title, p. (i) ; printer's imprint, p. ("ii) ;

dedication, p. (iii) ; Preface, pp. (v)-xii ;

text, pp. (D-1054. Vol. ii. contains title,

p. (i) ; printer's imprint, p. (ii) ; text,

pp. 1055-2002. A copy of the 1834 edition
in three volumes is in the Boston Public

Library, Vol. i. contains title, p. (i) ; printer's

imprint, p. (ii) ; dedication, p. (iii); Preface,
pp. (v)-xii; Address, two leaves, pp. (i)-iii;

text, pp. (l)-638. Vols. ii. and iii. contain
each title, p. (i) ; printer's imprint, p. (ii) ;

and text, pp. 639-1316, 1317-2002, respec-
tively. Two copies of the 1834 edition in

four volumes are in the Boston Public

Library. Vol. i. contains title, p. (i) ; printer's

imprint, p. (ii) ; dedication, p. (iii) ; Preface,

pp. (v)-xii; text, pp. (D-530. Vols. ii., iii.,

and iv. contain each title, p. (i) ; printer's

imprint, p. (ii) ; and text, pp. 531-1054,
1055-1528, 1529-2002 respectively. A copy
of the 1834 edition in four volumes is in the
Boston Athenaeum. Vol. i. contains title,

p. (i) ; printer's imprint, p. (ii); dedication,

p. (iii); Preface, pp. (v)-xii ; Address, two
leaves, pp. (i)-iii ; text, pp. (l)-498. Vols.

ii., iii., and iv. contain each title, p. (i) ;

printer's imprint, p. (ii) ; and text, pp. 499-

994, 995-1524, 1525-2002 respectively. Here,

then, are five copies of the 1834 edition, of

which all but two differ in contents or in

make-up. In the Address we read :

" Th?
'

Bibliographer's Manual '

will extend to

Three Volumes "
(p. ii). Perhaps, therefore,

the Address properly goes only with the three-

volume edition of the work ; and, if so. it

was bound into vol. i. of the Boston Athe-
naeum copy by mistake.

In his Preface, dated 1 Jan., 1834, Lownde*
says that "

this Manual was commenced
in the year 1820 "

(p. xii). And also :

"
It was stated in the prospectus that these

notices would exceed twenty thousand ; but as
the Editor proceeded, he was insensibly compelled
to extend the limits which he had prescribed to
himself ; and the work does, in fact, contain
notices of upwards of fifty thousand distinct books,
published in, or relating to, Great Britain and
Ireland, from the invention of printing to the

present time." P. vii.

In his Address we read: "In submitting
the First Part of the

'

Bibliographer's
Manual,' the Compiler deems it necessary to

state briefly the objects and plan of the
work "

(p. i). And again :

" The '

Biblio-

grapher's Manual '

will. . . .comprize up-
wards of Thirty Thousand Articles

"
(p. ii'.

Unfortunately, this Address is not dated,
but it must have been written long before

the Preface; and it clearly indicates that

a portion or portions of the
' Manual

' must
have been issued before 1834. That this

was the case can now be shown from other
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The Rev. J. S. J. Gardiner died in 1830,
and his library was sold in Boston on
13 April, 1831. On the verso of the title-

page of the Catalogue the compiler says :

" Notices in the Catalogue of valuable editions,
rare works, prices, etc., are wholly from Dibdin's
'

Introduction to the Greek and Roman Classics,'
Brunet's ' Manuel de Libraire,' Lowndes' ' Biblio-

grapher's Manual '

(as far as published), printed
catalogues of remarkable sales, and other well
known authorities to which reference is usually
made."

And the compiler quotes about fifty extracts
from Lowndes, among them items under
the names of Zachariah Mudge, Thomas
Newton, John Par hurst, John Pearson,
and Beilby Porteus. Indeed, by 1831 the
' Manual ' had progressed certainly as far
as '

Shakespeare.' The items devoted to

Shakespeare in all copies of the 1834 edition
fill pp. 1644-66 and a part of the first

column of p. 1667. This portion, consisting
of thirteen leaves the last page blank
was issued by Lowndes separately, but
without pagination and without signatures
lOc and lOo (which in the 1834 edition come
on pp. 1659 and 1667), though signature lOs
(on p. 1651 of the 1834 edition) is retained.
The recto of the first leaf has this title :

"
Shakespeare |

and his Commentators, |

from
|

Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual.
|

1831." Facing the title is Droeshout's

portrait of Shakespeare,
"
London, Published

by William Pickering 1825." The Bos-
ton Public Library owns two copies of this
brochure. On a fly-leaf of one is written,"

Sir Simon Clarke Bart.
|
With the Com-

piler's Respects. | Fifty-two copies printed."
And on a fly-leaf of the other is written," Mr Rodd

|
With the Compiler's kind

Regards. | Fifty-two qopies printed."
But from another source it is learned that

the 'Manual' was originally published in

numbers, many of which had appeared in or
before 1829 ; for in a "

Catalogue of Books,
Ancient and Modern, on sale at the prices
affixed, by Thomas Rodd," London, 1832,
occurs this item (p. 329) :

"8032 Lowndes (W.) Bibliographers Manual,
an account of rare, curious, and useful Books,
published in or relating to Great Britain and
Ireland, 5s. per No., 15 Nos. 1829."

There is nothing in
' N. & Q.,' or in the

notice of Lowndes in the
'

D.N.B.,' or in
the British Museum Catalogue, or in other
sources I have consulted, to indicate that
any portion of the

' Manual ' was published
before 1834. Yet the above evidence shows
that at least fifteen numbers were published
in or before 1829. Hence it would be
interesting to know (1) how many pages

each number contained (2) exactly when
each number was published, and (3) where
such numbers can now be found. It is

hoped that these questions can be answered

by some English bibliographical expert.
ALBERT MATTHEWS.

Boston, Mass.

CALCUTTA STATUES AND
MEMORIALS.

(See ante, p. 41.)

Marquis of Dalhousie. James Andrew
Brown Ramsay, Earl and Marqiiis of Dal-
housie (1812-60), Governor-General of India
1848-56. White marble, in the vestibule
of the Throne Room of Government House.

By Sir John Steell, R.S.A. Erected by
general subscriptions.
Another statue occupies, a niche on the

principal facade of the India Office.

Maharaja of Durbhunga. Maharaja Sir

Lakshmishwar Singh Bahadur (1858-98).
White marble. Seated. By E. Oiislow

Ford, R.A. At the south-west corner of
Dalhousie Square Park.

Raja K. K. Deb. Raja Kali Krishna Deb
Bahadur (1808-74). White marble. Seated.
In centre of Beadon Square. Publicist-

Grandson of Maharaja Nubkissen, Dewan
of Clive.

Marquis of Dufferin. Frederick Temple,
Marquis of Dufferin and Ava (1826-1902),
Viceroy and Governor-General of India
1884-8. Bronze. By Sir Edgar Boehm,
R.A. On island site at junction of the Red
Road and the Secretary's Walk, facing
north. Unveiled 8 Dec., 1891. He annexed
Burmah.

Hyde East. Sir Edward Hyde East,
Baronet (1764-1847), Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court, Fort William, 1813-22.
Seated. White marble, on masonry pede-
stal. At head of main staircase of the High
Court, and formerly in the Grand Jury Room
of the old Supreme Court, which stood from
1784 to about 1862 on part of the site of

the. present building. By Sir F. Chantrey,
R.A. Erected by the native inhabitants of

Calcutta in 1821.

Sir Ashley Eden. The Hon. Sir Ashley
Eden (1831-87), Lieutenant - Governor of

Bengal 1877-82. White marble. Seated.
Near the north-west corner of Dalhousie

Square Park. By Sir Edgar Boehm, R.A.
The statue originally stood on the site

vacated by the first Holwell Monument, and
was removed, to make way for the present
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obelisk, to a position facing the central
entrance to Writers' Buildings. It was,
however, again transferred to a third site,

the Woodburn statue taking its place. The
authorship of the "Ilbert Bill" is attributed
to Eden.

Sir Andrew Fraser. Sir Andrew Hender-
son Leith Fraser (born l&'S), Lieutenant -

Governor of Bengal 1903-8. Bronze. By
Sir George Frampton, R.A. A little to the
north of the east side of Dalhousie Square
Park. Unveiled by Lord Hardinge 5 March,
1912.

The Gwalior Monument. A chatri or

pavilion on a high masonry base, with
marble facing, on the east bank of the

Hooghly, south of the water-gate of Fort
William, 1847. Locally known as

" the

Pepper Box." Erected by Lord Ellen-

borough to commemorate the officers and
men of all races who fell in the Gwalior

Campaign of 1843, under Sir Hugh Gough.
The cupola and columns were made from
captured guns. On a bronze sarcophagus
are recorded the names of those who had
fallen. Among other misfortunes of his

rule, Ellenborough's high-sounding pro-
clamations on the glory of British arms
on the Plains of Scindia. and other bom-
bastic announcements occasioned by an
inordinate tendency to theatrical display,
detracted from the many merits of his

abruptly terminated Governorship. The
"
victorious actions

"
of Maharajpore and

Punniar are mentioned in the inscription,
the Governor-General having been present
at the former. His lordship is locally re-

membered by the "
Ellenborough Course

"

a raised level ridge of turf across the
maidan for the use of equestrians. The
officers who fell in the two battles are also

commemorated among the tablets in the
first Lord Minto's Memorial Hall "

to the

memory of the brave
"

in Barrackpore Park.
In the same park is the grave of Lady
Canning.

Viscount Hardinge. Henry, Viscount

Hardinge of Lahore (1785-1856), Governor-
General of India 1844-8. Equestrian.
Bronze. By J. H. Foley, R.A. Facing
south. On triangular grass island plot to
west of the Red Road and south-east of

Government House grounds, known as the
"Cocked Hat." Brother-in-law of Lord Ellen-

borough (Governor- General 1842-4). Was
with Moore when dying at Con inna. Holds
?ins in right hand, having lost his left

at Ligny. Was at Quatre Bras. A long
inscription tells, among much else, of his

"
turning the tide of victory at Albuera."

" The young soldier with the eye of a general
and the soul of a hero." The present Vice-

roy, Baron Hardinge of Penshurst, is his

grandson. The statue was originally in-

tended for Tank (now Dalhousie) Square (the
" Lai Diggee "). An effort was made to obtain
a duplicate for London.
Another statue occupies a niche on the

principal fagade of the India Office.

David Hare. David Hare (1775-1842),

Philanthropist and Native Educationist.

White marble. Near the Presidency College,

facing College Street. It was at one time

protected by a dome. His tomb is on the

south side of College Square. Erected by
Indians by means of a rupee subscription.

Marquis of Hastings. Francis Rawdon,
Marquis of Hastings, Earl of Moira, Baron

Hastings and Hungerford (1754
- 1826),

Governor - General of Fort William in

Bengal 1813-23, and Commander-in-Chief
of the Forces. White marble. Inscribed

as erected by the British inhabitants of

Calcutta. By J. Flaxman, R.A. It stood for

some time in the Town Hall, but was subse-

quently placed in the open on the south side

of the" LalDiggee." On the erection, in 1824,

of the present entrance portico to the Dal-

housie Institute, the statue was placed
beneath it, though the foundation-stone of

the Institute was' not laid till 1865, and the

formal opening deferred till 1870, the

building being tacked on to the portico,

now its" vestibule (vide Sir Charles D'Oyly's
view published in 1849). The statue is ear-

marked for the Victoria Memorial Hall.

Another statue, by Protat, is in a niche

of the Inner Court of the India Office.

Warren Hastings. The Right Hon.

Warren Hastings (1732-1818), first Governor-

General of Fort William in Bengal 1774-8o.

White marble, at the top of the steps under

the south portico of the Town Hall. By bir

Richard Westmacott, R.A. The statue is

flanked by strikingly beautiful figures of a

Mussulman (seated) and a Brahmin Pundit.

Erected 1830. The position of this fane

work is unfortunate, and its transfer to the

Victoria Memorial Hall some day is not

improbable. A more fitting resting-place

would be found in St. John's Church (the
"
Chapel-at-the-Bay

"
of Hastings s closing

days in India).
Other statues are at the foot of the granc

staircase in the India Office (Flaxman). and

in a niche of the Inner Court of the India

Office (Phyffers). The former previously

stood in the East India House. Leadenhall
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Street. There is also a bust in Westminster
Abbey (Bacon, jun.) :

" This memorial was
erected by his beloved wife and discon-
solate widow M. A. Hastings."
A bronze tablet outside his residence, 40,

Park Lane, Hyde Park, was affixed by the
Duke of Westminster.

WlLMOT COBFIELD.

( To be continued.)

THE ROYAL STANDARD AND ST. MARTIN'S-
IN-THE-FIELDS. When MR. FAIRBROTHER'S
note on a '

Petition for a Church Flag
'

appeared (11 S. v. 487), I thought it of
interest to ascertain whether St. Martin' s-

in-the-Fields being a Royal Parish, and
Royal births taking place at Buckingham
Palace being registered in its books still

retained the exceptional privilege of flying
the Royal Standard from the steeple of the
church. I wrote to the Vicar, the Rev.
Prebendary Leonard E. Shelford, and he
most courteously answered as follows :

" In reply to your letter respecting the flying
of the Royal Standard on the steeple of St.
Martin's Church, I beg to say that there was a
time when this appears to have been allowed.
In 1726 application was made to the Navy Board,
now the Admiralty, for a Boyal flag to be ex-
hibited on the church tower, which petition was
granted and the flag supplied. But when a
similar permission was applied for in more recent
times, it was refused.

" In 1906," continues Mr. Shelford,
"

I raised
the Standard under the impression that the old
custom was still permissible. A protest was
at once raised against my doing so, which had, as
I understand, the support of the Garter King-at-
Arms."

Mr. Shelford thought, during the time of
the Coronation, of trying to restore the old
practice, but was assured that it would be
useless,

"
as my predecessor had attempted

it in his time, and been definitely prevented
from doing so." EDITOR.

MORRIS DANCERS. Sir Wm. Temple,
in his

'

Miscellanea,' part iii., 'Of Health and
Long Life,' tells the following story, which
he had from "the late Robert, Earl of
Leicester "

:

"Of a Morrice-dancer in Herefordshire ;

whereof he said he had a Pamphlet still in his
Library, written by a very ingenious Gentleman
of that County ; And which gave an Account,how such a year of King James's reign, there were
about the Country a Sett of Morrice Dancers, com-
posed of ten men who danced, a Maid Marian,
and a Tabor and Pipe ; and how these Twelve one
with another made up Twelve hundred years. 'Tis
not so much, that so many in one small county
should live to that Age, as that they should be in
VTigour and in Humour to travel and to dance."

Would it not be worth while, in this day
of acute interest in morris and other dan-

cing, and in historical or legendary longevity,
to trace this pamphlet in the British Museum
or through

' N. & Q.' ?

A. FORBES SIEVEKING.
12, Seymour Street, W.
[By 1746 the reputation of the troupe had some-

what decreased, for it was then reported to have
consisted of ten persons whose ages made up a
thousand years. See 8 S. x. 513.]

A GOETHE QUOTATION IN CARLYI/E
AND RUSKIN. In the ninth chapter of
'

Praeterita,' 192, Ruskin writes :

" In the beginning of the Carlyle-Emerson
correspondence, edited with too little comment
by my dear friend Charles Norton, I find at page 18
this to me entirely disputable, and to my
thought, so far as undisputed, much blameable
and pitiable, exclamation of rny master's :

' Not
till we can think that here and there one is thinking
of us, one is loving us, does this waste earth
become a peopled garden.'

"

Ruskin's " master "
is, of course, Carlyle ;

the letter is dated 12 Aug., 1834, but the
words of the

"
exclamation "

are not
Carlyle's own. It looks as though Ruskin
failed to notice that Carlyle places the
sentence in inverted commas j and yet
the word "

undisputed," if it means
"
undisputed by Carlyle," would show

that Ruskin did know the dictum was
borrowed. The reader of the ordinary
edition of

'

Praeterita
' most likely sup-

poses that an opinion of Carlyle's is

quoted and criticized by Ruskin. The
editors of the magnificent Library Edition
of Ruskin's works therefore point out
that the remark, is not an original one,
and they suggest that Carlyle was quoting
Emerson himself. That, however, is not
the case. The quotation is from Goethe's
' Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre,' book vii.

chap. v. :

" Die Welt ist so leer, wenn man nur Berge
Fliisse und Stadte darin denkt, aber hie und da
jemand zu wissen, der mit uns iibereinstimmt,
rnit dem wir auch stillschweigend fortleben, das
macht uns dieses Erdenrund erst zu einem
bewohnten Garten."

So the passage is printed in the six-volume
selection of Goethe's works published
for the Goethe Gesellschaft by the Insel-

Verlag, Leipzig, 1910 ; but I have
seen it in a birthday book with variants

(" wenn wir nur Stadte, Berge und Fliisse

in ihr denken ; aber hie rind da Jemand ....
das Erdenrund zu einem.... ") which
bring it nearer to the version in Carlyle's
translation of

' Wilhelm Meister '

(1824) :

" The world is so waste and empty, when we
figure only towns and hills and rivers in it ; but
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to know of some one here and there whom we
accord with, who is living on with us even in

silence, this makes our earthly ball a peopled
garden."

In the letter, of course, Carlyle is writing
from memory. L. R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg University.

DROGO, COUNT OF THE VEXEST. Drogo
{Dreux), Count of the Vexin and of Amiens,
interests English readers, not only as the
son-in-law of an English king, but as the
ancestor of many English families; yet
the references to him in English histories,

though numerous, are exceedingly meagre.
Drogo was the son of Walter II., Count of

the Vexin and of Amiens, by Adelle, Countess
of Valois. His parents, who were the
founders of the monastery of St. Arnoul of

respy (Du Fresne,
'

Histoire de la Ville

d'Amiens.' &c., bk. iii. chap. ii. p. 14),

appear both to have been of Carlovingian
descent. Walter II. was grandson of the

marriage of Waleran, Count of the Vexin,
with Hildegarde, Countess of Amiens,
daughter of Arnoul I. of Flanders by Alix,

daughter of Herbert II. of Vermandois
(Stokvis,

' Manuel d'Histoire,' &c., vol. ii.

p. 104). Arnoul of Flanders was fourth in
descent from Louis le Debonnaire ; Herbert
II. of Vermandois was son of Herbert I.,

who was third in descent from Pepin, King
of Italy. Adelle, Countess of Valois, was
descended from a younger son of the house
of Vermandois (La Morliere,

'

Antiquites
de la Ville d'Amiens,' third edition, bk. i.

p. 64), probably from Pepin, Count of

Senlis, younger brother of Herbert I.

Richard II., Duke of Normandy, gave to

Drogo in marriage his niece Goda (Godgifu),
daughter of King Ethelred II. by Emma of

Normandy (who married, secondly, King
Canute). Goda was bred with her brothers
at the Norman Court. On 7 April, 1023,

Drogo subscribed at Rouen a grant of the

village of Chaussy to the monastery of
Fontenelle (Du Fresne, bk. iii. chap. iii.

p. loo). He succeeded his father as Count
of the Vexin in 1027. The Abbot of

Jumieges obtained from him restitution of
Sesteville (Genestville) in consideration of
62Z. (Rouen money), six horses of great value,
and a promise of continual prayers by three
monks for him and his family (Du Fresne,
bk. iii. ch. iii. pp. 156, 157).

Although Drogo is said to have cut a
considerable figure at the French Court, his

principal friend was Robert, Duke of Nor-
mandy. When Henry I. ceded to the Duke
the suzerainty of the Vexin from the Oise

to the Epte he hailed the change with joy
(Reaux,

'

Histoire du Comte de Meulan,'

chap. ii. p. 99). Drogo accompanied the
Duke in his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and,
like him, died on the return journey in 1035.

The Duke died at Nicaea in Bithynia. The
place of Drogo's death is not recorded ; a

necrology of the church of Mantes (cited by
Du Fresne, bk. iii. chap. iii. p. 170), which
mentions him as a benefactor, gives the
date as 15 November.

Drogo left issue by Goda four sons :

1. Walter III., Count of the Vexin ;
died

s.p. ; succeeded by his cousin Ralph, Count
of Crespy and Valois.

2. Ralph, invested with the earldom of

Herefordshire by his uncle, Edward the

Confessor (see
'

D.N.B.,' sub
'

Ralph the

Timid '). His son Harold (who is the subject
of a note in Freeman's

' Norman Conquest,'
third edition, vol. ii. pp. 683-5) founded the
house of Ewias, from which were descended
the English families of Tregoz, Clifford, La
Warr, &c. (see

' The History of Ewias
Harold,' by the Rev. A. T. Bannister).

3. Fulk, Bishop of Amiens.

4. Amauri of Pontoise, le delicat.

Goda married, secondly, Count Eustace of

Boulogne. She died in 1056 or earlier.

Count Eustace long survived her ;
his issue

by a second marriage included Godfrey,

King of Jerusalem (see
' The Counts of

Boulogne as English Lords '

in Round's
'

Peerage and Family History ').

E. M. BELLEWES.

DICK TUBPIN'S PISTOL. The following
extract from The Times of 28 June may be

worthy of insertion in
' N. & Q.' :

" While taking down the panelling and ceiling

of the Globe Room behind
' The Reindeer Inn,

Banbury, last week, the workmen employed by
Messrs. Lenygon & Co., Ltd., Old Burlington

Street, London, who are the purchasers, found a

double-barrelled horse pistol with flint locks, on

which was inscribed,
' Presented to Dick Turpm

at " The White Bear Inn," Drury Lane, Feb.

7th, 1735.' The question of the present owner-

ship of the pistol has still to be decided, but

should Messrs. Lenygon & Co. secure it, they
have expressed their intention of presenting it

either to the Banbury Museum or the London
Museum The pistol has been submitted to

Messrs. Westley Richards & Co., and their

opinion is that it is undoubtedly a genuine

weapon of the date. It has smooth bore barrels

of a 16 gauge. The flash holes are inlaid with

gold, and there is a gold band round the breech

end of each barrel. The maker's name is marked

in four places as
'

Baker, London.'

JAS. CtTKTIS, F.S.A.
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" BAG AND BAGGAGE." This phrase must
have been common before Shakespeare's
time. The '

N.E.D.' gives four examples
of its earlier use. And I have found two
more :

How erste wee did them thence, sans bag and
bagage, tosse.

' Mirror for Magistrates,' Burdet, st. 75.

With bag and baggage, selye wretch,
I yelded into Beautie's hand.

'

Tottel's Miscellany,' ed. Arber, p. 173.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

INVENTORY OF 1701. The following;

quaintly worded record, now contained
among the miscellaneous papers belonging
to the parish of St. John Zachary, may be
deemed of sufficient interest for the columns
of

' N. & Q.' :

" An Inventary of the Goods of James Middle-
ton, of the parrish of S e

Olaves, Silver Street,*
Seased by the Landlord Mr Tho: Jackson and taken
and appraised by us whose Names are Vnder
writt this 1 st day of May 1701. In the Garratt :

One beddstead, one frame, two boxis, one window
Chutter, one dow trough ; tow pr of Stairs :

one old flock bedd, two bolsters, Sum old lineing,
one beddstead, two Chears, one trunk, two old
boxis, one old Scarfe, fower shelues, one mantle
peece, one hone, one Rodd ; One pr of Stairs :

One flock bedd and bolster, one Pillow, Sume old
C'overing, one beddstead and Rodd teaster and
headcloth, one falldown table, fower old Chears.
one Small Graite, one Small trunk, fower prints,
one Chimbley peece ; On the Grown'1 flower and
Yard : One old Graite, a table (or two tables),
one frunt Sash and one Sash dore, fower old
Chears, three Stooles, three Shelues, sume peggs,
the lead of the Sink, one Salt box, one pr of
bellose, two Runletts, one funell, Sume old
Shelues and Sume lumber, one Earthen dish,
one mugg, one tinn Cover ; In y Cellor : One
Petition and sume tubbs. All the Goods within
Mentioned are appraised and vallued to fortey
Shillings. (Signed) Thomas Keene, George Stray.
(Witness) J. Jackson."

WILLIAM MCMURRAY.

UNUSUAL SYMBOLISM. The following
ecclesiological note may be as new and as

interesting to many of your readers as it

was to me when it met my eye in The Church
Union Gazette for July, 1912. The North
Dartmoor Branch of the E.C.U. was lately
conducted to St. Clether's Well Chapel,
Cornwall, by the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, who
had been one of the discoverers of the ruins
in the middle of a quagmire.
"Every stone of the ancient chapel was found and

re-erected upon the ancient plan, which was quite
traceable, after the locality had been thoroughly
drained The discovery was most fascinating.The well was found ; a channel was also found
which conducted the overflow through the chapel,

* "
Giles without Cripplegate

"
struck out.

and under the altar, over the bones of the Saint
buried beneath, and out through the south wall of
the chapel into a second well, and thence down a
channel to the river below. The idea was evidently
borrowed from the Vision of the Holy Waters as
described in the 47th chapter of Ezekiel. The
altr.r is a large stone slab, and stands upon four
rude stone pillars through which the water makes
its way from the north to the south side of the

chapel."
ST. SWITHIN.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

SIR JOHN BEALE OF KENT : HIS BARO-
NETCY. (See 4 S. ii. 580.) In 1868 the

questions were asked,
" Why was Sir John

Beale made a baronet ?
" " What collateral

descendants had he ?
"

I am answering the latter in the forth-

coming Part I. of
' Records of the Beale

Family,' detailing many other collaterals

in later volumes, and giving coats of arms
of the family's alliances in their true
tinctures.

Can any one tell me why John Beale was
created a baronet in the all-important year
1660, no one having responded to the

request of forty-four years ago ? Can any
correspondent inform me to what branch
of the family the querist belonged ?

Will MR. W. D. PINK be so kind as to tell

me whence he got his data concerning the

origin of baronetcies conferred on citizens

of London, as recorded by him at 9S. ix. 61 ?

I have a photograph of the patent con-

ferring the title upon John Beale. There is

the usual condition of aid for maintenance
of thirty footmen in Ireland for three

years, but no mention of the heirs of his

body. Is such an omission usual from the
form of wording in Charles II. "s time ?

G. F. TRACY BEALE.
Point House, Exmouth.

' MANDRAKES FOUND AT ALBURY, NEAR
BISHOP'S STARFORD.' Such is, I believe,
the title of a pamphlet that once came to

my notice, but diligent search at the British

Museum has failed to locate it in that
collection.

Can any one state where a copy is to be

found, or give a brief description of the
narrative ? W. B. GERISH.

Bishop's Stortford.
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SIR HENRY LAWSON'S PAPERS : WHERE
ARE THEY ? The papers and collections of
this well-known genealogist and biographer,
who lived in the first half of the nineteenth

century, must still be in private hands, for

I cannot find them at the College of Arms
or in any of the libraries.

Information as to where they are will be

greatly appreciated by me, and doubtless
also by many others.

JOHN Ross DELAFIELD.
New York.

AUTHOR WANTED. Can any of your
readers tell me where the following lines

are to be found ?

Suffer not the old king,
Well we know that breed

Hosts of hungry (?) spies,
Money poured in secret,

Carrion-breeding flies,

Long-forgotten bondage,
Dwarfing heart "and brain ;

All our fathers died to loose
Shall we bind (?) up again.

The lines are from memory, and not alto-

gether correct I think, Kipling's.
KELSO.

REFERENCES WANTED. (1) Where does
Dr. Johnson say,

"
Ply thy book when thou

art young, for in age thou wilt find it but
an irksome task "

?

(2) Where does Keble use the expression" wind one's soul too high
"

?

(3) In what ancient author were the
Greeks accused of being always children ?

(4) Is the story told in Prof. Seeley's
'

Natural Religion
'

(to the effect that the

theophilanthropist La Revelliere-Lepeaux
complained to Talleyrand that his new
religion made no headway, and the old

statesman, after politely condoling with
him, suggested that there was one plan he

might at least try to go and be crucified

and the third day rise again) authentic, and
what is its authority ? HENRICUS.

[2. Nor strive to wind ourselves too high
For sinful man beneath the sky.

*
Christian Year ' '

Morning.'
3. Plato, 'Timajus,' 22 B, said by the Egyptian

priest.]

THROWING BALLS IN CHURCH ON EASTER
MONDAY. I have seen it stated somewhere
that it was formerly customary in some parts
of England, and notably in Chester Cathe-
dral, to dancs and throw a large ball about

during service on Easter Monday. Was
there ever such a custom ? If so, what did
it symbolize ? JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

ARMOURERS AND BRASIERS' COMPANY.
I shall be glad of any references from the

Company's records, or other manuscript
authorities, to the following members of

the craft, viz. :

John Andrews, 1683.

Gregory Barker, 1589.
John Brock, 1674.
William Hopton, 1589.
Joshua Millward, 1602.
Rowland Stanoe, 1624.
Thomas Stanoe, 1628.

Humphrey Woodhouse, 1636.
Thomas Woollard, 1665.

The dates placed against the respective
names are the latest which I have been able

to obtain in each instance, being in several

cases taken from wills or probates of wills.

Failing anything further, the dates at

which the persons named filled office as

Master of the Company will be welcome.

Morley's
'

Account,' published in 1878,
is silent upon the point.
Each of the persons mentioned is under-

stood to have been a parishioner of one or

other of these united parishes, or to have
at least had some connexion therewith.

WILLIAM MCMURRAY,
SS. Anne and Agnes with St. John Zachary,

Gresham Street, E.G.

REGENT'S CIRCUS. Formerly, up to per-

haps thirty years ago, what are now called

respectively Oxford Circus and Piccadilly
Circus were each called Regent's Circus.

"
Regent's-Circus, The. 1. is at the inter-

section of Regent-street and Oxford-street.

2. is the intersection of the same street and

Piccadilly."
' A Topographical Dictionary of

London,' by James Elmes, 1831.

I suppose that the name was given to each

when Regent Street was made. My impres-
sion is that the present names were popularly

adopted some years before they received

official recognition. If a map entitled

'Wallis's Guide for Strangers, through
London, and its Environs, 1824,' is to be

trusted, there was, or there was intended

to be, a Regent's Circus at the north end

of Portland Place, including what is now
called Park Crescent, and a like part of a

circle on the other side of the Paddington
Road (now Marylebone Road). This latter

part of the circle, if it ever existed, covered

a portion of what is now Park Square, the

whole Circus being, of course, much larger

than the other two Circuses put together.
Neither of these is named on the map.
Did this large Regent's Circus ever exist ?

In the 'Plan of the Regent's Park' in
'

Metropolitan Improvements ;
or London

in the Nineteenth Century,' the drawings
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by Thos. H. Shepherd, the letterpress by
James Elmes, 1827, Park Crescent and Park

Square appear with their names. In the
latter is an almost semicircular road, which,

together with the inside garden, is smaller
than the garden only of Park Crescent.
From the north of the arc are two curved
roads, which run respectively into the east

and west sides of Park Square. The roads
thus marked may represent merely foot-

paths. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

MARY SEYMOUR. Lord Thomas Seymour,
created Baron Seymour of Sudeley, married
Catherine Parr, widow of Henry VIII. .

and had a daughter Mary. The mother
died after the birth, and Lord Seymour
of Sudeley was convicted of high treason
and beheaded. The attainder was reversed

by Act of Parliament of 3 Edward VI.

Mary married Sir Edward Bushell of Wilt-

shire, and had issue. Can any one tell me
the date and place of this marriage ? I am
aware that in most English histories Mary
is stated to have died when quite young ;

but the more correct account, corroborated

by private papers of my own, is to be found
in Miss Strickland's

'

History of the Queens
of England.' A. H. H.

[At 9 S. xi. 358 MR. A. R. BAYLEY quotes the
account of Mary Seymour in the '

D.N.B.,' sub
' Thomas Seymour,' which mentions Miss Strick-
land's statement, but refuses it credence.]

MAGIC LUCKY PEAR AT COLSTOUN, HAD-
DINGTONSHIRE. The Broun family of Cols-

toun, Haddingtonshire, are said, according
to the notice in

'

Debrett,' to possess a
magical lucky pear, which ensures pro-
sperity to the family. I have searched the
General Indexes of

' N. & Q.' in vain. May
I ask for references to any account of the
pear ? EMERITUS.

THE ROYAL GEORGE : NAME OF DURHAM.
Where may be found the fullest contem-

porary account of the sinking of the Royal
George, with the names, at all events, oJ
the officers saved ? These are sure to have
been reprinted in some magazine.

In a recent book, as an incident in the
history of a particular family, I see that a
midshipman of the name of Durham, who
afterwards rose to high rank in the Navy,
was dragged out through a port. He was
said to be of the old Scotch family the
Durhams of Largo, or of the Grange. There
was, at the end of the eighteenth or into the
nineteenth century, a Hercules Durham,
R.N. a peculiar Christian name made
into a lady's name in my family. R. S.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. JOHN LAWES was admitted to West-
ninster School 14 June, 1779. I should
36 glad of any information concerning his

oarentage and career.

2. EDWARD LEAHY, son of Edward Leahy
of London, was at Westminster School in

L786. Particulars of his career and the
date of his death are desired.

3. PHILIP LE COQ was admitted to West-
minster School 8 July, 1783. Any informa-
tion concerning him would be of use.

4. WARREN HASTINGS LENDON was ad-
mitted to Westminster School 22 Sept.,
1823. Particulars of his parentage and
areer are wanted. G. F. R. B.

HANWELL : BREWERNE ABBEY. Can any
of your readers give me the names of the

lords of the manor of Hanwell, Oxfordshire,
till the reign of Henry VII. ?

Can any reader tell me to whom Brewerne

Abbey, Oxfordshire, was granted at the
Dissolution ? It was granted in 1610 to Sir

A. Cope. Was there any lay owner previous
to Sir A. Cope ? J. H. COPE.

Finchampstead, Berks..

IRISH PARISH REGISTERS. Were dupli-
cate copies sent to any Diocesan Registry
under the Act, as applied in England ?

CLARIORES E TENEBRIS.

TOUCHING FOR JAUNDICE. Dr. Raymond
Crawfurd in his recently published book,
'The King's Evil' (London, 1911), quotes
(on p. 33) the well-known passage,

"
Regi-

bus Hungarise arquati morbi (icterum
vocant) curationem datam ferunt," from
the

' De Mirabili Strumas Sanandi Vi '

(Paris, 1609, p. 31) of Andreas Laurentius,
physician to Henry IV. of France, to show
that the kings of Hungary used to touch
for jaundice. I have endeavoured to dis-

cover the original source from which the
French writer gathered his information,
but so far without success. A recent
German author, Eugen Hollaender, in his
' Die Medizin in der Klassischen Malerei

'

(Stuttgart, 1903, pp. 261-8), quotes Cas-
saneus's

'

Catalogus Gloriae Mundi '

(1546),
a very bulky volume without an index; and
I have found the passage relating to the

healing power of the kings of Spain, but
not a word about the kings of Hungary.
Could anybody supply chapter and verse ?

It will be seen that Laurentius only writes

from hearsay that the Hungarian kings
are said to have cured the jaundice, and
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does not expressly state that they cured it

by touch. Hungarian experts in the his-

tory of medicine, like Dr. Tibor Gyory,
lave so far discovered nothing in Hungarian
sources about the alleged power or custom
of their kings to cure any disease.

According to another French author,
Mezeray, also quoted by Dr. Crawford,"
Les rois d'Hongrie disent qu'ils guerissent

les pasles couleurs," which would suggest
rather chlorosis, as the Scottish author
correctly remarks, and, moreover, that
some king of Hungary actually claimed to
possess healing power. L. L. K.

'VAN DYCK WITH THE SUNFLOWEB.' Can
any reader kindly tell me where the original
of this painting is in what museum, or
gallery, or private collection ?

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
26, Auriol Road, W. Kensington.

BRODRIBB OF SOMERSET.
(11 S. v. 71, 251, 450; vi. 30, 97.)

SINCE writing my former articles upon this
subject I have obtained the complete series
of entries from the registers of Clutton and
Mapperton. Clutton was the ancestral home
of those Brodribbs from whom Sir Henry
Irving descended, and Mapperton, as I
have already pointed out, is the place where
an important branch of the family resided,
chiefly in the seventeenth century.
ENTRIES FROM CLUTTON REGISTERS.

BAPTISM'S.

1726, June 9. Joseph, son of Jabez and Mary
Brodribb.

1729, Sept. 2. Elizabeth, dau. of Jabez and Mary
Brodribb.

1772, Oct. 7. Mary, dau. of Joseph and Martha
Brodribb.

1775, Jan. 10. John, son of Joseph and Martha
Brodribb.

1776, April 1. Hannah, dau. of Joseph and
Martha Brodribb (from HaJIatrow).

1777, Oct. 21. Anne, dau. of Joseph and Martha
Brodribb.

1786, Dec. 26. Mary Palmer, dau. of Joseph and
Ann Brodribb.

1788, June 8. Jabez, son of Joseph and Ann
Brodribb.

1791, June 20. James Palmer, son of Joseph and
Ann Brodribb.

1791, June 20. Joseph, son of the same.
1792, Dec. 25. John Hammett, son of Matthew

and Ann Brodribb (from Stanton Drew ;

born July 28, 1792).
1792, Dec. 31. William, son of William and Mary

Brodribb (privately baptized).

1800, Sept. 10. Ann Purnell, dau. of Matthew
and Ann Brodribb (born Jan. 3, 1795).

1800, Sept. 10. James Purnell, son of the same
(born April 2, 1797).

1800, Sept. 10. Fanny Hammett, dau. of the same
(born Nov. 13, 1799).

1811, July 14. Elisabeth, dau. of Joseph and
Frances Brodribb.

1812, Sept. 6. John, son of Jabez and Mary
Brodribb.

1813, April 17. John, son of Richard and Hannah
Brodribb, collier.

1814, Aug. 28. Joseph, son of Joseph and Frances
Brodribb, chandler.

1815, Dec. 24. Betsy, dau. of Richard and Hannah
Brodribb, collier.

1817, July 20. Hannah, dau. of Joseph and
Fanny Brodribb, shopkeeper.

1818, April 12. Sarah, dau. of Richard and
Hannah Brodribb, collier.

1818, June 21. Jabez, son of Joseph and Fanny
Brodribb, shopkeeper.

1821, Feb. 8. Henrietta Georgiana, dau. of
William and Henrietta Brodribb, yeoman.

1822, Jan. 27. Sarah Emma, dau. of 'Joseph and
Fanny Brodribb, shopkeeper.

1824, Nov. 2. Rosina Mary, dau. of Wm. and
Henrietta Brodribb, yeoman.

1824, Dec. 25. Mary Palmer, dau. of Joseph
and Fanny Brodribb, shopkeeper.

1826, Sept. 10. Henrietta Elizabeth Emma, dau.
of Wm. and Henrietta, Brodribb, yeoman
(born Jan., 1823).

1826, Sept. 10. Clara Catherine, dau. of the same.
1835, June 12. William Henry (?) Howe, son of

the same (born April, 1828).

1839, March 24. William Jonathan Hammett,
son of Joseph and Fanny Brodribb, shop-
keeper (born May 31, 1828).

1840, Nov. 29. Fanny Hammett, dau. of the same
(born Feb. 28, 1824).

1881, Oct. 2. Thomas James, son of James and
Sarah Ann Brodribb, S. Barnabas', Bristol,
accountant.

1881, Oct. 2. Amy Eliza, dau. of the same.

MARRIAGES.

1761, Aug. 6. Uriah Brodribb and Betty Bower
(by licence) (witnessed by Kath. Brodribb).

1774, Oct. 6. Hezekiah Sage and Ann Brodribb.

1779, Feb. 8. Robert Brodribb and Hannah Sage.
1784, Dec. 23. John Brodribb and Elizabeth

Hillman (by licence) (witnessed by Wm. B.).

1785, July 10. Joseph Brodribb and Ann Palmer
(witnessed by Matthew B. ).

1791, May 26. Matthew Brodribb and Ann
Hammett (by licence).

1800, Dec. 17. John Pearce (of Warminster) and
Betty Brodribb (witnessed by Elizabeth B.).

1806, Dec. 4. Wm. Brodribb (of Stanton Drew,
widower) and Christian Hillman (by licence).

1815, June 8. James Lucy (of Bristol) and Eliza
Brodribb (by licence) (witnessed by John B.).

1817, March 18. James Emerson (of Bath Easton)
and Elizabeth Bower Brodribb (by licence)

(witnessed by Thos. Jas. B.).

1819, Oct. 26. Wm. Brodribb and Henrietta
House.

1820, May 21. Wm. Pope and Sarah Brodribb.

1825, Oct. 20. Geo. Webb (of Bristol) and Sarah
Brodribb (by licence) (witnessed by Henry,
Ann, and Samuel B.).
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1826, March 23. Wm. Catley (of Bristol) and
Ann Brodribb (by licence) (witnessed by
Thos. and Mary B.).

1828, April 15. Samuel Weston (of Winterbourne,
Glos.) and Mary Brodribb (by licence)

(witnessed by Thos. and Anna B.).

1833, Aug. 6. Saml. Bellamy (of Cameley, Som.)
and Anna Brodribb (by licence) (witnessed
by Thos. and [?] Sophia B.).

1842, March 26. Wm. Hammett (of Chapell Hill)
and Frances Brodribb (by licence).

1845, July 14. Thos. Brodribb (son of Jabez B.)
(of Cameley) and Frances Bell.

BURIALS. I.

1708, May 24. Mary Brodribb, dau. of Robert
and Mary Brodribb.

1724, Jan. 21. Robert Brodribb.
1729, Jan. 15. Mary Brodribb (widow).
1729, May 14. Jabez Brodribb.
1733, May 25. John Brodribb (sen.).
1747, May 22. Betty Brodribb.
1747, July 8. John Brodribb.
1750, Oct. 17. Mrs. Mary Brodribb.
1754, Oct. 5. Betty Brodribb, dau. of Samuel

and Mary Brodribb.
1759, Jan. 4. Mary Brodribb.
1760, March 9. William Brodribb.
1760, May 19. Samuel Brodribb.
1762, April 4. James Brodribb.
1769, March 21. Frederic Brodribb.
1774, July 26. Grace Brodribb (from Chelwood).
1775, Sept. 2. Katharine Brodribb.
1780, May 2. Josiah Brodribb (of Chelwood).
1784, May 5. James Purnell Brodribb (a child).
1785, Jan. 2. Elizabeth Brodribb (a child).
1785, Aug. 1. Jarvas Brodribb.
1787, Oct. 26. Ann Brodribb (a child).
1788, May 19. Uriah Brodribb.
1788, July 26. James Brodribb (of Chelwood).
1792, June 14. Samuel Brodribb (from Woollard).
1792, Dec. 29. Elizabeth Brodribb (a child).
1793, March 14. James Palmer Brodribb.
1798, March 11. Mary Brodribb (from Woollard).
1798, June 18. Matthew Brodribb.
1798, Oct. 30. William Brodribb.
1800, Oct. 17. Mrs. Elizabeth Brodribb (from

Stanton Wick).
1801, Oct. 19. Mary Brodrib (an infant).
1802, June 18. John Brodrib (from Compton

Dando).
1803, Oct. 26. Betty Brodribb (from Chelwood),

wife of Joseph Brodribb.

187, Piccadilly, W.
A. L. HUMPHREYS.

(To be continued.)

BARROW AT GOTHAM (11 S. vi. 48). The
barrow at Gotam opened by Mr. Bateman
was without doubt in Derbyshire. I do
not think he opened any barrows in Notting-
hamshire. I have referred to his

' Ten Years'

Diggings,' and various articles from his pen,
with a view to locating exactly where this
barrow was situated, but he does not give
any particulars on the point. There is no
doubt, however, that it was at Pike Hall, on

the main road from Winster to Newhaven
Inn, about two miles from the latter place,
and not far from Mr. Bateman s residence

(Middleton Hall). His description of the

opening may be found on p. 104 of 'Vestiges
of the Antiquities of Derbyshire.'
The writer in the

'

Victoria History of

Nottinghamshire
'

is evidently in error in

assuming that the barrow opened by Mr.
Bateman was at Gotham in that county.

CHARLES DRURY.

EMPLOYMENT OF COUNSEL IN TRIAL FOB
TREASON (11 S. vi. 49). MR. WILLCOCK
asks what was the rule in the seventeenth

century in England with regard to the

employment of counsel by persons accused
of treason. Not until the passing of the
Act 7 & 8 Gul. III. c. 3, on 21 Jan., 1696,
were such persons entitled

"
to have counsel

learned in the law assigned them." This
statute reformed and regulated trials for

treason in other important respects. When
Lord Russell was tried, in 1683, he had to
examine and cross-examine witnesses him-
self without any professional assistance ;

nor had he counsel to address the jury in
his behalf. As far as facts were concerned,
he had to prove or disprove them as best
he could. But when he was able, being a
well-educated m4n, to raise a point of law,
he demanded, and was allowed, to be heard

by counsel. These he named : Pollexfen,
Holt, and Ward. The report of the trial

implies that they had not been present in
court. They were called in, were informed

by the presiding judge of the question at

issue, and argued it then and there, appa-
rently, on the spur of the moment. No
other extraneous help did Lord Russell
receive from first to last, except at the
close of the case for the Crown, when Lord
Chief Justice Pemberton fairly and courte-

ously explained the evidence which he had
to rebut. It may be assumed, I imagine,
that Lord Russell had all the legal assistance

allowed by the law at that time.

MR. WILLCOCK suggests that "
it was

regarded as a sacred duty on the part of

judges to advise prisoners on legal matters
that affected their interests," and that this

fact diminished the need for the employment
of counsel. In the present day judges are
both just and independent. But it may be
said of the Stuart judges, from the time of

James I. to the Act of Settlement, that only
some of them were just, and none were

independent. On this point Hallam has
much to say. The Stuart judges held their

offices, not "
quamdiu se bene gesserint,"
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but only
"
durante placito," during the

King's pleasure, and many of them were

summarily dismissed for displeasing the
Government in their conduct of political

prosecutions. This, by the way, was the
fate of Pemberton and Levins, two of Lord
Russell's judges, who returned to the Bar
and were counsel for the seven bishops in

1688. The precarious nature of the judges'
own tenure of office made them too often
the tools of the Government, and rendered
them unlikely to disoblige their employers
and injure their own prospects by much
solicitude for the interests of a person
charged with high treason. B. B.

Persons accused of treason in the seven-
teenth century were never allowed to employ
counsel ; thus there was no particular hard-

ship in any individual being refused permis-
sion to do so. As for the sacred duty of the

judge towards the prisoner, I am afraid that
MR. WILLCOCK is taking rather an altruistic
view. So long as the judges were removable
at the king's pleasure, they regarded it as

part of their duty to secure the conviction
of persons obnoxious to the Government,
just as much as did the lawyers for the

prosecution. A popular exposition of the
state of the treason laws in the seventeenth

century is given by Macaulay in his
'

His-

tory of England,' vol. iii. chap, xviii.,
in which the passage beginning

" The
Crown was served by a band of able, experi-
enced, and unprincipled lawyers

"
is most

to the point. M. H. DODDS.

The rule until 1695, when 7 & 8 Will. III.
c. 3 allowed defence by counsel, was that
counsel could not be allowed to a prisoner
unless he had first satisfied the Court that
there was a point of law fit to be argued by
counsel, in which case the Court would assign
him such.

Even this degree of assistance was not
conceded till after the Restoration. Raleigh
and the Gunpowder Plotters claimed no
such assistance.

The Court, indeed, professed to act as
the prisoner's counsel, but, in fact, habitu-

ally embarrassed and browbeat him. See,
e.g., Scroggs in Coleman's case (7 St. Tr.,
at pp. 13, 14), and L.C.J. North in Col-

ledge's case (8 St. Tr., pp. 569-82).
The Court would not assist the prisoner

by telling him if he had any point of law.
Thus :

Colledge. If you are my counsel, then have
I any plea in law to make ?"

Justice Jones. You have heard the Indictment
read, what say you ? For you must propose the
matter. 8 St. Tr., at p. 581."

Nor would the Court suffer the prisoner to
derive any benefit from papers that might
be handed to him, or oral communications
that might be made to him, suggesting
technical, legal objections. See Colledge's
case, passim, where the Court plainly
deprived the prisoner of his papers ; and
Algernon Sidney's case, where " Mr. Wil-
liams " was reproved by the Court for

making an oral suggestion (9 St. Tr., at

p. 823).
If the prisoner a man, as a rule, ignorant

of law achieved the almost impossible,
and raised a point of law, the Court would

assign him counsel, but either made the
benefit more illusory than real (see, e.g.,
' The Five Popish Lords,' 7 St. Tr., at pp.
1525-6), or, after hearing the arguments
with seeming patience, decided unhesitat-

ingly that there was nothing in them. Cf.

Lord William Russell's case (9 St. Tr., at

p. 586), where two counsel argue ineffectu-

ally.

Occasionally a vividly pathetic incident

deepens the sympathy with which we read
those dreadful pages, as where a wife (Mrs.
Hill in 7 St. Tr., at p. 203) or a daughter
(Mrs. Matthews in Sir T. Armstrong's case,

10 St. Tr., p. 113) dares to raise her voice

in a last, piteous endeavour to assist her
loved one.

The odious pretence of the judges of

that time that they were of counsel for the

prisoner was as ghastly a hypocrisy as

the injunction with which the inquisitor
delivered his victim to the secular judge :

" Deal with him tenderly, without effusion

of blood." ERIC R. WATSON.
Inner Temple.

CASANOVIANA (11 S. vi. 4). 1. CASA-
NOVA AND CHARLES Fox. If I might hazard

a conjecture, I would suggest that the Fox
whom Casanova met at Lausanne and
afterwards at Geneva and Aix in 1760 was

Stephen, the elder brother of Charles, who
was generally known to his friends and
relatives as

"
Ste." Stephen was then

about 16 years of age, but may have looked

older. I have no direct evidence of his

having travelled on the Continent at that

time ; but in a letter to Lady Susan Fox

Strangways, dated 7 July, 1761, Lady Sarah

Bunbury writes: "Ste. is come; he is

very much improved, but looks as he did,

only taller and thinner." This is the sort

of language that a fond aunt might employ
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about a nephew who had just returned from
a foreign tour. Lady Sarah seems to have
been much attached to Ste., although he
was an unattractive personality, and very
different from his brilliant brother Charles.

Nature had bestowed on him a weak con-

stitution ; he was afflicted with St. Vitus's

dance, and he gradually became extremely
deaf. Notwithstanding these drawbacks,
he married (1766) one of the most charming
women of the day, Lady Mary Fitzpatrick,
daughter of John, first Earl of Upper
Ossory, and sister of Charles Fox's great
friend, the witty and high-minded Richard

Fitzpatrick. Six years after his marriage
Ste. became the father of a son, rather to
the disgust so the gossips averred of

Charles, who was then over head and ears
in debt, and was looking forward to the
reversion of the title and estates. However
this may have been, he became in after

years the kindest friend and mentor of his

nephew, and instilled into him, not only his
own Whig principles, but that strong love
of classical literature which distinguished
the third Lord Holland. On 1 July, 1774,
Ste. became Lord Holland of Foxley on
the death of his father, and on the 24th
of the same month he succeeded to his
mother's barony of Holland of Holland.
These honours he did not live long to enjoy,
as he died on 26 December following. Ste.
hated London, where he was not adapted to

shine, and enjoyed a country life; and on
his accession to the peerage it was rumoured
that he intended to sell Holland House,
and with the proceeds rebuild his house at

Winterslow, near Salisbury, which had just
been burnt down. This design, if it existed,
was obviated by his premature death.

W. F. PBIDEAUX.

GABRIEL GRANT, PREBENDARY AND ARCH-
DEACON OF WESTMINSTER (11 S. iii. 8;
v. 374). In ' The Marriage, Baptismal, and
Burial Registers of the Collegiate Church or

Abbey of St. Peter, Westminster,' edited
and annotated by Joseph Lemuel Chester
(Private Edition), London, 1876, p. 120,
under date 1622, 22 Oct., is recorded the
burial of

"
Gabriel, son of Dr. Grant, Prebendary of this

Church : on the North side of the broad aisle."

A foot-note says :

" Son of the Rev. Dr. Gabriel Grant, Pre-
bendary and Archdeacon of Westminster, and
Vicar of Walthamstow, Essex, by his first wife.
Dr. Grant, who was eldest son of the Rev. Dr
Edward Grant, Prebendary and Sub-dean of
Westminster, and sometime Head Master of
Westminster School (who died 4 Aug. 1601 and

was buried in the Abbey), died about Sep. 1631;,

having married a second wife 11 Feb. 1633-4.
He was first married before his father's death,
and against his wishes ; in consequence whereof,
as he relates in his will, he made a vow to dis-

inherit him, and did so, by preferring his younger
brother John. Dr. Gabriel Grant left no will,
and his relict Hannah (or Anne) administered to
his estate 18 Dec. 1638."

In a foot-note (p. 114) concerning the
burial in the cloisters of Ambrose Fisher

(21 Nov., 1617), author of 'A Defence of

the Liturgy of the Church of England,' it is

recorded that he is said
"
to have been a tutor in the family of Dr. Gabriel

Grant, Prebendary of Westminster, who adminis-
tered to his estate, as a creditor, 11 Dec. 1617."

An edition of the book from which I quote,
according to a note, p. xiii, was, by permis-
sion of the author, printed by the Harleian

Society, 1875. ROBERT PJERPOINT.

"BY A FLUKE" (11 S. vi. 26). The
theory here started is wholly impossible,
and could hardly have been thought of
if its author had taken the obvious pre-
caution of consulting the

' N.E.D.' For
it is clear that a circumstance which took

place in 1669, or thereabouts, can have
nothing whatever to do with a phrase which
never was heard of till 1857 ! How about
the two intervening centuries ?

Besides, the case is misrepresented. It

is not the fact that the Colchester " was
said to have been sunk by a fluke," or that
the phrase occurs in connexion with it.

The "
phrase

" does not occur there at all ;

nor can it be found anywhere till long after

1800. WALTER W. SKEAT.

FAMILIES : DURATION IN MALE LINE (US.
v. 27, 92, 132, 174, 213, 314, 355, 415, 473, 496 ;

vi. 73). The late twelfth Lord Arundell
of Wardour sent me some years ago a

reprint from ' The Early Genealogical His-

tory of the House of Arundel,' in which the

author, Mr. John Pym Yeatman, of Lincoln's

Inn, barrister-at-law, claims for the Lord
Arundells of Wardour an unbroken male
descent from William Albini (de Bosco
Rohardi), Pincerna of William I., whom
he identifies with William de Arundel I.,

Earl of Arundel, who died 1156. This
William Albini, or de Arundel, who married
in 1136, Queen Adeliza of England (d. 1151)
is himself stated to have been the son of

Niel of St. Sauveur, foremost of the Norman
nobles.

My cousin Mr. William Smitton, J.P.,
liead of the Dunning house of the Smittons

^Smeatons), can trace an obvious male
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descent from about 1550, and probably
much earlier.

But why in these days should we trace
out only our male line of descent ? If we
take the female line, no doubt we are all,

somehow or other, descendants of William
the Conqueror and King Alfred the Great,
and of all the other great men and women
of old. RONALD DIXON.

10, MarlborougJi Avenue, Hull.

In The Gentleman's Magazine for 1733,

p. 663, I find among the deaths :

" Dec. 25. Richard Whithed, Esq.. at Norman's
Court in Hampshire, which has lineally descended
in that family ever since the Conquest."
I think, however, there can be no foundation
for the latter part of this statement, as
there is no trace of the Whiteheads having
been in possession of this property before

1433, when Robert Whitehead appears to
have acquired it, and I ^cannot understand
how the statement about lineal descent
since the Conquest came to be made. It is

to be presumed that some member of the

family inserted the obituary notice. How-
over, 300 years' descent in the male line is

a long time. BENJAMIN WHITEHEAD.
Temple.

It seems strange that none of your corre-

spondents has mentioned the case of Lord
Scarsdale, Curzon of Kedleston, co. Derby.
This family has never failed in the male
line since Giraline de Curzon, who came into

England with the Conqueror.
R. USSHER.

SHIPS LOST IN THE GREAT STORM, 1703
(US. v. 348; vi. 11). MR. HUMPHREYS
will probably like to hear that in

' An
Impartial History of Queen Anne's Reign,'
by Conyers Harrison, Esq. (London, 1744),
on p. 138 et seq., there is an interesting
account of this storm and the damage done
by it on land and sea. The author mentions
fourteen of H.M. ships which were destroyed,
with the numbers of men on each, and the
names of the captains.

There is also an account in Berkley's
' Naval History of Britain,' 1756 ; but the
list of ships destroyed is not so complete as
in the book just mentioned.

WM. NORMAN.

Will MR. A- L. HUMPHREYS add to the
value of his article by giving us as full and
accurate an account of the churches whose
steeples, &c., were blown down, a subject
on which I have long been anxious to get
information ? P. MONTFORT.

BALLAD OF LORD LOVEL (11 S. v. 330:
vi. 37). For the edification of G. J., I send

you the complete words of this ballad :

1.

Lord Lovel, he stood at his castle gate
Combing his milk-white steed,

When up came Lady Nancy Bell
To wish her lovier good speed, speed, speed,

To wish her lovier good speed.

2.
" O ! where are you going, Lord Lovel ?

"
she said," O ! where are you going ?

"
said she ;

** I 'm going, my Lady Nancy Bell,

Foreign countries for to see-e-e,

Foreign countries," &c.

3.
" When will you come back, Lord Lovel ?

"
she

said ;" When will you come back ?
"

said she.
" In a year or two, or three, or four,

I '11 come back to my Lady Nancee-e-e,
I '11 come back," &c.

4.

He 'd only been gone twelve months and a day
Foreign countries for to see,

When languishing thoughts came into his head :

Lady Nancy Bell he would go see-e-e,

Lady Nancy, &c.

5.

So he rode, and he rode, on his milk-white steed

Till he came to London town ;

And there he heard Saint Pancridge bells,

And the people all mourning around,
And the people, &c.

6.
" O ! what is the matter ?

" Lord Lovel he said,
" O ! what is the matter ?

"
said he.

" A Lord's lady is dead," the people all said,
" And some call her Lady Nancee-e-e,

And some call her," &c.

7.

Then he order'd the grave to be open'd wide,
And the shroud to be turned down ;

And then he kiss'd her clay-cold lips,

Whilst the tears came trickling down,
Whilst the tears, &c.

8.

Then he flung his self down by the side of the

corpse
WTith a shivering gulp and a guggle,

Gave two hops, three kicks, heav d a sigh, blew

his nose,

Sung a song, and then died in the struggle,

Sung a song, &c.

9.

Lady Nancy, she died as it might be to-day ;

Lord Lovel, he died as to-morrow ;

Lady Nancy, she died out of pure, pure grief ;

And Lord Lovel, he died out-of sorrow,

And Lord Lovel, &c.

10.

Lady Nancy was laid in Saint Pancridge's church,

Lord Lovel was laid in the choir ;

\nd out of her buzzum there grew a red rose,

And out of her lovier's a brier,

And out of her, &c.
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11.

So they grew, and they grew, to the church
steeple tops,

And they couldn 't grow up any higher ;

So they twin'd themselves into a true lover's knot
For all lovers true to admire,

For all lovers, &c.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.
[We thank COL. DURAND and MR. J. FOSTER

PALMER for also kindly sending us the ballad.
C'OL. DURAND gives it

"
as written on the fly-leaf

of my '

Vergil
' some sixty years ago

"
; MR.

FOSTER PALMER is of opinion that the eighth
stanza forms no part of the original. The
versions present some slight verbal differences.]

MILTON POBTBAIT BY SAMUEL COOPER
(11 S. vi. 30). See the tercentenary cata-

logue of
' The Portraits, Prints, and Writings

of John Milton exhibited at Christ's College,
Cambridge,' 1908, pp. 15-17, where Dr.
G. C. Williamson describes the miniature
by Cooper referred to by M. L. A. as chief

among
"
the large group of pretended

portraits." With regard to its history after

being sold to Reynolds, it is stated that
"
the President bequeathed it to the Reverend

William Mason, who in his turn, by his will, in
1797, left it to William Burgh, Esq., LL.D., of
York, and from him it passed into the possession
of the Morritt family, and has been preserved at
Bokeby for many years."

That Sir Joshua was satisfied of its authen-
ticity seems clear, but that his defence of it
in The Gentleman's Magazine was successful
can hardly be maintained.

EDWARD BENSLY.

Of -this Leslie Stephen in the '

D.N.B.,'
xxxviii. 37, says :

" A miniature by Samuel Cooper once belongedto Reynolds, who had a controversy about it
with Lord Hailes in The Gentleman's Magazine
for 1791 ; but it seems to be clearly not Milton
(Masson, i. 66n., 308-lOn. ; vi. 754-7u; ; and
Sotneby, Ramblings,' pp. xvii-xxv ; J. Fitchett
Marsh m Lancashire and Cheshire Historic
Society, 1855)."

There is a Cooper miniature of Milton in
the collection of the Duke of Buccleuch
at Montagu House. A. R. BAYLEY.

WILLIAM PENN OR GEORGE PENNE (US.
vi. 49). I cannot answer MR. BEVERIDGE'S
question about Walden ; but perhaps I
may mention that Macaulay was in error
in mentioning William Penn's name in
connexion with the ransom of the Taunton
Maids. This was granted to the Maids of
Honour at Court ; they appointed GeorgePenne of Toller Whelme, co. Dorset, their
agent for making the best terms he could
with their parents and friends. At the
same time George Penne received a grant

of 100 prisoners for himself, as a set-off

against his losses in the Royal cause. See
Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries, vol. ix.

p. 353. FRANK PENNY.

WEATHER RIME (US. vi. 48). A string
of such jingles, pieced together from Tusser's
'

Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry/
will be found in Northall's

'

English Folk-

Rhymes
"

so the compiler spelt it pp. 450,
451. ST. SWITHIN,

Your correspondent is joining together
two independent rimes. The first of them
is quoted by Ray in an older form :

April showers bring forth May flowers.

The other has many forms, but is supposed
to be Scottish in origin in the form quoted
by Thiselton Dyer :

A leaky May and a dry June
Keeps the poor man's head abune.

Chambers (' The Book of Days ') has :

Mist in May, and heat in June,
Make the harvest right soon.

Dyer again has this, in a somewhat
different sense :

A good leak in June
Sets all in tune.

C. C. B.

I have been interested in the subject of
weather rimes for many years, and have a

large collection of notes and cuttings dealing
with the subject. I have never before heard
that the two couplets mentioned by SILO
were in any way connected. I believe them
to be totally distinct effusions, and not

fragments of a larger effort.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTED (11 S.

vi. 49). The verses are in Dryden's play
'

Aureng-zebe,
: Act IV. sc. i., in the scene

between Aureng-zebe and Nourmahal, and
deserve to be given correctly and in full :

Aur. When I consider Life, 'tis all a Cheat ;

Yet, fool'd with Hope, men favour the Deceit ;

Trust on, and think To-morrow will repay :

To-morrow 's falser than the former day ;

Lies worse ; and while it says, We shall be blest

With some new Joys, cuts off what we possest.

Strange Cozenage ! none would live past Year*

again,
Yet all hope Pleasure in what yet remain ;

And, from the Dregs of Life, think to receive

What the first sprightly Running could not give,
I 'in tir'd with waiting for this Chymick Gold,
Which fools us young, and beggars us when old.

WM. E. BROWNING.
[MR. THOMAS BAYNE, MR. H. DAVEY, M. H-

GOUDCHAUX, MR. JOHN MURRAY, MR. T. NICKLIN,
and several other correspondents thanked for

replies.]
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DELAFIELD ARMS (11 S. vi. 29). MR-
J. R. DELAFIELD will find an account of

how the Delafields erroneously were credited

with the Lascelles arm (Sable, a cross paty
gold) in an article by Oswald Barren in The
Ancestor, xi. 97 et seq.

T. H. B. VABE-WAIJPOLE.

" MORGENSTCNDE HAT GOLD IM MtTSDE "

(11 S. vi. 49). An exact counterpart
is the Dutch proverb

" De morgenstond
heeft goud in den mond." The English
equivalent,

"
Early to bed and early to rise

makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise,"
reminds one forcibly of Aristotle's To re

VWKTW/)' TOUTO yap KCU rrpo?

,
KCU otKOVO/xtav, Kai <iAocro<i<xv

X/3'</o-6/zov.
With an Italian variant,

" La
mattina fa rider' il cuor'," I was often greeted
by my landlady years ago in Rimini, when
she brought me my caffe con latte before I

set out for an early dip in the Adriatic.

J. F. SCHELTEMA.

MR. COOPER'S interesting query gives me
an opportunity to present the case for
"'

early rising
"

as pictured in the forty
books of the Talmud, which, briefly stated,
are nothing less than a long commentary
on that laudable practice. Countless anec-
dotes scattered over its wide borders
illustrate this in many ways. I must,
however, content myself with a few typical
extracts, beginning with the locus classicus

in Avodah Zarah 20. The passage, which
may be a later interpolation into the text,
is very singular, being contrary to the main
current of Hebrew philosophy and Agadism,
in which, on the whole, asceticism and the
monastic principle of life find no wide

acceptance.
" The study of the Torah

promotes early rising (zeheeruss) ; early
rising promotes industry ; industry pro-
motes self-respect." Obviously this is the
voice of the Essenes. whose chief endeavour
was after holiness and saintly living. Jose-

phus and Philo tell us that the Essenes rose
and took their morning ablutions (tevillous)
with the lark, in order to greet the radiant
orb of day joyously with prayer before

beginning their labours in field and farm.
This so-called

"
pagan

" reverence for, and
worship of. Nature made the Essenes dis-

liked by their less artistic, if equally pious,
brethren in faith ; but it endears them to us.

The foregoing interpretation of that

mystical passage may not be correct ; yet
we have ample evidence to confirm the

practice of rising in the small hours to study

the Torah or to pray in the synagogue.
Take a citation from Succah 28. We are
told that throughout the whole of his
brilliant career Rabban Yochanon Ben
Zakkai never walked a mile without dis-

coursing of God and the Torah, and was the
last to depart from the House of Study
and the first to enter it at daybreak, in
order to greet each of his disciples on his
arrival.

Living in less austere times, when manners
became relaxed, the mediaeval Rabbins saw
the need of reviving this practice ; so they
invented a midrash about Joseph's good
luck and the reward for stirring abroad
before cockcrow a legend obviously derived

indirectly from Herodotus, who tells a
similar story about Polycrates and a fish.

The unhappy Joseph was, I fancy, a bachelor
who had to do his own "

Sabbath-marketing
"

very early. One Friday, on bringing home
his basket of fish, he found in the gills of
a noble carp a very costly pearl. Hence-
forward the carp shared with the mythical"
Livyoson

" a reputation for special sanc-

tity ; and we know of one Berlin fishmonger
in the eighteenth century who acquired a

huge fortune through the piety of Hebrew
housewives and their zeal to be "

first in

the field
" on Fridays. In one of his famous

'

Studies in Judaism '

Prof. Schechter relate^

of a seventeenth-century scholar named
Hameln that

" he got up every morning at

3 o'clock, dressed himself in his synagogue
suit (Schulrock), and read aloud his prayer-
book."
The most beautiful of all the many legends

and anecdotes on this delightful theme may
be found in Berachoth 3, and has actually
a realistic counterpart in a sixteenth-century
mystic residing in Safed, who wrote down
in a diary entitled

'

Maggid Meishareem '

the reproachful language of his "guardian
angel

" as heard in a dream. His mentor
accused him of sloth, because he once slept
one hour after sunrise, and he
" was threatened that if he ever again committed
the sin of separating his heart from Torah for so

long a time, the consequences would be terrible

for him." ' Studies in Judaism : Safed.'

The Talmudic legend runs thus :

" Rab Acha Bar Bizna had it direct from Simon
the Saint that a magic harp was suspended every
night over King David's couch. At the stroke
of midnight, stirred by a breeze, the harp gave
forth a refreshing melody which roused the

monarch from his slumbers to study the Torah "
:

an obligatory duty (mitzvah) from which no
one in the Hebrew commonwealth could

claim exemption. M. L. R. BRESLAR.
Percy House, South Hackney.
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Information about this German proverb
may be found in Max Miiller's

'

Lectures on
the Science of Language,' Second Series,

p. 378, ed. 1864. G. C.
Billesdon.

1. Early to bed and early to rise

Makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.

2. Madruga e veras,
Trabalha e teras. (Portuguese.)

Rise early, and you will see ; take pains, and
you will grow rich. Translation.

3. Sanat, sanctiflcat et ditat surgere mane.
To rise betimes makes one healthy, virtuous,

and rich.

4. Aurora musis arnica est.

Aurora (the morning) is friendly to the Muses.
Erasmus,

' De Ratione Studii.'

M. A. C.

Chi dorme non prende pesce.
Who sleeps catches no fish.

Ogni mattino se ne alza uno.

This means, in a business way. that there
arises with every new day an unknown
stupid or ingenuous being, fitted to be in-

voluntarily some cunning man's fortune.
PERUGIA.

[MR. HERBERT B. CLAYTON and MR. TOM JONES
also thanked for replies.]

THE FITZWILLIAM FAMILY (11 S. v. 164,

312, 454; vi. 54). In reply to MR. WHITE'S
criticism of my note on Turstin Fitz Rou, I

must say that I still adhere to my opinion,
and in support of it would refer him to
' The Ancestry of John Whitney,' by H.
Melville, A.M., LL.B. There are copies of

this work at the British Museum and in

the Guildhall (City of London) library.
J. WIGMORE.

" AIRCRAFT "
:

" TURNOUT "(US. vi. 45).
As " turnout "

is largely a newspaper word,
it seems important to say that it is frequently
used with reference to the size of a gathering,
and nothing more. Two examples in one

journalistic report are ready to hand. The
first annual rally of the Mid-Lothian County
Scouts took place on Saturday, 20 July, at
Polton House, Lasswade, and the boys
were addressed by Lord Rosebery. The
correspondent of The Glasgow Herald, deli-

neating the proceedings on 22 July, writes
thus :

" There was a turnout of about 500 Scouts,
including, in addition to the Mid-Lothian boys,
representatives from Stirlingshire, Clackmannan,
Dunblane, Edinburgh, Shetland, and Newcastle.
. . . .The weather was ideal, and there was a large
turnout of county people from the district."

At agricultural shows prizes are given for"
the best turnout,"' which means horse and

trap with driver.

THOMAS BAYNE.

REFERENCES WANTED (11 S. vi. 48).
1. G. U.'s quotation from Jeremy Taylor
comes from
"A Discourse of the Nature, Offices, and Measures

of Friendship, with Rules of conducting it.

Written in answer to a Letter from the most
ingenious and vertuous M. K. P. [i.e., Mrs.
Katherine Philips,

"
the matchless Orinda "],"

by J. T., D.D., 1657. The correct form is :

" And he that does a base thing in zeal for his
friend, burns the golden thred that ties their
hearts together." Pp. 53, 54 (a little over half-
way through the tract).

2. This was evidently suggested by the-

saying e'vw, dAA' OVK e'xo/xai, attributed to

Aristippus by Diogenes Laertius, ii. 8, 75.
EDWARD BENSLY.

4.
"
Any man may commit," &c. :

"
Cujusvis hominis est errare ; nullius, nisi

insipientis, in errore perseverare ; posteriores enim
cos;itationes (ut aiunt) sapientiores solent esse."-
Cicero,

'

Philippica,' XII. ii. 5.

H. GOUDCHAUX.
Versailles.

on Itooks.

A New English Dictionary : Sleep-Sniggle. (Vol.
IX.) By W. A. Craigie. (Oxford, Clarendon
Press.)

THE full total of words recorded and discussed in
this double section is 3,203. The most important
of them are of English origin ; and these likewise
are more numerous than any others. A certain
number from the Scandinavian, Flemish, Dutch,
and Low German, as well as several whose source
remains undiscovered, also fall within it. Greek
gives but one word of general interest,

' '

smaragd
' '

;

and we have one word from the Gaelic,
"
slogan,"

travestied by poets into
"
slug-horn." The Latin

clement is practically unrepresented.
If we turn from the origin of the words to their

signification, what strikes us first is the great
proportion among them of technical terms.
Both kinds occur the semi-literate jargon cha-
racteristic of the trade journalist and the ad-
vertiser, and the strong, expressive, largely mono-
syllabic vocables of the craftsman and with
these we have the many technical applications of
words in common use. Not a few obsolete terms
are included, for some of which "

sieve," for

example,
"
slip-shot," and

" slowde "
the meaning

has not been recovered. Under "
sleeper

"
the

Dictionary reminds us that railway
"
sleepers

"

were at first often laid longitudinally ;

"
slip-

coat
"

is a kind of soft cream cheese ;

"
sliver

"

is a continuous ribbon of loose, untwisted.
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parallelized fibres of textile material, ready for

roving or slubbing, which "
slabbing

"
is the

drawing or twisting in preparation for spinning ;

a " slur
"

is a piece of mechanism in a knitting

machine ;

" smalls
" are parcels of little weight ;

" smalt
"

is glass, coloured blue, and pulverized

for use as a pigment : to
" smeech

"
is said of the

escape, in little jets, of fumes from a kiln ;

" smift
"

is a kind of slow match used in blasting ; to

"smit" is to ruddle; to "snail" is a clock-

maker's word for constructing in spiral form,

and also for finishing off with curved eccentric

lines. "Snail" or
'

snailing
" was the name

once used for what milliners now call" chenille."

There is an embroiderer's word for a well-known

stitch,
"

snail-trail," which does not appear here.

"Slip," "slot," '-sling," and especially "slew,"

are articles very instructive from a technical

point of view, and many interesting words of a

like nature will be found in the paragraphs
headed

"
Special combs."

" Slow," adj ., furnishes a long article which begins
with explaining the word as applied to the in-

telligence,
" not quick or clever in apprehending

or understanding a thing." This seems to us

rather a poor definition, nor* is it the only one of

the kind we have observed. Perhaps the most

unsatisfactory is that given for "smile," sb.," an

act of smiling ; a slight and more or less in-

voluntary movement of the countenance ex-

pressive of pleasure, amusement, affection, &c."

Under "
smile," v., we get nothing better. A

reference to any book on physiology, or to

Darwin's
'

Expression of the Emotions, might
have suggested something more precise and
scientific than this.

Some of the articles struck us as not very

happily divided into sections, and, again, in one

or two of the quotations there seemed some want
of sense. Thus to illustrate

"
sleep

" as
"
lying

in death," it was not to the point to quote
" A

person is said to be dead to us though he only

sleeps unto God "
; and a separate heading under

i; smother."
"

c. a wild profusion of flowers,"

is illustrated by a single quotation from the Daily
News '"the smother of roses along the river

fronts" which seems hardly worth while. In

general it may be said that the compilers have

given somewhat excessive attention to The

Daily Neics. On the other hand, there are one
or two remarkable omissions. Thus under
"
Smithfield

" there is no quotation referring

to the burning of the Protestants ; under
"sneeze" none which properly illustrates the

well-known superstitions connected with sneezing :

and under " slow-worm " none illustrating its

use for
'

dragon
"

in legends.
On common words one of the best articles is

"
small," which runs to ten columns, excellently

arranged. In the way of rare words or words
with a peculiar history, the most curious are

perhaps
" snickersnee,"

"
snaphance,"

"
sleeve

and "sleeveless," "sleuth" and its congeners,
" smoke - farthing

" the Whitsuntide offering

made by the householders of a diocese to the

cathedral church and " smoulder," an expressive
word rekindled -by Scott.

An interesting feature is the frequent occur-

rence in this group of words of variants from one

root, whether alike or unlike in use, and also of

homonyms from diverse sources and carrying

correspondingly diverse meanings.

OUR readers will find many things to interest
them in the August Nineteenth Century. Mr. Arthur
E. P. B. Weigall, in

' The Morality of Excavation,'
attacks a very nice question of morals, and himself,
in acknowledging that to many readers his argu-
ments are likely to appear those of a casuist,
expresses our opinion upon them. But while the
first part of the article, dealing with the justifia-

bility of excavation in general, struck us as weak,
the second part, on the proper methods and pre-
cautions to be employed, is as sound and interesting
as it is vigorously written, and we hope that it will
be widely read and productive of effect. Mr. W. S.
Roberta's ' Recent Art Sales

'

is a useful summary
of recent developments in the distribution and valua-
tion of the art treasures of Europe and amusing,
too, to read, in spite of the fact that there is always
something depressing about the direct connexion
of great art with money. Mr. Heathcote Statham,
continuing his championship of oratorio, contri-
butes a very instructive criticism of the Handel
Festival, and includes with it some good notes on
Handel's borrowings from other composers to be
found in

'
Israel.' Mrs. Katharine Loudon gives

the first instalment of some unpublished letters of
Chesterfield's written to Baron Torck of Rosendael,
for the most part after Chesterfield's return from his
mission to the Hague, where he had formed a friend-

ship with Torck. Without adding anything special
to our knowledge of Chesterfield, these letters show
him in an amiable light, and, of co_urse, constitute-
a valuable literary "rind." On political and social
matters we would mention as well worth con-
sideration the two articles on the ' Small Owner-
ship

' and ' Small Holdings
'

question, by Sir Gilbert
Parker and Mr. S. L. Bensusan respectively, and
Mr. W. S. Lilly's

' Criminals and the Criminal
Class.' Mr. Armit's ' Vivisection and the Central
Nervous System

'

is well worked out, and diners

commendably from most papers dealing with
general subjects by the absence of a lengthy intro-

duction composed of commonplaces.

Ix the new Burlington Magazine Mr. Willy P.
Storck begins a series of papers on 'Aspects of
Death in English Art and Poetry,' and treats of
'Le dit des trois morts et des trois

yifs,' giving
very interesting illustrations and a virtually ex-

haustive account of M-here pictorial representations
of the legend are to be found. Sir Martin Conwav
is also beginning a series on ' The Treasury of S.

Maurice D'Agaune,' and this first instalment
struck us as forming a particularly good article.

Mr. Daltpn contributes a note on a new acquisition

by Mr. Pierpont Morgan : a twelfth- or thirteenth-

century Byzantine medallion of our Lord, with a
Slavonic inscription, of which a coloured illus-

tration is given : and following on this we have a

delightful and illuminating "Appreciation" by
the Editor of the Swenigorodskoi enamels. Sir
Claude Phillips has come to the conclusion that
the '

Temperance
;

in the Diploma Gallery at the

Royal Academy is Palma Vecchip's, and here sets

forth his reasons for the attribution. Herr Klein-

berger, who, it will be remembered, has just

acquired
' The Old Woman plucking a Fowl ' from

the Levaigneur sale for 19.800/., writes to vindicate
the attribution of it to Rembrandt, in opposition
to Dr. Bredius in the June number of The
Burlington, and in the course of his letter gives a
useful sketch of the history of the picture. We
have also from Dr. Bredius himself a note on the
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'Christ and the Woman taken in Adultery,' from
the Weber collection, which again he believes, on

grounds here detailed, to be erroneously ascribed
to Rembrandt. Mr. A. M. Daniel's 'On Italian

Sculpture at the Burlington Fine Arts Club,' Alys
Trotter's second paper

' On Varnishes as Vehicles
and as Protections, and Mr. I Aymer Vallance's
continuation of his series on 'Early Furniture'
form interesting items in a good number. Mr.
Lionel Gust sends some further valuable ' Notes
on the Arundel Collections,' in continuation of

previous articles contributed to the nineteenth and
twentieth volumes.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. AUGUST.

MR. FRANCIS EDWARDS sends us a Catalogue
of books illustrated by the Cruikshanks, Rowland-
son, and others of their school, to which are

appended a number of separate caricatures and
original drawings. Of the Cruikshank works
the most important seems to be Egan's

'

Life in

London,' first edition, 1821, together with the
' Finish to the Adventures of Tom, Jerry, and
Logic

'

of 1830, also a first edition, for which two
volumes 601. is asked. There are several Dickens
items, the best of these being a first edition of
'Oliver Twist' (1838, 12Z. 10s.). Both under
Cruikshank and under Rowlandson ' Dr. Syntax

'

is well in evidence. A first edition of the '

Life
of Napoleon,' with Cruikshank's illustrations,
is to be had for 18Z. ; the ' Tour of Dr. Syntax
in Search of Consolation

' and the ' Tour in
Search of a Wife,' two first editions, with Row-
landson's work, cost 45Z. Other Rowlandson
books are the 'Loyal Volunteers' (1798, 32Z.) ;

the '

English Dance of Death ' and ' Dance of

Life,' by Combe, 5 vols. in all (1815-17, 24Z.);
and two copies (the better costing 30Z.) of the
' Microcosm of London '

in the original edition.
Mr. Edwards offers also for 150Z. five vols. of
The Caricature Magazine (1807, &c.), and for
56Z. five original coloured drawings by John
Leech.

MESSRS. MAGGS'S Catalogue 292 is a list of
books on the British Islands, Heraldry, Travels,
and Natural History. Under the last of these
headings an interesting item is an original MS.,
running to nearly 800 pages, of Notes by Marma-
duke Tunstall to Pennant's zoological works.
These consist of anecdotes about animals and
Tunstall's own observations, and they are illus-

trated by 16 water-colour drawings of birds,
1780-90, 25Z. Another good work is Redoute's
' Les Liliacees,' the full set of 486 plates, with
descriptive text, in eight vols., 1802-16, 75Z.

The books on the British Islands form a valuable
and instructive collection, from which we can
select only a small number for mention. Thus
we noticed Hasted's '

Kent,' a complete copy,
including the folding map of the county and the
rare map of the Hundred of Worth, 1778-99,
24Z. ; Eyton's

'

Antiquities of Shropshire,' bound
by Riviere, an important work of which only
300 copies were printed, 1854-60, 39Z. ; Dallaway
and Cartwright's

'

History of the Western Divi-
sion of the County of Sussex,' another rare book,
considerably more than half of an edition of 500
copies having been destroyed by fire at Bensley's
printing-office, 1815-30, 38Z. ; a fine Dugdale's
Monasticon Anglicanum,' 1817-30, 32Z. 10s. ;

and D'Orfeville's 'La Navigation du Roy Jaques,
Cinquiesme du nom, autour de son Royaume'& Isles Hebrides & Orchades, sous la conduicte
d'Alexandre Lindsay,' Paris, 1583, 45Z. Amongthe '

Travels,' priced also at 45Z., is a collection of
80 Indian drawings, done about 1780, and depict-
ing the costumes and occupations of typical
inhabitants of India.

THE July and August Catalogue of Messrs.
Henry Young & Sons of Liverpool comprises some
good things. There are four interesting Bibles
a "

Vulgate
"

in Gothic type, with sundry illu-
minations and numerous examples of scroll-
work, decorated capital letters, and pen-letters
printed by Frisner & Sensenschmit at Nurembergin 1475, 90Z. ; a clean and perfect copy of the
first

"
Douay Bible," first edition, bound in

morocco by F. Bedford, 1609-10, 16Z. 16s
Luther's Bible, of 1534, printed at Wittemberg
by Hans Lufft, the first complete edition havingLucas Cranach's title-pages and a great number
of woodcuts, 75Z. ; and the first French Protestant
translation of the Bible, in

"
lettres bAtardes,"

Imprim6 en la ville et conte de Neuschatel par
Pierre de Wingle, le 4 Juing, 1535," 30Z. For
211. is offered a "

black-letter
"

folio copv
dating from 1570, of Brant's 'Ship of Fooles'
and for 30Z. Richard Blome's ' The Gentleman's
Recreation,' which is "an Encyclopedy of the
Arts and Sciences "

in two parts, 1636. \.
Koran a MS. written in Arabic about 1750 on
300 leaves, each page of which is enclosed in a
gold border, the writing being in red and black,with sundry floral decorations is to be sold for
71. Is. Two other interesting books which we
noticed are a Vitruvius (' De Architectura Libri
X.' ), adorned with woodcuts after Cesare Cesariano
1521, 15Z. 15s. ; and Lysons's

' The Environs of
London, with its supplements, all in the first
editions, making a set of nine volumes, 1792-1811,

-''.
t

i

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]
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CHARLES BOIT, ENAMELLER.
HORACE WAXPOLE, on the authority of

George Vertue, relates that Boit was com-
missioned to paint a large plate of Queen
Anne, Prince George, and the principal officers

and ladies of the Court, with Victory intro-

ducing the Duke of Marlborough and Prince

Eugene. He also writes of the financial

and other difficulties that attended the

project and prevented its execution.
These difficulties are the theme of the

following letters, written by the distressed

artist to Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford,
Lord High Treasurer. The originals belong
to the Duke of Portland, and are here repro-
duced by His Grace's permission :

MY LORD, The Great peico I am at worke on
for her Majesty is now in good forwardnesse, but,
if it be her Ma/e^ties pleasure that there should
be any Alteration made in it, I can yet doe it:

And pardon me, My I,ord, if in my humble
Opinion, I think it not a pitty that some Addition
of Glory should not be made on the present
Transmutation of the Scene of a happy peace
from a Bloody Warr : And I doubt not of pro-
poseing a Suiteable Scheme, as the Shutting up
of the Temple of Janus, or some other that may,

I hope, meet with yor
Lordshipp's Approbation :

But whether this shall be an Addition to the
Peice now in hand, or I shall have the Honour
of the Comands of a New one I leave to yor

Lordshipp's thoughts, But think it my Duty
to Declare that from the Duty and Gratitude
I owe her Ma/estie and yor

Lordshipp (whose
Goodnesse and Benevolence I have not only
shared with the rest of Mankind, but in a more
perticuler Manner amply Experienced) that I
shall think noe paines or labour sufficient to
Expresse my Obligations. And what I have in
that regard to Offer is that I will, either without
further Charge make such Addition to the Peice
now in hand, or be glad to have the Honour of

Composeing a New one with a Moderate Charge
to sett forth the pi'esent Glory of Our Queen &
Nation.
And now, My Lord, draws on my harder taske,

for I know not how, without a Blush but Ack-
nowledge that I never thought to have ask't one
penny more till my Delivery of the peice, but
thr6 my present want of Money (occasioned by
the publick Scarcity and the great Expence and
Charges I was at in my Attendance of the House
the last Sessions) I am Obliged once more to
become yor

Lordshipp's Petition1
"

for 200?. in
further part of the remaineing Sum'e: Which
if yor

Lordshipp will voutsafe to Grant me, It
will Impresse on me such Lasteing Markes of

yor
Lordshipp's favor that I shall make it the

whole Study of my life to give the truest tho
faint Ideas thereof, to the Utmost of the power
and Capacity of, My Lord, Yor

Lordshipp's
most Humble and most Obedient Servant

CHARLES BOIT.
January 9, 1711/12.
[Addressed : ] To The Bight Honoble my

Lord Oxford, humbly prsent.

MY LORD, My late Trouble and Confinement
has not only been very Expensive to me, but very
Injuriouse in my Buisnesse : which I had pre-
vented, could I have been soe fortunate as to
have prevailed for One hundred pounds more,
additionall to your Lordshipp's last Bounty to
me : I am forced once more to apply to your
Lordshipp for it, but with the Utmost Confusion
and regreat, and could I be soe happy as to have
one hundred pounds by way of Advance Money,
I will Engage in a very short time to deliver to

yor Lordshipp as Many Pictures of the Queen as
will amount to it, and will be ready to waite
on yor Lordshipp wth one as a Sample which I

doubt not but will please ; which would make
me Easy, and render me punctuall in my perform-
ance. This, My Lord, will be an Im'ediate Cure
to my Trembling hand, and my Akeing heart,
Two sad Companions in my Buisnesse ; and make
the one as steady in my Opperations, as the other
is fix'd in Duty, and Devoted to yo

r
Lordshipp's

Service. I am, My Lord,
Yor

Lordshipp's most Dutyfull and most
obedient Servant CHARLES BOIT.

Aprill y 25, 1713.

[Addressed : ] To the Right Honcb1c my Lord
High Treasur1 humbly prsent.

MY LORD, I have a Person now at my House,
whom I lately sent for from ffrance to help me
in my Buisneses, and hope now to be able to

Dispatch the worke I am Ordered for her Ma/fstie
and to be goeing on with the Great Peice as soone
as I have my finall Orders : But, my Lord,
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Unlesse you are pleased to Grant me yor Order
for some Money, I know not how to goe on,
for I have been at great Expence, in the Person's

Comeing over, and he has been 111 of a feavour
at my House Ever since he came, and am daily
at the Expence of Doctors & other helps for him :

and when I was at Windsor last weeke, yor

Lordshipp was pleased to say I should heve

Money to goe on. I now humbly Crave yor

Lordshipp's orders for it that I may sitt to worke
without lossc of time and Dispach the Pictures
that are wanted. I am, My Lord, Yor

Lordshipp's
mos[t] Dutyfull Obedient Servant

CHARIVES BOIT.

Sep 1*"- y 21, 1713.

[Addressed : } To the Right Ilonoble My Lord
Treasurer These Pres[e]nt.

One of Bolt's pupils was John Milward,
divers of whose letters to Humfrey Wanley
(Lord Oxford's library-keeper) are at Wei-
beck Abbey. Wanley had taken lessons

with Boit, but these lessons had ceased
before 20 March, 1694/5, on which date he
writes from Coventry :

"
Every body here

is glad to see me, and gladder that I have
left Mr. Boit."

Milward did not prosper in his profession ;

his price for a head was three guineas
(letter, 22 Dec., 1698) ; but his sitters

appear to have been few in number, and,
in an undated letter, he asks Wanley for

a loan of two guineas
"
uppon a present

pinch."
"

I am concern'd [he says] for y* trouble I

give you, yett pretty well assur'd. (to help me
out at a dead lift) you continue a ffreind."

He writes more cheerfully, 7 Sept., 1702 :

" Now I begin to have a few pictures about me,
I shall (with my utmost endeavours) waite with
patience for the good ffortune wch is still behind :

I am not without my hopes when I have so
assured a ffreind as you are."

The following extracts from Milward's
letters throw light upon Boit's movements :

[Without year, probably 1690] 17 August. Mr.
Boite is gone lately for Holland and I suppose
(besides y prospect he has of business) y8

thoughts of getting his sallary invites him
thither ; he returnes with the King.

1607, 24 Sept. I made to[o] little a stay in London
to visitt Boit, or tell you how he did.

1098, 5 Nov., London. Direct for me at Mr. Boit's.
1698, 22 Dec., London. Mr. Boit and his wife give

their service, and if you have not forsworne
writing to y* faire sex, send her a line or two.

1099, 9 Dec Boit continues yett in Holland, and
it is some while since she [Mrs. Boit] went
over to him. I wish him good ffortune, for
I really beleive he is just to his power of

serving all.

1699/1700, 18 Jan. Boit, I heere, is at y
e Elector

Palatine's Court.
1700, 23 April. I hear Mi's. Boit is coming over,

and I fear ye warrs in yc North are a great
obstruction to Boit's business.

RICHARD W. GOULDING.
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( To be continued.)

ST. MARTIN'S -IN -THE- FIELDS AND
THE ROYAL STANDARD.

(See 11 S. v. 487; vi. 106.)

U*DER the title of
' The Admiralty Church '

an article appeared in The Army and Navy
Gazette for November 12th, 1910, written
by Rear-Admiral Sir R. Massie Blomfield.
After referring to the annual commemora-
tion service of Trafalgar Day. he traces
the history of the church to the present
time, and quotes the following from Allen's'

History of London,' vol. iv. p. 240 :

" That a church existed here in very earlytimes is proved from a dispute having taken
place in 1222 A.D. between William. Abbot of
Westminster, and Eustace, Bishop of London
concerning the exemption of the church from
the jurisdiction of the latter."

Gwilt refers to this as being"
only a chapel for the use of the monks of West-

minster when they visited their Convent (Covent)
garden, which then extended to it."

Henry VIII. bore the expense of the first
church erected on the site, and from that
time St. Martin's was in the gift of the King,
until in recen* years it has become vested
in the Bishop of London.
The first stone of the present church was

laid on the 19th of March, 1721 by Dr
Richard Wallis, Bishop of Salisbury, by
order of George L, who took the greatest
interest in its erection, and gave the work-
men 100 guineas on the occasion. On the
stone is a Latin inscription stating that the
Bishop acted as the Bang's deputy. Admiral
Blomfield states :

"
Six months prior to the consecration of the

church, which took place on October 20, 1726
the rector and churchwardens applied to the
.Board of Admiralty presided over by James
Earl of Berkeley, the new Whitehall office ofwmch is m St. Martin's parish, and had just been
completed, for a Royal Standard, with a view to
s being hoisted at the flagstaff of the church on

3> \v
C

^7l' ?,
n the g110111^ th t the Royal Palaces

E Whitehall and St. James were also in the
parish.

"The following is a verbatim transcription!
of the Admiralty order to the Navy Board :

24 May, 1726.
Application having being made to us by

Dr. Pearce, the Vicar, and the Churchwardens
of the Parish Church of St. Martin's-in-the-
Fields that they may be supplied with a Standard
from H.M. Stores to be display'd on Holy days,
in regard the Royal Palaces "of Whitehall and
St. James are situate in the aforesaid Parish.We do hereby desire and direct you to cause a
Standard to be prepared as soon as conveniently
may be, and delivered to such Person as the said
Dr. Pearce or the Churchwardens shall appoint
to receive the same.

We are, &c.,

(Sin) JOHN JENNINGS, Knight
(Admiral).

WILLIAM CHETWYND
(M.P. for Plymouth).

(SiR) JOHN MORRIS, Knight
(Admiral)."

Admiral Blomfield says :

" In all probability the initiative in this matter
(the request being at once acceded to by the
Board) had been taken by the King himself, who
presented the church with an organ costing.
1,500?. It is quite possible, however, that the
request was in accordance with time-honoured
precedent, and that the flag shown on the tower
in the engraving in Allen's history was a Royal
Standard. It is doubtful if there is recorded
another instance of a Royal Standard being pre-
sented to a church under similar conditions."

Admiral Blomfield then warmly advocated
that the privilege should be continued. The
nation was looking forward
" with loyal enthusiasm to the coronation next
year of a fifth King George, who is not only our
Sovereign, but a genuine sea-bred Admiral of
his Fleet ; the time seems appropriate for the
vicar and churchwardens of St. Martin's to
endeavour to obtain a renewal of their ancient
privilege, which would gratify us with the sight
of the Royal Standard once more flying over the

Admiralty Church on that auspicious occasion."

The appeal failed (see ante, p. 106), and
St. Martin's Church is now no exception,
to the order that the Royal Standard, being
the personal flag of the Sovereign, shall

only be flown from a building when the King
himself is present.
Thornbury in his

' Haunted London '

(Chatto & Windus, 1880) says that the

church,
" with all its faults, is certainly one of the finest

buildings in London, next to St. Paul's and
the British Museum ; but its cardinal fault is the
unnatural union of the Gothic steeple and the
Grecian portico."

Timbs records that in 1842 45 feet of the

spire was struck by lightning, and had to

be restored at the expense of 1,OOOZ. The
ball and vane were also regilt. The latter is

surmounted with a crown to denote that this

is the parish of the Sovereign. A. N. Q.
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THE WORD " BROKER." The primary
and essential meaning of the word " broker

"

is "a person who acts as a middleman in

transactions between two parties, and
receives something as commission for his

pains."
" Broker " means essentially a

" commission agent." The word has been
in vise in England in this sense since the
middle of the thirteenth century. It occurs
in the Anglo-French form abrocour in the
''Statutes of the Realm,' A.D. 1285, p. 103.
The French word abrocour is the equivalent
of Lat. abrocatorem, ace. case of abrocator,
which word Ducange glosses

"
Proxeneta,

pararius, gall. Courtier." Ducange gives a
quotation for the word abrocator in the
sense of

"
broker,"

" commission agent," from
a document dated A.D. 1245 in the archives
of the Archbishop of Rouen. He cites also
an Anglo-Latin brocarius as an equivalent
of English

"
broker." Related to the word

" broker "
is the Middle-English brocage

{brokage), in general use for the premium
or commission 'of a middleman or agent ;

for quotations see 'N.E.D.' (s.v. brokage).

What is the origin of broc in the words"
brokage

" and "broker" ? I think the
answer is that it is of Semitic origin that
it is from a Hebrew source, the Hebrew word
having been introduced into Western Europe
through the commercial activity of the
Moors of Spain. In the Spanish language
there is a word alboroque, of which Capt.
John Stevens in his

'

Spanish Dictionary
'

(1706) gives the following account :

"
Albor6que, a Gratuity given, to one that

makes up a Bargain between two, in the nature
of Brokeridge ; or to a workman above his Hire.
Albordque signifies, much good it may do you,
wish'd by the third Person that drove the Bar-
gain from Barach to bless. It is usual in the
Country to drink the Alboroque when a piece of
Land is sold."

A good account of the history of the Spanish
word alboroque is given by Dozy in his
*

Glossary.' Dozy defines the word as
""
ce que 1'on paie au courtier par 1'inter-

mediaire duquel une chose a ete vendue,
courtage." He goes on to say :

"_Le mot alboroque ou alboroc, qui est tres-
ancien en espagnol, puisqu'il se trouve deja dans
les actes latins du concile de Leon de 1'annee
1020 sous la forme alvaroch, variantes alvoroch et
alvoroc, dans 1'ancienne traduction espagnole
alvaroc, signifie en general, pot-de-vin, epingles,
ce qui se donne par maniere de present au deld du
prix convenu."

Dozy agrees with Cobarruvias in connect-
ing the word (through a Moorish word baruk)
with the Hebrew verb berek (to bless) and
the substantive berdkdh, which signifies

not only a "
blessing," but also a "

gift,""
present." In Arabic, under Jewish influ-

ence, substantives derived from the cognate
root baraka (to bless) have also received the

sense of
" cadeau." Dozy gives a quotation

from Daumas,
' La grande Kabylie,' p. 388 :

" Le chef de la Zaou'ia leur fait tenir a certaine*

poques des presents connus sous le nom de
baraket-el-cheikh, la benediction du cheikh."

The word boroc travelled to us in England
by Provence ; compare the Provencal
derivatives abrocador (courtier) and abrocalge

(courtage) in Levy's
'

Dictionary.' Prov.

abrocatge is identical with our word " brok-

age," cognate with "
broker."

A., L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

"TO DIGGTHEDVST ENCLOASED HEARE."-
As everybody knows, Shakespeare's rimed

epitaph
" Good friend," &c., has nothing

exceptional or individual about it except the

wonder of its being where it is. Doggerel
cautions of the kind were not uncommon,
though they were a recent and a soon

passing fashion. It is interesting to come
across the same thing under a more dignified

wording, with all unmannerly objurgations
omitted.

One instance newly fallen under my
notice is that of a lady buried in the

village church of Stonegrave, by Caulklass

Bank, in the North Riding of Yorkshire.

The date, in the reign of Charles II., lends

it possible value as a late example of the
felt necessity of verbally safeguarding (so
far as in the survivor lay) the sacredness of

the closed grave. The inscription is on a
tablet over the chancel piscina :

" Maria [Burton] uxor Jacobi mater Thomae
Comber llectoris hujus ecclesiae . . . . ad patriam
revocata. . . . A.D. MDCLXXII . . . ."

Then, in large capitals throughout :

" Hoc ultimum Lector a te ppstulans ut

sepulchre quiescat inviolate nee aperiatur monu-
mentum hoc nisi voce Christi. ..."

I have not seen this epitaph noted in

any history or guide-book.
L. I. GUINEY.

THE BARONY OF LATIMER. A recent
decision of the House of Lords has declared

that Mr. Francis Burdett Money Coutts
has established his claim to be a coheir

of the Barony of Latimer. Some of the

newspapers have wrongly thought that this

decision entitles Mr. Coutts at once to assume
the title of Lord Latimer, and take his place
on the peerage roll accordingly. As a matter
of fact, there are a good number of coheirs
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of this barony, and it rests with the Crown
to call up from abeyance, or to refrain from

calling up, any one of them. This is entirely
a matter for the discretion of the advisers

of the Crown.
But the point to which I wish to call

attention is the peculiarity of this title

being derived from an occupation, and

being, therefore, analogous to the baronies of

Boteler and Marshal, and perhaps one or

two other ancient dignities. The word
" Latimer "

is derived from the Old-French
"
Latimmier," which is a corruption of

"
Latinier," and signifies a person with a

good knowledge -of the Latin language,
or, in other words, an interpreter. In later

days the duties of the latimer extended
further than the Latin language, as one of

them was called on to explain to the King
the meaning of the word "

wassail."

The first holder of the barony was Sir

William le Latimer, called the Rich, who
was summoned to Parliament from 29 Dec.,
28 Edw. I., 1299, to 22 Jan., 33 Edw. I.,

1305. The Latimers became extinct, and
the right to the barony vested in the Nevills

of Raby, one of whom was summoned to

Parliament in 1432 in the barony of which
Mr. Coutts has now been declared a coheir.

These facts seem to show that the King's
latimer must have held an important and
lucrative appointment in early days.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

" AIRPLANE." The word "
aircraft

"
is

rightly recommended in 'N. & Q.,' ante,

p. 45. But we also want "airplane." The
French "

aeroplane
"

is a stupid, hybrid
form, half Greek and half Latin, and not
fit for use in England, where the word air
is so much better known ; and the com-
pound

"
airplane

"
is so much simpler.

I have suggested it once already, but no
one has the courage to use it.

The word "
bicycle

" was likewise made
in France ; but the right form would have
been "

dicycle." By a similar error
"

bi-

gamy
"

is used for
"
digamy."
WALTER W. SKEAT.

Two SCOTTISH SONGS. In a well-
written and thoroughly interesting book,
entitled

' The Gateway of Scotland,'
Mr. A. G. Bradley gives a characteristic
delineation of Berwickshire and East
Lothian. Naturally he refers here and
there to Border literature, and when he
does so his remarks are visually both
appreciative and accurate. With regard,
however, to the songs

'

Tibbie Fowler '

and ' Leader Haughs and Yarrow,' he
fails to display his wonted discrimination,
and as his statements may serve to foster

a popular error it seems well to discuss
them here.

On p. 99 of his volume Mr. Bradley
writes thus :

" The Whiteadder runs through
'

Tibby
Fowler's

'

Glen, that lady being a heroine
of sorts in Border poetry, and celebrated by
Allan Ramsay in a familiar ballad."

It is true that both in the
' Tea-Table

Miscellany
' and in Ramsay's collected

poems there is a song entitled
'

Genty
Tibby and Sonsy Nelly,' and that in the
former work, published in 1724, this is

said to be written to the tune '

Tibby
Fowler in the Glen.' But, like Ramsay's
treatment of

'

Bessie Bell and Mary
Gray,' this is a lyrical study of contrasts,
and quite distinct from the real and more
famous ' Tibbie Fowler.' The latter in

a fragmentary form first appeared in David
Herd's ' Ancient and Modern Scottish

Songs,' 1776, and came forth anonymously
in its definite and final glory in Johnson's
'Scots Musical Museum,' 1787-1803. It

begins by naming the heroine and stating
that

" there 's o'er mony wooin' at her,"
the reason for this criticism being signi-

ficantly indicated in the penultimate
stanza, which has become proverbial and
runs as follows :

Be a lassie e'er sae black,
An' she hae the name o' siller,

Set her upo' Tintock-tap,
The wind will blaw a man till her.

At p. 445 of
' The Gateway of Scotland

'

we find this passage :

" Much of it [the Trader] runs through the

estate made familiar by the .well-known Scottish

ballad,
' The Broom of the Cowdenknowes,

which, together with that of
' Leader Haughs

and Yarrow,' was written by Crawford 200 years

ago."

Robert Crawford (d. 1733) is the author

of the second of two songs on ' Cowden-
knowes ' and of the sweetly haunting

pastoral
' The Bush aboon Traquair

'-

warmly recalled by the late Principal

Shairp in his tender lyric with the same

title but all that can be said for his

connexion with ' Leader Haughs and

Yarrow '

is that he has been credited

with the anonymous
' Sweet Susan,' to

the tune of
' Leader Haughs.'

Ramsay gave in the
' Tea-Table Miscel-

lany.' and Johnson transferred it thence

to the
' Scots Musical Museum.' The

original ballad devoted to the two rivers,
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the real
* Leader Haughs and Yarrow,'

which is sonorously resonant with local

names, belongs to the middle of the seven-

teenth century. Practically nothing is

known of the author, who is believed to

have been one of the wandering musicians
of the time.

" Burne the violer
" he is

called in a doubtful reference appended
to the Roxburghe copy of the song.
What seems certain is that in his con-

cluding stanza, while lamenting the

"pastoral melancholy
" that had even

then begun to characterize his region, he
reveals his personality for a moment, and

instantly retires into obscurity :

But minstrel Burn cannot assuage
His grief, while life endureth,
To see the changes of this age
That fleeting time procureth ;

For many a place stands in hard case,
Where blyth fowk kend nae sorrow,
With Homes, that dwelt on Leader-side,
And Scoits, that dwelt on Yarrow.

THOMAS BAYNE.

THE REV. CHARLES VOYSEY. Although
no clang of ecclesiastical or of political
strife is allowed to invade the pages of
" dear old

' N. & Q.,'
" a note should

be made of the death on Saturday, the
20th of July, of the Rev. Charles Voysey, as

an able man who had a sufficiently remark-
able career. He was born in London on
the 18th of March, 1828, and was a direct

descendant of John Wesley's sister Susanna.
At the age of 7 he was reading the Fourth

Gospel in Greek. He received his early
education at Stockwell Grammar School,
and afterwards entered St. Edmund Hall,
Oxford. While at St. Mark's, Whitechapel,
he preached against the doctrine of eternal

punishment, for which he was ejected from
the curacy ; and when Vicar of Healaugh he
announced his unbelief in many of the doc-
trines of the Church of England, and pub-
lished a series of pamphlets entitled

" The
Sling and the Stone "

; these ran into ten
volumes. The Archbishop of York took lega
proceedings, and by the finding of the Privy
Council Voysey was deprived of his living
for heresy on the llth of February, 1871
and ordered to pay costs. He thereupon
founded the Theistic Church, which for four

years held its services at St. George's Hall
The present church is in Swallow Street

Piccadilly, a building which had been a

Huguenot place of worship the first, it h
said, built in England.
Voysey was the only surviving founder

of the Cremation Society of England, anc
on the 24th of July his remains were

remated at Golder's Green, the ashes being
afterwards scattered in the crematorium

grounds. The service was in accordance

with the Revised Prayer Book of the Theistic

hurch, compiled by himself. N. S. S.

QUOTATIONS IN JEREMY TAYLOR. (See

11 S. i. 466; ii. 65; iii. 122; iv. 122 ; vi. 45).

Vol. iv. p. 580 :

To>v 6rjp<ov Pporos p-aXXov ai/?//,iepos.

Perhaps these two quotations may be of

service:

Plato,
'

Laws,' VII. 808 D :

8e TTCUS Trai'Twv OrjpitDV
eo-Ti o\>oyxTa-

^ftplCTTOTaTOV , K.T.A.

Aristotle, 'Pol.,' I. ii., sub finem:

Aib dvoo-iojTaror Kai dyptcoTa-rov [6 av0pa>7ros]

avev dperrk.
G. C.

Billesdon.

" POT-BOILER." It is surprising that no
other answer to the question (8 S. viii. 308)

as to
" Who first coined this culinary term ?

JJ

jias been given than the very late one from

'The Oxford English Dictionary.' Having
been among painters (or artists) all my life,

1 can say that I have known the term for

full fifty years. RALPH THOMAS.

[The earliest quotation in the great Dictionary is

from The Saturday Review of 27 August, 1864

nearly the "
full tifty years

" named by our old and

valued contributor.]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,

in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

EARLY FRENCH PLAYERS IN ENGLAND.

In his
'

History of English Dramatic Poetry
'

(1831), i. 84, foot-note, J. Payne Collier

summarizes some details from the
'' MS.

of the Expenses of the Priory of Thetford,

from 1461 to 1540, lately in the collection

of Mr. Craven Orde, and now of his Grace

the Duke of Newcastle." Among the

players mentioned as having visited Thetford

during that period are
" the players of the

Queen of France." Can any reader having
access to the MS. furnish me with the exact,

or an approximate, date of this visit ?

W. J. LAWRENCE.
32, Shelbourne Road, Dublin.
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GOLDSMITH'S TOMB. Will one of your
readers tell me the precise circumstance;
under which the tomb of Goldsmith in the

vicinity of the Temple Church was placed
there, who subscribed for it, &c. ? Its

inscription,
" Here lies Oliver Goldsmith,'

is, of course, incorrect. Forster, when he

published his 'Life' in 1848, said that the

precise spot in which the poet was buried
was unknown, and that no monument
marked the grave. CLEMENT SHORTER.

POWDERED ALABASTER. About a century
ago the effigy of a knight in armour in

Royston Church suffered considerable injury
from scraping, the resultant powder being
utilized for some medicinal purpose.

Is it known what complaint this was
supposed to benefit, or how it was used ?

Was it a specific in the old pharmacopoeia ?

W. B. GERISH.

ROGER LIVESAY OF IRELAND. In Dug-
dale's

'

Visitn. of Lanes,' 1664-5, a pedigree
of Livesay of Livesay is recorded, in which
appears

"
Roger Livesay in Ireland 1664."

This Roger was the fourth son of John
Livesay of Livesay. In Baines's

'

History
of Lanes ' he is said to have been living in
Ireland in 1644, but this may be incorrect.
A pedigree in the Middleton MSS. at Chet-
ham Library, Manchester, describes him as

of Ireland, implying that he had taken up
permanent residence there. Can one of your
Irish readers give me information about
Roger or his descendants, if any ?

JOHN LIVESEY.
Harnham, Salisbury.

SAMUEL FAVELL. Can any one assist
me with particulars of the parentage, educa-
tion, and marriage of Samuel Favell, citizen
and clothworker of London, who died at
Camberwell on 20 June, 1830, aged 70 ? He
was a Common Councilman for the Ward of

Aldgate for twenty years, was one of the
earliest members of the Sunday School
Society, was a member of the Constitutional

Society, and iaterested himself in almost
every progressive measure of his time.

THOMAS WM. HUCK.

DOGS ON TOMBS. I should be greatly
obliged if any contributor to

' N. & Q.' could
tell me the earliest known date, and where^
of the appearance of dogs at the feet of

effigies on mediaeval tombs.
W. A. HENDERSON.

Dublin.

[See 11 S. iii. 208, 310, 376, 451, though the exact
answer to the question is not there supplied.]

HENRY HUNT PIPER. I wish to procure
some account of Henry Hunt Piper. I
believe that he was a Unitarian minister
who published in 1852 an edition of the

Prayer Book, revised in a Socinian sense.

G. W. E. RUSSELL.

SIR ROBERT BEALE, SECRETARY TO QUEEN
ELIZABETH : HIS PORTRAIT. In 1825 some
queries were inserted in The Gentleman's

Magazine for April, pp. 290 and 377, and

May, p. 386, as to whether any painted or

printed portrait was known of this cele-

brated diplomatist, b. 1541, mar. Edith
St. Barbe (sister to Sir Francis Walsing-
ham's lady), and d. 1601, the answer

being apparently in the negative. Has any-
thing come to light on this subject during
the past eighty-seven years ?

There is at Sherborne Castle a painting
of Queen Elizabeth's progress to Blackfriars

15 June, 1600, attended by numerous
ministers and courtiers, a woodcut of which
is given on p. 180 of

' The Encyclopaedia of

Costume.' Many figures are evidently por-

traits, but some possibly allegorical. Have
they been identified ? and, if so, which might
be Robert Beale as Clerk of the Council ?

As a matter of fact, on 15 May, 1600,

Queen Elizabeth dispatched him as ambas-
sador to Holland and Zeeland, a journey
which was, as she meant it to be, his last,

and from which he returned on 6 Aug. the

same year. B. L.

PLACE OF DEPOSIT OF WILLS. Is there

any book or other authority showing exactly
what old wills (prior to 1800) are deposited
in Somerset House and each separate
district Probate Registry ? If so, where

can it be consulted ? Such a list ought to be

issued as a Government Paper for the infor-

mation of students, and where lists do not

exist, such should (either by the Government
or the local antiquarian society) be put in

land at once. The wills at Chester and

Exeter are well done, and those for Rich-

mondshire.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

CARPENTER OR CARPENTIERE. I shall

be glad to know whether Andrew Carpenter
of London, sculptor, who carved the statue

of Queen Anne for the Moot Hall in Leeds

early in the eighteenth century, was the

same person as - - Carpentiere, statuary,

died 1737, whose biography is given in the

D.N.B.' If not, is anything known about

Andrew Carpenter ? G. D. LUMB,
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THE JACOBITES' FRENCH ENGINEER.

Every Jacobite student is familiar with the
Comte de Mirabel de Gordon. Was he

captured ? The Duke of Richmond, in an
undated letter, begs the Duke of Newcastle
to remember to speak for the King's leave
for M. de Mirabel, now a French prisoner
at Carlisle, to be exchanged (S.P. Dom.
Geo. II., P.R.O., bundle 91, p. 173). Is he
identical with the Count ?

J, M. BULLOCH.
123, Pall Mall, S.W.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. LESLIE. Robert Leslie was admitted to
Westminster School 11 Nov., 1771, and
Charles Leslie 8 May, 1775. Can any corre-

spondent of
' N. & Q.' help me to identify

them, and give the dates of their respective
deaths ?

2. GEORGE WENHAM LEWIS was admitted
to Westminster School 21 Jan., 1812. Was
he a son of John Wenham Lewis of Wester -

ham, Kent ? Who was his mother, and
when did he die ?

3. LINDSAY. James Lindsay, son of John
Lindsay of Antigua, was elected Scholar of
Trin Coll., Camb., 26 April, 1776; and
William Lindsay was admitted to West-
minster School 3 Oct., 1764. I should be
glad of further information about them.

4. LINTALL. Daniel and Thomas Lintall
were admitted to Westminster School 19
Jan., 1784. Information about their parent-
age and career is desired. G. F. R. B.

BADGE : IDENTIFICATION SOUGHT. Per-
haps one of your readers might be able to
throw light on the following question.
Of what event can the badge hereafter

described be commemorative ?

An eight-pointed cross, 1J in. wide and
long, apparently in gold of a bright colour,
but found, when tested, to be copper gilt.The front of the badge bears the inscription" Memoria Dulcis," and in the centre is what
appears to be a monogram formed of V and A,
or of a double A, or possibly of a double
compass of Masonic import. The inscriptionand monogram are cast, not engraved. At
the back of the badge, in somewhat old-
fashioned lettering, is engraved the inscrip-
tion D. 24. Juli 1766."
Attached to the badge is a knot of ribbon

rose-coloured, with a green band down
either side. The ribbon is said to be the
same as that attached to the Turkish Crimean
Medal. Possibly the ribbon may have no
real connexion with the badge.

The British Museum authorities have
been unable, after several days' research,
to identify the badge.

It was found, after her death, among the

possessions of an old lady born in 1820.
The family traditions might point to some
historical event connected with Manchester,
Riga, St. Petersburg, or the Hague.
An exactly similar badge, but without

the ribbon, exists in a second-hand jeweller's

shop in London, where it has for some time
been lying unidentified. It is therefore

probable that there are others also in exist-

ence.
I should be grateful for any light on the

subject. A. F.

' THE CORSICAN'S DOWNFALL.' These
words are the first of the very long title-page
of a book upon

"
Napoleon, alias Nicolais

Buonaparte," which purports to be written
or compiled

"
By a Royal Arch Mason."

There is no clue to the authorship, except
that it was printed at Mansfield and sold

by B. Robinson for the author about 1816.
The book is made up of letters, with

numerous extracts and poetical pieces upon
events which led to

"
the downfall," and

also shows that the
"
Prophet Daniel 2400

years ago
"
predicted the end of Napoleon's

career. I should be glad to know who the
author was. It was published by Lackington,
Allen & Co., London ; Stretton, Nottingham ;

Drewry, Derby ; Bradley, Chesterfield ; Todd,
Sheffield ; Hage & Ridge, Newark ; Drury,
Lincoln ; Hellaby, Boston ; Hurst, Grant -

ham ; Taylor, Retford ; Sheardown, Don-
caster. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

LUDOVICK ROBSERT, LORD BOTJRCHIER.
On the banner of the tomb of Ludovick
Robsert in Westminster Abbey a quartered
coat is carved in stone. The first quarter
is the lion rampant of Robsert, the second
is for Bourchier a cross engrailed gules
between four water -

bougets sable. The
third quarter consists of three buckles, and
the fourth of a chaplet. I should be very
glad if any of your readers could tell me to
whom the third and fourth quarters be-

longed. This Ludovick Robsert, a native
of Hainault, died in 1431. It is well
known that after his marriage with Eliza-
beth Bourchier he was created Lord Bour-
chier, and for his exploits at the Battle
of Agincourt was made Henry V.'s

standard-bearer; eventually he was attached
to Queen Catherine's personal household,
and finally became Chamberlain to the
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young King Henry VI. Many of the arms
on the screen of this beautiful tomb are
now illegible ; but Robsert and Bourchier
can still be traced, and Dart believes that

among them he found the arms attributed
to Geoffrey Chaucer. H. I. HALL.

22, Hyde Park Gate, S. W.

THOMAS PRETTY, VICAR OF HTJRSLEY.
Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' help me as
to the identity and university and place
of burial of the Rev. Thomas Pretty ?

He succeeded to the Vicarage of Hursley,
Hampshire, on the death of Robert Maunder
in 1673, by the presentation of Oliver
St. John, Esq., of Farley Chamberlayne in
the same county, who is said to have
"
purchased this turn

" from Dorothy, widow
of Richard Cromwell (the Protector), who
held the manor of Hursley in her own right.

The Rev. Thomas Pretty and Ursula
(or Martha ?) his wife had a son Thomas,
baptized at Hursley on 13 April, 1678. He
either resigned or died in 1684. Possibly
he was related to the Rev. John Pretty,
the much-respected Rector of Farley Cham-
berlayne (the adjoining parish) from 1679
to 1729, where he was buried on 9 June in
that year. His personality is also illusive.

Any record of him would be very much
esteemed. F. H. SUCKLING.
Highwood, Romsey.

DEDICATION OF NONCONFORMIST CHAPELS.
In the little town of Bishops Waltham

the Primitive Methodists have dedicated
their chapel to St. Paul. I believe that the
late Newman Hall's place of worship was
called Christ Church ; with this exception,
I never heard of any other instances of
such dedication by Nonconformist bodies.
If there be, I should be glad to know them.

E. L. H. TEW.
Upham Rectory, Hants.

COL. LOWTHER, 1739. In Cannon's
' Re-

cord of the Marine Corps
'

it is stated, at

p. 22, that Col. Andrew Lowther, of the. 2nd
Foot Guards, was appointed Colonel of the
3rd Regiment of Marines when it was raised
in 1739

; but at p. 51 his name is given as

Anthony Lowther. Can some reader kindly
say which name is correct ? W. S.

H.M. BARQUE ENDEAVOUR. What en-

gravings or pictures are known of the

above, Capt. Cook's ship during his first

voyage ? There were four artists on board ;

what happened to their pictures, some of
which must have depicted the ship they
sailed in ? X. Y. Z.

NAME OF BOOK WANTED. When I was
at school thirty years ago our old master
read out an account of the effect that the
fear of the end of the world, which was pro-
phesied for the year 1000 A.D., had upon the

liberation of slaves in Great Britain. I have
never been able to trace the book. Perhaps
some of your readers will recollect it, and if

so, I shall be glad of the name. S. C.

LORD RAGLAN'S ARM. In the '

Story of

Two Noble Lives,' vol. i. p. 377, Lady Canning
writes :

"Paris, Oct. 27 : 1854 They [the Emperor and
Empress of the French] said a great deal about

Sevastopol and the anecdote of Lord Raglan's
saying about his arm, which they told with great

delight ; but I don't the least believe he said it, it

sounds so much more like a Frenchman. 1 '

What was this anecdote ? Lady Canning
was the wife of Lord Canning, afterwards

Viceroy of India. J. R.

THUNDER CROSS AND MEDAL. In a will

of 1802 of a Roman Catholic lady she

leaves
" my Thunder Cross and Medal "

to her daughter. What were these ?

R. S. B.

JAMES BROOKE.

(11 S. v. 269.)

I AM not able to corroborate the statement
that James Brooke was a relation of Henry
Brooke, best known as the author of

' The
Fool of Quality.' If such were the case,

their ages differed by many years. Henry
Brooke was born about 1703, James Brooke
about 1728.

James Brooke was a man of prominence
in London life. He was apprenticed as an

engraver, and practised that art for some

years. From the circumstance that he was
an "

intimate and early friend
"

of the father

of John Taylor (of The Sun newspaper) we
are acquainted with most of the particulars
of his life. After ceasing to engrave, he

took to literature, and in early life wrote

pamphlets on politics, prologues and epi-

logues for the theatre, and songs for Vauxhall

Gardens, which were never collected to-

gether. Through the first connexion he

was engaged to conduct The North Briton

after Wilkes, and he continued to edit it

until its death. As a convivial companion,
full of anecdote (familiarly known as
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"Jemmy Brooke"), and as a writer of

theatrical compositions and songs, he asso-

ciated with the wits of his day. Macklin
the letter from Macklin to Brooke which

is published by John Taylor shows the

closeness and duration of their friendship

Hugh Kelly, Goldsmith, Churchill and

Wilkes, Garrick and Ross the actor, were

among his chief friends.

His wife was a beautiful young woman,
"
daughter of a respectable tradesman in

the City," and they had three children, one
son and two daughters. The daughters
lived for many years with the family of

Taylor, and the elder,
" a venerable spin-

ster," was alive in 1832. But Brooke was
an irritable man who frequently gave way
to passion. His wife left him and went on
the stage, first at Edinburgh, then at

Norwich, excelling
"
in comic characters,

particularly old ladies." He thereupon
published in the newspapers a pathetic
appeal for her return, but she would not.

When she became ill and could act no longer,
she was supported by the husband of her
married daughter. She died in 1782, and
was buried in the old churchyard at Mary-
lebone. Taylor was struck

" with the

beauty of her countenance and the dignity
of her figure." He never knew a " more
amiable and intelligent woman."

Brooke, who was then described as of

Rathbone Place, died (after a short illness]

on 23 Oct., 1807, in his eightieth year.
Their younger daughter, Clarissa Sarah,
was called Clarissa in compliment to Samuel
Richardson, her godfather. She married,
as his third wife the licence was dated
30 June, 1774 Philip Champion de Cres-

pigny, the King's Proctor and M.P. for

Aldborough in Suffolk, who died in 1803.

Taylor states that a portrait of Mrs
Brooke was painted by Worlidge, and that
it was in the possession of her elder daughter
He adds that a mezzotint engraving of it

is mentioned by Boswell. This is in the
'

Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides,' under
dates of 6 and 7 Sept., 1773. Dr. Johnson
was much pleased with his entertainmen
at

"
Corrichatachin, a farm of Sir Alexander

Macdonald's possessed by Mr. MoKinnon."
They found "

many good books in the
house. . . .a mezzotinto of Mrs. Brooks [sic]
the actress (by some strange chance in Sky)."
The reference by Taylor enables us to settle

the identity of this lady with Mrs. Brooke.
Birkbeck Hill quoted Croker's suggestion
that the subject was Mrs. Brooks, an actress,
the daughter of a Scotchman, but negatived

his theory by pointing out that the first

appearance of Mrs. Brooks on the stage was
n 1786.
Several states of the mezzotint are set

out by Mr. O'Donoghue ('Catalogue of

British Museum Portraits'). They are:

1. Half length to r. . in hat and mantle : oval

ranie. Engraved by 11. Houston ; published
jy S. Okey. Same plate reworked. Pub.
J. Bowles ; engraved Houston.

2. Copy from later state of preceding. En-
raved by C. Corbutt (E. Purcell) ; pub. R. Sayer.

3. Another copy with variations. Engraved
C. Corbutt (R. Purcell).

By the portrait chroniclers she has been

rroneously called the wife of John Brooks
the engraver.

(John Taylor, 'Records of my Life,'

i. 31-8 ; ii. 12 ; Gent. Mag., 1807, pt. ii.

p. 1080; Foster's 'Baronetage.')
W. P. COURTNEY.

ECKWALD THE DWARF IN GOETHE (11 S.

v. 329 ).
A note in the ' ' Jubilaums-Ausgabe

' '

of Goethe's works, Stuttgart and Berlin,

n.d. (Cotta), vol. xx. p. 235, mentions that

Egwald is the name of- the dwarf king who
in the chap-book (Volksbuch)

' Der gehornte

Siegfried
'

assists the hero in battle with a

giant. Goethe refers to the little monarch
in another place,

'

Belagerung von Mainz
'

(1793), vol. xxviii. p. 245 of the same

edition, this time under the name of Edwin :

" Eine Kolonne Marseiller, klein, schwarz,

buntscheckig, lumpig gekleidet, trappelten heran,

als habe der Konig Edwin seinen Berg aufgetan
und das muntere Zwergenheer ausgesendet.

Edwin is, no doubt, a mere lapse of memory
for Egwald.
The earliest extant edition of the Volks-

buch bears the imprint
"
Braunschweig und

Leipzig, 1726," and it was probably com-

posed not much before that date. It ]

founded on an older poem,
' Der Hiirnen

Seyfrid,' which was printed at Nurnberg
about 1540, and possibly also earlier. Both

works will be found in a cheap reprint by

Wolfgang Golther (Halle, 1889), forming a

double number of the series called
" Neu-

drucke deutscher Litteraturwerke des XVI.

und XVII. Jahrhunderts." The poem was

put together about 1520 out of two earlier

poems, now lost, belonging to the Nibelung

cycle. The one containing the adventures

with the dwarf is judged to have been

written originally between 1230 and 1300.

In the Volksbuch the dwarf appears as

Egwald or Egwaldus ; in the poem he is

called Eugel and (with the diminutive
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ending) Euglein or Eugleyne. His father
is called Nybling in the poem, and Egwardus
in the later prose version ; two brothers,

kings like himself, but not named, lived in

the same mountain with him.
Horn Siegfried so called because he has

covered himself all over, except between the

shoulders, with a horny substance derived
from serpents' skins, thus making himself
invulnerable sets out to rescue the Princess

Florigunda (Kriemhild in the poem) from
a dragon that has carried her off. In the
forest he is met by Egwald, riding on a black

horse, and attended by a thousand dwarfs.

Egwald's reluctance to lead the way to the

dragon is summarily overcome by Sieg-
fried's dashing him against a wall of rock,

greatly to the detriment of his golden crown.

Egwald then assists Siegfried to overcome
the giant Wulffgrambahr (Kuperan in the

poem). From the giant Siegfried gets a
sword with which he is able to kill the dragon
and set the princess free. Egwald foretells

Siegfried's early death, and the last service

performed by the dwarf king is to show him
the way home to Worms. The treasure
which Siegfried took with him, believing it

to be the dragon's, was really the treasure
of King Egwardus (Nybling).
On the general subject of dwarfs in

mediaeval German poetry, see August Liit-

jens,
' Der Zwerg in der deutschen Helden-

dichtung des Mittelalters,' Breslau, 1911

(" Germanistische Abhandlungen," Heft 38).
L. R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg

REMBRANDT AND MENASSEH BEN ISRAEL
(11 S. v. 429; vi. 34). There is a very
full and particular account of the four

etchings referred to in a book entitled 'A
Descriptive Catalogue of the Works of Rem-
brandt and of his Scholars, &c.,' by Daniel

Daulby of Liverpool, and published in Liver-

pool in 1796. The fourth etching is therein
stated to be the '

Vision of Ezekiel,' not
Daniel. A. H. ARKLE.

SANSKRIT AND WELSH (US. v. 509; vi.

92). The best book on this subject isRhys's
'

Welsh Philology,' now, unfortunately, out
of print. In it can be seen plenty of instances
of words from Welsh which prove that the

language belongs, without doubt, to the Indo-

European family, and so is akin to Sanskrit.
There are, therefore, plenty of words in

Welsh, as there are in English or any other
of the languages of this family, bearing
traces of kinship with words of the same
meaning in Sanskrit. But to think that

this kinship is peculiarly evident in the
case of Welsh is a great mistake. The
kinship has to be proved, by the recognition
of well-known modifying laws, in the case
of Welsh, as of all the other languages of
the family. T. LLECHID JONES.
Yspytty Vicarage, Bettws-y-Coed.

COACHING TOKENS (11 S. vi. 50).
There are illustrations of three mail-coach

halfpennies in
' The King's Post,' by R. C.

Tombs (p. 51), and also an article on the

subject in St. Martin 's-le-Grand Magazine,
1905 (p. 280). On the obverse of the tokens
is a coach with four horses, showing driver,

guard, and a passenger. The inscription on
two tokens reads :

" Mail Coach Halfpenny,
Payable in London." On the third is,
"
Halfpenny, Payable in London." On

all three tokens are the words,
; ' To Trade

Expedition, and to Property Protection."

On the reverse side of two of the tokens are
the words,

" To J. Palmer, Esq. This is,

inscribed as a token of gratitude for benefits

received from the establishment of Mail
Coaches "

; and on the third, "To J.

Palmer, Esq. This is inscribed." The date

1797 appears on one token only.
G. H. W.

An article on '

Coaching
'

appeared in

Batty's Magazine for January, 1900, which

purported to be
"
illustrated," though the

only illustrations consisted of the music

of various coach calls on the horn, taken

from ' Manual on Coaching,' by Fairman

Rogers, which is the standard work. Per-

haps this is the article W. B. H. has in mind.

I do not find any other in Batty, after a

cursory glance through some ninety odd
volumes. WILLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

APPARENT DEATH (11 S. v. 428; vi. 16,

58). TO the account of Madame Nathalie's

narrow escape, given ante, p. 16, I may add
from a newspaper cutting, which I have
marked " between November 20th and
December 5th, 1885," that her real name
was Zaire Martel, and that the part which
she was playing in

' La Fille d'Air
' was that

of Azurine.
In '

Capt. Gronow's Recollections and
Anecdotes,' new edition, comprising the

first and second series, 1864, p. 275 et seq.,

is the story of how, in the retreat of the

French army from Moscow, General Ornano,

having been severely wounded by a shell,

was declared by a surgeon to be dead, and,

the ground being hard, was covered with

snow ; and how, the Emperor having
instructed an orderly to find out all about
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the wound which had caused Ornano's

death, he was found to be alive. He after-

wards became a Marshal of France and
Governor of the Invalides. The anecdote
was related by himself to one of Gronow's
friends.

This year (1912) there was a case of pre-
mature burial reported to have occurred in

France. According to one account (Reuters
telegram, Standard, 22 March) the incident
took place at Seix in the Department of

Ariege. According to another (Express
correspondent, Daily Express, same date)
it was near Toulouse. (Seix is over fifty
miles south of Toulouse.) A knocking
inside the coffin was heard. Unfortunately
the opening of the coffin was too late,

though the body was still warm.
In a chamber under the tower of St.

Michel in Bordeaux there are, or there used
to be, a large number of mummies, taken

shortly before the Revolution from the

churchyard which surrounded the tower.
If I remember rightly, one of them was
believed, from its contorted condition, to
have been a case of premature burial.

The terrible death of the Abbe Prevost
author of

' Manon Lescaut ' should be
noted. Crossing the Forest of Chantilly
on 23 Nov., 1763, he was seized with apo-
plexy. His apparently lifeless body was
taken to the house of a neighbouring cure.

A legal functionary arrived to authenticate
the finding of the body, &c. He ordered it

to be opened. The knife was inserted. The
victim shrieked, but the knife killed him.

(See
' Manon Lescaut, from the French o\

the Abbe Prevost,' London, 1841 ;

'

Life oj

the Author,' p. xix.)
At 3 S. xii. 176 is cited the case of

French bishop and senator at this moment
(1867) living and well." The name of the

bishop is not given. I think that I have
read somewhere that he (or some other
clerical senator) addressed the Senate on
the subject of premature burial, giving hi?

own experience without referring it to himself
and that when the question

" Who ?
" was

asked, he astonished the House by saying"
I am the man." I should like to kno\\

who this bishop and senator was.
A friend of mine, who used to be an office:

in the Rifle Brigade, has told me that in o
about 1870, at Darjeeling, a man in th<

regiment, supposed to be dead, was put int<

& coffin, open. The weather being cool, the
funeral was postponed until the next day
when he was found, sitting up, alive. H
died, however, a few hours later.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

I do not see that any contributor has

instanced, in reply to this question, any
iersonal and authentic story, such as the

ne well known to me which I venture to

end you. (It happened in my husband's

amily, and the girl was his great-aunt. )

A young and beautiful girl, dearly loved

,y her family, and especially by her brothers

two of whom were studying medicine

died, or was believed to have died, in the old

STorfolk manor which was her home in

he opening years of the last century. The

day of her funeral was fixed, but was post-
poned so that her favourite brother could

)e present. On arriving, he found her

prepared for the grave, with her coffin in

;he room. Kissing her, he believed that

le had grounds for thinking that life was
not extinct. He held a tiny pocket mirroi

to her lips, and declared that she yet lived .

and under his vigorous measures she was

recalled from the very grave. The terroi

of what she suffered during those days wher

quite consciovis, though utterly powerless
never left her, and she made her relations

swear to her that they would not bury hei

when death came at last till they had cm
off her little finger so as to

" mak' siccer."

This story, very well known in our family
was first told me by one of the doctor':

daughters, and corroborated by her sister

and brothers, who had it direct from his lips

As long as he lived, he cherished the littl

mirror which had shown him that his siste

yet breathed. She lived for several year
after her escape from a cruel fate. Y. T.

LAST FATAL DUEL IN ENGLAND (11 S. vi

46). MR. FRANKS is quite correct. Som

years ago I called the attention of th

editor of a well - known encyclopaedia t(

the fact, and he did not dispute it, though
see that the last edition of the work ii

question makes no mention of the Eghar
duel. The objection was that it was a du<

between foreigners.

The grave of Frederic Cournet is marke
in Egham Churchyard by a flat stone, wit

the following inscription :

The [sic] Democratic Frat^aise
a

Frederic Cournet
Proscrit

L'orient le 21 st Fevrier 1808

Mort le 19th Octobre 1852

It is said that Cournet won the toss, fire

first, and missed. Barthelemy offered t

waive his right to fire if Cournet would finis

the duel with swords. This was refusec

Barthelemy raised his pistol and pulle
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the trigger, but without result. Another

ap was inserted, but again the pistol
failed. Cournet then offered the use of his

own pistols, which were accepted, and his

opponent fired with fatal effect. Bar-

thelemy escaped with the seconds, was
afterwards arrested, and tried at Kingston,
when the jury returned a verdict of man-
slaughter. Three years later he was
hanged at the Old Bailey for the murder of

Mr. Moore and Mr. Folkard.
The above account I have condensed

from a long story told me at second hand
by an Egham lady, so that I cannot myself
vouch for the truth of the picturesque
details. FREDERIC TURNER. -

Wessex, Frome, Somerset.

" DR. SYNTAX "
(11 S. v. 490 ; vi. 78).

COL. MALET is quite right. Combe pub-
lished in 1820 '

Dr. Syntax in Paris,' with,
I think, twenty-three plates. Several copies
are reported as sold in London in the first and
second Indexes to 'Book-Prices Current.'

S. L. PETTY.
Ulversion.

SMALL, REPUBLICS IN EUROPE : GOUST :

TAVOLARA (11 S. vi. 48). These two re-

publics still exist, the population of Goust

comprising 70 inhabitants (in 1902), that of

Tavolara c. 180 (in 1907). H. K.

W. PETITOT: BOYD PORTERFIELD (11 S.

vi. 49). Boyd Porterfield, second son of

Boyd Porterfield of that ilk, co. Renfrew,
purchased an ensigncy in the 22nd Regiment
of Foot, and afterwards purchased a lieu-

tenancy in the 71st Regiment; died in
America 1780 or 1781, unmarried. See
Crawfurd's '

History of Renfrewshire,' Sem-
ple's ed., p. 73; Robertson's ed., p. 402.

J. R. A.

" STEPHANI RODERICI CASTRENSIS Lvsi-
TANI ANN. .ETAT. LXXVIII." (US. vi. 10. 97).

There is a short account of the above,
Estevam Rodrigues de Castro, and his works
in Zedler's

'

Universal Lexicon,' vol. v. col.

1386, according to which he was born at

Lisbon, was Doctor and Prof. Medicinse
Primarius at Pisa, and died in 1637, in the

seventy-eighth year of his age. See also
4

Lindenius Renovatus,' i.e., J. A. van der
Linden's

' De Scriptis Medicis,' enlarged by
G. A. Mercklin, Xurnberg, 1686, pp. 983-4,
and Jocher's

'

Gelehrten-Lexicon.'

Stephanus Rodericus Castrensis must be
distinguished from a more or less contem-
porary physician. Rodericus a Castro or de
Castro who is said to have been a Portuguese

(or Spaniard), and to have practised at Ham-
burg. He was the author of

' Medicus-
Politicus

' and ' De Universa Mulierum
Medicina.' Notices of him are given in

the books of reference mentioned above.

An interleaved and elaborately annotated

copy of
' Lindenius Renovatus '

in the
British Museum suggests some additions to

the lists of works by these two writers.

Burton refers to Rodericus a Castro on
several occasions in his

'

Anatomy of Melan-

choly.' At I. iii. ii. iv. he calls him " a famous

physician in Spain." EDWARD BENSLY.

ABERCROMBY FAMILY (11 S. v. 489 ;

vi. 56). The appended isolated reference,

which I noted some time since in the burial

register of St. Peter's, Nottingham, may
possibly have been vainly sought elsewhere,
as the family was not, to my knowledge,
associated with this locality: 6 June. 1593,
"

Sir James Abercrumby." A. S.

"CHEEK" (11 S. v. 366). In Farmer's
'

Slang and its Analogues
'

it is shown that

the word " brow " was formerly used in

the same sense, an example being cited

from Fuller's
'

Holy State,' 1642.

Barrere suggests that the term arose from

the habit impudent people had of thrusting

their tongue in their cheek when they wished

to express contempt.
" BABBYLUBIE

"
(11 S. v. 388). In the

' E.D.D.' it will be found that lubby and

lubu are defined as
"
awkward, lubberly

"
;

while bobby, of course, means infant : hence

these stone blocks may have been familiarly

called "awkward babies" on account of

their rounded and clumsy shape.
N. W. HILL.

Honolulu, Hawaii.

BRITISH TROOPS IN GOA (US. vi. 68).

During the continuance of our wars with

Revolutionary and Napoleonic France at

the close of the eighteenth and commence-

ment of the nineteenth centuries, British

garrisons were maintained in the Portuguese
settlements of Goa and Isle Diu from motives

of self-preservation.
The 86th Regiment,

now the Second Battalion of the Royal Irish

Rifles, were in garrison at Goa from April,

1806, to August, 1809, and on the departure
of the regiment a most complimentary
Order was issued by the Viceroy and Captain-

General of the Portuguese possessions in

India. I am not aware whether any
"
history of this occupation

" has been

published, but details of the garrison will
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be found in the Bombay Military Consulta-
tions at the India Office. It is much to
be regretted that L. L. K. had no time to

copy the inscriptions in the British Cemetery
at Goa, where many good men laid down
their lives in holding fast to India.

C. B. N.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (US.
v. 348). The poem

'

Earth's Angels,' com-
mencing
Why come not spirits from the realms of glory ?

is to be found in
'

Lyra Anglicana.'
A. B.

(US. v. 488.)

In The Spectator of 29 Jan., 1910, the

following letter appeared, signed Herbert
W. Horwill :

"In your article on 'The Elections so Far' in
last week's Spectator, you refer to Abraham
Lincoln's great principle that though you may fool
some of the people all the time, and all the people
some of the time, you cannot fool all the people all
the time. In the interests of accuracy it may be
worth while to point out that there is no ground
whatever for the popular attribution of this maxim
to Lincoln. Its authorship was investigated a few
years ago by Mr. Spofford, the assistant librarian
of Congress, who could find no trace of it in any
of the great President's speeches, papers, letters,
or recorded sayings. Neither Mr. Hay nor Mr.
ISicholas, the joint authors of the standard bio-

graphy of Lincoln, knew anything about it. Mr.
Spofford's enquiries led him to the conclusion that
the originator of this much-quoted sentence was
Mr. Phineas T. Barnum, whose qualifications for

generalising OH such a subject every one must
recognise."

LAWRENCE PHILLIPS.
Theological College, Lichfield.

"
Si JEUNESSE SAVAIT "

(11 S. VI. 66).
Replying to ST. SWITHIN'S note, I would
observe that this head-note appears on a
most charming and affecting poem by Mr.
Austin Dobson called

'

Pot-Pourri.' I be-
came interested in the quotation, and wrote
Mr. Austin Dobson thereon. I think, with-
out breaking the canons of good taste, I

may append, as I now do, his reply to
me :

'' '
Si jeunesse savoit ! si vieillesse pouvoit !

'

is
attributed in King's

'

Classical and Foreign Quota-
tions to Les Premices '

of one H. Estienne. There
is also said to be a proverb of the twelfth centurv
which runs,

Si jeune savoit et vieux pouvoit,
Jamais disette n'y auroit.

This may be roughly rendered :

If youth but knew and age were able,
Then poverty would be a fable !

"

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69). When
William Blades in 1890jissued his

"
Biblio-

graphical Miscellanies," Parts II., III., IV.,
and V., entitled

' Books in Chains,' which
he compiled largely from the lists in

' N. &"Q./
I interleaved my copy, and have since

inserted numerous additional references,
illustrations, and notes. This volume is

at the service of your correspondent here,
should he desire to make extracts from it.

W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

In Egglescliffe Church, co. Durham, are
two chained books ' Eikon Basilike

' and
Jewel's 'Apology.' See Proc. Soc. Antiq.
Newc., Third Series, iv. 251. R. B R.

The only reference I know is Blades's
' Books in Chains,' 1890. All the libraries

are catalogued by alphabet, and there are
illustrations. There have since been notices
and pictures in various illustrated papers
The Daily Graphic and others but nothing
new. If MR. STEEL will write me, I willsend
him a catalogue of a library mentioned by
Blades in which there were two chained
books. S. L. PETTY.

Ulverston.

There is a list of those to be found in

parish churches on pp. 338-40 of '

English
Church Furniture,' by Dr. J. Charles Cox
(Methuen, 1907).

Those in the interesting parish church of
Wootton Wawen, Warwickshire, were the gift
of a former vicar, to whose memory the

following lines appeared on a monument of
some kind, formerly in the south aisle:

September 12, 1652, dyed and here lyeth
Interred, the Body of the industrious, learned,
Humble, peaceable, charitable and faith full

Pastor of Wooton Wawen, Mr. George Dunscombe,

His people's joy, the Clergy's glasse,
His life a living Preacher was.
A life as spotless as the Sun,
Oh that the sand had longer run !

But such a soule, so pure, so good,
As if the first man still had stood :

Or failing as he did, had done
No prejudice to this his Sonne,
Excepting this alone, that he
Must fill a grave as well as we.
Such a rais'd soule much fitter was
For Heaven, than a lower place,
And if to Heaven he had gone
Like Enoch by translation,
Or in such state had thither rid
As the Seraphicall brother did.
This honor none had thought too high
For Grace of such sublimity.

A. C. C.

[MR. R. A. PEDDIE and MR. JOHN A. RANDOLPH
also thanked for replies.]
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"
J'AI vu CARCASSONNE" (11 S. v. 348'

473; vi. 57).
"
J'ai vu Carcassonne

"
is the

statement which seemed to me to be used as

a quotation, and provoked my query. Your
correspondents are kind, and more helpful
than I thought at first, in supplying

" Je
n'ai jamais vu Carcassonne " from Gustave
Xadaud's poem. It is suggestive of the

fancy that
"
J'ai vu Carcassonne !

; '

may
have been uttered by one who rejoiced in

the realization of a beautiful vision, thinking
of one who had been less fortunate.

I need not trouble MR. T. F. DWIGHT for

a copy of Xadaud's lines, but I wish to

thank him for his ready courtesy.
ST. SWITHIN.

CASANOVIANA : CASANOVA AND LORD
LINCOLN (11 S. vi. 4). Sir Horace Mann
confirms Casanova's account of the young
Lord Lincoln's doings. He wrote from
Florence in 1772 :

" What did the Duke of Newcastle say to his

son's being so great a Dupe to a proud prostitute
and a set of sharpers ? He had literally once lost

to them forty-four thousand zecchins, but, after

supper, he was let to win two Cards, one of 18,
the other of Irt thousand, and then thought
himself happy to leave off with a debt of eleven
hundred [sic], for which he has given his Obliga-
tions, besides, a thousand in presents to the Girl."
' Mann and Manners at thu Court of Florence,'
ii. 234.

A. FRANCIS STEUART.
79, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

" HERE I LAY OUTSIDE THE DOOR "
(11 S

v. 489 ; vi. 57). According to Abraham
Hawkins,

'

Kingsbridge and Salcombe,' 1819,

p. 1 9, Robert Phillips, the person whose name
the inscription commemorates, was by
profession a cooper, and a strange fellow,
well known to the inhabitants by the nick-
name of

" Bone Phillips," and as one of
whom it was difficult to say whether he
were more knave or fool. He was in the
habit of repeating the lines to all ranks
and degrees in his mendicant vagaries,
drunk and sober, as intended to be engraved
on his tombstone, and his wishes were at
length fulfilled by the liberality of the late

William Clark, Esq., of Buckland Tout
Saints, near Kingsbridge.

MR. J. T. PAGE'S version of the epitaph
is correct, except that

"
Comonly

"
should

read "
Commonly," and the lines are

"
in-

serted," not "
inscribed." According to

Miss Sarah Prideaux Fox,
'

Kingsbridge
Estuary,' 1864, p. 10, some one has since
carved an additional figure on the stone,
so as to make it appear that the age of this

individual was 165 years ; whence, as she

remarks, it is by no means improbable that
hereafter the inscription may be quoted in

proof of the longevity of the inhabitants of

Kingsbridge. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

ATKYNS FAMILY (11 S. ii. 429, 474; v.

448). Since my reply at 11 S. ii. 474 I
have gathered many particulars relating to
the family of Sir Robert Atkyns the elder
which offer evidence that he had more than
the one son mentioned in

'

D.X.B.,' and
also corroborate the fact, inferred from the
extract from the Blakesware indenture
given by MR. GOSSELIN, that he had a
grandson named Robert.
The first and best authority proves to be

Sir Robert himself, for at the commence-
ment of his will, dated 27 May, 1708, a
copy of which is before me, he refers' to" my late Son Edwd. Atkyns," and, further
on, to

" my Grandson Robt. Atkyns." The
next evidence I can offer is from a printed
case relating to the Atkyns estates at
Lower Swell, in Gloucestershire, which was
heard at the Bar of the House of Lords on
24 Jan., 1758, and, incidentally, contains
interesting biographical information relating
to the Atkyns family. Here Sir Robert
the younger is referred to as the eldest
son and heir apparent of Sir Robert the
elder. From the case it is clear that in
1698 there was a Robert Atkyns, who is
described as "

nephew and heir-at-law "
to

Sir Robert Atkyns the younger, and appears
to have shown signs of lunacy, for certain

properties were in consequence leased to
the sons of Ann Tracy, the daughter of Sir
Robert the elder by his second wife. In
1708 Robert, the grandson, was still appre-
hended to be a lunatic ; but on the death
of his uncle, Sir Robert the younger, 29 Xov.,
1711, without issue, he entered into posses-
sion of the Atkyns property at Lower Swell ;

and as he was defendant in the trial for

ejection which ensued on behalf of Ann
Tracy's sons, it is evident that he had not
been actually so declared. He continued in

possession of the estates until his death on
16 March, 1753. Two daughters, Elizabeth
and Ann, are named as defendants in the
trial of 1758.

In '

Allegations for Marriage Licences
issued by the Vicar-General of the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury

'

(Harl. Soc., 1886,
p. 263) occurs the entry :

"
1676/7, Feb. 8. Edward Atkyns [sic subs.],

of Lincoln's Inn, Esq., Bachr., abt 23, & Mrs.
Agnes Atkins, of St. Giles in Fields, Spr, abt 18 ;

consent of father Sir Richard Atkins, of Hadham,
co. Herts, Bart. ; at St. Andrew's, Holborn,
or Lincoln's Jnn Chapel."
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From this it will be seen that Edward
Atkyns was born about 1653-4, and Agnes
Atkins about 1658-9. Agnes was daughter
of Sir Richard Atkins (son of Sir Richard

Atkins, Kt.), who was created baronet in

1660, and died 1689. Sir Richard had ten

children, two dying in childbirth. The
eldest, Annabella, b. 1651, d. in Paris,

unmarried, 1 Jan., 1670 ; Rebecca, b. 1652,
d. 10 June, 1661 ; Henry, b. 1653, d. in

1677 ; Richard succeeded to the title ;

and there were four daughters, among whom
was Agnes. Burke

(

' Extinct Baronetcies,'

1844) gives the family as Atkins of Clapham,
the manor of Clapham having been sold to

one
'

Henry Atkins, physician to James I.

(J. W. Grover's
' Old Clapham,' 1887). The

family was originally connected with Hert-
fordshire. Burke also states that Agnes
married

" Edward Atkins, esq. brother of

Sir Robert Atkins."
Mr. Grover includes in his book an inter-

esting account of the discovery by him in

1885 of the Atkins (of Clapham) monuments
on the site of the Old Church at Clapham,
and their subsequent restoration and placing
in the north transept of St. Paul's, Clapham.
The Old Church, which was removed in

1814, is described and illustrated in Gent.

Mag., vol. Ixxxv. pt. ii. pp. 489-91. This
account records the inscriptions on the

monuments, and, fortunately, the one most
interesting at the present time, though it

is not given in Grover's book. The inscrip-
tion on the north side of the large altar-

tomb commemorates several members of the

family, including
"
Agnes, Edvardo Atkyns Arm filio 2 (1

genito
Robert i Atkyns de Superton [sic for Sapperton]
in Com. Glouc' Militis Balnei, se connubio junxit."

By this marriage Edward Atkyns, according
to Le Neve (' Pedigrees of Knights,' Harl.

Soc., 1873), had a son named Robert and
a daughter named Annabella. The latter

married. 7 June, 1705, the Hon. Henry
Bridges, second son of James, eighth Lord
Chandos (Chester's

'

Reg. West. Abbey,'
Harl. Soc., 1876), In the note to this entry
Mr. Chester states that Annabella was
daughter of

"Edward Atkyns, Esq., Barrister-at-Law (second
son of Sir Robert Atkins, Kt., Lord Chief Baron of

the Exchequer), by Annabella, daw. of Sir Richard
Atkins, second Bart., of Clapham, Surrey,"

and that she was buried at Whitchurch,
24 Aug., 1763, aged 84. This would make
the year of her birth 1679, and proves
the statement to be an error, for I have
shown that Richard, the second baronet,
could not have been born before 1654,

and though he did have a daughter named
Annabella, she was probably not born
before (say) 1674. Also, as appears above,
the Annabella of the first baronet died
unmarried. Le Neve (ante) states that
Edward Atkyns married "

Annabella, dr

of Sir Richd Atkins, of Surrey, B 1 "
; but

the marriage licence and the inscription on
the monument at Clapham seem conclusive
evidence that in both cases the name should
be Agnes.
The exact dates of the birth and death of

Edward Atkyns have yet to be established,
and I have hopes of tracing them.
Le Neve's pedigree of Atkyns of Saperton

traces the family from one David Atkyns,
who died 1552 (Atkyns's 'Glostershire'),
and is carried to the grandchildren of Sir
Robert Atkyns the elder. The record of
the family is traced by Atkyns (' Gloster-
shire,' p. 638), apparently without break,
from Thomas Atkyns, who died in 1401,

though it is not quite clear whether the
Thomas Atkyns who died " 4 Henry VIII."
was the father of David, who succeeded
him, and died in 1552. In addition to
Robert and Edward Atkyns, Le Neve's
pedigree records the birth of one other son,
Thomas, by Sir Robert the elder's first wife

Mary; also a daughter who "dyed young."
By Anne, his second wife, Le Neve records
issue one daughter, Anne, who married
in 1708 John Tracy of Toddington; and four
sons, one of whom was also named Robert,
and died in infancy (' N. & Q.,' 11 S. ii. 475).
In view of the general acceptance that Sir
Robert Atkyns the younger and Anne his
half-sister were the only children, this

pedigree is rather striking.

Every biographical notice of Sir Robert
Atkyns the elder which I know of states
that he was born in 1621, and, with the

exception of Foss and Musgrave, all give
the date of death as 1709. This probably
arises from the statement in Atkyns's
'

Glostershire
'

(1712, p. 638) that he "
dyed

1709, aged 88 Years." But this is the Old
Style, and should be read as 1709/10. In
his will Sir Robert says,

"
being on the 29

day of April last, 1707, entred into the four-
score & eighth year of my age," thus indi-

cating the completion of eighty-seven years,
and consequent birth on 29 April, 1620.
So far as I am aware, this is the only record
of the exact date of his birth, and is certainly
worth a place in

' N. & Q.' That his death
must have occurred in 1709/10 is proved,
first, by a codicil (the third) to his will,
dated 24 May, 1709 ; and, secondly, by
the parish register of Sapperton, which
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records that Sir Robert "dyed February
12th and was buried February 23rd,"

1709/10. In D.N.B.' the date is 18 Feb.,
1709, and in Foss 18 Feb., 1710. 'It is

satisfactory to give for the first time the

authentic dates. It will be seen that Sir

Robert was within a few weeks of completing
his ninetieth year. ROLAND AUSTIN.
Gloucester Public Library.

on IGooks.

The History of the People of Israel in Pre-Christian
Times. By Mary Sarson and Mabel A. Phillips.

(Longmans & Co.)

IT is no light task to assimilate and reproduce hi

popular form the immense amount of Biblical

criticism which recent years have produced,
and we have nothing but commendation for

the judicious and efficient manner in which
these two Oxford ladies have performed it. It

was a work which needed to be done, as teachers

have come to see more and more that they cannot
afford to ignore the results of progressive scholar-

ship and give lessons in Scripture on the old con-
ventional lines with which the last generation was
content. The authors have written their history
with competent knowledge, in a pleasant style,
and in excellent taste ; and we cannot doubt that a

large and increasing number of teachers of the

higher classes in schools will be grateful to them
for supplying such an informative manual. The
Head Master of Rugby, speaking with wide

experience, gives it his hearty commendation
in a Prefatory Note. The way in which the Old
Testament difficulties are dealt with seems
eminently wise and discreet. Instead of accen-

tuating these by formal discussion, the authors,

by a few incidental and parenthetic words,

sufficiently indicate their point of view, and set

the pupil on the right track for arriving at a satis-

factory solution. Thus the apparent command
to Abraham to slay his son no longer offends

the moral sense when it is added that " a righteous

impulse (of self-sacrifice) was to the patriarch
no other than the voice of God." The same
principle explains the ruthless order to extermin-
ate the Canaanites. The sojourn of Jonah in the
interior of the sea-monster and his strange en-

franchisement are merely referred to as a deliver-

ance from the monster Babylon, i.e., from

captivity Dr. Cheyne's suggestion being here

adopted. This illuminating hint will not be lost

on the careful teacher. Similarly, the old cruxes
of the standing still of the sun, the falling of the
walls of Jericho, the speaking of Balaam's ass,
are traced to the subjective impressions made
upon the consciousness of the witnesses, as wonders

wrought in the psychical sphere rather than the
material and objective. We are not sure if

the same explanation would not be extended to

the theophanies so frequently mentioned in the
Pentateuch. A word of special commendation
is due to the thoughtful note upon miracles,
which shows that their value consists not so much
in being a revelation of the presence and power
of the Deity as in affording indications of His
character and will (p. 73) ; and there are some
excellent observations on God's hardening

Pharaoh's heart (p. 65). We notice two errata
Abrech, when it first occurs, on p. 51, is

printed
" Abechr "

;

"
Chokmah," wisdom, and"

hakamim," wise men, on p. 281, ought to have
the same initial letter.

Letters of Robert Southey : a Selection. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by Maurice H
Fitzgerald. (Oxford University Press.)

WRITING in 1804 to Rickman, Southey, in his
slightly pompous way, declares : "I look upon
the invention of reviews to be the worst injurywhich literature has received since its revival.^
If this be so and it is at least arguable Southey
himself has something to answer for, perhapsmore to complain of ; but at any rate what he
has left us, even if not many now 'turn to look at
it, lies more or less beyond the range of this
injury, and his letters need not at this time of
day be appraised or criticized. Yet one may welt
wish them to be better known to the general non-
literary public than they seem to be, and we
welcome this pleasant little volume, which con-
tains 268 of them, together with a dozen pages of
careful appreciation, a few notes (chiefly bio-
graphical), and an excellent biographical table
which gives year by year the principal events-
of Southey's life, and also events in the lives of
his contemporaries.

There are people in whom achievement, or, in
general, the exercise of power, produces a con-
sciousness inadequate to the reality ; they are
greater and do better than they know. There are
others in whom the consciousness of power is^

produced somewhat in excess, and Southey was
of these. This, though by no means the same
thing as vanity, has, in these unreserved letters,,
almost the same slightly ludicrous effect as vanity
has, and, with the antiquated and narrow political
views so tartly expressed, makes up whatever-
there is unsympathetic in this intimate portrayal
of a singularly generous and amiable mind ; wise,,
too, with the forthright, uncompromising wisdom
which comes with study and meditation, rather
than from practical knowledge of men and affairs-
We may smile now and again, as in reading the-
letters to Shelley ; but, for all that, we are bound
to confess that those letters are sound, noble,,
and not a little courageous. Southey's humour,
of which there is plenty here, is conspicuously-
aided by his nervous and easy style. The diction,
though so lively, is never fetched from a distance ,.

and yet, when one pays attention to it, it is aston-
ishing how many odd words he uses :

"
tarri-

ance." for example ;

"
devotemeut,"

" remein-
berably,"

"
unrealize,"

"
poemet," and others.

One might have worse in the way of a companion!
at the Lakes than this little book in one's pocket.

Kent Records : the Parish Registers and Records
in the Diocese of Rochester. A Summary o
Information collected by the Ecclesiastical
Records Committee of the Rochester Diocesan
Conference, with an Introduction by W. E.
Buckland. (Published by the Kent Archaeo-
logical Society ; printed by Mitchell Hughes
& Clarke.)

AT the Sevenoaks session of the Rochester-
Diocesan Conference in 1910 a resolution was
passed instituting an inquiry into ecclesiastical
records in the custody of the incumbents and other
officers of the Church in the diocese. A form
containing some twenty-four questions was sent
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to all who had any such documents in their

keeping, and the resulting replies are embodied
in the work before us. In a useful table prefixed
to Mr. Buckland's Introduction we may see which

parishes possess registers dating from 1538
the date at which these were first kept and
which have records going back to the Elizabethan
and Stuart periods. Of the first there are 21 ;

of the second, 57 ; of the third, 36. The most
interesting register in the diocese is that of

Edenbridge, which runs to 20 volumes, beginning
with the year 1546. As is well known, the first

registers were paper books, which were presently
found to be of too perishable a nature for their

purpose, and in 1597 were ordered to be replaced
by parchment books, into which the older entries

had to be transcribed. Edenbridge possesses one
of the rare original paper books, and that in a
more complete state than those at Chidding-
stone and Chelsfield, bound, moreover, in two
leaves of a thirteenth or fourteenth century Bene-
dictional. The parchment register of Banning
Jfor 1541-1611 is not in the form of a book, but
of strips sewn together, making a roll 22 ft. long ;

and the Teston register (1538-1685) is written
on 12 strips of parchment of unequal size, which
are sewn together at the top. A number of the

early registers (that of Edenbridge among them)
have entries in Latin. Some of the interesting
items which they contain have already been
published, but in answering the questions the

clergy have in many cases repeated them. Thus
of Chiddingstone, Gillingham with Upberry,
Meopham, and the two Mailings, we get a number
of instructive particulars, which space forbids
us to quote. And we learn that at Gravesend
Pocohontas lies buried; that at Hayes in 1788
rsome twenty inhabitants absented themselves
from church,

" not from any bad motives, but
from want of good ones

"
; and that atSpeldhurst

lie buried four Frenchmen three priests and a
nobleman refugees apparently from the Revolu-
tion.

The Introduction is excellent, full of matter
simply and plainly set out. Section IX., on the
Preservation of Parish Records, is a warning
which incumbents and churchwardens might
well be asked to read and lay to heart, relating
as it does the loss of many precious volumes, and
their fate so far as it is known or surmised.
Those of our readers who have not time or

opportunity to obtain access to the original
sources, yet welcome any chance of extending
their information on the subject of these remains
of the past, will find this volume both useful and
entertaining.

The Lordship of Paisley. By W. M. Metcalfe.

(Paisley, Alexander Gardner. )

THIS book is the Accompt of Charge and Discharge
for the years 1757, 1758, 1759, and 1760 rendered
to the Earl of Dundonald of that period by hi s

factor, James Kimble. To this Dr. Metcalfe has
written an Introduction, which tells in a summary
Avay the history of the holders of the lordship of

Paisley from its erection by James VI. in 1587,
when it was conferred upon Lord Claud Hamilton.
It remained with the Hamiltons till 1652, and then
Lord Claud's grandson sold it for 13,333(. 6s. 8d.
to the Earl of Angus, who in the following year
sold it to Lord Cochrane of Dundonald. The
history of the estate throughout these years is

.largely one of breaking up and alienation. Both

the Hamiltons and the Dundonalds played promi-
nent parts in those stormy times, and were con-

stantly in need of money. The most interesting
part of their possessions was the Abbey of Paisley,
which underwent all the rigours of spoliation
and destruction usual in those times, so that
of a once magnificent pile the remains at this

day are comparatively scanty, and even the
sites of many different portions have been
obliterated. It is satisfactory to know that what
is left is being zealously cared for and, so far as
is practicable, restored.

In the Accompt itself those homely details
which one looks to to give life to the lists of names
and sums of money are fairly plentiful. Pages
42 and onwards furnish most of them, beginning
with "

By a proclamation through the Town of

Paisley by tuck of Drum discharging people
from playing in the Abbay Clossand going through
the avinue and laigh parks . . 0-1-0 "

; and
going on to payments connected with the "

Roup
of the Abbay Gardens and Douecoat "

; to
" a black

Couering to the pulpit etc: of the Abbay parish
upon advice of Earl William's death "

; to the
"
allowance

"
of 2s. Qd.

"
to the men Employed by

the multurer at Supporting the Maltmiln and
goofing thereof, she being much Racked by reason
of the great Storms and floods, which was used by
them in Spaits, as the men could not stand lang
by reason of the water "

; to the "
proclaiming

through the town of Paisley anent a washing
house to be built and a Green for Drying of Cloaths
for the benefite of the Inhabitants," and other
like matters. There is a good index, and a
Glossary which is one of the best parts of the
book.

MESSRS. A. & C. BLACK send us a Guide to

Harrogate, the first of a series of guide-books
to be published by them constructed on a new
plan. The contents are arranged alphabetically,
so that the information sought can be at once
found. The editor, Mr. Gordon Home, is right
in saying

"
every interest is dealt with." Places

of interest near Harrogate are also described.
These include Bolton Abbey, Ripon, York, and
that most lovely of the Yorkshire dales, Wensley-
dale. There are twelve illustrations in colour
and four excellent plans.

to Comspontonts.
WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,

nor can we advise correspondents as to the valuij
of old books and other objects or as to the means oJ

disposing of them.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of

the page of 'N. & Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

MR. J- PARSON (" What wound did ever heal but

by degrees?").' Othello,' II. iii 380.
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CHESHIRE AND THE PIPE ROLLS.

IN the Pipe Rolls of several of the early years
of Henry II. there are entries relating to

farms of the land of the Earl of Chester,
which raise some interesting questions.
There is no such entry in the earliest Pipe
Roll, which is usually ascribed to the

thirty-first year of Henry I., namely, 1129-
1130. The regular series begin in the reign
of Henry II. with the year 1155-6. The

|

entries relating to the land of the Earl of

Chester come at the end of the Pipe Roll

for the year comprised between 30 Sept.,

1157, and 29 Sept., 1158.

We then find, under the heading
' Terra

Comitis Cestrie,' a statement that Simon I

fitz William renders account of the farm I

of the land of the Earl of Chester for half a
|

year. The amount of the farm is not stated,
but was evidently 294Z., for he had paid into

the Treasury 1501. 5s. 2d., and he had also

made a payment of 33/. 6s. 8d. to Richard
de Hay, and so had exceeded his liability

by 33Z. 11*. lOrf. (?). This shows that for the
half-year he need only have paid in 147Z.,
and thus the farm for the whole year was
294Z. The entry of the Earl's land occurs
in the next year, 1158-9, where the amount
to be accounted for is definitely stated as

being 294Z. In this year the same account-
ant takes credit for 451. , payments of or
for

"
the Countess "

for half a year, and for
371. Us. 4%d. for the alms of

"
the Earl."

The next year 1159-60 Robert de Monte
Alto joins Simon in rendering account of the
Earl's lands. They make various payments
for tithes and alms, for works at the Castle of
Chester and at the bridge of the Castle, and
for soldiers and servants "

of two castles
"

(no doubt those mentioned next year).
They also take credit for 307., payments of
"the Earl and Countess." In 1160-61 the
same parties render account of 41Z. 13s. 6d.,
arrears of last year's farm, and 294/., the
current farm. The Castellans of Hodeslea
and Wristlesham had been paid 161. 18s.

each; and 2151. odd was disbursed in works
in the city, no doubt Chester. A payment
of the Earl of 201. is included, but there is

no mention of the Countess. In 1161-2 the
farm was 304Z., and Robert de Monte Alto
renders the account alone. He makes
various payments for works in the city,
and for the Castellans just mentioned,
but no payments for the Earl or Countess
appear. A sum of 40Z. and another of 20Z.*
are included as payments of or for

"
the

Earl's mother." The 40Z. is entered as"
de preterite," no doubt being in respect

of the previous year. Nothing is entered

relating to the lands of the Earl of Chester
in the following year 1162 and the entries

disappear.
Simon fitz William was the grandson of

Hugh de Mara, and a cousin of Robert de
Montalt (or Mold), and the latter was the

hereditary steward of the earldom of Chester.
The Earl was obviously Hugh C'yfelioc, son
of Randle Gernons, who had died in 1153 ;

but who was "
the Countess "

? and why
were the Earl's lands in farm ?

It is suggested that these entries upon
the Pipe Rolls throw some light upon the

great controversy of the seventeenth century
between Sir Peter Leycester and Sir Thomas
Mainwaring as to the legitimacy of their

ancestress, Amicia, daughter of Hugh Cyfe-
lioc. It will be remembered that the

legitimacy of Amicia depends upon whether

* The 2W. is apparently not decipherable on the
roll, but it is plain that was the amount from the
addition of the other items.
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her father, the Earl, had an earlier wife

than his recorded wife Bertreda, and the

possibility of this largely depends upon his

age.
Until recent years it has generally been

thought that Sir Thomas, who defended the

legitimacy of Amicia, had the better of the

argument ; but he was not able to produce
any record which mentioned any wife other

than Bertreda.

Now, from the evidence produced in the

discussion (' Amicia Tracts,' Chetham Soc.)
and elsewhere, it appears that Bertreda was
29 years old in 1185, being born, therefore,

about 1155-6, and that she was married
in 1169. So when we find the Earl and the

Countess mentioned together in the Pipe
Rolls of 1158-9 and 1159-60, it is clear that
" the Countess

" cannot possibly have been

Bertreda, and that if
" the Countess "

refers

to his wife, the Earl must have been married
before. The Countess is not mentioned in

the accounts of 1160 or 1161, and if she was
the wife, it might be argued from this that

she had died.

It is, of course, well known that Maud
(or Matilda), mother of Hugh Cyfelioc,
lived till 1189, and she might be "the
Countess

" mentioned in these entries. But
it may be pointed out that in the Roll of

1161-2 she is clearly mentioned, not as
" the Countess." but as

"
the Earl's mother."

It is true that the mother of the Earl was
sometimes called

"
Comitissa

"
after her

husband's death. Thus, in - the Pipe Roll

of 1129-30,
" Lucia Comitissa Cestrie

"

occurs as rendering account of her Lincoln-
shire lands in dower, her husband, the Earl
Randle Meschin, having just died. Her
son Randle, the next Earl, was not then
married. Again, a mandate, dated about
1158, from Henry II. is directed to Hugh,
Earl of Chester, and " M. Comitisse" (Coll.

Top. et Gen., ii. 247). It is not quite clear,
but probably this was Matilda, the Earl's
mother. Of course, here, as in the Pipe
Roll entries, if it could be shown that a first

wife is indicated, we should have the evi-

dence upon the production of which Sir

Peter Leycester said he would burn his book.
As to the reason why the lands of the Earl

of Chester were being farmed for the King
during these years, it might be suggested
that it was because the Earl was under age
and his lands in wardship, and Mr. Helsby's
statement (Ormerod's

'

Cheshire,' 1882, i. 31,

note) that
"
there is no evidence that he

[the Earl] was in wardship after his father's

demise "
may have to be modified. That

such an incident of tenure could apply

to the earldom would seem clear. Since-

Leycester's day definite statements have
been discovered in the ' Annales Cestrienses

*

(Record Society) that Earl Hugh was borm
in 1147 and married to Bertreda in 1169 ;

and if we accept these dates, he was only
about 7 years old when his father died. But
if infancy was the reason for the entries, we-
should naturally expect them to have begun
immediately upon the death, in 1153, of
his father, Earl Randle. The Roll for 1 1 53-4
is not extant, but we have those for 1155-6'
and 1156-7, and the entry relating to the
lands of the Earl of Chester does not occur
in either of them, but is found for the
first time, in 1157-8, and then for only half
the year. Apparently something occurred'

by which, about March, 1158, the lands of
the Earl were taken into the King's hands
for four and a half years, being restored in.

1162.
If the date of 1147 for the birth of Hugh

given in the
' Annales Cestrienses

'

is-

accepted, he was, of course, an infant during-
these four and a half years, but had not
reached 21 when the lands were restored,,
which again strikes at the wardship theory,
unless by some special circumstance it was;
determined when he was 15 years old.

R. S. B.
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(To be continued.)

FITZWILLIAM AND GRIMALDI ARMS.

I THINK the fact that the Fitz\villiam and
Grimaldi arms and motto are the same is

undervalued. It is not the case of a lion,
an eagle, or a cross, which are plentiful in

every armory ; but, as far as I can find,
the lozengy argent and gules are very
scarce; and, with the motto "Deo juvante,"
still scarcer. I have never seen even an
attempted explanation as to why a great
ancient English family copied the arms and
motto of an Italian one. For, of course, to

suggest that the Grimaldi copied the Fitz-
william arms would be absurd. Yet \vhen
a simple explanation is offered which clears

up the whole matter, viz., that the Fitz-
vvilliams and the Grimaldi had a common
ancestor, it is rejected as if too incredible
to discuss.

However, the identification of the "Gois-
frid the Marshal" of Domesday Book, the
"
Goisfrid de Bee" of Domesday Book,

the "Goisfrid de Bee" of Venasque, and
''Godric the Marshal" of the Fitzwilliam

pedigree, as one and the same great person,
has, I think, been as clearly made out (see

my note on 'The Fitzwilliam Family,' US.
v. 164) as could be expected

1

specially as the
era and dates of these four names exactly
coincide, and they are taken from such high
and independent sources as to make collu-

sion or copying seem unreasonable.

As to the Fitzwilliam. scarf, I understand
that lately it has been examined by experts
and pronounced to be no scarf, but a costly
ecclesiastical stole, worn, probably, at
William I.'s coronation. But the under-

lying idea of William's invasion was a

religious crusade, hence the Pope gave his

alessing and patronage to William, and sent
him relics, &c., as omens of success. This
stole may have been one of them, which
William naturally wished to utilize, and so
wore it at Hastings as a mascot, and, con-

luding it had . brought him victory, was
rowned in it, and, it having served his

purpose, gave it to his Marshal.

As to the Fitzwilliam arms, I do not find
them common. In Fransone's great work,
Nobilita di Genova

'

(Genoua, 1636),
there are some 900 Italian coats of arms,
with plenty of lions and eagles, &c., but only
;wo shields bearing the Fitzwilliam arms :

that of Grimaldi, and that of Oliva, which
was aggregated to the Grimaldi, 1528.

In Cellyer's
' Armorial Universel

'

(Paris,

4662) there are about 1,000 different French
loats of arms, but I only find the Fitzwilliam
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given to 18, Prince of Monaco ; 167.

Cardinal Grimaldi ; 115, Baron du Bee and
two others; 33, Marquis de Vardes ; 101,

Marquis de la Bosse. Of these 5 out of

1,000, 2 are Grimaldi, 2 Bee (said to be a

Grimaldi), and 1 I cannot account for.

In an old French ' Armorial de France
'

I possess, which contains about 900 French
shields, I find only 5 bearing the Fitzwilliam

arms, viz., xi., Regnier Grimaldi ; xxxiv.,

Marquis de Vardes, du Bee ; xiv., Du Plaisis

(but with a dog) ; xvi., De Craon ; xviii.,

J. de Craon. Of these, xiv. is different, so
there only remains Craon, which I cannot
account for.

In a sheet of arms, &c.,
' Methode tres

facile povr appendre le Blason '

(Paris, 1662),
which I possess, this [coat is given only to
Du Bee and Craon.

So that out of nearly 3,000 coats of foreign
arms, I find only 2 or, counting Plaisis,
3 families bearing these arms besides the
Grimaldi and Bee. It appears, then, that

Venasque, Cellyer, the '

Armorial,' and the
' Methode '

all give these (as I think) rare
arms to Bee, so that the Fitzwilliams, Gri-

maldi, and Bee all bore lozengy argent and
gules ; and, except Craon and Bosse, no
other family.
The identification by arms, then, seems

to bring us to the analogous result, viz.,
that as an examination of the names leads
to the conclusion that all refer to one person,
so an examination of the arms leads to the
conclusion that the three families are from
one origin ; and, of course, if the result is

correct, the two conclusions strongly support
each other, and the original hypothesis :

that the Fitzwilliams are descended from
the Grimaldi, through the Bee.

L. M. R.

BISHOP KEN'S BIRTHPLACE. The follow-

ing lines are in my possession :

"The Bishop of Baith & Wells was borne
in little Barcomsteed in Harford Sheire, in the
year 1635 in the begining of the dog days, more
we cannot tell of his age, for when Mr. Beauchamp
went to inquiar of his age a purpos, he found the
souldiers had torne the Church Eegester to lite

Tobacco w th in the time of the Rebellion, but he
found the Bishops nurs liveing, who tould him
this : it being then a scattering sicknes which
was the reason of my mothers being in the country
v th all her famely & lieing nr there."

" For Mr Jon Beauchamp at Trinity Colledg
in Oxford these."

Anthony Wood adds in his handwriting :

" This note was written by sister to Dr.
Tho. Ken B. of Bath & Wells, Feb. 1684, sent to
Mr. Beaucha'p, for Mr. Barker of Trin. Coll."

Henry Barker and John Beauchamp were
contemporaries at Trinity. It seems likely
that the above note was written by John;

Beauchamp's mother, Martha Ken, the
wife of James Beacham (or Beauchamp),
goldsmith, of London. She was the Bishop's
eldest sister of the full blood, daughter of

Thomas Ken and Martha Chalkhill; was
baptized at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 28 June,.

1628; and was certainly living in October,
1683, when Izaak Walton, the widower of

her half-sister Anne Ken, signed and sealed
his will. If the date 1635 is correct, it

makes Dr. Thomas Ken two years older
than is generally supposed (v.

'

D.N.B.,'
xxx. 399) ; but in the Ken pedigree given
in Sir Harris Nicolas's edition of

'

The-

Complete Angler' (1875) the only recorded
Ken baptism in 1635 is that of Elizabeth,,
on 14 April, at St. Giles's, Cripplegate,
The Bishop's next sister, Mary, was baptized
at the same church on 17 Aug., 1638 ; so-

that, if 1637, the received date, is to be
considered too late, the only possible year
for his birth would seem to be 1636.

A. R. BAYLEY.

JOSEPH FUSSELL, A FORGOTTEN WATER-
COLOTJRIST. On 6 May, 1912, at 3.15 P.M.,

passed away, at the Theosophical Head-

quarters, Point Loma, California, Joseph
Fussell, a water-colour painter of some

repute in London in early-Victorian days,
As I have not seen any notice in the English

press of his decease, I would crave a corner

in the pages of
' N. & Q.' to rescue from

oblivion the memory of an extremely
talented artist of long ago. By no means-

a genius, he possessed the useful gift of

being able to learn thoroughly what he

was taught, and, moreover, to impart his

acquired skill, in a greater or lesser degree,
to others. So it was that he made a small

name, chiefly as a teacher ; but he also-

found employment making copies in water-

colour from pictures for the line engraver
to follow. The latter branch of art, however,
was but too often a "

piece of jobbery,"

merely to "make work" for the water-

colourist, the engraver very frequently

preferring to copy his plate direct from the

original painting.

Joseph Fussell and his elder brother,

Alexander F. Fussell, were, it is said, the

first artists engaged on The Illustrated

London News ; but certainly John Gilbert,

and possibly Crowquill, Henning, Harvey,

Hine, Prior, and others, should have an

equal claim to that distinction.
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Joseph was born in Birmingham, 10 June,
1818, and when he was two years old the

family removed to London. Here the

father, John Fussell, was soon in good
practice as an artist ; besides illustrating
books, he exhibited, between 1821 and
1845, forty-nine pictures, mostly Scriptural,
twenty-four being hung in the Royal
Academy. He also became well acquainted
with many of the famous artists of a
century ago. Alexander, his elder son,
exhibited between 1838 and 1876 thirteen

pictures (historical subjects). Joseph, who
rseems to have rather failed as a portrait
painter, after a while (says The Theosophical
Path, June, 1912.)
" went to reside in Nottingham, where ho had a
.most successful career, and at the time of his leaving
England in the spring of the year 1903, at the age
of eighty-five, he was probably the oldest active
art-teacher in the country, with a record of seventy-
four years of active work."

At Point Lonaa he was appointed one of
the art-instructors in the College ; but it

-was more as director of the beautiful gardens
that he occupied his latter days ; and after
:his demise, the body having been cremated
-at Los Angeles, his ashes were laid to rest

among the exquisite flowers he had loved
:so well. He leaves two sons, H. Alexander
Fussell and Joseph H. Fussell.

I am afraid that I have sadly trespassed
'upon space which might be devoted to more
important matter

; but, as the subject of

early-Victorian art and artists is one which
possesses considerable attraction for me, I

always believe there are others who, like

myself, old or middle-aged, may care some-
times to read about the lesser lights of other

days. HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

PARNELL'S ' OLD BEAUTY '

: A READING.
In the '

Life
'

prefixed to the Aldine
Edition of

'

Parnell's Poetical Works,'
Mitford writes thus regarding

' An Elegy,
to an Old Beauty

'

:

"The Elegy to an ' Old Beauty
'

has much of that
sprightliness and graceful ease which Pope pos-
sessed, and which gave a lustre and worth to trifles.

There is, however, a couplet in it that seems to me
to be defective, and wanting in construction, but I
do not know how to rectify it, while the metre and
rhyme are preserved,

But beauty gone, 'tis easier to be wise,
As harpers better, by the loss of eyes,

though it might be restored to its meaning under
the following alteration,

As harpers better play, by loss of eyes."

All this, of course, is simply critical

ingenuity wasted, for
"
better

"
in the line

is not an adverb, as Mitford seems to have

fancied, but a verb implying
" become

better
"

or
"
improve." From the Eliza-

bethan age to the present time the word
has been constantly used with a transitive

or a reflexive force, and Parnell does a

quite legitimate thing when he thus employs
it intransitively. It will be remembered
that the poet in this Elegy contributes to

the language the phrase
"
pretty Fanny's

way." THOMAS BAYNE.

SIR WALTER SCOTT AND FREEMASONRY.
(See ante, p. 82.) Another Lodge- meeting
at the Masonic Hall in Hill Street, Edin-

burgh, has a connexion with the great
novelist, this being the Lodge Edinburgh
St. James' No. 97., An initiate of the

Lodge, G. M. Kemp, designed the beautiful

Scott Memorial in Princes Street, and was
a member at the time of his death. The

Lodge Room contains an old-fashioned

organ, still in use, which was presented by
the doctor who accompanied the last

Franklin Expedition- Behind the Master's

chair is a huge picture that was painted on
the wall of the old room in which the Lodge
was held for many years, and successfully
removed to its present position. It is said

to represent that part of Jerusalem in

which Solomon's Temple was located.
CHARLES S. BURDON.

"EMPLOYEE." This French word, but
without the accent, is now apparently Angli-
cized, and seems to have come to stay.
It has been adopted in the National Health
Insurance Act as a substituted name for

the employed. Presumably it is not in

future to be pronounced as a French word,
but regarded as of the same group as

"
trans-

feree,"
"
mortgagee," &c.

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

[The late Howard Collins in his useful handbook
entitled 'Author and Printer' (1905) under

"employe" added: "frequently employee (no

accent)."!

" DACIA "=DENMARK. Some weeks ago
I was examining a transcript of a monastic
ballad written before the Norman Conquest,
and found in it the word "

Daciani," appa-
rently meaning the Danes. In looking
through the

' Chronicon' of Sigibert of Gem-
bloux (printed at Paris in 1513) I find this

at fo. 20 :

" Arturus rex Norguegiam &
Daciam suae ditioni subegit ; deinde transiit

ad Galliam." The year is 482. On fo. 83

mention is made of
" Rex Danorum Aral-

dus" in the year 966. The ' Chronicon'

itself, as far as Sigibert wrote it, goes back to

the year 1110. RICHARD H. THORNTON.
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" TAR-POUGH." I cannot find this word
in

' N.E.D.' except under the heading
'

Pough,' where the compound which I

give above appears as
"
terre powghe,"

as if it were two words. But it means
"
tar-bag," and is a compound like

"
tar-

fooist
" and "

tar-box," both of which refer

to the tar-box carried by shepherds. The
point is that the compound

"
tar-pough,"

occurring in 1394, is older than either of

the other terms, and shows that tar was
already used for sheep in the fourteenth

century. WALTER W. SKEAT.

HERTFORDSHIRE INSCRIPTIONS : HUNDRED
OF DACORUM. (See 11 S. iv. 326.) I

may supplement my former note by stating
that the inscriptions in the churches and
churchyards, chapels, and burial-grounds in
this division of the county have now been
transcribed, and index of names prepared
and bound in volumes, which may be

freely consulted, by arrangement, in my
library at Ivy Lodge, Bishop's Stortford ;

or inquiries will be duly answered if a

stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.

W. B. GERISH.

A PHRASE OF SWINBURNE'S :

" THE
MORN." The first line of Mr. Swinburne's

poem
' The Bloody Son '

is as follows :

O where have ye been the morn sae late !

The poet evidently means " the morn "
to

signify
"

this morning
"

; but in Lowland
Scotland, and possibly in Mr. Swinburne's
native Northumberland,

" the morn "

always signifies "to-morrow. ' ' A Northerner
would feel it odd to be asked where he had
been "

the morn," but would deem it quite
rational to be told to

"
gang the morn,"

i.e.,
"
go to-morrow." W. E. WILSON.

Hawick.

A DANISH VISITOR OF SIR WALTER
3cOTr's. Andersen Feldborg paid a visit

to Sir Walter at Abbotsford on 10 Oct.,
1822, and has left a long description of it, a
German version of wrhich appeared in the

Stuttgart Morgenblatt of 15 July 1829, and
subsequent issues. L. L. K.

"DICTOGRAPH." An improved micro-

phone, supplied by three small accumulators,
which has been recently invented by an
American acoustician, Mr. Turner, and
called by him a "dictograph," should be
included, as a synonymous term for

" micro-

phone," though differentiated by its me-
chanical contrivance, among the addenda
of the supplementary future volumes of

the ' N.E.D.' Cf. the July number of The
Review of Reviews and the Journal des
Debate of 21 July, where a brief description
of this new apparatus and its application is

given in French, with a reference to The
Review of Reviews. H. K.

WE must request correspcndents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" LORD BURLACY " IN 1645. In an
assessment laid by the Parliamentary Com-
missioners on 17 Nov., 1645, against certain

Royalists, but on which " no proceedings
were taken," occurs the name of

" Lord

Burlacy
"

for 3,OOOZ. (' Cal. Comm. for Ad-
vance of Money,' ii. 640). Who was the

individual intended by this title ? Certainly
no such peerage existed. Two members of

the Borlace or Burlace family were con-

spicuous Royalists, viz., Sir John Borlace

of Brockmore, Bucks, and his distant cousin,
Nicholas Borlace or Burlace of Newlyn,
Cornwall. Sir John Borlace never served

in military affairs, nor, indeed, took an
active part in the Civil War, beyond going
for a short time to the King at Oxford, for

which, in 1645, he paid a fine of 6.800Z.

Nicholas Borlace was, on the contrary, a
colonel in the King's service, and in 1649

compounded under the Truro Articles of

War. He had considerable property in

Cornwall, but was let off with a fine of 320Z.

Difficulty was afterwards raised as to this

composition, on the ground that he, being
a Papist recusant as well as delinquent in

arms, was incapable of compounding; and
it was only after two years' litigation, and
the statement of Col. Nicholas that he had
"
conformed," that the composition was

allowed to stand. He would be a likely

man for promotion to the peerage by his

royal master, but there is no evidence of

any such creation. He had been returned

to the Short Parliament for Tregony at

the election in March, 1640. There was,

however, a double return, and the indenture

containing the name of Borlase was not

allowed. He lived until 1677. His only

son, Humphrey, after several unsuccessful

attempts to obtain a seat in Parliament,

was ultimately elected for St. Michael in

1673. He was a strong supporter of James

IE., whom he followed into exile, and was

by that king, at St. Germains, created
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Lord Borlace of Borlace and Baron Michell

(vide Ruvigny's
' Jacobite Peerage '), a

dignity, of course, not allowed in England.
He died s.p. in 1709 in the Fleet Prison,
where he had been incarcerated for debt,
the once extensive estate of his family
having been entirely eaten up in mortgages,
created in the main by losses in the Civil War.

W. D. PINK.

THE TALBOTS. In a recent issue of The

Shrewsbury Chronicle an article appeared
on the Talbots, ancestors of the Earls of

Shrewsbury.
In that article the writer stated that Sir

George Talbot (he was really Sir Gilbert,
first Baron Talbot, who died 27 Edw. III.)
married Ann, daughter of William Boteler,
Baron of Wem, and " a great-granddaughter
of King Edward I."

Can any of your readers supply me with

particulars confirming the descent of Ann
Boteler from this monarch ? I should be

grateful for replies to be sent to me direct.

FRANCIS H. HELTON.
9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.

Miss INGALLS. If any one can give
information as to a Miss Ingalls, who,
marrying Senor Calderon de la Barca, the
first diplomatic envoy from Spain to the
Mexican Republic, went out with him to
Mexico in 1838, I shall be very much
obliged. Inquiries in Mexico and in Spain
have elicited very little beyond some bald
facts. Not even her book on Mexico
has caused her to be more than a name in
those countries. After being accredited to
that Republic, her husband was transferred
to Washington, and subsequently became
Foreign Minister at Madrid.

HENRY BAERLEIN.

AUGUSTIN HECKELL. I shall feel much
obliged for information as to where I can
see any oil paintings signed, or authentically
known to be, by A. Heckell.

Augustin Heckell lived in Richmond, and
painted a number of pictures of the view
from Richmond Hill, the Green, and other
river scenes from Mortlake to Twickenham,
from which a series of well-known engravings
by Grignion and Mason were published in
1749-50.

My particular object is to verify as the
work of this artist a painting I have recently
acquired, of which one of the engravingsabove referred to is an exact copy.

ALFRED E. T. LONG.

A " TUSCAN " INSCRIPTION. In Mr. Mont-

gomery Carmichael's
' In Tuscany,' a book

full of out - of - the - way information on
matters Tuscan, it is said (p. 175) that
" on the summit [of the conical Verruca] are
the remains of the most formidable fort of the

fighting Republic of Pisa. The fort is well
known to students of the Tuscan tongue a

having contained what is reputed to be the
oldest existing inscription in the vernacular

(A.D. 1103). The authenticity of the inscription
(which is brief enough

' A-DI-DODICI-GUGNO-
MCIII.') has been disputed by the learned, and
is now [1901] under consideration of perhaps
the most competent authority in all Italy to
decide such a subject. He has not yet pronounced
judgment."
Who is this

" most competent authority
"

t

and has the judgment been pronounced ?

If genuine, the inscription would definitely
settle the day, month, and year of the
erection of the old fort, and certainly supply
the oldest inscription in Tuscan as Mr.
Carmichael prefers to call the Italian tongue.

It is interesting to note that in the chapter
on Leghorn (p. 128) the author refers to

9 S. i. 201, 309, 510, as containing the
" con-

troversy
" anent Smollett's death in the

Villa Gamba at Antignano in 1773, and his

burial in the old British Cemetery in the
Via degli Elisi at Leghorn.

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

SWEDENBORG : ADVERTISEMENT IN LON-
DON NEWSPAPERS FOR DECEMBER, 1783.

Robert Hindmarsh and his associates in the

organization of the readers of Swedenborg,
at their first meeting on Thursday, 5 Dec.,
1783,
" caused an advertisement to be inserted in
some of the newspapers, stating the objects we
had in view, and giving a general invitation to
all the readers of Emanuel Swedenborg's Writ-

ings, in London or elsewhere, to join our standard."
' Rise and Progress of the New Church,' by

Robert Hindmarsh, 1861, p. 17.

I desire to possess an exact transcript of

that advertisement which must have ap-
peared within the fortnight 5 to 19 Dec.,
1783 and shall be grateful for any assistance

from a fellow-reader to that end.
CHARLES HIGHAM.

169, Grove Lane, S.E.

KENNETT AND HOWE FAMILIES. (See
II S. ii. 229.) My query respecting the

daughter of Bishop Kennett who married
Col. John Howe, and was mother of Sophia,
wife of Rev. Christopher Walter, has elicited

no answer. The ' D.N.B.' says that the

Bishop married first, 6 June, 1693, Sarah,
only daughter of Robert and Mary Carver
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(d. 2 March, 1693/4, s.p.); secondly, 6 June
1695, Sarah, sister of Rd. Smith, M.D., o
London and Aylesbury (d. August, 1702)
thirdly, in 1703, Dorcas, daughter o
Thomas Fuller, D.D., Rector of Wellinhale

(? Willingale), Essex, and widow of Clopton
Havers, M.D. By the second wife he had a
son, White Kennett, Rector of Burton-le

Cogges, Lines, and Prebendary of Peter

borough, Lincoln, and London ; also

daughter, Sarah, married to John Newman
of Shottesbrook, Berks. Where does the

daughter who married Col. Howe come in ?

E. L. H. TEW.
CJpham Rectory, Hants.

RHUDDLAN. What are the origin and early
history of Rhuddlan in the Vale of Clwyd,
North Wales ? How many Rhuddlans are
there in Wales ?

There is at least one place of that name
in South Wales, viz., Rhuddlan Teify, near
Highmead (the Lord Lieutenant's place),
in Cardiganshire.

In a book written in French which I
noticed in the library of Quimper, Brittany,
it is stated that there are several Rhuddlans
in Brittany also.

It would be interesting to know if there
are any places bearing that name in England,
Scotland, Ireland, or any other country
besides Wales and Brittany.

Prof. Loth of the Paris University states
that the meaning of Rhuddlan is "la
rive rouge," or the red banks of the river.

JONATHAN CEBEDIG DAVIES.
Llanilar, Cardiganshire.

HENRY ROWE. In the list of the incum-
bents of East Tytherley in Hampshire is

the name of Henry Rowe, from 1574 to 1622.
On the cover of one of the parish register
books of Hursley, in the same county, is

the following note :

"
Henricus Rowe,

clericus, fuit sepultus Aprilis 17, 1609."

They do not appear in the list of Oxford
graduates. Who were they ? S. H. F.

OTHNIEL HAGGATT OF BABBADOES. Can
any one supply information concerning
Othniel Haggatt, who was appointed Chief
Baron of the Exchequer, Barbadoes, October,
1734 ? I shall be glad to ascertain the
dates of his birth, marriages, and death ;

names of his parents ; what family he had ;

and the name of his first wife.

He is said to have been a Bristol man and
to have married twice, his second wife

being Susanna, widow of Simon Lambert.
H. C. B.

RICHABD NEWCOME, VICAR OF HURSLEY.
Is anything known of Richard Newcome,

instituted to the Vicarage of Hursley, near
Winchester, in 1726, on the presentation of
Sir William Heathcote, Bart. ? He resigned
in 1747 to become Canon of Windsor (as
it is supposed), and afterwards Bishop of
Llandaff and of St. Asaph. When and
where did he die, and who was his father ?

I have always believed that he was grandson
of Henry Newcome, Rector of Gawsworth,
co. Chester, and son of Peter Newcome,
Vicar of St. Augustine's, Hackney, by Anne
Hook of Basingstoke, and that he had two
brothers : Peter, Vicar of Wellow, Hants,
1715-44 (of Brasenose Coll., Oxon), and
Henry Newcome, a schoolmaster at Hackney,
who married Miss Jones of Freemantle,
Hants. F. H. SUCKLING.
Highwood, Romsey.

THE HOME COUNTIES. Which are the
Home Counties ? How long have they been
so called, and what is the origin of the

designation ? SIMPLE SIMON.

[Vide
'

N.E.D.,' sub
' Home.' Middlesex,

Surrey, Kent, and Essex, being the counties
nearest London, are so called ; with Hertford
and Sussex sometimes added. Curiously, no
instance is given in the Dictionary.]

" POMANDER." I should be glad to know
of any book containing information relating to

a "pomander." (See ante p. 87), Is there

any recipe extant for making the filling ?

[s this filling connected with potpourri ?

The latter word is not given in Bailey, except
as a term of

"
cold-meat cookery." Was

not the thing known to him, or did he

call it by another name ? I shall be very

grateful for information. J. PARSON.

CARD GAMES. In ' The Life and Letters

of the Great Earl of Cork,' by Mrs. Towns-

hend, we find it stated by the Earl that he

and his family frequently played at games
of cards and dice, such as gleek, quarter loo

dicing, and mawe. What were these games ?

R. USSHER.

[Tor gleek see 9 S. x. 4 ; 10 S. vii. 362, 512 ; and the

N.E.D.' Mawe, according to the 'N.E.D.,' was

layed with a piquet pack of thirty-six cards, and

my number of persons from two to six formed
he party. The first quotation is from Forrest,

548.]

CROMWELLIAN MARRIAGES IN IRELAND.
ere these marriages performed by magis-

rates ? If so, do any records exist which

ould supply the place of missing parish

egisters ? (MRS.) COPE.

Finchampstead, Berks.
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RELICS OF LONDON'S PAST.

(11 S. v. 270, 391, 471.)

The Pagoda in St. James's Park.

THE PAGODA in St. James's Park was
erected in July, 1814, and formed a part of
the jubilee and firework display which began
upon 1 Aug., 1814, with the double purpose
of celebrating the Treaty of Paris and the

centenary of the accession of the House of
Brunswick. The Pagoda and bridge designed
by John Nash were set up under the direction
of Sir William Congreve, the inventor of
the Congreve rocket and "

superintendent of

military machines." Congreve was a per-
sonal friend of George IV. The excitement
in the country over the jubilee was very
great, and celebrations were continued for
several days.
On 19 July, 1814, The Sun remarked

(p. 3, col. 1) :

" The Chinese bridge and pagoda begin to
look very pretty. The general colour will be
yellow, and all the roofing a very bright blue.
It will be almost covered with lamps ; among
which the gas lights will have the greatest share.
Several little boats are already swimming in the
canal, which are to be adorned with ensigns and
lamps. Five hundred men have been at work
for more than a month past in preparing the fire-
works at Woolwich."
On 2 Aug., the day after the beginning

of the celebrations, The Times burst into
woodcut illustrations, and on p. 2 is a
picture, 8| in. by 6 in., of the Pagoda,
which was set up on the bridge in the Park.
There were other illustrations all relating
to the celebrations.
>.*On the evening of 1 Aug. the Pagoda
took fire, and the story of this catastrophe
is told in The Times (2 Aug., 1814, p. 3,
cols. 3 and 4) as follows :

"
St. James's Park was the chief place of

attraction About ten [P.M.] the bridge, with
its temples and pillars, and its towering super-
structure, became an object of singular beautyand magnificence It appeared a blazing edifice

4-i
fire- Ev

.

el>y Part of it was covered
with lamps, the gas lights in proper places relievingthe dazzling splendour with their silver lustre ;the canopies of the temple throwing up their
bright wheels and stars, the pillars enriched with
radiance, every rising tower of the pagoda
pouring forth its fiery showers, and rockets
springing from the lofty top with majestic flights
Almost presuming to out-rival the ancient inhabit
ants of the firmament. . . .

" But we have now a sad story to tell. Near
the expiration of the fireworks, the pagoda

xhibited an appearance that excited much doubt.
Its upper tower seemed enveloped in llames ; and
t was soon learned that it had actually caught
ire by some accident in the management of the

machinery. The fire increased rapidly. Several

engines were procured, and played upon it ; but
t continued burning till, in a short time, the five

upper towers were destroyed or fell over the
;astern side of the bridge ; the lower ones were
in a state little better, and some part of the sub-
structure was much deteriorated ....The fate of

s erection was much regretted, as it was the
lavourite object, and displayed more taste than
anything else connected with the exhibition.
We are informed, that in the very commence-
rient of the fire, a workman who was employed
at the top of the building, in attempting to throw
limself into the water, fell upon the bridge and
was killed. We have also heard, that another
man was taken to the hospital, without the

slightest hope of recovery ; and that four men
were most seriously bruised."

The following day, 3 Aug., The Sun
stated (p. 2, col. 3) :

" At first it was rumoured that several men
fciad lost their lives .... only one man was killed
on the spot. This man was a lamplighter ....
There were other men injured ; William Wood,
John Scott, James Day, John Taylor, and two
others .... John Taylor has since died ....

"
It appeared that in the hurry of discharging

some of the fireworks, room was not left for a
rocket-wheel to play, and the flames bursting
constantly on one spot, ignited the timber, and
thus produced the lamented catastrophe."

Both The Times and The Sun (5 Aug.)
contain details of the inquest, which was
held before A. Gell, Esq., at "The King's
Head," York Street, Westminster.
On 8 Aug. The Sun announced that

"
all the parts of the Pagoda on the canal that

were injured by fire have been removed, and the
lower tower only now remains, like a temple on
the centre of the bridge."

There are several prints of the Pagoda as

completed, and several also representing it

on fire. Details of these will be found in

the Catalogue of the Grace Collection,

pp. 303-4, and also in Mr. Hodgkin's
'

Rariora,' vol. iii. pp. 84-5. In the latter

work is a reference to a broadside surrounded

by eight illustrations, one of which is of

the Pagoda on fire. Edward Orme, the

publisher of Bond Street, issued
" An Historical Memento representing the dif-

ferent scenes of public rejoicing which took place
the first of August in St. James's and Hyde Parks,
London, in celebration of the glorious Peace of

1814, and of the Centenary of the House of Bruns-
wick to the throne of these Kingdoms [by F. W.
Blagdon]. London, 1814."

This book has pretty illustrations, including
two of the Pagoda, one as it was when illu-

minated, and one as in the daytime. The
letterpress is of no value, the newspapers of

the time giving far better accounts.
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Mr. Wheatley says (' London Past and
Present,' vol. ii. p. 295) that the Pagoda
and bridge were taken down about 1825.

The Sundial in Covent Garden.

The sundial in Covent Garden was erected
in 1668, and was subscribed for by various
inhabitants of the neighbourhood and others.
In nearly all eighteenth-century prints of
Covent Garden the dial appears upon a tall

column surmounted by a block of stone,
and with four dial faces. The following
extracts from the parochial accounts, &c.,
will illustrate better than anything else
what was the origin of the dial.

17 July, 1668. This day being appointed for
the auditing of several parochial accounts, and
some of them being not ready, Mr. Tomlinson
did exate leave before they departed to acquaint
them that he and his gentlemen had a desire to
erect a Doricke columne of polished marble, for
the support of a quadrangular dyall in the midst
of the railes where now the trees are, it being
very improbable that they should ever come to
any maturity ; which he then demonstrated by
several arguments urging them being placed
there with much indignation they not at all

becoming the aspect of such a place, declaring
that he had already communicated it to the Earl
of Bedford, proprietor of the said, and most of
the nobility and gentry.

20 Nov., 1668. For drawing a Modell of . d.
the Column to be presented to the........ 10

086
2 Dec., 1668. To Mr. Wainwright for 4

gnomons . . . . . . . .

Dec. 7, 1668. Received of the Right
Honourable the Earlof Bedford as
a gratuity towards the erecting of
y* column . . . . . . . . 20

Received from the Honourable
S* Charles Cotterill, Master of the
Ceremonys, as a gift towards the
said column . . . . 10

April 29, 1669. Received from the
Bight Honourable the Lord Denzil
Holies as a present towards the
erecting of the aforesaid column . . 1000

March, 1669. March 18th. To Mr. Browne,
ye mathematician, for his pains about the dyall.

20. To Mr. Dansce, for painting and
guilding ye Dyall . . . . ..100
To the work-men at ye taking

downe of ye scaffold . . . . 026
To Mr. Browne, for his dayes

attendance at ye finishing of
ye Dyall.. ...... 050

August 29, 1669. Upon consideration had of
his many signal services that the Honourable
Sir John Baber hath done this parish from time
to time, it was thought good to engrave his coat
of

_
armes in one of the shields belonging to ye

said column as a perpetual acknowledgment of

our gratitude, and do refuse any present from
him that should be tendered.

The column was raised on six steps of
black marble, and there old women sold

barley broth and milk porridge. A brochure,
'The Humours of Covent Garden,' 1738,
describes the scene :

High in the midst of this most happy land,
A well-built marble pyramid doth stand,
By which spectators know the time o' the day,
From beams reflecting of the solar ray ;

The basis with ascending steps is graced,
Around whose area cleanly matrons placed,
Vend their most wholesome food, by nature good,
To cheer the spirits and enrich the blood.

In ' Old and New London,' vol. iii.

p. 243, we read :

" The prints of the square, at the time of which
we write [eighteenth century], show the inclosure
as gravelled, and fenced in with rows of low posts
and chains. In its centre was a fluted column
of the Corinthian order, with a sun-dial on the

top, which would appear by an inscription to
have been erected in 1668. Thornton, in his

'Survey of London and Westminster* (1786),
speaks of the column as surrounded by four sun-

dials, and informs us that the inner portion of the

Square at that time was surrounded by light
wooden rails.

" The column, as we learn from another
source, stood on a pedestal, which was raised upon
six steps of black marble. The capital was
very much enriched ; it supported a square stone,
three sides of which served as sun-dials. Upon
this stone stood a globe, supported by four scrolls.

It was removed in June, 1790.
"
Upon the steps of this column sat sundry old

women who sold milk, porridge, barley-broth,
&c., and to whom allusion is thus made in a
brochure entitled

' The Humours of Covent
Garden,' published in 1738."

I find that the statement of the sundial

being removed in June, 1790, is corroborated

by another authority, viz., the pamphlet
issued about 1866 in connexion with Evans's
Music and Supper Rooms, and entitled

' Odds
and Ends about Covent Garden and its

Vicinity,' by Mr. John Green (the author was

George Henry Townsend). This is in many
ways the best collection of historical matter

relating to Covent Garden. It is put
together with zeal, but without skill, and
it is vilely printed. It was issued as an
advertisement of Evans's Rooms. The
Covent Garden pillar was one of several

which existed in London in the seventeenth

century. One designed by Inigo Jones
stood in the middle of New Square, Lincoln's

Inn ; Sir John Dethick, Lord Mayor of

London in 1655, placed a pillar and dial

and fountain at Leadenhall Corner; and
there was something of the sort in Seven

Dials.
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With reference to the purpose which
actuated those who set up the Covent
Garden dial in the first place, I quote
the following for what it is worth from
an eighteenth - century newspaper. It is

quite possible that the dial was considered
a fitting emblem for a garden, and as an
accompaniment to buildings designed from
sun temples.

" The elegant portico of Covent Garden is now
rendered visible, the pillars being painted white,
and the pediment, with all the rest, being of a
royal yellow. This building was taken originally
from a Temple of the Sun at Balbec." See The
Public Advertiser, 16 Aug., 1770, p. 2, col. 3.

The Mast-house at Blacbwall.

The Mast-house at Blackwall was an
ugly building used by the firm of Perry,
shipbuilders of the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, for preparing masts.
"
Masthouse," I may remark, is a "

dic-

tionary word," and is found both in
' The

New Oxford Dictionary
' and in

' The
Century Dictionary.' The Mast-house at
Blackwall' was taken down by the East
and West India Dock Company in 1862.

Those who may be further interested in
the history of this matter, and in the firm
to which the Mast-house belonged, should
refer to " Chronicles of Blackwall Yard, by
Henry Green and Robert Wigram, Part I.

[no more issued], 1881." This book is one
of great interest and research, and gives
many delightful biographical details of
John Perry (born 1743; died, Battersea,
7 Nov., 1810), whose dockyard was " more
capacious than any other private dockyard
in the Kingdom, or probably in the world."
In the '

Chronicles of Blackwall '

(facing
p. 42) will be found an oval portrait of the
head and shoulders of John Perry, revealing
him as possessed of a very handsome face.

His hobby was felling trees. One of his

sons, Richard, wrote :

"
I think I see my father now, with his face

slightly elevated and beaming with intelligence (he
was one of the handsomest men of the day), issuing
from his hall door armed with a saw or billhook
attached to a long pole, with which he operated on
the top branches of lofty trees."

One of John Perry's sons was Bishop of
Melbourne and a Senior Wrangler. Further
details of the family and of their connexion
with Blackwall and Moor Hall, Harlow,
Essex, will be found in early editions of
Burke's ' Landed Gentry.' There are several
illustrations of the Mast-house in the British
Museum. A. L. HUMPHREYS.

187, Piccadilly, W.

EDWARD GIBBON'S RESIDENCES (11 S.

vi. 50). Three excellent books may be
consulted as to Gibbon at Lausanne :

1.
'

Historic Studies in Vaud, Berne, and

Savoy from Roman Times to Voltaire.

Rousseau, and Gibbon,' by General Meredith

Read, 2 vols., London, 1897 (Chatto &
Windus). 2. 'The Girlhood of Maria

Josepha Holroyd,' by Jane H. Adeane,
London, 1897 (Longmans). 3. 'La Vie
de Societe dans le Pays de Vaud a la Fin
du Dix-huitieme Siecle,' par M. et Madame
William de Severy, 2 vols., 1911-12 (Lau-
sanne, Georges Bridel & Cie. ; Paris, Fisch-

bacher).
General Read in his preface says :

" Of this work the text is a house a house from
which we survey the passage of a thousand years,
six hundred of which are associated with its

existence These pages owe their origin to my
interest in Gibbon." Vol. i. p. xv.

"La Grotte, where Gibbon dwelt during the last

ten! years of his life, is an ancient and spacious
mansion situated behind the church of St. Francis

at Lausanne." I. p. 1.

"If we may trust one legend, monks were

chanting within La Grotte when Richard Cceur de
Lion was battling in the Holy Land before he

became King of England, Cyprus and Jerusalem."
P. 7.

General Read gives explicit accounts of

the character and site of historic La Grotte

(since 1893 replaced by the new post office

building), where Gibbon lived with its

owner, his friend Georges Deyverdun, from
1784 until 1789; and where, in consequence
of the latter's testamentary provisions,
he continued to reside after Deyverdun's
death until May, 1793, when he returned

to die in England. A picture of the north

exterior of the mansion is in vol. i. p. 7,

and one of the south front and its terrace

in vol. ii. p. 494.

The story of the visit paid to Gibbon at

La Grotte by Lord and Lady Sheffield and
their two daughters, July-October, 1791,

is related in the second book above men-
tioned. It has chiefly to do with the social

events of their stay at Lausanne and the

personages of Gibbon's coterie.

The first seventy-one pages of the second

volume of M. and Madame de Severy's
most valuable and interesting work are

devoted to Gibbon and "
le genre de vie

de Gibbon a Lausanne." His first place of

domicile there in 1753, as a youth of 16,

under the Calvinist minister Daniel Pavil-

lard, is the subject of a note on p. 8 :

"La demeure du professeur Pavillard, autrefois

la cure d'un des quatres pasteurs de la ville,

appartient aujourd'hui a la Commune de Lausanne.
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Get immeuble porte le No. 17 de la rue de La Cite-

derriere. Un poste de police y a ete etabli il y a

quelques annees.'"'

(In Read, vol. ii. p. 276, is a picture of the

gallery of this house.) Among the illus-

trations of this section of
' La Vie de Societe,'

reproductions of portraits and objets d'art

inherited by the authors from Wilhelm de

Severy, Gibbon's adopted son is one of a
water-colour drawing by Louis Dor of the

pavilion built in the garden of La Grotte by
the historian. T. F. DWIGHT.
La Tour de Peilz, Vaud.

QUARLES FAMILY (US. vi. 70). In The
East Anglian, vol. iii. (O.S.), 1869, is a full

account of the Quarles family, which gives
the information desired by C. G. The third
wife of Sir Robert Quarles was Mary, dau.
of Henry Parvish, merchant, of London
and Leyton, co. Essex. They were married
at Leyton, 6 May, 1617, and had three
children: (1) Gabriel of Camwell Hall,
co. Herts, d. 1650 ; (2) William of Sleaford,
co. Lincoln, born c. 1620, married Ann
Vernon, widow, 1642 ; (3) Elizabeth, mar-
ried to John Symonds, of co. Lincoln and
Great Yeldham, co. Essex. She was his
first wife, and died, s.p., 13 Dec., 1666.
John Symonds died 29 Feb., 1692, aged 74.

Both were buried at Great Yeldham.
R. FREEMAN BUIXEN.

Bow Library, E.

SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNATURES (11 S. v. 490;
vi. 72). There can be no question of the

indisputable fact that we possess nothing
which can be supposed to have been written

by Shakespeare. All the so-called signatures
are written in law script by skilled law
clerks.

The first in the order of date 11 May,
1612 although the last discovered, is

preserved in the Record Office, London,
where we find "Wilm Shaxpr" attached to
certain answers to interrogatories in a
petty lawsuit in which " William Shake-

speare, of Stratford-upon-Avon, Gentleman,"
was concerned. Any clerk in that office

will now agree that this was written by the
law clerk who wrote the body of the inter-

rogatories. And any one acquainted with
law procedure will know that if William

Shakespeare could have written anything,
he certainly would have been obliged to

sign in full, and would not have been per-
mitted to shorten his name to

"
Shaxpr,"

even if it were conceivable that any man
who could write would have desired so
to do.

Next in order of date is the purchase
deed at Guildhall, dated 10 March, 1613,
and the mortgage on the same property,
dated 11 March, 1613. When a part of

the purchase money is left upon mortgage,
the mortgage deed is always dated a day
after, but always signed a moment before

the purchase deed, because the seller will

not part with his property before he receives

both the cash and the mortgage deed.

These two documents were, therefore, signed
at the same moment, in the same place.
This is evidently the case with the other

parties to the deeds, Wm. Johnson and Jo.

Jackson ; but the writing put for Shake-

speare's name differs as widely as possible
in the two documents, one being in the

handwriting of an old man, the other in

the handwriting of a young man. It is

not even remotely possible that both of the

supposed signatures of William Shake-

speare could have been written in the same

place, at the same time, with the same pen,

by the same hand. If these had been signa-

tures, they certainly must have been so

written.
There only remain the three so-called

"
signatures

" attached to the will dated

25 March, 1616. I am prepared to swear,
from a most careful personal examination

of the will with the strongest glasses in

the brightest light, that all these are written

by the law clerk who wrote the will. This

is confirmed by Magdalene Thumm-Kintzel
in an article that appeared in the Leipzig

magazine Der Menschenkenner in January,
1909. In this publication photo reproduc-
tions of certain letters in the body of the

will and in the so-called signatures are

placed side by side, and the evidence is

irresistible that they are by the same hand.

As a matter of fact, the will, the so-called

Shakespeare signatures, and the supposed

signatures of the witnesses other than

himself, are all written in
" law script

"

by Francis Collyns, the Warwickshire

solicitor, who added his own name as a

witness in a neat, modern-looking hand.

The statement
" Witness my hand "

fully satisfied by the testator dabbing his

fist on the will, and the attestation clause

is
" Witness to the publishing [not to the

signing] hereof."

All the so-called signatures are in law

script." In answer to my inquiry, Dr.

Courtney Kenny, the distinguished law

lecturer of Cambridge, told me that he

never remembered to have seen a "signa-

ture
"

by a private party in law script.

As a matter of fact, law script was only
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employed for signatures by certain officials

of the law courts ; and if one discover a

"signature" in law script, he may be

perfectly satisfied that it is not a signature,
but has been attached to the document by
a law clerk.

The six names of W. Shakespeare appear
upon four documents, and were written by
four different law clerks, whose writing was
different each from each. Of course, to

people ignorant of law script all writings
in it appear alike, and are generally sup-
posed to be badly written. All the so-

called signatures of Shakespeare are written
in law script by skilful law clerks

; not one
of them is badly written.

EDWIN DURNING LAWRENCE.
13, Carlton House Terrace, S.W.

' SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
'

: EXPLANA-
TIONS WANTED (US. vi. 10). 2, 3.

" Rabbit"
was frequently used by eighteenth-century
writers as a term of contempt (see Farmer
and Henley's

'

Slang and its Analogues,'
suh voce).

" Rabbit me "
is a contraction

of " Odrabbit me," i.e., God rot me. It is

used by Fielding and Smollett.
" Odso "

may be a contraction of
" God's wounds."

These are among the "
strange oaths "

for
which our ancestors seem to have had a
predilection.

4. The Grotto Gardens were situated
-at the north-east corner of Lower Rosoman
Street, Clerkenwell, and were kept in 1769
by a man named Jackson, a successful
constructor of grottoes and contrivances of
water-works. "In the garden was a won-
derful grotto, an enchanted fountain, and a
water-mill, invented by the proprietor, which
when set to work represented fireworks, and
formed a beautiful rainbow." This place
of amusement seems to have existed till

nearly the end of the eighteenth century
(see Wroth's ' London Pleasure Gardens,'
pp. 37-9). W. F. PRIDEAUX.

ANDREW LANG (US. vi. 86). An instance
of something more than courtesy on Mr.
Lang's part to an unknown correspondent
may not be out of place as a pendant to
COL. PRIDEAUX'S note.

Many years ago Mr. Lang, writing "At
the Sign of the Ship,' jocularly offered the
current number of Longman's Magazine as
a prize to any correspondent who could
tell him why Pythagoras forbade his dis-

ciples to eat beans. I sent him a note on
the subject, and to my mingled surprise
and pleasure received from him in the course
of a post or two a charming letter of thanks,

and a signed copy, not of the magazine,
but of his own recently published

'

Marriage
of Cupid and Psyche.' I fancy Mr. Lang
must have contributed at least queries to
' N. & Q.,' for in reply to a suggestion of

mine, made on this or some subsequent
occasion (I think the latter), that by doing
so he might, perhaps, gain some information
he was in search of, he humorously lamented
that his work was too desultory and occa-
sional to be much helped by

' N. & Q.' :

he had usually forgotten what his need had
been before a query was answered. That,
or something like it, was his reply.

C. C. B.

PILFOLD OF EFFINGHAM (11 S. vi. 29).

Capt. John Pilfold, C.B., who commanded
the Ajax (74) at Trafalgar, was my great-
uncle. He was the second son of Charles
Pilfold of Effingham, by Bathia, daughter
of William White of Effingham. His

pedigree, with a canton of augmentation
(gold medal suspended from a naval crown)
to the arms, is reprinted, from the docu-
ments in the College of Arms, in Misc. Gen.
et Heraldica, New Series, iv. 85. Capt.
Pilfold's life is in Marshall's

' Naval Bio-

graphy,' as well as in the
' D.N.B.' Vol. xxx.

of the Sussex Arch. Collections relates to the

family, as does vol. xxxiv., which has a full

White pedigree ; and see vols. xxxviii. and
xxxix. for the Pellatt family. Berry's
'

Sussex '

also shows connexions with some
dozen local families. The captain's three
sisters were Elizabeth, m. Sir Timothy
Shelley, Bart., the mother of the poet ; Char-

lotte,m. Thos. Grove of Fern; and Bathia (my
grandmother), m. the Rev. Gilbert Jackson,
D.D., Rector of Donhead St Mary's, Wilts.

Capt. Pilfold saw much active service, and
was at the battle of the glorious 1st of June.
He married a Miss South, but left no male

issue, and died at Stonehouse, 12 July, 1834.

W. H. M. JACKSON, Lieut. -Col.
Naval and Military Club.

LYNDON EVELYN (US. vi. 10). In The
Gentleman's Magazine, vol. xcvi. pt. ii.

p. 284, among the obituary notices under
date 1826, 6 Sept., is :

" In York-place, Portman-square, Elizabeth wife
of Lyndon Evelyn, esq."

In the August number, 1837, N.S., vol. viii.

pt. ii. p. 211, among the obituary notices,
is :

"Lately Lieut. Col. Frederick Evelyn, late

of 2nd Life Guards, son of L. Evelyn, esq. of

Keynsham Court, Herefordshire.'
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In the February number, 1839, N.S., xi. pt. i.

204, under date 29 Dec., 1838, is :

" At St. George's, Hanover-sq. the Hon. Randall
E. Plunkett, eldest son of Lord Dunsany, to Eliza-

beth, only dau. and sole heiress of Lyndon Evelyn,
esq. of Keynsham Court, Herefordshire."

Ibid., p. 666, June number, under date
30 April, is :

" At Richmond, Lyndon Evelyn, esq. of

Keynsham Court, Heref. and late of York-
terrace, Regents-park."

In the Blue-book of Members of Parlia-

ment Lyndon Evelyn is described as of

York Place, Portman Square, when he
was M.P. for Whithorn, Wigtown, &c.,
and when he was M.P. for St. Ives, 1820-26.
When he was M.P. for Dundalk, 1813 (not
1812) to 1818, no address is given.

Probably in the third obituary notice,
which appears in the same words in

' The
Annual Register, 1839, Chronicle,' p. 337,
41
York-terrace, Regent's-park," should be

*' York-place, Portman-square."
I have not succeeded in my attempts to

trace Keynsham Court.
ROBERT PIEBPOINT,

FORLORN HOPE AT BADAJOS (11 S. v. 288,
394, 492 ; vi. 56). It is only now (the end
of June) that the April issue of

' N. & Q.'
has reached me, but the following note may
not be too late for Y. T. It is copied from
a very old letter recounting the engagements
in which a cousin of my father served :

"
Major-General Sir Dudley St. Leger Hill,

Kt., Companion of the Most Honourable Military
Order of the Tower and Sword, and K.C.B
returned to Portugal in the Rifle Brigade in

1809, and was present at.... all the different
actions in which the Rifle Brigade were engaged
until appointed Major of the Lusitanian Legion
previous to the Battle of Bussacco, at which he
commanded a wing of the Regiment, and was
wounded. Commanded half the Regiment and
the British Light Company at the Battle of
Fuentes d'Onora ; Commanded the 8th Capsi-
dores at the Storming of Badajos, and, unassisted,
took the strong fort of Pardalinaz early on the
night of the assault," &c.

E. McC. S. HILL, F.S.G.
Wingham, Manning River, N.S.W.

FIRST USE OF FINGER-PRINTS FOR IDENTI-
FICATION (11 S. v. 208). Although not

juite what COL. HERSCHEL asks for, perhaps
may draw his notice to an article on

Palmistry in China,' by Prof. H. A. Giles,
The Nineteenth Century and After for

member, 1904. At the close of the article

>f. Giles writes :

" In conclusion it may be pointed out, in simple
justice to the Chinese, that the wonderful system
of identification by finger-prints, which is forcing

the modern burglar to carry on
his_

trade in gloves,
was in force in China many centuries before it was
heard of in Scotland Yard. Title-deeds, and other

legal instruments, are often found to bear, in addi-
tion to signatures, the finger-prints

of the parties
concerned ; sometimes, indeed, the imprint of the
whole hand."

In the reduced Facsimile Edition of T.
Bewick's '^Esop's Fables

'

(Methuen's
"

Illus-

trated Pocket Library," 1903) a copy of

a receipt dated January 1st, 1824, is given
on the page before the title. In addition

to the signatures of Thomas Bewick and
Robert Elliot Bewick, there is at the foot

a second signature of Thomas Bewick above
a facsimile of his thumb-print (showing the

convolutions), the thumb-print being be-

tween the words "
his mark."

SIMPLE SIMON.

POPE: REFERENCE WANTED (11 S.

vi. 89).

A soul supreme, in each hard instance tried,

Above all Pain, all Passion, and all Pride,

The rage of power, the blast of public breath,

The lust of lucre, and the dread of Death.

The reference is undoubtedly to Robert

Harley, Earl of Oxford, formerly Prime

Minister to Queen Anne, the founder of

the Harleian Collection, to whom the
'

Epistle to Robert, Earl of Oxford and Earl

Mortimer,' is written. It was sent to

Harley after his imprisonment and retire-

ment from public life, with a copy of Parnell's

'Poems.' The words immediately pre-

ceding DR. WILLCOCK'S quotation are
" a

Soul like thine," so that the reference to

Harley is beyond dispute.
J. FOSTER PALMER.

The lines quoted are from '

Epistle to

Robert, Earl of Oxford, and Earl Mortimer.'

In '

Pope's Poetical Works,' by the Rev.

George Gilfillan, vol. i. p. 147, there is the

following note :

" This Epistle was sent to the Earl of Oxford

with Dr. Parnell's poems, published by our

author, after the said Earl's imprisonment in the

Tower, and retreat into the country, in the year

1721."

In
'

Pope's Works,' by Elwin and Court-

hope, vol. iii. p. 192, there is the following

note :

" They are quite mistaken in his [Lord Oxford's]

temper, who thought of getting rid of him, by
advising him to make his escape from the Tower.

He would have sat out the storm, let the danger

be what it would. He was a steady man, and

had a great firmness of soul, and would have died

unconcernedly; or perhaps like Sir Thomas

More with a jest in his mouth. Pope to Spence,
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In this edition" interest
"

is substituted for
" instance." (See the Globe Edition of
'

Pope's Works,' p. 447.)
I find that many persons do not know

that there is an excellent
' Concordance '

of

Pope, by Edwin Abbott, D.D.
HARRY B. POLAND.

Inner Temple.

[MR. THOMAS BAYNE, C. C. B., and MR. WIL-
LOUGHBY MAYCOCK also thanked for replies.]

SIR ROBERT BARTLEY, K.C.B. (US. vi.

89). This gallant officer died on board
the Great Liverpool steamer, on 2 May,
1843, 40 miles east of Algiers, while on the

voyage from Malta to Gibraltar. He was
buried at sea on the following day.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

DETACHED PORTIONS OF COUNTIES (11 S-

vi. 69). The following reason has been

given for these.

In Camden's '

Britannia,' Bishop Edmund
Gibson's second translation, A.D. 1722, it

is stated, under '

Worcestershire
'

(p. 627) :

" Under Bredon hills, to the south, lies Wash-
born, a village or two, which gives the sirname
to an ancient and eminent family in these parts.
They lie in a spot of this county that is quite
severed from the main body. And divers other
like parcels lie dispersed up and down ; the
reason of which I know not, unless it were this,
That the Governours of the County in elder
times having estates of their own lying near,
annexed them to the county which they governed."

To this the translator adds :

"
It is worthy of our observation, that in fact

all these dismembered parts, except Dudley,
were originally Church lands. Old Barrow
environed by Warwickshire belonged to Evesham
Abbey, and Alderminster to Pershore. All the
rest were the lands of the Bishop and Church of
Worcester, before the division of England into
Counties ; and tho' several of these have been
alienated many ages, yet they are still in the
Oswaldslow Hundred ; as Old-barrow is in the
Hundred of Blackenhurst, and Alderminster in
Pershore Hundred ; but the foundation of the
last Abbey is later than the division into Shires."

Nash, in his
'

History of Worcestershire '

(Introduction, foot-note to p. Ivii), says:
" In the Saxon times the kingdom was divided

more regularly than at present ; but a little
before and after the Conquest very large grants
being made to the Church and great Lords in
distant parts of the County, or perhaps in the
adjoining counties, and they wishing to have
their lands under the same jurisdiction and in
the same county occasioned the present irregular
shape. This is very obvious if we consider the
lands of the Churches of Worcester, Evesham,
and Pershore ; for this reason Dailsford, Iccombe,
Elmlode [=Evenlode], Tredington, &c., were
placed in Worcestershire ; the like sometimes
happened to great lords."

Nash has some further remarks on the

hundred of Oswaldslow, with a list of places
with their Domesday spelling, including
most of those in the outlying portions of the

county.
To the lists given in 6 S. iii. 293, 455, may

be added the following :

Part of Situate in Town or Village

Worcester Gloucester. Alston,
Little Washbourne.

In the older maps of last century these

are shown in a detached portion of Worcester-
shire. With Teddington (almost detached)

they are chapelries of Overbury, and all

belonged to Worcester Priory, as did Iccomb
and Shipston-on-Stour. Nash says Evenlode
and Cutsdean (the latter now a chapelry of

Bredon) belonged to the
" Church of Wor-

cester," while Blockley, Daylesford, and

Tredington, with Tidmington, belonged to

the Bishop. T. GLYNN.
Liscard.

FAMILIES : DURATION IN MALE LINE

(11 S. v. 27, 92, 132, 174, 213, 314, 355,

415, 473, 496 ; vi. 73, 114). With regard to

MR. G. H. WHITE'S letter (ante, p. 73)
about

the D'Aubeney pedigree, I would point out
that this family have established their claim
to descent from Robert de Todeni of Belvoir,
a companion of the Conqueror, not from a
William D'Aubigny who may have fought
at Hastings. The D'Aubeneys of to-day are

descended from William, father of Giles,

Lord D'Aubeney, K.G., and grandfather of

Henry, Earl of Bridgewater. It is, therefore,
incorrect to say that the Belvoir line has
become extinct.

On the tomb of John D'Aubeney at Brise

Norton, Oxon, the two chevrons within a
border of the elder branch, who remained
at Belvoir, are shown, as well as the four

fusils, still borne by the D'Aubeneys.
Mr. Fox-Davies in his

' Guide to Heraldry
'

says that the D'Aubeneys are one of the
few families who have an undoubted male
descent from a companion of the Conqueror.

E. K. D'AUBENEY, Col.

Since penning my query re the lineal

male descent of the Daubeney family from
the Conquest, I have had the opportunity
of consulting Burke's ' Landed Gentry

'

(1906), and therein find it stated that the

present representative of that family, Mr.
G. W. Daubeney, of Cote, Westbury-on-
Trym, co. Gloucester, is lineally descended
from Robert de Todenei, standard - bearer

to William the Conqueror, who founded
Belvoir Castle and the Priory dedicated to
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St. Alban, whose son assumed the surname
of Albani, hence Daubeney.

" The pedigree," it continues,
" has been authen-

tically deduced from the documents and archives
in the College of Arms, and is registered there-
from."

Mr. A. C. Fox-Davies substantiates the

proofs verified by the Heralds' College, and
in his

'

Complete Guide to Heraldry
'

(p. 147)
writes :

" Fusils occur in the historic arms of Daubeney'
from which family Daubeney of Cote, near
Bristol, is descended, being one of the few families
who have an undoubted male descent from a
companion of William the Conqueror."

Here, then, we have plain proof of a family
which can boast of a lineal male descent
from the Conquest, and I am inclined to
think it must be almost, if not absolutely,

unique. CURIOUS.

TOADS AND POISON (11 S. vi. 87). In the
Introduction to 'Animal Simples' (1899),

by H. T. Fernie, it is observed that the

supposed venom of the common toad was
given against various diseases, such as

bleedings, cancer, epilepsy, and troubles of

the heart with dropsy. Dried toads (bufones

exsiccati) and the ashes of toads (cineres

bufonum) were ordered as authorized drugs
in the eighteenth century ; and in the
current Science Progress Dr. Hewlett tells us
that
*' a popular notion has prevailed in the West
of England that if a dog should worry a toad the
animal would become mad forthwith."

But most writers of recent times have agreed
in pronouncing the toad a harmless, much-
abused animal.

In Patterson's
'

Zoology for the Use of

Schools
'

(thirty-sixth thousand) we read :

"
Perhaps no individual among the amphibia

has been so slandered as the toad ; and if we
did not know how often imagination takes the

place of reason, it would seem incredible that this

unoffending reptile should have been regarded
AS highly poisonous from its bite, its breath, and
even its glance !

"

Nevertheless, Dr. Hewlett now shows that
the toad possesses glands in the neck which
sesrete a white, milky substance, intensely
bitter and somewhat acrid to the taste,

the active principle of which phrynin
exercises a powerful influence on the pulsa-
tions of the heart, and when injected beneath
the skin of a dog or a guinea-pig quickly
proves fatal as a nervine poison. The
result of numerous recent investigations is

found to confirm views held by Pliny,

Theophrastus, and the early English apothe-
caries concerning the toad's poison. The

Lancet, commenting on Dr. Hewlett's con-
clusions, adds further :

" The old practice of prescribing preparations
of the toad as remedies for dropsy was not so
absurd as might at first appear, for a fetid sub-
stance is secreted by the toad's skin which is

very like digitalin (from the foxglove), and
hence it may have a favourable effect in cases
of dropsy from heart affections."

In the article on the toad in
' Animal

Simples,' p. 483, the writer says :

" The flesh of the toad is far from being venom-
ous, and affords as wholesome nutriment as
that of the frog, its thighs being constantly sold
in Paris for those of frogs." .

TOM JONES.

Toads, salamanders, and newts can throw
out poison from their skins. See Hans F.
Gadow's '

Amphibia and Reptiles.' Any
one who takes up a toad unskilfully may
feel the fluid which it ejects on to the
hand seizing it. If this fluid enters a scratch
or cut, it may cause some inconvenience.
A few years ago I was told of a little

village girl who was mentally
" a bit funny."

In spite of her mother's remonstrances the
child liked playing with creeping things,
among them newts. As a result a newt
" venomed "

the end of one of her fingers,

causing it to become deformed. " Old

superstitions
" have generally some basis ;

they are not mere inventions. T. S. N.

GRAY'S ' ELEGY '
: TRANSLATIONS AND

PARODIES (11 S. iii. 62, 144, 204, 338;
iv. 90, 135). Mr. Otto Uebel, a student of

this University, who is engaged on a study
of Gray's influence in Germany, has furnished
me with the following particulars supple-
mentary to the information given at 11 S.

iii. 62 :

F. W. Getter's translation did appear in the
'

Gottinger Musenalmanach auf das Jahr 1771,'

p. 125. See also the reprint of the ' Almanach '

in
' Deutsche Litteraturdenkmale des 18 und 19

Jahrhunderts,' No. 52/3, p. 60.

The translation of Mason's work (

:1 Th. Gray :

Gedichte, mit Nachrichten von seinen Lebens-
umstanden und Schriften, herausgegeben von
W. Mason ; aus dem Englischen iibersetzt,

Leipzig, 1776 ") contains a prose rendering of the

English poems ; the Latin poems are merely
reprinted.

Kosegarten's translation first appeared in the
third volume of Kosegarten's

'

Rhapsodieen,' 1801.

Seume's translation was first printed in his
'

Obolen,' vol. i., Leipzig, 1796 ; reprinted in

his
' Gesammelte Schriften,' W7

iesbaden, 1825.

The following translations have not yet
been mentioned in

' N. & Q.' :

[Georg Friedrich Niemeyer.] In " Sammlung
aus einigen der beruhintesten englischen Dichter,
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namlich Pope Gray Shakespeare, iiber-

setzt von dem Verfasser des Greises an einen

Jungling," Hannover, 1794. The book was also

issued with an English title-page.

Luise Furstin zu Neuwied. In the Deutsche

Monatsschrift, August, 1795, p. 304.

Schmidt-Phiseldeck. In his
' Briefe aesthet-

ischen Inhalts,' 1797. Mentioned in Goedeke's
' Grundriss zur Geschichte der deutschen Dich-

tung,' vii. 719.

Anonymous.
' Neuer Versuch einer Ueber-

setzung der Elegie. . . .von Gray' in a monthly
periodical, Isis, Zurich, 1805.

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

BULLOCK'S MUSEUM, PICCADILLY (11 S.

v. 410, 514 ; vi. 92). I think that MB.
ABRAHAMS does not quite appreciate the

enterprise and spirit of William Bullock.

There is an excellent account of him, written

by Miss Macdonell, in the
' D.N.B.' From

1803 to 1808 he was in business as a gold-
smith at 24, Lord Street, Liverpool, and
he had an establishment at 27, Church
Street called

" Bullock's Museum," which
was built to his order about 1804. In
Gore's

'

Directory
'

his name appears for

the first time in 1803, and for the last time
in 1807. The Catalogue of the exhibition of

the Liverpool Academy for 1812 mentioned
two water-colours shown that year :

" No. 268. View of the entrance of the Ware
Booms of Mr. Geo. Bullock's Egyptian Hall,

Piccadilly, London. R. Bridgens."
" No. 397. Mr. Bullock's Museum, Piccadilly,

London. P. F. Robinson."

It is curious that No. 268 should have
"
Geo.," for there was a George Bullock,

a sculptor, President of the Liverpool
Academy 1810-11. Perhaps he was a
kinsman. THOS. WHITE.

Junior Reform Club, Liverpool.

JAMES PATTISON STEWART (US. vi. 89).
It is probable that this officer, who entered
the Navy in 1797, had attained more years
than twenty when promoted in 1812. His
later services are given as follows :

"On 26 Nov., 1813, Capt. Stewart, then in the

Amphion, and attached to the in-shore squadron
off Walcheren, volunteered to command the boats
of the fleet under Admiral Young, and to attempt
the capture by a coup de main of four French
frigates at Flushing, Although he received

' with
great pleasure this proof of his zeal and good spirit,'
the Commander-in-Chief differed from him as to
the practicability of the enterprise. In Dec. of the
same year we find Capt. Stewart displaying equal
ardour while serving under Lord Geo. Stuart at the

capture of the islands of Schouwen and Tholen. He
was nominated a C.B. 8 Dec., 1815 ; and advanced
to his present rank (Rear-Admiral) 1 Oct., 1846."

AlTCHO,

This officer was promoted to Rear-
Admiral on the retired list in October, 1846 ;

Vice-Admiral, September, 1855; Admiral,
November, 1860; and received the C.B. in

December, 1815. He died 3 June, 1861.

ALFRED B. BEAVEN.
Leamington.

THE USE OF FORKS (US. vi. 89). I can
recommend to all readers an opuscolo by
Commendatore Alessandro Lisini, who wrote
two or three years ago a complete history
of the fork, gathered from the ancient
archives of Siena, so long under his capable
charge. His work incidentally includes
the Gargantuan banquets given on occasions
of grand celebrations, thus recording, not

only what rare and costly delicacies were
eaten, but how they were conveyed more or
less decently to the mouth in and before
the spacious days of the Medici. My copy
of this old friend's book is not juts now at

hand, but it may easily be procured from

any of the good publishers at Siena.

WILLIAM MERCER.

T. CAMPBELL, c. 1729 (11 S. v. 509).
At my instigation Mr. Innes Addison, the
courteous Registrar of our University, has
examined his archives, and now reports
as follows :

"
I find that

' Thomas Campbell
'

matriculated at
this University on 6th March, 1719, and that
' Thomas Campbell, Scotus '

(probably the same
person), laureated on 29th April, 1724. In neither
of the entries in our records is the parentage or
locality given."

THOMAS BAYNE.
Glasgow.

" VISTO "= " VISTA "
(11 S. vi. 27, 95).

An earlier instance of the use of the form
"
visto

" than any yet quoted is to be found
in the

' Works '

of Robert Gould, 1709,
vol. i. p. 196 :

Here Vistoe's, cut for many Miles out-right,
Open the distant Country to our Sight,
And fill the Eye with Wonder and Delight.

G. THORN-DRURY.

"CHALK SUNDAY" (11 S. vi. 90). In
Ennis, co. Clare, and the neighbourhood
the first Sunday in Lent was called

" Chalk

Sunday." On that day children used to ruu
abont with pieces of chalk and make marks
on the clothes of people passing by. It was
said the idea originally was to chalk only
those who, though old enough, had not been
married the previous Shrove. When I was
a child the custom was kept up, but I
believe it has now completely died out.

ALFRED MOLONY.
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on Hooks.

History of English Literature from
'

Beowulf
'

to

Sioinburne. By Andrew Lang. (Longmans
& Co.)

WHILE we shall always have a special regard for
this book as being the last to be written by
Andrew Lang, we shall never take it down from
our shelves without a feeling of pain as we recall

how irksome the task must have been to him.
A side-light in his preface reveals this :

" The
writer, indeed, would willingly have omitted
not a few of the minor authors in pure literature,
and devoted his space only to the masters."
In that case we should have had a series of
brilliant essays, with a corresponding gain to ou"r

literature ; but Lang was not to be diverted from
the purpose of the work, and, as the result, we have
a brief history of our literature condensed into a
volume of under seven hundred pages. It is

needless to say that the work has been conscien-

tiously done, and doubtless the author's object
will be accomplished that is,

" to arouse a
living interest, if it may be, in the books of the
past, and to induce the reader to turn to them
himself." Mr. Lang laments the unhappy
fact

" that the works of a majority of the earlier
authors are scarcely accessible, except in the
publications of learned societies or in very
limited editions ; but from Chaucer onwards
the Globe editions are open to all ; and the great
Cambridge

'

History of English Literature
'

is

invaluable as a guide to the Bibliography."
While the book has in places too much of the

personality of Lang to render it an unbiased text-
book, yet its very faults will endear the work
to his admirers, and to bookmen generally.

Extremely interesting are the introductory
pages devoted to Anglo-Saxon literature, and
the author evidently enjoyed writing them. He
points out that, as the

"
early Anglo - Saxons

did not employ rhyme, the peculiar cadence,
with alliteration, of their verse cannot easily
be reproduced, and there is much difference
of opinion as to the prosody or scansion of

Anglo-Saxon verse
"

; and he advises the reader
to remember that "

their poets did not write for
us, but for men of their own time, whose tastes
and ways of thinking and living were in many
respects very different from ours." This suggests
that if we seek pleasure in the poetry of 500800
or of a somewhat later time we must "

put our-
selves as far as we can in the place of the hearers
for whom it was composed." Twenty pages
are allotted to Chaucer,

" the earliest English
poet who is still read for human pleasure."
The chapter on early Scottish literature is all

too short. Of these poets the author remarks
"
that while, in initiative and in models, they

owe almost all to England, their long and despe-
rate war with that country gives them a martial
fire and spirit to which the English poetry of the
time furnishes HO rival. Laurence Minot does
not stir the blood."
Under Shakespeare but short space is given

to '

Hamlet,' of which "
it is vain to speak

briefly, and more than enough of speaking at
large has been done by a myriad of commen-
tators. .. .Shakespeare has left to the world a

marvel of subtle and penetrative thought, of
tenderness, of humour ; to the critics, a wrangle-
over psychological problems."
Lang defends the conduct of Bacon in making

advances to James VI. of Scotland, and considers
them to have been "

judicious, and praiseworthy,,and even necessary
"

; but he does not think
that " the industry of his biographer Mr. Spedding:
has wholly redeemed the character of Bacon,
whose personality does not endear him to man-
kind, and was hot on a level with his genius." In
connexion with the defence of Bacon. Hepworth
Dixon's '

Personal History of Lord Bacon "

might have been mentioned.
Of Milton, Lang says : "In one sense he might

be styled
'

self-taught,' for while he was so deeply
read, his verse was no echo, nor ever can be
re-echoed. It is foolish but natural to appraise
the relative greatness of great poets, but Shake-
speare apart, it is to the lonely Milton that the
world has always awarded the crown of England's
greatest."

While Lang praises Cowper, the tone in some
parts of the four pages devoted to him is too
flippant for our liking ; but he says of

' The
Castaway

'

that it was "
penned by no '

maniac's
hand,'

" and in reference to Cowper's letters
that they

"
are reckoned among the best in our

language, and their delightful wit and gaiety
fortunately assure us that there was much happi-
ness in a life so blameless."
One naturally turns to see what a Scotsman

has to say of Scott. Among the novels, Lang
considers that ' The Betrothed '

is
"

less appre-
ciated than it ought to be "

; but ' Kenilworth '

is.

styled
" a most audaciously anachronistic tale."

Of Scott's
"
galloping

'

light horseman '

style of
verse

" he writes :
" He made the dead past live

again ; he repeopled with their dreams the roofless-
towers of the Borders, the Highland caves and
bothies, the deserted palaces and castles, whose
last native king was then dying, a priest, in Bome^
His verses, read aloud to Wellington's men in

Spain, inspirited them in the charge, as they
awoke among all men what had long been slumber-
ing, the love of poetry."

Those who use the work as a classbook will
find the chronological arrangement excellent,
and the whole is made easy of reference. There
is a list of authors with dates, and the pages on
which they are mentioned are given. An index
of their works closes the volume.
We would suggest that future editions should

contain a portrait of Mr. Lang.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. AUGUST.

MR. L. C. BRAUN sends us his Catalogue No. 80,
which contains nearly 800 items, having among
them many of considerable interest which are not
beyond the reach of people of moderate means.
We noticed a copy of Fontana's '

Templum
Vaticanum,' illustrated with 76 large plates,
the text in Latin and Italian, Rome, 1694,
II. 15s. ; a copy of Pierre de Lancre's ' Tableau
de 1'Inconstance des mauvais Anges et Demons,
ou il est amplement traicte' des Sorciers et de la

Sorcelerie,' Paris, 1612, 21. 5s. ; the '

Life of
William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle,' written

by Margaret his wife, first edition, 1667, 21. Ws. ;:

and Langbaine's
' An Account of English Dra-

matic Poets ,' Oxford, 1691, 21. We may
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also mention a copy of Cramer's '

Emblems,'
Frankfurt, 1630, II. 5s., and the '

Platonici Ser-

mones sive Disputationes xli. ex Cosmi Paccii

Archiepiscopi Florentini interpretatione
'

of Maxi-
mus Tyrius, Paris, H. Stephanas, 1557, 11. 10s.

THE first part of Messrs. Maggs's Catalogue
No. 294 is particularly interesting, made up, as it

is, of. original drawings. Foremost among these is

Blake's 'Judas betrays Him' a water-colour
which is described in vol. ii. of Gilchrist's 'Blake'

14f by 11^ in. in size, and bearing the artist's full

signature, for which 100 guineas is asked. There
are four or five drawings by Claude Gell^e, the
best a pair of landscapes, done in pen and wash on
either side a sheet of grey paper, 4 by 7f in., the
one a riverside scene, the other depicting a monu-
ment, 51. Of Peter Dewint they have a pleasant
exampie in the water-colour the

'

Wayside Cottage,'
12^by 18J in., offered for 521. Turner is represented
Irv two water-colours and some pencil sketches, of
which the '

Hastings
' from the Ruskin collection,

priced at 421., is the most important. These are
out a few out of many.
Part II. of the Catalogue is devoted to etchings ;

and we noticed a collection of some thirty pieces
by Edwin Edwards for 10s. 6d. each, which might
lie worth attention on the part of collectors who
find more expensive items beyond their reach.
These are landscape subjects very prettily treated.
'The Smithy,' signed by the artist, representing
men at work in a blacksmith's shop amid a con-
fusion of implements and other objects, for which
3U. 10s. is asked, is the most valuable of the ten
Whistler etchings, among which we noticed also
' The Bridge

' one of the Venetian set 181. 18s.

"Two Turner etchings the price of each HI. 14s.

may be specially mentioned :

'

Rizpah,' 1812, first

state, engraved by Dunkarton, and '

Winchelsea,
Sussex,' first state, in brown, 1812, engraved by
I. C. Easling. There is a large number of Piranesi's
Roman Views, the best perhaps the '

yeduta dell'

interno dell' Anfiteatro Flavio detto il Colosseo,'
'Gl. 6s., and the 'Arch of Constantine,' offered for
a like sum. We must not omit " The Hundred
Guilder Print," an impression in second state of
Rembrandt's etching 'Christ healing the Sick,'

"1649, 105Z.

MESSKS. HEVRY SOTHERAN & Co., in their Cata-
logue 728, send us a more than usually interesting
list of old and valuable books, a large number of
which we notice are drawn from the Huth library.
This is, for instance, the case with Francois de
Billon's

' Le Fort inexpugnable de 1'honneur du
Sexe Feminin,' a first edition, "Acheu6 d'imprimer
k Paris le premier iour d'Auril, 1555," 3lf. 10s. ; with
Bacon's ' Considerations tovching a Warre with
Spaine.' a first edition, "imprinted 1629." 12/. 12s. ;

with ' The Assize of Bread. Together with Sundry
good and need full ordinances for Bakers, Brewers,
Inholders, Victualers, Vintners, and Butchers '

black-letter, with small woodcuts of bread-making,
printed by William Stansby. 1630, 61. 17s. M. ; and
an eighteenth-century Philippe de Commines in
5 vols.,

"
Brusselle, chez Francois Foppens, 1723,"

51. 10s. A very attractive item, of which the price
is 251., is the " Booke called in latyn En |

chiridion
Militis Christian!

|
and in englysshe the Ma

|
nuell

of the Christen
| Knight, replenys |

shed with
moste

| holsomepre | ceptes, |
made

| by the famous
| clerke Erasmus of

| Roterdame, to the whiche I

is added a neweand
| meruaylouspro | t'ytable pre I

face
"

first edition, "Imprinted at London by
Wynkyn de Worde, for Johan Byddell, otherwise
Salisbury, the xv. daye of Nouembre. And be for
to sell at the sygne of our Lady of pytie, next to
Flete bridge, 1533." There are numerous good works
on heraldry and genealogy, out of which we may
mention Siebmacher's 'Grosses und allgemeines
Wappenbuch,' from 1858 to 1884, profusely illus-
trated, 181. 18s. For 621. is offered a good copy
including the supplement, which is rare, of Gould's
'

Trochilidse
'

; and for 14/. Tooke and Newmarch's
History of Prices, and of the State of the Circula-

tion, from 1793 to 1856,' complete, with the General
Index, in 6

yols. The most valuable item in the
whole collection is a copy of the Second Folio Shake-
spearethe second impression with the Droeshout
portrait and Jonson's verses opposite for which
1751. is asked ; and 94. 10s. is the price of a copy of
the Halliwell-Phillipps Shakespeare on India paper
only 25 copies having been printed thus (1853-

1865). Other good items are four of Bruno's works
i.e.,

'

Camoeracensis Acrotismus,' 1588, 81. 8s
'De Imaginum, Signorum, et Idearum Com-
positione,' 1591, 51. 5s. ;

' De Umbris Idearum,' 1582,
'31. 13s. 6d. ; and the same together with ' Ars
Memoriae Jordan! Bruni,' 1582, 67. 6s. each being"
editio princeps

"
;

"
Bogg-Witticisms : or. Dear

Joy s Commonplaces. Being a Compleat Collection
of the most Profound Punns, Learned Bulls of
the Natives of Teague-land printed for Evidansh
Swear-all in Lack - Plansh Lane," 1682, 91. 9>.

Musasus, 'Opusculum de Herone et Leandro'
[Greece etLatme],' and 'Orphei Argonautica, Hymni
et de Lapidibus Liber [Grace],' Aldine edition,
1517, U. 4s.; Garrick's copy, bearing his book-
plate, of Pesselier's

'

(Euvres de Theatre,' 4/. 10s. ;
the 1893-9 Pepys, the only complete edition,one of the 250 copies on hand-made paper, with
proofs before letters of the plates, 211. ; a copy of

HJSAlS6 Ro11 Society's Publications from 1884 to
189o,19 vols., 11. 7s ; a copy of the 1811 'CompleteWorks' of Samuel Richardson, W. 10s. ; an Aldine
first edition of 'Silius Italicus, De Bello Punico
Secundo XVII. Libri,' 1523, 21. 2s. ; a rare "

fourth "

edition of Sidney's 'Arcadia,' 1605, 51. 5s.; and
Aparos: ^atv6fj.eva Kal Atoir^eta, i.e., the poet quoted
by St. Paul in the speech on the Areopagus
itself a work on weather- forecasting, Parisiis, 1559,

'

to <E0msp0tttonts.

jL
1 communications must be written the name

ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
'.ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
x> "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
ishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
.linn'. E.C.

KENDALIAN. St. Sunday has been discussed
at 10 S. xi. 275, where references are given to an
earlier correspondence on the subject. The most
plausible explanation is that St. Dominic is the
saint meant, though it is also suggested that

'

Holy Sunday
"
may have been the original

meaning.
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THE BRETON ORIGIN OF THE NOBLE
HOUSE OF ORMONDE.

THE account of this great and historic

family in
'

Burke's Peerage
' used to begin

thus :

"
Its origin is not clearly established. The

surname ' Butler
'

is not, however, dubious,
toeing derived from the chief Butlerage of Ireland,
conferred by Henry II. on Theobald Walter in
1177.... the eldest son of Herveius Walter, one
of the companions of the Conqueror."

This passage has been altered in later

editions, and the last statement, which
dates make impossible, properly omitted.
The Hervey Walter above mentioned, the

grandfather of Theobald, had held a third
of a knight's fee in Belaugh in Norfolk and
Boxted in Suffolk. Domesday Book (ii. f. 147)
shows that in 1086 this land in

"
Belagh

"

was held by one "
Gingom

"
of Earl

Alan. This unusual personal name is so

clearly written in the original judging

from the photo -zincograph that there can
be no mistake about any of the letters, but
the scribe had evidently made an error.
The word was "

Guigon," a Breton name
more familiar to us as

"
Wigan." We may

reasonably suspect this property had been
inherited by Theobald's grandfather from
this Domesday tenant. We see that Guigon
held

"
Belagh

"
of the great Breton Count

Alan, made Earl of the East Angles. The
Earl was already a greater landholder in
North Yorkshire, evidently under the con-
dition that he built a castle (Richmond)
and maintained it always garrisoned like

Dover ; and some of his military tenants,
we shall see, bore variations of the Butler
coat of arms.
Alan fitz

" Flaud "
granted the church of

Sporle in Norfolk, with lands there and
at Mileham, to the abbey of St. Florent at
Saumur in the presence of the monks
Guihenoc, Guigon, and William (' Cal. Docs,
in France,' edited by Dr. Round, i. 414).
The first named had been the grantee of

Monmouth, but had taken the cowl before

1086, and Guigon, if the landholder in

Belagh, 1086, must have followed his example.
It is curious that one of the churches in

Hope in Herefordshire, which had been

given by this
" Wihanoc "

to the same
abbey, was then known as

"
Hope Gingani

"

(ib., p. 403) but I would read this Guigani.
So long ago as 1878 I wrote in

'

N. & Q.,'
under the heading

' Fleance '

(5 S. x. 402),
that it is remarkable to find the descendants
of Alan, the Seneschal of Dol, as seneschals
or stewards to the Kings of Scotland,

"and no less so that Hervey the Butler should be
the progenitor as he no doubt was, although the
fact has not been remarked before of the

great Butlers of Ireland and the most noble
house of Ormonde."

This Hervey
" Butelarius " witnessed

three or four Dol charters with Alan the

Seneschal, and a Walter fitz Hervey, with
another Walter and Hervey his son,
one of Alan himself. Walter and Hervey
were common names in Brittany, but not
often found together like this. One
of these, it may be reasonably suspected,
was the Walter de Dol who had forfeited

land acquired by him at Ashfield in Suffolk

(Dom. Book, ii. f. 377) ; and the other, the
ancestor of the Butlers of Ireland, either

was the heir of Guigon, or married his

daughter and so inherited Bylaugh. Dona-
tions to the abbey of St. Florent were
made by John (de Dol) and Geldwin in

the presence of William the abbot, their

brother, and, among others, of these laics :
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Hingand, Baderon, Alan the Seneschal,
"
Glajusprepositus Galterus & Herveus filii

eius Buterius
"

(Lobineau's
'

Hist. Brit.,'

vol. ii., Instr., col. 138). I hardly know
whether we can consider

" Buterius "

to apply to Hervey only or whether it be
not even another witness's name. The
duties of the Butarii and the Botelarii
were distinct, as in the household of

Henry II. (' Liber Niger,' i. 349) ; the
former had charge of the wine in butts,
while the latter were the "

dispensatores
Botellariae," and the "

Magister Pincerna "

was over them both.
The civil and military organization of

his small diocese, copied from that of his

Norman neighbours, was evidently the
work of that practical and energetic
prelate Archbishop Gingueneus (?Wigan),
who built the castle of Combourg, and
settled it on his brother "Ruellan"
(Riwallon, i.e. Roland), with 12 knights'
fees in Dol (Henry II. 's Inquest, 1181).
He benefited others of his kinsfolk.

William, Abbot of Saumur (1070-1118), was
his nephew ; so was John, Lord of Dol (son
of Riwallon), who took holy orders and was
elected archbishop in 1082.
A new fact in the Fitzharding pedigree

(see 5 S. xii. 362) may be here conveniently
mentioned that Henry, son of Robert
fitz Harding and " dean of Moretan," was
Archbishop elect of Dol, and died in August,
1188, at Rome, whither he had gone for

consecration (Eyton's
'

Itin. H. II.,' p. 291).

Early heraldry, always trustworthy,
comes to our aid wonderfully, and clearly
points to the fact that the Stewarts and
the Butlers were of one stock originally.
The most ancient and paternal coat of
the Fitzalans those of Clun was Argent,
a chief azure ; of the Butlers, Or, a chief
indented azure, and this exactly we find
also given to the Lords of Middleham,
descended from Bardulf, a brother of
Earl Alan, in the reliable pedigree drawn
up about 1450, no doubt by those clever
monks at Coverham (Gen., New S.,iii. 31).
Rannulf de Glanville is usually assigned
the same coat, but herein he is given
Azure, 3 crescents argent. In the Rich-
mondshire Roll of Arms (c. 1337), evi-

dently from the same scriptorium, we
find given to Randolf fitz John de Wod-
halle the Butler coat colours reversed ;

to Robert fitz Elys de Newton, Argent, a
chief indented azure ; and to Hervey de
Watlous, Or, on a chief indented azure
3 crescents of the field (Coll. Top. et

Gen., ii. 320).

The influence this Butler coat had in
Lancashire is well shown in a pedigree by
the late Dr. Ormerod, the historian of
Cheshire (ib., vii. 17). "A. S. ELLIS.

Westminster.

A RELIC OF JOHN BUNYAN (?).

THE following account of an "
antient tome ' r

which has lately come into my possession
will, I think, interest certain of your readers.

The contents are as follows :

" PEIMA The First Things ; or Regeneration
Sermons, delivered by Isaac AMBROSE, minister
of the Gospel, at Preston, in Amoundernes in
Lancashire. London. 1650. The Doctrine and
Directions, but more especially the Practice and
Behaviour of a Man in the act of THE NEW BIRTH r

a treatise by way of appendix to the former :

by the same author. 1650. ULTIMA The Last
Things in reference to the First and Middle
Things or certain meditations on Life, Death,
Judgment, Hell, Bight Purgatory, and Heaven :

by the same author. 1650."

The three works are bound together in one
volume in old calf. A former owner (who,
to judge by his handwriting, would date
about 1750) has written the following on
the page facing the

' Contents '

:

" The notes in the margins were written by that
valiant advocate for Truth, John Bunyan, while-
in Prison."

A later owner has written on a .sheet of

paper, loosely inserted :

" The Marginal Notes in this book were written.

by John Bunyan : I know not the evidence-

upon which the fact rests : but it was fully
believed by my dear Husband, Dr. Olinthus-

Gregory." (Signed) "A. G. Woolwich Common,.
June, 1842."

On examining the work carefully I find"

that the first 72 pages are thickly covered
with marginal notes in a handwriting which
is quite distinct and legible, and which I
believe to be Bunyan's from the following
evidence. If we refer to the anonymous-
Biography prefixed to his works, written,

evidently by one who knew him well, and
had visited him in prison, we read :

" Not long after, the providence of God so
ordered it, that Mr. Bunyan went to Bedford,
to work at his calling, and happened there to hear
three or four poor women, who were sitting in.

the sun, discoursing together about the things,
of God, which caused him to draw near to them,
for he was by this time, himself become a mighty
talker of Religion ; but when he had heard
awhile as he himself confessed, he heard, indeed,,
but he understood not, for they spoke of thing.s
above his reach discoursing of

' THE NEW
BIRTH ' and the work of God on their hearts :

it was upon this discourse of theirs that he began*
to feel some unusual agitations in his own heart
and to be conscious to himself that his own.
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condition was not so good as he had thought it

to be because in all his thoughts about Religion
and Salvation ' THE NEW BIRTH ' never entered
into his mind," &c.

The old volume by Isaac Ambrose de-
scribed above is almost wholly a treatise

on this subject of
" The New Birth," and

the comments in the margin show that the
writer was but newly acquainted with the

doctrine, as the following extracts prove :

" In those men who have lived long in sin,
whose sins have been gross, and great, and
grievous, no sooner come they to a NEW BIRTH
but they can feel grace work in them step by
step," &c. Ambrose, p. 27.

The marginal comment is :

" Note where I find any of these in me, I make
ys [this] marke X ."

Other comments are
" Lord give me

such a frame of Heart,"
" O my Soul ys

word reproves thee," and many similar.

There are also references to prison and
captivity, and to wrar (Bunyan was in the
Parliament army, and present at the battle
of Leicester).
The volume has been shown to the Curator

of the Bunyan Museum at Bedford, whov

has compared the handwriting with the

specimens of Bunyan's which they possess,
and he pronounces them to be similar.

Besides those already mentioned, there are
two other autographs in the volume, viz.,
Ludovic Auber, 1768 (in three places), and
" James Martin, is [sic] book, October the
5th, 1785."

I should be greatly obliged if any of your
readers could furnish me with any further

particulars which would throw light on
the connexion between Bunyan and Isaac

Ambrose, the author of the book described
above. GEORGE T. JUCKES

4, Belsize Avenue, N.W.

CALCUTTA STATUES AXD
MEMORIALS.

(See ante, pp. 41, 104.)

Bishop Heber. Reginald Heber (1773-
1826), second Bishop of Calcutta 1823-6.
AVhite marble. Kneeling. By Sir F. Chan-
trey, R.A. (1835). In St. Paul's Cathedral
beneath the tower. His death, at Trichino-

poly (where he is buried), was due to heart
failure when, bathing. Author of

' From
Greenland's Icy Mountains.' There is a
similar statue in St. Paul's, London, and
another in St. George's, Madras, both by
Chantrey. The statue stood originally in
the eastern portico of St. John's, behind the

altar, and could be seen from the compound,
A relief portrait also adorns a facade of the
India Office.

A statue of T. F. Middleton, the first

Bishop of Calcutta, is also in St. Paul's,.
London (Lough).

The Holwell Obelisk. This, the second ,

Holwell Monument was generously erected by
Lord Curzon in 1902 at his own cost, on the
site of the ditch of the ravelin, in course of
construction at the time of " the troubles

"

in 1756, into which the bodies of the Black
Hole victims were cast. It stands a few-

yards to the north-east of the Black Hole,,
nearer to Writers' Buildings, and takes the

place of the original memorial of a darker
material, to judge by contemporary pictures
by Daniell and others that exist raised

by John Zephaniah Holwell (1711-98) to

his fellow sufferers, which was removed (for
reasons unknown) in 1819 (? 1821), during
Lord Hastings's Governorship. An obelisk

of white marble, it is circled by dwarf

posts and chains. On the six faces of its

base are inscribed particulars of the tragedy,
and the names of those who fell victims of

the siege. Holwell became prime defender
of the settlement on Drake's desertion, and
was temporary Governor of Bengal in 1760.

Marquess of Lansdowne. Henry Charle&
Keith Fitzmaurice, Marquess of Lansdowne
(born 1845), Viceroy and Governor-General
of India 1888-94. To the centre of the east

side of the Red Road, facing west. Eques-
trian. Cast from guns. By H. Bates, R.A.

(completed by E. OnslowFord, R.A.). Alle-

gorical groups of
'

Wisdom,' and of
' Justice

and Law '

adorn the pedestal.

John Lawrence. Sir John Laird Mair
Lawrence, Baronet (1811-79), afterwards

(1869) Lord Lawrence, Vicerov and Governor-
General of India 1864-9. Bronze. By T.

Woolner, R.A. On raised platform, paved
and balustraded, facing from the maidan the
south gateway of Government House. A
civil servantwho held Viceregal office.

" The
Saviour of the Punjab." The " Jan Larens

"

of the natives.

There are other statues in Waterloo Place,
London (Boehm),in a niche on the principal
facade in the India Office, and at Lahore,
as well as a bust in Westminster Abbey
(Woolner).

Macdonell Fountain. Memorial to Wil-

liam Fraser Macdonell, V.C. Stone fountain

on the maidan south-east of the High Court,

near the end of Old Post Office Street.
" Erected by friends

"
after his death in
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1 894. Macdonell was a member of the Bengal
Civil Service 1850-86, and Judge of the

High Court 1874-86. He won the Cross in

the course of a gallant effort made from
Patna to relieve the defenders of

" the Little

House at Arrah," 1857.

Earl of Mayo. Richard Southwell, Earl

of Mayo (1822-72), Viceroy and Governor-
General of India. Equestrian. Bronze. By
T. Thornycroft. On an island site at the

junction of the diagonal cross-roads of the

maidan east of the Red Road, facing south-

west. Unveiled by Albert Edward, Prince

of Wales, 1 Jan., 1876. The Earl was assas-

rsinated by a convict at Port Blair 8 Feb.,
1872.

" The People of India, mourning and

indignant, raise this Statue."
Another statue is at Jeypore.
A memorial window (a masterpiece by

Sir E. Burne-Jones) is in St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, Calcutta.

Mercury. A conventional bronze figure
of Mercury stood for many years on a
terminal pedestal of the maidan balustrade
.at the Chowringhee end of the Secretary's
Walk (town side), nearly opposite the
United Service Club. Graceful and of

rather more than life size, it failed somewhat
to fit in with its environment, being dwarfed

by its surroundings in the wide open space
in which it was a prominent object. During
the cold season of 1905-6 the course of

the balustrade was slightly altered, as a
result of traffic requirements in the vicinity
of a tramway, and the figure was not

replaced. A more suitable site for it

was subsequently found in the grounds
of "Belvedere," the official residence
of the Lieutenant - Governor at Alipore.
Mention of this decorative work of art

may, perhaps, be considered out of place
here. It is made, however, in the

hope that some information of the earlier

history of a well-remembered feature
of Chowringhee at its most attractive

point may be forthcoming. Mercury of
" Belvedere "

is, however, not the only
representative of the classics who has pub-
licly adorned Calcutta. The dome of Govern-
ment House was originally surmounted by
.a colossal statue of Britannia (vide William
Wood's '

Esplanade Row,' 1833, and other

early views). This figure was struck by
lightning on 30 March, 1838, when Lord
Auckland was Governor-General, and was
afterwards demolished.

Napier of Magda,la. Robert Cornelis

Napier, Baron Napier of Magdala (1811-90),
* Officiating Governor-General 1863 on the

death of the Earl of Elgin, Commander-in-
Chief in India 1870-76. Equestrian. Bronze.

By Sir Edgar Boehm, R.A. On circular
island grass plot on maidan to south of the

Fort, near the end of the Strand Road, facing
Prinsep's Ghat. Erectgd by public sub-

scription. He was in command of the

Abyssinian Expedition of 1867.
A replica is in Waterloo Place, London,

and a marble memorial in the crypt of St.

Paul's, London.

Earl of Northbrook. Thomas George Bar-

ing, Earl of Northbrook (1826-1904), X7
iceroy

and Governor-General of India 1872-6.
Bronze. By Sir Edgar Boehm. On maidan
facing main entrance to High Court. In-

scriptions in English, Bengali, Persian, and
Hindi record its erection by public sub-

scription.

The Ochterlony Monument. A fluted ma-
sonry column standing on the maidan to
the south of Esplanade East. It is about
152 ft. in height, and from the summit may
be obtained a commanding panoramic
view in all directions. The most prominent
landmark of Calcutta, it was erected in
1828 by public subscription, at a cost of
about 35,000 rupees, to the memory of

Major - General Sir David Ochterlony.
Baronet (1758-1825). "The Conqueror of

Nepaul." An internal staircase of Chunar
stone leads to two galleries, on one of which,
at the top of the shaft, about 145 ft. above
the ground, it is on record that a dinner-party
was held to celebrate its completion.

" an
unique and hilarious function

" which did
not terminate till 9 o'clock at night. The
foundations are of sal logs, and the order of
architecture is debased an Egyptian plinth,
a Syrian column, and a Turkish cupola
conspiring to make a tall and imposing
whole. The monument was menaced by
Lord Curzon, who, when considering the
site for the Victoria Memorial Hall, at one
time decided to place the Hall where the
monument now stands. Public opinion
being adverse to the idea, his lordship
abandoned it. This monument and the
K'tub Minar at Delhi bear witness to the
ulf separating the artistic instincts of tho

Englishman and the Moghal.
A bust is in the cornice of the Inner Court

of the India Office.

Sir James Outram. Lieut. -General Sir

James Outram, Baronet (1803-63). Bronze.

Equestrian. By J. H. Foley, R.A. On
large island site approximately at the junc-
tion of Park Street and Chowringhee, facing
west to the Secretary's Walk. Unveiled
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in 1874 by Lord Napier of Magdala, Com-
mander-in-Chief in India. It has been
suggested that a new Town Hall should be
built on its site. Before leaving London
for India, it stood for a time in Pall Mall,
near the Duke of York's Column, and
London was so charmed with it that a

general desire was expressed for its retention
there. The General, hatless, and with
sword in hand, is reining in his spirited
steed while leading a charge. The rearing
horse, a masterful conception, is superbly
executed. A long inscription records ser-

vices in Persia and India.
" The Bayard

of the East." "
His life was given to

India/' A full-sized model is in the Crystal
Palace at Sydenham. There is another
statue on the Thames Embankment, and a
bust in Westminster Abbey, both by M.
Noble, R.A.

Another bust is in the cornice of the Inner
Court of the India Office.

WlLMOT CORFIELD.

(To be continued.)

LIVERPOOL ACADEMY. Since the corre-

spondence on Bullock's Museum (see ante.

p. 158) has given rise to a mention of
this institution, it seems worth while to

put on record a few particulars concerning
its history. It was founded in 1810, and
is in existence yet. Its first President was
George Bullock, a sculptor, of the firm of
Bullock & Stoakes, 48, Church Street, Liver-

pool (Gore's
'

Directory,' 1805). In 1810
the firm was Bullock & Gandy. Joseph
Gandy was an A.R.A., an architect and
sculptor, and lived at 14, Bold Street,

Liverpool, in 1810. George Bullock appears
to have been a prosperous man, as he
exhibited nine works at the Liverpool
Academy in 1810, four works in 1811, and
one in 1812. He was President also in
1811, and a member in 1812-13-14. He
did not exhibit in Liverpool after 1812.
He exhibited at the Royal Academy 1804
to 1808, 1810-13-14-16. In 1813 his ad-
dresses were Troughton Street, Edge Hill,
and 79, Bold Street, both in Liverpool.
In 1814-16 his address was 4, Tenterden
Street, Hanover Square, London. The
Walker Art Gallery does not possess any of
his works. He is not mentioned in

' Me-
morials of Liverpool,' by Sir James Allanson
Picton, nor in the '

D.N.B.' His works are
enumerated in Algernon Graves's

'

Dic-

tionary of Exhibitors in the Royal Academy,'
vol. i. THOS. WHITE.
Junior Reform Club, Liverpool.

ANCIENT LEATHER COLLECTION. At the

great Earl's Court exhibition there is one
side show which, on account of its pro-
bably unique character, antiquity, and
semi-historical connexion, seems worthy of

permanent record. The collection consists

of, it is said, eight hundred objects, all

entirely made from the best and thickest

Spanish leather of the fifteenth century.
They are said to have formerly been in the

chapel and the judgment hall of the Palace
of the Inquisition in Lisbon, and to have
been obtained during the disruptions and
confusions of the Napoleonic invasions, and
brought to England.

For some years past I have known of their

having been in a private house in the

Kennington Park Road, but was never able
to see them. Their owner having died, they
have passed to another, who has now allowed
the public to inspect them ; and they cer-

tainly bear every evidence of genuineness
and antiquity. The objects are very various,

consisting of figures, chairs, tankards,
benches, shrines, mugs, lanterns, candle-

holders, ships, wine - coolers, lecterns, to-

gether with a table, tabernacle or pyx,
organ, cradle, crucifix, double seats, throne,

cupboard for sacred vessels, shields, con-

fessionals, &c., and pictures.

All these objects are entirely made of

leather, and apparently without any wood
or metal in their frames; but the leather

is so thick, and so well are they made, that

they stand upright by themselves. The

figures are very singular in character,
and vary from about 6 ft to 2 ft. in height.
One is a crowned king; others repre-
sent a cardinal, archbishop, bishop, abbess,

nuns, soldiers, dwarfs, slaves, &c. The

largest is a huge dragon driving Satan, a
tall thin red figure. Another is a demon
with a trident. One group represents Joseph,

Mary, and the Infant in a cradle.

The chairs are very peculiar, being figures
of men sitting, with outstretched arms,
so that you sit in the man's leather lap.
Some of these are double, representing two
men joined. The lecterns are nuns, whose
hood or veil is raised behind, to make a
book-rest. A soldier stands with uplifted

sword, and the arm is jointed and connected

by wires, so that an unseen person could

make the sword descend on the head ofa
passer-by. Another large figure has a wide-

open mouth, in the throat of which is a

pipe, so that a hidden person could make
sounds come out of the mouth. The benches
are supported by feet shaped as dwarfs
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The pitchers are hollow women, and the

tankards small men ;
the wine-coolers are

supported by men.
The large table has in the centre a big

galleon, to hold wine, the head of the vessel

feeing the stopper. Most of the faces are

hideous, and altogether it is one of the
most bizarre, nightmare sort of exhibitions

I have ever seen. E. C. E.

" CHATTELIZATION." The '

N.E.D.' cites

The Guardian, 29 Feb., 1888, p. 309/2 :

"' What is oddly enough described as the
'
chattelisation

'

of the land." Eleven years
before this, the word was attributed to John
Bright by Judge Shellabarger of Ohio, in a

speech before the U.S. Electoral Commission,
14 Feb., 1877 (Proceedings of the same,
p. 103/1). He stated that John Bright had
said to him,

" You [Americans] have put
out of the Constitution of your country. . . .

the
'

chattelization
'

of the human soul."
Mr. Bright said at the same time that he
had been in Parliament for thirty years, and
this would fix the date at about 1873.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.

FFAIRBANCK AND RAWSON FAMILIES.
From a " Breeches "

Bible,
"
Imprinted at

London by Robert Barker, Printer to the

Jving's most Excellent Majestie," 1608, I
have extracted the following entries relating
to the above families :

"
1620. ffrancis ffairbanck my sonne was borne

on Shrovetusdaie between 4 & 5 of the clock in
the morninge the [undecipherable] of Febr:
1620, and was baptized on Sonday following the
18th of the same month Mr. Francis Sn [?],
31r. Thomas Tyffin & Mrs. Snelling [?] witnesses."

In the margin to this entry is written
"

. .obham Court." Unfortunately, the mar-
gins of this volume have been trimmed in
the process of rebinding.

"
1622. Martha ffairbanck my 3rd and youngest

[the last word struck through] daughter ....
1622 and [died ?] the Satturdaie following
.... of May between .... and 7 a clock and
was [buried ?] . . . .following the. . . .of May."

li
1622. Edward ffairbanck 4th sonne of Joseph

ffairbanck was borne on Satturdaie the 30th of
Novembr. being St. Andrew's daie betwixt
ix & x a clock at night and was baptized on
Monday the 8th of Decembr. following. The
By.shop, Tho: Rawson and my [?] cozen [?]
Annes Hughes (witnesses).""

1624. Martha ffairbanck the 4th daughter of

Joseph ffairbanck was borne on Sondaie morning
between xii and.... clock or about one of the
clock of October 1624 and was the 24th
of the same monith .... Mrs. Mary .... and ....
witnesses." Marginal note :

" Died the 18th
of September 1665."
"1627 ffairbanck the 5th daughter of

Joseph ffairbanck was borne on. . . .the. . . .

daie of . . . .about 2 of the clock in the. . . .noone
and was baptized on Sondaie" the 25th of ....

monith following, Mr. Willm. Oockeyne < f

Hawhouse [?]Mrs. Hannah Man ux. Olivr. Man &
Mi-s. Meade ux. Willi. Meade of London Vintner

(witnesses)." Marginal note: "Died the....
1665."

" Johane [?] Rawson the daughter of Mathew
Rawson was borne the 14th day of July 1639

being Sunday About 2 Acloke in the. ..."
"
Mary Rawson was borne the 8 of March 16

and died the 15 of Aprill 1642."
" Mathew Rawson the. . . .of Mathew Rawson

was borne the 1th of Janivi 1640, And died the
7th of Aprill 1644."

" Constance Rawsonn was Borne one The
thursday in the Easter weeke in 1662 About 12

of the cloke noone."
" William Rawsonn was Born one wensday the

23 of September 1663 About one of the clook att

noone."
ERSKINE E. WEST.

A FRENCH COUNTING-OUT RIME, &c.

I came on this in the course of reading Victor

Margueritte's
' Les Frontieres du Coeur

'

:

" Elles se mirent & sauter sur place, en battant

des mains. La plus grande, du bout de ses doigts,

frappait tour a tour la poitrine des autres et la

sienne en disarit, & chaque fois :

'

Mis-tram-gram-
pike-pike-kolegram - boure -bour6 - ratatam-as-tram-

gram
' La voix claire egrenait tres vite les

syllabes singulieres. La derniere touches sortait

du cercle ; bientot il n'en reata qu'une, et Tessaim

pepiant s'envola, en chantant :

Une poule sur UH mur,
Qui picotait du pain dur,
Picoti-Picota,
Leve la queue et puis s'en va !

"

Pp. 133-4.

Later on in the book (pp. 146, 147) the

children sing at play :

Bonjour, madame la Marjolaine,
Avez-vous des filles a marier?

J'en ai une qui est bien belle,

Qui porte de 1'or, de la dentelle,
Mais je ne puis vous la donner,
Mais je ne puis vous la donner
Ni pour 1'or, ni pour 1'argent,
Ni pour 1'or, ni pour 1'argent,
Ni pour les grilles du convent !

This seems to me to be a game of the
" Three

Dukes "
type. See Gomme's '

Traditional

Games,' vol. ii. pp. 233-55, 455.

Another lay mentioned is :

File, file, ma quenouille !

Le temps passe, le temps va.

File, file, ma quenouille !

Le temps passe, le temps va.

Si le fil brouille s'embrouille,
Nous le d^sembrouillerons

File, file, ma quenouille !

Le temps passe, le temps va.

To this accompaniment a child would be
danced upon a nurse's knees.

ST. SWITHIN.
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SIGNS OF OLD LONDON. (See 11 S. i. 402,
465 ; ii. 64, 426 ; iv. 226 ; v. 4, 77, 286,
416.) I subjoin the first part of a list of
London signs referred to by Mr. F. J.

Britten in the alphabetical list of
' Former

Clock and Watchmakers '

appended to the
second edition of his valuable work ' Old
Clocks and Watches and their Makers,'
issued in 1904. It will be readily under-
stood that while the majority of the refer-

ences enumerated by Britten refer to clock -

makers' signs, some few others have crept
in, and have been incorporated in my list :

Blue Boar, Holborn, 1686.

Ring and Pearl, Bishopsgate Street, near the
Southsea House (1775-94).

Sugar Loaf, Paternoster Row, next Cheapside,
1731.

Peacock, Lothbury, c. 1682.

Spring Clock, East Smithfield, near Hermitage
Bridge, c. 1696.

Black Boy, Gracechurch Street, 1691.
Dial, Exchange Alley, 1722.
Dial, Clement's Lane, Lombard Street, 1705."
Starre in Fenchurch Streete," 1664." Three Flower-de-Luces in Cheapside," 1692." Black-a-Moors Head in Cheapside," 1706.

Golden Spread Eagle, without Aldgate, 1692.

Eagle and Pearl, Great Suffolk Street, near the
Haymarket, 1775.

Bolt and Tun, Lombard Street, 1683.
Golden Lyon (sic), Fleet Street, 1680." Minute Dyall in Fanchurch Streete," 1698.
Green Dragon, Cheapside, 1687.
'

Lilly House, against Strand Bridge," c. 1766." Black-moors Head and Dial, Minories," 1690
(&c.).

Dial and Crown, near Essex Street, Strand, 1696.
King's Head, near the Pump in Chancery Lane.

1695.

WILLIAM MCMTTRRAY.

(To be continued.)

DOUBLE MEANINGS. A striking instance
of the ambiguous meaning of certain English
phrases, probably correct in themselves, was
afforded at the dinner given by his fellow-

journalists to Sir Edward T. Cook at the
Hotel Cecil on 26 July, with Lord Morley
in the chair. According to The Times
report on the following day, the concluding
sentence in the speech of the guest of the

evening was as follows :
" Those were

opportunities which a journalist who re-

spected his calling rarely prized." As the
context showed, Sir Edward Cook meant
that they were greatly prized, but by itself
the sentence would surely be taken by most
readers to mean exactly the reverse.

There may be equally striking instances
of the use by eminent men of phrases which
could well be accepted in opposite senses.

J. LANDFEAR LUCAS.

WE must request correspcndents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

'MEMOIRS OF SCRIBLERUS.'
THE ELWIN-COURTHOPE EDITION of Pope's
'

Works,' the standard modern edition,

prints the
' Memoirs of Scriblerus

'

according
to the version of Bishop Warburton's
edition of 1751. These two contain only
fourteen chapters, omitting chaps, xiv. and
xv. of the earlier editions, which have
sixteen or seventeen chapters (see below).
No further information concerning earlier

editions is afforded by the editors' notes
than is contained in the following sentence

(Elwin-Courthope, vol. x. p. 272) :

"
All the evidence, internal and external, seems

to point to the fact that the Memoirs were com-
posed during the sittings of the Club, and that
when the first book was completed it was put
aside perhaps because it was not thought worth
while to publish them till Pope included them
in the octavo edition of his Works, published by
Dodsley in 1742."

The statement, however, is incorrect.

There were not less than three editions in

1741 ; and at least two appeared in 1742.

They may be listed thus :

a. The Works of Mr. Alexander Pope, in Prose.

Vol. II. London : Printed for J. and P.

Knapton, C. Bathurst, and R. Dodsley.
M.DCC.XLI.

Folio ; pagination irregular ; Memoirs
occupy pp. 1-70, followed by an unnumbered
leaf of

' Contents.'

6. The Works, &c. (Worded like a.)

Quarto ; pagination irregular ; Memoirs
occupy pp. 1-75, followed by

' Contents
'

(pp. unnumbered).
c. Memoirs of the Extraordinary Life, Works,

and Discoveries of Martinus Scriblerus. By
Mr. Pope. Dublin : Printed by and for

George Faulkner. M.DCC.XLI.
Small duodecimo.

The two editions of 1742 are bound up
with editions of the Fourth Book of

' The
Dunciad :

d. The Works of Alexander Pope, Esq ; Vol. Ill .

Part II. Containing the Dunciad, Book IV.
and the Memoirs of Scriblerus. Never before

Printed. London : Printed for R. Dodsley,
and Sold by T. Cooper, MDCCXIJI.
Small octa . o ; poem occupies pp. 1-60 ;

Appendix, 61-84 ; Memoirs, 1-128 ; a leaf,

261-[262], containing a list of
' Pieces of

Scriblerus
' on recto and ' Advertisement

' on
verso. Memoirs have no table of

' Contents
'

;

leaf D8, pp. 63 (misnumbered 61)-64, is a
cancel.
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e. The Works, &c. (Worded like d.)

Small octavo ; Memoirs occupy pp. 1-132.

Leaf A2, pp. 3-4, contains a table of
' Con-

tents.'
In d the words "

Vol. III. Part II." are in

red ink ; in e, in black ink.

I have copies of a, b, d, e ; I have not seen c,

but for its text it follows a.

The purpose of this query is to ask if

any of your readers skilled in Popiana can
inform me whether or not I am correct in

my suspicion that there was an edition

earlier than the folio.

The data underlying my inference are
these : Editions a, b, c, and e show decided
confusion. They print sixteen chapters,
numbering them i. xii. and xiv. xvii. In
each a table of

' Contents '

calls for seventeen

chapters, and gives the full title of each

chapter, the titles reading the same for the
four editions. The titles used in the body
agree with those listed in

' Contents '

for

chaps, i.-vii. and xiv.-xvii. But nothing
in the body corresponds to chap. ix. of
' Contents '

; chaps, ix.-xii. in the body
bear the titles assigned by

' Contents
'

to

chaps, x.-xiii. ; and the body has no
chap. xiii. at all.

Edition d has all seventeen chapters, but
it has no table of contents ; throughout,
the chapter titles of its body agree with the
titles in the ' Contents '

of the other editions.

Chap. ix. is about three pages long. The
first half of it is a variation of the last

paragraph of chap. viii. of the other edi-

tions ; the last half of it and the beginning
of chap. x. fall upon the cancel, leaf D8,
which is pasted on a stub in one of my
copies, though not so in another. The
cancel reproduces the wording of the other

editions, with the single exception that it

gives the number x. to a chapter that is

numbered ix. in the other editions ; it

necessarily repeats much of what is on the
leaf preceding it ; it does not " make
sense

" with the preceding leaf ; and it was
evidently set up for the purpose of bringing
this edition into conformity with the other
editions. Edition d is the only one pos-
sessed of an Errata list. One entry reads
"
Page 43. 1. 4. for Henley, r. Horneck : a

Mistake for another scurrilous Scribler oi

a Weekly Paper at that time call'd the High
German Doctor." On p. 43 the wore

Henley occurs, without any foot-note ; in

the other editions it has been altered to

Horneck, and there is a foot-note :

" Hor-
neck, a scurrilous Scribler who wrote a
weeklv paper, called the High Germar
Doctor,"

It seems probable to me that d is really
the sheets of an edition antedating the

olio, with the cancel inserted to make it

more nearly conform to the subsequently
evised shape.
The problem of the authorship of the

Memoirs '

is still unsettled. The opinions
of Warburton and Spence are quoted in

Elwin-Courthope (vol. x. p. 272). By
mplication, if not by direct assertion, half

a dozen writers besides Pope and Arbuthnot

are said to have contributed. I do not

Durpose here to discuss this or any of the

other interesting problems. But the failure

of the modern editors to record the existence

of the folio and the quarto of 1741 may
ustify me in stating that editions d and e

Drint on their half - titles the words,
" Written by Dr. Arbuthnot and Mr. Pope

"
;

and in quoting the following sentences from

The Booksellers to the Reader,' a letter

prefixed to editions a and 6 :

" We have obtained the
' Memoirs of Scrib-

lerus,' being the beginning of a considerable

Work undertaken so long ago as 1713 by several

great Hands. As much of it as is here publish d,

and all the tracts in the same Name, were written

by our Author and Dr. Arbuthnot, except the

Essay on the Origine of Sciences,' in which Dr..

Parnelle had some hand, as Mr. Gay in the

Memoirs of 'a Parish Clerk.' The rest were

Mr. Pope's."

This letter is quoted entire, as 'Preface to-

the Quarto of 1741,' at pp. xlv-xlvi of

vol. vi. of the Elwin-Courthope set, but its

significance appears to have eluded the

attention of the editors.
R. H. GRIFFITH.

The University of Texas.

COL. CocKBtJRN, R.A. I should like much
to find, for historical purposes, the repre-

sentatives of Col. Cockburn, R.A., who was

in Canada in the twenties and thirties of

last century. He was not only a most

valuable military and civil officer, but also a

very accomplished man. I received a letter

from his grandson, Major-General Charles

Cockburn, of the same branch of the service,

from 3, Launceston Place, Dover, a few

years ago, telling me he was very unwell, and

he died shortly after before I could pursue

my quest.
DAVID Ross McCoRD, M.A., K.C.

Temple Grove, Montreal.

GERMAN PROVERB : SILKS IN THE KITCHEN.

There is a German proverb which states

that one cannot work in the kitchen in silks

(I cannot recall the exact words). Is there

any English proverb which corresponds to-

this ? H. COOPER.
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MARY TYRRELL. I shall be grateful if

any of your readers can help me to the
solution of the following genealogical diffi-

culty. Mary, daughter of Sir Edward
Tyrrell of Thornton, Bucks,

"
Knight," and

Mary (Lee) his wife, was born 14 December,
1578, and married William Trye of Hard-
wick, Gloucestershire, ante July, 1599. She
was widowed early in 1610, and though
the

4i

books," Gloucester Visitation, 1623

(Harl. xxi.), and Bucks Visitation, 1634

(Harl. Iviii.), do not mention it remarried

prior to 22 November, 1618, as is shown
by the following extract of that date from
State Papers (Domestic) :

" Grant to Charles Tyrrell, in trust for his
sister Mary Good, daughter of Sir Edward Tyrrell,
and her children, of the profits of the house and
Manor of Hardwick and other lands, her jointure
.... which are forfeited by the outlawry of her
hushand, Thomas Good, of Hardwick, co. Glou-
cester."

The 1634 Worcester Visitation records the
match of Thomas Good, Redmarley D'Abitot,
and Mary (not Trye, but) daughter of

"
Sir

Edward Tirrell of Thornton, Com. Bucks,
Knight and Baronet." Was this the Mary
(" filia Edwardi Tyrrell, Militis '") who,
according to the Thornton registers, was
born June, 16.07, or the first-named Mary,
born December, 1578 ? In other words,
did two Mary Tyrrells aunt and niece

marry persons of the same name ? It is

worthy of note that Lipscomb's
' Bucks '

omits mention of all the children of Sir

Edward Tyrrell,
"
Knight," by his wife

Mary Lee, with the single exception of Sir

Edward Tyrrell, Knight and "
Baronet,"

but has a full record of those by the second
wife. Margaret Aston. Nor is there an entry
in the Hardwick or Thornton registers
of the marriage of either Mary Tyrrell.
Where can I find them ? GENEALOGIST.

Adelaide, S.A.

" THE DEVIL OWED HIM A SERVICE." In
' The Book of John Fisher '

(who was Town
Clerk and Deputy Recorder of Warwick),
containing a quaint and curious record of
examinations before the Warwick magis-
trates from 1580 to 1588, there is an account
of the examination of a certain Richard
Greneway, who was charged with stealing
a cloak,
li but saith that he had yt not. But after saith
that he took yt thinking no harme but ment to
bring yt agayn but the devill ought him a sruice
and askid Thomas Welles forgiveness and so the
cloke was brought agayn."
Did defendant, by saying that

"
the devil

owed him a service," refer to plaintiff, and

intend to imply that defendant, having
done plaintiff

" a good turn," felt justified
in taking the cloak ? or was the reference
to Satan, and the expression common
in 1581 ? A. C. C.

REFERENCES WANTED. 1. Can any of

your readers give me the author and refer-

ence for the following classification ?
"
Cows,

women, sheep, dogs, and other democrats."
I believe it is from Nietzsche, but am not sure.

W. H. B.

2. In an article bearing the title
'

History as She Ought to be Wrote,'
BlackwoocTs Magazine, August, 1899
the late Andrew Lang explained the prin-

ciples upon which history, in his opinion,
should be written. He contended against
C. V. Langlois and C. Seignobos that a
readable history of permanent and general
interest was far more a question of style
than of strict accuracy, &c. ; and made
use of the expression that a case of

" measles

is better than paralysis." He repeated
this expression quite recently in a review,

but I made no note of it at the time. Could

some reader help me to recover the reference?
L. L. K.

ROBERT DENTON. Might I ask if any of

your readers can throw any light on the

parentage of Robert Denton of Malton,

Yorks,
"
merchant," who was born (accord-

ing to the age given in his marriage licence)

in 1680, but whose baptismal entry is not

to be found in Malton or its vicinity ? As
he was a wealthy man, and married a lady
of good family, one would have thought
that his descent could be traced from some-

where. J- G.

SIR EDWARD BOTELER, KT., OF DANBURY,
ESSEX. The abstract of his will is as

follows :

9 Aug., 1625. To be buried in Barking Church

or in Stepney Church
" Dame Dorothy my now

loving wife
" a sermon to be preached

" at

my funeral," no cost or apparel to be disbursed,

save only a competent dinner
" to my good

friends" and 20s. to the preacher 100 marks

for a tomb 151. to the poor of Barking and

Stepney.
" My two sons Edward and Bracken-

bury Boteler" property in Baleigh, Essex
"
Dorothy Boteler my daughter

" " my son

John Boteler, heir apparent" "my now 'wife 3

former name was Dorothy Strongitharme she

was a widow at the time of marriage to her

2 500Z son Henry Boteler son Edward Boteler

under age. Wife Dorothy exor. Pr. in London

11 Dec 1626, by Dame Dorothie, relict. [In

margin, 3 Jan., 1640, Admin, to Edward Boteler,

son of defunct.]

The will is very lengthy, consisting of

twelve sheets of paper.
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I shall be glad to know something about
this knight, who seems to have been a

wealthy man. With which of the various
Boteler or Butler families was he connected ?

His family does not appear in the '

Visita-

tions of Essex,' nor have I succeeded in

tracing him elsewhere. He was doubtless
the Sir Edward " Butler "

knighted at
Whitehall 23 July, 1603, who served as
Sheriff of Essex in 1624-5. His daughter
Dorothy married Col. William Kingsley
of Sarratt, Herts. W. D. PINK.

WOODVILLE FAMILY. I shall be glad of
information regarding the parentage of
William Woodville of Edge Hill, Liver-

pool, who married early in the nineteenth

century Anne Kirby. This Woodville be-
lieved himself to be descended from the
Woodvilles of Grafton, who were connected
with the Woodvilles of co. Northampton,
and both these families were connected
with Sir Richard Woodville, Earl Rivers,
whose daughter Elizabeth was queen to

King Edward IV. C. W. H.

THIRD PENNIES. In the
'

Calendar of
Close Rolls, 1307-13,' p. 113, reference is

made to
"
third pennies."

I should be grateful for any information
on this subject. What were third pennies ?

J. HAUTENVILLE COPE.

[The section of the 'New English Dictionary'
issued last April cites under '

Third,' 4, the follow-
ing definition from Kersey's edition of Phillips :"
Third-penny, the third part of Fines and Profits,

arising from Law-Processes, which in every County
was heretofore allow'd to the Sheriff; the other
two Parts being appointed for the King's Use."]

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. THOMAS CARTWRIGHT was admitted to
Westminster School 23 April, 1777. Par-
ticulars of his parentage and career and the
date of his death are desired.

2. A. CASTLE was admitted to Westminster
School 3 Oct., 1806, and left in 1809. I
should be glad to obtain any information
about him.

3. GEORGE CHATJVEL, second son of Col.
James Chauvel of Shepperton, Middlesex,
was admitted to Lincoln's Inn 27 Nov.,
1775, but was not called to the Bar there.
What became of him, and when did he die ?

4. THOMAS FARQUHAR CHILVER, born
11 March, 1805, was admitted to West-
minster School 9 April, 1817. Can any
correspondent give me particulars of his

parentage and career ? G. F. R. B.

SERJEANT PENGELLY AND RICHARD CROM-
WELL. I should be glad of information
as to the Serjeant Pengelly mentioned

by Noble in his
' Memoirs of the House of

Cromwell,' i. 176. It is there stated that

"Richard Cromwell died in the eighty-sixth year
of his age, on the 12th of July, 1712, at Cheshunt, in

the house of Serjeant Pengeily, who (if his son) far

exceeded his daughters in filial affection."

In Richard Cromwell's will (P.C.C. 150

Barnes) is a bequest of
" the little picture

with the gold chain to my good friend Mrs.
Rachael Pengelly." At p. 175 Noble says
that Pengelly was the counsel retained by
Richard Cromwell in 1705 for the lawsuit
with his daughters (to regain possession of

the Hursley estate). According to Luson,
" Thomas Pengelly, Esq., Serjeant-at-law,
was knighted on the 1st of May, 1719, and
was made Lord Chief Baron of the Ex-

chequer on Oct. 22nd, 1726." He died
1 April, 1730.

Noble has the following foot-note (vol. i.

p. 175):
" Mr. Luson's account of the Cromwell family

It has been said that Richard, his supposed father,
left him, amongst other things, the house at Ches-
hurit in which he died ; but, on the contrary, it is

certain he is not named in Richard's will ; but it

is certain that the once Protector and the future
Chief Baron had a very great regard for each other."

With regard to this statement and the
tradition that Richard Cromwell often
resided at Hursley Park between 1705 and
his death in 1712, it is interesting to find

that "
Sir Thomas Pengelly, Serjeant-at-law,

purchased the manor of Compton Monceux,"
near Stockbridge,

" in 1717," and afterwards
leased it to the Rumbolds.
Anything throwing light upon this Thomas

Pengelly and his connexion with Hursley
would be of great interest to Hampshire
genealogists. F. H. S.

[See Major Webb's article on Sir Thomas
Pengelly in the' D.N.B.'l

MURDER OF LORD WILLIAM RUSSELL.
In 1840 Lord William Russell was murdered

by his valet Courvoisier. Where did this

take place ? HAROLD MALET, Col.

[At 10 S. viii. 450 it may be seen in SIR HARRY
POLAND'S article on Courvoisier that the murder
was committed at 14, Norfolk Street.]

" NEVERMASS." What is the meaning
of this word ? I cannot find it in the
' N.E.D.' It occurs in Kirk's

' Tour in

Scotland '

(Edin., 1892, p. 48) :

" A new
nevermass noon." G.
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Implies.

BALLAD OF LORD LOVEL.

(11 S. v. 330; vi. 37, 115.)

THE history of this ballad, together with
numerous analogues from other countries,
will be found in the late Prof. Child's
monumental work ' The English and Scot-
tish Popular Ballads,' ii. 204-13. The
earliest versions are Scottish

; but the
ballad travelled down south, and was
printed on broadsides by Catnach and his

fraternity. One of these broadsides was
given permanent life by the Percy Society
in its nineteenth volume, Dixon's '

Ancient
Poems, Ballads, and Songs of the Pea-
santry of England,' p. 78. Dixon's version
became popular, and with the exception of
the eighth stanza is identical, with a few
verbal differences, with that given by MK.
MAYCOCK. When I was a boy it was sung
all over London to a tune that still lingers
in my ears. The eighth stanza was then
added by a minstrel of

" The Cave of Har-
mony

"
type. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

About the year 1850 this was a favourite

song, which we used to sing to a rather
monotonous tune. The chief charm of it

was in the double repetition of the last

syllable in the last line of each verse, on
the former occasion of its occurrence. We
certainly sometimes included the eighth
stanza, for the mere sake of its ending in
"
struggle-uggle-uggle." But it was doubt-

less an afterthought. The last stanza then
took the following form :

So they grew and they grew, to the church-top too,
Until they could grow no higher ;

And there they entwined in a true lover's knot,
For all true "

loveers'' to admire-ire-ire,
For all true "

loveers
"
to admire.

By repeating the last two of these five lines

in chorus we obtained a most satisfactory
effect out of

"
admire-ire-ire

"
; especially

out of the -ire. And it was important that
we should say

"
loveers."

WAI/TER W. SKEAT.

May I offer a little amendment of the
version of the ballad kindly supplied by
MR. WILLOUGHBY MAYCOCK ? The last

syllable of each fourth line was repeated
twice. In the first stanza you print the
second line should begin A-combing, and
throughout

"
lovier

" should be lover. The
word "

foreign
"

in the fourth and fifth

lines of the second stanza should be strange.
In stanza 3 the third and fourth lines were :

In a year or two, or three at the most,
I '11 return to my Lady Nancee-cee-cee, &c.

Stanza 4 ran
He had not been gone but a year and a day
Strange countries for to see,

When languishing thoughts came into his head,

Lady Nancy Bell he must see, see, see, &c.

In stanza 5 (and in the last but one also)
"

St. Pancridge's
" should be St. Pancras's

(three syllables). Stanza 8 is an unworthy
intrusion, as suggested. In the last stanza

but one bo - sum was pronounced, not
"
buzzum"; and in the final one it should

be top, not "tops," the stanza being recited

thus :

They grew and they grew to the church-steeple top,

And then they could grow no higher :

So there they entwined in a true lover's knot,
For all true lovers to admire-ire-ire,

For all true lovers to admire.

May I also repeat my inquiry as to who
this Lord Lovel was supposed to be, and
what the time and circumstances of the

ballad ? I shall be glad of any suggestion.
SAML. COMPSTON.

Rawtenstall, Lanes.

There was also a comic parody, which

began :

Joe Muggins he stood at his donkey's head

A-combin.<< his knotted mane ;

and I rather think that stanza 8 of the

version given ante, p. 115, is taken from

this parody. G-. S. PARRY.
17, Ashley Mansions, S.W.

' The New Comic Minstrel,' published (by

John Cameron, a well-known publisher,

of Renfield Street, Glasgow) upwards pi

half a century ago, contains this ballad in

what I have reason to believe is the original

version. That given ante, p. 1 15, seems to be

a later one, and differs from the one published

by Cameron ;
stanza 8 does not appear in it.

AJLFRED CHAS. JONAS.

NOTTINGHAM AS A SURNAME (11 S. v.

169, 237, 276, 373, 512). I have to thank

the several correspondents who have shown

that this surname is very far from being

obsolete at the present day; although,

curiously, it does not seem to have occurred

in Nottingham city or county during

modern times.

Since my query was penned, I have notic

the two following instances in Nottingham

parish registers of the name being bestowed
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upon negroes at baptism, which may, per-
haps, account for its occurrence among the
coloured population of the United States

to-day :

4 April, 1739. Baptized :

" Robert Francis (a
Black boy, supposed to be abt. 7 years, & to
whom was given for a sirname, Nottingham)."
St. Nicholas's Register.

7 Aug., 1768. Baptizd : "Thomas Nottingham,
a Negro, aged 19 years." St. Mary's Register.

PEVERIL (11 S. -v. 90). My query as to
the present existence of the Peveril family
does not seem to have elicited any relevant

replies. Am I justified in assuming that the
surname came to an end with the members
who died in Nottingham in the first half of

the nineteenth century ? A. STAPLETON.
39, Burford Road, Nottingham.

CASANOVA AND CARLYLE (11 S. v. 428 ;

vi. 16, 94). The reference to Casanova is

a mistake. As MR. DUNCAN points out,
the criticism occurs in Carlyle's Essay on
Diderot (' Miscellaneous Essays,' v. 22,

Popular Edition). It is in a paragraph
which, begins,

"
However, our Denis has

now emerged from the intermediate Hades
of Translatorship," and is concerned with
the Encyclopedist's sadly unworthy novel.
The critic admonishes thus :

"
If any mortal creature, even a Reviewer,

be again compelled to glance into that Book,
let him bathe himself in running water, put on
change of raiment, and be unclean until the even."

THOMAS BAYNE.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (US.
vi. 69). The lines beginning

stout north-easter,
Sea-king, land-waster,

are stanza xv. in Swinburne's
' Winter

in Northumberland,' from ' Four Songs of
Four Seasons,' published in

' Poems and
Ballads,' Second Series. H. DAVEY.

[PROF. BENSLY and C. C. B. also thanked for

replies.]

(11 S. v. 449, 518.)
The song

Last night the nightingale woke me

has apparently been translated from Danish
into German, and thence by Theo. Marzials
into English, as Christian Winther (1796-
1876) was one of the most prominent
lyrical poets of Denmark. Halfdan Kjerulf
being a Norwegian composer, it came
natural to him to make use of this song for

musical purposes in the common Danish-

Norwegian language. W. R. PRIOR,

COFFEE, CHOCOLATE : FIRST ADVERTISE-
MENT (11 S. v. 406; vi. 96). Sampson
probably took his quotation from that source
of most errors about the newsbooks
Chalmers. There never was a Publick

Advertiser, and since the terms "
advertise-

ment " and "
advertiser

" were not, in 1657,
used in the all-round sense in which we"
now employ the words, there could not have
been such a periodical in that year. The
first periodical to bear the name of

" adver-
tiser

" was The Generous Advertiser of 1707.

The terms in use for an advertisement in

1657 were usually
" advice

" and "
intelli-

gence."
" Advices

" were taken in at the

eight "offices of Public Advice," and then

published in The Publick Adviser four times

consecutively an exception to the rule that

notices of this sort only appeared once and
in one newsbook up to those days.
The " advice

"
of chocolate appeared

in The Publick Adviser, No. 4, 9-16 June;
No. 5, 16-22 June ; No. 6, 22-29 June ;

and No. 7, 29 June-6 July, and then stopped.

Although The Publick Adviser consisted

entirely of advertisements,
---*" *advices

"
of

particular importance will occasionally be

found headed ' An Advertisement.' This

was the case with chocolate, though not

with coffee.
"
Advertisement," as applied

to all advertisements, first attained its

modern use just after the Restoration.

The ' N.E.D.' is in need of some revision

as regards all these words.
J. B. WILLIAMS.

No TWIN EVER FAMOUS (11 S. v. 487;
vi. 58). Robert de Beaumont (le Bossu),
second Earl of Leicester (1104-68), was twin

with Waleran, Count of Meulan (1104-66).
Robert held the great office of Chief Justiciar

of England jointly with Richard de Lucy
from 1155 to his death, and as such was
co-ruler of England during the King's

long absences on the Continent. Perhaps
the Earl was hardly

"
famous," but he

must have been a man of some ability to

be trusted with such a post by Henry II.

The elder twin, Waleran, is not so well

known, although in the Civil War he was

prominent as one of the most devoted sup-

porters of Stephen. G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

NAMES TERRIBLE TO CHILDREN (10 S. x.

509 ;
xi. 53, 218, 356, 454 ; xii. 53 ; 11 S.

ii. 133, 194, 258 ; v. 517). In ' A Compleat
History of the Piratical States of Barbary,'
"
by a Gentleman who resided there many

Years in a public Character," London, 1750
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p. 358, in that part called
'

History of Fez
and Morocco '

is the following :

" Their whole Xavy consists of three or four
Ships, mounting sixteen or twenty small Guns,
and a few Row-Boats ; accordingly about thirty
Years ago. a single English small Frigate, with
an active Commander, by taking some, and run-
ning others ashore, struck such a Terror, that, as
is related of other formidable Warriors, the Salle
Women used to quiet their untoward Children
by telling them Delgarno was coming for them."
This '

Compleat History,' published anony-
mously, is, according to the late Sir Robert
Lambert Playfair, a pirated translation of

Laugier cle Tassy's
'

Histoire des Etats

Barbaresques,' 1725. Tassy was Commis-
saire de la Marine for the King of Spain in

Holland. See ' Handbook for Algeria and
Tunis,' by Playfair, 3rd ed., 1887, p. 332,

Bibliography.
In October, 1716, Capt. Arthur Delgarno,

of the twenty-gun ship Hind, fell in with
one of the largest ships of the Sallee Rovers,
of twenty-four guns, which he engaged for
two hours and a half, and compelled to
strike. The vessel sank with all her crew

immediately after surrendering. The Bridge-
water destroyed another mounting eight
guns. Vice-Admiral John Baker was then
commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean,
and cruising against the piratical states.

See Joseph Allen's
'

Battles of the British

Navy,' new edition, 1852, vol. i. p. 130.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BAGENAL FAMILY (11 S. v. 328). I have
no pedigree of this family, and should feel

very grateful to MR. CROW for a copy of

any information which he may be able to
obtain on the matter. The name has

changed from Bagnall to Bagenal, but I
have no record of the branch of which I

know most having ever spelt it Bagnell.
The families of Bagenal, Beauchamp, Col-

clough, and Hill have been very intimately
connected, so that these names are used now
as family Christian names, such as Beau-
champ Bagenal Hill, John Colclough Hill,

Henry Beauchamp Colclough, &c.
Sir Nicholas Bagnall was M.P. for co.

Down in 1585. His second son, Dudley,
was ancestor of the Bagenals of Dunleckney,
co. Carlow. Either this Dudley or his son
of the same name married a daughter of

Beauchamp of co. Carlow. Beauchamp
Bagenal of Dunleckney, a son of this mar-
riage, was M.P. for Enniscorthy (?), 1761-8;
Enniscorthy and Carlow, 1769-76; and
Carlow, 1 778-83. A Nicholas Bagenal of Dun-
leckney married (I have no record of the date)
Anne, a daughter of Sir Thomas Colclough of

Tintern Abbey, co. Wexford, by his wife1

Martha, a daughter of Archbishop Loftus.
A Katherine Colclough was married in.

1746 to Edward Hill of Barn Hill, co.

Kildare. Jane, a daughter of Sir Henry
Bagenal of Newry, co. Down, married c.

1590 Sir Dudley Loftus.
I feel certain that a good pedigree of

the Bagenal family can easily be traced in

Ireland, and I would suggest an application
to the present occupants of Tintern Abbey,
as I believe the late Col. Henry Beauchamp
Colclough took a great interest in the genea-
logy of his family.

E. McC. S. HILL, F.S.G.

Wingham, Manning River, X.S.W.

LONDRES : LONDINITJM (11 S. v. 129, 191,

314, 456 ; vi. 32). My contention was that

*Londigne for Londinium presented, nofc

a phonological difficulty, but an historical

one, and that while -nia became in French

-gne so frequently as to constitute a rule,

the conversion of -nium into -gne could not
be so easily proved from examples. I gave
the instance of dominium= domaine. MR.
ANSCOMBE produces somnium ; but this

did not become sogne, but songe, although
in Italian and Spanish we have sogno and
sueno. Nor, in my opinion, does the rule,

as a rule, apply to the termination -iv#.

Ardonius does not become Antogne, but

Antoine. As for Dordogne from Duranius,
that river in ancient times was also called

Duranonia and Dornonia (De Felice,
' Les

Noms de nos Rivieres,' pp. 103, 148), and
it is probable that the modern name was
derived from one of these. At any rate,

the question has only an academic interest,

as there is no evidence whatever that London
was ever called Londigne in French, and
there can scarcely be a doubt that the name
Londres was derived directly from the Old-

English Lunden. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

MARY SEYMOTJR (11 S. vi. 110). Is not

your correspondent confusing the bill of

attainder framed against Thomas, Lord

Seymour, with the Act of Parliament passed
to disinherit Mary Seymour, or with the

subsequent attainder of her uncle, the Marquis
of Northampton, when Queen Mary ascended

the throne ? Early in Elizabeth's reign he

was restored to his titles, and to some of his

lands, but not to Sudeley. In the same

year that Mary Seymour was disinherited

an Act was passed for the restitution of her

patrimony, but, so far as I know, there

is no evidence that it was carried out. On

p. 195 of the late Mrs. Dent's
' Annals of
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Sudeley and Winchcombe '

(Murray, 1877)
the alleged marriage between Mary Seymour
and Sir Edward Bushell is referred to.

According to Strype,
"
after remaining a

little while at her Uncle Somerset's house
at Sion," Mary Seymour was conveyed to

Grimsthorpe in Lincolnshire, where the

Dowager Duchess of Suffolk lived. It is

interesting to note that there were Bushells
at Broad Marston in Gloucestershire claim-

ing descent from Sir Alan Bushell, Knight,
who died in 1245. The manor was sold in
1622 by Thomas Bushell to Sir Thomas
Bennett. Subsequently it passed by mar-
riage to James, fourth Earl of Salisbury, and
remained in the hands of his family until

they sold it in 1791. A. C C.

COPPER MINE IN DEVONSHIRE (11 S. vi.

29). I do not know why the copper mine
referred to was so named ; but it is quaint
to recall that it was one of those which were
extensively

" boomed "
in the early seventies

under the striking titles of
" The King,"" The Queen," and " The Virtuous Lady."

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

REFERENCES WANTED (11 S. vi. 109).
1. See Boswell's '

Johnson,' under date
21 July, 1763 (Hill's edition, i. 446). Dr.
Johnson quotes the remark as having been
made to him when he was at Oxford.

M. LETTS.

AN OXFORD JACOBITE PLOT (US. vi. 90).
Gordon's Christian name was John. There

is an account of the conspiracy, with the
trial and execution of the conspirators, in
'
Political State of Great Britain,' x. 343,

535, 595 (September, November, and Decem-
ber, 1715). ALFRED B. BEAVEN.

EDWARD BOATE, M.P. (11 S. vi. 68).A Rawlinson MS. in the Bodleian Library,
A. 184, contains, at f. 370, a petition in
1653 from Rebecca Boate, widow, to -the

Navy Commissioners for rent for the house
in which they met at Portsmouth, followed

by a report thereon by the Commissioners.
She was no doubt the widow of the member
for Portsmouth. W. D. MACRAY.

The following facts, gathered from the
' Calendar of State Papers, Dom. Series,'
for the years 1649 to 1653 inclusive, may be
helpful.
Edward Boate was married, and his wife

survived him. She was sister to John
Holt, victualler at Portsmouth. Boate
died just before 17 April, 1650; on that
date John Tippett was appointed to the

position of master shipwright, which had

become vacant by the death of Boate. The
house at Portsmouth then became vested
in widow Boate, possibly by will, and the

negotiations for the disposal of it were
continued by her. She offered to grant a
lease of her house and orchard for the
residue of her term ten years at 221. 10s.

a year, she paying all taxes, and the Navy
Commissioners accepted those terms.

A. T. W.

REGENT'S CIRCUS (11 S. vi. 109). I can

certify that, both before and after the year
1850, I frequently walked from Regent's
Circus, Oxford Street, to Regent's Circus,

Piccadilly. At that date there was cer-

tainly r.o Regent's Circus in the Marylebone
Road. WALTER W. SKEAT.

Regent Street and the Circus was designed
and carried out by John Nash, 1813-16.
Portland Place was built by the brothers

Adam, and begun in 1778. In ' An Itinerary
of London and Westminster,' by G. A.
Cooke (no date, but written in the latter part
of the reign of George III.), reference is

made at p. 321 to
" Portland Place, allowed to be one of the most
regular and spacious streets in the world, ter-

minated at the northern extremity by a neat
iron railing, which separates it from a field inter-

posed by it and the New Road : Foley House
forms the termination of the southern extremity
....From its salubrious air and its delightful
prospects towards Highgate and Hampstead,
it is' a most agreeable promenade, crowded every
evening during the summer with all the beauty
and fashion of the vicinity."

It is explained that the width equalled the
extent of Foley House, so that no building
should interrupt the prospect of the country
to the north of it. TOM JONES.

THE ENGLISH PARTICIPLE PRESENT AND
GERUND (11 S. vi. 65). The distinc-

tion between the participle and the gerund
was maintained in Scottish literature as

late as the seventeenth century, as may be
seen in the following extract from the Intro-

duction to Skene's
'

Regiam Majestatem :

the Auld Lawes and Constitutions of Scot-

land,' &c., published in 1607 :

"
Congregations of men dwelland together be the

Law understands their office and dewtie, ilk ane
to other. Crude and obedient subjects are re-

warded for their gude doings. . . .But manie yeares
bygane, the subtill cautellis and gredie ambition
of them quha were called kirkmen that they. . . .

wer not conte:vo therewith, but also did exeme
themselfes and all their sect from the jurisdiction
of Kings, allegand them to be subjects to the Pape
of Rome onlie....as thou (gentle Reader) mair
plainlie may understand be the reading of the
samine."
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Here dwelland and allegand are the

present participle, doings and reading the

gerund. But the distinction, though well

preserved throughout the body of the work
cited, was on the eve of disappearing ;

for in the same Introduction may be found
the participle assuming the modern form :

"
Quhilk subtle craft and ambitious doings,

Our Soveraine Lord King James the Sext....
-understanding and againstanding the samin, &c.
Mairover, his Majestie, being one benevolent and
loving king towards his subjects, willing them to
knaw his lawes. . . .and to conforme their maner
of living," &c.

(The italics in every case are mine.)
In the Statutes which follow the Introduc-

tion the gerund invariably ends in -ing, the
participle in -and. HERBERT MAXWELL.

VAN DYCK WITH THE SUNFLOWER (11 S.

vi. 111). According to the catalogue of the
Medici Society, who publish a reproduction
of the picture, the original is in Grosvenor
House. W. B.

The portrait of Vandyck, by himself,
with a sunflower, is in the Duke of West-
minster's collection ; but there are, I

think, one or two other versions.

ERNEST LAW.
The Pavilion, Hampton Court Palace.

[MR. G. A. F. M. CHATWIX (Arosa, Switzerland)
also thanked for reply.]

THOMAS PRETTY, VICAR OF HTJRSLEY
(11 S. vi. 131). He resigned the living at

Hursley, 1683-4, and accepted the Rectory
of Winchfield, Hants (bishop, Peter Mews),
the same year. This appointment was held

by him until 1725, when he was succeeded by
the Rev. Thomas Winder. In all probability
l:n died at this time, and was buried at
Winchfield. The Rev. A. W. Hopkinson,
who is the present rector, might be able to

give further information. F. PAUL.
Southsea.

POWDERED ALABASTER (US. vi. 129).
The following extracts from Miss E. K.
Prideaux's highly interesting lecture before
the Royal Archaeological Institute meeting
of 3 May, 1911, may help MR. GERISH in

throwing some light on his query. Talking
of the destruction of the statues on the west
front of Exeter Cathedral, she said :

" Another potent factor in the destruction of
tho lowest tier of sculptures, the supporting
angels, which are far the most mutilated, was the

superstitious belief that chips of a consecrated
fabric held an infallible virtue as a remedy for

many maladies, especially sore legs. This belief,
once nearly universal among the uneducated

classes, was maintained by country-folk into such
recent days that people living can recall the time
when on market days in Exeter it was quite
common for the country people, as they passed
the unguarded west front, to pinch and knock off

fragments of stone, which they took home and
pounded into powder. Of this ointments were
made, held to possess mysterious and unlimited
efficacy for a variety of ailments."

HAROLD MALET, Col.

The superstition that powdered stone

purloined from sacred sculptured statues

possessed medical virtues certainly existed

amongst the more ignorant classes in this

city within the last half century. The firsi

day I ever spent in Exeter (4 Dec., 1866)
I was shown over its cathedral. The sadly
mutilated lower row of statues in its west
front (fourteenth-century work) particularly
attracted my attention. They stand close

to the ground, and, like much else of the
fabric generally, are of Beer stone, a soft

local limestone. The legs of these figures

appeared to be in so decayed a condit'on
that I remarked upon the fact to the then
chief verger, the late Mr. Parsons. He
explained that this was not altogether due to

atmospheric changes and the ravages of time.

Country people hereabouts, he said, some-
times came with hammers after dark and
knocked off small pieces. These fragments
they took home, ground them up to powder,
and made a sort of plaster by mixing the

powder with olive oil. The compound was
believed to be an infallible cure for bad legs !

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

I find in Mr. Henry S. Wellcome's
'

Anglo-
Saxon Leechcraft,' issued last year (for

the B.M.A. meeting at Liverpool), a quota-
tion from a letter from Helias, the Patriarch

of Jerusalem, to King Alfred :

" The white

stone (alabaster) is powerful against the

stitch, and against the flying venom, and

against all strange calamities
"

(p. 46).

The "
flying venom "

is what we now call

air-borne
"
germs."

On p. 47 we have " and the white stone

lapis Alabastrites, for all strange griefs."
This is from the ' Medicinale Anglicum

'

or
' The Leech Book of Bald,' circa 900-950 A.D.

S. L. PETTY.

"AIRPLANE" (11 S. vi. 127). Therj are

so many hybrids like
" monorail

" and
"
dictaphone," and monstrosities like

"
elec-

trocute," invented nowadays, that one is

glad to find PROF. SKEAT taking the field

against them. But what is wrong with
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"
aeroplane

"
? Aer is Greek as well as

Latin, and plane is perfectly good Greek ; in-

deed, Liddell and Scott give the very word

aepoVAavos as found in Hesychius. Has the

Professor confused the latter half with the

Latin planus ? W. E. B.

COL. LOWTHEE, 1739 (11 S. vi. 131). The
Lowther referred to by W. S. is almost

certainly the Hon. Anthony Lowther, third

son of John, first Viscount Lonsdale, some-
time a captain in the Guards, and afterwards

one of the Commissioners of the Revenue in

Ireland. He was M.P. for Cockermouth
1714-22, and for Westmorland 1722-41.
He died, unmarried, 24 Dec., 1741. He
was the lover of Miss Sophia Howe.

JOHN R. MAGRATH.
Queen's College, Oxford.

HENRY HUNT PIPER (11 S. vi. 129).
He was Unitarian minister at Norton,
near Sheffield, for about forty years, and
then at Banbury, and was brother-in-law
to Sir John Bowring. He published in

1852 ' The Book of Common Prayer of the
Church of England adapted for General Use
in other Protestant Churches.' All the creeds
and everything in support of the divinity
of Christ were excluded ; but in 1853 a
second edition was published containing
the Apostles' Creed. The book was sup-
pressed very soon after publication. It

was attributed to Chevalier Bunsen, and
was said to have been issued with the sanc-
tion of the Prince Consort ; but in a letter

in The Pall Mall Gazette, written by Basil

Pickering, son of the publisher of the work,
the real author was stated to be Henry Hunt
Piper, a Unitarian minister. Piper died at

Hampstead, 13 Jan., 1864, aged 82.

FREDERIC BOASE.

A notice of Henry Hunt Piper appears
in

'

Chantrey Land : an Account of the
North Derbyshire Village of Norton,' by
Harold Armitage, and published by Messrs

Sampson Low, Marston & Co., Ltd. The
biography of Piper begins on p. 304.

D. B. M.

Upon seeing the query of the RIGHT HON
G. W. E. RUSSELL, I communicated with
the British and Foreign Unitarian Associa
tion (Essex Hall, Essex Street, Strand,
London, W.C.), and received the following
very courteous and kindly reply, datec
20 Aug., 1912 :

" In reply to yours of yesterday's date, the
only information we can find concerning the
Rev. H. H. Piper is that he .was minister o

he Norton Church from 1805 to 1843, and of Ban-
ury Church from 1843 to 1853. We can find

10 record of his departure from Banbury, so-

whether he died or removed we are unable to say.
^here are one or two references to him in The
Christian Reformer of 1853. If you wish to see

his, you could probably borrow it from Dr-
^Villiams's Library, Gordon Square, W.C."

RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

" ACCORDING TO COCKER "
(11 S. vi. 90).

I cannot actually answer this query, but

append certain particulars as to Edward
docker which may be considered note-

worthy :

Cocker, Edward, b. 1631, d. 1677 ; St.

Paul's Churchyard, Gutter Lane, near Cheap-
side. Works : 1657,

' Plumse Triumphus.
or the Pen's Triumph

'

; 1657,
'

Pen's

Transcendencie, or Fair Writing's Laby-
rinth

'

; 1659,
' The Artist's Glory, or

the Penman's Treasure'; 1661,
' Penna

Volans '

; 1664,
' Guide to Penmanship ';.

1668,
'

England's Penman,' &c. (brass

plates) ; 1672,
' The Pen's Perfection

'

[engraved on silver plates) ; 1677,
'

Vulgar
Arithmetic '

(according to Cocker). Fine

writing engraver. JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

THE ROYAL GEORGE : NAME or DURHAM
(11 S. vi. 110). Lieut. Philip Charles
Calderwood Durham, who was one of those-

saved when the Royal George went down,
was the third son of James Durham of

Largo, Fifeshire. He became a distinguished
naval officer, and was commander of the
Defiance at Trafalgar, when he was wounded.
He was promoted to the rank of flag-officer
in 1810, and soon afterwards was appointed
Commander-in-Chief at the Leeward Islands.

In 1815 he was nominated a K.C.B., and
in 1817 he was advanced to the rank of

Vice-Admiral. He was M.P. for Queens-
borough in 1830, and for Devizes in 1837.

He succeeded his brother, General James
Durham of Largo, in 1840, and died in 1845.

See Conolly's
' Eminent Men of Fife

' and
Anderson's

'

Scottish Nation.'
THOMAS BAYNE.

WT

EATHERRIME;(H S. vi. 48, 116). I think
the line necessary to complete the fragment
may be

Dry May brings nothing gay.

If your correspondent does not already
know it, he will, I feel sure, be interested in
' Weather Lore,' by Edward Inwards,
F.R.A.S., published by Elliot Stock (3rd

ed., 1898). A. C. C.
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In Fifeshire a variant upon the summer
rime in Chambers's ' Book of Days

' runs
-as follows :

A misty May and a leaky June
Brings the corn to the spoon.

W. B.

CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69, 136).
An interesting account of

' The Chained
Library at Grantham,' by W. Alexander
:Smith. will be found in The Bookworm,
vol. ii. (1891), pp. 109-10. From this it

appears that the books, not much above
300 in number, are mostly 'folios in wooden
boards, some covered with stamped calf,

bearing the Tudor rose and crown. They are

placed on the shelves with their backs* to
the wall, the titles being written across the

-fore-edges. Most, if not all, have originally
been chained to their places, and about one
hundred are still so secured.

G. YAKROW BALDOCK.

HANWELL: BREWERNE ABBEY (11 S.

vi. 110). I cannot trace any abbey or place
named Brewerne in Oxfordshire. But the

parish of Brewood is also called Briwerne or
Briwirne. According to Dugdale this parish
was in two counties : the E. bit, in Stafford-

shire, had a small house of Black Ladies,
granted in 30 Henry VIII. to Thomas
Gyfford or Giffard (Dugdale, new edition,

1846, iv. 499) ; the W. bit was in Shropshire,
and had a small house of White Ladies,
granted in 31 Henry VIII. to William Whor-
vvood (ibid., v. 730).

W. A. B. COOLIDGE.
Grindelwald.

H.M. BARQUE ENDEAVOUR (11 S. vi. 131).

Although I am unable to reply to X. Y. Z.'s

query, he may be interested to hear that four

very carefully executed paintings on canvas,
evidently depicting scenes on Capt. Cook's
third voyage, are in my possession, the
frames bearing the following inscriptions :

"
Morea, one of the Friendly Islands,'

"
Charlotte Sound, New Zealand,'

'

Huahiene,
one of the Society Islands,'

'

Owhyhee, one
-of the Sandwich Islands.' The last repre-
sents a white man, clearly intended for

Capt. Cook himself, standing on the water's

edge, attacked by a crowd of savages,
whilst other whites, pursued by savages,
are pushing oft and escaping in boats
towards their ships. I do not know the

painter's name, but that of John Clevely
< 1745-86) has been suggested to me. The
size of my pictures is 23 in. X 16 \ in., the
medium apparently water-colours. H.

BRODRIBB OF SOMERSET (11 S. v. 71,
251, 450; vi. 30, 97, 111). This article

completes the Brodribb entries from the
registers of Glutton, and gives copies of
the memorials found in the neighbour-
ing parish of High Littleton. It pro-
vides as well copies of the entries in the
registers of Mapperton and Netherbury ,

with some miscellaneous notes upon church
and churchyard monuments, wills, &c.,

relating to the Dorsetshire branch of the

family.

BURIALS. II.

1804, May 29. Joseph Brodrib (from Chelwood),
aged 76.

1805, June 6. Louisa Brodrib (Stanton Wick).
1805, Aug. 30. Joseph Brodrib.
1811, March 29. Thomas Brodribb (from Stanton

Wick), an infant.

1813, March 7. Sarah Brodribb, aged 14.

1814, Jan. 19. Betty Brodribb (Woollard),
aged 56.

1815, Feb. 6. John Brodribb, aged 28.

1817, May 22. Henry Brodribb (Woollard),
aged 71.

1823, March 7. Betty Brodribb (Chew Magna),
aged 50.

1829, June 5. Samuel Brodribb (Woollard),
aged 69.

1829, Nov. 3. Anne Brodribb (Woollard), aged 82.

1831, March 16. Matthew Brodribb (Ubley),
aged 68.

1831, Dec. 17. John Brodribb (Glastonbury),
aged 74.

1831, Dec. 23. William Brodribb (Baptist Mills,
near Bristol), aged 78.

1835, Nov. 23. Esther Brodribb (Woollard),
aged 88.

1836, May 12. William Brodribb (Clutton',
aged 9 (scarlet fever).

1837, April 14. Thomas Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 73.

1839, June 4. Anne Purnell Brodribb (Che.v
Magna), aged 40.

1839, Aug. 3. Anne Brodribb (Chew Magna),
aged 67.

1839, Aug. 3. Mary Brodribb (Chew Magna ),

aged 80.

1840, Feb. 3. Rosina Brodribb (Clutton), aged 15.

1844, Jan. 22. Elizabeth Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 81.

1845, May 10. Elizabeth Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 78.

1847, Aug. 20. Henrietta Georgiana Brodribb
(Clutton), aged 26.

1848, May 10. Clara Brodribb (Clutton), aged 22
(died by her own hand).

1850, Aug. 6. Anne Brodribb (Chew Magna),
aged 87.

1860, Aug. 30. Eliza Brodribb (Clutton), aged 49.

1862, March 26. Josiah Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 53.

1862, Aug. 12. William Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 72.

1863, March 14. Henrietta Brodribb (Clutton),

aged 79.

1863, Oct. 28. Joanna Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 75.
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1870, March 9. Thomas James Brodribb (Glutton),

aged 75.

1871, Sept. 9. Frances Brodribb (Farmborough),
aged 74.

BURIALS. III.

1877, Dec. 1. William Brodribb (Clutton), aged
85.

1889, May 11. Henrietta Emma Elizabeth
Brodribb (Clutton), aged 65.

1891, Xov. 21. William Brodribb (Clutton),
aged 64.

Of the places mentioned in the Clutton

registers, Chelwood, Compton Dando, Chew
Magna, Ubley, and Farmborough are neigh-
bouring villages. Woollard, Stanton Wick,
and Hallatrow are hamlets.

In the churchyard of High Littleton, two
miles from Clutton, there are memorials to

Brodribbs, and these are as follows :

In Memory of Robert Brodribb who died Jan.
17th 1736 Aged 64 years. Also Sarah his
wife who died Jan. 6th 1732 Aged 62 years.
Also Ann Abney Daughter of the said Robert
and Sarah Brodribb who died Nov. 13th 1770
Aged 70 years.

Also Joseph son of Robert and Sarah Brodribb
who died Nov. 24th 1732 Aged 37 years.
Also James their son who died Jan. 3rd 1729
Aged 33 years. Also Richard their son who died
Jan. 6th 1759 Aged 55 years.

Also Joseph Brodribb son of the aforesaid

Joseph Brodribb who died May llth 1789 Aged
69 years. Also Sarah his wife who died Nov. 3rd
1784 Aged 67 years. Also Joseph son of the
aforesaid Joseph and Sarah Brodribb who died
Nov. 18th 1799 Aged 50 years.
Also Richard their son who died Dec. 10th

1781 Aged 29 years. Also Thomas their son
who died March 18th 1815 Aged 60 years.

In memory of Elizabeth Brodribb Daughter of

Joseph and Sarah Brodribb who died June 1st
1823 "Aged 65 years.
Here lies [sic] the remains of Sarah Brodribb

Also here are deposited the remains of Sarah Cox.

Hutchins says that the Mapperton Regis-
ters begin in 1679, but I append some
entries dated earlier than this, which are
taken direct from the registers as they at

present exist.

1669. Robert the sonne of Richard Broadrepp
Esq. and Katherine his wife was buried
March the 30th 1669.

1669. John Broadrepp the sonn of Richard
Broadrepp Esq. and Katherine his wife was
baptized September ye 2nd A.D. 1669 Richard
Broadrepp ye son of Richard Broadrepp
Esq. and Katharine his wife was baptized
allso ye 2nd of September Anno Domini 1669.

1669. Richard ye sonn of Richard Broadrepp
Esq. and of Katherine his wife was buried
Decemb. 27th A.D. 1669.

1674. Richard the sonne of Richard Broadrepp
Gent, and of Katherine his wife was baptized
September the 15th 1674.

1676. Thomas ye sonn of Richard Broadrepp
and Katherine his wife was baptized Octob.
6th 1676.

1679. John the sonn of Richard Broadrepp Gent.
and Katherine his wife was baptized May
the 9th 1679.

1679. Mris. Katharine Brodrepp was buried
May 29th A.D. 1679. [This entry is repeated
in a new book.]

1706, June 6. Buried Mrs. Mary Brodrepp from
Mapperton at Netherbury.

1706-7, Feb. 4. Buried Richard Brodrepp Esq.
of Mapperton.

1708, Sept. 14. Buried Mrs. Elizabeth Brodrepp
wife of Robert Brodrepp Esq. of Mapperton.

1708-9, March 14. Buried Robert Brodrepp Esq.
from Mapperton.

1713, November 13. Buried Mrs. Elizabeth

Brodrepp wife of Richard Brodrepp Esq.
of Mapperton.

1717, April 14. Bapt. Etheldred the daughter
of Richard Brodrepp Esq. of Maperton and
Hester his wife.

1718, February 17. Buried Etheldred the daughter
of Richard Brodrepp Esq. of Mapperton and
Hester his wife.

1722, January 26. Buried at Mapperton Hester the
daughter of Mr. Thomas and Mrs. Elizabeth

Brodrepp of Melplash.
1737, October 29. Buried then in Linnen in the

chancel of the church of South Mapperton the

body of Richard Brodrepp, Esq.
N.B. The Penalty of Five Pounds was paid
within the time specified by Act of Parliament.

1739, November 30. Bnried then in Linnen in

the Chancel of the Church of South Mapperton
the body of George Brodrepp Esq.

N.B. An Affidavit made thereof and a warrant
issued out for the Payment of the Penalty
specified by Act of Parliament.

1762, May 8. Jane Brodrep buried.

1774, Aug. 5. Richard Brodrep buried.

The entry under 1722 is interesting, as

Melplash was the other house of the Brod-

repps. It is in the civil parish of Nether-

bury, about three miles from Mapperton,
and is now a farmhouse. It was from this

farmhouse that the large coat of arms now
in Mapperton House was brought. Mel-

plash Farm is still included in the Mapperton
estate.

MARRIAGES.
7 Jan., 1695. Mr. George Broadrepp and Mrs.

Elizabeth Dirdoe.
1 Jan., 1696. Mr. Walter Ridout and Mrs. Eliza-

beth Broadrepp.
13 Dec., 1720. Hugh Strode of St. Bennet Grace-

church, London, and Mrs. Catharine Broad-
repp.

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, AV.

( To be continued. )

In Mrs. Townshend's book ' The Life and
Letters of the Great Earl of Cork,' on pp.
437-8, we find a Capt. Bodrripp mentioned
in a letter written by the Earl of Cork, as

actively assisting in the defence of Lismore
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Castle against the Irish rebels in the yea
1642. He received as his reward from th<

Earl five pounds in money and " a cloak o
mine of black Waterford frieze lined through
out with black tuftaffety."

B. USSHEB.

JJo&s 0n HBooks.

Calendar of the Fine Rolls. Vol. II. Edward II.
A.D. 1307-19. Calendar of the Close Rolls
Edward III. Vol. XIII. A.D. 1369-74.
Calendar of the Patent Rolls. Henry V. Vol. II
A.D. 1416-22. (His Majesty'sJStationery Office.

IT is well known that the publication of these
Calendars of the Rolls preserved in the Public
Record Office constitutes the most importam
work ever undertaken in this country in the way
of making original sources accessible to the
ordinary student. To labour this point further
would be entirely superfluous ; we have but to
notice, and to welcome, the appearance of these
three new volumes.

The text of vol. ii. of the Fine Rolls was pre-
pared by Mr. A. E. Bland, with the assistance of
Mr. A. E. Stamp. Besides matters of merely
technical interest it gives us, though not in such
abundance as do the Close and Patent Rolls,
many a vivid detail which may help to fill in the
picture of mediaeval England for others than
the professed historical scholar. Thus we have
the Mayor and Aldermen of London fined for the
breaking by night of a certain earthen wall
opposite the outer part of the Tower of London ;

a grant to secure Lincoln Cathedral against
various extortions and malpractices on the
part of the King's representatives, whereby its
woods and groves had suffered loss ; and the
order in the April before Bannockburn to the
Sheriff of Middlesex and all the other sheriffs

throughout England to summon "
all ecclesiastical

persons and women and other persons unable to
labour in his bailiwick .... to go with the King to
repress the rebellion of Robert de Brus, the King's
traitor. .. .or to come to the Exchequer. .. .to
make fines for their services." (Bannockburn sug-
gests Flodden and we may note, that the name
Marmion occurs some half-dozen times in this
volume). Other instances are the order to the
Sheriff of Essex to take into the King's hand
the lands of a certain William the Plommer, who,
having to render account for divers lands," wanders
from county to county with no small sum collected
from the issues of those lands that he may not be
found and brought to the King

"
to render it ; the

order to the Sheriff of Berks to take into the King's
hand the lands and goods of those " who have pre-
sumed to joust at Redynges contrary to the King's
prohibition

"
; and a grant to Richard de Redingges

''of the keeping of the small scale for weighing
silk in London." The tin mines of Cornwall and
a silver mine supposed to have been discovered
in Shropshire are also the subject of documents.
One foreign name of special interest that of the
Bardi of Florence we meet with again and again.

Mr. W. H. B. Bird has prepared the text of the
new volume of the Close Rolls, and, so far as the
mere perusal of the pages enables us to judge,
we may congratulate him on having executed his

work with an unusually happy mingling of pre-
cision and feeling for rhythm and style, so that
t is good to read. The details of interest arc-
mostly domestic, notwithstanding the frequertsummons to the King's French wars and to tne
defence of the realm (all men dwelling upon the
sea -coast in Kent were in 1372 to "make readv
the signals called

'

bekynes
' "

) and the divers
orders for provisions necessary thereto, amongwhich figure arrows by the hundred sheaves to be
furnished by different counties "

of good and
seasoned wood, and not of green wood, as thev
will answer it before the King himself."

Irish affairs under William de Wyndesore
present a curious and sorry spectacle, so tedious

if nothing worse to the government in Eng-
land that Richard de Pembrugge was appointed
lieutenant in Ireland in his stead, who, however,"
utterly refused to take his journey according

to the King's command," for which,
"
in a chamber

within his privy palace of Westminster called
the '

Oule chambre,'
"
the King punished him by

revoking many gifts and letters patent and grant's-made in his favour. There is an order to the
authorities of London 12 June, 1369 on the
subject of causing

" a competent place without
the city to be appointed for the slaughter of
beasts," and detailing with considerable par-
ticularity the sufferings of the inhabitants of
parts of London near "

Baynardescastell
" under

the system then prevailing, which order on
20 April, 1370, had been by no means thoroughly
carried out,

" whereat the King is wroth," and
so issued yet another on the subject equally
urgent and descriptive. A similar order had
also to be dispatched in 1372 to York. On 6 Oct.,
1373, the Sheriff of Oxford was commanded"
to cause proclamation to be made that all

bridges of the rivers of Oxfordshire be speedily
repaired .... and that sure signs and posts (piZ/>
3n either side of the said rivers, whereby the
bridges and other passages of fords may be more
certainly known, be fixed and set up for the
King's sport with his hawks in the approaching
winter season. . . .so behaving herein that by his
default no peril shall befall to the King or others
'n his company or to his hawks."

Aliens are from time to time ordered to be
expelled from the realm, as when in 1373 the
Prior of the Friars Preachers at Oxford was bidden
o remove all alien friars of the King's enemies,
who "

flock to the said house. . . .there to abide
under colour of studying in the L'niversity of
Oxford."
An interesting chapter might be written on the

rade details here included, more especially as-

'egards the trade in cloth, and the affairs with
merchants of Italy, Portugal, and " Holand
and Seland "

; and another on local disputes,.
which, if not specially numerous, are full of curious;
matter. One such is the dispute, settled in 1372 r"

ictween Adam, parson of St. Michael in the town
f Gloucester, and the burgesses of Gloucester
bout a piece of ground called Seynt Martyn
lace, which had been wrongfully given by the
Ling to the burgesses

"
in order to build a tower

upon it, and therein to set and maintain a belli

or telling the hours day and night for eveiv
ommonly called a '

clok.'
"

The text of the Calendar of Patent Rolls here-

jiven is the work of Mr. R. C. Fowler, assisted

y Mr. R. F. Isaacson. Amid the wealth of matter
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jsouie half-dozen documents, though in themselves
rather meagre, may be noted as pi'ecious because
.of their allusion to art principally the goldsmith's
art. The first refers to objects lost at the Battle
of Agincourt, for which the King,

"
for reverence

for God and Parasceve." pardons John Hargrove
who was in charge of them. Among them were
" a salt-cellar of gold with enamelled bands and
collars and a long serpentine

"
; "13 spoons of

white silver stamped with little crowns "
;

" 3 salt-cellars of silver gilt with covers stamped
on the pommels with enamelled swans "

; and
" a salt-cellar of gold of

' morask ' work garnished
with two '

amatistes,' a pearl of Scotland on the

isummit, and many little
'

garnades,'
'

rubeis,' and
emeralds (viridibus)," received from the Bishop
of Norwich out of the jewel-house. Again we
have the King, Henry V., pledging a collar to the

Mayor of London for 10,000 marks, and having
it returned to him the next year at his command
-enclosed in the case, although the said sum was
not yet paid the said collar being

" a great
collar called

'

pusan,' made of works of crowns
.and beasts called

'

antelopes
' and enamelled in

white, the beasts being placed on a green terrace,
the terrace garnished with two '

perles,' and a
beast with one '

perle
' about the neck, and each

crown with a great
'

baleis
' and nine great

'

perles,' and on the principal crown in front,
besides the said

'

baleis
' and '

perles,' two great
'

dyamandes,' on the- summit." Another time the

King, for 2,000 marks, pledged a "
sharpe

"
of

gold adorned with many jewels ; and again a no
less costly

" sword of Spain
"

garnished with
gold and jewels "seven large sapphires and
two other lesser sapphires." The coinage appears
in this connexion once or twice, as in the appoint-
ment of Gilbert de Brandeburgh, goldsmith, to
be "

sculptor of the dies of gold and silver within
the Tower of London." In 1422 we get a com-
mission to William Burdon,

"
mason," to take

the requisite steps in the King's name towards
" the construction and repair of the nave of
Westminster Abbey."
Many pages of this volume are taken up by

lists of pardons, among them four or five to an
Alice or Joan who had not appeared to answer
the King and So-and-so, citizen of such a place,
for leaving the service of the latter before the
end of the term agreed upon. This Calendar
is, indeed, naturally richer than the others in

. details of popular life ; witness the numerous
pardons to couples tenants in chief for

"
inter-

marrying
" without the King's licence ; the

grants to aged or disabled persons, e.g.,
" Grant

for life to the King's servant John Hoggekyns,
master carpenter of the King's ships, because in

labouring long about them he is much shaken
and deteriorated in body, of 4d. daily at the

Exchequer"; and the prominence everywhere
of the affairs of women. Ships and sailors figure
largely in the picture ; and there are countless
vivid touches relating to houses and places and
their structure, to employments and tools, and
other homely things. The Church throughout
plays a great part, especially the domestic busi-
ness of religious houses, and it is clear that the
conduct of clerks in holy orders often left much
to be desired. Among the pardons is that
accorded to "John Prest....for having on
Monday after the feast of St. Peter ad Vincula ....
received John Oldecastell, late lord of Cobham,
knowing him to be a heretic and to hold divers

opinions repugnant to Catholic law." The
victualling of the King's household and the
victualling, too, of the towns of

"
Hareflieu

"
and

Calais is the subject of many commissions, divers
people being appointed in different parts of the
country to buy, as one document has it,

"
various

victuals and things." Among the preparations
for war is a commission issued to some score of
sheriffs of counties to take feathers for making
arrows and bring them to London "

before
Michaelmas next "

; the Eastern counties, with
Somerset and Dorset, had to furnish 100,000
feathers apiece those, such as Sussex, of whom
least was required had to furnish 30,000.

It is tempting to go on adding detail to detail,
but our space will not permit of more. We may
only, in conclusion, recommend the general reader
to select some one or two of the more full and
lively of these Calendars for attentive perusal,
since he may gather from them in a week's
diligent reading a more vivid idea of the England
of his forefathers than he will get from the most
brilliant pages of the professed historian.

THE Cornhill Magazine for September has at
least one merit, and that, in monthly magazines,
no common one. A person must be possessed of
a doleful lack of humour who does not get at least
three hearty laughs out of its pages. There is
first Mr. C. G. Osborne's ' A London Munehausen,'
Holiest of the three mines in that vein culminating
in the letters sent by divers great men to the" Prince of Mantua and Montferrat "

thanking him
for his medals. Apart from its ludicrousness, the
"Prince's" career is of considerable psychological
interest. Then we have J. D. R.'s 'Prosaic
Views on Poetry.' This fails to be really telling;
misses points that might have been made ; stumbles
often into sheer puerility. Still, it provokes
amusement. And lastly, Capt. Harry Graham's
'A Splendid Failure,' a study of George Smythe,
the original of Coningsby, though most of its pages
are of an interest half pitiful, half irritating,
has some diverting quotations from his early letters.
There is also an enjoyable account of a parson's
trip to the goldfields at Bullfinch, Western Aus-
tralia by Dean Latham. The stories we found
indifferent, though Miss Marjorie Bowen's 'The
Polander 'the first of a series to be called ' God's
Playthings

'

is ingeniously done.

JHotfos to

Ox all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, buo as a guarantee of good faith.

SICILY. Florio and Biancafiore are characters
in Boccaccio's '

II Filocapo,' as may be found in
Brewer's ' Reader's Handbook,' sub '

Blanche-
fleur,' and in other such works generally accessible
in public libraries. There is also a "

niinnesong
"

in which the same names occur, which may be
found in the above-mentioned work sub '

Flor.

S. T. The Kitcat Club and the present where-
abouts of the portraits have been discussed at
9 S. x. 188, 231, 316, 435, 471 ; xi. 13, 91.

C. T. JOHNSTON. The name Muriel has been
discussed at 8 S. i. 109, 157, 194 ; and 9 S. v. 415 ;

vi. 32.
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

THIS anniversary should not pass without
a record in

' N. & Q.'
The celebration opened on the 15th

of July with a reception of delegates at

Burlington House, and on the following

day a commemorative service was held in

the Abbey. The Guildhall was lent by
the Corporation for a banquet ; there was
a reception by the King and Queen at

Windsor on the 1 8th ; and the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge entertained the

delegates on the 19th, the company invited

being divided into two sections : one was
received at Oxford, and the other at Cam-
bridge. As a permanent memorial of the

celebration the Royal Society has had
printed, at the Oxford University Press,

collotype facsimiles of all the signatures
of the founders, patrons, and fellows of the

Society recorded in its first Journal Book

and the Charter Book from 1660 to the

present time. The volume of signatures
(which measures 18 in. by 14 in.) contains a
photogravure portrait of Charles II., who
gave the Society its charters, and a Preface

by Sir A. Geikie. Mr. Henry Frowde also

published on the day of the commemorative
service at the Abbey a third edition, entirely
revised and rearranged, of

' The Record of
the Royal Society,' originally edited by
Prof. Michael Foster and Prof. A. W.
Riicker. The Illustrated London Neivs of

July 28th gave a large portrait of Sir Archi-
bald Geikie, who has been President since
1908 ; and The Sphere of the same date

gave portraits of twenty-six distinguished
Fellows. These do indeed, as the editor

states,
" form an interesting phrenological

study as a varied group of scientific heads
of the present epoch."
To the

' Record '

the President has
contributed a narrative of the '

Foundation
and Early History of the Society.' This

history is full of varied incidents. Evelyn,
it may be remembered, in a letter to Dr.
Wotton on the 30th of March. 1696, supplies
him with information about " our illustrious

philosopher Mr. Boyle," whose life Wotton
contemplated writing; refers to the
"
learned junto

" formed at Oxford, Boyle,
Lord Brouncker, and Sir Robert Murray
being the most active members ; and says
that

"
the Royal Society must ever own

its rise from that assembly."
The entry of Monk with his army into

London in February, 1660, and the return
of Charles II. in May, caused life in the

capital to move mainly on the old lines.

The meetings of the philosophers at Gresham
College were revived. The desirability of
more formal organization among the culti-

vators of science was recognized, and
accordingly on the 28th of November the

philosophers met and proposed a list of

names of persons who would be likely to

join in forming a society. On the 5th of

December it was "
resolved to form a

Society for promoting experimental philo-

sophy
; '

; and to this 115 signatures were

appended. Sir A. Geikie says :

"
They comprise not merely the names of the

original actual investigators to whose energy
and enthusiasm the movement was mainly due,
but a large company of men of all ranks who were

prominent in the social life of the day. The
men of science were greatly outnumbered by
the outsiders whom they had induced to join
them."

"
Perhaps," adds Sir A. Geikie,

"
the most

notable feature of the company is the number of

literary men who subscribed the resolution.

They included the poets John Dryden (who signs
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Driden), Edmund Waller, William Hammond,
and Thomas Stanley, while Abraham Cowley and
John Denham joined the Society later."

The second document on the same date

is as follows :

December 5th, 1660.

We whose names are underwritten do consent
and agree that we will meet together weekly (if

not hindered by necessary occasions) to consult

and debate, concerning the promoting of experi-
mentall learning ; and that each of us will allow
one shilling weekly towards the defraying of

occasionall charges. Provided that if any one
or more of us shall think fitt, at any time, to

withdraw, he or they, after notice thereof given
to the company at a meeting, be freed from this

obligation for the future.

JOHN AWBREY JAMES LONG
EDWARD COTTON
LOWTHER
THO: SPRAT
JASPAR NEDHAM.

Both these documents appear in facsimile

in the first part of the memorial volume.
Sir A. Geikie states in reference to the date

December oth, 1660, that
" each page is

so dated in the Journal, more than a year
and a half prior to the incorporation of these

earnest inquirers into a chartered institution

under the name of the Royal Society."

Evelyn records in his Diary on the 18th

of September, 1661 :

" This day was read our petition to his Majesty
for his royal grant, authorizing our Society to
meet as a corporation, with several privileges."

On the 3rd of December by
'

universal

suffrage
" an order was made and registered

that Evelyn should receive the public thanks
of the Philosophic Society for the honourable
mention he had made of them "

by the name
of Royal Society in his Epistle Dedicatory
to the Lord Chancellor before his

' Traducion
of Naudaeus.'

' : " Too great an honour," he

says,
"
for a trifle."

Sir A. Geikie says of this in
' The Record '

:

"It is allowable to believe that during the fre-

quent conversations which Evelyn had with the

King that autumn, when so many subjects were
discussed, the important matter of the Society's
name was considered. Charles was now generously
interested in the work of the philosophers, and if

he did not propose the title himself, he doubtless
at once approved of it, if it was suggested by his

eminent and esteemed courtier."

The Charter of Incorporation passed the

Great Seal on the 15th of July, 1662 ; this

is, therefore, the date of the formal founda-
tion of the Royal Society.
The charter was read before the Society

on the 13th of August, and on the 29th the

President, Council, and Fellows went to

Whitehall and returned their thanks to his

Majesty.

On the 21st of August Evelyn states :

"
I was admitted and then sworn one of the

Council of the Royal Society, being nominated
in his Majesty's original grant to be of this
Council for the regulation of the Society, and
making laws and statutes conducible to its estab-
lishment and progress, for which we now set
apart every Wednesday morning till they were
all finished. Lord Viscount Brouncker (that
excellent mathematician) was also by his Majesty,
our founder, nominated our first President." The King gave us the arms of England to be
borne in a canton in our arms, and sent us a mace
of silver gilt, of the same fashion and bigness
as those carried before his Majesty, to be borne
before our President on meeting days. It was
brought by Sir Gilbert Talbot, Master of his
Majesty's Jewel House."

The mace is still in regular use. At every
meeting it is placed on the table in front of
the President before the business is begun.
It bears the following inscription :

Ex munificentia

Augustissimi Monarchae
Caroli II.

Dei Gra. Mag. Brit. Franc, et Hib.
Regis, &c.

Societatis Regal is ad Scientiam
Naturalem promouenda Institute

Fundatoris et Patroni
An. Dni. 1663.

Although Evelyn refers to the presentation
under date of August 21st, 1662, the gift
was not actually made until the 23rd of

May in the following year ; and, as he shows
in his Diary for the 17th of September,
1662, it was only on the latter date that
the arms of the Society were decided upon.
His words are :

" We now resolved that the Arms of the
Society should be a field Argent, with a canton
of the arms of England, the supporters two.
talbots Argent : crest, an eagle Or holding a
shield with the like arms of England, viz., three
lions. The words Nullius in verba. It was
presented to his Majesty, and orders given to
Garter King-at-Arms to pass the diploma of
their office for it."

On the 30th of November, 1663, the first

anniversary was celebrated.
"

It being St. Andrew's day, who was our
patron, each fellow wore a St. Andrew's cross
of ribbon on the crown of his hat."

After the election of new officers, the Fellows
dined together, his Majesty sending venison.
On the 16th of the following November, at

Painters' Hall, which had been lent for the

meeting, the treasurer, clerks, and messengers
were chosen, and the seal appointed, which
Evelyn ordered to be " the good Samaritan,
with this motto Fac similiter

"
; and on the

23rd the statutes, being at length finished," were read before a full assembly of the

Royal Society."
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The Charter Book was not ready for

signature until the end of 1664, and on the
9th of January, 1665, Pepys records that
when he walked to Whitehall through the
frozen streets,

"
I saw the Royal Society bring their new book,

wherein is nobly writ their charter and laws, and
conies to be signed by the Duke as a Fellow ; and
all the Fellows are to be entered there, and lie as a
monument, and the King hath put his, with the
word Founder."

The King's signature, with the word
" Founder ::

underneath, is in the centre
of the page at the top, while below to the

right is that of James (Duke of York, after-

wards James II.), with the word "
Fellow."

Prince Rupert also signed further down the

page in a bold, characteristic hand. The
signature by the side of it is that of Prince

George of Denmark, Consort of Queen Anne ;

he, however, did not sign until November
30th, 1704, when he was unanimously chosen
a member of the Society.

Pepys had evidently for a long time
looked forward to joining the Society, for Dr.
Seth Ward, as far back as April, 1662, had
offered to introduce him to Lord Brouncker,
and to

"
bring me into the college of

virtuosoes, and show me some anatomy,
which makes me very glad

"
; but it was

not until the 1st of March, 1665, that he

paid his admission money (40s.) to the

Society :

" Here was very fine discourses and experi-
ments, but I do lack philosophy enough to under-
stand them. Among others, a very particular
account of the making of the several sorts of

bread in France, which is accounted the best

place for bread in the world."

"
his Majesty had sent that wonderful horn of

fish which struck a dangerous hole in the keel
of a ship in the India sea, which, being broken
off with the violence of the fish, and left in the

timber, preserved it from foundering."

After the 28th of June the meetings had
to be discontinued for more than four

months, owing to the Great Plague, when
the Court and most of those who could do
so fled from the pestilence. Some of the

Fellows of the Royal Society, however,
who had public functions to discharge, re-

mained courageously in London, and at

imminent risk of infection continued the

active prosecution of their duties. Pleasant
it is to record that John Evelyn and the

recently elected Samuel Pepys were pro-
minent among these. Evelyn was one of the

three Commissioners appointed to take care

of the sick and wounded and the prisoners

of war, England having declared war against
Holland ; and Pepys stuck to his post at
the Admiralty, as did Oldenburg, the
Secretary of the Royal Society.

JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.
(To be continued.)
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Cobbett's Tour in Scotland ; and in the fou
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of the year 1832. By William Cobbett, M.P
for Oldham. London : Published at 11, Bolt
Court, Fleet Street ; and may be had of al

Booksellers. 1832.

12mo, pp. ix-264.

.Cobbett's Manchester Lectures, in support o
his Fourteen Reform Propositions .- which
lectures were delivered in the Minor Theatre
in that Town, on the six last days of the year
3831. To which is subjoined A Letter to
Mr. O'Connell, on his Speech, made in Dublin
on the 4th of January, 1832, against the
Proposition made for the establishment of the
Poor-Laws in Ireland. London : Published
.at No. 11, Bolt-Court, Fleet Street. Sold by
Mr. Lewis, Market-Street, Manchester ; by
Mr. T. Smith, Liverpool ; by Mr. Wilcoxon,
Preston ; and by all Book-sellers, in London
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12mo, pp. xii-179.

Mr. Cobbett's Address to the Tax-Payers of

England and Scotland, on the Subject of the
Seat in England. New Edition Enlarged.

8vo, pp. 16.

.A Geographical Dictionary of England and Wales ;

Containing the names, in Alphabetical Order,
of all the Counties, with their several Subdivi-
sions into Hundreds, Lathes, Rapes, Wapen-
takes, Wards, or Divisions ; and an Account
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Dioceses, and Parliamentary Divisions. Also,
The Names (under that of each County respec-
tively) in Alphabetical Order, of all the Cities,

Boroughs, Market Towns, Villages, Hamlets,
and Tithings, with the Distance of each from
London, or from the nearest Market Town, and
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particulars relative to each ; besides which
there are Maps ; First, one of the whole
country, showing the local situation of the
Counties relatively to each other ; and, then,
each County is also preceded by a Map, showing,
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Cities, Boroughs, and Market Towns. Four
Tables are Added ; first, a Statistical Table
of all the Counties, and then three Tables,
-showing the new Divisions and Distributions
-enacted by the Reform-Law of 4 June, 1832.

By William Cobbett, London : Published bvWm. Cobbett, 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street;and may be had of all Booksellers. 1832.
8vo, pp. lxxxiv-547.

Cobbett's Two-Penny Trash, or. Politics for the
Poor. Vol. II. From July 1831 to July 1832
inclusive. London: Printed by the Author'and sold at No. 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Streetand may be had of all Booksellers.
No number of the '

Two-Penny Trash ' was
published in March, 1832.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. LXXV From
December 31, 1831, to March 31, 1832. [Vol
rxr rrWFrTTm April 7 to June 3

. 1832.]
i
[I?o n ^XIT- From July 7 to September 29,
1832.] [Vol. 1.XXVIII. From October 6 to
December 29, 1832.] London. Printed and
Published by the Author, at No. 11, Bolt
Court, Fleet Street. 1832.

Svo, vol. Ixxv. pp. ii-896 columns; vols.
Ixxvi.-lxxviii. each pp. ii-832 columns.

1833.

A New French and English Dictionary. In Two
Parts. Part I. French and English. Part II
English and French. By William Cobbett,M.P. for Oldham. London: Published at 11
Bolt Court, Fleet Street, and may be had of
all Booksellers. 1833.

Svo, pp. xiv-408-418.

The Curse of Paper-Money and Banking: or a
Short History of Banking in the United States
of America.... By Wm. M. Gouge, of Phila-
delphia, in 1833. To which is prefixed an
Introduction by William Cobbett, MP for
Oldham. London : Published at 1 1 Bolt
Court, Fleet Street. July, 1833.

12mo, pp. xxiii-200.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. LXXIXF
5? January 5 to March 30, 1833. [VolLXXX. From April 6 to June 29 1833 1

(ma l

LXr^' f^/T^7 6 to SePtember 28
1833.] [Vol. LXXXII. From October 5 to
December 28 1833.] Inclusive. Printed and
Published by the Author, 11, Bolt Court, Fleet&tree i/. looo.

Svo, vols. Ixxix.-lxxxi. pp. ii-832 columns ;

vol. Ixxxu. pp. ii-828 columns.

1834.

History of the Regency and Reign of King Georgethe Fourth. By William Cobbett. Vol II
London : Printed by Mills, Jowett, and Mills
Bolt Court; Published by William Cobbett,
11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street. 1834.

12mo, no pagination. Contains chaps v
to x., a Chronological Table, and Index.

obbett's Legacy to Labourers ; or, What is the
Right which the Lords, Baronets and 'Squireshave to the Lands of England ? In Six Letters,
addressed to the Working People of England.With a Dedication to Sir Robert Peel Bart
By William Cobbett, M.P. for Oldham. Lon-
don : Published at 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street.
MDCCCXXXIV. Price, bound, Is. 4rf.

12mo, pp. 141.
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Life of Andrew Jackson, President of the United
States of America. By William Cobbett, M.P.
for Oldham. New York : Harper and Brothers,
82, Cliff Street. 1834.

12mo, pp. 196.

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. LXXXIII.
Prom January 4 to March 29, 1834. [Vol.
LXXX1V. From April 5 to June 28, 1834.]
[Vol. LXXXV. From July 5 to September 26,
1834.] [Vol. LXXXVI. From October 4 to
December 27, 1834.] Inclusive. London :

Printed and Published by the Author, 11, Bolt
Court, Fleet Street. 1834.

Svo, each volume, pp. ii-828 columns.

1835.

Cobbett's Legacy to Parsons ; or, Have the
Clergy of the Established Church an equitable
right to the Tithes, or to any other thing called
Church Property, greater than the Dissenters
have to the same ? And ought there, or ought
there not, to be a separation of the Church from
the State ? In Six Letters, Addressed to the
Church-Parsons in general, including the Cathe-
dral and College Clergy and the Bishops. With
a Dedication to Blomfield, Bishop of London.
By William Cobbett, M.P. for Oldham. Lon-
don : Published at 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street.
MDCCCXXXV. Price Is. 6d., handsomely bound
in leather.

12mo, pp. 192.

Selections from Cobbett's Political Works :

being a Complete Abridgment of the 100
volumes which comprise the Writings of
"
Porcupine

" and the "
Weekly Political

Register." With Notes.'Historical and Expla-
natory. By John M. Cobbett and James P.
Cobbett. Vol. I. [Vol. II.] [Vol. III.] [Vol.
IV.] [Vol. V.] [Vol. VI.] London: Pub-
lished by Anne Cobbett, 10, Red Lion Court,
Fleet Street ; and W. Willis, Manchester.

8vo. vol. i. pp. xiv 544 ; vol. ii. pp. iv
507 ; vol. iii. pp. iv 523 ; vol. iv. pp. iv-527

;

vol. v. pp. iv-507 ; vol. vi. pp. iv-812-xxxviii..

Cobbett's Political Register. Vol. LXXXVII
From January 3 to March 28, 1835. [Vol
LXXXVIII. From April 4 to June 27, 1835.1
Inclusive. London : Printed and Published
by the Author, 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street.
1835.

Svo.
1836.

Oobbett's Legacy to Peel, or, An Inquiry with
respect to what the Right Honourable Baronet
will now do with the House of Commons, with
Ireland, with the English Church and the Dis-

senters, with the swarm of Pensioners, &c.,
with the Crown Lands and the Army, with the

Currency and the Debt. In Six Letters. By
William Cobbett, M.P. for Oldham. " Now
is the appointed time ; now is the day of Salva-
tion." London : Published at Cobbett's
'

Register
'

Office, 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street.
MDCCCXXXVI. Price Is. 6rf., handsomely bound
in leather.

12mo, pp. 192.

Doom of the Tithes. By the late Wm. Cobbett,
M.P. for Oldham. Price Is. 6d., stitched.

London : Published by J. Oldfleld,
'

Register
Office, 11, Bolt Court, Fleet Street ; and all

Booksellers. 1836.

12mo, pp. iv 114.

1854.

The Last of the Saxons : Light and Fire from the
W7

ritings of William Cobbett. Selected by
Edwin Paxton Hood London: Published

by W. Tweedie. MDCCCLIV.

16mo, pp. 320.

1857.

Mr. Cobbett's Remarks on our Indian Empire
and Company of Trading Sovereigns. (Re-

printed from the Register of 1804 to 1822.)

Mr. John Fielden on ' Cotton Supply.' (Quota-
tions from his Pamphlet of 1836.) London,

Sept., 1857. Published by Simpkin, Marshall,

and Co., Stationers' Hall Court ; and by John

Heywood, 170, Deansgate, Manchester. Price

Sixpence.

Svo, pp. 23.

1890.

The Rights of the Poor, and the Punishment of

Oppressors. By the late William Cobbett

(M.P. for Oldham). Price One Penny. Lon-

don : Published by Samuel Miles, Bill Poster

and Advertising Agent, 2A, Longnor Road, Mile

End, E. Also to be obtained at the Book

Saloon, Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road, E.

Svo, pp. 15.

1892.

The Life of Thomas Paine By Moncure
Daniel Conway To which is Added A Sketch

of Paine by William Cobbett (hitherto un-

published). Vol. I. [Vol. IL] G, P. Put-

nam's Sons. New York, 27, West Twenty-
Third Street; London, 24, Bedford Street,

Strand The Knickerbocker Press. 892.

Svo, vol. i. pp. xvi-380 ; vol. ii. pp. iv-489'

The ' Sketch of Paine
'

is printed in vol. n.

429-59.
LEWIS MELVILLE.

Salcombe, Harpenden, Herts.

BORODINO. This 7th September is the

hundredth anniversary of the Battle of

Borodino. Herr Paul Holzhausen has just

published a very interesting book on the

share of Napoleon's German troops in the

Campaign of 1812, and it may be worth

while to make some brief note of the part

played by these in the great battle.

The German cavalry highly distinguished

themselves partly because they had been

more successful than any, except the Poles

and the Guard, in keeping themselves and

their mounts in good order throughout the

hardships of the advance into Russia.

The infantry did no less well, especially the
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Wurttembergers of Key's Army Corps and
the Saxons of the 7th Army Corps, though
they were run very close by the splendid
behaviour of the Westphalians.
On the Russian left the centre of the

defence was formed by two redoubts the
so-called Bagration redoubts and of these
that to the right was captured and held

principally by the dogged valour of the

Wurttembergers, who thereby also saved
Murat from imminent danger of being taken.
Herr Holzhausen quotes from the un-

published papers of Von Stockmayer, who
was present in command of a brigade, a
ludicrous description of Murat striving to

encourage the men :

" Da der Konig jedoch nicht gut oder beinahe gar
kem Deutsch konnte, so klangen seine errnun-
ternden Worte :

'

Ah, brav Jager, brav Jager,
seheuss, scheuss, Jager !

'

sehr komisch."

The Saxons seem to have excelled most
of their compatriots in personal enthusiasm
for Napoleon. Even those officers who for
weeks had been unable to sit a horse through
fever dragged themselves out of their

carriages and mounted, determined not
to be left out of the battle. Their first

business along with a French division of

infantry and a brigade of Westphalian
cuirassiers was to get possession of Seme-
nowskoie, a village perched on a difficult

height, and hotly defended. This was at
last taken by storm, but not held without
the necessity of repulsing vigorous attempts
on the part of the enemy to regain it.

Beyond it was the Rayewsky redoubt, the
core of the Russian right, against which
Eugene de Beauharnais on the French
left was directing operations. A con-

necting link was needed between the left

and the centre, and this the Saxons and
Westphalians were next set to form. For
hours it was a mere question of standing to
be shot at, and their conduct under the rain
of bullets and grenades is one of the finest
actions of the day. Roth v. Schrechenstein,
an eyewitness, tells how
"da fortwahrend Leute und Pferde erschossen
warden so war die Mannschaft immer mit dem
Abzahlen zu dreien beschaftigt, und es horte dieses
Abzahlen von seiten der Mannschaft eigentlich gar
nicht auf."

They were not the only Saxons thus
exposed : another division, which had taken
part in Eugene's first attack on the Rayewsky
redoubt, stood from 10 o'clock till 3 in a
hollow at the meeting-place of two streams
under the full fire of the redoubt. This
was taken at last, largely by the aid of the

Saxons in a final murderous assault, which
was one of the most terrible scenes in the
whole battle.

We may close this brief note with an
incident related by Herr Holzhausen belong-
ing to the close of this action :

" unweit der blutgetrankten Schanze (sass)
ein vierzehnjahriger Knabe neben einem sterbenden
Offizier Der Vierzehnjahriger war jener Kre-
felder Karl Schehl, der aus liebe zu den Pferden
in das 2. franzosische Karabiniersregiment geraten
war Beim Anreiten auf die Schanze hatte der
Karabinier Schehl sein Pferd verloren dem eine

Kugel den rechten Vorderschenkel zerschmetterte.
Der junge Held weinte, als er, urn die Leiden des
stohnenden Tieres zu enden, dem treuen Schimmel
den Kopf durchschoss. Danri fand er seiuen
Schwadronschef v. Berckheim einen Elsiisser, in

seinem Blute liegen. Eine Kartatschenkugel war
ihm in den Unterleib gedrungen. Die Karabiniers,
die ihn zur Ambulanz gebracht, hatte er in den

Kampf zuriickgeschickt, den Regimentsarzt abge-
wiesen :

' Lassen Sie raich, ich fiihle, dass ich

sterben muss.' So blieb niemand als der kleine

Reiter bei dem Sterbenden, dem er ein Strohlager
bereitet und seinen grossen Sattel unter den Kopf
geschoben hatte. Der Rittmeister gab dem Knabeu
seine goldene Uhr zum Andenken. Dann starb er,

und abermals brach der auf der weiten Heide
verlassene Junge in Thranen aus'."

PEREGRINUS.

BBOADBENT PLACE-NAME. Canon Bards-

ley naturally had no difficulty in deciding
that Broadbent was a place-name. He did

not discover the locality, but he guessed its

approximate position. There is a place of

that name in the parish of Oldham, on the

borders of Lancashire and Yorkshire, and

quite a short distance from Saddleworth,
where so many Broadbents are entered in

the parish registers. The place is mentioned
several times in the Oldham registers ; it

was the home of the Leese family for genera-
tions. If the compiler of the

'

Dictionary of

English and Welsh Surnames ' could have
afforded the time to examine closely the

printed registers of Saddleworth, he would
have made the discovery himself, in an

entry which, perhaps, might have had a

particular interest for him, namely, the

1725 marriage of David Jackson of Broad-
bent and Sara Bardsley of Saddleworth.

LEO C.

THE MARRIAGE OF QUEEN CAROLINE
MATILDA or DENMARK. I have just come
across a description of the marriage by proxy,
to King Christian VII. of Denmark, of Prin-

cess Caroline Matilda at St. James's, on
1 October, 1766, in a letter (dated 3 October)
from Caroline, Countess of Dalkeith, to Lady
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Townshend, which points out the wretched-
ness of the fifteen - year - old bride. After

describing the dress she says :

" She look'd extreamly pritty but so melan-
choly it made my heart ache ; when she was
brought up to ye Table, the tears ran down her
Cheeks, after some little time she recover'd
herself, and went thro' the Ceremony rery well
but one saw with what difficulty she commanded
herself. She was obliged to lye down upon a
bed at St. James, before the Ceremony began,
and take drops, very near fainting and then
fell into a flood of tears. I own poor thing I
love her much the better for this that tho she
was going from liveing a very Dull life to be a
great Queen, she felt so much concern at leaving
her own family, I wish she is not sick before she
sets [off] to her King."
In ' A Queen of Tears ' W. H. Wilkins merely
states that "

she looked pale and dejected."
A. FRANCIS STEUART.

79, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

PRIMERO. This very old game of cards
is described in the ' Oxford Dictionary

'

(' H.E.LV) at vol. vii. p. 1363, col. 3,
where it is stated that each card has
thrice its ordinary value. That is not the
case. The only cards which were multiplied
by three were three of the ranks the two
highest (the seven and six) and the five.

The oldest version known of Primero was
played with a pack of twenty-eight cards
the ace to seven of each suit, being the
Hombre pack without the court cards.
In it the values of the cards were as follows :

Seven= 21 points, six=18, ace= 16. five=
15, four= 4, three= 3, and two= 2 points.
Ambigu is the only game now played, that
I know of, which carries the features of
Primero. It was first named in the Paris
Academic of 1659. It is mentioned in

English literature, and a description of it

in English will be found in the '

Academy
of Play

'

(Newbery). The game is not
noticed in the Dictionary.

J, S. McTEAB.
6, Arthur Chambers, Belfast.

SIR JOHN PRISOT, CHIEF JUSTICE. Such
information as Foss and the

' D.N.B.' give
tends to connect this eminent lawyer with
Kent. Should any inquirer wish to pursue
the subject, I would direct his attention
to the neighbourhood of Cambridge ; for
in a collection of Haslingfield deeds which
I have lately seen, I find the Chief Justice
himself and .others of his name occurring
over a considerable period of time. The
first name is Walter Prisote, 1356; the next
John Prisote (Prysott), which is mentioned
at frequent intervals from 1375 to 1438.

Probably these are not all notices of the

same person ; indeed, John Prysote
"
senior

' '

occurs in 1425. From 1425 to 1448
there is mention of a Richard Prysott. and
again from 1455 to 1465. The Chief
Justice himself is party to a deed of 1453 ;

and there is a second mention of him (in
the past tense) in 1467. Margaret Prysott
occurs in 1455. A John Prysott

"
of

Haslingfield,"' 1455, is perhaps the same
person who is called John, son of William

Prysott, in 1457, and whose widow Agnes
occurs in 1477. These notices are not
sufficient to make a pedigree of the family,
but seem to indicate that for some genera-
tions their home was probably in Hasling-
field, or not far away.

There are similar indications of a family
named Roun in the same place from 1293
until late in the fifteenth century.

W. H. B. BIRD.

THE LONDON BRICKLAYER. An excellent

summary of
' Roman London,' by Prof.

Haverfield, in the second number of The
Journal of Roman Studies, brings one very
near the life of those bygone days. It notes

that a tile from a bonding-course in the

Roman town-wall was dug up in Warwick
Lane in 1886, and had the inscription,
"
Austalis goes off on his own, every day,

for a fortnight," on which the Professor

has the following interesting comments :

" Workmen often go off thus, and other work-
men notice it ; this man wrote down his observa-

tions, and wrote in Latin. It seems to follow

that some of the bricklayers of Londinium could

read and write and used Latin. I have heard

this conclusion doubted on the ground that a

bricklayer of the Roman empire would not have
known how to read and write. The doubt is

idle. Inscribed tiles of this kind, plainly written

by labouring men, have been found in one place
or another in Britain and other Roman provinces
in scores. The truth is that in the lands ruled

by Rome education was better under the Empire
than at any time since its fall unto about 1848.

The London bricklayer of 1835, to judge
from chap, v.,

'

Sevendials,' of 'Scenes' in
' Sketches by Boz,' had not advanced

much in education, though, perhaps, he

shared the views of his Roman predecessor

concerning periods of leisure. Here is the

comment of Dickens :

" In addition to the numerous groups who are

idling about the gin-shops and squabbling in the

centre of the road, every post in the open space
has its occupant, who leans against it for hours

with listless perseverance. It is odd enough tnat

one class of men in London appear to have no

enjoyment beyond leaning against posts. We
never saw a regular bricklayer's labourer take

any other recreation, fighting excepted.

HlPPOCLIDES.
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WE must request correspcndents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

"AD SUBSIDIUM TERRE SANCTE." Was
it at all a usual thing to impose, by way of

penalty for breach of covenant, a payment
in aid of the Crusades ? Apparently it

was the custom in Coventry, as shown by
two early deeds, one undated, and the
other belonging to the year 1301, which are
the property of the Vestry of Holy Trinity
Church. In the first of these, Kic. Hakim
grants to Will, le Parkere and Matilda his
wife his chief dwelling and certain strips
in the fields of Stoke for their lives and 60

years after their death, promising for himself
and his heirs to pay 6 marks of silver for

any infringement of the covenant, adding :

" Et nichilominus dabimus de bonis nostris
Custodi Crucesignatorum Novi Templi, Londonie,
in subsidium Terre Sancte quadraginta solidos

argenti, ad quam solucionem plenarie faciendam,
si necesse fuerit, volo, et pro me et heredibus meis
concede, quod compellamur per censuram eccle-

siasticam, scilicet per suspencionem et excom-
municacionem de die in diem."

In the second deed Walter de Newerk
and Isabella his wife agree to pay their
debt of 44s. to Tho. de Grantham at certain

dates, the bailiffs of the Prior of Coventry
to distrain upon their goods in case of their
failure to comply with the terms of the bond,
while they bind themselves in 40s.

" ad
subsidium Terre Sancte "

for breach of
covenant. MARY DORMER HARRIS.

STAINED GLASS FROM MALVERN. With
the object of making an account of the

fifteenth-century glass in Great Malvern
Priory Church, which I am compiling, as

complete as possible, I am anxious to trace

any portions of this glass which may have
found a home in other churches. In the
earlier part of the last century much of it

was moved from its original place, with the
idea of concentrating the fragments in
the principal windows. In those days
(things are different now) no account seems
to have been taken of any pieces not wanted
for this purpose ; and if any of them have
survived, it is probably due to the apprecia-
tion of strangers who provided them with
a home. I have heard a tradition in the
place that some of the ejected Malvern glass
was to be found in other churches; and
recently I have come across a more

definite reference, in some notes made by
Albert Way about 1844, to the report of
a church in a distant county containing
two windows of Malvern glass, and an.

account of them in a periodical, neither
of which statements had he been able to

substantiate. If any readers of
' N. & Q.

r

can throw light upon the subject, I shall

be grateful.
G. McN. RUSHFORTH, F.S.A.

Riddlesden, Malvern Wells.

GERMAN PROVERB. Can any one point
me to an earlier form of the German proverb,
of which the salient parts figure in Goethe's
'

Spruche in Reimen Zahme Xenien,' IV. r

thus ?

Gut verloren etwas verloren !

Ehre verloren viel verloren !

Muth verloren alles verloren !

Is it to be found in Luther's writings ?

A. FORBES SIEVEKING.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE : GILLIES'S
' ANCIENT

GREECE.' In '

Vulgar Errors,' bk. i. chap,
iv., there is a reference to the Athenians

doubling the altar at "
Delphos." Wilkin

explains this by quoting the direction of
" the Delian oracle to double his cubical

altar," and refers to Gillies's 'Ancient

Greece,' vol. ii. p. 130. I have not been
able to trace this reference in Gillies's

'

Hist,

of Ancient Greece,' 1786, nor in his
'

Hist,

of the World from Alexander,' 1807; and
I should be glad to be referred to the passage,
and also to any other authorities dealing
with the direction of the oracle. M. LETTS.

[A brief account of the story here referred to may
be found in the 'Ency. Brit.' s.

' Cube 'Erato-
sthenes, c. 200, being the authority for it.]

BEDFORD BOUNDS, BLOOMSBTJRY. At the

present time (August) there are two old

tenements, numbered respectively 116 and
118, Theobalds Road, W.C., which a large
advertisement board informs us are the
"

Site for Bloomsbury Cinema Picture

Theatre." The house numbered 118 has
two tablets affixed at the western end of its

front, facing the south : the lower tablet

bears the inscription,
Bedford
Bounds

1694

while the upper one, apparently of cast iron,,

reads,
Bedford Charity

Bounds
1838

36

Have these buildings anything to do with
Sir William Harpur's Charity at Bedford ?
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According to Wheatley's
' London Past and

Present,' Bedford Row. Holborn, not very
far away, was built on land belonging to
this charity ; while we are also reminded
that Harpur Street, Red Lion Square, is

named after Sir William Harpur, who was
Lord Mayor in 1561, and died in 1573.

G. YARROW BALDOCK.

REFERENCES IN ' MARITJS THE EPI-
CUREAN.' Can any of your readers tell

me what is the original source of the follow-

ing quotations and statements in Pater's
' Marius the Epicurean

'

?

1.
"
Dying Antoninus ordered his golden

image of Fortune to be carried into the chamber
of his successor."

2.
" Numen inest."

3.
" The Rock on the Heath fashioned by the

weather as if by some dim human art."

4.
" Old-fashioned ; partly puritanic awe,

the power of which \Yord^oorth noted and valued
so highly in a northern peasantry."

5.
" An upright stone with mouldering gar-

lands marked the spot."
6. The feeding, &c., of Genii,

"
violets, a

cake dipped in wine, or a morsel of honeycomb . . , .

deprived of these services, would be heard
wandering through the house, crying sorrow-
fully in the stillness of the night."

ARTHUR W. CREE.

REFERENCES WANTED.
1. "Strange to spell or rede."

2.
"
Everything he did became him best."

3. Who was the fifteenth-century Italian who
said that "

in subjection to women he learnt the
governance of men "

?

4.
" Own large father-like heart

" used of
Warwick the Kingmaker.

5. "Bide thy time."

6. Who was the old historian who said that
the

''
wealth of London looked pale," at the time

of Margaret of Anjou's advance on London after
the battle of Wakefield ?

F. C. R.

REFERENCE WANTED. Where in Mas-

singer's work do the following lines occur ?

Nor custom, nor example, nor vast numbers
Of such as do offend, make less the sin.

G. U.

HOGARTH'S ' RAKE'S PROGRESS.' Are the
words of the ' Black Joke '

in plate 3 of

Hogarth's
' Rake's Progress

' known to any
of your correspondents ?

H. C. HENDERSON.

PICTURE OF CLEOPATRA. Can any of

your readers kindly inform me where the

picture of Cleopatra, of which a reproduc-
tion was published in The London Magazine

of May, 1826, as an illustration to an article

of the Italian writer Ugo Foscolo, is kept
now ? The picture an ancient encaustic

painting was taken to England to be sold
there in 1826, but was known to be in

Florence between 1779 and 1822.

EUGENIA LEVI.
Florence.

GREAT FIRE IN WAPPING, 1682. Can
any of your readers refer me to a public
record of the Great Fire in Wapping in

November, 1682 ?

By the labours of the Historical Manu-
scripts Commission we see that, writing to

Sir R. Verney under date 16 Nov., 1682,
John Verney says,

" There was a great
fire at Wapping this night

"
;

and on
23 Nov. he adds :

"
'Tis believed the fire has consumed above

1,000 houses at WT

apping, a mile in compass being
burnt down. Sir W. Warren is the greatest
sufferer, both for houses and stores of wood, as

masts, deals, pitch, tar, &c."

And under date of 11 Dec., 1682, a
newsletter writer to country gentlemen
says :

" His Majesty hath been pleased to give Two
Thousand Pounds ; a Person of Quality, Five
Hundred Pounds ; and Madame Gwin One
Hundred Pounds toward the relief of the late

dreadful Fire which happened at Wapping."

Sir W. Warren was the very useful friend

of Samuel Pepys, and, as he was " the

greatest sufferer," the probable centre of

the great devastation of 1682 was what is

now the Ratcliff works of the Commercial
Gas Company. CHARLES McNAUGHT.

48, Whitechapel Road, E.

COMPTON ABDALE CHURCH. Can any
one inform me whether there is any other

church in England where heraldic animals

are used as pinnacles ? The corner pinnacles
of the tower at Abdale, Glos., have what

appear to be bears, and I thought they

might be associated with the Warwick

family, but I am told they are hounds. I

suppose they are the crest of some noble-

man who restored the church. If so, what

family ? SYDNEY HERBERT.
Carlton Lodge, Cheltenham.

DICK TURPIN'S RIDE TO YORK. The

account of the discovery of
' Dick Turpin's

Pistol' (ante, p. 107) gives me the oppor-

tunity of asking how the " Ride to York

came to be ascribed to that gentleman.

According to some papers, the exploits of

which he is made the hero are entirely

legendary, and it is commonly supposed
that Harrison Ainsworth, in his novel
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'

Rookwood,' is responsible for the glamour
that has gathered round his name. But
did Ainsworth invent the whole story ?

It would seem probable that some legends
were floating about "

in ore virdm voli-

tantia
" from which he concocted his

romance. Certainly one case of highway
robbery was known to him, for he speaks
of riding as a boy past the place where it

was committed.
I have seen it stated that Nevison, who

lived in the previous century, was really the
hero of the " Ride to York," and that in
some way the feat became credited to Turpin.
But this does not lessen the difficulty. To
cover the distance between sunset and sunrise
the pace must have been at least sixteen
miles an hour that is to say, the rider
must have gone at a gallop and no horse
that was ever foaled could have lasted out !

I have just seen a notice of a book entitled
' A Fool to Fame,' in which the history of
Nevison is woven into a romance. But
my lifelong experience of horses must go
for nothing if either Nevison or Turpin could
accomplish this deed. E. L. H. TEW.
Upham Rectory Hants.

[Turpiu's ride to York was discussed at consider-
able length in the Sixth Series, viz., x. 68, 317, 390,
502; xi. 35, 77, 136. Other references to Turpin
and Nevison are 2 S. ix. 386, 433 ; 8 S. viii. 4.]

NAPOLEON IN LONDON. It is stated in
at least two books published during the life-

time of Napoleon the Great that he visited
London before becoming First Consul. Has
this ever been authenticated ?

J. LANDFEAR LUCAS.
[The late Samuel Timmins, under his pseudonym

ESTE, quoted at 1 S. xi. 366 (12 May, 1855) the state-
ment of a centenarian then living who claimed to
have seen Bonaparte in the Strand in 1791 or 1792,
and asked if there was any truth in the story. The
subject was raised again at 3 S. viii. 131. j

INFANTA ISABELLA CLARA EUGENIA.
I have a miniature (either an original or
a good copy) of a young and handsome
woman in the costume of about 1550-1600,
with a large ruff, and with her hair decorated
with a plume of jewelled feathers. On
the back of a black mount of the 1830-50
period are the names given above. Who
was this princess ? W. c. J.

AVENAM. In the North of England there
are numerous pieces of land called Avenam,
Offnam, or some variation of the word!
Avenham occurs at Preston ; Offenham in
Yorkshire ; Enam and Eanam are other
spellings. What is the meaning of it ?

J. B.

CHARLES KEENE : ARTICLE BY GEORGE
MOORE. Would you kindly inform me
in which paper or magazine appeared the
article on Charles Keene (the famous
designer for Punch, 1849-91) written by
George Moore the essayist on the occasion
of his death, 1891 ? Also, where can the
above paper be obtained ?

ALICE SCHMIDT.

SACRED WELLS. The cult of sacred
waters continued in Great Britain for

hundreds of years after the introduction of

Christianity.
Are there any remnants of this cult still

remaining in any of the country districts

of England and Wales at the present day ?

J. CEREDIG DAVIES.
Llanilar, Cardiganshire.

[See 8 S. ii. 67, 155 ; x. 133 ; 9 S. ii. 469,
535 ; iii. 173 ; iv. 16 ; 11 S. iii. 409, 470, 498 ;

iv. 38.]

COUNTS OF MEULAN. In his note on
Drogo, Count of the Vexin (ante, p. 107),
MR. E. M. BELLEWES refers to a history of

the Comte of Meulan. I should be much
indebted to him if he could kindly give me
information on the following points.

I have a note that Alice, daughter of

Walter II., Count of the Vexin, married
Robert, Count of Meulan, and had issue

Waleran, Count of Meulan, who married
a lady named Oda. I am anxious to know
(1) the parentage and ancestry of Count
Robert, (2) the approximate dates of the
death of Robert and Waleran, (3) the

parentage of Oda.
From Waleran, who, I think, probably

died about 1050-160, I have the descent of

the Counts down to Robert, Count of

Meulan, who was living in 1200, when he
witnessed a charter of Amauri, Earl of

Gloucester (' Calendar of Documents in

France,' No. 1310). I should be grateful
for particulars of his marriage and issue

(if any) and the date of his death. I am
under the impression that he died s.p.,
and that his heir in England was his sister

Mabel, Countess of Devon, but am not sure
of this. G. H. WHITE.

St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

CORIO, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. A town
near Geelong, Victoria, Australia, bears the

strange name for that locality of Corio.

Inquiries as to the origin of this name,
made to the clerk of the local town hall,

failed to elicit an answer. Can any reader
inform me ? SILVIO CORIO.
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LIFTING THE BRIDE OVER THE THRESHOLD.
Can any one explain to me the meaning

of the custom of lifting the bride over the

doorstep of her husband's house the first

time she enters it ? ZEPHYR.

PLANTS IN POETRY : IDENTIFICATION
WANTED. 1. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.'
tell me the name of the plant described by
Longfellow in

'

Evangeline
'

?

Look at this delicate plant that lifts its head
from the meadow,

See how its leaves all point to the north, as true
as the magnet.

It is the compass flower, that the finger of God
has suspended

Here on its fragile stalk, to direct the traveller's

journey
Over the sealike, pathless, limitless waste of the

desert.

2. To what plant did Browning allude
in

'

May and Death '

?

one plant
Woods have in May, that starts up green

Save a sole streak which, so to speak,
Is spring's blood, spilt its leaves between.

BOTANY.

" YELVER " IN PLACE-NAMES. Can any
one explain the meaning of

"
yelver

"
in

Yelvertoft, Yelverton, &c.? G. B.

' HUSENBETH'S BREVIARY.' This Breviary
was printed by Bacon in Norwich in the

early part of the last century, and it was,
I believe, the first one ever printed in

England since the sixteenth century. It is

in magnificent type and admirably bound,
and certainly reflects the greatest credit on
Bacon and his workmen. A Missal was
to follow this Breviary, but whether it did
or no I have been unable to find out. A
copy of the Breviary was sold at a second-
hand bookshop during the Catholic Congress
held at Norwich the first week in August.
Has any reader of

' N. & Q.' chanced to
come across a Missal produced by the
same printer ? A work claiming to have
been executed here, and entitled 'A Missal
for the Altar,' was sold at a second-hand
bookseller's in 1890, but I have so far been
quite unable to trace it.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
24, Unthank Road, Norwich.

SIR WALTER RALEGH'S DESCENDANTS.
Can any one inform me where I can find

particulars of the descendants of Sir Walter
Ralegh, especially in the female line ?

S. NOWELL.

LOWNDES'S
' BIBLIOGRAPHER'S MANUAL.'

(11 S. vi. 103.)

MR. ALBERT MATTHEWS "s very interesting
note clearly proves that this work was
originally issued in numbers, a fact which
was certainly not generally known. I

presume that the copies on large and thick

paper, of which fifty were printed (see
'

Catalogue of the Library of J. W. K.

Eyton,' p. 118), were also published in

the same manner. I have a copy of this

issue, which formerly belonged to my
father. He was a friend of Mr. Eyton,
and my recollection is that prior to his

death that gentleman asked my father to

select a book from his library as a souvenir.

My father chose this fine copy of the
'

Manual,' perhaps actuated in doing so

by the fact that there was another copy in

Mr. Eyton's library, beautifully bound in

green morocco by Hayday, which realized

71. 17s. 6d. at his sale. After my father's

death, which occurred while I was in India

just forty-one years ago, his books were sold

en bloc by his executors to the late Bernard
Quaritch. On hearing of this, I asked Mr.

Quaritch to let me have this book at a fair

price, which he at once consented to do.

It was then in the original Roxburghe
binding, with brown leather back and red

sides, but as it was in poor condition I had
it strongly bound in half-morocco by Joseph
Zaehnsdorf. It makes a handsome set

of volumes ; but I was afterwards sorry
that I did not have the original Roxburghe
binding repaired, as it was more in keeping
with the character of the book.
The collation of my copy is identical

with that described by MR. MATTHEWS as

being in the Boston Public Library that

is to say, it is in four volumes, but does not
contain the Address. On a careful examina-
tion I find that, while the title-page of vol. i.

and the Dedication (as well as the title-

pages of the three other volumes) are

printed on thick paper, the Preface, pp. [v]-

xii, is printed on inferior paper. Though
in size a royal octavo, the register is in

fours, like a quarto, the signatures commen-

cing with Bl on p. l,and ending with 11Y4

on p. 2001. There is no signature A, the

title-page, dedication, and preface appa-

rently not being included in the register.

I think that the fact of the pagination being
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consecutive through the four volumes may
be accounted for on the hypothesis that
neither Lowndes nor his publisher Pickering
knew, when the work was commenced, into

how many volumes it would run. The title-

pages and preface were evidently not

printed until the work was completed, and
the former were then adapted to the wishes
of those who might respectively desire to

have the work bound in two, three, or four

volumes.
I may add that in the

'

List of Pickering
Publications from 1820 to the Present Time,'
which was issued in 1878, the price of the
' Manual '

in four volumes on small paper,
originally published at 4=1. 5., is given as
21. 2s., and that of the edition on large

paper (original price not stated) as 4Z. 4s.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

The following letter adds an important
date to MB. ALBERT MATTHEWS'S interesting
note :

London, No. 6, Atfleld Place,

Gray's Walk, Lambeth,
March 23, 1826.

SIR, Enclosed is a letter I have taken the

liberty to write to your father, which should you,
on perusing, think fit to deliver, will greatly
oblige me. When the first work noticed therein
is ready for the press (which will be as soon as I

can get out, having been for some time confined
to the house by illness) I will wait upon you,
and perhaps, should you and Mr. Harding agree,
it may be printed at your office. It is intended
to form 2 vols. 8vo of 700 pp. each, printed in
a similar manner, double columns, to the Paris
Edition (1820) of Brunet, except that the page
is to be somewhat larger, Brunet's page being
6J by 4, this is to be 7 by 4. Hoping that you
[are] completely reinstated in your health,

I remain, Sir,
Your much obliged and obedient servant,

W. T. LOWNDES.
P.S. I have enclosed a specimen of my

intended work on the seventeenth century, as

perhaps my description may not be exactly
intelligible.

Addressed to
"
Bowyer Nichols, Esqr.,"

this letter, now before me, has interesting
references. The deference shown to John
Nichols is remarkable, and the suggested
co-operation of John Harding is a further

recognition of that publisher's exceptional
enterprise.

So far as
'

Shaksperiana
'

is concerned,
Lowndes was anticipated by a work compiled
and published by John Wilson, 22 June,
1827. This is a
"
Catalogue of all Books, Pamphlets, &c., relating

to Shakespeare. To which are subjoined, an
Account of the Early Quarto Editions of the
Great Dramatist's Plays and Poems, the Prices
at which many copies have sold in Public Sales,"
&c. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

DEDICATION OF NONCONFORMIST CHAPELS
(US. vi. 131). The cases cited by MR. TEW
are by no means unique, although somewhat
rare. In Aberdare, where I live, we have
a St. David's Presbyterian Chapel, and
there are also Congregational chapels known
as St. Paul's in Cardiff and Swansea. In
Wales, to my knowledge, are three chapels
belonging to the same denomination known
as Capel Mair (Mary's Chapel). They are
in the town of Cardigan, and in St. Clears
and Henllan in Carmarthenshire. A number
of chapels in Wales are also named Trinity :

one in this town, one in Swansea, one in St.

Clears, and one in Cardiff ; one also in

Cardiganshire, Capel y Drindod (Trinity

Chapel). There are chapels so named also

in Croydon, in Buxton, and in Glasgow.
In Buxton in Derbyshire is a St. John's

Presbyterian Church. A glance through
the current Year-Book of the Congrega-
tionalists gives the following in addition to

those already mentioned, which are from

personal knowledge : St. John, Southernhay,
Exeter ; St. Mary's Hall, Gloucester ;

St. Andrew, St. Saviour, St. Peter, St.

Martin, St. Aubin, and St. John, in Guernsey ;

a St. Paul, both in Hindley and in Wigan ;

Christ Church, in Oswestry ; St. Mary,
in Morley, Yorkshire; and St. George, in

Middlesbrough. D. M. R.

The formal and solemn dedication of

chapels in the name of particular saints is

alien to the spirit of historic Nonconformity.
There is little doubt, however, that the

Tractarian or Oxford Movement in the

Church of England has had an effect in

various directions upon the Nonconformist
churches. The old-time naming of chapels
Zion, Bethel, Salem, &c., is dying out.

Modern chapels are usually known from
the locality, road, or street in which they
are situated. Still, the practice of designat-

ing such buildings in the same way as is

customary in the Church, but without

any ceremony of dedication, is increasing.

In London, for instance, chapels belonging
to various denominations are named Trinity

(never Holy Trinity, as in the Church of

England) and Christ Church. Several Bap-
tist churches in London, e.g., at Edgware
Road and Hackney, are known under the

former name, as are Congregational churches

in Poplar, Hackney, and Deptford. Perhaps
the Presbyterian Church of England has a

greater number of churches belonging to it

known by saints' names than any other

Nonconformist body ;
these include St.

John, at Kensington, Tottenham, and
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Forest Hill
; St. Paul, at MillwaU, West-

bourne Grove, and Croydon ; St. Augustine,
at Xew Barnet; St. George, at Palmer's

16 May, 1883, about an instance in Algeria,
all of which abound in hearsay.
John Howard testifies that

Green and Croydon ; St. James, at Wood ! supposed to be dead of jail fever, on being
. mes, a oo suppose to e ea o a fever, on beingbt. Andrew, at Battersea Rise,

j brought out for burial, now and then returned
Upper Norwood, Woolwich, and Wembley; j

to life when the bodies were washed with
St. MJ rk, at. Greenwich ; and St Peter, at cold water. An infant daughter of Henry
Tooting. There is also a United Methodist
Church of St. James at Forest Hill.

F. A. RUSSELL.
116, Arran Road, Catford, S.E.

Dedications of Nonconformist churches
of the kind mentioned by the querist are
I think, not uncommon. One of two
Congregational churches at Wimbledon is

called Christ Church
; and another at Addis

combe, Croydon, bears the same name
There is a Trinity Congregational Church at
Walthamstow, and I feel sure these cannot
be isolated examples. Dedications of Pres
byterian churches are quite common.

G. L. APPERSON.

My impression is that dedications of
Nonconformist places of worship are not
unusual, especially in the country. The
following occur in local directories : United
Methodist (B. Christian) St. James, Forest
Hill

; Trinity Church, Forest Hill. Pres-
byterian St. John, Forest Hill; St. An-
drew, Upper Norwood ; St. Cuthbert,
Upper Norwood ; Trinity, Streatham.

J. PARSONS.

There is a chapel dedicated to St. Paul
in Hawley Road, Kentish Town,N.W. The
late Edward White was minister there

formerly. W. B. S.

At royal Tunbridge Wells there is a
Baptist chapel
Church.

named St. John's Free

^
It would be interesting to know whether

Nonconformists hold any special service in
connexion with the dedication ; also, if

the practice can be traced to ecclesiasticism.
The founders of the church referred to,

including their first minister, seceded from
the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion,
and during his pastorate a liturgical service
was used. S. M. E. C.

APPARENT DEATH (US. v. 428; yi. 16,
58, 133). Since my previous reply (vi. 16)
I have found my notes on this subject.
The cutting relating to Madame Nathalie is

from The Times, 20 Nov., 1885. I have
other cuttings from The Times, 12 Feb.,
1883, and 6 Feb., 1883, relating to cases
in Naples and Russia ; and from Tlie Globe,

Laurens, first President of the American
Congress, returned to life after being believed
to be dead of smallpox.

In answer to Y. T. (vi. 134), who asks for"
personal

"
instances, and gives a remote

one of her own, I can say that the case of
John Hudson, in my answer at vi. 16, was-
told to me by his daughter, who is a hospital
nurse.

Mr. PIERPOINT asks for the name of
the bishop who addressed the French Legis-
lature on premature burial, and gave his
own escape from such a fate. It was
Cardinal Donnet, Archbishop of Bordeaux,
who collapsed while preaching on a sultry
day in 1826, and was prepared for burial

;

and forty years later, in 1866, related his

experiences for he had been conscious of
the said preparation to an astonished
Senate.
The case of Cardinal Donnet and several

other interesting instances of revival from
apparent death, chiefly from French sources,
are set forth at length in an article which

appeared on 3 July, 1869, in All the Year
Round. WILLIAM BRADBROOK.

Bletchley.

The interesting remarks on this important
subject at the last reference remind one
that the uncertainty of the so-called signs of

death relied upon by doctors and under-

takers, and the reality of the dangers of

premature burial (which are not restricted

to warm climates, as many suppose), have
received from time to time startling con-
firmation.

It is not generally known that one of the
founders of the United Presbyterian Church
of Scotland, Ebenezer Erskine, was born
after his mother had been buried alive.

Mrs. Erskine happened to have a valuable

ring, which excited the cupidity of the

gravedigger ; he opened the coffin, and was
n the act of amputating the finger to

aossess himself of the ring when the lady
awoke from her trance. She arose, and
went into her house without meeting any
one ; but her footsteps overhead led her
lusband to exclaim,

"
If I didna ken my

wife wis lyin' in the kirkyard, I wad say
.hat wis her fitstip."' Mrs. Erskine lived

o become the mother of Ebenezer.
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The mother of General Lee, the well-

known Confederate general in the American
Civil War, was subject to catalepsy, and

upon one occasion she was pronounced dead

by a physician, and buried. Whilst, how-
ever, the sexton was filling in the grave,
he heard loud crying and knocking, and
Mrs. Lee was rescued from her perilous

position and a horrible fate. A year after-

wards her youngest son, General Lee, was
born.
Your contributor MB. PIERPOINT is

evidently referring to the debate on ap-
parent death and premature burial in the
French Senat in February, 1866, on a peti-
tion usually attributed to the father of the
late President Carnot. On that occasion
the Archbishop of Bordeaux, Cardinal
Donne t, cited the case of a young clergyman
who, in the middle of his sermon before a
large cathedral congregation, fell down in
the pulpit. A physician pronounced him
to be dead, and signed the customary order
for burial on the following day. The young
man was carried to his room ; the bishop
arrived and recited the ' De Profundis '

;

the undertaker measured him for the coffin ;

and friends arrived to bid a last adieu to
the supposed dead man. He, however, had
heard and understood all that was taking
place, and, by a supreme effort, at length
aroused himself. He appeared in the pulpit
on the following day.

" And that young
priest, gentlemen," continued the speaker,"

rose to be a cardinal, and it is he who now
has the honour of addressing you."
To those of your readers who are in-

terested in this momentous subject I should
be pleased to send literature relating to it

on receipt of an envelope, stamped and
addressed. JAS. R. WILLIAMSON.

100, Chedington Road, Upper Edmonton, N.

Undoubtedly premature burial has taken
place many times ; but there is one thing
commonly forgotten : when a body is found
in such a position as to suggest violent
efforts at escape, this is often caused by
the coffin having been tilted up to allow
of its being carried down a staircase.

W. B. S.

The French bishop and Senator alluded
to at 3 S. xii. 176 was, I think, Dupanloup,
Bishop of Orleans.

F. E. R. POLLARD-UKQUHART.
Craigston Castle, Turriff, N.B.

PLACE OF DEPOSIT OF WILLS (11 S. vi.

129). Though I am unable to answer MR.
CANN HUGHES 's inquiry, the last sentence of

his query requires notice. He says that,

amongst others, the wills for Richmondshire
have been done. Doubtless he refers to

the volumes of the Lancashire and Cheshire
Record Society. I wish, however, to point
out that the original Richmond wills down
to 1748, which until recently were at Somer-
set House, have now, according to p. 281

of vol. ii. of
' The Pedigree Register

'

(the
official organ of the Society of Genealogists
of London), been removed from London to

York. This is a serious matter for those

interested in genealogy. For personal pur-

poses I recently obtained at very moderate
fees abstracts of four of these wills made
by a skilled professional genealogist. I

now require information from further wills,

but have to abandon the idea because the

York fees would be prohibitive, though
made on a strictly official scale. The
skilled genealogist can make an abstract

of such information as is alone material to

the private inquirer, but the Probate Court

only furnishes copies. MISTLETOE.

The registers of the Probate Office at

Somerset House will show what wills

have been proved and deposited. There
are separate registers for the

' ;

principal
"

registry and the "
district

"
registries.

There is a "
search

"
fee of Is., payable

before the registers are inspected.
A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

Waltham Abbey, Essex.

KNIGHTS OF MALTA : GRAND MASTER
VILHENA (US. v. 429; vi. 34). A few

notes, taken from ' A Guide to the Maltese

Islands,' by the Rev. G. N. Godwin,

Chaplain to the Forces, 2nd ed., Malta, 1890,

may be of interest to MR. AUSTEN-LEIGH.
The Grand Master, Manoel de Vilhena,

did much to strengthen the fortifications,

and in 1726 built, at a cost of 2,5001., de-

frayed by himself, the fort on the island in

the Marsamuscetto, or Quarantine Harbour,
which bears his name (pp. 32, 136). This

is Fort Manoel, which gives its name to the

island. Other names for the island are
"
Gezira

" and " The Island
"

(p. 136).

Antonio Manoel de Vilhena was the twenty-
third Grand Master in Malta, 1722-36

(p. 35).
The handsome bronze monument of

Manoel de Vilhena is in the church of St.

John, Valletta, in the south aisle, in the

chapel dedicated to St. James, assigned to

the Language of Castile (p. 71).

In Victoria Square, formerly called "The
Square of the Knights," is a statue of the

Grand Master by Cavalier Savasse, which
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was removed from the square at Fort
Manoel about fifty years ago by Sir Gaspard
Le Marchant (pp. 46, 76, 77).

In. 1731-2 the Grand Master built the
Teatro Manoel "

for the honest recreation
of the people

"
(p. 96).

He contributed towards the restoration
of the church of the Minor! Osservanti

(Franciscans) (p. 114).
He planted an avenue of poplars, appa-

rently outside the Right Marina Gate. An
obelisk marks the former end of the avenue
(p. 120). ,
The suburb of Floriana is also called the

" Suburb of Vilhena," that Grand Master

having ordered the erection of many of its

buildings (p. 121). There he erected St.

Anne's Gate and Fountain (pp. 121, 124).
There is a portrait of him in the Capuchin

Monastery in Citta Vittoriosa (p. 158).
Above the main gate of Vittoriosa is a de-

faced inscription, to the effect that Manoel
de Vilhena restored and strengthened the
fortifications in 1727, and the text,

" Thou
hast covered mv head in the day of battle

"

(pp. 160, 161).

*

He constructed the fortifications on the
hill of Santa Margarita, which commands
Vittoriosa (p. 161),

Over the gates of Citta Vecchia (alias

Xotabile) are inscriptions recording the

strengthening of the fortifications by him
in 1724 and 1727 (p. 196).
His nephew the Bailiff Francesco de

Sousa built in 1747 the church of San
Francesco di Paola, with an adjoining villa

on the Corradino Quay (p. 147).

Among the books mentioned by the
Rev. G. N. Godwin are Tallack's

' Malta
under the Phoenicians, Knights, and Eng-
lish

'

; Seddall's
' Malta Past and Present '

;

' A History of the Fortress of Malta '

(? author) ; and Lieut.-Col. Porter's 'Malta
and its Knights

'

(according to Allibone,

Major Whitworth Porter).
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

" MORGENSTUNDE HAT GOLD IM MUNDE "

(11 S. vi. 49, 117). Perhaps one further

reply may be serviceable : 1. Not only the

Dutch, but the Swedish proverb
"
Morgon-

stund' haar guld i munn "
is an adequate

counterpart. 2. Another English equiva-
lent :

" An hour in the morning is worth
two in the, evening." 3. Two French :

' A qui se leve matin, Dieu aide et prete la

main "
;

" Homme matineux : sain, gai
et soigneux." 4. Polish :

" Kto rano

wstaje, temu Bog daje." 5. Russian (al-
most exactly like the Polish) :

" Kto rano

vstayet, tomu Bog podayet," i.e., literally.
" Who early rises, to him God will give."

Lastly, are there no equivalents in Welsh
and Irish ? H. KREBS.

While thanking those of your readers who
have replied to my query, I should like to

point out that though some of the foreign pro-

verbs correspond with it exactly, the English

proverb
"
Early to bed and early to rise,"

&c., does not emphasize the fact that it is

the
"
morning hour " which

" has gold in

its mouth," but apparently merely the general

principle that we ought to get up early.

I knew this proverb, but thought there might
be another which approximated more closely

to the German. Is there any local saying

which comes nearer ? H. COOPER.

" POINTERS "
(11 S. v. 447). This word,

used in the sense of points or suggestions,

seems to be of common occurrence in

American academic phraseology. The Corn-

hill Magazine for August contains an article

by Mr. Kenneth Bell, where the expression

is thus alluded to. The Canadian students,

he says, are so

" unaccustomed to the idea of getting anything

but notes and examination papers from those; in

authority that they will even rushing to t

other extreme arrange an interview with }ou

only to ask for
' a few pointers.'

"

AUTHOR WANTED (11 S. vi. 109). The

lines quoted by KELSO not quite correct y

are from Mr. Kipling's poem The '

Issue,' which was originally published
The Times of 29 Sept., 1899, and afterwards

reprinted in
' The Five Nations, 1903, p. i<

The correct version of the quoted lines

as under :

Over all things certain, this is sure indeed.

Suffer not the old King, for we know tl

Hate and' all division ; host of hurrying spies ;

Money poured in secret, carrion breeding ni

Long-forgotten bondage, dwarfing heart and

All ouTfathers died to loose he shall bind again.

A rather irreverent parody of this poem
was- published in The Baltimore Amencan,

under the title of
'

Suffer not the Old Cook.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

DOGS ON TOMBS (11 S. vi. 129). In

partial reply to MR. HENDERSON'S inquiry,

I may say that the earliest memorial brass

showing a dog is that of Margarete de

Camoys at Trotton, Sussex, c. 1310.

E. BEAUMONT.
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THROWING BALLS IN CHUKCH ON EASTER
MONDAY (11 S. vi. 109). In Hone's '

Every-
day Book,' vol. i. p. 219, there occurs the

following reference to this subject :

" Then we have Easter ball-play, another
ecclesiastical device, the meaning of which
cannot be quite so clearly traced ; but it is

certain that the Romish clergy abroad played at
ball in the church, as part of the service ; and
we find an archbishop joining in the sport.

' A
ball, not of size to be grasped by one hand only,
being given out at Easter, the dean and his

representatives began an antiphone, suited to

Easter-day ; then taking the ball in his left

hand, he commenced a dance to the tune of the

antiphone, the others dancing round hand in
hand. At intervals, the ball was bandied or

passed to each of the choristers. The organ
played according to the dance and sport. The
dancing and antiphone being concluded, the
choir went to take refreshment. It was the

privilege of the lord, or his locum ienens, to throw
the ball ; even the archbishop did it.'

"*
" AVhether the dignified clergy had this amuse-

ment in the English churches is not authenticated ;

but it seems that '

boys used to claim hard eggs,
or small money, at Easter, in exchange for the

ball-play before mentioned.' "*

C. L. CUMMINGS.

Ball games connected with churches are
believed to be remnants of sun-worship.
In Cornwall the time-honoured amusement
of hurling is, or was, connected with saints'

days and ecclesiastical buildings.
In France, at Bourges, the sole, cheole,

soule, or soulette=soleil, was a ball inflated

with air, and it was particularly used by
Churchmen. In the church of Troyes at
some festival (Easter, if I remember rightly)
after nones the bishop and canons first

solemnly played at top, and then sub-

sequently at paume, sending the ball alter

nately to each other. The game in various
forms and under different names seems to
have been known throughout France, though
not always played by ecclesiastics. Emile
Souvestre, the antiquary, considered it to be
without doubt a vestige of sun-worship.

Pelota, which is played in Spain and
Spanish America, is said to have been
traditional among the Basques of Navarre.
The author of

' Tent Life in Siberia
' has

recorded that as far away as Anadyrsk
which lies some degrees north of Kamt-
chatka, just south of the Arctic Circle
members of the Greek Church engage in

football on the snow at Christmas. A
national game of Turkestan, described in

Scribner's Magazine, August, 1905, is playec
at Sarnarcand during the festivities of th
Mohammedan New Year. The object striven

"
Posbroke's '

Brit. Monach.,' from Du Cange.'

or by mounted horsemen is the skin of a

reshly killed sheep, which reminds one of

he leather
" hood " thrown up at the base

>f an old cross near the church at Haxey.
n Lincolnshire, at Twelfthtide. The pbpu-
ar el Pato of the Argentine Republic was
Hit down by the tyrant Rosas, who had his

>wn reasons for disliking public meetings,
ike the Turkestan game, it was a sport

>f mounted men, and they contended for

a dead duck or other domestic bird sewn

,ip in a piece of raw hide provided with

strongly made loops to be gripped by the

iders.

The idea that the sun dances on Easter

Day, which is well known in France, may be
connected with ball-throwing. As M. Gaidoz
las pointed out, the notion of the sun being
ike a wheel could not arise till wheels were
nvented. At an earlier date it may have
often been considered a ball or bundle of fire,

[ndeed, according to Bancroft, the Galli-

nomeros of Central California had a legend
which stated it to be a ball of reeds gathered
by the coyote a small kind of wolf who
gave it to the hawk with some pieces of flint.

The hawk flew with it up into the sky.

setting it on fire to whirl along in a fierce

red glow.
M. Gaidoz has remarked that the Nativity,

the real date being unknown, was fixed at

the date of
" Dies Natalis Invicti Solis,"

which seems to account for the connexion
of football with Christmas, old or new style.
Shrovetide and Easter ball games may
have to do with the spring equinox, it being
natural to represent the increasing action

of the sun by the motion of a ball.

A burning or rolling wheel has often been
used to symbolize the heavenly body,
especially at Midsummer, but I do not recall

an instance of ball-play at the summer
solstice. T.R.E.N.T.

See Chambers, 'Book of Days,' 1881,
i. 428. This is the nearest I can find.

S. L. PETTY.

[MR. TOM JONES also thanked for reply.]

CARDINAL ALPHONSE DE RICHELIEU (11 S.

vi. 7, 96). Considering Armand was so

much in the limelight, it is not strange that,

to the general student of European history
of the period, the existence of two brothers

in the purple should be unknown. It is

a rather curious state of affairs that Armand
should have easily secured the cardinalate

for his more or less obscure brother, while

he himself was striving ineffectually for

so long to obtain the dignity he coveted
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for merely political reasons ; but perhaps
he felt some compunction at having ob-
tained his brother's former See of Luon
by forging Alphonse's birth certificate, and
a pricking conscience prompted him to make
him some amends for a scandal he owned
up to to the Pope himself.

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

BARNARD FAMILY (11 S. v. 508). In a
list of Barnard wills in my possession I
find that the will of a John Barnard of

Southampton was proved at Somerset House
on 17 Feb., 1726; and that letters of
administration were granted for the estate
of Mary Barnard of Middlesex in November.
1729. These names and dates coincide with
two of the Barnards whose names appear in
the pedigree given by MR. ANDREWS.

H. C. BARNARD.
Taiping, Federated Malay States.

NEVILLS OF RABY : THEIR ANCESTOR
(11 S. vi. 48). MR. NEVILL'S interesting
suggestion raises several questions.

Dolfin fitz Uchtred,
" when doing homage

to the Prior of Durham for Staindrop,
reserved his homage to the kings of England
and of Scotland, as well as the Bishop of

Durham "
(' Feudal England,' p. 490).

This makes it probable that he was already
in possession of the family estates, whatever
they were, and consequently that his father
was dead, in 1131. Huctred fitz Waldeve
is mentioned as alive in the Pipe Roll of
1130 (Ancestor, x. 105). Is it MR. NEVILL'S

theory that Uchtred, or Huctred, died
between these dates and was succeeded by
Dolfin ? Of course, Dolfin might have
inherited property through his mother.

Dr. Round thinks that Huctred fitz

Waldeve was father of the Ranulf fitz

Huctred who granted land to Reginald
Prath of Tindale in free marriage with his

daughter, a charter of confirmation by
the King of Scots in 1177 having among its

witnesses Richard Cumin (presumably the
husband of Hextilda, daughter of Huctred),
Symon, son of Huctred, and Adam his

brother (ibid., p. 106). Would MR. NEVILL
suggest that Ranulf was a younger brother
of Dolfin ? As to Symon and Adam there

seems to be nothing to show whether they
were relations.

Dr. Round suggested, but only as a guess,
that Dolfin's father, Uchtred, might be
"
identical with Uchtred, son of Ligulf,

that great Northumbrian thegn who was
slain at Durham in 1080

"
(' Feudal England,'

p. 490). MR. FARRER states that nothing is

known of this Uchtred except that he is
named as a benefactor of the monastery of
Yarrow, unless he was the "

Utredus filius

Ligolfi
" who made various gifts to St. Mary

of York (10 S. xii. 53). He was subse-
quently adopted as an ancestor by the
ancient house of Lumley.

G. H. WHITE
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

MOSES CHARAS (11 S. vi. 10, 96). C. C. B.
writes at the latter reference that Charas got
into trouble with the Inquisition. A note in
Sotheran's Cat. 675, 1907, says :

"
Charas's viperine practices, during his visit

to Spam, brought down on him the Inquisition
at Toledo He writes as an enthusiast on the
reptile.

His ' New Experiments on Vipers,' with
folding plates, 1670, and ed. 2, 1673, con-
taining also^ a letter of Francesco Redi's,
are certainly curious books.

S. L. PETTY.
Ulverston.

MUNICIPAL RECORDS PRINTED (US ii

287, 450, 529; iii. 493; iv. 131. 390 451-
v. 73, 297, 352, 398, 478; vi. 91). It

may as well be stated that the second
volume of the '

Portmote or Court Leet
Records of Salford

'

(mentioned at vi. 91)
was issued in 1902 as vol. xlviii.. New
Series, Chetham Society. It contains in-
dexes of names, places, and

"
miscellaneous."

C. W. SUTTON,
Hon. Sec. Chetham Soc.

Manchester.

LUDOVICK ROBSERT, LORD BOURCHIER
(US. vi. 130). The arms in the third

quarter of the coat described by MR. H. I.

HALL are in all probability those borne
by the Barons Malet at the time of the Con-
quest, and used by their descendants who
remained in France. There is, as I have
seen, a portrait of Louis Malet, Sire de
Graville, Grand Amiral de France, at Ver-
sailles, wearing a red cloak embroidered
with buckles, 1486-1516. The shield of the

family had three buckles.

HAROLD MALET, Col.

QTJARLES FAMILY (11 S. vi. 70, 153).
Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Robert Quarles
of Romford, married John Symonds of Lin-
colnshire. She died without issue on 15
Dec., 1666, and was buried in the church of
Great Yeldham, Essex. Her husband married
a second time, and was also buried in the
church of Great Yeldham (in the south
transept), where a mural tablet with a long
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Latin inscription is extant to his memory.
I have referred to my MS. indices to the

marriages at Romford and Hornchurch,
Essex, but the marriage was not solemnized
at either of these places. Sir Robert
Quarles in his will, dated 4 April, 1637,
leaves 8001. to his daughter Elizabeth
when she shall arrive at the age of nine-

teen. She is also mentioned in the will of

her uncle Gabriel Parvish, 1647, and was
apparently married subsequently.

WILLIAM GILBERT.
35, Broad Street Avenue, E.G.

THUNDER CROSS AND MEDAL (11 S. vi.

131). The Thunder Cross would probably
be the gammadion or fylfot, sometimes called

Thor's hammer, a charm against thunder
and lightning. The medal had probably
been blessed by the Pope, or had come from
some famous shrine. J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

"DR. SYNTAX" (11 S. v. 490; vi. 78,

135). MR. S. L. PETTY says at the last

reference that COL. MALET is right in attribut-

ing the authorship of ' Dr. Syntax in Paris
'

to

Combo ; but I do not read that COL. MALET
commits himself to any such statement.

Apart from the evidence of Lowndes,
who makes the distinct statement that Combe
was not the author, either of this or of
' Dr. Syntax through London,' any one read-

ing the stories must plainly feel that their

author was as inferior to Combe as Williams,
their illustrator, was to Rowlandson.

My original query, therefore, still remains
unanswered.

ASTLEY TERRY, Major-General.

RICHARD NEWCOME, VICAR OF HURSLEY
(11 S. vi. 149). The date of this person's
death is given as 4 June, 1769, by Bishop
Stubbs in both editions of his

'

Registrum
Sacrum Anglicanum

'

(1858, p. 117, and
1897, p. 140); it is possibly taken from
Archbishop Herring's

'

Register,' which is

certainly the authority for the date (13 April,
1755) of Newcome's consecration to the
see of Llandaff. R. J. King (' Handbook
to the Welsh Cathedrals,' 1873, p. 289) also

gives the year 1769 as the date of death.
The translation from Llandaff to St. Asaph's
took place in 1761, but neither writer gives
the place of death.

King (pp. 100-1) writes :

<% He was made
bishop it lying very commodious for his

living at Whitchurch, Shropshire, where
he had built a very neat and elegant par-
sonage-house," his authority being

"
Cole's

MS., British Museum, vol. xxviii. p. 14

(from notes found in Browne Willis's own

copy of his
'

Llandaff ')." Browne Willis's

work appeared in 1718.

By combining the information given in
the '

D.N.B.,' vol. xl. pp. 319-22, and the
' Brasenose College Register

'

(Oxford, 1909)
we can glean some information as to
Richard's father, though neither work cited
seems to mention Richard himself. Henry
Newcome (1627-95) was a member of St.

John's, Cambridge, the intruded Rector of

Gawsworth, 1650-56, and, after 1662, a
Dissenting preacher. His younger son.
Peter (1656-1 738), became Vicar ofHackney
in 1703. This Peter matriculated at B.N.C.
in 1674, aged 17, haib'ng from Lancashire,
and said to be "fil. cler." The 'B.N.C.

Register,' i. 232, adds that in the College" Caution Book "
his Christian name is

given as
"
Henry."

The ' D.N.B.' also names a second Peter

(1727-97), whom it describes as
"
grandson

"

of the other Peter (1656-1738), and states
that in 1757 he was made a Prebendary of
Llandaff. The missing link between these
two Peters might thus well have been
Richard, who was Bishop of Llandaff
1755-61, and might have made his son

prebendary of his own cathedral. Richard's
brother Peter (mentioned by MRS. SUCKLING)
is noted in the

' B.N.C. Register
'

(i. 276) as

having matriculated at B.N.C. in 1701,

being "fil. cler.," and hailing from Herts.
This would naturally have been his father's

county, while it is noteworthy that the
first Peter became Vicar of Aldenham in

1683, not going to Hackney till 1703, and
Aldenham is in Herts.

W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

FIRST USE or FINGER-PRINTS FOR IDENTI-
FICATION (11 S. v. 208; vi. 155). Prof.
H. A. Giles is rather bold in claiming for the
Chinese the invention of

"
the wonderful

system of identification by finger-prints
"

because they had deeds signed by finger-

prints. European deeds were also signed
in this way, but the discovery of the infinite

variety of finger-prints and the method of

indexing them is a modern invention, and
cannot be attributed to the Chinese.

In 1906 I went over the large prison at

Tokyo, and I asked if the system of identi-

fication by finger-prints was in use in

Japan. In some respects the prison manage-
ment there was so much ahead of ours that
I was surprised to learn that the system
was unknown, and I gathered from the way
the Governor answered that he was politely
incredulous of its efficacy. This would not
have been the case if the Chinese had used
it. J. J. FREEMAX.
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0n 38o0ks.

Analecta Bollandiana. Tomus XXXI. Fasc. I. ;

Fasc. II. et III. (Brussels, Societe des Bollan-
distes.)

Two articles in the first number possess a special
and sad interest, as being from the pen of P. Albert
Poncelet. The one is a catalogue of the Latin
hagiographical codices in the Meermann-West-
reen Museum ; the other a study of the legends
relating to Bohemond of Antioch and St. Leonard.
This last displays not only the erudite accuracy
and judgment of the author, but also his clear-
cut and lucid method of story-telling. P. van
de Vorst gives us the text of the panegyric upon
St. Theophanes, ascribed to St. Theodore Studites,
preceded by an illuminating introduction ; and
from P. van Ortroy we get the text of the life

of the Blessed Dalmatius Moner, a Dominican
priest of the early fourteenth century, in the
original Latin of Nicolas Eymeric, whose MS.,
written about 1351, was the source from which
all later biographies were derived. This is here
published for the first time a pious and simple
narrative of a familiar type, having yet, apart
from its scholastic value, a considerable measure
of attractiveness, and that in spite of the frank-
ness concerning details hardly pleasing which
comes natural to the mediaeval hagiographer.

In the other number the first article is the
obituary notice of P. Albert Poncelet, whose
sudden death, at the age of 50, in January of this

year, is a great loss to hagiology. Following it is

a short paper by him on the authorship of the
life of St. Basinus of Treves. The most important
of the contributions is that by P. Delehaye, one
of the editors, on the Saints of Thrace and Mcesia.
From MSS. in the Bodleian and the British
Museum, at Paris, Rome, Munich, and Vienna,
he has selected, partly for their superior literary
merit and general interest, nine texts relating
the passions of martyrs, which are, indeed, apart
from questions of scholarship, well worth reading
for their vigour and simplicity. They are fol-

lowed by a lengthy and most valuable discussion
of their place in hagiography, whether as regards
each work as a whole or as regards allusions con-
tained in it. Matter of this kind an affair of

MSS., dates, authorities, and so on has so often,
to all but those who have made it their special
study, an air of repelling

"
dryness," that it

seems worth while to congratulate the author
on having composed a study which is as delightful
as it is learned. P. Paulus Peeters prints a
catalogue of the passions and other texts con-
tained in the Iberian Codex lately acquired by the
Bodleian ; and there is an unusually long list

of reviews.

MR. HENRY HARRISON has completed Vol. I.

of his concise Etymological Dictionary of English
Surnames. This extends from A to L. The
work shows great care and industry. The author
in his '

Forespeech
'

says :

" When the late
Canon Bardsley's

'

Dictionary of English and
Welsh Surnames

' was published in 1901, I found
that its Introduction opened with the following
remark :

' The purpose of this work is to supply
materials for an etymological dictionary of English
and Welsh surnames.' At that moment there
lay in my manuscript case the first draft, complete

from A to Z, of an attempt at an Etymological
Dictionary of Surnames of the United King-
dom." Mr. Harrison in revising and rewriting
his early attempt found Canon Bardsley's" industrious delving

"
for early forms of names

in the print copies of our records of the
Middle-English period

"
of great value," but he

states that
"
the volume, despite its many merits,

has to be used with very considerable caution."
In regard to English names of local origin,
Canon Taylor's work ' Names and their Histories

'

has been found useful.
The curious origin of many names is well

known to our readers. We cite a few examples
from Mr. Harrison's useful work : Angus,
unique strength ; Arnold, Eagle, Gracious ;

Audrey, Noble-Strength; Bacon, Bacon dealer,
a nickname for a swineherd or a peasant;
Barlow, the Bare hill ; Beeman, a Bee-keeper ;

Benham, the Bean-Land ; Bentley, the Bent
grass Lea; Borthwick, the Castle place; Borra-
daile, the Valley of the stronghold ; Bradshaw,
dweller at the broad wood (the same applies to
Braidwood) ; Chapman, Merchant, tradesman ;

Doran, Stranger, alien, exile. The name Gordon
was discussed in our pages during 1902, and Mr.
Harrison refers especially to the number for the
29th of March (9 S. ix. 256).
On the completion of the Dictionary an essay

on the history of our surnames will be given,
as well as a list of the treatises quoted and an
appendix of foreign names. The work is published
at the Eaton Press, Ebury Street.

THE September Fortnightly Rerieu- begins with
an article of much more than ephemeral importance
on ' The Evolution of Colonial Self-Government,'
by Mr. J. A. R. Marriott. Mr. Hilaire Belloc,
when he indited

' The Classical Spirit,' appears to
have been in a somewhat didactic moon, and to
have been entertaining at the same moment con-

tradictory opinions as to the probable abilities of
his readers ; for he gives in some places emphatic
repetition to ideas which are easy enough to grasp,
at the first hearing, and in others he utters rather

cryptic sayings, to which he vouchsafes only
explanation nearly equally dark. His main point
apart from individual nuances in treatment has
been made before. Mrs. Arthur Barter's paper on
Casanova, if it brings nothing new to the
"
Casanovist," may serve to make clearer to those

who are not yet captive to that hero's fascinations
what it is that his admirers see in him. Miss
Violet Hunt's ' Princes and Prescriptions

'

gives a
vivacious, if rather

"
slapdash

" account of
life_

in

the German vttles (feau. We felt some disappoint-
ment over Mr. Hallarn Mqorhouse's

'

Aspects of
William Morris,' which gives us little that is

not already generally familiar. Mr. Sidney Whit-
man's reminiscences of Prince Reuss are pleasant
reading ; Mr. Beresford Chancellor's

'

Changing
London ' can only in part be called so, since it

relates, perforce, so largely to demolition. He
makes an interesting comparison between our
attitude towards the changes which looks chiefly
towards the past, and expresses itself in a good
deal of writing on what remains to us of it,

neglecting the "improvements" themselves and
the attitude of the early years of the nineteenth

century, when innumerable books on the new
schemes and buildings were published. There is a
welcome biographical article on Massenet by Mr.
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A- Beaumont ; and on questions of foreign policy
we have ])apers by M. Sokolovitch ('The Albanian
Question'), Mr. Archibald Hurd ('The Triumph
of Germany's Policy'), Mr. Archibald Colquhoun
{' Agree with Thine Adversary' on the Far East),
and Mr. Norman Bentwich ('The Russian Passport
Question '), while Mr. Sydney Brooks contributes
an interesting study of

' France and the Republic.'

THE first article in the September Burlington
Magazine is Mr. Albert van de Put's argument
identifying the portrait of a "

Knight
"

at the
Dulwich Gallery, attributed to Van Dyck, as
that of Emanuel Philibert of Savoy, Prince of

Oneglia, and therewith as a work of which Bellori
makes mention as having been executed at Palermo
in 1624 hitherto regarded as lost. Mr. Willy
F. Storck describes in detail the mediaeval mural
paintings remaining to us, which give us render-

ings of
' Les Trois Morts et les Trois Vifs.' It

seems a pity that the plates which illustrate the

descriptions have to be sought in a separate
number. Mr. Hobson's third paper on Chinese
cloisonn^ enamel, if a little heavily written and
somewhat scanty in illustration, is decidedly
interesting. In his series

'

Principles and Evolu-
tion of Furniture - Making

' Mr. Romney Green
has arrived at the relation between Art and
Science, which is in this connexion largely a

question of how much is to be permitted in the

way of division of labour. We cannot think
that any effective solution of the difficulties has
been here suggested, and their statement is by
now a well-worn theme, yet the protest against
the regime of the engineer is well made out.
Mrs. Hungerford Pollen has a pleasant article

on ' Ancient Lace at the Royal Museum, Brussels
'

;

and Mr. E. Lancaster Burne writes instructively,
but all too slightly, on the fascinating subject of

windmills. Mr. G. G. Coulton's ' Artist Life
in the Middle Ages

'

promises somewhat more
than it achieves, and rambles into too many
different keys, but presents us with some half-

dozen delightful illustrations, and sets forth, too,
details about the relation between mediaeval
artists and other craftsmen which, if not un-
heard of, are, at any rate, good to realize in

imagination over again. Sir Martin Conway's
second article on the treasury of S. Maurice
D'Agaune is not inferior to the former one in

interest, even in charm; and there follows it

from the pen of Mr. Selwyn Brinton a very
sympathetic and stimulating account of the life

and work of Fra Vittore Ghislandi, whose work
at the Exhibition of Portraits held at Florence
last year rejoiced lovers of art with something
of the nature of a discovery.

The Nineteenth Century for this month is an
unusually good number. In the way of historical

. and literary studies we have the second instal-
ment of

' Some Unpublished Letters of Lord
Chesterfield,' put together by Mrs. Loudon, which
struck us as more interesting in itself than the
former one, and also as displaying more favour-
ably Chesterfield's grace and animation as a
letter-writer and a writer of French ;

' Fresh
Light on Cromwell at Drogheda,' by Mr. J. B.
Williams, to whom our own columns are largely
indebted, a paper bringing together evidence
from contemporary newsbooks, licensed for a
few days after their licensing had been prohibited,
which will certainly have to be taken into account

by any future historian who should wish to mini-
mize the atrocities perpetrated at Drogheda ;

a happy and illuminating paper on the life and
character of the late Emperor of Japan, by Mr.
J. H. Longford, late Consul at Nagasaki ; and
" Lewis Melville's" discussion of

' The Passing of
the English Jew,' in which a small matter,
perhaps, in a question of uncommon interest
we were glad to notice a reference to the work of

Amy Levy. Both Sir Bampfylde Fuller in
'

India Revisited
' and Capt. Corbett-Smith in

' Some Aspects of Chinese Reform '

give us valu-
able information and stimulating suggestions as
to what to look forward to in the near future ;

yet we note with regret that they ascribe progress
to the great and ancient nations concerned in
direct proportion to their assimilation of Western
ideas and modes of life, leaving it to be
implied that nothing will be lost thereby, and
that there is nothing to be hoped from them on
the lines native to their own traditions. Prof.

Lindsay's
' The Case for and against Eugenics

'

is well worth reading, in spite of the fact that it

has not quite the impartiality promised by the

title, but states the case
"
for

" much more
thoroughly than the case

"
against." Canon

Moyes in
' Pere Hyacinthe's Marriage

'

must, we
think, by his clear statement of facts have set
to rest once for all the curious misapprehensions
which have obtained upon this subject. Mrs.
Charlton's

' Animals in their Relation to Empire
'

deserves consideration, in spite of the fact that
an unusually rambling style and an addiction to

large commonplaces make it rather tedious

reading.
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4
WIDSITH,' L. 18, AND " GAUTIGOTH."

(See ante, p. 7.)

THAT the phrase
" Eorrnanric weold Gotum "

means exactly the same as Hermanaricus
rexit Oothos is a fundamental assumption
which underlies so large a part of the results

of German criticism of
'

Widsith,' that it

lias been tacitly advanced to the position
of a postulate. I am about to show that
this assumption is erroneous, notwith-

standing the fact that it is now made
universally by critics, and is presented by
them as a self-evident and unquestionable
truth.
The stem Got- is found in

* Widsith '

in

five passages, viz., in lines 18, 57, 89, 109,
and 113, as follows :

jEtla weold Hunum
|
Eormanric Gotum. 18.

Ic waes mid Hunum
|
ond mid HreSgotum. 57.

}>aer me Gotena cyning | gode dohte. 89.

Bonan io ealne geondhwearf |
ebel Gotena. 109.

Emercan sohte ic ond Fridlan
|
ond East-Gotan

frodne ond godiie |
fseder Unwenes. 113.

The dithematic folk-name in the second
passage is important. For not only are
the Gotas called

"
HreSgotas," and their

king
"
HreScyning

"
(1. 7), but we find the

Geatas named " HreSmenn "
by Beowulf,

who calls himself
"
msegen HreSmanna "

(1. 445).* In addition to Got- and Geat-
we have a Scandinavian people named
Gaut-ar.

Now Got-, Geat-, and Gaut- are in very
close relationship to each other, being
dialectal representatives of a primitive
Germanic stem *^aitt. They belong respec-
tively to the Old Saxon, the Old English,
and the Old Norse dialects. This alloca-

tion is necessitated by the inter-relationship
of the three stems. They cannot belong to
the same form of folk-speech ; they must
therefore belong to different dialects ; and
the Germanic dialects in which a primitive
diphthong au changes its vocalization, and
presents the several variations we have
before us, can only be those enumerated
just now. The following table will make
this quite clear :

O.S. O.E. O.N. Gothic.

o ea au iu
dot)' deab daub- dau]>-
Got- Geat- Gaut- Gaut-

The thematic form of the Gothic repre-
sentative of O.S. Got- is

"
Gauti." It

occurs in Jordanes (c. 550). In his
'

Getica,'
ed. Mommsen, p. 59, he describes Athelnil,

Finna, Ithse, Fervir, and Gautigoth as
"
acre hominum genus et ad bella promp-

tissimum "
("a spirited race of men, and

very much inclined to war "). In Gauti-

goth the Gothic equivalent of O.S. Got-,
A.S. Geat-, is combined with the Gothic
national name itself.

When the Emperor Claudius defeated the

Goths at Naissus, in^A.D. 269, he assumed
the title of Gothicus, and it is quite certain

that this word had short o. So^ too, had

Goihus, Gothia, Visigdthus, and Ostrogttha.
In GSth-os, then, we have guttural media 4-

short vowel+ dental aspirate; in Got-um
we have g.m.+ long vowel+ dental tenuis.

In fine, there is an initial g in both words,
and it is upon this letter g that the structure

erected by Continental critics of
'

Widsith,'
and acquiesced in by English ones, will be
found to be dependent.
The evidence of dialect proves that the

Gotas were Antiqui Saxones,
" Old Saxons."

Their native country, on this hypothesis,
must have been part of Old Saxony, and

For "
oft," 1. 444, read err.
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Widsith himself tells us that Angel lay to

the east of the home of King Eormanric
which was in the e\>el Gotena, the

"
native

land of the Gotas." He says (1. 7) that he

HreScyriinges I
ham gesohte

eastan of Ongle |
Eormanrices ;

i.e., "sought the home of the Hrefcking
Eormanric from the east, from Angel."

"Hrefi" (e) is Anglian.* The West
Saxon form .is *Hrsefi, answering to an
Old Saxon *Hrac5, *HarS. The facts that

the Gotas were called Hrseogotas ; that
their king was called HrseScyning; and
that the Geatas were called Hrseomenn,
point to a partial fusion of two Old Germanic
races, namely, Gautas and HrseSas, or

Hraftas. I say partial because the primitive
Gautas were represented in the fifth century
by the Gautar of Sweden. The section of

the Gautas which became fused with the
HrfJeSas was probably_ known at an inter-

mediate period as HrseSgautas. This coali-

tion in its turn became subdivided into O.E.

HraeSgeatas and O.S. Hraogotas.
It may be objected that the name of the

Old Saxons ought to appear as HraSgotan
(or, perhaps, HarSgotan). In pure O.S.

there need be no doubt that this dithematic
folk-name did assume a regular form. But
in

"
HreSgotum

"
the dialects are mixed,

and we get the common name of the two
tribes in the dialect of the speaker, or poet ;

and the particular name of one of them, i.e.,

of the Gotas, in their own dialect, to wit,
the Old Saxon. Exactly the same thing
occurs in 1. 113, where we find mention of

Eastgota : there the common term east

is in the dialect of the speaker, i.e., in O.E.,
and the particular one is in O.S. The true

O.S. form is Ostgota ; the true O.E. is

Eastgeat ;
cf. Angelgeat, Winilgeat, WoSel-

geat, &c.

The Eastgota whom Widsith knew and

praised c. 450 is identified by many scholars

as the OstrogOtha who lived in the third

century, and who is mentioned by Cassio-

dorus, c. 532. We are even assured that
there is

"
identity of name," i.e., that

Gothic -gotfia is identical with (O.S.) -gota,
and O.E. east with Gothic Aust-r>Ostro.
The latter equation is equivalent to saying
that East is identical with Easter. The
assertion that the O.E. Unwene (the name

* In this connexion it may be pointed out that
" Heftcan

"
of

'

Widsith,' 1. 112 (cf. 1. 58), is H5S-
cen, King of the Geatas, the predecessor of Hygelac.
Commentators of

' Widsith
'

declare that
" Heftcan "

is unknown.

iven by Widsith as that of the son of

Castgota) is the same as the Gothic Hunuil,
the son of Ostrogotha, is equally unreliable,
and should never have been made.
From what has been said it follows that

Got- is not G6th-
; that Eormanric's people

the Gotas were not Goths ; and that the
Hermanaric who ruled the Goths was not
the Eormanric who ruled the Gotas.

ALFRED ANSCOMBE.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, p. 181.)

AFTER the Plague began to abate,
' The

Record '

states that
" on the 14th of March,.

1666
"
(Evelyn gives the date as the 22nd),"

the meetings were resumed at Gresham
College," which had been the Society's
first meeting-place ; but they were inter-

rupted by the Great Fire, which broke out
on' Sunday night, the 2nd of September,
and the meetings which were due on the
5th and 12th were not held. The Society
appears, however, to have met on the 19th
and some following weeks in Dr. Pope's
lodging, or in other rooms in the College ;

but it had to leave, as the building was
required, on account of the Fire, as an
Exchange until a new Exchange could be
built.

It was not until the 9th of January, 1667,.
that the regular meetings were resumed,
when, Evelyn states, Mr. Henry Howard,
afterwards sixth Duke of Norfolk, invited
the Society to meet at Arundel House in the

Strand, and this became the headquarters
of the Society until near the end of the year
1673. In addition to this kindness, when
he became Duke Howard, at Evelyn's sugges-
tion, "likewise bestowed on the Society that
noble library which his grandfather especially,
and his ancestors, had collected." Evelyn
explains that he would not have induced
him to part with the library, but for his-

negligence of the books,
"
suffering the priests-

and everybody to carry away and dispose
of what they pleased ; so that abundance of

rare 'things are irrecoverably gone." On the
31st of October, 1667, Evelyn celebrates his

birthday by presenting to the Society
" the Table of Veins, Arteries, and Nerves, which
great curiosity I had caused to be made in Italy,
out of natural, by a learned physician, and the

help of Veslingius (professor at Padua), from
whence I brought them in 1646."
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"
During the seven years in which the

meetings were held at Arundel House,"
states

' The Record,'
"the question of obtaining a habitation of their
own was discussed by the Fellows. It was in the

early summer of 1667 that the King's gift of

Chelsea College was made, when land amounting
to nearly thirty acres and all the buildings upon
the ground were handed over to the Society."

On the 24th of September, 1667, Evelyn
states that he had
" orders to deliver the possession of Chelsea

College (used as my prison during the war with
Holland for such as were sent from the fleet to

"London) to our Society, as a gift of his Majesty
our Founder."

Documents, then as now, took a long time to

complete, and it was not until the 19th of

May, 1669, that at a Council of the Royal
Society it was announced that the grant
was finished. This conveyance was .the

third charter granted to the Society.
The site of Chelsea College was felt by

the Fellows not to be sufficiently central
for their future home. Afterwards the King
became desirous of repurchasing it for the pur-
pose of building a hospital for soldiers. Evelyn
was informed of his Majesty's Wish on the
14th of September. 1681, by Sir Stephen
Fox, who requested his assistance in the
matter as one of the Council of the Royal
Society. To the proposal the President

(Sir Christopher Wren) and the Council

assented, and a sum of 1,300Z. was paid for
the surrender.

In the meantime Mr. Henry Howard,
knowing how anxious the Fellows were to
secure a site in London, had offered to pre-
sent the Society with a piece of ground for
the erection of a college on the land near
Arundel House, and a committee was formed
for the purpose of obtaining funds. On the
24th of January, 1668, Evelyn, anxious to

commence,
"went to stake out ground for building a college
for the Royal Society at Arundel House, but did
not finish it, which we shall repent of."

On the 2nd of April he subscribed 50,000
bricks towards the building ; but on the
same day Pepys was not so ready with his

contribution :

" With Lord Brouneker to the Royall Society,
where they had just dined ; but there I was forced
to subscribe to the building of a College, and did
give 4W. ; and several others did subscribe, some
greater and some less sums ; but several I saw
hang off: and I doubt it will spoil the Society, for
it breeds faction and ill-will, and becomes burden-
some to some that cannot, or would not, do it."

Although the building was never erected,
the Society was not "

spoiled." A consider-
able sum was raised in the course of a few

months, and plans were submitted ; but

legal difficulties appear to have arisen as to
the title to the ground.

" At all events, the
scheme was allowed to drop, and the Society
continued to meet under the hospitable
roof of Arundel House for five years more."
On the 1st of December, 1673, the new
Exchange being completed, the City enter-
tained the Fellows at Gresham College, to
welcome them back to their first place of

assembly.
As years rolled on, the growing library

and the continued increase of "rarities"

required more space than could be afforded
in the rooms at the College ; and although
many of the Fellows regretted the idea of

leaving the first home of the Society, it was
felt desirable that the Society should be
under its own roof. At last, under the Presi-

dency of Sir Isaac Newton, the Council in

1710 purchased a house in Crane Court,
Fleet Street, and its first meeting was held
there on the 8th of November of that year.
" These premises continued to be the Society's

abode for seventy years, until in the autumn of

1780 rooms in Somerset House were placed at its

disposal by the Government. In 185/, the apart-
ments then being required for Government offices,

the Society was transferred to Burlington House,
where it still remains."

The second part of the memorial volume
contains the signatures of the Charter Book,
the last signature being that, of Edward
Nettleship, who became a Fellow during
the present year. The Charter Book was
instituted to contain transcripts of the

charters that had been granted by the King,
the statutes adopted for the organization
and administration of the Society, and the

signatures of all Fellows who should be
elected and admitted. The volume con-
sists of folio leaves of fine vellum ; it is

bound in crimson velvet with gilt clasps
and corners, and has in the centre on one
side a gold plate bearing the shield of the

Society, and on the other side a similar

plate engraved with the eagle crest. The
only sovereigns whose signatures do not

appear are those of William and Mary and
of Anne.

At the head of each page is the Obligation,
that those who append their names below
undertake to promote the good of the Royal
Society, attend its meetings, and obey its

laws.

Sir Archibald Geikie explains that
" the Charter Book does not contain a complete
list of all who have been elected Fellows of the

Society. By the Statutes it is provided that

every person who is elected a Fellow shall appear
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for his admission within a specified time, unless

for sufficient cause the Council may extend the

period. The admission consists in his subscrib-

ing the obligation in the Charter Book, and being
taken by the hand by the President and formally
admitted as a Fellow. But a Fellow duly elected

may sometimes never be able to attend for the

ceremony of admission. In the case of Foreign
members the number of those who have come
to this country and attended a meeting of the

Society, so as to have an opportunity of being
formally admitted and signing their names in the

Charter Book, has been comparatively small."

Yetmanydistinguished foreign names appear,
including those of Agassiz, Arago, Buffon,

Humboldt, Leibniz, Laplace, Voltaire, and
others.

The third part of the memorial volume
contains an alphabetical index to the

signatures in the Charter Book, with the

dates of election and the pages on which
the signatures will be found. This has been
the work of two members of the staff

Mr. T. E. James, clerk, and Mr. A. H. White,
assistant librarian. The identification of

the signatures in the earlier pages has often

been a task of great difficulty, necessitating
.a search through all the documents that

record the history of the Society. In this

part of the work Mr. White has been re-

markably successful, not a single signature

having baffled his acumen. He would often,

however, have been at a loss but for the

unfailing and valuable assistance of Sir

Arthur Church. The President, in addition

to this acknowledgment, refers to the in-

debtedness of the Society to Mr. Horace
Hart for his able supervision of the photo-
graphing of the signatures and

" the effective

care he has bestowed on every part of the

-volume."
JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

(To be continued.)

CALCUTTA STATUES AND
MEMORIALS.

(See ante, pp. 41, 104, 163.)

Rai K. D. Pal. Hon. Rai Kristo Dass
Pal, Bahadur (1839-84), Publicist. White
marble. By E. Geflowski. At the south-
east corner of Harrison Road and College
.Street.

The Panioty Fountain. A fountain

(erected 1898) in memory of Demetrius

Panioty,
"
Assistant Private-Secretary to

the Viceroy." Of Jeypore marble, at the
maidan corner of Esplanade East, facing" Scott Thomson's Corner "

of Old Court

House Street. (" Scott Thomson's " was
demolished in 1910.) The fountain origin-

ally stood a few yards further to the north,
aut on the rearrangement of the maidan
opposite Esplanade East (19045), it was set

back to widen the corner. Panioty's service

lasted forty-two years. He died in 1895.

Sir William Peel. Sir William Peel, V.C.
&c. (1824-58), third son of Sir Robert Peel-
iommander of the Naval Brigade during
bhe Indian Mutiny. White marble. By W.
Theed. On the maidan south of Eden Gar-
dens (with its back to Fort William), at the
bend of the Strand Road (widened a few

years ago), almost facing the main entrance.
It stood formerly within the gardens. Peel
was wounded at Lucknow when leading the
men of the Shannon, of the Indian Navy,
and died of smallpox at Cawnpore.
A similar statue (but not a replica), by the

same artist, is in the Painted Hall at Green-
wich.

" A perfect sailorman." The story
of the Indian Navy from 1613 to 1863 is one
of magnificent achievements, and Peel's

exploits during the Mutiny are among the
most cherished memories of its history.

Prinsep's Qhdt. An imposing masonry
ghat between the Hooghly and the Napier
statue at the Hastings end of the Strand
Road. Erected to the honour of James
Prinsep by his fellow-citizens. Its Grecian-
Ionic pillars are, architecturally, open to

adverse criticism. Arrivals and departures
of distinguished personages take place here.

Among those who are believed to have em-
barked from its steps on leaving India ia Lord

Ellenborough (Governor-General 1842-44),
on his pathetic recall in the latter year. The

ghat originally stood on the river bank, but a
broad artificial road now intervenes, largely
made from earth excavated when the

Alipore Docks were created in the eighties.
The lions at the summit of the old steps
remain, but the steps themselves are buried
100 ft. from the water. James Prinsep,
F.R.S. (1799-1840), was Secretary of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal 1833-8. He did

much to advance the knowledge of the

ancient alphabets of India, founded Indian

chronology and numismatics, and, as an

archaeologist, rescued from oblivion the
name and history of the Buddhist emperor
Asoka, the Constantine of the East. Five

only of his forty years of life sufficed for all

his great discoveries.

A bust' is in the cornice of the Inner Court
of the India Office ; and another (Weekes)
is in the India Office Library.
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Lord Roberts. Frederick Sleigh Roberts,
V.C., Earl Roberts of Kandahar, Pretoria, and
Waterford (born at Cawnpore 1832), Com-
mander-in-Chief in India 1885-93, Field-
Marshal 1895. To the centre of the west
side of the Red Road, facing east. Eques-
trian. Cast from guns. By H. Bates, R.A.
Unveiled by Lord Elgin, 2 March, 1898.

Allegorical figures of Victory and War
embellish the front and back, and there are
other strikingly attractive decorative fea-

tures. He served with distinction during
the Mutiny; and his march from Kabul to
Kandahar is a matter of history. A cast of
the statue is in the Crystal Palace at Syden-
ham. Vanolel, his favourite charger, is

said to have stood for the model of the horse.

Roman Caesars. Twelve large and im-

pressively attractive marble busts arranged
along the eastern and western walls of the
State Dining-room of Government House.
The circumstances accounting for their

presence in India are unknown, but con-

jecture points to their having been captured
from a French man-of-war on the high
seas early in the nineteenth century. Pos-

sibly they may be part of the spoil from
Chandernagore after the taking of Fort
Orleans in 1757. It is almost certain that

they were once the adornments of the

Assembly Room of the Court House de-
molished in 1792. Their history is lost in

obscurity, and they are only included in
this list by a stretch of editorial courtesy,
in the hope that if publicity is given to
the general lack of knowledge concerning
their origin, some definite information

respecting them may be obtained. They
will in all likelihood be removed in the
near future, with other Imperial property,
to Delhi.

P. C. Tagore. The Hon. Prosunno
Coomar Tagore (1801-68), Lawyer, Publicist,
and Author. White marble. Seated, on
red granite pedestal, at the entrance of the

University Senate House. College Square.

R. N. Tagore. Maharaja Rama Nath
Tagore, Bahadur (1801-77). White marble.
Seated, in the lower vestibule of the Town
Hall. By E. Geflowski. It bears inscrip-
tions both in English and the vernacular.
Erected by fellow-citizens.

" The Ryot's
friend."

Victoria (Queen). Her Majesty Queen
Victoria, Empress of India (1819-1901).
White marble. Representing the youthful
queen. On the upper landing at the head
of the grand staircases of the Indian Museum,

Chowringhee. By Marshall Wood. Pre-
sented by Mahatab Chand, Bahadur, Ma-
haraja Dhiraj of Burwand, to commemorate
the assumption of the Imperial title at Delhi
on 1 Jan., 1877. The pedestal (presented
by Aftab Chand Mahatab, Bahadur, a
later Maharaja Dhiraj) contains a bas-
relief depicting the Delhi assemblage.

Victoria (Queen-Empress). Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, Empress of India (1819
1901). Bronze. Seated, on green marble

pedestal. By Sir George Frampton, R.A.
Unveiled by Lord Curzon 19 March, 1902.
A statuette of St. George, originally orna-

menting an orb held in the right hand r

was stolen in 1906, and has not been

replaced. Throne and pedestal are elabor-

ately adorned with appropriate figure sub-

jects and other ornamentation. Erected by
public subscription made prior to Her
Majesty's death to commemorate the second
Jubilee of the reign, it temporarily stands
to the left of the city end of the Red Road
going north, but was originally intended for

a commanding site which would have been
created by the demolition of the present south

gateway of Government House a somewhat
unassuming entrance to that colossal pile.
An ambitious design for the new approach,
with arcades and other embellishments, was

practically approved ; but on Her Majesty's
death occurring, it was ultimately deciSed
to erect the still more conspicuous memorial
in the Cathedral Avenue on the maidan.
The statue will eventually go to the Victoria

Memorial Hall, now in course of erection,

where a companion statue of the King-
Emperor, Edward VII., will also be placed.

/. C. Vidyasagar. Pundit Ishwar Chandra

Vidyasagar( 1820-91). White marble. Seated,

on the west side of College Square facing
the Senate House. From being a pupil he

became Principal of the Sanskrit College.

He is described as scholar, author, reformer,

and philanthropist. It was removed to its

present position in 1907.

WeUesley. Richard Colley Wellesley, Mar-

quess Wellesley, second Earl of Mornington
(1760-1842), Governor-General of Fort Wil-

liam in Bengal 1798-1805. White marble. In

the vestibule of the Throne Room of Govern-

ment House. By John Bacon, jun., 1809.

Its inscription shows that it was erected by
the British inhabitants of Bengal. He built

Government House, and planned and com-

menced a palace in Barrackpore Park at

a cost of 34 lakhs (of which, however, no
traces remain). "The glorious little man";
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*' The great Pro-Consul." It was decided
at a public meeting held in February, 1804,
to erect a Town Hall for the convenience
of the settlement, and "for the reception of

the statues of the Marquess Wellesley and
the Marquess Cornwallis." The Wellesley
statue, however, was apparently never

placed in the Hall.

Other statues are on the staircase of the
India Office (Weekes) ; and in a niche of the
Inner Court of the India Office (Protat).

James Wilson. The Right Hon. James
.Wilson, P.C., M.P., &c. (1805-60), first

Finance Member of the Supreme Council of
India 1859-60. White marble. In the
Dalhousie Institute. By Sir John Steell,
U.S.A. During his short tenure of office

he created a Government paper currency and
imposed an income-tax. Uncle of Sir W. W.
Hunter the historian. It is the last of the
marble memorials remaining in the Institute,
an edifice designed in the sixties for the

reception of statues, busts, &c., of notable

Anglo - Indians of the Victorian era.

Its former associated memorials have been
removed to the Victoria Hall collection,
now in the Indian Museum, Chowringhee,
pending the completion of the Hall on the
maidan.

Sir John Woodburn. Sir John Woodburn
(1843-1902, born at Barrackpore), Lieu-
tenant-Governor of Bengal 1898-1902.
Bronze. Equestrian. By Sir George Framp-
ton, R.A. To the centre of the north side
of Dalhousie Square Park. Unveiled by
Lord Minto 22 March, 1907. He died in
office at Belvedere, and his grave in the
Circular Road Cemetery, Calcutta, is marked
by a suitable monument of elaborate design.

WlLMOT CORFIELD.

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IN THE
COLONIES. If it be the case that the
monument erected at Halifax, Nova Scotia,
to commemorate the grant to that colony,
in 1758, of representative government,
bears an inscription stating that "

the
Nova Scotia Assembly was the first Legis-
lative body of the present Colonial Empire,"
then one can only apply to the erroneous
statement Pope's lines regarding the inscrip-
tion upon the Monument in London.
Not to mention Bermuda, with which

Virginia alone might vie, several islands in
the West Indies enjoyed representative
government long before 1758. As in the

case of Virginia, and also of the Scottish

Parliament, the two Houses the Council
and the Assembly would sometimes sit

together as a General Assembly. At other
times the chambers sat separately. It is

on record that a General Assembly met in

Barbados so early as 1627 or 1628.

On p. 399 of the
' Calendar of State Papers

(Colonial)
'

it is stated that, in 1652, the
colonists of Barbados had
"
already constituted a kind of Parliamentary

power, chosen themselves a Speaker, and so

clipped the Governor's power that he has not a
fifth part of that which all former Governors
have had."

The tendency was to make Barbados " a
Free State," and to have "

free Trade with
all Nations."

The member of Assembly then chosen to

be Speaker was Sir Thomas Modyford, a
cousin of General Monck, and a leading
planter in the island. He subsequently
became Governor of Jamaica, and, with
other planters from Barbados, established

the sugar industry there. He even antici-

pated Mr. Borden's proposal for a share in

the Imperial counsels. Writing to John
Bradshaw on 16 Feb., 1652, Sir Thomas
proposed, although it

"
might seem im-

modest," that "two Representatives should
be chosen by the Island to sit and vote in

the English Parliament." By a treaty
entered into in 1652, between Admiral
Sir George Ayscue on behalf of the Common-
wealth, and certain commissioners appointed
by Francis, Lord Willoughby of Parham,
as Governor for King Charles II., the con-
stitution of Barbados was confirmed to the
inhabitants. This was subsequently ap-
proved formally by the House of Commons.

By order of the Assembly of Barbados
the laws of the island were printed and
published in London in 1655. An imperfect
copy of this collection is preserved in the
British Museum. Several copies are pre-
served in the United States, one perfect
copy being in the possession of the Penn-

sylvania Library Company of Philadelphia.
N. DARNELL DAVIS.

CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTIONS : LIST OF
TRANSCRIPTIONS. It may be useful to some
of your readers to know that I have made
copies of inscriptions in various churchyards
in different counties. In some cases a full

transcription, including epitaphs, has been
made of all gravestones bearing a date
earlier than 1836; whilst the modern
inscriptions are abbreviated, but give all

the essential particulars needed. In other
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cases only the particulars, abbreviated, on
the oldest stones have been given, from
lack of time when the churchyards were a

long distance from where I happened to be

staying or living.

Bedford. Luton (St. Mary, 'Park Street

Baptist, Chapel Street Wesleyan), Caddington,
Barton-in-the-Clay, Streatley, Higham Gobian,
Dunstable (St. Peter, West Street Baptist),
Houghton Regis, Toddington, Harlington, Sundon,
Chalgrave, Totternhoe.

Devon . Colyton, Axminster, Musbury, TJplyme,
Axmouth, South Leigh, Shute, Comb Pyne.

Dorset. Shaftesbury (Holy Trinity, St. Rum-
bold, St. James old and new yards), Enmore
Green, Gillingham. Motcombe, Todberie, Compton
Abbas (old churchyard). Mulbury Abbas, Mel-
borne Port, Castleton, Fontmell Magna, Sutton
Waldron, Bridport (St. Mary's Unitarian ground),
Walditch, Shipton Gorge, Allington, Askerswell,
Eype, Swyre, Puncknowle, Loders, Beaminster,
Burton - Bradstock, Chideock, Symondsbury,
Bradpole, Netherbury, Bothenhampton.

Herts. Redbourn, Kensworth, Lilley, Great
Offley, Flamstead, King's Waldron.

Lincoln. Great Grimsby, Old Clee, Little

Cotes, Great Cotes.

London (all abbreviated, some incomplete).
St. James, Clerkenwell ; Holy Trinity, St.
Pancras ; St. Leonard, Shoreditch ; St. Mary
Magdalene,' Holloway ; Christchurch, Spital-
fields ; St. Botolph, Bishopsgate ; St. James,
Pentonville.

Stafford (incomplete). Lichfield (St. Michael,
St. Chad), Drayton Bassett, Harlaston, Edingale,
Whittingham, Farewell.

I have also some few transcriptions from
various churchyards in the counties of

Gloucester, Wilts, Hants, Somerset, and
Surrey.

This list is sent to 'N. & Q.' that genealo-
gists and others interested may know what
gravestones have already been transcribed.
Most of these I have copied into nine small

volumes, arranged according to counties.
I shall be very glad to send these volumes,
as completed, to any society interested in

this class of work, for general use.

If a full list of all the transcriptions made
in various churchyards in the kingdom
were printed, it would enable transcribers
to know what has already been copied,
and thus prevent overlapping.

A. WEIGHT MATTHEWS.

HUNTINGDON BOOKSELLERS AND
PRINTERS. This is the third portion of

my list of the past booksellers and printers
of Huntingdonshire. The first list for
St. Ives appeared at 10 S. viii. 201 ; the

second, for St.'Xeots, at 1-0 S.-xii. 164. The
present list for the county town appears for

the first time, and the information is gathered
from the sources mentioned in the above
lists :

Ellington (J. ), bookseller, 1753-64.
Jenkinson (John), printer, 1768-1807. " First

to set up a press in Huntingdon." Jenkinson
sold the business to Thomas Loyell in 1807,
but lived a long time after in poor circumstances.
Mr. D. R. Tomson of St. Neots, who died
1 May, 1910, told me he knew him very well.

Jenkinson (A.), printer, 1774.

Jenkinson (Ann), printer, 1807. Wife of Thomas
Jenkinson.

Lovell (Thomas), printer, 1807-30. High Street,
. successor to Jenkinson. He was also

" estate

agent, surveyor and auctioneer, stationer,

bookbinder, musicseller, and dealer in patent
medicines." Died 22 June, 1862, in his eighty-
seventh year.

Lovell & Son, 1830. At this date Thomas Lovell
sold his printing business to Robert Edis, but
retained the business of auctioneer and sur-

veyor, with his son as partner.
Edis (Robert), High Street, 1 Jan., 1831-74.

Apprenticed to Lovell, then clerk in the banking
house of Rust & Veasey, and successor to
Lovell in 1831. Retired about December, 1874.
Born 6 Nov., 1802. Died 15 April, 1880.

Edis & Cooper, 1875-85. Successors of Robert
Edis.

Cooper (Daniel), 1886-1906. Successor to Edis
& Cooper. This business is still flourishing,
and shows continuity from the first press.

Row (Mr.), St. John's [Parish], 1801. Sold a

pamphlet stating that
"

if any Swindling
Printer, brings into the world an illegetimate

Issue, on Conviction, the informer shall receive

Ten pounds from Mr. Row, Huntingdon."
Longland, 1803-7.

Taylor & Carpenter, 1811.

Jones (G. E.), Hatfield (W.) & Lovell (T.),

1815.
" The Huntingdon, Bedford, and Peter-

borough Gazette and Northamptonshire General
Advertiser was printed in London, but pub-
lished in January, 1815, at Huntingdon, by
the above gentlemen, and to all appearance was
edited and managed there for many years

"

(cf. Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian
Society, No. XXXVI., p. 357).

Peterkin (Alexander), 1816-24. Circulating

library 1823, organist.

Hatfield (Weston), 1817-37. Twenty years editor

'of The Cambridge Independent Press; died on
the 18th of August, 1837, at Huntingdon, the

place of his birth, of a broken heart.

Woolls (G.), publisher, October, 1822.

Wood (Andrew Page), 1822-66. Printed

"R. C.'s" 'History of Huntingdon,' 1824.

He also printed The Huntingdon, Northampton,
Bedford, and Cambridge Weekly Journal, 1825.

Died 1877, forty-five years a printer.

Wood (Alfred), 1866-1910. Son of Andrew Page
Wood ; succeeded his father in 1866. Born
31 Jan., 1838. Died 20 Aug., 1910. The
business is continued by his son Herbert.

Nichols (F.), printer, 1824.

Hatfield (William), 1830, Gazette office at Hunting-
don.

"'
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Hatfield (James), 1835-54, High Street, Printer
at St. Neots, 1826-35. (Cf.

' N. & Q.,' 10 S.
xii. 164.) In 1835 established a printing busi-
ness in Huntingdon, and also was postmaster.
He printed in 1854 the best directory of Hunt-
ingdonshire. The business is now carried on
by Messrs. W. Goggs & Son.

Bryant (William), 1882-8. Private press, Cowper
House School.

Hunts County News, 1886-96. Printed for the

proprietors, 116, High Street, by William Goggs,
20 March, 1886-8. Edited and printed by
W. F. O. Edwin, 137, High Street, 1888-96.
He died 6 May, 1896. The newspaper was
bought by Mr. R. Winfrey, M.P., and is now
printed at Peterborough.

4
Huntingdonshire Post' Co. (The), 1893-8.
Bought The SI. Ivcs Guardian, printed at St.
Ives from 1859, and removed to Huntingdon
under the above title. The first number was
published 18 Nov., 1893

Smith (Sidney Thomas), 46, High Street. January,
1898-1900. Bought The Huntingdonshire Post
for 680Z. in 18!)8.

Butter-field (Henry), 1900, of Northampton and
Huntingdon. Bought The Huntingdonshire
Pott. It is now printed at Peterborough, but
published at 27, High Street, Huntingdon.

HERBERT E. NORRIS.
Cirencester.

HENBY VII. IN WALES AND BRITTANY.
Henry VII., when on his way from France
to Bosworth Field in 1485, landed at Milford
Haven in Pembrokeshire, and marched
through Cardiganshire. He was enter-
tained at Llwyn-Dafydd and Wern-Newydd
in the south of that county, and the bed-
stead in which he slept is still to be seen at

Wern-Newydd.
There is also a tradition that he called at

Gogerddan in the north of the same county.
Then he proceeded through the county of

Montgomery. Henry had been in Brittany
for fifteen years, detained there by Duke
Francis II. The ruins of the Castle of
Elven, where (as Earl of Richmond) he
spent so many years of his life, are not far
from Vannes ; and when I visited the spot
during my recent stay in Brittany I found
two of the old towers still standing.

JONATHAN CEREDIG DAVTES.
Llanilar, near Aberystwyth.

"GtrLYAs." The name of this "famous
Hungarian dish" has found its way into
English print, but in the corrupt form of
"gulash," as "she is spelt" by German
waiters. The Pall Mall Gazette of 22 Aug.
gives directions how to make "gulash" or
"gulyahus," which is also wrong. Onlya
means " herd "

in Hungarian, gulyds
"neat-herd." The correct name would be
gulyds-hus, i.e., "neat-herd's stew," but
the name of the dish is generally abbreviated
into gulyds. L. L. K.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

ALABASTER EFFIGIES. There are three
old life-size alabaster effigies in our church.
Could any reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me
whether the fact that they are alabaster is

in any way an indication of their probable
age ? They have been taken to represent
(1) Rhys Fawr ap Meredydd, standard-
bearer on Henry's side in the Battle of

Bosworth Field ; (2) Lowry his wife ;

(3) Sir Robert his son, chaplain to Cardinal

Wolsey, and one of Henry VIII. 's most

unscrupulous instruments in the dissolution

of the religious houses in North Wales.

Though they are mutilated, yet the armour
of (1), the dress of (2), and the canonicals
of (3) are certainly sufficiently represented
to enable any one familiar with such things
to decide whether the figures truly represent

people living at the end of the fifteenth and

beginning of the sixteenth centuries. Never-

theless, if a considerable time elapsed
between the age of the people represented
and the time when the effigies were made,
mistakes in armour, &c., might creep in

through the ignorance of the sculptor.
That is why I am desirous to know whether
the fact that they are alabaster is an indica-

tion of their age. I have been told they
were made at Nottingham. Is anything
known of such a trade in connexion with
that town or county ?

T. LLECHID JONES.
Yspytty, Bettws-y-Coed.

HARRISON FAMILY. Can any of your
Lancashire readers inform me whether Sir

John Harrison, a Lancashire man (who was

knighted by Charles I. in 1640, and owned
Balls Park, Hertford, and bore arms Or,
on a cross azure five pheons of the field,

with a crest of "an arm vested azure,

purfled or, cuffed argent, holding in the
hand a broken dart proper, pheoned or "),

was related to Cuthbert Harrison, a Non-

juring minister who suffered persecution ?

The descendants of Cuthbert Harrison bore
these same arms. I shall be grateful for

any assistance, as, owing to my residence

abroad, I am unable to consult the usual

books of reference.

C. W, HARRISON,
Malay Civil Service,
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GIACOMO LEOPAKDI : EASTERN EPIGRAM.
In one of the '

Pensieri
' he says :

"In un libro che hanno gli Ebrei di sentence
e di detti yarii, tradotto, come si dice, d' arabico,
o pift verisimilmente, secondo alcuni, di fattura
pure ebraica, fra molte altre cose di nessun
rilievo, si legge, che non so qual sapiente, essen-
dogli detto di uno,

'

io ti vo' bene,' rispose :

' oh perch6 no ? se non sei ne della mia religione,
ne parente mio, n6 vicino, n6 persona che mi
mantenga.'

"

What is the book from which Leopardi has
taken this cynical saying ?

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTEDV

1. EDMONDSTONE. Andrew Edmondstone
was admitted to Westminster School in

September, 1732, aged 12, and Robert
Edmondstone in September, 1733, aged 8. I
should be glad to obtain any information
about them.

2. PEACHY EDMUNDS was admitted to
Westminster School in January, 1715/16,
aged 9. Particulars of his parentage and
career are desired.

3. JEREMIAH ELLETSON was admitted to
Westminster School in February, 1719/20,
aged 14. Can any correspondent of

'

N. & Q.'

give me information about him ?

4. PETER ELLICE graduated B.D. at
Oxford University, from Jesus College, in
1743. When was he ordained ? What
preferments did he hold, and when did he
die ? G. F. R. B.

"LIKE A THOUSAND OF BRICK." This
familiar phrase does not seem to be noticed
in the '

N.E.D.,' and I fail to find it among
'

Proverbs and Phrases '

in the
' N. & Q.'

indexes. Bartlett gives three undated
instances in his

'

Dictionary of Ameri-
canisms,' 1848. Is it found in Dickens's
earlier works, or in those of Scott or of
Ainsworth ? Or can any correspondent
trace it in other directions ?

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
36, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.

MORRICE OF BETSHANGER. Can any
readers of

' N. & Q.' furnish the date and
place of the marriage of the Rev. Andrew
Ducarel Morrice ?

He was born at Barford, near Warwick,
in 1782, a curate at Maidenhead in 1812,
and married Emma Darby about 1812.
He was Rector of Betshanger, Kent, from
1815 to 1866.

WILLIAM DUCAREL MORRICE.
12, Rumford Place, Liverpool.

VICARS OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, LITTLE
MISSENDEN. I shall feel greatly obliged if

any reader will give me as full particulars
as possible of the following vicars of this

parish :

T. W. Hanmer, appointed vicar by Earl
Howe in 1810 ; he was still vicar in 1829. In
J. J. Sheahan's '

History of Bucks,' published
in 1862, on p. 181, Thomas Walden Hanmer is

said to be the yicar, but is mentioned as being
non-resident ; his duties were carried out by the
Rev. Thomas Staples Pepper. I have only
discovered this vicar's signature once in the
burial register, namely, in the year 1815, at the
burial of Edmund Langston. I should like to
know the exact date and place of his death.
W. Haslam : he signs his name as vicar in

November, 1871.
Denis Carey : he signs his name as vicar in

January, 1874.
Win. ffolliott : he is said to have exchanged

livings with Denis Carey ; was vicar of Little

Missenden for twenty-two years, and died
3 January, 1902.

L. H. CHAMBERS.
.

Amersham.

NAME OF ENGRAVER WANTED. ' A Com-
plete Manual of Private Devotions

'

is a
book which was "

printed for Charles

Rivington, at the Bible and Crown in St.

Paul's Churchyard, 1725," and the copy
under consideration is the fourth edition,

corrected. The frontispiece has medallion

portraits of Archbishop Laud, Bishop An-
drewes, Bishop Ken, Dr. Hicks, Mr. Spinkes,
and Mr. Kettlewell. They are excellent

engravings, and I should like to know the

artist. The ornamental head- and tail-

pieces are of good design.
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

NICHOLAS HERLE, M.P. FOR GRAMPOUND,
1679. Was Nicholas Herle of Landue,
who was returned for the Cornish borough
of Grampound for the second Parliament
elected in 1679, as well as that in 1681,
father of the Nicholas Herle who, according
to The Norwich Mercury of 10 Aug., 1728,
when recording his death,

" not long since,

when he was High Sheriff of [Cornwall],
had the Misfortune accidentally to shoot

his Lady"? DUNHEVED.

LONDON BRIDGE. Will some reader kindly
identify the writer of a pamphlet

' A Professional Survey of the Old and New
London Bridges and their Approaches, including
Historical Memorials of Both Structures, with
Remarks on the Probable Effects of the Changes
in Progress on the Navigation of the Thames '

?

It was published by Salmon of Wine Office

Court, 1831. The introductory notice is

dated from London, 13 Aug., 1831.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
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FINGER-PRINTS. In '

Dactylography ; or,

the Study of Finger-Prints' ("Twentieth
Century Science Series"), reference is made
to a passage in Ainsworth's

' Jack Sheppard,'

published, I believe, in 1839. It is said that

"one Van Galgebrook, a Dutch conjuror, therein

foretells Jack's bad end :

' From a black mole
under the child's right ear, shaped like a coffin

and a deep line just above the middle of the left

thumb, meeting round about in the form of a
noose.'"

The author of
'

Dactylography
' adds :

"
It would be interesting to know how

Ainsworth happened upon the suggestion."
Can any of your readers throw any light
on the matter ? Purkinje at Breslau had
in 1823 written a brief thesis which de-

scribes finger furrows, but his essay can

hardly be said to have been published in any
effective sense. But two copies are known
to exist, and indeed this little Latin work
only recently became known even to the
learned. Was Purkinje hinted at as the
" Dutch conjuror," or, if not, what other
source of information was open to Ainsworth
in 1839 ? RUGA.

PLAY FOUNDED ON THE EXPLOITS OF
TEKELI. In chap, xxxix. of Sorrow's
'

Romany Rye
'

(1857) one of the inter-
locutors states that he has "

seen a play
acted, founded on the exploits of Tekeli,"
the famous Hungarian hero and pretender or
"
rebel

"
in the seventeenth century. Who

was the author, and what was the title of
the play? L. L. K.

THE QUEEN OF TAHITI'S FEATHER ROBE.
Early in the nineteenth century the then

Queen of Tahiti presented a robe made of

yellow and a few red feathers to a Scotch-
man. This robe is not in the British Museum
nor at South Kensington, and I should be
glad if any of your readers could give any
information as to where it is to be found.
I trust it has not been destroyed, as it is

the only cloak of the kind in existence, and
is said to have been used in religious cere-
monies ; there is a tradition as to its value
amongst the natives of Tahiti till the present
time. I trust this query may reach the
notice of some one who can give me
information as to the existence or history
of this unique garment.

GEO. WAKEFIELD PIM.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

COPES OF WILTS. Particulars of any
portraits or books by or about this family
will greatly oblige. They may be sent to
me direct. C, KING.

12, Ellacombe Terrace, Torquay.

RALPH BOUCHER OR BOURCHIER, GENT.,
M.P. for Petersfield circa 1576-83. was
returned at a by-election. I should be

glad to know something about him. He is

sometimes thought to be Ralph Bourchier
of Staffordshire and Benningborough, Yorks,
who was knighted in 1584. But that gentle-
man sat for Newcastie-under-Lyme through-
out the Parliament of 1572-83.

W. D. PINK.

VANE AND CROMWELL. (See 11 S. v. 128.)
A little time ago I asked if any of your

readers could kindly suggest an explana-
tion of the pet-names of

" Heron " and
" Fountain " which Vane and Cromwell
used for each other. I got no reply. Yet
as tall and gawky persons have often been

compared to herons, and been nicknamed
after that bird, may it not be that that was
the reason why the sobriquet in question
was applied to Vane ? Can the name
" Fountain " have been applied to Cromwell
in allusion to the fact of his having tears at

ready command (fons lacrimarum) ?

JOHN WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

DEWHURST BILSBORROW OF DALBY HOUSE.
I shall be obliged if any one can give me

information regarding this gentleman. He
was recommended as a candidate for Free-

masonry in Lodge St. David, Edinburgh,
No. 36, by Sir Walter Scott. I have been
unable to find any reference to him in Scott's

writings or in Lockhart's
'

Life.' The follow-

ing is the record given in the minute-book of

the lodge:
"
Emergency. Tuesday, 23 March, 1802.

At the desire of Walter Scott, Esq., Advocate,
a meeting of a few of the Brethren was called to

be present at the entry of a Gentleman from
England, Dewhui'st Bilsborrow of Dalby House.
He was in common form duly admitted apprentice,
passed Fellow Craft and raised to the degree of

Master Mason. At the entry of this Brother a

good deal of new apparatus was procured, which
added very much to the solemnity of the occasion."

A. M. MACKAY, P.M.

ARMS OF THE LORD MAYOR. Can any one
tell me at what date it became necessary
for the Lord Mayors of London and the

Sheriffs to show their right to bear arms
or take out new ones ? I am told the rule

is a recent one. S. T.

THACKERAY'S ' ESSAY ON CONSTANTINE
GUYS.' Where was this published ? Baude-
laire refers to it as having appeared in a

periodical. It is not to be found in Thacke-

ray's complete works. 1 should be glad
of replies direct. ALICE SCHMIDT.
Temperance Hotel, opposite British Museum.
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DEODATUS AND THOMAS THRELKELD.
Deodatus Threlkeld of Newcastle, watch-
maker, who died in 1733, aged 75, gave his

property at Tritlington, in Northumberland,
to his youngest son Thomas, at that time
an apprentice in Newcastle. In the year 1 784
Thomas Threlkeld, then residing at Popham,
in the county of Southampton, with the
consent of his son James Matthew William
Threlkeld. sold Tritlington. In the con-

veyance Thomas Threlkeld is described as
''

esquire/' I shall be grateful for the

epitaph or epitaphs of these men, and for

any other particulars about them or their
descendants. J. C. HODGSON.
Alnwick.

JOHN WARREN, EARL OF SURREY.
The ' D.N.B.' tells us that this nobleman
left England for Aquitaine on 2 March,
1325. Is this correct ? and can any one
kindly give the exact date of his return
month as well as year ?

C. SWYNNERTON.

NATURAL ORIENTATION. To quote from
a critique of

' The Parrot-Faced Man,' its

author states that when his hero rushed
" out of his office in a state of great agitation
' he did not even notice that his feet had turned
eastward as the feet of all preoccupied people
who walk mechanically invariably do.'

"

Do they ? ST. SWITHIN.

' THE REAL SHILOCK.' I have just come
across a caricature portrait published by
Thomas McClean, 26, Haymarket, 6 Sept.,
1830, entitled THE REAL SHILOCK KNAVE OF
HEARTS (sic). I should very much like to
know who this is. Was any one named
Hart connected with shady financial trans-
actions about 1830 ? ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

SIR WATKIN WILLIAMS WYNN : THE
PRINCE IN WALES. It was stated in an
address presented by all the Welsh Non-
conformist Sunday schools in the parish of
Ruabon to the sixth baronet on his coming
of age in 1841, that William IV., when Duke
of York, had designated his father the
fifth baronet as

" the Prince in Wales."
Can any of your readers inform me when
and why this occurred ? D. M. R.

BURIAL-PLACE OF MARY DE BOHUN.
Where was Mary de Bohun buried ? and
is there any monument or inscription to her
at her place of burial ? She married, as
his first wife, Henry, Earl of Derby, after-
wards King Henry IV.

J. HAUTENYILLE COPE.
Finchampstead, near Wokingham, Berks.

WORDSWORTH'S FRIEND JONES.

(11 S. v. 430; vi. 55.)

As a friend from youth to old age of Words-
worth, the Rev. Robert Jones deserves a
fuller notice of his life.

He was the son of Edward Jones of Plas-

yn-Llan, near Ruthin, in Denbighshire,
and was admitted at St. John's College,

Cambridge, as pensioner on 8 June, 1787
He graduated B.A. 1791, M.A. 1794, and
B.D. 1802, and held a Fellowship on Gwyne's
foundation from April, 1791, to April, 1808

(Thomas Baker,
'

History of St. John's,'
ed. Mayor, i. 310-12). He was Lector
Matutinus 1802, Lector Mathematicus 1805,

University Proctor 1800-1.
On 13 July, 1790,

" on the very eve of

that great federal day
"

of France, Jones
and Wordsworth,

"
undergraduates to-

gether
"

of that college, landed at Calais

from Dover, and stayed abroad until

October. Their wanderings across France,
in Switzerland, and by the Italian lakes are

described in the sixth book of the '

Prelude.'

Wordsworth's thin volume of
'

Descriptive
Sketches

' was dedicated to Jones as one of
" two travellers plodding slowly along the
road side by side, each with his little knap-
sack of necessaries upon his shoulders";
and the third sonnet in his collection of
' Poems dedicated to National Independ-
ence and Liberty,' beginning with the words,

Jones ! as from Calais southward you and I

Went pacing side by side,

which he "
composed near Calais, on the

road leading to Ardres, 7 August, 1802,"
records the displays of joy at

" new-born

Liberty
" which they encountered in their

walk in 1790 (Knight's
'

Life of Wordsworth,'
i. 16-17, 44-7, 58, 86-8 ; iii. 102-5, 207).
Next year (May, 1791) Wordsworth visited

Jones at his residence
"
in the vale of

Clwydd, North Wales, and along with him
made a pedestrian tour through North
Wales." Their ascent of Snowdon and
the prospect which awaited them are de-

scribed in the fourteenth book of the
' Pre-

lude
'

; and the
"
sea-sunsets, which give such splendour to the

vale of Clwydd, Snowdon, the chair of Idris, the

quiet village of Bethgelert, Menai and her Druids,
the Alpine steeps of the Conway, and the still

more interesting windings of the wizard stream
of the Dee,"

delighted the poet, and are thus briefly
chronicled in the dedication to Jones of the
'

Descriptive Sketches.' Most of the autumn
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of 1793 was spent by Wordsworth in the

company of this friend, and they renewed
their wanderings on foot in North Wales.
On the nomination of his college Jones

was instituted to the rectory of Souldern,
in Oxfordshire, on 6 December, 1806. He
obtained a licence for non-residence from
1807 to 1809, during which period he "

laid
out a considerable sum of money in im-
proving the South front

"
of the rectory

house. A good engraving of the picturesque
old building is given in J. C. Blomfield's
'

Deanery of Bicester,' part vii. p. 98. It
was pulled down in 1890.
He resided on his living from 1810 to 1822,

was then absent for some years, and, after

resuming his life at Souldern for a short
time, obtained a third licence of non-
residence in 1833. Wordsworth, his wife,
and his sister visited Jones in Wales in

September, 1824, meeting him at Llanrwst.
He was then in the "

valley of meditation "

(Glyn Mavyr) on a curacy
"
with a com-

fortable parsonage." They passed three
days in the company of his friends in the
vale of Clwydd, and Jones then set off with
them for the rest of their tour. He was
at Rydal Mount in October, 1831.
Wordsworth was a frequent visitor at

Souldern. The seventh sonnet in the third
part of his

'

Miscellaneous Sonnets,' entitled
' A Parsonage in Oxfordshire,' which was
composed in 1820, refers to that place. The
opening
Where holy ground begins, unhallowed ends,
Is marked by no distinguishable line,

is explained by the fact that until quite
recently (after 1893) there was no fence of
any kind between the garden and the north
side of the churchyard. Now there is a
low wall. Wordsworth's poem

' A Character '

(No. IV. of his
' Poems of Sentiment and

Reflection '), written in 1800, portrays his
friend Jones :

I marvel how Nature could ever find spaceFor so many strange contrasts in one human face.
Jones died at Plas-yn-Llan, Denbighshire]

on 3 April, 1835 (Gent. Mag., 1835, part i.

p. 666). Wordsworth, in a note to the
above-mentioned sonnet, calls him"
this excellent Person, one of my earliest and

dearest friends Much of the latter part of his
hie he passed in comparative solitude often
cheered by remembrance of our youthful adven-
tures and of the beautiful regions which, at home
nd abroad, we had visited together."
I have been assisted in this notice by

Prebendary Eric J. S. Rudd, the present
Rector of Souldern. It is to be hoped that
local investigation will furnish further
details. W. P. COURTNEY.

"MOOLVEE" (11 S. vi. 9, 92). It is

difficult to understand in what sense the
words " molla " and " mewla "

(pronounced
in Turkish " mevla ") can be described as
radical. These words are derived from the
Arabic root-verb wala", which primarily
signifies

" he held command or authority
"

(see Lane's '

Arabic-English Lexicon,' viii.

3060). From this verb we obtain the
words wali", a manager or guardian, and
wdli, a prefect or governor, and thence

wildyah (in Turkish, vilayet), a district or

province. A further derivative is maulaiyy,
a lord or chief, a word known to Englishmen
as the prefix of the Sultans of Morocco,
"
Muley

"
or

"
Mulai." It is also the same

as "molla," "mullah," or "mevla." The
term maulawiyy, about which MR. MAYHEW
inquires, is a lengthened form of maulaiyy.
It is not a classical word. From meaning
a person who presides or commands in

civil affairs, it has acquired the sense of a

religious leader.

The sense of proximity is conveyed in
the third form of the verb, which is

" walaV
This generally has the meaning of reci-

procity. In this particular verb it means
"he was next "

or
"
adjacent," and is said of

a place or tract in relation to another. From
this form maulawiyy cannot be gram-
matically derived. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

IRELAND'S STOLEN SHIRE (11 S. v. 468).
As to the extract from ' The Elephant in
the Moon,' the following foot-note appears
in

' The Genuine Poetical Remains of Samuel
Butler, with Notes by Robert Thyer,' 1827

(a new edition), p. 11 :

" As true as that of Ireland, &c.] This probably
is a satirical allusion to Sir William Petty, who
was employed in taking a survey of Ireland in
Cromwell's time, and was afterwards impeached
in the Parliament of 1658, for mismanagement
in the distribution and allotments of the Irish
lands. See ' Ward's Lives of the Professors of
Gresham College,' p. 219. (Thyer.)

"

This may be the explanation, though
Bishop Warburton, criticizing the book,
wrote of Thyer :

" He is always in the

wrong where there is a possibility of mis-

taking." See Allibone, s.v. Butler, Samuel.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

" ON THE NAIL "
(11

S. vi. 47). An Act
of Parliament of King Robert the Bruce
(Thomson's

' Acta Parl. Scot.,' i. 123)
contains the phrase

"
super unguem

"
for

" on the nail," in the sense of
" cash down."

At this Parliament, held at Cambuskenneth
in July, 1326, the king set forth that the
lands and revenues which used to pertain
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to his crown had been so diminished by
grants and transfers connected with the
war that he had not an income suitable to
his station without intolerable burdening
and oppressing of the poorer classes of his

people ; and he earnestly desired from the
Parliament that, since he had suffered

many inconveniences in person and in

property for the sake of recovering and
securing the liberty of them all, it would
please them, out of the gratitude they
owed, to find means by which, with less

burden to his people, he might sustain
his position as was becoming. The Parlia-

ment acknowledged the sincerity of the

king's motives and the reasonableness, of
his request, and agreed that there should be

paid into Exchequer half-yearly, during the
rest of the king's life, the tenth penny of

all rents. Then the king on his part under-
took not to impose the old regal dues or to
exact pnsas or cariagia, except when making
a progress through the kingdom, but to

pay on the nail according to the common
market, for everything in the way of pur-
veyance. The words in which the king's
obligation is expressed are :

"
Collectas aliquas non imponet, prisas seu

cariagia non capiet nisi itinerando seu transeundo
per regnum more predecessoris sui Alexandri
supradicti, pro quibus prisis et cariagiis plena
flat solutio super unguem : et quod omnes
grossaj providentiae regis cum earum cariagiis
fiant totaliter sine prisis, et quod ministri regis
pro omnibus rebus ad hujusmodi grossas provi-
dentise faciendas, secundum commune forum
patriae, in manu solvant sine dilatione."

The text of the Act is also to be found,
along with a facsimile and a translation,
in

' The National Manuscripts of Scotland,'
vol. ii. A. D. MACBETH.

Rothesay.

HANCOCK AS A PLACE-NAME (11 S. v.

428, 513). PROF. SKEAT'S remarks are of

great interest.

Two more instances have come to light :

Andrew de Hancoc in an Inq. P.M. held at

Newbury, 1284 (' Wilts Inq. P.M.,' Brit.
Record Soc., vol. xxxvii. p. 154); Hancox,
in the parish of Sedlescombe, co. Sussex
(Lower's

'

Hist, of Sussex,' ii. 148).
There is also

" the Hancocke House "
in

the will of Peter Morten of Derwent, co.

Derby, 1616, proved 1618 (P.C.C., Meade
108), but in this case the house might have
received its name from a former owner.
MB. LIVESEY is also thanked for references

to Bardsley and Barber, whose works I
possess. I shall be glad of any more Hancock
places. LEO CULLETON.

" POMANDER "
(11 S. vi. 149). An inter-

esting and well-illustrated article on the

subject of pomanders appeared in The
Connoisseur for March last, No. 127 (vol.
xxxii. p. 151), where a pomander is described
as being

" a mixture of aromatic substances,
carried in a small box or bag .... especially
as a preservative against infection." The
name and the thing itself were of French
origin. The first recorded reference to it

in England is stated to be in the Privy Purse

expenses of Henry VII. in 1492. Strictly

speaking, the pomander was originally the

perfumed substance, and not the vessel

which contained it ; but the latter soon

usurped the name. Cavendish, in his
'

Life

of Cardinal Wolsey,' describes him as-

holding
"
in his hand a very faire orrynge, whereof the

mete, or substance within, was taken out and
fylled up agayn with the part of a sponge wherein
was vynegar and other confecsions agaynst the

pestilent ayers : to the which he most commonly
smelt unto, passing among the presse or ells

when he was pestered with many sewters."

That was his pomander. Later, however,
when the trinket was made of gold or other

precious metal, the contents were usually

preparations of musk, lavender, roses, amber-

gris, nutmegs, mace, cloves, or storax.

It gradually gave way in the eighteenth
century to the modern scent-bottle, and
pomanders are now collected only as curiosi-

ties of a bygone age. ALAN STEWART.

The name "
pomander

"
(pome + amber)

was originally given to a mixture of aro-

matic substances usually made in the form
of a ball, but was afterwards frequently
transferred to the case in which this was
carried. There is a good receipt for a

pomander in Mr. Weddell's
' Arcana Fair-

faxiana,' a facsimile reproduction of an
old MS. book formerly belonging to members
of the Fairfax family. This particular

receipt is in the
"
Secretary hand

"
of Queen

Elizabeth's time, and runs as follows :

" To Make Pomanders. Take Amber grease
32 graines, Muske 44 graines, Sevitt [Civet] 16

graines, Baum* Beniamin 6 graines, Storackes
15 graines, Labdanum 6 graines, Gumdraggon
stept in Rose water very thicke, and beat them
in a stone morter to strong paiste, and then
mould them."

There is a simpler receipt in
' Arcana

Curiosa ; or, Modern Curiosities of Art and
Nature,' a translation from the French,

published in 1711.

There is no resemblance between a

pomander and a pot-pourri, except that

* So I read it, but
"
there is a blot here."
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both are perfumes. The former is a paste ;

the latter consists of dry petals, powders,
and spices. C. C. B.

According to the 'N.E.D.,'
"
pomander

"

is now historical.
' The Diet, of Practical

Receipts,' 1851, by G. W. Francis, F.L.S.,

gives :

"
Pomambra, or Sweet Balls. 1. Florentine

iris root 1J oz., cinnamon J oz., cloves, rosewood,
and lavender flowers of each 2 drachms, amber-
gris and musk of each 3 grains ; mucilage of gum
tragacanth made with rose-water enough to
make the rest into a paste. It is worn in the
pocket as a perfume. 2. Plaster of Paris 2 oz.,
sandal-wood, root of the round Cyprus, cloves
each 2 drachms, benzoin, styrax and calomus
aromaticus each J oz., ivory black 1J oz., civette
and musk each scruple, Peruvian balsam
2 drachms, oil of cinnamon 5 drops, oil of rose-
wood 15 drops, essence of jasmine 1 drachm,
essence of neroli 1 scruple ;

mix up into paste
with mucilage of gum tragacanth, made with
rose-water. These are made up into beads,
pierced while wet with a large needle, strung as
a necklace, and dried."

TOM JONES.

A pomander recently examined by me
retained two of the original slides, or covers,
of its sections ; on one was engraved
NEGELK : B., on the other VIKEB : B.

I have always understood that spices,
violent perfumes, or substances steeped
in aromatic vinegar were the usual in-

gredients, but Mr. Drane of Cardiff is

possibly the best authority on that point.
An illustrated article on his collection

appeared in The Connoisseur for last March.
AITCHO.

Old receipts for a pomander are given
with their references in Halliwell's

'

Dic-
tionary of Archaic and Provincial Words,'
1847, and in Halliwell and Wright's new
edition of Nares's 'Glossary,' 1872. The
former says :

" A kind of perfume, generally made in the
form of a ball, and worn about the person. Some-
times the case for holding pomanders was so
termed. Receipts for making this perfume differ
considerably from each other."

To the receipts given in these two dic-
tionaries may be added one which appears
in

' The Queen-like Closet ; or, Rich Cabinet,
Stored with all manner of Rare Receipts,'
by Hannah Woolley, 5th ed., 1684, 2nd part,
p. 180 :

"124. To make a fine Pomander. Take two
ounces of Laudanum, of Benjamin and Storax
one ounce, Musk six grains, as much of Civet,
as much of Ambergreece, of Calamus Aromaticusiand Lignum Aloes, of each the weight of a groat,
beat all these in a hot Mortar, and with a hot
Pestel, till it come to a perfect Paste, then take

a little Gum-Dragon steeped in Rosewater, and
rub your hand withal, and make it up with speed,
and dry them, but first make them into what
shapes you please, and print them."

Probably
"
print

" means " form in a
mould "

(see the
' New English Dictionary,'

s.v.
'

Print,' v., I. 5).

Sir Roger LTEstrange's licence for
' The

Queen-like Closet
'

is, in my copy, dated
16 Nov., 1669. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

There is a full reference to this word on
p. 671 of Nares's 'Glossary,' vol. ii. (1901),
and also on p. 636 of Halliwell's

'

Dictionary
of Archaic Words,' vol. ii. (5th ed.), where
two recipes for making the perfume are

given, dated respectively 1559 and 1675.

A. C. C.

In The Portfolio for 1886, pp. 165-8,

your correspondent MR. J. PARSON will find

an illustrated paper on pomanders.
ARTHUR H. CHURCH.

[ST. SWITHIN is also thanked for reply.]

No TWIN EVER FAMOUS (11 S. v. 487 ;

vi. 58, 172). Another exception to this
dictum is to be found in the persons of the
brothers Roberts, two distinguished Fellows
of Trinity College, Dublin. Michael Roberts
was famous as a writer of mathematical
treatises, and occupied the Chair of Mathe-
matics in Dublin University from 1862 to
1879. Sir Sidney Lee has given him a place
in the ' D.N.B.' Some who knew the twin-

brother, William Roberts, will probably
think that he too ought to have been
admitted. ALEX. LEEPER.

Trinity College, University of Melbourne.

FFAIRBANCK AND RAWSON FAMILIES (US.
vi. 166). A Richard ffirbancke, yeoman,
dated his will at Shipmeadow, near Beccles,
Suffolk, 12 Sept., 1651. He was probably
identical with Richard Firbancke, who paid
7s. in that parish for
" a Rate made the 29th of March, 1640, for the
settinge forthe of a Shipp of warr for his Ma tic *

service for the sauegardinge of the Sees,"

in
"
Wangford Hundred." A Richard ffir-

bancke was rector of the adjoining parish
of Barsham from 1568 to 1617, and was
there buried on 29 Nov., 1617.

A Charles Fairbarikes was married at

Legbourne in Lincolnshire on 26 June,
1618, to Susan Dowse. She was probably
born Susan Marshall of Legbourne, and was
widow of Lawrence Dowse of the same place,
married to him on 24 May, 1605. Lawrence
was buried there 26 Nov., 1617.

F. H. SUCKLING.
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CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69, 136).
To those mentioned may be added one in

my possession, Foxe's
' Acts and Monu-

ments. ... 1562-3,' an imperfect copy of
the first edition of the well-known ' Book of

Martyrs,' bound in wooden boards, covered
with calf. Attached is the original chain,
and also the metal protective bosses and
frame pieces. WILLIAM JAGGAKD.

A little-known contemporary notice of the

practice of chaining books in churches
occurs in the Latin will of Richard Lovett,
Vicar of Ruddington, Notts, dated 1 April,
1491, as translated in the

'

Nottingham
Graveyard Guide.' After bequeathing - to
the neighbouring College jof Clifton

"
the

common gloss on Matthew and [John] of
Genoa on the Gospel," Richard Lovett thus

thoughtfully provided for the future spiritual
and moral edification of his own flock :

"
I bequeath Hugoccio of Paris upon the

Gospels, and the Epistles upon Vices, Virtues,
and the divisions of his work, to be held and
bound with an iron chain, in a seat in the chapel
of the Blessed Mary of Ruddington."

A. S.

FlTZWILLIAM AND GRIMALDI ARMS (11 S.

vi. 144). Your correspondent L. M. R. de-
duces from the fact that the Fitzwilliam
and Grimaldi families bore similar arms
that they had a common ancestor. The
difficulties in the way of this assumption
are too great to be surmounted.
Your correspondent dates the origin of

the Fitzwilliam family from the era of

Domesday. Nothing is more certain than
that at that period hereditary family coats
of arms were not in existence, either in

England or Italy. No common ancestor
of either the Fitzwilliams or the Grimaldi,
who, ex hypothesi, must have lived before

Domesday, could have borne a coat of arms
which descended to both those families.

As a matter of fact, the earliest known
ancestor of the Grimaldi did not "

flourish
"

till fully a century after the date of Domes-
day. The whole subject of the descent of
the princes of Monaco has been carefully
worked out by the late M. Gustave Saige in
his book ' Monaco : ses Origines et son
Histoire,' 1897. M. Saige was the archivist
and librarian of the prince, and had of course
full access to the State records. He found
that the earliest known ancestor of the family
was Otto Canella, who was Consul of Genoa
in 1133, and died in 1143. Grimaldo, his

youngest son, was three times Consul of
Genoa, and was ambassador to the Emperor

Frederic Barbarossa, to the Sultan of Moroceo,
and the Emperor of the East. Ha had a son

Oberto, who, according to the usual practice
on the Ligurian coast, was called in Latin
documents Obertus Grimaldi, that is, the
son of Grimaldus or Grimaldi. From him
and his four sons, of whom the eldest was
also called Grimaldo, the family assumed
the name under which they ruled at Monaco
from about 1340 to 1731, when Louise

Hippolyte Grimaldi, daughter of the last

prince, Antoine, died, and the principality
devolved on her husband, Jacques de

Matignon, Due de Valentinois, the ancestor
of the reigning prince of to-day.

There were, of course, other families of

the name of Grimaldi who were unconnected,

except by name, with that which ruled over
Monaco. To one of these belonged Ghibel-

lino Grimaldi, who took the lead in driving
the Saracens out of Provence. But, as I

have before pointed out, Grimaldi, with all

its varieties of spelling, is merely the Teu-
tonic Grimbald or Grimwald, and there ara

as many families calling themselves by that

name as there are Williamses and Robertses
in England. There was a Grimoald who
was Prince of Beneventum between A.D.

787 and 806.

I cannot see anything peculiar in the fact

of an English family bearing the same coat

of arms as a Genoese. Some one may be
able to state when the blazon,

"
Lozengy

argent and gules," first became hereditary
in the Fitzwilliam family. So far as the

Grimaldi family of Genoa and Monaco
is concerned, it first appears, I believe,

on the seal of Rainier Grimaldi, who was the

great-great-great-grandson of Otto Canella,

and was born about the year 1267, and died

in 1314. He was one of the most distin-

guished members of the family, and was
Admiral-General of France.

I think we can come to no other conclusion

than that there is absolutely no connexion
between the English family of Fitzwilliam

and the Genoan family of Grimaldi.

W. F. PBIDEAUX.

As one who has followed with interest

and amusement the various attacks upon
and defences of the Fitzwilliam pedigree
and scarf, may I ask L. M. R. where we can
find proof that the Fitzwilliams are descended
from the Conqueror's Marshal or the person
whose name is abbreviated to God: in

Domesday ? I understood that all attempts
to carry the pedigree beyond Godric, the

father of William, late in the twelfth century,
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had failed. The Domesday
" God: " and

William's father certainly were not one
and the same person ; nearly one hundred

years divides them.
FREDERIC TURNER.

Wessex, Frome, Somerset.

TRUSSEL FAMILY (11 S. v. 50, 137, 257,
333 ; vi. 32). In the late Robert Hudson's
' Memorials of a Warwickshire Parish,'

being a history of Lapworth published in

1904, the name of Sir Edward Truscel

appears in the parish deeds of the time of
Edward I. The family continued to be
connected with Nuthurst and Lapworth for
more than three centuries. Although they
had a house at Nuthurst, their principal
seat in this neighbourhood was Billesley
Hall near Alcester, just purchased by Mr.
H. B. Tate, a grandson of the donor of
the Tate Gallery. In 1349 Sir William
Trussel executed a deed relating to land
which still belongs to the trustees of Lap-
worth charities. In 1480 John Trussell
made an exchange of land with the church-
wardens of Lapworth. After the parish
register was begun, in 1561, the Trussells
furnished many entries, Lapworth being
the burial-place for Nuthurst. The last of
such entries is in 1621. When Edward II.

was a prisoner in Kenilworth Castle the
William Trussel above referred to went as

spokesman at the head of a deputation to
renounce allegiance, and inform the King
of his deposition. Trussel 's speech is quoted
on p. 46 of Mr. Hudson's book.

A. C. C.
Ullenhall.

" POT-BOILER" (11 S. vi. 128). This
expression, first used by

"
painters (or

artists)," as MR. RALPH THOMAS suggests,
must be considerably older than 1864.
I distinctly remember to have read many
years ago that Robert Southey, borrowing
the term, called the articles he wrote for
The Quarterly Review his "pot-boilers."
He died in 1843. JOHN T. CURRY.

REGENT'S CIRCUS (US. vi. 109, 174).
There appears to be no doubt that a large
circus was originally planned at the Mary-
lebone Road end of Portland Place. In fact

Elmes, in his
'

Metropolitan Improvements,'
quoted at the first reference, distinctly says
so. On p. 88, under the heading of

' Park
Square,' he writes as follows :

" On this spot it was originally intended to
have completed the crescent opposite, into a
circus, which would have been the largest circle

of buildings in Europe. The foundations of the
western quadrant of it were even laid, and the-
arches for the coal-cellars turned. For some
reasons, however, this plan was abandoned, and
:he entire chord of the semicircle left open to the
lark, instead of being closed in by the intended
naif circus. This alteration is a manifest im-
provement of the entire design, and is productive
of great benefit to the houses in the crescent and
n Portland Place. Park Square is erected in-

ts stead, and consists of two rows of houses,,
elongated upon the extremities of the crescent,
and separated from the New Road, from the

park, and from each other, by a spacious quad-
rangular area, laid out with planted pleasure-
grounds, and enclosed by handsome ornamental
"ron railings."

ALAN STEWART.

A PHRASE OF SWINBURNE'S :

" THE
MORN" (11 S. vi. 147). "The morn"
means " to-morrow " on Tyneside. Chil-

dren used to take a snail and repeat :

Snail, snail, put oot yer horn,
And tell us what the day's the morn ;

i.e., what the weather will be to-morrow. It

is odd for Swinburne, a Northumbrian, to
use the word with the meaning pointed out

by MR. WILSON. R. B R.
South Shields.

HENRY HUNT PIPER (US. vi. 129, 176).
The Rev. Henry Hunt Piper was born in

London, 26 Aug.. 1781 . He was minister
of Rochford, Norton, 1805-43 ; Banbury,
1843-53. He married Alicia, daughter of

Samuel Lewin of Hackney, and had issue

eight children. He was private chaplain to

the Shore family (to which the first Baron
Teignmouth belonged) for thirty-seven years.
He died 13 Jan., 1864, and was buried
at Highgate Cemetery. Sir John Bowring
was his brother-in-law. Mr. Piper was-
instrumental in the rebuilding of the Ban-
bury Unitarian Chapel, of which he was
minister for eleven years. The last ten

years of his life he spent in retirement. In
Allibone he is credited with having pub-
lished a sermon on Galatians v. 1, London ,

1808, 8vo, and also apparently, under the
name of H. H. Piper, with " Lectures on
Unitarianism in Reply to Best. London,.
1840, 12mo." D. M. R.

In addition to my previous reply I should
like to say I am informed by the Librarian,

of the British Museum that
' The Book

of Common Prayer of the Church of England
adapted for General Use in other Protestant
Churches '

(London, William Pickering,
1852) is also attributed to H. H. Piper in the
British Museum Catalogue.
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Probably the present pastors or secretaries

of the churches of which H. H. Piper was the

minister, at Norton (near Sheffield) and
Banbury, could, if these churches still exist,

give further details. RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

COL. LOWTHER (11 S. vi. 131, 176). The
following is from Dalton's

'

English Army
Lists and Commission Registers,' vol. vi.

pp. 98 and 33940 : Antony Lowther, son
of John Lowther, merchant of Dantzic,
a nephew of first Viscount Lonsdale, ap-
pointed ensign in the Earl of Barrymore's
Regiment of Foot 27 Jan., 1706 ; com-
mission as captain in the Scots Fusiliers

(1 Jan., 1708), renewed by George -I. ;

transferred to the Coldstream Guards as

captain-lieutenant and lieutenant-colonel
20 Dec., 1717; lieutenant - colonel and
captain 8 July, 1721 ; colonel of a newly
raised regiment of marines 19 Nov., 1739 ;

major-general May, 1745 ; died 14 Jan.,
1746, and buried in Westminster Abbey.

ASTLEY TERRY, Major-General.

BRITISH MEMORIALS OF THE PENINSULAR
CAMPAIGN (11 S. v. 204, 302). In the second
column of p. 303 F. A. W. writes concerning
the monument of Lieut. -Col. Rickard Lloyd
of the 84th Regiment and the restoration
thereof in 1904 :

" The badge of the York and Lancaster Regi-
ment (ex-65th and 84th Foot) engraved on the
slab leads one to think that some officers of that
corps suggested or supported this work of renova-
tion."

Although the badge apparently is on the
new slab, its introduction would appear to

require no explanation, except that the
Union rose was the badge of the 84th (York
and Lancaster) Regiment.
The badge of the 66th (2nd Yorkshire

North Riding) Regiment was the royal
tiger, superscribed

"
India."
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

"NEVERMASS" (11 S. vi. 170). This word
means "

never,"
'*
at the Greek Kalends,"

"at the Latter Lammas." The Germans
say

" Auf den Nimmermehrstag
"= " On

Nevermore Day," or
" Zu Sanct Nimmer-

stag
"= " At St. Never's Day." P. K. M.

Webster's 'Dictionary,' 1911, in the
lower section of minor words, has " Never-
mass, the day that never was or will be, obs."
The ' New English Dictionary,' s.v.

'

Never,'
sense 8, under

"
Misc. combs.," quotes c. 1550

^Thersites
'

in Hazlitt's
'

Dodsley,' i. 429 :

That shall be at Nevermass, Which never

shall be, nor never was" ; also 1631, R. H.,
'

Arraignm. Whole Creature,' xiv. 2, 244 :

" As our Country Phrase is, when Hens
make Holy-water, at new-Never-masse."

TOM JOKES.

BALLAD OF LORD LOVEL (11 S. v. 330 ;

vi. 37, 115, 171). I think it more than

probable that the eighth stanza of this

ballad, which COL. PRIDEATJX conjectures
was added by a minstrel of the

" Cave of

Harmony type," emanated from the pen of

one Sam Cowell, a comic singer in the

sixties, for I took the version you printed
on p. 115 ante from a little book of

'

120

Songs sung by Sam Cowell,' on whom bo

peace. WILLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

COBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY (11 S. vi. 1, 22,

62, 84, 122, 143). The following are offered

as a supplement :

Guglielmo Cobbett. Storia della riforma pro-
testante in Inghilterra ed in Irlanda la quale
dimostra come un tal avvenimento ha im-

poverito e degradato il grosso del popolo in

quei paesi in una serie di lettere indirizzate a
tutti i sensati e giusti Inglesi. Trad, italiana
da Dom. Gregorii. Napoli, 1826.

Lettere di William Cobbett ai Ministri della
Chiesa d' Inghilterra e d' Irlanda voltate in

Italiano. Napoli, 1841.

L. L. K.

COLOMAN MlKSzATH'S WORKS IN ENGLISH
(11 S. iv. 310, 394). 'The Horses and the
Bride of John Gelyi

'

in Fair Play (a New
York weekly), 20 Jan., 1912.

' The Marvel
of Bagy,' ibidem, 13 Feb., 1912. C. F.
New York:

BRODRIBB OF SOMERSET (11 S. v. 71.

251, 450; vi. 30, 97, 111, 177). Ri. and
Robert Brodrepp and other Brodrepps
frequently sign accounts about years 1680-
1 760. The following entry on the fly-leaf of an
old register is interesting, but has no date :

" Mr. Robert Brodrepp paid his marriage money
within this parish, and had a certificate from
Daniel Ward the collector for the same.... the
duty that he paid was 11. 2s. 6d."

4nd in another Parish book is :

Jan. llth, 1729. Given to the Protestant* of

Copenhagen :

Col. Brodrepp . . os. Od.
Mad. Brodrepp . . 2s. 6d.

The following interesting note is on the

fly-leaf of a register volume :

10 Aug., 1846. Mapperton Church being under
repair, we opened up the vault in the Chancel,
and found there 8 coffins, or rather the remains of

them, 3 only being in a state of preservation ; they
were all save one of wood. A quantity of remains
were in one corner of the vault, which is spacious.
There is a night of steps down to it. It is very
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dry and cut out of the solid rock. On the under-
side of a large stone which covers the mouth of

the vault is a copper plate with the following
inscription :

" The sepulchre of Mary the wife
of Richard Brodrtp Esqr. hewn out of this rock
of her inheritance for them and their posterity
Anno 1650."

Present when open Rev. Ch. Fox and Capt.
Aitchison. Copied by the Rev. P. M. Compton
May 23rd, 1848.

The following is a copy of the only
Brodrepp monumental inscription at Mapper-
ton :

To the memory of Richard Brodrepp of this

parish Esq. and of George his son and heir and
Ethelred his daughter This monument is erected

by Hester his second wife one of the daughters
and Coheiresses of Dr. Wm. Wake late Arch Bish'1

of Cant, and mother of George and Ethelred :

Ethelred dyed ye 14 of Febr. 1718. Aged 2 years
Richard ye 18 Oct. 1737 64
George ye 20 Nov. 1739 24

and all are here interred.

On a board at the west end of the church is

1641
Ri Brodrepp 1711

1 R
The Richard Brodrepp of the inscription

rebuilt Mapperton House, church, &c., and
his initials R. B. with the date 1660 or 1661
are found in several places. He also

restored the church over the door of the

porch. There is a stone which bears

Sumptibus
Ri Brodrepp Armigr

Anno Dom 1704

At Netherbury (close to Mapperton)
there is an old tombstone much overgrown
with ivy ; upon it is the following inscrip-
tion :

In Memoi'y of John Brodrepp of Yondover
Gen* Younger Son of Richard Brodrepp of

Mapperton Esqr Who dyed yc 14th of May
1690 in ye 75th yeare of his Age, And by his
last Will was here interred.

Eliza his Widdow desiring to b,e buryed by
him Erected this Monument in y yeare 1694.

Upon an old MS. document dated 1774
there is an entry that

On a Tablet of Stone fastened to the Wall
[of Netherbury Church] is an obliterated Inscrip-
tion in Memory of Mr, John Brodrepp's Eldest
Daughter.
No trace of this tablet now remains.

Mapperton and Netherbury wills come
within the jurisdiction of the Peculiar Court
of the Dean of Sarum, and have not been
calendared systematically. The following
are stray entries of Brodrepps :

Christopher Morgan [of Maperton], dated 7 Jan.,
1590. Administration granted to Elizabeth Tren-
chard alias Morgan, wife of Sir Thomas Trenchard,
Knt., and Marie Broadripp alias Morgan, wife
of Robert Broadripp, daughters of Christopher
Morgan. P.C.C. 11 St. Barbe.

Arthur Morgan, dated 6 April, 1607. Men-
tions

"
Christopher Broadrippe, my son-in-law.

' ~

P.C.C. 11 Dorset.
Richard Brodrepp of Maperton, Dorset, 30 Sept. r

1654 or 1656. Proved 19 Feb., 1657/8 (fol. 86).
'

Genealogical Abstracts of Wills proved in the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury, Register

" Woot-
ton," 1658,' by William Brigg, vol. ii. No. 456.

Will of Richard Rose of Wotten Fitzpayne,.
Dorset, dated 31 Oct., 1655, proved 19 Feb.,
1657/8. Refers to brothers Christopher and John
Brodrepp. Ibid., vol. ii. No. 414.

George Tillye of Child Okeford, Dorset, dated
21 Sept., 1703, proved 4 Sept., 1704. Mentions
"My uncle Richard Brodripp, Esq., of Maperton,
and my cousin Mr. Richard Brodripp, Clerk, Rector
of Chesselbourne." P.C.C. 190 Ash.

In the churchyard of Child Okeford is a
tomb, without date, of Robt. Tilly, gent.,
and Dorothy his wife, dau. of Christopher
Broadrepp of South Maperton, Dorset.

EXTRACTS FROM NETHERBURY REGISTERS.

BAPTISMS.

1708/9, Jan. 1st. Hester, dau. of Thomas Brod-
reppe, Gent.

1709, Dec. 18th. Elizabeth, dau. of Thomas
Broadreppe, Esqr.

1710, Dec. 19th. Richard, son of Thomas Brod-
repp, Gent.

1713/14, Jan. llth. Eleanor, dau. of Mr. Tho.
Brodrepp.

1716, April 29th. Susannah, dau. of Thomas
Brodreppe, Gent.

The only Brodrepp inscription upon a
monument in Beaminster Church is to

Catherine, daughter of Richard Brodrepp, and
wife of George Strode ; and in Beaminster
Parish Registers there is :

"
Burials, 1746,.

20 Sept., Catherine, wife of George Strode."
A few pages of Mapperton Registers are

printed in Phillimore's
' Dorset Parish

Registers
'

(Marriages, vol. i., 1906). See-

also Canon Mayo's
' Minute Books of the

Dorset Standing Committee,' which sat in

Dorset during the Civil War and Interregnum
(the entries range from 23 Sept., 1646, to

8 May, 1650) ; Mr. A. R. Bayley's
'

Civil

War in Dorset. 1642-60,' Taunton, 1910 ;

Pulman's 'Book of the Axe' (1875 ed.),

p. 142 ; Somerset and Dorset Notes and'

Queries, vol. vii. p. 192, vol. ix. pp. 28, 90, 133 ;

also further references in vols. ii., iv., and x. ;

and Proceedings of the Dorset Field Club,.

vol. xx. p. 167.

I cannot close these articles without

expressing my deepest obligations to the-

kindness and extreme courtesy of every one
from whom I have sought information,

and most especially to the Rev. A. C. H.
Earle of Mapperton, the Rev. James Mans-
field of Clutton, Mr. Richard Hine of Bea-

minster, and Mr. F. Blacker of Clutton.

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, W.
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on Hooks.

The People's Books. (T. C. & E. C. Jack.)

WE are glad to welcome another batch of "The
People's Books " a batch which includes one
or two volumes of importance, even above the

average of the series.

Dr. Taylor's Aristotle is certainly one of these.
No thoughtful person who has but so much as
one spare sixpence can henceforward bring any
excuse for having nothing more than shadowy
notions about " the golden mean

" and "
purifica-

tion by pity and fear
"

attached to the mighty
name of the Stagirite. Dr. Taylor gives first a
brief, but sufficient account of Aristotle's life and
works ; and then takes his classification of the
sciences, in which the paragraphs on logic and
on the theory of knowledge the latter with the
contrasted doctrine of Plato struck us specially
as admirably set out. Chap, iii., again, on the
' First Philosophy,' is an excellent piece of
"
popularization

"
: not in the least meagre,

yet rapid enough in treatment to give the reader
some taste of that intellectual excitement and
pleasure which seems more truly characteristic
of Greek philosophy than of any other. The
chapter on '

Physics
'

has, of course, interest of
another kind : curious rather than actual, and
for us literary rather than scientific. The final

chapter, on '

Practical Philosophy,' gives us

again, in a clear and attractive way, part of Aris-
totle's permanent contribution to human thought.
On one point only did we find ourselves somewhat
out of sympathy with Dr. Taylor. Surely, from
the universal standpoint of the philosopher, and
in regard to those things which in the end matter
most we had almost said alone matter the
"
world-empire

"
plan is still on its trial. We

do not see that Aristotle deserves anything but
applause for refusing to be dazzled by the dreams
and conquests of Alexander, and grounding his
scheme of the ideal system of human life on the
city state.

As Dr. Jones very truly says in the Preface
to Eucken, the philosopher's works are often
" laboured and obscure, diffuse and verbose."
Yet they cannot well be neglected by any one
who cares to keep abreast of the thought of
the time, and they are profoundly modifying
the general outlook upon questions of religion
and philosophy. Dr. Jones here brings out
in a very satisfactory way what are the main
points of Eucken's philosophy of life. It will
be seen that it is more fully worked out as a
practical than as a theoretical philosophy, and
that there are certain fundamental questions
upon which Eucken has so far kept silence. But
this reserve, where he has no certain voice to
utter, gives all the more weight to what he does
tell us ; and his silences and utterance are alike
well indicated and interpreted in this volume.

Mrs. Besant's Theosophy attempts to overcome
the difficulty which has always beset mystics
that of the practical impossibility of effectively
communicating the incommunicable. Considered
as it stands, and merely intellectually, the theory
of life and the world here set forth, ancient
though its essence is, appears little less than a
wild extravaganza : its statements have no
evidence behind them that the ordinary man can

apprehend, and yet in themselves they are made
positively and without qualification, as but few
scientific statements could be made. They
represent, of course, intuitions into spheres
beyond the physical, and in a sense are not fairly
made amenable to criticism from the physical
standpoint only. The point here is simply
whether or not Mrs. Besant has set out what she
wanted to say addressed to ordinary intelligences

as intelligibly as it was possible to do. We
should say her work is unequal, and in some
places at once too slight and too dogmatic,
especially, for instance, in the chapter on ' Theo-
sophy and Social Problems.'

Mr. Goodrich says most truly in his Preface
that, within the limits of this little volume, it

would be scarcely possible to deal with the vast
subject of organic Evolution from all points of
view. Indeed, one of the two complaints we
would make against an otherwise satisfactory
resume of the theory as a whole is that it

attempts to include too much. The questions of
the origin and nature of life itself, and of the
relation of mind to brain, are neither left on one
side nor clearly and effectively dealt with ; and
we should also have been glad of more illustrations
in place of the rather cloudy answers to different

objections brought against different parts of
the theory, e.g., natural selection. Mr. Goodrich
is not among Darwin's detractors, and he has
a hit now and again at " an eminent foreign
philosopher." Our second complaint concerns his
use of technical terms without explanation, the
promise that these will be found in the Index
being but imperfectly fulfilled. On the other
hand, the explanation of " Mendelism "

is well
done, and on the whole, for the present moment,
that is the most important factor in Evolution to
get properly understood.

Miss Hilda Johnstone's Oliver Crormcell is a
good piece of work : planned and kept in satis-

factory proportions so far as events are con-
cerned, clear and well connected in its presenta-
tion of the salient points chosen, and written
in a pleasant, lucid style happily diversified by
not too lengthy quotations. The point of view
taken is that of the impartial historian, with some
personal, but entirely discreet, sympathy for
Cromwell. It is, perhaps, due to this discretion
that the hero of the biography hardly stands out
boldly enough from amid his surroundings.

The Heroic Age. By H. Munro Chadwick.
(Cambridge University Press.)

THIS is a comparative study of the Teutonic and
the Greek heroic poetry, considered from the
point of view of anthropology, as evidence for a
certain state and degree of culture. Separated
from one another by some fifteen centuries, the
Northern and the Hellenic heroic ages have many
obvious features in common, which again they
share with the heroic ages of other peoples.
These latter the author by no means ignores
except, indeed, that we found no reference to
India or the Far East but on the whole they lie

beyond his scope. He sums up thoroughly and
effectively, though in a manner somewhat dry
and prosaic, the constituents of the two lite-

ratures with which he mainly deals, and then
gives us four or five chapters on their common
characteristics, and those of the two similar ages
of which they are the expression. The work is,
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on the whole, well done. As to the causes and
antecedent conditions of an heroic age especially
in so far as his remarks are concerned with the
Homeric poems we think he is inclined to treat
his material somewhat too literally, and to give
too little weight to the inventive genius of the
unknown poet as a vera causa of some of the rela-

tions between groups and characters, and even
of some of the incidents connected with manners
and customs, which meet us there. Even where
he does not actually invent, a poet so accom-
plished in his art as Homer is hardly likely to be
a passive reflector of his own time or of tradition,
but is apt to seek out and celebrate the exceptional,
to make most of what is most uncommon, and
that the rather if his audience is comparatively
unsophisticated.

The Anthropological History of Europe : being
the Rhind Lectures for 1891, revised to Date.

By John Beddoe, M.D. (Paisley, Alexander
Gardner. )

T?OR those who are interested in anthropology
these well-known lectures require no more than a
few words to draw attention to the fact that they
have been reprinted in a revised form. No new
work of corresponding convenience has yet been
produced to take their place, though a good deal
of matter on the anthropological history of

Europe has been accumulated during the last

twenty years. This volume preserves for us
not only a part of the writer's learning, but also

something of his kindly humour, and his power
of making his learning appear to his audience a
Jiving thing. It seems a pity that no little

word about him is included in what, we suppose,
must be the last book he worked at. It is also a

pity that there is no index.

MESSRS. LONGMANS have reprinted from the
works of Thomas Hill Green his Four Lectures on
the English Revolution. Mr. Kenneth Bell in an
Introductory Note states that they

"
ha.ve

Ibeen republished because it was felt that, buried
in Vol. III. of Green's collected works, they
were almost inaccessible to that growing public
which is interested in history." The low price at
which they are now published (one shilling)
brings them within the reach of all.

THE September National Review has remitted
nothing of the customary pungency of its remarks
upon the ways of the present Government. There
are four articles of which the interest is not political

Mrs. Huth Jackson's ' Modern Science and
Eternal Truths '

;

' The Evolution of American
Picture Collecting,' by Mr. W. Roberts ;

' The
Minor Novelist,' by a Minor Novelist ; and Mr.
Weyland Keene's sketch ' In Search of Silence.'
This last is a careful bit of artistic writing, fresh
and expressive, albeit here and there it reads as if

it were also a bit of practice, and we would enter
a protest against the use, amid choice words anfl.

phrases, of
"
materialise

" a snowflake, the
writer has it,

"
materialised out of the mist."

' The Minor Novelist '

gives us the chapters
and verses of his own special share in a widely
recognized grievance, of which the actual details
are perhaps hardly well enough, known. For
thirteen years' hard labour, after the publication
of fourteen novels, three of which were serialized,
he obtained 646Z. Comment seems superfluous.

Mrs. Huth Jackson's paper deals with eugenics,
and with the attitude of women as it was, as
it is, as it ought to be towards marriage and
motherhood. The history of American picture-
collecting is one of the most interesting strands
in the web of modern industry. Alongside of it, it

would be instructive to have a full account of the
modern movement to develope an indigenous
art, which is running strongly in rivalry with
the American appreciation of European achieve-
ment.

MR. ALFRED MARKS, whose death was announced
last week, was a genial and learned contributor to

'N. & Q.,' especially on matters concerning anti-

quarian London. His exact scholarship is seen in

his latest book '

Tyburn Tree : its History and
Annals' (1908). 'Who killed Sir Edmund Berry
Godfrey?' (1905) was typical of his interest in

historical mysteries and obscure questions of the
olden time. There are notes by him in the Tenth
Series on '

Hanged, Drawn, and Quartered,' and
'

Hanging alive in Chains.' He was the brother of

Stacy Marks the Academician, and showed his

interest in art by writing on the collaboration of

the Van Eycks. He leaves a widow who has
written several novels.

ta Cormpontents.
ON all communications must be written the name

and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value

of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of

' Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.
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COL. MAINWARING. Forwarded to R. S. B.

D. O. We would suggest a reference to the
' N.E.D.'

YORKSHIRE. William Chetwynd may be found
in the ' D.N.B.'

J. P. Capt. Martin's article on '

Navigation
'

in ' The Encyclopaedia Britannica '

gives the
information desired.

TANNITSOW. The description of the crest is

hardly sufficient for identification. Perhaps a
drawing could be supplied.

LIEUT.-COL. RICHARDSON. This subject has
been well discussed in commentaries on the

Gospels. We would suggest a reference to
Swete's

'

St. Mark ' and Plummer's '

St. Luke.'
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HUGH PETERS.

1. PETERS' s MILITAJRY CAREER.

THE 'D.N.B.' states of Peters that, in 1649,
Cromwell
*'
even commissioned him to raise a regiment of

foot in Ireland, but that project seems to have
fallen through owing to the illness of Peters
himself and to some difficulties raised by the
Council of State."

This is the only reference to be found in

any modern writer to one of the most shame-
ful episodes in this unreverend rascal's
career. American writers have had at their
service the valuable 'Collections of the
Massachusetts Historical Society' (cited by
me for brevity's sake as C.M.H.S.), but have
persistently disregarded the damaging state-
ments contained in them ; and in England
the Thomason tracts have only recently
been catalogued. All modern lives of Peters
are apocryphal.

Peters, and another preacher Weld or

Wells states the
'

History of New England,'
published on 29 Nov., 1653,
"
steered their course for England as soon as

they heard of the chaining up of those biting
beasts who went by the name of spiritual lords

[i.e., the bishops]."

The pretext, of course, was "
relief of

excise or customs "
the real fact being

that they came as incendiaries. Peters,
also, was very glad to get rid of his wife,
whom he abandoned in New England. His
first wife he had abandoned in Holland some
years previously in just the same way.

Peters, then, arrived in England at the
end of 1641. Presbyterianism being in

the ascendant and extremely hostile to his

sect, he accompanied Lord Forbes' s army
against the rebels in Ireland, ostensibly
as

"
chaplain," in 1642. On his return he

published a narrative of the expedition, in

which the reader will fail to find a word of his

exploits as a fighting man against the Irish.

In 1647 Mrs. Peters was anxious to
come to England. Peters wrote to Win-
throp on 5 May, 1647 :

"
I pray sir have an eye to my wife. If she

come hither I hinder not, but I thought she might
be better there." C.M.H.S., Series V., vol. vi.

p. 101.

Accordingly Mrs. Peters arrived in England
in January, 1648, bringing with her her
maid. Their joint arrival is noted in

Mercurius Aulicus for 25 Jan. 3 Feb.,
1648. The assertion in the 'D.N.B.' that
Mrs. Peters

" had been despatched thither [to
New England] in 1645 "

is incorrect. For
seven years she had not seen her husband.

Peters went mad early in 1649, not for
the first time. On 9 May the "

Council of

State
"

sent a doctor to him at Sandwich
(' Cal. State Papers, Domestic, 1649-50,'

pp. 130 and 132). By the end of the month
he had recovered and returned to London
(Mercurius Britanniciis, 2229 Mav, 1649,

p. 39).

Cromwell left London for Milford Haven,
on his way to Ireland, on Tuesday, 10 July,
leaving his house in King's Street, West-
minster,

" about six-a-clock in the evening,"
wrote Henry Walker in his Perfect Occur-
rences for that week. He took with him
John Owen as his chaplain. Quarrels
between Peters and his wife then became
the talk of London, and Peters ran away
once more. The Man-in-the-Moon for 1-8

Aug., p. 135, published a satirical
' Hue and

Cry
'

after him as follows :

" O yes O yes O yes. If any manner of
man or woman can tell tale or tydings of the
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Commissary general of the Army .... Also a fat

corpulent knave .... a great eater, much given
to luxury, lying and women, his tongue commonly
running before his wit and can hardly speak
three words without two lies. He hath lately
been troubled with a spirit (called guilt) in his

conscience and is thought to have hanged or

drowned himselfe. He ran away from his wife
above a fortnight ago," &c.

On "
17 of 5 month," 1649 (i.e., on

17 August Julian style), Peters wrote to

Winthrop :

" Oh that I ever left New England or had never
had this wife so sent to me. Oh dear sir, my dayes
are gone and I look to my end apace." C.M.H.S.,
Series IV., vol. vi. p. 113.

Then in his number for 23-30 August
(p. 159) The Man-in-the-Moon explained
the cause of the quarrel between Peters

and his wife : a matter of gross infidelity
on his part. The story is that of the "

sea-

man's wife
"

(his wife's old maid) and the

house-door key. In deciding whether the

charge was true or false we must consider

Peters' s subsequent actions. As a matter of

fact he ran away to Cromwell at Milford,
with the offer to raise and command a

regiment. This was kept secret. In the
mean time no denial of The Man-in-the-
Moon's story was forthcoming, even by
Peters' s friend Walker.
On 30 August Walker printed in his

Perfect Occurrences a letter from Peters at

Milford, stating that Cromwell set sail on
13 August,

"
leaving me here to bring away

the rest
"

of the ships. To this Walker
added :

" Other letters of a later date say
the last vessels mentioned went from Milford
Haven the 16th of August instant." If so,

Peters must have meant going to Ireland
from the first, and the stories about his

running away from his wife would have
been false. But Walker's assertion was a
falsehood, and he himself, in his Perfect
Occurrences for 7-14 September, set out an
extract from a letter from Peters dated
"
Milford, 1 Sept." Two Presbyterian, and

therefore loyal, journalists now let the cat
out of the bag.
John Dillingham, in his Moderate Intelli-

gencer for 13-20 September (last page),
slipped in the following about Peters :

" Master Peters is landed at Dublin, where its

expected he bestir himselfe ; he was in Ireland
at the beginning of the rebellion and did there
notable service, commanding and leading once
a brigade against the enemy in Munster, where
he came off with honour and'victory."

This is the origin of the similar statement
about Peters's exploits in 1642 in White-
locke's

'

Memorials,' which up to the present
has been the only authority on the subject.

The first authoritative news of the terrible
massacre by Cromwell at Drogheda was
contained in a letter from Peters to Walker,
printed and published as a pamphlet by itself

on the day that it was received. In placing
a title to this document, Walker was guilty
of another falsehood, with the object of con-

cealing Peters's occupation. The title ran :

" A Letter from Ireland. Bead in the House
of Commons on Friday Septemb. 28. 1649. From
Mr. Hugh Peters, minister of Gods Word and
Chaplaine to the Lord Lieutenant Cromwell," &c.

This was too much for the staunch
Presbyterian writer of The Kingdom's-
Weekly Intelligencer. In his newsbook for
2-9 October (last page) this writer let out
the whole truth :

" But Master Hugh Peters, who is now to-

fight with the sword as well as the word, is made
a Collonell of foote and commands a regiment of
new levied men, with whom (as heretofore) he is
resolved for this great cause to adventure his-

warmest blood and the loss both of life and
fortune."

On 19 October the "Council of State
"

decided to refer
" the business of Mr. Peters's regiment to the Irish
Comittee to consider whether he may be accomo-
dated with some of the recruits now raised to-

avoid further charge ."

Peters, therefore, was to be saved expense
as far as possible.
Two references to Peters's regiment come

from America. Endecote wrote to Win-
throp on 28 April, 1650 :

" Mr. Peters is-

Colonel of a foot regiment in Ireland
"

(C.M.H.S., Series IV., vol. vi. p. 153) ; and
again :

"
Col. Lockhart, after a victory

Mr. Peters gained in Ireland, said he was a
fit minister for soldiers

"
(C.M.H.S., Series I.,

vol. vi. p. 254).
To these add The Man - in - the - Moon for

14-21 Nov., 1649, stating that Pride
" hath taken his passage to Chester to ship the
late raised soldiers for Ireland ; he hath carried
with him his only son Robin and hath miscalled
him a Captain to serve in the regiment of the
Honourable Hugh Peters," &c.

Peters, therefore, took part in the massacrea
both of Drogheda and Wexford. A letter
from him to Walker, dated Wexford,
3 October, 1649, appeared in Severall Pro-
ceedings for 19-26 October, 1649 (Walker
was "

sxib-author
"

of this newsbook xmtil
the end of the year, and afterwards sole
" author ").
After this Peters was taken ill, and re-

turned to Milford. Another letter to Walker,
dated "

Milford, 1 Dec.," fixes the date of
his recovery. Then, rather than return ta
face the jeers of London, he actually asked
to be sent to Spain. On 22 December
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the
"
Council of State

" took his proposals
into consideration, and on 2 January, 1650,

appointed him to be " Consul at Andalusia."
Two days later, perhaps on ascertaining
the fate awaiting him in Spain, Peters
withdrew, and the Council's vote was
" vacated

"
(' Calendar of State Papers,

Domestic, 1649-50,' pp. 449, 466, and 468).
He obtained, however, another appointment.
Downing wrote to Winthrop from "

Salem,
29. 2. 50 ; '

(29 May, 1650), "Your father
Peters is a colonell and governor of Milford
Haven" (C.M.H.S., Series IV., vol. vi. p. 76).

Henceforward, up to June, 1 650, a letter from
Peters to Walker appeared every week in
Severall Proceedings. After thisPeters's regi-
ment still existed, though there is the same
dishonesty and concealment about it in all

official documents.
In 1651 Christoph Arnold, a German,

came to London, and wrote to his friend
Kichter as follows :

" Dux Independentium, Hugo Petrus aliiq.
homines (ceu quidem videntur) sacri centuriones
et primipili fiunt et antesignani qui ordines
Londini et .alibi ducunt. Hugo iste cohortem in
Hibernia habet, cujus fortitudinem ipse imperator
Oromwellus in tantum prsedicat ut vel solum
hunc concionatorem militibus centum potiorem
ducat. Hunc enim semper in aggere occupando
primum reliqui e vestigio insequuntur ita ut
jam aliquot in HiberniA urbes hac ipsa alacritate

eeperit." Georg Richter,
'

Epistolae Selectiores,'
&c., Nuremberg, 1662, pp. 482-94.

Mercitrius Pragmaticus for 18-30 January,
1649 (not then written by Nedham), con-
tained a distich about Pride and Peters,
which seems to have been thoroughly
justified :

When Pride shall pray and Peters fight,
The Devil needs must take delight ;

When Pride shall fight and Peters pray,
The Devil makes a Holy Day.

J. B. WILLIAMS.

(To be continued.)

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, pp. 181, 202.)

THE first President of the Philosophical
Society was Sir Robert Moray, for although
his name is not given in the list of Presidents
of the Royal Society he is mentioned in
' The Record '

as having been elected on the
6th of March, 1660-61, and re-elected on
April 10th for another month. He had
been knighted by Charles I., and joined
Charles II. in liis exile. With the latter

monarch he^had much influence, which

he used greatly to the benefit of the infant

Society. Bishop Burnet in the
'

History of
his own Times '

states that Seth Ward was-
the second President ; but although his
services to the Society are mentioned, he-
does not appear to have been President.
' The Record '

gives the following list of the-
Presidents :

William, Viscount Brouncker, April 22, 1663-
Nov. 30, 1677.

Sir Joseph Williamson, Kt., Nov. 30, 1677
Nov. 30, 1680.

Sir Christopher Wren, Kt., Nov. 30, 1680
Nov. 30, 1682.

Sir John Hoskins, Bart., Nov. 30, 1682-Nov. 30..
1683.

Sir Cyril Wyche, Kt., Nov. 30, 1683-Nov. 30, 1684.
Samuel Pepys, Dec. 1, 1684-Nov. 30, 1686.

John, Earl of Carbery (Lord Vaughan), Nov. 30,
1686-Nov. 30, 1689.

Thomas, Earl of Pembroke, K.G., Nov. 30, 1689^
Nov. 30, 1690.

Sir Robert Southwell, Kt., Dec. 1, 1690-Nov. 30,
1695.

Charles Montagu (afterwards Earl of Halifax,
K.G.), Nov. 30, 1695-Nov. 30, 1698.

John, Lord Somers, Nov. 30, 1698-Nov. 30, 1703,.
Sir Isaac Newton, Kt., Nov. 30, 1703-March 20,

1727.
Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., Nov. 30, 1727-Nov. 30,.

1741.
Martin Folkes, Nov. 30, 1741-Nov. 30, 1752.

George, Earl of Macclesfield, Nov. 30, 1752-
March 17, 1764.

James, Earl of Morton (Lord Aberdour), Nov. 30,.
1764-Oct. 12, 1768.

James (afterwards Sir James) Burrow,* Oct. 27.-
1768-Nov. 30, 1768.

James West, Nov. 30, 1768-July 2, 1772.
Sir John Pringle, Bart., Nov. 30, 1772-Nov. 30,

1778.
Sir Joseph Banks, Bart., Nov. 30, 1778-June 19,.

1820.
William Hyde Wollaston, June 29, 1820-Nov. 30,.
. 1820.
Sir Humphry Davy, Bart., Nov. 30, 1820-Nov. 6,.

1827.
Davies Gilbert (formerly Giddy), Nov. 6, 1827-
Nov. 30, 1830.

H.R.H. the Duke of Sussex, Nov. 30, 1830-
Nov. 30, 1838.

Joshua Alwyne Compton (Marquess of North-
ampton), Nov. 30, 1838-Nov. 30, 1848.

William Parsons, Earl of Rosse, Nov. 30, 1848-
Nov. 30, 1854.

John, Lord Wrottesley, Nov. 30, 1854-Nov. 30,
1858.

Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie, Bart., Nov. 30,.
1858-Nov. 30, 1861.

Sir Edward Sabine, K.C.B., Nov. 30, 1861-
Nov. 30, 1871.

Sir George Biddell Airy, K.C.B., Nov. 30, 1871-
Nov. 30, 1873.

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, O.M., G.C.S.I.,
Nov. 30, 1873-Nov; 30, 1878.

* He was elected to the chair only to serve-
until the ensuing anniversary, and was elected
a second time, July 2, 1772, to fill the chair tilt

the following^anniversary.
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William Spottiswoode, Nov. 30, 1878-June 27,
1883.

Thomas Henry Huxley, P.O., July 5, 1883-
Nov. 30, 1885.

Sir George Gabriel Stokes, Bart., Nov. 30. 1885-
Nov. 30, 1890.

Ix>rd Kelvin (Sir William Thomson, P.C.),

Nov. 30, 1890-Nov. 30, 1895.

X,ord Lister, P.O., O.M., Nov. 30, 1895-Nov. 30,
1900.

Sir William Huggins, K.C.B., O.M., Nov. 30,
1900-Nov. 30, 1905.

John William Strutt, Lord Bayleigh, Nov. 30,
1905-Nov. 30, 1908.

Sir Archibald Geikie, Nov. 30, 1908.

In looking through the entire list of

Fellows one finds it includes men of no less

varied attainments than the 115 who first

signed the roll, for although members are

elected as being of special eminence in some

particular sphere, they are not necessarily
men of science. In the early years these, as

stated by Sir Archibald Geikie, numbered

only one - fifth of the whole. Among them
was Robert Boyle, the founder of the Boyle
Lecture, and the most illustrious physicist of

the time. His name alone should have been
sufficient to remove the stigma cast upon
the Society by some that it tended to the

subversion of religion. His death occurred

on the last day of the year 1691. Among
the members who attended his funeral at

iSt. Martin's-in-the-Fields on the 6th of

January, 1692, was his great friend and co-

worker in all matters relating to the Society.

Evelyn. Bishop Burnet preached the

funeral sermon, in which he said that the

-deceased
" made God and religion the

scope of all his excellent talents
"

; and
in his

'

History of his own Times ' he states

that "
Boyle was looked on by all who knew

him as a very perfect pattern who delighted
in nothing so much as the doing good."
His modest, retiring disposition caused
him to refuse all honours; he preferred to

devote his leisure to quiet study. Evelyn
records on the 30th of November, 1680 :

" The anniversary election at the Royal Society,
which brought me to London, where was chosen
President that excellent person and great philo-
sopher Mr. Robert Boyle, who indeed ought to
have been the very first, but neither his infirmity
nor his modesty could now any longer excuse
him."

His modesty, however, evidently did
" excuse

him," for Sir Christopher Wren, as will be
seen by the list of Presidents, was elected

on the same day. It is strange that Evelyn
should not mention this, but in his Diary,
under November 30th, 1681, he says :

"
Sir Christopher Wren chosen President, Mr.

Austine secretary, with Dr. Plot, the ingenious
.author of

' The History of Oxfordshire.'
"

The Church was well represented by such
men as Wilkins, afterwards Bishop of
Chester ; Ward, Bishop of Exeter, after-
wards translated to Salisbury; Sprat, the
first historian of the Society, afterwards

Bishop of Rochester ; and Isaac Barrow,
the first occupant of the Lucasian Chair
at Cambridge, in which he was succeeded
by Isaac Newton. Among the peers was
the Duke of Buckingham who took out a
patent for glass-making. Literature, it has
already been stated, was represented by
many well-known names

; while the number
of poets caused the Society to deserve the
name of

" a nest of singing birds." In later

years it has numbered Tennyson as one of
its Fellows.

Among those who contributed to the
establishment of the Society Evelyn stands
out prominently. He was strongly in
favour of extending its usefulness by having
a college built within twenty-five miles of

London, and, had he not felt obliged to

provide for his dependents, would, as he
wrote to Boyle, cheerfully have devoted his
small fortune to that end.

Evelyn's death on the 27th of February,
1705, must have been a great loss to the

Society, for he not only worked for it him-
self, but created enthusiasm in others. It
was his suggestion that "

his excellent and
ingenious friend

" Abraham Cowley should
compose a laudatory ode on the Society.
Evelyn wrote to him on the 12th of March,
1667 :

"
Suppose our good friend [Sprat] were publish-

ing some eulogies on the Royal Society, and by
deducing the original progress, and advantages of
their design, would bespeak it some veneration in
the world ? Has Mr. Cowley no inspirations for it ?

Would it not hang the most heroic wreath about
his temples ? Or can he desire a nobler or a
fuller argument either for the softest airs or the
loudest echoes, for the smoothest or briskest
notes of his Pindaric Lyre ? There be those
who ask, What have the Royal Society done ?

Where their College ? I need not instruct you
how to answer or confound these persons, who
are able to make even these inform blocks and
stones dance into order, and charm them into
better sense. Or if their insolent press, you are
capable to show how they have laid solid founda-
tions to perfect all noble arts, and reform all

imperfect science ....We have a library, a re-

pository, and an assembly of as worthy and great
persons as the world has any ; and yet we are
sometimes the subject of satire and the songs of
the drunkards ; have a King for our founder, and
yet want a Maecenas ; and above all a spirit like

yours, to raise us up benefactors, and to compel
them to think the design of the Royal Society
as worthy of their regards, and as capable to
embalm their names, as the most heroic enter-

prise, or anything antiquity has celebrated ;

and I am even amazed at the wretchedness of
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the age that acknowledges it no more....Yo
have numbers and charms that can bind eve
these spirits of darkness, and render their instru
ments obsequious ; and we know you have
divine hymn for us ; the lustre of the Roya
Society calls for an ode from the best of poet
upon the noblest argument."

Cowley, it appears from a letter he wrote
to Evelyn on the 13th of May, 1667, had
already been engaged on the verses at the

suggestion of Sprat, and the poem was
prefixed to the latter's history. On th
16th of August Pepys saw the work at hi
bookseller's, and, believing it to be "

i

fine book,"
"
bespoke one in quires."

Another great friend of Evelyn's, also a
pioneer of the Koyal Society, was "

that
miracle of a youth

"
Christopher Wren

On the 17th of June, 1679, Evelyn records"
I was godfather to a son of Sir Christopher

Wren, surveyor to his Majesty's buildings
that most excellent and learned person.'At the early age of 25 Wren was Professor
of Astronomy at Gresham College, and
lectured there with Robert Hooke at the
Wednesday and Thursday meetings until
about the year 1658. Sprat (third edition,
p. 57) gives the date as 1638, evidently a
mistake. Wren was charged by the Society
in the King's name to make a globe of the
moon, on which he delineated the superficial
features of the satellite. Hooke is described
in

' The Record '

as the
"

brilliant, original, and versatile physicist, with
an inexhaustible fertility in devising experi-mental proofs of physical deductions, a giftwhich he employed unweariedly in the service

the Society, thus largely contributing to the
interest and success of the meetings."

Dr. Wilkins was also a "
dear and excellent

friend" of Evelyn's; indeed, it was at his
lodgings at Wadham College that the first

meetings were held. Evelyn speaks of him
as

"
most obliging and universally curious,"

and he showed Evelyn
''the transparent apiaries, which he had built
like castles and palaces, and so ordered them
one upon another, as to take the honey without
destroying the bees."

It was to Wilkins that the King"
expressed his desire of having determined the

measure of a degree upon the Earth, and did
expect the assistance of the Society in it."

In a work published in 1638 under the title
The Discovery of a New World ; or,A Discourse on the World in the Moon,'

Wilkins had advocated the practicability o'f
a passage to the moon.

Another Royal Society friend of Evelyn'swas Sir Robert Moray, whose admiration

for Evelyn was very great, as, indeed, was
that of all who became intimate with him.

These names indicate but a few of the

friendships formed by Evelyn with the
earnest men who founded this first of
learned societies. Lake all who live to a
great age, he had the sorrow of mourning
many who passed before him. In a letter
to Dr. Beale as far back as the llth of June,
1679, he laments the

"
pillars we have lost

Palmer, Moray, Chester, Oldenburg, and
others." The inscription on his tomb is

indeed true that his fame is perpetuated"
by far more lasting monuments than

those of stone or brass." He was a typical
virtuoso of the noblest kind ; three words
present him to us for all time :

"
Scholar and

Gentleman." JOHN COLLJNS FRANCIS.

(To be continued.)

GEORGE MEIKLE KEMP AND
FREEMASONRY.

MB. CHARLES S. BURDON in stating that

Lodge Edinburgh St. James, No. 97, was
the mother lodge of the architect of the
Scott Monument, Edinburgh (see ante,

p. 146), has surely been misinformed.

Kemp was initiated into Freemasonry iu

Lodge Edinburgh St. Andrew, No. 48, on
5 October, 1827, his entry being recorded
in the books of that lodge as follows : j

Treasurer's Books and Accounts.
''
1827, Oct. 5.

jreorge Kemp, carpenter, Koxburgh Close,
5.P. and R. a/c, made Masters chair for his fees.

A. Waghorne, Secy, and Genealogist."

The handsome and massive chair which

designed and made for the use of the
H.W. Master, in return for being entered,
massed, and raised in Masonry, is an object
)f much interest, and highly valued as the
landiwork of Bro. Kemp by the members of

lis mother lodge. It is constructed of oak,
he seat and arms being of a simple design.
?he back is supported on two fluted Ionic

olumns with a shaped pediment above, sur-

nounted by a gilded figure of St. Andrew
with his typical cross ; the back also contains
he usual Masonic emblems carved out of

>ak, under which has been placed and
overed with glass Bro. Kemp's Masonic

pron ; and in the ground of the pediment
ire the higher symbols of Freemasonry
minted in an artistic manner. The follow-

ng inscription appears on the chair :

Presented by
George M. Kemp

Architect of Sir Walter Scotts Monument
To his Mother Lodge
St. Andrews (No. 48)

Edinburgh in the year 1827.
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Bro. Kemp was also enrolled a member,
on 12 April, 1843, of the Lodge of Journey-
men Masons, No. 8, Edinburgh, a lodge
that at its institution in 17079 consisted

ohiefly of operative journeymen masons.
On 6 March, 1844, Kemp was accidentally

drowned in the Union Canal, Edinburgh,
two and a half years previous to the com-
pletion of his masterpiece. A contemporary
note on the passing of him who raised
Scott's Monument and his own states :

*'
This gifted architect has been taken from

us before the completion of his splendid work,
but he lived to see every obstacle to its

accomplishment fully removed."
On 2 April, 1844, Lodge St. Andrew held

a funeral lodge in honour of her distinguished
son. The following excerpt in connexion
with this meeting is taken from the minute-
book of Lodge St. David, Edinburgh,
No. 36 :

"2nd April, 1844. Several Brethren of St.
Davids proceeded to Free Masons Hall on a
visit to the Lodge St. Andrew to pay the last
Tribute of respect to the Memory of Brother
George M. Kemp, Architect of the Monument
at present erecting to the memory of Sir Walter
.Scott. The R.W. Master of the Lodge St.

Andrew, Brother Stevenson, presided with his
usual ability, and the Revd Brother Boyle of
Portobello delivered the Oration in a style of

Impressive Eloquence calculated to bring home
the solemn character of the event to the hearts of

all, he offered a beautiful and touching tribute
to the Talents and Memory of the deceased
Architect."

The hall at IA, Hill Street, Edinburgh,
lias been in use for Masonic meetings since

October, 1893, and is the meeting-place of
the following lodges : St. David, Edin-

burgh, No. 36 (originally Canongate from
Leith), instituted 2 March, 1738, an historical

sketch of which appeared in
' N. & Q.'

Xsee ante, p. 82) ; Lodge Edinburgh St.

Andrew, No. 48 (originally the Scots Lodge
in Canongate), instituted 6 February, 1745,

already referred to as the mother lodge oJ

G. M. Kemp, and in which Robert Burns
in January, 1787, was first hailed as

"
Cale-

donia's Bard "
; Lodge Edinburgh St

James, No. 97 (formerly called St. James's
Operative Lodge), instituted 19 August
1765, which acquired the Hill Street Lodge
Room (from which the large picture
representing the Temple at Jerusalem was
removed) when the Edinburgh Town Counci
took over the Writers' Court for the exteri

sion of the municipal buildings ; and Lodge
Dramatic and Arts, Edinburgh, No. 757
instituted in August, 1888, to which the
double-manual pipe organ referred to by
MB. BUBDON (see ante, p. 146) belongs

3n a plate on the front of this organ is the

ollowing inscription :

This Organ was presented to

The Lodge Dramatic and Arts of Edinburgh
No. 757

in November 1893 by
Robert Anstruther Goodsir M.D.

Arctic Explorer & Traveller

who in March 1849 led a search party to the

Arctic Regions in the ship
" Advice "

in search of

the Franklin Expedition.

A. M. MACKAY, Past Master 36 (S.C.).

JOHN TAYLOB, THE WATI^R - POET.

Taylor's four little books directed against
Coryate are thus numbered by Prof. A. F.

Pollard in his article in the
' D.N.B.' :

(1) 'The Scoller,' 1612 (another edition,

1614); (5) 'The Eighth Wonder of the

World,' 1613 ; (6)
' Odcombs Complaint ;

or, Coriats funerall Epicedium,' 1613;

(10)
'

Laugh and Be Fat
; or, a Commentary

vpon the Odcombyan Banket,' 1613 ? or

1615. The British Museum Catalogue dates

No. 10
"
1613 ?

"

The order of composition and publication
of the four works is seen from Taylor's
own words to be (1)

' The Scoller,' (2)
'

Laugh
and Be Fat,' (3)

' Odcombs Complaint,'
(4) 'The Eighth Wonder.'

As the first edition of
' The Scoller

'

appeared in 1612, according to Prof. Pollard

(there is no copy in the British Museum)
i.e., soon after the appearance of Coryate's
'

Crudities,' 1611 and as
' Odcombs Com-

plaint
' and ' The Eighth Wonder '

are both
dated 1613, the date of 'Laugh and Be
Fat '

(a skit on Coryate's
' Odcombian

Banquet,' 1611) cannot be 1615. and must
be either 1612 or 1613, probably 1612.

If there was an edition of
' The Scoller

'

prior to that of 1612,
'

Laugh and Be Fat '

might even have appeared in 1611.

Taylor's words, to which I have referred,

are these. In
'

Laugh and Be Fat '

(B 1 v) :

But I alas to make thy fame more fuller,

Did lately write a Pamphlet call'd the Sculler.

(Notice the word "
lately.")

In ' The Eighth Wonder ' he says that,

in consequence of Coryate's having obtained

an order against
'

Laugh and Be Fat,' the

copies
"

all were burnt."

Then after that when rumour had him
drown'd. . . .

I writ a letter to th' Elizian coast ....

[called]
' Odcombs Complaint or Coryats Funerall.'
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Finally, when the rumour of Coryate's
drowning proved to be false, he wrote ' The
Eighth Wonder '

:

But since true newes is come, he scap'd that
danger

And through hot sun-burnt Asia is a ranger,
His raising from the dead I thought to write
To please my selfe and give my friends delight.

G. C. MOOBE SMITH.

A FIFTEENTH - CENTURY INVENTORY.
Amongst the inventories of the Probate
Court of the Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, now preserved at

Peterborough, is one concerning Symond
Byrlyngham, carpenter, of London. His
goods and chattels were
"
praysed by Willyam Mayner, and Richard

Sough, citizens of London and praysers with the
most reverend father in God, John Cardinall
Archbishop of Canterbury, the xvth day of Decem-
ber the yere of our lorde Miiij

c
iiij

M xix."

The next earliest inventory of this Court
bears the date 1520. What connexion
Byrlingham had with the University of

Cambridge I cannot say ; his name does
not appear in the Index to Willis and Clark's
*
Architectural History.' The document

is a roll 12 ft. long and 6 in. broad, and is

full of interesting details. The carpenter
had houses in

"
Woodestrete,"

"
Bisshoppes-

gate strete," and at
"
Shene." The first

was the chief residence. Here he had two
tablecloths of diaper work, six yards long
and four yards wide. His clothes were
worth 37s., his silver plate 4Z. 13s. In his
hall were " a jacke, a gorgett of mayle, 2

pair of olde bryganders, 2 saletts, a battell

axe, a byll & a cleyve," the whole of which
were valued at 6s. 8d. The furniture of
the "

prentyse chamber " was worth only a
quarter of a mark. At " Shene " were a
pair of prickers of ivory and a pair of

prickers with "hastys" bound with silver,
and other tools. He had timber at Barnet
and Deptford, "elmers" at

" Waltham-
stowe." and the following items :

"
Item, ther shulde be in tymberat Staplehurst

that was bought of John Horsshet cxxx tonne, and
all paid for salve x."

Item, xij acres of grove that lieth in the p'isshe
of Halsted, and yet stondeth, bought of the
pryour of Canterbury for the wyche paid ixu ."

Item, 1 elmers bought of Wyllyam Petham of
Fremmynhamfor xla

iiij
d the wyche paid in hand

vij
8

iiijd wyche elmers yett stondeth."

The money owing to him amounted to
316?. 2s. 5d: Amongst his many debtors
was the King :

"
Item, the Kings Grace

owethfor diverse stuff boughte xxxij
11 xvs."

The "
mraystur

"
of Lincoln's Inn, the

Wardens of All Hallow the More, St. Albons,

St. Margaret Patent (sic), Bow and St. James,
the vintners and the leather merchants, owed
sums from 51. to 551. each.

"
Sir John Shaa

in full payment for the gatts at Olde Forde,
xl8

; for making of a mill vj
h."

The sum of his goods, ready money, and
good debts was 3851. 6s. 9%d.
He himself owed about 170Z., the items

being set out in detail, such as
'

funeral expenses 9f. 18s. 3d., physician 13*. 4d.,
to the church box of his brotherhedde 14s. 6d.,
to a milkwife 16s., to the brotherhedde of 60 priests
for money received of them in his life 51., for beer
33s. Id."

This inventory is well worth more ex-

tended treatment. The University inven-
tories are also of great interest, and have

recently been arranged and made accessible

by Mr. W. Boyer, one of the clerks of the
Probate Court at Peterborough.

W. M. PALMER.
Linton, Canibs.

LATIN QUOTATIONS. (See 10 S. i. 188,

297, 437 ; ii. 110, 276 ; ix. 37; 11 S. i. 211 j

v. 107.) No. 13,
" Cibus hi mihi & potus

sunt,"
'

Pedantius,' Act II. sc. i. 1. 731, ed.

G. C. Moore Smith; p. 41, ed. 1631. The
source for this appears to have been
His cibus et potus simul est : nam sanguinem
equinum

Et lac concretum per barbara -guttura sorbent.
Rufius Festus Avienus,

'

Descriptio Orbis Terrse,' 921.

The words in
' Pedantius '

are imme-
diately preceded by

" Hos ego mea irretitos

amicitia devoro prorsus et ahsorbeo."

No. 32,
"
Quis nisi mentis inops oblatum

respuat aurum ?
'" This line is given by

Prof. Moore Smith in his note on ' Pe-

dantius,' 1. 1677, Act III. sc. vi. (p. 95, ed.

1631), to illustrate

Te vero mentis inopem, qufe oblatum hoe respuis
aurum.

He notes its quotation in Lily's
' An Intro-

duction of the Eyght Partesof Speche,' 1542,

and, with respuit for respuat, in Lodge's
'Rosalind.' I have lately found its source in

reading Philippus Gualterus's
'

Alexandreis.'

See Lib. IV. 570. It is in Alexander's

harangue to his troops before the battle of

Arbela. Though F. A. W. Miildener's

text, Leipzig, 1863, for which several MSS.
and early editions were used, reads respuat,

yet the first edition (? 1487) has respuit.
It is from the next book of this same

mediaeval epic, 1. 301, that we get the

familiar

Incidis* in Scyllani cupiens vitare Charybdin,

* curris in ed. 1.
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part of an apostrophe by the poet to Darius
after his defeat, the reference being to his

fleeing from Alexander only to fall a victim
to his own followers.

EDWARD BENSLY.

KERSEY'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY. " John
Kersey, Philobibl.," published his

'

Dic-
tionarium Anglo-Britannicum ; or, A General

.English Dictionary,' in the year 1708.
It seems to be little more than a boiling
down of Phillips's

' World of Words.'
" But [says the author] if any are for making a

more strict Search into the inmost Recesses of
this Imperial Mine, they need only have Recourse
to the Last Edition of Phillips's Dictionary, set
forth by us, An. 1706; where they'll find
the various Sorts of rich Oar amply display'd
in their natural Order and Position."

The process of abridgment was occasionally
severe. I add a dozen examples, taken from
the second (1715) edition :

Beech, a sort of Tree.
Beer, a well-known Drink.
Copper, a Metal.
Cribbage, a Game at Cards.
Fallow-smiter, a Bird.
Plix-weed, an Herb.
Glow-worm, an Insect.
Glue, a well known Composition.
The London-Mercury, a sort of Newspaper.
Puke, a sort of Colour.
Pump, a well known Engine.
Whist or Whisk, a well known Game at Cards.

The "
Assayanick

"
is a flying squirrel, a

little creature in America. A beetle is an
insect, also a fish. A magical lanthorn is

a small optical instrument,
"
that shews by

a gloomy light upon a white Wall Hob-
goblins and Monsters so hideous, that those
who are ignorant of the Secret believe it to
be performed by Magick Art." A murnival
(usually understood to be four kings,
queens, &c.) is a quaternary, or four cards
of the same suit, especially at the game of
Gleek, and that is

" a game at Cards so
call'd." RICHARD H. THORNTON.

" W. SHAKESPARE." Among the con-
tributors to a "

benevolence " demanded
by Henry VIII. in 1544-5 occurs the name
of William Shakespare of

" Walton super
(W)olde," Leicestershire, He gave 8*. See
Lay Subsidies, 133/147. J. B.

" TOUCHING FOR A LOAN." I do not find
in Farmer and Henley's

'

Dictionary of
Slang and Colloquial English

'

or in Camden
Hotten's '

Slang Dictionary
'

the word"
touch "

in the sense of obtaining a loan,
as used in such a colloquial expression as
'
I touch'd him for half-a-crown." Yet it

appears to have been employed in this way

for two centuries, as, in a letter
"
to the

Author "
of The British Journal, published

30 April, 1726, it was ironically told of

Philip, Duke of Wharton, then in exile,
that " he has touch'd the Duke de Ripperda
for three thousand Pistoles, i' Gad I wonder
how he brought it about without City
Security." ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

Ugxwrus.
WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" LET SEVERELY ALONE." Who intro-

duced this phrase ? The earliest instance
known to me is quoted in Cassell's

'

Encyclo-
paedic Dictionary

' from The Referee of

20 June, 1886 ; but I cannot help thinking
that the expression was familiar to me long
before that date. Any early examples
would be welcome. HENRY BRADLEY.
Oxford.

JOSEPH FTJSSELL. (See ante, p. 145.)
What relation, if any, was this Joseph
Fussell to the Joseph Fussell who, in 1826,
drew three pictures for Hone's ' Every-Day
Book,' viz.,

' Pretorium of the Roman
Camp near Pentonville,'

' The Old Well in

the Fosse,' and ' The White Conduit '

?

See 'The Every-Day Book,' ii., cols. 1199-
1202.

Hone speaks of him as living within sight
of this Conduit, adding that his neighbour
Mr. Henry White engraved

"
the three,

as they now present themselves to the
reader's eye

"
(col. 1201).

Mr. Wheatley in his
' London Past and

Present,' s.v.
'

Brill (The), Somers Town,'
calls this Joseph Fussell

" an excellent

artist in his way." He gives the date of

the drawings as 1827, though Hone says"
September, 1826 "

; also the reference

"p. 1119," instead of col. 1199.

Perhaps these three drawings are not the

only ones by Joseph Fussell in
' The Every-

Day Book.' The second has a monogram
Jr , the third has F. At cols. 993-4 is a
drawing of

' A Summer Scene in the Pot-

teries, signed I. F. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

NAPPER TANDY. In tho interest of a
'

History of Hamburg
' which is being

written by a near relative of mine, I am
very anxious to know if anything has been

published or written lately (i.e., in our own
time) regarding the doings of the Irishman
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Napper Tandy and his companions wh
were arrested in Hamburg in November
1798, by order of the British Ambassado
there, and delivered to England on 1 Oct
1799. Both events were of considerabl
consequence to the city of Hamburg.

I may mention that I have already
referred to the article in the '

D.N.B.,' an<
seen the reference at 10 S. x. 7 in

' N. & Q.
The sources referred to in the former ar
too early for my purpose.

O. WOHLWTLL.

REPORT OF TRIAL : YSPYTTY IFAN.
The advowson of the living of Yspytty Ifan
diocese of St. Asaph, has been in lay hands
since the dissolution of the Hospice of St
John (in Welsh Yspytty Ifan), which wa
situated here up to the Reformation. '.

have seen intimations that Dr. George
Griffith, Bishop of St. Asaph 1660-67
disputed the legality of this lay patronage
and had it tried before some court or other
but that the case was decided against him
Could any reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me where
a report of such a trial would probably be
found ? T. LLECHTD JONES.
Yspytty Ifan Vicarage, Bettws-y-Coed.

PEN RHOS STABLE : PRINT. There it, a
coloured print of the above bearing the
imprint

"
Richard Hoar, Print seller &

frame maker, 18 Gracechurch St., nr Lom-
bard St." I am anxious to ascertain (1
which of the several places in North Waleb
so named is the one delineated ; (2) the name
of the artist ; (3) the date of the drawing ;

and (4), supposing the print appeared as
a book-illustration, the name of the book.
Richard Hoar was in business at the above
address from about 1805 until 1845 or later.

Kindly reply direct. P. LUCAS.
28, Orchard Street, W.

"DIVINE DISCONTENT." Whence comes
this phrase ? I thought it was in Words-
worth or Ruskin, but have not been able
to lay my hand upon it. C. C. J,

THOMAS MORICZ, COMMON SERJEANT OF
LONDON. Thomas Moricz is mentioned
in the City Letter-Books as Common Ser-
jeant between 1356 and 1360. Can any
one give any information about him ?

Is he to be identified with Thomas Morice,
a pleader in the King's Court, whose will,
dated 4 June, 1368, is published in the
'

Calendar of Wills in the Court of Husting '?
This Thomas Morice and Cecily his wife
levied, in 1351-2, a fine of property in

Stepney and Hackney. The other parties
were Richard Waleton and Margery his
wife ; Amy also, widow of John Colewelle,
is mentioned. TEMPLAB.

COUNTESS OF LANESBOROUGH (MRS. JOHN
KING). Jane, only daughter of the first

Earl of Belvidere, after the death of her

husband, the second Earl of Lanesborough,
in 1779, married Jacob Rey, a Sephardi Jew.
He was a notorious character, and had

anglicized his name to John King. What
was the date of this marriage, and where
was it celebrated ? At that period how
could such a marriage take place ? King
was a Jew, and the Countess a Roman
Catholic (?) ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

118, Sutherland Avenue, W.

PSALMS IN METRE. WT
ere the metrical

versions of the Psalms made by Sternhold
and Hopkins, and those afterwards made
by Nahum Tate and Nehemiah Brady, D.D.,
intended to supersede the recitation of the

Psalter at mattins and evensong, as it is

appointed in the Book of Common Prayer ?

And, if so, did they actually take its place ?

For example, on the first morning of the

month (if a Sunday), after the 'Venite,' did

the choir strike up
" The man is blest who

ne'er consents," and so proceed ? I am
perhaps displaying my ignorance ; but I

should like to read a concise account of this

matter, if it has a history.
RICHARD H. THORNTON.

[The Psalms in metre were used as hymns. A
brief account of the matter will be found in ' The
Encycl. Brit.,' <s6 'Hymns.']

JOHN BANNISTER, MUSICIAN TEMP.
CHARLES II. In The London Gazette for

6-9 Jan., 1678/9, is the following advertise-

ment :

" At the Musick School in Essex Buildings
near St. Clements Church in the Strand, will be
continued a Consort of Vocal and Instrumental
dusick ; beginning at six of the clock every
evening. Composed by Mr. John Bannister."

Who was this John Bannister ?

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

" RoTHiEMURCHtrs " GRANT. I am
ajixious for information about a politician
who flourished in 1819, and who is thus

eferred to in Lady Shelley's Diary.
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

[See
' Memoirs of a Highland Lady : the Auto-

iography of Elizabeth Grant of Rothiemurchus,'
dited by Lady Strachey, and published by Mr.
ohn Murray.]
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AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
"Tradition is but a meteor, which if it once
falls cannot possibly be rekindled." Can any
one say where this quotation occurs ? It

is given as from one of Dr. Johnson's works
in Dr. Davies's

' Other Men's Minds.'
J. H. LESLIE.

Where does this quotation, applied to

Satan, come from ?

Traitor ! this bolt shall find and pierce thee
through

Though under hell's prpfoundest wave thou div'st
To find a sheltering grave.

J. C. GOODWIN.

EAST ANGLIAN FAMILIES. Information is

desired concerning the history of the families
of Goose, Gorse, or Le Gos, and of Bavin,
belonging to East Anglia chiefly, it is

believed, to Norfolk. TANNITSOW.

EMBLEM ON A RING. I have recently
examined a lady's ring, the bezel of which
had originally been fitted as a swivel. On
the obverse is a stamp from a die, in gold,
of Napoleon Bonaparte ; on the reverse
a rabbit, in mosaic. The usual significance
of the emblem may, I think, be put aside.

What, then, is it intended to convey ? The
ring was contained in an old-fashioned card-
board jeweller's box, inscribed

" For Miss
Murray, 1835." AITCHO.

FIREBACK: RELIC OF 1660. At Bellamy's
Farm, Longney, Glos., the residence of Mr. E.
Longney, may be seen an iron plate which
was removed from the back of the kitchen
grate in that house.
Near the top is the date 1660, and in the

centre is the figure of a man rubbing his
face with his right hand as if rubbing off
smoke. On each side of the figure are the
following curious lines :

16 60
FROM... A > SMOKY . LIFE

AND . A . SCOVLD INGE . WIFE .

ALL . YOV . THAT DOE . ME . SE
TAKE . PETIE AND DELI\'ER[M]E
The R in DELIVER is joined by a stroke to

the E, thus representing M.
Were such articles in general use during

the seventeenth century ?

L. H. CHAMBERS.
Amersham .

" LEASE FOR THREE LIVES." Will some
reader kindly explain the legal significance
of this phrase, and what bearing, if any,
the principle involved may have had on the
wording used by Mrs. C. Price in her will,
1764 ? The testator bequeathed certain

real property to three sisters,
' ; and imme

diately after their decease to the use of

Halley Benson Millikin." The italics are
mine. Does this language not imply that
the property was entailed, and that the

testator, Mrs. Price, was legally unable to

bequeath it absolutely to her eventual heir,

Halley Benson Millikin ? (See 10 S. iii. 6 ;

11 S. vi. 67.) EUGENE F. MePIKE.
135, Park Row, Chicago.

[Land or houses in England were .sometimes
.eased, not for =a definite number of years, but
lor the duration of the lives of three persons
named in the lease. On the death of the third the

property reverted to the freeholder. Some of
the evils resulting from such a system are dis-
ussed in a little handbook called

' Leasehold
Enfranchisement,' written in 1885 by Henry
Broadhurst and Robert T. Reid (now Lord
Loreburn, and recently Lord Chancellor), and
published by Messrs. Swan Sonnenscheiii.]

THE ROCKET TROOP, ROYAL HORSE
ARTILLERY : MEDAL FOR VALOUR AT LEIP-
sic. A statement occurs in a catalogue of

a private collection of war medals to the
effect that Lieut. Strangways and five men
of the Rocket Troop, Royal Horse Artillery,
received the Swedish medal for valour in

the field -"for their good conduct and
bravery at Leipsic, October, 1813" and
that royal permission was granted to accept
and wear the decoration.
Can any one give any authority for the

statement, and say where the "
royal

permission
" above referred to can be

found ? J. H. LESLIE.

AUTHOR OF SONG WANTED. Can any of

your readers tell me who wrote the words
of a song called

'

Life
'

? They consist of two
stanzas, the first of which begins,

Our joy is like a narrow raft

Afloat upon the hungry se;t :

and the second,
Our life is like a curious play
Where each man hideth from -himself.

It is described as "from an old MS.," and
is set to music by Jacques Blumenthal.

J. WILLCOCK.
Lei-wick.

CONCAVE MIRROR WITH EAGLE, CHAIN,
AND BALL. I lately bought in Wiltshire a
concave mirror of the usual type, except
that it is surmounted by an eagle, which
holds in its beak a chain descending to the
centre of the glass, and terminating in a
ball. Perhaps one of your readers can tell

me if this is a mere ornament, or if it has
an heraldic or royal significance. We have
at Said some large mirrors surmounted by
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the eagle (the arms of the Martinengo-
Cesarescos), but I have never before seen
a concave one with this or any other badge,
and the chain and ball are quite new to me.
The person of whom I bought the mirror
could give me no information about its

origin.
EVELYN MABTINENGO-CESARESCO.

Venice.

SHEFFIELD FAMILY. (See ante, p. 50.)

Among the persons interred in the old
church of SS. Anne and Agnes, according
to Stow's '

Survey,' was "
John, Lord

Sheffelde." Can any one tell me precisely
.who this nobleman was, and what may be
assumed to be the most likely reason for

. his interment in this City church, away
{as it would appear) from other members
of his family ? Stow gives no date un-
fortunately, and the will of "Sir John
Sheffelde, knight, lord Sheffelde," dated
1568, proved 1569 (P.C.C. 1 Sheffeld), the
only likely individual traceable at Somerset
House, contains no local reference. The
will, in fact, contains no London reference
whatever. WILLIAM MCMUBBAY.

LIEUT. BTJSSY MANSELL, R.N. Can any
one kindly inform me (1) who were the
parents of Lieut. Bussy Mansell, R.N.
(twenty years), who d. 23 May, 1732,
cet. 44, and is buried at Swansea (inscrip-
tion at St. Mary's) ; (2) who were those of
his wife Peregrina, who d. 30 Oct., 1721, cet.

34, and is buried at Newport Pagnell, Bucks
(Church Register, 4 Nov.) ? An inscription in

Bromley Church, Kent, incorrectly describes
her as buried there. L. GRIFFITH.

70, Flaxraan Terrace, W.C.

TRTJSSELLS AND SWYNNEBTONS. Some
.time ago you kindly inserted a query for
me on this subject, but no explanation has
yet appeared as to the armorial bearings of
these two houses in Plantagenet times.
They were the same, save only for differ-
ences of colour and metal a fact which
should point to a common origin of both
the families. That the Swynnertons were
Breton in origin has been well established."
Trussell

"
has been defined as a sobriquet

or nickname only. Did any noble Breton
house bear the cross flory on a plain field ?

What were the arms of the twelfth-century
descendants, of Alan, Earl of Brittany, for
example ? I hope some of your learned
contributors will kindly look into this
subject again. Early heraldry contains
many a valuable historical secret.

CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

THE STONE'S END, BOROUGH.

(11 S. v. 289, 396, 515.)

STONE'S END was at the spot where Black-
man Street, New Road, Xewington Cause-

way, and Horsemonger Lane met. The
turnpike is given in Wallis's map of 1795 as

standing close to this same spot, but other

maps make the turnpike further south by
apparently a few hundred yards.

In Rendle and Norman's ' The Inns of
Old Southwark' the following occurs. (Pre-

sumably the ground plan referred to is still

in the possession of the Society of Anti-

quaries) :

"
Considerably further south we come to an-

other ' Unicorn '

[Inn]," which I take the liberty
to describe here, leaving the Bankside for the
purpose. It was on the east side of Blackmail
Street, nearly opposite Dirty Lane, now more
elegantly Suffolk Street. This is a much more
interesting

'

Unicorn,' not in itself perhaps, but
by good hap from the preservation of an elaborate
ground plan of two hundred and fifty years ago,
the original presented to 'the Society of Anti-
quaries by Mr. Halliwell a picture of a little

township at Stone's End, 1627."

Formerly the roads to the South Coast were
measured from the Standard in Cornhill ;

but those on the Portsmouth Road, at any
rate, were, in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, measured from Stone's End. The
following appears in the early editions of
Paterson's

' Roads '

:

" The Mile stones on the Portsmouth Road
have been lately altered as far as Sheet Bridge,
and the measure taken from the Stone's end,
instead of the Standard in Cornhill ; by which
means the 29th mile stone stands within the
Town of Guildford ; and the other Roads branch-
ing therefrom are consequently shorter than
heretofore reckoned when the measurement was
taken from Cornhill, according to which the Mile
stones are standing in many places."

In James Elmes's '

Topographical Dic-

tionary of London '

(1831, p. 379) it is

stated that
li
Stone's End, Southwark, is at the South End

of Blackman Street, and is the spot from which
most of the measurements of the Surrey roads
are taken."

I think that the following from Brayley
and Britton's

'

Surrey
'

may, perhaps, also

help to throw light upon the possible origin
of the name :

" Howsoever historians and antiquaries may
have differed as to the courses of the several
Roman roads from the southern and south-
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eastern parts to London, there seems little doubl
that they must have united in St. George's field?

or Southwark. Mr. Bray says that the three

roads, the Watling street from Rutupiae (Rich-
borough), the Ermine street from Begnum (Chi-
chester), and another road from Newhaven
uniting at Newington, divided ; one, brand
going to Southwark, where the river was crossed
to Belin's-gate and Watling street in London
as seems clearly ascertained by the names ; the
other went over St. George's fields, crossing the
river from Stan-gate in Lambeth.

"
It is very probable, however, that there wai

more than one trajectus, or ferry, across the
Thames from Southwark to the northern shore
The name and situation of Stoney Lane, in the
parish of St. Olave, were to indicate the situation
of a second trajectus from thence to the fortress
which has been conjectured by Dr. Stukeley
and other learned antiquaries to have existed
during the Roman dominion on the site of the
Tower of London, to which Stoney Lane is nearly
opposite." Brayley and Britton,

'

History of

Surrey,' vol. v. p. 334.

In the British Museum is a map or plan
described as follows :

" A View of High Street, being the ancient
roadway leading from old London Bridge, taken
July, 1830, previous to its removal for the new
line of approach. Drawn from nature and on stone
by G. Scharf, London, 1830."

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, W.

LIFTING THE BRIDE OVER THE THRESHOLD
(11 S. vi. 191). Various opinions have been
held by ancient and modern writers as to
the reason for this well-known Roman
custom. Perhaps the cause most generally
assigned is the wish to avoid a stumble with
the consequent ill omen. This is the view
accepted by Preller,

' Romische Mythologie,'
3rd ed., vol. ii. p. 217. Others have seen in
it a survival from the days of

"
marriage by

capture." See, for example, Lord Ave-
bury's

'

Origin of Civilization,' p. 134,
6th ed., 1911, where it is stated that the
custom is found "

in such distinct and distant
races as the Romans, the Redskins of
Canada, the Chinese, and the Abyssinians."
Plutarch,

'

Quaestiones Romanae,' 27 Ic, raises
the question as to the origin of the practice,
and suggests three explanations :

(
1

) Because
the earliest wedded women at Rome, i.e.,
the Sabines, did not enter their husbands'
houses voluntarily ; or (2) the desire on the
part of the bride to appear to enter the house
under compulsion ; or (3) that the action is

symbolical, to show that as the wife enters
the house by force, she must not leave it

unless by force. In Servius's
'

Commentary
on Virgil,' Eclogue viii. 29, an explanation
of Varro's is given to the effect that it would

be a sacrilegious act for the bride, whan,
about to leave her- maiden status, to tread
on. the threshold, which was sacred to Vesta,
the chastest deity. Isidorus,

'

Origines,'
ix. 7, puts forward the reason that it was on
the threshold that the doors (the Roman
street door had regularly two wings) came
together and parted. See Prof. Robinson
Ellis's

'

Commentary on Catullus,' Ixi. 159,
and Smith's

'

Diet, of Greek and Roman
Antiquities,' 3rd ed., vol. ii. p. 144, col. 1,

in the article on ' Matrimonium.'
EDWARD BENSLY.

This was done to avert the bad omen
of possible stumbling. The ceremony was
carefully observed by the Romans, tradition

vaguely linking it with the rape of the
Sabine women. The doorposts of the new
home were wreathed with flowers and
anointed with oil in honour of the occasion,
and the bride was lifted over the threshold

by the pronubi, who were friends of the groom,
and in each case had to be the husband
of one wife. Catullus gives the observance its

due place in his Epithalamium of Julia and
Manlius, the famous '

Hymen, O Hymensee.
'

Sir Theodore Martin thus renders the

particular stanzas :

Thy golden-sandalled feet do thou
Lift lightly o'er the threshold now !

Fair omen this ! And pass between
The lintel-posts of polished sheen !

Hail, Hymen ! Hymenaeus, hail !

Hail, Hymen, Hymenaeus !

See where, within, thy lord is set
On Tyrian-tinctured coverlet
His eyes upon the threshold bent,
And all his soul on thee intent !

Hail, Hymen ! Hymenaeus, hail !

Hail, Hymen, Hymenaeus !

THOMAS BAYNE.

The question is fully dealt with in

Folk-lore, vol. xiii. p. 226 (1902), by Mr.
W. Crooke. The lifting seems to have been
in the nature of a fertility charm, or was
intended as a protective against various
forms of evil influences which beset the bride
at the commencement of her married life.

Another explanation is that the custom is

a survival of marriage by capture. See

Plutarch,
'

Qusest. Rom,,' 29. M. LETTS.

This was done evidently to prevent the
bride stumbling on entering her husband's

house, an event regarded as unlucky. Thus
Shakespeare writes (' 3 Henry VI.,' IV. vii.):

For many men that stumble at the threshold
Are well foretold that danger lurks within.

S. D. C.
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THIRD PENNIES (11 S. vi. 170). This

subject was discussed by Dr. Round in his
'

Geoffrey de Mandeville,' pp. 287-96 (Ap-
pendix H). Briefly, he showed that the
term "

tertius denarius
" was used in two

different senses.

1. The "
tertius denarius placitoruni comi-

tatus," or third penny of the pleas of the

county ; sometimes described in error as
the third of the revenues of the county
(p. 287). Domesday shows that
" whether '

the third penny of the pleas
' be that of

the whole shire or only of a single hundred, it is

always attached, under the Confessor, to the

possession of some manor. We find the '
tercius

denarius' of one, of two, of three, or even six

hundreds so annexed." P. 291.

But another system (which is not explained)
seems to have existed in the Danish districts

(pp. 289, 292-3). After the Conquest this

third penny was often granted to the earl

of the county. The only surviving Pipe
Roll of Henry I. shows that it was then
received by the Earl of Gloucester (p. 292).
In the early years of Henry II. the third

penny was apparently received by less than
half the earls (p. 293). The earliest known
grant is in the charter of the Empress Maud
conferring the earldom of Essex upon Geoffrey
de Mandeville in 1141 (p. 292; cp. p. 89).

Geoffrey had previously been created Earl
of Essex by Stephen, but that charter has
no reference to the third penny (pp. 51-2,
292). The third penny was a fixed sum,
i.e., it did not vary from year to year with
the amount of the pleas, but was a third
of the sum for which the sheriff farmed the

pleas, the annual sum paid to the earls,

temp. Henry II., ranging from 13Z. 6s. 8d.

(Sussex) to 40Z. 10s. lOrf. (Essex) pp. 294-5.

2. The "
tertius denarius redditus burgi,"

or third penny of the revenue of the town
(p. 287). This "

is in Domesday absolutely
erratic

"
(p. 289). It was held in various

towns by the king, the sheriff, the earl, or the

bishop, whilst at Ipswich it had been
annexed, together with the third penny of
the pleas of two hundreds, to an estate held

by the local earl (pp. 289-90).
I hope that other contributors will throw

light on the later history of the "
third

penny." I think that at a later date earls
received a fixed stim of 201. per annum
from the revenues of their counties instead of
the third penny of the pleas, but that this
was still supposed to represent the third

penny. Thus under Henry II. the third

penny of Wiltshire received by the earl
amounted to 221. 16s. Id. (ibid., p. 295);
but when Richard II. created Sir William

le Scrope Earl of Wiltes he granted to him
and his heirs 201. , to be received every
year out of the issues of the county of
Wiltes by the hands of the sheriff of that

county (Metcalfe,
' A Great Historic Peerage,'

p. 7). G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

Jacob's
' Law Dictionary,' under the title

' Denarius tertius Comitatus,' states :

" Of the fines and other profits of the County
Courts, originally when those Courts had superior
jurisdiction before other Courts were erected ,

two parts were reserved to the King, and a Third
Part or Penny to the Earl of the County ; who-
either received it in Specie at the Assises and
Trials, or had an equivalent Composition for it

out of the Exchequer."
Further information on the point may be

found in Selden's
'

Titles of Honor,' third

edition, pp. 527-9, and Madox,
' Baronia

Anglica,' p. 138. C. E. A. BEDWELL.
Middle Temple Library.

THE WORD "BROKER" (11 S. vi. 126).
There is a good deal to be said in favour
of MR. A. L. MAYHEW'S hypothesis with

regard to the Oriental origin of this word,
although it has not received the imprimatur
of the

' N.E.D.' It is not, however, necessary
to bring in the Jews in connexion with it,

as neither the Moors of Spain nor the Moors
of Provence spoke Hebrew, but Arabic. The
Spanish alboroque is the natural equivalent
of the Arabic barakah, which originally

signified a blessing, and in non-classical

times a gift. The root of this Semitic word
has the signification of

"
knee." Thence the

verb baraka came to mean "he knelt like

a camel." Every one who has been in the
East knows that a kneeling camel would

require the greatest force to be moved from
its position. Baraka, therefore, in its

second or intensive form,* came to signify
"he is strong or sound." The verbal noun
barakah brings this meaning into the form
of blessing, that is, wishing a person to be
sound or strong. The sense of gratitude
is not common ; in fact, I remember to have

only once encountered it, and that was
in the case of an Arab fisher-boy to whom
I had done some service ; but I have often

been wished by an Arab, Allah yebarra-
kak !

"
May God bless you !

" Before meals
an Arab will say, Allah yebarrak 'old at-

to
1dm! "May God send a blessing on the

food!" Orientals, it is well known, love

to do things through the agency of others.

* This second form is indicated by the middle
consonant of the triliteral root being mushaddad
or doubled ; thus baraka becomes barraka.
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A marriage-broker, for instance, belongs to
a popular profession. The broker receives a

barakah, literally a blessing, but in practice
a gift or douceur. In Spain, Arabic words,
the survivals of the Moorish dominion,
are far from uncommon. An Alcalde=
al-qddhi, an Algua,zi\=al-wazir, an alcoba

(Eng. alcove )
= al-qubba, and so on ; hence

alboroque would naturally equal al-barakah.

From alboroque could easily be derived the
Latin word for an agent or middleman,
abrocator, whence the Provenal abrocador
and the French abrocour. I think, therefore,

that, leaving the Jews out of the question,
MB. MAYHEW is probably right in suggesting
the Semitic origin of the word "

broker."
W. F. PBIDEAUX.

MR. MAYHEW'S explanation is most inter-

esting. When I was a lad, I frequently
accompanied my father on a Sunday
morning, to the "

Coffee House " an old

jewellery mart, near Duke's Place Synagogue.
After a deal of chaffering on both sides, the
seller would grasp my father's hand and
utter the pious benediction,

" Mozzel and
berocha to you, Mr. Breslar

"
("Luck and

prosperity, Mr. Breslar "), on clinching my
father's final offer for a parcel of gold
watches, rings, or what not. No doubt
that fine old courtesy in Hebrew mercantile
life was imported from Holland, whither

many of the highest families fled from
Spain in 1492. Baruk is still the exact
mode in which the Spanish Hebrew pro-
nounces our word boruch.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

CLEOPATRA'S PORTRAIT (11 S. v. 88, 176).
In '

Egyptian Obelisks,' by Henry H.
Gorringe, Lieutenant - Commander United
States Navy (London, 1885), facing p. 72,
is a portrait of Cleopatra
"
photographed directly from her coins, and

finished as any other portrait would be by an
artist, who has endeavoured to be faithful to
the original. The four coins reproduced below
the portrait were found under the obelisk in
Alexandria very much defaced and corroded.
These coins, struck from different dies, mani-
festly give us a true representation of Cleopatra's
profile." P. 73.

Inscribed on the portrait is
"
L. Mounier,

fecit 1881." The "
Artotype

"
appears to

have been done by E. Bierstadt, N.Y. Here
Cleopatra appears as a very handsome
woman of rather a Jewish type.
Lieutenant-Commander Gorringe under-

took the removal of
"
Cleopatra's Needle "

from Alexandria to New York. His book
was first published in New York, 1882.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DETACHED PORTIONS OF COUNTIES (11 S.

vi. 69, 156). There is no doubt that the
inclusion in Worcestershire of the parishes
referred to is due to their past ownership by
the Bishop, or the abbeys of Evesham and
Pershore. Old Barrow is now known as

Oldberrow. It has been transferred to

Warwickshire for administrative purposes,
and more recently the benefice has been
united to that of Morton Bagot, one of the

adjoining Warwickshire parishes.
Nash in his

'

History of Worcestershire
'

made considerable use of the earlier labours
of Habington of Hindlip, who, because of

his complicity in the Gunpowder Plot,

was condemned to remain within the area
of the county of Worcester. To this circum-

stance, and the difficulty of visiting places
like Oldberrow, Alderminstef, and the large

parish of Tredington, owing to their detach-

ment from the rest of the county, may be
due the comparatively scant attention given
to them, until recently, by historians of

Worcestershire.

Much additional light has been thrown
on the early history of the two last named
by the Rev. J. Harvey Bloom, as the

result of discoveries made during the

progress of the work of sorting and indexing
for the Dean and Chapter of Worcester the

huge collection of documents removed in

April last from the Edgar Tower to the new
Diocesan Registry. This is in St. Michael's

Church, rendered available for the purpose
by a rearrangement of the ecclesiastical

parishes in the centre of the city.
A. C. C.

POWDERED ALABASTER (11 S. vi. 129, 175).
Alabaster has never had a place, so far as

I know, in the London or British Pharma-

copoeia, but it is included among the simple
medicines of some of our older Dispensa-
tories. It appears also in Lemery's

'

Traite

Universel des Drogues Simples' (1723),
in which its virtues are thus stated :

"
II est propre pour amolir [sic] les duretez

& pour les resoudre ; il appaise les douleurs de

1'estomac, 4tant appliqu6 dessus, il absorbe
comme Alkali, I'acrete qui tombe sur les gencives
dans le scorbut ; il raffermit les dents en les

nettoyant."
C. C. B.

The following extract from lolo Mor-

ganwg's Diary, when that eminent bard
and antiquary travelled through Wales in

1802, may prove of interest :

" Leave Cardigan, take the road to Llanfernach.

Bridell Church .... Meet a man who carries a
stone about the country, which he calls Llysfaen.
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Scrapes it into powder with a knife, and sells

at about five shillings an ounce as an infallible

remedy for the canine madness. He says this
stone is only to be found on the mountains after
a thunderstorm, and that every eye cannot see it.

He showed me the stone, and when I assured him
and a little crowd that had gathered about him,
that the stone was only a piece of the Glamorgan
alabaster, the poor fellow was confounded and
seemed very angry ; but I was surprised to hear
many positively assert that they had actually
seen the Hydrophobia cured in dogs and man
with this powder given in milk, and used as the

'only liquid to be taken for nine days, and the only
food also."

JONATHAN CEBEDIG DAVIES.
Llanilar.

According to Salmon's '

Pharmacopoeia
Londinensis,' powdered alabaster
*'

helps Heart-burnings, and applied plaster wise
is discutient ; especially calcined, and made into
a plaster with Pitch and Rosin. So it abates

pains, softens hard Swellings, and becomes
digestive : it is only used in Alabaster Ointment."

W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

HANWELL : BREWERNE ABBEY (11 S. vi.

110, 177). Brewerne, now Bruerne, Abbey
is in Oxfordshire, close to the borders of

Gloucestershire. It was a Cistercian abbey
connected with Osney Abbey. For a long
time in the Cope family, who converted it

into a dwelling-house, it now belongs to the
Samuda family. SHERBORNE.
: Sherborne House, Northleach;

CASANOVA AND CARLYLE (11 S. v. 428 ; vi.

16, 94, 172). I have followed MR. DUNCAN'S
kind advice and perused Carlyle's essay on
Diderot, with an interest not absolutely
free from mortification, since I discover
that Leland has palmed off on the public
-a statement altogether erroneous. The
phrase in question is, indeed, in Carlyle's
essay. I may as well quote it in full, as
" Hans Breitmann "

does not give it ver-
batim :

"
If any mortal creature, even a Reviewer,

be again compelled to glance into that Book
[' the beastliest of all past, present, or future
dull Novels,' put together

'

in a shameful for-

night '], let him bathe himself in running water,
put on change of raiment, and be unclean until
the even."

This, however, is said, not of Casanova
(whom Carlyle does not mention one single
time), but evidently of the 'Bijoux indiscrets,'
the immorality of which has, to my mind,
now become rather soporific. As it is,

the question seems settled ; it is only in the

paper on Cagliostro (ante, p. 16) that Carlyle
has spoken of the

'

Memoirs.' T. B.
Copenhagen.

A RELIC OF JOHN BUNYAN (11 S. vi.

162). William, Earl of Bedford, was a

patron of Isaac Ambrose, and it is believed

that, in 1633, he obtained for him the post
of King's Preacher at Garstang in Lanca-
shire. In the Epistle Dedicatory to Am-
brose's

'

Ultima,' dated 1658, occurs this

passage :

"As the sun rejoiceth to run his race.... so

year after year have you indefatigably expressed
your great bounty, whereby myself and family
have been exceedingly refreshed."

At this date Ambrose held the vicarage
of Preston, from which he was ejected in

1662 ;
he died the year following.

It is at least possible that Bunyan came
to possess the works of Ambrose through the

Earl of Bedford. HENRY FISHWICK.

ALMANACS IN DIALECT (11 S. v. 390, 494).
A very important almanac of this

kind was published in the latest seventies

or earliest eighties, entitled
' The Cawkneigh

Awlminek,' written entirely in the horrible

pronunciation now affected by the
"
coster

"

class. It marks the first appearance of the

modern slang intonation: y=^', e= u
;

f=th, and so on. I have unfortunately lost

my copy. EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

HANDEL'S COMPOSITIONS AND THE TRI-

ENNIAL FESTIVALS (11 S. vi. 61).^ The

complete book of words issued at the

festival in June last gives a history of the

whole series of festivals and a record of all

the solo singers engaged. The list given by
J. S. S. is not quite complete, and it may
be mentioned that Albani sang in 1883, not

1882. The name of Madame Rudersdorff is

omitted; she sang 6 time , and wa; the

best exponent of the. recitatives in
'

Israel

in Egypt
' ever heard. Cummings (tenor)

also sang 5 times. Barton McGuckin

(tenor) sang 5 times. Other notable singers
of the festivals have been Belletti (bass),

Parepa (soprano), Kellog (soprano), Agnesi

(bass), Edith Wynne and Anna Williams

(soprani). WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.

"CHALK SUNDAY" (11 S. vi. 90, 158).

At Bridlington, Chalk-back Night is, or

was, on the eve of Whit Sunday, when

boys and girls gathered on the green and
tried to chalk backs a very objectionable

practice, though it perhaps had reference

to the white associated with the coming
festival, which, it is suggested, may have

been the northern
" Dominica in Albis."

ST. SWITHIN.
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DOUBLE MEANINGS (11 S. vi. 167).
German journalese uses selten in the same
I call it stupid way. For a German of

normal intellect and education " das Wetter
1st in Salzburg selten schon " means that it

mostly rains there ; but in our newspapers"
eine selten schone Gelegenheit

"
is equi-

valent to an exceedingly fine opportunity.
Such phrases are only good for oracles and
other institutions and persons that want to

shuffle out of responsibilities.
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

DEDICATION OF NONCONFORMIST CHAPELS
(US. vi. 131, 192). Trinity Chapel, Grove
Street, Liverpool, a Wesleyan place of

worship, dates from about 1860, and the
dedication cannot, I should say, have been
due in any degree to sympathy with the

Anglican revival in the Church of England ;

if it were, it must have been quite uncon-
sciously so. St. John's Chapel, Prince's

Park, Liverpool (again Wesleyan), was
built a few years later. These are the earliest
dedications of Wesleyan chapels I remember
to have heard of. C. C. B.

SIR WALTER RALEGH'S DESCENDANTS
(US. vi. 191). Sir Walter's younger son,
Carew Ralegh (1605-66), married PhilippaWT

eston,
"
the rich widow of Sir Anthony

Ashley/' By her he had Philip, of London
and Tenchley in Surrey (who in 1695 was
stated to have four sons Walter, Carew,
and two others), and three daughters (Le
Neve,

'

Knights,' 74). Carew's daughter
Anne married Sir Philip Tyrrell of Castle-

thorpe (Wood,
'

Athense Oxon.,' ed. Bliss,
ii. 244).

CHARLES KEENE : ARTICLE BY GEORGE
MOORE (11 S. vi. 190). See Mr. Moore's
book ' Modern Painting

'

(1893), pp. 213-19,
the paper entitled

' A Great Artist.'

A. R. BAYLEY.

WHITTINGTON AND HIS CAT (11 S. iv.

603, 522; v. 75, 274, 313, 452). Another
variant of the Rat-Money-broker story
for which see US. iv. 504 and v. 313 is

given in E. B. Cowell's ' The Jataka,' 1905,
vol. i.. No. 4, under the heading

'

Cullaka-
Sehi-Jataka '

(" A young man picks up a
dead mouse, which he sells, and works up
this capital till he becomes rich"). To it
is appended this note :

" The whole Jataka, in an abbreviated form,
forms the story of the Mouse Merchant at pages
33, 34, of the first volume of Tawney's translations
of the ' Katha Sarit Sagara.' See also '

Kalilah
and Dimnah,' chap, xviii."

The late Moncure D. Conway, in his
'

Pilgrimage to the Wise Men of the East/
1906, p. Ill, speaks thus :

" The familiar London folk-tale of Whittmgton
and his Cat, which I once traced through many
parts of the world, originated in a Buddhist
parable whose moral was the base ingratitude
of man to the animals that befriended him. The
cat, having ingeniously made the fortune of a
poor peasant, is cast aside to perish in wretched-
ness. This lesson against ingratitude faintly
reappears in the early versions of

' Puss in Boots,'
but has entirely disappeared in the story of
Whittington, in which the cat is supplanted by
the Providence which watches over the specula-
tions of the pious and loyal British merchant."

Acquainted with many an Indian tale

anent man's ingratitude to his animal
benefactors as I am, I have never met such
a Buddhist parable of the benevolent cat
as is mentioned by Conway without naming
authority. Can any of your readers inform
me where the story is recorded ?

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

"ACCORDING TO COCKER" (11 S. vi. 90,

176). The Arithmetic which gave rise to
this saying was published after Cocker's
death ; and Prof. A. De Morgan, in his
' Arithmetical Books,' 1847, shows that it

was a forgery. Nevertheless, Dr. Brewer
and everybody else completely ignore De
Morgan's article.

References can be made to 4 S. viii. 256 ;

7 S. iv. 341, 543 ; and 10 S. vii. 386; also
to The City Press, 17 and 24 Aug.. 1872.

RALPH THOMAS.

HENRY HUNT PIPER (11 S. vi. 129, 176,

216). I have had the following courteous
letter from the Librarian of Dr. Williams's

Library (Gordon Square, London, W.C.) r

dated 5 Sept. :

" There is no doubt about the Rev. Hunt
Piper's authorship of the revised Common Prayer
published by Pickering in 1852. It is fully
reviewed in The Christian Reformer for Axigust,
1852, but is there treated as anonymous. A
second edition (also anonymous) was published
in the same year by E. T. Whitfield, who was at
that time doing most of the Unitarian publishing.

" In an account of the anniversary services at

Banbury in The Christian Reformer for September,
1853, allusion is made to the '

Prayer-book pre-
pared by Mr. Piper, and adopted by the congre-
gation towards the close of last year.'

"
Finally, we have in our possession a copy of

the first edition, formerly in the possession of

Mr. Alfred W. Worthington, a perfectly reliable

authority and a contemporary of Mr. Piper's,
with a note in his handwriting on the title-page,
'

by Rev. Henry Hunt Piper.'
"

This evidence, together with the state-

ment by Mr. Basil Pickering (son of the
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publisher of the first edition) that the book
was by Mr. Piper, and the fact that the
authorities of the British Museum also say
the same in their Catalogue, would seem to

show almost beyond any doubt that Mr.

Piper was the author. What, then, was the
second edition, said to have been sup-
pressed ? Could it have been the one printed
by Whitfield referred to above ? Seemingly
this edition was in full use at Mr. Piper's
church at Banbury in 1852-3, and perhaps
later. Why was an edition suppressed, and
toy whose action ? RONALD DIXON.

46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

"BLUE PETER" (7 S. iii. 477; iv. 116,
237; US. iv. 108, 157). As both of the

explanations of this maritime signal that
have appeared in these columns seem to be
rather unconvincing viz., that

"
peter

"

is an abbreviation of the word repeater, or

7nay be regarded as a popular rendering of

the French a partir I trust I shall be excused
for putting forward a different suggestion
in regard to its derivation.

I find in the Oxford Dictionary that
the sixth signification of peter is given as

portmanteau or trunk, bundle or parcel.
This use originated in the vocabulary of

thieves during the seventeenth century, and
a quotation is added from the year 1668.

The same authority, s.v.
'

Peter,' 7, cites an
example of

" Blue Peter " from The Naval
Chronicle (1803) :

" She has had Blue Peter's flag flying at the
fore, as a signal. . . .for sailing

"
;

and under '

Blue,' 13, one from Byron's
- Don Juan '

(1823) :

It is time that I should hoist my " blue Peter,"
And sail for a new theme.

Taking, then, this early signification of
*'

peter
"

as trunk or package, I believe
the present meaning of the word was
derived from it on very simple lines pro-
bably during the eighteenth century, or

perhaps even a little earlier. The captain
or the shipping agent of a sailing vessel

wishing, as the time of departure from port
approached, to get all the cargo on board,
formed a rough-and-ready device by running
up a flag bearing a white oblong figure,
afterwards reduced to a square, to indicate
a trunk, case, or cargo in general, drawn
upon a blue ground, which represented the
ocean ; this was to show all parties in-

terested in the vessel that the remaining
cargo and personal effects must be shipped
immediately, the vessel being ready for sea.

Any one conversant with shipping matters
will be aware that merchants who dispatch

goods to distant ports always employ a
variety of

"
marks," such as squares,

diamonds, parallelograms, &c., which are

painted on the cases and bales, together
with certain numbers and the initials of the

consignees, each series of goods as they are
delivered to the stevedore being counted
and checked. Hence marks and signs have
from time immemorial played a very im-

portant part in the history of merchant
shipping.
When the signification of the original"
peter

"
as a trunk or case was lost sight of

through the flag receiving that name, the

signal naturally enough would be called a
" blue Peter," in spite of the trunk being
painted white, since the predominating
colour, which denoted the sea, was blue.

And, indeed, we find a converse of this

same signal still employed in the pilot's

flag, a blue oblong or square upon a white

ground. This signal, no doubt, was in-

vented about the same time as the Blue
Peter. I may note that in the coloured
illustrations of flags at p. 276 of 'The
Peninsular and Oriental Pocket Book,' pub-
lished by A. & C. Black, London, 1908, the

oblong rather than the
"
square

"
forma-

tion of the peter is unmistakable.

Thus it would seem that to the merchant
shipping service is due the origin of this

much-debated flag, which, after it had
once become generally adopted in the
British Isles, would in due course be taken
over as a convenient and effective signal

by the Royal Navy to proclaim the imme-
diate departure of a man-of-war. The few

quotations that are available in the Oxford
Dictionary, and their respective dates,
at any rate favour this theory ; though it

is, of course, one that might prove very
difficult to substantiate step by step at
this distance of time. N. W. HILL.

Shanghai, China.

COL. LOWTHEB, 1739(11 S. vi. 131, 176, 217).
The appointment of Anthony Lowther,

Esq., of the 2nd Regiment of Foot Guards,
as colonel of one of six regiments of marines
which were about to be raised, is notified in

The, Gentleman's Magazine of November,
1739 (p. 606). I think that on investiga-
tion DR. MAGRATH may reconsider his

suggestion of the identity of Anthony
Lowther of the Marines with the Hon.
Anthony Lowther, M.P. for Cockermouth
and afterwards for Westmorland, who died
in 1741. In The Gent. Mag. for February,
1745 (p. 94), the name of the colonel of the
3rd Marines (46th Foot) is given, as in
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1739, as Anthony Lovvther. (There were

by that time ten regiments of Marines, the
44th to the 53rd Foot inclusive.) In the

same magazine, January, 1746 (p. 45), is a
note of the death of

"
Brig. Gen." Lowther ;

and in February and May (pp. 107 and 273)
are notes of the appointments of successors

in the colonelcy of the regiment, the an-

nouncement of February giving his rank as
"
Major Gen." He was buried in West-

minster Abbey, 22 Jan., 1745/6 ; and Col.

Chester says he attained the rank of major-
general in May, 1745 (the appointment is

in The Gent. Mag. for June, 1745). Chester
does not, however, mention his connexion
with the Marines. The two Anthony
Lowthers were cousins. DIEGO.

"DACIA"=DENMARK (11 S. vi. 146).
The term

" Daeus "
for a Dane dates from

very early times. The church of St. Cle-

ment Danes in the Strand very often

figures in official documents as
"
Ecclesia

Sancti dementis Dacorum." I think the

question has been discussed before in
' N. & Q: W. F. PBIDEAUX.

By a curious coincidence the very next

page (p. 147) of
' N. & Q.' supplies a signi-

ficant comment on this equation, as it

contains a reference to the " hundred of

Dacorum "
in Herts. In my '

Place-Names
of Herts '

I explain that Dacorum means
"
of the Danes." WALTER W. SKEAT.

In 1565 William Lambarde had an abstract
made of a '

History of the English
'

by
Henry, the Archdeacon to Alexander, Bishop
of Lincoln (1145), which he concluded was
merely an abridgment of that of Henry of

Huntingdon. Throughout this "Dacia"=
Denmark, and " Daci "=the Danes.

F. LAMBARDE.

CORIO, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA (11 S. vi.

190). It is not correct to describe Corio as
" a town near Geelong." Corio was the

original name of the northern part of the

present city of Geelong, contiguous to
Corio Bay. The word has no connexion
whatever with the Italian family of Corio.
It represents the round of the aboriginal
name of the locality as it fell on the ears of the

early settlers from the lips of the blacks.

Geelong is also an aboriginal word. Seventy-
five years ago, when the place was first

occupied by whites, two settlements were
formed one in the bay called Corio, and
the other, a mile to the south on the River
Barwoh, called Geelong. With the gradual

occupation of the intervening land Corio

dropped out, and the whole town it was
recently proclaimed a city came to be
known as Geelong. But the oldest thorough-
fare of Geelong still bears the name of Corio
Street, and the municipal district to the
north-west of the city is officially designated
the "

Shire of Corio." One of the early
newspapers was called The Corio Chronicle.
More than 50 years ago the late Daniel

Bunce, Curator of the Geelong Botanical

Gardens, compiled and published a vocabu-

lary of the local tribes of blacks. In a pre-
fatory note he remarks :

"
By speaking this language with a soft Italian

accent the reader will have little difficulty in

making himself understood by the natives."

J. F. HOGAN.
Royal Colonial Institute,

Northumberland Avenue.

" YELVER " IN PLACE-NAMES (11 S. vi.

191). This word appears in the North of

England in different forms, as
"
gilver,""

gelver,''
"
yelt,"

"
geld,"

"
gild," and

means barren, unfruitful.
" Geld soil,"

"
geld rocks

" = hard rocks ;

"
geld ground,"

a mining expression, is ground devoid of
minerals. With such a meaning the word
can very well appear in names of places, if

these are situated on sterile or stony ground.
See J. Wright,

'

Engl. Dialect Dictionary,'
s.v.

'

Geld.' DR. FR. ROSENTHAL.
Sallstr. 3, Hannover.

"VISTO"=:" VISTA" (11 S. vi. 27, 95,

158). My friend Mr. William May, whose
name is not unknown in these pages, has

kindly supplied me with an interesting

example of the use of the former word. He
writes :

" Do you know of the following by John Gay ?

It appears in his
' Miscellanies

'

in a poem
entitled

' To a Young Lady with some Lampreys,''
written, I should say, about 1715 :

Should Dian's Maids turn liqu'rish livers,
And of huge lampreys rob the rivers,
Then all beside each glade and Visto
You'd see Nymphs lying like Callisto."

Gay's
' Poems on Several Occasions,' ac-

cording to Lowndes, were published in 1720.
JOHN T. CURRY.

REFERENCE WANTED (11 S. vi. 189).
The lines,

Nor custom, nor example, nor vast numbers
Of such as do offend, make less the sin,

are to be found on p. 308 of
'

Massinger's
Plays

'

(Chatto & Windus) in
' The Picture/

Act IV. sc. ii. A. R.
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JJofcs 0tt IBooks.

Catalogue of the Bnoks and Paper*,for the most part
relating to the University, Town, and County of
Cambridge, bequeathed to the University by John
Willis Clark. Compiled by A. T. Bartholomew.
(Cambridge University Press.)

IT seems to us that a bookish man could desire no
better or more appropriate memorial than to have
his name preserved in connexion with a great public
library as the donor or founder of some special col-

lection of books. We in London always think with
a touch of kindness, which gilds him with respect,
of Thomas Grenville, who "heard a great deal and
imagined more," for his magnificent library of rare
books as we fill in a British Museum slip with the
letter G before the press-mark ; and the Rev. C. M.
Cracherode becomes real to us as we handle one
of his beloved bindings.
Mr. Willis Clark's collection of Cambridge books

and papers will not only preserve his memory
long after the generations which knew him
have passed away, but they will also be a great
addition to the University library. He began col-

lecting in 1860, and continued adding to his store
almost to his death. Besides Cambridge literature

of all periods and'upon every subject, he was espe-
cially interested in college architecture and in the

growth of the collegiate system, and hence many
books not of obvious Cambridge interest are
included here. Taken as a Catalogue of Can-
tabrigiana it would fall short of Mr. Madan's
work on Oxford Printing, but this it does not

pretend to be. It is notable for the number of

broadsheets and fly-leaves marking the ephemeral
controversies of the day which it has preserved.
The portrait of Mr. Clark, seated in the cloisters

of Gloucester Cathedral in the position a mediaeval
scholar would have occupied, is one of the
most characteristic we have seen, and though it

has appeared before in his ' Care of Books,' we
commend its choice for this volume. Mr. Clark
made friends of every one with whom he came in

contact, and his memory is prized by them all ; but
no more useful and enduring monument to his

memory has been raised than this very handsome
hand-list of the books he bequeathed to the Univer-
sity he served so long and so well.

Shotley Parish Records.
" Suffolk Green Books,'

No. XVI. (2). (Bury St. Edmunds, Paul &
Mathew. )

As the writer says, Part I. of this volume is
" as good as gold." It consists of raw materials

i.e., of Fines, Inquisitions, Wills, and Lists
of Shotley Taxpayers. Undoubtedly the most
precious of these documents is the inquiry as to
the age of Bartholomew Davelers of Erwarton," taken before the King's escheator at Euer-
warton. . . .on the Friday next before the feast
of St. Martin in the second year of the reign of

King Edward, son of King Edward." Twelve
persons of ripe age the Visdelou of that day
and a neighbouring landowner, with the rest
humbler folk stated that they knew for a fact
Bartholomew had been born and baptized on
such and such days, one because he had gone
to the hall for payment of a debt and found the

lady lying in childbed ; another because he was
in the church, where he was having mass said
for his father's soul, when the baby was baptized,
and remembers seeing it lying in the church
wrapt in a cloth of silk ; two others because
children of their own were baptized at the same
time, and so on. The wills, 83 in number, are
many of them interesting, ranging from 1375
(Sir Thomas Visdelou's) to 1630 (Thomas
Campell's).
The writer follows up his

" raw materials
"

with chapters on the parish and its hamlets,
on Shotley in Domesday, on the families the Vis-
delous, Strattons, and Feltons who lived there,
and on the Plantagenets at Shotley (1321, 1340),
adding also various other curious matters, and
supplying a number of interesting illustrations.
We confess that we found his frequent facetious-
ness a little tiresome ; but that makes no differ-
ence to the fact that we have here a compendious
collection of local information for which archae-

ologists, genealogists, and other lovers of ancient-

things may well be grateful. The Parish Registers
have been put into a separate volume.

The People's Books (T. C. & E. C. Jack) do not
restrict themselves to subjects, scientific or historical,
which may be studied dispassionately ; they also-

boldly handle the most burning of questions. Mr.
J. H. Harley's Syndicalism is well-proportioned,
well-written, and informing, and should prove
useful in enabling people to get, at any rate, a-

clear first notion of the nature of the movement.

Mr. W. A. Robertson's Insurance as a Means of
Investment is workmanlike and instructive ; as he
says, the array of examples here placed at our
disposal is well worth careful consideration.

Dr. Alexander Bryce's Dietetics is a good piece of

work, though it certainly reflects in a very candid
manner the present condition of this branch of

practical science^ hich is to say that it present*
no little confusion. At the head of his Biblio-

graphy the author puts Dr. Hutchison's ' Food and
Dietetics

'

as he says, the best book on the subject
published in any English-speaking country. But a
comparison between it and the little treatise before
us will show what a number of new notions have
cropped up and expanded in the interval Dr.
Bryce gives an amount of detailed advice, surprising,,
when we consider the small compass he nad to
work in even providing recipes. On p. 49 is a
recipe for macaroni au gratin, where we observed
a rather amusing omission.

Prof. Leighton's Embryology is confessedly we
think, to an all too great extent based upon the
writings of Dr. Archdall Reid. The larger and
infinitely varied biological interest of the subject is

ignored. Half the book is taken up by a rambling
account of the relation of the germ-cells to the soma

full of repetitions in which, though Darwin's
"Pangenesis" comes in for description and rejection,,
we were astonished to find no allusion to Weis-
mann. The description of the development of the
embryo is curiously disproportioned here given in-

great detail, here involved in a mass of words that
convey but little, here showing notable omissions.

Throughout runs a doctrinaire vein which seems
out of

place,
and difficult questions, such as the

origin of the human mind, are settled off-hand in a
very airy way.
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We sincerely hope that Mr. H. Macpherson's
Practical Astronomy will meet with the welcome
which, by its full and easy and straightforward
instructiveness, it deserves. The subject is one
which ought to be more generally popular to form
a larger part of the ordinary consciousness than
it commonly does. A good deal of work has been
done in the way of popularizing it, and this little

book, being, besides other merits, so cheap, ought
to count for something in that work.

Aviation, by Mr. Sydney Walker, is written
At least with clearness and simplicity, and rather

cleverly assumes a certain though very small
amount of mechanical knowledge on the part

of the reader, so that we are not wearied by long
dissertations on absolutely elementary matters.
The writer has had the advantage of correspon-
dence with the chief firms that construct aero-

planes ; we could wish that he had extracted more
detailed information from them.

Durham Marriage Bonds, 1664-76. (Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, M. S. Dodds.)

THIS list of marriage bonds (followed, when the

marriage has been traced, by an extract from
.the register) extends to nearly 170 pages, with
'two good Indexes of names and places. It
does not seem to contain the marriage of any
very celebrated persons, but we have been struck
on looking through it with the numbers of well-

known Durham County and Northumberland
names of the present day. North of England
genealogists will, of course, find it indispensable.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. SEPTEMBER.

CATALOGUE No. 62, which we have received from
Mr. Barnard of Tunbridge Wells, relates chiefly to
ibooks and pamphlets of the Tudor and Stuart

periods, and contains many attractive and curious

items, from which we may select the following :

Increase Mather's "A further Account of the
Trials of New England Witches to which is

added. Cases of Conscience concerning Witchcrafts
.and Evil Spirits Personating Men Printed for
I. Dunton, at the Raven in the Poultry, 1693," 101. ;" A Dialogve of Cumfort against Tribulation, made
by the right Vertuous, Wise and Learned man,
Sir Thomas More, which he wrote in the Tower of

London, An. 1534
" 4. 15s. ;

" Guidus : Oratio in

funere Mariae Britanniae Reginae ad Cardinales
Regumque et Rerumpublicarum legates. Romae
habita vni. Id. Martii M.D.LIX.," 1. 18s. ; Roger
Ascham, 'Familiarium epistolarum libri tres,'c. 1576,
21. 10s. ; a first edition of Sir Thomas Browne's
' Pseudodoxia Epidemica,' 1646, 3/. 3s. ; and Roger
Breston's ' The bayte and snare of Fortune.
Wherein may be seen that money is not the only
cause of mischefe and vnfortunat endea : but a
necessary mean to mayntayne a Vertuous quiet
lyfe. Treated in a Dialoge betwene man and
money,' c. 1558. The author's name is given in an
acrostic on the verso of the last leaf, 9/-. 9s.

IN his Catalogue No. 288, which we have received
from Mr. James Commin of Exeter, we noticed a
collection of eighteenth-century editions of Voltaire

in three cases first editions offered for 21. 2s., and a
firstedition of

' La Maison Rustique : or, the Countrie
Farm, compiled in the French Tongue by Charles

Stevens and John Liebault also a short collec-

tion of the hunting of the Hart, Wilde Bore, Hare,
Foxe, Gray, Conie ; of Birds and Faulconrie,' 1600,
SI. 3s. ; a first edition of Johnson's '

Dictionary,'
2vols., folio, 1755, 31. 10s.; Fuller's 'Abel Redivi-
vus,' again a first edition, 1651, 31. 15s. ; and a
black - letter book,

" London in aedibus Thomae
Bertheleti typis impress M.D.XXXIX" Ulrich
Hutten's ' Ot the wood called Guaiacum that
healeth the Frenche pockes, and also helpeth the
goute in the feet, the stoone, the palsey, lepzee,
dropsy, fallynge evyll, and other diseases

'

(trans-
lated by Thomas Paynell), 167.

HERR LIEPMANNSSOHN of Berlin has sent us his

Catalogue 181, which, under the four headings
"Acoustics," "Metrics and Rhythmics," "Nota-
tion," and "Psychology and Physiology of Music,"
contains upwards of two thousand works relating
to music in its various aspects. Among them are

many old and rare examples, some of exceptional
interest, such as are, for instance, Zacconi's
'

Prattica di musica,' Venice, 1596, 250m. ; Claudius
Sebastiani's

' Bellum musicale, inter plani et
mensuralis cantus reges de Principatu in.Musicae
Provincia obtinendo, contendentes,' with a large
woodcut at the end an amusing work founded on
Andreas Ornitoparchus, 1563, 225m. ; Thomas
Morley's "A Plaine and Easie Introduction to
Practicall Musicke set down in forme of a dialogue
Devided into three parts Imprinted at London
by Peter Short dwelling on Breadstreet hill at the
sign of the starre, 1597," 100m. ; Thomas Mace's
' Musick's monument ; or a remembrancer of the
best practical musick, both divine and civil

'

London, T. Ratcliffe & N. Thompson, 1676, 400m. ;

Glarsanus's '

Dodekachordon,' a work which con-
tains extracts from the compositions of some thirty
musicians of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
1547, 300m. ; three examples of Gafnrius : the '

Angeli-
cum ac diuinum opus musice' Milan, 1508, 400m.,
the 'Practica musice,' Milan, 1496, 350m., the
'

Practica musicae vtriusqz catus,' Venice, 1512,
250m. ; and the ' Fronimo Dialogo di Vincentio
Galilei sopra 1'arte del bene intavolare et retta-
mente sonare la musica,' 1584, 400m.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to (Eomspontonts.
EDITORIAL communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of

' Notes and Queries
' "Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, B.C.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

MR. H. COOPER writes that MR. KREBS has
given him the English proverb he wanted in" An hour in the morning is worth two in the
evening."

A. WEIGHT MATTHEWS ("Churchyard Inscrip-
tions ''), Please send address. We have two letters
for you.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 215, col 1, 1. 13 from foot, for"
fully a century

" read nearly a century.
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage |d. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
AND MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF PLANTS.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the beet gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

\n it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession

of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

Telegraphic Address -QARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GERHARD.
**

May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, W.

JUST READY.

A CATALOGUE
OF AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF BOOKS

RELATING TO

LONDON AND ITS ENVIRONS,
INCLUDING

A PORTION OF THE LIBRARY OF

JOHN E. GARDNER, Esq.

Post free on application.

FRANCIS EDWARDS, Bookseller,

83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, W.

Telephone: 803 MAYFAIR. Telegraph:
"
FINALITY, BAKER, LONDON."

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C., and Printed by
J. RDVVAKD FRANCI8, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C. Saturday, September 21, 1912.
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FOR

LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICE FOURPENCE.

No. 144. ['SSS"] SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1912.
\ *8^$t.

JSZ^b tS
v. Yearly Subtcription, 20a. Sd. post fr

MACMILLAN'S NEW BOOKS.
THE ROYAL VISIT TO INDIA.

Narrative of the Visit to India of Their Majesties King George V. and Queen
Mary and of the Coronation Durbar held at Delhi, i2th December, 1911.

By the Hon. JOHN FORTESCUE. With 32 Illustrations. 8vo, los. 6d. net.

%* This work constitutes the official record of the Visit and Durbar. [Tuesday.

THE RIGHT. HON. JAMES BRYCE.

South America :

Observations and Impressions.

By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, O.M.,
Author of ' The American Commonwealth,' &c.

With Maps. 8vo, 8s. Qd. net.

THE MINORITY
HENRY III.

H. G. WELLS'
NEW NOVEL

MARRIAGE 6s.

Evening Standard. " Mr. Wells has never
written more delightfully humorous pages than
those devoted to the Popes, singly and collec-

tively. Very noticeable here is a resemblance
between the author and Dickens : there are

innumerable passages over which the reader

pauses and murmurs,
' How like Dickens !

' ' :

MAURICE HEWLETT'S
NEW NOVEL

MRS. LANCELOT. 6s.
Standard. " Mr. Hewlett has probably

never drawn three portraits more incisively and

brilliantly complete than the portraits of

the Diike, Mrs. Lancelot, and Lancelot."

The Crock of Gold. By JAMES
STEPHENS, Author of ' The Charwoman's

Daughter.' Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

[Tuesday.
*** A story of the open air, of deep forests, of rock-

strewn pastures, and mountain tops, and, though the
human element is not absent, it deals chiefly with the

fairy-folk of old Ireland, with the god Pan, and the
Great Angus Og.

%* Macmillan's Autumn Announcement List post free on application.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., LONDON.

OF

By KATE NORGATE,
Author of 'England under the Angevin Kings,'

&c. 8vo, 8s. 6d. net.

SECOND AND CHEAPER EDITION.

GREEN WILLOW AND
OTHER JAPANESE FAIRY
TALES. By GRACE JAMES.

With 16 Illustrations in Colour by WARWICK
GOBLE. 8vo, 5s. net.

This is a cheaper edition of a book which was first

publi*hed two years ago and enjoyed great popularity.
Sixteen of the much admired coloured illustrations by
Mr. Warwick Goble are included.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

GENERAL INDEXES.

The, following are still in stock:

GENERAL INDEX,
* FOURTH SERIES

GENERAL INDEX,
* SIXTH SERIES ..

s. d.

.330

-.060
GENERAL INDEX,

* SEVENTH SERIES .. 060
GENERAL INDEX,

* EIGHTH SERIES 6*
* For Copies by post an additional Threepence is charged.

GENERAL INDEX,
t NINTH SERIES 10 6
With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

t This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it

contains, in addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the
Names and Pseudonyms of Writers, with a list of their
Contributions. The number of constant Contributors
exceeds eleven hundred. The Publishers reserve the right
of increasing the price of the volume at any time. The
number printed is limited, and the type has been dis-

tributed.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, B.C.

NOW READY, price lOg. 6d. net.

THE TENTH SERIES
GENERAL INDEX

NOTES AND QUERIES.
WITH INTRODUCTION BY THE EDITOR

This Index contains, in addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the
Names and Pseudonyms of Writers with a list of their Contributions.
The number of constant Contributors exceeds eleren hundred. The
Publishers reserve the right of increasing the price of the volume at
any time. The number printed is limited, and the type has been
distributed.

Free by post, 108. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes aivl Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

NOW READY.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
THE VOLUME JANUARY TO JUNE, 1912.

With the Index, price 10a. Qd.

The Index separately 6d. ; by post 6Jef.

Also Cases for Binding, price Is. ; by post Is. 2d.

JOHNC. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

NOTICE.

Beginning with the first week in October,

NOTES AND QUERIES will be published at

10 a.m. on FRIDAY, instead of at 2 p.m. as

hitherto.

VTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
1^1 to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 8s. 2d. for Three
Months; 108. 3d. for Six Monies ; or 208. 6d. for Twelve Months,
including the volume Index. J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and
Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

JOTES AND QUERIES.
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

s. A.
5 Lines, pearl type 028

Sixpence per Line beyond.
Half a Column 110
Column 2 2 t
A Page 440

In the measurement of Advertisements, care should be taken to
measure from rule to rule.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notet and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.O.

LD ENGRAVED PORTRAITS
ANTIQUARIAN, SCIENTIFIC, LITERARY PERSONAGES, *c.

Also PORTRAITS of FAMILY INTEREST.
A new Catalogue free on application to

SUCKLING & CO., 13. Garrick Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

GENEALOGY.
Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-

eery Lane, W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record Soc., and
General Kditor of the Northern and Eastern < 'ounties in Mr. Philli-
raore's Parish Register Series, is at liberty to UNDERTAKE
RESEARCHES for Private Clients on moderate terms. Wills, Parish
Registers, Manor Rolls, Chancery Suits, Heraldry, Ac.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfitide>8 extant. Please slate wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

QOBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
By LEWIS MELVILLE.

NOTES AND QUERIES
For JULY 6, 13, 27; AUGUST 3, 17, 24; and SEPTEMBER 7.

Price for the Seven Numbers, 2s. 4<J. ; or free by post, 2s. 7<l.

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Notes ami Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

EVERY SATURDAY. OF ANY BOOKSELLER OR NEWSAGENT
IN ENGLAND, price 4d.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

C HARLES DICKENS, 1812-1870.
A Series of Notes by JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

With Supplementary Articles by other Contributors

Appears in the Numbers for FEBRUARY 3, 10, 17, 24 ;

MARCH 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 ; APRIL 6, 13, 20, 27 ; MAY 4. 11. 18, 25

JUNE 1, 8, 15, and 20.

JOHN C. FRANCIS 4 J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, EC.

TO B O O K a K L L E R S.

FRANCIS
& CO. are prepared to give LOW

ESTIMATES for HIGH-CLASS CATALOGUE and GENERAL
PRINTING, and invite inquiries for Prices aud Specimens.

The ATHENAEUM PRESS,
13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, E.O.
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INSCRIPTIONS IN THE CHELSEA
HOSPITAL BURYLNG-GROUND.

THIS cemetery is in the extreme north-east
corner of the Royal Hospital grounds,
abutting on Queen's Road. It is a long,
narrow strip, divided into northern and
southern portions by a path running east
*md west. Thomas Faulkner, in his

'

His-
torical and Descriptive Account of the

Royal Hospital/ &c. (1805), gives three only
of the inscriptions ; and the same writer in
* An Historical and Topographical Descrip-
tion of Chelsea

'

(1810) gives a considerable
number of names, with the years of inter-

ment, but no full abstracts.
A useful collection of abstracts was made

by Capt. J. Ford in 1842, and is published
in the small

' Handbook for Chelsea Hos-
pital

'

; but he often leaves out details of
interest to genealogists, and his figures are

not always correct. Some of the inscrip-
tions noted by him have now disappeared,
and his abstracts have been called into

requisition in the following list when such
is the case, and have also been used to

supply, between square brackets, missing
portions to still existing inscriptions, and to

check the abstracts made by me. The in-

scriptions marked with an * do not appear
in Capt. Ford's list : they are mostly of a
later date than 1842. The cemetery was
closed for interments in 1855. These ab-
stracts were made in July, 1911.

SOUTH SIDE, BEGINNING AT WEST END.

1. Mr. John Bruce, late Master Gardener of this

Hospital, <1. 4 Feb., 1838, a. 70. Alexander
Betson Bruce, 2nd s. of the above, late Clerk in
the office of the Secretary, d. 7 Oct., 1829, a. 22.

Henry Bruce, 3rd s., d. April, 1830, a. 18.

2. Mr. William Lang, d. 12 Sept., 1834, a. 70.

*3. Mr. Joseph Horswell, Master to
Chelsea Hospital for (32) years, d. (3)1 Dec.,
1842, in his 68th year. Also to .... of the above.

4. Mr. Samuel Campion, d. 28 Oct., [1791].

5. Joseph May, d. 4 April, 1814, a. 24.

In love he lived, in peace he died
His life was asked but God denied.

Mr. John May, f. of the above, d. 1 Nor., 1831.

Ann, w. of John May, d. 2 Oct., 1833, a. 80.

6. Mr. Richard Beck, d. 11 May, 1808, a. 71.
John Douglas Crew, d. 3 May, 1816, in his 9th
year. Richard Perceval Crew, d. 5 March, 1825,
in his 22nd year. Thomas Crew, sexton of this

Hospital for 32 years, d. 12 March, 1831, in his
73rd year. Harriot, his w., d. 13 June, 183[5],
at 9, Charles Street, Queen[s] [EJlm, in her
64th year.

7. Here lyeth ye Body of
|
Simon Box

|
who in

the capacity of I a souldier served King |
Charles

the first, King [
Charles ye

2d, King James
| y

e

2d and their present | Maj** King William and I

Queen Mary whose
| pentioner he was belong |

ing to this their Maj*8
| Royal Hospital |

and
the first that was inter'd in this Burying |

Place who deceased yc
|
6th of April in ye 63d

yeare |
of his age and of

|
Our Lord

|
1692.

8. Mary, w. of Mr. Alexander Macdonald, of
this p., d. 10 Dec., 1772, in her 70th year. Alex-
ander Macdonald, d. 21 Nov., 1787, a. 87. Erected
by his s. Charles.

9. Mary, w. of Richard Bettesworth, Esq.,
Major of H.M. Royal Hospital, d. 8 June, 1712,
in her 47th year. Ric. Bettesworth, d. 24 Dec.,
1745, a. 88.

10. Captain John Bunting, d. 23 Nov., 1732,
a. 61.

*11. Katherine Mackintosh, d. a. ; Laugh-
land Mackintosh, d. a. , 1714. Children of

Laughland and Mary Mackintosh.
*12. Peter Warburton, Captain in H.M. Royal

Hospital, d. 6 June, 1730, in his 94th year.
Martha, his w., died 21 July, 1737, in her 59th
year.

13. Mr. Robert Rankin, d. 13 Jan., 1755, a.

14. Mr. Robert Rankin, d. 12 March, 1749/50,
a. 56.

15. Richard Johnson, d. 26 Dec., 1734, a. 53.
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16. Margaret Nisbett, the lady of Doctor
David Njsbett, of Leicester Square, eldest d.

of the Hon. Sir Thomas Renton, Physician
Extraordinary to King George the first, d. 12 Sept.,

1740, a. 27. The Hon. Sir Thos. Renton, Kt.,
d. 30 Nov., 1740, a. 75. David Nisbett, M.D.,
born 1703, d. 29 March, 1773, a. 70.

17. Captain Walter Compton, Captain Com-
mandant, d. 22 May [1705 ?], a. 88.

18. Here lies William Hiseland
|
A Veteran

if ever a Soldier was
|
Who merited well a Pension

|
If Long Service be a Merit

| Having served

upwards of the days of Man
|
Antient but not

Superannuated | Engaged in a series of Wars
|

Civil as well as Foreign | yet not maimed or

worn out by either
]
His Complexion was fresh

and florid
|
His Health hale and hearty |

His

Memory exact and ready |
In Stature I He

exceeded the Military size
|
In Strength |

He
surpassed the prime of Youth

|
And

|
What

rendered his Age |
Still more Patria[r]chal |

When above one Hundred Years Old
|
He took

unto Him a Wife
|
Read Fellow Soldiers and

Reflect
|
That there is a Spiritual Warfare

|

As well as a Warfare Temporal | Born, 6 Aug.,
1020. Died 7 Feb., 1732. Aged 112.

19. Blank.
20. Mrs. Eleanor Jones, d. 9 July, 1738, a. 38.

Mr. Daniel Jones, her husb., Comptroller of the
Coal Yard in this Hospital, d. 5 April, 1739,
a. 55. Also their chn. : Henry, a. 4 y. 11 m. ;

Edward, a. 3 m. ; Margaret, a. months ;

Eliza, a. 3 years.
21. Grace, w. of Richard Edge, Light Horseman

in Chelsea College, d. 21 Sept., 1722, in her 51st

year. Richard Edge, d. 19 April, 1724, in his
61st year.

22. Mr. John Laisne", d. 17 Dec., 1810, in his
73rd year. He was Master Butler to this Hospital
26 years. [Mrs. Rose Laisn6, d. 9 Oct., 1835,
a, 78.]

23. James Allen, Gardener of this Hospital,
d. 13 Nov., 1817, a. 43. Mary, his wid., d. 14 July,
1826, a. 68.

24. Catharine, w. of Lieut.-Col. Thomas Daw-
son, d. of the late John Mackay, of Inverness, d.
at Chelsea College, 18 March, 1785, a. .

Lieut.-Col. T. Dawson, of the Buffs or 3d Regt.
of Foot, d. 4 April, 1794, in his 69th year.

25. Archibald MeArthur, d. 12 March, 1831,
in his 46th year.

26. Abraham Lilley, d. 17 March, 1835, a. 70.

27. Elizabeth Hall, d. 29 April, 1842, in her
68th year. Mr. Richard Hall, husb. of the above,
Clerk of the Works to this Establishment, d
9 March, 1853, a. 78.

28. Captain John Ramsey, d. 10 April, 1696,
in his 66th year.

29. William Haggitt, d. 28 Jan., 1809, in his
14th year. Sarah Haggitt, mother of the above,
d. 22 Aug., 1827, in her 65th year. The Rev.
William Haggitt, A.M., f. and husb. of the above,
47 years Chaplain of this Institution, d. 2 Feb.,
1834, in his 78th year.

30. Elizabeth Burney, d. 20 Oct., 1796, a. 68.
Charles Burney, Mus.D., her husb., d. 12 Aug.,
1814, a. 86.

*31. Alexander Middleton, Esq., d. 24 July,
1846, a. 32.

32. Blank.
33. Mr. John Andrews, Butler of this Royal

Hospital, d. 29 March, 1714, in his 66th year.

34. Mr. George Church, Comptroller of the
Coal Yard, and Porter to H.M. Hospital for
34 years, d. 8 Dec., 1792, a. 65.

"

35. Blank.
36. Margaret, w. of Captain John Davern,

d. 20 Feb., 1838, a. 39. John Richard Davern,
Surgeon, s. of the above, d. 25 Jan., 1854, a. 21 y.
6 months. James, inf. s. of the above.

37. Lieut.-Colonel George Williamson, first

Commandant of the Royal Military Asylum,
d. 6 Sept., 1812, a. 58. His bro., Lieut.-ColoncI
James Williamson, second Commandant of the
same, d. 4 Dec., 1843, in his 71st year.

38. Blank.
39. Elizabeth Symons, d. 12 Jan., 1733/4, in

her 19th year.
*40. Rebecca Blome, of 4, Eccleston Square,

Pimlico, wid. of Milbourne Blome, d. 11 Aug.,
1852, in her 77th year.

41. Mary, w. of Mr. John Lucas, d. 27 June,
1791, a. 47. Sarah, d. of Benjamin and Sarah
Lucas, d. 11 Sept., 1795, a. 14. Mrs. Sarah
Lucas, d. 22 Sept., 1795, a. 40. Mr. Benj. Lucas,
d. 11 March, 1836, a, 85. Mrs. Elizabeth Robert-
son, d. 6 Dec., 1826, a. 75. Mr. Milbourne
Bloome, d. 8 Aug., 1828r a. 64.

42. Captain Thomas Dawgs, and Ann, his
third w., d. 15 Jan., 1701, in his 72nd year (sic).

43. The Rev. William Kcate, A.M., Rector
of Laverton, and Prebendary of Wells, Somt., d.

at Chelsea, 13 March, 1795, a. 55. His bro.,
Thomas Keate, Esq., Surgeon of this Hospital,
Surgeon to the King, and Surgeon-General to the
Army, d. 6 July, 1821, a. 76.

44. Mary, w. of Lewis Grant, Esq., d. 21 Dcr.,
1781, a. 56. Lewis Grant, Esq., 30 years Adjutant
of Chelsea Hospital, d. 16 Oct., 1791, a. 75.
Elizabeth Grant, dan. of the above, d. 26 Dec.,
1831, in her 77th year. Mary Grant, her sister,
d. 7 June, 1841, a. 91.

45. Mr. John Parsey, d. 2 Aug., 1817, a. 64.

Elizabeth, his w., d. 13 May, 1804, a. 38. Also-
their daus. : Elizabeth, d. 20 Feb., 1804, a. 4 ;

Barbara Susanna, d. 17 Feb., 1826, a. 30.

46. William Poulton, gent., who served 4 Kings
loyally, d. 17 Aug., 1705, in his 79th year. Mr.
John Poulton [who served in said reigns with
his bro.l, d. 19 March, 1709, a. 79.

47. Mrs. Elizabeth Dalrymple. . . .25 years
Housekeeper to Chelsea Hospital, d. 28 Nov.,
1831, a. 73.

48. Colonel Thomas Chudleigh, s. of Sir George
Chudleigh, Bart., Lieut.-Governor of Chelsea
Hospital, d. 14 April, 1726, in his 38th year.
[An illegible coat of arms ivith two savage men

as supporters.']
49. [-4 four-sided monument.']
South side. Utricia. Ashley, Housekeeper of

this Hospital, d. 3 April, 1749, a. 94, at whose
charge this tomb was erected.
North side. Sir Thomas Ogle, Kt., first

Governor of this Hospital, d. 23 Nov., 1702, a. 84,.

Harriot Ogle, his gr. d., a. 14 days [no date].
Arms: On a fesse between 3 crescents, a (lion

passant). Crest: (A lion sejant rampant?)
*50. John Fasson, Esq., late Assistant-Secre-

tary to this Hospital, d. 16 Nov., 1848, a. 55
Frances, his w., d. 5 Dec., 1869, a. 78.

G. S. PARRY, Lieut.-Col.
17, Ashley Mansions, S.W.

(To be continued.)
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, pp. 181, 202, 223.)

AT the meeting of the Society on the
9th of June, 1848, new statutes relating to

the election of Fellows were introduced.

These regulations restricted the number of

new Fellows annually elected to fifteen ;

ten pounds was to be paid on admission,
and four pounds annually, or a composition
of sixty pounds.

" The object of these

Athenaeum stated on the 17thrules,"
of June,
' was to drive out the merely aristocratic element,
<ind to restrict the fellowship to men, really
connected with, or who had rendered some
service to, science, so that the letters F.B.S.
should have a scientific meaning."

The result of these rules was to reduce the

number of Fellows from 839 in 1847 to 626
in 1866, to 567 in 1875, and to 552 in 1877.

In October, 1885. there were 524 Fellows,

including the 5 Royal and the 49 Foreign
members.

In 1878, thirty years after the arrangement
for the admission of Fellows made in 1848, a
Fee Reduction Fund was started, to relieve

future Fellows of the Society except Privy
Councillors and other privileged Fellows
of the ten pounds paid as admission fee

and of one pound out of the four pound
annual subscription. Sir Joseph Whitworth
contributed 2,000?., and Sir William (after-
wards Lord) Armstrong and Mr. James
Young, F.R.S., 1,000?. each, the amount
raised being 10,111?. 5s. Among the other
funds of the Society is the Gassiot Trust
This is named after the late John Peter

Gassiot, F.R.S., who in 1871 conveyec
to the Society 10,000?. Italian Irrigation

Bonds, for the purpose of assisting in carry

ing on and continuing magnetical anc

meteorological observations with self-record

ing instruments, and any other physica
investigations that might from time to

time be practicable and desirable in th
Kew Observatory. The Scientific Relief Func
was originated in 1859 on the proposition o
Mr. Gassiot, and is for the benefit of scien

tific men or their families who may from
time to time require assistance. Lord

Armstrong contributed 7,800?., and the

present income is about 670?. There are

several Medal Funds, including the Royal
Medals founded by George IV. at the

suggestion of Sir Robert Peel, who, as is still

gratefully remembered, was always ready
to show his sympathy with science and
literature.

Among the many specially interesting

neetings that the Royal Society has held,
ew can have exceeded that of the 18th of

lay, 1850, at which Prince Albert was
present, when the original model of Sir

Humphry Davy's safety lamp was among
objects exhibited. It was in November,

815, that Davy first read a paper before
he Society

' On the Fire Damp of Coal

Mines, and on Methods of lighting the

Mines, so as to prevent its Explosion.' He
continued his experiments, and in January
of the following year explained his invention.
The model, which was made by Davy's
own hand, and is now in the possession
of the Society, answers in every respect
;o his description, and to the representation
of the lamp which accompanied the paper.

Among the many useful works of the

Royal Society is that of maintaining the
standard yard and standard avoirdupois
pound. These were settled by Parliament
in 1824, and the standards were in the

custody of the Clerk of the House of Com-
mons, but were destroyed by the fire in
1834. A Commission (the members of

which were all Fellows of the Royal Society)
was subsequently appointed to consider the

steps to be taken for the restoration of the
standards. After an infinite number of

experiments carried out by the Rev. Richard

Sheepshanks (who had placed at his service

by the Government apparatus far superior
to that possessed by his predecessors) in

the lower tiers of cellars in Somerset House,
which were very favourable to the work
on account of their slow-changing tempera-
ture, two standards were constructed, and
The Athenceum of October 22nd, 1853,
stated that
" the originals had been inclosed in one of the
walls of the new Houses of Parliament ; and
perfectly accurate copies were placed by Mr. Airy
in the custody of the Royal Society on last

Thursday."

On the 17th of November, 1855, The
Athenceum announced that the Government
had ordered the sum of 1,000?. to be placed
at the disposal of the Society for scientific

purposes, and had informed the Council
that a similar sum would be annually
included in the miscellaneous estimates for

the advancement of science.

On Friday, November 30th, 1860, the

Society quietly held its two hundredth

anniversary meeting, when Sir Benjamin
Brodie in his address reminded the Fellows
that it was
" on the 28th of November just 200 years ago
that several eminent individuals, who had
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previously been in the habit of meeting for the

purpose of communicating with each other on
subjects of common interest, assembled in

Gresham College, and. agreed to form themselves
into a Society having for its object the promoting
of physico-mathematical experimental learning.
When they assembled in the following week, it

was reported to them that what they proposed
was highly approved by the reigning monarch,
who intimated at the same time his desire to do
what lay in his power towards promoting so
useful an undertaking."

On Monday, the 1st of December, 1873,
the Society celebrated its first anniversary
in Burlington House, when the retiring

President, Sir George Airy, congratulated
the Society on the

"
scientific, literary, and

social accommodation they now enjoy
' '

in

their new "
localization," and expressed his

hope that they were there established with
& degree of permanency at least comparable
to that which the Society experienced in

Crane Court and in Somerset House.
As a mark of the progress of events, it

may be noted that in December, 1881, the

meeting-room and the approaches thereto

were for the first time lighted by electricity.

No account of the Society would be

complete without reference to its library
.and varied collections. First of all, as

previously noted, there was the princely
gift of the library of Arundel House, the
conditions of the presentation showing that
the stability of the Society had not then
become assured :

" In case the Society should come to fail, it

was desired that the collection should be returned
to Arundel House, and in each of the books,
which numbered 2,500, was to be placed this

inscription :

' Ex dono Henrici Howard Nor-
folciensis.'

"

In addition to the books, there were 570
MSS. Some of these were reputed to have
come from the famous library which King
Mathias Corvinus had formed at Buda-

pest, passing thence in later years into the

possession of Bilibald Pirckheimer of Nurem-
berg, and many of the books still in the

Society's possession contain his book-plate.
In the first catalogue, compiled by William

Percy and published in 1681, the Arundel
Collection and other gifts were kept separate,
but now they are all merged. On June 20th,
1872, the Library Committee resolved to

dispose of superfluous books, including
many in the Norfolk collections ; and in

1883 the most valuable of the books of

purely literary interest retained by the

Society were brought together, and a

large number of them appropriately re-

Dound ; they are now kept under lock

and key in a dustproof case. Among

these, to name a few, are a Caxton dhaucer
(1484 ?) ; a Second Folio Shakespeare ;

two volumes from the press of Fust &
Schoeffer, printed on vellum and finely
illuminated ; an editio princeps of Euclid
(1482); the Nuremberg Chronicle (1493);
editiones principes of the Latin Classics ;

many Aldines ; and a large collection of
Luther's and other Reformation tracts.
Donors have been so generous that the
scientific books now number 100,000.

There is also a rich collection of early
scientific correspondence, official records,
and other manuscripts. These include the

original MS., with Newton's corrections,
from which the first edition of the

'

Prin-

cipia
' was printed ; the MS. volume of

the ' Commercium Epistolicum
'

relating to
the Leibnitz-Newton controversy on the
invention of the method of fluxions ; a
collection of Newtoniana in six great
volumes, presented by the Rev. Charles
Tumour ; and letters of Priestley and many
others. A series of guard-books, which
have been carefully catalogued by Sir
Arthur Church, contain documents dating
from the grant of the charter. The enor-
mous labour Sir Arthur has bestowed upon
this may be judged from the fact that
one of the sets consists of thirty

- nine
volumes. In addition, there is the collec-

tion of Boyle papers, bound in fifty-three
volumes. All the manuscripts in the archives
are available for consultation by Fellows of
the Society and persons duly introduced
under conditions provided by statute.

The instruments and historical relics

comprise the solar dial cut in stone, made
by Sir Isaac Newton when a boy ; an original
telescope made by him ; an air-pump, with
double barrel, presented by Boyle in 1662 ;

Sir William Petty's double-bottomed boat ;

Huygens's aerial telescope ; two chrono-
meters by Arnold which accompanied Capt.
Cook on his second and third voyages ; and
Dr. Priestley's electrical machine.

The portraits, which number over a
hundred, include Charles II., Bacon, Boyle,
Copernicus, Sir Humphry Davy, Evelyn,
Faraday, Benjamin Franklin, Galileo,

Halley, Harvey, Hobbes of Malmesbury,
Kelvin, John Locke, Leibnitz, Newton,
Pepys, Smeaton, and Wheatstone.

From the beginning of its history the
scientific work has been carried on by
means of committees divided into the

following sections : 1. Mathematics ; 2.

Physics and Chemistry ; 3. Geology ; 4.

Botany ; 5. Zoology ; 6. Physiology. In
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addition to these, there are standing and
occasional committees for Antarctic meteo-

rological observations, Challenger Reports,
for observing eclipses, for advising the
Indian Government on matters connected
with scientific inquiry in that empire,
tropical diseases, and various other subjects.

JOHN COLLINS FBANCIS.

(To be continued.)

ADAM LINDSAY GORDON'S FATE.
IT has frequently been stated that Adam
Lindsay Gordon, the Australian poet, niet
a tragic end by his futile atteftipt to succeed
to the Aberdeenshire estates of his ancestors,
the Gordons of Hallhead and Esslemont,
which had been entailed by Robert Gordon
in 1731.
A typical example of the mistaken notion

is given by the author of
' The Development

of Australian Literature,' who says :

' ' The Barony of Esslemont had for a long time
been in the possession of a Mr. Huntley Gordon
[really Robert Gordon], who on his death be-

queathed it to his daughter [which he did not],
a certain Mrs. Wooldridge [really Wolrige]. If
the entail was still valid, this bequest was beyond
his power, for none but male heirs, however remote,
could succeed to it ; and the Gordon family
generally regarded the will as a piece of calm
self-assertion on the part of the late owner.
Nevertheless the lady had occupied the estate
for four years ere the poet heard anything of
the matter. It was in October, 1868, that his
uncle, Hamilton Gordon, wrote to him advising
him to assert his claim as being beyond all doubt
the nearest heir."

The real facts of the case are as follows :

Robert Gordon, the entailer, anxious,
like Scott, to found a family, drew up a
deed in London, 22 March, 1731, entailing
his estates of Hallhead and Esslemont and
eight others in the parishes of Cushnie,
Tarland, Tough, and Ellon, all in Aberdeen-
shire :

1. In favour of himself in life rent, and after
his death (which occurred in 1737) to

2. George Gordon, his eldest son, and the heirs
male of his body ; whom failing, to

3. Alexander Gordon (died in 1778), his third
son. and the heirs male of his body ; whom failing,
to

4. Heirs male of the body of the granter, and
the heirs male of their bodies ; whom failing, to

5. Robert Gordon, his nephew, and the heirs
male of his body ; whom failing, to

6. William -Gordon, another nephew, and the
heirs male of his body ; whom failing, to

7. John Gordon, another nephew, and the
heirs male of his body ; whom failing, to

8. Alexander Gordon, the granter's brother,
and the heirs male of his body ; whom failing,
to various general heirs.

The estates were duly inherited by the

granter's son George, the latter's son
Robert (d. 1793), and then by this Robert's
son George, colonel of the local militia,

and uncle of Lindsay Gordon's father. Col.

Gordon (who had been trained in a lawyer's
office, and who fell into debt) got legal

opinion in 1809 that the entail was
"
essentially defective in so far as the case of

selling or alienating is totally omitted in the
Resolutive Clause, which .... renders the entail

altogether ineffective to prevent an onerous sale."

Acting on this advice, he sold his lands of

Rannas in Tarland and Ardgows in Tough.
But that did not end the matter. Col.

Gordon's son Robert (d. 1828), major in

the North British Fusiliers, married in

1825 Henrietta Hope, daughter of the Hon.
Charles Napier, R.N., of Merchiston Hall,
and this lady bought Hallhead (apparently
to pay off debt). It remained in her hands
till her death in 1867 at the age of 84, when
it came to her granddaughter, Ann Gordon,
who had married Mr. Henry Perkins Wolrige
in 1856.
Meantime the estate of Esslemont had

passed to Col. George Gordon's second son,
Charles Napier Gordon, an officer in the

Navy. On 9 March, 1849, he granted a
trust disposition of Esslemont to his

heirs general, on the ground that the entail

was invalid owing to its
"
irritant clauses."

When he died, Esslemont went to his niece

Mrs. Wolrige, who thereupon took the name
of Gordon-Wolrige, and, nine years later,

that of Wolrige-Gordon ; on the death of

her grandmother, Mrs. George Gordon, she
also got Hallhead.

It is quite true that on the death of Charles

Napier Gordon, in 1864, Adam Lindsay
Gordon was the senior male of the family ;

but it is also true that the entail had broken
down nearly half a century before. There-
fore he had no claim, no matter what the
view of his Australian legal advisers may
have been.
But more than that while there was no

luck for the poet, there was more good
fortune in store for Mrs. Wolrige-Gordon.
Her eldest son, Robert, succeeded to the
estate of Liberton and Craigmillar in Mid-

lothian, and took the name of Gordon-
Gilmour. Hallhead and Esslemont then
went to his .second brother, Col. John

Wolrige-Gordon, whose only son, in turn,
has recently succeeded to the estates of

Irnhani and Corby, in Lincolnshire.

These successions have resulted in a com-

plicated change of name. Thus Henry
Perkins Wolrige became in 1864 Gordon-
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Wolrige, and in 1873 Wolrige-Gordon. His
eldest son became Gordon-Gilmour, and the
latter's son, in turn, bears the surname of
Little-Gilmour. Meanwhile the male line of
the old Gordons of Hallhead and Esslemont
is still extant, and but for the inadequate
entail of 1731 might be reigning under the
old family roof-tree. Small wonder that the

poet, unversed in the intricacies of the law,
felt puzzled and disappointed, if he did not

actually seek solace in death.

The Wolrige-Gordons have carried on the

military traditions of the Gordons, for the

present Laird of Hallhead and his three
brothers have had distinguished careers as
soldiers. J. M. BUXLOCH.

123, Pall Mall, S.W.

ERASMUS OR TINDALE. In Green's
' Short

History of the English People,' p. 314,
Erasmus is made to say of the Gospels and
Pauline Epistles :

"
I long for the day when the husbandman shall

sing portions of them to himself as he follows the
plough, when the weaver shall hum them to the
tune of his shuttle, when the traveller shall while
away with their stories the weariness of his

journey."

Can any one supply me with the source of
these translated or imputed words ? I had
always been under the impression that they
were penned or uttered by Tindale, as
Foxe ('Book of Martyrs,' p. 322, ed. 1824)
quotes him as saying to "a certain
divine" :

"
If God spare my life, ere many years I will

cause a boy that driveth the plough to*know more
of the Scripture than you do."

Tindale, like most of his contemporaries,
was influenced by Erasmus in many ways,
and it may well be that the influence ex-
tended even to the adoption of thoughts
and phrases peculiar to the great Latinist
of the sixteenth century. If this be not so
in the curious parallelism here instanced,
the closeness of the resemblance between
the two passages adds one more example
to the many coincidences of expression
wherewith literary history abounds.

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

FRENCH SONNET. In looking through my
notes I lit upon a French sonnet I copied
twenty-nine years ago, as it struck me at
the time as one of the most charming lyrics
I had ever read either in French or in any
other literature. This judgment is, of course,
a matter of personal taste

; but as for myself,

after reading the sonnet again, I keep to it ;

and the idea has struck me that I might give
pleasure to not a few readers and contri-

butors by publishing it in the hospitable
columns of

' N. & Q.' Its author is Felix
Arves (1806-55), whose name is entire!y
forgotten, though, besides the little volume
of poetry published in 1833, wherein the
sonnet is found, he wrote a tragedy,

' La
Mort de Francois I.,' and a witty comedy,
' Plus de Peur que de Mai.'

I wonder whether the British Museum
Library (that vast storehouse) owns a copy
of his works! It was the famous critic

Jules Janin
^'

the King of Critics," as he
was styled at the height of his fame who
directed the attention of his countrymen to

the sonnet, which then, for a white, was in

everybody's mouth. I do not hesitate to

call it a model of its kind. Here it is :

Ma vie a son secret, mon ame a son mystere :

Un amour eternel en un moment conu.
Le mal est sans remede, aussi j'ai dil le taire,
Et celle qui 1'a fait n'en a jamais rien su.

Ainsi j'aurai passe pres d'elle inapereu,
Toujours a ses c6tes et pourtant solitaire,

Et j'aurai jusqu'au bout fait mon temps sur la

terre,
N'osant rien demander et n'ayant rien. recu.

Pour elle, quoique Dieu 1'ait faite belle et tendre,
Elle ira son chemin, distraite, sans entendre

Le murmure d'amour, souleve' sous ses pas.
A 1'austere devoir uniquement fidele,
Elle dira, lisant ces vers tout remplis d'elle :

"
Quelle est done cette femme ?

"
et ne com-

prendra pas.
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

[This sonnet appeared in The Athcnceum for

January 13th, 1906, with a translation by the
late Joseph Knight, which we believe our
readers will be glad to have here :

One sweet, sad secret holds my heart in thrall ;

A mighty love within my breast has grown,
Unseen, unspoken, and of no one known ;

And of my sweet, who gave it, least of all.

Close as the shadow that doth by her fall

I walk beside her evermore alone,
Till to the end my weary days have flown,

With naught to hope, to wait for, to recall.

For her, though God hath made her kind as sweet,
Serene she moves, nor hears about her feet

These waves of love which break and overflow.

Yea ! she will read these lines, where men may see

A whole life's longings, marvelling, "Who is she
That thus can move him ?

" and will never

know.]

DECIPHERMENT OF Ou> TOMBSTONE IN-

SCRIPTIONS. After some experience in the

decipherment of weather-worn gravestones
of slate and granite, from the fifteenth

century downward, I think it may bo

helpful to others to mention that I found
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the most efficient means of freeing them
from lichen, &c., was to dry-scour them with
a piece of broken brick of very hard, over-
fired cellular consistency, and, after brushing
pff the litter, to ruddle the surface of the
stone with a softer brick, spreading the
colour smoothly with the palm. The inscrip-
tions are thus much more distinctly revealed
than when an attempt is made to clear out
the moss or earth from the sunken letters,
and the danger of chipping them is avoided,
as is also the confusion presented to the

eye when the surface is scraped in parts
by a knife or sharp slate, raising a white

powder.
It is, further, a good plan to revisit the

spot at different times of the day, to take

advantage of different effects of light and
shade. ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

"
RTTSSAI,KY "

LOBE. Readers of Push-
kin, Turgeniev, and earlier Russian authors
generally know the uncanny russalky, broadly
classed with the Greek nymphs and sirens,
the fatal Lorelei, Balkan samovilas, and the
gumblesse of the West Indian negro. These
dangerous creatures usually inhabit rivers
like undines, and sometimes trees. When
Ruslan sets forth on Ms quest for his lost
Ludmila russalky beckon him from trees to

pause and dally ; but, like Galahad, he
sternly rides by. Often the russalka is

the heroine of an irregular amour, and with
her russalka infant contrives the drowning
of the faithless swain.

To the Zhivaya Starina of the Russian
Imperial Academy Mr. D. Zelenin has
recently contributed an interesting study of

russalky lore with definite conclusions. The
russalky as a rule are young women, occa-

sionally men, and rarely old women, who
have taken their own lives and are con-
demned to haunt the earth until the time
of their natural death arrives. They are
evil agents, and work harm to crops and
cattle if disturbed or offended. As their

earthly raiment must fade, they need linen
and thread, which they will beg or steal
from villagers, who charitably leave clothing
in the forests. Unbaptized infants are

among the munber, and these entreat way-
farers to baptize them : by giving it a name
and making a rough cross the unfortunate
spirit is freed to pass to the better land.
The bodies of suicides are rejected by

" mat
sira zemlia

"
(mother damp earth), so that

if buried in consecrated ground, climatic
disturbances will result. The horse, a
noble emblem, is terrifying to russalky, and

forms the central figure in games of
"
chasing

the russalky
" from villages. One cere-

monial is burial of a russalka, for which a
crude doll does duty. The daughters of

Pharaoh,
" drowned with their father," or

of Herod presumably the massacrer of

the Innocents were said to be the first

russalky, and responsible for disseminating
fevers and other diseases. The cholera is

a female spectre with dishevelled hair.

Mr. Zelenin has collected numerous in-

stances of Russian, Finnish, and Tartar

superstition and worship of the mischievous

departed and russalky, and it is tempting
to enlarge. He records a Little Russian

legend that one day our Lord and His

Apostles were walking, and entered into

the devil's hut. He entertained them with

gorilka (corn brandy), hitherto unknown.
Saints Peter and Paul (sic) were pleased,
and after two cups the latter desired a third,
for which the host asked payment. None
of the company had money, so the devil

took St. Paul's hat. Then the Master

promised that if he would restore the hat
he should be allowed all the souls who came
to ruin through gorilka. Western Christians,

systematically brought up on enlightened
Bible study, may well wonder how the

mind of the intensely devout Eastern
Christian can assimilate such tales as these.

FRANCIS P. MABCHANT.
Streatham Common.

PASSPORTS TO PARADISE. (See 10 S. x.

405.) When mentioning Joanna South-

cott's Passport to Paradise, which I had
come across, I was not aware that she
was a plagiarist in this matter, and that

these things go back much beyond her

day, as the following interesting specimen
shows :

"
Marcarius, by the Grace of God, Archbishop

of Kieff , of Halice and all Russia, to our lord ami
friend St. Peter, doorkeeper of God Omnipotent.
We notify the death this day of a servant of God,
called Prince Theodore Vladimirsk ; we pray
that he be introduced immediately, and without

any hindrance or delay, into the Kingdom of

Go'd. We have absolved him of all his sins, and
granted him our benediction. Wherefore nothing
stands in the way but that thou let him pass, and
in order that it should be so we have left him this

receipt of absolution at our Monastery of Kieff,

the thirteenth day of July, 1341. Marcarius,

Archbishop of Kieff, of Halice, and all Russia."

Translated from the Italian, as given in the

Anino of Rome, 17 March, 1912, p. 5, by Signer
Giovanni Thomas.

The original exists in the British Museum.
D. J.
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HOGG ON SCOTT. In 1834 there was pub-
lished a small duodecimo volume with the

following title-page :

" The Domestic Manners and Private Life of
Sir Walter Scott. By James Hogg. With a
Memoir of the Author, Notes, &c. MDCCCXXXIV.
Glasgow : John Reid & Co. ; Edinburgh :

Oliver and Boyd ; London : Black, Young, and
Young." Pp. iv, 136.

In 1882 Mr. William Brown, the well-known
Edinburgh bookseller, republished the
volume in an edition limited to 250 copies ;

and in 1909 another appeared, with a
memoir by the Rev. J. E. H. Thomson,
D.D.

The book is an almost exact repro-
duction of

" Familiar Anecdotes of Sir Walter Scott. By
James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd. With a
Sketch of the Life of the Shepherd, by S. Dewitt
Bloodgood.

' A man 's a man for a' that.'
New-York : Published by Harper & Brothers,
No. 82, Cliff-Street. And sold by the principal
Booksellers throughout the United States.
MDCCCXXXIV." Post 8vo, pp. vi, 251.

This is undoubtedly the original edition.
In a short Preface the editor says :

"
It is believed that the character of Sir Walter

Scott could not be perfectly appreciated, much
as it has been studied and described, if something
of the nature of these Anecdotes were not to
appear. How they came to be first offered to
the American public will be seen in the following
pages. The publishers have made a very liberal

arrangement with the Editor, by which, if the
work proves successful, something substantial
may be realised for the benefit of the Shepherd.''

Doubtless Hogg did not anticipate that the
New York volume would be so soon fol-

lowed by the pirated Glasgow version.
Its appearance

"
deeply offended Lockhart,

who viewed it as an intrusion upon his

special domain "
(Mr. Thomas Bayne in

'

D.N.B.'). When writing of Hogg's death
(' Life of Sir Walter Scott ') Lockhart
remarked that
"

it had been better for his fame had his end been
of earlier date, for he did not follow his best
benefactor until he had insulted his dust."

It would be interesting to identify the
editor of the Glasgow volume. He does not
mention the New York original, and omits
all the references to America which it

contains, as well as the promise of pecuniary
help to

"
the Shepherd." The books of

Messrs. Harper might possibly show if

Hogg (who died in 1835) reaped any benefit
from the publication. The volume seems
to be almost unknown, and there is no copy
of it in the British Museum Library.

C. D.

Ugiwrus.
WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

TOKEN-MONEY. We shall be grateful to

any readers of
' N. & Q.' who will give us

information, or helpful suggestions, as to
the meaning of" token-money

"
in the fol-

lowing quotations :

1573,
' Ludlow Churchw. Ace.' (Camden Soc.),

156 :

" receavede at Easter of token money. . . .

xlvs."

1574, ibid. :

"
Inprimis at Easter for paschall

and token money."
1610,

' Churchw. Ace. St. Margaret's, West-
minster '

(Nichols, 1797), 29 :

" Received for the

token-money for the whole year ended the 11th day
of May 1611 61. 5s."

We know, of course, other senses of the

term, referring to the issue of private tokens
for small coin in the eighteenth century,
and to money which has not the intrinsic

value legally assigned to it, but is exchange-
able for gold. But these quotations evi-

dently refer to some kind of small contribu-
tions for religious purposes. (Can they
have been small payments for the "

tokens "

given before the Reformation to persons
after confession, empowering them to be
admitted to Communion, a practice con-
tinued in Scotland in the " Communion
tokens "

issued to members qualified to
receive the Sacrament ?)

JAMES A. H. MUBBAY.
Oxford.

LAWBANCE. (1) John Lawrance, Ameri-
can judge and statesman, 1750-1810, is

mentioned briefly in Phillips's
'

Dictionary
of Biographical Reference

'

(London, 1871).
Brief genealogical notes concerning him
would be esteemed.

(2) An American correspondent tells me
that he recently read an article by a Miss

Lawrance, extracted from ' London in the

Olden Time,' called 'The GreatBalasRuby.'
Who was this author ? Was she of Aber-
deenshire lineage ? The article is in

' The
Casquet of Literature,' vol. iii. p. 40.

ROBEBT MUBDOCH LAWBANCE.
Cairnchina, 23, Ashley Road, Aberdeen.

JUDGES WHO HAVE DIED ON THE BENCH.
Sir Robert Hyde (1595-1665), Chief Justice

of the King's Bench, died suddenly on the

Bench, 1 May, 1665, and was buried in

Salisbury Cathedral. Sir Robert is credited

with having sheltered Charles II. after the
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battle of Worcester in 1651 at Heale House
in Wiltshire.

Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd (1795-1854),
who was Justice of the Common Pleas from
1849, died suddenly of apoplexy at Stafford
on 13 March, 1854, while charging the

grand jury. He was buried in Norwood
Cemetery.
Are there any other cases of English

judges expiring while actually in the dis-

charge of their judicial functions on the
Bench ? F. C. WHITE.

71, Newfoundland Road, Cardiff.

COCQCIGRTTES.
" This is one of the seven things which I am

forbidden to tell, till the coming of the Cocq-
cigrues." Kingsley's

' Water Babies,' chap. vi.

Dr. Brewer in
' The Reader's Handbook '

explains that this is equivalent to
"
that

golden period when all mysteries will be
cleared up." Is the name Cocqcigrues
one of Kingsley's whimsies, or is it bor-
rowed ? I thought it was from Rabelais,
but cannot find it. W. H. PEET.

[MR. FEET'S memory is right: "A la venue des

coequeei^rues
"

is in Rabelais, 'Gargantua,' i. 49.]

1. EARL OF MOIBA. Who now represents
the family of Rawdon ? When did the

marriage between Rawdon and Burdett
take place ?

2. IRISH GENEALOGY. Is there any source
of information on this subject beyond the

P.R.O., Dublin, and the Ulster King-at-
Arms Office, Dublin ? Surely some MSS.
exist elsewhere and also in private posses-
sion ; if so, where ? (MRS.) COPE.
Finchampstead Place, Berks.

WILLIAM PURDY (PURDUE), BELL-
FOUNDER, CIRCA 1567. I should be glad
to receive any information, if such be

forthcoming, regarding this bell-founder,
who supplied a new bell to Sherborne
Abbey in 1567-8, and recast the fourth and
Lady bells at the same place in 1577-8.
He must not be confused with William

Purdue of Salisbury, son of George Purdue
of Taunt-on, who were also bell-founders,

although he was most likely a relative, and
possibly a brother of the latter.

The Salisbury William Purdue was buried
in Limerick Cathedral in 1673, and his
tombstone is inscribed :

- Here a Bcllfounder
Honest and True

Until the Resurrection
Lies Purdue

Obiit in" Xbris
Ao Dni MDCLxxnt.

His son Nicholas, his grandson John, and
great-grandson Nicholas were also bell-

founders, and all three became Mayor of

Winchester : the elder Nicholas in 1655 ;

John in 1692, 1698, and 1706 ; the younger
Nicholas in 1749 and 1755.

George Purdue of Taunton had two more
sons bell-founders besides William, namely,
Roger of Bristol and Thomas of Closworth,
Somerset, who cast a great number of bells.

The latter, born in 1621, lived to be ninety
years old, and was buried in Closworth

Churchyard, where his tombstone may still

be seen. On it is inscribed :

Here lieth the Body of Thomas Purdue
who died the 1st day of September

in the year of our Lord 1711 aged 90 years
Her lies a bell founder honest and True
Till ye resurrection named Purdue.

He recast the tenor bell at Sherborne Abbey
in 1670, and it was inscribed :

By Wolsey's Gift I Measure Time For All

To Mirth . To Grieffe . To Church . I Serve To Call

Gustavus Home Walter Pride Church Wardens
This Bell Was New Cast By Me Thomas Purdey

Oct. the 20th 1670.

L. H. CHAMBERS.

PRESENTATION OF " THE FREEDOM " m A
GOLD Box. When did the custom of pre-

senting the freedom of a city
"
in a gold

box " take its rise ?

I find that in a note from "
Edenburg,

July 3," there appeared in The London
Gazette for 7-10 July, 1679, the statement :

" This evening his Grace the Duke of Bucclugh
and Monmouth was treated by the City at a

very noble Collation of Meats and Fruits, after

which the Lord Provost presented his Grace with
his Freedom of the City, the Letters being in a

large Gold Box." _
Horace Walpole's phrase regarding the

elder Pitt, at the most triumphantly popular
period of his career,

"
It rained gold boxes,"

is, of course, well remembered.
ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MURDER. Can any
of your readers kindly enlighten me as to

the name, well known about 150 years ago,
of a man concerning whom I have only the

following information ? He was about forty-

eight years of age, and was
" a dazzling charlatan who had made a great
sensation in London for a year or so, and had
fled the country on the charge of a double murder
within his own house that of his mistress and
his rival."

The house was situated in a street on the

north side of Oxford Street, and the date

of the murder is somewhere about 1765.

The name of his mistress appears to have

been Marianna. C. E. D.
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AUTHORS WANTED. (1) Who was " A
Hertfordshire Incumbent" who re-edited,

compared with the original French, and
illustrated with brief notes,

"
Contemporary Memoirs of Russia, from the

Year 1727 to 1744. By General Christopher
Hermann v. Manstein. .. .first edited in English
by David Hume. 1856 "

?

(2)
"
Triple Episcopacie: or a threefold order of

Bishops, one of God, another of Men and another
of the Divell ; the two later must be pluckt up,
the former only must continue and the reasons
why

"
Small 4to, with woodcut of three

bishops on title.

My copy has no date, but it has been
closely trimmed, and perhaps cut off. Is
the author known ? W. B. GERISH.

" Je m'aime assez quand je me considere,
beaucoup quand je me compare." Quoted
by Faguet,

'

Pacifisme,' p. 277.
LAWHENCE PHILLIPS.

SCHOBTELYME. In old days there was
a waste in the Manor 'of Newcastle-under-
Lyme called Schortelyme, but also spelt
Schertelyme and Schortelune. What does
it mean ? Would it have any connexion
with Lyme, the river there ? 'it has now
quite disappeared ; but could it possibly
have survived .in the name Shutlane,
otherwise Shutland Head, which has no
place in old charters, but is now in use ?

C. SWYNNERTON.

GABBICK'S '

SATIRE.' I should be grateful
for any reference to Garrick's

'

Satire on
Guy, Earl of Warwick's Porridge Pot.' In
what form did this so-called

'

Satire
'

appear ?

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
. Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

RICHARD CROMWELL AT CHESHUNT.-
I much, wish to find the name of a book,
one incident in which deeply impressed my
childish imagination. The book itself was
above youthful comprehension, and the
following little anecdote had no connexion
with the plot.
The characters of the story, when driving

after dark along country roads, met with
an accident. Attracted by a light, they
applied for assistance at a house, into
which they were invited, and where theywere entertained with unbounded hos
pitality while the vehicle was undergoing
repair. Upon their departure they inquirec
from their host, a little old gentleman, to
whom they were indebted for so much
kindness. His reply the exact words o

I cannot recall signified that he
lad once held a supreme position in these
ealms. As the party proceeded on their

way they came to the conclusion that their

entertainer was none other than the former
liord Protector. The incident may be

jurely imaginary, and only introduced to

ive life to a somewhat heavy work, but I

should be much interested to reperuse it.

E. F. W.

LETTER OF WI-LLIAM III. Reference is

desired to the rather recent publication
in which can be found the text of a letter

written by William III. of England describ-
in his coronation. T. F. DWIGHT.

La Tour de Peilz, Vaud, Switzerland.

ST. JAMES'S, E.C. : TITHE-BOOKS. Can
any of your readers inform me where I

an find the tithe rate-books for the

parish of St. James's, E.G., from 1700 to
1800 ? This church was pulled down, and
amalgamated with Cree Church about 1874,
but these registers are not there. I have
searched or inquired at the Guildhall, at

Doctors' Commons, and of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners and the vestry clerk, but
can gain no information. P. JONAS.

PAGAN CUSTOMS AND INSTITUTIONS.

Priestly Colleges. Can any of your readers
tell me where to find the best account of

these colleges at the beginning of the Chris-
tian era in Italy ?

Hymns. Is there any collection of Latin

pagan hymns ? Where can the
' Jana

Novella !

'

be found, and an account of
the custom of leaping through blazing straw
to the singing of it ?

Widows. Where can one find good
information as to the later Roman manners
and customs in regard to Widows ?

Emperor's Image. What is tile classical

reference showing the irppiety of "bad
language

"
used in the presence of the

Emperor's image ? Your readers may re-

member a very interesting one in Robes-

pierre's speech
' On Abolition of Capital

Punishment,' 30 May, 1791.
Luna: Port of Venus: Venus Speciosa.

Are there any classic descriptions of these ?

ARTHUR W. CREE.

FOURIER SOCIETY. What were the

objects of this Society, founded, as I am
informed, about 1843 in Pike Co., Penn-

sylvania ? Is it still in existence ? What
is known of its founder ?

BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.
Far Headingley, Leeds.
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MAIDENS' GARLANDS. Can any of your
readers name churches where " maidens'

garlands
"
or the

"
virgin crants

"
of Ophelia

(Shakespeare's 'Hamlet') can still be seen ?

They are said to be wooden hoops covered
with white paper and black rosettes ; and
the custom was, I believe, to carry them
before the coffins of maidens or women who
died single.

I seem to recollect reading in an article

(some years old) that such garlands could
then be seen in many Derbyshire churches.

PERCY R. SMITH.
Ruislip, Middlesex.

[Some information about the custom in 1817 will
be found at 10 S. xii. 327.]

AUTHORSHIP OF ' THE DEVIL'S WALK.'
I have lately seen an edition of

' The Devil's
Walk,' published by Marsh & Miller, n.d.,
edited by

" H. W. Montagu, author [?] of

Montmorency's Poems." In an Introduc-
tion the editor ascribes the poem to Person.
I have elsewhere seen it ascribed to Byron
and Southey. Who was Montagu ? Has
the authorship of the poem been established ?

J. PARSON.

[Coleridge also has strong claim to the author-
ship, and the piece is included in most editions
of his poems. See at 9 S. vii. 268 the references to
earlier important articles in

' N. & Q.']

BRINDLE ARMS. Can any reader kindly
tell me what were the arms of the old Lanca-
shire family of Brindle (de Burnhull) ? Sir
Peter de Brindle died inter 1327-30 s.p.,

leaving his two sisters as coheirs. The
younger, Agnes, became the wife of David
de Egerton, brother of Philip de Egerton of

Egerton, co. Chester
; the elder, Joan, was

married c. 1335 to William Gerard of Kings-
ley, co. Chester, and on the death of her
sister s.p. the whole Brindle inheritance
went to her descendants, the Gerards of

Bryn, now represented by Lord Gerard.

NORDTANUS.

MRS. ARMYTAGE, PAINTED BY SIR JOSHUA
REYNOLDS. Could any reader identify this

lady for me ? The portrait is unrecorded in
Graves and Cronin's

' Works of Reynolds.'
W. L. KING.

Wadesmill, Ware.

INSCRIPTION ON A PORTRAIT. What is

the explanation of these words on a portrait
of a youth in the costume of the period,
date 1612: "

^Etatis snss 20 En: vo: fi:

con: ma: sub:
"

? J. FOSTER, D.C.L.
Tathwell Vicarage, Louth, Lines.

JOHN NORRIS. Can any of your readers

give me information about John Norris,
who lived at Donyatt, near Taunton, in

1718 ; or about any family of that name in

the neighbourhood ? W. N. H.

" EXATE." (See ante, p. 151.) What
does this word stand for ? I cannot find

it in Bailey, Johnson, or Halliwell.

H. A. ST. J. M.

LORD TRURO'S UNIVERSAL INFORMATION
BUREAU. Can any reader give me the

history of this institution, which is said
to have existed in London " about twenty
years ago

"
? EUGENE F. MePIKE.

135, Park Row, Chicago.

" P O M A N D E R."

(11 S.vi. 149,213.)

A MONOGRAPH on these musk-balls is still a

desideratum, and it is principally to the trans-

actions of antiquarian societies that one must
go for information. In one of these I find

some receipts for making pomander for the

primary signification of pomander was not
a jewel, but a ball compounded of various

ingredients, highly scented and considered
as specifics against infection. It appears
that one of the earliest receipts "To make
a Pomander "

is to be found in the 'Treasury
of Commodious Conceits,' by Henry Car,
1584. The ingredients were, first benjamin
(benzoin), storax, calamite, and labdanum,
finely levigated, and dissolved in a little

rose-water over the fire. The composition
was then taken out, and powder of cinnamon,
sweet sanders, and cloves added to it, all

of which were well mixed and rubbed

together. After this ambergris, musk, and
civet, of each three grains, were prepared,
the first being dissolved and mingled with
the other two. The author then directs you"
to take your Pome " and by degrees to

gather up the last three ingredients, kneading
and mixing them well with the ball till

they become perfectly incorporated with it.

A shorter receipt for making pomander
is given in an old play entitled

'

Lingua,'
1603. Elsewhere mention is made of a
silver -

gilt pomander, somewhat globular,

dividing into eight segments. Each segment
was intended for a different perfume, and
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they are closed with little slides on which
are written the names, as follows :

No. 1. Canel (cinnamon).
No. 2. Blank.
No. 3. Rosmarin (rosemary).
No. *. Schlag (Schlag-kraut, Germander).
No. 5. Buten (rue).
No. 6. Rosen (rose).
No. 7. Lauendel (lavender).
No. S. Citronen (citron).

Numerous references to pomanders may
be found in sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century books and in ancient inventories

of jewels. In a portrait at Hampton Court
of a child in sixteenth - century costume
is shown a gold pomander pendent from a

girdle, and in many other portraits poman-
ders are represented.
America appears to be reviving pomanders

on silver chains. A writer in the Washington
Sunday Star says :

" At present the fad for pomanders worn
about the neck upon long chains is in high favour.
These are of silver in antique design, and en-
crusted with semi-precious stones.

" More elaborate ones of gold, duplicates of
those worn by Court ladies during the reign of
Louis XV., may be had, but they are expensive.
Of rococo design and set with jewels, they are

very beautiful.
" Pomanders or perfume balls of the seventeenth

century are less expensive. These come in many
designs. Gold ones, representing oranges and
heart-shaped designs in filigree work, readily
allow the scent to escape. Others are snail-

shaped or fashioned to represent English walnuts
or tiny spheres carved and adorned with jewels."

I have in my possession an old brass

receptacle about the size of an ordinary
round inkstand, which I think may be a

pomander, to stand on a table or desk. It
has six segments, and by unscrewing a tiny
bird in the centre these are released and
fall back on hinges, and disclose little cells

for the pomander. It stands on six tiny
feet. C. ELKIN MATHEWS.

Chorley Wood.

Information respecting pomanders can be
obtained from Fairholt's

' Costume in Eng-
land,' part ii., Glossary, and H. Clifford
Smith's '

Jewellery.'
There is a recipe for making the filling in

Markham's '

English Housewife '

('A Way
to Get Wealth,' part iii. p. 151) :

" To make Pomanders, take two penni-worth
of Labdanum, two penny-worth of Storax liquid,
one penny-worth of Calamus Aromaticus, as
much Balme, halfe a quarter of a pound of fine

waxe, of Cloves and Mace two penny-worth, of

liquid Aloes three penny-worth, of Nutmegs eight
penny-worth, and of Muske foure graines ; beate
all these exceedingly together till they come to a
perfect substance, then mold it in any fashion you
please and dry it."

There is another recipe in
'

Lingua,' a play-

published in 1607 ('Ancient Drama,' ed.

1810, ii. 223). It differs a little from Mark-
ham's, and adds an ounce of purest garden
mould cleansed and steeped seven days in

rose-water ; this was probably a usual in-

gredient, for within the framework of a

pomander found in the Thames some years
ago was highly aromatic earthy matter.
Neither recipe includes the petals of roses or
other flowers, and the pomander was so
small that it could not have held many.
The framework mentioned above, now in

the Gem and Gold Ornament Room in the
British Museum, measures only two inches

in diameter (Archaeological Journal, xi.

79-80); and a pear-shaped Spanish scent-

ball, also in the British Museum, in the
Wollaston Franks Collection, is much smaller.

The pomander was used to counteract the
evil effects of noxious and pestilential air, and
its medicinal properties were of the first im-

portance ; thus, while the filling apparently
was made of some of the same components
as a pot-pourri, it lacked one that is essential

to the pot-pourri, and contained others
which the pot-pourri lacks.

The literal meaning of the word "pot-
pourri" is a dish of different kinds of meat
and vegetables cooked together ; the other

meanings attached to it are figurative, and
we should expect the literal to precede the

figurative. The ' New English Dictionary
'

gives a quotation from Bradley's
' Diction-

ary,' dated 1725, in which it is defined as
a culinary term; but in an extract from a
letter written by Lady Luxborough, in

1749, it signifies a potful of all kinds of

flowers. It seems quite possible, therefore,
that Bailey did not know the latter meaning
of the word when he published his dictionary-
in 1721. A. ABRAM.

ANDREW LANG (US. vi. 86, 154). Your
valued correspondent C. C. B. is perfectly
correct in his surmise that Mr. Andrew Lang
contributed queries to

' N. & Q.,' and my
note would have been more accurate if I

had said that Mr. Lang was not a regular
or habitual contributor to this journal.
As a matter of fact he contributed two

queries, the results of which were not

encouraging. The first was headed '

Prince

Charles and Mile. Luci
'

(8 !?, x. 75), and
was partially answered by Mr. Lang himself

(8 S. x. 165), but a request for further

information met with no response.

The second was a request for information

egarding Mrs. Eliza Logan,
" The Author
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of
'

St. Johnstoun ' "
(10 S. ii. 407). a novel

which was published in 1829 ; but this
also failed to elicit a reply.
Mr. Lang also contributed a note on Iron-

in Homer '

(10 S. vii. 141), which was, virtu-

ally a reply to a review of
' Homer and his

Age,' which had appeared at p. 39 of the
same volume.

Lastly, he contributed a reply headec
The Glamis Mystery' (10 S. x. 311),

which was signed with a pseudonym,
" Ye

Ken Wha,
:? but there was no mistaking the

familiar and allusive style. All his other
contributions were signed with his name.

W. F. PRIDEATJX.

FORLORN HOPE AT BADAJOS (US. V. 288,
394,492 ; vi. 56, 155). Perhaps MR. HENRY
HOWARD, and, through him, Baron W. von
Girsewald, would like to have the reference
for the Girsewald episode contained in

my reply at v. 492, and the ipsissima verba.

The account is given in Robert Southey's
'

History of the Peninsular War,' new
edition, 1837, vol. v. p. 446 (as to the taking
of the Castle of Badajos by assault) :

" An officer of the German Legion, Girsewald
by name, who was remarkable for his bodily
strength, was one of the first who mounted. A
French soldier fired at and missed him, then made
a thrust with his bayonet ; Girsewald, with his
left hand, parried the bayonet and seized it,
and held it so firmly, that the exertions which the
Frenchman made for recovering his weapon,
assisted him in mounting, till he got high enough
to aim a blow in his turn, with which he severed
his antagonist's head from his shoulders ....
One of the last shots which were fired struck
Girsewald on the knee ; he would not let the
limb be amputated, and therefore the wound
proved fatal."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

PLACE or DEPOSIT OF WILLS (11 S. vi.

129, 194). MR. CANN HUGHES will find Mr.
J. Henry Lea's

'

Genealogical Research in

England, Scotland, and Ireland,' 1906, the
best handbook on the places of deposit of
wills prior to 1858. It is arranged under
counties, and gives the Diocesan, Archi-
diaconal, Manorial, and Peculiar Courts,
the districts or parishes under their juris-
diction, and the date of the earliest will in
each court. As MISTLETOE says, the Rich-
mondshire wills and those of the Court of
the Honour of Knaresborough have recently
(and very properly, I think) been removed
from London to York. I do not agree with
him that they are any more inaccessible
to the genealogist there than at Somerset
House ; they have certainly been removed

to where they are most required to the

great centre for the working genealogists
of the North ; and there are plenty of
skilled genealogists at York able and willing
to make the abstracts he desires for quite
as moderate prices as their brethren in

London. THOS. M. BLAGG, F.S.A.
Hon. General Editor to the British

Record Society.

The statement that
"
the original Rich-

mond wills down to 1748, which until

recently were at Somerset House, have now
. . . .been removed from London to York,"
requires modification. Only the testament-

ary records of those Probate Courts within
the Archdeaconry of Richmond which had
jurisdiction in the county of Yorkshire have
been sent to York, namely, those of the
Deaneries of Richmond, Catterick, and

Boroughbridge, and the Peculiars of Hun-
singore, Masham, Knaresborough, and
Middleham. The other Richmond wills,

namely, those of the Deaneries of Copeland,
Kendal, Furness, Lonsdale, and Amounder-
ness, covering parts of Cumberland, West-
morland, and Lancashire, remain at Somerset
House. PERCEVAL LUCAS.

28, Orchard Street, \V.

DOGS ON TOMBS (11 S. vi. 129, 195).
The figure of a dog was placed beneath
the feet of monumental effigies at an early
date in the Western counties. The following
are examples of its use : On a memorial
ascribed to Robert, third Lord Berkeley,
died 1220, St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol ; on
the effigies of Robert de Button, c. 1225,

Bitton, Glos. ; of Maurice de Gaunt, 1230,
St. Mark's, Bristol ; of a De Malet knight,
c. 1240, Shepton Mallet, Som. ; of Eva de

Cantilupe, 1257, Abergavenny, Mon. ;
and

of a priest, Gervase de Prestaller, c. 1260,

Axminster, Devon.
The earliest appearance of a dog on a

brass is at the feet of Sir Roger de Trumping-
ton, 1289, Tmmpington, Cambs.

IDA M. ROPER.
Bristol.

LUDOVICK ROBSERT, LORD BOCRCHIER
(US. vi. 130, 197). If the arms in the third

quarter of the Robsert shield (3 buckles)

belonged to the Barons Malet, as suggested
by COL. HAROLD MALET, by what right was

coat quartered by Lewis Robsert, Lord
Bourchier ? Robert Malet (Hen. III. Roll)
sore Sable, three silver buckles, and later

Vlalets or Mallets have borne either three

or more buckles. One would assume that
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a Malet married a Robsert. I should be

glad to know of any history of this Robsert

family, or where I should be likely to find

out more about the Malets, and the bearer
of the chaplet in the fourth quarter of the
Robsert banner. H. I. HALL.

22, Hyde Park Gate, S.W.

BEST COMPANY CONSISTS OF FIVE PERSONS
(11 S. i. 367, 433). At the first place in-

dicated C. B. W. referred to Steele's remark
in The Tatler, No. 132,

"
the best company

is said to consist of five persons," and added,
"
I can find no proverb from which he is

quoting." As no other instance of the
sentiment in English has been given by
'

N. & Q.,' the following may deserve to be
recorded :

"
King Charles II. having given a commission to

a gentleman to raise a company of souldiers, and
meeting him by chance a little after, asked him
how many he had got ? The gentleman answered,
' But five, if it please your majesty.' The king
replyed,

' Then be sure you keep them ; for five is

the best company in the world '

: alluding to a
merry company, which consists better of five than
any other number." 'Reliquiae Hearnianre,'
2nd ed., i. 128.

The date in Hearne's diary is 13 June, 1707-
EDWARD BENSLY.

PLANTS IN POETRY : IDENTIFICATION
SOUGHT (US. vi. 191). The plant described

by Longfellow in
'

Evangeline,'
Look at this delicate plant that lifts its head from
the meadow, &c.,

is Silphium laciniatum, or the compass
plant. It is a vigorous sunflower-like

perennial, with a stout stem, often 8 ft.

in height, and fine yellow-coloured flowers
on drooping heads, which have the peculi-
arity of facing the east. It has large,
divided leaves, which stand vertically ;

the radical ones especially are disposed to

place themselves north and south, whence
the name. It is common on the Western
prairies of North America, and is also called
"rosin-weed." Vide W. Robinson's 'Eng-
lish Flower Garden ' and ' The Century
Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'

I have also just seen the plant in flower
in the Botanic Garden at Cambridge. It
is about 8 ft. high, most of the flowers face
the east, and the leaves point approxi-
mately north and south.

In one edition of
'

Evangeline
'

which I
have seen the word "

vigorous
"

is sub-
stituted for

"
delicate

"
in the line quoted

above ; and it certainly would seem to be
a more appropriate epithet for a plant
8 ft. high. M. A. C.

The quotation answers the query. The
plant referred to is the cotnpass plant
(Silphium laciniatum), a composite shrub
found in the prairies of North America.
It is remarkable by reason of the twisting
of its leaf-blades, the apex and profile being
turned north and south, the surfaces facing
east and west, thus avoiding the midday
heat while receiving full benefit of the sun-
beams in the relatively damp morning and

evening. This singular characteristic so

regularly obtains that hunters guide them-
selves by the plant, even under a clouded

sky. Lactuca scariola, one of the same
family, and the supposed original of our
common lettuce, behaves in the same
manner. It is curious, however, that when
these plants grow in a shady or damp place
their leaves do not twist.

WILLIAM GILBERT.
35, Broad Street Avenue, B.C.

The compass plant, also known as the

pilot-weed and the polar and rosin plant the

Silphium laciniatum of the botanists of

which Dr. Asa Gray writes :

" On the wide open prairies the leaves are said to

present their faces uniformly north and south,
whence it is called the compass plant."

There is an unmistakable northern tendency
in the leaves when they first come up, and
until they are large and heavy. When winds
and rain bear them in different directions,

they evidently have not the power of regain-

ing the points lost. So it depends upon
the season when the observation is made
whether the leaves are seen to be northwards
or not. TOM JONES.

SNAKE POISON (11 S. v. 388, 465; vi. 75).

Trigonocephalus Bromhoffii is a very poi-
sonous snake, called habi or mamushi in

Japan, and fuh-shie in China. According
to Dr. O. F. von MoUendorrT, it inhabits

Formosa and Mongolia as welt (Journal of

the North China Branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society, New Series, xi. 104 ; Shang-
hai, 1877). In Li Shi-Chin's

' Pan-tsau-

kang-muh,' or
'

System of Materia Medica,'
which was completed in A.D. 1578, and is

the greatest work of the kind China lias ever

produced, we read :

" The flesh of the fuh-shie is sweet, warm, and
poisonous. Put one live fuh-shie in one tau

[about ten litres] of purest wine and seal it

up. Bury the preparation under ground which
horses frequent to urinate. Disinter it just after

one year, when you will find the snake entirely
dissolved in the liquor, now decreased to only
one-tenth of the original quantity. This solution
is the best medicine for leprosy. As the disease
is the effect of the principal venom of heaven
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and earth, so the snake is the outgrowth of the
"same ; hence the latter cures the former unfail-

ingly, as the proverb says :

' Poisonous drugs are
'most efficacious in healing virulent maladies.'

"

So far as I know, the Japanese of the

vulgar sort occasionally use the mamushi as

a tonic for both man and beasts, but never

apply it to cure leprosy. Ono Ranzan, the

greatest naturalist of eighteenth-century
Japan, in his

' Honzo Keimo,' torn, xxxix.,

says :

" The people of the province Chikuzen value
most highly as a medicine for anthrax a particular
mamushi which they call mifushigare [literally,
three nodes' death]. Its venom is so excessive
that should you put on the reptile a green bamboo
stem, the latter would instantly be withered and
discoloured up to the third node from the point
whereat it touched the former. Japanese leech-
craft makes much use of the mamushi ; it is car-
bonized after the removal of its head, tail, and
entrails, aud then used as a styptic."

KUMAGTTSTT MlNAKATA.
Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

OTHNIEL HAGGATT OF BARBADOS (11 S.

vi. 149). Wm. Yeamans of Bristol in his

will, proved in 1646 (17 Essex), named his

dau. Eliz., wife of John Haggatt of Bristol,
and their children John, Marie, and Na-
thaniel. The last was also named in 1677
in the will of his aunt, Mrs. Mary Yeamans.
The will of Othniel H. of Bristol and Barbados,
merchant, was proved in 1719 (146 Brown-
ing). A second Othniel H. was appointed a
member of Council of Barbados in 1726. By
Susannah his wife he had (1) Nathaniel H.,
later of Richmond, co. Surrey (will proved
in 1762, 507 St. Eloy), whose dau. Susanna
m. there in 1760 Edward Barnard, D.D.,
Head Master of Eton (10 S. xi. 28, 116) ;

and (2) Ruth, wife of the Rev. Dudley Wood-
bridge, rector of a parish in Barbados,
whose wills were both proved in 1760 (65

Greenly).
There is a marriage of an Othniel H. in

one of Phillimore's
'

Marriage Registers,'
probably Wilts or Somerset, but the reference
has been mislaid.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED
(11 S. vi. 130). 3. LINDSAY. See pedigree
in my '

History of the Island of Antigua,'
ii. 184, which will give the desired informa-
tion. V. L. OLIVER.

Sunninghill, Berks.

SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNATURES (11 S. v.
490 ; vi. 72, 153). The Shakespeare-Bacon
controversy is a large question, and I shall
content myself in this communication by
asking for a further opinion from SIR
EDWIN BURNING LAWRENCE.

Mr. Oswald Platt, in a little book called
'

Selections from Bacon's Essays, has a
remark which seems to clash with SIR
EDWIN LAWRENCE'S complete scepticism as

to Shakespeare's ability to write his own
name. He says :

"
It is interesting to note

that there is a copy of Florio's
' Mon-

taigne
'

in the British Museum bearing the

autograph of Shakespeare." What of this

statement ? W. B.

GERMAN PROVERB : SILKS IN THE KITCHEN
(11 S. vi. 168). I have never heard of a
German proverb like the one MR. COOPER
alludes to, and should therefore be obliged
to him for giving its text. I know only one

proverb in which kitchen and silk are put
in connexion, namely,

" Samt und Seide
loscht in der Kiiche das Feuer aus," which
means that habitual feasting impoverishes the

high liver, and is the counterpart to "Kleine
Kiiche macht grosses Hans," i.e., frugality
makes wealthy. G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

The German proverb
" Sammt und Seide

loschen das Feuer in der Kiiche aus " has
its English equivalent in George Herbert's
' Outlandish Proverbs,' 1630, viz.,

"
Silks and

satins put out the fire in the chimney." In
the 2nd ed. is added :

"
Silk doth quench the

fire in the kitchen." See also Ray's
'

Eng-
lish Proverbs.' TOM JONES.

" A cat in mittens catches no mice "
is

the nearest proverb I can remember. There
is a French version of this saying, which may
be the original. P. M.

"
Silks and satins put out the fire in the

kitchen
"
(Bonn's

' Handbook of Proverbs
:

).

W. H. PEET.

In my cliildhood in Ulster I often heard
the proverb,

"
Silks and satins put out the

kitchen fire." It was generally applied to

aspiring and over-dressed farmers' wives by
those who had to drudge in checked aprons.

Y. T.

CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTIONS : LIST OF

TRANSCRIPTIONS (11 S. vi. 206). The whole
of the inscriptions on the stones in the

churchyard of the Rochdale parish church
have been transcribed, and a type-written

alphabetical copy is preserved in the local

public library as also those in the church-

yard of St. Mary's Church, Rochdale.

I have a MS. copy of the inscriptions on
the gravestones of the parish churchyard
of Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire.

HENRY FISHWICK.
The Heights, Rochdale.
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TOADS AND POISON (11 S. vi. 87, 157).
" D'ou vient 1'idee d'une relation entre la

placide bete, amie des jardiniers et grand
destructeur des limaces, et le diable ?

" asks

M. Th. de Cauzons in his
'

Histoire de la

Magie et de la Sorcellerie,' t. i. p. 218. He
confesses :

" Je 1'ignore. Peut-e'tre cela vint-il de 1'opinion
attribuant une influence disproportionnde a la

liqueur plus ou nioins venimeuse que lance
1'animal pour se defendre."

At the witches' Sabbath toads are said

to have been whipped in order that they
might be irritated into an extreme state of

juiciness, and then the votaries of the
Evil One anointed themselves with the
fluid and declared their unity with him.
It is asserted that children were set to guard

shall I say herds of ? frogs for magical
purposes. Rue, says the '

Speculum Mundi '

(p. 248),
"

is an enemie to the Toad, as

being a great enemie to poysons."
ST. SWITHIN.

REFERENCES WANTED (11 S. vi. 169).
The quotation given by W. H. B. is, as he
suggests, from Nietzsche. It reads in the

original as follows :

" Der freigewordene Mensch, und wieviel mehr
der freigewordene Geist, tritt nrit Fiissen auf die
verachtliche Art von Wohlbefinden, von dem
Kramer, Christen, Kiihe, Weiber, Englander und
andere Demokraten traumen der freie Mensch ist

Krieger."

I cannot, however, tell W. H. B. from which
of Nietzsche's works it comes ; I take it

from H. Vaihinger's
'

Nietzsche als Philosoph,'
1902, p. 102. H. I. B.

FlTZWILLIAM AND GuiMALDI AEMS (US. VJ.

144, 215). I once had the curiosity to make
some references concerning the coat of arm
Lozengjr argent and gules, and while engaged
on the investigation it occurred to me that
I ought to include Lozengy gules and argent,
also

"
fusily," because it is possible thai

in early heraldry there were not such fine
distinctions as were introduced at a later

period. I do not suggest that the results
have any bearing on the subject dealt witl
under the above heading, but, as thej
comprise foreign heraldry, the following
list may be of general interest in connexion
with the coat under discussion. Althougl
the information in Papworth is within the
reach of all heraldic students, I venture to
include the instances found in that work ir

order to make the collection more com
prehensive ; at the same time I feel sure tha
it is still far from being complete.

I subjoin a list of English and foreign
lames to which the arms "

lozengy
"

or

'fusily" "argent and gules" (or "gules
and argent ") are ascribed (* fusily; f gu. and

arg. ; $ Papworth ;
unmarked = arg. and

plT \

Alatra, Italy.

fAppiani (Appiana), Florence.

tArgenti, Trieste.

Bain, Brittany.
*Bec (du), Normandy.
Bertoldi, Padua.
fBrucken, Lorraine.

JChaveney.
jCogan.
tjColom (Fitz Colom).
*Diiebeck, Normandy.

Espinefort, Brittany.
Fabbiani, Padua.
FitzWilliam (arg. and gu., gu. and arg., also

fusily).

Gafforini, Verona (also cheeky gu. and arg ).

Geffrard de Bernouville, Brittany.
Girard de la Cour des Bois, Brittany.
tGironella, Spain.
*Grimaldi, Italy (Jlozengy).

Hodenpyl, Delft.

Joly de Thonon, Geneva.
Latri (Latra), Naples.
Levants, Brabant.

^Lozenge.
tJMablethorpe.
Macmahon, Monaghan.
Marteville, France.
Matono, Venice.
Mer (de la) de Matha (also or and gu.).

Montmoret, Franche Comte.
Perier-Beriansais, Maine.

Poissy, de (De Pressy or Precy, with a chief or).

Poisv, Artois (also or and gu.).

Quillivala, Brittany.
Rapioult, Ile-de-France.
Rheineck. Westphalia.
Rochelle (de la), Franche Comte.
JRoclay or Rockley (also erm. and gu.).

tStettfurth, Switzerland.
tTalamanca (sic), Spain.
Tessieres, Limousin, P^rigord.
JTidenham (tITydenham).
Turpin de Crise, Poitou, Brittany (also or and

Wegisheim, Alsace.

It would seem that variations in tinctures

and other differences should perhaps be
taken into account in attempting to arrive

at conclusions. LEO C.

DICK TURPIN' s RIDE TO YORK (US. vi.

189). MR. TEW may rest assured that most
of this famous knight of the road's exploits
are chronicled in the press of the day,
1725-39. The murder of the Epping Forest

keeper and other crimes of Turpin may be
read of in old newspapers. Moreover, his

fame as a highwayman appears from the
shorthand report (by Kylls) of his trial at

York Lent Assizes, 1739, before Sir Wm.
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Chappie, on two indictments (now in the
Record Office) for horsestealing. Two wit-

nesses proved the identity of John Pawmer
alias Palmer with Richard Turpin, and
being asked by the Court if he were indeed
the notorious Essex highwayman,

" Pawmer"
replied affirmatively.

Descriptions of the last dying scene, with
Richard in white dimity, appeared in several

papers. ERIC WATSON.

A ' Handbook to Aston Hall and Museum,'
published by the Corporation of Birmingham
in 1873, is before me. In the former chapel
of the old mansion of the Holte famity
there was then exhibited, in a "

miscellaneous
collection of curiosities,"

"
the blanket-rope

by means of which Dick Turpin, the high-
wayman, escaped from York Castle." I

remember this blanket-rope well. It was
probably deposited in the Hall long
before 1873. There was a faded manuscript
label attached to it, giving some particulars
of its history. The whole thing may, of

course, have been bogus, but it is still

possible that the reverse was actually the
case.

This alleged relic of Turpin has long since

disappeared from public view. What was
the inscription on its label, and where is the
"
blanket-rope

" now ?

WILMOT CORFIELD.

BEDFORD BOUNDS, BLOOMSBTJRY (11 S.

vi. 188). The boundary marks in Theobalds
Road to which MAJOR YARROW BALDOCK
refers undoubtedly mark the limits in this

direction of the estate given in 1566 by Sir

William Harpur, alderman, and Alice his

wife, for the benefit of the poor, and for

other objects of charity in the town of
Bedford. An account of the bequest,
together with a map of the property, was
published at Bedford in 1794. Adjoining
No. 116 on the east side, between it and the

public-house called
" The Harpur's Arms,"

there is (or was) a quaint galleried yard,
views of which have lately appeared in illus-

trated newspapers, wherein it has been
described as the last galleried London inn.

I have not, however, convinced myself
that it ever formed part of a hostelry. In a

map of St. Andrew's parish attached to

Strype's' Stow,' 1720, it is distinctly marked,
but has no name ; in a plan of 1813 it is

called
" Stable Yard." This is about to be

at once cleared away, and the ground is to be

occupied by a " Cinema Picture Theatre."
I went there recently, and was told by the
courteous occupant, Mr. G. Bailey, that the

work of demolition would begin to-day
(12 Sept.). A quaint relic of old London
thus disappears.
The boundary wall of the Harpur estate

runs due north from No. 118, forming the
western wall of the stable yard, having until

now a galleried range of buildings attached
to it. Here are two tablets : one has the

inscription
" B. B. 1776," the other " Bed-

ford Charity Bounds. 1808."
PHILIP NORMAN.

JOSEPH FTJSSELL, A FORGOTTEN WATER-
COLOURIST (11 S. vi. 145). I am glad to
see that useful and interesting piece of

biography which MR. HERBERT B. CLAY-
TON'S knowledge of artists (extensive and

peculiar) has, as he says, rescued from
oblivion. It is a welcome addition to Mr.

Algernon Graves' s bare facts in his
' Dic-

tionary of Artists,' 1895.

Mr. Graves enumerates three Fussells

Alexander, Frederick Ralph, and Joseph.
As regards Joseph, Mr. Graves has fallen

into an error in his laudable endeavour to

give full forenames. I suspected there
must be something wrong, as it is mani-
fest that if Joseph was born in 1818
he could not exhibit in 1821. I find

by the Royal Academy Catalogues that
the Fussell who exhibited at that date
never put any Christian name, only the
initial

"
J.," and there can be little doubt

that was the father, John. Was Frederick

Ralph Fussell another son ? Mr. Graves
credits him with five pictures only, and he
never had more than one exhibit in the Royal
Academy, and that was a portrait in 1858 ;

then he addressed from Nottingham. Is

it not probable that he was the one who did
not succeed at painting portraits ?

MR. CLAYTON says Joseph made copies
in water-colour for the line engraver, which
were often

" a piece of jobbery
"
merely to

" make work "
for the water-colour artist.

I do not understand why this was a job.
Will he explain ? Was it a job on the part
of the engraver, or the dealer who commis-
sioned the engraving, who might get part
of the artist's price ?

I have a dim recollection of going to the
studio of T. Oldham Barlow (for him sea
Boase's

' Modern English Biography,' vol.

iv.) as a youth, and seeing him at work on
a large plate which he said would not be
finished for several years. This was, of course,
a line engraving, now a dead art. If there
was a copy, the engraver could go on with
the work from that, without depriving the
owner of his picture. If there was no copy
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and the picture was taken away, the work
naturally stopped until its return. More-

over, the copy would be a trifling expense
compared with that of the engraving.

RALPH THOMAS.

PLAY FOUNDED ON THE EXPLOITS OF
TEKELI (US. vi. 210). The play in question
was a melodrama written by Theodore Hook,
and entitled

'

Tekeli.' It was produced
at Drury Lane Theatre, 24 Nov., 1806

; the

overture and incidental music were com-

posed by the author's father, and the piece
which became popular in town and country
was supported by H. Siddons, Dowton,
Mathews, De Camp, Wroughton, Mrs. Powell,
and Mrs. Bland. It was afterwards pub-
lished in Cumberland's

'

British Theatre.'

WM. DOUGLAS.
125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

MURDER OF LORD WILLIAM RUSSELL
(11 S. vi. 170). Francois Benjamin Cour-

voisier, a valet, murdered Lord William
Russell, his master, on 6 May, 1840, at 14,

Norfolk Street, Park Lane. Narratives of

the murder and of the trial, Courvoisier's
several confessions, and the account of the
execution are given in

' The Chronicles of

Crime,' by Camden Pelham, 1886, ii. 563.
See also

' The Life and Times of James
Catnach,' by Charles Hindley, 1878, p. 416,
where, inter alia, are some strong comments
on the speech for the defence made by
Mr. Charles Phillips, commonly known
as

"
Charley Phillips," and the greatest" Thieves' Counsel." It is reported that

in the evening of the first day of the trial,

evidence of the discovery of a parcel, con-

taining things belonging to Lord William
Russell and the prisoner, having been un-

expectedly produced, the latter confessed
his guilt to Phillips, and that, having re-

ceived this confession, Phillips, in the course
of his address to the jury, said :

" The God
above alone knows who is guilty of the
terrible act of which the prisoner stands
accused." Two paragraphs of the address
are given in the Catnach book. They are
an extraordinary example of the lengths to
which counsel went in appealing for an
acquittal.

The result of discussions which arose
afterwards about this speech was that

Phillips never appeared again in a criminal
court. He was appointed a Commissioner
in the Court of Bankruptcy.
On p. 419 of the book is a facsimile of

the
'

Execution Paper,' from the press of

Paul & Co., 2, 3, Monmouth Court, Seven,
Dials. After ' The Verdict,'

'

Sentence/
' The Confession of the Convict,' and ' The
Execution '

is an '

Affecting Copy of Verses
'

:

Attention give, both old and young,
Of high and low degree,

Think while this mournful tale is sung,
Of my sad misery.

I 've slain a master good and kind,
To me has been a friend,

For which I must my life resign,

My time, is near an end.

Then follow four other stanzas. There is

just one point which is a little interesting,
viz., the

"
poet's

"
pronunciation of

" Cour-

voisier," which appears to have been " Cour-
voi-seer'

"
(accent on the last syllable) :

Think of the wretched Courvoisier,
Who thus dies on a tree,

A death of shame, I 've nought to blame,
But my own dishonesty,,

There is an account of Phillips in the
'

Dictionary of National Biography.'

A friend of mine, the Rev. James Fletcher,
who died, I think, about the year 1900.

aged about 75, had No. 14, Norfolk Street,

on a long lease, which came to an end about
1890. He had it at a low rental because of

what had happened in it. When he first

lived there I do not know, but probably it

was a good many years after the murder.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DAVID NAPIER (10 S. xii. 345). I have

only just seen this query, but I hope that

my answer may still be of use to your corre-

spondent.
James Murdoch Napier's letter, claiming

on behalf of his father the invention of

the printing machine patented in America

by Col. Hoe, appeared in The Mechanic's

Magazine for 2 Sept., 1848, vol. xlix. p. 237,
and was called forth by a description of Hoe'&
machine on p. 193 of the same volume.

I endeavoured some years ago to obtain

particulars of David Napier, who was an
inventor of great ingenuity, and I wrote to

his successors, D. Napier & Son, York
Road, Lambeth, but without result.

David Napier took out patents in 1828

(5113), 1830 (6010), 1831 (6090), 1837 (7343),

1840 (8385), 1843 (9852), 1848 (12,220), and
1850 (13098). I have given the numbers
and dates because there was another David

Napier, engineer, perhaps of greater celebrity,

who was taking out patents at the same
time. The patents mentioned above mostly
related to printing machinery ; but 8385
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of 1840 is for a bullet - pressing machine

which was, and perhaps still is, used at

Woolwich. I still hope that some of your
readers may be able to furnish further

details concerning David Napier.
B. B. P.

Jlobs an 1800ka.

Cambridge County Geographies. North Lanca-

shire, by J. E. Marr ; Buckinghamshire, by
4 Morley Davies ; Northamptonshire, by
M. W. Brown ; Midlothian, by A. McCallum.

(Cambridge University Press. )

THESE four volumes well maintain the standard

set up by former numbers. Dr. Marr's
' North

Lancashire
'

is among the best of them. TRe

text is a good, straightforward piece of work,

which does not shirk statement of necessary

general facts, yet gives a good deal of informa-

tion of a more detailed and advanced kind in

easy language. We noticed a high proportion
of satisfactory illustrations, among them the

Geranium, sanguineum lancastriense of Walney
Island.

The interest of
'

Buckinghamshire
'

is more

predominantly domestic, and Dr. Morley Davies

gives a satisfactory account of it with well-

chosen pictures of the great and small houses of

interest, the churches, and industries in progress.

Commenting on the Icknield Way, he tells us that

one of its striking features is the abundance of

the "traveller's joy" and the
"
wayfaring

tree," which, it seems, were thus {named from

their nourishing conspicuously along the roads

which follow the chalk escarpment. The
"
lynchets

" at Cheddington cultivation-terraces

produced at a time when hills were ploughed
horizontally might have received fuller treat-

ment. The rare or somewhat rare plants in

Buckinghamshire are more numerous than might
have been expected. Near Ellesborough, we are

told, box-trees grow wild, and the pasque-llower

may be found on the downs.

The natural history of
'

Northamptonshire
'

suggests at once the activities of Lord Lilford.

Mr. Brown has some pleasant pictures of bird-

scenes at Lilford, and tells us that the little

Athene noctua originally introduced by the

ornithologist, has been found as far away as

Cambridge. The authors of these books take

great pains to make clear and to illustrate the

characters of the different periods of architecture,

so that any one who possesses three or four

numbers of the series can hardly help getting to

know the bare elements of the subject. This may
seem to the antiquary a very small affair ; but

the ignorance in this regard among the mass of

the people seems to us a thing particularly to be

deplored, and this method of popularizing an

elementary knowledge of it to promise more
success than the ordinary guide-book or hand-

book Northamptonshire furnishes several fine

examples in the way both of churches and manor
houses.

Mr. McCallum in
' Midlothian

' has a subject

which, on the historical side, is too big for his

canvas. He has wisely confined himself in this

part to what concerns the county as such. More
interesting than the history is the account of the
land itself and the people the widely famous
agriculture, the fisheries, and the like. Mid-
lothian, we are told, takes the first place among
Scottish counties for wheat, barley, and hay ;

the third for potatoes ; and the fifth for oats.
Near Edinburgh Henry Prentice, about the
middle of the eighteenth century, first tried the

potato as a field-crop. The reader will duly find
in these pages all the particulars connected with
architecture, biography, administration, and the
rest, which he would naturally look for in a book
about Midlothian.

Early Spanish Voyages to the Strait of Magellan.
Translated and edited, with Preface, Introduc-
tion, and Notes, by Sir Clements Markham.
Second Series, No. XXVIII. (Hakluyt Society. )

THIS volume gives the contemporary accounts of
four expeditions to the Strait of Magellan. The
first of these dispatched, like that of Magellan,
with the object of finding a western route to the

Spice Islands, and taking possession of them for

Spain was under the command of Loaysa, with
Sebastian del Cano as his second, and started in
1525 with seven ships carrying 450 men. The
extremely curious and interesting instructions
to Loaysa form the first document given. Loaysa
and Del Cano both perished in the Strait in 1526,
and the two captains who succeeded them died
in the two following years. In 1536 Fernando
de la Torre got back to Spain with eight survivors.
The story is told by Del Cano's friend Urdaneta,
and following it is given the description of the
Strait of Magellan by the pilot Uriarte. As an
appendix to the report of this second voyage
to the Strait we are given the story of the voyage
of the pinnace Santiago, with its dramatic scene
between the heroic Father Arreizaga and the
Indians, and also the description by Vicencio of

Naples of a search expedition to ascertain the fate
of Loaysa's men a tale of fearful suffering.
Next we have the third voyage, again a dis-

astrous one, commanded by Simon de Alcazaba,
and reported by Alonso Veedor.
The fourth voyage was undertaken in 1540

by three small vessels, fitted out by the Bishop of

Plasencia, and entrusted to Alonso de Camargo,
whose instructions were to make out the possi-
bility of communication by sea with Peru and
Chile. This was successful in so far as the
commander though he lost his own vessel got
through the Strait on the third ship, and arrived
at Callao ; but no account of his doings has been
preserved. The fragment here given concerns the
fortunes of the second ship part of the log of her
captain, an unknown mariner who, as we gather
from this, was the first to reach Staten Island and
the Strait of Le Maire, and seems to have wintered
in the Beagle Channel.
The last narrative takes us to the beginning

of the seventeenth century, when Bartolome
Garcia de Nodal and his brother Gonzalo were
sent to verify the alleged discovery by the Dutch
of a passage through the Strait of Le Maire and
of Cape Horn, and to make a survey of the

Magellan Strait. The first to circumnavigate
Tierra del Fuego, the expedition of the two
brothers was an excellent and successful piece of
scientific work. They

" never had a sick man "
;

and " the time in which we have made this voyage
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is," they declare,
"
very exact, neither too long

nor too short, as we had vessels well suited for it.

The one never had to wait for the other. They
made such a pair when sailing that in all the
rains and fogs we met with, they were never

separated one from the other." These vessels

were caravels of 80 tons burden, each carrying
a crew of 40 men " taken by force because the
destination was so remote .... that .... no one
would go willingly."
A facsimile of the Nodals' chart is given as

well as their
' Rules

'

to know the variation of

the needle at sunrise and sunset, their table to

know the hours of the artificial day, and their

remarks on soundings. The narrative itself is

their log-book. This voyage seems to have
received comparatively little attention ; but
alike for the good observations made, the handling
of the men, and the short time employed (the
little vessels set sail in September, 1618, and
were back early in July, 1619), it is one of the
most remarkable of early expeditions of discovery

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. SEPTEMBER.

MR. WILLIAM DOWNING of Birmingham in his

Catalogue 515 has one or two good modern items as

well as several interesting to the collector of old

things. Thus he offers for 51. 5s.
' The King's Quair,'

printed on vellum at the Vale Press (one of ten

copies) ; and he has a set of Richard Jefferies's

Works, all first editions, 1879-85, 31. 15s. A collec-

tion of Newspaper Cuttings and Old Woodcuts and
Copperplates belonging to the early nineteenth

century costs 21. 2-t. ; and there are nine of the
Arundel Society's chromolithographs, of which we
may mention Girolamo dai Libri's

'

Virgin and
Child' from Verona, 21. \2s. 6d., Luini's

'

Presenta-
tion' from the painting at Sarouno, \L 18s., and
Meister Wilhelm's '

Virgin and Child
' from the

Archbishop of Cologne's collection, 31. 10s. There is a

copy of the Plantin
'

Pindar,' with the arms of the
Ware family on the binding and the autograph of

Henry Ware on the fly-leaf, 2 vols., 31. 10s., and a
4
Newgate Calendar,' 1824, 61. 6s.

THE Catalogue (434) sent us by Messrs. Henry
Young & Sons of Liverpool presents us with a
varied collection of interesting books, and a few
good prints to wind up with. There is a French late

fifteenth- century 'Horse' some 200 vellum leaves

written in lettres bdtardes having every page
decorated with a lateral border in gold and colours,
and containing 14 miniatures. The last o? these

gives the arms of the lady for whom the MS. was
written Gules, a chevron sable, bearing three

coquilles argent, a pig or in base. The Calendar
accompanying it is highly decorated, and has 24
small miniatures of the signs of the Zodiac and
occupations of the month 301. Another interesting
item is a collection, running to 40 vols., of Sir
Richard Burton's books of travel, all, except two,
in the first edition, for which 381. is askea. The
former owner had the whole collection uniformly
bound, which renders it unique, as Burton's works
have not been published in a uniform set. We
noticed a fine copy of the original edition (large

paper) of Ormerod's 'Cheshire,' 1819, containing

plates in proof state, those of coloured glass painted
by hand, of which the price is 201. Lovers of
*' Elia" will like to hear of a copy of the original
edition of the '

Essays which have appeared under

that Signature in The London Magazine,' and ' The
Last Essays of Elia, being a Sequel to Essays pub-
lished under that Name. This belonged to the

Castlecraig Library, and realized 49. at the sale of
the library. It may now be had for 327. In the

way of early printing there are offered for 9A 9s.

the ' Libri Sententiarum IV.' of Peter Lombard,
Vindelin de Spire, Venice, 1477. and for 61. fa. four
little religious works bound in one volume done,
in 1501-2, probably for circulation by aome Order in
France or Germany : (1) the ' Fundamentum Eterne
Felicitatis,' (2) the ' Liber de Contemptu Mundi,'
(3) Johannis de Tambaco,

' Consolatorium Theolo-
gicum,' (4) the '

Horologium Eterne Sapientie.'
From the library of Sir Thomas Wardle conies a
first edition of Fuchsius,

' De Historia Stirpium
Commentarii,' Basle, 1542, 281. Out of a small
number of autograph letters the best are five of
Sir Walter Scott's, addressed to Benjamin Rof,ch.

who had asked leave to send a poem on the Maid
of Saragossa to Scott for his criticism. They belong
to 1813 and the following years, and the price is

40A The most interesting of the engravings in this

Catalogue are three mezzotints by Lucas from
Constable :

' The Lock,'
' The Cornfield,' and ' The

Rainbow,' a set which may be had for 4,V.

[Notices of other Catalogues held aver. ]

THOMAS HAWKINS WRIGHT.
THIS gentleman, who occasionally contributed
to ' N. & Q.,' passed away suddenly at Northamp-
ton on the 30th ult., while on a visit to his solicitor.
He was deeply versed in all that pertained to

genealogical research, being particularly inter-
ested in the Loyell, Bletsoe, and Wildbore families.
His last contribution appeared at 11 S. iv. 189.
Mr. Wright was a great traveller, but about four
years ago was crippled for life by a street acci-
dent while on a visit to Vancourer. He had
fought through two revolutions in South America,
and was at one time lessee of Lundy Island.
He was 74 years of age at the time of his death.
' An Appreciation

'

by the writer appeared in
The Northampton Herald of the 6th inst.

JOHN T. PAGE.
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and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of

the page of ''N. & Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

H. INGE ANDERTON. Forwarded.
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, pp. 181, 202, 223, 243.)

SEVERAL works have been issued entitled
'

History of the Royal Society,' but the
most complete consecutive history is that

by Weld, published by John W. Parker in

1848. Sprat's book cannot be regarded as
a history, as it was published in 1667, when
the Society had only recently been organized ;

besides which, Sprat says in his
'

Advertise-
ment to the Reader '

:

" In the title of my book I have taken a liberty,
which may be liable to exception. I have call'd
it a history of the Royal Society ; whereas the
first part wholly treats of the state of the ancient

philosophy ; and the third chiefly contains a
defence and recommendation of experimental
knowledge in general ; so it is only the Second
Book that peculiarly describes their Undertaking."

The next History of the Society was by
Dr. Birch, published in 1756 in four large
quarto volumes ; but it breaks off at the
year 1687, and treats only of the scientific

proceedings of the Society, reproducing
many papers which were read at the

meetings and printed in the Philosophical
Transactions. A third work appeared in
1812 by Dr. Thomson, but, although styled
a History of the Society, it was, as the
author states,

" an attempt to elucidate the
Philosophical Transactions,'" and the entire
volume is filled with rapid sketches of the
progress of science, and an analysis of the
papers in the Transactions.

In 1905 Mr. Henry Benjamin Wheatley,who was clerk 1861-79, wrote 'The Early
History of the Royal Society,' a booklet
privately printed for the Sette of Odd
Volumes ; and in 1906 was published Sir
William Huggins's

' The Royal Society.'
Weld's History took up his leisure hours

for nearly four years, and he foimd the
examination of the archives, with their
thousands of letters, a formidable task.
What added to his difficulties was that the
secretaries in the early days had the custody
of the books and papers, many of which on
their decease were not returned, and have
since been presented to the British Museum

a place, Weld remarks,
"
far less appro-

priate for their preservation than the Royal
Society's library, to which, indeed, they in

justice belong." Consequently, in order to
render his History as complete as possible,
Weld had to make investigations at the
British Museum, the State Paper Office,

among the archives of the Lord Chamber-
lain's Office, and at the Bodleian. At the
British Museum he found the earliest manu-
script list of Fellows (MS. 4442). On the
first fly-leaf is this epitaph :

Underneath this stone is laid
Our neighbour Gaffer Thumb ;

We trust, although full low Ms head,
He '11 rise in the world to come.

This humble monument may shew
Where rests an honest man ;

Let kings, whose heads are laid as low,
Rise higher if they can.

Weld states that the first step made by
the Royal Society towards the formation
of a museum was on the 21st of February,
1665, when it was resolved at the meeting
" that the donation of 100/. presented by Mr.
Colwall should be expended in purchasing the
collection of rarities formerly belonging to Mr.
Hubbard."
" The only museum worthy of the name at
this time in London," Weld records, was
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" that formed by the Tradescants, a catalogue
of which was published in 1656, entitled

' Museum
Tradescantiutn ; or, a Collection of Rarities

preserved at South Lambeth, near London.'
This museum contained not only stuffed animals
and dried plants, but also minerals, implements
of war and domestic use of various nations, also
a collection of coins and medals "

Dr. Hamel in his
'

Tradescant in Russland '

states that Peter the Great visited the
" Tradescant Ashmolean Museum in 1698."

Weld tells of the straits to which the

Society was put in its early years ; so crippled
were its resources that its very existence

became doubtful. On the 30th of Novem-
ber, 1671, the Treasurer's accounts audited
on that day showed that the arrears of

subscriptions amounted to 1,696?., while
the receipts in quarterly payments during
the year were only 141?. 16s. It is pleasant
to record that when Martin Folkes resigned
the Presidency in 1753 the funded capital
amounted to 3,000?.

The Athencewm, in its second notice of

Weld's 'History' on July 1st, 1848, refers

to
"
the vigour with which the Society

fought against adverse circumstances and
struggled through its century of poverty,"
and states :

" We have no doubt that it is to the hardihood
of the men who brought the Society through that
we owe the possibility of an association supported
by private funds. Nowhere except in England or
America has such a body lasted any time without

government support in yearly sums of money."

During the eleven years Polkes was Presi-

dent he was scarcely ever absent. It was
to Folkes and Dr. Bradley, the Astronomer

Royal, that the tables compiled by Daval
(who was then Secretary to the Society) for

the change of Calendar in 1752 were sub-
mitted for examination and approval.

In the following year the Society of Arts
was established, though the first public
meeting did not take place till March, 1754.

Its formation was due to William Shipley, a

drawing master. He acted for some time
as secretary, and in 1758 a gold medal was
presented to him "

for his public spirit,
which gave rise to the Society

"
; and his

portrait appears as a frontispiece to the
fourth volume of the Society of Arts' Trans-
actions. It appears, however, that the
idea had been entertained as far back as

1738, as on October 20th in that year there
is a minute of Council of the Royal Society
that
' a letter from Dr. Peck to the President (Sir
Hans Sloane) was read, convoying a proposal to
the Society for raising a stock of one thousand
pounds sterling by way of subscription, for the
encouragement of arts and sciences."

Letters previously received on October 9th
and 14th were also read, but after considera-
tion it was agreed that the Society could
not assist in the establishment of such a body,
though it would not oppose its design.

Among many attacks which have in the
past been made on the Society there is one
that should not be passed unnoticed, as
it is frequently alluded to in the minutes of
Council with the view of taking legal pro-
ceedings. It was a pamphlet called

' The
Transactioner.' The Society's library does
not possess a copy, but one is to be found
in the British Museum. Weld pronounces
"the whole publication to be of so low and
ridiculous a nature that it is surprising the
Council should have thought it worth their
while to notice it ; they appear, however, to
have used every exertion to discover the author's
name."

Weld has this foot-note :

" Dr. Johnson says :

' Dr. William King, born
in 1663, a man of shallowness, wrote ' The Trans-
actioner

'

in 1700, in which he satirized the Royal
Society, at least Sir H. Sloane '

(' Works,' vol. x.
p. 32)."

The Royal Institution, incorporated on
the 13th of January, 1800, in Albemarle
Street, owes its origin to Fellows of the
Royal Society. Faraday informed Weld
that the earliest document he possessed in
reference to its formation was an account of
the first meeting held at the house of Sir
Joseph Banks in Soho Square on the 9th of
March, 1799. At this period it was custom-
ary, whenever proposed scientific or literary
institutions applied for a charter of in-
corporation, to send a copy of the petition
to the Royal Society, in order that the
Council might make any objection that
they thought proper. In the case of the
Royal Society of Literatxire, a protestwas entered against the title, which, it
was conceived, would sometimes be con-
founded with that of the Royal Society ;

but matters had gone so far as to render it
difficult and costly to change the appellation
of the new body. The Royal Institution
has been described as

"
the workshop of the

Royal Society," for in its laboratory Davymade his brilliant discoveries.

In 1807 the Geological Society of London
was instituted. It owes its origin to a few
devoted workers. Greenough in his anni-
versary address to the Society in 1834
stated that "Dr. Babington in 1807 in-
vited to his house a number of gentlemen,
the most distinguished for their zeal in the
prosecution of mineralogical knowledge."A subscription was opened with the view
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to enable Count de Bournon to publish his

elaborate monograph on carbonate of lime,
and the necessary sum readily collected.

This object being accomplished, other meet-

ings were held for the joint purpose of friendly
intercourse and mutual instruction. From
such small beginnings sprang the Geological
Society. How earnest these men were

may be seen in the fact that they held their

meetings at seven in the morning, as it

was the only time in the day that Dr.

Babington's professional engagements al-

lowed liim to devote to this work, which
he regarded in the light of a recreation.

The meetings were held in the first instance
in a back room at

" The Freemasons'
Tavern," and subsequently in rooms which

they rented in the Temple.
In reference to the early purposes of the

Society, Lyell (' Principles of Gology,'
seventh edition, p. 61) states them to have
been
" to multiply and record observations, and
patiently to await the results at some future

period. .. .and it was their favourite maxim,
that the time was not yet come for a general
system of geology ; but that all must be content
for many years to be exclusively engaged in

furnishing materials for future generalizations.
By acting up to these principles with consistency
they in few years disarmed all prejudices, and
rescued the science from the imputation of being
a dangerous, or, at best, but a visionary, pursuit."

In March, 1809, Weld says,
" a plan was

proposed by the Right Hon. Charles Gre-

ville, which was supported by Sir Joseph
Banks, Sir Humphry Davy, and others, to
make the Geological Society

" an Assistant

Society to the Royal Society, and the
"Plan" uwas submitted at a special general
meeting of the Geological Society which
took place at

" The Freemasons' Tavern "

on the 10th of March, 1809 ; but the

proposals were rejected as "
having a direct

tendency to render the Society dependent
upon, and subservient to, the Royal Society."
The Geological Society, however,

"
deeply

and sincerely regretted that any circum-
stances should have occurred to implicate
in the preceding resolutions the name of the

Royal Society," and the opportunity
''
thus

accidentally offered
" was "

cheerfully em-
braced

"

"
to declare the high respect and deference they

entertain towards that learned and scientific

body, and their most earnest wish to contribute
in any degree, and in proportion to their humble
ability, to the welfare and prosperity of the Royal
Society."

Weld truly remarks that
the .scientific world can have 110 reason to

regret that the geologists preferred pursuing

their course independently, for there is probably
no Society of this century that has done so much
to advance its particular science, as the Geological
Society of London."

What Weld wrote in 1848 will be fully
endorsed by readers in 1912.

JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

(To be continued.)

HUGH PETERS.
(See ante, p. 221.)

II. PETERS'S MADNESS AND IMMORALITY.
THE '

D.N.B.' states of the contemporary
charges made against Peters's moral cha-
racter that
"
they rest on no evidence, and were solemnly

denied by Peters. In one case the publisher of
these libels was obliged to insert a public apology
in the newspapers (Severall Proceedings of Parlia-
ment, 2-9 Sept., 1652)."

Severall Proceedings was Henry Walker's
newsbook. No apology can be found at

any other time in this newsbook. No other
apology was ever at any time inserted in

any other newsbook. Never at any time
did any tvriter apologize to Peters, and we
are concerned here with a printer only,,
one of the poorest, Robert Eeles (for details
of his life see H. R. Plomer,

' A Dictionary
of Printers,' &c., 1641 to 1666).

In 1652 a person called Acton wrote a
somewhat scurrilous little tract, and em-
ployed Eeles to print it. It was published,
without a licence, on 6 September, and was
entitled

' A new Hue and Cry after Major-General
Massey and some others who by help of Peters
keys escaped from the Tower of London August
the 30,' &c.

Nominally concerned witli Massey, it was
really a short biography of Peters, and
detailed the story of the teaman's wife told

by The Man-in-the-Moon in 1649, as well
as that of the butcher's wife (to be corro-
borated later on).
At the same time Walker himself was

attacked in Mercurius Democritus for 18-25
August, 1652, p. 166 (Walker was then
pastor of Knightsbridge). In Severall Pro-
ceedings for 2-9 September Walker refers
as follows to both these attacks :

" There is a justice of the Peace sent this night
a recantation in writing under his own hand to
Mr. Peters for scandalizing of him, and divers
more declare their sorrow for abusing him by
reporting those lies which they heard from others
concerning him. And, truely, where grace is,
those that have spoken anything against so
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godly a faithfull, painefull, active minister of

God's Word, that hath done so much for the Cause
and People of God cannot in peace and conscience
doe lesse then to humble themselves before the

Lord, and aske God forgivenesse and take shame
before men also to themselves by acknowledging
it before men. But, however, he and others of

God's people [i.e., Walker himself] that have
"been thus abused may see enough in the grace of

God of sufficiency for them to make them live

above those revilings of corrupt tongues, seeing
Christ promiseth to such His blessing. Yet some
will probably be made exemplary who have
reviled Mr. Peters and others [sic] by lying
scandals, to make others for the future beware."

Had this passage been written by a good
man, it would have to be received with

respect. As it is, to appreciate fully its

mingled impudence and self-praise Walker's

past history as forger and literary pirate
should be borne in mind, as well as the
fearful falsehoods he told about George
Pox and his followers a year later on. In
.Severall Proceedings for 16-23 September,
1652 (p. 2457), Walker set out the recanta-
tion in question by Robert Eeles. In it

Eeles stated that the pamphlet was brought
him by Acton, who had "

fled out of the

way," and then apologized in abject terms.
That is all.

An apology of this sort, from a poor
printer afraid of losing his livelihood, is

worthless. All the world knew that the
stories about Peters were true.

In George Bate's
'

Lives, Actions, and
Execution '

of the regicides, published in

1661, there is a passage (p. 46) about Peters's

immorality and madness in 1656 ; and in

the
' Thurloe State Papers,' vol. iv. p. 754, a

passage in an unsigned letter from Amster-
dam, dated 5 May, 1655, and addressed to

Thurloe, makes a definite accusation. I

particularly desire to draw attention to that

passage, as it is not indexed in the ' Thurloe
State Papers,' appears to be unknown, and
explains the statement in the

'

Clarke Papers
'

(Camden Society), vol. iii. p. 66, (a news-
letter from Gilbert Mabbot, dated 5 April,
1656). Again, in the Historical Manuscripts
Commission's Twelfth Report, Appendix
VII. (Fleming Papers), p. 22, there is calen-
dared a letter, dated 2 May, 1656, from
Thomas Smith to Daniel Fleming, stating
that
"
Hugh Peters, who fell lately into a prae-

munire, was so schooled for it by the protector
that it put him into a high fever, which soon after
turned to a downright frenzy. The physicians
took about thirty ounces of blood from him, yet
nothing would do until the protector sent to
see how he did. He intends shortly to take
the fresh air and to publish something in the
.nature of a recantation."

My next two extracts come from America.
Wm. Hooke, writing from London to New
England on 13 April, 1657, says :

" Mr. Peters is not yet thoroughly recovered
out of his late eclipse, but I hear better of his

preaching than was formerly spoken of it. Ho
hath been loving to me and hath, I hope, received
benefit by the things have lately befalien him."
C.M.H.S., Series III., vol. i. p. 183.

And on 28 September, 1658. the Rev.
John Davenport, Peters's old associate
in Holland, writing to John Winthrop,
states that he has received a letter from
London, from a Mr. Blinman, saying that
" Mr. Hugh Peters is distracted and under sore
horrors of conscience, crying out of himself as
damned and confessing haynous actings. He
concludes, for the truth hereof,

'

Sit fides penes
auctorem ' "

!

When Peters's old associates could write
thus of him in private letters we can attach
credence to the following passage in the

Royalist MercuriusElencticus for 18-25 June,
1649 :

" Such is the just judgment of God upon that
hypocritical bloody wretch that at certain times
he is absolutely distracted, through the horrible

gripes of his guilty conscience, crying out in the
dead of the night,

'

I am damn'd, I am damn'd,
Oh ! I cannot repent, there is no hope of Salva-
tion, I must to Hell, the Devil will have me,' with
many other such terrible outcries and expressions
against the Army, condemning Cromwell and
Ireton as the authors of all his afflictions, instan-

cing many particulars of their horrid plots and
contrivances against this kingdom to advance
themselves and their retinue, and how far he was
engaged in everything. But still concluding, with
Spira (?)

' He is damn'd, he cannot repent, the
Devil will have him.' In which vein, if he con-
tinues long, it will be very requisite they give him
an Italian fig, and so send him after Dorislaus
to enquire for his wits. And yet the hangman
hath cleared him of one thing, and that was the
execution of the King ; who, Wednesday last,

lying at the last gasp, acknowledged the murder
and that he had SQL from the regicides for his

labour, cursing and swearing against the Parlia-
ment and, with Peters, despairing of his Salva-
tion, in which miserable condition he expired."

The hangman was Richard Brandon, who
died on Wednesday, 20 June, 1649 ; but

Henry Walker was the
"
executioner

"
of

the King. J. B. WILLIAMS.

(To be continued.)

THE GUILDHALL LIBRARY.
A PAMPHLET before me provides at an
interesting date a suggestion for the re-

founding of the Guildhall Library. Its

full title is :

" An Essay on the Many Advantages accruing
to the Community from the Superior Neatness, &c.,
of Great and Capital Cities, particularly Apply'd
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to the City and Suburbs of London, the renowned
( 'apital of the British Empire, addressed to Sir
.lohn Barnard, Knt., Senior Alderman and
Senior Representative in Parliament of the said

City. London, Printed for Henry Whitridge at
the Royal Exchange. 1754."

Tliis title suggests a contribution to the
literature on the architectural and social

grievances of London that Gay, Ralph,
Wallis, and others contributed to, but it

contains suggestions for amending nuis-
ances and for improvements of considerable
interest.

Here, for example, is a reference to a

City library which, I believe, has hitherto

escaped notice :

" Since we are upon the Mansion-House, permit
me to offer one internal ornament, equally honour-
able and useful to the whole City, viz. That as
there is now found to be more Room in it than
the Lord Mayors have need of, a convenient
apartment be alloted for a publick Mercantile

Library, to be consulted by all the Citizens, as
occasion may require. I need not, I cannot
inform you, Sir, of the various Branches such a
Library should consist of. Yet for the Sake of

some, it may not be amiss to give a summary of
them.
"

I. All the Statutes, and also the principal
Histories of Britain, Ireland, and our Colonies,
with their Geography and Itinerary Descriptions.

"
II. The Histories, Geography, and Topo-

graphy, of all other Parts of the Universe ; with
Maps, Globes, and Sea-Charts ; as also the
principal Voyagers.

' :

III. A Collection of whatever has been
written, in any language, on Navigation, Com-
merce, Manufactures, Plantations, Fisheries,
Mines, Metals, Minerals, Gems, Fossils, Drugs,
Agriculture, Gardening, Mannual-Arts, &c.

" IV. The Charters, By-Laws, Usages, and
Histories of London ; and also of all home and
foreign Sea-Ports, and of other trading Corpora-
lions at home and abroad.

" V. Reports, Law-Decisions, &c., relating to

every branch of Commerce, Navigation, Manu-
factures, Insurances, &c.

" VI. All the particular Rules and Usages of
the British Revenue, of the Customs, Excise, &c.,
with whatever else may relate to commercial
affairs, in the most extensive sense.

" Were once a Beginning made to such a Library,
it would, in all probability, soon swell to a con-
siderable Bulk, both by Donation from the
Living, and Legacies of the Dead. On this Suppo-
sition, the Author of these Pages will Engage to

bequeath such a Set of old, scarce, curious, and
valuable Tracts and Treatises, on the History,
Ace., of Commerce (the Product of many years'
Collections) as he humbly conceives are not to
be found in many private Hands.

''As such a publick, Repository of mercantile
knowledge would be the first of its kind probably
in all Europe, it would be therefore the more
worthy of the first Commercial City in the Uni-
verse.

" And with respect to a suitable Salary for the
Librarian, I make very little doubt of finding
means for it, were but once so noble a design set

on foot."

It should not be difficult to identify the
writer of this excellent pamphlet. I have
made no research, but suggest that, as the
offer was not accepted, we might trace the
author in the subsequent sale of his library.
Mark Cephas Tutet, the Rev. John Brand, and
Dr. Michael Lort all had libraries containing
this description of literature.

The Guildhall Library, when it was re-

founded in 1824, was topographical and
historical. This may be attributed to the
influence of its originator, William Upcott,
or more probably to the fact that the prin-

cipal merchants were members of the London
Institution, where it was supposed their

requirements were specially provided for.

Xothing resembling the Mercantile Library
suggested in the pamphlet was attempted
there, and the idea remained dormant
until Leone Levi put forward his scheme
for a " Mercantile and Maritime College in

the City of London." I have the whole of

the papers connected with this proposal,
and ascertain from the minutes of the
committee that it was broaght forward in

February, 1853. In addition to its direct

educational purposes, there was to be a
museum of commercial products. The Com-
missioners of the Exhibition of 1851 had
already made extensive purchases for a
similar national collection, which, I presume,
is represented to-day by the Science Sec-

tions and Western Galleries of the Victoria
and Albert Museum.
The public meeting to bring about the

establishment of the Mercantile College
wras held at

" The London Tavern," Tuesday,
17 May, 1853, and the necessity for a
"
comprehensive library of reference on

commerce, banking, and science
;: within the

City of London was part of the plan dis-

cussed.
I believe the Milton Club (for which

premises were built on Ludgate Hill) was
the final development of the project. The
minute-book before me ends Monday, 7 July,
1856, but there may have been some later

merging or change of title.

Dr. W. Sedgwick Saunders in his appeal
for the reconstruction of the City Library
(' The Guildhall Library,' 1869) suggested the

provision of a Library of Reference of works

upon commerce, banking, maps, &c., and in

a foot-note added :

" Such a room exists in

most large towns, and is much frequented
by merchants, traders, and others."
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Except the library of the Chamber of

Commerce, there is not to-day anything
within the City answering the purpose of

a Mercantile Library.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

A GREAT BOHEMIAN SCHOLAR. The death
of Jaroslav Vrchlicky (nom de guerre of

Emil Frida) on 9 Sept. at Domazlice (Taus)
in the Bohmerwald removes an industrious
scholar and a poet of wide culture. Born
at Loun in 1853, he took his degree in the

philosophical faculty at Prague, and became
tutor in the family of Count Montecuccoli.
A few years were spent in Italy, and on
his return to Prague Vrchlicky was occupied
as secretary of educational commissions,
and at length became Professor of European
Literatures at the Bohemian University.
The literary interests and output of

Vrchlicky were enormous. As a translator
he rendered into Cech Byron, Browning,
Tennyson, Swinburne, Poe, and other English
and American singers ; Dante, Petrarch,
Tasso, Leopardi, and other Italian classics ;

Victor Hugo, Leconte de Lisle, Vigny, and
Baudelaire among French authors ; besides

Calderon, Camoens, Mickiewics, and some
Oriental poets. He was an unwearied
original lyric, dramatic, and epic poet, a
novelist, essayist, prose translator, and
anthologist. The list of his works would
occupy several columns. His contemporaries
Svatopluk Cech and my late friend Josef
Sladek (translator of Shakespeare) shared
with Vrchlicky a wide popularity.

Vrchlicky was of plain, but striking
appearance, with a Tolstoyan wealth of hair
and beard. The writer retains pleasant
recollections of meeting him a few years
ago, but failing health prevented him from
receiving visitors for some time before his
death. He holds worthy rank among
European savants.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

" MOROCCO." We have heard a good deal
lately of Marakesh, the important city in
Morocco which was entered on 7 Sept. by
Col. Mangin with a flying column of 4,000
men. Marakesh (also spelt Marrakesh) has
the supreme distinction among the Imperial
towns of Morocco of having given to this

empire the name by which it is known in

Europe. The Arabic name of the sultanate
is Maghrib-al-Aqcd, the Extreme West, a
name which has nothing to do with Morocco.

An older English spelling of Morocco was
Marocco, a form borrowed directly from
the Italian Marocco. This was the usual

spelling in the seventeenth century; so

Bohun in his
'

Geographical Dictionary
'

(ed. 1688). The French form is Maroc.
The It. Marocco has lost a final a, which

was mistaken for s plural, as may be shown
from the Spanish and Portuguese forms

Sp. Marruecos, Pt. Marrocos.

Marrdcos is the nearest equivalent to

the name of the city Marrakesh. The ordi-

nary English spelling, Morocco (with o

instead of a), is due to association with the

Moors (Lat. Mauri). A. L. MAYHEW.

AN ULSTER ROCK PULPIT. The parish
church at Laragh, co. Fermanagh, is re-

markable for its pulpit, which is built on a
rock projecting from the foundation. Round
the pulpit is the inscription

"
Upon this

rock I will build My Church."
WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

SIGNS OF OLD LONDON. (See 11 S. i. 402,

465; ii. 64, 426; iv. 226; v, 4, 77, 286, 416;
vi. 167.) I continuemy list of signs of clock-

and watch-makers (&c.) from the last

reference above :

White Horse and Black Boy, Great Old Bailey,
1705.

"
Diall, Rood Lane," c. 1679.

Black Boy, Strand, 1676.
Three Cups, Hatton Street, 1690.
Golden Ball, Lothbury, c. 1682.

Bear, Foster Lane, against Goldsmiths' Hall, 1675.

Clock, corner of Warwick Street, Charing Cross,
1705.

Golden Head, Cloak Lane, 1753.
Cross Keys, Lothbury, 1699.

Dial, Fleet Street ; and " Dial over against the
New Church in the Strand," 1714.

Dial and Crown, St. John's Street, near Hicks
Hall, c. 1780.

Fox, Lothbury, c. 1670.

Mermaid, Lothbury, also Moses Alley, Bankside,
c. 1675.

Three Compasses, Gravel Lane, 1701.

Spring Clock, Fvast Smithfield, near Hermitage
Bridge, 1705.

Dial and Crown, Newgate Street, c. 1757.
Black Spread Eagle, Ludgate Hill, c. 1698.

Dial, Russell Street, Covent Garden, and St.

James's Street, against the Palace Gates,
1714.

Ship, Fleet Street, c. 1672.

King's Arms and Dial, Russell Street, Covent
Garden, c. 1730.

Silver Dials, St. Bartholomew Close, 1793.

Spring Clock, Broad Street, c. 1760.

Sun, Pope's Head Alley, c. 1632.
Duke's Head, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1676.
Pearl of Venice, St. James's Street, Covent

Garden, 1662.

WILLIAM McMuRRAY,

(To lelconcluded.) }
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AN INGENIOUS TAILOR. I have recently
purchased a curious picture. It depicts a

postman with his ass, both of which are
executed in cloth and velvet. The back-

ground, which is in water-colour, shows the
old parish church of Frant.. which was
pulled down about 1815. On the back of the

picture is a label, which has on it the arms
of the late Duke of Sussex, and reads :

G. Smart,
Frant, near Tunbridge Wells

Artist
in cloth and velvet figures
To His Royal Highness
The Duke of Sussex.

At Frant there dwells a man of fame,
By trade a Tailor, Smart by name ;

"Whose studies give me great delight,
For life resembled caught my sight.
There I beheld the Postman's face,
His walking-stick and letter-case ;

With Ass in hand (to where he dwells),
As he returns to Tunbridge Wells.
A milestone also was in sight,
Which gave the work a natural light :

He bore a letter in his hand,
Perhaps some favourable demand ;

The same addressed to Mr. Smart,
Professor of peculiar art,
Whose works appear by no means faint
Sure Ruben 's there with brush and paint ;

Or Aristotle is come back,
Who nature sought without respect.
There dogs and cats like life are seen,
The feather'd tribe of red and green,
Of cloth and velvet they 're prepar'd,
Appear as tho' by nature rear'd,
His Camera Obscura too,
And Microscope to take the view
Of scenes, which gratify the mind,
And you may purchase if inclin'd.

On referring to Clifford's
' Guide to Tun-

bridge Wells,' published in 1822, I find the

following, which relates to the artist :

" The company from the Wells, in their rides
through Frant, are agreeably attracted on entering
the village by the nouvelle Exhibition of a tailor,
who, out of cloth of divers colours, delineates
animals and birds of various descriptions, with
a variety of grotesque characters, particularly
old Bright, the Postman, many years sweeper
of Tunbridge Wells' Walks, which is considered
a good likeness. He has many visitors to inspect
this singular collection, who seldom leave his
house without becoming purchasers. He calls
himself

'

Artist in Cloth and Velvet Figures to
His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,' who,
with his characteristic good humour, patronizes
the humble tailor. He is not a little proud of
his royal patronage, which, with some lines,
penned by the village bard, he never forgets to
place at the back of his ingenious productions."

The picture is most certainly a curious
one. I know of no other by Smart which
exists. He seems to have died about 1840.

B. VAUGHAN GOWEB.
Ferndale Lodge, Tunbridge Wells.

BUNYAN FAMILY OF NOTTINGHAM. The
late Rev. S. F. Creswell, a well-known

authority on the history of printing in

Nottinghamshire, writing nearly half a

century ago, thus touched upon an edition
of

' The Pilgrim's Progress
'

printed in

Nottingham in the sixties of the eighteenth
century :

" The next work "from Creswell's press is a

very remarkable and rare reprint of
' The Pilgrim's

Progress from this World to that which is to
come. . . .the Thirty-first edition, with the Addi-
tion of a Number of Cuts.' The illustrations are

copied and altered from those of 1678, and from
those of the 31st edition, printed by A. W. for
W. Johnson, London, 1764. The late George
Offor, Esq., of Hackney, assured me that this

(the Nottingham) was a most remarkable edition ;

that he only knew of another copy, which he had
never seen. He collated my copy for me, pointing
out some curious errors. Before and after this

date, Bunyan's family was in good circumstances
here and at Lincoln."

Although not expressly stated, there can
be no doubt that the Nottingham family of

Bunyan referred to in Mr. Creswell's con-

cluding sentence was identical with the
one referred to in the following paragraph,
penned by William Stretton, a Nottingham
antiquary of a century ago :

" A Society of Gentlemen of the town of Not"

tingham, under the appellation of Castillions'

being chiefly inhabitants of Castle Gate, to

commemorate the Coronation of His Majesty
King George the Third [22 Sept., 1761], under the

management of Mr. George Bunyan, an eminent
hosier of Nottingham, was first established ;

and walked in procession to Thorney Woods,
with a band of music, drums beating, &c., where

they had previously provided a cold entertain-

ment, with good store of Nottingham ale, which
was served up on a stone table, in a grove of

nut trees, near the keeper's house. Many loyal
songs, composed for the occasion, chiefly by Mr.

Bunyan, were sung ; appropriate toasts were
drank, and every means used to make the day a

happy one.... This society was kept up, and
walked in annual procession till the year 1775,

when, through losses in trade or some other

event, the principal manager, Mr. Bunyan, was
induced to commit divers forgeries on his own
sister, for which he fled to America, where he
ended his days."

I presume the above individual (who, it

is interesting to note, was endowed with
some degree of lyrical talent) to have been
identical with the George Bunyan, of St.

Mary's parish, married at St. Nicholas's

Church, Nottingham, in 1754. to Mary
Haywood of the latter parish. The memorial
in St. Nicholas's Churchyard to Mary
Bunyan, who died in 1811, aged 80, was

very likely to his widow. Beyond the fore-

going data, I know of no other association

of the Bunyan family with Nottingham.
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If George Bunyan were really a descendant
of the family of John Bunyan, possibly
some one conversant with the family tree

may be able to place him. I imagine it

improbable that George's death in America
is on definite record. A. STAPLETON.

39, Burford Road, Nottingham.

"Mos"= A WANTON. R. Head's 'Eng-
lish Rogue,' of the date 1665, is quoted in
' N.E.D.' for

" mob "
as a cant name for

a wanton ; but the word in that sense is

used in the first number of Mercurius
Democritus, or, a Perfect Nocturnal,

" Pub-
lished for the right understanding of all

the Mad-Merry People of Great Bedlam,"
3-10 May, 1659. ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

KISSING THE LADIES AN ENGLISH MODE
OF SALUTATION. (See 7 S. vi. 445, 498 ;

8 S. iv. 301 ; v. 18.) It appears from the
first reference that in the time of Charles II.

it was the custom for visitors to kiss the
senior lady first, and leave the girls and
children to the last. Kissing as a mode
of greeting was used in France about the
same time ; and it may have been borrowed
from England, for Erasmus notices it.

See 6 S. vii. 69. 93, 116 ; viii. 58 ; xi. 92.

A passage from"'," The Chevalier D'Ar-
vieux's Travels in Arabia the Desart, Done
into English by an Eminent Hand," 1718,
is worth quoting :

" The Emir and his whole Court heard with
some Pleasure the little Detail I gave 'era ;

but when I told 'em of the handsome Liberty
the Men have with the Women, I observed that
the Prince blush'd, and that all his Court were
out of Countenance : Our Custom especially of

saluting the Ladies, seem'd insupportable to
'em ; nothing shock'd 'em- so much as that ;

they could not comprehend how a Man of Honour
could suffer his Wife or his Daughter to be
Kiss'd before his Face by way of Civility ; 'tis,
with them, to injure the Honour of the whole
Family." Pp. 11-12.

This book appears to have been written

by order of Louis XIV. Laurence D'Ar-
vieux was born at Marseilles in 1635. and
died there in 1702. The above conversation
took place in 1664.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
" O.K." The phrase

"
it is all O.K." was

introduced into this country about five-and

twenty years ago. At first its use was
practically confined to what "

Mr. John
Thomas" described as the "

Hupper
Suedes," but now the phrase is pretty
generally established.

If you ask what it means, you will be
told that it stands for

"
Orl Kerrect."

Now I confess I was totally unable to

account for the origin of the phrase until,

going over an old chateau, we came to a
room which was "

perfectly charming,"
when a French gentleman exclaimed " Bien

coquet," and we all said
"
Yes, it is quite

O.K." EDWIN DURNING LAWRENCE.

[MR. ALBERT MATTHEWS, in a long article on
"O.K." at 11 S. iii. 390, showed that the explana-
tion of the letters as standing for oil korrect was
familiar in the United States as long ago as 1840.

He cited, moreover, an instance of the use of the
abbreviation in 1790.]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries^
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

"Ton, DICK, AND HARRY." The earliest

instance of the English use of this compre-
hensive phrase sent in for the ' New English
Dictionary

'

is accidentally of 1865. But we
have examples from the United States of

1815 and 1818. Will readers try to furnish

English examples earlier than these, or in the
interval between 1815 and 1865 ? I seem to

remember it in colloquial or newspaper use
before 1860. J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

" ARMIGER " AND " HUSBANDMAN." In
the Plea Rolls of Hen. IV. and Hen. V. these

terms frequently occur. Thus in one suit

we find a plaintiff styled
"
armiger

" and the
defendants "yomen." In another single
suit we have the terms

"
squyer

" and

"gentilman"; in another single suit the
terms "

yoman,"
"
husbondman," and

"laborer" (3 Hen. V.). I think some
opinions on the evolution of these various

designations, and their exact signification at

that time, from the military and the economic

standpoint respectively, would be very in-

teresting. It is evident that many of the
"
yomen

" and " husbondmen "
in these

cases are men of good family.
CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

[For armiger see 7 S. x. 383, 445 ;
xi. 97, 173 ; and

for husbandman, (> S. xii. 363.]

PRICE OF TOBACCO IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY. In 1656, and again in 1662, the
Rev. Giles Moore, Rector of Horstead Keynes,
Sussex, paid Is. for two ounces of tobacco-

that is, at the rate of 8s. per Ib. (Sussex

Archaeological Society's Collections, vol. i.

pp. 70 and 87). In 1685 Mr. Richard

Stapley, gentleman, of Twineham in the

same county, paid Is. 8d. for "a pound of
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tobaccoe," and in 1686 Is. 6d. for a 5-lb. box
of tobacco i.e., Is. 6d. per Ib. (ibid., ii. 113).
N"o doubt price varied with quality, but
this seems hardly to explain so great a
difference as that seen above between 8*.

and Is. 6d. for tobacco in the same district,
at an interval of little more than twenty
years. Can any one suggest any other

explanation ? G. L. APPERSON.^

ELIZABETH HARDY, NOVELIST. Is any-
thing known of this writer's private life ?

Mr. Francis Watt in
'

D.N.B.' says she was
born in Ireland in 1794, and died 9 May,
1854, in the Queen's Bench Prison, where
she had been imprisoned for about eighteen
months for a small debt.

She wrote ' Michael Cassidy, or the

Cottage Gardener,' in 1845;. 'Owen Glen-
dower, or the Prince in Wales,' an historical

romance, 2 vols. post 8vo (or duodecimo
authorities appear to differ slightly as to size
of volume), London, 1849 ; 'The Confessor,
a Jesuit Tale of the Times,' 1854, and pos-
sibly some other works "all published
anonymously" according to ' D.X.B.'

Halkett and Laing's
'

Dictionary of Anony-
mous and Pseudonymous Literature

'

has a
brief reference to one of Elizabeth Hardy's
novels ; so has Allibone's

'

Critical Die
tionary of English and American Authors.
I believe there is also a notice of her
(whether long or short I cannot say, for
I have been unable to consult it) in The
Gentleman's Magazine for 1854, vol. i. p. 67

Any details about this unfortunate literary
ladv would be very acceptable.

F. C. WT
HITE.

71, Newfoundland Road, Cardiff.

SCOTTISH MERCENARIES IN NORWAY.
The subjoined cutting from The Pall Mall
Gazette of 10 Sept. is, perhaps, worthy of a
corner in

' N. & Q.' The history of our
mercenaries in foreign service is a fascinating
one. I should be grateful for a reference
to authentic information about this Scottish

expedition.
" ....A little army of 300 Scottish mer-

cenaries under Captains Sinclair and Ramsay, who,
in 1611, were making their way across Norway
then belonging to Denmark from the Romsdal
Fiord to Stockholm, to help Gustavus Adolphus
in his war against the Danes.

" At a place called Kringer now one of the
show places of Norway in consequence of its
historical tragedy the Scots, while filing along
the foot of a cliff, were overwhelmed by a cataract
of boulders heaped upon the summit by the
peasants, who then fell upon the invaders, and
massacred them, only a few escaping. But the

fact is that the great bulk of the Scots were as

yet without arms, which were awaiting them at
Stockholm an explanation that is never offered

by singers of the ' Sinelair-Lied.' one of Norway's
most treasured ballads."

W. ROBERTS CROW.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Joseph Hatton in his novel

'

Clytie
' makes

one of his characters quote the lines,

You had better be drown'd than to love and to

dream ;

It were better to sit on a mossgrown stone,
And away from the sun and for ever alone,

Slow pitching white pebbles at trout in the stream,

Than to dream for a day, then awake for an age,
And to walk through the world like a ghost, and

to start,
Then suddenly stop with the hand to the heart

Press'd hard, and the teeth set savage with rage.

Alas for a heart that is left forlorn !

If you live, you must love ; if you love, regret.
It were better perhaps we had never been born,
Or better at least we could well forget.

I had a copy of the lines pasted in my
scrapbook several years before Hatton's
novel appeared. Can any reader tell me
who wrote them ? G. L.

Can any of the readers of
' N. & Q.' tell

me whether the following lines are Richard
Le Gallienne's, and if so in what poem they
occur ?

With pipe and book at close of day,
Oh I what is sweeter ? mortal, say.
It matters not with book on knee,
Old Isaak or the Odyssey,
It matters not at close of day
Whether it be meerschaum or clay

G. A. W. P.

" SHAM ABRAHAM." I should be grateful
if any of your correspondents could throw

light on the origin of the expression"
to sham Abraham." I remember its

use in my early childhood to express what
is now called

"
malingering," and it is

found in Charles Reade's novel
' Hard Cash.'

A more remarkable instance of its use is

with reference to one Abraham Newland,
chief cashier of the Bank of England, early
in the nineteenth or at the close of the

eighteenth century, whose many virtues

are commemorated on a tablet in St. Sa-
aur's Cathedral, Southwark, and about

whom there was a saying,
" You may, if

you please, sham Abraham, but you must
not sham Abraham Newland." This points
out the phrase as well known and in popular
use, but I have not as yet discovered its

origin. E. T.

[Ample information on both points will be found
at 10 S. vii. 469 ; viii. 293, 395, 477 ; ix. 37, 417-]
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EPITAPHS. Will some correspondent
kindly give me the full inscriptions on the
tombs where the following lines occur ?

J. On a Bellringer, 1600, at All Saints',
Maidstone :

Stop, Ringers all, and cast an eye ;

You 're in your glory, so once was I ;

What I have been as you may see ;

Wish now I was in the Belforee.

2. To a Parish Clerk, 1706, Selby :

Here lyes ye body of poor Frank Raw,
Parish Clerk and gravestone cutter ;

And ys is writt to let yu know
Wht Frank for others us'd to do,
Is now for Frank done by another.

3. To a Carpenter, 1829, Kelston :

My tools and mallet lie reclined;
My glass is dim, I 'm almost spent ;

My bench is rotten, old, and weak,
The legs so feeble make it shake.
My object 's finished, my work is done ;

My timepiece stops; the spring, I fear,
Will lay me soon upon the bier.

4. To a Bellringer, 1641, Pett, Sussex:
Here lies George Theobald, a lover of bells,
And of this house, as this epitaph tells ;

He gave a bell freely to grace the new steeple ;

Ring out his prayse, therefore, ye good people.

L. H. CHAMBERS.
Amersham.

JOHN HARDY AND SAMUEL, GAUNTLETT,
VICARS OF HURSLEY, HANTS. The most
helpful replies in

'

N. & Q.' to my former
queries regarding Hampshire clerics en-

courage me to ask for information about
John Hardy, instituted to Hursley in 1638,
and ejected in 1644. He was not reinstated,
and I do not find him in the '

Sufferings of
the Clergy,' nor in his college or university.

I also wish to discover the parents of Dr.
Samuel Gauntlett, vicar of the same parish
from 1786 to 1794, when he went to Oxford.
I think he must have been a native of Win-
chester, and I should be greatly obliged
for information. He supplied many notes
for Noble's ' House of Cromwell.'

F. H. SUCKLING.
Highwood, Romsey.

MRS. MARY TREGONWELL. Mary Duke-
son (1642-1717) married (1) Alexander
Davies, scrivener, who died of the plague in
1665 ; (2) John Tregonwell of Tregonwell
Cornwall, and of Winterbourne Anderson,
Dorset. By her first husband she had a
daughter Mary Davies, who eventually
carried her great London property (the
Grosvenor, Berkeley, and Maddoks estates)
into the house of Grosvenor. By her second
husband she had several children, as shown

in her will. When and where did she marry
John Tregonwell ? Her father, Dr. Richard
Dukeson, was Rector of St. Clement Danes.
There is, I believe, a Tregonwell tombstone
till extant in the churchyard of St. Mar-

garet's, Westminster. Whose is it ? and
was the subject of this query also buried
there ? I shall be very much obliged to any
correspondent of

' N. & Q.' who can and
will answer these questions.

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

DEVONSHIRE SCHOOLS. Information is

sought as to any particulars, published or

in manuscript, of pupils at any of the follow-

ing since their foundation :

1. Ashburton Grammar School.
2. Barnstaple Grammar School.
3. Bideford Grammar School.
4. Braunton (Chaloner's) Endowed School.
5. Chudleigh (Pynsent's) Grammar School.
6. Colyton Grammar School.
7. Oediton (Queen Elizabeth's Grammar

School).
8. Exeter Grammar School.
9. Hpniton (Allhallows) Grammar School.

10. Kingsbridge Grammar School.
11. Ottery St. Mary (King's School).
12. Plymouth Grammar School.
13. Tavistock Grammar School.
14. Totnes Grammar School.
15. Uflculme Grammar School.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
78, Church Street, Lancaster.

HANNIBAL HAMLIN, A " BLACK REPUB-
LICAN." The term " Black Republican,"
meaning a thorough, uncompromising
member of the Republican party, came to
be used, at first as an expression of reproach,
a few years before the Civil War in the U.S.
In 1860 Mr. Hannibal Hamlin of Maine was
elected Vice-President, and he was described
as a " Black Republican." Misled by the

phrase, some English paper (possibly more
than one) announced that a black man had
been so elected. Can any one give a refer-

ence to the place where this statement
occurred ? RICHARD H, THORNTON.

" ANCIENT BRITONS "
: PROJECTED NA-

TURAL HISTORY. In ' The Annual Register
'

for 1763 appears the following paragraph
under 1 March :

"An handsome Collection was made at St.

Andrew's Church, Holborn, and Merchant Taylors'
Hall, at the anniversary sermon and feast of the

Society of Ancient Britons for the support of their

Charity School in Clerkenwell ; for the benefit of

which they have undertaken a natural history of

animals, vegetables, and fossils of Great Britain,
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illustrated with drawings from nature, one volume
of which has already appeared. A most commend-
able method of providing for their poor, not only
without expense to themselves or the public, but
by a pursuit so very pleasing in itself, and which,
besides, cannot fail of proving curious, and may in

many respects, turn out extremely useful."

The annual collection in connexion with
this ancient school, now the Ashford School,
is well known, but I should be glad to have
some more information about the work
referred to. Was it completed ? If so,
what is the title of it, <fec. ? D. M. R.

SEGRAVE : DE SEGR. Did the Segrave
family derive their origin from the town of

Segre (viz., six hills), near Angers and <Le

Lion d'Angers in Brittany ? and was the
above the original spelling of the family
name ?

There is a village of Sigry in Wiltshire.
I believe the Segrave family was anciently
associated with that county.
The arms of Segrave are Sable, a lion

rampant or, crowned. Doubtless the lion
is to be referred to Le Lion d'Angers.

T. W. CAREY.

DERBY : LORD EXETER'S HOUSE : CECIL
FAMILY. Can any one kindly inform me
when the house in Derby belonging to the

Marquis of Exeter, which was pulled down
in 1854, was first built, and by whom ? I
believe it stood in Full Street.

I should also be glad of any information
regarding the nature of the connexion
between the Cecils and the town of Derby.

MARY B.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. ELLIOT. Granville Elliot was admitted
to Westminster School in February, 1724/5,
aged 11; Richard Elliot in September, 1728,
aged 10; and William Elliot in April, 1743,
aged 16. Any information about these
Elliots is much wanted.

2. TIMOTHY ENRIGHT was admitted to
Westminster School in July, 1740, aged 14.

Particulars of his parentage and career and
the date of his death are desired.

3. THOMAS ENTWISTLE matriculated at
Oxford University from Brasenose College
24 Feb., 1720/21, aged 17. I should be glad
to obtain particulars of his career and the
date of his death.

4. THOMAS EWBANK was admitted to
Westminster School in May, 1722, aged 9.
Can any correspondent give me information
about him ? G. F. R. B.

'

WIDSITH,' L. 18, AND " GAUTIGOTH,"

(11 S. vi. 7, 201.)

IN his note MR. ANSCOMBE tries to prove,

by a rather complicated series of linguistic

arguments, that the vowel of the Anglo-
Saxon word Gotan (which has hitherto been

accepted as meaning "Goths") is long;
that the word, therefore, cannot be equiva-
lent to the Latin Gothi, the vowel of which is

short ; and that, therefore, Gotan does not
mean " Goths "

at all.

The word Gotan occurs in certain Anglo-
Saxon poems,

' Widsith
; and *

Deor,' which
are obscure and full of difficult problems.
Even here, in spite of the obscurity of the

poems, there had never been any serious

doubt as to the meaning of the word till MR.
ANSCOMBE raised his scruples. He says :

" That the phrase Eormanric laeold Gotum
means exactly the same as Hermanaricus rexit

Gothos is a fundamental assumption which under-
lies so large a part of the results of German
criticism of 'Widsith,' that it has been tacitly
advanced to the position of a postulate. I am
about to show that this assumption is erroneous."

Now in the first place the error, if error

it be, can hardly in fairness be laid to the

door of the Germans. The phrase was inter-

preted in the way MR. ANSCOMBE combats

by the first editor of
'

Widsith,' Conybeare,
and by the second editor, Kemble, both

Englishmen. From then to now every
German scholar and, with one exception,

every English one who has dealt with the

poem has interpreted the passage in the same

way :

" Eormanric ruled over the Goths"
But that this is not due to any peculiar
German perversity or English docility is

proved by the fact that the same view is

taken by American scholars like Lawrence,
Danish scholars like Olrik or Schiitte, Nor-

wegian scholars like Bugge, and Dutch
scholars like Symons or Boer who, how-
ever they may differ, are agreed that the

Eormanric who in Anglo-Saxon poetry rules

over the Gotan is the Hermanaric of history
and tradition who ruled over the Goths.

MR. ANSCOMBE argues that if the word
Gotan were Old Saxon of the Continent it

would have a long o. However tliis may be,

the word is Anglo-Saxon, not Old Saxon,
and must be judged by Anglo-Saxon sound-
laws. Now these laws show us that when
an Anglo-Saxon word has 6 in the root
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syllable the corresponding Gothic word
should have 6, and so should the corre-

sponding Old Norse word : A.-S. jot, Gothic

iotus, Old Norse jotr. But when the Anglo-
Saxon word has o the corresponding Gothic
word should have u and the corresponding
Old Norse 6 : A.-S. hord, Goth, huzd, O.N.
Jiodd.

Now, corresponding to A.-S. Ootan, we have
a Gothic *Gtttans, as recorded in the " Gut-
thiuda "

of the Gothic Calendar and the
" Gutanio "

of the Runic inscription of Pe-

trossa; and we have an Old Norse Qatar.

This points to the A.-S. Ootan having had
the short o, and MR. ANSCOMBE'S contention

accordingly falls to the ground.
But let it be granted for the sake of argu-

ment that MB. ANSCOMBE'S contention is

correct. What is the use of contending that
the Anglo-Saxon word could not have meant
"Goths" when, in point of fact, we have
conclusive evidence that it did ?

The word occurs nearly a dozen times in
the works of Alfred the Great in the sense
which MB. ANSCOMBE denies to it. In the
translation of the

'

History of Orosius '

the
word Ootan occurs constantly, being used
to render the Latin Oothi throughout the
whole story of that struggle between the
Roman Empire and the Goths which cul-

minated in the capture of Rome by Alaric.
In the translation of the ' De consolatione

philosophise
'

of Boethius the word Ootan
is used constantly as an equivalent to the
Latin Oothi, chiefly in connexion with the
Gothic rule in Italy under Theodoric.

Exactly how far these translations repre-
sent the personal work of Alfred might,
perhaps, be disputed. But they were, at

any rate, produced under his supervision,
and have his authority behind them. And
as to the meaning of an Anglo-Saxon word,
surely the authority of Alfred ^Ethelwulfing
must count.
What is the use of recondite and com-

plicated arguments to prove that a certain
word cannot have meant something in

Anglo-Saxon when we have documentary
evidence that, in point of fact, it did mean
just that ? R. W. CHAMBEBS.

INFANTA ISABELLA CLABA EUGENIA (US.
vi. 190). This princess (1566-1633) was
the daughter of Philip II. of Spain. In
1598, on her marriage to Archduke Albert
of Austria, her father handed over to her
the Netherlands and Franche-Comte on the
condition that they were to revert to Spain
if she died without issue. She and her

husband, who acted as Statthalter, were dis-

tinguished amongst other things for their

patronage of Rubens. Two portraits of them
by him hang in the Musee Royal at Brussels.,

which are said to have belonged at one time
to Sir Thomas Emerson. John Barclay in

the first book of his
'

Satyricon
'

indulges
in an unsparing satire of the display at their

Court. The Archduke figures under the

anagram of Labetrus. There is a curious
and grotesque account of the relations

between him and his proud wife. From, the
time of the Archduke's death (1621) to her
own Isabella acted as sole regent.

EDWARD BENSLY.

Isabella Clara Eugenia, daughter of Philip
II. of Spain by his third wife, Elizabeth or

Isabella, daughter of Henry II. of France,
was born 1566. In 1584 she was offered

in marriage to the King of Navarre, after-

wards Henry IV. of France, who refused
her hand. On the death of Henry III.,

1589, Philip issued a manifesto, by which
he declared that, the Bourbons being ex-

cluded as heretics from the throne of France,
the Salic law was annulled, and that the

throne of France belonged of right to his

daughter Isabella, as niece and nearest

relative of Henry III. The "
Seize

"
in a

letter to the King of Spain, 20 Sept.,

1591, conjured the princess to reign over
France ; but the Parliament of Paris

declared the Salic law fundamental, and
decided against any foreign house taking
possession of the throne.

Isabella was offered by her father, with
the approbation of the Leaguers, to a prince
of the house of Lorraine, viz., Charles de
Lorraine, Due de Guise, son of Henri de
Lorraine, Due de Guise, who had been
assassinated at Blois, 1588, with the inten-

tion that Guise and Isabella should be
declared King and Queen of France jointly.

The Parliament of Paris decided that this

was impossible, July, 1593. In 1598 Isa-

bella married the Archduke Albert of

Austria, receiving as her dowry the sove-

reignty of the Netherlands and the Franche-
Comte.
On the death of Albert, 1621, Philip IV.

deprived her of the sovereignty, leaving
her only the government. She died, with-

out issue, 1633.
See ' Dictionnaire des Dates,' Paris, 1842-

1843 ; William Betham's '

Genealogical
Tables,' 1795, Table 237 ; and Hereford B.

George's 'Genealogical Tables,' 1874,

Table 38. ROBEBT PIEBPOINT. _j

[L. L. K. also thanked for reply.]
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FAMILIES : DURATION IN MALE LINE
(11 S. v. 27, 92, 132, 174, 213, 314, 355, 415,

473, 496; vi. 73, 114, 156). I have re-

read the reprint from Mr. John Pym Yeat-
man's work entitled

' The Early Genealogical
History of the House of Arundel,' and seem-

ingly in one respect my reply ante, p. 114,
should be corrected. Mr. Yeatman seem-

ingly identifies William Albini (de Bosco
Rohardi), Pincerna of William I., as the
husband of Adeliza (daughter of Osulf fil

Frane, Lord of Belvoir temp. Edward the Con-

fessor), sometime wife also of Robert de
Todeni, Lord of Belvoir temp. Domesday
("jure uxoris "). Mr. Yeatman makes this

William Albini and his wife Adeliza the

parents of Roger Albini (Calvus) D'lvri

(Pincerna of William I.), who in turn was
the father of William Albini (of Dol), Lord
of Corbuchan, Pincerna Regis Henry I., died
1136, and married Maud Bigod, daughter
of Roger Bigod, Viscount of Norfolk, and
Adeliza de Todeni (daughter of the above-
named Robert de Todeni, Lord of Belvoir,
and Adeliza, daughter and heir [?] of Osulf fil

Frane, Lord of Belvoir). It was the son of
William Albini of Dol (above) and Maud
Bigod who was William Albini I., Earl of
Arundel and the husband of Adeliza, queen
of Henry I.

Mr. Yeatman also seemingly says that it

was William Albini (de Bosco Rohardi) who
was the son of Niel of St. Sauveur, Viscount
of the Cotentin. I refrain from expressing
any opinion either way upon Mr. Yeatman's
conclusions.
With reference to the replies of COL.

E. K. D'AusENEY and CURIOUS, ante,
p. 156, Mr. Yeatman evidently differs
from these gentlemen and from Burke's
' Landed Gentry,' for he makes the
Earls of Bridgewater descend from Philip
Albini (Lord of the Isles of La Manche
and of South Petherton, Lord High
Admiral of England, who held Bridg-
north Castle for King John). He states
that Philip Albini was the son of Ralf
Albini (bore au quatre fucees en fusee), who
in turn was the son of William Albini (le
Meschin) (and of Cecilia Bigod, heiress of
Belvoir), who was the son of Roger Albini
(Calvus) D'lvri, who was the son of William
Albini (de Bosco Rohardi) and Adeliza
(daughter of Osulf fil Frane, Lord of Belvoir),
sometime wife, of Robert de Todeni, Lord
of Belvoir (" jure uxoris "). Yeatman thus
seemingly makes the Earls of Bridgewater
descend from this Adeliza, but by her
husband William Albini (de Bosco Rohardi).
son of Niel of St. Sauveur, Viscount of the

Cotentin and chief of the Norman nobility,
and not by her other husband, Robert de
Todeni. Mr. Yeatman does not agree that
Robert de Todeni and William Albini were
one and the same, as seemingly Burke's
' Landed Gentry

'

asserts, as quoted by
CURIOUS.

Mr. Yeatman makes the Lords Arundell
of Wardour to be the senior male representa-
tives of William Albini (de Bosco Rohardi),
son of Niel of St. Sauveur, and so head
of the family of Albini (and consequently of

the old Norman nobility), from whom
the following have a common origin : Dukes
of Norfolk, Rutland, and Somerset, Earls
of Arundel, Sussex, Northumberland, Bridge-
water, and Rutland, the Lords Arundell of

Wardour and Trerice, of Daubeni, Belvoir,

Mowbray, Ac. RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

The instances given of far descent have

chiefly been, hitherto, cases of families of

the first rank, whose names are amongst
the best kno-wn in the English aristocracy.
It may, perhaps, be permitted to give an

example of such descent, and long settle-

ment, on a small estate, taken from a dif-

ferent class especially as one of the old

family referred to made a great name for

himself in English history.

The family of de Sancroft, only a very
little (if at all) superior to the yeoman class

of Suffolk, were found settled there on the

small estate of Ufford Hall, or Sancrofts,

in the parish of Fressingfield, in 1216.

This property was granted to the family by
de Bavent, and the deed conveying it

(which Dugdale regarded as
"
very particu-

lar") is preserved in the British Museum.
Some four centimes later, when driven from
his position at Emmanuel College, Cam-

bridge, the great archbishop, who was an
ardent antiquary and genealogist, found
amusement and occupation in thoroughly

examining the family archives, and making
careful copies of the local registers. His

neat handwriting still adorns the Fressing-
field Register, and a letter of later date

shows his careful accuracy ; for he begs his

father to entrust him with de Bavent's
deed that he may complete his own sketch
of the family history.
On this history later research can throw

no doubts, and it is worth recording here
that it gives the line of descent, and of

uninterrupted enjoyment of the same small

estate, unbroken from father to son, from
the days of John to those of William and

Mary.
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The line was not long to exist in male
descent after the great Nonjuror's death.
His great-nephews (who sold his papers to

Tanner, much to the advantage of the nation
as far as history is concerned) were the last
of the Sancrofts, and William Bancroft of
Ufford Hall, who died in 1720, left no son.
The estate, however, came to the children
of one of the two sisters who were all that
remained of the old family. The son of
Elizabeth Bancroft (who married John
Wogan of Gawdy Hall, Esq.) acquired
Ufford Hall by marrying his first cousin,
its heiress, while the old books, portraits,
silver, and other possessions %vere divided
between the two sisters of the last of the
Sancrofts. In these two families they
yet remain, while the acres went to the
daughter of the eldest sister, who died in
1764. In the beginning of the last century
they were still in the possession of her
descendants, but have since then been
eold.

A clear and verified record of twenty
generations of ownership seems worthy of
note, even though only seventeen of these
owners in direct descent bore the family
name. Bishop Stubbs has left it on record
that such quiet country-folks as these
Sancrofts

" made the strength of England in
ancient days

"
; but he sadly notes at the

same time that few of them took the trouble
to preserve or verify their own history.
The de Sancrofts, Sandcrofts, or Sancrofts
were an exception, and those who descend
from them can clearly trace the story of
an obscure family from that de Sandcroft
whose son William married Alice

,

temp. Henry III., to the two families still

extant, whose pedigree is thus a clear record
from 1200 to 1912. Y. T.

None of your correspondents seem to have
mentioned the Drury family, whose pedigree
is traced back to the Norman Conquest in
the male line without a break.

CHARLES DRTJRY.

^
BAG ENVELOPES (11 S. v. 467'; vi. 52).

Since writing my query, which appears at
the first reference given above, I have dis-
covered that Tuck's hermetic envelope is
described and illustrated in The Mechanics'
Magazine for 17 Oct., 1840, vol. xxxiii.
p. 388, from which it appears that the
postage stamp is to be used for the purpose
of securing the flap, as suggested by your
correspondent A. S. at the second reference.
At p. 864 of the same volume of The
Mechanics' Magazine there is an extract

from The Examiner in praise of the new
envelope. The address was to be written
on the same side as the flap, or on what
we should now regard as the back of the

envelope. Tuck's envelope therefore belongs
to the pre-adhesive days, as the first sug-

gestion for an adhesive envelope was made
by Capt. Basil Hall in a letter to Rowland
Hill dated 31 Dec., 1840 (see

'

Life of Row-
land Hill,' i. 418). R. B. P.

CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69, 136, 177,

215). MR. STEEL will find several references

to chained books in situ in
'

Old-World
Places,' by Allan Fea, a recent book

dealing with the counties bordering on the
Fens. J. BEACH WHITMORE.

During a recent sojourn near Guildford
I inspected the fine Royal Free Grammar
School in the High Street of that quaint
Surrey town, and visited, inter alia, the

library, a low-ceilinged panelled room in

the north-east angle, wherein are carefully

preserved eighty-five chained volumes in

modern bookcases protected by wire-netting.
Of these Mr. J. E. Morris, B.A., says in his
'

Surrey's Capital
'

:

" The nucleus of this collection was a gift of

his Latin books and 201. by Bishop Parkhurst
(d. 1574). Other volumes have been subsequently
added by members of the Austen, More, and
Onslow families. It is scarcely likely that these

ponderous volumes tomes of Calvin, and Beza,
and Zwinglius are much resorted to by the
' tender ympes

' who are now '

trayned upp
'

at the Grammar School."

I noted that the books were placed backs

inward, owing to the position of the chains,
and I am not aware that this fact or even
the existence of the library itself has been
referred to outside Mr. Morris's little volume.
The present building was begun in 1557,
and the royal charter was granted by
Edward VI. in 1552, but the original founda-
tion (due to Robert Beckingham, d. 1509)
antedates it by some fifty years.

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

ROBERT DENTON (US. vi. 169). On the

chance of the information being of interest

I call attention to the following entries in

the (printed) parish register of Kirk Ella,

co. York, E.R. : 1670, 8 Dec., Samuel
Denton and Jane Hornsee married. Entered^
as children of Samuel: baptisms 1671,'

13 Nov., John ; 1675, 1 Nov., Joshua ;

1677/8.27 Jan., Samuel [? Denton] ; 1681/2,
II March, Joshuah ; 1684/5, 18 Jan.,
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Mary; 1687, 14 Aug., Jane ; 1692, 8 May,
Samuel. Burials 1680, 30 Sept., Joseph (sic) ;

1690, 16 Nov., unbapt. dau. ; 1691, 16 May,
Jane, wife of Samuel. Samuel appears to

have married twice after the death of his

first wife, for there is the burial, 1693/4,
21 Feb., Margaret, wife of Samuel ; and the

marriage, 1695, 5 Sept., of Samuel Denton
and Rosamond Wilkinson, with two more
baptisms: 1696, 17 July, Edward; 1705,
25 June, Barbara. Then follow the burials

1716, 14 Aug., Samuel Denton, labourer ;

1719, 21 Sept., Rose Denton, of Kirk Ella,
widow.

Another Robert, a son of James Denton of

Kirk Ella, was bapt. 9 Feb., 1700 ; but rib

Roberts are buried at Kirk Ella.

LEO C.

THE LONDON BRICKLAYEB (US. vi. 187).
The word "

bricklayer" has so changed its

meaning some time since about the end of the

eighteenth century that it would be interest-

ing to know which Dickens, in the passage
quoted, intended to stigmatize the skilled

artisan or the unskilled workman, whom we
term to-day

"
bricklayer

" and "
bricklayer's

labourer" respectively. The bricklayer of

the present time lays bricks, which is skilled

labour, has to serve an apprenticeship, and
earns twice the wages of the bricklayer's
labourer, who digs foundations, mixes
mortar, unloads and stacks bricks, and keeps
the bricklayer supplied with the two last-

named articles.

As late as 1780, and until the meaning
changed, however, the term "

bricklayer
" was

synonymous with the "builder" of to-day.
One of the biggest contractors, as we should
now say, of his period, William Hobson of
Markfield. Tottenham (d. 1840), who built
some of the London docks and the Martello
towers on the Essex coast, was described
at his marriage, circa 1780, as "

brick-

layer, Citizen, and Fishmonger
"

; and the

eighteenth-century obituaries contain many
references to

" eminent bricklayers."
I do not consider that the '

N.E.D.' does
justice to the changed meaning of the term
"
bricklayer," nor to that of the word

"
carpenter," which has undergone a similar

process, having also been synonymous with
our "builder" at a time when other than
wooden or wooden-framed houses were rare.
The fusion of trades that has taken place

is, of course, responsible for these altered

meanings. Formerly, to build a half-

timbered, lath-and-plaster house a carpenter,
a plasterer, and a tiler- would have been

separately employed. To-day, one man
would undertake the whole thing, the three
different crafts having become departments
of his business. P. LUCAS.

28, Orchard Street, W.

AVENAM (US. vi. 190). This word means
an intake or enclosure made by the com-

munity of a village from the commons and
waste, and partitioned between the lord

or lords and their free-tenants in proportion
to their interests or holdings in the village.

In Yorkshire references to the
" avenam "

may be found in early charters in scores of

places. In the Lancashire village where
I live this mediaeval enclosure, still divided

into numerous parcels, is called
"
Yanham,"

the portions formerly belonging to departed
owners still bearing distinctive names, as
" Cock Yanham,"

"
Bagot Yanham," &c.

The word is derived from O.E. niman or

nimen, to take possession of, to seize ;

whence ndm, the thing seized, distress. The
word has a more extended sense in Old

Norse, meaning not only seizure, but

learning, and, as in "land-nam," occupation
of land. In the form "

of-nam," later
"
avenam," the word was employed, as

stated, for an " intake
" or land " taken off

"

the village commons.
" Nam " and "

ni-

man "
(sb. and v. respectively) were latin-

ized into namium and namiare, distress and
to distrain. W. FARBEB.

Over Kellet, Carnforth.

LOWNDES'S
' BIBLIOGBAPHER'S MANUAL '

(11 S. vi. 103, 191). To what has already
been printed may I add that the first two

parts of this book were issued in July, 1828?

The Monthly Literary Advertiser, August.
1828, p. 64, says, under ' New Books pub-
lished in July,'

"
Lowndes, Bibliographer's

Manual, Parts 1 and 2, 8vo, 5s. each." The

entry is repeated on p. 99 in the
'

Alpha-
betical List of New Books published in 1828.'

The Literary Gazette, 2 Aug., 1828, p. 496.

says in its advertisements :

" Parts I. and II. price 5s. each.
" The Bibliographer's Manual, by William

Thomas Lowndes.
"
Being an account of Rare, curious and useful

books, published in, or relating to, Great Britain

and Ireland, from the invention of printing.
With Bibliographical and critical notices, colla-

tions of the rarer articles, and the prices at which

they have been sold in the present century
" As the Editor's attention has been devoted

to the compilation of the Bibliographer's Manual
for many years, he may, perhaps without the

imputation of improper vanity, flatter himself

that the result of his researches will become a

useful, if not an indispensable addition to t
the
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Libraries of Historians, Antiquaries and Biblio-

graphers, and, in fact, of all who are interested
in the literature of their country.

" The work will form twelve parts, demy
octavo, printed in double columns, price five

shillings each : a Part to be published regularly
every alternate month, and will make, when
completed, three handsome volumes. A few
copies only are printed upon large paper, price
10s. each part.
" Published by William Pickering, Chancery

Lane, London."

In vol. i. (1834), on p. xii of the Preface
to the

'

Manual/ Lowndes says :

" Gratitude demands a strong acknowledgement
to the late William Meredith, Esq., under whose
hospitable roof this Manual was commenced in
Ihe year 1820."

This Preface is dated 1 Jan., 1834. This
William Meredith was in all probability
the one who was living from 1803 to 1831 at

3, Harley Place, Devonshire Place, W. He
died 9 July, 1831, at the above address,

aged 74. The Gent. Mag., The Times, and
The Morning Chronicle all announce his

death. It will be noticed above that Lowndes,
writing in 1834, alludes to William Meredith
as

"
the late."

One of the earliest reviews of Lowndes's
' Manual '

appears in The Retrospective
Review, Second Series, vol. ii. pt. ii., 1828,

p. 347. A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, W.

NICHOLAS HERLE, M.P. FOR GRAMPOUND,
1679 (11 S. vi. 209). According to the
Herle pedigree in Vivian's '

Visitations of

Cornwall,' as amplified by a note at p. 640
of the

'

Addenda/ this M.P. died in London,
1682, leaving by his wife Elizabeth, dau.
of Reed of Upton Pyne, two sons, viz.,

Edward, bapt, 12 April, 1682 (afterwards
M.P. for Launceston, 1713-21), and Nicholas,
the latter a posthumous son, bapt. 3 June,
1683, who became a barrister of the Inner

Temple. The date of death of Nicholas is

not supplied by Vivian, but there is little

doubt of his being the Nicholas Herle who
died in 1728. His obituary notice in

' The
Political State of Great Britain

'

for that

year is identical with that quoted by DUN-
HEVED from The Norwich Mercury, with the
addition of his description as

"
of Launceston,

Cornwall." But there is one mistake in the
announcement. Nicholas Herle was never
at any time High Sheriff of Cornwall.
His wife, who is stated by Vivian to have
been Elizabeth, dau. of Rev. Acland,
died 25 Dec., 1714. M.I. at St. Mary
Magdalen, Launceston. The Sheriff of Corn-
wall at that time was Joseph Silly of Hellig-
ham, but he entered upon office only on the

30 Nov. previously, in succession to Edward
Herle, the elder brother of Nicholas. This

possibly gave rise to the confusion in the

obituary announcement. I may, perhaps,
add that the Herle pedigree an interesting

family- is, so far as printed, in anything but
a satisfactory condition, particularly in the

closing generations. W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le- Willows.

SIR WATKIN WILLIAMS WYNN : is. THE
PRINCE IN WALES (US. vi. 211). There is

a tradition in North Wales that Sir Watkin,
the fifth baronet of Wynnstay, was called

even "The Prince of Wales" by George,
the Prince Regent, in 1815. I have never
seen it attributed either to the Duke of

York or the Duke of Clarence. Let that
suffice about the

" when "
of the query.

As to its
"
why," reference must be made

to the high war fever of that age. Wales
was infected like the rest of the country.
Sir Watkin was a daring soldier witness
the part he took with his regiment (" Sir

Watkin' s Lambs "
alias

" The Bloody
Brittons") in quelling the Irish Rebellion
of 1798 ; and also his equipping a regiment
for the war in France in 1814, and arriving
with it only just too late to take part in

the famous Battle of Toulouse. Too late

or not, the will was taken for the deed, and
the baronet became the darling of his nation
a nation famous for the warmth of its

hero-worshipping when its imagination is

touched. On St. David's Day, 1815, the
baronet appeared in London, and the recep-
tion he had there from the Welsh, and all

they could influence, was so enthusiastic

that, when he was presented to the Prince

Regent, his Royal Highness is reputed to
have said,

"
Surely you must be the Prince

of Wales !

"
"No, your Royal Highness,"

said Sir Richard Puleston, who was present,"
Sir Watkin is the Prince in Wales." Let

that suffice for the
"
why

"
of the query.

Such is the tradition, and I give it for what
it is worth. T. LLECHID JONES.
Yspytty Vicarage, Bettws-y-Coed.

The Duke of Clarence's nickname for the
head of the Wynns of Wynnstay evidently
referred to the vast possessions owned by
him in the Principality. A. R. BAYLEY.

Sir W. Wynn was traditionally called

"the King of North Wales," and Sir C.

Morgan (now Lord Tredegar) "the King
of South Wales." Is it not probable that

William IV. (when Duke of Clarence) made
some allusion to this circumstance ?

G. W. E. RUSSELL.
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REGENT'S CIRCUS (11 S. vi. 109, 174, 216).
In the 'Map of London' published by

Darton, 1817,
"
Regent's Circus

"
is clearly

marked as though completed, at the top of

Portland Place, the northern segment enter-

ing at its middle directly into the Broad
Walk of Regent's Park, having the New
Road between. Further up the Broad Walk,
and on the west side, opposite Chester Gate,
is a long pond of water, now filled in.

W. Louis KING.
Wadesmill, Ware.

AI.ABASTER EFFIGIES (11 S. vi. 208). j

The late Mr. Octavius Morgan, F.R.S.,

F.S.A., President of the Monmouthshire and
|

Caerleon Antiquarian Association, published
in 1872 a small work entitled

' Some Account
of the Ancient Monuments in the Priory
Church, Abergavenny.' Amongst the effigies

existing in the Herbert Chapel in that church
he describes those of Sir William ap Thomas
of Raglan Castle (d. 1446) and his wife

Gwladys, daughter of Sir David Gam ; those

of Sir William ap Thomas's second son,
Sir Richard Herbert of Coldbrook (beheaded
as a Yorkist, 1469), and his wife Margaret,
sister of Sir Rhys ap Thomas ; and that of

Sir William's grandson, Richard Herbert
of Ewyas (d. 1510). All these effigies are

of alabaster, and in connexion with them
Mr. Morgan writes :

" The most ancient remaining example of a

finely sculptured effigy in alabaster is the cross-

legged figure, said to represent Sir John Hanbury,
in Hanbury Church, Staffordshire, of the date
1240. The material, however, does not seem
to have been much employed till a century later ;

but from the middle of the fourteenth century it

gradually came into general use, and so continued
till the beginning of the seventeenth century.
Its substance is a compact gypsum or sulphate
of lime, and when burned formed plaster of Paris,
and this quality may probably have caused the
destruction in ruthless times of many examples,
certainly of the fragments of statues. Its geo-

logical position is in the new red sandstone, and its

chief deposit is in Derbyshire, where at Chellaston
and Burton-upon-Trent it has been largely worked
for sculpture and monumental purposes for many
centuries. The ' marbellers

'

in alabaster of

Burton were early celebrated, and the execution
or production of these sculptured monuments
was a great trade of the district. Most of the
finest mediaeval monumental sculptures were of

this material, and so greatly was it prized, that

Gough informs us that an alabaster monument
of John, Duke of Bretagne, who died in 1399, was
exported from this country to be erected in the
Cathedral in Nantes, and that it was executed

by three English workmen, Thomas Colyn, Thomas
Holewell, and Thomas Popplehouse, to whom
King Henry IV. granted a passport to carry it

over in February, 1408. The monument, how-
ever, no longer exists. We may therefore infer

that the making of these monuments was a

peculiar English trade, and that the monuments
were all executed at the quarries, and sent thence
to their destination to be erected."

Some of the Herbert effigies above referred
to are of that period to which MR. LLECHID
JONES states the effigies in the church at

Bettws-y-Coed are attributed. The sculp-
tured armour and dress of these Herberts
are minutely described by Mr. Morgan, and
should show points of resemblance to the

workmanship in the monuments at Bettws-y-
Coed if the latter are, as is believed, of the
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.

There is an interesting paper in vol. x.

of The Archaeological Journal on '

Mediaeval

Sculpture and working in Alabaster in

England,' in which Derbyshire is mentioned
as having been largely connected with the

industry, but there is no reference to Not-

tingham. Camden states that, in the reign
of Elizabeth, Burton in Derbyshire was
still noted for alabaster work.

CHARLES H. THOMPSON.
Junior Constitutional Club, W.

In a paper read at Nottingham in 1901,
and printed in The Archaeological Journal,
vol. Ixi., Mr. St. John Hope expressed the

opinion that the earliest alabaster effigy
known is that of a cross-legged knight in

Hanbury Church, Staffordshire, the date of
which he put at about 1290. The reputa-
tion of Nottingham for the skilled work of
its

"
alablastermen," or

"
marblers," is well

known. In this connexion see
' Arms,

Armour, and Alabaster round Nottingham,'
by George Fellows, 1907, which is a well-

illustrated and handsomely produced slim

quarto on the local alabaster altar-tombs.
G. L. APPERSON.

Alabaster from the Derbyshire quarries
was the favourite material for monumental
effigies in the fifteenth century and after.

The soft material lent itself to elaborate

carving ; and England was famous for her
alabaster images and retables. Small panels
in relief of altars and reredoses, with which
may be classed the

"
St. John's Heads,"

produced apparently at Nottingham, were
in much request, both here and on the
Continent. A. R. BAYLEY.

It is far more likely that these were made

j

at Burton-on-Trent than at Nottingham,
i Leland in his

'

Itinerary,' 153340, says he

j

found at Burton "
many Marbelers working

j

in Alabaster." and it is to the latter that

I

numerous effigies and inscribed slabs in

j

churches of adjoining counties are generally
attributed. W. B. H.
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' MEMOIRS OF SCRIBLERUS '

(11 S. vi. 167).

Why are these
' Memoirs '

attributed to

Pope ? Surely they are by Arbuthnot.
In Aitken's

'

Life and Works '

they are
included among the undoubted works of

Arbuthnot. The author says :

" The Memoirs of the extraordinary Life,
Works, and Discoveries of Martinus Scriblerus
seems to be almost entirely by Arbuthnot, but
he was helped by Pope and others."

In a note on the 'Memoirs' he says that

Pope, Arbuthnot, and Swift
"
projected to write a satire, in conjunction,

on the abuses of human learning. But the separa-
tion of our author's friends, which soon after

happened, with the death of one, and the in-
firmities of the other, put a final stop to their

project, when they had only drawn out an im-
perfect essay towards it."

Johnson, too, in reference to the 'Memoirs,'
says :

"
If the whole may be estimated by this

specimen, which seems to be the production of

Arbuthnot, with a few touches perhaps by Pope,
the want of more will not be much lamented ;

for the follies which the writer ridicules are so
little practised that they are not known."

" Martin "
is said to have originated as

a synonym for
"
Swift," one of the original

projectors of the satire. The earlier chapters
of

'

Tristram Shandy
'

are evidently the
result of suggestion supplied by those of
the ' Memoirs of Martinus Scriblerus.' This
seems to be made still more probable by
the fact, which is hardly a coincidence,
that the second syllable of Tristram is

the first syllable of Martin reversed.
J. FOSTER PALMER.

8, Koyal Avenue, S.W.

TITLE-DEEDS (11 S. vf. 88). Tne substance
of the Earl of Mornington's speech in the
House of Commons on Thursday, 21 Jan.,
1794, on a motion for an Address to His
Majesty at the commencement of the
session of Parliament, was :

"
All the succeed-

''ng outrages, the burning of the title-deeds
and country houses of all gentlemen of
landed property," &c.

A. H. W. FYNMORE.

^CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTIONS (11 S. vi. 206,
255). The suggestion for a Bibliography of

Transcriptions from Gravestones is a com-
mendable one. I am able to make a con-
tribution to it. A considerable manuscript
collection of such transcriptions, taken from
monuments in the burial-places of Liver-
pool and neighbourhood, is in the Reference
Department of the Corporation Public
Library. The items date from the early
part of last century, and include many

curious epitaphs. The collection is fully
indexed, and has already proved of no small
service to those interested in genealogical
research. GEORGE T. SHAW,

Chief Librarian.
Liverpool Public Libraries.

EARLY FRENCH PLAYERS IN ENGLAND
(11 S. vi. 128). MR. W. J. LAWRENCE'S
query not having, so far, drawn any informa-
tion as to the MS., I ventiu-e to suggest that
"
the Queen of France " was Mary (1496-

1533), sister to Henry VIII., widow of
Louis XII., and wife of Charles Brandon,
Duke of Suffolk, whom she married in 1515,

very soon after Louis's death. Dr. Gairdner
mentions in his life of Charles Brandon
in the

'

D.N.B.' that the Duchess was con-

tinually called the French Queen. In the
accounts of the treasurers of the town of

Cambridge she appears as
" my lady the

Frensshe Qwene
"

shortly after her second

marriage (Cooper's
' Annals of Cambridge,'

i. 298).
" The Queen of France," assuming

that Payne Collier reproduced the wording
of the MS., is not exactly the same as

"
the

French Queen," but may, perhaps, be allowed
to pass. Mary of France seems, like Sir

Andrew Aguecheek, to have "
delighted in

masques and revels sometimes altogether."
In her life in the

' D.N.B.' more than one
occasion is mentioned in which she was dis-

guised at a royal entertainment, and she is

said to have taken a prominent part in the

maskings at the Field of the Cloth of Gold.

Further, the connexion with Norfolk and
Suffolk (Mary died in the latter county, and
was interred in the Abbey of Bury St.

Edmunds) seems to point to Thetford as a

likely place to be visited by her players.
But what evidence is there that these

players were not English ? The Queen's
own residence in France had been of the
briefest. EDWARD BENSLY.

VICARS OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, LITTLE
MISSENDEN (US. vi. 209). Thomas Walden
Hanmer, s. Graham, of Simpson, Bucks,
cler. B.N.C. Oxon. matric. 5 Dec., 1799,

aged 19 ; B.A. 1803, M.A. 1807, rector of
Little Missenden 1810, and of Simpson,
Bucks, 1845, until his death 14 Jan., 1871.

A. R. BAYLEY.

The Rev. William Haslam was that some-
what noted Evangelical clergyman whose
"
conversion

"
is described in his book ' From

Death unto Life
'

(1880). He was vicar of
Little Missenden during 1871-2, whence he

proceeded to the perpetual curacy of Curzon
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Chapel, Mayfair. He died, I believe, in the
nineties.

The Rev. Denis Carey held the living
from 1873 to 1879, when he exchanged with
the Rev. William Ffolliott, and proceeded to
the vicarage of Baildon, near Leeds.

JOHN T. PAGE.

on

The Royal Charters of the City of Lincoln, Henry 11
to William, 111. Transcribed and translated
with an Introduction by Walter de Gray
Birch. (Cambridge University Press.)

THE twenty-eight documents here put within
reach of the student are of first-rate importance.
The author has drawn for his Introduction to
some extent upon the '

History of the Boroughs
and Corporations of the United Kingdom,' by
Merewether and Stephens (1835), and also ac-

knowledges indebtedness to the labours of the
Rev. W. D. Macray. The Introduction other-
wise excellent seems to have been designed as an
address to be delivered to the citizens of Lincoln,
and, not having been modified for its present
purpose, reads somewhat awkwardly. The earlier
charters regulate the internal government of the
city, and confer upon it privileges in its relation
to the King ; later and more interesting ones are
concerned with the wider aspects of its trade

particularly of the trade in wool and in regard
to this latter we are given a particularly valuable
document in the undated '

Constitutions of
the City of Lincoln '

(belonging probably to
Edward II.), which contain directions concerning
the lawful mingling and sorting of wools. To
enforce these measures inspectors were appointed,
and it m&y interest those of our correspondents
who have lately been discussing the word"
broker," and have not yet come across this

document, to learn that the word used for these
officers is

' : abbrokeurs."
The mediaeval charters, heavily paid for and

slowly extending by Inspeximus and additional
privileges the liberties of the city, may be said
to culminate with the 1515 charter of Henry VIII.,
granted six years after the Great' Pardon now
lost which the prudent authorities procured for
themselves upon the King's accession, probably
at no small cost, that they might not be harassed
with threata and suspicions of treason and in-
difference. The charter of Edward VI. is con-
cerned with other matters : with Church reform
in the sense of uniting parishes, and, alas ! pulling
down superfluous churches, because " the great
ruyne and decay

"
of the city had brought it to

pass that some of the benefices within it
" are not

a competent and honest lyving for a good curate,
and no personne will take the cure of them."
The next charter of capital importance is the
Charter of Incorporation by Charles I., dated in
the fourth year of his reign, which establishes the
council of the 'city and its municipal officers,
and was the instrument under which the city was
governed until 1834. This was surrendered, with
all previous charters, in 1684 to Charles II.,
and by him renewed, with some additional privi-
lege?, and also with a reservation to the Crown

of power by order in Privy Council to remove
all or any of the officers of the city at the King's
free will and pleasure.
The last of the royal charters is King William's

grant of a yearly horse and cattle fair.
Mr. Birch notes carefully the state of preserva-

tion of each document, and any interesting detail
connected with it the state of the seal, the box
it is kept in, &c. and gives four facsimiles, from
the earlier charters, well chosen to display the
beautiful manuscript.

THE October Cornhill Magazine is one of the
best of the year. Mr. Edmund Gosse's '

Swin-
burne at Etretat

'

recounting the meeting of
Swinburne and Maupassant, and giving Mau-
passant's keen and telling portrait of the poet
has in itself enough interest to justify the number.
Mr. Gosse quotes passages from a poem,

' Remi-
niscence,' which, he says, Swinburne,

"
for some

reason or other," would not have included in
any of his volumes. Biographically it is doubt-
less of value ; considered as poetry, we agreewith the author's implied rejection of it.

' On a
Marble Stair,' by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, is
a sketch (lively in colouring and of a pleasant
humanity, if rather unskilful in composition)
of a way of life which the general public knows
little of the Italian boatmen and their barques,"
Scottish-built and Italian-owned, which come

to us in ballast, and depart with cargoes of China
clay for the Mediterranean." Dr. Paget's

'

Genius
of Pasteur,' somewhat too fulsomely laudatory,and making much of matters long since within
every tolerably educated person's knowledge,
is yet inspiriting where it outlines the vastness of
the work which has grown out of Pasteur's. We
should like to know where Judge Parry got his
idea of

' John Honorius ' from ; it is some time
since we have read anything so made up of curious
and delicate flavours as this is. Culinary meta-
phor, as the reader will discover, is the only
appropriate one here. Of value as adding to
the general knowledge of a scheme of things
already passed away is Mr. H. G. Archer's
' Ernest Struggles,' a description of the book
written by an ex-stationmaster on the G.W R
in 1879, which the G.W. Company of the day
contrived to suppress. It was discussed in our
columns at 11 S. ii. 68, 114, 136, 253, and
has many good stories in it passages too
which may well cause us to admire the long-s
suffering alike of the travelling public and
the railway servant. Sir Henry Lucy, whose
'

Sixty Years in the Wilderness ' we miss, con-
tributes instead a detailed and interesting account
of wine-growing in France. Mr. T. C. Fowle
tells of a visit to ' Port Lockhart and Dargai,' in
which the best part is the scene in a little villagewhere the writer, by his knowledge of the Koran
and his reference to " Hindu superstition,''
induced a Mohammedan to alter his idea that
the touch of Christian lips would defile his precious
bowl, the one vessel at hand for the party to
drink from. In Miss Marjorie Bowen's ' God's
Playthings

'

the hero is Monmouth.
The Fortnightly Review for this month opens

with Mr. Edward Legge's justification of KingEdward VII. as against the portrayal of him
in the '

D.N.B.' There runs through the paper
the unmistakable note of direct knowledge, and
this gives it force. Good incidents and stories
are forthcoming, and specially good is the King's
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reply (here published for the first time) to the

Russian and Italian ambassadors who sought
for the re-establishment of diplomatic relations

with Servia two years after the assassination of

King Alexander and Queen Draga.
'

Thackeray's
"Punch" Table-Talk' from Henry Silver's

Dinner Diary had, of course, to be printed, and
Mr. E. V. Lucas sets it out satisfactorily, though in

itself it does not amount to much. The best of

the stories are not concerned with Thackeray.
Maeterlinck's

' The Insect's Homer '
is an essay,

as the entomologist may guess, on J. H. Fabre's
' Souvenirs entomologiques.' M. Maeterlinck per-

haps assumes an even greater ignorance as to

the ways of insects than actually exists, presenting
to us as marvels to be observed for the first time
the doings of the Egyptian scarab and the leaf-

cutter bee ; but he makes them almost appear
new by the grace of his telling, and very welcome
are the extracts of charming prose which he gives
from Fabre's own work. ' The Young Idea 'twixt

Square and Thwackum,' by Mr. T. H. S. Escott, is

elaborated on a fairly ingenious ground plan, and in

itself to some purpose. The estimates of Mrs. Sher-

wood and Maria Edgeworth are good ; we should

say that insumming up Charlotte Yonge there were
several of her numerous works that had, for the

moment, dropped out of the writer's recollection.

Carducci's
' Odi Barbare '

may well tempt the

translator, but we cannot congratulate Mr.
John Bailey on the success of his renderings. He
misses points, adds jejune amplifications, and is

most infelicitous in his choice of metres. To
give but one instance : the whole of

' Miramar '

works up to the last word " Massimiliano." Not
only is the name which clinches the whole entirely
omitted from the English, but we end on

Thy beauty now, thy youth, thy strength
To him I consecrate,

where the emphasis is diverted from Maximilian
to Ghiatimozino.

' Life and Death : a Dis-
cursive Dialogue

' surrounds with a pleasant old-

fashioned atmosphere as if it came out of one
of Maria Edgeworth's books a discussion which
ends according to the latest utterances of modern
practical philosophy. There wants but " Enter
a Pragmatist." We found Mr. Basil de Selin-

court on Auguste Angellier more than a thought
long-winded ; in the midst of so many rich and
redundant expatiations the French poet almost dis-

appears from ken. Rather unfortunate too, as

illustration, is that sonnet, aptly rejected by
M. Legouis, so obviously written for the sake
of working in a translation of

" eras amet
qui nunquam amavit " in the closing lines. Mr.
Crackanthorpe's

' Friends and Foes of Eugenics
'

would, we think, have been a stronger and
more convincing bit of work if it had been
first an exposition of the writer's view of the
matter, and only secondarily an attempt at
refutation of the "

foes." An unusually inter-

esting number.

The Nineteenth Century has one article which
should prove of special interest to readers of
' N. & Q.' in Mr. C. E. Stewart's 'Visit to London
in the Year 1651,' where, from the, at rirst sight,
slender data of a record of expenses, the writer
constructs an entertaining and instructive story,
rilled in with careful detail, of the peregrinations
about London of a gentleman from the country. A
facsimile of the document is given. Mrs. Lyttelton's
' Humours of Irish Servants,' necessarily rather

rambling, has a number of good stories, a fair pro-
portion of which have the merit often lacking in

Irish stories of holding good in chill black and
white. Mr. S. M. Mitra has an interesting article

on '

Christianity in Hinduism,' concerned with the
resemblances between the ideal of the perfect life

and character in the two religions. Another article

concerned with India is Capt. Rolleston's ' Behind
the Purda,' a vigorous exposition of the unhappy
situation of Indian widows, more than once made
before, but needing to be repeated until such time
as the evils have been satisfactorily dealt with.
Mr. Sydney Brooks, in

' The Problem of the New
York Police,' sets forth in effective fashion one of
the most extraordinary anomalies within the range
of Western civilization. Mr. Stephen de Vere, in
'

Social Aspects of Home Rule,' describes what is

virtually another, though of so widely different a
character.

' The Lost Industry of Novel-Writing
'

may, it

appears, yet be revived ; indeed, it seems rather the
knack of publishing novels in a practical remunera-
tive manner that is lost. Mr. Flowerdew, who
deals with this question, finds the root of the trouble
in the libraries and the private buyer having the
new book offered them at one and the same price.
He speaks rather disparagingly of serials issued

subsequently as books, drawing a line between them
and true books, oddly without a word of acknow-
ledgment of the numerous English classics which
have made their first appearance as serials.

A particularly interesting paper though bearing
a title which is something of a misnomer is Mrs.
Hall's

' The First Englishman Napoleon Ever Saw
'

in reality the publication verbatim of the account
of an interview with Napoleon which a son of the
said Englishman was lucky enough to procure for
himself at St. Helena. The narrative is precise,
vivid, and unaffected. Capt. Kerr's

' The Spirit
of Nelson ' ends appropriately with a line in large
capitals. One might easily suppose that only the irre-

levant necessity of keeping The Nineteenth Century
within its usual limits prevented the whole paper
from being so printed. Yet if the writer's enthu-
siasm makes one smile, it is also not a little

infectious : and what is the sense of listening too

closely to a man's detractors? De mortuis, &c.

THE Ninth Edition of
' The International

Directory of Booksellers and Bibliophile's Manual
'

is announced by Mr. James Clegg of Rochdale.
It will include a '

Select Bibliography of Biblio-

graphies,' with index of authors, compiled by
Mr. Daniel Hipwell, whose signature is familiar
to readers of ' N. & Q.'

10

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

E. McPiKE (Chicago). Forwarded.

C. DRURY and M. L. FERKAR ("Churchyard
Inscriptions "). Forwarded.

JOHN T. LOOMIS. Many thanks for reply on

Silphium laciniatum, anticipated at p. 254.
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage |d. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
AND MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF PLANTS.

" The Gardener*' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

in it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession

of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

Telegraphic Address-OARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GKERRARD.
** May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to yon on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.
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Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
WARWICK COBLE'S NEW COLOUR BOOKS.

Folk -Tales of Bengal. By
the Rev. LALBEHARI DAY, Author of 'Bengal j

Peasant Life,' &c. With 32 Illustrations in Colour

by WARWICK COBLE. Crown 4to, 15s. net.

Also EDITION DE LUXE, limited to 150 copies,

printed on hand-made paper and bound in vellum.

Demy 4to, 428. net.

THE MODERN READER'S CHAUCER.

The Complete Poetical
Works of Geoffrey Chaucer.

Now first put in modern English Prose by JOHN
S. P. TATLOCK and PERCY MACKAYE. With
32 Full-Page Illustrations in Colour by WARWICK
GOBLE. Decorated clolh. Crown 4to, 15*. net.

FREDERIC HARRISON.

Among my Books, Centen-

aries, Reviews, Memoirs.
By FREDERIC HARRISON. Extra crown 8vo,
7s. 6d. net.

** A companion volume to ' Choice of Books.'

SECOND AND REVISED EDITION.

Life of William Earl of

Shelburne, afterwards First

Marquess of Lansdowne,
with Extracts from his

Papers and Correspondence,
By LORD FITZMAURICE. With Portraits,

Caricatures, and Maps. Second and Revised
Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 24*. net.

Narrative of the Visit to

India of Their Majesties
King George V. and Queen
Mary, and of the Corona-
tion Durbar held at Delhi,
12th December, 1911. Bythe

Hon. JOHN FORTESCUE. AVith 32 Illustrations.

8?o, 10*. &i. net.
** This work constitutes the official record of the

Visit and Durbar.

Daily Telegraph." Will rank as a standard authority
for a great event in the history of the British Empire."

THE RIGHT HON. JAMES BRYCE'S
NEW WORK.

South America : Observations

and Impressions. By the Right Hon. JAMES
BRYCE, O.M., Author of 'The American Common-
wealth,' Ac. With Maps. 8vo, 8*. 6d. net.

Spectator." A very charming book of travels."

A Tramp's Sketches. By
STEPHEN GRAHAM, Author of 'Undiscovered
Russia.' With Frontispiece. Extra crown 8vo,
5.x. net.

*** A description in poetical prose of the author's

tramp across Russia and thence with the pilgrims to
Jerusalem.

The Minority of Henry the

By KATE NORGATE, Author of
nder the Angevin Kings,' <fcc. 8vo,

Third.
'England under the Angevin Kings,' <fcc.

8s. 60. net.

Athenceum. "A real addition to the scholarly
literature of mediaeval English history, and deserves
warm commendation and hearty welcome."

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., LONDON.
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Suffolk Green Books
By S. H. A. H.

19 vols. Illustrated with about 100 Portraits

and Views, 8 10s.

They come under four headings :

Letters and Diaries, 5 vols. l

Parish Registers and Histories,

9 vols.

Complete Suffolk Subsidy Lists,

Parish by Parish, for 1327, 1524,

1568, 1674, over 60,000 persons,

with Indices, 4 vols.

Bury St. Edmunds Grammar School,

Biographical List of 3,650 boys
from 1550 to 1900 076

Any work can bi had separately. For detailed list

apply to . .

MESSRS. PAUL & MATHEW,
Bury St. Edmunds,

OR

Mr. George Booth, Woodbridge, Suffolk

8
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THE MANOR AND MANORIAL RECORDS.
By NATHANIEL J. HONE.

Second Edition.

Revised and Enlarged by the Author.
The Bibliography of Manorial Literature and the Lists of Court

Bolls have been brought up to date, and some Notes amplifying and
explanatory of the Text added in an Appendix.

METHDEN & CO., 30, Essex Street. Strand.

EVERY SATURDAY. OP ANY BOOKSELLER OR NEWSAGENT
IN ENGLAND, price 4d.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

c HARLES DICKENS, 1812-1870.
A Series of Notes by JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

With Supplementary Articles by other Contributors,

Appears in the Numbers for FEBRUARY 3. 10. IT, 24 ;
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Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
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Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press Ltd . cannot be
responsible for the loss of MS8. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

jl/riSCELLANEA GENEALOGICA ET
HERALUICA.

Annual Subscription, 10s. <Jd.

SEPTEMBER. Pricj 2s. Qd.

In this Issue commences the Pedigrees from
the Visitation of Oxfordshire, 1634, omitted from
the volume published by the Harleian Society, and
illustrated with Coats of Arms.

Among other items are Pedigrees of the Familie,
of James and Grevis-Jatnes of Ightham Court,
Herries of Mabie, Wood of Egton, Aislaby and
Whitby, co. York, and Fuller of Kildare.

Also the Grant of Arms to John Kendall, of

Leicestershire, 1443, and some Notes ou the
Personal Marks of Heralds, with Illustrations.

London : MITCHELL, HUGHES & CLARKE
140, Wardour Street, W.

GENEALOGY.
Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-

cery Lane, W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record Soc,, and
General Miter of the Northern and Eastern Bounties in Mr. Philli-
raore's Parish Register Series, is at liberty to UNDKRTAKK
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With Memoirs of

JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A., Dramatic Critic, and Editor of

Notes and Queries, 1883-190",
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THE REV. JOSEPH WOODFALL EBSWORTH, F.S.A.
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T. FISHER UNWIN,
London, Adelphi Terrace. Leipsic, Inselstrasse 20.
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BEWICKIANA.
REFERRING to the edition, of vol. i. of
Bewick's

'

Birds,' royal 8vo, dated 1804,
mentioned at 1 1 S. iv. 284 (which is hereafter

called the
"
extra "

edition dated 1804),
I can now, after further research, say that
it cannot have been published until after

March, 1814, and most probably not until

1815, for the following reasons : It contains
two figures of birds, the Peregrine Falcon and
the (second) Pied Flycatcher, and fifteen

tail-pieces which are not in the editions
issued in 1797 (1798), 1804, 1805, and 1809.

The twelve-line description of the Pere-

grine or Passenger Falcon at the end of

the description of the Gentil-Falcon in the
first 1797 and (1798), p. 31 ; 1804, demy 8vo,
and 1805, royal 8vo, p. 33 ; and 1809, p. 71,

editions, is omitted on p. 71 of the "extra "

edition dated 1804, and is embodied in the

description under the cut of the Peregrine
Falcon on pp. 72 and 73 in that volume,
and so appears in the 1816 and subsequent
editions.

The second paragraph under the heading
of the Gentil-Falcon, beginning

"
Xaturalists

have enumerated/' &c., in the first 1797,
and "

Xaturalists enumerate," &c., in the
(1798), pp. 30 and 31 ; 1804. demy 8vo, and
1805, royal 8vo, pp. 32 and 33 ; 1809, p. 71 ;

and "extra" dated 1804, pp. 70 and 71,
editions, is omitted from the 1816 and sub-
sequent editions.

At the end of the description of the Pere-
grine Falcon (under the cut of the bird) in
the 1816 edition, p. 72, a paragraph is added,
in which it is stated that
" the bird from which this figure and description
were taken, was shot by M. Bell Esq. of Wool-
smgton, in the act of tearing a Partridge, March 21,
1814."

As the cut and description are exactly the
same in the "

extra "
edition dated *1804,

pp. 72 and 73, but this paragraph is not
included, it was no doubt left out owing to
the volume being dated 1804, although not
published until after March, 1814.

Then, again, in the description of the
Pied Flycatcher the following statement,"

Since the cut, which was done from a stuffed
specimen, was finished, we have been favoured
with a pair of these birds, shot at Benton, in
Northumberland,"

appears in the first 1797 and (1798), pp.
195 and 196; 1804, demy 8vo, and 1805,
royal 8vo, p. 202 ; and 1809, p. 209, editions.
This" is altered to :

Since the cut was finished, which was done
i'om a drawing presented to the Editors, we have
seen favoured with a pair of these birds, shot at
Benton, in Northumberland,

"

in the "
extra "

edition dated 1804, p. 242,
and so appears in the 1816 edition, p. 210.

Furthermore, the volume bears the -water-
mark date 1814, with the exception of a few
eaves at the beginning and end, which
lave the dates 1801, 1802, and 1804. as if
-he paper in stock with the date 1814 had
>een exhausted before the volume was
finished, and any other odd sheets of paper
f similar quality had been used to complete
t.

The reason that this edition was antedated
ten or eleven years seems most probably

o have been that it was printed to pair with,
ind help the sale of, royal 8vo copies of the
irst (1804) edition of vol. ii., which had not
ip to that time been disposed of, and still

emained in stock.
The Additamenta to the 1826 edition of

lie
'

Birds,' which contain the figures of
ix birds and two tail-pieces, including the
Vhite - throated Nightingale, stated by
tobinson in his

'

Life and Times of Thomas
iewick,' 1887, p. 161, on the authority of

Miss Bewick, to have been the last bird
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drawn and engraved by Thomas Bewick,
cannot have been published before 1831,
as they bear the imprint

" Newcastle :

Printed by C. H. Cook, Pilgrim Street," and
Cook, who was Edward Walker's executor,
did not take control of the printing business

of The Newcastle Courant until the death
of Walker, which occurred on 23 June, 1831.

Probably they were printed immediately
before the 1832 edition of the 'Birds,' and
issued, as had been Bewick's custom, to

enable purchasers of the 1826 edition to

make the addition to their copies. The
last of the six birds, the Cream-coloured

Courser, was not shot until 15 Oct., 1827,
and it must have been well on in 1828
before the blocks and descriptive matter
were ready for the press. Another edition

by Bewick was probably intended ; but
his death in November, 1828, upset that,
and no doubt R. E. Bewick decided to

publish what his father had left ready, in

Additamenta to his last edition as we now
have them. The pagination follows that
of the Addenda in the 1826 edition.

Mr. W. H. Gibson, who has the Bewick
Collection in the Public Library, Newcastle -

upon-Tyne, under his especial care, kindly
sends me the following explanation of the

tail-piece,
' The Tethered Horse Grazing,

with a net over its hind quarters,' at p. 254,
vol. i. of the

'

Birds,' first edition, 1797 :

" Bewick was hitting at a mean man who,
having paid to have his horse put to grass, was
determined to get all he paid for and allow

nothing to return to the land."

A piece of true Bewickian humour !

WHITE LINE.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, pp. 181, 202, 223, 243, 261.)

MENTION should also be made of the

Society for the Improvement of Animal
Chemistry, which, although it did not
endure long, contributed through its

members several papers of great value to

the Philosophical Transactions, Weld re-

lates that it was instituted in April, 1809, by
" some Fellows of the Royal Society, animated by
a strong desire to advance the study of Chemistry
and Physiology, with the '

well-grounded hope
that if proper pains are hereafter taken to advance
it, the most important discoveries will be the
result.'

"

At the desire of the Society it was admitted
as an Assistant Society to the Royal Society.
It appears to have been a kind of club, and

the members dined together at one or
other's house. Among the members were-
Sir Joseph Banks, Sir Everard Home, Dr.
Babington, Sir Benjamin Brodie, Sir

Humphry Davy, and other distinguished
men.
The establishment of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society in 1820 marks an epoch
in the history of the Royal Society. To
William Pearson the Astronomical Society
owes its origin. He was born on St. George's-
Day, 1767. He early manifested a love-

for mechanics, and constructed machines-
for exhibiting astronomical phenomena.
A description of these will be found in
Rees's '

Cyclopaedia.' In 1819 he was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, but
as early as 1812, as shown by documents
still in existence, he had conceived the idea
of foundling an association especially de-
voted to astronomy. But although the
idea originated with Pearson, yet, when
the time came, Francis Baily was "

the-

chief agent in carrying out the idea vigorously
and effectively." The earliest minute-books
are all in his handwriting, and he was the-

first secretary, being elected at the first

meeting held at the house of the Geological
Society in Bedford Street, Covent Garden,,
on the 8th of February, 1820.

Sir John Herschel, who was requested"
to draw up an address, which is printed
in the first volume of the Society's Trans~
actions, states that
'' the science of Astronomy was so diligently
cultivated by several Fellows of the Royal
Society at that period [1820] as to have led to
the accumulation of considerable collections of
valuable observations, which, owing to the-

expense of publishing, would inevitably have
been lost to the scientific world, had not the
Astronomical Society been established."

It was not established, however, without

opposition, and the Duke of Somerset,,
on being elected its first President, resigned
at once when he found that Sir Joseph.
Banks feared that the new Society would
prove to be the ruin of the Royal Society,,
of which he was then President. Banks
lived only a few months after the founda-
tion of the Astronomical Society : he-

occupied the chair at the Royal Society for
the last time on the 16th of March, 1820,
and died on Monday, the 19th of June,
having been President for forty-one years.

Wollaston, the discoverer of palladium
(1804) and rhodium (1805), and the first

to notice the dark lines in the solar spectrum,,
filled the chair till the following November,
when Sir Humphry Davy was elected

President. He followed the example of
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Banks in always wearing full court dress
when he occupied the chair. Dr. Davy in

the Life of his brother says :

"
It was Sir Humphry's wish to have seen the

Royal Society an efficient establishment for all

the great purposes of Science, similar to the college
contemplated by Bacon, having subordinate to
it the Royal Observatory at Greenwich for Astro-

nomy, and the British Museum for Natural
History, in its most extensive acceptation."

During Davy's tenure of office great
progress was made in science, and no wonder,
with such men as Faraday, Herschel, Airy,
Sabine, Young, and Wollaston, who all

contributed papers. Only a few days after

Davy had been elected to the chair Faraday
sent his first paper, the subject being

' On
Two New Compounds of Chlorine and
Carbon.' The learned chemist in a letter

to Weld wrote : "I was at that time but
a little man amongst other philosophers."
On the death of George IV. the claims of

the Royal Astronomical Society had to be

recognized, and the Royal Society ceased
to be the sole Visitors of the Royal Obser-

vatory. The first royal warrant issued by
William IV. constituted the Board of Visitors

as follows : the President of the Royal
Society (Chairman), six Fellows who have
been named by a President, and who are
then members for life ; the President of the

Royal Astronomical Society, and six Fellows
of that Society with similar conditions ;

and the Plumian and Lowndean Professors
at Cambridge, and the Savilian Professor
at Oxford. The ex-Presidents who had
been members remained members.

On the 1st of April, 1823, the Royal
Society received a letter from the Treasury
requesting the Council to take into con-
sideration a plan which had been sub-
mitted to Government by Babbage for
"
applying machinery to the purposes of

calculating and printing mathematical
tables." The negotiations and experiments
in reference to this came to an end, so far

as the Government was concerned, on the
3rd of November, 1842, when regret was
expressed at the

"
necessity of abandoning

the machine on which so much scientific

ingenuity and labour had been bestowed "
;

but the expense necessary to bring about a

satisfactory result was more than the Govern-
ment felt justified in incurring. In 1843,
on the application of the trustees of King's
College, London, the machine, enclosed in a

glass case, was removed to their museum.
Weld says :

"It is capable of calculating to five figures,
and two orders of differences, and performs the

work with absolute precision ; but no portion
whatever of printing machinery, which was one
of the great objects in the construction of the
engine, exists."

The machine was later transferred to South
Kensington.
In recent years machines for adding,

multiplying, &c., have been largely adopted
by banks and commercial houses, but these,,

though extremely ingenious, are far less

complicated than Babbage's
"
difference

engine." (See
'

Calculating Machines '

in
the new edition of

' The Encyclopaedia
Britannica.')

Charles Robert Weld, whose '

History of
the Royal Society

'

I have found most
useful, was Assistant Secretary from the
14th of December, 1843, till the 2nd of

May, 1861 ; and while the Society had
rooms at Somerset House, he was constantly
at the office of The Athenaeum, to which
he was long a valued contributor. Science-
was his true vocation, and it was on the

friendly advice of Sir John Barrow that he-

became Assistant Secretary to the Royal
Society. Weld was the chief helper of Sir-

John Franklin in the home work connected
with his Arctic explorations, and, when no
news of him was received, rejoiced at the-

enthusiasm with which The Athenaeum
constantly urged the Government to send

expeditions in search of him. During the
whole of the year 1843 public anxiety was
very great, and The Athenaeum said :

"
Nothing ought to be omitted or postponed

which the real circumstances of the case
demanded." On the 27th of November it

had the satisfaction of announcing that
three expeditions were to be dispatched to
the Arctic regions. Many years afterwards ..

when the offices of The Athenaeum and
' N. & Q.' were removed from Wellington
Street to Took's Court, I found copies
of the former addressed to Franklin and
others of the expedition ready to be sent
out no doubt by the instructions of Lady
Franklin.

Weld very kindly, at my father's request,
once gave a lecture on his favourite subject.
Arctic expeditions and the search for Sir

John Franklin, to the men who then lived
in

"
the Kitchens

"
of St. Giles's. He took

Lady Franklin with him, and, when it

became known that she was present, the
men gave her a hearty ovation. Weld
died at Bath on Friday, the 15th of Januaryr

1869, JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

(To be continued.)
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STATITES AND MEMORIALS IN THE
BRITISH ISLES.

(See 10 S. xi. 441 ; xii. 51, 114, 181, 401 ;

US. i. 282 ;
ii. 42, 381 ; iii. 22, 222,

421 ; iv. 181, 361 ; v. 62, 143, 481 ; vi. 4.)

SOLDIERS.

Exeter. Near the entrance to Bury
Meadow is an equestrian statue of General
Buller. It is the work of Capt. Adrian

Jones, and is of bronze on a granite base.

It was unveiled during the General's life-

time by Lord Fortescue on 6 Sept., 1905.

The following inscriptions are placed on
the sides and front of the pedestal :

Redvers Buller

V.C., G.C.B., G.C.M.G.
of Dowries

Erected, by his fellow countrymen
at home and beyond the seas.

1005.
1859-1900.

India, China,
Canada, Ashanti,
Egypt, Soudan,
South Africa.
He saved Natal.

Birmingham. In 1885 Sir Charles Beres-
ford unveiled a memorial obelisk to Col.

Fred Burnaby. It was erected
"
mainly

by subscriptions from working men," and
is placed within the precincts of the Cathedral

Yard, just opposite the Conservative Club.
The base of the memorial contains on the
front a medallion bust, surmounted by a

trophy of arms. At the back is inscribed
"
Burnaby," and on the sides,

" Khiva
1875. Abu Klea 1885."

Colchester. Close under the Castle walls
.a granite obelisk marks the spot where
Lucas and Lisle were shot in 1648. It is

tlius inscribed on the base :

This Stone
marks the spot

where on August 28, 1648,
after the surrender

of the Town,
the two Royalist Captains

Sir Charles Lucas,
and Sir George Lisle,
were shot by order of
Sir Thomas Fairfax,
the Parliamentarian

General.

Erected
on the opening of the Park

Oct. 20th, 1892,
by

Henry Laver, F.S.A.

The remains of these two brave soldiers

repose in the Lucas famity vault in St. Giles's

Church. A slab in the floor of the nave is

thus inscribed :

" Vnder this
j

marble ly the
|
bodies of the I

two most vali
|
ant Captains |

Sr Charles
j

Lvcas and Sr
| George Lisle

| Knights who
|
for

their emi
|
nent loyalty |

to their sove
|
rain

were on I the 28th day of Av
| gust 1648 by the

command of Sr
|
Thomas Fair

|
fax then Gene

|

ral of the Par
|
liament Army in

|
cold blovtl

barba
| rovsly mvrdered."

Bodmin. On the beacon hill south of
the town is a granite obelisk 144 ft. high.
It was set up in 1856-7 at a cost of 1,5501.
On a tablet is inscribed as follows :

" To the memory of Walter Raleigh Gilbert,
Lieutenant-General in the Bengal Army ; who, after

having served as a subaltern in the campaigns of
1803 and 1804 \inder Lord Lake, greatly distin-

guished himself in 1845 and 1846 as Major-
General commanding the second division of the
army in the battles of Moodkee, Ferozshah,
Sobraon on the Sutleje ; and subsequently in
1849 in those of Chillianwalla and Goojerat in
the Punjab. And having eventually compelled
the Sikh Chiefs to surrender themselves to him
at Rawul Pindee with their whole force of 16,000
men and 41 guns, drove their Afghan allies

across the Indus at Attock, and thus brought the
war to a triumphant conclusion. For which
distinguished services the Queen conferred on
him the dignity of a Baronet, and the Grand Cross
of the Order of the Bath : the Houses of Parlia-
ment twice voted him thanks : the Court of
Directors appointed him to the Supreme Council
in India, and the Monument, raised on this

spot at the earnest request of his fellow-townsmen
of Bodmin, has been Erected by Companioris-
in-Arms and private friends in testimony of their
admiration of his eminent public services as a
soldier, and of their regard and respect for his
estimable personal qualities. Born March 18,
1785. Died May 10, 1853."

There are memorials of Lord Chesham at

Aylesbury, Brixworth, Stratton Audley,
and Wellington Barracks.

Aylesbury. On 14 July, 1910, Lord
Roberts unveiled a statue of Lord Chesham
in the Market Square, Aylesbury. It is

of bronze, the work of Mr. John Tweed,
and represents the gallant officer standing
bareheaded, and attired in the uniform of

the Imperial Yeomanry. In his right hand
he grasps a crop and coiled lash. With
the pedestal of Portland stone the statue
is 20 ft. high. It was erected by contribu-
tions from friends of the late peer.

Brixworth. On 9 Oct., 1908, a memorial
to Lord Chesham was unveiled at Brix-

worth, Northamptonshire, by Lord Aniialy.
It consists of a Decorated wayside cross

and drinking-trough, and is placed at the
foot of the long hill leading up into the

village from Boughton. The cross is a
monolith of Ketton stone 21 ft. high,

standing on a base of three steps, and its
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Lead has four niches, in which are carved

the Chesham arms, (2) the Chesham
crest, (3) the badge of the 10th Hussars,

the badge of the Northamptonshire
Imperial Yeomanry. At the foot of the
column is inscribed :

"Erected by friends in the Pytchlev Countrv
the memory of Charles Compton 'W., third

arcm Chesham, K.C.B., who met his death
while hunting with the Pytchley Hounds, Novem-
ber 9, 1907, aged 56. A good man : a gallantsoldier : a true sportsman."
At the foot of the memorial is a drinking-
trough for cattle. Carved in incised letters
over the stone basin is the following :

"
I shall journey through this world but once.

Any good thing therefore that I can do, or anv
kindness that I can show any human being,let me do it now. Let me not neglect it nor

?r it, for I shall not pass this way again."
Stratton Audley. On 13 July, 1907. Mr.

blater Harrison unveiled a tablet to the
memory of Lord Chesham in Stratton
Audley Church, Bucks. It is of alabaster
with an Irish green frame, and bears the
following inscription :

" To the glory of God, and in affectionate

'"?i"
nbra

/?ce of Major-General Charles Compton\\illiam Cavendish, V.C., K.C.B., third Baron
( heshani ; born December 13, 1850, killed from
i

!

r,n-
hunfcmS near Daventry, November 9,

f''- .
T1

?
1S tablet is erected by his friends in

the Bicester and Warden Hill Hunt, of which he
i

V S
o ? Sreatly ^teemed Master from 1884 to

9rf. My time is in Thy hand.'
"

Wellington Barracks. On 8 Nov., 1908
Major-General Vesey Dawson unveiled a
memorial to Lord Chesham in the Royal
Military Chapel, Wellington Barracks. It
consists of an arch supporting the galleryon the south side of the chapel, and is thus
inscribed :

"
?n Memory of Major-General Charles Compton

\\ illiam Cavendish, third Baron Chesham, K.C.B
Coldstream Guards 1870 to 1875, subsequentlv10th Hussars, 16th Lancers, and Imperial Yeo"-
manry, South Africa. Killed out hunting 9th
Aovember, 1907. This arch was erected bv
his brother officers of the Brigade of Guards and
old friends.

Lord Chesham met with his death in
negotiating a fence near the Daventry
reservoir, close by the high road between
Daventry and Welton. The fence is now
cut away, and on the spot was erected in
February, 1909, a Celtic cross 4ft, 6 in.
high, standing on a small base. The shaft
is thus inscribed :

"
This Cross marks the place where C. Compton

\\., 3rd Baron Chesham, met his death while
hunting with the Pytchley Hounds, November
ir. ?!',

aged 56 ' Erected by his friends in
the Pytchley Country."

JOHN T. PAGE.

ORIGIN OF THE NAME OF COWES.
SOME two years since a question on this sub-
ject failed to elicit any definite information,
though it was honoured by a courteous reply
from the late PROF. SKEAT, who effectually
pointed out the fatuity ofmy weak suggestion
that the name Cowes might be derived from
the same root as the Cornish place-name of
Caraclowse in Cowse (see 11 S. i. 88, 155).
Some of your readers may, however, be

interested to read the information found
in a diligent search of the Calendars of
State Papers for the reign of Henry VIII.
As the history of the little town only began

in his reign, it appeared strange that the

origin of its curious name should remain
unknown ; and the result of an examination
of the letters and notes concerning the

building of the two castles on the opposite
shores of the River Medina would seem to
show that before a single house was built

on those lonely wooded shores the anchorage
now called Cowes Roads bore the name
of

" The Cowe," and was known as a rendez-
vous for the small fleet of those days. This
odd name is less remarkable, perhaps, when
we remember " The Bullock Patch " and
" The Horse Sands "

not far off, and recall

the extraordinary names of various shallows
and banks in and near the Solent.

All guide-books are agreed that Cowes
was called from two great guns planted in

his two new castles by King Henry in the

year 1540 ; but this would appear to be
one of the many instances of a reason
invented to cover ignorance.
At all events, the State Papers tell us

that in 1512 the King's ships were at

anchor "
at ye Cowe betwixt ye Isle of

Wight and England."
In 1512 also ships were sent to revictual

the ships
"
at the Cowe." In 1525 we hear

again of
" the Cowe "

as an anchorage
merely ; and in 1537 Dudley reports on
more than one occasion that he is riding
at anchor "at ye Cow under ye Wight.

1 '

It does not seem to be otherwise described
till after Henry began to fear the French and
to fortify his coasts to resist them, when
the eastern and western extremities of this

anchorage required to be named as the

points to be guarded.
When Quarr and the other abbeys were

dissolved, the fate of the island shrine was
singularly hard, for its stones were hurried
to The Cowe as fast as Mylle could tear them
down ; and an army of workmen, paid by
the King from the proceeds of the sales of
Church property, were employed by this
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contractor for many months during 1538
-and 1539, as part of his great undertaking,
which included Hurst, Calshot, and other
local castles. For the first time we read of
*'
Est Cowe "

in the year 1539, when it is

reported that stone from the abbeys has
been delivered there for

" the Works "
;

.and in Cromwell's ' Remembrances '

for
that year we find a note that the 500 men
at work in the Wight

" must be paid
"

;

and in 1540 he again jots down the fact that
lie must " remember the Cowe."

After many such references we find the
first clear distinction made by Mylle between
his two rapidly rising forts in his account
for " works at Thest Cowe and the West
Cowe." in 1541 ; and many such notes

appear, till in 1542 he was paid for finishing
the two fortresses, which in the very next
year required to be repaired. In the war-
rants to Mylle for these repairs, and for
bulwarks to both fortresses, dated in March,
June, and August, 1543, we find for the
first time in the State Papers the double
form by which the towns that sprang up
later round these castles have ever since
been known. It would seem to be natural
to shorten the old form so often used
of the Est Cowe and the West Cowe by
merely writing of the " two Cowes "

; and
although the old forms remained long in use,
and all the appointments of gunners and
soldiers are given as to the East and the
West Cowe, the abbreviated forms of

"
the

Kowes " and "
the Cowes "

crept slowly
into use, and after 1553 we hear no more
of either

"
Cowe." In this year the brief

existence of
"
Thest Cowe " had come to

an end, for the allowances for island garri-
sons contain no mention of Mylle's work,
nor was a vestige left when Elizabeth de-
manded a full account of her island fortresses.
There is no record of how it came to perish.
Leland and Camden refer to it as but a
legend, and all that remains of it is the
racing course "

off old Castle Point."
Y. T.

THE HOUSE OF JOHN MUBRAY. Sunday,
the 29th of September, was a red-letter day
in the house of Murray, and to the present
John Murray we offer our hearty congratu-
lations, for on that day a hundred years
ago his great-grandfather removed his
business from Fleet Street to Albemarle
Street, where may it long remain !

Next door to the business house is the
home of the Murrays, and full it is of

historic associations. These date from 1815?

when in the drawing-room Scott and Byron
met for the first time, and the two poets,
much to Murray's delight, greeted each
other affectionately, and entered into cordial

conversation which lasted two hours. For
some time afterwards they met in Albemarle
Street almost every day, and John Murray
the third, the father of the present head of the

house, remembered seeing them (they were
both lame)limpingarm-in-arm down the stair-

case. Mr. John Murray treasures many relics

of those days. These include screens belong-

ing to Byron, covered with the portraits of

prizefighters, and of actors and actresses

of the period ; but the greatest treasure of

all is the poet's Bible. This shows that the

statement often repeated, that Byron by
an alteration made Barabbas a publisher,
is false ; no such alteration appears in

the book. MR. MURRAY explained in our
columns in 1910 (US. ii. 92) that the joke
was perpetrated by Campbell on another

publisher.

Among the many who have visited the

Murray home may be mentioned Gladstone,
Disraeli, George Borrow, the Darwins,
the Napiers, and Livingstone. I possess
a letter of Livingstone's, written to my
father, dated from Albemarle Street ; and
among the mementoes Mr. Murray cherishes
is a letter from the great traveller from
Africa, when he had neither ink nor paper.
It is on a copy of The Standard, and is

written in red with a liquid he had made
out of some vegetable substance.

There is now a fifth John Murray in the

firm, Mr. Murray having taken his son John
into partnership. That they may long be

spared to work together, and that the firm

may prosper for generations yet to come
in the same unbroken line, is the wrish of

every Briton interested in the literature of

his native land.
JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

AN INDIAN MONUMENT IN OXFORDSHIRE.
Under the Chiltern Hills, and midway

between Henley and Wallingford, lies the
old-world village of Stoke Row, a typical

English hamlet, in one of the most produc-
tive farming districts of the Thames Valley.
Here may be seen a truly incongruous
erection, surrounded by orchards and hedge-
rows and cultivated fields. It is an Indian
dome covering an artesian well, and one

may reasonably wonder how such an unusual

object can have found its way to an English
country-side.
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It appears that in the early part of

the last century an Indian Civil servant,
Edward A. Reade, brother of Charles
Reade the novelist, became closely asso-

ciated with Ishree Pershad, Maharajah of

Benares, and on Reade' s retirement from
the service his Indian friend desired to

mark in some way their long official and
social intercourse. Accordingly he asked
Reade to suggest some method of per-

petuating this friendship. Reade, mindful
of his native village and its frequent scarcity
of water, suggested that the Maharajah
should defray the cost of providing it with
an efficient water supply. This suggestion
was adopted. Ishree Pershad agreed -to

defray the entire cost, and, moreover, to
make provision for the upkeep of the installa-

tion. On Readers return to England he
made arrangements for the sinking of an
artesian well. Water was reached at a

depth of about 350 ft., and a very ample
supply has since been forthcoming. Over
this well was constructed a dome of purely
Oriental design, and a small freehold in
the neighbourhood was purchased, which

provides an endowment that enables the
structure to be perpetually maintained
in efficient repair. The Maharajah never
visited England, and so never saw his

generous gift, but it stands for all time as
a reminder to Englishmen of the kindly
relationship that exists between this country
and some of the great Indian princes.

P. J. MICHELU.

A RELIC OF JOHN BRITTON. The original
of the following melancholy and pathetic
letter from John Britton, the antiquary, to
J. W. Southgate, the literary auctioneer,
is attached to the Sale Catalogue of his

library in the set of Messrs. Southgate's
Catalogues in the British Museum :

Feb. 20, 1839.
DEAR SIR,
Finding age creep on and old friends die off,

and feeling it to be a matter of worldly prudence
to "

put the house in order," I intend to part with
a large number of Books, Prints, and other objects
of interest and curiosity, which have afforded
me much amusement and information in col-

lecting together. These will be consigned to your
custody to submit for public competition through
the medium of your well organized establishment.
To part with many of these old literary friends
with whom I have communed for forty years,
from whose councils I have derived both useful
and entertaining information, and whose sub-
serviency to every demand, either of reason or
whim, has been uniform, is a painful struggle
to Yours very sincerely

J. BRITTOK
J. W. Southgate Esq : 17 Burton S'.

This letter is hidden away among the many
thousand auction sale catalogues which are

uncatalogued, unindexed, and unannotated
in the vaults of the British Museum. Brit-

ton's Catalogue is dated 29 May, 1839, and
the sale, which consisted of 1,440 lots, lasted

six days, realizing 1,0291. 14s.

EDWARD B. HARRIS.
5, Sussex Place, N.W.

SEASON POSTS FOR POPTJLAR RESORTS.
It is generally understood that the postal
authorities grant an extension of facilities to

various popular seaside resorts and water-

ing-places during their season ; and the

practice seems to be long-established. In
The London Gazette for 23-6 June, 1679, it

was advertised with special prominence,
" These are to give Notice, that there will go

a Post from the Letter-Office in London, to

Tunbridge, every day in the Week (except
Sunday) and make Returns accordingly, during
the Season for drinking the Waters there."

A like advertisement is to be found very
close upon half a century later, for in The

Daily Courant of 12 July, 1726, it was
announced :

" These are to give Notice, that the Post will

go every Night (Sundays excepted) from London
to Tunbridge, and from Tunbridge Wells to

London, from Wednesday the 13th of this Instant

July, during the Summer Season, as usual."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

DUGDALE'S SUMMONSES. An important
warning, which is given in the Introduc-
tion to vol. ii. of

' The Complete Peerage,'
edited by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, 1912,

should, I think, find a place in
' N. & Q.' :

" In the course of preparing this volume for

the press the Editor had occasion to test the
statements made in Dugdale's 'Summonses,'
with the result that he found that work to be not

only inaccurate but quite untrustworthy.
" This is the more unfortunate as it is the only

printed book that genealogists have on which
to rely for the dates and particulars of writs of

summons after the reign of Edward IV, at which
point the '

Report on the Dignity of a Peer' stops
giving the list of summonses to Parliament.

" On various occasions the Editor, being led

to suspect Dugdale's accuracy, asked the Deputy
Keeper of the Public Records to compare his
statements with the original documents, and
found therefrom in every case that Dugdale was
wrong. In the end so many mistakes and mis-
statements were discovered that the Deputy
Keeper thought it worth while systematically to
collate Dugdale's account of the reign of Henry
VIII with the dorse of the Close Rolls and the

Parliamentary Pawns ; it then appeared that
not only has Dugdale frequently given wrong
Christian names, omitted peers that were sum-
moned, and added peers who were not summoned,
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but that, worst of all, ho has fabricated whole
lists of bogus writs which never in fact issued,
adding the orthodox Latin formularies ' con-
similia brevia,' &c., and giving them the false

appearance of being reproduced from original
documents.

"
Pages have been written in the past by

Nicolas, Courthope, G. B. C., and other genea-
logists, in the endeavour to explain why men
had been summoned after their death, or why
sons had been summoned in the lifetime, and
instead, of their fathers, when all the time an
examination of the Close Rolls or the Parlia-

mentary Pawns would have revealed the fact
that nothing of the kind had occurred, and that
Dugdale had misstated the facts."

Mr. Vicary Gibbs goes on to say that the
first person to establish the untrustworthi-
ness of Dugdale was Dr. J. H. Round ; see
his

'

Peerage and Family History,' the chap-
ter on '

Henry VIII and the Peers,' which
Mr. Gibbs had overlooked.

ROBEBT PlERPOINT.

"
MONEY-DROPPING." (See 7 S. viii. 367,

417.) The earliest instance of this term
in the '

N.E.D.' comes from Smollett's
'Roderick Random' (1748). It occurs a
few years earlier in The Craftsman for 1 Oct.,
1737, No. 586. The passage is as follows :

"
Political Money-dropping. Amongst all the

indirect Means of getting Money, none hath been
more practised amongst Us than what is called
Money-dropping, or cheating ignorant People,
by throwing a little Piece of Money in their Way,
and crying Halves ; which gives the Artist an
opportunity of getting into their Company, under
Pretence of spending the Money they have
found, and picking their Pockets at Cards, or
some other fraudulent Game. This is not only
a Trick of long standing in England, but seems to
be peculiar to Us. There is, indeed, another
illegal Method of getting Money, not very dif-
ferent from it, which is common to all Nations,
and hath been practised with wonderful Success ;

for what is all Bribery and Corruption but a Sort
of Money-dropping, with this Aggravation ; that,
in one Case, Particulars only are hurt ; whereas,
in the other, the whole Community may be
Sufferers in Points of yc

highest Importance ?
"

The extract is taken from The Gentleman's
Magazine of the same year.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.

" ADvoWE."Richard Harvy of Norwich,m his will dated 10 April, 1502, commends
his soul to St. Benet "

myn advowe." Mar-
garet his widow Margaret Stalon by her
second marriage does the same in her will
dated 12 Oct., 1504. Both wills are in
English. The 'N.E.D.' gives this word
under ' Avoue ' and '

Avowe,' and a later
form '

Advowee,' but has no example of
"advowe." S. H. A. H.

" HYKE." Hyke is a variant of hoick,

hoicks, or yoicks, formerly used by huntsmen
to encourage hounds. The '

N.E.D.' gives
it, with a quotation dated 1764, and notes
that Scott in

'

Quentin Durward,' chap,
xxxiii., has the expression :

"
Hyke a

Talbot ! hyke a Beaumont !

" But I

find in Turbervile's
' Book on Hunting,'

1576, in chap. xl. (p. 112), that a huntsman
is instructed to say,

"
Hyke a Talbot, or

Hyke a Bewmont, Hyke, Hyke, to him, to

him." I think we now know for certain the

source of Scott's exclamations.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

GIBBINS. In 1779 Miss Ann Gibbins
married Robinson Elsdale of Surfleet, co.

Lincoln (see
'

D.N.B.,' xvii. 334). Her
younger sister, Susanna Gibbins, married
Thomas Grounds of Wisbech (formerly of

Whittlesea), co. Cambridge, about 1790. I
shall be very grateful to any one who can
tell me to what parish these ladies belonged.
Their mother's maiden name was Field.

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

" CASTLE TAVERN," ELTHAM. This tavern
is referred to in the Calendar of State Papers
for 1673. Do any of your readers know
whether it is still in existence ?

H. G. E.

VALERIUS PETRONIANUS. In some notes
of the latter half of the sixteenth century
this man is spoken of as having mastered

jurisprudence and medicine at the age of

23, and having served five times in political
offices. Who was he ?

MARIA PUTEOLANA a maiden warrior.

Where is she to be heard of ?

LANDGRAVE OF HESSE. Who was this

wise prince, who used to say,
"
If a man had

three enemies, he should make peace with
two to be able to conquer the third

"
?

OLIVERETTO. When did a man of this

name "
gallantly surprise the state of

Fermo "
?

BEAUSALT. When did a man of this

name, or something like it, valiantly escape
from Calais ? G. C. MOORE SMITH.
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BISHOP KEN. Can. MB. A. R. BAYLEY,
or any one else, kindly inform me what was
the coat of arms of the Bishop ? In the
old English graveyard at Larnaca, Cyprus,
are two tombs : one of a Mr. John Ken, with
two coats of arms in elaborate scroll shields,
one above the other. In the lower shield
are three crescents intertwined, evidently
a mere device, or perhaps a crest out of its

usual position ; in the upper shield are the
armorial bearings, Ermine, a chevron be-
tween three crescents. The epitaph is as
follows :

HERE LIETH THE BODY OF
ION KEN ELDEST SON OP
MR. ION KEN OP LONDON
MERCHANT WHO WAS

BORN THE 3RD FEBRVARY 1672
AND DIED THE 12 JVLY 1693

Another tomb on which the coat of arms
has been effaced is inscribed :

HERE LIETH THE BODY OF
MR. WILLIAM KEN MERCHANT
OF CYPRVS WHO DEPARTED

THIS LIFE THE 24 DAY OF JVLY
1707 AGED 29 YEARES.

The tombs lie close together, and pre-

sumably refer to two brothers or near
relatives. It would be interesting to know
if they are related to the Nonjuring Bishop.
Many Nonjurors acted as chaplains to the
Levant Company. G. J., F.S.A.

JAMES BROOKE. (See mite, p. 132.)
I have some autograph letters of Mrs. F.

Brooke addressed to Cadell. In one she
alludes to the publication of a piece called
'

Rosina,' and in another she says,
" Our

little piece is in a train for coming out."
This letter is dated 1788. MR. COURTNEY
says Mrs. Brooke, the wife of James Brooke,
died in 1782. Is Mrs. F. Brooke another

person, or is MR. COURTNEY mistaken as to

the date of her death ? R. M.

LEIGH, KENT. I am endeavouring to

collect data for a history of this parish. If

any correspondent can supply me with any
references or information, 1 shall be grateful.

Kindly reply direct.

R. VAUGHAN GOWER.
Ferndale Lodge, Tuubridge Wells.

" MARSHALSEAS." Two old accounts of

about the year 1686, referring to the
overseers' and churchwardens' payments for

the parish of Broadwater, have the follow-

ing item: "Item, payde un^o ye Marshal-
seas.

'
' Can any reader give me an explanation

of the probable meaning ? The entry seems

unlikely to refer to the former court of that
name. HUBT. E. SNEWIN.

BREWERS' COMPANY. I shall be glad of

any references from the ancient and inter-

esting (but, alas ! unpublished) archives of

the Brewers' Company to the following
members of the craft :

Thomas Addesonne, 1537.
William Anthony, 1527.
Thomas Bayley, 1482.
Richard Hagar, 1560.
Adam Hamond, 1365.
John Healde, 1594.
John Hutchins, 1568.
John Ingeam, 1467.

Roger James, 1581.

Henry Leake, 1560.
John Morris, 1560.
John Olyf, 1483.
Richard Pelter, 1579.
John Phalle, 1477.
William Ponipp, 1454.

Sly, 1566.
John Smart, 1348.
John Stevens, 1593.
John Stock, 1602.
John Thomas, 1479.

The dates at which the persons named
served the office of Master of the Company,
and the names and situations of their

respective signs, will be especially welcome.

Although each person is understood to

have had some connexion with this locality,

only a few of the signs under which they
carried on business are known to me,

WlLXIAM McMuWRAY.
SS. Anne and Agnes with St. John Zachaiy,

Gresham Street, B.C.

ST. LEONARD'S, SHOREDITCH. On 30 June,

1837, there were 403 baptisms entered in

the parish register of St. Leonard's, Shore -

ditch. One immediately connects this with

the beginning of civil registration, which

started 1 July, 1837. But why this effort

to get baptized before the commencement
of civil registration ? I have heard the

explanation offered that it was through a mis-

taken idea that the State registration of

births was to take the place of church

baptisms, in the sense that there would
afterwards be no more baptisms. Is there

anything in print about this period bearing
out this explanation? Do other registers

show an increased number of baptisms at

this period ?

The following entries seemed worth

noting :

1730. Esther, dau. of John and Esther Bread
and Wine, bapt.

1750, Sept. 30. John, son of John Baptist
and Martha Christ, of Hoxton, Crown Street,

bapt.
1750/51, Mar. 10. Mary, dau. of John and

James Smith, of George Yard, bapt.
LEO C.
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SOLAH TOPEE OR PITH HELMET. When
did these come into use in India ? The pith

(resembling that of the elder) is from

JEschynome paludosa (or aspera), a leguminous
plant belonging to the mimosas. The word
sholam (pith) is now frequently applied in

South India to the maize, one of the grasses
introduced from South America (not earlier

than 1500 A.D.) into India.

The earliest references in Yule's ' Hobson-
Jobson '

are to Colesworthy Grant's
' Rural

Life in Bengal
'

(circa 1854), but the book
was not published till 1860. The author
died 1883.

The earliest references I can find are in
' The Timely Retreat ; or, A Year in Bengal
before the Mutinies,' written by the Misses

Wallace-Dunlop in 1856. There a sketch
is given of the policeman's (or fireman's)
helmet type as worn by a "

griffin." The
Collector of Meerut is also described as

wearing one with a white cover. In the
memoirs of Sir Charles Metcalfe MacGregor
(who fought through the Mutiny as a lad
of 17), he describes (vol. i. p. 64) an un-

expected attack by a Sepoy, but,
" thanks

to a solah topee with a good pugree, the
blow did not touch my head." This was
at Patiali on 17 Dec., 1857. Surely there
are earlier notices ? COUP DE SOLEIL.

[See 4 S. ix. 196, 270 ; 5 S. xii. 229, 295.]

WILLIAM PHILLIPS. I shall be grateful
if any of your readers can help me in dis-

covering particulars of the birth and mar-
riage of William Phillips, Governor of Pet-
worth Jail in 1791. He was born 1747, married
1778 to Anne Woodroffe (of the Woodroffes
of Basingstoke). The certificates cannot
be found in the districts in which they
lived, i.e., Petworth, Sussex.

G. A. WOODROFFE PHILLIPS.
Leydens House,Edenbridge, Kent.

1. GLAMORGAN BREED OF CATTLE. I
shall be glad to be favoured with any early
references to this extinct breed, and any
early comparisons between Glamorgans and
the Pembrokes, Castle Martins, or the
Gloucester breeds. Is there any evidence
to support the statement that the breed
was descended from Norman cattle ?

2. CAERPHILLY CHEESE. I believe this
cheese was originally called Welsh cheese
or Glamorgan cheese, and I shall be glad
of references to it under these names, also
of any reference indicating when the present
name came first to be used.

R. HEDGER WALLACE,

EARTH-EATING. Certain Swedish tribes

are reported to eat a brown earth in times
of famine. Can any reader give me infor-

mation concerning the nature of this earth,
and also references to accounts of earth-

eaters in general ? RENIRA,

STERNE AND " DR. SLOP "
(BURTON OF

YORK). Wilbur Cross, in his
'

Life and
Times of Laurence Sterne,' p. 75, states that
Burton was three years younger than
Sterne (b. 1713). The Rev. C. J. Robinson,
in the

'

Dictionary of National Biography.'
says that Burton was born at Riponin 1697.

Which date is correct ? ALBAN DORAN.

PORTRAIT OF OLIVER HEYWOOD. There
is a portrait of the distinguished early
Nonconformist divine Oliver Heywood, in

which he is represented as holding a book
and wearing a skull-cap. The picture has
been frequently reproduced, and is very
well known. Can any of your readers assist

me in finding the original oil painting ?

E. BASIL LUPTON.

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTED.
" The Survivorship of a Good Man in his Son

is a Pleasure scarcely less than the Continuance
of his own Life."

I believe that this saying occurs in The

Spectator, and I should be very grateful to

any one who could give me the reference.

WILL WIMBLE.

HEWLETT AND POTTER, REGICIDES. Of
all the regicides tried in 1660, I believe

Capt. William Hewlett, Hulet, or Hewlett,
and Vincent Potter are the only two not
to be found in the

' D.N.B.' Does any
reader of

' N. & Q.' know when these men
died ? F. C. WHITE.

71, Newfoundland Road, Cardiff.

1. REV. JOHN CORHAM HUXHAM, F.R.S.

Information (especially as to works and

any portrait) is desired respecting this man,
who was son of Dr. John Huxham of Ply-
mouth, and died in 1778. Who was his

mother ? Presumably a Corham.

2. JOHN KNOWLES, F.R.S. Information
is sought concerning Jolm Knowles, born
24 March, 1781, died 21 July, 1841, who
was a corresponding member of the Philo-

sophical Society of Rotterdam, and Secre-

tary to the Surveyors of the Royal Navy.
Particularly, is any portrait known ? Please

reply direct.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

78, Church Street, Lancaster.
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EARLY CHRISTIAN GILT GLASS. In 185(
a medallion of glass, having the portrait:
of a Roman lady and a little boy

"
etched '

in gold on a dark-blue ground, was exhibitet
before the Archaeological Institute

; later
it was described in the Journal, vol. vi

p. 171. It then belonged to Mr. C. Went
worth Dilke. I should be glad to know i

this medallion still exists, and, if so, where
Another early Christian

"
gilt glass

"
wa:

said to belong to Dr. Bliss of Oxford.
W. R. L.

APPLEBY OF APPLEBY MAGNA. I have
the descent of this family from circa 1200
to a break at the eighteenth generation
where .

(
1 ) Francis Appleby m. a dau. oJ

Parker of Sibbeston, and d. s.p. 1630; (2
Neville Appleby, d.y. ; (1) Barbara Appleby,
co-h., m. Peter Burgoyne, and d. 1633; and
<2) Mary Appleby, co-h., bapt. 1589, m.
Edward Heyward, who d. 1625.
The line then seems to reappear (pro-

bably through an earlier collateral) in the
parishes of Egmanton and East Retford
(co. Notts), in which latter I have a Thomas
Appleby (whose son John, b. 1654, m.) ? his
cousin Ffrances Appleby, b. 1655 and
many others. The descent seems fairly
clear after this date, but I shall be most
grateful for information tending to bridge
the apparent gap. G. E.

LAMB'S CHAPEL, LONDON. In 1699
Richard Glassenton obtained a licence from
the Faculty Office to marry Elizabeth Topsell
at Lamb's Chapel, London. Can any
one tell me where Lamb's Chapel was,
what became of it, and where its marriage
registers may be seen ? C. H. G.

'

BAGENAL, BAGNAL, BAGNALL. (See US.
v. 328.) I am completing a family history
of the Irish branch of the Bagenal family,
and should be glad to obtain information
from any reader of

' N. & Q.' willing to

correspond. PHILIP H. BAGENAL.
17, Clarence Drive, Harrogate.

ITALIAN GENEALOGY. In a MS. genealogy
(drawn up by the Breton historian Augustin
du Paz) of the French branch of the Angier
family, dated 1625, which has lately come
into my hands, is the following statement :

"
Philippe Angier de Loheac, qui suivit les

guerres au royaume de Naples, auquel il se maria
en 1'illustre maison des princes de Itilianne, des-
quels il prit le nom, reservant les armes (de vair
pleines) de Loheac et Du Plessis Angier: du-
quel Philippe est issue 1'illustre maison des
Marquis de Corilanne."

The only Neapolitan family (or indeed

throughout Italy) that I can meet with

bearing these arms is that of
"
Loffredo of

Naples," who appear to have borne the
titles of prince and marquis. But I have
not been able at present to identify them
as the "

illustrious house "
referred to

(though it seems not unlikely), nor can I

find any mention of such a title as
"
Marquis

de Corilanne." Can any reader learned in
Italian families help me ?

C. J. BRTTCE ANGIER.
8, Drayton Road, West Baling.

LEGENDS OF FLYING.

(11 S. v. 409.)

MY ignorance of the details of the legend
of Eleazar ben Judah's flying journey pre-
cludes me from identifying any story of
the Far East as bearing a close resemblance
to it. Indeed, legions of such w^ondrous
achievements are recorded in the Buddhist
and Taoist writings. Thus Buddhists hold
movement without stepping on the ground
as one of the five or six superhuman
endowments of the Brahmanistor Buddhist
saints (' Ta-ming-san-tsang-fah-su,' fifteenth

entury, torn. xxi.). In the fifteenth book
of the

'

Ekottavikagama
' the Buddha is

represented as particularizing two of his

disciples for their respective fondness for

evitation and aviation. From the
'

Supple-
ments to the Parinirvana-sutra,' torn, ii.,

it may be rightly inferred that formerly
there existed not a few Indian sceptics as

:o the great supernatural faculty of Mahaka-
syapa, the most distinguished disciple of

the Buddha, and thence Ms successor, for,

tradition says, he made his arrival too late

at the dying scene of his master because of

lis having hurried thereto only on foot,

instead of resorting to his own power of

light. The great philosopher Nagardjuna
opines every Buddha to be able to go through
he air in several distinct ways, viz., by
alternating steps, by standing still, by sitting

omposedly, by posing himself horizontally,

jy walking upon innumerable lotus flowers

which he would cause to pervade the

atmosphere, or by locating himself in a

lying palace. Of all the miracles wrought
>y the Buddha, the one which proved most
fficacious in bringing in converts appears
o have been the display of his preternatural

flight (Sang-Min, &c.,
'

King-liuh-i-siang,
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sixth century, torn, xxvii.); and the showing
of the eighteen miraculous feats during
levitation and the subsequent act of flying
away formed the only means of the Pratyeka-
buddhas (Self-constituted Saints) to evidence
their own holiness (' Pih-chi-fuh-yin-yuen-
lun,' passim). The seventeenth book of the
' Vibhacha Vinaya

'

narrates how Kalo-

clayin, the recently ordained arhat, used

daily to carry through the air the victuals

provided for the Buddha by his father,

King Suddhodana, and how the Buddha
converted many of his unbelieving relatives

through his exhibition of the eighteen
marvels whilst floating himself in the air.

In truth, the Buddha must have passed a

large part of his daytime either in floating
or in flying, for his feet, we are assured,
had the peculiarity to rest four fingers'

-

breadth above the ground, and yet to leave
their stamps clearly upon the soil (' Maha-
vibhacha-s'astra,' torn, clxxxi.). Once, when
a wealthy damsel invited him with his
numerous disciples to the kingdom of

Pundara-varddhana, they went, it is said,
gliding through the air after assuming the
forms of various creatures, such as
lions and white elephants (Sang-Min, &c.,
op. cit., torn. xxix. ; cf. my note on
'The Wandering Jew' at 9 S. iv. 121).
Some centuries after the Buddha's death
there arose a great schism among his fol-
lowers at Fataliputtra ; the king strongly
supported the cause of the heretic Mahadeva

;

it brought about all the orthodox sages
passing over to Kashmir through the atmo-
sphere (' Mahavibhacha-s'astra,' torn. xcix.).
According to the ' Vibhacha Vinaya,' not
only the first missionaries King Asoka sent
to Ceylon in the third century B.C., but also
the branch of the sacred Bo-tree they
brought thither subsequently, were capable
of floating in the air. So firmly believed in
of yore was any accomplished Buddhist's
power of flight that the '

Sarvasti-vada-
vinaya-vibhacha,' torn, ii., gives this regula-
tion :

" Should a mendicant travel over several countries
by his superhuman flight, he ought to pay certain
tolls at both the places of start and finish.

Of numerous Buddhist saints of the
Japanese Empire, the one most noted for
his miraculous aviation is very probablv
Yen no Gyoja. This eminent recluse in-
habited the Katsuraki Mountains for tliirtv
and odd years, and used to fly into whatever
place he willed to see. In A.D. 699 one of
his whilom pupils accused him of black art.
When summoned to the imperial court, he
flew away through the air, but he no sooner

learned that his mother had been captured
in lieu of himself than he made a voluntary
surrender of his person. Consequently he
was transported into Ooshima, which
island he habitually quitted every night in
order to ascend Mount Fuji by running,
bird-like, across the intervening sea. After
two years he was pardoned, when, using a

single mat as a vessel, and handling a bowl
wherein he put his mother, he passed over the
sea into China, never to return to his native

country (Terashima,
' Wakan Sansai Dzue,'

1713, torn. Ixxiii.).
Another Japanese recluse, Kume no

Sennin, whose age is not exactly known, is

proverbially famous for his lack of morality.
He was an accomplished mystic, dwelling
in a montanic monastery. One day, whilst
he was flying over a river, his eye was so

violently caught by the unusual whiteness
of the legs of a young, lovely washerwoman
that instantly he lost all his miraculous

gift, and fell down before her quite topsy-
turvy. Subsequently he was married to her,
but persisted in adding the title

" Ex-Saint
"

to his sign-manual. Takizawa Toku in his
' Gendo Hogen,' 1818, chap, xxxi., has tried

to trace this tale to two Buddhist legends
recorded by a Chinese explorer in India,
the very illustrious Hiuen-Chwang. (See
his itinerary, torn. ii. and v., translated in

Stanislas Julien's
' Memoires sur les Contrees

Occidentales,' Paris, 1857-8.) I may add
here that several Indian stories of the
Brahmanic saints losing their miraculous

powers before extraordinarily fascinating
feminine beauty are given in numbers of

Buddhist works e.g., Sang-Min, &c., op.

cit., torn, xxxix., and Nagardjuna's
' Com-

mentary on the Mahapradjna-paramita-
sutra,' torn. xvii.

Every one familiar with the Chinese well

knows how deep-rooted is their belief in

supernatural flight forming one of the indis-

pensable virtues of Taoist saints, with the sole

exception of those of the lowest order. One
example, therefore, will suffice for the

present purpose. Under the Emperor Hiau-

Ming, who reigned from A.D. 58 till 75, Wang
Kiau was made the governor of the district

of Sheh. Despite its considerable distance
from the court, he frequently visited it

without any apparent use of vehicle or
horse. To solve the mystery, the emperor
instructed an officer secretly to watch his

coming, which resulted in the discovery
that every time just before his arrival a pair
of ducks were seen coming on the wing from
the south-east. Finally they were netted,,
and found to be nothing but his official
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shoes, whence it was elicited that he
used to travel the distance through the air,

making his body invisible and his shoes

appear as flying birds (' Yuen-kien-lui-han,'
1703, torn, cccxviii., quoting Ying Chan,
'

Fung-siih-tung,' second century A.D.).
KTJMAGUSU MINAKATA.

Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

THE USE OF FORKS (US. vi. 89, 158).
The introduction into England of forks for

eating meat has been attributed to Thomas
Coryate the traveller, and the opposition
to their introduction and use arose because
they were not considered to be so cleanly
as the use of fingers, and were also supposed
to do away with the use of napkins. Ben
Jonson was a friend of Coryate, and in his

comedy
' The Divell is an Asse,' 1616, makes

a character speak of forks.
"
Forks, what

be they ?
" Then follows the reply as

to the use of forks
"
brought into custom

here, as they are in Italy, to the saving of

napkins."' The early users of forks were
laughed at, because it was supposed to be
a form of foppery to carry them, as the
fashion was, in a case in the pocket, to be
brought out and shown with much pride.
Heylin in his

'

Cosmography,' 1652, speaks
of them as still a novelty,

"
taken up of

late by some of the spruce gallants."

Coryate when in Italy says :

" The Italians at their meals always use a
little fork ; while holding the knife in one hand,
they cut their meat out of the dish ; they fasten
their fork, which they hold in the other hand,
upon the same dish ; so that should any one
unadvisedly touch the dish of meat with his
fingers from which all the table do cut, he will
give offence to the company, as having trans-
gressed the laws of good manners."

Coryate himself started the use of forks on
his return to England, and for this he was
once quipped by his friend Lawrence Whit-
aker of Yeovil, who called him "

Forcifer."
Coryate, I may add, was a native of Od-
combe in Somersetshire, near Yeovil. and
his boots were hung up in Odcombe Church
when he returned from his travels. The
boots were hanging there in the beginning
of the eighteenth century. When they were
removed is not known.
At the Court of Henry III. of France there

was a society of fops, distinguished for their
ultra-refined notions concerning manners
and dress, who were known as "Mignons."
The ways of this little circle were ridiculed
in a satirical pamphlet called

' The Island
of the Hermaphrodites,' which was published

in the seventeenth century. The custom of

eating with forks was held up to scorn in
this pamphlet. The habit of washing,
which in early times was regularly practised
as well before as after eating, seems to have
fallen into disuse on the introduction of
forks about the year 1620. See Ritson,
quoted in Child's

'

Ballads,' v. 25, note.

A Frenchman writing in 1589 states that
in his country meat is never touched with
the hands, but with forks, the user

"
stretch-

ing out his neck over his plate." Forks
were used for eating fruit before they were
used for other purposes. In the wardrobe
account of Edward I. (1297) there is men-
tioned a fork of crystal. In 1313 Edward II.

had three forks of silver for eating pears.
In 1423, 2 Henry VI., the King's inventory
contains one fork of

"
berill

" and silver gilt,
worth 5s. In '

Bury Wills
'

(Camden So-

ciety) there is a reference in a will dated
1463 :

"
I beqwethe to Davn John Kerte-

lynge my silvir forke for grene gyngour."
In the same volume is another will dated
1554 : "I geve and bequeath my neighb

r

. . . .my spone with a forke at the end."
For an illustration of an early fork, see

Archceologia, vol. xv. See also vols. xii.

and xxvii. of the same work.

By far the best account of forks is to be
found in a paper by Mr. Emanuel Green,
F.S.A., in the Somersetshire Archaeol. and
Nat. Hist. Society's Proceedings for 1886,

pp. 24-47. Beckmann's '

History of Inven-

tions,' 1846, vol. ii. 407-14, is also excellent.

There is a good article in Popular Science

Monthly, vol. xxxv. (by J. van Falke).
Chambers's ' Book of Days,' vol. ii. p. 573 ;

The Penny Magazine, vol. i. ; and The Art
Journal, September, 1892 (by A. Vallance),
may be consulted. A. L. HUMPHREYS.

187, Piccadilly, W.

COL. LOWTHER, 1739 (11 S. vi. 131, 176,

217, 237). But for DIEGO'S appeal I should
have silently acquiesced in GENERAL TERRY'S
better identification of the Col. Lowther
whose identity was sought for at the first

reference. Had I known that he was buried
in Westminster Abbey, Col. Chester's note
would, for me, have settled the matter,
though, curiously enough, in the Abbey
Register he is (of course, wrongly) called
" the Hon. Major-General Lowther." There
were, indeed, three contemporary Anthony
Lowthers, all nearly related. If

' N. & Q.'
can find room for a short pedigree, their

relationship may be easily exhibited. It is

the marine's father who has caused the

difficulty of identification (1) by being
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described in different pedigrees as of Loth-

biiry, of Dantzic, and of Marske ; and (2) by
marrying his first cousin's granddaughter.
His wife Mary, Lord Lonsdale's sister, is in

one pedigree married both to him and to
his nephew John, son of the third Anthony
of Marske, who was his eldest brother. The
second Anthony was on his father's side

second cousin once removed of his mother,
who was daughter of her son's second cousin.

Sir Christopher Lowther

Sir John Lowther
1
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(9) 1839. " Are Unitarians Christians ? An
Appeal to all Sects and Parties, Churchmen and
Dissenters. By H. H. Piper." (Sheffield. Printed.)
12mo, pp. 12.

(10)1839. Ditto. 3rd Edit. (Sheffield.)

(11)1839. Ditto. 4th Edit. (Sheffield.)
(12) 1813. " Tractarianism and Anti - Spiri-

tualism, the two prevailing heresies of the present
time, examined in a Sermon. . . .By H. H. Piper."
(Banbury. )

(13) 1852. " The Book of Common Prayer of
the Church of England adapted for general use
in other Protestant Churches." [By H. H.
Piper.] (London. Pickering.)

(14) 185-. Ditto. 2nd Edit., containing the

Apostles' Creed, and suppressed soon after pub-
lication.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are in my own
collection. Nos. 1, 6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 are

in the British Museum. No. 7 is in the
Williams Library. W. T. FREEMANTLE.

Barbot Hall, Rotherham.

NAPPER TANDY (11 S. vi. 228). In

reply to MR. WOHXWILL'S inquiry, I may say
that I make mention of James Napper Tandy,
the famous Irish revolutionist, in my account
of the rebellion of '98, included, of course,
in my ' Romance of Irish History,' written

xip to date and shortly to be published by
the Educational Company of Ireland, Ltd.
Needless to say, I was unable to devote
more space to him than was absolutely
imperative ; but I may be able to give MB.
WOHIAVILL any information he may require,
as I am well acquainted with that period
of Irish history. An individual who met
Napper Tandy personally at one of the Irish

revolutionary meetings, along with Wolfe
Tone and others, describes Tandy as the

ugliest man he ever saw; and I possess a

portrait of him which would seem in a
measure to bear out this statement. The
most remarkable feature of the portrait is

his enormous hooked nose, but the whole
head is very big, which is certainly a curious

coincidence, as the word "
napper

"
is often

used slangily for the head. No doubt MR.
WOHLWILL is aware that Napper Tandy's
fame will remain while the famous Irish

rebel song
' The Wearing of the Green '

lasts, for in it occurs the line :

I met with Napper Tandy, and he took me by the
hand.

He received provisional rank as general
in the French army, was acquitted on a

legal point after his arrest at Hamburg,
but was rearrested at Lifford, tried, and
sentenced to death. Ultimately he was
pardoned on condition of his leaving Ire-

land, and he died at Bordeaux in 1803.
JOHX G. HOWE.

28, Ulverston Road, Waithamstow.

Some modern researches into the doings
of James Napper Tandy prior to. and after,
his arrest at Hamburg may be found in
'

Secret Service under Pitt,' by W. J. Fitz-

patrick, published within the last ten years.
There are also references in the Dropmore
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Com.), vols. iv. and v.

In the Preface to vol. iv. the editor
thus summarizes the letters in that volume :

; "

Xapper Tandy had arrived at Hamburg in

Nov., 1798, and, although a French general and
on neutral ground, had been arrested by order of
the Senate and handed over to the British Govern-
ment. As the Directory threatened vengeance
for this insult, the Czar, apparently at Panim's
instigation, sent a proposal to Berlin that an
army composed of Russian, Prussian, British,

and Danish troops should assemble in the vicinity
of the menaced city for its defence. And Mr.
Grenville instructed Sir James Craufurcl, the
resident British Minister, secretly to persuade
the principal inhabitants to receive a part of this

composite force within their walls. Hamburg
being within the line of territory allowed to

remain neutral by France on the guarantee of

Prussia, the success of this intrigue would have
served the double purpose of embroiling these

two powers and providing an advantageous
starting-point for an expedition to Holland.
But while Haugwitz [the Prussian Minister]

gained time by an evasive answer to the Czar's

proposal, the "citizens of Hamburg spoiled the

project by refusing to admit a garrison."

This was in March, 1799.

In vol. v. of the Dropmore MSS., under
date April, 1799, Lord Grenville writes :

"It is curious that while Craufurd writes of

nothing but the Hamburgh jealousy of Russia,
and desire to abide by Prussian protection
exclusively, the Danes, who ought to know better,

think that the exact reverse of this picture is

the true one. I conclude from it that Messieurs
les Hambourgeois are not a little afraid of all

these great protectors, and I cannot much blame
them for it. The Senate have written to me
to beg leave to send Napper Tandy and his

colleague about their business, but I am adamant.''

Tandy had not been actually delivered up
to Great Britain while the Russian proposals
were being debated ; and in the same volume
there is a letter from the Czar to the Russian

Minister at Hamburg conveying to the

Senate his view that their neutral city had
become a refuge for

"
vagabonds.'" and

specially mentioning Tandy.
In the same volume (p. 80) there is a

letter dated 3 June from Lord Grenville,

which shows that he was beginning to regret

his adamantine attitude of the previous

April. He writes :

" The Emperor of Russia will oblige us to

have our Irishmen, whom I could have been

content to leave in prison where they are. If

they are sent to us they must be hanged, and

God knows they will deserve it."
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It is clear that Grenville's second thoughts
were the better, for when Tandy was tried

in Dublin as an attainted rebel, the judge
ordered him to be acquitted, and finally

Tandy had to be given up to Napoleon, who
claimed him as a French general, and held
a British general as hostage for his safety.

Tandy was handed over to France in 1802,
so that the British Government gained no-

thing by compromising the neutrality of

Hamburg. Meanwhile, the result of our
association with the Czar arising out of

Tandy's seizure was that unlucky Anglo -

Russian invasion of Holland which was a

complete failure. R. S. PENGELLY.
12, Poyiider's Road, Clapham Park.

WOODVILLE FAMILY (11 S. vi. 170). If

this is a Catholic family, perhaps there may
be some clue in the following entry from the

Liverpool Catholic Registers :

"
1773, Feb.

16. Francis, son of Wm. and Ann Woodville,
baptized ; sponsors, John Kaye and Helen
Beetham."' In June, 1771, Wm. Wood-
ville stood sponsor at the baptism of John
Cleveland,

" a black," together with Dorothy
Hall. The name Kirbey also occurs in
these registers ; e.g., 1769, 23 or 24 April,
Thos., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ann Kirbey,
baptized, the sponsors being Mr. and Mrs.
Morris "

ye Elder "
; and Ann Kirby was

sponsor at the baptism of Dorothy, dau. of
Win. and Dorothy Morris, 12 Jan., 1772.

LEO C.

BALLAD OF LORD LOVEL (11 S. v. 330 ;

vi. 37, 115, 171, 217). At the penultimate
reference is an allusion to a comic parody on
' Lord Lovell

'

entitled
' Joe Muggins.' I am

anxious to get a copy of this, and have
written, to Glasgow without result. Perhaps
one of your other readers or MR. JONAS
himself 'Could furnish the words.

J. W. ARROWSMITH.

' CHURCH HISTORIANS OF ENGLAND '

(11 S.

iii. 308, 373 ; iv. 58, 117, 154, 253). At the
last reference I gave a list of volumes and
parts of the "

Pre-Reformation Series
"

and of the " Reformation Series," all which
had been published. As I lacked vol. i.

part i. of the
"
Reformation Series," I was

unable to describe it fully.
Since I wrote that reply I have obtained a

copy of the missing part from Mr. James
Thin, 54, South Bridge, Edinburgh. I men-
tion the address because other correspondents
may wish to complete their sets. The part
is dated 1870. It contains

'

Life of Foxe ;

and Vindication of his Work,' i.e.,
'

Life of

the Martyrologist,'
' Defence of his Work

against Objectors,' and '

Appendices to the
Life

'

; also
' Foxe's Prefaces

'

;

' The
Kalender '

(i.e., of martyrs), Addenda,
Appendix to vol. vi., &c. Its illustrations

are Portrait of Foxe ; Facsimile of Foxe's
Letter to the President of Magdalen College,
Oxford ; Facsimile of Title-page of the First
Latin Publication, Strasburg, 1554 ; Re-
duced Copy of Title-page of the Latin Edition,

Basil, 1559 ; and Reduced Copy of Title-

page of the First English Edition, London,
1563.

There are eight title-pages with their false

titles, evidently issued so that each volume,
being originally in two parts, might be re-

bound in one with a full title. The title is :

" The Acts and Monuments of John Foxe.
With a Life and Defence of the Martyrologist,
by the late Rev. George Townsend, D.D. of

Trinity College, Cambridge, and Prebendary of
Durham. Third Edition : Revised and Corrected,
with Appendices, Glossary, and Indices, by the
Rev. Josiah Pratt, M.A. of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and Vicar of St. Stephen's, Coleman
Street, London. London : George Seeley, 32,
Argyll Street, Regent Street. MDCCCLXX."
" Third Edition

"
presumably means that

it is the third edition of
' The Acts and

Monuments of John Foxe' with the Life,

&c., by Townsend.
I cannot, however, reconcile this with the

extract from a letter written in 1856 by
Thomas Hartwell Home, D.D., to S. Austin
Allibone (see Allibone's

'

Dictionary,' i. 626,
col. 1). Home mentions two such editions,
and then says that the best edition
"
will be found in the Reformation Series of the

Ecclesiastical Historians of England, published
at London also in 8 vols. 8vo, in 1853 and
following years. The editors (the Rev. R. R.
Mendham, M.A. and Josiah Pratt, Jun., M.A.)
have most carefully corrected the whole work ....
Dr. Townsend's Life and Vindication of Foxe are
retained, with some corrections."

Even if for
"
Ecclesiastical Historians

'

we may read " Church Historians," it is

difficult to reconcile this statement written
in 1856 with the fact that the dates of pub-
lication of

' The Acts and Monuments of
John Foxe '

in the
' Church Historians

*

range from 1853 to 1868 inclusive, and that

part i. of vol. i., containing the Life by
Townsend, did not appear till 1870. Perhaps,
seeing that Home says

"
will be found," he

had seen the manuscript of the revised Life,
as well as that of

' The Acts and Monu-
ments.'

I do not find R. R. Mendham either on
the title-pages or in the editor's note of

thanks. (Vol. i. Pt. i. p. 3.)
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The number of volumes and the date of the

beginning of the publication agree with the
edition published, 1853-61, by Seeleys,
the remainder, 1868-70, by George Seeley.

In collating my copy I have found that
the plate

' The Burning of Master John
Rogers, Vicar of St. Sepulchre's

'

(see vol. vi.

part ii. p. viii), is missing, as it is in another

copy which I have examined.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

[Robert Riland Meiidham died the year after Dr.
Home's letter was written. See ' Diet. Nat. Biog.,
y.v. Joseph Mendham.]

COUNTESS OF LANESBOROUGH (MRS. JOHN
KING) (11 S. vi. 229). MR. SOLOMONS'S
information as to John King, alias Jacob

Rey. is interesting, but the Countess's

family, that of Rochfort, is and was a
Protestant one, and the leakage from the

Protestant churches to Rome only set in

after the Oxford Movement gained ground,
and was unknown in the eighteenth century.

K.

" LEASE FOR THREE LIVES
"

(11 S. vi.

230). The words "
to the use," quoted by

MR. McPiKE, do not imply that the property
was entailed, but quite the contrary.
The words were used to convey the

property in
"
fee simple/' or freehold, after

the death of the survivor of the three sisters.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

This phrase has no bearing on the word-

ing, as quoted, of Mrs. Price's will. She
seems to have given a life -interest in property
to three sisters, and, subject to such interest,

the entire fee simple, not fee tail, to Mr.
Millikin ; but not even a lawyer could give
an opinion upon a document without seeing
the original or an exact copy. There is no

suggestion by the quotation that Mrs. Price

was dealing with entailed property. Whether
she did or did not exceed her actual testa-

mentary powers is a purely legal point, only
to be decided on examination of the previous
title to the property and careful consideration

of the then existing law. MISTLETOE.

CONCAVE MIRROR WITH EAGLE, CHAIN,
AND BALL (US. vi. 230). I also own one.

The centre of the chain is held by the eagle,
and the ends are looped up to gilt flowers

on the upper half of the frame, but do not
terminate in a ball ; the lower half of the

frame has two gilt candlesticks on either

side. I cannot say whether the eagle
with chain in its beak is a mere ornament

or has an heraldic or royal significance, nor
can I give any information about the origin
of my mirror.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Craigston Castle, Turriff, N.B.

I have recently seen a mirror answering
to the above description at my sister's in
Folkestone. Although at the present time
the eagle, chain, and two balls are gilded,
they were originally black: the eagle is

resting on rocks or a mount, as depicted in

heraldry. I do not consider that the
whole is an achievement, but merely a trade

design. The mirror has been in my family
for very many years. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

" YELVER " IN PLACE-NAJIES (11 S. vi.

191, 238). The statements at the last

reference are due to a singular misunder-

standing of the
' E.D.D.' Gilver or (/elver

is a verb, meaning
"
to ache," and has no

connexion with gild, geld,
"
barren." The

confusion is due to the entry following, viz.,"
Gelt, Gelver ; see Geld, Gilt, Gilver." The

meaning of this is, that for Gelt we are to
consult the articles on Geld and Gilt ; and
that for Gelver we are to consult that on
Gilver. It never entered the editor's head
that any one would so utterly misunder-
stand all these matters as to imagine a
connexion between Gelt and Gelver ; so he
threw the two distinct references into a

single line, to save space.
It follows that w?e can be perfectly sure

that the prefix Yelver- has nothing whatever
to do with geld,

"
barren "

; for, indeed,
a d and a v are unconnected. It is more
likely that it refers to some proper name
that is not recorded. As Geld- sometimes

begins names, and -frith sometimes ends

them, such a name as Geld-frith is possible.
In any case, we must account for the -er

as well as for the v.

"EXATE" (US. vi. 251). Perhaps a mis-

reading of
"
exact." It is not a very suitable

word to modern ears, but the
'

N.E.D.' gives
a few examples in which it means "

to call

for, demand, require
"

in no very rigorous
sense. It cannot be right as it stands.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

I suggest that this word stands for
"
exact," in the sense of

" demand." One
of the definitions of

"
exact " in the ' X.E.D.'

is "to require .... with authority .... the
concession of (anything desired)."

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.
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Fleet Street in Seven Centuries. By Waltsr
George Bell. (Pitman & Sons.)

TILL near the close of Elizabeth's reign Fleet
Street was habitually referred to as "in the
suburb of London," and the earlier portion of
this book gives us the results of Mr. Bell's research
into the conditions of the western suburb in
mediaeval times, and its conversion into a closely
built town area under Elizabeth and James I.

Looking at the scanty material available, the
author is disposed to think that the idea that the
birth of Fleet Street is to be found in the up-
raising of the Thames marsh and mud is altogether
illusory. The street is much later. Allowance
being made for superficial deposits, the levels
indicate that, except above Ludgate Circus, the
marsh can have had but little effect on the street,
the line of which is well above it. The City, in
exercising its authority beyond the walls to
Temple Bar, only took the obvious course of
following, not changes in the land surface, but
the settlement of the citizens ; and it is perhaps
not without significance that quite early in the
history of the suburb an established trade that
of the cappers or capmakers is already found
settled in Fleet Street.

Mr. Bell differs from those authorities who give
to Fleet Street an earlier date than the thirteenth
century, the first reference he finds to it being
in the year 1228. He supplies a picturesque
description of the scene when, one morning late
in the thirteenth century, that prosperous capper
John de Flete came from the altar of St. Bride's
with his newly-made bride, and the townsfolk
clustered at the church porch while the bride-
groom made a declaration of endowment. This
practice was not formally abolished until the
reign of William IV. The bells of course were
rung ; but they were always ringing or tolling
about Fleet Street, surrounded as it was
by ecclesiastical establishments. "

Fancy the
clamour of all the belfries clustered together in
a space of little above a square mile, one or
another of them rarely silent the livelong day !

As evening fell, the great bell of St. Martin's-le-
Grand gave the signal, and St. Bride's rang out
the Curfew to the suburb." At this signal
Richard de Fletbrigge, William de Lodgate, the
Freshfysshes, the Piggesflesshes, the John Out-
lawes, and the other inhabitants would retire to
rest ; for the proverb then ran :

To rise at five, to dine at nine,
To sup at five, to bed at nine,
Makes a man live to ninety and nine.

The larger establishments stood well back in
their own grounds, but the houses which fringed
the line of Fleet Street were very mean,

" few
containing more than a single room, the walls
rising directly out of the earth floor. Where
there was a shop, it was entirely open, without
defence to wind or weather," a ladder giving
access to the room above. In the shop the crafts-
men worked, and there was a pageant of bright
colour,

"
for men and women alike favoured

simple hues, and emerald greens, and blues, and
bright reds were very much in vogue. Everyman went hooded."

About this time, on the left, where now is the
west corner of Ludgate Circus, the Bishop of
St. David's built his hostel against Bridewell, anil

opposite, also at the end of the street, was the
town hostel of the Abbot and Convent of Ciren-
cester. This was known as the Popingay, and its

site and name are preserved in Poppin's Court.
Another hostel was that of the Bishop of Salis-

bury, some of whose spacious grounds, which ex-
tended to the river, are now represented by Salis-

bury Square. In the north-west corner Richard-
son lived, and there wrote his

' Pamela.' The
offices of Lloyd's Newspaper now occupy the site

of his house. There was yet another hostel ii>

Fleet Street in mediaeval days that of the
Abbot of Peterborough. The name still survives-
in Peterborough Court, now covered by the
premises of The Daily Telegraph.

Mr. Bell thinks (and we are inclined to agree
with him) that these Churchmen were the original

appropriators of the side wastes, and that thus the
narrowness of Fleet Street is to be accounted for,
the opportunity of having a magnificent boulevard
being lost for ever. It is evident that there was-

great discontent caused by the exactions of the

clergy, and this at length in 1457 broke into-

open rioting in St. Dunstan's Church.

In reference to the title of St. Bride's Church,,
though Mr. Bell

" has no gift in hagiology, and
timidly enters into controversy about the par-
ticular St. Bridget or St. Bride to whom the
church is dedicated," he says :

" Why have a
dozen writers assumed her to have been a Danish
saint ? No one knows the particular St.

Bridget to whom the unknown founders of the
church dedicated the structure. The first authen-
tic mention of the church is a decree of the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury in 1222, in which year
an ecclesiastical franchise dispute between
the Abbot of Westminster and the See of
London was at length settled, and the boundary
of the former's jurisdiction driven back to the
Strand. An interesting survival of its [St-

Bride's] ancient dependence on the mother church
of St. Margaret's is to be found in the fact that the

presentation to St. Bride's, a City church, is-

still in the gift of the Dean of Westminster."
Coming to St. Dunstan's, one is reminded that

' The Compleat Angler
' was published by Richard

Marriot in the churchyard there, price Is. 6rf.

What would he think of its present price, 1,290?. ?

One would like a few " remainders "
of these.

Round St. Dunstan's Churchyard in later years-
many booksellers gathered. George Bell & Sons-
were there in 1845 at 186, Fleet Street, next
the church, and there, as Mr. Edward Bell is-

pleased to remember, his father published
N. & Q.' when started by Thorns in 1849,

Opposite, in the house now occupied by George
Philip & Son, map publishers, is the place where
the firm of John Murray was founded.

Mr. Bell's researches have been mostly devoted
to Fleet Street in mediaeval times, and the result
renders his work of permanent interest to the

antiquary. He is conscious of having worried ('?)

a great many people in the years during which
his book has been in preparation. We have put
a note of interrogation after

"
worried," because

we feel that those he has mentioned (who include
two valued contributors to our pages Mr.
Aleck Abrahams, an ardent collector of all that
relates to Fleet Street, and Dr. Reginald Sharpe)
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would find only pleasure in affording help out
of their stores of knowledge.
The book opens with a bright cheerful Foreword

from Sir William Purdie Treloar, whose name is

a household word in the Ward of Farringdon
Without. We congratulate Mr. Bell on having
produced a book to which we shall often turn;
he has certainly proved that the author whom
he quotes was mistaken when he wrote,

" No
man can write the history of Fleet Street."

MR. F. MELIAN STAWELL contributes to this

month's Burlington Magazine a neatly stated
account of

' Kant's Theory of Art.' Mr. Aymer
Vallance's fourth paper on '

Early Furniture
'

deals with furniture for the most part coffers

having metal-work applied to it. Mr. Simonson
has an interesting article on Guardi in view of

the centenary of his birth ; M. Georges Hulin
de Loo discusses

' An Authentic Picture by
Goossen van der Weyden and the Legend of S.

Dymphna from Tongerloo
'

; and M. Jose Pijoan
deals with a very attractive subject in

' A Signed
Triptych by Bartolome Bermejo at Acqui,'
tracing the influence of Flemish art upon that of

Spain. M. Claude Anet, describing the exhibi-
tion of Persian miniatures at the Musee des Arts
decoratifs at Paris, enjoys, and enables his

readers to enjoy, the pleasure of advancing into

a hardly known field. Two or three echoes from
former numbers of the magazine in the ' Notes '

and '

Letters
'

may be mentioned : Heir Klein-

berger's justification of the ascription of
' The

Old Woman plucking a Fowl '

to Rembrandt ;

Mr. Charles Oulmont's note on an unpublished
water-colour study by Manet for the "

Olympia
"

;

and Mr. Aymer Vallance's remarks on ' Les Trois
Morts et les Trois Vifs

'

at Raunds Church,
Northamptonshire. Last, but not least, Mr.
C. H. Wylde describes and illustrates the splendid
twelfth-century Textus cover mentioned by Sir

Martin Conway in his final article on ' The
Treasury of S. Martin d'Agaune.'

(Dbituarg.

WALTER WILLIAM SKEAT.

IT is with very great regret that we, in

common with the world of letters, have learnt

the death of the most famous English scholar
of his generation. Taken ill on 29 September
Prof. Skeat passed away in the night between
Sunday and Monday last in his seventy-seventh
year. The outlines of his career have been recalled

to public memory by the press : how he was a
Londoner born, and educated at King's College
School and Sir Roger Cholmeley's school at

Highgate ; how he entered Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, and distinguished himself first in mathe-
matics ; how he became a Fellow of his College
and took orders and married, and served in two
country curacies for four years, when his health
broke down, and with the future dark and doubt-
ful before him he returned to Cambridge, and
was there appointed mathematical lecturer. But
his enthusiasm for English, the originality of his

ideas and methods, the philological learning he
had even then accumulated, could not long be
hidden. He brought out as his first book a
translation of the '

Songs and Ballads of Uhland '

U864) ; his second book shows him already in
that path which was to lead him at once to so
much good service and to so high a reputation.
For the recently founded Early English Text
Society he edited

' Lancelot of the Laik '

(1870 )~

From that date onward he published on the
average two volumes a year ; and perhaps no other-
scholar has given "to the world so vast a mass of
erudition of value so high and equal. We have-

space here only to mention the outstanding^
works : his

'

Piers Plowman '

(1884), his
' Chaucer*

(1894), and his great 'Etymological Dictionary'
(1882). Last year he published the 'Place-
Names of Bei'kshire,' and in 1910 the delightfuf
'

Early English Proverbs,' while at this moment
his last work is going through the press. In
1873 he founded the English Dialect Society ;

in 1878 he became Elrington and Bosworth Pro-
fessor of Anglo-Saxon.

There is one work of his which must be of closer-
interest than all the rest to readers of

' N. & Q.'
In 1896 he thought it worth while to collect into
a volume his contributions of thirty years to our-
columns. The first note from his pen had
appeared on 20 May, 1865 (3 S. vii. 407); the
first included in ' A Student's Pastime '

is from
1866 (3 S. ix. 379); the last, on flower-names,,
from 1896 (8 S. ix. 163). What is perhaps yet
more pleasing to those who have valued with
gratitude the information he was so generous in-

imparting he prefixed to this collection an
account of his life as a scholar, a piece of lively
autobiography which is remarkable for his wonted
simplicity and precision of statement, and like-
wise for a more intimate touch now and then
which reveals something of the man.
He tells us how, a schoolboy at Highgate under

Dr. Dyne of whom, as of others of his teachers,
he speaks gratefully he received as a prize a-

copy of Steevens and Malone's '

Shakespeare,'
which had in it a glossary, of course without the-

references, and these it was his amusement to-

hunt out and insert. Urging, by arguments
that have now an old-fashioned sound, the ad-
vantages of knowing and loving English poetry,,
he makes here and there a remark which hints at
an unexpected artlessness of mind, as when he says
that " some poets like Keats and Campbell and
Milton and Longfellow wrote nothing that one
would like to miss," and goes on to say that it is

a good plan to include in one's reading Cary's-
' Dante.' There is throughout this Introduction
a gentle good-humour which contrasts oddly
and pleasantly with the severity of some of the

Replies and Notes reprinted in the bulk of the-

volume. That severity we fancy nlost readers
of

' N. & Q.' had come to accept, even to appre-
ciate. In a world all too tolerant of futility and
inaccuracy, it was something to have among us-

a scholar who would repudiate what was wrong
with sufficient vigour to make people careful about
what came under his eye, even though it must be-
admitted that he himself enjoyed the hazardous
game of etymological guessing. However, his
kindness to

'
N. & Q.' was not a compound only

of information and severity; our pages contain

examples too of his wit and humour ; and we-

may mention here his considerateness all too-

rare, and with him a principle in writing so-

plainly that his MS. could be read at a glance,,
and the printer have no trouble or doubt about it.

How great, in the years subsequent to
' A

Student's Pastime,' is the debt of
' N. & Q.' to-
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him the General Indexes of the Ninth and Tent
Series attest, as they attest also the immens
range of his information. His last contribution
which reached us but a few days ago, is the not
on "

Hyke
" which appears on p. 288 of this issue

The labours of the little band of men Furiuval
Morris, Ellis, Sweet with whom Skeat wa
associated have revolutionized the study of Eng
lish. Of them all, Skeat is the one whose worl
has spread furthest, whose name has most trulj
become a household word. Not for nothing was hi

a mathematician ; his utterances had the nervoui

energy, the freshness, the freedom from super
fluity which are apt to go with mathematica
faculty. Combined with his enthusiasm for hi?

subject, they made it possible for him to hold th
attention both of readers and auditors for a
long as he chose and to good purpose. Again
in spite of its superficial appearance of

"
dryness,'

he had in philology especially on its etymologies
side a subject of endless interest, on which
knowledge is widely desired, and by the unlearnec

fairly easily apprehended. And, as readers o
' N. & Q.' well know, he might chide the unlearnec
for not having learnt more and better, but he die

not refuse them his aid.

It is good to think that he lived to see the fruil

of his labours, and that he died in the midst ol

them.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. OCTOBER.

MESSRS. HENRY R. HILL in their Catalogue 113
have a wide range of books, and we noticed that
classical works and books on Oriental study
occupied a larger space than of late they have
done in the booksellers' lists we have examined.
Tnere are the seventeenth - century translation
-of Plutarch's

'

Morals,"
" conferred with the

Latine Translations and the French, by Philemon
Holland, Doctor of Physicke," 31. '3s. ; and a
Bekker's

'

Aristotle,' 5 vols., 1831-5-70, 31. 10s.
Of other works we may mention Capt. Harris's
* Portraits of the Game and Wild Animals of
Southern Africa,' 1840, 181. 10s. ; the " Alhambra :

Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Details from
drawings taken on the spot in 1831 by Jules

Goury, and in 18347 by Owen Jones, with a
complete Translation of the Arabic Inscriptions
and an Historical Notice of the Kings of Granada

by Don Pasqual de Gayangos," 1842, 121. 12*.;
"*

Plays written by the late ingenious Mrs. Aphra
Behn,' third edition, with portrait, 1724, 51. 15s. ;

53 vols. of Pickering's Aldine Edition of British

poets, a complete set, 183152, 251. ;

'

Dr.
Syntax's Life of Napoleon,' with the C'ruikshank
illustrations, 101. ;

'

Typographical Antiquities,'
by the Rev. Thomas Frognall Dibdin a history
of printing in the United Kingdom, with memoirs
-of the old printers and a list of their works, 1810,
SI. 8s. ; Heine's ' Sammtliche Werke,' 22 vols.,

original complete edition, 1861-9, 31. 3s. ; Hey-
wood's ' Gunaikeon ; or, Nine Books of Various
History concerning Women,' a first edition, 1624,
4?. ; Husenbeth's ' Emblems of the Saints,'
edited by Dr. Jessopp, 1882, 21. Is. 6d. ; Loggan's
" Oxonia Illustrata," 1675, with the rarer ' Can-
tabrigia Illustrata,' ? 1688, the two in one volume,
221. 10s. ; Ridinger's

'

Betrachtung der Wilden
Thiere,' with 480 of the Ridinger engravings,
1761, 101. 10s. ; and a first edition of Johnson's
*
English Dictionary,' 1755, 31. 15s.

IN Messrs. Maggs's Catalogue 295 there are three
or four items of first-rate interest, among them
an original autograph MS. of the end of Part I.

of
' Lamia '

a first draft, with nearly a dozen
cancelled verses 175?. ; an unpublished MS.
of William Morris's ' Some Thoughts on the Orna-
mented MSS. of the Middle Ages,' in a volume
which contains also a transcript of the MS. on
vellum, biographical notes, and a miniature of
Morris, 1251. ; a collection of letters to one
another by Tennyson and Walt Whitman, from
1875 to 1886, 1851. ; and a volume of souvenirs
of Whistler, containing a pen-and-ink sketch of
himself and Mrs. Patterson, 125?. An original
drawing, having

" William Makepiece Quackery
"

written beneath it, depicting a German bourgeois
with his pipe, is offered, with three smaller
sketches from Thackeray's pen, for 581. A
very interesting item, the price of which is 601.,
is the marriage contract (1784) between the
Comte de Bruyeres and Anne Francoise Bouret
d'Erigny, bearing the signatures of Louis XVI.
and Marie Antoinette, Louis Stanislas Xavier
(Louis XVIII.), Madame Elizabeth, and several
others of their kin. Another good French item
is a letter from Lafayette to Lady Morgan, 1816,
101. 10s. For 38?. is offered the MS. score of a
Sonata for Pianoforte and 'Cello by Beethoven,
having on the cover of the pianoforte score a
dedication " a son ami Mr. Charles Neate "

;

and for 121. 12s. a letter from Henry of Navarre,
and signed by his hand, to "

Moiis. du Pouet,
Capt. of Fifty men of Arms of my Ordnance,"
1593, to acquaint him with the fact that Henry-
had adopted the Catholic religion. We noticed
also an interesting memento of James II. : an
oval silver plaque, about 3| in. by 3] in., bearing
a bust of the King, with the usual inscription
and the dates of birth and death. The date is
about 1702. The British Museum possesses a
specimen in lead.

To return to English literature, we may briefly
nention the following items : a letter from Popo
;o G. Selwyn, on Selwyn's translation of

'

Tully's
Epistles,' 15?. ; a letter of Mary Lamb's to Miss
Kelly, 1820, 30Z. ; two letters of Johnson's, the
one to Charlotte Lennox, 1781 (11?. 11s.), the
other to Elizabeth Lawrence, 1782 (14?. 14s.) ;

a letter of Evelyn's to Ralph Thoresby, 1699,
36?. ; the manuscript of a short tale,

' The Liar
Jnmasked,' by Patrick Bronte, 26?. ; and two
otters of Byron's, of which the more interesting
s that addressed to Sir F. Storer in March, 1824,
rom Missolonghi, for which 78?. is asked.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to <0msp0ntonts.
S. C.

" Oobid "
is Scotch for u-oobut = '-

woollv-
ear." Vide ' N.E.D.'

WILMOT CORFIELD. The derivation of
" tram

vay
" has been often discussed in ' N. & Q.,'

nd one thing comes out clearly, the impossi-
ility of deriving it from Outram. The discus-
ion in 6 S. ii. and iii. was perhaps the most
nteresting. The word turned up again at
S. iii. 96, 373. " Dram " or "

tram," in Prof,
keat's opinion, is of Scandinavian forigin, mean-
ng

"
beam,"

"
shaft of a carriage,"

' frame of a
arriage."
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (OCTOBER).

MAGGS BROTHERS,
1O9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C., ENGLAND,

MAKE A SPECIALITY OF

RARE BOOKS, PRINTS, AND AUTOGRAPHS.
Catalogues in each Section

Regularly issued and sent post free to any Part of the World on application.

CUSTOMERS' "DESIDERATA" SEARCHED FOR AND REPORTED FREE OF CHARGE.

ITEMS OF ESPECIAL KARITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS GLADLY PURCHASED.

17,

L. C. BRAUN,
DENMARK STREET,

CHARING CRO5S ROAD

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

ARE YOU IN WANT OF
Some Special Book, Journal, Review, or Work

of Reference ?

IF SO, WRITE TO US!
We are Specialists in the procuring and supplying of Works
in every .Department of Literature, New or S_econd-hand ;

Journals, Transactions, Reviews, and Magazines in Sets,

Series, Odd Vols., or Parts.

E. GEORGE & SONS,
151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

Telephone : 6150 CENTRAL.

Telegraphic and Cable Address : GEORGETTA, LONDON.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
59, PICCADILLY, W.

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.

Speciality :

French Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth Century, and
Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

V Gentlemen wishing; to dispose of any of these will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

BOOKS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Thousands of the Best Books

at from 25 to 80 per cent below the original prices.
The Largest and Best Stock of

Second-hand and New Remainder Books
in the World.

WRITE FOR OUR OCTOBER CATALOGUE.

Telephone : 4435 MAYFAIR.

W. H. SMITH & SON,
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand. London, W.C.

MR. JAMES G. COMMIN,
BOOKSBLLEB,

23O, HIGH STREET, EXETER,
WILL SHORTLY ISSUE A

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN CATALOGUE,
COSTAIMMi A COLLECTION OF

COUNTY AND LOCAL HISTORIES, ENGRAVINGS AND MAPS, ,

PAMPHLETS AND BOOKS OF LOCAL INTEREST.
MR. JAMES Q. COMMIN will be pleased to send this Catalogue (containing upwards of six thousand

priced items) post free to any address on application.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

WORKS BY THE LATE PROFESSOR W. W. 8KEAT.

A CONCISE ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

New Edition (1901) : Rewritten and Rearranged Alphabetically. New Impression, Revised, 1911.

Crown 8vo, 5s. net ; on thin paper, 6s. net.

NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY.
Chiefly reprinted from the Transactions of the Philological Society. With a Portrait of the
Author. Crown 8vo, 8s. Qd. net.

THE SCIENCE OF ETYMOLOGY.
Crown 8vo, 4s. Qd. net.

EARLY ENGLISH PROVERBS.
Fcap. 8vo, 3s. Qd. net.

THE WORKS OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER.
Edited from numerous Manuscripts, with Introductions and Notes, by W. W. SKEAT. In Six

Volumes, with Portrait and Facsimiles. 8vo, 16s. each Volume.

CHAUCERIAN AND OTHER PIECES.
Being a Supplement to the above. Edited from numerous Manuscripts by W. W. SKEAT.
8vo, 18s.

THE OXFORD CHAUCER.
Containing in One Volume the Complete Text of Chaucer's Works ; with Introduction, Portrait,

and Glossarial Index. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd. Glossarial Index separately, limp cloth, 1*. Gd.

Complete Catalogue (160 pages) post free on application.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, E.G.
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AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION

to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 5s. ?d. for Three

Months: 10. 3d. for Six Months; or 208. 6d. for Twelve Months,

including the volume Index. J. EDWARD FRANCIS, ftotes and

Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

T HE OBSERVER.
COMPLETE PILE WANTED

FOR THE YEARS 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816.

Odd Numbers are of no use.

The Observer, 12-14, Newton Street, High Holborn, W.C.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
Edited by HAROLD COX.

No. 442. OCTOBER, 1912. Svo, price 6s.

MR. BALFOUR IN THE STUDY.
SECRET REMEDIES. By Hugh 8. Elliot.

SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL. By A. R. Hinks.

THE FIRST OF THE FENIANS. By Capt. Harry Graham.

A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ADMIRAL AND DIPLOMAT.
WALTER SCOTT AND JOANNA BAILLIE. By Victor G. Plarr.

CURRENT LITERATURE. By Walter de la Mare.

THE CHURCH MILITANT.
APPRENTICESHIP. By Cyril Jackson.

DEMOCRACY AND LIBERALISM. By Arthur A. Baumanu.

POLITICS AND PRICES. By the Editor.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
THE PROBLEM OF PERSIA.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., 39, Paternoster How, London, E.G.

THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW.
Edited by REGINALD L. POOLE, M.A. LL.D.,

Keeper of the Archives of the University of Oxford and Fellow of

Magdalen College.

No. 108. OCTOBER, 1912. Royal Svo, price 5s.

1. Articles.

THE TRIBAL HIDAGE. By J. Brownbill.

THE BATTLE OP SANDWICH AND EUSTACE THE MONK.
By Henry Lewin Cannon.

GERMAN OPINIO^ OF THE DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII.

By Preserved Smith.

INNER AND OUTER CABINET AND PRIVY COUNCIL,
1679-1783. By H. W. V. Temperley.

BURKE, WINDHAM, AND PITT. By J. Holland Rose, Litt.D-

2. Notes and Documents.

A REPORT ON THE PENENDEN TRIAL. By Dr. W. Levison.

STUDIES IN MAGNA CARTA. I. WAYNAGIUM AND CON-
TENEMENTUM. By Prof. James Tait.

A PAPAL VISITATION OP BURY ST. EDMUNDS AND
WESTMINSTER IN 1234. By Miss Rose Graham.

EXTRACTS FROM THE FIRST VERSION OF HARDYNG'S
CHRONICLE. By C. L. Kingsford.

THE ANGLO-FRENCH PEACE NEGOTIATIONS OF 1806. By
Col. E. M. Lloyd, R.E.

Reviews of Books. Short Notices. Index.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., 39, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.

GENEALOGY.
Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-

cery Lane, W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record Soc., and
General Editor of the Northern and Eastern Counties in Mr. Philli-

more's Parish Register Series, is at liberty to UNDERTAKE
RESEARCHES for Private Clients on moderate terms. Wills, Parish
Registers, Manor Rolls, Chancery Suits, Heraldry, *c.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKF

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfindeis extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. 14-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

29-47, GARDEN ROW, ST. GEORGE'S ROAD, SOUTHWARK, S.E.

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
size, 38. per dozen, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be
responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

FROM

GHATTO & WINDUS'S
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OUR BOOK OF
MEMORIES : 1884=1912

Letters from JUSTIN MCCARTHY to Mrs. CAMP
BELL PRABD. With Portraits and Views. Demy
8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. net.

This volume gives a vivid picture of the political,

social, and literary life of the time. The great figure
of PARNELL in all his moods emerges distinctly, and
the book contains personal memories of GLADSTONE,
LORD MORLEY, and distinguished Members of the
Irish Party, of which Mr. MCCARTHY was leader in

succession to PARNELL.

MOZART'S OPERAS
A Critical Study

By EDWARD J. DENT, Author of 'Alessandro
Scarlatti, His Life and Works.' With Portraits
and Musical Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth gilt,
12s. M. net. [Shortly.

AT PRIOR PARK,
and Other Papers

By AUSTIN DOBSON. With 6 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s.

ESSAYS IN FRESCO
By EDWARD McCURDY, Editor of 'The Note-
books of Leonardo da Vinci.' With G Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 5s. net.

A collection of papers dealing with Conradin, Richard
Cceur de Lion, Enzo, James I. of Scotland, and other

figures in the great pageant of medievalism.

[Shortly.

THE POEM=BOOK
OF THE GAEL

Selected and Edited by ELEANOR HULL. With
Binding Design, Title-Page, and Initials reproduced
from Irish MSS. Small crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d net.

[Shortly.

CLIGES
A Romance. Translated with an Introduction by
L. J GARDINER, M.A Lond., from the Old French
of CHRETIEN DE TROYES. Post Svo, pure rag
paper, brown boards, coloured top, 5s. net ; pigskin
with clasps, coloured edges, 7s. 6d. net.

LONDON: CHATTO & WINDUS,

111, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.O.
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HUGH PETERS.

(See ante, pp. 221, 263.)

III. PETERS AND THE BUTCHER'S WIFE.

THE '

D.X.B.,' following all American
writers, bases its account of Peters's earlier

years upon a tract published at the end of

1660, with the
" ad captandum vulgus

"

title of
" A Dying Father's last Legacy to an onely

child ; or, Mr. Hugh Peter's advice to his daughter,
written by his own hand during his late imprison-
ment in the Tower of London and given her a
little before his death."

This was a forgery, best dealt with when I

come to the year of its publication.

Peters fled from London, where he was
lecturer at St. Sepulchre's Church, to Hol-
land (probably in 1631; Wm. Steven's
*
History of the Scottish Church in Rotter-
dam '

is incorrect). Of the common asser-

tion that he fled because he was persecuted
for nonconformity there is no evidence.
On 17 Aug., 1627, he wrote to the Bishop of

London stating (1) that he would lay down
his life for the Church of England and her
doctrines, &c. ; (2) that he acknowledged
and approved government by archbishops
and bishops,

" and have, and will press the
same upon others

"
; (3) that he gave his"

full approbation and allowance "
to the

ceremonies in use, and had "
never been

accused for neglect therein
"

; (4) for the
Common Prayer, "I subscribe with my
heart and -hand."' This document is printed
in extenso in Prynne's

'

Fresh Discovery of
some Prodigious New Wandering Biasing
Stars and Firebrands, calling themselves
New Lights,' &c. (24 July, 1645).

Peters fled from London because he was
cudgelled by a butcher called Neal, who
lived at Smithfield Bars. The man thrashed
Peters for refusing to pay for the joints his
wife had bestowed on him, and because he
suspected the two of adultery. The story is

best given by references, and out of a very
large number I extract the following :

(a) Mercurlus Aulicus, 40th week, p. 560 ,

under dale Wednesday, 4 Oct., 1643. This is
Thomason Tract E 71 (9), and follows another
Anlicus (probably the Oxford edition) of th;
same week, which does not contain the am<-
matter.

(b) Nercurius Elenclicus, No. 1, 29 Oct.-
5 Nov., 1647, p. 4. Thomason Tract E 412 (31).

(c) Mercurius Pragmaticus, No. 9, 9-16 Nov.,
1647, p. 70. Thomason Tract E 414 (16).

(d)
' The Assembly Man,' by Sir John Berken-

head (1647), reprinted in the ' Somers Tracts,'
v. 493.

(e)
' The Loyal Lovers,' a tragi-comedy by

Major Cosmo Manuche, printed in 1652, pp. 15-11),
where one of the characters personates Peters
as "

Phanaticus, a preest," and the whole story is
told with objectionable detail.

It will thus be seen that there is ample
and continuous corroboration of two of the
stories of Yonge's 'England's Shame.' I
have not noted any reference to the story of
the vintner's wife.

IV. PETERS AS A PREACHER AND AUTHOR
The first account of Peters's pulpit per-

formances is contained in a letter from Dr.
Stephen Goffe, brother to the regicide, and
chaplain, to the English general in Holland,
Lord Yere. Dr. Goffe afterwards became a
priest and superior of the Oratory at Paris,
founded by Cardinal Berulle. The letter
is dated 17/7 Xov., 1633, and runs :

"
Dr. Ames his death hath put us in hope that

we shall not be so much troubled with blew
books [i.e., pamphlets] as heretofore. He was
buried at Rotterdam on Monday last, and, since
that, Mr. Peters hath lamented the cause of
Christ's Church -in his losse, making him the
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Elijah of Israel, upon this text
' The chariots of

Israel and the horsemen, &c.,' and to make
himself the inheritor of Dr. Ames his spirit they
say he preached in Dr. Ames his cloak." State

Papers, Domestic, Charles I., vol. ccl. No. 28.

The following account is by Sir Roger
L'Estrange in his Observator, No. 67, 2 Nov.,
1681 :

" What would I give now that thou hadst
heard and seen honest Hugh Peters sponging for

a contribution, as I have done.
'

Beloved,'

says he,
' He tell ye sad news, Jesus Christ is

going away from ye. Ah, Beloved, He is depart-
ing. Lift up your hearts. Yea, I say, lift up
your voices and call Him back. Ah, Beloved,
out with your purses before it is too late and
hire Him back. He is going, Beloved, in His

gospel. He is going in His Cause. He is going in

His members. Ah, Beloved. What are your
bags ? What are your hoards, Beloved, without
your Christ ? Oh, the Sad news ! And, oh, the
Sad sight ! I do not see one giving face before
me this day. But, now I think on't, what do
ye hear of the King ? A small sum of money
would do his business now. Ah, you wretches !

Ah, you wretches ! D' ye grin ? D' ye prick
up your ears ? D' ye show your teeth ? How
willingly would you give all the shoes in your
shops to bring Charles Stuart to Whitehall again.
But the devil a penny can a man get among ye
for the poor carpenter's son.'

"

See also the lengthy account in Mercurius

Pragmaticus for 19-26 Dec., 1649 (not, I

think, written by Nedham), of another and
even more disgraceful sermon, and compare
the accounts, given by witnesses at Peters's
trial in 1660, of his blasphemous utterances
at the time of the murder of Charles I.

Peters's first tract has never been noticed.
There is a copy of it in the British Museum,
and its title runs :

"
Digitus Dei ; or, Good Newes from Holland.

Sent to the worthy lohn Treffry and lohn Trefusis

esquires," &c. (1631).

The letter is signed
"
your lo. kinsman

H. P.," under which initials the tract is

catalogued. It, I think, fixes the date of
Peters's arrival in Holland, where he cer-

tainly had no occupation at all before Dr.
Ames's death.

To those who would gain an idea of

Peters's character, his
' Good Work for a

Good Magistrate
'

may be commended. In
this he recommends :

1. That St. Paul's Cathedral may be
pulled down to pave Thames Street (p. 4).
2. That all the colleges at the Universities
should be destroyed, since there were none
in the Gospel (p. 4). Was this a reminiscence
of his own expulsion ? 3. That all the records
in the Tower should be burnt.

Unquestionably, the man was a lunatic.

J, B. WILLIAMS.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY.

(See ante, pp. 181, 202, 223, 243, 261, 282.)

WALTER WHITE succeeded Weld as Assistant

Secretary, having been clerk since 1844.
Like his predecessor, he adopted the habit
of publishing accounts of his vacation tours r

and his pleasant volumes ' A Month in
Yorkshire,'

' A Londoner's Walk to the
Land's End,' 'All Round the Wrekin,'
and others, attained great popularity. He
was an excellent companion, a good talker,
a wonderful linguist ; he even told me that
there was not a language that he could not
readily acquire. This was not said in a boast-
ful spirit, for he was one of the most modest
of men, and his kind-heartedness and
generosity caused him to be beloved by all

who knew him. He always spoke of the
Royal Society with the greatest enthusiasm,
and I remember how indignant he was
when a friend, at whose request he had
obtained an invitation to be present at one
of the receptions, afterwards decided to go
instead to the South Kensington Museum,
where there happened to be royalties the
same evening. Although White lived until

July, 1893, his advancing years he was born
on the llth of April, 1811 and failing
health forced him to retire in 1885. The
value of his services to successive Presidents
and Councils was recognized by the bestowal
on him of his full salary as a pension when
he quitted his post. He was for many years
a contributor to The Athenceum, and I have
reason to know that next to the Royal Society
he held it in his regard.

In 1885 Mr. Herbert Rix succeeded White,
and on the 16th of January, 1896, Mr.
Robert W. F. Harrison became Assistant

Secretary and Librarian. Mr. Rix died in
1906. Messrs. Williams & Norgate pub-
lished in December of that year his book
entitled

' Tent and Testament : a Camping
Tour in Palestine,' and in 1907 a volume
of his

'

Sermons, Addresses, and Essays.'
The Introduction to the latter contained a

biographical notice of the author.

In the
' Year-Book '

full details are given
of the appropriation of the Government
grant, which has been increased to 4,0001.,
and is voted annually by Parliament for
scientific investigations. The institutions on
which the Royal Society is represented
include the Universities, nine Public
Schools (the Charterhouse, Christ's Hospital,
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Dulwich, Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury,
Westminster, and Winchester), the British

Museum, Chelsea Physic Garden, and Soane
Museum. Its responsibilities include Kew
Observatory, the Meteorological Office, the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and the
National Physical Laboratory ; and it is

the custodian of the standard weights and
measures, one set of copies being in its

keeping.
In order that observations of the solar

eclipse of April 28th, 1911, might be ob-

tained, the Admiralty, at the request of the
Council of the Royal Society, placed the
services of H.M.S. Encounter at the dis-

posal of the astronomers sent to Vavau, -in

the Tonga Islands, by the Joint Perma-
nent Eclipse Committee, and Capt. Colpmb
and his officers and men rendered very
efficient assistance. The weather was not
favourable, and 120 of the 217 seconds
of totality were lost. Under these adverse
conditions one fairly good photograph was
secured by the 3-foot coronograph with the

Abney 4-inch lens of 33 inches focal length.
The expedition sent out by the Australian

Government was, however, fortunate in

selecting a station some two miles away,
where much better weather conditions were
experienced on the day of the eclipse.
Under ' Research on Tropical Diseases

'

it is stated that reports have been
received from Dr. Carpenter and Lieut.

Fraser, and that the inquiry into sleeping-
sickness has been continued. With the
consent of the Colonial Office, Miss M.
Robertson, a lady who has had considerable

experience in the study of Trypanosomes,
has been sent to Uganda to carry out
research at the laboratory at Mpumu. The
general object of the proposed investigations
is
" the study of the development and transmission
of pathogenic Trypanosomes, with a view to

gaining some information as to how such forms
have originated and may originate in nature."

In April last a letter was received from
the Colonial Office asking whether the Royal
Society would be willing to take charge of
the work of a Commission to conduct an
inquiry on the spot into the relation of the
African fauna to the maintenance and spread
of human trypanosomiasis, and secondarily
of other trypanosome diseases of domestic
animals. The suggestions were in the main
approved, and the inquiry is now being
carried on under the care of the Royal Society,
Sir David Bruce being the Director of the
Commission. A period of not less than
three years will be necessary to carry out

the investigation adequately, and an ex-

penditure of not less than 5,0001. per annum
must be anticipated.
The number of Fellows on the 1st of

January last was 475, and there were 45
Foreign Members.

By the courtesy of Mr. Harrison in lending
me the ' Year-Book '

for 1912, and of Mr.

Henry Frowde in affording me access to the
commemorative volume as well as the new
edition of the ' Record.' I have been able
to bring my notes on the Society down to
the present time.

JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

FULLWOOD: HALLEY : PARRY:
PYKE.

THE 'Domestic State Papers, 1633-4-5'
(ed. Bruce), of which a set is in the Newberry
Library, Chicago, contains several references
to one Humphrey Fullwood of London,
secretary to Sir John Coke. There is a
letter dated 19 March, 1633/4, from Chris-

topher Fullwood of Middleton (Derbyshire)
to his brother, Humphrey Fullwood, Broken
Cross Gatehouse, London, sending a warrant
to prevent seizure of his estate at Middleton,
to be shown to George Halley, in London,
their cousin. The first clue to this last

item, showing a connexion between the
Fullwood and Halley families, was furnished
me by Mr. Walter Young of Islington.
The Rector of Clowne, near Chesterfield,

writes to Mr. Beevor, sending the following
extract from the Clowne register :

"
Christian, the daughter of Henry Mace,

Clerk, subchantor of the Cathedrall and Metro-
politan Church of St. Peter's in York, and wife
of George Halley, Clark, Viccar of the same, was
buried August the 21 Anno 1680. Certified the
same day."

It appears that Phineas Mace was Rector
of Clowne, 1663 to 1669, and that Henry
Mace above mentioned may have been his
brother or his son.

This George Halley, M.A. (fl. 1680),
" a

former Rector of Clowne,
:>

is mentioned also
in the ' Churches of Derbyshire.' by the
Rev. J. C. Cox, vol. i. p. 197. Richard Halle

(1465) was Vicar of Sutton (ibid., vol. iii.

p. 328), while ibid., vol. ii. p. 187, in a chapter
on Eyam, there appears the name of William

Hally, the bailiff of the lord Roger Extraneus.
The oldest printed reference to the surname
Halley in England, so far discovered by the

writer, is this : Sir Thomas Halley, Knt.,
of Wyam (? Wyham, near Louth, in Lincoln-

shire), whose daughter married Sir Robert
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Hildyard, Knt., living temp. Richard I.

< 1189-99). Cf. Burke's 'Landed Gentry
for 1850,' vol. i. p. 572.

There is a pedigree of Fullwood of Middle-

ton, Derbyshire, in The Genealogist, New
Series, vol. vii. pp. 137-8, with reference to an
-earlier chart. The Rev. J. C. Cox, formerly
Rector of Holdenby, in the Preface to

his
' Churches of Derbyshire,' refers to the

"
invaluable

"
library of T. W. Bateman of

Middleton Hall by Youlgreave, with its

assemblage of county pedigrees and the
laborious and voluminous collections of

Mr. Bateman's father and grandfather.
According to the

'

D.N.B.,' iii. 394 :

" Thomas Bateman, archaeologist, born 8 Nov.,
1321, at Rpwsley, Derbyshire,. . . .died 28 August,
1861, at his seat, Lomberdale House, near Bake-
well. Both library and museum, it is gratifying
to note, are strictly entailed."

Mr. Arthur H. Hammond, the artist,

writing to me from Youlgreave, 5 Aug.,
1912, says: "A collection of antiquities
made by the late Sq. Bateman is at Weston
Park Museum, Sheffield."

Among the data thus preserved might
eventually be found the facts as to the

Derbyshire origin of the ancestry of the
.astronomer Halley. Middleton Hall passed
from the Fullwoods to the Batemans.

" Will of Francis Fullwood of Stapenhill, co.

Derby (P.C.C., Russell, 14, 1633), mentions
his widow Rebecca, sole exlx

; annuity to his
wife's mother Lucy Abel and to his mother Mary
Fullwood."

" Will of Sir George Fullwood (Reg. Byrde)
mentions sons Humphrey, Roger, George, Chris-

topher, Francis, Thomas ; daus. Mildmay, Alice,
Anne."

'There is no reference to Halley in either
of the two last-quoted testaments. Of the
several Fullwood wills recorded at Lichfield

only one so far has the name Halley :

" Will of Humfrey Fullwood, of Hognaston,
co. Derby, Yeoman, dated 19 February, 1585.

Humfrye Fullwood, nephew and godson ; George
and Thomas Fullwood, nephews ; Jone and
Joce [

= ? Joyce], nieces, their sisters ; Thomas
.and Francis Fullwood, sons of brother Robert ;

Humfrey Hally [kinship not stated]. Executors,
wife Ellen and nephew Francis Fulwood, son of
brother John."

Christopher Fullwood, eldest son of George
,(cf.

'

D.N.B.,' xx. 329), was admitted to

Gray's Inn, 1611, which would place the
date of his birth (? circa 1595) at about the
same time as the birth of Humphrey Halley,
vintner, the astronomer's grandfather.
The foregoing wills, with other data, were

supplied by Mr. Beevor. It would be very
interesting to know whether Mr. Arthur

<Carrington, of the Downes, Bideford, North

Devon, who possesses extensive extracts
from Youlgreave registers, can throw any
new light on this problem, in view of the
additional facts above presented. (Cf. 11 S
iv. 466.)

Passing now to the Parry and Pyke
families (c. 1750), it is not a little satis-
faction to be able to report the discovery
by Mr. R. J. Beevor, of the apparent
identity of John Parry, son-in-law of Mrs.
Sybilla Halley, formerly Freeman ( ? born
Stewart), with John Parry, a witness to the
will (dated 1750) of James Pyke of Upper
Moorfield, parish of St. Leonard's Shore-
ditch. (Cf. 11 S. ii. 44; iv. 164.) Mr.
Beevor obtained personal access to the
original of the testament last mentioned,
and made a careful note of Parry's signature
Visiting then the Public Record Office, he
examined Parry's receipts for pension-money
paid to Mrs. Sybilla Halley, surgeon's
widow (Admiralty Accountant-General's
Registers, Salaries and Pensions, Nos. 77,
85, 87). In all cases Parry's signatures
showed " no marked dissimilarity in any of
the letters

"
;
and in each of the Admiralty

documents there are
"
the same three curvi-

linear triangles at the base of the stem of
the letter P, as observed in the signature
on the will of James Pyke." Mr. Beevor
remarks that he " came away convinced
that the two signatures are identical."

J. Parry signed 1760, 1768, 1769. 1771
1772; Edward Small, 1763; Innes & Co.,
1770 ; on other occasions Sybilla signed!
Sybilla's son-in-law, John Parry, senior,
above mentioned, died in 1769, when ad-
ministration of his goods was granted to his
son, also named John Parry. Therefore,
the signatures to receipts in 1771, 1772 if

examined, would, no doubt, reveal a different

handwriting. Other signatures of John
Parry, sen., could probably be examined, if

necessary, in the original allegation, at the
Vicar-General's office, of his first marriage,
in 1744, and in that, at Rochester, of his
second marriage, in 1766.

This probable identification of John Parry,
sen., lends additional colour to the theory
that Sarah, wife of James Pyke's nephew
William Pyke, may have been a daughter
of Mrs. Sybilla Freeman, and, if so. then
a stepdaughter of Edmond Halley, jun.,
surgeon R.N., son of the astronomer. (Cf.
9 S. xi. 205.)
A new series of notes under the running

title
' Romance of Genealogy,' relating to

the families of Halley, Parry, Pyke. Day,
Freeman, Dumont, Guest, Lyon, Denton,
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&c., appeared in The Magazine of History
(Xew York, 1911-12), and was reprinted,
with slight revisions, in pamphlet form in

two parts. Any new facts will be gratefully
received. EUGENE F. McPiKE.

135. Park Row, Chicago.

GEORGE GASCOIGNE, POET, AND HIS SON
WILLIAM. The '

D.N.B.' says of Gascoigne," He seems to have left a son William
"

; and
Schelling,

'

Life and Writings of G. Gascoigne.'
Boston, 1893, says,

" We know nothing of
this son. . . .except that his name was
William,* and that he and his mother both
survived the poet.t

" These statements

hardly do justice to our information.

The Hervy pedigree in the '

Visita-
tion of Bedfordshire, 1634

'

(Harl. Soc. Pub.
xix.), does not give the name of George
Gascoigne's wife, but gives him a son
"
William Gascoigne, who died in the voiage

wth S r Francis Drake to S1
Domingo of

[and ?] Carthagen s.p."

Similarly, Lansdowne MS. 887, fol. 40 b
(Warburton and Pomfret Collections), in-
cludes

"
William, who died in the voyage

with Sr Francis Drake to S l

Domingo of

Carthagina.
' '

This pedigree, however, makf s
this William a son of the poet's son William.
It is clear that this is an error. The expedi-
tion referred to is that which, under Drake's
command, left England in the autumn of
1585. Martin Frobisher was vice-admiral
in the Primrose, and as he was a cousin of
the Gascoignes. no doubt William Gascoigne
was with him. San Domingo was captured
early in 1586, after which Drake proceeded
to Carthagena. He arrived at Portsmouth
on his return on 28 July, 1586. The his-

torian of the expedition was one Bigges,
whose posthumous

' Siunmarie Discourse
of Sir Frances DrakesWest Indian Voyage

'

appeared in 1589. He does not mention
W. Gascoigne, who was only a boy, but
after recounting the

" men of name that
died and were slaine in this voiage," he
adds,

" With some other, who for hast I
can not so suddenly thinke on."

The poet's son, who had been born
probably in 1567, or later, died therefore
in 1585 or 1586 without issue.

The poet's wife was Elizabeth,, widow of
William Breton and daughter of John Bacon.
We learn her father's name from the will of
William Breton, printed by Grosart in the
' Works of N. Breton.' She is described in

Harl. MSS. 2146 and 5131."

t "Whetstone's ' Remembrance.'

Harl. MS. 1178, fol. Ill b, as
" Elizabethan!

filiam Bacon de Suff." ; in Harl. MS. 2146 r

fol. 12 (without name), as
"
dau. bacon of

London merchant." If the London merchant
came from Suffolk, he may have been con-
nected with the illustrious family to which
Sir Nicholas and his son Sir Francis Bacon
belonged, as that emanated from " Drinkes-
ton in com. Suff." A pedigree of this

family from the
'

Visitation of London, 1568,'
is given in Harl. Soc. Publ. i., but it throws
no light on John Bacon, merchant of London-

G. C. MOORE SMITH.
The University, Sheffield.

VETERINARY COLLEGE : PROF. COLEMAN.
I do not find that Coleman is noticed in

the
'

D.N.B.,' although it is stated in
' The

Encyclopaedia Britannica
'

(llth ed., vol.

xxviii. p. 4) that
"
Coleman, by his scientific researches and

energetic management, in a few years raised the
college to a high standard of usefulness ; under
his care the progress of the veterinary art was
such as to qualify its practitioners to hold com-
missions in the army, and he himself was ap-
pointed veterinary surgeon-general to the British

cavalry."

Edward Coleman was born in June, 1765,*
in Kent, apprenticed to a surgeon at Graves-

end, and proceeded to London under the

guidance of Cline, having as fellow-students

Astley Cooper, Taylor, &c., attending Hun-
ter's lectures.

On the death of M. St. Bel in 1793,
Hunter and Cline recommended Coleman
and William Moorcroft (see

'

D.N.B.') to

succeed him as Professors of the Veterinary
College ; but, Moorcroft soon after going to

the Indies, Coleman became sole Professor :

" His acute and active mind was immediately
devoted to the formation of a good course of

lectures on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Patho-

logy of the Horse."

In 1831 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society, and died 14 July, 1839.

He is alluded to in
' The Death or Glory

Boys,' by D. H. Parry, p. 140 :

" Mr. Edward Coleman, Professor of the

Veterinary College, and Inspector of the Hon.
Board of Ordnance, was gazetted veterinary
general to the army, with the patronage of

appointing surgeons to the different regiments."

This appointment was made in 1796.
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate, Kent.

* 28 June, 1765, is on the memorial in Burmarsh
Church, near Hythe, but cm referring to the parish

register I find under baptisms, "1767, Edward, son

of Edward and Sarah Coleman, June 28" ; and for

1765, "Richaid son of Edward and Sarah, Jan-v
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SIR ISAAC NEWTON'S OBSERVATORY.
When visiting St. Ippollitts, near Hitchin,

recently, I saw in the shrubbery belonging
to St. Ibbs (the residence of Major Amos)
what is believed to be the observatory
built by Sir Isaac Newton, and brought
thither from Cambridge.

It is an octagonal brick building lighted
by three windows, the roof being boarded
and surmounted by a weathercock. Near
by is a large circular block of stone having
a slight projection on one side ; this is

supposed to have been the base of the

telescope. W B. GERISH.

LONDON SANCTUARIES. LADY RUSSELL'S
reference (ante, p. 15) to the Act for

abolishing sanctuaries (8 & 9 Wm. III. c.

27) suggests that a list of all the sanctuaries
abolished might be interesting. Those named
in s. 15 of the Act are : White Friars, Salis-

bury Court, Ram Alley, Mitre Court,
Fuller's Rents, Baldwin's Gardens, Montagu
Close, the Minories, Mint, Clink, and Dead-
man's Place.

Ram Alley was the old name for Mitre
Court, Fleet Street, which was then known
by both designations. Fuller's Rents, now
known as Fulwood's Rents, and quite
respectable, is a passage leading from
Holborn to Gray's Inn.

Montagu Close, destroyed in 1831-2 to
make room for the approach to the new
London Bridge, stood near the church of
St. Saviour, Southwark, now Southwark
Cathedral. The poet Gower lived there
till his death. The Mint was a district in
Southwark near the present St. George's
Church, whilst the Clink and Deadman's
Place were also in Southwark, near Bank-
side. Deadman's Place, now called Park
Street, Borough Market, is on the east side
of Barclay's Brewery. Alexander Cruden,
the compiler of the well-known ' Concord-
ance,' was buried in the Dissenting ground
in Deadman's Place.

The locality of the other sanctuaries
named in the Act is well known, and does
not require any explanation.

I may add that the right of sanctuary
was abolished by giving the sheriff and his
officers the right of entry. If the sheriff
refused to do his duty he was liable to a
fine of 100Z., but, on the other hand, he was
entitled to call for the assistance of the

posse comitatus. Persons resisting the sheriff

or his officers were liable to a fine of 501., and
to be imprisoned or put in the pillory.

R. B. P.

"
MUSETTE," A DANCE. The earliest illus-

trative quotation in
' N.E.D.' for

" musette "

as a dance is 1811 ; but in The Daily Courant
for 27 and 29 April, 1726,

"
the Muzette "

was advertised among the "
several Enter-

tainments of Dancing
"
at Drury Lane, and

on both occasions by the same performers"
young Rainton and Miss Robinson."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

SIGNS OF OLD LONDON. (See 11 S. i. 402,
465 ; ii. 64, 426 ; iv. 226 ; v. 4, 77, 286, 416 ;

vi. 167, 266). The subjoined list concludes

my excerpts from Britten's directory of
' Former Clock and Watchmakers '

:

Dial, Aldersgate Street, 1790.

Dial, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, c. 1733.

Mermaid, Lothbury, 1674.

Dial, Pall Mall, 1684 and 1691.

Golden Salmon, New Bond Street, 1785.

Bunch of Grapes, Strand, near York Buildings.
1705.

Cross Keys, Holborn, 1691.
Black Boy, against St. Dunstan's Church, Fleet

Street, 1691.
Rainbow Coffee - House, Cornhill, near Birchin

Lane, 1694.
Newton Head, Fleet Street, c. 1782.

Golden Hind, Fleet Street, against St. Dunstan's
Church, 1680.

Three Kings and Golden Ball, Cheapside, opposite
Foster Lane, c. 1769.

Hand and Buckle, near King Edward Stairs,

Wapping, 1715.

White Hart, Poultry, 1731.
" Cross Keys in Bethlern," c. 1686.

Crown and Sceptre, Fleet Street, 1744.

Naked Boy, West Smithfield, 1706.

King's Arms, Exchange Alley, c. 1680.

Dial, Bishopsgate Within, c. 1691.
"
Style in Lothbury," c. 1670.

Golden Bottle, Cheapside, 1678.

Mermaid, Lothbury, c. 1633.
"
Dyall in Holborne," c. 1682.

White Horse and Black Boy, Great Old Bailey,
1705.

" Fan and Flower-de-Luce, over against Somerset
House in the Strand," 1730.

Golden Ball, Lombard Street, c. 1682.

Three Flower-de-Luces (sic), Strand, 1692.

Dial and Three Crowns, Birchin Lane, near the

Royal Exchange, c. 1699.

Crown, Lombard Street, 1697-1710.

White Horse and Bell, near Cheapside Conduit.
c. 1717.

" Goldsmiths' Hall in Gutter Lane "
(sic, a sign),

1696.
Dial and Three Crowns, Exchange Alley, 1713.

Fleece Tavern, Fleet Street, 1688.

King's Arms, Panton Street, 1720.

Swan Tavern, King Street, Westminster, 1687.

Cross Keys Tavern (no place), c. 1694.

The appended note, from p. 547 of Mr.

Britten's work, may be deemed worthy of

insertion for purposes of comparison with
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other general notes on the subject which
have appeared in

' N. & Q.' :

14
It is stated that Prescott Street, Goodman's

Fields, was the first London street in which the
houses were numbered consecutively, and that
this thoroughfare was so treated in 1708. Swing-
ing signs were interdicted in 1762, though symbols
on stiff brackets and mural carvings as signs for
particular buildings were preferentially employed
for some years after."

WILLIAM McMuBBAY.

LONDON RIOT nsr 1629. In the State
Papers Dom. Charles I., vol. 146, p. 62,
is the following glimpse of a disturbance in
London in the early years of Charles I.'s

reign :

Harrij Modes son/ a wond on is head w th a
Stone/ princes strit/
Enson Ward, a wond on is head wth a sord/ in

S fc Marte lane.
A: Nicholas [-nc]de laval Taylor boy: shotew th

a musket boulet in the brest/ in Drwly lane at
the Greffen.
A : Coch man : shot wth a musket boulet in to

the bresf and so' in to is longs/ at Mr doctor
Caddinman howse in the Strane.
A : Tabaco man : shot wth a muse boulet

in the arme, and out at is backe/ at ye black Bull
w th in Tembull bare
A Labrine man rone through bothe is thies'

W* a sorde/ indrulij lane near rayne . dear-yarde/
[Endorsed :]

July 1629
Mr

Doughtons note
of y6 men y' were
wounded in y late
Riot or tumult

E. H. FAIBBBOTHEB.

SOLAH TOPEE OB PITH HELMET. In rela-
tion to my query (ante, p. 290) on this point,
the following notes may be of interest.

General Sir Mowbray Thomson, K.C.I.E.
(now the only survivor of the unfortunate
garrison of Cawnpore), writes in a private
letter under date 29 Sept., 1912 :

" As far as my memory goes, sola topees were
in use when first I went to India in the year of
grace 1852, but were not worn regimentally till

1857-8. Outram affected them, but Sir Colin,
if I remember correctly, wore a turban over his
forage cap till Elwood, I think, sent out his
helmet ; when they amongst many became the
fashion. I can remember wearing them out
snipe - shooting, shaped like a big mushroom.
Hoping the above will help you. (Signed) M. T."
A Ceylon friend furnishes me with the

following quotation from ' More about
Names 2

:

"
Havelock. The light cloth worn by the

British warriors in India to protect the head
against the heat of the sun is called a Havelock
after General Sir Henry Havelock who first
adopted it, and ordered it for his troops."
Leopold Wagner.

The first statement is open to some doubt,
I

as cap-covers, or curtains covering the neck,
were used by many Sir Richmond Shake-

speare, for example before the Mutiny.
In Maude's ' Memories of the Mutiny,'

i. 229, is a caricature by General G. S.

Macbean of Havelock in a cap-cover reaching
j

only to the occiput, and Fraser-Tytler in a

pith helmet, with a puggari rolled round it.

COUP DE SOLEIL.

DUBAND HOTHAM. The ' D.N.B.' states
that he is the author of the '

Life of Jacob
Boehme,' &e., that he died in the parish of
St. James's, Westminster, in 1691, and that
he was buried in the church. It is, perhaps,
worthy of a note that his tombstone still

exists in the churchyard of St. James's,
under the trees on the south side. It gives
the exact date of his death, and the

presumably correct spelling of his Christian
name as Durand, not Durant. The inscrip-
tion, which is much worn, runs as follows :

(D-r)and Hotham, ,[son] of John Hotham,
of York Bar died Sep. 16, 1691, in

the year of his age.
G. S. PARRY.

17, Ashley Mansions, S.W.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" MARROWSKYING." In The British Medi-
cal Journal of 22 June, 1912, p. 1443, an
article with the heading

' The Psychology
of

"
Marrowskying

" '

appeared. The open
ing lines are :

"
All actors live in dread, of

'

marrowskying,'
that curious transposition of syllables which
often illustrates the truth of the saying that from
the sublime to the ridiculous there is but a step.
The actor who said,

' Stand back, my lord, and
let the parson cough

'

(instead of
'

coffin pass
'

),

may have made a solitary slip, but in some
persons

'

marrowskying
' amounts to a veritable

infirmity."

I am told that some thirty years ago it

was a word in common use in the theatrical

profession, and should be glad if any of

your readers could give me an account of

its origin. HERBERT SIEVEKIXG.

THE AMERICAN LIVINGSTONES. This

family is said to be descended from James I.

Are there any papers that prove this descent ?

BETJU
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POBTBAIT OF SlR PETER LELY. In the
will of Richard Lely of Lincoln's Inn,
barrister-at-law, proved in P.C.C. 22 Dec.,
1736 (273 Derby), is the following bequest :

" To my friend Richard Backwell, esquire, of
Great Billing, Northamptonshire, a three-quarter
head of Sir Peter Lely painted by himself."

Where is this portrait now ?

The testator, Richard Lely, was son of
John Lely and grandson of the great painter.
He mentions in his will his eldest son John
Maecenas Lely, his youngest son Francis

Scrope Lely, his daughter Rebecca Lely,
and his brother Peter Lely.

Is not this Peter Lely the same person
as Peter Lely of Lincoln, attorney-at-law,
who was buried at Fiskerton, 8 Aug., 1761 ?

See pedigree in
'

Lincolnshire Pedigrees
'

(Harleian Society), p. 594. Mr. Larken and
Canon Maddison seemed unable to trace
the connexion between Peter Lely of Lincoln
and the painter, but this will was unknown
to them. W. G. D. F.

" COMMUNION HALPENS." In the Church-
wardens' Accounts of St. Nicholas's, Warwick,
an entry similar to the following constantly
appears on the receipt side :

" Item for the Recette of the com-
munion for the hoolle yere . . . . iiijs. vjd."

This is occasionally followed by
" Item Receiued at the Communion at

Easter the summe off . . . . xijs. jd.,"

but more frequently (as in 1577) by
' Item Receauyd at Easter for the
communion halpens . . . . xs. xjd.,"

and in the following year :

" Item Receiued at Easter for the Com-
munion halpens of the parisshe . xiijs."

In 1580 :

" Item Receiude towardes breade &
wyne at Easter ^, . . ,. xs. viijrf."

In 1581 :

' ' Item Receaued off the parisshe by
custom as the receue at the com-
munion for the hoolle yere . . . . x.,"

but in the next year there is a repetition
of the expression

" communion halpens,
xjs. iiije?."

I am not at all clear as to the correct
inference to be drawn from these entries,
and shall be much obliged to any of your
readers who will kindly enlighten me. Is
the word "

halfpence
"

loosely applied to
the total of the " Communion money

"

collected on the Sundays (other than Easter
Day), with or without a celebration ? or
were "

halfpence
"

contributed by the

parishioners during the year to enable the
churchwardens to purchase bread and wine
for the Easter Communion ? A. C. C.

[This subject has been discussed at the following-
references : 2 S. vi. 432, 506 ; vii. 58 ; 5 S. ix.

248, 398 ; x. 39, 77, 108 ; xi. 14, 51, 515 ; 6 S. v.

475.]

"HONEST" EPITAPH: ROYAL SOCIETY'S
250TH ANNIVERSARY. (See ante, pp. 181, 202,

223, 243, 261, 282.) May I ask a question
respecting the epitaph quoted by MR. J. C.

FRANCIS at the penultimate reference ? Is it

known from whom it emanated, and does it

refer to a genuine tombstone memorial ? If

so, I shall be glad to know its location.

In Southam Churchyard, Warwickshire,
the following version of the last four lines

appears on a stone to the memory of
" John Dixon, who died April 26th, 1831,

aged 76 years
"

:

This monumental stone will show
Where lies an honest man ;

Let monarchs who are laid as low
Rise higher if they can.

I am specially interested in
"
honest

'*

epitaphs, as will appear from a reference

to 9 S. x. 306. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

JOHNSON'S ' DICTIONARY :

:

" OCEAN. "-

In his 'Life.' John Taylor, oculist to George
III. and George IV., states (vol. i. p. 7)
that Derrick the poet suggested to Dr.
Johnson the omission of the word "

ocean
"

from the first edition of the
'

Dictionary.'
Is there any known corroboration or explana-
tion of this suggestion ?

MARGARET LAVINGTON.

JENNER FAMILY. A Robert Jenner was

.presented to the living of Lydiard Millicent,

Wilts, 1665, by William Jenner of Marston r

Wilts (see
' Church Plate of Wiltshire,' by

J. E. Nightingale, F.S.A.). A memorial
slab on the floor of the church on left of the
south entrance records his death on 20 March,
1723, aged 88, with arms, A fesse between
three fleurs-de-lis. According to Foster's
' Alumni Oxon.' he was described as
"
plebs

" on matriculating at Magdalen,
1651. He held a living in Worcestershire ( ?),

1663-70. It may be that he is identical

with Robert, son of William Ginner, of

Marston Meysey, baptized on 1 Dec., 1636,

at Meysey Hampton Church.

On 29 May, 1671, there is an entry in the

Lydiard Millicent register of the baptism of

a son of the rector, another Robert, who also

matriculated at Magdalen, 1687, aged 16 ;
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M.x4. 1694. On the death of his father he

appears to have been for a short time

curate-in-cliarge of Lydiard Millicent. Is

anything known of his subsequent career ?

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

SIR ANTHONY JACKSON. Can any corre-

spondent give me particulars of the lineage
and the name of the wife of Sir Anthony
Jackson, born 1599, admitted to the Inner

Temple in 1616. and knighted at Breda,
Holland. 1650 ?

This lady visited her husband when he
was a prisoner in the Tower in 1651, and it

is probable she was married while he was
still a student in the Temple (c. 1616-25).
Did they leave any issue ? and who are the

present descendants of the name ?

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.

A WINNOWER. I have a winnower which
was the property of a farmer in this village,
now deceased It consists of an axle about
6 ft. in length, along which run, fixed into it,

four narrow boards at right angles to one
another : to the outer edge of these boards
canvas was attached to serve for sails, some
of which remains, but the whole is in a
dilapidated condition. This was the only
special member of the winnower. For
working it was placed under a shed 5 ft. or
6 ft. from the ground, and made to revolve

by an endless strap and wheel. Men stand-

ing on stools poured out from buckets the
mixture to be winnowed for the draught from
the sails to catch.

I should like to know (1) whether this
was a method widely or long used, or only
short-lived, or an experiment ; (2) whether
it is enough of a curiosity for any one to
desire to house it. It is excluded by size

from museums. F. W. M.
S. Muskham Vicarage, Newark.

ZODIAC OF TEN SIGNS. In the writings of
H. P. Blavatsky and Eliphaz Levi we read
that a Zodiac of Ten Signs was used before
the Zodiac of Twelve Signs. Can any reader

supply a quotation from any astronomer
or any ancient author ?

WYNN WESTCOTT.
" MEMORIA TECHNICA." Is there any

known, easily remembered method of
" me-

moria technica
' ? which can be utilized by

way of application to everyday incidents of
life ? I know of Gray's book, and have
seen several more or less complicated"
systems,

"
mainly designed for some one

defined and special purpose, but have not
met with any such as above indicated. If

it exists, knowledge of it, and in what form
it is accessible, would be advantageous to

many. W. B. H.

VICARS OF HOLNE, DEVON. Can any
one give me particulars of any of the

following (especially reference to any por-
traits), who were vicars of Holne, Dartmoor
(in the vicarage of which Charles Kingsley
was born), at the dates named ?

1660. Nicholas Stephens.
1699. Nicholas Hunt.
1709. John Rowe.
1746. Philip Atherton.
1752. John Nosworthy.
1765. John Bradford.
1769. John Brutton.
1771. John Mogridge.
1783. John Charter.
1821. William Ilbert Birdwood.
1827. Samuel Lane.

Please reply direct.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
78, Church Street, Lancaster.

REFERENCES WANTED. Can any of your
readers give me the reference for the following
ideas ?

1.
" Ancestral Masks, each in its little

cedarn chest below the cornice"
2. Glazed Windows. Where would these

be mentioned in the later Roman period ?

3. Epitaphs. Where can the best collec-

tion of these with classical references be
found ?

4. Showmen. What writer gives the best

account of these ?

5. Dreams, and the connexion of ^Escu-

lapius with them. What are the best classical

references ?

6. Where do the following come from ?

" Made perfect by the love of visible beauty."
"

If thou wouldst have all about thee like the
colours of some fresh picture, in a clear light, be

temperate in thy religious notions, in love, in wine,
in all things, and of a peaceful heart with thy
fellows."

ARTHUR W. CREE.

' MANMOURMURIAN.' This is the name of

a book (author unknown). The work itself

is of a fantastical nature, but what does the

title signify ? It has been suggested to

me that it is very possibly an Armenian
word, and I shall be glad if some reader of
' N. & Q.' can say whether this is so; and,
if it be, what its significance is. It has

occurred to me that it may be connected
with the Sanskrit for

"
thought

"
or

"
reflec-

tion." Louis A. KLEMANTASKI.
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I. HUCKS, B.A. I have ' A Pedestrian
Tour through North Wales in a Series of

Letters,' by I. Hucks, B.A. The tour
extended from 11 July, 1794, to the old

passage over the Severn, 2 Aug., 1794. Is
there anything known of the author ? The
book is not mentioned by Allibone.

D. R. M.

MAJOR WM. O'BRYAN TAYLOR. I have
been trying to obtain some biographical
matter concerning this officer. In certain

scrapbooks now before me there is a fine
little pen-and-ink sketch of the house at

Sevastopol where Capt. Taylor, R.I., resided,
November, 1855; and a similar sketch shows
an "

Interview between the Burmese and
British Commissioners at Poonie, the Band of
the 18th (Royal Irish) Regiment included."
There are in the same book many clever
humorous sketches, and also some cartoons
which suggest the work of a contributor to
Punch, one cartoon,

'

Waiting for an Answer,'
referring to England and the U.S.A., and
having verses descriptive, dated December,
1861.

Anothsr scrapbook includes a very early
photograph of a group of officers of the
18th Regiment.
The books appear to have belonged to

"Mary H. Taylor," and verses and inscrip-
tions seem to be in her handwriting. There
are no Army records of this Major Taylor
after 1861, but I should like to know any-
thing of him to add to these facts, and to
send on for the Regimental Record.

S. COTTERELL.
319, Broad Street, Birmingham.

GEORGE DYER. Is his MS. autobio-
graphy in existence ? A friend writes to
me that it is mentioned in The Gentleman's
Magazine for 1841. Is there any record of
Dyer's visit to the Scottish Border in com-
pany with John Leyden ? I have read
Mr. Lucas's article which appeared in The
Cornhill some years ago.

W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

" BASSET." Can any of your readers in-
form me what composed this game ? It is
mentioned in Evelyn's

'

Diary
'

under the
date of 4 Feb., 1684/5 :

" about 20 of the greate courtiers and
other dissolute persons were at Basset round a
large table, a bank of at least 2000 in gold before
them."

CLIFTON ROBBINS.
[The

'

N.E.D.' states that this game resembled
faro, and was first played at Venice.]

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. SIR WILLIAM THROCKMORTON, fourth

baronet, is said to have been killed in a

duel, and to have been buried at St. Mar-

garet's, Westminster, 1 July, 1682. I

should be glad to know when and where the
duel was fought, and the name of his

opponent.
2. ZOUCH TOWNLEY graduated M.A. at

Oxford University from Ch. Ch. in 1621.
How long was he Deputy Public Orator ?

When did he die ? He is said to have been
a member of the ancient Lancashire family
of that name. Can any correspondent give
me the particulars of his parentage ?

G. F. R. B.

AUTHORSHIP OF 'THE DEVIL'S
WALK.'

(11 S. vi. 251.)

THERE is no doubt about the authorship
of this jeu d'esprit, for it can hardly be called

a poem. It was the joint production of

Coleridge and Southey, and was originally

printed, under the title of
' The Devil's

Thoughts,' in The Morning Post of Friday,
6 Sept., 1799. Exactly a hundred years
afterwards, on 6 Sept., 1899, that journal

published an article, and also a leader,
which gave the history of the piece,
as well as a reprint of the stanzas, which
were thirteen in number. There were

originally fourteen, but one of them was
"probably deleted by the editorial pen."
When Coleridge published the poem in

1828 he prefixed a note, from which I

quote the relevant portion :

" Of this poem, which first appeared in The
Morning Post, the first three stanzas, which are
worth all the rest, and the ninth [which was the

eighth in the original version] were dictated by
Mr. Southey. Between the ninth and the con-

cluding stanza two or three are omitted, as

grounded on subjects that have lost their interest,
and for better reasons."

As regards the ascription of the author-

ship to Person, the leader tells the following
story, which is confirmed in the article :

" Person's intervention, however, is the strangest
part of the story. Happening to read The
Morning Post, as was his custom, on the day that
the verses appeared, he was so struck with them
that he transcribed them, obviously not wishing
to spoil his copy of the paper, which then cost

sixpence, by cutting them out. He showed
them to his friend, Dr. Vincent, but forgot to
mention that he had merely copied them, and
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not composed them. His friend, never doubting
but that the author of the verses was before him,
retained them as a souvenir. In after years
Person's nephew represented his uncle as the
real author, and the Editor of The Morning Post
of the day had promptly to disillusionize him.*
Of course, Southey was terribly enraged at such
a preposterous claim. He was too proud of his
share in the achievement to allow any one to

pilfer the glory that was his. The verse in which
he drags in Person's name shows the license of

controversy in those days. But Person himself
would be the last to take offence.'

5

The scurrilous lines of Southey, who gave
the piece the title of

' The Devil's Walk,'
are printed in The Morning Post, as well as
in 'N. & Q.,' 3 S. ix. 197. The edition
mentioned by MR. PARSON was one of a
series of diableries, such as 'The DeviTs
Visit,'

' The Devil's Progress,' &c., which
were issued in the early

"
thirties

" with
Robert Cruikshank's illustrations. It was,
of course, quite unauthorized by either

Coleridge or Southey. Montagu was pro-
bably the assumed name of some pub-
lishers' hack. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

" The Devil's Walk : a Poem by S. T. Cole-

ridge and B. Southey (or rather by Southey,
with a few Stanzas added by Coleridge). Edited,
with a Biographical Memoir (of Professor Person)
and Notes, by H. W. Montagu. Second Edition.

(Facetiae, &c. Illustrated by Robert Cruikshank,
vol. ii.) London, 1831, 12mo."

"Ten Etchings illustrative of 'The Devil's
Walk '

(a Poem by B. Southey and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge). London, 1831, folio."

I quote above from the Bibliography
appended to

' The Life of S. T. Coleridge/
by Hall Caine, 1887, p. iv.
"

I send you the ' Devil's Walk,' but am almost
doubtful whether you can decipher the detestable
character in which it is scrawled and scratched
rather than written. It has been lying on my
table some three weeks before I could make up
my stomach to send it." B. Southey to G. C.

Bedford, Feb. 24, 1827,
' Selections from the

Letters of Bpbert Southey,' edited by J. Wood
Warter, vol. iv. p. 51, 1856.

The following from another letter by
Southey is added by the editor as a note :

" This alludes to the enlarged copy, which I

was led to do by the confident assertions still

put forth that Porson was the author of that
delectable poem." Letter to G. C. Bedford, 14

Jan., 1827.

The editor goes on to say :

"
It may be added here that Southey gave

the original scrawl written at Nether Stowey to
Miss Caroline Bowles (afterwards Mrs. Southey),
and she left it to Mrs. Warter, in whose posses-
sion it now is." -

Mrs. Warter was Southey's eldest daughter,
Edith. WM. H. PEET.

* This claim afterwards turned out to be a
hoax.

PETER DEWiNT(ll S. iii. 368,418; iv. 93).

Though it is not parallel with the instance

given at the last reference, I may be per-
mitted to cite a curious item relative to
De Wint's work. Exhibited at the Victoria
and Albert Museum (on loan from the
National Gallery) is a water-colour by De
Wint,

' Roman Canal, Lincolnshire,' size

9fx21, and, as is usual with his works,
bearing no signature of the artist. I possess
a water-colour drawing of precisely the same
subject, but larger, the size being 12JX2H,
with the signature

" David Cox, 1848,"as to
which I have never been able to form a
conclusion satisfactory to myself, and simply
give the facts. W. B. H.

TRUSSEL FAMILY (US. v. 50, 137, 257,
333, 476 ; vi. 32, 216). A. C. C.'s reply is

very interesting. Can he say who was the

tenant, and who the mesne tenant, of

Nuthurst and Lapworth in Domesday, and
how these manors descended to Wm.
Trussel ? If by a marriage, can he throw

any light on the origin of the Trussels in the

Conqueror's time ? The heraldic puzzle
that while Swynnerton bore a black cross
formee flory on white, some of those Trussels
bore the same coat, excepting that their

cross was red, remains unsolved. C. S.

HOGARTH'S ' RAKE'S PROGRESS '

:

' THE
BLACK JOKE '

(11 S. vi. 189). A version of

this tune, whether with words or not I do
not know, is in the '

Petrie Collection of

Ancient Music,' No. 574. Another version,

formerly used as a Morris dance at Ilming-
ton, Warwickshire, is given, so far as the
tune is concerned, in

'

Morris Dance Tunes.'
Set II., New Edition (Novello). The dance
is described, and some jingle words sung by
the Ilmington Morris-men set down, in
' The Morris Book,' Part I., 2nd ed., 1912,

by C. J. Sharp (the collector) and H. C.

Macilwaine, p. 40. PERCEVAL LUCAS,

SACRED WELLS (US. vi. 190). Religious
ceremony is still observed at Holywell,
North Wales. S. D. C.

BREWERNE ABBEY (11 S. vi.

110, 177, 235). My friend the REV. A. L.

MAYHEW points out to me that there is a
Brewern Abbey in Oxfordshire. The name
is there generally spelt

"
Bruern," but

Dugdale (vol. v. p. 496) mentions only the

grant to Sir Anthony Cope in 8 James I.

W. A. B. COOLIDGE.
Grindelwald.
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ADAM LINDSAY GORDON'S FATE (11 S.
vi. 245). An uncorrected proof (due to

holiday-making) has led me into making
an erroneous statement about Mrs. Wolrige-
Gordon's inheritance. It was Col. George
Gordon (her grandfather), not Major Robert
Gordon (her father), who married Henrietta

Hope Napier. J. M. BULLOCH.

TRUSSELLS AND SWYNNERTONS (11 S. vi.

231). With regard to the inquiry as to
whether any Breton house bore a cross

flory on a plain field, I may say that there
was a Breton family which not only bore
the cross flory, but with the same tinctures
as the SwT

ynnerton coat :

" De Nays, sieur dudit lieu, de Proce, de la
Bachellerie et du Port Hubert, paroisse de Suoe,
&c., d'argent a la croix fleuronne de sable. Reform-
ation et montres de 1428 & 1543."-

'

Nobiliaire et
Armorial cle Bretagne,' par P. P. de Courcv, 1862,
vol. ii. p. 208.

^Another Breton family, Menguy, sieur de
Kergroas, ressort de Saint Brieuc, bore the
cross flory argent upon azure. LEO C.

LATIN QUOTATIONS (11 S. vi. 227). The
reading in the famous line of the '

Alex-
andreis,' as given by the first printed edi-

tion, should be corruis, not "
curris." When

the line is severed from the context and
used, proverbially

"
incidit

" has been sub-
stituted for

"
incidis," and "

qui vult
"

for
**

cupiens." EDWARD BENSLY.

EAST ANGLIAN FAMILIES (11 S. vi. 230).
In Mr. E. G. Duff's 'English Provincial

Printers to 1557,' pp. 51-5, is given the
history of Hugo Goes, a printer of York,
so far as it is known.

" Goes has been conjectured from his name
to have been related to Matthias van der Goes,a printer of Antwerp, but for this no proof is

forthcoming."

Only one of his books is now extant. It
was "printed at York by Hugo Goes in
the street called Steengate on the 18th of
February 1509." One copy is in York
Minster, and the other in the library of
Sidney Sussex College. He is supposed to
have printed two more books at York, one
at Charing Cross in London, and a broadside

'

emprynted at Beverlay in the Hye-gate
by me Hewe Goes,' with his mark or rebus
of a great H and a goose." None of these
has been preserved. These facts and a
few others connected with his work, which
are given by Mr. Duff, are all that is known
about him. The early printers were often
wanderers, and Hugo Goes does not seem
to have settled at York. I do not know

whether it might be regarded as a clu-
that a contemporary of Goes, Gerard
Wandsforth, stationer of York, died at

King's Lynn in Norfolk in 1510,
" on one

of his journeys, presumably to sell books "

(ibid., p. 47). M. H. DODDS.

Mr. Walter Rye's collection of Norfolk
MSS., now housed in the Norwich Public

Library, might be consulted by the querist.
One Peter Goos had a grant of land in

Ashby, Suffolk, 3 Edw. IV. (Copinger's
'

Suffolk Records '). W. B. GERISH.

JOHN BANNISTER, MUSICIAN TEMP.
CHARLES II. (11 S. vi. 229). An account of
his life may be found in Grove's

'

Dictionary
of Music,' 2nd edition, i. 179 ;

'

D.N.B.,'
iii. 119 ; Fetis,

'

Biog. Univ. des Musiciens,'
ii. 55 ; and Brown and Stratton's

'

Brit.
Musical Biog.,' 24. According to the
'D.N.B.,' "the name is given variously as

Bannister, Banester, and Banster, but most
commonly, and no doubt correctly, as
Banister." He was born in 1630, and sent

by Charles II. to study in France, having
attracted the King's attention by his violin-

playing, and on his return was made leader
of the King's band, 1663. From this he
was apparently dismissed. In the words of
Grove's

'

Dictionary
'

:

"
It is recorded, we know not upon what authority,

that Banister was dismissed the King's service for

saying, in the hearing of His Majesty, that the

English performers on the violin were superior to
those of France."

The French account is different (F^tis,

'Biog. Univ.') :

"
II perdit cette place pour avoir dit devant le roi

que le talent des Anglais sur le violon etait inferieur
a celui des Fran^'ais."

As regards the concerts, the ' D.N.B.' says :

"On 30 Dec., 1672, he inaugurated a series of

concerts at his own house, which are remarkable as

being the first lucrative concerts given in London.
One peculiarity of the arrangements was that the

audience, on payment of one shilling, were entitled
to demand what music they pleased to be performed.
These entertainments continued to be given by
him, as we learn from advertisements in the London
Gazette of the period, until within a short time of
his death, which took place on 3 Oct., 1679- He
was buried in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey."

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.

Not being able to see the
'

D.N.B.,' I
cannot say what is to be found there, but
in the first edition of Wheatley's

'

Diary of

S. Pepys,' vol. v., there is a note to 18 June,
1666, which codifies what was considered

by Mr. Wheatley to be necessary to explain
the context about Bannister. There are
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several references to him at other dates, viz. :

vol. i. 21 Jan.. 1659/60 ; vol. v. 18 June,
1666. 14 Aug.. 1666 ; vol. vi. 20 Feb., 1666/7 ;

vol. vii. 26' March. 1668, 29 March and
26 April ; vol. viii. 7 May, 1668. There is no
mention in Evelyn's

'

Diary.'
S. L. PETTY.

LMK. WM. DOUGLAS and MR. A. R. BAYLEY
also thanked for replies.]

ROCKET TKOOP, ROYAL HORSE
ARTILLERY : MEDAL FOR VALOUR AT LEIP-
sic (11 S. vi. 230). I think it extremely
unlikely that any troop of British artillery
took part in the battle of Leipsic. Pro-

bably it was a Swedish troop, of the con-

tingent of the allied forces. Anyhow, I can
find no mention in The London Gazette of
the period of the royal sanction having
been accorded to Lieut. Strangways to

accept and wear a Swedish medal, and
should regard the statement in the catalogue
as unreliable. WILLOTJGHBY MAYCOCK.

Duncan's '

History of the Royal Artillery
'

speaks in flattering terms of Fox Strang-
ways's conduct at Leipsic, where on the
death of his captain he commanded the
rocket detachments. Though he was then
but a subaltern, he received the personal.
thanks of the allied sovereigns ere he left

the battle-field, and the Emperor of Russia,
taking from his breast the Order of St. Anne,
placed it upon that of the young officer

whose services had been so eminent on that

day. At a most critical time of the battle
the Crown Prince of Sweden rode up to
him and implored him to advance his

brigade, as nothing else would save the day.
T. W. B.

DELAFIELD ARMS (11 S. vi. 29, 117).
The reference to the article by Mr. Barron
in The Ancestor is interesting, though of
little value, for the statements contained in
it are in large part founded on insufficient

data among them the assertion that the
arms of Delafield are derived from those of
Lascelles. A cursory examination of the
rolls of arms in the British Museum shows
in Harl. MS. 1459, fol. 490, the arms
Sable, a cross patonce or, for "De la feld,"
and also for Massy, Harland, and Lassells
of Allerthorpe ; Harl. MS. 1407, fol. 8,
shows the same arms for

" de la filde,"

Lasels, Braham, and Massey ; and Tiberius

Manuscript D: 10, fol. 796, shows the same
arms for

"
Delafeld, and Massy of Holand,

Lassells of Allerthorp." Can MR. VADE-
WALPOLE or any one else say what Dela-
field is referred to in these manuscripts

as the bearer of these arms ? The bearer

may have been Robert de la Felde of

Middlesex, Clerk, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer and Controller of the Engrosser in

the time of Edward III. (Cal. of Close Rolls),
It is more likely, however, that they were
the arms of Richard de la Felde (sometimes
spelt Delafeld, and finally Dalafeld), Es-
cheator of Essex and Herts, and a large
and powerful landowner in Kent temp.
Henry VI. (Fine Rolls and Cal. Pat. Rolls
and Close Rolls). Where this Richard came
from is uncertain,' though the spelling of
his name at this comparatively late date
indicates that he came either directly from
Ireland or was a member of the branch of

the same family settled at Waddesdon,
Bucks. The arms, however, are not those

of the Anglo-Irish family, which seems

always to have borne Or, a lion rampant
gules, sometimes differenced to indicate the
various branches.

But all this does not even tend to answer
the query first made. Who was the

" Dela-
field

: ' who bore Sable, a cross patee or;
crest, an ox :

s foot couped sable ; and is said

to have . lived in Lancashire ? and what

person of the name was it who used the

crest a cross patee gules between two wings ?

JOHN Ross DELAFIELD.
New York.

BURIAL-PLACE OF MARY DE BOHUN (US.
vi. 211). The mother of Henry V. died,
and was buried with great pomp, at the
end of June, 1394, at Leicester.

A. R. BAYLEY.

REFERENCE WANTED : 5.
" BIDE THY

TIME "
(11 S. vi. 189). The following

appears in a Leicestershire publication of

1907, and refers to the late Countess of

Loudoun, who died in 1874, granddaughter
of the first, and sister of the last, Marquis
of Hastings :

" The Countess left a curious instruction in her
will to the effect that after her death her right
hand should be exit off and buried on an eminence
in Donington Park, overlooking the valley of the

Trent, above which a cross was to be erected,
with the Loudoun motto,

'

I byde my tyme,'
inscribed upon it. This instruction differs in

itself and in its issue from that found amongst
the papers of the first Marquis of Hastings, whose
right hand was to be cut off, kept, and buried

with his widow, and not by itself, and whose
wish in the matter was actually carried out,
whilst that of the Countess of Loudoun was
disregarded."

Local opinion, however, has long been at

isue upon the correctness of the concluding
words. A book of 1832. in a strongly
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partisan account of the Princess (and
Queen) Caroline affair, says that the first

Marquis
"

desired that his right hand might be amputated
immediately after his decease, as an expiatory
judgment against himself, in having signed dis-

honourable deeds to injure the happiness of the
Princess." W B H

" TOUCHING FOB A LOAN "
(11 S. vi. 228).

"
I touched him for a bob "

is often used
in this district among certain classes, but
it does not of necessity mean that "

I

obtained a shilling from him." It equally
well might mean

"
I asked him for a shilling,"

which is a very different thing.
RONALD DIXON.

46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

JOSEPH FUSSELL (US. vi. 145, 228, 257)-
I scarcely think there is the least doubt

that the artist alluded to by MB. ROBEBT
PIEBPOINT was father of the Joseph Fussell
who died this year in California. He (the
father) was for some years constantly
employed in London as a book and magazine
illustrator, chiefly on wood ; and not only
was he well in with publishers, engravers,
and editors, but, being of a pleasant, sociable

disposition, he soon became intimately
acquainted with the leading artists and
literary men of his time. I was evidently
mistaken in believing his name to have been
John, misled by (or misreading) Algernon
Graves's

'

Diet, of Artists.' Joseph would,
indeed, seem to have been an hereditary
name in the family. Joseph H. Fussell,
a son of the lately deceased artist, is Secre-

tary of the Universal Brotherhood and
Theosophical Society at Point Loma. Hone's
artist was probably the Fussell, noted by
Graves, who exhibited in London 1821-45.
His drawings in the

'

Every-Day Book '

are,
like most of those by even better-known
artists in the same volume, miserably crude
and amateurish.

HEBBEBT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

SIB WALTEB RALEGH'S DESCENDANTS
(11 S. vi. 191, 236). The Honywoods,
Baronets of Kent, are descended, I believe,
from a great - granddaughter, Frances,
daughter of Philip Raleigh of Finchley
Mere, son of Carew Raleigh, and grandson of
Sir Walter.

KENNETT AND HOWE FAMILIES (11 S.
ii. 229 ; vi. 148). There is also another
reference (2 S. vii. 286). Is it possible that
Mrs. Howe was a stepdaughter of Bishop
Kennett ? R. J. FYNMOBE.

LIFTING THE BBIDE OVEB THE THBESHOLD
(11 S. vi. 191, 232). I remember how, in

the case of two weddings at the village of

Coxbench, Derby, the brides were lifted

over the doorstones of the cottages m
which they were to

"
keep house." This

was done for luck. There were, as far as I

remember it is sixty years ago some
simple preparations made, the doorstone,
or step, being carefully cleaned with sand-
stone. When the wedding party came from
church, the bridegroom and the best man
made " a catscradle

"
of their hands and

arms interlocked, and the bride, sitting in

this, with an arm round the neck of each
man, was then lifted and carried over

"
t'

doorston," care being taken that both
carriers stepped over the stone so as not
to dirty it. This was somewhat difficult,

as the girl had to be carried sideways,
the husband going first and amidst hails of

wheat. These were cottage people, and all,

old and young, thoroughly enjoyed it, though
none, I suspect, had any other idea than that
it was for luck. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

I have heard another explanation of the

custom of lifting the bride over the threshold

of her husband's house. It is to ensure that

when she goes out she may always return.

Perhaps a reminiscence of the idea that
events go in pairs. H. B.

Hotel Beau Rivage, Geneva.

A chapter almost entirely devoted to

this, giving the various theories and a

logical conclusion, is in Samter's '

Geburt,
Hochzeit, und Tod '

; an article, likewise

well documented, is Ogle's
' The House-

Door in Greek and Roman Religion and
Folk-lore,' in American Journal of Philology,

1911, xxxii. 251-71.

In my view this lifting is one of the
" Rites de Passage

"
(see Van Gennep's

book so entitled) to save the bride from
contact with malevolent spirits lurking

especially at the threshold. A zoological

parallel may make this clear : the hermit-

crab, during transit from the shell it has

outgrown to the protection of another, has
its tender body exposed to danger from
manifold enemies ready to snap at it ; so

the bride, leaving the protection of the

divinities of her father's house, and not

having acquired that of her husband's,
needs the aid of many devices of her friends

to ensure her arrival unharmed.
ROCKINGHAM.

Boston, Mass.
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THE QUEEN OF TAHITI'S FEATHER ROBE
(11 S. vi. 210). I read with interest MR.
WAKEFIELD PIM'S inquiry, and it brought
to my mind a long-forgotten fact, that in
the Museum at Belfast there was a feathered
coat presented by the great naturalist Mr.
Patterson, who brought it home from the
South Sea Islands, where he had received it

from the Queen. It had a wonderful history,
which I forget, but which I trust some of
the local antiquaries will revive. Can it be

possible this is the cloak MR. PIM inquires
about ? I will look out for further infor-

mation.

This also brings back the fact that over
half a century ago there was a portion of
the original Solemn League and Covenant
in this Museum. Has it also been forgotten ?

It was the portion signed by the Belfast

Presbyterians, and should be a valuable
relic of the stern days that are past.

FOUR SCORE YEARS AND TEN.

Mr. Robert M. Young, B.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
for many years Secretary of the Belfast
Natural History and Philosophical Society

a society which supported a museum
from 1831 until 1910, when the collections
were handed over to the Belfast Corporation
to be amalgamated with the municipal
collections has called my attention to MR.
PIM'S query.
While the description given is not quite

in accord with a robe in the Society's
collection, it is possible that the robe to
which he refers is the one now in the Belfast

Municipal Museum. This robe is from the
Sandwich Islands, and is made of scarlet
feathers decorated with the few yellow
feathers of the moho, a bird black with the
exception of about a dozen yellow feathers
under the wing. It is these yellow feathers
only which are used to form the decoration
on the scarlet ground. The robe was pre-
sented to the Society as far back as 1841 by
a Mr. Gordon A. Thomson, a native of
Belfast. According to records, Mr. Thomson
happened to visit the chief island of the
Sandwich group at a time when the monarch
of the Sandwich Islands was involved in a
quarrel with the French, who demanded
money as indemnity for alleged injury.
In order to satisfy this demand a number of
valuable objects were offered for sale, includ-
ing the feather robe now in Belfast, which
was purchased by Mr. Thomson.

Included in the same collection are a royal
robe made of crimson velvet and white
furs, which was presented by King George IV.

to the Queen of the Sandwich Islands ; and
another royal robe in tapa cloth from Tahiti.

A. DEANE.
Public Art Gallery and Museum, Belfast.

GARRICK'S 'SATIRE' (11 S. vi. 250). In

replying to MR. EDGCUMBE'S query it may
be well to state for the benefit of the un-

initiated, and the better comprehension of
Garrick's cynical lines, that among other
curiosities which have for ages adorned the
Great Hall at Warwick Castle, and are still

exhibited to visitors when the family are not
"
in residence," are a huge metal porridge

pot, out of which the legendary Guy is

supposed to have fed ; one joint of the spine
of the wild dun cow which he is credited
with having slaughtered on Dunsmore
Heath ; and the tusk and shoulder-blade of
a wild boar of- gigantic dimensions which
he is reputed to have slain. Full particulars
of these and other relics will be found in

the admirable and interesting
'

History of

Warwick Castle and its Earls,' published
in 1903, the authorship of which is accredited

to the present Countess of Warwick, though
it is an open secret in the county that the
work is the result of arduous research on
the part of a local divine who devoted many
months to collecting the needful material
in the Castle, Guy's Cliff, and elsewhere.
I may quote one extract from this book :

" With regard to the relics attributed to Guy,
and preserved at Warwick Castle, I fear these

must, however reluctantly, be given up, at any
rate so far as the legendary Guy is concerned,
though he will retain, from sentimental motives,
his caldron or porridge pot, fork, and sword.

Antiquarians have shown that most of the
'

Guy relics \belong to other periods, but, curiously
enough, these eminent authorities overlook the
fact that there have been more than one Guy of

Warwick, and most of the armour so described

belongs to Guy de Beauchamp, the famous Earl
of Warwick who flourished in the reign of Ed-
ward III."

Now as to the satire, I cannot do better

than quote what that distinguished litterateur

Mr. Percy Fitzgerald says in his
'

Life of
David Garrick

'

:

" Yet he [Garrick] was not quite above the
sensitiveness which may underlie friendship
between a player and ' a Lord.' The best
illustration of this is the little history of an
invitation to Warwick Castle. He and his friend
Arden had been strongly pressed to pass a week
en famille at the Castle ; he thought he would
now avail himself of the invitation. They arrived,
were received by the housekeeper, shown all the

curiosities, treated to such light refreshment as a
cup of chocolate, and then bowed out like

ordinary tourists. They were both bitterly
indignant Garrick especially, whom other Lords
were only too proud to entertain. He turned
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sonic very sarcastic rhymes on the affair, which,
like all the sarcastic rhymes of the time, were
shown about and copied, and soon got into print:
He showed them Guy's pot, but he gave them

no soup,
Xo scent would his Lordship allow,
Unless they had gnawed the blade bone of the

Boar,
Or the rib of the famous Dun Cow."

Mr. Fitzgerald adds :

" This is certainly undignified ; but it must
be recollected that these lines were merely written
as a joke for his own amusement, and that of his
friends. The Earl wras perfectly unconscious of
his offence, having sent some message which had
not been delivered."

The date of thip incident is put at circa 1759.
WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

[MR. W. H. PEET also thanked for reply.]

THE TWELVE CAESARS IN GOVERNMENT
HOUSE, CALCUTTA (11 S. vi. 205). MR.
WILMOT CORFIELD at the above reference

conjectures that these may be part of the

spoil from Chandernagore, 1757. If he will

turn to
' The Life of Sir Stamford Raffles,'

by his widow, he will find that on 22 June,
1813, Lord Minto acknowledges receipt of
these spoils,

"
formerly in the Government

Hall of the Dutch Governor-General at
Batavia, and sent by Mr. Raffles to Lord
Minto.'' Lord Minto says :

" Your Twelve Caesars are placed on handsome
pedestals in the marble hall at Calcutta, and you
would be pleased to see how well they suit that
fine room, and how ornamental they are in it."
Vol. i. pp. 198-9.

JAMES RYAN.

^POMANDER" (11 S. vi. 149, 213, 251).' Of making Pomanders for Bracelets '

is

the title of chap. xvi. of Lib. V. of "Poly-
graphice : or The Arts of Drawing, Engrav-
ing, Beautifying and Perfuming, by Wil-
liam Salmon, Professor of Physick, living
at the Blew Balcony by Fleet-Ditch, near
Holborn-Bridge," London. 5th ed., 1685,
p. 432. The title of Lib. V. is

' An Idea of
the Arts of Beautifying, Perfuming, Alchemy
and Chiromancie.'

There are ten receipts. I give the first
and the last.

" Take Orrice powder, Cloves, Mace, Cinnamon,
of each half an ounce, yellow Sanders, Styrax,
sweet Assa of each two drachms, Ambergrise,Musk of each one drachm, Balsam of Peru, oil
of Rhodium of each one scruple, Civet two drachms,
all being in fine powder (except the Balsam and
oil) mix together, and make into paste with the
Mucilage aforesaid, of which form Beads, drying
them in the shade for use."

The receipt for
" the Mucilage aforesaid

"

is apparently,
"
Dissolve Gum Tragacanth

in Rose-water, so that it may be as thick
as Gelly

"
(p. 430).

The tenth receipt is :

" Take strong Mucilage of Gum Tragacanth
in Rose-water, which make into paste with Musk
and Ambergrise in fine powder, of each a like

quantity, then anointing your palm and fingers
with oil of Musk, or some other sweet Oil, as of
Lavender or the like, form them into round little

Balls or Beads, which put upon a string, and dry
them between two papers, being dryed, keep
them close from the Air, till you have occasion
to use them."

As in receipts 1, 2, 3, and 10 only is

mention made of beads, bracelets, or little

balls, I am inclined to think that the other
six receipts, and perhaps all the ten, were
available for the large pomanders.

In seven out of the ten receipts given by
Salmon labdanum is one of the ingredients.
In Hannah Woolley's receipt, quoted ante,

p. 214, laudanum is given. See Prof.

Skeat's
'

Concise Etymological Dictionary,'
s,v.

'

Laudanum,' where is found

"'Laudanum, Ladanum, Labdantnn, a sweet -

smelling transparent gum gathered from the
leaves of Cistus Ledon, a shrub, of which they
make pomander, it smells like wine mingled with

spices ;

'

Blount, 1674."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

May I remind your querist of the pretty
story of

" a Pomander Ball
" which played

a great part in the courtship of one of the

young Pastons in mediaeval days, as recorded
in Gairdner's edition of

' The Paston
Letters

'

? The word often occurs in Her-
rick's poems. Y. T.

DICK TURPIN'S PISTOL (11 S. vi. 107).
It should be placed on record in

' N. & Q.'
that the evidence in favour of the authen-

ticity of
" Dick Turpin's pistol," fcr nd in

taking down the famous Globe Room at
" The Reindeer Inn," Banbury, is much
stronger than the extract printed from The
Times would suggest. The weapon, a
double-barrelled horse pistol inlaid with

gold, bears the inscription :

" Presented to

Dick Turpin at the White Bear Inn,

Drury lane, 7 Feb., 1735." Messrs. Westley
Richards & Co., the famous gun-makers of

New Bond Street, state that the pistol was

undoubtedly made in or about 1735. Its

association with the famous highwayman
is, I think, proved by

' The Newgate Calen-
dar.' It is there recorded that after

Turpin and his gang had obtained 7001.

in the house of a farmer at Rippleside, near

Barking, and had committed other robberies

in January, 1735, they met, six of them,
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at
" The White Bear :

'

in Drury Lane on
7 Feb., 1735. and agreed to rob the house of

a Mr. Francis,
" a farmer of Marylebone,"

an enterprise which they carried out with
much brutality. Turpin was executed at

York on 7 April, 1739, and immediately
after his execution there was published at

York a pamphlet containing an account of
his life (no doubt compiled from contem-

porary newspapers), together with the
shorthand report (by Kylls) of his trial at

York. In this account of his career the
date of the meeting is given also as 7 Feb.,
1735, but the place of meeting is said to be
"The White Horse" in Drury Lane
a mistake which we may safely assume to

be that of the provincial compiler of this

narrative, unfamiliar with London inn-

names. The fact is, therefore, that
' The

Xewgate Calendar
' and the York pam-

phlet both agree on the date and place of
the meeting of Turpin's gang, and that both

correspond with the details given in the

inscription on the pistol found at Banbury.
The writers of that day could not have
taken the date and place from the pistol

inscription, because they did not know of
its existence, and it seems to me clearly
established that this was Turpin's pistol,

presented to him by some of his audacious
admirers on that night in 1735.

How the pistol got to Banbury is not

quite so clear. We know that in 1738,
after the death of Tom King, Turpin had to

fly from London, where the pursuit was
too hot. He next turns up at Long Sutton
in Lincolnshire, where he was calling himself
Palmer (his wife's name), and posing as a
horse-dealer. Neither 'The Newgate Calen-

dar,' the York pamphlet, nor Mr. T. Sec-

combe's very careful monograph, which

appeared in The Essex Review in 1894,
throws any light on Turpin's route to Long
Sutton, but it is quite conceivable that he

may have worked (or robbed) his way
round through Banbury, and stayed at
" The Reindeer Inn." Then the handsome

pistol, with its compromising inscription,

may have seemed a dangerous companion
for 'the gentleman who was going to start a
new life in the North as

" John Palmer."
He probably pushed it through a hole in

the old wainscot, where it has remained for

174 years.
There were at one time so many bogus

(or unauthenticated) Turpin relics in exist-

ence that it seems useful that the genuine-
ness of this pistol should be recorded.

R. S. PENGELLY.
12, Poynder's Road, Claphani Park.

" LET SEVERELY AJLONE "
(11 S. vi. 228).

The expression
" You must shun him. . . .

by leaving him severely alone " was used by
Parnell in his speech at Ennis, 19 Sept",
1880. See the 'Dictionary of National
Biography,' xliii. 327, under '

Parnell.'

MAC.

COMPTON ABDAXE CHURCH (US. vi. 189).
Berstead Church, near Maidstone, had

bears formed into pinnacles.
W. Louis KING.

Wadesmill, Ware.

HENRY HUNT PLPER"(!I S. vi. 129, 176. 216,
236, 294). I do not know if the following
notes of Mr. Piper's connexion with the Shef-
field Literary and Philosophical Society will
be of any interest to your correspondent.
The Society was founded in 1822 at the

instigation of Mr. James Montgomery, Mr.
Piper being one of the original proprietors.
From the beginning the Society held monthly
meetings, at which papers were read by some
of its members, and also arranged for lectures,
which were delivered to larger audiences.

Mr. Piper gave the following papers and
lectures to the Society :

7 March, 1823 (paper).
' On the Effects of

Education and Literary Pursuits."
6 Aug., 1824 (paper).

' On the newly discovered
Treatise by Cicero,

" De Republica."
'

1 (or 2) Oct., 1824 (paper).
' On the Dialect

of Sheffield.' This was given again as a lecture

by request of the Council on 28 Jan., 1825, and
afterwards published.

5 May, 1826 (paper).
' On the Principles and

Theories of Education.'
30 March, 1827 (lecture).

' On Music.'
12 Oct., 1827 (paper).

' On the Advantages of
a Classical Education.'

29 Dec., 1828 (lecture).
' On the History of

Greece.'
6 March, 1829 (paper).

' On the Epicurean and
Stoic Philosophy.'

2 Oct., 1829 (paper).
' An Examination of

Phrenology.'
1 March, 1831 (paper).

' On the Agricultural
Plans adopted in the Netherlands for the Main-
tenance of the Poor.'

3 Feb., 1832 (paper).
' On the Life and

Writings (!) of Socrates.'
21 Feb., 1834 (lecture).

' On the Mind ana
Senses, and their Liability to Deception.'

7 March, 1834 (paper).
' On the Use of the

Moods in Latin.'
8 Aug., 1834 (paper).

' On Milton's Sacred
Drama.'

1 May, 1835 (paper).
' On the Drama of

Euripides.'
6 May, 1836 (paper).

' On Physical Geography.'
2 June, 1837 (paper).

' On Peculiarities in
the Structure of the English Language.'

2 April, 1840 (paper).
' On the Metaphysical

Sciences.'
3 Sept., 1841 (paper).

' On Roman Literature.'
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No lists of the papers and lectures given
in 1828 and 1830 are extant. The reason

alleged for this deficiency in the case of the

year 1828 makes one wonder if Mr. Piper
was a good man of business :

" The 6th

Report lost in the hands of the Rev. H. H.

Piper, and therefore not printed."
Mr. Piper was President of the Society

in this year 1828. He was a Vice-President

in 1826. 1827, 1834, 1837, 1840, and 1841.

and a Member of the Council in 1823 (the
first year of the Society's existence), 1825,
1830. 1831, 1832. 1835, 1836, 1838, and
1842. In 1843 his name disappears from
the list of proprietors, and in 1846 he was
elected an Honorary Member. He is then
described as

" the Rev. Henry Hunt Piper
of Banbury." G. C. MOOKE SMITH.

Sheffield.

A good deal of information respecting
him may be found in

'

Peeps into the Past :

the Diaries of Thomas Asline Ward,' edited

by A. B. Bell, with Introduction and Anno-
tations by R. E. Leader, B.A., Sheffield,
1909. The Index, which is one of the best
of its kind, gives no less than 122 references

to him and his near relatives. E. G. B.

ROBERT DENTON (11 S. vi. 169, 274).

Through a regrettable oversight, the point
of my reply on p. 274 was lost. I omitted
to include the baptism, in December, 1680,
of Robert, son of Samuel Denton.

LEO C.

LONDON BRIDGE (11 S. vi. 209).
The pamphlet mentioned by MR. ALECK
ABRAHAMS was reviewed at considerable

length in The Mechanic s Magazine for

1831 (vol. xv. pp. 370, 394, 434), the last

instalment being signed
"

C. V.," which

probably stood for Charles Vignoles, a well-

known engineer of that day. There was
much discussion in The Mechanic s Magazine
on the subject of London Bridge during the

years 1828-32, to which Mr. Christopher
Davy was the most prominent contributor.
He wrote a series of articles on the bridges
over the Thames ; the first of these appeared
on 16 Aug., 1829, and the series came to an
abrupt conclusion on 19 Feb., 1832 (vol. xvi.

p. 355). But on 31 March he resumed the

subject by the publication of a '

Report of
the Present State of the New London
Bridge,' in the course of which he refers

to the circumstance that he was accom-
panied in his survey by the editor of the

magazine. It is very evident that the editor
was in close touch with Mr. Christopher

Davy, and also with the author of the
'

Professional Survey,' the publisher of
which was identical with the publisher of
the magazine. It is highly probable that

Christopher Davy was the author of the

pamphlet in question ; but your corre-

spondent will be able to satisfy himself by
comparing it with Davy's articles above
alluded to. It will be interesting to know
the result of his investigations.

R. B. P.

FIREBACKS (11 S. vi. 230). I have just
seen in the shop of a Devonshire dealer
three interesting pieces of ironwork. Two
are firebacks of probably Stuart design,
and have solid i.e., flat backs. The third
is rectangular in shape, the moulded design
being that of Leonardo da Vinci's

' Last

Supper.' Its back is hollow i.e., it follows

the moulding. Can this be a fireback ?

If so, is it not a very unusual piece ? I

may add that all three were bought in or
near Cheltenham, so that apparently Glouces-
tershire may boast her ironwork as Sussex
does hers. The museums of Lewes, Hast-

ings, and Brighton contain notable examples
of local firebacks, which seem to have been
made from the sixteenth century onward.
Some further particulars may be found

in Mr. Arthur Hayden's
' Chats on Cottage

and Farmhouse Furniture '

(Unwin, 1912).
MARGARET LAVINGTON.

BRINDLE ARMS (11 S. vi. 251). I have
never seen any record of the arms of Brindle

(de Burnhull) in any MS. of the arms of
Lancashire gentry, nor in any of the heraldic

Visitations. The quarterings of Gerard of

Bryn do not include any coat that can be
attributed to Brindle, a circumstance which
seems to indicate that none such was ever
known. W. FARRER.
Over Kellet.

'ST. JOHNSTOITN' (11 S. vi. 252). I have
a note that '

St. Johnstoun ; or, John, Earl
of Gowrie,' an historical novel in three

volumes, is by Eliza Logan. She also wrote
"
Restalrig, a Novel by the author of

'

St.

Johnstoun,'
"

2 vols., 1829.
I know nothing about her. I have no

recollection of ever having seen the query, or
should have answered it, as my note was mad
some twenty-five years ago (10 S. ii. 407).

RALPH THOMAS.

SHEFFIELD FAMiLYT(ll S. vi. 231). In

reply to the query, Who was "
John, Lord

Sheffelde" ? see G. E. C.'s 'Complete Peer-

age,' vol. viii. p. 125 N. I. N.
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0n ISoofes.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by
_._Sir Sidney Lee. Second Supplement. Vol. II.

Faed-Muybridge (Smith, Elder & Co.)

WE who have passed middle life cannot turn
over the pages of this volume without a feeling of

sadness, for they are full of cherished memories
of those who contributed much to the joy of

living, as well as being helpful by the way in
which they diffused their special knowledge.

In this volume of 700 pages are 578 memoirs,
not one of which is without some special interest.

We are glad, to see that the number of biographies
devoted to those distinguished in Literature (in-

cluding journalism, philology, and philosophy) is

the largest (125). Under Art (including archi-

tecture, music, and the stage) the number is 80.
It is strange that the smallest number (16) on
the list is under Commerce and Agriculture.
The lawyers and sportsmen are close as to num-
bers 29 of the former and 21 of the latter. We
can refer to but a few.

Of special interest to our readers is the account
of Joseph Knight. Curiously enough, there are
two Joseph Knights in this volume. The first

is the landscape painter and engraver, who was
born 27 Jan., 1837, and died 2 Jan., 1909. Al-

though at the age of seven he lost his right arm,
lie made a reputation as a painter in oil and
water colour, and as an engraver and etcher.

Next to him in the '

Dictionary
' comes our former

Editor, born at Leeds on 24 May, 1829. When
only 19, he composed a poem,

' The Sea by
Moonlight,' of which we are so fortunate as to

possess a copy. As our older readers know, it

vvas on the death of Turle in July, 1883, that he
took over the editorship of

' N. & Q.' He was
also dramatic critic to The Athenaeum, and
his large knowledge of stage history caused him
to be chosen as the chief contributor of the
lives of actors and actresses to the '

Dictionary.'
' Notes by the Way '

contains a complete list

of his contributions. Sir Sidney Lee, who has
written the biography, records his handsome
presence, courteous bearing, and fine literary
taste. Many who read this review have them-
selves enjoyed Knight's friendship and experienced
his great social charm. It is not too much to

say of him that he was one of the most courteous

gentlemen of the nineteenth century. Edward
VII.,

"
le roi charmant," recognized his fascinat-

ing personality.
We turn next to the biography of a man with

whom we and Knight were intimately associated,
Norman Maccoll, who succeeded Dixon as editor

of The Athenceum. Maccoll occupied the position
until 1900, when, much to the regret of all con-
nected with the paper, ill-health forced him to

resign. Mr. Vernon Rendall in the short bio-

graphy gives from personal knowledge a vivid

description of him. He was reserved and shy,
had a perfect horror of self-advertisement, and
followed as much as possible in the old lines of

keeping the name of the editor in the background.
As an editor, he was indefatigable and would fre-

quently return to the office, when the paper was
.lust going to press, to correct something which
had suddenly occurred to him. His obituary
notices were one of the features of the paper. He
led a most quiet, secluded life, and cared so

little about politics that he never saw a morning
paper until he read The Times at the office late
in the day, after he had attended to his corre-
spondence and other matters requiring immediate
attention. His chief recreation consisted of Sun-
day walks with Leslie Stephen and a group
of literary men ; and although he met with a
bad accident at golf, by which he nearly lost the
sight of one eye, he remained to the last an
enthusiastic golfer. He was not a man of many
friends, but the few who enjoyed his friendship,
as we did, know how perfect and sincere it was.

Mr. G. S. Boulger reminds us in his biography
of George Manville Fenn that it was Dickens who
discovered him. ' In Jeopardy

'

appeared in.

All the Year Round in 1864. This attracted the
notice of other editors, and manuscripts were soon
accepted by James Payn for Chambers's Journal.
Fenn's separate books number more than 170.

'

Frederick Gard Fleay,' contributed by the
editor, tells of his winning the Trevelyan Prize
for an essay on phonetic spelling. Like Skeat,.
whose death we are now lamenting, he was a,

leading advocate of English orthographic reform,,
and edited The Spelling Reformer in 1880-81.
In 1874 he joined the New Shakspere Society
on its formation by Furnivall, whose biography,,
also written by Sir Sidney Lee, appears a few
pages later. This gives an account of Furnivall's
services in originating the '

N.E.D.,' and forming^
the Early English Text Society, which began
with 75 subscribers, Ruskin and Tennyson
amongst them. At his death 140 volumes had
been issued in the original series, and 107 in the
extra series.

' Richard Garnett '

is yet another-

biography we owe to Sir Sidney Lee. Garnett
was well named by Bishop Creighton

" the ideal
librarian," for not a student visiting the library
of the British Museum sought his help in vain.
The biography testifies to his amazing literary
activity.

Dr. Ward contributes the biography of Sir
Theodore Martin, who will chiefly be remembered
by his Life of the Prince Consort. Among the
longest biographies is that of Sir Henry Irving,
by Mr. Harold H. Child, who supplies an account
of his early struggles and industrious persistency
before he obtained success. We notice one slight
slip. Tom Hood was the author of the well-
known poem he was wont to recite, not Lytton,.
whose novel '

Eugene Aram
'

still finds readers.

Among the clergy are Farrar and Fleming ;

and among the Free Churchmen Alexander
Maclaren, Baptist divine (1826-1910), and Dr.
Samuel Gosnell Green (1822-1905), another
Baptist minister. Green was from 1863 to 1876
President of Rawden College, and afterwards
became editorial secretary to the Religious Tract
Society. His most important work was his
' Handbook to the Grammar of the Greek Testa-
ment,' which ran through several editions ; and
in 1904 he edited a revised edition of Dr. Angus's
' Bible Handbook.' He, with Dr. Jacobs, Head
Master of Christ's Hospital (1853-68), was respon-
sible for the New Testament in the revised version
of the English Bible designed by Joseph Gurney,
who defrayed the large outlay it must have-
necessitated. .

Mr. Macdonald supplies the biography of

Holyoake, whose services in obtaining the free

dom of thought and the freedom of the Press
which we now enjoy should be held in lasting-
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Tcmembrance. Although what is termed a secu-

larist, he respected all differences of opinion on
religious questions, and in recent years frequently
attended places of worship. We, who knew him
well, remember with pleasure his gracious per-
sonality, and felt how true was Gladstone's re-

mark about him :

"
Holyoake is a better Christian

than he knows." He did much to forward the

o-operative movement. A few pages later in
the volume we find a biography of another
remarkable man, Joseph Leycester Lyne,

" Father
Ignatius

"
(1837-1908), who advocated the

revival of monasticism in the Church of England,
and on his starting a guild for men and boys,
with himself as superior, was presented by Pusey
with his monastic habit. In 1863 he acquired
premises near Norwich, but these he had to
abandon. In 1871 he published a work entitled
' Leonard Morris ; or, The Benedictine Xovice,'
which The Athenceum, in reviewing it on the
14th of October, refused to treat as a novel,
but regarded "as a defence of what Mr. Lyne
is now attempting. .. .He wants, as before,
thousands of pounds from the workers in the
world, to enable him and his companions to keep
their alleged vow of poverty, in a great Bene-
dictine establishment." The review is very
severe, and condemns the uncharitable spirit

Lyne exhibited towards those who differed from
him. In 1869 he established his monastery at
Llanthony, but his effort to revive monasticism
in England bore little fruit. We who have fre-

quently heard him preach were impressed with
his sincerity ; some of his sermons were most
eloquent, perhaps the most eloquent of all being
that on the occasion of the death of Father Pur-
chas at Brighton.

Among journalists we note John Latey, who
succeeded his father as editor of The Illustrated
London News, one of the kindliest of men, and
a founder of the London Press Club ; and Maxwell
Tylden Masters, editor of The Gardeners' Chro-
nicle. There is yet another biography for which
we specially thank Sir Sidney Lee that of the
poet Gerald Massey, many of whose poems first

appeared in The Athenceum. Like Tennyson, he
made many changes in his poems after their first

appearance.
If space allowed, we could say much more about

the men whose names appear in this most interest-

ing volume. We offer our hearty thanks to Sir

Sidney Lee for the many biographies he has
himself contributed, as well as for the industry
he has displayed in the selection of names for
inclusion. Not the least of his services are
those he has rendered in giving a permanent
record of some who would otherwise probably
have passed into oblivion.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. OCTOBER.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS and a holograph will of
Edward FitzGerald are among the most valuable
of the items in Messrs. Sotheran's Catalogue 729,
which we have recently received. For the best
of the letters written to Crabbe's son in 1849 on
the subject of his biography of his father 151. 15s.
is asked, and for the will, dated 1858, 63Z. A
copy of the original edition of the ' Workes of
Beniamin Jonson,' 2 vols., folio the edition
giving the names of actors of some of the plays,

with Shakespeare among them is to be had for
351. (1616-41). Of foreign items the most valu-
able are, perhaps, the two La Rochefoucauld
MSS. : one of the ' M^moires ?

containing tha
whole of them, and mentioned in the Introduc-
tion to M. Petitot's edition contemporary,
521. 10s. ; the other, one of the seven known
contemporary MSS. of the ' Memoires sur les

Brigues a la Mort de Louis XIII., les Guerres de
Paris et de Guyenne, et la Guerre des Princes,'
as written by La Rochefoucauld's secretary and
corrected by himself, having also corrections in
another hand and 22 portraits, c. 1060, 631. A
letter from Tennyson to Mr. Weld about his lost

poem
' Arm ' "

If The Times won't put it in,
send it to The Morning Chronicle, The Athenanim

anywhere
"

is offered for 52/. 10s. The poem
has reference to the Volunteer Movement. John
of Capua, towards the end of the thirteenth
century, translated into Latin a Hebrew version
of the Buddhist ' Fables de Pilpay

'

; this, in
turn, in the sixteenth century was translated into
Spanish, and we notice that a copy of the second
or Saragossa edition of the Spanis'h is here to be
had : a good copy, bearing the book-plates of
Lord Shelborne and Lady Pomfret, 1531, 347.
The first and second books on arithmetic, offered
for 351. and 31L 10s. respectively, form an attrac-
tive item. The first, the ' Libro de Abacho,' by
Piero Borgo, or Borgi, is a 4to printed in Gothic
letter, with woodcut initials, and the note of the
date runs :

" Nela inclita cita de venetia a
corni. 2. augusto 1484 fu imposto fine ala presente
opera." The second,

'

Pictagoras [sic] Arith-
metrice introductor,

' "
Impresso nella excelsa

cipta di Fireze per |
Lorenzo de Morgiani et

Giouanni Thedesco da Maganza n
|
nito <a di

primo di
|
Genaio 1491," is also in Gothic letter,

and contains a large woodcut of Pythagoras
teaching. There are also a first edition of

'

Bells
and Pomegranates,' eight numbers in the original
black cloth cover, for 25Z. (Moxon, 1841-8) ;

a copy of Stow's '

Chaucer,' containing
" diuers

ad
| dicions, whiche were neuer in printe before :

with the siege and
|
destruccion of the worthy

citee of Thebes, compiled | by Jhon Lidgate,
Monke of Berie," a black-letter folio, 1561,
281. 10s. ; and Ackermann's '

History of the
University of Oxford,' with the descriptive text
by William Combe, on large paper, and the plates
coloured by hand, 1814, 40L

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of
disposing of them.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to " The Editor of

' Notes and Queries
' " Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

PERCY R. SMITH (Ruislip). Please give fuller
address ; letter forwarded has been returned.

R. L. The lines, which are somewhat misquoted,
form the end of stanza v. of Browning's 'Cristina.'
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage ^d. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
AND MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF PLANTS.

"The Gardener*' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

in it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

^publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession
of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

.generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

Telegraphic Address-GARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 QERRARD.
**

May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from onr Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from onr Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest, books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.O.

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols.

EIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICE FOURPEXCE.
NO 148 PLEVENTH-) SATURDAY OCTOBER 26 1912 1 ** . *iriu. ito. L SERIES. J OAIUKUAI, v OJVK <,u, xi7^. i

the if. r.^.o. as second class
v. Yearly Subscription, 20s. 6d. pt
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teredat

Second Class Matter,
post free.

Cambridge University Press
The Cambridge Modern History Atlas. Edited by A. w. WARD,

Litt.D., P.B.A. ; G. W. PROTHERO, Litt.D., F.B. A. ; and STANLEY LEATHES, M.A., C.B.
Assisted by E. A. BENIANS, M.A. Containing 141 maps, the majority cf which are coloured,
with a full index, and an Introduction by E. A. BENIANS, with indexes of the maps described
and of the local names mentioned therein. Royal 8vo. 25s net.

Beaumont and Fletcher: Complete Plays, Volume X.
The text edited by A. R. WALLER, M.A. Crown 8vo. 4s 6d net. Cambridge English Classics
Series. The volume, which completes this edition of the Plays, contains the following :

Thierry and Theodoret, the Woman-Hater, Nice Valour, The Honest Man's Fortune, The
Masque of the Gentlemen of Grays-Inne and the Inner-Temple, Four Plays or Moral
Representation* in One.

Admissions to Peterhouse or St Peter's College in the

University Of Cambridge. A Biographical Register. Being an exact

transcription of the entries in the College admission books from 1615 to 1887, together with
an abstract of the entries in the Academic register from 1887 to October 1, 1911, and
biographical notes compiled by THOMAS ALFRED WALKER, LL.D., M.A. (Cantab.), Litt.D.

(Viet.), Fellow, Librarian and Hon. Lecturer, and sometime Tutor of the College. Royal 8vo.
30s net.

Romano- British Architectural Remains. A bibliographical list

descriptive of Romano-British architectural remains in Great Britain. By ARTHUR H.
LYELL, M.A., F.S.A. Demy 8vo. 7s 6d net.

McClean Collection of Manuscripts. A descriptive catalogue of the

McClean collection of manuscripts in the Fitzwilliam Museum. By MONTAGUE RHODES
JAMES, Litt.D., F.B.A., F.S.A. With 108 plates. Royal 8vo. 25s net.

Early Printed Books in the Library of St Catharine's

College, Cambridge. By J. BILDERBECK, M.A., Librarian. With 3 plates.

Paper boards. Royal 8vo. 2s net.

Notes and Documents Relating to Westminster Abbey.
Four volumes in this series are now ready, crown 8vo. 5s net each, viz. : The Manuscripts
of Westminster Abbey, by J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON, D.D , and M. R. JAMES, LitLD. ; The
History of Westminster Abbey by John Fltte, Gilbert Crispin Abbot of Westminster, The
Abbot's House at H estminster, by J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON, D.D.

London Cambridge University Press Fetter Lane
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NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY MORNING at 10 o'clock.

\TOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-L^l to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 5s. 2d. tor Three
Months- 108. 3d for Six Months; or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months,

including the volume Index. J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and

Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

N OTES AND QUERIES.
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

t. d.

5 Lines, pearl type 026
Sixpence per Line beyond.

Half a Column 110
Column 220
A Page 440

In the measurement of Advertisements, care should be taken to

measure from rule to rule.

JOHN 0. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
f/otes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, B.C.

T HE OBSERVER.
COMPLETE FILE WANTED

FOR THE YEARS 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816.

Odd Numbers are of no use.

The Observer, 12-14. Newton Street. High Holborn, W.C.

pENEALOGY. Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-
vjf eery Lane, W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record Soc., and
General Editor of the Northern and Eastern Counties in Mr. Philli-

more's Parish Register Series, is at liberty to UNDERTAKE
RESEARCHES for Private Clients on moderate terms. Wills, Parish

Registers, Manor Rolls, Chancery Suits, Heraldry, Ac.

T>OOKS. ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS
iD supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Booknnders extant. Please slate wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. 34-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

BACK VOLUMES OF
VT O T E S AND QUERIES^ can be obtained on application to

the Office of the Paper,

11, BREAM'S BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, B.C.

at the uniform price of 10s. 6d. each.

C OBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
By LEWIS MELVILLE.

NOTES AND QUERIES
For JULY 6, 13, 27; AUGUST S, 17, 24; and SEPTEMBER 7.

Price for the Seven Numbers, 2s. 4d. ; or free by post, 2s. 7(1.

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

TO BOOKSELLERS.

l^RANCIS & CO. are prepared to give LOW
Jj ESTIMATES for HIGH-CLASS CATALOGUE and GENERAL
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DANTEIANA.

1.
'

INF.,' xix. 82-i :

Che dopo lui verra, di piu laid' opra,
Di ver ponente un pastor senza legge,
Tal che convien che lui e me ricopra.

Clement V.,
" the lawless Pastor " here

referred to, is the fifth and last Pope Dante
consigns to hell. Between him and Boni-
face VIII. intervened Benedict XI., con-

cerning whose brief pontificate and very
existence the poet maintains an ominous
silence, speculation as to the reasons whereof
is as futile as it is beyond my present purpose.
Equally unprofitable in my view is the im-
material and vexed dispute as to whether
the first line quoted is a vaticinium ante or

post eventum. The issues are not vital on
either supposition, neither can a definite

judgment be passed thereon.

Of wider interest here and elsewhere is

the central question Do stern facts sup-
port Dante in his treatment of Clement V.,
when arraigned at the bar of historical

inquiry ? If not, the severe epithets of
the passage quoted are worse than libellous ;

if otherwise, those epithets come short of

severity : in either case,
"
Fiat justitia.

ruat coelum."

Dante's epithets are elastic, and can be
stretched over a wide area of misdemeanours,
within which Dupin (' Hist, of the Church,'
Eng. ed., 1713, iii. 229) enumerates some
of minor consequence :

" He was elected on the 5th of June, 1305, was
called Clement V., and crowned at Lyons. He
revoked the Bull Unam Sanctam, and the other
Bulls of Boniface which prejudiced the interests
and rights of the King of France. He restored
the Colonnas to their dignities. He revoked and
declared null all that Pope's judgments ; gave
absolution to all whom that Pope had excom-
municated, excepting, however, Sciarra Colonna
and Nogaret ; but he suspended the Process
relating to the person of Boniface, and referred it

to the Council which he assembled at Vienne in
1311."

The attitude of the Popes of this period
towards each other is passing curious.
Clement V. was no friend of Boniface VIII.,
whom Benedict XI. just failed to canonize,
yet he assigns a throne in heaven to
Celestine V., whom Dante immortalizes by
providing him with a seat in hell. But
there were worse indictments against Cle-

ment than these, which fully justify the

Eoet's
strong expletives and conduct towards

im. Dean Plumptre epitomizes them thus,
with authorities for his charges :

"
Every act of his must have seemed to Dante

iniquitous and disastrous. He transferred the
Papacy from Rome to Avignon, made himself the
servile instrument of Philip the Fair in the sup-
pression of the Knights Templars, and was
besides conspicuous for simony, nepotism, and
personal profligacy (Vill.,viii. 80 ; ix. 59 ; Milman,
'L.C.' vii. 171-324). Of him we hear again
in

'

Par.' xvii. 82 as having tricked Henry VII.
with fair promises which were not kept, and his
doom is again proclaimed in '

Par.' xxx. 143148.
For a brief moment Dante too had been deceived
like the Emperor (Ep. 5), and the fact that he
had been tricked gave a fresh bitterness to his

indignation."

This is an almost verbatim rendering of
Scartazzini's comments minus the references

Raynal.,
'

Annal.,' ad an. 1307 and 1312,
and Guid., 'Vit. Clem.' in Murat., 'Scrip.,'
iii. 676, together with the significant
addition :

" E ne fece tante altre delle sue, da meritarsi
anche troppo 1' elogio qui fattogli dal poeta."
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The same author explains "senza legge"
as meaning

" non badante a veriina legge,
ne divina, ne umana."

Evidence enough, all this, to exculpate
any tribunal, however severe its sentence.
Yet one witness Bianchi comes forward
to limit (or explain away) the ugly epithet"
piu laid opra

"
thus :

"
Seppure per quest' opra laida non intendc

la sua elezione creduta simoniaca, essendo egli
stato esaltato pel maneggi del re francese,"

and adds, to temper further the judge's
severity :

" Si nota, che Dante parla con onore di Cle-
mente V. in una sua epistola ai principi e popoli
italiani, che certamente e del 1310,"

explaining this apparent inconsistency of

his hero by surmising that
" Dante che avea vituperate Clemente pei
brutti principi del suo pontificato, potea parlarne
con reverenza quattro o cinque anni dopo quando
parve favorevole ad Arrigo, ed era necessario
conciliar venerazione nei popoli verso le due
supreme autorita del mondo, il papa e 1' im-
peratore."

Villani disposes (ix. 59) of the first line of

defence thus :

" Clemente V. fu upmo molto cupido di moneta,
e simoniaco, che ogni beneflcio per danari s' avea
in sua corte, e fu lussurioso ; che palese si dicea,
che tenea per arnica la contessa di Pelagorga,
bellissima donna, flgluiola del conte di Fusci."

Of Dante's curious change of front in the
letter referred to by Bianchi, it can only be
said that, whenever it occurred or to what-
soever cause due, it in nowise cancels the

poet's moral verdict as delivered in his

poem.
2. Ibid., 115-/7 :

Ahi, Costantin, di quanto nial fu matre,
Non la tua conversion, ma quella dote
Che da te prese il primo ricco patre.

The sustained interest in and real importance
of the so-called Donation of Constantine

(alluded to by
"
quella dote ") centre less

in the literary than in the historical and
political values of that imaginary

"
gift

"

(c. 324) to Silvester I., the
"
ricco patre

"

of the quotation. How the document
recording the grant originated is beyond
my present inquiry ; it will, as of more
consequence, serve that purpose merely to

note that that act attributed to Constantine
has been regarded as the origin and basis of

the Temporal Power of the Papacy, and
that Dante, believing, in common with his

contemporaries, in its genuineness (he found
the story in Latini's

'

Tesoro,' ii. 25), yet

regarded it as
"
the mother of much

mischief.'' He refers to it again (as
also in'DeMon.,' ii. 12; hi. 10) in 'Par.'
xx. 56, as

Sotto buona intension che fe mal frutto,

which Mr. Tozer first explains (ad 1. 116 ut
supra) as extending the grant to

"
the whole

temporal power of the West," but, at the
line from the '

Par.,' reduces it to
" a part

of the temporal government." This latter
view is more in accordance with the actual
wording of the Edict as given in

'

Pat. Lat./
cxxx. 245,

"
our palace, the city of Rome,

and the provinces of Italy." It was Boni-
face VIII. who, by his Bull " Unam
Sanctam," claimed universal temporal sove-

reignty in 1302. Ariosto has a curiously
analogous allusion (was the figure drawn
from Dante ?) to this

"
dote "

in
'

Orlando
Furioso,' xxxiv. 80 :

Di vari fiori ad un gran monte passa,
Ch' ebbe gia buono odore, or putia forte
Questo era il dono (se pero dir lece)
Che Costant ino a-1 buon Silvestro fece.

And Milton quotes the Constantinian address
in his

' Reformation in England.'

The spuriousness of the so-called Donation
was first exposed by Lorenzo Valla, c. 1443, in
his

' De falso credita et ementita Constantini
Donatione '

(' Biographic Nouvelle Generate/
and Dollinger's

' Die Papst-fabeln des Mit-
telalters,' p. 52), and nine years later by
an English prelate, Bishop Reginald Pecock,
in his

'

Represser
'

(Babington's edition,.
1860, ii. 323, among the "

Chronicles and
Memorials of Great Britain," by the Master
of the Rolls). Valla's work was re-edited,,
with the Edict in Latin and French, so

recently as 1879; and an early English
edition (1525) lies in the B.M. Other
notable assailants of its authenticity were :

Cardinal Nicolaus de Cusa (1464) in his
'

Catholic Concordance '

(Schard's
'

Eccle-
siastical Power,' 1566, iii. 608); Anto-
ninus, Archbishop of Florence (1484), in his-
' Summa Historialis,' ed. 1586, i. 2; Raphael
Maffei in his 'Commentarii Urbani,' 1506 r

lib. xxiii. fol. 244, ed. 1511 ; Baroniusr

and Bellarmine. It may be added that the

alleged cause of the alleged Donation
Constantino's baptism and cure from leprosy
by Silvester at Soracte is also discredited'

by the damaging fact that the Emperor was
actually baptized in 337 at Nicomedia by
Eusebius, the bishop of that city.

J. B. McGovEBN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester..
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LONDON'S "TERRITORIALS" IN 1588 AND 1599.

AMONGST the books and papers that at one time belonged to William Lambarde, the
historian of Kent, and are now at Sevenoaks, is a manuscript of a friend of his, Richard
Robinson, written in 1600, which he calls "A Survey. .. .of the . . . . Soldyers mustered
and trayned in London in 1588 and 1599" in 1588, to resist the Spanish invasion;
and in 1599, because "

the Comming of some enemy was expected onely by God's
providence frustrated."

Added to the Survey is what purports to be "a Proper Blazon of Coloures in Armory
and Ensignes Military."

After the title-page it commences :

The First Survey taken and made of the Severall and Particular Wardes, Capteynes, Ensignes, a:id
Soldyers mustered and trayned in London and the Outelibertyes nere the same, Anno Xpi 1588.

FIRST LoxooSfs EASTE BEGIMRXT.

Wardes. Capteynes. Ensignes. |

Sol-
dyers

1 Portsoken warde without
Allgate

Of ytself . . . . 146
From Allgate . . 4

2 Allgate Within
Of ytself

3 Tower Warde
From Allgate
From ytself . .

The Tower of London
From ytself 150

4 Billingsgate Warde
From the Tower . .

From ytself . . .

Her Mate Servant Gowen Ensigne argent, crosse azure, ! 150
Smith, free of the Barber port or in chief with these

!

Surgeons. letters PORTSOKEN or.

150

150

142
8

j

i

150

8
142

Beniamyn Anys, free denizen Vert, azure, and or panes, 150'
of London. cross ruge in argent fielde ,

chief.

Thomas Awdley, free of the Azure, or, and argent panes, ' 150'
Skinners. cross ruge in argent field !

chief.

150

Billingsgate Warde
Of ytself 77, from the

Bridg 73, so in all 150

5 Bridge Warde
From ytself onely 147,
and from Langburn
Warde 3, so in all 150

6 Langburne Warde
From ytself onely, without

any other warde, 150

7 Lyme Street WT

arde
From Langburn 56, from

ytself 59vfrom Bisshops-
gate 35, so in all 150

8 Bisshopsgate Warde
From ytself onely 150

Nicho: Stodderd, free of y
e '

Argent and sable waves, spurr
Grocers. rowells or, cross ruge in

field argent chief.

Willyam Towrson, free of the Argent and ruge waves, crosse
Skynners. ruge in fielde argent chief.

Xpofer Webb, free of the Azure and or waves, cross
Salters. ruge p'tout.

Richard Morice, free of the Argent and ruge panes, cross
Ironmongers. ruge in fielde argent chief.

John Jolles, free of y Drapers, i Argent and sable waves, cross
Merchant. ruge p'tout.

Thomas Ferrys, Haberd:
M' chant.

Thomas Smithe, Haberd :

M'chant.

Argent and sable panes, cross
ruge in argent^ field chief.

Azure and or dyanionds, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

150

150

150

150

150

150

150
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LONDONS NORTH REGIMENT THEN MUSTERED AND TRAYNED.

Wardes. Capteynes. Ensignes.
Sol-
dyerx.

9 Cornehill Warde
Prom Bisshopsgate 10, of

ytself 114, & from Brod-
streete 26, so in all 150

10 Broadstreet Warde
Of ytself onely 150

1 1 Collman Strete Warde
From Broad Streete Warde >

17, of ytself 113, so in !

all 150 (sic).

12 Bassingsha Warde
Of ytself 73, from Broad

\

Street Ward 31, from
|

Criplegate Ward 46, and
so in all 150

13 Criplegate Warde
From ytself onely 150
The same Warde
More from ytself 150

The same Criplegate Warde
More 150

S' Martin le Grand
Of ytself 59, from Criple-

gate Ward 58, and from
Faringdon Within 33,
so in all 150

14 Aldersgate Warde
From ytself onely 150

15 Cheapsyde Warde
From ytself onely 150

Vide plus infra.

John Bowser, Vinton' Merch*.

Thomas Barret.

George Barne, Haberd:
M'chant.

Robt. Offley, Haberd:
M'chant.

Gerard Gore, Haberd:
M'chant.

Baptist Hazell, Pewterer.

Anthony Galle, Scrivener.

James Denton.

Martin Bond, Haberd:
M'chant.

Samuel Saltonstall, Skynner
Merchaunt.

Argent and sable waves, cross 150

ruge in fielde argent chief.

Argent and sable waves, cross

ruge in fielde argent chief.
150

Azure and or waves, cross i 150
ruge in field argent chief.

Argent and oringetawny waves,
cross ruge in field argent
chief.

Argent and sable waves, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

Argent and ruge waves, field

argent in chief.

Argent and vert panes, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

Argent and sable panes, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

150

150

150

150

150

Vert and or panes, cross ruge 150

p'tout.

Argent and sable panes, cross
'

150
ruge in field argent chief.

LONDONS WEST REGIMENT THEN MUSTERED AND TRAYNED.

16 Faringdon Warde Within
Of ytself 150

The same Warde
More of ytself 150

The same Warde
More of ytself 150

15 Cheapesyde Warde afore-

sayd
From Faringdon within 46,

from ytself 65, and
from Castle baynerd 39,
all 150

Faringdon Warde With-
oute 150

The same Warde
More of ytself 150

17 The same Faringdon With-
oute 150

The same Warde
More 150

The same Warde
More 150

18 Castle baynerd Warde
Of ytself onely 150

Richard Martin, Goldesmyth. i Argent and carnation panes,
cross ruge p'tout.

! Argent and vert panes, cross

ruge p'tout.

j

Azure and or panes, cross ruge

j

p'tout.

John Megges, Draper M'chant. i Argent and ruge panes, cross

ruge in fielde argent chief.

John Martin, brother to him,
Goldsmyth.

Anthony Wilcocks, free of the
Barber Surgeons.

Willyam Becher, Haberd:

I

M'chant.

! George Leyster,* Haberd:
M'chant.

Henry Parvis, Haberd:

j

M'chant.

;
Thomas Loc, Haberd:

Merchaunt.

John Swinerton, M'chant
taillor M'chaunt

Hughe Lea, Grocer M'chant.

Argent and ruge panes, cross

ruge p'tout.

Azure and or dyamonds, cross

ruge field argent in medio.

Argent and sable panes, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

Azure and or panes, cross ruge
in fielde argent chief.

Argent and sable waves, cross

ruge in field argent chief.

Argent and watchet panes,
cross ruge p'tout.

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

I was one of his pykemen for Edward Caron in S* Sepulchers parish.
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LOXDOXS SOWTHE REGIMENT THEN MUSTERED AND TRAYNED.

Warden. Capteynes.
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56. Cor. Theopelus Cosill, d. 3 Aug., 1695.
57. John Heriot, Esq., of Hendon, Midd.,

Comptroller of the Royal Hosp., d. 29 July,
1833, a. 73. Alison, his w., d. 26 July, 1833, a. 68.

58. John Ranby, Esq., Serjeant Surgeon to
His Majesty, and Surgeon of this Hosp., d.
28 Aug., 1773, a. 70.

59. Win. Sparke, Esq., late Major 48th Rtgt,,
and Major to the Hospital, d. 27 March, 1775,
a. 77. Mary, his wid., d. 10 Feb., 1813. a. 88.
Mrs. Martha Hobbs, mother of Mrs. Hester
Sparke, d. 1 March, 1821, a. 85.

60. [Catherine, w. of David] Crauford, Esq.,
[d. 22 Sept., 1713]. [David Crauford, Esq.,
Lieut.-Governor and] Deputv Commissary Fof
Musters], d. [28 Aug.] 1723, in his 79th year.Arms: A buck's head erased, impaling 3 (demi-
lions rampant ?).

61. A four-sided monument. Inscriptions gone.Arms : A cross between 4 (martlets ?).
(ii>. Capt. John Miller, d. 27 Jane, 1752, a. 75.
6 ;? - George Feagan, many years 2nd Clerk in

the Secretary's Office, d. 9 Jan., 1811, a. 63.
Margaret, his w., d. 12 Nov., 1802, a. 52.

64. Blank.
65. Blank. A nineteenth - century Gothic

tombstone.
6(5. Lieut.-Col. Robert Mathews, d. 5 July, 1814,

&. 69. Mary, his relict, d. 26 Oct., 1840, a. 80.
67. Sam Wyatt, Architect, Clerk of the Works

to this Hosp., born at Blackbrook, Staffordshire,8 Sept., 1737; d. 8 Feb., 1807, a. 70 [sic]. Ann
Wyatt, d. 21 Mav, 1813, a. 72.

68. Blank.

^,^ General the Right Hon. Sir David Dundas,
Voo '' Governor of the Royal Hosp., d. 18 Feb.,
\ /Ka - 84> Ladv Charlotte Dundas, his wid.,
d. 11 May, 1840, a. 81.

70. General the Right Hon. Sir William
liawcett, K.C.B., Colonel of the 3rd Dragoon
Guards, and Governor of the Royal Hosp.,d 22 March, 1804, a. 76. Charlotta Lady
Fawcett, his wid., d. 11 March, 1805, a. 53.

71. William Bulkeley, Major of this Hosp.,
A. 14 Sept., 1801, in his 69th year. Charles
Howard, his 2nd s., d. 1 May, 1805, a. 40. Ann,
relict of William B., d. 11 Jan., 1820, in her 84th
year.

^ 72 - Cyrus Trapaud, General, and Colonel of
the 52nd Regt , d. 3 May, 1801, in his 87th year.
Catharine, his relict, d. 2 June, 1803, a. 73.

73. The Hon. Lieut.-Col. Arthur Owen, Gover-
nor of Pendennis Castle, d. 17 Oct., 1774, a. 74.

74. The Hon. Colonel [Ric]hard Harfwood],
W- AMt, 1758]. Also Capt. Perceval Pyrn, of the
26th Foot, Assistant-Adjutant of this Hosp.,
d. 27 Nov., 1814, a. 52. Major-General Michael
Jacob, formerly Captain 64th Regt, and Major76th Regt., d. 10 Dec., 1815, a. 69. [Loftus]
vunn, Esq., Comptroller of this Hosp., d. 7 July
IISIS], a. 80. Betty Nunn, his wid.,'d. 13 Feb.
J.O i^, a. ol.

75. Mary Ann, w. of Capt. William McLeod, of
Chelsea Hospital, d. [6] June, 1836, a. 68. CaptWin. McLeod, d. 22 April, 1845, a. (83). Francii
Blake McLeod, s. of the above, d. (15) April
1838, a. . Also Maria Me ....

76. Nathaniel S[mith, 56 years in the Army, &c.,
first agent appointed for putting in execution
the Act of P. for the relief of the out-pensioners,
'Compf - Major and Lieutenant - Governor oJ

this Hospital], d. 14 Jan., 1773, in his 78th year.
Arms: Three (horses') heads cabossed erased.
Crest : A (horse's head) erased.

77. Almost blank. Arms : Blank. 2 eagles
as supporters. Crest : An eagle rising from a
(Baron's ?) coronet. Perhaps this is the Mont-
morency tomb given by Ford.

78. Benjamin Moseley, M.D., 30 years Phy-
sician to Chelsea Hosp., d. 30 Sept., 1819, a. 73.
His s., William Henry Moseley, M.D., 18 years
Physician to H.M. Forces, d. 13 April, 1823, a 1.7.

79. Col. John Campbell, Lieut.-Governor of
this Hosp., d. 18 April, 1773.

80. Mrs. Mary Duke, d. 23 Jan., 1811, a. 37.
81. William, s. of Richard and Elizabeth

Barnes, d. 28 June, 1786, a. 7 y. 9 m. [Mr. Richard
Barnes, d. 18 April, 1799, a. 57.]

*82. General the Hon. Sir Edward Paget,
G.C.B., &c., Colonel 28th Regt,, Governor of the
Royal Hosp., Chelsea, d. 10 May, 1849, in his
74th year.

83. Capt. Thomas Stuart, Adjutant of the
Royal Hosp. upwards of 30 years, d. 26 Oct.,
1750, a. 82. Ann, his relict, d. in her 89th year.
[No date.} Ann Stuart, his 4th dau., d. 11 Nov.,
1794. a. 58.

*84. Catharen Anne, w. of Capt. Edward
Sutherland, of this Establishment, d. 23 Nov.,
1854, in her 52nd year.

85. Blank. 86. Blank.
*87. Col. Henry Le Blanc, 4th s. of the late

Thomas Le Blanc, Esq., of Cavenham, Suff.,

Major during 41 years of the Royal Hospital, late

Lieutenant-Colonel of the 5th Veteran Battn.,
formerly of the 71st Regt., d. 1855, a. 79. Arms :

Quarterly, 1 and 4, a chevron between 3 cinque-
foils, on a chief an eagle displayed ; 2 and 3, on
a chevron 3 escallops, in chief a lion passant. Crest :

An eagle displayed.
88. James Ford, Serjeant in the Hon. Col.

Villers's Regt. of Foot, in Capt. Thomas Ogle's
Company, Pentioner in H.M. Royal Hosp.,
d. 28 April, 1698. William McMollen, d. 20 Oct.,
1702, in his 37th year. James Gibson, d. 7 Nov.,
1714, a. 41.

*89. Sergeant Major Thomas Drabble, years
attached to this Hosp., d. (1) Oct., 18 , a. 62.

Elizabeth, his w., d. 18 Nov., , a. 68, and
was interred [at] Woolwich.

*90. Ralph Carr Alderson, Lieutenant-Colonel
Royal Engineers, Registrar, d. 26 Oct., 1849,
a. 56.

91. Inscription gone. Arms: Quarterly, 1 and
4, a chevron between 3 ; 2 and 3, not legible.

Impaling, 3 unicorns rampant Crest : A (cock-
atrice ?) issuing from a crown of (ostrich) feathers.

92. Lieut. Charles Montagu Walker, [89th Foot,
s. of Capt. Charles M. Walker, R.N., nephew of
Sir Geo. Townsend Walker, Lieutenant-Governor
of the Royal Hosp., Chelsea, d. 20 Aug., 1841,
a. 23.]

93. John M[urry], Serjeant [in the R.H.,
d. 1 Aug., 1738, a. 73J.

94. A broken illegible headstone. 95. Blank.

G. S. PABRY, Lieut.-Col.

17, Ashley Mansions, K.W.

(To be continued.)

* Do not appear ia Capt. Ford's collection of

abstracts, 1842.
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THE REV. HERBERT RLX, ROYAL SOCIETY,
1879-95. (See ante, p. 302.) Messrs. Wil-
liams & Norgate have kindly lent me their
file copy, the only file they hold, of Rix's
'

Sermons, Addresses, and Essays,' and it

appears that the volume was issued by
friends after the writer's death as

" a real,

though very inadequate memorial of a life

devoted to the noblest ideals, and of a
robust and rare intelligence." It opens with
an appreciation by Philip Wicksteed.
Rix was born in December, 1850, and was

only fourteen when severe attacks of rheu-
matic fever left him with the heart troubles to
which he ultimately succumbed. He became
a student at Regent's Park Baptist College,
then under Dr. Angus. Finding that he could
not bind himself to any formulae or sub-

scriptions, he informed Dr. Angus of his
difficulties. All who have had the privilege
of the friendship of Dr. Angus will remember
his large-heartedness. He ' '

acted throughout
with the greatest sympathy and kindness,"
and "

the young heretic got an appointment
as classical tutor at the College at Pontypool."
Afterwards he became assistant to Allanson
Picton at St. Thomas's Square. Hackney ;

but this work was soon brought to a close

through the resignation of Picton. In 1879
he received the appointment of clerk to the

Royal Society, and in 1885 became Assistant

Secretary.
It was when Rix and his wife occupied the

official apartments at Burlington House
that Wicksteed first knew them. He de-
scribes Rix as "a perfect secretary, with
rare powers of organising and arranging
details, punctual, systematic, upright, and
conscientious. . . .giving his staff the sense
of being called into fellowship of work by a
friend rather than ordered by a superior."
He was full of courtesy and sympathetic
kindness, but fire would be struck from
him by anything approaching an imputation
against the Society of which he was the
servant. On one occasion a disappointed
interviewer, who had hinted that some wire-

pulling might have affected the selection
from the candidates for membership, sud-

denly found himself passing through the
door as the Assistant Secretary held it un-

compromisingly open.
Nevertheless, his heart was not wholly

in his work he wished to give his life

to preaching. He hadjbuilt a cottage at

Limpsfield (where some of his friends had
already pitched their tents), intending to live
there with his wife on 100?. a year, and to

vary sermon-writing by cultivating his little

plot of land ; but when he retired the Royal

Society voted him a pension, and this with
other resources brought his income to far

beyond what he had anticipated. He died
in the autumn of 1906, only a few weeks
after losing his wife, who had served on the
committee for the revision of the Braille

system of writing for the blind, and with a
friend had transcribed a translation of the
whole of the

' Divina Commedia.'
JOHN COLLINS FRANCIS.

PETITION TO THE HON. MARY CONWAY,
1629. From the State Papers Domestic
Charles I., vol. 142, p. 25, I transcribe the

following letter:

MOST NOBLE MlSTBKS
When I came forth of your howse, as Noah's

dove out of the Arke, my hope was that I shold
have found some rest for the sole of my foote :

that is, a howse in the Countrey for me, and my
husband to have dwelt in : But as the dove
found the earth covered with waters : soe I

found the howse replenished with inhabitants,
and not soe much as warninge geven them to

depart. Therefore my humble suite unto you is,

not that you wold receive me into the Arke
againe as Noah did the dove : But that you
wold solicite your Honoble good father, that he
wold be pleased to geve order for a speedie and
peaceable possession of that howse, without

being either burthensome to my friends, or too

chargeable to my husband, wch favour if I may
be soe happie as to obtayne at your hands :

then shall I by my letter the seacond tyme
returne unto you, as the dove did unto Noah,
with an olyve leafe in my mouth, to yeld you,
and my verie good Lord, humble, and hartie

thanks for my quiet, and peace[able*] possession
thereof. And thus with the acknowledgment of

mine, and my husbands serviceable due respect
unto you, I humblye take my leave, restinge

Your most Submissive
Servant, and Suppliant

ELIZABETH AMSON.
from Arrow the vith

of May 1629.

[Endorsed :.,

To the Hono hle
, Mistress Marie

Conway, daughter to the moste
noble Lord Viscount Conway
at his howse in S* Martins
Lane present these.

E. H. FAIRBROTHER.

CAWTHORNE. This surname seems rather

uncommon, if one may judge by the fact

that it occurs but once, so far as I can dis-

cover, in all the ten General Indexes to
' N. & Q.' There is mention (4 S. v. 597)
of one Mrs. Cawthorne, a centenarian,

"an old lady residing in Chatteris (Cam-
bridgeshire) [who] completed her 100th year
[4 May, 1870]."

I became interested in the genealogy of

the Cawthorne family on account of its

* Torn away.
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relationship to that of Halley. The astro-
nomer Halley's paternal aunt, Elizabeth,
married John Cawthorne. She was buried
at Alconbury, 28 Sept., 1673 (see 10 S. ix.

218).
In the parish records of St. Clement's,

Eastcheap, where Humphrey Halley, vintner,
the astronomer's grandfather, is known to
have resided circa 1639-40 (cf. Mag. of
Hist., N.Y., 1910), there are several Caw-
thorne entries between 1573 and 1655.

Recently an English correspondent wrote
to me :

"
I was reading .... the introduction by J. G-

Frazer to the letters of William Cowper. It is

mentioned that the poet's friend Mrs. Unwin was
Mary Cawthorne, daughter of a draper at Ely.
Mrs. Unwin was born 1723 or 1724. . . .Her hus-
band the Rev. Morley Unwin lived at Hunting-
don."

It would be interesting to know what
relationship, if any, existed between Mrs.
Unwin and the Cawthornes connected with
Halley. I should like also to ascertain
whether or not there are living now any
descendants of John Cawthorne and Eliza-
beth Halley his wife.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
135, Park Row, Chicago.

THE COPPERAS HOUSE.
" ' The 21st February, 1699 : being Wednesday.

The bells of this parrish were taken down in order
to be new cast. They lay in the church porch
till March the eleventh following. They were
carried to the Copperis house by William Smith
his teame, and put on board Thomas Smith
his hoy

'

(Parish Register, Gillingham, Kent)."
' Kent Records,' p. 78.

In a map of the Folkestone Estate, 1698,
some houses are marked " The Copperas
Houses." R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

" SELLING OF A HORSE " BY MR. PEPYS.
In the 'Diary' (p. 42, vol. i., Wheatley's
large edition) occurs the following curious

passage :

" After all this we went to a sport called,
selling of a horse for a dish of eggs and herrings,
and sat talking there till almost twelve o'clock."

In discussing this question with my friend
Dr. Guillemard he told me that in South
Africa many years ago it was the custom
at an inn at the time of payment

"
to sell a

pony
"

in order to decide who should pay
for the whole party. The way was this.

Suppose a company of four. One of the guests"
sold the pony

"
by holding coins of any

number up to four concealed in his fist,
and each person guessed how many coins
were held ; the right guesser then paid for

all. If no one guessed rightly, the "
pony-

seller
"

of course paid.
Does this explain the sport of Samuel

Pepys at Harper's, where he often took his
"
morning draft

"
? GEORGE WHERRY.

Cambridge.

TAVERN SIGNS. In a back street in

Darlaston there is a tavern with the sug-
gestive sign of the

" Why not ?
" while

in South - East London, between " The
Elephant and Castle" and the spot where
the Obelisk once stood, there is "The Royal
Mortar," which might possibly have been

corrupted from "The Royal Martyr."
C. R.

(gturns.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

MILTON'S ' LYCIDAS '

: EXPLANATION
WANTED. I shall be glad if some of your
readers will let me know what is exactly
the meaning of the line in Milton's
'

Lycidas
' which runs as follows :

And hears the unexpressive nuptial song.

TRIN. COLL. CAMB.

M. ROUQUET'S
' THE PRESENT STATE OF

THE ARTS IN ENGLAND.' As I cannot find

a copy of the English edition of this work in

the B.M. or any other library I have con-

sulted, I should feel greatly obliged if any
one could inform me where I can see a copy.
It was published in London and Paris in

1755, and it is recorded by Lowndes. In

Walpole's
' Anecdotes

'

it is referred to as

by M. Jean Rouquet, but in the Catalogue of

the Salon, where he exhibited some of his

enamels, his name is given as Andre Rouquet.
I should be glad also to hear of the where-
abouts of any of Rouquet's work, especially
his enamels these are frequently signed" R." He lived in England nearly thirty

years, but he died in Paris in 1758.
JOHN LANE.

The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

EYRE FAMILY. Christopher Eyre was liv-

ing at Manuden, Essex, at the time of the

Civil War. Whom did he marry ? In the

pedigree of Eyre of Wiltshire recorded in

the College of Arms there is a note that
"
the registers are defective owing to the

Civil War." He was the fourth son of
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Thomas Eyre, Mayor of , Sarum 1610, by
Anne Jaye, and he had a son, Robert Eyre
of Putney (buried in Bath Abbey), who
married Anne Brisco. What Briscos were
these ? L. E. T.

2, Little Dean's Yard, S.W.
" REGIUM PB^CEPTUM SCALIGERI."

What is the "
regium praeceptum Scaligeri

"
?

It has something to do with the formation
of compound words in Greek ; but I can
find nothing about it in any of the Greek

grammars. KOM OMBO.

MRS. ANNA JAMESON (1794-1860) was
an intimate friend of Ottilie von Goethe,
and in her published works a number of

highly interesting remarks on Weimar and
the great poet's family are to be found.
It is certain that her private letters must
have contained many more such allusions.

I should, therefore, be very grateful to any
of the readers of

' N. & Q.' who could
tell me whether and where any literary
remains of, and letters to or from, Mrs.
Jameson are preserved. Mrs. Gerardine

Macpherson in her ' Memoirs of the Life

of Anna Jameson (1878) informs us that
Mrs. Jameson unfortunately destroyed most
of the letters and diaries in her own posses-
sion (p. x) ; but, as she quotes from letters

addressed by the author to other persons
as her father, sisters, husband, Robert
Xoel, Esq., Miss Sedgwick, Mrs. Procter
there is the possibility that these, as well

as others, may still exist.

HEINRICH MUTSCHMANN.
University College, Nottingham.

" CALLANDAR'S CAT." In his
' Reminis-

cences,' 1830, i. 81, Henry Angelo says of

a fire-eating Hibernian Frenchman "
that

if he had not had as many lives as old

Callandars cat, he could not have escaped."
I shall be glad of an explanation of the

allusion. G. L. APPERSON.

CRUCIFIX ON THE EDGAR TOWER, WOR-
CESTER. In July last the empty niches on the

Edgar Tower, Worcester, were on the outer
face filled in. Among other effigies, one re-

presenting St. Oswald, Archbishop of York
and Bishop of Worcester, was erected. He
appears witli his mitre, &c., holding a crucifix

in his hand. This crucifix shows the body of

our Lord clothed only as on an ordinary cru-

cifix, with the feet crossed and not separate.
The Bishop died in 992. I wrote to The
Worcester Herald on the subject, but no
remarks have been made on my letter by
any correspondent.

I now ask the readers of
' N. & Q.' whether

they agree with me in thinking that the

body of Christ should have been shown
clad in long robes and with the feet separate,
and with a crown upon His brow, bearing in

mind the period during which the saint

lived. STAPLETON MARTIN.
The Firs, Norton, Worcester.

INSCRIPTIONS ON BRASSES : COBHATVT

CLERE. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' give

me the full inscriptions on the brass (1) to

Sir Reginald Cobham, second Baron Cobham
of Sterborough, ob. 1402, in Lingfield Church,

Surrey ; (2) to Robert Clere, Dean of

Battle, Sussex, ob. 1440 ? I have made
out the greater part of them, but there are

two or three words in each which I am
unable to decipher. N. E. TOKE.

'THE OLD MAN'S LEGACY.'
" The Old Man's Legacy to his Daughters,

wherein, tho' hidden, the mysteries of Faith and

Experience are briefly described and laid down,
in a plain and familiar Dialogue in six severall

Conferences betwixt y author's two daughters
Elizabeth and Margaret. To wch is added some
choice discourses of ye author's most excellent

Experiences. In two parts. Written by N. T.

deceased, wn near ninety years of age, for y
private use of the Daughters aforesaid, and now
made Publick at ye Bequest of many. By an
admirer of Grace and Truth London, printed
for H. Barnard of y Bible in y6

Poultrey, 1692.'

The above is an extract from a manuscript
notebook, written by Abra. Scholefield of

Walsden, Lanes, 1699.

I have never been able to find a copy of
' The Old Man's Legacy.' Query, who was
" N. T.," and has any reader of

' N. & Q.'

seen the book ? HENRY FISHWICK.
The Heights, Rochdale.

GREENSTONE. Sir W. Raleigh, in his
'

Discovery of Guiana,' states that he saw
" a kind of greenstone which was used for

spleen-stones," and "
for diseases of stone

we also esteem them." Can any reader give

any information about this
"
greenstone

"

its exact nature, and use ? RENIRA.

HURSLEY PARK AND COMPTON MONCEUX
MANOR, HANTS. At the end of F. H. S.'s

query headed '

Serjeant Pengelly and
Richard Cromwell' (ante, p. 170) I note

the statement that Sir Thomas Pengelly

purchased the manor of Compton Monceux,
near Stockbridge, "in 1717," and after-

wards leased it "to the Rumbolds." I

should be very glad to learn what family
of that name is here referred to, the name

being a somewhat uncommon one. LAC.
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TREATISES ON LONGEVITY. Could any
of your readers give me information as to
treatises on longevity or attempts, ancient
and modern, to prolong life, human or
animal ? The latter would seem to be a

question of engrossing interest in the near
future. VIVAX,
Cape Colony.

[W. J. Thorns, the founder of 'N.' & Q.,' was
much interested in the question of centenarianism,
and published in 1873 the results of his researches
under the title 'Human Longevity,' reissued in
1879 as 'The Longevity of Man.' John Burn
Bailey published in 1888 a hook on ' Modern
Methuselahs.' See also Sir E. Ray Lankester's
'

Comparative Longevity in Man and the Lower
Animals' (1870); E. Metchnikoff's 'The Prolonga-
tion of Life' (1908) ; and the article 'Longevity' in

any encyclopaedia.]

SEALS OF THOMAS. FIRST MARQUIS OF
DORSET. There is no record in the British
Museum '

Catalogue of Seals
'

of any impres-
sion of the seal of Thomas, first Marquis of
Dorset. Two impressions of his

"
seal of

arms " and one of his secretum exist at

Coventry among the muniments of Holy
Trinity Church.

1. Circular, red, imperfect, 2f in. Quar-
terly : I., IV., seven mascles, three, three,
and one, Ferrars of Groby ; II., three lions
passant guardant in pale, England, in chief
a label of three points ; III., quarterly,
1, barry of six, in chief three roundels,
Grey ; 2, a pierced cinquefoil ermine,
Astley ; 3, a fesse and canton conjoined,
Wydville ; 4, quarterly, i., iv., a maunch,
Hastings ; ii., iii., barry, an orle of martlets,
Valence. Crest, on a helmet with mantling,
a unicorn statant ermine. Supporters :

Dex., a satyr holding a banner quarterly,
I., IV., a fret, Verdon ; II., III., (?) quar-
terly, in second and third quarters a fret,
over all a bend, Despenser. Sin., a dragon
with wings expanded, holding a banner
quarterly, I., IV., six mullets, Bonville

;

II., III., three lions rampant. Legend, on
a scroll round the seal with convolutions
above the crest,

"
grey marchion dorc

....[illeg.] harington bouile [illeg.]." Ap-
pended to a charter, bearing date 4 Dec.
15 Hen. VII. (1499), from Thomas Grey,
Marquis of Dorset, conveying land on the
south side of the church to Thomas Bowde,
Vicar of Holy Trinity, and others.
Another imperfect impression of the same

matrix, also in red wax, is appended to a
letter, dated 8 Dec., 15 Hen. VII., from
Dorset under his sign manual to' John
Vavasour and others, requesting them to
release to Bowde and his co-feoffees their
.interest in the land in question. Legend,

"
S. [illeg.] grey marchion dorc filii elizabeth

[illeg.]...."
This seal is referred to by Tho. Sharp,

who, however, does not blazon it (' Anti-

quities of Coventry,' 118). Can any reader
of

' N. & Q.' confirm the above blazoning
here and there the quarterings are rubbed
or supply the portions of the legend that are

imperfect ? Are other impressions in exist-

ence ?

2. Rectangular, red, imperfect, S by | in.

A unicorn passant in front of the sun in

splendour. Appended to an indenture,
under Dorset's sign manual, citing the grant,
and dated 4 Dec., 15 Hen. VII.

MARY DORMER HARRIS.

SCOTSMEN IN ITALY. Is anything known
of Thomas Somerville and George Cameron
(Camerarius), who compiled a history of the
Carrara family, 1627-41, with elaborate
etched pedigree plates ? On one of these is

a Latin inscription signed
" Robert Bodius,

Scotus." R. M.

SIR CHRISTOPHER DOMINICK KNIGHT, M.D.
OF ST. MARY'S ABBEY, DUBLIN. Could

any of your readers kindly inform me of

his parentage and pedigree ; also his arms ?

He died in 1692. He is not mentioned in

Le Neve.
ANNE HALL. I should also be glad to have

information concerning the arms and parent-
age of Anne Hall, wife of James Hamilton
of Johnstone, Ireland, ancestor of the present
Lord HolmPatrick. (MRS.) FORTESCUE.

Grove House, Winchester.

CROMWELL'S SIGNATURE. What is the
earliest known signature of Oliver Cromwell,
in an official capacity, and otherwise ?

F. M. R. HOLWORTHY.
Bromley, Kent.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. Can

any one tell me where to find the poem
from which the following is an extract ?

There is pleasure in the wet, wet clay
When the potter's hand is potting it ;

There is pleasure in the lay
When the poet's hand is blotting it.

But pleasures such as these
Are as chalk to Cheshire cheese
When it conies to a well-turned lie.

I am told it is a heading to one of Kipling's
stories, but cannot find it.

C. T. A. WILKINSON.

One ship drives East, and one drives West,
By the selfsame wind that blows ;

It 's the set of the sails, and not the gales,
Which determines the way it goes.

G. H. J.
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A FLEETWOOD MISCELLANY.

(US. vi. 43.)

THE latest contribution to
' N. & Q.' by

B. W. B. on the Fleetwood family is very
interesting to Hampshire genealogists, throw-

ing, as it does, additional light on the puzzles
connected with the history of the Gifford,
Dowse (Douse), andKirkiby families. In the
note at 10 S. v. 403 it is stated that Sir Gerard
Fleetwood of Crawley, near Winchester,
married his first wife, Jane, daughter of

William Lambert of Maiden Bradley, Wilts,
"
in January, 1598/9." But, failing the

discovery of the date of this marriage, it

may be remarked that Thomas Chamber-
lain, in his gossipy letter to Dudley Carleton

quoted by Woodward in his
'

History of

Hampshire,' ii. p. 283), says that Gerard
Fleetwood, a lad of 18, married Jane Lam-
bert, his senior by 20 years, before the

Marquis of Winchester was buried, referring,
of course, to Sir William Pawlett, first

Marquis, who died at Basing House on
10 March, 1572. The ages of the Marquis's
four sons will be found in Foster's

' Alumni
Oxonienses

'

:

"
Sir William Pawlett, aged 17 in 1595 (brother

of Hector). Hector, son of Wm. Pawlett,
Marquis of Winchester, matriculated at Trinity
College in 1605, aged 16 (knighted 1619, brother
of Hercules, John, and William of 1595). Hercules
Pawlett, matriculated November, 1595, aged 11

(knighted 1618). John Pawlett, matriculated
28 November, 1595, aged 16, Magdalen College,
of Hide Street, Winchester, and the Middle
Temple."
And Berry, in his

'

Hampshire Pedigrees,'
under '

Pawlett,' gives the wives of these

knights. Also, under '

Kirkiby of Stan-

bridge
'

(p. 267), he gives the marriage of

Susanna Pawlett (their sister) to Thomas
Kirkiby, who was 24 years of age in the

forty-third of Elizabeth, as was stated at

the Inquisition post Mortem of his father,
Thomas Kirkiby of Stanbridge Earls, taken
at Romsey on 18 July in that year, when
" the widow Grace was living at Romsey.

: '

(She was
"
Grace, daughter of Thomas Wallop

of Fawley, Southants
"

; vide Harleian MS.
1544, fol. 170c.) In the Chancery proceed-
ings of Elizabeth (pp. 9-41) :

" A.D. 1600. Petition to Sir Thomas Egerton,
the Lord Keeper .... William Pawlett, alias

Lambert, of the Middle Temple, Esquire ; . . . .

Fleetwood, Esq. [sic], and Jane his wife, one of

the daughters of William Lambert, Esq., de-

ceased; John Pawlett, alias Lambert, of the

Middle Temple ; Hector Pawlett, alias Lambert ;

and Thomas Kirkiby and Susanna his wife, as

in right of the said Susanna. The said William
Pawlett [&c.] being sons of the said Jane, and
Susanna being the daughter of the said Jane."

This confirms Foster and Berry, and goes
to show that Susanna Kirkiby was living at

Stanbridge (within a ride of Crawley) in

1600, and so continued until December,
1616, when Thomas Kirkiby died at Win-

chester, and was buried in the Stanbridge
vault in Romsey Abbey, and (according to

his Inquisition post Mortem, taken on 20

March following)
" Gerard Kirkiby

'' was
found to be "

his son and heir, and thirteen

years of age." It is, moreover, noteworthy
that, shortly after Kirkiby's death, his

widow Susanna was married to Lancelot,

third son of John Warnford of Sevenhampton
in Wiltshire by his wife Anne, daughter of

Thomas Dutton of Sherborne, Glos. (see

'Visitation Wilts'). After the death of

his first wife,
" the Lady Jane Fleetwood,''

in March, 1618, Sir Gerard married Mary,

daughter of William Dutton of Sherborne

(vide
' N. & Q.,' 10 S. v. 403) ;

and since their

son Dutton Fleetwood was 16 years of

age when he matriculated at Oxford in

1639, the marriage must have taken place
before the year 1623, supposing that Dutton
was the eldest child, and not younger than

the two daughters, Elizabeth and ,
who

were probably also children of Mary Dutton.

In Mr. F. W. Pledge's 'Crawley; or.

Glimpses of the Past of a Hampshire Parish
'

(Winchester, Warren, 1908), under
' The

Great House and its Owners,' it is stated at

p. 130 that "early in the reign of James I.,

John Holdaway, alias Edmonds, made
over his lease to Sir Gerard Fleetwood

'

;

and from Mr. Pledge's private notes from

the Court Rolls (kindly lent for the purpose
of these notes) it appears that Sir Gerard

held lands in that parish from 1609 onwards

until he was succeeded by his son Dutton ;

also, that the lands were held upon lives.

Moreover, he is always referred to as
"
farmer," while the Dawleys are described as

' '

gent.
' ' and ' '

Esquire.
"

' The Dawley pedigree
is recorded in the Visitation of Hampshire
for 1634, where it will be seen that Walter,

son of Antony Dawley of Ibsly in county

Southampton, was seised of the manor of

Laanston (near Sparsholt, in the vicinity

of Winchester); and, according to Foster,

Walter Dawley was 19 years of age when he

matriculated at New College, Oxon, in 1610.

By his marriage with Christian, daughter of

Henry Whitehead of Norman Court, West

Tytherley, he was father of two sons, John
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and Walter, and of a daughter Constance
who married Oliver St. John of the adj oining
parish of Farley Chamberlayne, where she
was buried on 16 Sept., 1666. According
to the Crawley Court Rolls, in 1634 Sir
Gerard Fleetwood held his land "for the
lives of Hamden Dowse and Antony
Dawley

"
; and by an indenture dated 6 Oct.

1641, on the lives of Button Fleetwooc
and Anne Fleetwood, and Thomas Crew, Esq
Hamden Dowse (often written Douse

was son and heir of Sir Francis Dowse, Kt.
of Berry Court, Nether Wallop, an estate
acquired with his wife Elizabeth, daughter
and heiress of Sir Hamden Pawlett. These
Dowses appear in the Hampshire Visitation
of 1634 as of Moor Court (near Romsey)
of which family Thomas Dowse of Broughton
was a younger son, and father of Sir Francis
and of several other distinguished knights.Hamden Dowse appears to have died s.p.
before 1640. when his widow (Amabell,
daughter of Sir Antony Benn, Recorder oi

London) was married to Sir Antony Fane.
According to Mr. Pledge's

'

Crawley,'
"
Sir Gerard Fleetwood was among the de-

linquents in arms for the King in the tything of
Crawley, and in January, 1646/7, paid 700L portion
for his daughter, who married Thomas, son of
Sir Francis Douse."

This was Thomas, brother of Hamden, born
1601, who matriculated at Magdalen Hall,
Oxon, in 1619, was a student of the Inner
Temple in 1620, a Bencher in 1640, and
succeeded his father in his estates in October,
1649, when the latter was buried in Nether
Wallop Church. Thomas must have married
Elizabeth Fleetwood before April, 1644,
when his daughter, Elizabeth Dowse, was
baptized at Wallop ; his son Thomas
(afterwards ancestor of the antiquary) was
born in 1647. His burial is not to be found
at Wallop, but he certainly died before June,
1656, when administration of his effects
was granted to

"
Elizabeth Keckwich, alias

Dowse, wife of George Keckwich, and
relict of Thomas Dowse, late of Nether
Wallop." Sir Gerard Fleetwood in his
will (proved in February, 1657/8) men-
tions his

''

daughters Elizabeth Kekewich [sic]
and Gifford

"
; also his

"
grandchildren

Thomas Douse and Richard Gifford
"

(vide
10 S. v. 404). This is extremely inter-

esting, as it gives a clue to the nameless
wife of Richard Gifford of King Somborne
(a parish close to Crawley). He was son
and heir of Sir Richard Gifford, Kt., who
entertained James I. at King Somborne in
1603, and was buried in the church of East
Tytherley in 1643.

A Gifford pedigree is given by Berry, but
does not continue far enough for the purpose
of these notes. But in point of fact Sir
Richard Gifford married his first cousin,
Winifred, daughter of Sir Henry Wallop
(Kt., Chancellor of Ireland, d. 1599) by
Katherine, daughter of Richard Gifford

(1500-1568) of Tytherley and Somborne.
Sir Richard's children were Richard (afore-

said), Henry (d. 1634), Winifred, Anne, and
Susanna, who married John St. John of

Farley Chamberlayne (1603-27), and was
there buried on 5 May, 1628, under an
interesting monument representing her kneel-

ing in widow's weeds, facing her husband,
with a baby in a cradle between them.

The will of Richard Gifford, son of Sir

Richard and the supposed widower of Sir

Gerard Fleetwood's daughter (Anne ?), was
dated on 16 Dec. in the thirteenth year
of King Charles II., and was proved in
London on 17Feb., 1661/2, by the executors,

Hugh Haswell and John Tynte. He waa
"
very sick

" at the time of making his

will, and desired to be buried in King Som-
borne Church, and left his goods, cattle,

corn, implements, &c., house, plate, and
jewels to his executors,
"
except such jewels and household stuff as are

now remaining in the hands and custody of Joan
Sutton, wife of Walter Sutton, and were delivered
to her to keep for the use of my children, by my
late wife and myself."

His executors were to sell those goods left

in their hands for the payment of his debts,
as also his
"
lands, as well leasehold as freehold, for the

same purpose, and for the education and main-
tenance of his [unnamed] four children till they
severally attain the age of twenty-one the three

younger to have 300Z. a piece at their majority,
and the surplus money to remain to the eldest
;on [no name given]. His executors were his kins-
man Hugh Haswell, Esq., John Tynte, Esq.,
Thomas Edmonds, Esq., and John Kelsey, Esq. (of
Piddleworth), and Francis Bivett, Esq., overseer.

Witnesses, Thomas Eads, Thomas Poore, John
Aycriggs."

It would be very satisfactory if some
reader of

' N. & Q.' could establish the
testator's

"
kinship

"
to Hugh Haswell

and to John Tynte. According to Burke's
Commoners '

(vol. iv.), John Tynte of

iheverley, county Somerset (who was aged
in 1623), married Jane, daughter and heir

of Hugh Haswell of Haswell in that county.
Their son, Haswell Tynte, was created a
mronet in 1673, and died in 1702.

Moreover, John and Susanna St. John
vere succeeded in the Farley Chamberlayne
istates by the former's brother, Oliver
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St. John (1608-65), who married Con-
stance, daughter of Walter Dawley of

Lainstone, and was father of Christian
St. John, whose son, Ellis Mews of Win-
chester, eventually succeeded to his grand-
father's property, and, assuming the name of

St. John, bequeathed it to his son Pawlett
St. John (created a baronet, 1772), who
married Mary, widow of Sir Haswell Tynte,
third baronet.

Of the "
four children

" mentioned in the
above will of Richard Gifford, Richard, his

son and heir, matriculated at Hart Hall,

Oxford, in 1672-3, aged 18, and beyond the
fact that he dated his will on 12 July, 1678,
as

"
of King Somborne, Esquire," very little

is known of his career, and nothing of His

wife. He bequeathed his
"
worldly goods

"

to his
"
daughter Jane Gifford," and all

the "
lands and houses in the county of

Somerset that formerly belonged unto her
mother "

; and gave to his brother Dutton
Gifford all his lands and houses in King
Somborne, Stockbridge, and Romsey,
' he paying unto my brother Gabriel Gifford
one third part of all the rents. .. .To Dutton
Gifford the lease of my Park at King Somborne
and the lease of Tanner's farm in the said parish.
Executor and sole trustee, Sir Haswell Tynte of

Haswell in the county of Somerset." Proved in
London 8 Nov., 1679.

The name of Dutton Gifford brings us
back 'to Sir Gerard Fleetwood and to the

year 1657, when he dated his will on 26 Nov.,
making no mention of this grandson, Dutton
Gifford, apparently born about that time.

According to Mr. Pledge's
'

Crawley,'
"Dutton Gifford occupied a house in the

parish some time between 1697 and 1701."

But he was presumably living at Weoily

Green, in the parish of Hursley, in 1689,
when his daughter Anne Gifford was there

baptized (afterwards wife of the Rev.
William Pretty, Rector of Thruxton ; buried
at Farley Chamberlayne, 1776). The sur-

name of Dutton Gifford's first wife, Anne,
is not at present known. She was buried
at Farley in 1694, and in the following year
he married Elizabeth Hunt of Popham,
by whom he had a son Richard, who died

s.p. in 1769. Dutton Gifford was buried
at Farley on 16 Oct., 1722, in the sixty-sixth

year of his age.

To continue the story of the Fleetwoods :

R. W. B. says that Dutton, only son of Sir

Gerard Fleetwood, was a colonel in the

Royalist army, and predeceased his father ;

and, by his marriage in 1641 to Anne
Salisbury, left a son named Gerard Dutton
Fleetwood, who died in London in September,

1699. The entries at Crawley of Wm. Page,
the reeve, in 1664 give the names of Dutton
Fleetwood,

"
farmer," and Henry Dawley,"

Gent.," and in 1665
"
Henry, eldest son of

Walter Dawley, and Dutton Fleetwood"
(whose farm is called Pigenhold). The latter's

name occurs in 1670-74-75 and '76 (when Sir

Robert Henley takes the Dawleys' place);
and 1677 seems to have been the last year
of the tenure of a Fleetwood, for in 1708

Pigenhold is described as
"
lately granted

to Robert Fitter."

It would be of no small interest to Hamp-
shire subscribers to

' N. & Q.' if some of

the queries suggested in the foregoing notes
could be satisfactorily answered, especially
in regard to the Gifford wives and the

Duttons. It is curious that the Dutton

family (whence come the Lords Sherborne)

eventually came into the possession of the

manors of Michelmersh and Timsbury (near

Crawley) by the marriage of Mary Stawell

Legge (the heiress of the Stewkley family)
with John Dutton, second Baron Sherborne ;

for in September, 1642, Sir Gerard Fleetwood
was appointed executor to the will of Sir

Hugh Stewkley of Michelmersh (see
' Ex-

tinct Baronets '), whose daughter Sarah was
third wife of Ellis St. John of Farley Cham-

berlayne.
There is one other query suggested by the

'Fleetwood Miscellany,' which relates to

10 S. v. 404, concerning John Pargiter of

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields (who dated his will

in 1687), father of Anne, first wife of Sir

Gerard Dutton Fleetwood. Is anything
known of this Pargiter pedigree ? A
Samuel Pargiter married the heiress of the

Douses of Moor Court, and their son, Samuel
Fuller Pargiter, in 1740 sold that estate

and retired to Overton.
F. H. SUCKLING.

Highwood, Romsey.

A FRENCH COUNTING-OUT RIME (11 S. vi.

166). Referring to the rime in which the

name "
Marjolaine

"
occurs, mentioned by

ST. SWITHIN, it may be of interest to note

that Charles Dickens must have overheard

the lines or something very similar, as he

includes some verses containing the same
name in

'

Little Dorrit.' In reply to an

inquiry by myself some years ago, M.

Henri Ferrari of Paris gave an account of

the lines and the music. This information

will be found in The Dickensian, 1909, vol. v.

p. 44. HENKY LEFFMANN.
Philadelphia.
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FRENCH SONNET : FELIX ARVERS (11 S
vi. 246). I am glad that JOSEPH KNIGHT'
memorable translation of the well known
sonnet by Felix Arvers has been reprintec
in

' N. & Q.,' for though it is almost impos
sible to convey in another language the

mystic reticence of the original, the lines

of KNIGHT are a fine poem in themselves
and they deserve to find a place in every
anthology.

To talk of the " works "
of Felix Arvers

has a flavour of exaggeration. He died in

1851, and during his forty-five years of life

he published only one book. This was ' Mes
Heures Perdues,' a volume of 352 pages,
which was issued by Fournier in 1833. The
drama, 'La Mort de Francis Ier

,' and the

comedy,
'

Plus de Peur que de Mai,' which
were mentioned by DR. KRUEGER, were not
published separately, but were included in
this volume. He also wrote a comedy
called

' La Course au Clocher,' which was
represented at the Theatre Francais on
8 March, 1839, and was published separately
in that year; and, in collaboration with
MM. Bayard and Paul Foucher, a vaude-
ville called

' En attendant,' which was first

played at the Gymnase on 30 Nov., 1835,
and was also issued in pamphlet form.
His literary output was of the slenderest
character.

With the exception of the sonnet, the
work of Arvers was more indicative of

promise than of performance. Asselineau
in his

'

Bibliographie Rornantique
'

devotes
& few pages to him, 'and gives quotations
from the more striking passages in

' La Mort
de Francois Ier.' But in his drama his
muse was imitative, and his best efforts
were but an echo of Gautier and Byron.
Admirable as they were in style, the note
of originality was absent.

Sainte-Beuve was the first to recognize
the merit of the famous sonnet, and after
him Jules Janin, in his

'

Histoire de la
Litterature dramatique,' criticized it in a
few true words: "La langue est belle, la

passion est vraie; il faut y croire." In
England the name of Arvers, except among
the few who, like the late Mr. Andrew Lang,
were attracted to the early literature of
the Romantic Movement, is unknown.
In the new Preface to his

'

Ballades and
Rhymes,' which was published last year in
Longmans'

" Pocket Library," Mr. Lang
says :

" Thus the sonnet is a thing which every poet
thinks it worth while to try at

; like Felix Arvers,
he may be made immortal by a single sonnet."

It may be remembered that in the eighties
Mr. Lang frequently contributed occasional
verses to The Saturday Review ; they were

fenerally,
if not always, unsigned, and few,

think, have been collected. Many of them
were of merely topical interest, though the
hand of the master was always in evidence.
In its issue for 23 July, 1887, The Saturday
Review printed a poem called

' The Masque
of Man's Wickedness,' with the following
introduction :

" Scena est in vico quodam. Hie entrant et
cantant tres Reginae, de hominum vitiis necnon
de pulchritudine et virtute sua loquentes,"

and the commencement ran :

REGINA PRIMA.

I am a Dame in Navy blue,
The folks that stay me are not few,
Or in the Place of Waterloo,
Or in the realm of Regent -street !

Full many a man will sigh and swear
(Much like the late Felix Arvers),"
Alas, thou know'st not thou art fair,
And sweeter than all shape of sweet !

"

As soon as I read the lines I said to myself," Aut Lang aut Diabolus," for no other Eng-
lish versifier that I knew of would "

drag in
"

Arvers in this way. DR. KRUEGER has
done good service in recalling him to our
recollection. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Several translations have been made of
this very beautiful and celebrated sonnet,
and I included two of them (one by Long-
fellow, and the other by Thomas Ashe) in

my '

Sonnets of Europe,' published in

1886. The following is Longfellow's trans-
lation :

THE SECRET.

My soul its secret hath, my life too hath its

mystery,
A love eternal in a moment's space conceived ;

Hopeless the evil is, I have not told its history,
And she who was the cause nor knew it nor

believed.
Alas ! I shall have passed close by her unper-

ceived,
For ever at her side and yet for ever lonely,
[ shall unto the end have made life's journey, only
Daring to ask for nought, and having nought

received.

her, though God hath made her gentle and
endearing,

She will go on her way distraught and without
hearing

These murmurings of Love that round her steps
ascend,

Piously faithful still unto her austere duty,
Will say, when she shall read these lines full of

her beauty,
'Who can this woman be? " and will not com-

prehend.
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The rendering by Thomas Ashe is also

excellent, except that it contains an un-
fortunate rime in the first quatrain.

SAMUEL WADDINGTON.
15, Cambridge Street, W.

There are several English translations of
this beautiful sonnet, but none so good as
the one you quote. Ashe translated it, and
Longfellow, neither of them very success-

fully. I once tried my own hand upon it,
but modesty forbids me to think (or at any
rate to say) that I succeeded any better. If
DR. IVRUEGER cares to see these versions, I
shall be glad to copy them for him.

C. C. B.-

REFERENCES IN ' MARIUS THE EPICU-
REAN '

(US. vi. 189).!. The source for
this is the '

Historia Augusta,' where it is

mentioned in two of the lives attributed
to Julius Capitolinus, namely,

' Antoninus
Pius,' 12, 5, and ' Marcus Antoninus Philo-

sophus,' 7, 3.

2.
" Numen inest

"
is a quotation from

Ovid,
'

Fasti,' iii. 296 ; Pater's
"
shadowy

grove of ilex
"

is the "
lucus. . . .niger ilicis

umbra "
of the preceding line.

6.
"
Violets, a cake dipped in wine. . . .

"

See ;

Fasti,' ii. 39,

inque mero mollita Ceres viokeque solute.

For the words immediately before,
" But

the dead genii were satisfied with little,"
cf.

'

Fasti,' ii. 535,
"
parva petunt manes."
EDWARD BENSLY.

LORD TRURO'S UNIVERSAL INFORMATION
BUREAU (US. vi. 251). I have a circular
or printed

"
slip

"
which, I think, concerns

Lord Truro's Information Office. My im-
pression is that I received it about twenty-
five years ago. It runs :

" The Knowledge and Information Office 19,
Southampton St., Bloomsbury Sq., London,
W.C. Particulars and Prospectuses in all Lan-
guages, Post Free.

"
Questions on any conceivable subject, great

and small, and in every language, Answered
frequently by next post.

" A single ordinary question requiring little

labour or research Is. with stamp for reply." But if difficult, requiring special knowledge,
or taking time, a higher fee is assessed. All fees
are fixed by an independent assessor, and can be
ascertained beforehand.

"
Foreign letters and documents rapidly trans-

lated.
" This Office is now acknowledged by hundreds

of Testimonials to be the Great Centre for Infor-
mation of every kind. Its Correspondents and
Staff comprise the most accomplished persons in

every branch of knowledge in all parts of the

world ; and the Office has not once since its

establishment failed to answer any enquiry
where it was practicable to do so.

" The Secretary."

I once sent a question to the Knowledge
and Information Office, viz.,

" What is

the length of a Dutch ell ?
"

Perhaps I

said,
"
as used at The Hague." To my

query I added,
"
It is not a metre." The

reply was to the effect that the Information
Office could not find that it was anything
but an equivalent to a metre. This I knew
to be wrong, as I had bought things at The

Hague, where the more fashionable shops
sold by the metre, and others little visited

by strangers sold by the ell.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BARNARD FAMILY (US. v. 508 ;vi. 197).

I think MR. ANDREWS will find sufficient evi-

dence in the will of John Barnard of Peters-

field, gent., proved in the Prerogative Court
of Canterbury, and registered "17 Ply-
mouth," to justify the identification of that

testator with the original owner of the Bible

in question. PERCEVAL LUCAS.
28, Orchard Street, W.

MAIDENS' GARLANDS (11 S. vi. 251).

Five of these were still hanging in the north

aisle of the church at Asliford-in-the-Water

when I visited it in 1902. The subject is

fully dealt with on pp. 86-8 of
'

Lore and

Legend of the English Church '

(Tyack),
and also on pp. 205-7 of

' Church Folk-

lore
'

(Vaux), 2nd ed., 1902, where reference

is made to a statement in
' N. & Q.' for

22 Nov., 1873 (4 S. xii. 406), of the then

existence of the custom at Abbots Ann, near

Andover. A. C. C.

Perhaps MR. PERCY SMITH has recollections

of reading New Shakspere Society's Trans.,

Series I. pt. xii., 1888, p. 180, where a list

is given of Derbyshire "Garlands" by Dr,

Furnivall and Dr. Cox. I do not know if

the space of
' N. & Q.' should be taken up

to tabulate these, but if it may, I append the

localities :

Alverston.
Ashford (5).

Ashover (still there).
Bolsover.

Eyam (still).

Fairfleld.

Glossop.

Heauor.
Hope.
Matlock (6 in vestry).
Meltor.

Mugginton.
Tissington.
Trusley (1).

Hallam, West (many). Winfteld, South (1).

Hayfield.

The date of publication (1888) must be taken

into consideration now (1912).
S. L. PETTY.

[Is Meltor correct, or is Mellor intended ?]
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THOMAS EWBANK (11 S. vi. 271). The
Thomas Ubank mentioned at the end of

the following inscription from Hampstead
old churchyard, Middlesex, is very probably
the individual inquired after by G. F. R. B.,
as it will be seen that the ages almost

correspond. In the inscription the name
is spelt Ubank, but this I believe is a recog-
nized variant ; and I have also mention of a
Thomas Ewbank of Hampstead in a will

dated 1716, apparently the same person as
the Thomas Ubank first mentioned in the

inscription, which I copied many years ago.
The stone is a table tomb, split across in

two places :

" In a Vault Under this Tomb lie Interred y
e

| Bodys of Catherine and Isabell
|
Sisters of

Thomas [UJbancke of
|
this Parish.

|
Also yc

Body of
|
Thomas Ubanck

|
late of this Parish,

Genr
|
who departed this life Febr> y

c 26th
17[2]4/3

in the 72nd
year of his Age. |

Also the body of
|

Samuel Stanton, Gent: flate of the Parish of
St. Andrews I Holborn who departed this Life I

Decr the
|
27> 1736 Aged 83 Years.

|
Also the

Body of
| Koger Ubank, Gent: late of the Parish

I of St. Andrews Holborn and Brother
|
to the

above Thomas Ubank who
| departed this life

Decr I 8t
1741, JEt&t: 68.

|
Also the Body of

Elizabeth Wife to
|
the said Roger Ubank who

departed |
this life May the 14th 1743 (?) JEtat: 63.

|
Also the Body of Roger Ubank

|
Son of the

above Roger Ubank
|
Died December y e 5th

17[5 ?]1, Aged 37.
|
Also the Body of Thomas

Ubank, Gent.
|
Eldest Son of the above Roger

and
|
Elizabeth Ubank, Born June 20 th 1712 I

died June 9th
1774, Aged 62.

|
Here lies the Body

of Frances Hutton
| Daughter of Roger Ubank

senr
| [who] died March the 30th 1792 in the

70* Year of her Age." R g> s^^
15, The Burroughs, Hendon, N.W.

PRICE OF TOBACCO IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY (US. vi. 268). Within three years
of the . introduction of tobacco into England
smokers here had to pay 3s. per ounce for it.

The import duty was light, being only 2d.

per lb. James I., of
'

Counterblaste '

memory, had the duty raised to 6s. Wd.
on "Virginian" tobacco; consequently there
were Spanish and Portuguese importations,
and it was also cultivated in this country.
In 1624 the duty on "

Virginian
" was

lowered, and the aforesaid imports pro-
hibited, but still the price was high, the
inferior kind being 10s. per lb., up to 18s.

per lb. for the best. In the MS. notes made
by Sir Henry Oglander of Nunwell, in the
Isle of Wight, in the year 1626 he mentions
among other expenses

"
for eight ounces of

tobacco, five shillings." In the '

Journal of
the Rev. Giles Moore,' published by the
Sussex Archaeological Society (vol. i. Trans-
actions), he notes the payment in 1656 for

" two ounces of tobacco, one shilling." It

is on record that as late as 1680 tobacco was
worth its weight in silver, and that farmers
at provincial markets used to select their

biggest shillings to put into the scales against
it. In the first year of the reign of James II.

an Act was passed granting to him the
duties arising on tobacco, on which, over
and above all other charges, a tax of three-

pence per pound weight was levied. Con-
cessions were obtained by importers during
the reign of William III., and tobacco met
with a patronage almost universal. The
reduced price in 1686 of Is. 6d. per lb.

for unmanufactured tobacco is thus most

probably correct. In the adulteration period
of 1733 the duty was 6^d. per lb., and when
the lawlessness of the smuggler was carried
on so successfully in 1751 and 1783 the duty
was Is. 3d. per lb. The tariff history of

tobacco is one long record of change.
TOM JONES.

See Thorold Rogers's
'

History of Agri-
culture and Prices in England,' vol v., 1583-

1702, p. 467. Two sorts of tobacco were in

use : Spanish, the average price of which was
about 9s. 3|rf. ; and colonial, 2s. 2%d. These

prices are between 1633 and 1702. Later
on colonial seems to have superseded
Spanish.

Aubrey in his Life of Raleigh see
' Letters

of Eminent Persons,' &c. (edition of 1813),
vol. ii. pt. ii. p. 512 says :

"
It [tobacco] was sold then for its weight in

silver. I have heard some of our old yeomen
neighbours say, that when they went to Malmes-
bury or Chippenham market, they culled out
their biggest shillings to lay in the scales against
the tobacco."

Apparently this was Spanish. J. F. R.

'MEMOIRS or SCRIBLERUS '

(11 S. vi.

167, 278). It should be noted that the

quotation MR. FOSTER PALMER gives from
Aitken's '

Life and Works '

of Arbuthnot
is a transcript from Warburton, whose
second sentence, when given in full, closes

with the words,
"
they had only drawn out

an imperfect essay towards it, under the
title of

' The first book of the Memoirs of

Scriblerus.'
"

As Warburton was likely to know the

facts, the only inference one can draw from
his words is that he considered the satire

as it stands the production of Pope. Arbuth-
not died, Swift became infirm, and Pope
alone was left to complete the projected
treatise

" on the abuses of human learning."
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The Bishop evidently considered that it

might have been better than it is if it had
been extended according to the original

plan. The criticism from which Aitken
made his extract is continued thus :

"
Polite Letters never lost more than in the

defeat of this scheme, in which each of this illus-

trious triumvirate would have found exercise for
his own peculiar talent ; besides constant em-
ployment for that they all had in common. Dr.
Arbuthnot was skilled in everything which
related to science ; Mr. Pope was a master in
the fine arts ; and Dr. Swift excelled in the
knowledge of the world. WIT they had all in

equal measure ; and this so large, as no age
perhaps ever produced three men, to whom
Nature had more bountifully bestowed it, or
Art brought it to higher perfection."

In my copy of Swift's
'

Works,' published
in eight volumes in 1761, vol. v. opens with
the '

Memoirs of the Extraordinary Life,

Works, and Discoveries of Martinus Scrib-
lerus.' In the Table of Contents this is

attributed to
"
Dr. Arbuthnot and Mr.

Pope." THOMAS BAYNE.

ERASMUS OR TINDALE (US. vi. 246).
The passage in J. R. Green's

'

Short History
'

quoted by MR. McGovERN is a translation
of part of the '

Paraclesis
'

prefixed by
Erasmus to his editio princeps of the Greek
New Testament, or

' Novum Instrumentum,'
as he preferred to call it. See F. Seebonm's
'Oxford Reformers.' third ed., pp. 326-9.

EDWARD BENSLY.

MR. McGovERN may like to see the actual
words of Erasmus, taken from the '

Para-
clesis ad lectorem pium

'

prefixed to his

edition of the Greek New Testament (Basel,
1516):

"
Optarim ut omnes mulierculae legant evange-

lium, legant Paulinas epistolas. Atque utinam
hsec in omnes omnium linguas essent transfusa,
ut non solum a Scothis et Hybernis, sed a Turcis

quoque et Saracenis legi cognoscique possint.
Primus certe gradus est, utcunque cognoscere.
Esto riderent multi, at caperentur aliquot.
Utinam hinc ad stivam aliquid decantet agricola,
hinc nonnihil ad radios suos moduletur textor,
huiusmodi fabulis itineris taedium levet viator."

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

Soon after reading this query I picked up
The Guardian of 13 Sept., and in time came
to an article by the Rev. S. Baring-Gould
on '

English Psalmody.' He quotes the

following words from the Dedication of a
version of the Psalms in French rime by
Clement Marot, about 1540 :

" The golden age would now be restored, when
we should see the peasant at his plough, the
carman in the street, and the mechanic in the

shop solacing their toils with Psalms and Canticles,
and the shepherd and shepherdess reposing in
the shade, teaching the rocks to echo the Name
of the Creator."

The coincidence is a striking one.
E. G. B.

Dr. J. Brown, author of
' The History of

the English Bible,' one of the recently
published little

"
Cambridge Manuals," gives

an account of the incident referred to in
Foxe's ' Book of Martyrs,' and quotes the
lines,

"
If God spare my life," &c. ; and

then adds :

'It may be that in this utterance of his Tindale
had in mind the vivid words which Erasmus had
written in the preface to that Greek Testament of
1516 he had come to know."

There follows the quotation (rather ampli-
fied) which your correspondent quotes from
Green's

'

History,' so that his conjecture
is evidently quite correct.

A. H. ARKLE.
Oxton, Birkenhead.

[J. B. also thanked for reply.]

DECIPHERMENT OF OLD TOMBSTONE IN-
SCRIPTIONS (11 S. vi. 246). In the course
of her interesting communication on this

subject Miss ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES says :

"
It is, further, a good plan to revisit the spot

at different times of the day, to take advantage
of different effects of light and shade."

In dealing with the same subject in my
little book ' The Churchyard Scribe,' 1908,

p. 69, I tendered parallel advice :

"
It is also well to scrutinize such inscriptions

while both wet and dry, and under all conditions
of light and sunshine."

However, though evidently writing mainly
in reference to

" outdoor "
or graveyard

inscriptions, your correspondent omits all

allusion to what is, in my own experience,
the most usual form of

"
illegibility," and

on which I feel most strongly to wit,

turf-grown flat stones and sunken head-
stones and tombs. Over and over' again
one encounters both manuscript and printed
transcripts of the inscriptions in a given
churchyard wherein no cognizance is taken
of sunken or partially sunken memorials,
though frequently the oldest and most inter-

esting. I once paid the gravedigger of a
large country churchyard three half-crowns,
on three separate afternoons, for assistance
in disinterring memorials I could not other-
wise copy, and the interest of which far

exceeded the cost. That was an excep-
tional case. Still, it always strikes me
as regrettable that an inquirer perhaps
from the other side of the world should
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be told that a given inscription does not

exist, when it is merely not among such as

may be read as one runs.
A. STAPLETON.

SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNATURES (11 S. v.

490; vi. 72, 153, 255). My attention has
been called to W. B.'s question referring
to a statement made by Oswald Platt, viz.,
that in a copy of Florio's

'

Montaigne
'

in
the British Museum there is a "

signature
"

of William Shakespeare.
We read in the

'

Dictionary of National

Biography
' under the heading

'

Florio
'

:

" One copy of the 1603 edition of the Montaigne
at the British Museum contains an autograph
signature said to be by Shakespeare himself.
It was purchased as a genuine autograph for
140Z. in 1838 Sir Frederick Madden in a letter

.'...(26 Jan., 1837) vouched for the authen-
ticity of the autograph. But later investigation
has left little doubt that it is an eighteenth-
century forgery."

I remember that when I was at the British
Museum they did not wish me to see it,

but the moment I saw a photograph of it,

I said,
" 1750 is the date of that writing."

There is no escape from the fact that we
possess nothing that can be claimed to
be written by William Shakespeare. There
is nothing excepting the six so-called signa-
tures, which I have proved, beyond cavil
or question, were all written by skilled law-
clerks. Permit me again to repeat the

important fact that there are no autograph
signatures of private parties written in

law-script after 1550.
Ben Jonson tells us that the man could

neither read nor write. In '

Every Man
out of his Humour '

the rustic who had
just bought a coat of arms is placed upon
the stage, and there can be no doubt that
the man is intended to represent William
Shakespeare, of Stratford - upon - Avon,
gentleman, since his motto is said to be
" Not without mustard," Shakespeare's
motto 'being "Not without right." This
man, who is spoken of with great, contempt,
is described as an "

essential clown,"
which means unquestionably that he is

totally unable to read or to write. We
are told the same story in

' As You
Like It,' where "

William," who is hailed
as

"
gentle

"
(that is, he is shown to possess

a coat of arms), is described as born in the
forest of Ardennes (Shakespeare was born
near the forest of Arden), and, in reply
to a question, says that he is

" not learned."
This again means that he was totally
unable to read a line of print. At that
period a man who could read half a dozen

lines of print (with assistance) was, in the

eye of the law,
" a learned man," and could

claim benefit of clergy, and so save his neck.
EDWIN BURNING LAWRENCE.

13, Carlton House Terrace, S.W.

[MR. TOAI JONES and S. W. also thanked for

replies.]

AUTHORS WANTED (11 S. vi. 250). (1)
The "

Hertfordshire Incumbent," according
to the British Museum Catalogue, was J. W.
Blakesley.

(2) The Catalogue of the Thomason
Tracts in the British Museum, i. 45, gives
November, 1641, as the date of publication
for

'

Triple Episcopacie.' No author is

assigned to it. EDWARD BENSLY.

The "
Hertfordshire Incumbent " who

edited the
' Memoirs of Russia,' by Her-

mann v. Manstein, was J. W. Blakesley,
Vicar of Ware, afterwards Dean of Lincoln.
I believe that from about 1845 to 1860 he
wrote many letters to The Times, published
with the above signature. DRIMA.

LAWRANCE (US. vi. 248). From Lippin-
cott's

'

Biographical Dictionary
'

the following
has been copied, which may be of interest

to the inquirer :

" Lawrance (John), a judge, born in Cornwall,
England, in 1750. He emigrated in 1767 to the
City of New York, where he practised law, and'
rose to distinction in his profession. He was a
delegate to the Congress of the Confederation
in 1785-87, and represented the City of New York
in the Congress of the United States from 1780
bo 1793. In 1794 he was appointed a judge of
the district court for New York. He was elected
a Senator of the United States for New York
in 1796, and resigned his seat in 1800. He was
a Federalist, and a personal friend of Alexander
Hamilton. Died at New York in November,
1810."

T. F. DWIGHT.
La Tour de Peilz, Vaud, Switzerland.

IRISH GENEALOGY (11 S. vi. 249). MRS.
OPE will find interesting and valuable
MSS. on the above, relating to British and
Celtic families, in Trin. Coll., Dublin, and
bhe British Museum.

CHARLES S. KING, Bt.
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

MORDAUNT'S INDEX TO ' JACKSON'S OX-
FORD JOURNAL' (11 S. ii. 289). Vol. I.,

:ontaining obituary notices in the years
L 753-4-5 (price 2s.), is, or was, procurable
on application to J. Hussey, 20, Doughty
Street, Mecklenburg Square, W.C.

B. A. SHRIMPTON.
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Docks.

A Net? English Dictionary. Edited by Sir

James A. H. Murray. Senatory-Several. (Vol.

VIII.) By Henry Bradley. (Oxford, Clarendon

Press.)

As Dr. Bradley remarks in his Introductory Xote
wide diversities of sense are characteristic of

a more than ordinarily large proportion of the

words included in this section, and the articles

are correspondingly interesting. We have here

also the longest article in the
'

Dictionary
'

that on the verb "set," of which the idiomatic

applications are more numerous than those of

any other in the language. It runs to 151 sec-

tions, themselves abundantly subdivided, and
fills some eighteen or nineteen pages a piece of

excellent work both as regards illustration and

arrangement. Other long and instructive articles

are those on "send," "serve," and "settle,"'

and on the important group of words derived

from the Latin sentire. This last has an un-

usually wide historical significance, and, besides

tracing out the developments of meaning in

words that have established themselves, one may
be entertained by observing the

" shots
"

at in-

venting words which have more or less failed. Such
are

"
sensate,"

"
sensical,"

"
sentential," and one

or two words tried by Huxley
" sensiferous

"

and "
sensifacient," for instance. The earliest

example of
" sensation

"
is from Crooke's

'

Body
of Man,' 1615, where it is used in the stricter

sense ; as "a strong impression (of horror,

admiration, surprise, &c.)," it is first found as

early as 1779, though in the sense of
" a person

or event that
'

creates a sensation,'
" the first

instance is no further back than The Times of

1804.
"
Sensationally

" seems to have started

at about this last date, and the first example
given is also from a newspaper.

"
Sense," sb.,

furnishes a lengthy and highly valuable article :

we noticed the illustration, beginning with Locke,
and extending over 200 years, of the schoolboys'
use of it :

"
Pray give me a little sense

"
i.e.,

material for Greek or Latin verse ; and that

an example of its meaning, as equivalent of the

French sens, direction, was discovered in 1707.
"
Sense," v., which as at present used carries

something of an American flavour, has a distinct,

though slender, English tradition, starting here

with the end of the sixteenth century, and

passing through Bunyan, Donne, and Stillingfleet.

In the quotations from the last two it carries

also the meaning
"
to explain." Mr. Hewlett

and Mr. Hardy seem to have committed themselves

to it without inverted commas. The '

Dictionary
'

avoids the obvious : under
"
sensibility

"
the

only quotation from Jane Austen is in
' Emma.'

Of "
sensible

"
a good account is given, but the

well-known, quasi-technical phrase
"
sensible

devotion
" should have found a place in it.

Johnson's stigmatization of its meaning
" reason-

able
"

or "judicious," as found only in
" low

company," is duly noted, and corroborated by a

phrase in a letter of Sir Philip Francis's," in the

cantword, sensible." An interesting historical

extension of the meaning of
"
sensitive "- or,

as it was also employed,
"
sensitivist

"
is its

adoption as the name of that school of novelists

in Holland who have sought to combine in their

work the characteristic elements of both impres-
sionism and realism. To "

sensitivity
" we

observe The Athenceum gave its sanction in 1882,
The modern instances of the use of

"
sensual

"

in its neutral or favourable significance are more
numerous than might have been expected :

"
sensuous," its general substitute, at least

where art and pleasure are concerned, is imputed
to Milton's invention, with the remark that
C'oleridge, who revived it, was mistaken in

referring it to
"
many of our older writers." It

is interesting to observe how unstable a word it

is ; already it is nearing the unfavourable sense,
and it is also undergoing other degradation,,
being used of climate and surroundings.
The word "

sentence," though it takes up no-
inordinate amount of space, yields one of the
most valuable of all the articles. Much of the-
interest is historical, as in the case of the mediaeval
' Book of the Sentences,' and the "

Sententiary,"
whose office was to lecture on that famous work
of Peter Lombard's. "

Sententiously," in its
modern use, is defined as "tersely, pithily,"
which seems insufficient, since it surely carries

quite as constantly as the adjective does a sense
of

"
pompousness and affectation."

"
Sentience,"

it appears, can be traced back no further than
Poe, 'Fall of the House of Usher'; "senti-
ment "

in its present form is a reintroduction of
the word in the seventeenth century, with French
spelling. It is noted from '

The- Workwoman's
Guide' in 1838 that there was "a necktie made of
silk or velvet, and styled a '

sentiment.'
"

The illustrations in general so excellent are
here and there defective. Thus we are told that" send up

"
or " send down "

is used of prices
and one's spirits ; and then, v hile two instances
about sails are given, none is given for

"
spirits.""

Again, a sentence from a periodical, which itself

quotes, is no real illustration of the use of
"
sepa-

rater
"
to mean one who ascribes the '

Iliad
' and

Odyssey
'

to different authors ; and the same
may be said of Chambers's '

Cyclopaedia,' quoted
for

" the Seraphic Doctor "
as a name for St.

Bonaventura. This mode of illustration is in

general too frequent, and we may remark that
it hardly seemed worth while to perpetuate the
misprint "sceptcemia [sic]" for

"
septasmia

"
in

The Daily Neics, when the word might have
been found in a medical work. Here and there
the applicability of the quotation is at least
doubtful. Thus an obsolete use of

"
sere

"
for"

thin, worn," of textile fabrics, is given under-
a separate heading, and even with an example
from a sixteenth - century Spanish-English dic-

tionary,
" where cloth is seere or thinne," which

leads up temptingly to
" shook the sails That

were so thin and sere," yet is it likely that Cole-
ridge meant "

sere
"

in this sense, and not in that
of

"
dry," as leaves are dry ? Again, "full many

a gem of purest ray serene
"

is quoted as an
example of

"
serene

"
used for a poetic epithet

of colour, where it seems rather an epithet of

undifferentiated, because only potential, light.

A large proportion of curious words and words
with distant associations fall to these columns,
as Horace Walpole's

"
Serendipity

"
; the "

Sep-
tembrians," who believed that our Lord was born
in September ;

"
sencion," the old name for

groundsel ;

"
sendal " and "

sendaline
"

;

"
Seras-

kier," the Turkish Minister of War ;

"
Sephi-

roth," the "
ten emanations of the Infinite

"
;
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"
seraglio

" and "
serail

"
to say nothing, in

this short list taken somewhat at random, of
"
seraph

"
or

"
sequence," or of the words

" seven " and "
seventy," and all their con-

nexions and Latin equivalents. We are left as
far as ever from the origin of

"
sentinel

" and
"
sentry."
The total number of words in the volume,

including 1,130 main words and all subordinate
entries and combinations, is 2,119, and the illus-

trative quotations reach the high total of 14,620.

WE have received three more numbers of the
attractive little series

" The Cambridge Manuals
of Science and Literature." Perhaps of most
general interest will be found Mr. J. S. M. Ward's
Brasses, and it is much to be hoped that it will

stimulate yet further the interest already fairly
active in regard to this characteristic English
mode of commemoration. For it is somewhat
disquieting to learn that in more than one instance
a fine detail in a brass shown here in the repro-
duction from the author's rubbing has dis-

appeared since that rubbing was taken. No
doubt the lack of a handbook at once inexpensive
and comprehensive has hitherto had something
to do with the lack of watchfulness and intelligence
in this matter on the part of people who have
not time to make a hobby of brass-rubbing. Out
of 150,000 brasses laid down, but 4,000 still

remain to us. The history of the destruction in
divers manners of the great bulk of them is

sufficiently grievous, but it is still more grievous
to realize that it is anywhere still proceeding.
The reader who has already some acquaintance
with the subject will find described and in

twenty-five cases illustrated most of the ex-

amples he may expect. For the beginner a
glossary of terms would have been of great
advantage, and more notes might have been given
on the composition and method of treatment
of the brasses. The book is otherwise well-

arranged and clearly written, and the illustrations

are satisfactory.

Dr. Giles in China and the Manchus appears
more hampered than most of the writers of this

series by the narrowness of the limits within
which he has to work. The history he gives us
consists almost entirely of serried facts and
those chiefly of military interest. This may do
for the beginning of Manchu dominion, and for

the reigns of the less important emperors, but
we should have been glad to have the history of

the reigns of K'ang Hsi and Ch'ien Lung treated
more amply with reference to their personalities
and the general state of life and thought and art
in China in their day. In works of populariza-
tionespecially where the subject involves un-
familiar peoples and regions it is worth while
to sacrifice a good deal of minor matter in order
to make the portrait and the circumstances of the

greatest characters stand out in sufficient strength
and with sufficient detail to afford, as it were, a
hold for the imagination. Dr. Giles will have
nothing to do with whitewashing

" the old
Buddha "

; oddly, he never mentions her name.

Mr. L. Spence's The Civilization of Ancient
Mexico is a simply written, straightforward
piece of work, which yet could not have been
accomplished without, on the author's part, an
enviably thorough and extensive knowledge of

his subject. He has confined himself strictly to

Mexico and to historical matters, verifiable from
original sources, adventuring but little into
speculation. This makes his book all the safer
and more informing even if we miss the ima-
ginative touch and the intellectual pleasure which
speculation brings. The Mexican religion, which
naturally takes up the better part of the book, is

presented clearly, if somewhat dryly. The Biblio-
graphy is good. Since Wilson's '

Prehistoric
Man '

is included, perhaps Dr. Frazer's ' Golden
Bough

'

might also have been mentioned. After
feeling the strangeness and the isolation of the
American civilizations, it is a good thing for the
beginner to be made aware of the resemblances
within them to civilizations whose history we
can better trace.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. OCTOBER.

MESSRS. LUPTOX BROS, of Burnley have sent
us their Catalogue 119. It runs to near a thousand
items, among which may be noticed, at moderate
prices, a good proportion of useful and interesting
modern works. We may mention the following :

the Lancashire Parish Register Society's Publi-
cations, 24 vols., dealing with some nineteen
parishes, issued at Rochdale, 1899-1906, 51. ;
' The English Dialect Dictionary,' Dr. Wright's
fine work, in 6 vols., originally costing 151.,
61. 10s. ; the Chetham Society's Publications,
First Series, Vols. I. to CXII., with index vol.,

1844-84, 11. ; and Bewick's '

History of British
Land and Water Birds, and History of Quadru-
peds,' 1820-26, 31. 12s. 6d.

MR. ALBKRT SOTTON of Manchester offers in his

Catalogue No. 199, besides a number of good modern
books at cheap prices, several items which may
well be of interest to the curious. There is an
'

Essayes or Counsels, Civill and Morall, of Francis
Lo. Verulam,' a sound copy, bound in contemporary
calf, 1639, 31. 3s. Students of criminal history will
find here ' A Collection of Books, Portraits, Auto-

graphs, Cuttings, &c. : all relating to the Unfor-
tunate Doctor Dodd who was Executed for

Forgery,' in 3 vols., 1777-94, 31. 3s. ; and a volume
containing divers particulars concerning the trial

for murder and execution of Elizabeth Fenning
in 1815, among which the most interesting are

autograph notes by the poor girl herself, who seems
to have been innocent, and he* friends, 31. 3s. A
set of The Fortnightly Revieiv, 93 vols., from its

commencement in 1865 to 1910, is offered for Wl. ;

and a set of Punch, from 1841 to the end of 1909
bound in 67 yearly vols. for 211.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to (K0msp0ntottis.
T. CANN HUGHES. See 10 S. xii. 354. Crozier

was born at Blackburn in 1815, and died at Man-
chester, where he had mostly lived, 1891. He
was President of the Manchester Academy of

Arts. A short Life of him, by Thomas Lether-

brow, reprinted from The Manchester City News,
was brought out in 1891 (J. E. Cornish) ; and
notices of him may be seen in

' Manchester Faces
and Places,' vol. ii., and in Momus, 5 June, 1879.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (OCTOBER).

R. McCASKIE,
BOOKS, OLD PRINTS

(CARICATURES, PORTRAITS, ETCHINGS,
FANCY, &c.),

AUTOGRAPHS, DRAWINGS, &c.

For Collectors of moderate means.
1912 CATALOGUE NOW BEADY.

27, MARYLEBONE LANE, W.

Now Ready, 48 pp., free on application.

(NO. 358,)

A Catalogue of Miscellaneous
Second-hand Books,

including purchases from the Libraries of the late JOHN
WILLIS CLARK, Hon. Litt-D., Registrary of the
University of Cambridge (some of the Architectural Works
having belonged to Prof. WILLIS), and W. CHAWNElt,
M.A., Master of Emmanuel College.

ON SALE BY

BOWES 6 BOWES,
I, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

8 3 a, HIGH STREET,
MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

Old Time Literature, Herbals, Garden
Books, <&c.

CATALOGUES ISSUED.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

BOOKS OF THE DAY.
GLAISHER'S COMPREHENSIVE NEW CATALOGUE of CUR-
RENT I/ITERATDRE, just issued, is the BEST and MOST HANDY
GUIDE to STANDARD BOOKS OP THE DAY published. Gives at
a glance complete lists of the various series of handy reprints :

Kveryman's Library, Nelson's Popular 7d., 18. and French rteries ;

Macmillan's, Hutchinson's, Hurst & Blackett's, Collins', Chatto's,
Routled(?e's, Scott's, and other popular libraries. The Home
University Library. Cambridge Science Manuals, *c. Fiction
jteperally, and a capital list of 8d. Novels. General Literature, Art,
Science, Nature Study, and Books of Reference. Is, in short, the
BEST CATALOGUE OF CURRENT LITERATURE we have yet

SENT POST FREE OS APPLICATION.

WILLIAM GLAISHER, Ltd.
BOOKSELLERS,

265, HIGH HOLBOBN, LONDON".

CATALOGUE OF I6OO
VALUABLE AND INTERESTING BOOKS

in all Departments of Literature
post free on application.

R. ATKINSON,
97, 8UNDERLAND ROAD, FOREST HILL,

London, S.E.

And of 6, KING'S BENCH WALK, TEMPLE, B.C.

Books not in stock searched for and reported
free of charge.

Telephone, 1642 SYDENHAM.

17,

L. C. BRAUN,
DENMARK STREET,

CHARING CROSS ROAD

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.
ESTABLISHED 1883.

FBENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

Books on Literary, Educational, Scientific, Medical, Law,
all other subjects and for all Exams.

SECOND-HAND at HALF PBICES.
NEW at 25 per cent DISCOUNT.

Catalogue No. 198 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books bought.

BOOKS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Thousands of the Best Books

at from 25 to 80 per cent below the original prices.
The Largest and Best Stock of

Second-hand and New Remainder Books
in the World.

WRITE FOR OUR OCTOBER CATALOGUE.

(35.

W. <S G. FOYLE,
Charing: Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.

W. H. SMITH & SON,
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand, London, W.C.
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage^. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL.

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
AND MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS
OF PLANTS.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle, has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

\n it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardener.^ Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession

of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d''Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON,

Telegraphic Address-GARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GERRARLT.
** May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCI8 and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, E.G., and Printed by,
3. RDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane, K.C. Saturday, October 26, 1912.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICE FOURPENCE.
No 14-0 [ELEVENTH I SATURDAY NOVFXfRVR 2 1912 -I Rwitterea a> a Heuapaptr. Xntertdet1.1U. l^*7 '

|_ SERIES. J KJAJ.UHIAAI, laUVCiBJU&IK ^, XiJJ.^.
-j

^iktN.Y.f.O.at Second ClauM*ter.
\. Yearly Subscription, 20*. 6d. pot fr.

MACMILLANS NEW BOOKS.
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WILL OF WILLIAM HYNDMAN
OF COVENTRY.

THE following will, of which a draft or

copy, with interlineations and deletions,
is found among the MSS. in the vestry of

Holy Trinity Church, Coventry, has never
been printed in its entirety, though in his

account of the church (' Antiq. of Coventry,'
pp. 77-126) Sharp has quoted several of

its items. The religious provisions of the
will seem singularly out of time, made, as

they were, on the eve of the accession of

Elizabeth. The family of Palmer mentioned
therein were probably relatives of Julines

Palmer, the martyr, who was of Coventry
origin.

" Standards
; '

may be interpreted
as

"
fixtures," though the old word has a

wider significance than the modern one.
Jesus Chapel in Trinity Church is usually,

though not very confidently, identified with
the present south transept, which, until

Sir Gilbert Scott's restoration, had a floor-

level several feet above the rest of the
church and a vaulted passage underneath,
of which traces may yet be seen. Hyndman
was Mayor in 1553. Of his mayoralty the
MS. Annals of the city relate that
" the Duke of Northumberland sent to have
the Lady Jane proclaimed, but the Mayor being
ruled by Mr. Sergeant Saunders, Recorder,
would not do it, but, having orders, speedily pro-
claimed Queen Mary."

This particular draft is on paper, with
neither signature nor witnesses.

In the name of God, amen ; the xxvth
daye of

Augoost in the yer of owr Lorde, 1558, Wyllyani
Hyndman, alias Joyner, of the Cytye of Coventre,
allderman, Syck in boddye, yett of good &
perfytt memorye, thankes be to God, do orden &
make thys my last wyll and testament in maner
& foonn followyng :

ffyrst, I beqweathe my soule to Allmyghty
God in Trynite, to owr blessed Ladye, Seant
Marye, and to all the hollye Companye of heaven,
trustyng throwghe the meryttes of Christ, my
Savyour & Redemur that my soule shall be savyd ;

and my boddye to be bwryed within the Trynitie
Chvrche in Coventre aforesaide, other in our
Ladye Chappell, or ells in the boddye of the
chvrche against Jesus altur. And for my tythes
forgotten I gyve & beqweathe to the vykar of
the saide chvrche iijs. iiijd.

Item, I gyve to Jesua alter in the saide Chvrche
xijd.

Item, I gyve & beqweath vnto owr ladye
Chappell in the saide Chvrche towardes the Re-
payryng of the altur xijd. ; and if the saide altur
be nwe made within a twelmonth, then I wyll
that my executors shall gyve to the Makyng of
the saide altur v*. viijd.

Item, I wyll to be dawlt amongst the poore
people the day befor my departyng xxs.

Item, my wyll is that my executors shall see
me onestlye browght to the grownde accordyng
to the vse & Coostom as alldermen ar woont to be
bwryed, towardes the charges wheroff I gyve
xxu nobles to be leveyd of my qwyck Cattell, and
yf yt be to lyttle then I wyll that Sybble, my
wyffe, shall ley downe xxtt

. more.

Item, I gyve & beqweath to Joce, my made-
servaunt, iijs. iiijd.

Item, I gyve & beqweath to Rye. Palmer a
Cowe aftur the decesse of Sybble, my wyffe, to
be delyvured to hym or to hys assignes.

Item, I gyve & beqweathe to Wyllyam Palmer,
the soon of Rye. Palmer, a ewe & a lambe.

Item, my wyll ys that all my landes & tene-
mentes with thappvrtenaunces lyene; & beyng
in Coventre aforsaide, wheroff the on standythe
at the Boollryng wherin I now dwell, and the
other standyng & beyng over against the Erode-
well in Cpventre, whyche my saide two tene-
mentes with the premysses & appurtenaunces
my wyll ys that my feoffees that now be of the
saide houses & landes, that ys to saye, Harrye
Collyns of the cytye of Coventre, boocher, Henrye
Collyns, the soon & heyre apparaunt of the for-
saide Henrye Collyns, John Saunders of the same,
boocher, & Rycharde Saunders, the soon of the
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saide John Saunders, and that theise my feoffui's

aforsaide shall standc seasyd in my saide landes
& tenementes aforsaide to the vse & behoof of

thys my last wyll & testament. [Here follows

a passage referring to the appointment of fi'esh

feoffees.]

ffyrst, I wyll that Syble, my wyffe, shall

inyoye all my saide landes & tenementes with
other the premysses to her own vse dwryng
her lyffe and aftur the deceasse of Sybble, my
wyffe, then I wyll that ther shall yerlye be gyven
for evar and dawlt owt of my saide landes

vjs. viijd. to the allmes-men of Bablake of the

fowndacyon of Mr Bond ; and other vjs. viijd.
I wyll to be gyven & dawlt out of my saide
landes & tenements for evar yerlye to the poor
almesmen & women of the allmes-house in the
Graiffrar-lane of the fowndacyon of Mr

Pysford.

Item, my wyll ys that the overplus of the
Rentes of all my said lands & tenements afor-

saide, what-so-evar yt be, the Beparacyons of

the saide houses dyscharged, shall be yerlye for

evar dystrybwted amongst onest poor hous-
holders that ar in dekaye, other lame or impo-
tent, dwellyng within the saide Cytye, provyded
allways that my wyll ys that ther shall-be yerlye
aftur the death of Syble, my wyff, an obbett

kept yerlye for evar in the Trynitie churche
aforsaide, & that ther be bestowyd in dirige &
masse Byngyng & syngyng, & to the poore & for

Settyng of the hears vjs. viijrf., whych vjs. viijd.
shall be leyveyd owt of my landes aforesaide.

Item, my wyll ys that the iiij chwrchwardens of
the Trynytie chwrche in Coventre aforsaid and
there successors, shall yerlye at Christonmas and
at Eastur see all the saide money gyven & dawlt
vnto the poor above-wrytten and my obbett to
be kept yerlye in the Trynytie chvrche aforsaide
with dyrige overnyght & masse on the rnoorow
accordynglye, and the said Churche-wardens &
their successors to have for ther peans viijd.

a-peecc to be payde them owt of my landes
aforsaide.

Item, I gyve & beqweathe to the ffellowshypp
& craft of the boochers xs., & to the ffellowshypp
of the Cappers, ijs., and to the ffellowshypp of
the wevars ijs. and to the ffellowshypp of Sherman
& tailors ijs., & to the ffellowshypp of the smyths
ijs., to the intent that all the saide ffellowshyppes
shall sett me to the Chvrche.

Item, my wyll ys that all sweche standdordes
as are now Bemaynyng at the Boolryng shall
Bemaine & stande as standerdes in the saide
hous, and not to be removed, that ys to saye,
all the glasse abowt the house, all the seelynges
of boordes & wainskottes in the hall & the parlour,
all benchys in the saide house and iij paii'e of

bedstydes, and the tenant that shall take the
saide house, and fyndyng all swche standerdes
ther shall be bownde to manten them, and so to
eave them.

Item, my wyll ys that Sybble, my wyff, have
& injoye my lease of my grownde Called Lettle
Canoxe, lyeng in the paryshe of Stonley, dwryng
the yeres ther expressed in the saide lease, and
she to make an obbett yerlye for me in the
Trynytie chvrche dwryng the saide yeres, bestow
yng vppon the saide obbett vjs. viijd. or more
as she shall thynk good.

Item, yf the saide Sybble, my wyff, do dye
before the saide yeres expressyd in the saide

leasse to be expired or endyd, then my wyll ya
that John Smythe of Stychell shall have and
injoye the Best of the saide yeres, payeng xx li

s.

yerlye dwryng the saide yeres to George Crosbye,
my godsone,

MARY DORMER HARRIS.

THE ANCESTRY OF E. A. FREEMAN,
HISTORIAN.

IN Dean Stephens's
'

Life and Letters of
Edward A. Freeman '

occurs this passage
concerning the ancestry of the historian :

" His grandfather, Mr. Joseph Freeman, of
Pedmorc Hall, near Birmingham, had been a
wealthy man, but his will being disputed, a con-
siderable part of the fortune which would have
come to the eldest son John, and his two brothers

Keelinge and Joseph, was swallowed up in a
long lawsuit. Beferring in one of his letters

to this event, E. A. Freeman remarks,
'

Brougham
was counsel for my father, which some say was.
the reason why his enemies gained their suit.'

"

This statement, as also the extract from1

the historian's letter, is not altogether-
correct. Before he was eighteen months old
Freeman lost both his parents ; so probably
the true facts concerning his ancestry were
unknown to him, as they were to his bio-

grapher. They are as follows :

Joseph Freeman of Pedmore Hall, above-
referred to, was the natural son of Jolm
Keelinge of Summerhill in the parish of

Kingswmford, by his housekeeper, Mary
Dovey. There were two other natural
children : Eleanor, who married first, in

1777, Stephen Faulkner, and secondly, in

1794, Thomas Watkins ; and Nancy, who
also married twice first, in 1781, William
Stokes, and secondly, in 1786, William
Smith Stokes. These three children were
all born in the lifetime of John Keelinge's
wife Anne, daughter of the Rev. Thomas
Hodgetts, and widow of a Mr. Stevens. He
married her at Kemberton, 18 Dec., 1744,
but her marriage was a very unhappy one,
and she was buried at Kingswinford, 3 May,
1766; and letters of administration were

granted by P.C.C. to her sister, Elizabeth

Nott, on 14 July, 1766.

After Mrs. Anne Keelinge's death John
Keelinge married Mary Dovey, but at what
church or when I know not ; nor have I

been able to ascertain why these three
children were named Freeman and not

Dovey.
John Keelinge was an attorney, and

steward to Lord Dudley and Ward. He
died enormously rich, but a good deal of
his wealth was acquired dishonestly, and
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he was known locally as
"
the wicked John

Keelinge." He was baptized at Kingswin-
ford on 18 July, 1713, and died 17 Oct.,
1783, and was buried at Kingswinford on
25 Oct. His will, which is dated 16 Oct.,
1783 (the day before his death), is a very
long one, and it was proved in P.C.C. on
25 Nov., 1783, by his nephews, Thomas
Dudley, Esq., and the Rev. John Dudley,
his executors (570, Cornwallis).

Part of the will runs as follows :

"
I give to my wife Mrs. Mary Keelinge for

her life, or until my undutiful son Joseph Freeman
shall marry, my mansion and lands at Summerhill
and Ashwood in the parish of Kingswinford,
and now in my own possession, and also an
annuity of 2001. issuing out of the rents of my
estates in Pedmore and the New Park in Dudley.
And after her decease, or until my said undutiful
son Joseph Freeman (for he is my son, and I

brought him up and educated him) shall marry
any other woman than a daughter of Jonathan
Green of Dudley, glassmaker, I give him six

shillings a week. And when he marries any
other woman than a daughter of Jonathan Green,
then I give the said mansion house and lands to
the said Joseph Freeman and his heirs."

He gave certain other manors and lands and
the residue of his estate to his trustees,

upon trust to convey the same to the eldest
son of Joseph Freeman and his heirs at the

age of 25 years.
The upshot was that some of the bequests

in John Keelinge's will were believed to be
illegal, and the will was disputed by Jolm
Keelinge's four sisters or their representa-
tives. A Chancery suit was commenced
in 1784 by Thomas Dudley and John
Dudley against John Homer and others, to
establish the will of the testator ; and a
second suit was instituted in Trinity Term,
1819, by Thomas Dudley and others against
Joseph Freeman and others, to upset the
devise to the eldest son of Joseph Freeman
at 25. Judgment was given in this second
suit by the Lord Chancellor on 10 Dec.,
1823, in favour of the plaintiffs ; he held
that the devise of Keelinge's residuary
estates to the eldest son of Joseph Freeman
at his age of 25 years was too remote and
void, and that such estates vested in the
testator's sisters and their representatives.
These, however, in January, 1824, to end the

litigation, agreed to pay John Freeman
(Joseph's eldest son) 20,000/., and also his

costs in the suit.

Joseph Freeman did not marry the

daughter of Jonathan Green, but he married
Emmette, daughter of the Rev. Thomas
Pettener, and so inherited the Summerhill
estate ; but he died in July, 1822, whilst
the Chancery suit was in progress,

Mary Keelinge (John Keelinge's widow),
by her will, dated 16 May, 1800, and proved
in P.C.C. 2 May, 1801 (319 Abercrombie),
left to her son Joseph Freeman of Pedmore,
gent., twenty guineas for mourning, and
the residue of her estate to her daughters,
Nancy Stokes and Eleanor Watkins.

I can carry the historian's ancestry back
for two more generations. John Keelinge's
father was Richard Keelinge of Summerhill,
and of Pedmore Hall, which he purchased
22 Oct., 1745. This Richard Keelinge was
baptized at Sedgley, 5 Nov., 1688 ; married
at Pattingham, 23 Sept., 1710, Patience,

daughter of John Hodgetts of Shutt End ;

and was buried at Kingswinford, 6 June,
1766, aged 77 years. His will is dated 20 May,
1766, and was proved in P.C.C. 10 Feb.,
1767, by his son and sole executor, John
Keelinge (60 Legard).
Richard Keelinge was the second son of

William Keelinge of Sedgley, gent., who
married at Sedgley, 29 May, 1683, Eleanor,

daughter of William Gibbons of Ettingsall,
in the parish of Sedgley, and was buried
at Sedgley, 19 Feb., 1702/3. His will,

dated 13 June, 1702, was proved at Lich-

field, 5 June, 1703.
I have full abstracts of all these wills and

Chancery proceedings. W. G. D. F.

STATTIES AND MEMORIALS IN THE
BRITISH ISLES.

(See 10 S. xi. 441 ; xii. 51, 114, 181, 401 ;

11 S. i. 282; ii. 42, 381; iii. 22, 222,
421 ; iv. 181, 361 ; v. 62, 143, 48} ; vi. 4,

284.)
SOLDIERS (continued).

Shrewsbury. On the London Road, at

the entrance to the town where the Abbey
Foregate ends, stands

" the largest Doric

pillar in the world/' It was erected in 1816
from designs by a local architect to com-
memorate the military achievements of

the first Viscount Hill. It is 132ft. high,
and on the summit is placed a colossal

statue of the Peninsular general. The
balcony is reached by a flight of 172 steps
in the interior of the column, and at the
t>ase are four couchant lions. The statue
was damaged by lightning in 1909. It

contains the following inscriptions :

SOUTH SIDE.
Civi svo Rolando

Domino Baroni Hill ab Almarez et Hawkstone
Popvlares eivs ex agro atqve Mvnicipio Salopensi

Colvmnam hancce cvm
Statva P.O.

A.S. Mpcccxvf,
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Is in re Militari qvemadmodvm se gesserit
Tester sint Lvsitania Hispania Galliee Narbonen-

sis ac Belgioa
Artvrivs dux a Wellington

$ocior\Tm et qvidem Hostivra oxereitvs.

NORTH SIDE.

To Lieut onant-General Rowland Lord Hill

Baron Hill of Ahnarez and Hawkstone, G.C.B.
Not more distinguished for his skill and courage in

the field,

during the arduous Campaigns in Spain and
Portugal,

the South of Prance, and the memorable plains of
Waterloo

than for his benevolent and paternal care
in providing for the comforts and supplying the

necessities
of his victorious countrymen,

and for that humanity and generosity
which their vanquished foes experienced and

acknowledged :

the inhabitants of the town and county of Salop
have erected this column and statue

as a memorial of their respect and gratitude to an
illustrious

contemporary,
and an incitement to emulation in the heroes and

patriots of future ages.
A.D. MDCCCXVI.

(See 11 S. i. 411.)

Westerham, Kent. On 2 Jan., 1911,
Lord Roberts unveiled a bronze statue of

General Wolfe on the village green. The
statue, which stands 7 ft. 9 in. high, is

placed on a pedestal of Portland stone.
The sculptor is Mr. F. Derwent Wood,
A.R.A., who has represented Wolfe with
sword raised aloft as leading his men to the

capture of the Heights of Abraham. The
pedestal is thus inscribed :

Major-General
James Wolfe.

Born at
Westerham,

2 Jan:
i

-

1727.
Died at the

Battle of Quebec,
13 Sept:
1759.

A pillar to the memory of Wolfe also
stands in the grounds of Squerreys Court,
Westerham.
In the church is a cenotaph bearing the

following inscription :

James
Son of Colonel Edward Wolfe and

Henrietta, his wife
was born in this parish Jan]: 2nd

MDCCXXVII.
and died in America September 13th

MDCCLIX.
Conqueror of Quebec.

Whilst George in sorrow bows his laurel'd head
And bids the artist grace the soldier dead,
We raise no sculptured trophy to thy name,
Brave youth, the fairest in the list of fame.

Proud of thy birth, we boast the auspicious year ;

Struck with thy fall, we shed a general tear ;

With humble grief inscribe our heartless stone,
And from thy matchless honour date our own.

Decus nostrum.

The monument to the memory of General
Wolfe in this church was erected 5 April,
1760. The expense was defrayed by the

subscription of the following gentlemen :

Ranulph Manning, John Cosyne, Ralph
Manning, John Bodicote, Thos. Ellison,
Jonathan Chilwell, Pendock Price, George
Lewis, Vicar.
A memorial window was unveiled in the

church in November, 1909, by Mr. A. G.

Wolfe-Aylward, a descendant of General
Wolfe.
On the spot where Wolfe fell near Quebec

a plain stone shaft, surmounted by a sword
and helmet, was erected many years ago.
It is inscribed :

" Wolfe died here, vic-

torious, 13th September, 1759." There is

now on foot a movement to erect a more

pretentious memorial on the site.

Wolfe was buried in the crypt of St. Al-

phege Church, Greenwich, on 20 Nov.,
1759. In 1908, on the anniversary of his

burial, the late General Sir George White
unveiled a tablet over his grave. There is

a stained-glass window to his memory in

the north wall of the church.

(See 11 S. iii. 165.)

Lickey, Worcestershire. On the Lickey
Hills is a tall monument built in the shape
of an obelisk. It bears the following inscrip-
tion :

" Erected by the Worcestershire Regiment of

Yeomanry Cavalry to mark their lasting gratitude
to the honoured memory of their beloved and
lamented Colonel Commandant, and by the

County at large to commemorate the disinterested,

solid, and efficient public services, and to com-
mend to imitation the exemplary private virtues,
of Other Archer, Sixth Earl of Plymouth." The first stone was laid by William Henry,
Lord Lyttelton, Lord Lieutenant of the County,
on the 15th day of May, MDCCCXXXIV."

Carmarthen. Here is a statue of General
Sir William Nott, of Indian fame. The
following terse inscription appears in large
letters on the massive pedestal :

NOTT
Born 20th January 1792.
Died 17th January 1846.

Cromwell is represented by statues at

Manchester, St. Ives, and Warrington.
Manchester. That at the end of Victoria

Street, near the Victoria and Exchange
stations, is a fine characteristic piece of

work. It was presented to the town in

1875 by Mrs. Elizabeth Salisbury Hey-
wood, The figure is erected on a rough
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granite pedestal, and represents the Parlia-
mentarian generalstanding erect, bareheaded,
with right hand resting upon his sword, and
left hand outstretched.

St. Ives, Hunts. A statue of Cromwell
was erected in the Market -Place in 1901.
It was unveiled by Lord Edmond Fitz-
maurice on 23 Oct. The sculptor was Mr.
F. W. Pomeroy, who has represented
Cromwell in the dress of a yeoman farmer
of the period. He wears a broad-brimmed,
high-crowned hat, bandolier, and sword,
and under his right arm carries a Bible.

Warrington. A cast-iron statue of Cronr
well was presented to the town by Mr-
Frederick Monks, and erected in front of
the Old Academy in 1899, the tercentenary
of the Protector's birth. It was cast, from
the design of John Bell executed in 1862.

by the local firm of Monks, Hall & Co.,
and was for some time exhibited at the

Crystal Palace. At the foot of the statue
is

"
O. Cromwell "

in autograph facsimile.
Cromwell is represented standing erect, bare-

headed, with long, flowing cloak thrown
back over his shoulders. In his left arm
he clasps a Bible and naked sword, and
points downwards with his right hand.

My thanks are due to THE RIGHT HON.
G. W. E. RUSSELL, MB. J. G. BRADFORD,
MR. A. RHODES, and others for much valued
help.

May I again appeal for references to
statues and memorials which may be
considered to lie outside the beaten track ?

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

BODLEY'S SMALLEST MS.: A RELIC OF
JEREMIAH RICH. For over two and a half
centuries the Bodleian Library has contained
a very small MS., written in almost illegibly
minute shorthand, numbered 30511, and
described in Mr. Falconer Madan's ' Sum-
mary Catalogue

'

(1905), v. 822, as :

" In English, on paper : written in the 17th
cent. (?) : Jin.xfin., 27 leaves: binding,
black leather with silver corners and centre

pieces, attached to a chain (late 17th cent. ?) :

in a red leather box 3| X 2| X f in. A shorthand
volume, believed to contain English prayers.
The smallest MS. in the Library."

From before 1674 all clue to the origin
and contents of this tiny treasure (which,
it may be noted, is chained) had been lost,

and although it has for a long time been on
exhibition in one of the library show-eases,
it has only quite recently been identified.

Shortly after 1654 Jeremiah Rich issued

a small poster advertising his
"
Semigraphy,"

and puffing the author's qualifications as

the exponent of the system. A specimen
of this poster, which is no doubt the only
one extant, is preserved in the Bagford
Collection, and this was reproduced at

p. 57 of
' Jeremiah Rich : Semigrapher of

the Commonwealth,' 1911, by Mr. Alex. T.

Wright. In this poster Rich boasts that

he could write so small that his pen could

be scarcely seen to move, and he asserts

that he
wrote a Sermon in little more then the Two and

thirtieth part of a sheet of Paper, in a Book
containing the breadth of a single penny, being
now shown in the Public Library in Oxford,
which is a Mystery to the World and was never
done by any but himself, since the use of the Pen
was known."

Examination of the curious and interesting
book in the Bodleian Library by the light

of the republished poster has at last estab-

lished again the identity of this example of

Jeremiah Rich's penmanship.
There was apparently another somewhat

similar little MS., which is, perhaps, still

in existence, and may yet be identified by
your readers. William Leybourn, writing
in 1690 from a memory liable to lapses
and lacunae, states in his

' Pleasure with

Profit
'

(at p. 28 of the
' Mechanical Recrea-

tions
'

section) that Rich took down a

sermon delivered before Charles II. at White-

hall by a bishop, that he read it to the

bishop (who testified to its accuracy), and

that the bishop requested him to present a

specimen of his art to the King. Thereupon
Rich
" wrote the same Sermon in a little Book of Six

Leaves of Fine Paper, and had it bound in Crimson

Sarcenet, with Silver Clasps and Corners upon
the Cover ; all which Book and Cover was less

than the nail of his little Finger ; which Book
he afterwards presented to the King."

Charles may not have attached exceptional

importance to a bishop's sermon, even in a

form illegible to him; but among those

about him there may well have been one

who cared for curiosities, and, as such, this

one may yet be carefully preserved.
A. T. W.

" GEOTROPOSCOPE/' Leon Foucault's in-

genious invention of an apparatus by which
he proved the earth's rotation around its

axis, called a "
gyroscope," now commonly

used for navigation instead of a ship's

magnetic compass, is sometimes also de-

scribed by the synonymous and more
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significant name of a "
geotroposcope." It

may be worth while to record this scientific

term, to be included among the future

additions to the
' N.E.D.' H. K.

HEINE AND THE JAPANESE. From The
Jewish Tribune (Portland, Oregon) I extract

the following. Writing in 1854, Heine tells

us that about twelve years previously (viz.,

in 1842, in his forty-second year) he was
introduced to a Dr. Buerger, who had given
a young Jap instruction in German. This

gentleman saw Heine's poems (which he
had translated into Japanese) through a
first edition in Nagasaki. This was the
first European book ever translated into

Japanese, though Goethe relates that his
'

Sorrows of Werth6r ' was painted on glass

by the Chinese. A review of the
' Lieder

'

was published in The Calcutta Review at
the time. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

" WHEN, DEAREST, I BUT THINK OF
THEE "

: SONG BY SUCKLING OR BY FELL-
THAM. The song beginning as above is

attributed to Sir John Suckling, e.g., in
' The Poems, Plays and Other Remains of

Sir John Suckling,' a new edition, edited

by W. C. Hazlitt, 1874, i. 96 (1892 edition,

p. 74), and in A. Hamilton Thompson's
edition of Suckling's

'

Works,' 1910, p. 67.

Allibone in his
'

Dictionary of English
Literature,' writing of Suckling, says that
his song

"
When, dearest, I but think of

thee," is among his best compositions.
It is given in such other editions of Suckling
as I have examined. Yet the song, with
a few small differences, appears as No. xxxii.
of

'

Lusoria,' 1661, by Owen Felltham,
published with the eighth edition of his
'

Resolves, Divine, Moral, Political,' 1661.

At the head of the song is the following
note :

" The ensuing Copy the late Printer hath been
pleased to honour, by mistaking it among those
of the most ingenious and too early lost, Sir John
Suckling."

The ninth edition, 1670, has the same note,
which appears also in the Table.

In the eleventh edition, 1696, the note

appears at the head of the song, while in
the Table we read :

" A Copy of a Song by mistake publish'd
among those of Sir John Suckling."

The small differences are :

Suckling (1874). Felltham (1661).
L. 8, borrowed , . . . .spreading.
L. 14, subsist consist.
L. 17, love's their.
L. 19, each such.
L. 20, promont,. . . .palace.

Besides these, there are differences in

spelling, the only important one of which
is in 1. 22, where the above Suckling version
has " O "

for the preferable
" Oh."

Mr. Thompson has a note in his edition

of Suckling giving a quotation for
"
pro-

mont," which is to be found in Nares's
'

Dictionary.'
Felltham died in 1668, Suckling probably in

1642, according to the account of him in the
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' where
the writer, Mr. Thomas Seccombe, speaks
of Hazlitt's edition of his works (1874) as
"
the standard edition." He says nothing

about any doubt as to the authorship of
"
When, dearest, I but think of thee,"

although he takes exception to the appear-
ance among Suckling's poems of

'

Canti-
lena

' and "
I am confirm 'd a woman can

"

(i. 102, 106, of the 1874 edition). The
latter poem was inserted on the strength of

a note by A. D. (? Alexander Dyce) in
' N. & Q.' (1 S. i. 72), where the evidence

given is very weak indeed.

The song
"
When, dearest," &c., appears

in
' ' The Last Bemains of Sr John Suckling. Being

a Full Collection Of all his Poems and Lett era

which have been so long expected, and never till

now Published . . . .London: Printed for Humphrey
Moseley at the Prince's Arms in St. Pauls Church-

yard, 1659."

Probably
"
the late Printer

"
referred to

by Felltham means Humphrey Moseley,
who gives a preface, signed H. M., headed
' The Stationer to the Reader.' In it he

says :

" These elegant and florid Pieces of his Fancie
were preserved in the custody of his truly honor-
able and vertuous Sister, with whose free per-
mission they were transcribed, and now published
exactly according to the Originals."

He then protests against any doubt as to

the authorship.
It appears that within two years Owen

Felltham published his claim to be the
author of

"
When, dearest," &c.

The following is an example of Felltham 's

verse (' Lusoria,' xxxiv.) :

Upon a rare Voice.

When I but hear her sing, I fare
Like one that raised, holds his ear

To some bright star in the supremest Round ;

Through which, besides the light that's seen
There may be heard, from Heaven within,

The rests of Anthems, that the Angels sound.

For the titles, dates, and prefatory
matter of the early editions of Suckling see

Hazlitt's 1874 edition, i. Ixix-lxxxiv.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
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" SET UP MY (HIS) BEST."(See 10 S. vi. 509 ;

vii. 53, 175.) This expression, undoubtedly,
was taken from the game of primero. See
(among other works) John Minsheu's '

Plea-
sant and Delightful Dialogues in Spanish
and English' (1599), where in the dialogue
upon Primero " R "

says,
"
See here my

rest, let every one be in," and "O" says,
"I set my rest." There are mistakes in
some of the answers to the query, apparently
from the writers not understanding how
the game was played. Each player put a
stake into the pool, and part of his hand of
cards was dealt to him. He then decided
whether he would remain in the pool by
adding another and larger stake, which was
called

"
setting his rest," the last word

thereof generally applying to the stake.
The remainder of the hand was then
dealt before the vying or betting com-
menced. It is obvious that the term"
rest

" was derived from the break in the

dealing, during which the money was staked ;

and when the method of the game is under-
stood, it is very easy to apply the different

meanings of the writers in using the above
expression.

Primero is a very interesting game, and
very old, and there are scores and scores of
allusions to it in old writers ; but it is not
described in any of the books of games.

J. S. MG-TEAB.
6, Arthur Chambers, Belfast.

TRIPOS : TRIPOS VERSES. (See 10 S, iv. 124,
172, 292.) It is interesting to notice that
a contributor to Tlie Gentleman's Magazine
for January, 1795 (vol. Ixv.), attempted to
solve the problem of the origin of this term
in a letter headed '

Ambiguous Expressions
of Cambridge Elucidated,' and the following
extract may prove a side-light on the solu-

tions already furnished :

"
Perhaps it arose contemporary with the

Oxonian celebrated
' Terra Filius,' which was

abolished on account of its abusive and licentious

tendency. The last writer of
'

Terree Filius
'

gives this description of it, in the first number of
a work periodically published under that title :

' '

It has, till of late (says he), been a custom
from time immemorial for one of our family to
mount the rostrum at Oxford, at certain seasons,
and divert an innumerable crowd of spectators
who nocked thither to hear him from all parts,
with a merry oration in the Fescenninc manner,
interspersed with secret history, raillery and
sarcasm as the occasions of the times supplied
him with matter.'

" Now the Cambridge
'

Tripos
'

was, probably,
in old times delivered like the

'

Terree Filius
'

from a tripod or three-legged stool, or rostrum,
in humble imitation of the Delphic oracle. That

it is of great antiquity cannot be doubted, and
that, in the year 1626, it very much resembled
the '

Terrae Filius,' as above described, will

appear manifest from the Cambridge statute,
' De tollendis ineptiis in publicis disputationibus,'
enacted, at that time, in order to repress the

encreasing asperity and impertinence of these
annual productions."

The letter is signed
" A Cantab."
CLIFTON BOBBINS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

SIR JOHN TREGONWELL'S SECOND WIFE :

GEORGE MARTEN. GEORGE MARTYNE, AND
JAMES MARTEN, WINCHESTER SCHOLARS.
The '

D.N.B.,' following the pedigree in
Hutchins's

'

Dorset '

(3rd ed.), i. 161, says
that Sir John Tregonwell married secondly
Elizabeth Bruce, and that this lady was
buried 17 Jan., 1581/2. However, Dom
Bede Camm, in a note on p. 237 of vol. ii.

of his
'

Lives of the English Martyrs,' says
that she was by birth a New. She was
certainly the widow of one Marten, though
this is not noted in any printed pedigree so
far as I am aware. Her eldest son, George
Marten, was the betrayer of Blessed Thomas
Sherwood, whose arrest was doubtless the
occasion of Lady Tregonwell's house being
twice searched in 1577 and 1580. By 5 Aug.,
1580, she had entered into bonds of one
thousand marks for the repair of herself

and the rest of her family to their parjsh
church to hear divine service according to
her Majesty's laws ; but in 1585 another
son of hers, James Marten, was a recusant,
and apparently subsisting on a voluntary
allowance made by his mother (Dasent,
'

Acts of the Privy Council,' ix. and xii. ;
'

Cal. S. P. Dom., 1581-90,' p. 283).
One George Martyne entered Winchester

College in 1548 from Sutton, aged 12, and
became a Scholar of New College, Oxford,
in 1554.

In 1549 one George Martyne entered Win-
chester College from Stroton (Strattoii),
Bristol diocese, aged 12 and one Christopher
Martyne, from the same place, aged 13.

These would seem to have been brothers.
One James Marten entered Winchester

College in 1553, aged 14, from Athelhampton,
and was Fellow of New College 1558-9,
removed for non-residence. See Kirby's
Winchester Scholars,' pp. 128, 129, 131.
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Can any one of these be identified as a
son of Lady Tregonwell ? Who was her
first husband, and what was her parentage ?

When did she die ?

Her son Thomas Tregonwell of Milton

Abbas, Dorset, married an Anna Martyn of

Devonshire, who was probably a relative of

her first husband, though the printed pedi-

grees do not show in what degree.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

DATE OF PUBLICATION WANTED. What
was the date of the following ?

" The New Wonderful Magazine, Consisting of a

Carefully Selected Collection of Remarkable Trials,

Biographies of Wonderful or Extraordinary
Characters, etc. In 2 volumes. London : G. H.
Davidson, Peter's Hill, Doctors' Commons, on the
South Side of St. Paul's."

MARY A. FELL, Librarian.
Philadelphia City Institute Free Library.

FIELDING'S PARSON THWACKUM. The
Rev. Richard Hele, Canon of Salisbury and
Master of the Choir School, is said by Hoare
(who gives a brief biography of him in the
Addenda to

' Modern Wiltshire ') to have been
the original of the pedagogue Thwackum
in Fielding's

' Tom Jones.' I should be
much obliged for any further references
about him or his brother Henry, a doctor
in Salisbury (whose only daughter married
Thomas Phipps of Westbury), especially
as to their parentage or family. Have any
of the other characters in

' Tom Jones '

been similarly identified ? L. E. T.

THE CINNABAR MOTH AND RAGWORT.
Information is desired of the various plants,
other than ragwort and coltsfoot, on which
the cinnabar moth feeds.

Does it feed on the flower or leaf, or both,
of the plants it selects for food ? Is the
moth ever known to be a pest, destroying
cultivated plants ? If it be desired to
introduce the moth as an immigrant into
a locality where ragwort is thriving, how
could the pupae be obtained for the purpose ?

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager, Cheshire.

" MAULTH WAY." In the second edition
of Murray's

' Guide to Hampshire,' 1865,
p. 192, is this statement :

" An ancient road passes near Crondale in
the direction of Bagshot, worth notice on account
of its name, which curiously perpetuates an
old British word. It is known as '

the Maulth
Way,' i.e. the sheep way, 'mollt' being the Celtic

equivalent which the Saxons banished, and
which the Normans, acquiring it from their
Gallicised neighbours, brought back to us in t he-

word '

mutton." The road in question is likely

to have been used as a drift way, and a litt li-

south of Crondale connects at Well with the
Harrow Way a very ancient road. Another
interesting point in connection with the Maulth
Way is that it passes close to the spot on Crookham
Common where a hoard of Merovingian gold
coins was found in 1828."

I should be glad to know if any other Maulth
Ways are known. J. H. G.

THE GARDNER PRINTS AND DRAWINGS OF
OLD LONDON. I shall be glad to learn the
date and place of exhibition of a selection
of these valuable topographical illustrations.

A printed Catalogue before me gives a list

of 349 prints and drawings, exhibited pre-

sumably by some antiquarian society, and
on the title-page it is announced that they
have been selected

"
by the kind permission

of John E. Gardner, Esq from his

valuable and highly interesting collection,
and kindly lent by him for exhibition."

Although this copy of the Catalogue was
formerly in their owner's library, I am un-
certain if it is complete. It is without covers
or pagination, A to N, small quarto ;

A!

title, A.2 blank, A3 to N4 detailed list of the

exhibits, classified by locality and under
street- and place-names. Any information
on this exhibition and Catalogue will be of

the greatest interest to me.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

33, Shcrriff Road, N.W.

" ESSEX BATH," STRAND LANE. Charles

Knight in his 'London' (1851), after

describing the Roman Bath which is still

to be seen in Strand Lane, says of it :

" The proprietors, we are happy to say, rightly
estimate its value, and have long ago caused
another bath to be built and supplied from it ;

and it is in the latter alone that persons are
allowed to bathe."

The other bath here alluded to must be the
Essex Bath. Edward Walford, however, in
' Old and New London

;

'

iii. 79, after quoting
from Knight's description of the Roman
Bath, says :

" There is another bath-room
on the right of the passage by which we
entered, which is used as a plunging bath,
and is open all the year round. This new
bath, the proprietor tells us,

' was built by
the Earl of Essex in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, 1588.'" This bath was demo-
lished in 1893 at the building, or rather re-

building, of the Norfolk Hotel. There is,

therefore, no doubt whatever that, up to

1893, there were two baths; but so far I

have been unable to find any mention of the

so-called Essex Bath in the best-known
histories of London. I am hoping that by
inserting these memoranda in N. &. Sfr
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I may obtain from some reader help in

verifying the statement -as to the building
of the Essex Bath in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. ALFRED S. FOORD.

" SARAFT." What is the inner meaning
of this word ? I find it used in

' An Irish

Marriage
'

in The Saturday Review, 24 Aug.,
1912, to denote, as I believe, the eccle-

siastically proper time for wedlock. A priest
says to a parishioner :

"
Hurry up, as there

is only a week of Saraft. If Pat doesn't

get married before Shrove Tuesday, he '11

have to wait the whole seven weeks of Lent."
ST. SWITHIN.

WILKIE'S REPLICA OF HIS ' VILLAGE
POLITICIANS.' I hope some reader of
'N. & Q.' may be able to inform me
where this now is. One would suppose its

travels must be known to many interested
in such matters. V. P.

E. HOWLETT ON BURIAL CUSTOMS. The
Academy of 8 July, 1893, xliv. 37, announces
that Mr. England Hewlett, who possesses
immense collections of material gathered
from all parts of Britain, is preparing a
book "

dealing with death and burial from
the antiquarian and traditional point of
view." May I ask whether this book was
published ; and, if so, when and where ?

If not, what has become of Mr. Hewlett's
materials ? EMERITUS.

' THE STARS AND THE ANGELS.' Who is

the author of this book ? It was published
in 1858. The author wrote ' Primeval Man
Unveiled ; or, The Anthropology of the
Bible.' My edition of the latter book is

dated 1871. M.A.OxoN.
[Halkett and Laing state that ' Primeval Man

Unveiled' was written by the Rev. James Gall

They do not mention ' The Stars and the Angels.']

NAPOLEON AND WELLINGTON. I have
been told that Napoleon once met Wellington.
If this is correct, where can I find an account
of the meeting ? FLORICAN.

CLAIM TO A TITLE. If a man was invited

to a Coronation by a title, could his heir

claim that title ? COLONIST.

LAWRENCE OF NOVA SCOTIA. I should be

obliged if I could be put in communication
with the family of Major-General Charles

Lawrence, Governor of Nova Scotia. He
was born on 14 Dec., 1709, and died at
Halifax on 19 Oct., 1760, in the exercise

of this high office. They were Portsmouth

people. His mother was a Harding of

Southampton, and on both sides his ancestors

had long rendered gallant service to England
by sea and land. He was the third son of

Lieut. -General John Lawrence.
DAVID Ross McCoRD, M.A., K.C.

Temple Grove, Montreal.

' THE LADY BARK,' BY DAVID FERGUSON.
In the Library of the British Museum

there is a reprinted copy of
" The Lady Bark, or New Upstart-Lady. In

a very merry and pleasant Dialogue, Betwixt
a Skipper, A New-Lady, A Young Scholar, And
a Tapster-Lass

"
; n.d., post 8vo, 8 pp.

The dialogue consists of 276 lines of rimed

verse, and at the end :

"
Finis. Be Da:

Ferguson." Is anything known of the poem
or the author ? C. D.

" CLUB WALKS." I shall be grateful for

any information or reference to any literature

dealing with this subject. I refer to the

Whitsuntide processions to church, mostly
on Whitsun Tuesday. The custom was

general in Bucks, Oxon, Wilts, Dorset,

and various Western counties. I gather
that these processions of friendly societies

succeeded religious processions of earlier

date. It was customary, some fifty years

since, for the members to cany halberds,

to which a small flag was attached, while

each wore upon the hat (invariably a

high one) a band, rosette, and appended
ribbons of various colours. These festivals

were considerably older than those adopted

by the Odd Fellows, Foresters, and so on.

The procession was always known as a

"walk." ENQUIRER.

"YEOMAN" v. "GENTLEMAN." Robert

Hervy of Westhall, co. Suffolk, yeoman, made
his will in March, 1486/7, and it was proved
at Norwich in February, 1488/9. He left

one very small son, John, and two daughters.
He willed that if certain things happened
his tenements and lands were to be sold by
his executors

"
to a good trewe husbonde-

man, but to no gentyllman." WTaat might
his reason be for shutting out the gentle-
man ? Do the words quoted merely express
his views on the land question, and show
his desire to secure an owner resident in the

parish, or could there be any other moaning
in them ? As it happened, the gentleman
was not kept out, for the small boy John

perversely became one. He is entered in

the Suffolk Subsidy Return for 1524 as

not being charged for his Suffolk lands

because he was charged for his movables in
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London among the Fellows of Lincoln's Inn.
I think he must be the John Hervy who
was admitted to Lincoln's Inn on 1 March,
1508/9. His son George was entered in

the Visitation of 1561 under Hervye of

Oulton. S. H. A. H.

[In 1885 the late CANON J. C. ATKINSON con-
tributed to

' N. & Q.' (6 S. xii. 363) a learned article

on the position of the " husbandman "
in early

agriculture in England. For "
gentleman" see the

discussion at 7 S. x. 383, 445 ; xi. 97, 173.]

MURDER OF
LORD WILLIAM RUSSELL.

(11 S. vi. 170, 258.)

THE charges made against Mr. Charles

Phillips with regard to his defence of Cour-
voisier have all long since been thoroughly
inquired into, and he has been proved
to be free from blame. Catnach's report
of the trial, referred to by MB. PIERPOINT,
is not reliable. Mr. Phillips challenged
the accuracy of the newspaper reports
of his speech, and denied that he said

that
" God alone knew who committed

this crime." Mr. Townsend in his
' Modern

State Trials
'

(1850), i. 244, deals with the
whole subject, and what Mr. Phillips really
said is given at p. 252. This is a well-worn

subject amongst lawyers, and it would
make this reply too long for me to quote
what is there set out. Mr. Samuel Warren
(the author of

' Ten Thousand a Year ') in

articles in Blackwood's Magazine also deals

with the subject, and these are reprinted
in his

'

Miscellanies
'

(1855), ii. 1, article

entitled
' The Mystery of Murder and its

Defence,' while what Mr. Phillips actually
said is again set out at p. 64. What passed
between Mr. Phillips and Mr. Clarkson (the

junior counsel for the defence) and the

prisoner is set out at p. 27, and in Towns-
end at p. 246. MB. PIERPOINT refers to
the biography of Phillips in the '

D.N.B.,'
where there is this passage :

"It is said that, though fully aware of his
client's guilt, he pledged his word that he was
innocent, and sought to fasten the crime on
another."

These statements are both untrue, and both
Townsend and Warren deal with them,
and also with the charge that he improperly
attacked the witnesses

What is really conclusive upon the subject
is that Lord Chief Justice Tindal and Baron
Parke (afterwards Lord Wensleydale), who
tried the case, exculpated Mr. Phillips from
all blame. See Townsend (p. 253) and
Warren (pp. 61, 67, and 68).

The statement that Mr. Phillips never

appeared in any other criminal case is

also incorrect. His name is constantly to

be found in cases in the Central Criminal

Court Sessions reports up to the time of

his ceasing to practise in 1842.

In 1842 Mr. Phillips was made Commis-
sioner of the Court of Bankruptcy at Liver-

pool by the Lord Chancellor (Lyndhurst),
but he is better known as Commissioner of

the Insolvent Debtors' Court in London,
to which office he was promoted in 1846,

I think by another Lord Chancellor.

Is it likely that a judicial office would
have been given to a man who had disgraced
himself as counsel ?

I wish to correct another mistake. Mr.

Phillips was never the leader of the Central

Criminal Court Bar. John Adolphus (the

historian of the reign of George III.) was

the leader of that Bar at the time when
Mr. Philjips was practising there.

In conclusion, I should like to refer to

an article by Dr. Showell Rogers, which

appeared in The Law Quarterly Review of

July, 1899, entitled
' The Ethics of Advo-

cacy,' afterwards reprinted as a pamphlet
(Stevens & Sons) ; see pp. 20-21. I strongly

recommend all persons who want to under-

stand what are the duties of counsel to

read that article. When Mr. Phillips con-

ducted the defence on the first day of the

trial, the stolen plate had not been dis-

covered. When it was discovered, and

the prisoner had confessed his guilt,
" My

position," he asserts, with perfect truth,
"
at this moment was, I believe, without

a parallel in the annals of the profession."
HABBY B. POLAND.

Inner Temple.

It is not my wish to renew an old con-

troversy on which nothing fresh remains

to be said; but, as MR. PIEBPOINT has

recalled the attacks made on Charles Phillips

relative to the Courvoisier case, it is only

fair to observe that Mr. Phillips published
what The Times pronounced to be

" the

very complete justification of his conduct.

A full account of the murder and trial will

bo found hi S. Warren's 'Miscellanies,' ii. 1.
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Phillips had a horror of wasps, which
would sometimes find their way into the

Bankruptcy Court at Liverpool. When
sitting on the bench there, he would defend
himself against these little beasts with a

battledore, in spite of the expostulations of

his servant, who reprobated such behaviour
as lacking in dignity.

It was Charles Phillips who, on detecting
a witness kissing his thumb instead of the

book, roared out :

" What do you mean, sir, kissing your thumb
instead of the book ? Kiss the book at once, sir.

You may deceive your God, but you won't
deceive me."

Phillips recorded it as liis experience, first

in criminal trials, and then as Commissioner
of the Insolvent Debtors' Court, that men
are less agitated when their life is at stake

than when the matter concerned is a 51. note.

He died at his house in Gordon Square (not
Golden Square, as the

' D.N.B.' states) in

1859. H. E. P. P.

There is a trifling inaccuracy in COL. PIER -

POINT'S communication. Charles Phillips
was appointed a Commissioner of the Insol-

vent Debtors' Court, which was a tribunal
distinct from the Court of Bankruptcy.

WM. DOUGLAS.
125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

PAGAN CUSTOMS AND INSTITUTIONS (US.
vi. 250). A full account of the Roman
priestly colleges will be found in Marquardt
and Mommsen's ' Romische Alterthumer,'
second edition, vi. 235-481. The time
referred to is that of the Republic.

T. RUNER.

RICHARD CROMWELL AT CHESHUNT (11 S.

vi. 250). Is not E. F. W. thinking of
Bulwer Lytton's novel '

Devereux,' in which
the hero is represented as meeting with R.
Cromwell, though not exactly under the
same circumstances ? Devereux, riding to

London, stops a pony carriage which was
running away, and the old gentleman who
was driving it invites him to his house,
which," he explains, was but a temporary
abode, his real home being at Cheshunt.
On his leaving, his host gave him a paper

which he was not to open till he should have
proceeded two miles on his journey. On
reading this, he discovered that he had been
the guest of Richard Cromwell.

E. L. H. TEW.
Upham Rectory, Hauls.

The incident referred to by E. F. W.
occurs in Lytton's novel

'

Devereux,' Book
III. chap. iv. M. A. M. MACALISTER.

INFANTA ISABELLA CLARA EUGENIA (US.
vi. 190, 272). Of Austria, daughter of

Philip II., King of Spain, and Elizabeth
of France ; married in 1598 Albert, son of

the Emperor Maximilian II. She governed
Flanders by herself after his death in 1621,
and died in 1633 universally beloved (v.

Feller,
'

Diet. Historique,' xi. 102).

No doubt the above is the person repre-
sented by the miniature referred to by
the querist. There are several pictures
of her at the Antwerp Musee, and a
notable one by Rubens. She and her
husband were great benefactors to the
exiled English Catholics who sought refuge
in Flanders at that time, and their memory
is cherished at Downside, the community
and school there having received many
benefits from them when they were founded
at Douai in Flanders in 1605.

H. W. M.
Downside Abbey, near Bath.

EARTH-EATING (US. vi. 290). Geophagy
is common in several islands of the Malay
Archipelago. Edible earth can be found
for sale in the pasars (markets) of Java,
of Palembang, Benkoolen, the Padang
Highlands and the Batak regions in Suma-
tra. It consists of a yellowish or reddish-

brown, less frequently of a whitish or

greyish kind of bituminous clay called

ampo. Contrary to popular belief, it does
not seem to contain organic matter. Its

insipid taste never recommended it to my
palate when sampling it on different occa-
sions in different parts of Java and Sumatra ;

but " de gustibus non est disputandum,"
and, sprinkling it with salt after roasting or

frying it with cocoanut-oil, many natives
consider it quite a delicacy. Besides in

Java and Sumatra, the
'

Encyclopaedic van
Nederlandsch Indie

' mentions its use in

Soombawa, New Guinea, Haruku, Saparua,
Nusa Laut, and among the Dayaks of

Borneo. Women in delicate health eat
sometimes ampo because it is supposed to

benefit their babies yet unborn ; excessive

indulgence, according to Dr. C. L. van der

Burg (' De Geneesheer in Nederlandsch
Indie '), results in constipation and other
ills. For further particulars the communica-
tions of the Dutch Missionary Society (xxv.)

may be consulted ; also G. A. Wilken
(' Handleiding voor de vergelijkende Volken
kunde van Nederlandsch Indie,' edited by
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C. M. Pleyte) and J. J. Altheer in the
' Natuur-

kundig Tijdschrift van Nederlandsch Indie
'

(xi. and xiii.), as quoted in the
' Enc. v. N. I.'

J. F. SCHELTEMA.

This is not an uncommon practice, I

believe, among savage races when men are

obliged to go without food for a long time,
as on hunting expeditions when there is a
lack of game. It is usually some form of

clay which is swallowed. It allays the

gnawing pangs of hunger by causing a
secretion of the gastric juice, but is, of

course, absolutely useless as food. Others
arrive at a similar result by tying boards

by bands round the body, so as to compress
the walls of the stomach.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Eoyal Avenue, S.W.

The habit is common in the Sudan. It

has been suggested that sometimes there is

iron in the soil, which has been useful as a
tonic, but for the most part the habit is

harmful. A good paper on the subject
has been written by Dr. Christopherson :

address, The Hospital, Khartoum, Sudan.
GEORGE WHERRY.

Cambridge.

"ACCORDING TO COCKER" (US. vi. 90,
176, 236). In ' A Catalogue of English
Heads,' by Joseph Ames, 1748, p. 50, are
cited two portraits of Edward Cocker, both
by R. Gaywood. With the second are these
lines :

Behold rare Cocker's Life resembling Shade,Whom Envy's Clouds have more illustrious made ;

Whose Pen and Graver have display'd his Name,
With Virtuoso's, in the Book of Fame.
On p. 92, concerning Humphrey Johnson,

writing-master, we read :

Hodder and Cocker, in their Times, did well,
But Johnson's newer Thoughts do now excel.
What, unimprov'd, from antient Rules they

taught,
Is by his Judgment to Perfection brought.
On p. 83 (repeated p. 88) are six lines in

praise of James Hodder, writing-master,
in which, however, neither Cocker nor
Johnson is mentioned.
For other verses concerning Cocker see

Allibpne's
'

Dictionary of English Litera-
ture.' ROBERT PIERPOINT.

SAMUEL FAVELL (11 S. vi. 129). If there
is any likelihood that the above-named was
a kinsman of Capt. Samuel Favell of the
61st Regiment, the school friend of Charles
Lamb, the F of

'

Christ's Hosptali
Five and Thirty Years Ago,' and the W
of

'

Poor Relations,' who fell at the battle

of Salamanca and is commemorated on a

tablet in Great St. Andrew's Church, Cam-
bridge, I would suggest an application to the

representatives of the firm of Messrs. Favell

& Ellis, St. Andrew's Street, Cambridge.
EDWAR BENSLY.

" YELVER " IN PLACE-NAMES (11 S. vi.

191, 218, 297). The suggestion made at the

last reference is of particular significance,
because its lamented author was always
averse from explaining place-names by
means of proper names when a common-
place interpretation would serve.

" Geld-frith," the name suggested, does

not occur in Searle's
' Onomasticon '

;
but

both its themes may be found therein in

other combinations. The prototheme ap-

pears appropriately as that of a moneyer
under King Alfred, namely, Gelda. It also

occurs in
"
Geldwine," the name of one or

more officers who performed a like duty in

the eleventh century.

Whether *Geldfrith is the true etymon of

Yelver- can only be established by producing
an appropriate eleventh- or twelfth-century
form. It is not quite easy to perceive how
a resultant *Yelfry could become Yelver-.

If, however, the prototheme were Gelf-,

the known resultant might ensue.

Daniel H. Haigh gave
"
Gelfrat

"
as the

etymon of Yelver- in the Norfolk and North-

amptonshire village names (' The Anglo-
Saxon Sagas,' 1861, p. 140). The name of

Gelfrat occurs in the
'

Nibelungen Noth '

and in
'

Biterolf
'

('Die Deutsche Helden-

sage,' by Wilhelm Grimm, 1829, p. 139).

The O.E. form of this name might be

*Gelf-rsed, which might yield *Gelf-serd

by metathesis, and that would become
*Gelf-aer-(tun). ALFRED ANSCOMBE.

It is sadly hard to realize that p. 297
contains the final contribution of the late

PROF. SKEAT to
' N. & Q.' The reply

may well persuade our German friends of

the difficulty of foreigners treading safely
in the frequently tortuous paths of English
place-name etymology. PROF. SKEAT wrote :

"
It is more likely that it [Yelver] refers to

some proper name that is not recorded
"

;

and he hazarded a hypothetic Geldfrith. In
all . human probability (direct evidence
seems to be wanting) our Yelver- place-
names, which extend from Norfolk to Devon,
are to be referred to the very well-known
A.-S. personal name ^Elfhere, found in

Domesday Book as Elfer, with the common
dialectal prevocalic Y-. Instances of this

prothetic practice are easy to give. With
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the Lancashire yearth for earth and Yem for
Edmund (' Lane. Gloss.,' pp. 286-7) may
be compared the Devonshire yammet for
emmet (' Peasant Speech of Devon,' p. 150) ;

also the Derbyshire Yed for Edward ; while
in place-names we have Yearsley, the

Domesday Everslage, not to mention York
itself, the A.-S. Eofer-wic.

HY. HAKRISON.

FlTZWILLIAM AND GRIMALDI ARMS (US.
vi. 144, 215, 256). In the list given by
your very expert correspondent, LEO C.,
of

"
English and foreign names to which

the arms '

lozengy
'

or
'

fusily
' '

argent and
gules

'

are ascribed," I do not see the name
of de Chesney, Bishop of Lincoln. He
bore these arms (as well as another shield),
and they were also borne by the Norman
family of de Chesney of Guernsey. I am
very anxious for information as to the
eventual settlement of this family in Eng-
land, and I should be grateful if any of

your readers could favour me with an answer
to the questions : Were they the same
family as de Cheney, later of Bucks ?

Were they connected with the Oxford
family ? and do any of their direct descend-
ants yet live ?

The present-day Chesneys use, doubtfully,
a different coat of arms. Y. T.

"LET SEVERELY ALONE" (11 S. vi. 228,
317). Mr. Parnell always strongly denied
that in the speech quoted at the latter
reference he used the words " You must
shim him," averring that he said,

" You
must show him." in the sense of exposing
liim to the public gaze or, colloquially,"
showing him up." He affirmed this on

oath before the Special Commission in the

spring of 1889 ; and the late Sir Henry
James, Q.C. (afterwards Lord James of

Hereford), one of the leading counsel for
The Times, in his closing address to the

judges, accepted the statement with this

qualification :

" Much has been said as to that word [show].
Aly own view is it is rightly reported as 'show
him.' Whether 'shun' or 'show,' the sense is

much the same "
;

but he read the report as
"
show."
POLITICIAN.

APPARENT DEATH (11 S. v. 428; vi. 16,

58, 133, 193). The statement that the
mother of General Robert E. Lee narrowly
escaped being buried alive is not mentioned
in any of the biographies that I have been
able to consult, and it seems very unlikely
that such an extraordinary incident should

escape notice, especially when associated

with the family of so prominent a man. I

wish that MR. WILLIAMSON would give his

authority. HENRY LEFFMANN.
Philadelphia.

I have heard that John Howard was
instrumental in preventing the premature
burial, not only of Russian prisoners, but
of Mrs. Knill, the wife of Richard Knill

the missionary, during her husband's absence
on a prolonged tour. A grandson of the

daughter bom after this event bears the
name of John Howard.
A similar story to that of Mrs. Erskine is

told of a Countess of Mount Edgcumbe.
MARGARET LAVINOTON.

AN INGENIOUS TAILOR (US. vi. 267).
MR. R. VAUGHAN GOWER will be interested

in hearing that other examples of G. Smart's
work are in existence. A few years ago a

gentleman living at Clifton presented two
to this Museum, which he had purchased
in a curiosity shop in Bristol. They are

both contained in one frame, which the donor

kindly provided to accompany the gift.

One of the figures corresponds exactly
with the description given by MR. GOWER
of that in his possession, and is a representa-
tion of Old Bright, the Tunbridge Wells

postman of that period ; hanging down
from under the flap of his letter-bag is the

direction label of a packet addressed to
"
Talleyrand, Richmond."
The other figure is that of an old country-

woman, apparently going to market with

some ducks in a basket she is carrying on her

right arm. She is dressed in a short print

frock, white apron, and stockings, with

low shoes and buckles, a scarlet cloak, and
a black coal scuttle bonnet. The landscape
in the background includes a view of Bridge
Castle.

Probably other examples of Smart's

ingenuity will be heard of in response to

MR. GOWER'S communication, as it is scarcely

probable they have all perished ; there must
be some in existence in some of the country
houses round about Tunbridge Wells.

J. H. ALLCHIN.
The Museum, Maidstone.

Since my note appeared I have received

several letters which show that there are at

least three of the pictures to which I referred

in existence, besides the one in my possession.
Mr. W. R. Musgrave, of Sandgate Road,

Folkestone, has, however, in his possession
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the companion picture to the one men-
tioned by me. It has the same background,
and represents the Postman's Wife, who
is wearing a red coat and black bonnet, and
carries a basket containing some ducks, as

if she were going to market. This picture
is also in cloth and velvet, and has the
same label on the back as the one to which
I have already referred.

R. VAUGHAN GOWEK.
Ferndale Lodge, Tunbridge Wells.

CHURCHYABD INSCRIPTIONS : LIST OF
TRANSCRIPTIONS (11 S. vi. 206, 255, 278).
Some years ago I copied and published in

The East End News all the principal inscrip-
tions in the churches and churchyards of

Stepney, Middlesex, and Leigh, Essex.
I have lately copied all the inscriptions

in the churches and churchyards of West
Haddon, Northamptonshire, and Long Itch-

ington, Warwickshire. These, with plans,
have been bound into volumes, and are
retained in my possession.

I have also indexed the earlier registers
of both these villages. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

The following are advertised in Cata-

logue 94 (October, 1912) of Bailey Brothers:
" 4807 Cowper (J. M.) The Memorial Inscrip-

tions in the Church and Churchyard of Holy
Cross, Westgate, Canterbury. Canterbury, 1888.

Fcap. 4to, cloth, only 50 printed, 6/."
" 4823 The Monumental Inscriptions in the

Church and Churchyard of S. Mary, Lewisham :

edited by H. C. Kirby and L. L. Duncan. Lee,
1889. Impl. 8vo, cloth [200 copies privately
printed for the Lewisham Antiquarian Society],
12/."

Mr. Duncan also copied inscriptions in
the churchyard of the parish church of

Folkestone, published in Misc. Gen. et

Heraldica about 1892. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

To add to the list of inscriptions mentioned
in previous issues I have transcribed all

those in the churches and churchyards of

Amersham, Chesham Bois, and Little Mis-

senden, and am at work on those at Chenies,
Chesham, and St. Mary Magdalene's, Stony
Stratford. I hope in the near future to
add St. Giles's, Stony Stratford, Latimer,
Stoke Mandeville (old and new churchyards),
and Weston Turville to the list, as also the

Baptist burial-grounds at Amersham and
Chenies.

I have almost completed those inside the
chancel of the old parish church of Swindon,
which is the sole part of that edifice stil]

eft intact ; of the nave a few pillars only
are still standing, much overgrown with ivy.
The wording on one tablet on the north wall
[ could not read, and, being unable to obtain
a ladder near, had to come away without
securing it, much to my regret. Perhaps
some one living in that locality will kindly
oblige us with the inscription. The old,
disused churchyard needs attention in the
near future from some one willing to under-
take the onerous yet useful work, as the

wording on many of the memorial stones is

now partly obliterated.

L. H. CHAMBERS.

As a further contribution to the biblio'

graphy of churchyard inscriptions I may
say that the Birmingham Reference Library
possesses a large number collected in War-
wickshire by the Rev. J. Harvey Bloom,
M.A.
The Shakespeare Memorial Library at

Stratford-on-Avon has a similar collection ;

and very many have also recently been

published in the ' Notes and Queries
'

columns of The Evesham Journal.
'HOWARD S. PEARSON.

JUDGES WHO HAVE DIED ON THE BENCH
(US. vi. 248). The subject of

' Deaths on
the Bench '

is dealt with by the writer of

notes
' From the Temple

'

in The Daily

Telegraph of 4 April, 1912. The case of Sir

Robert Hyde would appear to have escaped
bis notice, as he states that the only cases

of judges dying while actually sitting in

the judgment seat are those of Mr. Justice

Talfourd (instanced by MR. WHITE in his

query) and Sir Wm. Henry Watson, Baron
of the Exchequer. The latter, who started

life as a soldier, and spent some fifteen years
as a special pleader before being called to

the Bar, was struck down by apoplexy
while charging the grand jury at Welshpool
on 12 March, 1860. He had been a judge
less than four years, having succeeded Mr.

Baron Platt in November, 1856. The writer

above mentioned introduces the subject by
stating that

" a gloomy newspaper contro-

versy has arisen on the subject of deaths

on the Bench," but does not say in what

paper it occurs.

Mr. Justice Wightman, although he did

not actually die on the Bench, had tried

a long criminal case only the day before he

died in his lodgings at York in December,
1863. LEONARD J. HODSON.

ItobiTtsbridge, Sussex.
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Subjoined are the names of a few judges
who died suddenly

"
in harness," though

not literally on the Bench. No doubt there
are many others.

Sir Nicholas Hyde, died 25 Aug., 1631, of

gaol fever.

Charles Yorke (Lord Chancellor), 1722-70.
Appointed 17 Jan., 1770 ; died 20 Jan., 1770.

Sir William Henry Watson (Baron of the Ex-
chequer), 1796-1860. " On 12th March, 1860,
the learned Judge was seized with apoplexy at
Welshpool, after concluding his charge to the
Grand Jury, and died next day." Poss in his
' Lives of the Judges

'

says :
" The Judge at the

conclusion of his charge was seized with apo-
plexy, and very shortly after breathed his last."

Lord Chancellor Campbell, 1779-1861, was
found, by his butler, dead in his chair on Sunday
morning, 23 June, 1861. On Friday, 21 June,
Campbell had sat in Court, as testified by Lord
Brougham in the House of Lords when seconding
the resolution of Earl Granville on Monday, 24
June, to adjourn the House, as a mark of respect
to the deceased the first instance of such an
adjournment, according to Mr. J. B. Atlay in
his

'

Victorian Chancellors,' since the sudden
death of Lord Chancellor Yorke. On Saturday,
22 June, Lord Campbell had attended a Cabinet
Council, and in the evening of the same day
entertained a party of eighteen of his friends at
Stratheden Lodge, Kensington, amongst the
visitors being Earl Granville himself. Lord Camp-
bell was buried at Jedburgh Abbey on 29 June,
1861.
Sir William Wightman, 1784-1863,

" was
seized with apoplexy

"
at York, while on circuit," and died next day."

Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, 1802-80. On
20 Nov., 1880, Sir Alexander " had presided with
his usual brilliancy in the Court of Crown Cases
Reserved, walked home, dined, and was seized
with an attack of angina pectoris near midnight,
and died in fifteen minutes."

Mr. Justice Watkyn Williams, 1828-84.
Died suddenly at Nottingham, on circuit, of
heart disease, on 17 July, 1884, after the Court
had risen for the day.

F. C. WHITE.
Hamilton, Newfoundland Road,

Gabalfa, Cardiff.

DICK TURPIN'S RIDK TO YORK (US. vi.

189, 256). There are interesting articles

on the career of Dick Turpin in The Essex
Review, vol. xi. pp. 17-32, dealing with the

genuine historic Turpin, and pp. 65-80 with
the Dick Turpin of fiction. The second
article contains a quotation said to have
been written in 1823, eleven years before
Ainsworth's ' Rookwood ' was written :

"
Many wild and improbable stories are

told of him, such as his rapid, ride to York,"
&c. This is interesting, as showing that a

legend existed connecting Turpin with the
ride to York prior to the publication of
Ainsworth's novel. Turpin no doubt made
a rapid ride to York when London was too

hot for him ; but that he accomplished his

journey in a single day is extremely doubtful.

Turpin was executed at York in 1739. Con-

temporary references to him will be found
in The Gentleman's Magazine for May, June,
and July, 1737, and an account of his execu-
tion at York in the volume for 1739.

For other accounts of Turpin see
'

History
of East and West Ham,' by Dr. Pagenstecher,
chap. xxxv. pp. 190-95; 'Old Plaistow,' by
J. S. Curwen, pp. 22-5; 'Essex Past and
Present,' chap. xxxv. pp. 161-5; 'London's
Forest,' by P. J. S. Perceval, pp. 53, 56 ;
' Romance of London,' by J. Timbs, p. 247 ;

' London Stories,' by John o' London,
p. 453 ;

' Rambles in Epping Forest,'

pp. 134-7; pamphlet, 'Dick Turpin's Cave

(High Beech)
'

; and ' Chambers's Biog. Diet.'

G. H. W.

May I add to my former communication
the following anecdote ?

Some years ago, when I was going from

Selby to Cawood, the driver said that the

windings of the road were caused by Turpin
riding in a zigzag way to baffle his pursuers !

One of your correspondents speaks of the

highwayman's acts being recorded in the

newspapers of the day. Do any mention
the

" Ride to York "
? E. L. H. TEW.

Upham Rectory, Hants.

AUTHOBS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (US.
vi. 230).

" Tradition is but a meteor,
which, if once it falls, cannot be rekindled,"
is the exact wording in Johnson's

'

Journey
to the Western Islands of Scotland,' as

printed in his
'

Works,' ed. Murphy, 1824,
viii. 348. The sentence concludes a para-
graph towards the end of the third quarter
of the

'

Journey,' where Johnson passes
from " second sight

"
to speak about the

bards. L. R. M. STKACHAN.
Heidelberg.

(11 S. vi. 269.)

The lines referred to by G. A. W. P.
are Richard Le Gallienne's from ' Volumes
in Folio.' My version of the first verse,
taken from Cope's smokeroom booklet
' The Smoker's Garland,' gives a slightly
different reading in the last two lines ; in

fact, there are only five lines instead of six,

reading :

Old Isaak or the Odyssey,
It matters not meerschaum or clay.

In the third line of course " with "
should be

"what." A. H, ARKLE,
Oxton, Birkenhead.
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JOHN HARDY AND SAMUEL 'GAUNTLETT,
VICARS OF HURSLEY, HANTS (11 S. vi. 270).
One John Hardey, Dorset, gen. fil., aged

16, matriculated from Trin. Coll. Oxon on
21 March, 1616/17 ; adm. B.A. (as Hardye)
28 June, 1620, det. 1620/21 ; lie. M.A. 26

May, 1623, inc. 1623.

Samuel Gauntlett, s. John, of Winchester

(ity), gent., Trin. Coll. Oxon, matriculated
31 March, 1762, aged 17 ; New Coll. B.A.
1767, M.A. 1771, B. and D.D. 1794, Warden
1794 until his death (1822). He was made
a Canon of St. Paul's by his nephew, Bishop
William Howley (afterwards Primate).

G. V. Cox in his
'

Recollections of Oxford '

(p. 184) says of Gauntlett, who was elected
as a compromise after a contest between
Le Mesurier and Sissmore :

" On his election to the Wardenship, he as-
sumed the '

big-wig
'

(though of a moderate size),
and with his quiet and rather solemn deportment
looked, as he stood statue-like in the Chapel,
the beau-ideal of a Warden. The only difference
at morning and at evening service was that at
the latter the statue had a slight glow on its

face, which was wanting in the morning."
A. B. BAYLEY.

The Rev. Samuel Gauntlett, Vicar of

Hursley (1780-94), was son of John Gaunt-
lett, an alderman of Winchester. A Scholar
of Winchester College (1757) and a Fellow
of New College, Oxford (1763), he became a
Fellow of Winchester College in 1777, and
returned to Oxford as Warden of New
College in 1794. He died there on 12 Sept.,
1822, of cholera contracted at Portsea.
He was for a while Rector of Lainston,
Hants (1778), and was Vicar of Andover
from 1778 until 1788, when he became Vicar
of Portsea, a living which he retained until
his death. The prebendal stall of Mora in
St. Paul's Cathedral was given to him in
1819. His sister Mary was Archbishop
Howley's mother (see 9 S. viii. 333, 426).
His wife, whom he married in 1803, was
widow of the Rev. Edward Cranmer, of

Queen's College, Oxford. H. C.

THE GUILDHALL LIBRARY (11 S. vi. 264).
I think John Brand's name can hardly be
included (if that is the inference) among
possible writers of the interesting pamphlet
described. At the time that brochure
appeared he was a boy of ten years only,
and, being in humble circumstances, was
afterwards apprenticed to his uncle, Anthony
Wheatley, shoemaker, in Back Row, New-
castle-on-Tyne. It was some thirty years
lateo tHat he removed to London as resident

Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries. I

happen to possess his private correspondence
with his lifelong friend and attorney, Na-
thaniel Punshon of Newcastle-on-Tyne, from
the time he arrived in London until his

sudden death by apoplexy in 1806.
MR. ABRAHAMS says there is no library

answering mercantile purposes within the

City, except that at the Chamber of Com-
merce. Although without the City limits,
does not the London University Library
of Economics largely answer the purpose,
with its handsome donations from the

Goldsmiths' Company ?

WILLIAM JAGGARD.
Rose Bank, Stratford-on-Avon.

MORRIS DANCERS (11 S. vi. 106). The
pamphlet in question is entitled

'Old Meg of Herefordshire for aMayd Marian
and Hereford-towne for a Morris-dance ; or
twelve Morris-dancers in Herefordshire of 1200

years old
'

; quarto, 1609.

The British Museum does not appear to

have a copy. The pamphlet is described in

W. Chappell's
' Ballad Literature and Popu-

lar Music of the Olden Time,' i. 134; and
Sir William Temple's reference to it is

quoted by Lamb in
' The Genteel Style in

Writing,' one of the
' Last Essays.'

PERCEVAL LUCAS.

SIR WALTER RALEGH'S DESCENDANTS
(11 S. vi. 101, 236, 314). As bearing upon
this subject, can any of your readers kindly
inform me if the Joseph Burchett, Secretary
to the Admiralty, mentioned in

' Burke '

as having married one of the daughters of

Sir William Honywood, second baronet,
was an ancestor of that Burchett family
some members of which were Admiralty
proctors ? CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

PLANTS IN POETRY : IDENTIFICATION
SOUGHT (11 S. vi. 191, 254). See ' The Life

of Robert Browning.' by W. Hall Griffin,

2nd ed., p. 55 :

" On his [James Silvei'thome's] death Browning
wrote the tender lines

' May and Death,' in
which he refers to.... a 'certain wood,' the
favourite Dulwich Wood, where grew the spotted
Persicaria which he so touchingly introduces into
this poem.""

Polygonwn persicaria, an erect or spreading
branched annual .... leaves often marked in the
centre with a dark spot."

'

British Flora,'
Bentham and Hooker.

"
Polygonwn maculatum, spotted Persicaria :

leaves generally blotched."
' Flowers of the

Field,' C. A, Johns.
C. W, FIR.EBRACE,
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Browning may, I think, have had in mind
either Anemone nemorosa (wood anemone) or
Arum macu-latum (cuckoo pint or lords

and ladies), due allowance being made for
"
poetic licence." A. C. C.

(11 S. vi. 288). The word
"
hyke

" was used here when I was young
in the sense of rocking.

"
Hyke the bairn "

meant " move the child to and fro."

It is sad to think that the writer of the
note in

' N. & Q.' at the above reference has

joined the majority, and that we shall never

again see his incisive and instructive notes
in your valuable paper. R. B R.
South Shields.

LAMB'S CHAPEL, LONDON (US. vi. 291).
This chapel formerly stood at the extreme

west end of Hart Street, close against an
angle in London Wall. It had Lamb's
Chapel Court on the north side and Lamb's
Chapel Alley on the south, and was exactly
opposite St. Giles's, Cripplegate, on the
outer side of the Wall. Originally it had
been a hermitage, founded in the reign of
Edward I., with William the Lion as hermit,
afterwards the parish church of St. James-
on-the-Wall ; but in 1542 it was granted
by Henry VIII. to one of the gentlemen of
the King's Chapel, William Lambe, citizen
and clothworker. He, dying in 1577, be-

queathed his chapel to the Clothworkers'

Company, together with 50?. a year to

provide a minister and maintain service
in it. It was used after the Great Fire by
the parishioners of St. Olave's, whose church
had been destroyed. The minister in 1714
was William Strongfellow, at that time
preacher to the Clothworkers' Company. It
was still existing and in use in 1831, and
had been recently rebuilt by the Company,
together with a row of almshouses.
Monkwell Street (which is still in exist-

ence) commemorates a well which was in
the hermitage enclosure.

In all probability the registers are in the

possession of the Clothworkers' Company.
WM. NORMAN.

The old church of St. James-on-the-Wall.
otherwise known as Lamb's Chapel, stood
in Monkwell Street. City. Its origin can
be traced back to the reign of Edward VI.,
when the "Hermitage and its appurte-
nances " were purchased from the King by
William Lamb, one of the gentlemen of
the King's Chapel, and a citizen and cloth-

worker, who afterwards gave it to his

Company, together with property of the
annual value of 50?. to be devoted to the

minister's stipend. In accordance with his

will, dated 11 Oct., 1574, services were con-

ducted in the church on Sunday, Wednesday,
and Friday in each week until 1872, when,
under an Act obtained by the Company, the

old building was pulled down and the site

built over. The Registers have since (in

1902) been presented by the Company to

the Guildhall Library, where they may no
doubt be consulted. ALAN STEWART.

This chapel is situated in a court at the

north - west corner of Monkwell Street,

Farringdon Ward Within,* and was founded
in the reign of Edward I. and dedicated to

St. James, and was distinguished from
other places of worship by the name of

St. James-in-the-Wall, or Hermitage-upon-
the-Wall. There was also a well for the

use of the religious, hence the name of the

street. At the dissolution of religious houses

Henry VIII. granted it to William Lambe,
a rich citizen and clothworker, who be-

queathed it in 1568, with other property,
to the Clothworkers' Company, of which
he was a member. It has been recently
rebuilt, with a row of almshouses, by the

Company.
This chapel, like that at Mayfair, used to

be famous for weddings.
ALFRED SYDNEY LEWIS.

Library, Constitutional Club.

Perhaps some research will be necessary
to answer fully this query. It is said,

on the one hand, that the Abbot of

Garendon had a cell called St. James's-

on-the-Wall ; the authority for this, so it

is asserted, is
"

in the 27 Edward I., and
William de Lion was hermit here." This

hermitage was bought from Edward VI.

by William Lamb, one of the gentlemen
of the King's Chapel, and clothmaker of

London, who died in 1577, leaving the

hermitage to the Clothmakers' Company of

London, which was incorporated about

1520, and in 1708 consisted of four wardens,
about 60 assistants, and 166 on the livery.
It is the twelfth Company of the City, and,

up to the last year mentioned, had supplied
it with thirteen Lord Mayors.
Another authority asserts that the hermit-

age was granted to William Lamb, and was
thereafter called Lamb's Chapel. It was
situated in a court at the north-west side

of London Wall, and was founded by
Edward I. and dedicated to St. James ;

but, to distinguish it from other churches of

* A very ancient deed states that Lamb's Chapel
was anciently in the parish of St. Olave.
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a like dedication, was known as
"
St. James's

Chapel, or Hermitage-on-the-Wall," owing
to its being near the City Wall in Monkwell,
or Mugwell, Street, which was a little to the

west, and almost parallel with Little Wood
Street, near Cripplegate.

In ' New Remarks of London,' 1732,
collected by the Company of Parish Clerks,
under ' The Parish of St. Albans & St. Clave,'
and among the remarkable places mentioned,
is

" Lamb's Chapel."
In a Plan of London, 1761, Lamb Street

is shown parallel to Wood Street.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Locksley, Bognor.

[The REV. E. COOKSON, Marlesford House,
34, Warrington Road, Ipswich, writes that he
has transcribed and published Indexes to the
Marriages at Lamb's Chapel.]

DEVONSHIRE SCHOOLS (11 S. vi. 270).
In '

Devonshire Characters,' by S. Baring-
Gould (John Lane, 1908), biographical
details are given of several pupils at some
of the schools mentioned in the query. A
casual glance reveals the following : Edward
Gifford (Exeter Grammar) ; William Gifford,

Hoppner (the famous painter), John Ireland,
Dean of Westminster (all of Ashburton
Grammar School). Other books containing
notes of scholars are indicated. This book
is now remaindered, and can be obtained
cheaply from some of the big libraries ; or,
if the inquirer likes, my copy is at his

disposal, or I shall be pleased to copy full

particulars and forward to him.
HENRY ROGERS.

Eversley, Stanhope Road, Highgate, N.

MR. CANN HUGHES will find information
regarding thirteen of the fifteen schools
mentioned by him in Carlisle's

' Endowed
Grammar Schools,' i. 241-361, and '

Schools'

Enquiry Commission Reports,' xiv. 273-403.
MATTHEW H. PEACOCK.

LEASE FOR THREE LIVES (US. vi. 230, 297).
The expression

"
to the use of," quoted

by MR. McPiKE from the will of Mrs. Price,
does not imply that the property was
entailed. The reason for the expression is
this. The word "

to
" would be enough to

pass the property. But lest any one should,
upon such a gift by will

"
to

"
A., or "

to
"

A. and his heirs, raise the objection that,
1 hough the bare property was thereby given,
the words did not declare to whom the
benefit, the beneficial vise, of it was given,
some cautious testators employed (as they
still do) the expression

"
to the use of,"

thereby manifesting their intention and
removing the doubt,

The wording of the will, so far as given
by MR. McPiKE, does not imply any refer-

ence to any rules as to leases for lives.

KATHERINE KIRBY.

ELIZABETH HARDY, NOVELIST (11. S. vi.

269). There is less information in The
Gentleman's Magazine than in the 'D.N.B.'
and Boase's ' Modern English Biography,'
vol. i. col. 1332.

I should like to suggest whether Elizabeth

Hardy was not also author of a book under
an initialism entitled

" The Heiress, a Tale
founded on Facts, by E. H. ; London,
James Burn, 1839."' It is dedicated to the
Countess of Brandon. RALPH THOMAS.

REGENT'S CIRCUS (11 S. vi. 109, 174,

216, 277).
"
Regents Circus

"
(sic) is marked,

exactly as described by MR. W. L. KING,
with " The Paddington Road "

(now Mary-
lebone Road) entering it at the west, in a

map headed "
Wallis's Guide for Strangers,

through London, and its Environs. 1821."
But there is no long pond on the west of the
Broad Walk. An arm of the Regent's
Canal comes down on the east side to a basin

opposite Mornington Place.
EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

SCOTTISH MERCENARIES IN NORWAY
(
1 1 S.

vi. 269). I would refer the querist to an
illustrated article on this subject which
appeared in The Graphic of 24 Aug. last.

A photographic reproduction of a memorial
stone which apparently still exists in the

Gudbrandsdal, Norway, is given, with the

following translation of the inscription
thereon :

" Here the leader o? the Scots, George Sinclair,
was buried after being killed at Kringolen,
August 26, 1612."

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

The cutting from The Pall Mall Gazette
of 10 Sept. regarding a Scottish expedi-
tion to Norway in 1612 apparently quotes
an article by me in The Graphic of 24

Aug. It is partly based on the only British

authority on this historical episode, viz.,
Thomas Michell's

'

History of the Scottish

Expedition to Norway in 1612,' London,
1880. W. R. PRIOR.

Particulars relating to the disaster at
the mountain pass are to be found in
'

Scottish Soldiers of Fortune,' by James
Grant, London, 1889, pp. 176-81. Calders
'

History of Caithness
' and other authorities

are quoted, W. S.
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on looks.

The Fascination of Books. By Joseph Shaylor.
(Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)

MR. SHAYLOR has written a fascinating book on
a fascinating subject. Of course there are

plenty of anecdotes about book-collectors, but
book-collecting does not always mean culture.
We fear that some people still exist who look

upon books as furniture. We know an instance
of a wealthy man who, much to the delight of a
friend of ours, asked him to fill his shelves with
books handsomely bound. Our friend asked
whether he preferred books bound in russia or

turkey. The reply was patriotic :
"
All the

books are to be bound in England."
Among Mr. Shaylor's glimpses of the past we

come upon the old Trade Dinners, when the

opportunity was taken of introducing to the
booksellers the author whose works they were
selling. These sale dinners have now (ii 'appeared.
We believe that Bentleys were the last publishers
to have one.

The history of Christmas books is always
interesting, and we are glad to hear that they"
are still a growing institution." The first

Christmas annual was entitled
'

Forget Me Not,'
and was published in 1823. "

It had at one time
a sale of 18,000 copies, but it was discontinued
in 1848." '

Friendship's Offering
' was begun in

1824. This passed into the hands of Messrs.

Smith, Elder & Co., and under the superintendence
of T. K. Hervey, at one time editor of The Athe-
nceum, had a large circulation. In 1828 there
was issued

' The Gem,' under the editorship of
Tom Hood. In this his poem,

' The Dream of

Eugene Aram,' first appeared. No annual was
more looked for than Tom Hood's ' Comic
Annual.' This was started in 1830, and continued
its versatile career for nine years. There was
often trouble through the dilatoriness of Hood.
On one occasion, when the ' Annual ' was to
appear on Lord Mayor's Day, he wrote a humorous
apology, which appeared in The Athenceum, to
the effect that he "

objected to his pages being
kicked by the City Marshals." The Christmas of
1843 was memorable for the publication of Dickens's
immortal

'

Christmas Carol' ; and another great
event in Christmas literature took place in 1850,
when Dickens began a series of Christmas issues
in connexion with Household Words, which was
continued with All the Year Round. The last
was entitled

' No Thoroughfare," and, on account
of its being dramatized, far exceeded in sale all

the previous ones.

Mr. Shaylor has amusing tales to tell of the
mistakes made by booksellers. Gladstone must
have been somewhat surprised when, having
ordered a history of Corfu, he received instead a
copy of Doran's history of Court fools.

In reference to unbiased reviews one is sur-

prised to find that "it has been suggested that,
in order to obtain a perfectly independent criticism,
every editor or reviewer should purchase the book
to be noticed." Whoever suggested this must
have a very low opinion of the British Press to

suppose that a review can be purchased by the
mere presentation of a copy of the work. When
The Saturday Review was started, a notification
was given that no books were to be sent for

review ; but this rule had soon to be abandoned,
as buying a book for the purpose of criticizing it-

is a very different matter from its being sent for
that purpose, and libel actions were threatened.
Mr Shaylor has much that is of interest to tell

us about '

Hymns, Hymn-Writers, and Hymn-
books.' It appears that the number of collections
of hymns in use in the Church of England has
been reduced to about six,

'

Hymns Ancient and
Modern '

being in the largest demand, closely
followed by Bickersteth's

'

Hymnal Companion.'
The first edition of the latter was published in

1870, and in six years it was adopted by more
than five thousand churches.
We think that Mr. Shaylor is mistaken in his

statement that
"
the various Nonconformist

bodies have also greatly concentrated the number
of collections used in their various churches." We
know of no such indication. The Congrega-
tionalists use most widely

' The Congregational
Hymnbook,' but they have also a book, edited

by Garrett Horder, entitled
'

Worship Song.' The
Wesleyans have their own book, full of the hymns
of the Wesleys. The Baptists have ' The Baptist
Church Hymnal, Psalms and Hymns,' and at
the Metropolitan Tabernacle they have ' Our Own
Hymnbook.' The Unitarians have also their own
collection of hymns.

In the chapter
'

Reprints and their Headers ' Mr.
Shaylor supplies some interesting figures in regard
to sales. The new editions of Shakespeare furnish
the most striking of these.

" The Temple
Shakespeare," begun in 1894, sold annually
250,000 volumes, while in addition some 100,000
volumes were sent to America every year ;

and the publishers of
" The Ellen Terry Midget

Edition
"
received an order for 10,000 volumes.

A sticking development in
"
sixpennies

" has
been the reprinting by the Rationalist Press
of controversial and scientific works. Of these

nearly a million have been sold, including over
100,000 of Haeckel's ' Riddle of the Universe.'
We understand that there is also an enormous
sale of these works at a penny.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Shaylor for a book

that will find a lasting place on our shelves.

THE October Quarterly Review has seven or eight
literary and historical articles, interesting both as
to matter and manner. One of the most striking is

Prof. Haverfield's discussion of ' Roman History
since Mommsen,' where we are glad to see a protest
against the arbitrary use of sources which is becom-
ing common with modern historians, presumably in
a desperate endeavour to show themselves original.
Mr. Tennant's 'Isolation of Theology' is also a pro-
test well reasoned and justified ^directed against
that modern "

inationalism "
which, withdrawing

Christian theology from connexion with philosophy
and history, is in danger of issuing in the ancient
error of the " double truth." Sir Lewis Dibdin's
article on ' Roman Canon Law in England

'

is as
it could hardly fail to be a weighty contribution
to one of the most "

actual
"
of modern controver-

sies. Mr. Lubbock on 'The Poetry of Robert
Browning

' has not escaped the pitfalls which lie in
the way of those who try to sum up a poet : he is

prolix, paradoxical, a little arbitrary, not a little

self-conscious ; but if he provokes impatience, he
also provokes thought and suggests points of view.
Mr. Algernon Cecil's 'Two Seventeenth-Century
Men of Action

'

(Ormonde and Sandwich) is written
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with unusual charm and rapidity.
' A Projectec

Jacobite Invasion,' by Mr. Hussey-Walsh, is a
valuable resume of the projected French invasioi
of 1745, an affair concerning the details of which

comparatively little has been made clear, adequate
original material not being easily accessible
'

Spinoza
'

has in Mr. Kaufmann an able anc

sympathetic interpreter, and Mr. W. 8. Lilly';

paper on '

Fouche",' while it does not palliate th<

atrocities in that extraordinary career, shows up
what there is of a finer side to it clearly enough
to make the portrait live.

The Edinburgh Review for October also contains
an article on Mr. Harris's recent biography of

Sandwich, and applies to it detailed and somewhal
severe criticism both as to the treatmen t of facts
and as to the literary workmanship, which the
critic of The Quarterly-Review found praiseworthy.
We were somewhat disappointed in Mr. Walter
De la Mare's ' Current Literature,' which consists
of a string of rather obvious remarks attached
to the names of more than a dozen volumes of
this year's literary history and criticism. Mr.
Hinks's 'Sir William Herschel' is a pleasantly
written and satisfactory piece of work, whose
raison d'etre is, of course, the recent publication
of Herschel's scientific papers, and whose aim is

the promotion of that study of cosmical astronomy
in which Herschel's work still remains supreme.
Mr. Victor G. Plarr gives us the first instalment of
a series of some twenty letters written by Scott to
Joanna Baillie which have hitherto escaped pub-
lication. Those before us showing all Scott's
kindliness and eagerness in the cause of a friend
are for the most part concerned with Joanna
Baillie's 'Family Legend.' Mr. Hugh S. Elliot
writes a paper which should prove of practical
utility on '

Secret Remedies,' and Mr. Cyril Jack-
son's 'Apprenticeship and the Training of the
Workman' should also attract the attention of
those who are actively interested in public welfare.
Mr. Harry Graham in 'The First of the Fenians'
does, one may think, full justice to the complexity
and charm of the character of Wolfe Tone. Mr.
Sidney Low, at the close of a lucid and vigorous
if somewhat lengthy explication of what he con-
ceives to be Mr. Balfour's position in philosophy,
considers that the critical portion of Mr. Balfour's
work is of genuine importance such that it must
needs be reckoned with in any estimate of the
intellectual life of England during the past few
decades.

POLITICS and the Balkan War shoulder literature
a little aside in this month's Fortnightly Review.
Mr. Herbert Vivian's little article on Montenegro,
peppery though it is, may be mentioned as taking
a point of view of more permanent interest than
most. Mr. Ellis's paper on 'George Meredith's
Childhood '

is an example of what may be called a

literary etiquette that is spreading more and more
widely. So carefully must every circumstance con-
nected with a great man be treasured that, when
nothing in the least interesting is known about a
given period in his career, it has become necessary
tediously to demonstrate the negative at length.
' Une Rencontre au Salon,' by Mr. George Moore,
carries one along expectantly, but, we confess, dis-

appointed our expectations. The point it makes
could have been better made without so much
paraphernalia. Mr. John Drinkwater's poem,

' In

Lady Street,' has sweetness and grace even though
it is not perfectly convincing. Mr. Beresford Chan-
cellor on ' The Guildhall

'

is instructive and enter-

taining, and all readers of 'N. & Q.' must feel

grateful to him for again setting the treasures of
old London before the public mind. ' The Romance
of the Sale-Room,' by Mr. Raymond Blathwayt, is

another paper which should interest the curious.
It deals with Sotheby's, and gives abundant de-
tails of the interesting things which have passed
through the hands of that famous firm ; but we
could wish some parts of the article had been
written less in the style of a commercial advertise-
ment. The number winds up with the beginning
of a story by Mr. St. John Lucas, which has all
his wonted liveliness, good-humour, and charm of

style, and promises well.

THE outstanding article in the new number of
The Cornhill Magazine is decidedly

' Andrew Lang
and "X," a Working-Man,' contributed by "X"
himself. It gives extracts from Lang's letters to
the writer, showing with what generosity and tact

Lang applied himself to help a fellow lover of
literature in untoward circumstances. The letters

may well be the more treasured because a note by
the Editor informs us that Mrs. Lang is anxious
that no letters of her husband's should be pub-
lished, and these have only appeared because her
wishes were made known too late to withdraw
them. We trust that, since they tell nothing of
the more intimate side of the writer's life, Mrs.
Lang will forgive his admirers for reading and
prizing them. Mr. A. C. Benson can always
make a pleasant causerie with an old house
For topic, and does so here on Somerton Castle.

Major MacMunn can hardly be called successful in
lis attempt to persuade us that to his many high
qualities Sir Alfred Lyall added ability to write
poetry. Mr. William Watson's poem

' Dublin Bay
'

s a tolerable essay in rhyming worked about an
undistinguished idea. Mr. Marmaduke Pickthall's
is the best of the stories a grimly humorous tale
of Oriental life called 'His Honour's Pleasure.'
VIr. Hesketh Prichard's '

Capercaillie
'

is not only
nteresting from the sportsman's point of view, but
delightful to read as a series of nature pictures
a striking example being the description of three

cock-caper rising in sudden flight against a frosty
Norwegian sunset, all the better because on that
iccasion the gun was not called into play.

to

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
Jommunications which, for any reason, we do not
>rint, and to this rule we can make no exception.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
a "The Editor of

' Notes and Queries'" Adver-
isements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
ishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.

RICHARD BAGOT ("Our Lady of Hate"). At
5 S. ix. 8, 138, will be found quotations referring
o Souvestre's

' Derniers Bretons,' in which it is

lleged that this
"

cult
"

existed in Brittany.
leference to Brittany will also be found at 5 S.

7\. 249.

A. C. C. and J. C. H. Forwarded.
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QUOTATIONS IN JEREMY TAYLOR,

(See 11 S. i. 466 ; ii. 65 ; iii. 122 ;
iv. 122 ;

vi. 45, 128.)

VOL. II. in Eden's edition, p. 121, note m,
' The Life of our Blessed Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ,' pt. i. sect. v. discourse ii., ^
Of

the Virtue of Obedience,' 23, "Mi) fpic

yovfva-L,
KavSiKaia. Xeyys. Laert," The 1847

issue of vol. ii. offers no comment. In that

of 1856 we are referred to vol. viii. p. 351,

where Taylor has the same Greek quotation,
followed "by

"
said one in Laertius," and

Eden's note is :

" This sentence is attributed to Pittacus ;

not in the life 'of Pittacus by Diogenes Laertius,

but among the ' Sententise septern sapientum/
printed from an ancient MS. by Aldus, Ven. 1495.'

For the benefit of the reader who has no
shelf of early Aldines at his elbow, it might

be added that the volume in which the
maxim appeared was the Theocritus of 1495,
or, to be more precise, the volume containing
Theocritus, Hesiod, and other items, dated
" mense Februario MCCCCXCV.," which ap-
parently means February, 1496, N.S. See
R. C. Christie's 'The Chronology of the Early
Aldines,' reprinted from Bibliographica ,

vol. i., in his
'

Selected Essays and Papers.'
The reference in the '

Theocritus
'

is sign.
ZZ. f viii, recto, top line.

Vol. ii. p. 235, last line, ib., parti, sect. ix.

discourse vi. part i. 17,
"
vtyov dvo/jujp-a,

p) P.OVO.V OI//LV,

' Lord wash my sin, and not

my face only.'
" In the first issue of this

volume (1847) Eden has no remark. In
that of 1856 he mentions that the Greek is

found in the Church of St. Sophia, and refers

to G. J. Grelot's
'

Relation nouvelle d'un

Voyage de Constantinople.' King,
'

Clas-

sical and Foreign Quotations,' ed. 3, No.
2528, says that it is repeated in the baptistery
of Notrs Dame des Victoires, Paris, and is

inscribed on the fonts of Hadleigh and
Worlingworth, Suffolk. Neither Eden nor

King seems to have noticed that this palin-
drome is given in the

'

Anthologia Graeca
Planudea.' See sign. HH n, recto, 1. 3, in

the editio princeps edited by Joannes Las-

caris, and printed by Laurentius Francisci
de Alopa, Florence, 1494, and cap. xvi.,
'

Appendix Planudea.' No. 387**, p. 608,
in vol. ii. of F. Dtibner's edition of

' Antho-

logia Palatina,' &c.

Vol. ii. pp. 663 (note h) and 665 (note o),

ib., part iii. sect, xv.,
'

Considerations upon
the Accidents,' &c., 5 and 8,

" Houdemius
Anglus,"

" Houdem. de Passione." Eden
in his later issue gives the name correctly.
It had appeared in the first as Hondemius.
He adds the references

'

Christiad.
'

ii. 5
and ii. 10. Matters might have been made
clearer to the general reader by explaining
that this English author was John Hoveden
(see

'

D.N.B.'), and that his poem entitled
'

Christias
'

in the Luxemburg edition of 1 603
was properly

'

Philomela.'

Vol. iii. p. 455,
' The Rule and Exercises

of Holy Dying,' chap. v. sect, viii.,
" But

if by seeing Socrates I think upon Plato,
and by seeing a picture I remember a man."

See Plato,
'

Phaedo,' 73 D, E. I have only
seen the 1847 ed. of vol. iii., which gives
no reference ; nor does the

' Index of Authors

quoted or referred to
'

in vol. i., 1854.

Vol. iv. p. 213,
' A Course of Sermons,'

&c.,
' Winter Half-Year,' serm. xvii. i. 1,"

as the Indian women enter into folly
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for the price of an elephant." See Arrian,
'

Indica,' cap. xvii. 3.

Vol. iv. p. 300,
' Winter Half-Year,'

serm. xxiv.,
C

i2s apa ov8ev TI 8t,a(36Xov yAwT-
T7

?
s

I X^Pl<TTOV *v u-v6pwTroi<s ere/oov Ka/coV.

See Nicolaus Caussinus,
'

Polyhistor Sym-
bolicus,' lib. ix. cap. Ixv., ad fin., where the

margin has "
Nicet. in Manuele Comnen.,"

and Nicetas Choniata,
' De Manuele Com-

neno,' lib. iii. p. 116, ed. 1593; Migne's
'

Patrologia Graeca,' vol. cxxxix. col. 444b.

Taylor's quotation is not quite accurate.

Vol. iv. p. 426,
' Summer Half-Year,'

serm. viii. 2,
" Vox populi vox Dei,

' fame
is the voice of God.'

' As Biichmann

pointed out,
'

Gefliigelte Worte,' ed. 10,

p. 168, Alcuin cites this proverb in

his
'

Capitulare admonitionis ad Carolum,'
" Nee audiendi qui solent dicere : Vox
populi, vox Dei." The full reference

(Biichmann only quotes from Estienne
Baluze's 'Miscellanea') is 'Alcuini Op.
Omnia,' torn. i. (

= Migne,
'

Patrologia Latina,'
torn, c.), ep. clxvi. 9, col. 438. Biichmann
afterwards dropped the quotation from
Alcuin, and, ed. 20, p. 353, offered as the
earliest Latin source of the saying Seneca,
'

Controversise,' I. i. 10,
" Crede mihi, sacra

populi lingua est." King,
'

Class, and For.

Quot.,' No. 2971, gives a further instance of

the familiar form from William of Malmes-

bury,
' De Gestis Pontif. Anglorum,' i. 14

(Migne, torn, clxxix. 1451b), where it is

introduced as
"

illud proverbium." In ed. 10
Biichmann suggests Homer,

'

Odyssey,' iii.

214, 215, and in ed. 20 Hesiod,
'

Opera et

Dies,' 763, 764, <>?/*?, K.T. A., as the ultimate
source.

Vol. vi. p. 360,
' A Dissuasive from Popery,'

part ii. bk. i. 1, iv. 4,

Pro captu lectoris habent sua fata.

See Terentianus Maurus,
' De Litteris Syl-

labis Metris,' 1286, in Keil's
' Grammatici

Latini,' vi. 363.

I have seen no later copies of vols. iv.

and vi. of Eden's Taylor than those dated
1848 and 1849 respectively, but the refer-

ences given above are not included in the
Index of 1854 that professes to answer to

the 1854 issue. See vol. i. p. cccxxxi. The
" few trifling corrections

" there spoken of

are, perhaps, more numerous, if not more
important, than might be supposed. I have
traced several quotations which were not
identified in the first edition, and excluded
them from this list on finding that the right
references had been given in a later issue.

As far as my experience goes, librarians

have not paid much attention to this

bibliographical point. It is curious that
some of the largest libraries in the king-
dom should not possess copies of the
best issue of the best edition of a writer

placed by Coleridge
"
amongst the four

great geniuses of old English literature
"

(H. N. Coleridge's note to S. T. Coleridge's
' Table Talk,' 4 June, 1830).

Vol. vii. (1854), p. 223,
' Unum Neces-

sarium,' chap. v. sect. vi. 27 :

Spem retine, spes una hominem nee morte
relinquit.

This is from Dionysius Cato,
'

Disticha de
Moribus,' II. xxv. 2.

Vol. viii. (1854), p. 381, AEKA2 EMBOAI-
MAIO2, serm. vi., 'Via intelligent!*,'

'AAA' eyw Is KaOapfav, K.T.A.

When giving (ante, p. 45) the reference to
the ' Greek Anthology

'

I had not noticed that
this is another of the quotations that Taylor
took from Caussinus, who has six lines of
the poem in lib. i. cap. xl. of his

'

Poly-
histor Symbolicus,' and gives the author's
name, with a reference to the fourth book
.of the (Planudean) Anthology.

Vol. viii. p. 439, serm. viii., the Countess
of Carbery's funeral sermon,

" At cum
exierit et in liberum caelum quasi in domum
suam venerit." This is from Cicero's First
' Tusculan Disputation,' xxii. 51. There
should be no in before

" domum."

Vol. viii. p. 535, serm. xi. iii, 2 :

' In deciding the questions and cases of
conscience of your flocks, never strive to speak
what is pleasing, but what is profitable, ot> \6yovs,
dXXa irpayfJidTUv <f>6tyye<rOai owrt'as, as was said,

of Isidore the philosopher ; you must ' not give
your people words, but things,' and substantial
food."

The source of the Greek quotation remained
unidentified in the issue of 1854. It is

taken from the extract from Damascius's
life of Isidorus in Photius,

'

Bibliotheca,'

242, ii. 338 in Bekker's edition (1824),

Earei/ av TI; ov. A. avrov a. TT. <. ov.

Vol. x. p. 34,
' Ductor Dubitantium/

bk. iii. chap. i. rule 2, 10 :

" Melius est ut unus quam un-itas,
'
it is ex-

pedient that one man die for the people,' one
member for the whole body ; rather one than
the unity be dissolved and the community ruined."

In the additional notes and corrections at

the end of the 1852 edition of this volume
Eden refers to

"
S. Aug. apud Lips, polit.^

lib. iv. cap. 3." In the 1855 issue the note

appears in its place at the foot of the text
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in the less compromising form of
"

S, Aug.
teste Lips.," &c. Lipsius,

'

Opera,' 1637,
toiru iv. p. 47, gives no detailed reference,
merely setting

"
August." in his margin

against the words " Melius enim est, ut

pereat unus, quam ut pereat unitas
"

Whether this occurs anywhere in St. Au-
gustine's voluminous works I cannot say,
St. Bernard of Clairvaux certainly ends his

102nd epistle with "
Melius est enim ut

pereat unus quam unitas,"
EDWARD BENSLY

University College, Aberystwyth.

HOWE FAMILY.
THE following notes on members of the
Rowe family, correcting some statements
in the '

Dictionary of National Biography,'
may be of service for the next edition of that

great undertaking.
Rowe, Mrs. Elizabeth, 1674 - 1737,

Author. Her husband Thomas Rowe's
father, Benoni Rowe, was the son-in-law

(not son) of John Rowe, 1626-77, and
brother-in-law (not brother) of Thomas
Rowe, 1657-1705 Benoni Rowe having
married Sarah, the only daughter of the
said John Rowe. (Cf. Mar. Lie., 15 Dec.,
1684, at Vicar-General's Office.) In the
'

Biographia Britannica,' by W. Innys,
ed. 1766, under ' Thomas Rowe,' it is stated
that Benoni Rowe's father was William
Rowe, and his mother, Alice, the daughter
of Thomas Scott, the regicide. (Cf. articles

on Thomas Scott, d. 1660, and on Owen
Rowe, 1593-1661, in the '

D.N.B.')
Rowe, John, 1626-77, Nonconformist

divine, left two sons, Thomas (1657-1705)
and John, and one daughter, Sarah, who
married Benoni Rowe.
Rowe, Thomas, 1657-1705, Independent

Divine. His only brother living in 1677
was John (not Benoni). Benoni Rowe,
1658-1706, left five sons, viz., Thomas
(1687-1715), John, William, Benjamin, and

Theophilus, and one daughter, Sarah, who
married Munckley.

Grove, Henry, 1684-1738, Dissenting
Tutor. Thomas Rowe, 1657-1705, who
married Elizabeth Singer, was his cousin
once removed, not his nephew.
The following wills, &c., at the P.C.C.

confirm the above statements :

Will of John Rowe, proved 30 Nov., 167'

(119 Hale), mentions his wife Mary, sons Thoma
and John, and daughter Sarah.

Will of Mary Rowe, proved 9 April, 1695
(57 Irby), mentions her sons-in-law Thomas Row

John Row, and Benoni Row and Sarah his wife ;

also nephew George Clifford and niece Elizabeth
Clifford, and sister Hannah Long. [Thomas and
John were her stepsons, and Hannah Long
was her sister-in-law.]

Will of William Rowe, proved 2 Nov., 1677
119 Hale), mentions his father William Rowe,
deceased, eldest brother Thomas Rowe, youngest
arother Benony Rowe, and his

"
grandmother

Mrs. Scott."

Will of Benoni Rowe, proved 11 April, 1706
[97 Fedes), mentions " my wife's father and our
lear brother Mr. Thomas Rowe," his eldest son
Thomas, second son John, three youngest sons
William, Benjamin, and Theophilus, and his

daughter Sarah, also his wife Sarah.

Will of Elizabeth Rowe, proved March,
1737 (67 Wake), mentions her brother Theophilus
Rowe (who was her brother-in-law).

Admon. of Theophilus Rowe granted 13 July,
1763, to Nicholas Munckley, nephew, his sister
and only next of kin Sarah Munckley first re-

nouncing.

Rowe, Nicholas, 1674-1718, Poet Lau-
reate. His daughter Charlotte was the first

wife of Henry Fane, son of Henry Fane,,
and youngest brother of Thomas, eighth-
Earl of Westmorland, and not the wife of
the youngest son of Vere Fane, fourth Earl
of Westmorland. In his will he names his
sister Bowtell as well as his sister Sarah
Peele. The admon. of John Rowe of

Allington, co. Lincoln, widower, was granted
on 21 Jan., 1741, to Catherine Bowtell,
widow, the guardian assigned to Catherine

Rowe, spinster, a minor, the natural and
lawful daughter and only child of deceased.
Was this John Rowe the son of the poet ?

Coates, Rev. Charles, 1746-1813. The
date of his death, as given on his tombstone
in Osmington Churchyard, is 14 April, 1813

(not 7). He was buried on the 20th idem.
Can any of your readers tell me when and
where he was baptized ?

The particulars in italics might be added
to the article relating to Roe, Sir Thomas,
1581 - 1644, Ambassador : His father,
Robert Rowe, died on 4 June, 1587. His
mother, Elenor, subsequently married Sir
Richard Berkeley, Knt., of Rendcombe in
Gloucestershire. In Rendcombe Church
there is a tomb with the following inscription
round its verge :

" Here lyeth Elenor
Jermye first married to Robert Roe Esq.
and secondly to Sr. Ry: Berkeley, Knt:

Dyed 17 March 1629." (Sir Richard was
an ancestor of Norborne Berkeley, fourth
Baron Botetort, and of Henry C. Fitz Roy
Somerset, eighth Duke of Beaufort.)

HERBERT F. ROE, R.N.
8, Craufurd Rise, Maidenhead.
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LONDON'S "TERRITORIALS" IN 1588 AND 1599,

(See ante, p. 323.)

IN THE OtJTE LlBEBTYES NEBE AND ABOUTE THE ClTT OF

The Oivte Libertyes.
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THE SECOND LATER AXD TREWE SURVEY (continued).

Wardes.

Bisshopsgate Warde
and

6 Erode streete Warde

7 Collman streete Warde
and

8 Dowegate Warde
9 Bassingshaw Warde with
J Half Cheape Warde

10 Cornhill Warde
and

11 Cripplegate Warde within
and withoute.

12 Aldersgate Warde
with

S* Martyns le Grand, a
liberty of ytself.

13 Langburn Warde
14 Candlewike strete Warde

and
15 Wallbrooke Warde.

Capteynes. Ensignes.

Thomas Smith, Haberd:
M'chant.

Azure and or dyamonds,
cross ruge in field argent
chief.

He was chosen Alderman the 8 of August, 1599, and after-
wardes the Queenes Sherif of London awhile 1600. But
at this present in the Tower of London.

God in his mercy and grace provyde for him.

Francis Barne, Haberd: i Azure and or waves, crosse
M'chant. ruge in field argent chief.

John Bowser, Vintoner Mer-
chaunt.

John Swynerton, Merchaunt
taillor Merchaunt.

Willyam Towrson, Skynner
M'chant.

John Jolles, Draper M'chant.

Argent and sable waves,
cross ruge in[fielde argent
chief.

Argent and sable panes,
cross ruge in field argent
chief.

Ruge and or waves, cross

ruge in waves argent
chief.

Argent and sable waves,
cross ruge p'tout.

To all 3 wardes : 150 pykes, 225 calyvers, and so in all.

16 Billingsgate Warde
and

17 Bridg ward within to the
Bridge foote.

18 Cordwaner streete Warde
and

19 Vynetree Warde.
20 Bredstrete Ward

Onely of ytself.

21 Queenehyth Warde
Onely from ytself onely.

22 Castle baynerd Warde
and

Half Faringdon Warde
withoute.

J Cheape Warde, the other
half, and

23 All Faringdon Warde
within.

$ The other halfe of Faringdon
Warde without.

Bob* Offley, Haberd:
M'chant.

,

Willyam Luson, Mercer
M'chant.

Baptist Hickes, Mercer, the
Queenes Mata Mercer and
sworne servant.

John Megges, Draper Mer-
chant.

Edmond Persall, Grocer Mer-
chant.

Richard Martin, Goldesmyth.

Michael Apsley, Gentleman.

Argent and oringe tawney IP. 100
waves, cross ruge in i Cal.l
waves argent chief. 150

Azure and or smalle dya-
mondes, cross ruge in
field argent chief.

Azure and or halfe greate
dyamondes, cross ruge in

argent field chief.

Argent and sable panes,
cross ruge.

Argent and vert panes
p'tout, cross ruge p'tout.

Argent and carnation panes,
cross ruge in fielde argent
chief.

Argent and azure waves, P. 25
crosse ruge p'tout, or Cal. 38
pane in chief.

Summa totalis of the
Wardes xxv. and one
oute liberty of Sk Mar-
tyns.

Capteynes in all to them
but xv.

Ensignes in all xv. Soldyers in all 3,375,
wherof pykes 1,150 (sic), calyvers 2,225
(sic).

Vivat et Regnet Elizabetha Regina
Vincat et Trumphet Virtute Devina.

Anno Xpi 1600, Marcii 18. Exscript: per me Ric: Robinson.
Amen.

F, L.
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"NOTCH." On 16 September, PROF,
SKEAT sent me an interesting note on this

word, the substance of which, I think,

may usefully find a place in the columns of
' N. & Q.' Alas ! it was the last communi-
cation I was to receive from the facile pen
of one who had been my valued friend and
the inspirer of my studies for more than

thirty-five years !

The importance of the communication
consists in the fact that the Professor has
found an instance of the word " notch "

much earlier than any instance given in
'

N.E.D. ,' either for substantive or verb :

for the latter the earliest quotation is from
Bishop Hall, 1597 ; for the former, from
Harrison's

'

England,' 1577.
But the word occurs in an Anglo-French

document of the early fourteenth century,
in 1314, in the exact sense and exact form
(with the n prefixed). PROF. SKEAT found
it in a book given him by Mr. Bolland the

editor, namely,
' The Eyre of Kent,' 6 and

7 Edward II., A.D. 1313/14, ii. 35, Selden

Society, vol. xxvii. (1912). In a passage
about the tallies in which notches were
cut, it is said :

" Homme put anoccer ou
amenuser ceux noches a sa volunte "

(a
man can cut new notches or diminish their
number at will).

" Et par les noches put
homme conaistre la demande." (And by
the notches on it a man can know the de-
mand ie., the amount of the debt to be
paid. )

The Professor asks the question, If this
noche is the O.F. oche, where does the n-
come from ? Is the n- due to the English
indefinite article prefixed ? Or is it due to
the A.F. composite verb anoccer (enoccer)=
Lat. in-occare ? A. L. MAYHEW.

Oxford.

RING-, GUINEA-, MONEY-DROPPERS. (See
ante, p. 288.) In 'A Living Picture of
London for 1828,' by Jon: Bee, Esq., p. 137,
is a description of the arts of ring-droppers,
including guinea-droppers. It begins by
saying :

"
Ring-droppers is the general term for those

rogues who pick up soft-looking people in
the streets, by pretending to stoop down and
find some valuable commodity, close to their
feet, which they generously propose to share
with the person to be done. As the article so
troven, [is] most commonly assumed to be a
gold riny, the term '

ring-dropping
' has been

extended to the whole series of frauds, which
consists in finding supposed valuable articles,
wrapped up with a bill of parcels, stating their
prices at very high sums. Formerly the same
species of tricksters, for a similar reason, had the
title of

'

guinea-droppers,' employing, no doubt,
th3 false or counterfeit coin of that time."

Then the quotation from Gay's
'

Trivia,' iii.

249, which is given in the
' New English

Dictionary,' s.v.
'

Guinea-dropper,' is quoted.
" As soon as the sharper pounces upon his

'

find,' he cries
' adzooks ; no halves, 'tis all my

own.' '

No,' remarks a bystander, one of the

crew,
'

No, part of it, be it whatever it may,
belongs to this young fellow, and he can demand
half ; you folloiv him up, young man, and I 'Ih

go with you and see you righted.'
"

The confederates and their dupe adjourn to

a public-house, where the ring, parcel of

trinkets, or whatever the "
find

"
may be,

is by the false invoice, or by a sham test,

shown to be of real gold. Eventually, after

calls for drink, mutual pledges, &c., the

dupe is induced to buy the whole of the

goods,
" which may consist of gold seals,

gold necklace, brooch, shirt-pin, bracelets,

&c.," at half the apparent value (if possible),
or at a third, a fourth, or less. In any case,
of course, he is swindled.

According to John Camden Hotten in his

edition (c. 1869) of Pierce Egan's
' Tom and

Jerry, Life in London,' Introduction, pp. 10,

11, foot-note,
' A Living Picture of London

for 1828 ' was written by John Badcock,
whose "

favourite pseudonym was
' Jonathan

Bee.'
"

In ' A New Dictionary .... of the Canting
Crew,' by B. E. Gent, (c. 1690?), reprint,
the word " Sweetners "

includes guinea-
droppers, cheats, and sharpers.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

REAL CHARACTERS IN FICTION. Efforts
are constantly being made to identify actual

persons with the characters described in

works of fiction, and this notwithstanding
the disclaimer on the part of the authors.
For instance, the death of. the Rev. Augustus
Orlebar has given the papers occasion to

say that he was the " Tom Brown "
in

Hughes's book ;
while another clergyman,

still living, is identified with "
Slogger

Williams." Yet Hughes in the Preface
to

' Tom Brown at Oxford '

writes :

"
I have only, then, to say that neither is the

hero a portrait of myself, nor is there any other

portrait in either of the books, except in the case
of Dr. Arnold, where the true name is given."

This statement, surely, should be sufficient

to explode the foregoing theory, as well as

the attempts to identify
" Arthur " with

Dean Stanley, or
" East " with Major Hodson

of Delhi fame.

Hughes may, of course, have uninten-

tionally introduced characteristics of his

schoolfellows which have led to such infer-

ences ;
it has always seemed to me that

great resemblance existed between his own
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brother and "
Jervis," the Oriel stroke,

but I could never believe, in the face of his
own assertion, that he was really describing
bom or any other of the aforesaid people.

E. L. H. TEW.
Upham Rectory, Hants.

ANCIENT OBSERVANCE AT BRAUGHING.
The following is taken from The Hertford-
shire Mercury of 12 October, under the
heading 'Braughing': ,, ,._^^^

" Some three hundred years ago Matthew
Wall, an inhabitant of Green Street, passed
away, leaving a legacy for certain peculiar acts
to be carried out perpetually on the anniversary
of his death, October 2. The quaint old custom was
duly observed this year. At 10.45 A.M. the clerk
tolled the bell, and while this went on the sexton,who had earlier in the day repaired the grave of
the deceased, used a new broom and swept the
path from the house formerly inhabited by the
deceased to his grave. This done, the tolling
ceased, and then after a very brief interval six
ringers repaired to the belfry and rang a merry
wedding peal. The sexton, who has for over
thirty years carried out this strange observance,
receives Is. lOd. for repairing the grave and Is.
for sweeping the path, the clerk has Is. for tollingthe bell, and the remaining Is. pays the six
ringers the testamentary sum of 2d. each. Evi-
dently in Matthew Wall's time Braughing Church
had only six bells. The modest payments seem
quite as odd as the eccentric observances enioined
by the will."

W. B. GERISH.

' ' BULGARS "
:

" HUNGARS. ''I notice
^hat a daily paper has started to call the
Bulgarians

"
Bulgars." If so, why not

call the Hungarians
"
Hungars,

; '

as did,
e.g., the translator of Fumee's '

History of
the Troubles of Hungary

'

in 1600 ?

L. L. K.

THE ORIGINAL " UNCLE TOM." (See 9 S.
xi. 445, 512.) The following note, taken
from The Illustrated London News of 21
March, 1857, may be added to the literature
of this subject :

" Death of Uncle Tom. The Indianapolis
Journal mentions the death in that city of Thomas
Magruder, an old negro, aged 110 years. He is

supposed to have been the one who suggested
the name and the leading features of the character
hi Mrs. Stowe's novel,

' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
This supposition is based on the coincidence of
name and character, and on the fact (says the
Journal) that Henry Ward Beecher during his
residence here was a constant visitor of Uncle
Tom's, well acquainted with his history, and a
sincere admirer of his virtues. We have been
told that Mrs. Stowe herself sometimes called to
see the old man. Uncle Tom's Cabin, too, was
the name of his house among all his acquaintances,and was a familiar phrase here long before Mrs.
Stowe immortalised it. At all events we know

that it is the impression with all the friends of
Mrs. Stowe and her brother in this city that old
Uncle Tom was the original, or at least the
suggestion, of the hero of the '

Cabin.'
"

JOHN T. PAGE,
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of onty private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

ENGLISH FAMILY. I have a portrait on
panel of a member of this family, to judge
from the arms : Argent, on a.chevron gules,
between three lions passant sable, three

lozenges of the first. The arms are painted
in the right-hand corner of the picture, and
over the shield is STATES STJJE . 36 . 1598. I

shall be very glad if any reader can tell me
of which particular member of the family
my picture may be a portrait, and where
the family was located. JOHN LANE.
The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

LUDLOW THE REGICIDE'S STAY IN SWIT-
ZERLAND. Being exempted in the Act of

Indemnity passed at the Restoration, Ludlow
retired to Vevey in Switzerland, where he
resided for years under the protection of

the lords of the Council of Berne. His
estate at Maiden Bradley, Wilts, was held
under a

'r

grant from the Crown by Sir

Edward Seymour. In 1690 Ludlow returned
to England, with the view of taking part,
if allowed, in the Irish campaign, but
the House of Commons voted an
Address to King William to issue a royal

proclamation for his arrest. The King
complied, but not until Ludlow had sailed

back to Holland, whence he returned to

Vevey, where he wrote his
'

Memoirs.'
Have we any memorials, other than literary,
of his stay in Switzerland ?

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

PORTRAIT BY JAMES GODBY : IDENTIFI-
CATION SOUGHT. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' identify an engraved portrait in

stipple, by JamesM3odby, after
"
T. Law-

rence, Esq., R.A." ? The margin is partly

destroyed, but the inscription
" Edward

W[?]. . . .Esquire
" remains.

The picture represents a man of middle

age standing, with right hand on a table

on which is an elaborate vase. His coat

is buttoned high up with a roll collar, and
from the fob harws a bunch of seals.

P. D. M,
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GRANT BY ELIZABETH OF LANDS IN
BELFAST TO SIR THOMAS SMITH. On 27

April, 1913, the Corporation of Belfast will

probably celebrate its tercentenary by an
exhibition of objects connected with the

city and neighbourhood. It would be of
interest to trace the document granting Sir

Thomas Smith the lands in and around
Belfast by Queen Elizabeth in 1571 lands
which were forfeited afterwards, and granted
to Sir Arthur Chichester by James I. in
1603. Benn in his 'History of Belfast,'

published in the year 1877, says that
" Smith went to the expense of having the
grant illuminated in colours with a miniature of

Queen Elizabeth in the letter E of her name, and
it was sold by auction a few years ago in London."

Perhaps some of your readers may know
the whereabouts of this important document.

A. DEANE, Curator.
Public Art Gallery and Museum, Belfast.

GERMAN FUNERAL CUSTOM. It was the
custom at funerals in Germany (Dresden)
about the year 1845 for the Leichenwdscherin
(" corpse-washer ") to walk at the head of
the procession dressed in black, and holding
a lemon in her hand. If I remember
rightly, on some occasions men who walked
beside the catafalque on which rested the
coffin covered by a black velvet pall edged
with silver, on the top of which were wreaths,
or, if a soldier, his helmet and sword
carried slender black staves, and also held
lemons. Why this custom ? I was told it

dated from the times of the plague, against
which lemons were supposed to be a pro-
tection. H. C. H.-A.

[Our much-regretted correspondent W. C. B.
h as a note at 8 S. i. 25, in which he quotes from
t he Countess de Genlis's

' Memoirs ' a description
of a funeral at Altona in 1795, where the " married
p eople [men] had a lemon in their hand." He
furnishes no explanation of the custom.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
1. A temple whose transepts are measured by miles,
Whose altar has morning for priest, &c.

2. The red moon is up on the moss-covered
mountains,

And the hour is at hand when I promised to
(?)

' GAMMER GURTON.' I should be glad
of information as to the best edition of
this. J. A. CRAWLEY.

BERRYSFIELD. Will any one inform me
of places in England called Berryfield or
Berrysfield, and tell me the origin and
meaning of the word ? I know of one near
Bradford in Wiltshire, and cne near Bodmin.

C. H. G.

FORDWICH, THE OLD PORT OF CANTER-
BURY. Formerly at this place there was a
curious custumal. Criminal trials were by
ordeals. The accuser,
"
fully equipped as a prosecutor should be, shall

stand up to his naval in the Stair, prepared to

prove his charge. The accused shall come in a

boat, clothed in a dress called Storrie, with a

weapon called an ore, three yards in length. The
boat shall be fastened to the quay by a cord,
and he shall fight with the said prosecutor till

the matter is decided."

Where shall I find more about the custumal ?

What sort of dress was a "
storrie,'

1 and
what species of weapon an

"
ore

"
? I

have looked at Burrows's and also Hueffer's

book on the Cinque Ports, and find no-

answers therein. J. HARRIS STONE.
Oxford and Cambridge Club.

[Is not "ore" a variant spelling of "oar"?
Another peculiar custom connected with Fordwich
is described at 6 S. viii. 143.]

BOTANY. In Logan's
'

Scottish Gael '

it

is stated that
"

crohil geal, a lichen found on
stone, was used to dye crimson

"
by the

ancient Highlanders. Can any one help me
towards the modern botanical name for

this lichen ?

Plants are said to have "
sympathies

"

and "
antipathies." Is there any literature

bearing on this subject ? RENIRA.

JOHN EWEN, THE ABERDEEN PHILAN-
THROPIST. I should be grateful to any of

your correspondents who could supply me
with information respecting the above,
I should like to know whether he came from
Montrose ; how long he lived in Aberdeen ;

what business he was engaged in ; when he
died ; who contested his will ; to whom
the money went ; and where he is buried.

The information is, I believe, in the British

Museum, but I do not know in what record.

J. EWEN.
Tunbridge Wells.

[A. brief account of the lawsuit is given in the
notice of Ewen contributed to the 'D.N.B.' by
Mr. T. F. Henderson, who cites among his authori-

ties Wilson and Shaw's '

Cases decided in the House
of Lords on appeal from the Courts of Scotland,'
iv. 346-61.]

SUECIA. At what period did the Latin
name of modern Sweden first appear ?

Some of the classic authors have a good
deal to say about the

"
Suevi," but these

were no doubt the ancestors of the modern
Schwaben. According to Tacitus, the

Suiones were also a Suevian race, and the

Sitones lived next to them, but he does not
mention the name of their countries.

L. L. K.
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"
GULLIVERS." Formerly at Minehead

on May Day the hobby-horse was accom-
panied by one man, or sometimes two,
dressed in skirts and peaked headgear, and
carrying clubs. Their duty was to collect
the donations of the crowd, for which pur-
pose they claimed to enter all houses and
stay all passengers. Their roughness in
the execution of their task led to their
abolition some half - century ago. They
were known as

"
Gullivers." What is the

meaning of this word ? Has it any con-
nexion with the Scots gilravage, to commit
depredation ? YGBEC.

FRANCIS WILKINSON OF LINCOLN'S INN*
An account of his death occurs in

'

Family
Notices,' Newcastle Weekly Courant, 25 May,
1728. Information concerning him desired.
Was he Recorder of Newcastle, or in any
way connected with the city or district ?

M. S. T.

SIR ROBERT HARTLEY, K.C.B. (See ante,

vi. 89, 156.) Can any reader say where
there is a monument to Sir R. Bartley ?

One is known to have been in existence
some years ago. M. ELLEN POOLE.

Alsager, Cheshire.

NOVALIS AND JOHN STUART MILL ON
SUICIDE. I hope some one will kindly give
us an abstract if the passage is too long for

quotation in
' N. & Q.' of what John Stuart

Mill is referring to in
'

Utilitarianism
'

(Routledge), p. 23, where he says :

" So long as mankind think fit to live and do
not take refuge in the simultaneous act of suicide
recommended under certain conditions by
Novalis."

Suicide is strictly contrary to all Jewish

philosophy and teaching ; and I should be

grateful if some one would send the exact
words of Novalis direct to me at Percy
House, South Hackney. M. L. R. B.

BURIAL AT MIDNIGHT. What was the
idea in having funerals solemnized at mid-

night, and when did the custom commence
and when terminate ? One often finds in

old wills that testators desire to be buried
at midnight by torchlight, of course.

I have found it in a will as late as 1724.
G. B. M.

[Burial at night, and by torchlight, has been
discussed at 5 S. vii. 246, 392, 438 ; viii. 258 ;

xi. 349, 474 ; xii. 37, 215 ; and at 8 S. iii. 226,
338, 455 ; iv. 97, 273 ; v. 254, 436 ; vi. 97, 275 ;

ix. 312 ; but our correspondents rather adduced
instances of the practice some of them quite
modern than accounted for its origin.]

JEFFREY HUDSON AND CROFTS DUEL.
Who was Crofts, whom the dwarf Jeffrey
Hudson killed in a duel in France about
1649 ? Horace Walpole in his

' Anecdotes
of Painting,' s.v.

' Daniel Mytens,' speaks of

him as
" Mr. Crofts, a young gentleman of

family."
Edward Wedlake Brayley in his

' Londini-

ana,' 1829, iii. 334, describes him as
"
brother

to the Lord Crofts."

William Crofts of Saxham, Suffolk, was
created Baron Crofts of Saxham by King
Charles II. by patent dated at Brussels,

18 May, 1658. He died 11 Sept., 1677, when
the title became extinct. See G. E. C.'s
'

Complete Peerage,' &c.
In ' The History and Antiquities of Suf-

folk : Thingoe Hundred,' by John Gage.
1838, p. 134, is a pedigree of the family,
there called

"
Croftes of Saxham Parva.'-

According to this, Sir Henry Croftes,

father of William (afterwards Lord Croftes

or Crofts), had four other sons : John ;

Edmund, baptized Saxham Parva, 4 Aug.,
1618 ; Charles ; Henry, buried Saxham
Parva, 13 Feb., 1641 ; all without issue.

No further particulars of these four are

given.
If Brayley is correct in saying that he

who was killed by Hudson was a brother to

the (afterwards) Lord Crofts, which was
he ? and what else, if anything, is known
about him ? ROBERT PIERPOINT.

' THE ECCENTRIC BIOGRAPHY.' Who was
the author or compiler of a book with this

title ? It was made up of sketches and

portraits of notable people. Had it a

comic side in the nature of its pictures ?

The work was published about the year
1800, and I believe the pictures were in

colours. THOS. RATCLIFFE.

GREAT GLEMHAM, co. SUFFOLK. With
reference to the sale, recently announced, of

the above-named estate, belonging to the

Marchioness of Graham, I should be glad to

know whether the house on that property,
if of ancient date, is the one which was

formerly the home of the Glemham family

(now extinct), and, among others, of Sir

Henry Glemham (tempore Charles I.), who
married Anne, eldest daughter of the first

Earl of Dorset, and was the father of the

distinguished general Sir Richard Glemham,

Any information about these Glemhams and
their property would be very welcome.
A similar inquiry was made by me ante,

p. 29, but without eliciting a reply, LAC.
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W. WILLIS MOSELEY. In the middle of

last century Dr. W. Willis Moseley, M.A.,
LL.D., &c., cured all kinds of insanity and
nervous diseases,

"
as certainly as water

relieves thirst." His address was Char-
lotte Street, Bloomsbury. Can any one

give information as to his successor or the
nature of his remedies ? S. D.

B. CROZIEK. He cannot be the man men-
tioned in your notice ante, p. 340, for in 1796
he painted a water-colour drawing of the
Skerton Bridge over the Biver Lune in

Lancaster. The drawing has just been
given to the Corporation. The bridge was
erected in 1788. I should be glad of in-

formation about him.
T. CANN HUGHES,

Lancaster. Town Clerk.

A " DISH " OF TEA. Was the "
dish " a

kind of saucer ? If so, was it mounted on
a foot ? Where can such a dish be seen ?

E. O.
[See 10 S. xii. 287, 377, 436.]

SECBET SERVICE. I should be much
obliged for any information or illustrative

quotations which will throw light on the
following entries in the overseers' accounts
for Walton-on-the-Hill, Surrey.

It is quite clear that the word "
Sec

"
can-

not be read see oujsea.

1794-5. Paid for a Man for the Sec
Service .. .. .. ..860

1814, April. Paid for Bread Given to the
Poor Informing Money . . ..420

1829, March 10. Paid E. D. Bennett
association Money . . . . ..6146

W. P. D. STEBBING.

PAMPELLONNE. It is stated that this
man had a school of great celebrity at
Wandsworth. Further particulars are de-
sired, both of the master and of the school.

LlBBAKIAN.
Public Library, Wandsworth.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. WILLIAM INCE was appointed Bector oJ

Patney, Wilts, in 1708. When did he die ?

Did he hold any other preferments ?

2. ALEXANDER INGLIS graduated LL.B
at Cambridge from Trinity Hall in 1726
Any information about his subsequent
career is desired.

3. WILLIAM JAMES was the Public Orator
at Oxford University 1601 to 1604. When
did he become a student of Christ Church ?

When did he die, and where was he
buried ? G. F. B. B.

" NTTLLA NON DONANDA LATJRU." Whence
does this quotation come ? It is not given
in King's

'

Classical and Foreign Quotations.'
BLADTJD.

PAGAN CUSTOMS.

(11 S. vi. 250,351.)

Hymns. Zedler's
' Lexicon ' under ' lana '

"
Kalo,'Iana Novella," as a cry uttered

by the priest (sic) in Borne, when proclaiming
in each month on what day of the month
the Nones were to fall. Zedler gives no
reference, but he is evidently founding him-
self on Macrobius,

'

Sat.,' I. xv. 10, and
Varro,

'

Ling. Lat.,' vi. 27. Now the pas-
sage of Macrobius does not contain

" lana
Novella," or anything like it ; and in the

passage in Varro the reading
" Novella "

is

disapproved by Forcellini, who reads
" luno

Covella
"

; the same is the reading of Goetz
and Schoell, and of Wissowa ; and Dr. Beid,

referring to the same passage, states that
on the Kalends a pontifex minor used to

announce
" the time at which the Nonae would arrive. He
used a kind of sing-song addressed to Juno :

'

dies te quinque calo, luno Couella,' or :

'

septem
dies te calo, luno Couella

'

(Juno, Queen of the

sky)."

I submit, therefore, that the idea of a goddess
Jana Novella, or of a hymn addressed to

her, is without foundation ; and that the

only
"
hymn," more properly

"
chant,"

was that which, according to Forcellini and
the other above authorities, was addressed

by a pontifex minor to Juno on the 1st of

each month. See Forcellini's
'

Lexicon,
Onomasticon,'

'

Covella
'

; Varro,
'

Ling.
Lat.,' vi. 27, ed. Goetz and Schoell, 1889 ;

Wissowa,
'

Beligion und Kultus der Bomer,'
ii. 1, p. 116 ; Dr. Beid in the Cambridge
'

Companion to Latin Studies,' ch. iii. 1, 111,

p. 95. WlTHERNAM.

Priestly Colleges. See the third volume
of Marquardt's

' Bomische Staatsverwal-

tung,' and the articles in Smith's
'

Dictionary
of Greek and Boman Antiquities

' on
'

Collegium,'
'

Augur,'
'

Epulones,'
'

Ponti-

fex,'
' Decemviri sacris faciundis,' &c.

Hymns. Only scanty relics of pagan
Latin hymns and religious formulae have
come down to us. The ' Carmen Fratrum
Arvalium ' and remains of the ' Carmen
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Saliare
'

may be seen in Dr. W. W. Merry's
'

Selected Fragments of Roman Poetry
'

(Clarendon Press, 2nd ed., 1898). See also

J.*|Wordsworth's
'

Fragments and Specimens
of Early Latin,' pp. 158 and 564. Other
remains of a similar kind are given at the

beginning of a very handy little book,
Ernst Diehl's

' Poet-arum Romanorum
Veterum Reliquiae,' Bonn, 1911. The refer-

ence in
' Jana Novella '

is to the formula by
which the priests on the first day of the

month, the Kalends, announced whether
the Nones would fall on the fifth or the
seventh day. See Varro,

' De Lingua
Latina,' vi. 27 :

"
Kalendae, quod his diebus calantur eiys

mensis Nonas a pontificibus, quintanae an septi-
manse sint futurae, in Capitolio in curia Calabra
sic dictae quinquies :

'

calo luno Covella.'
"

Cp. Wordsworth,p. 540, where Corella is a mis-
print for Covella. There is a v.l.

"
Novella."

" lana "
is J. J. Scah'ger's suggestion." The wild custom of leaping through heaps

of blazing straw on a certain night in sum-
mer "

(' Marius the Epicurean,' ch. ii.)

has nothing to do with the ritual of pro-
claiming the date of the Nones. For the

widely spread practice of Midsummer fires

see Frazer's
' Golden Bough,' 1st ed.,

vol. ii. oh. iv. Cp. the description in
Besant's

'

Dorothy Forster.' A friend draws
my attention to Sudermann's drama '

Jo-
hannisfeuer.'

Widows. For examples of widows under
the Empire who lived in retirement devoted
to the memory of their husbands, see Fried-
laender's

'

Sittengeschichte,' pt. i. ch. v.,
with the references to Latin literature there

given. There is an English translation of
this work.

Emperor's Image. The locus dassicus
for an emperor's image being reverenced
like that of a god is, perhaps, Suetonius,
'

Tiberius,' 58, where we learn that it was
finally regarded as a capital offence in this

reign to undress before Augustus's image
or to enter certain places bearing a coin or

ring stamped with the same. See also

Tacitus,
'

Annals,' i. 73, 74, and iii. 36 ;

and Philostratus's
'

Life of Apollonius,'
i. 15, where it is said that the statues of
Tiberius were more sacred than those of

Olympian Zeus, and the story is told of the
man who chastised a slave while the latter
was holding a coin with the emperor's image.

Luna. See George Dennis,
'

Cities and
Cemeteries of Etruria,' ch. xxxv., with the
author's numerous references.

EDWABD BENSLY,
University College, Aberystwyth.

'

WlDSITH,' -L. 18, AXD " GAUTIGOTH "

(11 S. vi. 7, 201, 271). I beg leave to deal

with the last communication in an alle-

gorical vein.

The schoolmaster was seeking information,
more suo, and having told the class that

Bong Alfred had reported on the authority
of Boethius (' Metra,' I. 1. i. p. 151, ed.

Sedgefield) that the Goths invaded the

Roman Empire from the east, from Scythia"
eastan'of SciSSia" he asked whereabouts

the Roman Empire lay with respect to

Scythia. All the little boys said
" To the

westward," with pleasing unanimity.
The master retired to his study. He

was very old, and had been trying to scrape

acquaintance with a poet named Widsith
ever since 1826, and his study was packed
with books and articles written by many
people with the same object. But, strange
to say, not one of these writers trusted

Widsith, although they ardently desired to

know him. They all approached the study
of his lay with erroneous preconceptions.
The most harmful of these was their deter-

mination to regard him as untruthful. For

instance, Widsith tells us that he had
visited the Ethel Gotena, the Homeland of

the Gotas, and had seen and known its

king. But very few people could be got
to believe that. The old schoolmaster

certainly did not, and he had searched for

the EthelJZotena on the map of Europe for

eighty years and more. Some writers said

it was on the Vistula ; others on the Black
Sea ; others on the Danube, and some in

Fairyland. After spending more time in

his fruitless search, the old schoolmaster
returned to the schoolroom, and addressed
the same class again. He told them that

a certain traveller named Widsith had

reported that he had passed into the Ethel

Gotena from the east, from kOld Anglia
" eastan of Ongle" and he asked where-
abouts the Ethel Gotena lay with respect to

Old Anglia. All the little boys said
" To the

westward."
But the old schoolmaster could not believe

it, and he said that the Goths (sic) had never
lived in those parts. But one little boy
remarked that the Good Prince Albert came
from there, and that he was sure he was a
Goth. The schoolmaster corrected the boy
as to the pronunciation of th, and as to the

quantity of the o in Gotha. He knew all about

quantity, of course. For instance, he knew
that the Panegyrist of Narses, in Italy in

565, made the stem-vowel of Gothorum long ;

also that Eugenius, Bishop of Toledo in

650, ended an alexandrine with the words
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'
Gulfila Gotus." But as ^Emilius Dracon-

tius in c. 595 wrote
|
Sarmata Persa Gotthus,

in a hexameter, he disregarded the tendency,
and preferred to think that John the Old
Saxon and Grimbald the Frank, two of the
scholars who collaborated with King Alfred,
would have marked the o in Gotan short,
and he would never discuss the point. Of
course he knew that King Alfred, the inter-

polator of Orosius, did not write" Gottan "

(as in Thorpe's Analecta,' p. 82, 1. 3) ; but

everybody said that
" Gotan " had short

o, and what everybody says must be

right, so it was not necessary to mention
the divergence from Gothns in King Alfred's

orthography. Hence our old friend had
long since dropped Abbot John the Old
Saxon, King Alfred the Collaborator, and
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha also, out of sight into
one mental receptacle, and " Gotthus "

and Thorpe's
"
Gottan," and King Alfred

the Interpolator, into another.

The reply of the little boys to the question
about the relative position of Old Anglia
and the Ethel Gotena was very disagreeable,
however ; and the schoolmaster turned to
an important work on ' Widsith ' which had
just then appeared, and which had been com-
piled very diligently by a capable and pains-
taking scholar. It reassured him. He soon
learnt that the new author did not believe
in Widsith's truthfulness any more than the
old ones. On referring to the commentary
on the line which the little boys said put the
Ethel Gotena to the westward of Old Anglia,
he perceived that what Widsith had said was
not credited, and he found something else

which rendered him quite easy in mind
once more

; and so he resumed his lifelong
search on the map of Europe. What he
found in the new author's note dealing with
the Ethel Gotena and its position with respect
to Old Anglia (p. 189, last line but one) was
this :

" But the whole thing is puzzling."
ALFRED ANSCOMBE.

' HUSENBETH'S BREVIARY '

(11 S. vi. 191).
In reply to MR. HIBGAME'S query I may

say that I am under the impression that
T. Meighan printed a Breviary in London
about the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, although I have no details at hand.
In my collection, however, is the
"Primer or Office of the B. Virgin Mary to

which are added the remaining Hymns of the Roman
Breviary. [London] Printed for T. Meighan in the
year 1732." 12m o, pp. 568

The prayers include some for rain and fair

weather, and one against Pagans and Turks.

Early in the seventeenth century several
service books of the kind appeared, which,
though bearing a foreign imprint, were

apparently produced quietly from London
presses, perhaps through the activity of

Robert Parsons and his friends.

WILLIAM JAGGARD.
Rose Bank, Stratford-on-Avon.

LONDON SANCTUARIES : RAM ALLEY (11 S.

vi. 306). In describing Ram Alley as
"
the

old name for Mitre Court, Fleet Street,
which was then [1697] known by both

designations," R. B. P. falls into error.

Mitre Court made its own claim for sanctuary,
and was quite distinct from Ram Alley.
The latter was the neighbouring court

running down from Fleet Street to the

passage leading from Serjeants' Inn into

the Temple, the name having been changed
last century into Hare Place. Let into the
wall of one of the houses in Serjeants' Inn

backing into Hare Place is a boundary-stone
on which "Ram Alley," clearly cut, may
still be read. Ram Alley, the deepest deep
in the whole abyss of Alsatia, took its name
from a messuage bearing the sign of

" The
Starre & the Ramme," which belonged to

the Knights Hospitallers, and was seized

by Henry VIII. at the suppression. The
King granted the property in fee to Robert

Harrys, who afterwards leased the frontage
towards Fleet Street to another, leaving an

entry from the highway giving access to his

own brewery at the rear. This entry was
the origin of Ram Alley, which is one of the

comparatively few courts about Fleet Street

that can be traced back to Henry VIII.
WALTER BELL.

MOROCCO (11 S. vi. 266). The following

entry occurs in the parish register of All

Saints', Burmarsh, near Hythe, Kent :

March 2, 1700/1.
" Church Brief for Captives

at Machanes under the Emperor of Fez and
Moroccoe."

In Arch. Cant., vol. ix. p. xliv, mention
is made of

" Thomas Morockoe, a Blacka-

more," as one of the household of the third

Earl of Dorset, 1624 (?).

R. J. FYNMORE.

OLIVERETTO (11 S. vi. 288) of Fermo was
a famous condottiere, who by most foul

means obtained the lordship of his native
town of Fermo, but, being involved in

the rising of the condottieri against Caesar

Borgia, was put to death by the latter at

Sinigaglia on 31 Dec., 1502. Machiavelli in

his report, dated from Sinigaglia next day,
describes the murder, while in his

' Prince
'
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(chap, viii.) he holds up Oliveretto to exe-
cration as one of those who obtained power
through crime. He states that he perished
a year after his great crime at Fermo, which
thus must have taken place in 1501 or very
early in 1502. W. A. B. COOUDGE.

CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69, 136, 177,
215, 274). Mr. E. A. Judges deVotes the
whole of chap. vii. of his interesting quarto
' In and Around Guildford : Old and New,'
to an account of

' The Royal Grammar
School,' with beautiful illustrations, both
of the state before restoration (in 1889)
and of the state at the time of the publica-
tion of his book in 1895. We find on p. 57
the names of those responsible for the various
parts of the old buildings, thus learning
that
"

it was left for George Austen, son of John
Austen [one of the many Mayors of Guildford
who helped the school], to complete the west wing
begun by his father. With the aid of sub-
scriptions from Sir William More and other
county gentlemen, he accomplished this task in
1586, and at the same time converted into a
library the gallery which connects the two wings
and completes the street front."

P. 61 gives us an account of the School
Library and its chained books :

" To one of its old boys the School was indebted
for the foundation of its library. John Parkhurst
[Bishop of Norwich] in 1574 bequeathed his
Latin books of divinity to the service of the
school of the town. The Bishop's executors were
loath to carry out his instructions, and it was
only after much difficulty and litigation that
some of the volumes were obtained and safely
brought to the Guildford School. Other dona-
tions followed, and for a time due care was taken
of these treasures, a large number of the books
being chained in accordance with the custom of
the day. In 1648 Mr. Arthur Onslow gave
eight oaks as materials for new book-shelves,
and during this and the following century the
library was well cared for and enriched by many
further gifts. Unhappily this state of thingswas not maintained in later years. The daycame when, as Mr. J. Willis Clark has said,

' the
books were evidently looked upon as so many
white elephants that could not be got rid of,
but for which it was somewhat onerous to provide
a stable. No definite abiding-place was assigned
to them, but they were put as a measure of
security first in one room and then in another,
and at one period even under the floor of the
principal schoolroom. Their number, which at
one time must have been considerable, probablybecame less at each removal, and it may have
been on one of these occasions that the most
valuable of all-, a priceless Caxton, disappeared
altogether.' The collection, however, still num-
bers over 400 volumes, of which thirty retain
their chains, and all are now being carefully
warehoused. Almost, if not quite unique among
the Grammar Schools of the country in the
possession of a chained library, the Guildford

School has an obvious duty to turn its treasures
to better account than has been the case of late

years."
These notes and extracts will show the

REV. J. B. McGovERN that, although for a
long time this valuable library was greatly
neglected, it has been known, and its history
recorded, in quite recent years. Some expla-
nation of the difference between the numbers
("thirty retain their chains") mentioned by
Mr. Judges and the

"
eighty-five chained

volumes "
recorded by MB. McGovERN

would be interesting.
G. YARROW BAXDOCK.

When I visited Berkswell Church, War-
wickshire, on 21 Aug., 1906, I saw some
chained books there. They were placed in
the splayed window recesses in the south
aisle, and consisted of three volumes of
Foxe's ' Acts and Monuments.' They were
well preserved, except that all the title-

pages were missing. A pencil note in the
third volume gave their date as 1684.
The church has since been restored.

JOHN T. PAGE.

MR. McGovERN is mistaken in supposing
that the Guildford Library has been over-
looked. There are two references to it in

Mr. Courtney's
'

Register of National

Bibliography,' s.v.
'

Guildford,' in vol. i. and
in the supplementary volume. The first is

to the Proceedings of the Cambridge Anti-

quarian Society, viii. 11-18, where J. W.
Clark gives an historical account of the

buildings and fittings ; and the second is

to a Catalogue of the library published by
Mr. Herbert Powell in 1900.

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.

BISHOP KEN (11 S. vi. 289). Jon or Ion
Ken second son of Thomas Ken, attorney,
and Martha, daughter of Jon Chalkhill

elder brother of the Bishop, was baptized,
at St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 10 July, 1632 ;

sole executor to his brother John Ken,
31 May, 1651 ; and sometime Treasurer of

the East India Company. He married
Rose, sister of Sir Thomas Vernon of Cole-
man Street, London ; and was bequeathed
a mourning ring by his brother-in-law, Izaak

Walton, in August, 1683. His children
included :

- Ken, a son, in Cyprus about
1707 ; Martha Ken (living 1714), who mar-
ried Christopher Frederick Kreinberg, Resi-
dent for the Elector of Hanover in London ;

and Rose Ken of Marylebone, spinster, the
administration of whose effects was granted
to her mother in March, 1700/1.

A. R. BAYLEY.
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Kenn of Langford, co. Som., bore Erm.,
three crescents gu., and for crest, three
crescents interwoven arg. Kenne of Kenne,
in the same county, bore, ancient coat, Arg.,
three crescents gu. ; crest, three crescents
interlaced or ; but in 1561 a later coat was
granted : Erm., three crescents gu. Crest,
a unicorn's head azure bezante, maned or,
horned of the last and sa. (See Burke's
* General Armory.')

Bedford's ' Blazon of Episcopacy
'

assigns
to the Bishop Erm., three crescents gu.,and
cites as authority a window at Wadham.
None of these coats is in Edmondson.

S. A. GRUNDY-NEWMAN, F.S.A.Scot.
Littleton Place, Walsall.

According to the pedigree in
" The Life

of Thomas Ken.... by a Layman" (1854),
part ii. p. 828, the Bishop's eldest brother,
Ion Ken, who became Treasurer of the
East India Company, had " a son, d. at

Cyprus about 1707." This son was seem-
ingly the William Ken whose epitaph is

given at the above reference. In the same
'

Life
'

(which was written by John Lavi-
court Anderdon), part i. p. 2n., the arms
of the Ken family are given (correctly, as
I believe) as

"
Ermine, three crescents

gules, the crest three crescents interlaced

argent." See also the title-page to each
part. H. C.

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTED (11 S.
vi. 290). The quotation may be found in
The Spectator (10 Oct., 1711) in an essay
by Steele. The exact words are :

" The
survivorship of a worthy man in his son is
a pleasure scarce inferior to the hopes of the
continuance of his own life."

A. L. HUMPHREYS,
187, Piccadilly, W.

SEGRAVE : DE SEGRE (H S. vi. 271).
Stephen de Segrave or Sedgrave (d. 1241),
Chief Justiciar, was son of Gilbert de Se-
rave, son of Hereward, who in 1166 held
egrave in Leicestershire as a fourth part

of a knight's fee, under William, Earl of
Warwick.
In his time was compiled the ' Red Book '

of the lordship of Segrave, much used by
Nichols in his

'

History of Leicestershire,'
and now in the British Museum.

A. R. BAYLEY.

The Barons Segrave owe the title to Segrave
(sometimes spelt Seagrave), a village in
Leicestershire, which is not very far from
Six Hills, which lies on the borders of that
county and Nottinghamshire. The barony

is now held by Lord Mowbray, Segrave,
and Stourton, who bears in the fourth

quarter of his arms Sa.,a lion rampant arg.,

ducally crowrned or, in token of Segrave.
There is a parish called Six Hills in Lincoln-
shire, in the neighbourhood of Market
Rasen. ST. SWITHIN.

DOGS ON TOMBS (11 S. vi. 129, 195, 253).
I do not know whether your correspondent

has seen the following tombs, but they all

have dogs at the feet of the knight, and are

quaint and picturesque.
Tomb of a member of the Fitzralph family

in Pebmarsh Church, Essex, 1320 ; also a
similar one on monument to Sir John de
St. Quintin, Brandsburton Church, Yorks,
1397 (the animal appears to be a grey-
hound) ; Sir John de Leventhorpe, 1433,

Sawbridgeworth Church, Herts ; Sir Robert
Staunton, Castle Dorington Church, Leices-

tershire, 1458 ; Sir Robert de Bothe, Wims-
low Church, Cheshire, 1460.

SYDNEY HERBERT.
Carlton Lodge, Cheltenham.

THE ROYAL GEORGE : NAME OF DURHAM
(11 S. vi, 110, 176). I have in my posses-
sion a little book, 4 in. X 2 in., published
in 1841, entitled

"A Narrative of the Loss of the Royal George,
at Spithead, August, 1782 ; including Tracey's
attempt to raise her in 1783, also Col. Pasley's
operations in removing the ship, by gxinpowder,
in 1839-40-41. Bound in the wood of the wreck.
Fourth Edition."

This contains a list of the officers belonging
to the ship at the time of her loss, and Philip
Charles H. Durham is named as the seventh
lieutenant. The narrative says :

" Among the officers snatched from a watery
grave was Admiral Sir Charles Philip Henderson
Durham, Gr.C.B., recently commander in chief
at Portsmouth, who was then a young lieutenant,
and was returning from the shore, but when about
a boat length from the ship, she went down,
and his boat was drawn into the vortex. He
was the seventh lieutenant and aide-de-camp to
Admiral Kempenfelt. He threw off his coat
and dashed into the sea, when he was seized by
a drowning marine, by whom he was twice
carried down. On rising to the surface a second
time, the lieutenant succeeded in extricating
himself from the dying marine's grasp, by tearing
off his waistcoat, by which the marine clung,
and he swam to the halyards of the mainmast,
from whence he was taken by a boat. The body
of the marine was washed on shore a fortnight
afterwards, with the waistcoat firmly twisted
round Iris arm, a pencil case bearing the initials

of Lieutenant Durham, was found safe in the

pocket, and restored to its owner."

The book contains the accounts of two
survivors who escaped through portholes.
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One also dragged a woman out, and then
" saw all the heads drop back again in at the
port hole, for the ship had got so much on her
larboard side, that the starboard port holes
were as upright as if the men had tried to get
out of the top of a chimney with nothing for their

legs and feet to act upon."

EDWARD STEVENS.
Melbourne.

AND THE AMBBOSIAN RITE
(11 S. v. 447; vi. 32). Through the kind-
ness of the Rev. M. Civati of Milan, I am
able to answer my own query. Campione
is still in the archdiocese of Milan, and still

follows the Ambrosian Rite. Its Latin
name is

"
Camplonum in Intelvis." There

are thirty-four parishes in the archdiocese
of Milan which follow the Roman Rite.
On the other hand, there are fifty-four
parishes in the diocese of Lugano (at present
united with that of Basle), twenty-five
in the diocese of Bergamo, and nine in the
diocese of Novara, which in the present
year of grace observe the Ambrosian Rite.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

ITALIAN GENEALOGY (11 S. vi. 291).
Other families bearing simply vair or vairy
(di vajo pieno) are Campomarino, Ughi di

Firenze, and Varano di Camerino,
" una delle piu celebri case principesche d'ltalia,
avendo regnato dal XIII. al XVI. secolo in Came-
rino, prima col titolo di Vicari della Santa Sede
e quindi con quello di Duchi conferitole dal
Ponteflce Leone X."
Would the "

illustre maison des Marquis
de Corilanne "

perhaps refer to the Corigliano
family of Lucera ?

" Dei Marchesi di Rignano. Nobilissima, e
imparentata con le primarie famiglie napoletane.
Ebbe molti dei suoi ascritti all' Ordine gero-
solimitano di Malta."

Unfortunately the arms appear to be
unknown. The references are from Crol-
lalanza's

'

Dizionario.'
With regard to the Anger or Angier

family
"
(ramage de Loheae), sr du Plessis-

Anger, paroisse de Lieuron," &c., the arms
given in P. de Courcy's

'

Nobiliaire de
Bretagne

'

are
" De vair au baton (alids : a trois croissants),

de gueules. Alidx : de sable a trois fleurs de
lys d'or. Devise : Fides."

LEO C.

" CASTLE TAVERN," ELTHAM (11 S. vi.

288). This was an old-established house of
call in the palmy coaching days, and has
recently been rebuilt. In digging for the
foundations of the new house three seven-
teenth-century tokens were found and a

couple of farthings of Charles I. Two tokens
of the same period, issued at Eltham, are
known to collectors ; one of them is in-

scribed
" The Castell Taverne in Eltham

1649," with the initials "X. T. M."
In the uneasy times of 1808 a troop of

volunteer cavalry was raised in the district,
of which " Richard Bourke, Licensed Vic-
tualler of the Castle," was a member.

WM. NORMAN.

I subjoin an extract relating to this

tavern from ' The Story of Royal Eltham,'
by R. R. C. Gregory :

" The old inn was pulled down a few years ago,
and the present modern and somewhat imposing
structure was erected upon the site after the
usual '

se_t
back '

of the foundations. It was an
old posting house. The coaches passing this

way always stopped at the Castle. Two ' tokens
'

are in existence which prove the antiquity of
this tavern. One of these is possessed by Mr.
Whittaker Smith the other was in the possess!on
of Dr. Jeken, who has placed it in the care of
Mr. Taffs. The legend of these tokens is as
follows : O. the . Castell , Taverne A Castle.
B. in . Eltham . 1649 N. T. M. In this case it

will be noticed that only the initials of the land-
lord and landlady are given. The trade value
of this token was one farthing."

E. C. W.
[MR. M. L. R. BRESLAB also thanked for reply.]

JAMES BROOKE (US. vi. 289). The wife
of James Brooke and Mrs. F. Brooke are

two different persons. R. M. may be

forgiven the confusion, for their contem-

porary, the voluminous writer Samuel
Jackson Courtney Pratt (Courtney Mel-

moth), actually called on Mrs. James
Brooke, supposing her to be Mrs. F. The
latter lady was the author of

'

Julia Mande-
ville

' and '

Emily Montague,' as well as

of
'

Rosina,' which was a musical "
after-

piece
"

set to music by Shield.

Mrs. James Brooke did die in 1782 of

cancer, and was buried in the old church-

yard at Marylebone, her funeral being
attended by John Taylor.

MARGARET LAVINGTON.

STERNE AND " DR. SLOP "
(BURTON OF

YORK) (11 S. vi. 290). In 'A Handbook
to York and District, prepared for the 75th

Meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1906,' we were told

at p. 229 that Dr. Burton was born at

Colchester in 1710. Mr. Robert H. Skaife,
writer of the chapter of

'

Biographical
Sketches of Eminent Citizens,' referred his

readers to a paper by Mr. Robert Davies in

the second volume of The Yorkshire Archceo-

'ogical Journal.
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Dr. Burton was buried in or near the
Church of Holy Trinity, Micklegate, York.
A tablet on the south wall of the choir is

Sacred to the Memories
of

John Burton M.D. P.A.S.
and

Mary his Wife
He 1 ,. T/ 19th January \ ,,-, , / 62.
She /

died
\ 28th October )

llil a^ed
\ 58.

Unless Dr. Burton were born before 1710,
it is 346 chances to 19 that he died something
short of being 62. ST. SWITHTN.

My copy of the ' D.N.B.' (vol. viii. p. 10,

1886), in which the errors of the first im-

pression have evidently been corrected, reads
as follows :

"John Burton, M.D. (1710-71). .. .son of
John Burton, a London merchant, by Margaret,
daughter of the Rev. J. Leake, was born at
Colchester on 9 June, 1710, and was educated
at Merchant Taylors' School and at St. John's
College, Cambridge, whence he graduated M.B.
in 1733. He afterwards studied at Leyden."
He died
" on 19 Jan., 1771 . . . .Burton married, on 2 Jan.,
1734-5, in York Minster, Mary Henson. She
survived him a few months, and was buried by
his side in Holy Trinity Church, Micklegate."

A. R. BAYLEY.

A WINNOWER (11 S. vi. 309). The
rotary hand winnowing-mill, the forerunner
of the dressing-gig, is mentioned by writers
as early as the seventeenth century. It
was largely employed in the earlier years of
the last century, together with the more
primitive method of throwing the grain
with a shovel ; the ancient winnowing
basket or fan also continued in common
use. A model of one of these machines,
turned by a handle at one end, is figured
in Miss Jekyll's

'

Old West Surrey.' It
would be interesting to know if the wheel -

and -band arrangement, as described by
F. W. M., was largely employed in the
working of these

"
mills."

A home should certainly be found for
this interesting

"
bygone

"
in a museum ;

many would gladly house it."
Bygones

"
i.e., objects in common use

from 50 to 150 years ago, but which are now
obsolete or obsolescent, or no longer made
by hand possess much interest, and form
valuable links with what has been so well
called

"
the remoteness of the immediate

past." I should always be most grateful
for notes, photographs, &c., of any of these"

late antiquities."

(Rev.) G. MONTAGU BENTON.
Saffron]Walden, Essex.

This winnower is certainly worth keeping
where there is room for it, for such winnowing
machines are now rarely to be met with. It
is years since I saw one at work. It stood
between the two doors of a great barn
through which there was always a strong
draught. Two men were required to drive
the four flappers on the machine, which
went round with a "

Whoff, whoff,
whoffing!" It stood at the back of a
close-mesh wire frame, down which the
wheat and chaff were poured, the flappers
(with the draught they made) blowing the
chaff out at the open door. The machine
was kept in repair by home labour, except
for what was done to it by a man who
came round each year to the farms doing
repairs to implements. I believe such
machines were used for many years.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

It is a far cry from Biblical times to the

present day, and yet it is only some half-

century or so ago that the shovel and the
fan mentioned by Isaiah (xxx. 24) made
way for the winnowing machine. The
writer remembers, when a child, having
seen the shovel and fan in use for separating
the corn from the chaff after it had been
hand-threshed by flail. The fan was con-
structed in the same manner as that .de-

scribed by F. W. M. It was, however, some-
what smaller, and the handle to which the
endless strap was attached was turned by
a man. Opposite the machine stood an-
other man, who, with a huge wooden barn
shovel, poured forth thin streams of threshed
corn, the grains of which fell to the ground,
while the chaff was whirled away by the
wind created by the revolving fan.

Gleaners at that time used the still more
primitive method of threshing their corn
with a straight cudgel, and then, on a
windy day, proceeding to some exposed
spot, where the gale separated the chaff
from the corn as it was poured forth from
a small wooden bowl. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

Miss INGALLS (11 S. vi. 148). Her
maiden name was Frances Erskine Inglis

(pronounced
"
Ingalls "). She is said to

have been a great-granddaughter of Col.

Gardiner of Prestonpans fame. I copy the

following excerpt from Appleton's
'

Cyclo-
paedia of American Biography,' New York,
1898, under '

C'alderon de la Barca '

:

" Born in Scotland about 1818. Her youth
was passed in Normandy, but she came to this

country with her mother, and they established
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a school in Boston. She was also for many years
a resident of Staten Island. She married in
1838 Calderon de la Barca, Spanish Minister
to the United States, and subsequently to Mexico.
She published

'

Life in Mexico,' with a preface by
William H. Prescott, the historian (2 vols.,
Boston, 1843). After her husband's death she
was attached to the household of ex-Queen
Isabella II. of Spain at Seville."

See also Allibone and the
'

Encyclopaedia
Americana,' in which she is included as a
"
Scotch-American." In the American edi-

tion of her book Prescott, in the Preface,
says :

"
It consists of letters written to the members

of her own family and really not intended origin-
ally however incredible the assertion for pub-
lication. Feeling a regret that such rich stores of
instruction and amusement, from which I have
so much profited myself, should be reserved
for the eyes of a few friends only, I strongly
recommended that they should be "given to the
world."

N. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

"HONEST" EPITAPH (11 S. vi. 308).
In 1890 I copied the following inscription
on a tombstone in Askrigg Churchyard in

Wensleydale :

Here lyeth y Body |
of Mr Myles Alder

|
son

who died in y* |
75th

year of his age |
in the year

1746
|
An honest attorney.

R. B R.

THE ROCKET TROOP, ROYAL HORSE
ARTILLERY, AT LEIPSIC (US. vi. 230, 313).
The Second Division served at Leipsic.

The services of Col. Strangwavs are given in
' Hart '

(1851) as follows :

" Lieut.-Col. Strangways served the Cam-
paigns of 181314 in Germany, including the
battles of Goerde, 16 September, and Leipsic,
10, 18, and 19 October, 1813 : for which the
Swedish order of the Sword was conferred upon
him, he having commanded the Rocket Troop
after the death of Major Bogue, killed in action."

The Leipsic medal is an unpublished one,
the specimen in Lord Cheylesmore's collec-

tion being the only one known. It belonged
to a Waterloo veteran of the troop, and is

undoubtedly genuine.
The medal is not mentioned in Duncan's

*

Royal Artillery,' nor in Tancred's
' Medals

and Decorations.' ROBERT RAYXER.
Herne Hill, S.E.

SOLAH TOPEE OR PITH HELMET (11 S. vi.

290, 307). The use of the solah topee is much
earlier than your correspondent believes.

Mr. E. B. Baker, in his valuable book '

Sport
in Bengal,' 1887, p. 288, states that, as

appears from the old sporting pictures, sola
hats for shooting do not seem to have come
into use till after 1830, or even a few years

later. This is corroborated by Mrs. Fanny
Parkes in her delightful book '

Wanderings
of a Pilgrim in Search of the Picturesque,'
1850, i. 286. Writing in 1833, she says :

" Our friend Mr. S was robbed ere he quitted
Jaunpore of almost all he possessed : the thieves
carried off all his property from the bungalow,
with the exception of his sola topi, a great broad-
brimmed white hat, made of the pith of the sola.

The best sola hats are made in Calcutta : they
are very light, and an excellent defence from the
sun : the root of which the topi is formed is

like pith. It is cut in thin layers, which arc

pasted together to form the hat. At Meerut they
cover them with the skin of the pelican, with all

its feathers on, which renders it impervious to
sun or rain ; and the feathers stretching out
beyond the rim of the hat give a demented air
to the wearer."

I wonder if any contemporary print exists

of this wonderful headgear.
W. CROOKE.

"BASSET" (11 S. vi. 310). See 'The
Compleat Gamester.' &c., 5th ed., printed
for J. Wilford at

" The Three Golden Flower-
de-Luces" in Little Britain, 1725.

F. LAMBARDE.

[MAJOR LAMBARDE writes that he will be pleased
to lend our correspondent a copy of the book if

he will communicate with him.]

This is the name of a game of cards,
now obsolete, similar to faro or lansquenet,
introduced into France in 1674 or 1675 by
Justiniani, ambassador of the Republic of
Venice. It was played between a banker
and punters, usually four. Two packs were
used, one for the punters and the other for
the banker. From the first pack each

punter took thirteen cards of a suit, which
was called a book; then put forward one
or several, at his own choice, on which he

plunged that is to say, staked his money.
The banker, after shuffling his pack, drew
out the cards in pairs until they were ex-

hausted, taking care to place them exposed
on the table. The first of each couple was
for him, and the second for the punters.
If this first one was similar to the one on
which they had staked, the banker gained
all that sum. If, on the contrary, the
second card was the similar one, the banker
lost. When the banker " made a double,"
that is to say, when he drew two like

cards two kings, two aces, &c. he won
the money staked on the cards similar to
them. As one can see, bassette was very
similar to faro or lansquenet, and, like

these, could become, amongst the quick-
fingered, an opportunity of clever roguery.

TOM JOXES.
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GREENSTONE (11 S. vi. 329). Probably
a variety of jade. So in Cook's

'

Voyages
'-

(1790), i. 125:
" Many of these Indians wore pieces of green-

stone round their necks which were transparent,
and resembled an emerald. These, being exam-
ined, appeared to be a species of the nephritic
stone.'

A. R. BAYLEY.

The stone Raleigh speaks of his actual

words are
" a kinde of greene stones, which

the Spaniards call Piedras Hijadas, and
we vse for spleene stones

"
is nephrite, a

species of jade, which had a considerable

reputation in medicine. Further on, Raleigh
says that Topiawari, when taken by the

Spaniards, paid a hundred plates of gold
and divers chains of spleen stones for his

ransom. The French pharmacist Lemery,
in his

'

Traite universel des Drogues simples,'

says, under Lapis Nephriticus, that, worn
round the neck, thigh, or arm, or in finger

rings, these stones are esteemed proper for

nephritic colic, stone in the kidneys, and
other disorders ; adding that some prescribe
them for internal use in doses of four or

five grains. C. C. B.

ALABASTER EFFIGIES (US. vi. 208, 277).
The circumstance of the best - known

quarries being at Chellaston, Derbyshire,
naturally influences the antiquaries of

that county to favour the theory that the

mediaeval alabaster workers were asso-

ciated with Derbyshire rather than with

Nottingham. Such a theory would, indeed,
be perfectly reasonable, were it not for

ample and incontrovertible documentary
evidence that the latter town was the

principal seat of this nourishing mediaeval

industry. As early as 1371 Peter Maceon
or Mason, of Nottingham, was paid a
balance of 300 marks (a very heavy sum)
for an altarpiece of alabaster placed upon
the high altar of the King's chapel of St.

George at Windsor. Later references to

this old Nottingham business are very
numerous in local and other records.

A less well - known circumstance is that
several natural outcrops of gypsum, or

alabaster, occur in Nottinghamshire itself,

and it is within the bounds of possibility
that these were drawn upon, instead of the

Derbyshire quarries, by the Nottingham
artificers, although actual proof is lacking.

T,he nearest gypsum mines to Nottingham
were (and are) situate in the fabled parish
of Gotham, Notts, where they are first

mentioned (so far as I can find) in Deering's
'

History of Nottingham,' 1751. Barker

(' Walks round Nottingham,' 1835) says :

" The village stands upon a rock of ala-

baster."
' The Beauties of England and

Wales,' 1813, says :

" Court Hill [Gotham] has quarries of gypsum
in very large blocks, the strata in some places
being three feet in thickness," &c.

The best testimony to the quality of the
Notts material, however, is in Lowe's
'

Agricultural Survey of Notts,' 1798, as
follows :

"
Gypsum or plaster. .. .At Bed Hill, at the

junction of Trent and Soar, is a fine plaster
quarry, from which Mr. Pelham, now Lord
Yarborough, had columns of twenty feet high,
in three pieces, used in his mausoleum. Lord
Scarsdale also used the same in his house at
Kedleston [Derbyshire]. Plaster is found also
at Great Markham, and the Wheatleys, and in

many other places, amongst the red loam, but
I do not know of it being got for sale anywhere
else than at Newark and Red Hill

"
[in or adjoin-

ing Gotham parish].
A. S.

In the Proceedings of the Historic Society
for Lancashire and Cheshire there is a very
interesting paper on ' The Alabaster Carved
Panels at Lydiate,' which, besides being
illustrated, also gives references to other

writings on the subject. A. H. ARKLE.
Oxton, Birkenhead.

" TRUMP " AS A CARD TERM (10 S. v. 148,

239). An earlier vise of this term than that
well-known one of Latimer's in the ' Sermon
on the Card,' 1529 (given by MR. JESSEL),
is by Michel Menot (1440-1518) in one of
his sermons. I have not the exact date.

Perhaps some of your readers can supply it.

It was written in the fifteenth century.
J. S. McTEAR.

6, Arthur Chambers, Belfast.

BURIAL-PLACE OF MARY DE BOHUN (US.
vi. 211, 313). The following foot-note from
Agnes Strickland's

'

Queens of England
'

(1844 ed.), iii. 119, favours Leicester:
"
Henry V.'s mother was buried within King's

College, Leicester. He paid for a likeness of her
to be placed over her tomb. Pell Rolls."

There is on pp. 70-71 of the same volume,
a short biographical note saying that Mary
de Bohun " died in the bloom of life in 1394,

leaving six infants."

Weever says she was buried at Canterbury,
but this is refuted at 8 S. vi. 378-9.

THOMAS WM. HUCK.
Saffron Walden.

Mary de Bohun died in 1394. and was
buried in King's College, Leicester, and
not in- Canterbury Cathedral, as stated by
Sandford. C. L. LINDSAY.
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0n

The Scots Peerage. Founded on Wood's Edition
of Sir Robert Douglas's

'

Peerage of Scotland.'
Edited by Sir James Balfour Paul, Lord Lyon
King of Arms. Vol. VIII. (Edinburgh, David
Douglas. )

SIR J. BAX.FOUR PAUL has completed his great task
in seven years, and, whatever we may think of
the quality of his achievement, it is certain that
it can have no rival for many years to come. The
work has all the advantages and disadvantages
attaching to co-operative production. It has
been overtaken quickly (G. E. C. took eleven
years to issue

' The Complete Peerage ') ; but
there are marked differences in the equipment of
the different contributors. Some of them give
much more information, and this along more
side-lines than others ; some describe a man as

"Esq.," and some without either "Esq." or
"Mr."; and many other discrepancies could be
cited.

Twenty-one peerages (Sonierville toWinton) are
described by thirteen writers, including the editor
himself. Perhaps the most important articles are
those of the Hon. Hew Dalrymple on the Earls of

Stair, and the Rev. John Anderson (whose death,
as the Preface remarks, all good genealogists
deplore) on the Earls of Sutherland. In the
former Mr. Dalrymple throws no new light on the

mysterious divorce of Joanna, wife of the seventh
Earl of Stair, simply following the note of G. E. C.
that it occurred "

in June, 1820," and abandoning
the statement in

' The Scots "Peerage
'

(iii. 414)
that the marriage was " annulled by the Lords
of Session in Edinburgh." No such case can be
found in the Court of Session records, although it

is understood that the co-respondent was a Col.
Dalzell. One would also like to know what
has become of the mysterious packet of the
lady's letters addressed to her husband Dal-
I'ymple, which were sold at Dowell's Rooms at
Edinburgh in October last year. In the case of
the Sutherland peerage Mr. Anderson has adopted
a different enumeration from G. E. C. Both
cite John, who died in 1514, as ninth Earl, but
G. E. C. makes Elizabeth, who succeeded him,
tenth, whereas Mr. Anderson mates her grandson
John, who succeeded,

" 10th Earl," which he was,
although he also was eleventh holder of the

peerage ; the result is disconcerting. There is

a tendency in the book to follow G. E. C. as an
authority far too closely, but surely his enumera-
tion in this case is the right one. Mr. Anderson
never permitted himself to utter the same.kind of

critical dicta as his colleague Mr. Andrew Ross,
whose work, more than that of any of the other

contributors, reminds one of G. E. C.'s pungencies.
All of them, however, fail to apply the method to
the holders of titles in modern times.

Experts in particular families will find not a
little to criticize in most of the notices, and in

all cases the modern side would have been

improved by noting distinguishing character-

istics. Thus, while Mr. Carnegie remarks that
the late Earl of Southesk wrote that delight-
ful doggerel poem 'Jonas Fisher,' nothing is

said about the literary and social achievements
of the Duchess of Sutherland ; and one cannot

conceive Sir J. Balfour Paul (as G. E. C. would
have done) permitting a contributor to cite the
Duchess's own recent story of her Staffordshire

neighbours' description of her as " Meddlesome
Milly," even if her Grace had vouchsafed it to us
before the publication of

' The Scots Peerage.'
Some avoidable mistakes have crept into the

text, as, for example,
" Gordon-Rebow "

for
Gurdon-Rebow (p. 315). But Sir J. Balfour
Paul must be more conscious than any of his
readers of mistakes and omissions. The great
thing to remember is that he has accomplished
the task he set out to do in 1904, and given us a
work we can annotate for ourselves, and which
Mr. Gibbs can utilize in reissuing G. E. C.

Burke's Landed Gentry of Ireland, 1912. (Harri-
son & Sons.)

IT is eight years since the last edition of this work
was issued. Not only does this mean that much
new chronicling of births, marriages, and deaths
has had to be accomplished, but also that the
social and economic changes by which the con-
nexion between families and their estates is

being loosened have made further progress and
modified the aspect of the

" landed gentry."
However, justly believing that it is the families
rather than the acres which are historically
interesting, the editor has removed very few
pedigrees, while adding a certain number of
new ones. The task of editing the work has
obviously not been without its humours. At the
end of it the editor claims that every coat of
arms here quoted is borne by unquestionable
right, having been scrutinized and compared
with the originals in Ulster's office. The illus-

trations of the coats of arms, made on the same
plan as those in the '

Peerage,' are a welcome
addition ; but this part of the work needs some
revision, as the illustrations and the descriptions
of the coats are in more than one case at variance,

THE non - controversial or literary articles

in this month's Nineteenth Century are few and
brief.

' The Position of Women in China,' by
Lady Blake, is chatty and picturesque, and, if it

does not contribute either new facts or new
interpretations of facts, revives old mind-pictures
pleasantly enough. Those of our readers who
remember M. Proper's note on ' Boswell at
Utrecht' (11 S. v. 304) will, if they chance not
to have seen M. Godet's book for themselves*
guess the identification of

'

Z^lide,' to which
Mr. Francis Gribble leads up in the opening para-
graphs of his

'

Boswell's Dutch Flirtation ' a
paper of neatly written gossip such as we have
learnt to expect from him. Mr. Roberts writes
on ' Recent Book Sales,' from the point of view
of prices. This is a side of the matter not entirely
without interest, we admit ; . but we think Mr.
Roberts, here and elsewhere, eliminates all too

completely what we may call the spirit of
"

le

Cousin Pons." Mr. Wilfrid Ward's ' A Ghost
of the Living,' a careful narrative of an actual

occurrence, is even more strange than its title

implies, involving in a sufficiently commonplace
incident something like a negation of the reality
of time. Sir William Knox's ' A Subaltern in

the Balkans,' Mr. Marriott's
'

Syndicalism and
Socialism,' and Mr. Wadham Peacock's ' Nicolas
of Montenegro

'

are certain to find appreciative
readers.
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THE November Burlington Magazine is one of
the best of recent numbers, the matters dealt
with being unusually fascinating and the handling
of them adequate. It starts out with M. Jose

Pijoan's learned study of the Iberian sculptures,
abundantly illustrated, its interest centring in

the '

Lady of Elche,' a reconstruction of which
forms the frontispiece of the number. To the
wonderful head, with its haunting face, has been
supplied the form of the best-preserved female
statue of the Cerro de los Santos, with at least

the result predicted by M. Pijoan that the head
is proved not to lose its charm by being shown as

part of a complete statue. Mary Phillips Perry
gives us the first instalment of a discussion of the

Psychostasis in Christian art, pleasantly written
and full, and well illustrated. M. A. J. Wauters
begins an account of Roger van der Weyden,
concerning himself here chiefly with the attribu-
tion to him of the altarpiece of Pope Martin V.,
which he believes to have been originally brought
to the Vatican as a present from the city of
Louvain on the occasion of the embassy to the
Pope for the founding of Louvain University.
M. Claude Anet continues, giving, as before,
an abundance of illustrations, his valuable
notes on the exhibition of Persian miniatures at
Paris ; and M. Raphael Petrucci contributes a
most interesting article on Corean pottery.

MB. F. VINE RAINSFORD, of 66, Oseney
Crescent, N.W., is about to publish privately, by
subscription, under the title of

'

Rainsfordiana,' a
history of the Rainsford family, composed from
material which he has collected in the course of

fifty-two years. The family shows a descent of
sixteen generations, and has branches in the
Colonies and America ; and the book contains
lengthy extracts from the Public Records and
Heralds' Visitations, as well as from family
letters.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. NOVEMBER.

WE have space to mention only a few of the
sets of periodical publications which Messrs.
E. George & Sons offer for sale in their list No. 51.

They have The Athenceum from 1831 to 1910,
132 vols. in cloth, 40Z. ; Notes and Queries from
its beginning to 1900, 105 vols., including First,
Second, and Fourth General Indexes, in cloth,
2QL ; the publications of the Psychical Research
Society, viz., the Proceedings, vols. i. to xxi.

(1882-1908), and the Journal, vols. i. to xiii.

(1884-1908), with a combined General Index,
151. ; Archceologia, from its beginning in 1770
to 1901, with General Index to vols. i. to 1., 251. ;

The Asiatic Quarterly Review, 1886 to 1910,
50 vols., at prices ranging from 211. to 291. accord-
ing to binding ; The Journal of Hellenic Studies,
1880 to 1905, 25 vols., three sets, of which the
cheapest, unbound, is 1QI. ; and The Gentleman's
Magazine, from its beginning in 1731 to the
finish of the Original Series in May, 1868, with
the General Indexes. 228 vols., in two sets, of
which the dearer, bound in half calf or half
morocco, is 48Z.

MESSRS. MAGGS'S Catalogue No. 296 gives a
list of their Presentation Copies and First Edi-
tions, and contains several items of more than
usual interest. Thus they offer for 175Z. a com-
plete MS. in Meredith's own handwriting of

'

Jump to Glory Jane,' running to 16 pages, with
the words " From George Meredith, Box Hill,
Dorking," written at the top of p. 1. For the
' Riddle for Men '

in a MS. which differs
somewhat from the poem as published 251. is

asked. Of the Scott items the most important is

a complete set of first editions, including Joseph
Strutt's unfinished '

Queenhoo Hall,' which
Scott completed, 1814-32, 851. Two of the
Shelley first editions may be mentioned an
'

Alastor,' 1816, 571. 10s., and a '

St. Irvyne, or
the Rosicrucian Romance,' 1811, 521. 10s. There
are some fourteen first editions of different works
of Matthew Arnold among them two copies of
'

Empedocles on Etna,' 1852, both 51. 15s. ; and
a copy of the '

Strayed Reveller,' 1849, for which
the same price is asked. In the Browning items
Mrs. Browning is perhaps better represented
than her husband, there being offered here the
first editions, both rare, of the '

Essay on Mind '

(1826), 12Z. 12s., and of
' The Runaway Slave

at Pilgrim's Point,' which was privately issued
for " the use of a few Friends of Freedom "

in
1849, 101. 10s. A set of first editions of

'

Bells and
Pomegranates

'

(part v., as always in the original
cloth, being the second edition) is offered for
14Z. 14s., and is the most interesting of the works
of Robert Browning in this catalogue ; though
two volumes of

'

Letters to Various Correspond-
ents,' privately printed on vellum and bound by
Ramage an issue of which only 5 copies or so
were done should be worth having : 1895, 81. 8s.

Among Dickensiana is a portrait of Dickens by
Frith, executed about the same time as that now
at South Kensington, that is in 1859. It had
been kept by Frith as a memorial of his friend.
It represents Dickens seated at his desk, but
turned with his face to the spectator. The price
asked is 2101. The little volume of sonnets
called

' Brother and Sister,' which George Eliot
printed for private circulation in 1869 (11. 10s.) ;

a score of books from the Kelmscott Press, of
which the best are perhaps

' The Earthly Paradise'
(151. 15s.), Caxton's ' Order of Chivalry

'

(printed
on vellum, 22Z. 10s. ), and ' The Tale of King
Florus and the Fair Jehane '

(printed on vellum,
151. 15s.) ; a first edition of

' Blank Verse by
Charles Lloyd and Charles Lamb,' in the original
boards and uncut, 1798, 371. 10s.; and " An Acte
concernyng pullyng downe and avoydynge of

Fyssh garthes piles, stakes heckes, and other
ingins sette in the* Ryver and Water of Ouse and
Humbre," bound with other Acts, itself black
letter, imprinted at London by Thomas Berthelet
c. 1540 (22Z. 10s.), may be mentioned as examples
among many others of the good things to be

found in this collection.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to

H. B. W. (" The hand that rocks the cradle ").
See 9 S. ii. 358, 458 ; 10 S. iv. 447 ; v. 273,

357 ; 11 S. i. 360. The author would appear to
have been William Ross Wallace, an American,
though some doubt has been thrown upon this.

R. A. H. U Forwarded.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 351, col. 1, 1. 24, for "CoL."
read " MR."
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (NOVEMBER).

MAGGS BROTHERS,
1O9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C., ENGLAND,

MAKE A SPECIALITY OF
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University of Cambridge (some of the Architectural Works
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M.A., Master of Emmanuel College.
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BOWES 3 BOWES,
I, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.
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THE BOOK OF THE YEAR.

THE MACREADY DIARIES
(1833 - 1851).

EDITED BY WILLIAM TOYNBEE.
With many Portraits. In 2 vols. small royal 8vo, 32s. net.

"There is no document in any way comparable to these extraordinary diaries of Macready. Here is an actor's

whole soul diaries of permanent value." Daily Neu's.
"
Incomparably the most remarkable book ever written by an actor. As the revelation and portrayal of a

personality they are among the strangest things in the world ; as a social picture they are of extraordinary interest and
importance . . .simply unique." Pall Mall Gazette.

" A priceless revelation, not only of Macready himself, but of a host of other famous Victorians, and of ' the very
body of the time.'

"
Daily Chronicle.

' There is so much that is naively interesting, frankly brutal, and preposterously egotistical in these self-revelations

of the great actor of early Victorian days, that it is true to say that there is not a page which does not by a name or a
remark fasten the attention of the reader." Globe.

THE JOURNAL OF THE
COMTE D'ESPINCHAL.

Edited from the Original Manuscripts by
ERNEST D'HAUTERIVE. Translated by
Mrs. RODOLPH STAWELL With many
Portraits. Demy Svo, 12s. Qd. net.

"This remarkable memoir the Comte was an ideal man
for the compilation of a diary. He knew everybody and
everything about everybody." Dundee Advertiser.

LIFE IN THE INDIAN POLICE.
By C. E. GOULDSBURY, late of the Bengal
Police, and Author of '

Dulall, the Forest
Guard.' Fully illustrated from Photographs
by the Author. Demy Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

" It is some time since we have had the pleasure of

reading so excellent an account of sport in the India of the

good old days." Pall Mall Gazette.

Few books of the year have received a greater number

offavourable revieics than

GEORGE BORROW:
the Man and his Books.

By EDWARD THOMAS, Author of The Life

of Richard Jefferies,' 'Rest and Unrest,' &c.

Fully illustrated. Demy Svo, 10s. 6d. net.
" It is the best book on Borrow obtainable."

Daily Chronicle.

LETTERS FROM SOLITUDE,
And Other Essays-

By FILSON YOUNG, Author of ' The Sands
of Pleasure,' &c. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE CENTENARY OF JOHN FORSTER.

JOHN FORSTER AND HIS
FRIENDSHIPS.

By RICHARD RENTON. Illustrated.

Demy Svo, 10s. Qd. net.

ROMANCES OF THE
FRENCH THEATRE,

By FRANCIS GRIBBLE, Author of
' The

Passions of the French Romantics,' &c. With
Portraits. Demy Svo, 15s. net.

" Written with all Mr. Gribble's fluent grace and his

happy knack of extracting every ounce of human interest
from the best available material." Manchester Courier.

IN FRENCH-AFRICA.
By Miss BETHAM - EDWARDS, Author of
' French Vignettes,'

'

Unfrequented France,'
&c. Fully illustrated. Demy Svo, 10s. Qd. net.

"Written with a charming vivacity and shrewd in its

observations on men and manners will be read with a
hearty interest." Scotsman.

JOHN JONATHAN AND
COMPANY.

By JAMES MILNE, Author of ' My Summer
in London,' &c. With Frontispiece by
CHARLES PEARS. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

MEMORIALS OF
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.

By C. EVELEIGH WOODRUFF, M.A.,
and WILLIAM DANKS, M.A. With Draw-
ings by LOUIS WEIRTER, R.B.A. Demy
Svo, 16s. net.

SUMMER DAYS IN
SHAKESPEARE LAND.

By CHARLES G. HARPER, Historian of

the Roads of England. With many Drawings
by the Author. Large crown Svo, 7s. 6^. net.

LONDON: CHAPMAN & HALL, LTD.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C., and Printed by
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IN THE NEW TESTAMENT,

EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL.
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BRIEF NOTES ON THK PARABLES AND MIRACLES OF OUR LORD.
NEW TESTAMENT CHKOKOMIOY.
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With 5 Maps.
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Notices to Correspondents.

ANTHONY WOOD'S
'ATHENE OXONIENSES'

(ED. DK. PHILIP BLISS), 1813-20.

A FEW NOTES FROM A PACKET OF LETTERS
FORMERLY IN WOOD'S POSSESSION.

1. A letter in a clerkly hand (probably
that of an amanuensis), and unsigned, is

endorsed by Wood as of
" June 1685 from

Henry, Earl of Clarendon." Of Sir Thomas
Aylesbury (' D.N.B.,' ii. 277) the writer

states that he
" was second son of William Aylesbury by Anne,
his wife, daughter of John Pool Esqr

; he was
brought up a King's scholar at Westminster
school, from whence he went by election to Christ
Church in Oxford. After he had pursued his

studies for some tyme in that University, he
became secretary to the Earle of Nottingham. . . .

Sir Thomas about September 1649 in the 73d yeare

of his Age, with his wife aged about 62 yeares,
left England, and went to Antwerp in Brabant
where his daughter the Lady Hyde (since Count -

esse of Clarendon) resided and with her he con-
tinued the remainder of his life ; in the yeare
1652 he removed with his said daughter to Breda
where in the yeare 1657 he dyed in the 81 st

year
of his Age, and is buryed in the great church
there. He was a lover of learning and learned
men, but never writt anything. His wife lived
to returne into England, at the happy restoration
of King Charles the 2nd and in November anno
1661, in the 74th

yeare of her Age, she dyed at
Worcester house in the Strand, where the Earle
of Clarendon, Lord Chancellor, and his Lady,
her daughter, then lived, and is buryed in tho

Abby Church at Westminster. This Sir Thomas
marryed Anne daughter and coheir of Francis
Denman of Retford in the County of Nottingham,
and Relict of William Darll [sic] Esqr

, by whom
he had severall children: first William, 2 nd

Thomas who dyed an Infant, Ann who dyed a
mayd, Frances marryed to Edward Hyde of
Pirton [Purton] Esqr since Earle of Clarendon,
and Barbara who dyed in Holland a mayd of
Honour to the Princesse of Orange An 1651
and was buryed in the church of Honslerdyke (? )

neere the Hague."
The letter then gives an account of William
Aylesbury (v.

'

Athenae,' iii. 440 ;

'

D.N.B.,'
ii. 278). which is closely followed by Wood ;

although he omits to state that Aylesbury"
ever after went lame," as the result of

the murderous attempt upon him in Italy.
In the brief account of the elder Aylesbury
in the '

Fasti
'

(i. 305) some slight use is

made of the first part of this letter.

2. A Letter of 27 Feb., 1684/5, from John
Aubrey to Wood.

DEARE FRIEND ! Doe not you thinke that
1 doe forget any thing y' you desire of me, though
you heare not of me. But the late Alteration
hath putt peoples businesses out of order wch

has made me somwhat the longer in answering
you, but as to Mr Tanner : after 4 or 5 inquiries
of severall persons w h directed me from one to
t' other I found Mr George Trenley's Mother ;

[he is a student in X: Ch:] and she tooke your
note of Enquiry wch shee sent to him, & ordered
him to wayte upon you. Your cos. Geo: Petty
died of convulsion fitts about the middle of

February. I remember that he told me that Col.
Lovelace was buried neer the west dore of S'
Brides. Geo. Petty carried him for some time
before he died (as I have told you) xx3 even,'

munday morning, and should have been repaycl
by Sir Jo: Many of Keal. and M r Ch: Cotton ;

but was not. It was G. Petty buryed him, &
I have been above 10 times at her house to have
him shew me his grave, but not at home, or
I carefully delivered all your letters, & ye parties
have told me they have all sent their answers :

Mr Ashmol(e) could not at p'sent answer to y r

qu. but told me he would. The man y* you
spake wt. at Xe Ch: hospitall sent me to ye pish
clarke, who tells me the old Reges: booke was
burnt : the new one is only since the fire. I

dayly expect a Ire from Mr Ant. Ettrick concern-
ing Mr W. Lawrence. Mr A. Ettrick has been
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sicke but is now pretty well upon recovery.
I am now as hard, as I can drive, upon the
Naturall History of Wilts, and in a moneths
time shall send you my Antiq: libb A & B.

Pray remember me very kindly to that worthy
good man Mr Allam whom I wish as good prefer-
ment as he does merit : but certainly ye Dunces
have the best preferment. I am confident I

gave you an account of Sir Jo: Davys many years
past (15 or more). And Dr Holder tells me, that
in ye Library at Ely is a MS. Historia Eliensis

wch he could gett for to shew at Oxon. You
shall now heare often from me

J. ALBERICUS.

pray tell me exactly when Merton Coll: Tower
was built : and when the chancill or Chapell."

" The late Alteration
" was the death of

Charles II. on 6 Feb., and the consequent
accession of James II.

In the pedigree of Wood's distant

connexions the Petty family (v. Wood's
'

Life and Times,' i. 35, ed. Rev. Andrew
Clark), George Petty, fourth son of Maxi-
milian Petty and Elizabeth Maney (born
Waller), of St. Dunstan's, London, haber-
dasher of hats, is said to have died in con-
vulsion fits about the middle of January,
1684/5.
Wood (v. 'Athense,' iii. 462; 'D.N.B.,'

xxxiv. 168) omits mention of Petty's kind-
ness to the dying Lovelace ; but Aubrey in

his
'

Brief Lives
'

gives the passage as

follows (ii. 38) :

"
George Petty, haberdasher, in Fleet Street,

carried xxs. to him [Lovelace] every Monday
morning from Sir .... Many and Charles Cotton,
esq., for .... (quaere quot) moneths, but was
never repayd."

Upon which his learned editor (Rev. Andrew
Clark) asks, "Is '

Sir. .. .Many
'

Sir John
Mennis ?

"

Anthony Ettrick, or Etterick, was a close

friend of Aubrey's, and is often mentioned

by him, and occasionally by Wood.

In 1685 Aubrey
"
tumultuarily stitched

up
"

his notes on the Natural History of

Wilts (v.
'

D.N.B.,' ii. 244).
" Mr. Ashmol(e) "is no doubt Elias Ash-

mole, the famous "
virtuoso and curioso

"

(' Athense,' iv. 354 ;

'

D.N.B.,' ii. 172).

The Rev. Andrew Allam was Vice-Principal
of St. Edmund's Hall, Oxon, and assisted

Wood in his
' Athenae '

(' Athense,' iv. 174 ;
'

D.N.B.,' i. 293).

Sir Jo. Davys is Sir John Davies, Attorney-
General for Ireland and poet (' Athense,' ii.

400 ;

'

D.N.B.,' xiv. 140).

William Holder, D.D., divine and mathe-
matician, was brother-in-law of Sir Christo -

pher Wren ('D.N.B.,' xxvii. 121).

3. From Samuel Palmer (of Merton Coll.,

Prebendary of Winchester) to Wood, of
31 Dec., 1684.

Palmer sends date of death and place of

burial of Bishop George Morley, as well as
the inscription which, in accordance with the

Bishop's direction, was to be placed upon
his tomb. Wood (' Athenae,' iv. 158) follows
Palmer's account minutely ; but omits the

epitaph both on account of its length and
because it is a mere recapitulation of the
facts already given in the Life (v. also
'

D.N.B.,' xxxix. 74). Palmer then speaks
of Thomas Tanner, historian (' Athense,' iv.

59 ;

'

D.N.B.,' Iv. 359) ; and his remarks
are incorporated in Wood's account of
Tanner. Palmer adds :

" but if you write to one Mr Bob* ffoster on Tower
Hill, London, he can informe you in every par-
ticular ; being Mr Tanner's brother in law."

A letter of 14 Feb., 1684/5, from Tanners
widow (who is not mentioned in 'D.N.B.')
to Wood is extensively used by the latter.

She states, however, that while Tanner
held "Coliton in Devon" (1666-76), he
" had as an adition given him Rimton in

Somerset-sheer which he held to-gether
"

;

and that after being a volunteer in Flanders,
he went "

into holand and retournd a
little befor the restoration of his maiesty."
She concludes :

"
this is the slender account of that good man

who spent his strenght in serving of the Church
and for 6 or 7 of his last years was so constant
in his studies that tho his phision [sic] and his
frinds told him it would be a means to hasten his

death, yet he could not be drawn from thence
till 3 weeks befor he died. Now, sir, I leave this
relation and the memory of that worthy man to

yo\ir pen which may give him a new and more
lasting life, which will be an obligation to her
who is tho unknown

Yor most humble servant ELIZ TANNER."

4.

DOCTOR ANTHONY WOOD
SIR. I understand by a note left at my cosen,

Mr John Crisp's, that you desire an account of ye
time and place of ye birth and burial of my
Deare ffather Doctor Tobias Crisp [' Athenae,'
iii. 50 ;

'

D.N.B.,' xiii. 99] in order to ye inserting
his name w th others in a book you are making.

ffor yr Information wherein be pleased to take
notice, that ye said Doctor T. C. was ye son of
Ellis Crisp who died Sheriff of London anno 1625 ;

and was married 11 Aprill 1626 ; since many years
minister at Brinkworth in Wiltshire. In August
1642, upon ye breaking out of ye warrs, he
removed to London where ye 27 ffebniary 1642/3
he departed this life by ye smal pox wch he caught
presently upon a great dispute wth 52 opponents
of ye freenes of ye grace of God in Jesus Christ
to poor sinners wch my father maintained against
every thing y* tended to Arminianism suitable
'to ye Doctrine of ye Church of England w 1

'
1'

saith in ye homilies fo. 17 : Justification is ye
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office of God ; man cannot make himself righteous
by his own works in part or in whole, that were
ye greatest arrogancy that antichrist would set

up against God ; so that to be justified by faith
in Christ

onely^
is not that this our act of faith

in Christ doth justify us and deserve ye justifica-
tion ; for that were to account our sinnes to be
justified by some act or virtue that is within us.
For my ffather's asserting this, wch was good
Doctrine in Oxford in ye time of ffamous ?,

Prydeaux, Davenant, & my father's time there,
he was baited to Death by many London ministers
because he held y* faith is ye fruit of union to
Christ according to ye School maxims in those
daies y* Acti agimus, vivificati vivimus. So y*
I look on my father to have been in a manner a
martyr for a fundamentall truth of ye Gospel,weh I doe not mention as supposing any thing
thereof ought to be mentioned in publique but
for yr

understanding ye grand occasion of his
death. He was borne in ye great yeare 1600 in
Breadstreet, London : he died as aforesaid in
Threadneedle street, London, & was buried in ye
vault belonging to ye ffamily in Breadstreet in

ye Church called Saint Mildred's, leaving 10
children behind him whereof I am ye unworthiest.

If you desire any farther account please to
direct two lines to me to be left at Sanders Coffee
house by ye Exchang, Cornhill, & it will come.
Sir, I present my respects being desirous to know
w* subject yr intended book will be on. I am

yr ffreind though unknown
SAMUEL CRISP.

Clapham 21 May 1688.

Under the signature Wood has added :

"
one of the Governours of Ch: Ch: hospital!,

"

and "
By wh. is here set it seems y* Dr Tob.

Crisp was an Antinomian."

On the 2nd of June, in answer to Wood's
letter of 21 May, Samuel Crisp, now Wood's"
loving ffreind," answers at great length.

Some of his letter may be quoted, as ampli-
fying Wood's account in the '

Athenae.'
He says :

"
I doe not remember that I have heard ye

name of ye Colledge in Cambridge that my
father was entred in ; but that he spent some
time in Eaton a very severe discipline used there
I have heard my father mention when I was not
above 8 yeares old, he dying when I was 10.
Thence he went to Cambridge. I suppose you
mistate to say he was Doctorated elsewhere than
in Oxford ; for I have often heard it spoken of
to be there and that to be true I believe from
these reasons that it was when some great act
was performed, this I have often heard and
that at ye time of ye Act my ffather made a very
great treat and was bountifull to a high degree
insomuch yt. the Doctor in ye chair gave my father
ye compliment of applying yt. text to him in

Esay 32 : 8 ye liberal deviseth liberal things
and by liberal things he shal stand . ..."

Dr. Crisp was so given to hospitality
" that of about 500 li.per an. his Income and his

living he laid not up 500 shillings for his 10
children more than his land about 150 li. per an. ;

but trusted to God's providence and his wife's
father's promise my granfather Rowland Wilson

Esqr of London, merchant who coming to
Brinkworth to see my father and mother found
them entertaining. . . .who then told him :

'

Son,
I see you spend freely ; I like it well ; I doe
not desire you to lay up anything of .y

r
. yearly

revenew. As for yr
children, God blessing me,

I will take care of them '

; which accordingly
he did, standing them in ye yeare 1654 12 years
after my father died better than fifty thousand
pounds. Another Reason why I beleive my
father took degree of Doctor at Oxon is yt. I find
in my grandfather's books that ye 20 June
1637 there was paid 10 li: 2' for a silver fflagon
my father presented ; it being ye time of yeare
a little before ye act at Oxford grounds my
beleif it was sent thither. For his works extant
I know of none but ye 3 small volumes wch were
notes taken from his preaching compared w**
his original notes ; onely two Sermons a freind,
Mr Pain, would have leave of me to print out of
a manuscript of severall Sermons of my father's

writing wc'h I sent him (I haveing several books
of Sermons of his). But these two only came
into ye world anno 1683 : ye first prety large on y*
of Christ to Thomas. Jno. 20-29. .. .whereon ye
excellency of beleiving in hope against hope is

insisted on ; the other Sermon was on y* of
Romans 8-32 hereon 'tis y* my father grounded
his asserting y' God first gives Christ & thro'
him all things to all his. These were printed for
Mr Pain by Mr Ben: Alsop in ye poultry by my
permission. This last Sermon being preached
near Brinkworth about 1640 occasioned a
dispute by letter w th one Mr Warner ; my father's
answer to his exceptions against Christ's being
ye first gift to a Sinner on his conversion, I had
by me many years being 4 sheets close and
strenuously written as to my apprehension
but I feare I canot recal whom I have lent it to

except yt. Mr Paine. .. .As for the Antinomian
opinions you inquire about I know not what their

opinions are. I know my father was unrighteously
reconed one yt. held them. If Antinomianism be
collected out of those 3 volumes extant, then he
held it. But such an Antinomian you will find

ye Apostle Paul. ..."

The writer then goes on to justify his

father's opinions at some length, by quoting
St. Paul and later authorities.

5. William Stephens, from Wotton of 25 Feb.,
1684, probably to Allam.

" ....The same day as I receivd your Wor-
cester Querys I did inclose 'em in a letter, &
send 'em to Mr Richard Smith, formerly of Mag:
Hall & now Chaplain to ye Bp. of Worcester,
desireing him to answer them or any other

querys you should send him, w h I suppose he will
be ready to doe ; & I directed you to write to him
at ye Tower in ye Colledge Greene in Worcester
& you may send by ye Worcester carrier who was
wont to lodge every Wednesday at ye George in
Maudlin parish, Oxon. . . .1 wrott to Dan Capell
soon after I receavd your first but have heard
no answer yet. Mr Veel knows not when or where
his brother was buryed but will inquire. R. Veel
wrott an other Book calld an Essay uppon
Duelling. M r Veel says he will give me ye Title

page exactly if he can finde it. M r March was
R. VeePs Tutor. I will dun Mr Veel & Dan Capell
agayn about it. I thank you for ye news you
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write me. I should heare nothing of Oxfort
were it not from you & in any thing comand

" Your affectionate servV

F'or Wm. Stephens (1647 ?-1718) see

Wood's 'Athense,' iv. 790, and '

D.N.B.,
liv. 181.

Neither Wood (' Athense,' iii. 1028) nor
'D.N.B.' (Iviii. 198) mentions the

'

Essay on
Duelling

'

among the works attributed to
Robert Veel. Wood also omits to state

that Veel's tutor at St. Edmund Hall was
John March (v.

'

Athena?,' iv. 373 ;

'

D.N.B.,
xxxvi. 125).
For Richard Smith v.

'

Life and Times,
iii. 137. A. R. BAYLEY.

(To be continued.)

THE PLAGUE IN LONDON, 1563.

IN the first vol time of the History of London
in the

"
Victoria County History

"
Series

reference is made to the severe outbreak
of plague in the year 1563, in connexion
with which reference the following record is

of interest. It occurs amongst a collection

of various historical extracts made, or caused
to be made, in or before the year 1568, by
William Lambarde, who was himself in

London during the first half of 1563 ; and
he records in his diary on 16 July :

" Anno 1563 ad Tusculanuin meum juxta
Grenewiche pestis vitandse causa me contuli,
fratre. Windhamo, et Louthero, sociiscomitatus."

Unfortunately the total of the deaths within
the City does not agree with the sum of the
totals of the individual parishes, but is

some 143 in excess. Compared with the
list on Ecclesiastical Map III. of the History,
the records of the parishes of St. Mary
Mounthaw, St. Mary Aldermanbury, and
St. Peter-in-the-Tower are omitted. Perhaps
they account for the excess.

"
Mychell in

the Powltrie
" should presumably be "

Myl-
dred in the Powltrie."

1562.

The visitacion of allmightie God within the
cittie of London and the libarties of the same
ffrom the fyrst daye of Januarye in Anno 1562
unto the fyrste of Januarye in Anno 1563, and
also mencionethe of everye parrishe within the

sayde syttye and lybartiesof the same, the dead
arre ingroced to gether accordynge to the trewe
reporte made weklye to the quenes magesties
highnes of the same and also conferede and
exammyned by the register boke of everye
severall parryshe within the sayde cittye of
London and the lybartys of the same as folowethe :

Alhallowes in Lumbart strete . . . . 114
Alhallowes the more . . . . . . 199
Alhallowes the Lesse . . . . . . 146
Alhallowes in brede stret . . . . . . 48

Alhallowes stanynges
Alhallowes by the wall
Alhallowes in honye Lane
Alhallowes at Barkynge
Androwe under shafte
Androwe in holberne
Androwe in estchepe
Androwe in the Wardroppe
Albons in Woodstret
Alphegis at Cryplegate
Alborowes at byshopesgate . .

Awstens perryshe
Awntlyns perryshe
Anns within aldarsgate
Anns at Blacke fryers
Barthilmewe the Lesse
Bennet at powles wharfe
Bennet grace churche
Bennet ffinke
Bennet sheroge
Barthilmewe at Aldarsgate . .

Buttolphe at Algate . .

Buttolphe at Lyllyngesgate .

Buttolphe at busshippes gate
Barthilmewes hospitall
Brydes perryshe
Crist churche
Cristopheres perryshe
Clement bye eastchepe
Denins backe churche
Dunstonnes parreshe in the este
Dunstonnes in the West
Edmondes in Lumberte stret
ffathes undar powles . . . .

ffostars perryshe . .

George in sowthewarke
George in buttolphe Lane . .

Gabryell ffanechurche
Gregorye by powles
Gylles at criplegate
Hellyns parryshe
Jhonne evangillist
Jhonne sakarye
Johannes in Walbroke
Teames at Garlycke hive
Katherine crechurche
Katherine Coleman . .

Leonarde in ffostar Lane
Leonardo in estechepe
Lawrens in the Jewrye
Lawrens powntneye . .

Magnus parryshe
Vlathewe in frydaye strete

Vlartyn in the Vintre
Vlartyn owtwiche
Vlartyn orgarre
Vlartyn lermonger Lane
Vlartyn at Ludgate . .

Vtychaell at Bassinges halle

Vlychaell in Cornehill
Hychaell in Wodestrete
Mychaell in the Byalle
VTychell querne
tfychell at quen hive
Hychell in croked lane

tfychell in the powltrie
Hyldred in bred stret

tfarye the Bowe
kfarye butolphe
Vlarye at hyll . .

ilarye somersett
Vlarye abechurche

46
61
72

141
138
136
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here, and the tomb inscriptions show that
many of them were of high rank.
William Tyndale Memorial. On Nibley

Knoll, Gloucestershire, is an imposing
column, lllft. high, erected in 1865 to
Tyndale, under the supposition that he was
a native of Nibley. Later investigation,
however, showed that the William Tyndalewho lived at Nibley was not the famous
translator, and it is doubtful if he was in
any way related to him. Thus this memo-
rial was erected in error, yet is saved from
futility by the fact that Tyndale the trans-
lator resided for some years in Bristol
and conducted a preaching mission through
the western part of Gloucestershire.

Memorial to "The Welsh Heroine" at
Fishguard. At Fishguard is the tomb of
Jemina (sic) Nicholas, with the inscription :

rpu
ll

\i
emoi7 of Jernina Nicholas of this Town,

Ine Welsh Heroine ' who boldly marched to meet
the French Invaders."

Though nearly 50 years old at the time of
the invasion, she boldly marched to meet
the French, and her example had such a great
influence on the troops and populace that
no effort was spared till the last invader
was driven off. Throughout the rest of
her life she was honoured by the townsfolk,
and when, thirty-five years after the descent,
she passed away, both rich and poor unitedm paying tribute to her heroism. On the
occasion of the centenary of her deed of
bravery, a banquet was held in her honour
and the memorial stone erected.

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.
Dublin.

" TORPENHOW." The late Prof. Skeat's
last book,

' The Science of Etymology,' is
so valuable a work that one may, perhaps,
be forgiven for drawing attention to a
little lapse on p. 80. Referring to the
Cumberland place-name Torpenhow, the
Professor says :

"
Tor, i.e.,

'

hill,' when obsolescent, was ex-
plained by Pen, i.e.,

'

hill
'

; and when Torpen
ceased to satisfy, it was explained by How, i.e.,'

hill.' The words tor and pen are both Celtic ;how is Old Norse."

The etymology is very seductive, but so
utterly improbable that one wonders how
it came to pass the critical eye of the author.
For there is hardly the shadow of a doubt
that the whole name is Scandinavian, and
that Torpen represents the O.N. personal
name Thorfinn, found in the North of
England as Torfin and Torphin, to which
substitution of ph for / the form Torpin
(variantly also Turpin) is ultimately due.

We see the intermediate form in the North
Lancashire place-name Torphinsty (near
the Westmorland border), formerly known
as Thorfinstye and also Thorpenstye. There
does not seem to be any real hill at Torpen-
how, as it is in the flat portion of Cumber-
land ; and the O.N. haug-r usually denotes
a (burial-) mound or cairn.

HY. HARRISON.

" EXCORSE." This word, in the form
"
excourse," in the sense of barter, exchange,

or
"
swop," is given on p. 386 of vol. iii.

of the
'

N.E.D.,' with two illustrations of
its use, one of which is, however, described
as

"
doubtful." The following example of

the use of the word by the Deputy Recorder
of Warwick in the twenty-ninth year of

Elizabeth may, therefore, not be without
interest. Part of the examination of a
man charged with stealing a horse is thus
recorded in

' The Book of John Fisher,' pp.
138-9 :

" And then unto a towne called Chesterfyeld
wher was the fayre upon the Thursday being
the xiiij

th of September and there delued the sayde
mare unto the sayde Hollins to sell in the same
fayre, soe that the sayde Hollins dyd excorse the

sayde mare for a dune grey nagge & hadd xiij" iiij
1'

to boote."
A. C. C.

LONG "
S," DATE OF DISAPPEARANCE. (See

1 S. xi. 49 ; 10 S. viii. 205, 258.) At the
first of these references the earliest attempt
to discard the long s in printing is dated
about 1795, when Mr. J. Bell of the Strand

courageously started the innovation. The
other references show that in this matter,
as in other changes of styles, it is not so

simple to fix a time when the old custom
was finally discontinued. An interesting
illustration of the transition period may
be seen in the third edition of Dr. John
Watkins's '

Biographical, Historical, and
Chronological Dictionary,' published in 1807.
In this work the greater part (namely, as far

as the article on Martin Madan) is printed
with the short s ; the remainder, including
three pages of the publisher's advertisements,
has the long s. The printer evidently had
exhausted his supply of the new type, and
had to finish the work with his old type.

LEO C.

MlSS COGHLAN OF BATH PAINTED BY
GAINSBOROUGH. (See 10 S. ix. 9.) With
regard to the query concerning the family
of Miss Coghlan, to which I have seen no
answer, it would appear from the mezzo-
tint that Miss Coghlan was about 20 when the

portraits were painted. If we assume she was
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born 1752, she may have been a sister of
Lieut. -Col. Andrew Coghlan, who died at
Bath in 1837, aged 79.

Lieut. -Col. Andrew Coghlan was brother
of Lieut. -Col. Edmond Coghlan, who died
1828. In the obituary notice of the latter he
is stated to have been second son of James
Coghlan of Cloghan, King's County, by Miss
Hearne of Hearnesbrook, County Galway ;

an only son survived him. Should this

family still exist, some information as to
the fate of the portraits might be obtained.

Waterford Chronicle, 4 May, 1837, Deaths :

" At
Bath, asred 79, Lt.-Col. Andrew Coghlan of the late
Royal Veteran Battn."

'Illustrations of King James's Irish Army List,'
1860, by John Dalton : Capt. Terence Coghlan,
vol. ii. p. 414. " In the year 1828, however, died in
London Lt.-Col. Edmond Coghlan, who had been
Governor of Chester, and his obituary states him
to have been second son of the late Mr. James
Coghlan of Cloghan in the King's Co. by Miss
Hearne of Hearnesbrook, Co. Galway. This officer
was buried in St. James's Church, his only son and
his brother Andrew Coghlan being the chief
mourners."

J. D. C.

"""
LALLATION." In ' N.E.D.' :

"
1864.

R. F. Burton,
'

Dahome,' i. 158. The Popos
and Dahomans have the same lallation as
the Chinese, who call rum '

him.'
'

Is it of present interest to any reader to
be reminded that in New Brunswick the
Melicets Indians so call rum ? And I have
often heard them in a country chapel sing"
GZolia Patfi et Filio

"
their' name for

their priest, inherited from their first French
patriarche, being

"
patfiass."

W. F. P. STOCKLEY.

COLLEGE SUCCESSION. As a pendant to
the recent discussion of succession in the
male line, the following note, which I take
from my college magazine. The Grid Record,
for September, 1912, may be of interest :

" Mr. H. C. Bclflcld, who has recently been
appointed Governor of British East Africa, is

the last of six generations of Belflelds who have
been members of Oriel, constituting a continuous
succession of fathers and sons from 1688."

Such a succession must, I imagine, be
extremely rare. H. I. B.

CLIFFORD'S INN. The Lent Reader, lec-

turing last April in Middle Temple Hall on
' The Legal Quarter of London,' said :

" So Clifford's Inn was sold to a builder.
Most of it has been already pulled down and a
big block of offices has been erected on it."
' Six Lectures on the Inns of Court and Chancerv,'
Macmillans, 1912, p. 55.

At present nearly seven months later

only a small part of the Inn has been

demolished, no offices have been erected
on it, and the ancient Inn stands, in the

main, where it stood nearly six centuries

ago. As the erroneous statements will

enjoy an extensive circulation in this

authoritative and interesting, though ill-

edited volume, it is perhaps desirable, in the
interests of historic accuracy in relation to

our vanishing Inns of Chancery, that they
should be nailed to the

' N. & Q.' counter.
A. T. W.

(grams.
WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

STRAY QUERIES ON LONDON. What is

the origin of the little tunnel from St. James's

Place, Piccadilly, into the Green Park ?

Did the right of way embodied in Lans-
downe Passage exist before Devonshire

(Berkeley) House was built ?

Why is Engine Court, St. James's Palace,
so called ?

To what do we owe the break in the build-

ing line of New Bond Street, embracing
the first five numb"ers, and the additional

width of roadway opposite these houses ?

J. LANDFEAR LUCAS.

MEDALS RELATING TO JOHN WILKES.
Those interested in the history of John
Wilkes, whose authoritative biography by
Mr. Horace Bleackley is now in course of

preparation, may like to know that two

badges or medals connected with the earlier

portion of Wilkes's public career have lately
been discovered by Messrs. Spink, who have
favoured me with an inspection of them.
Both these medals are of unusual size and

shape, and both are provided with a loop
for suspension.
The first medal is ear-shaped, and measures

4i in. by 3i in. It consists of an artistic

combination of fine paste, silver-gilt, and
silver. On one side are the arms of the

Loyal Society of 1745 ; on the other the
arms of Wilkes, with his own motto and the

word "
Libertas."

The second medal is much more interesting.
It is circular in form, with a diameter of

4J in. The bulk of it is silver, but there is

a circular medallion inset in the upper
portion in gold or silver-gilt, measuring
2'3 in. It is most elaborately chased, and
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in it Wilkes is portrayed warming his hands
at an altar with female figures on either side.

Cupid is seated on Magna Charta, and on the
altar is the word "

Libertas." The edge of the

medal, as well as that of the medallion, is

decorated with leaves. Below the medallion is

a coat of arms, with vine branches stretching
out on either side. The crest is a cup, held

up by a Bacchanalian figure (one of the

supporters). The other supporter, a female

figure, bears the device
" Sumus idem."

Beneath is a scroll with the motto "
Laetitia

et Amicitia." In the centre of the shield
are two clasped hands. The reverse is

entirely of silver, and on it is the following
inscription :

To
John Wilkes Esqrc

Knight of the Shire for the
County Middlesex

& Alderman of the City of London
Initiated a Member

&
Invested Chief Counsellor

of the
Ancient Family of Leeches

ix March MDCCLXIX
as a Token

of their approbation of his
Patriotic Conduct

In the glorious Cause of Liberty
This Badge of Office is presented

By
The Most Noble Grand Leech

The Council & Brethren
of the

Supreme & Legislative Court
of that

Fraternity.
I should be very grateful for information

on the following points :

1. The connexion of John Wilkes and
the Loyal Society of 1745.

2. The nature and constitution of the
Ancient Society of Leeches, and the identity
of the Most Noble Grand Leech of 1769.

3. The connexion between John Wilkes and
the Society of Leeches and its Supreme and
Legislative Court. A. M. BBOADLEY.
The Knapp, Bradpole, Bridport.

WERWOLVES. The author of a recent
work on Werwolves, Elliott O'Donnell,
warns the reader that 'lilies-of-the-valley
(once known as "

ladders-to-heaven ") and
marigolds (so well known to the French
peasant as

"
the Virgin's flower," hence its

name "
Mary's gold ") are said to attract

these monsters. I should much like to
know why he attributes occult properties
to such innocent flowers.
Can any one give me information on the

subject ? C. S. HALL.
Chantrey House, Whitby.

WEIGHTS AND COINAGE, 1338. I should
be glad if some one would explain the weight
and value of the following precious treasures,
which were lent by the Abbot of Reading to

Edward TIL in 1338:
" Unum calicem cum patena auri puri ponderis

triginti viis. & undecim denariorurn, & precii
xx libr. & xvs. Et aliuni calicem cum patena auri

puri pondeyris iiii libr. xs. & viid8
. & precii L iiii libr.

& ixs. Et i scrinium. .. .ponderis xx libr. &
ixs. & viid. & precii. . . . diicentarurn librarum."

F. R. FAIKBANK.

" SCHBEIB DIB'S HINTEB DAS OHB."
What is the origin of this saying ? It seems
to be used rather as a threat, in the sense of
"
you had better remember." Would it not,

therefore, be more likely to have originated
from the " box on the ear

" than from the
custom of putting the pen behind the ear ?

JESSIE H. HAYLLAB.

" LA GBENADIEBE." In Erckmann and
Chatrian's romance '

\Vaterloo
' the follow

ing passage occurs :
-

" Dans ce moment le carr6 de la garde se mit
en retraite. . . .Ce que je n'oublierai jamais,
quand je devrais vivre mille ans, ce sont ces cris

immenses, infinis, qui remplissaient la yallee
u

plus d'une lieue, et tout au loin la grenadiere qui
battait comme le tocsin au milieu d'un incendie,
mais c'^tait bien plus terrible encore, c'6tait le

dernier appel de la France."

Was the grenadiere a call of retreat played
by the drums of the Old Guard ? I cannot
trace this signification of the word either

in Littre or Larousse. N. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

CAIBN AT TBIVANDBUM. When staying
in Trivandrum some years ago I was con-
ducted by a Brahmin acquaintance through
the fort, to which Europeans are not gener-

ally admitted. On the way I noticed, near
the great tank where the priests and royal

persons bathed, under a tree, a mound of

rough stones, and a native threw one on the

heap. I asked my conductor the meaning
of this, but failed to understand his some-
what cloudy reply. Can any reader en-

lighten me ? H. C. H. A.

THOMAS HEATH HAVILAND, CANADIAN
STATESMAN. Wanted, information in regard
to his parentage and ancestry. He was
born in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,

13 Nov., 1822, and was appointed Lieutenant -

Governor of that place on 14 July, 1879,
which office he retained until 1 Aug., 1884.

Has he left descendants ?

E. HAVILAND HILLMAN, F.S.G.

13, Somers Place, Hyde Park, W.
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A TALE OF MONASTICISM IN THE THIR-
TEENTH CENTURY. About twelve or fourteen

years ago I read a novel, of which, when a
few years afterwards I wanted to refer to it

again, I had forgotten the name of the
author, and could only remember a sub-
title something like

" A Tale of the Monasti-
cism of the Thirteenth Century." The scene
was laid chiefly in and around some monas-
tery near Canterbury or Glastonbury, Eng-
land, and the hero of the novel was Father
John, unless I have confused the name with
King John (there was some king, who took
part in a tournament). The book also made
allusion to the legend of the tree which
blossomed white at Christmastide, under
which this priest a most exemplary man
secretly met a village maiden and taught her.
There was a princess held prisoner in a
castle, and this same priest confessed her,
and arranged a secret interview with her
lover, who was confined in another part of
the castle. The friar, or priest, was finally
discovered attending secret meetings at a
tavern in a neighbouring town, and was
sentenced to be stoned to death.

I made inquiry of Mr. Edmonds of the
Mercantile Library of Philadelphia, and he
advised me to write to you. The man in

charge of the ' Notes and Queries
'

of The
Boston Transcript told me he remembered
having read such a book, and suggested
my writing to Macmillans, but they knew
nothing about it.

I am desirous of obtaining the book.
CHARLES BOYCE.

P.O. Box 206, Bala, Pa.

THE WHITENED DOORSTEP. Has the

subject of the feminine worship of the
whitened doorstep ever been discussed
or its origin investigated ? It appears to
be largely an urban cult, as one rarely
meets with it in the country, the only place
where the stone could be expected to retain
its pristine whiteness for any length of time.

W. B. GERISH.

ARTHUR D. MORISON. I have in my
possession a copy of Nathaniel Hawthorne's
'

Life of Franklin Pierce
'

(Boston, 1852),
on the back of the frontispiece (portrait of

Pierce) of which is written in pencil
" From the Author

|
to Arthur D. Morison

Esq. C. [B. or E.] |
with his kindest regards I

March 3d 1853."

From a comparison with published fac-

similes of Hawthorne's writing I doubt
whether this was written by

"
the author "

himself, but it has been suggested to me
that it may have been written hurriedly

and in a train or conveyance. It is slightly
back-hand. Who was Arthur D. Morison ?

The letter after the "C" is difficult to

decipher. F. H. C.

"THE ORANGE BOND"
I should be glad of information concerning
this body. Is it modelled on the Bond at
the Cape ? WILLIAM MACARTHUR.
Dublin.

COACHING IN THE FIFTEENTH AND SIX-
TEENTH CENTURIES. I shall be glad if any
correspondent can give me any references

to coaching or the driving of chariots or
other vehicles in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, or their first appearance. Please

reply direct. G. J. HILLTER.
20, Durham Terrace, Westbourne Gardens, W.

AUTHOR WANTED :

" LINGER NOT LONG."
In The Athenaeum of 1 1 May, 1839, No. 602,

p. 351. s.v.
'

Anthology for 1839,' is a short

review of
'

Verses Printed but not Pub-
lished.' The first extract is :

Linger not long.

Linger not long ! Home is not home without thee,
Its dearest tokens only make me mourn :

Oh ! let its memory, like a chain about thee,

Gently compel and hasten thy return.

Linger not long !

Then follow five other stanzas, the first two
of which begin with the refrain, which is

common to all six. Who was the author,

and what is known about the book ' Verses

Printed but not Published
'

?

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DR. PETERDu MOULIN AND NORTH WALES.
In Bishop Racket's

' Memoirs of the lafe

of Archbishop Williams,' ed. 1715, p. 145,

we read :

" Dr. Peter Du Moulin the elder, who fled from

France, was a great Partaker of his [Archbishop
Williams's] Liberality. And so was his Son,

Dr. Peter the younger, whom he sent for out of

France, ordained him Deacon, and provided for him
one of the best Donatives in North-Wales : and
caused him to engage that Provision should be

made out of it for his Mother-in-law, if she should

survive his father ; a Benefit which the Father,

that great Pillar of the Reformation in France,

neither sought nor expected."

Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' tell me what

" Donative :! was this in North Wales, the

revenue of which went to these French

people ? Did the wife of Du Moulin the

elder survive her husband ? If she did, she

probably was a beneficiary from the emolu-

ments of the Church in North Wales, though
she lived in France.

T. LLECHID JONES.

Yspytty Ifan Vicarage.
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DR. JOHNSON'S COPIES OF BUETON'S
' ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.' A copy of

the sixth edition, with Samuel Johnson's

autograph, from the Huth Library, is in-

cluded in Messrs. Pickering & Chatto's
latest list, and a statement is there quoted
from the

' Huth Catalogue
'

:

" In a book-
seller's catalogue many years ago was a

copy of a later edition which had also

belonged to him." I should be very glad
to learn the present whereabouts of this

last-named book. EDWARD BENSLY.

CHARLES I.'s EXECUTIONER. MR. J. B.
WILLIAMS states, ante, p. 264, that

Henry Walker was the executioner of

King Charles I. Will he be so good as to
furnish the evidence upon which he bases
that statement ? Your correspondents of a

previous generation agreed pretty generally
that Richard Brandon of the Rag Fair in the
Goodman's Fields region was the headsman
employed, but MR. WILLIAMS may have

alighted upon some new evidence on the

subject. CHAS. McNAUGHT.

HERALDIC. A, B, C, and D, four brothers,
in 1835 obtained a grant of arms and crest,
which were assigned to A and his descendants
and the other descendants of his late father E,
deceased. For some reason or other A,
the eldest of the four brothers, did not like

the coat, and in 1838 persuaded Garter to
endorse on the old grant an alteration of the
coat. This was done by A without the

knowledge of B, C, or D. The endorsement
states that the altered arms and crest are
" to be borne and used by A and his descendants,
and by the other descendants of his late father
E, deceased."

The four brothers are all dead. But the

question is whether the children of B, C,
and D are bound by A's action to use the
arms and crest as altered in 1838. May
they not, if they prefer it, use the arms and
crest as originally granted in 1835 ?

W. G. D. F.

CONSECRATION CROSSES ON THE OUTSIDE
WALLS OF CHURCHES. Can any reader
' N. & Q.' tell me whether it was customary
in mediaeval times to place consecration
crosses on the outside as well as on the
inside of the walls of churches ? At Al
Saints' Church, Norwich, such crosses are
affixed under the sills of the windows
outside, but this is the only instance 1

know at least, in this part of England.
In the Roman Pontificale the bishop

makes the crosses on the outside as well as
on the inside of the church, as witness the

ionsecration of Westminster Cathedral ; but
so far there do not appear to be any crosses
marked outside that building, as there are
nside. It may be that such crosses on the
outer walls of our ancient churches have
gradually perished from the effects of

weather, or possibly have been destroyed
as superstitious emblems ; but, if the custom
was at all a common one, no doubt there
must be others still remaining similar to
those at All Saints' in this city.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
23, Unthank Road, Norwich.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. RICHARD JEKYLL was appointed Rector
of Grayton-le-Wold, Lincolnshire, in 1725.

When did he die ? Did he hold any other

preferments ?

2. ABRAHAM JONES became one of the

Senior Fellows of Trin Coll., Cambridge, in

1713, and took part in the proceedings against

Bentley. I should be glad to obtain par-
ticulars of his parentage and the date of his

death.

3. JOHN KNIGHTLEY was admitted to

Gray's Inn, 24 Jan., 1692/3. He is said

to have died in Ireland. I wish to ascertain

whether he was ever called to the Irish Bar,
and also the date and place of his death.

4. THOMAS KNOX was called to the Bar
at Lincoln's Inn, 27 Nov., 1792. Particulars

of his further career and the date of his

death are wanted. G. F. R. B.

" TORCHES OF THE KING'S GIFT "
:

" PEPPER FOR DIRIGE." In the Church-

wardens' Accounts of Bramley, Hants,
this item occurs in the account for 1537-8 :

" For the caryege of ii torches of the Kyng's
gyfte for Qwene Jane. . . .xiid."

Did Henry VIII. send a gift of torches to

every church in the realm on Jane Seymour's
death, or was Bramley specially favoured ?

At Stoke Charity, in the same county, in

the accounts for 1553-4, 5d. was paid
"
for

ij ownces pepper for dirige," and the item

is repeated in the following year. I should

be glad of an explanation.
J. F. WILLIAMS.

Ashmansworth, Hants.

" Vox POPULI vox MUS.E." What is the

historical basis for the statement that the

composer Gluck confessed that the noblest

passage in one of his noblest operas was

the voice of the populace he had heard in

Vienna crying to their Kaiser
" Bread !

bread !

" R. J. DEFERRARI.
Princeton, New Jersey.
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GERMAN PROVERB:
"GUT VERLOREN," &c.

(11 S. vi. 188.)

SINCE no one has hazarded an answer to

my query, I may perhaps be allowed to

translate, for the benefit of other English"
proverbians," the complete answer to be

found in that wonderful repertory of com-
parative proverbiology (I fear my neologisms
may not be on true Skeatian or Murravian

principles of formation) the
'

Deutsches

Sprichworter-Lexikon
'

of Karl. Fried. Wilh.
Wander (Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1867-80,
5 vols. ), the author of

'

Padagogische Briefe
vom Rhein' (1845), pedagogue. Volksmann,
and proverb-collector (1803-79 : see Ludwig
Frankel's biography in

'

Allgem. Deutsche

Biographic,' vol. xli.). The proverb occurs
at cols. 191 and 192 of vol. ii. of this monu-
mental work, which would make dear old
John Ray, one of the pioneers of our English"
proverbial philosophy," as he was of our

natural history and botany, lift up his eyes
in gratitude to Heaven.

In 1616 Georg Henisch in
' Teutsche

Spruch und Weissheit
'

(Augsburg) gives
(ed. 1797, 51)

Gut verlohren, muth verlohren,

to which Wander adjoins the following
variants or similants :

Gudt maket mot, mot maket overmodt,
overmodt maket nidt, nidt maket stridt, stridt
maket armot, armot maket demot. Ebstorf, 12

(i.e.,
' Alte Sprich. Sammlung

' from MS. of
Kloster Ebstorf, 15th or 16th century).

It is a nice puzzle to reproduce the Dutch
jingle plus the sense, but I may roughly
render it :

Money brings courage, courage brings arrog-
ance, arrogance brings want, want brings strife,
strife brings poverty, poverty brings humility.

Here is a very old German form :

Guht verlohren, Muht verlohren,
Ehr verlohren, mehr verlohren,
Seel verlohren, Hehl verlohren.

Schobbel, 1133A (Braunschweig, 1663).

I render the last line :

Soul lost, salvation (Heil) lost.

Latin. Facultatum jactura nulla, spei bonae

permagna, animae vero omnium est omissio
bonorum. Seybold,

' Viridarium u. Lustgarten
von auserlesenen Sprichwortern

'

(Niirnberg,
1677), 171.

Gut gewonnen und Ehre verloren ist mehr
verloren als gewonnen. Paul Winckler, xix. 49,
1 Two Thousand Good Thoughts

'

(Goerlitz,
1685).

Dutch. Verlies van goed, verlies van moed.
Harrebomee,

'

Spreekwoordenboek der Neder-
landsche Taal,' &c., 1858-66, i. 248.

Lat. Prudens videtur ille, cui sors prospera.
Henisch, 1797, 53.
Vix in damno, quis sapit. Seybold, 646.

Gut verlohren, nichts verlohren ; Ehr verlohren,
vil verlohren ; Gottes Wort verlobren, alles

verlohren. Henisch, 1797, 55.

Gut verlohren, vil verlohren ; Zeit verlohren,
mehr verlohren. Petri,

' Der Teutschen Weiss-
heit

'

(Hamburg, 1605), ii. 367 ; Henisch, 62.

Gut verloren, Blut verloren.
Fr. Qui perd son bien, perd son sang (sens).

Cahier,
'

Quelques Six Mille Proverbes et Aphor-
ismes usuels

'

(Paris, 1856), 1332 ; Kritzinger,
644A.

Gut verloren, Freund verloren.
Dutch. Als het goed verloopt, zoo stervcn de

vrienden. Harrebomee, i. 246.
Ital. Chi perda la robba, perde gl' amici.

Pazzaglia, 281, 4.

Gut verloren, nichts (wenig) verloren ; Mut
verloren, halb (viel) verloren; aber Ehre (Frei-

heit) verloren, alles verloren. Tappius. 197A ;

Petri, ii. 367 ; Beneke, 255 ; fur Trier : Laven,
182, 55 ; Finnenich, iii. 546, 32 ;

' Siebenbiir-

gisch-Sachsisch
'

bei Schuster, 643A.
Danish. Gods forloret, nitet forloret ; liv

forloret, meget forloret ; sere forloret, alt

forloret.
' Prov. Dan.,' 13.

Gut verlorn, unverdorben (unspoilt, no harm) ;

Mut verlorn, half verdorben (spoilt) ; Ehr
verlorn, gar verdorben (quite ruined, broken).

Franck, ii. 119A ; Egenolff, 132A ; Petri, ii. 368 ;

Gruter,
'

Florilegium,' &c. (Frankfort, 1610),
i. 46 ; Henisch, 58 ; Latendorff, ii. 15 ; Pister,

iii. 70 ; Bamsann, I. ; Pred., iv. i. ; Biicking,
370 ; Korte, 2483 ; Venedeg, 151.

Eng. Take away my good name, and take

away my life. Bonn, ii. 118.
French. Pluie d'argent peut guerir. Gaal,

'Proverb-Book in Six Tongues' (Vienna, 1830),

321
Dutch. Goed verloren, niet verloren ; moed

verloren, veel verloren ; eer verloren, meer
verloren ; ziel (? aim, object) verloren, al ver-

loren. Harrebomee, i. 247.
Lat. Amissis rebus, nemo sapiens. Henisch,

52.
Bona opinio tutior est pecunia. Egenolff,

132A.
Omnia si perdas, famam servare memento,
Qua semel amissa, postea nullus eris.

Seybold, 411.

Hungarian.
Inkabb veszszen el eleted, mintsem betsiileted.

Gaal, 321.

Gut, Vernufft, dapffer Herz und weiser Bath
hohe Sachen ausrichten und grosse That.

Gruter, iii. 46.

This may be anglicized

Money, reason (common sense), brave heart

(pluck), and judgment (counsel, advice), achieve

high aims and great deeds.

Abbreviations of sources not explained
above may be found in Wander's first

volume. A. FORBES SIEVEKING.
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ATKYNS FAMILY (US. ii. 429, 474; v.

448 ; vi. 137). The following entries relat-

ing to the Atkyns family in the Parish

Registers of Sapperton and Nether Swell,
both in Gloucestershire, may be useful for

supplementing existing biographical notices.
The manor of Sapperton was purchased by
Sir Robert Atkyns the elder in 1660, and
that of Nether Swell in 1659. I have to

acknowledge permission given by the Rector
of Sapperton for access to the registers there,
and also the kindness of the Rev. T. A.
Garnett in giving me every facility for

transcribing the entries from the Register
of Nether Swell. This Register, which has
suffered much from fire, commences in
1678, and that of Sapperton in 1662.

SAPPERTON.

Baptism.
(1) 1680. July ye 4. Ed\vd

: ye son of Edw.
Atkyns by Agnes.

Burials.

(2) 1680. July 20 buryed Edwd ye son of Edw
Atkyns Esqr

.

(3) 1680/81. March ye 12 Buryed Mary ye wife
of Sir Bob' Atkyns Kt of ye Bath.

(4) 1682. December ye 28 buryed Edward
Atkyns Esq.

(5) 1685. Elizabeth the daughter of Sr Robert
Atkyns the Elder and his Lady was buried
Novemb* the 24th.

(6) 1686/7. Robert the son of Sr Robert Atkyns
senior and Knight of the bath [sic] was
buried March the 19th.

(7) 1687. Frances the daughter of Sr Robert
Atkyns Knight of the Bath and his Lady
was buried November the 3(1

.

(8) 1693. William the son of Sr. Robert Atkyns
senior, Knight of the Bath, and Ll1 chiefe
Baron of the Exchequer, and his Lady, was
buried November the 6th.

(9) 1709/10. The Honb' Sr. Robert Atkyns
Knight of the Bath and sometime Lord Chief
Baron of the Exchequer dyed February 12
& was buried Febry 23: 1709.

(10) 1711. Sir Robert Atkyns Knight Dyed
Novembr 29: buried Decembr 12: 1711.

(11) 1712. The Honrble Ann Lady Atkyns
buried Octob*. 16 1712.

(12) 1716. The Honrb
. Lovise Lady Atkyns

buried Dec. 7.

NETHER SWELL.
(13) 1685. Elizabeth the daughter of Sr. Rob'.

Atkyns Knight of the Bath by Dame Anne
his wife was baptised [ye 2nd day] of July,
1685.

(14) 1686. Robert Atkyns ye son of S"
1

: Robert
Atkyns Kt of ye Bath by Dame Anne his wife
was baptized on Wednesday ye nineteenth day
of May in ye second year of King James ye
Second and in the year of our Lord God one
thousand six hundred eighty and six.

(15) 1686/7. Robert the Sone of Sr Robert
Atkyns Kt of the Bath by Dame A[nne]
His wife departed March the 18th Day one
thousand six hundred eighty six.

(16) 1699. Anne Atkyns the daughter of S.

Robert Atkyns, Knight of ye Bath, by Dame
Anne his wife, was married to John Tracy of

Stanway in this County of Gloucester, esq.,
on Monday the Seventh day of August, in the
Year of Our Lord Christ 1699, in Ye Church
of Lower Swell, by Mr Callow, Ye Vicar of

Ye said Church, who had christened Ye
said Anne in Ye same parish on Thursday
the 8th of November in the year 1683.

Written by the said Robert Atkyns, being
in the 79th. year of his age, without spectacles.
Blessed bee God I

(17) 1739. Elizabeth ye wife of Mr. Robert
Atkins was Bur ye 10th of October.

Notes.

(1) and (4). Edward Atkyns was the second
son of Sir Robert Atkyns the elder by Mary
his first wife.

(3) The first wife of Sir Robert Atkyns the elder.

(5) See No. 13 for baptism.
(6) Robert, half-brother to Robert the his

torian. See Nos. 14-15.

(9 ) Sir Robert Atkyns the elder.

(10) Sir Robert Atkyns the younger.

(11) The second wife of Sir Robert Atkyns the

elder.

(12) The wife of Sir Robert Atkyns the younger.

(16) For Anne Tracy's children see below.

(17) Robert Atkyns, the son of Edward, second
son of Sir Robert Atkyns the elder, by
Mary.

The Register at Nether Swell also contains

the following entries relating to children of

Anne Tracy (see No. 16 above). The first

entry is given at length, the others, of

which the dates only are given here, being
written in similar style in the

'

Register.
All are entered together on the last leaf of the

first book, and were written and signed by
Sir Robert Atkyns the elder.

1703. John Tracy the son of John Tracy of

Stanway in ye County of Glou'ster Esq by
Anne his wife was born at Lower Swell in

the said County on the five and twentieth

day of August 1703 and was baptized ye
seven and twentieth of ye same moneth at

Lower Swell aforesaid by Mr Callow ye Vicar

of Lower Swell aforesaid. ROBERT ATKYNS.

1704/5. Anne Tracy, born " on Wednesday, ye
seventeenth day of January 170f," baptized
24 January.

1705/6. Robert and John Tracy, born 1

January," 170," baptized 20 January.
1707. Fferdinando Tracy, born 16 November,

baptized 30 November.
1709. Edward Tracy, born Saturday, 25 June,

"
baptized the Wednesday following."

The next birth occurred after the death

of Sir Robert Atkyns the elder, and is

entered in its proper order :

1710. Catherine the daughter of John Tracy,
born 18 June, baptized 28 June.

ROLAND AUSTIN.
Gloucester.
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CRUCIFIX ON THE EDGAR TOWER, WOR-
CESTER (11 S. vi. 329). MB. STAPLETON
MARTIN takes some exception to the treat-
ment of a crucifix shown in the hand of a
modern statue on this tower, which figure

represents a bishop who died A.D. 992.
The Christ is draped in the usual loincloth,and
the feet are crossed. He thinks that towards
the close of the tenth century the usual
treatment for such figures was to clothe them
in long robes, to keep the feet separate, and
to put a crown on the head. An examination
of old examples, at home and abroad, sug-
gests that there was really no fixed rule at
the date in question.

A fine ivory of the ninth century, of which
a large illustration occurs in Mrs. Jameson's

'History of our Lord '

(1890), shows the

body nude save for the loincloth, the feet

apart, and a crown held considerably above
the head by a couple of angels, touched
from still higher, but not held, by the hand
of the Almighty, any suggestion of the form
of the latter being hidden by clouds.

Tyrwhitt, in
' Art Teaching of the Primitive

Church,' states that, according to Guericke,
crucifixes did not appear at all in churches
until after the seventh century. One for-

merly in the old Basilica of St. Peter at Rome,
which Roc-ca dated at 706, had a long tunic,
and above the head a cruciform nimbus
with the title

" I.N.R.I." upon it. Another,
known as the Crucifix of Charlemagne, in the
same fabric (probably dating about 815),
was clothed by an ample waistcloth ; the
wound in the side was shown, and there was
also a nimbus. These and others of much
the same period uniformly represent our
Lord affixed on the cross by four nails. The
author quoted adds : two nails are always
shown in the feet of ancient examples ; the
crossed legs and a single spike is a treatment

belonging to a later period. The suppe-
daneum, or rest for the feet, occurs on
crosses as early as the time of Leo III.

(A.D. 795).

Mrs. Jameson, in the book already re-

ferred to, mentions that St. Augustine said :

" On early crucifixes He is represented as

young and beardless, always without the crown
of thorns, but not always with the nimbus
alive and erect apparently elate; His feet

always separate and with two nails upon the foot-
board to which they are attached ; the arm at

right angles with the body the hands straight
the eyes open. - The figure is sometimes draped
to the feet and to the wrists. In other examples
the perizonium, or cloth around the loins, extends
to the knees in front, and lower still behind. No
signs of bodily suffering are there ; the sublime
idea of voluntary sacrifice is kept paramount."

The gifted author adds :

" Mr. Curzon, one of our highest authorities
on this subject, states that ' before the eleventh

century the figure was always clothed in a robe.'
"

And then she goes on to say :

"
It appears from more recent investigations of

authentic crucifixes of the ninth century for

instance, that of the Emperor Lothario that
some were simply attired with a drapery from the

hips to the knees. We are inclined to believe
the draped figures of our Lord to be always of

Byzantine origin (they exist chiefly in Greek
manuscripts), and that difficulty of rendering
the nude figure is a clue to its being thus covered.
In a legendary sense, however, another cause

may be suggested. Molanus asserts that the
Greek Church always covered the Christ on the
Cross with clothes, in explanation of which he

gives the following story. A priest, who had
exhibited to the people a figure of Christ only-
cinctured with a cloth, was visited by an appari-
tion which said,

'

All ye go covered with various

raiment, and me ye show naked. Go forthwith
and cover me with clothing.' The priest, not

understanding what was meant, took no notice;
and on the third day the vision appeared again,
and, having scourged him severely with rods, said,
' Have I not told you to cover me with garments ?

Go now and cover with clothing the picture in

which I appear crucified.'
"

The most ancient crucifix reputed to be
in existence is preserved in the Cathedral

Church of St. Martin at Lucca. I gave
an illustration and lengthy description of it

in The Building News for 28 March, 1902.

It is very jealously treasured, and can only
be seen upon seven days in the year. It

may be useful to mention these : Good

Friday, 3 May (the Feast of the Finding of

the Holy Cross at Jerusalem by St. Helena,
A.D. 326), 7 Sept. (eve of the Feast of

Nativity of the Madonna), 11, 12, and 13

Sept. (the three days preceding the Exalta-

tion of the Holy Cross), and finally upon the

last Friday in November.
Tradition affirms that this figure, made of

cedar of Lebanon, was carved by Nicodemus,
son of Girion, who died A.D. 52, and be-

queathed it, prior to his decease, to his

friend Isaccar. There is a jump of some
centuries after that in its assumed history.
It is asserted that Adrian I. (who died on
Christmas Day, 795), one time during the

nearly twenty-four years he was Pope, made
a pilgrimage to Palestine. TuaLfredo, a

bishop of Northern Italy, was one of His
Holiness's train, and whilst on this visit

he obtained the precious relic from a certain

man named Seleucus. On the return of the

pilgrims to Italy the bishop brought it with

him to Spezia, and confided it to the care of

Beato Giovanni, Bishop of Lucca. With
much reverence the latter placed it in the

church of S. Frediano in his own city.
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Giovanni died in A.r>. 800. Later (in 930)
it seems to have been removed to a cathedral

standing upon the site of the present one,
and when this was built (in 1070) it was

placed where it is still preserved.

Known as the
" Santo Volto "

or
" Vultus

de Luca," it represents our Lord crowned
as King, vested in the long pontifical robe
of a priest, reigning in front of the tree (not
nailed thereon), and sacramentally dispensing
from His wounded feet the benefits of His
Passion. The actual figure shows a long,
oval face, the eyes half-closed, the nose
well defined and aquiline, the lips thick (the

upper one covered by hair) ; the beard,
whilst it allows the chin to be seen, descends
with ends almost in curls, in two separate
points. The forehead is high, and there
is no trace of any crown of thorns having
existed. The hair is thick, divided in the

centre, falling in wavy curls over the

shoulders, and covering the ears. The vest-

ment is fairly low at the neck, and drawn in

tight at the waist by a band. The sleeves are
wide and almost straight. The feet do not
seem to be part of the original work. They
are jointed on to the figure, some little way
up under the cassock. The jewelled crown
appears to have been renewed from time to
time. Lucca money current in the twelfth

century shows on the obverse this figure
wearing a royal one. But a fresh crown
is recorded to have been made in the middle
of the fourteenth century, and a third
in 1552. The present golden crown was
the work of Ambrogio Giannoni, a clever
worker in precious metals, in 1645. This
artist resided at Massa. HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

If the crucifix were intended to be of the

type contemporary with Archbishop Oswald,
it should certainly have been designed on
the lines pointed out by your correspondent.
The sculptor was probably no archaeologist,
and he therefore followed the naturalistic
treatment now in favour, instead of adopting
the mystic method of showing forth the
Passion, which, though used in the primitive
Church, has ceased to have much significance
for men of the present day. It is not
unlikely, however, that Oswald never used
a portable crucifix as an aid to devotion.

ST. SWITHIN.

The crucifix as described is an anachron-
ism. The feet should certainly be separated.
On the other hand, it is not necessary that
the body should be clad in long robes or
that the head should be crowned ; this would

have been following Byzantine examples.
I should have suggested the crucifix known
as that of the Syrian monk Anastasius, in

which Christ wears a short garment falling
to the knees and His head is surrounded by
a radiating halo. The feet are separated,
and rest on a small bracket. L. L. K,

TREATISES ON LONGEVITY (11 S. vi. 330).
Will you kindly permit me to add to your

editorial note at the above reference ?

The Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty
of Actuaries collected and tabulated, a few

years ago, the mortality experience of

assured lives and annuitants. In these
cases the grave defect of general investiga-
tions into instances of centenarians is

avoided, since assurance companies demand
the exact ages, with adequate proofs. As
President, at the time, of the Institute of

Actuaries, it occurred to me that, on the
basis of these facts, the researches of Mr.
Thorns might be continued over a wider

range and with more accurate data ; and
I was accordingly permitted to utilize the

experience so collected relating to cente-

narians. The whole of the assurance com-

panies of this country and the Colonies also

furnished me with particulars of their

experience upon schedules which I prepared
and issued. By the courtesy also of our

Government, all the statistics of the National
Debt Office (for the sale of annuities) were

freely supplied for my inspection. I was
thus enabled to publish a volume, in 1905,

through Messrs. C. & E. Layton, of 56,

Farringdon Street, E.G., under the title of
' On Centenarians and the Duration of the
Human Race.' I have there re-examined
the instances discussed by Mr. Thorns ;

added several authentic cases from the

general population ; furnished the analyzed
results of the records of the assurance and
annuity companies and the National Debt
Office ; and presented many curious and
interesting observations upon the subject
of longevity from ancient and modern
writers.

I venture accordingly, without arrogance,
to claim exhaustiveness and decisiveness

in this work, for, as I have stated, I was
enabled to apply rigorously throughout the

investigation the two essential criteria of

(1) verification of ages and (2) evidence of

identity. T. E. YOUNG, F.R.A.S.

One of the best-known works of olden

time on this subject is
' La Vita Sobria,'

by Luigi Cornaro. He was born in Venice
in 1464, and died at Padua in 1566 in the
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103rd year of his age. The treatise is made
up of four discourses, the first written at the

age of 83, followed by three others written
at the ages of 86, .91, and 95 respectively.
The first edition of

' La Vita Sobria
' was

published at Padua in the year 1558.
Addison in The Spectator, 13 Oct., 1711,
mentions an English translation under the
title of

' A Sure and Certain Method of

attaining a Long and Healthy Life,' which
went through numerous editions.

Another old treatise is an essav by Sir
William Temple (1628-90), entitled*

' Health
and Long Life.'

E. HAVILAND HILLMAN, F.S.G.

In reply to the query at the above
reference by VIVAX relating to works on
longevity, I would mention that there is a
book called

'

Quelques Conseils pour Vivre
Vieux,' by the French savant Dr. Meurice
de Fleury. H. G. W. HERRON.

COCQCIGRUES (11 S. vi. 249). There are
various ways of spelling this word, but I
have not found the above. The word
occurs twice in Rabelais, viz., i. 49 and
iv. 32.

In the faulty 1663 edition, attributed to
the Elseviers, it appears as

"
coquecigrues

"

and "
coquecigrues de mer." In the edi-

tion published by Ledentu, 1835 and 1837,
the spelling in both cases is

"
cocquecigrues."

In the Glossary
"
Cocquecigrue

"
is de-

scribed as
" Animal et mets imaginaire,

chose de nulle valeur. A la venue des

cocquecigrues, c'est-a-dire jamais." It is

supposed to be formed of cocq, cygne, and
grue. At the second reference

"
cocque-

cigrues de mer" means apparently "shells
of sea-urchins."

Landais in his
' Grand Dictionnaire,' 14th

ed., gives
"
Coccigrue

" and "
Coquecigrue,"

and mentions the form "
Coquesigrue."

Under '

Coccigrue
' he derives the word

from the Latin coccigria ("fruit as big as
a lentil "). I have failed to trace this Latin
word.

Urquhart and Motteux give
"
Cockli-

cranes
"

at the first reference, and "
sea

cockle-shells
"

at the second. W. F. Smith
in his translation substitutes

"
cockicranes

"

for
"
cocklicranes." In Bohn's edition of

the Urquhart and Motteux translation there
is an interesting note at the first reference.
Under '

Coquecigrues
'

in the '

Diction-
naire Comique,' &c., of P. J. Leroux, edi-

tions of 1718 and 1786, we find that the
word was much in use in Paris. If any
one asked for anything, one replied,

" Vous

aurez des coquecigrues." If any one asked,
" What have you there ?

" one answered,
"

J'ai des coquecigrues." It was com-

monly used as a retort for indiscreet curio-

sity, and it was considered a stinging re-

proach to an over-curious questioner if

one said,
"
Voyez le plaisant coquecigrue."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

MILTON'S LYCIDAS '

(11 S. vi. 328).

Perhaps the following note from Bishop
Newton's edition of Milton (1777) will

answer TRIN. COLL. CAMB.'S inquiry as to
" the unexpressive nuptial song." Newton

says :

" In the manuscript it was at first Listening the

unexpressive, &c. This is the song in the Revela-

tion, ichicJi no man could learn but they tcho were
not defiled with icomen, and were virgins : Rev. xiv.

3, 4. The author had used the word unexpressive
in the same manner before in his ' Hymn on the

Nativity,' st. 11 :

Harping in loud and solemn quire
With unexpressive notes to Heav'n's newborn heir.

Xor are parallel instances wanting in Shakespear.
' As You Like It,' Act III. sc. ii. :

The fair, the chaste, and unexpressive she.

And in like manner insupprcasive is used for

not to be suppressed,
' Julius Ctesar,' Act II. sc. i. :

Xor th' insuppressii-e mettle of our spirits."

I may add that in
' Sabrinse Corolla

' the

passage is translated into hexameters by
R. B. (Robert Burn of Trinity, Cambridge),
who renders

"
unexpressive

"
by the words

" non enarrabile." B. B.

When, as a schoolboy, I had to commit
'

Lycidas
'

to memory, I was taught that

the line in question referred to the
"
mystical

union betwixt Christ and His Church," and
that Milton had in mind verses 14-16 of

Psalm xlv. (see p. 80 of 'The People's

Psalter,' by the Bishop of Edinburgh).
Isaiah xxv. 8, and Revelation xiv. 3,

xix. 6-8, and xxi. 2. A. C. C.

Prof. J. W. Hales's note on this line is as

follows :

"
176. unexpressive,

' Hymn Xat.' 116. So
'

inenarrabile carmen,' in his poem
' Ad Patrem.^

Comp.
'

insoppressive,' Shakspere,
'

Julius Caesar,

II. i. 134.
"
yuptiall song. See Revelation xxu. 11.

A. R. BAYLEY.

In 1. 176
And hears the unexpressive nuptial song

the allusion, undoubtedly, is to Revelation

xix., the subject of which is
" the marriage

of the Lamb "
:

" And I heard as it were the voice of a great

multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as

the voice of mighty thunderings, saying, Alleluia :
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for the Lord God omnipotent, reigneth. Let us

be glad and rejoice, and give honour to him:
for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his

wife hath made herself ready."

For "
unexpressive," in the sense of

inexpressible, ineffable, cf. the Nativity

Ode, 1. 116, and
' As You Like It,' III. ii. 10 :

The fair, the chaste, and unexpressive she.

THOMAS BAYNE.

And hears the unexpressive nuptial song.

I think the reference must be in the first

instance to Revelation xiv. 3 :

"
They sing

a new song before the throne .... and no
man could learn the song," &c. But
"
nviptial

" comes from Revelation xix. 9,
" the marriage supper of the Lamb," where,
however, no "

song
"

is mentioned. Per-

haps Milton, quoting from memory, con-

fused these two passages.
C. S. JERRAM.

[C. C. B., W. B., MR. W. CBOOKE, MR. W. II.

PINCHBECK, and C. B. W. also thanked for

replies.]

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTED (11 S.

vi. 330).
There is pleasure in the wet, wet clay.

This is the first line of Op. 3 in
' The Nau-

lahka,' at the head of chap. vii. The above
is from the '

Kipling Dictionary
'

(Rout-
ledge), F. G.

[J. L. D. and PELLTPAR also thanked for replies.]

" MOROCCO " OR " MAROCCO "
(11 S. vi. 266,

372).
" Marocco "

is undoubtedly the more
correct spelling. On this question the

following note appeared in The Geographical
Journal, vol. vi., 1895, p. 283 : /

" While the Arabic name Marraksh or Marra-
kesh (" the adorned "), applied to one of the
capitals of the western kingdom of Barbary, was
written by the Spaniards Maruecos, by the
Italians Marocco, by the French Maroc, and by
the Germans Marokko, the first vowel has in

English been more frequently changed into o,
no doubt owing to the slight distinction in the
sound of the two letters when slurred over in the
characteristic English fashion, and to the con-
nection siipposed to exist between the name of the
country and the '

Moors.' Count Gleichen writes
to us urging that an effort should be made for
the adoption of the more correct spelling

'

Marocco,'
which has already been used to some extent in

English publications. Indeed, this form is found
in the sixteenth century, in

'

Hakluyt's Voyages
'

;

but during the next two centuries the other form
seems to have come into fashion, being found in
Addison's 'West Barbary' (1671), in Simon
Ockley's

' Account of South-West Barbary
'

(1713), in the 'Geographical Dictionary' pub-
lished by J. Coote (2 vols., folio) in 1759-60, and
in other works. During the present century both
forms have been largely used. Richardson
(' Travels,' &c., 1860) still writes Morocco,

though he gives the Arabic form as Maraksh
(not Moraksh, as stated in Egli's

' Nomina Geo-

graphica
'

). The more correct spelling is used

by Hooker and Ball, by Lieut.-Colonel Trotter,
and also in Stanford's

'

Compendium,' and other
recent works, though the form Morocco still

holds its own in popular usage. It certainly seems
desirable that Count. Gleichen's suggestion should
be adopted."

The Geographical Journal is the official

organ of the Royal Geographical Society,
but yet, after this decided pronouncement,
the incorrect spelling

" Morocco "
is still

persisted in by the Society; and this in

spite of the fact that the Society has other-

wise done much to standardize the spelling
of foreign geographical names, so as to

bring it into agreement with the system
adopted by other countries. Thus it has
effected the substitution of Sudan for the

long-familiar Soudan. The variation of

English spelling from that of Continental
nations (which, it may be pointed out, are

in the majority) causes inconvenience in

consulting foreign works, and it is a pity
that our spirit of conservatism and insularity
should stand in the way of the correction

of an obvious error.

FREDK. A. EDWARDS, F.R.G.S.

VANE AND CROMWELL : BROTHER FOUN-
TAIN AND BROTHER HERON (11 S. vi. 210).
A short time ago I asked if any of your
readers could kindly guide me to some

explanation of the sobriquets applied to

each other by Cromwell and Vane at one

period in their intercourse. Through the

erudition and kindness of your correspondent
MR. J. B. WILLIAMS, the difficulty has been
solved.

" The Fountain
" was a private house

in King Street, Westminster, which was
evidently the meeting-place of politicians
of a certain type. As Cromwell's resi-

dence was in King Street, we can under-
stand his connexion with it. In Nickall's
'

Original Letters
'

the name Brother Foun-
tain is applied to another of the coterie,

probably Scott. It is to be presumed that

Vane at the time in question belonged to

some similar club meeting at the hovise or

tavern called
" The Heron." The names,

therefore, are an indication not of any
special affection between the two men, but
of their relations as politicians belonging
to different coteries. The notices which
we have of Cromwell and Vane at the time
when these sobriquets were used by them
show quite plainly that their political

opinions were divergent from each other.

Lerwick.
J ' WlLLCOCK.
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"NEVERMASS" (11 S. vi. 170, 217). It

means " New Year's Mass." The '

N.E.D.,'
s.v.

' New Year,*
' has the following quo-

tation from the year 1588: "Newermes
quhilk is the circumcision of Christ under
Augustus."
THE ENGLISH PARTICIPLE PRESENT AND

GERUND (11 S. vi. 65, 174). Some very
pertinent and illuminating observations on
this question, with examples of the forma-
tion of the modern participle present from
an oblique or locative case of the verbal
substantive in the Anglo-Saxon, English,
French, Bengali, and Bask languages, are
to be found in the late Prof. Max Mueller's
<
Lectures on the Science of Language,'

ii. 23-33. N. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

EARTH-EATING (11 S. vi. 290, 351). About
the year 1858 I was riding in the Sonthal

jungles north of Calcutta, when I met a
native carrying a ball of, apparently, black
earth as big as his head. He told me with
a grin he was taking it home to eat,
as it was made up with black ants. It was
about half clay and half ants. It tasted

very pleasant, owing to the formic acid ;

and I learnt afterwards that such a use of

clay was well known to the local officials

of Sonthalistan.
W. J. HERSCHEL, late B.C.S.

For this custom in India, see E. Thurston,
*

Ethnographic Notes in Southern India,'
Madras, 1906, pp. 552 ff. For the Cama-
roons. Journal Anthropological Institute,
x. 467, and compare Pliny,

' N. H.,' xvii.

29, 2. W. CROOKE.

The latest items I have noted are these :

* Le geophagisme au Laos siamois
'

(in La
France medicate, 1911, xxv., opposite p. 247) ;

' La geophagie en Afrique occidentale
'

(a
work by Hubert, reviewed in UAnihro~
pologie., 1912, xxiii. 487). ROCKINGHAM.

Boston, Mass.

FlTZWILLIAM AND GRTMALDI ARMS (11 S.

vi. 144, 215, 256, 353). It may be that
Y. T. is prudent in considering lozenges in

fess as a probable early form of fusily, but
I did not venture so far. The arms ascribed
to Robert de Chesnay, Bishop of Lincoln
1147-68, on the authority of a window, are
""

Gu., 4 lozenges in fess. . . .," and, according
to Cole's MSS. at the British Museum,
"
Cheeky or and az.,a fess gu., fretty arg."

{see Bedford's
' Blazon of Episcopacy,' ed.

1897, p. 70). My list will require several

additions if lozenges in fess are to be

included. The Cheyney pedigree in the

printed Bucks Visitation, 1634 (Harl. Soc.,
vol. Iviii. p. 152, additional pedigrees), goes
back to about 1270, and there is no reference
to the Bishop or to Guernsey. This Bucks
family bore the cheeky coat described above.
I fear that there is not much chance of the
desired connexion being found. LEO C.

' : REGITTM PRJECEPTUM SCALIGERI "
(
1 1 S.

vi. 329). This is, presumably, Scaliger's
rule that a noun is never compounded with
a verb. See Prof. W. M. Lindsay, 'The
Latin Language,' pp. 361, 363, 365.

EDWARD BEXSI.Y.

I. HUCKS, B.A. (11 S. vi. 310).
' A Biographical Dictionary of Living
Authors,' London, 1816, ascribes the book
mentioned in the above query, and also

"Poems, 12mo, 1798," to J. Hucks, A.M.
and late Fellow of Catherine Hall. Cam-
bridge. W. B. H.

I. Hucks, B.A., who became afterwards
Fellow of Catherine Hall, Cambridge, had
as his companion in his

'

Pedestrian Tour
through North Wales ' Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge. It was on this tour that Coleridge
wrote the poems

'

Lines at
" The King's

Arms,'
'

Ross,' and
' On Bala Hill.' Coleridge

mentions him in his letters to R. Southey and
to H. Martin of Jesus College, but Hucks's
claim to notoriety is mainly due to his

having been Coleridge's companion. See
'

Letters of S. T. Coleridge
'

(1895) ;

'

S. T.

Coleridge, a Narrative,' bv J. Dykes Camp-
bell (1894); 'Biographia Literaria' (1847).

R. A. POTTS.

[M. A. M. M. also thanked for reply.]

HURSLEY PARK AND COMPTON MOXCEUX
(11 S. vi. 329). There were many Rum-
bolds in the vicinity of Andover, Hants,
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
but the line who settled at Compton came
from Appleshaw, where George Rumbold
made his will in 1683, leaving three sons
Thomas (made will 1694), George, and
Edmund, who was married at Eldon Chapel,
near King Somborne, in the same countv,
on 29 Oct., 1688, to Sarah, daughter of
Barnabas Barlow (a relative of Bishop
Barlow) of King Somborne.
Edmund Rumbold, who made his will

in 1707, had the following children by
her : Edmund, b. 1691, of Hart Hall,
Oxford (d. 1718) ; George ; and Mary,
m. 10 Nov.. 1715 (d. 1775), to John Gate-
house of King Somborne (b. 1683, d. 1761).
It was the above Edmund Rumbold who
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first leased the manor of Compton Monceux
of Serjeant Pengelly, and afterwards acquired
it by purchase ; his daughter carried it in

marriage to the Gatehouses, from whom it

passed to the Edwardses. F. H. S.

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE (11 S. ii. 508 ;

iii. 385 ; iv. 138, 176, 499). One is pleased
to find from The City Press of 26 October that

the promised publication of a booklet as

guide to the pictures in the ambulatory of

the Royal Exchange is being
"
expedited

in every way possible
"

by the Gresham
Committee. It is to be hoped this will also

contain a key to the personages depicted
upon the canvases, concerning whose iden-

tity visitors frequently go astray.
CECIL CLARKE.

Junior Athenaeum Club.

" MEMORIA TECHNICA "
(11 S. vi. 309).

In my schooldays I was taught the system
of Slater's

'

Sententiae Chronologicse,' which
to this time I occasionally apply for the

remembrance of dates and numbers. Long-
man, Brown, Green & Longmans were pub-
lishers of the book. In middle life Mr.
William Stokes, who lectured on '

Memory,'
attended by illustrative boys, at the Poly-
technic Institution, and had classes at his

house in Margaret Street and elsewhere, im-

parted to me his system, which is excellent
as long as you can keep it in mind. It

needs perseverance, imagination, and some
amount of the mental grip which one might
call good memory. Houlston & Sons, of 7,

Paternoster Buildings, were the publishers
of Mr. William Stokes's little book, which,
without revealing the secret of success, gave
many useful hints and led the reader to
wish to learn it. Very soon he would be
able to distract an audience by telling it

with cataractal fluency how the water comes
down from Lodore.

Only the other day The Morning Post had
the report of a lecture on '

Memory in

Marketing,' given by Mr. William Lawton
at the offices of the Society of Medical
Officers of Health in Upper Montague Street,
Russell Square, when reference was made
to Prof. Feinaigle's mnemonic methods.

" These demonstrations were reported in
The Morning Post over a century ago on April
18, 1812, to be precise. Turning back to this

report, we find that the Professor gave some
marvellous demonstrations of the way in which
children could be taught langua-ges, geography,
and statistics in a short space of time. A boy of
thirteen years of age determined the geographical
situation of fifty principal towns in different parts
of the globe, and marked on a blank planisphere
the true situation of the towns named to him.
A girl of eleven repeated fifty stanzas of four lines

each from the second part of Mrs. More's ' Sir
Eldred of the Bower.' Another girl, fifteen years
of age, answered to all the declensions as well as
substantives and adjectives of the Latin language,
and gave a full account of all the conjugations,
both active and passive, without any previous
knowledge of that language. Another pupil of
the same age answered to the declensions and
conjugations of the Greek language, and declined
and conjugated several regular nouns and verbs
proposed to her."

Feinaigle's work is, I believe, still current
in the lists of second-hand booksellers, where
may also be found traces of Gray, who was
at one lime a famous mnemonist.

ST. SWITHIN.

COBBETT BIBLIOGRAPHY (11 S. vi. 1, 22,

62, 84, 122, 143, 183, 217). The subjoined
appears in a catalogue of books issued by
R. Atkinson for July, 1912 (Forest Hill,

S.E.) :

Cobbett (Win.) Paper Against Gold, or the
History and Mystery of the .Bank of England,
&c., 8vo, boards, uncut. 1828 3s. 6d.

A Biography, by Edward Smith, 2 vols., port.,
8vo, cl., uncut. 1878 3s.

FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVARE.
22, Trentham Street, Pendleton, Manchester.

MILTON PORTRAIT BY SAMUEL COOPER
(11 S. vi. 30, 116). I have an engraving of

the painting referred to ; it and a miniature
in the Jones Collection at the Victoria and
Albert Museum labelled

" John Thurloe,
after Samuel Cooper," represent the same
man.

According to the '

D.N.B.,' John Thurloe,
after the Restoration, retired to Great
Milton in Oxfordshire. John (Thurloe of

Great) Milton ! Does not this point to the

way the error has crept in ?

F. LAMBARDE.

~
EYRE FAMILY (US. vi. 328). According

to the Rev. A. S. Hartigan's
'

Eyre of Wilts
'

(Wiltshire Notes and Queries, v. 416-17),

Christopher Eyre of Manuden, Essex, under
4 years of age in 1623, living at Manuden
1652 to 1679, was the third son of Thomas
Eyre, Mayor of Salisbury in 1610, and Anne
his wife, daughter of the Rev. Thomas
Jaye of Littleton, Wilts.

Robert Eyre, eldest son of Christopher
(whose marriage is not recorded, and the

name of whose wife is not known), was
admitted to the freedom of the City of

London, 24 Dec., 1684 ; married in 1682 Anne,
daughter of John Briscoe, citizen of London ;

died 25 Aug., 1718, aged 60; and buried in

Bath Abbey. J. J. H,
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JJofcs on IBoohs.

The Problem of Edicin Drood. By W. Robertson
Nicoll. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

THE problem of Edwin Drood will, as Sir Robert-
son Nicoll states, be discussed

" as long as Dickens
is read," and we will add that no discussion

worthy the name can henceforth take place without
a previous study of this

"
study in the methods of

Dickens." The author in his modest Preface

says that he " should not have been justified
in publishing this volume if I had been able to
add no new material. But I venture to think
that it will be found that while I have freely
used the arguments and the discoveries of previous
investigators, I have made a considerable addition
to the stores." The claim thus made is fully
justified, as the reader will find in the course of

perusing the work.

First of all, it must be remembered that " the
book we have is not precisely what it was when
Dickens left it. Three parts had been issued

by Dickens himself. After his death the re-

maining three parts were issued by John Forster.
Dickens had corrected his proofs up to and in-

cluding chapter xxi. The succeeding chapters
xxii. and xxiii. are untouched." Sir Robertson
Nicoll, to his great surprise, discovered that
Forster (who, according to our own knowledge,
was very obstinate in adhering to a decision once
made)

" had in every case ignored Dickens's
erasures, and had replaced all the omitted passages
in the text. Thus it happens that we do not
read the book as Dickens intended us to read it."

The sentences and parts of sentences erased by
Dickens are indicated by Sir Robertson Nicoll,
who also gives notes based on a careful examina-
tion of the manuscript, and the notes which
Dickens made for his novel. The latter were
partly quoted by Prof. Jackson in his book
' About Edwin Drood,' but are now for the first

time printed complete.

Discussing the methods of Dickens, and looking
at the fact that we have left us only one
half of his last story, Sir Robertson Nicoll asks
the question :

" Would he have brought many
new characters on the stage, or are we to believe
that the main characters are already there, and
that it is through the revealing of their secrets
that the end is to be reached ?

" To begin with
' Bleak House '

: in the first half " the characters
arrive in crowds "

; after that the arrivals " are
few and unimportant."

' Our Mutual Friend '

is

remarkable for the profusion of characters in
the first part, and there are not more than
half a dozen new characters named in the
second part, and "

all of them are wholly
insignificant." In '

Little Dorrit ' " we have
the old profuseness of characters ; in the first

half nearly one hundred, and in the second half
there are practically no fresh characters at all."

In the second part of
' A Tale of Two Cities

'

" there are practically no new characters
"

that
Sir Robertson -can trace ; and again in

' Great
Expectations

'

in the second part
" we have very

few fresh characters." These are all the books
of which Sir Robertson has made " a close personal
examination "

; but he believes that " the
general result will be the same "

in all save two
or three exceptional works, such as '

Barnaby

Rudge.' Whether Dickens "
consciously acted

on the principle that no new characters should
be introduced after half the story was told, it is

impossible to say. It seems certain, however,
that he acted upon it." Therefore the inference
is that in the parts published of ' Edwin Drood '

all the important characters are before us.

The fifth chapter of Sir Robertson's book raises
the question,

" Was Edwin Drood murdered ?
"

His answer is in the affirmative, and he considers
the external evidence to be conclusive. First
there is the testimony of Forster. To him
Dickens plainly declared that a nephew was to
be murdered by his uncle :

"
it was by means

of a gold ring, which had resisted the corro-
sive effects of the lime into which the body
had been cast, that the murderer and the person
murdered were to be identified." Madame
Perugini corroborates Forster's testimony ; and
Charles Dickens the younger

"
positively declared

that he heard from his father's lips that Edwin
Drood was dead." In addition to this, the
proof, to Sir Robertson's mind, is mainly to be
found within the story itself, and he devotes
thirty pages of close analysis to show the reason of
his decision.

Not the least able portion of the book is that in
which the author answers, in a way conclusive
to himself, the question

" Who was Datchery ?
"

The result he arrives at, after a most careful

investigation, is that Helena Landless is Datchery.
Our own opinion, until we had read this book,
was that Bazzard, acting under the instructions
of that acute observer Grewgious, had gone to
Cloisterham in disguise ; but we think readers
will agree that it was the handsome girl to whom
disguise was no novelty, bent on freeing her
brother from the stigma that had been cast upon
him by Jasper, who went down to the cathedral
city and posed as Datchery.
We have so long clung to the idea that Edwin

Drood yet lived that we come with reluctance
to the opinion that his uncle's murderous inten-
tions were successful. We still feel the difficulty
about the centre illustration at the foot of the
cover. The figure in the vault there is doubtless
that of Edwin Drood ; but is it so certain that
the figure with the lantern is that of Jasper ?

We remember how anxious Dickens was about
the illustrations on the cover, the first design
being altered to accord with his views.

The following are the conclusions arrived at by
some of the writers who have endeavoured to solve
the " Problem "

: Dr. Jackson Edwin Drood mur-
dered bv Jasper. Datchery was Helena Landless.
Dr. M. R, James Drood not murdered, Datchery
not Bazzard ; but if Drood was dead, Datchery was
Helena Landless. Andrew Lang Dickens did not
know himself how the story would end. B. W. Mats
- Edwin Drood murdered. Richard A. Proctor,
writing under the pen - name of Thomas Foster
Jasper's scheme failed, and Drood reappeared

as Datchery Clertient Shorter, who previously
held that Drood survived and that Datchery was
Bazzard. now reluctantly believes that Sir Robert-
son Nicoll has proved Drood to be dead, and
Datchery to be Helena Landless. J. Cum ing
Walters Drood was murdered by Jasper, and
Dateherv was Helena Landless. From this it will
be seen how the most careful investigators differ,
and we agree with Sir Robertson Nicoll that "no
one is entitled to dogmatize on the subject." The
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"Mystery" can never be unveiled, for we do not

think that too much stress should be laid on any
casual remark made by Dickens himself. That he

was not disposed to reveal the secret is shown by
the fact that Miss Hogarth told Madame Perugini

my book the Mystery, not the History, of Edwin
Drood," and that was all he would answer. " My
aunt could not make out from the reply, or from
his manner of giving it, whether he wished to con-

vey that the Mystery was to remain a mystery for

ever, or if he desired gently to remind her that he
would not disclose the secret until the proper time
arrived for telling it." The man most likely to be
in Dickens's confidence was Wilkie Collins, but he
knew nothing as to the end of the story, and,

although asked by Mr. Frederic Chapman to com-

plete it, declined.

All lovers of Dickens will be grateful to Sir

Robertson Nicoll for his valuable contribution to

this great literary controversy. Each page of his

volume shows the untiring research and care he
has bestowed upon it.

The Complete Poetical Works of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, including Poems and Versions of
Poems now Published for the First Tinie.

Edited, with Textual and Bibliographical
Notes, by Ernest Hartley Coleridge. 2 vols.

(Frowde.)

WE have here a monumental piece of work which,
we take it, will prove to be the definitive edition

of Coleridge's poems. From MSS. in the British

Museum and in the hands of private persons,
and from the poet's note-books, a number of first

drafts, metrical experiments, poems, and odd
lines and fragments, which had hitherto remained
unpublished, have here been brought together ;

and with them we are given all the variant

readings from the different former editions. The
first draft of

' The Ancient Mariner '

is the most
interesting of its kind ; and there are not a few
of the metrical experiments worth studying, but
in general it cannot be said of the matter here

published for the first time that anything of

importance has been added to what the world

already possesses in the way of Coleridge's

poetical work, and it might even with much
show of reason be contended that a good propor-
tion of it was hardly worth the trouble.

For the main text the editor has preferred that
of 1834 to the 1829 text used by James Dykes
Campbell in 1893, the former having been prepared
by Coleridge himself with a view to republication,
though by his death the choice of the poems and
their arrangement, as well as the business of

seeing them through the press, were thrown upon
his editor, II. N. Coleridge. The Preface gives
an exhaustive account of the divers editions that
have hitherto appeared; and the foot-notes to
the several poems, besides all the variant readings,
supply copious information, largely of biblio-

graphical interest, concerning date, occasion, and
earlier publication.

Coleridge, as is well known, was a fastidious
and laborious critic of his own work : tireless in
the matter of amendment, and usually happy
in the alterations he made. The study of his
emendations is therefore peculiarly instructive,

and it is here rendered the easier and more illu-

minating by the chronological arrangement of
the poems, which enables one to trace not only
the rise and growth of his characteristic strange-
ness and charm, but also the ever-increasing
fineness and simplicity of his adaptation of means
to his end.

Calendar of Inquisitions post Mortem and other

Analogous Documents preserved in the Public
RecordOffice. Vol. III. Edward I.

J (Stationery
Office.)

THIS volume deals with the years 20 to 28 Ed-
ward I., and contains a calendar of certain docu-
ments selected from the Inquisitions post Mortem,
the text having been prepared by one of the
Assistant Record Keepers, Mr. J. E. E. S. Sharp,
together with Mr. A. E. Stamp. It is, one need
hardly say, a mine of interest, not only historical
and antiquarian, but also human. Among the
human documents a chief place must be given
to the "

proofs of age," of which there are several
one Irish (the third made in Ireland, as a note

informs us), and four of them proofs of age of
heiresses. At Buxlowe, co. Suffolk, one of the
witnesses to the age of John Cordeboef, proved
20 Oct., 25 Edw. I., was a Thomas Slene, aged
100 years, who "

agrees and remembers it be-
cause there was discord between John Fraunceys,
father of the said John, and Reginald, then
rector of the church of Buckeslowe at the time
of the said John's birth, which was ended 23 years
ago at the feast of St. Francis last, for which
cause he was baptized at Preston and not at
Buckeslowe." A large number of ancient
English words here find illustration ; and there
are many isolated incidents of great interest, such
as a divorce by reason of consanguinity ; an
appearance before the Chancellor at Lincoln to

prove the sanity of a tenant alleged to be an
idiot, who being examined was proved to be sane ;

an example which brings out the law of inherit-
ance in case of suicide ; to say nothing of the
many curious and instructive particulars con-

cerning
"

services." This is by no means the
least valuable instalment of these uniquely valu-
able publications.

to

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

H. B. S. WOODHOCSE. Forwarded.
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AN I

American Glossary, j

BY

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
In Two Volumes.

This work is commended to the attention of the custodians

of Public Libraries.

The price is 3Os. net.

'An American Glossary' is not a Slang Dictionary, though of

necessity it includes specimens of vulgar diction.

The Illustrative Quotations, which are accurately dated, number
14,000; and of these more than 11,000 belong to the period
before the Civil War.

In some instances a word or phrase which might be thought
purely American is traced to an Elizabethan or Jacobean origin.

" The book is unusually well edited." Spectator, June 15.

"
It will have a permanent value for the student of philology."

Aberdeen Press, June 27.

"It is the most comprehensive and elaborate work which has yet appeared
in its peculiar field." N.Y. World, June 1.

"
It is an extensive and valuable work of much research." Times, May 30.

"
It is quite as interesting as a novel, and, in places, as funny as a farce."

Standard, June 4.

"
It must always prove valuable to philologers who recognize the effectiveness

of the historical method." Scotsman, May 27.

"
It is an amazing collection of what are known as

'

Yankeeisms.'
'

Daily Express, June 3.

" We find throughout dated instances which show clearly the development of

language, and give [this] careful and erudite work a status such as is accorded to

the New English Dictionary." Athenceum, June 29.
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PARISH CHURCH OF ST. FELICITAS.
PHILLACK.

^Efcp following account of a Cornish church,

one of the most ancient in Britain, has been

printed and hung up within the building
itself for the information of parishioners
and visitors ; but it seems well worth while

to give these curious and interesting par-
ticulars to a wider public than is likely to

find them out in situ :

This church and its surroundings have
an interest which runs back for many
'hundreds of years. It is unknown when a

church was first built on this site, but the

Labarum in the gable of the porch is pro-

bably of the fifth century. In the whole of

England but nine or ten of these monograms
remain, of which six are in Cornwall. Chris-

tianity is said to have been brought into

these parts about 450 A.D. by missionaries,

sent by St. Patrick, who landed at Riviere.

Of this company were St. Piala (the original

Saint of Phillack) and St. Gwithian, or
St. Grothian. The first church may ha\f
been built by some of this missionary band,
or by some of the first converts, in memory
of St. Piala, who, tradition says, was
martyred at Riviere. Ever since those days
a church has stood on the same spot in

Phillack. The original building in course
of time gave place to a Norman structure

which, to judge by the few pieces of stone-
work left, would have been of the eleventh

century. Of this church remain the pillars
and capitals of the tower arch, a piece of a
capital built into the wall of the vestry
(inside), and the font. This last underwent
a good deal of

"
treatment "

in 1856-7.
The Norman clergy, knowing nothing of the
Celtic saints, substituted St. Felicitas for
St. Piala.

The Norman church in its turn gave
place to another building in the fifteenth

century, when the tower was raised up, and
one Norman arch at the north-west end
of the nave was left standing. What this
arch was like, probably, may be seen by
paying a visit to Lelant Church. In course
of time the fifteenth-century building fell

into a very bad state of repair, and it became
necessary to take it down and rebuild it.

This was done in 1856-7. The nave, chancel,
and north aisle were lengthened, and the
south aisle was built, being an extension
eastward of a transept known as the " Bod-
riggy- Aisle." The seating accommodation
was increased from 153 to 320. In the course
of taking down the walls much that wits of
interest was brought to light. A small

granite altar slab, measuring 2 ft. 9.1 in. by
1 ft. 81- in., 4 in. thick at the ends, and 3iin.
thick in the centre, and having the five

consecration crosses, was discovered in the
foundations of the north wall. Near this

was a rude phial of white glass containing
some dark, blood-coloured liquid. In the
same wall was found an ancient British

granite monolith about 5 ft. by 2 ft., with
an inscription in minuscules, which has been

deciphered as
"
Clotualus Mobratti "

(or

Mogratti)
"
Clotualus, son of Mobrattus "

(or Mograttus). This person, supposed to
have been a British prince, is not men-
tioned in history. The bottle, with its

contents, was replaced in the north Aval].

The altar slab was taken up, and used for

many years as a credence table, but in 1906
it was placed in the centre of the altar, and
rededicated by the Bishop of St. Germans
to its original purpose. This slab, from its

rude Avorkmanship, may be of the eleA'enth

century, and, if so, Avould have been the
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altar of the Norman church. The underside
has never been cut, and it was probably
bedded on a masonry column, like the old

Roman altars. The monolith was removed
to the wall of the old vestry in the church-

yard. Many pieces of the old roof-timbers
have been preserved. They may be seen in

the frame of the altar and reredos, in the
wall -plate of the sanctuary, in the roof

of the porch, and on the organ case. The
panels of the pulpit are portions of an old
roodscreen. Similar carving may be seen
in Gwinear Church. At the foot of the
tower on the south side is a coped stone
the lid of a stone coffin cut in the shape of the

ridge of a roof. Such stones are very rare,
and this, in its workmanship, is one of the

oldest, going back, it may be, as far as the
fifth or sixth century. The stone is now
only about two-thirds of its original length.
In the vestry wall (inside) the flat cover of

a stone coffin is imbedded. It has a raised

cross, with two foliations, running along its

whole length.
The churchyard cross was placed in its

present position in 1857. Till that date it

stood about 20 yards to the east of where
it now stands. It was sunk in the ground
nearly up to the head. It is remarkable for

the bold relief in which the figure on the
front is cut, for the rudeness of the inter-

laced work on each side of the stem, for the
ear on each side of the head, and for the two
lower holes, which are not pierced through.
In the left-hand side of the lychgate, when
entering the churchyard, is a stone on
which a figure has been very crudely cut

perhaps a copy of that on the cross. Several

pieces of old stonework are imbedded in the
outer walls of the church and vestry.
The list of rectors hung on the pillar near

the font is worthy of attention. It shows
an unbroken succession from 1257 A.D.

to the present time, which proves the his-

torical continuity of the Church of England
through all those years. The east window,
which takes its subject from the

' Te Deum,'
represents our Blessed Lord, the King of

Glory, adored by apostles, prophets, martyrs
(amongst whom is St. Piala), and the Holy
Catholic Church (St. Kenstec, a Cornish

bishop, representing the British Church).
The intertwining vine symbolizes the unity of

Christ and His Church throughout all ages.
From what has been written above it will

be seen that from the fifth century to the

present time Phillack Church has borne
unbroken testimony to

" the Faith that
was once (for all) delivered to the saints."

NEL MEZZO.

CHARLES GORE OF WEIMAR,
SOME years ago, in reading the interesting
volumes ' A Grand Duchess : the Life of
Anna Amalia, Duchess of Saxe-Weimar-
Eisenach, and the Classical Circle of Weimar,'
by Frances Gerard (the pseudonym of Miss
Geraldine Fitzgerald), 1902, I came across
some passages relating to an English family
called Gore, which settled there about 1791,
and became "

part and parcel of the inner
Court circle

"
(i. 197). They were sur-

rounded in mystery, says the biographer,
nothing can be ascertained about them ;

they faded out of the Weimar chronicles,
and some money left by one of them to the
town could never be realized

"
in conse-

quence of all trace of the Gores being lost
: '

(ib., i. 299-300). This piqued my curiosity,
more especially as I read (ib., ii. 569) that
the ducal library at Weimar contained their
collection of books, numbering 900 volumes.
I longed to know the nature of the volumes
and the history of the man who had spent
most of the years of a long life on the conti-
nent of Europe, and the last of them in the
thick of the Napoleonic troubles.

It happened that in the summer of 1911
a connexion of mine, Mr. J. R. Hobhouse,
was staying at Weimar, and I enlisted his
services in the Gore investigations. Through
his instrumentality the learned official at
the head of the ducal library favoured me
in the most courteous manner with the
details of the books which formerly belonged
to the Gores. Herr Paul von Bojanowski
writes as follows :

" On Charles Gore's death his books were
purchased by Duke Carl August, after they had
been examined by the then librarian Vulpius.
His report on them, dated 26th June, 1807, and
still among the records (Vulp., vol. (H), runs :

" '

I have found that its chief strength lies,
as was to be expected, in works in the English
language ; the rest are written in French, with
the exception of some classical books and some
fine editions of Italian poets. There are in this
little library beautiful first editions of books of
travel with copperplates, excellent works on
navigation and shipbuilding, a few military
works, particularly on the English Avar in India,
collections of Indian views, antiquarian disser-

tations, good books on English history and the
description of Great Britain, and about 60 volumes
of romance.'

"
Vulpius gives the total number of volumes

as 1886, and their value as 700 thaler (2100 marks).
"
According to entries in the records (14th

January, 1808) the works placed in the ducal
library numbered 879, and 78 works were assigned
to the Duke's military library. The rest seem
to have been disposed of as duplicates. There
is no list of all Gore's books extant, nor even of
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the books incorporated in the ducal library, but
there is among the records a list of those assigned
to the military library.

"
Shortly before his death Gore presented

numerous portfolios and volumes containing
views and sketches of ships to the Duke Carl

August as a memento. These were afterwards

placed in the library (cf. entry in the catalogue,
Thurmbibliothek, vol. T.).

" As a memorial of Gore, the Duke Carl August
had a bust of him made by the sculptor Weisser,
which is now in the library. There is also in the

library a small picture showing Gore at breakfast
in a farmhouse during the siege of Mainz. It is

by his friend the painter Georg Melchior Kraus."

So much for the Gore library at Weimar.
The question now arises Who was its

owner ? The certificate of his burial "at

Weimar states that he was born at South-

ampton in Hampshire, and that at the time
of his death in January, 1807, he was 80

years old. Goethe in his account of Philipp
Hackert gives a memoir of Gore, with the
statement that he was born on 5 Dec., 1729,
at Horkotow, Yorkshire, and, with the

necessary correction of a misprint, this

statement seems to be accurate. This
should be Horkstow in Lincolnshire, and
the parish register of that place records his

baptism on 14 Dec. Charles Gore, who
died there on 7 Dec., 1754 (vide Gent.

Mag., 1754.), and was buried on 8 Dec.,
was probably his father. Goethe's state-

ment as to his birthplace is corroborated by
the fact that on his daughter's marriage,
in 1775. Gore was described as of

" Lincoln-
shire."

He is said by Goethe to have been de-
scended from a prominent family, one of
his ancestors having been Lord Mayor of
London presumably Sir William Gore, who
obtained that dignity in 1702. His father,
Charles Gore, was the youngest of three
brothers, the other two being members of

Parliament. He was director of the English
factory at Hamburg when Marlborough
commanded the English troops on the Conti-
nent. The Duke showed him marked atten-

tion, and, on the Duke's disgrace, Gore

quarrelled with his brothers, who were
followers of Harley, and settled in York-
shire (Lincolnshire), buying an estate, and

marrying rather late in life. Seven children
were born to him. and Charles Gore, the
third child, "was the only son. He was
educated, according to Goethe, in West-
minster School. This is confirmed by
Mr. Barker, who informs me that Gore was
admitted in February, 1742/3, and placed
in the third form in the under school. For
several years he was in the counting-house
of his uncle, John Gore, a banker, but

abandoned commerce, which he disliked, on
marrying, about 1753, a young heiress,
whom he had first met on a visit to his

friends in the country. Several of his children
were baptized at Horkstow, and he was
subsequently described as of Devanner, co.

Radnor, and New Burlington Street, London.
There were four daughters, the second of
whom died young.

Sliipping was Gore's hobby. During
his father's lifetime he remained - in
the country, devoting himself to ship-
building and mechanical construction, and
then settled for ten or twelve years at

Southampton, where several ships were
built from his models. One of them,

" The
Snail," was admired by all seamen for the

beauty of its lines and the celerity of its

movements. He took in her the King's
brothers, the Dukes of York, Gloucester,
and Cumberland, for a trip to Spithead,
Portsmouth, the Isle of Wight, and other
places in the neighbourhood.

It was Gore's habit to spend the summer
in sailing around the coasts of England with
the fleet, and in visiting the coasts of France
and the Channel Islands. He steered his

own boat, and gradually acquired that

knowledge of shipbuilding and navigation
which makes his drawings so valuable. In
1773 he went to Lisbon for his wife's health,
and next year accompanied his friend Capt.
Thompson of the "Levant," a frigate of 32

guns, in a voyage to the Mediterranean

garrisons. They separated at Leghorn, and
Gore continued in Italy for some years.

In 1775 the Gores had been living at
Florence for some months, and the youngest
daughter, Hannah Anne,

" a lady very
young and pretty.." was married there on
2 June, 1775, to Earl Cowper, one of the
most eccentric of the English residents in
Florence (' Mann and Manners,' ed. Doran,
ii. 113, 274). The marriage was registered
at Leghorn, and Gore was said to be of

Horkestowe, Lincolnshire. This Lord Cowper
never returned, in spite of his father's ap-
peals, to England. He had been sent on
the Grand Tour, reached Florence, and
stayed there. Their children were sent to

England to be educated, but the parents
remained in the Tuscan capital. The wife
was at that time "

distinguished by the
attachment of

"
Leopold, Grand Duke of

Tuscany, the brother of Joseph II., Emperor
of Austria, and through her influence Lord
Cowper obtained from the Emperor the
title of

" Prince of the Holy Roman Empire."
Afterwards "her attachment" is said to
have been to Robert Merry the poet (G. E. C.,
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*

Complete Peerage
'

;

'

D.N.B.,' sub
*

Merry
'

). This Earl Cowper died at

Florence on 22 Dec., 1789. His widow died
at her villa near Florence, 5 Sept., 1826.

After this marriage Gore lived at Naples
and Rome for a time, making in the latter

city the intimate acquaintance of Philipp
Hackert, the celebrated landscape painter.

They spent two summers together at Castel

Gandolpho and Albano, studying and draw-

ing. From 3 April to early in June, 1777,
Gore was in Sicily with his friends Hackert
and Payne Knight, whose Journal was
translated and inserted by Goethe in his

biography of Hackert. In 1778 the Gore

family accompanied Hackert in an excur-

sion to North Italy. The Gores then
moved to Switzerland, and remained there

for nearly two years.
From about" 1780 to 1782 Gore abode

in England. Again he went abroad, pos-

sibly drawn through regard for his wife's

health ; she died at Spa on 22 Aug., 1785.

Gore, after this loss, went with his daughters
to the Hague, and then to Pyrmont, where

they made the acquaintance of the Duke of

Saxe-Weimar. During his absence from his

duchy they arrived at Weimar in October,
1787, and were cordially received by the
Duchesses. The daughters had met the
Duchess Anna Amalia while travelling in

Italy. After a few months passed at
Dresden and Berlin, they revisited Weimar
on 6 Julv, 1788, to spend a few months
there. The Duke, on 22 Jan., 1788, had
written to his friend Knebel that he had
never known his wife
" to take to any one as she has done to Emily
Gore, and lew, here at least, have recognised her
fine qualities as this Englishwoman does .... The
Gores too are very cultured women, and Emily
Oore especially is full of sympathy ; so that she

may thaw the ice in that frozen soul
"

(Gerard,
i. 198).

The Duchess Louise at first resented the

Duke's attentions to p]mily Gore, but he
assured his wife in 1788, on his honour,
that she would be really delighted with this

young Englishwoman and that the family
would stay at Weimar for some time. The
Duchess confessed that her husband's selec-

tion did justice to his taste, for Emily was
charming

" both in character and appear-
ance." Duntzer in his Life of Goethe

(trans. Lyster, ii. 60-61) says that
" Gore and his daughters Elise and Emilie were
remarkable for fine culture and a feeling for art.

But Goethe now [1788] found their views in

Ethics and on art so limited that, in a certain

sense, he found talking with them impossible.
The Duke felt a passionate attraction to Emilie

Elise had a warm heart for Goethe."

But Goethe was, when he expressed this

opinion of the Gores, in a captious mood.
Charlotte von Stein had driven him to

despair with her coldness, and he had fallen
in love with Christiane Sophie Vulpius.
The Duke writes to Goethe in March. 1790,
that Emily Gore is at Gotha. Goethe gives
1791 as the year of the family's arrival at
Weimar. By this time the Duchess Louise's
relation to

"
dear Emily

" had assumed that

friendly character which her husband had
predicted (Bojanowski,

'

Louise, Grossherzo-

gin von Sachsen-Weimar,' 1903, pp. 217-19).
The Chancellor von Miiller in his memoir
of the Grand Duchess Louise goes so far as
to say that
" with Miss Emily Gore, whose character was
so akin to her own in noble delicacy and tranquil
firmness, she formed a friendship which, present
or absent, continued with undiminished warmth
till death "

(' Characteristics of Goethe/ trans.
Sarah Austin, iii. 177).

W. P. COUBTXEY.

( To be continued. )

ANTHONY WOOD'S
'ATHENE OXONIENSES.'

(See ante, p. 381.)

6. John Sergeant to Wood, of 23 Jan.,

1687/8 ; reed. 27 Jan.
Hoxd SB.

I know no other books Mr Austen writ
but only his Devotions, TJ>e Christian .\todc-

ratour under the name of Birchly, and A Letter

from a Cavalier in Yorkshire. As for myself,
I had forgot my Statera Appensa, against an
opinion of Thomas Albius, in Latin, Printed in
the year 1662 in a little octavo. Do not you
forget to make mention of the works of Petrus
Valesius or Mr Peter Walsh which are both
many and learned. True, hee is an Irishman, but
they were all written and printed in England.
If you comand mee, I will get you a Catalogue
of them. I have a friend has a connection [?].

about Shadwell here in the suburbs of London ;

you know it is call'd so from St. Chad's well.

If you find anything recorded concerning the

butting and bounding of it, or any usefull par-
ticularities relating to it, please to communicate
them to

Yr. most assured friend to serve you
JOHN SERGEANT.

Write to me alwayes by the name of DT Smith.
I have writ now three Catholik Letters ag e D r

Stillingfleet, and an Answer to his Sermon preacht
at Guildhall Nov. 27, entituled Scripture and
Tradition compared : is now going to the Press.

They are all in Quarto.

Wood has made use of this letter of

Sergeant's in his brief account of John
Austen (' Athenae,' iii. 1226 ; and v.

'

D.N.B.,'
ii. 263).
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For Peter Walsh v.
'

D.N.B.,' lix. 218 ;

Wood's own references to him are brief

('Athenae/ iii. 1203; iv. 336).

As for Sergeant himself, I cannot find that
Wood in his

'

Athenae ' has mentioned the

particular books referred to in the above
letter. But see

'

D.N.B.,' li. 251 ; although
I do not find there, nor under Thomas
White (Ixi. 79), any mention of

'

Statera

Appensa.'

7. A paper, according to Wood, in the

handwriting of Dr. Thomas Smith, Bishop
of Carlisle, April, 1685, giving brief accounts
of seven eminent members of Queen's
College. Oxon, including Smith himself.
These Wood has made use of. Under
Richard Stanwix ('Athenae,' iii. 427) he
omits to state he was born " about ye year
1607."

'

D.N.B.,' liv. 87, gives 1608.

Thomas Barlow ('Athenae,' iv. 333, 880;
'

D.N.B.," iii. 224) was born at
"
Lang-

gill,'' not "
Lang-hill," as in Wood.

Thomas Smith ('Athenae.' iv. 892;
'D.N.B./ liii. 130) himself says he was
' : born at White-wall in Ashby-Parish, Westmor-
land, was Educated at Appleby Schole under
ye care of Mr

[William] Pickering [as Barlow
had been before him] : admitted to Q.C.O. A.D.
1/530 under ye Tuition of Dr Barlow his Cosin-
Germane."

Gerard Langbain the elder (' Athenae,' iii.

446; 'D.N.B.,' xxxii. 91) was bred at
Blencow School under " Mr

. Wilkinson."
And
" See his Notes on Lpnginus, wherein there is a
Copy of verses upon his Tutor's [Tho. WT

etheraU's]
death.''

Thomas Lamplugh's ('Athenae,' iv. 878;
'D.N.B..' xxxii. 31) schoolmaster at St. Bees
is given as

"
Francis Radcliff

"
; Wood has

"
Kadliff," no doubt a misprint.
"
They say Bp. Lamplugh was a Yorkshire

man Tho' p'ferred in Queen's under y notion of
another county."

This last sentence is in the handwriting
of Thomas Tullie, Chancellor of Carlisle

('Athenae,' iv. 792).

Lamplugh was born in the East Riding
of a Cumberland family.

8. A paper received from Henry Dodwell
(' D.N.B..' xv. 179) on 15 May, 1688, giving
a very brief account of Dr. Henry Glemham,
thirty-ninth

'

Bishop of St. Asaph, and a
full account of Dr. Isaac Barrow, fortieth

Bishop of the same See, is incorporated by
Wood in his accounts upon pp. 809 and 837
of

'

Athenae,' iv. (' D.N.B..' iii. 298).

9. Richard Codrington to Andrew Allam

from Bristol, 14 Nov., 1684, contains a
brief notice of Dr. William Goulston. Bishop
of Bristol, used by Wood (' Athenae,' iv.

865, 867).
Gives epitaph of Samuel Grossman

('Athense,' iv. 86; 'D.N.B.,' xiii. 230),

who, according to Codrington,
"

lies interred

on the west side of the Cathedrall [Bristol]."
The dates on the epitaph are in Wood.

Dr. John Lake (' Athenae,' iv. 864 ;

'

D.N.B.,' xxxi. 416)
" was installed by Proxy in the Cathedrall of

Bristoll September the I 1 1684, came in person
I 1** the 9 th to Bristoll, and was by ye Dean,
Prebendarys and other attendants of the Cathe-
drall then introduced into the Church."

Dr. Richard Thompson (' Athense/ ii. 861 ;

iv. 85),
" when he was promoted to the Deanery, tbjb King
sent a mandamus to the University of Cam-
bridge to admit him to his degree, which he upon
the request of the V. Chancellor waved, and was
admitted the ordinary way, giving bond for the

performance of his exercise."

He " was installed Dean [of Bristol] last

Trinity Sunday."
A brief mention of Robert Codrington

('Athenae,' iii. 699; 'D.N.B.,' xi. 209) is

used by Wood.
" The Prebendarys are as follows : George

Williamson, S.T.B. ; John Chetwind, A.M.
[' Athena},' iv. 375 ;

'

D.N.B.,' x. 212] ; John
Home, A.M. ; Mr Stephen Crispian, I think A.M.
Chanter to the King's Chappel ; Mr Walter Hart,
A.M. late of Pembroke Coll. ; and John Rain-

storp [Rainstrop,
'

Athense,' iv. 711], A.M. Arch-
deacon there is none belonging to ye Deanery of

Bristol, but the Bp. exercises Archidiaconal

power. The A.deacon of Dorsetshire isMr Fielding
[Hon. John F. ?

'

Athenae,' iv. 641] ; I hear only
A.M., one of the Canons Residentiary of Salis-

bury."

Codrington begs Allam to vouchsafe "a
line of Oxford Intelligence," to be sent as

formerly
"
by the Bristol carrier at the Ship

each Tuesday."
10. From Nathaniel Ellison, probably to

Wood, dated Towcester, 3 March, 1684/5.

The letter concerns Bishop Thomas Wood
of Lichfield, and is made use of in the account
of him ('Athenae,' iv. 881). He is stated

to have been in Rome "at ye same time

Bishop Crofts was there." (For Herbert
Croft .v.

'

Athenav iv. 309, 880 ;

'

D.N.B.,'
xiii. 105.)

"If [says Ellison of Bishop Wood] I should
move him to give an acot , & acqt. him wth

yr.

design, he is of so suspicious a humer yt. he would
not look kindly upon any man yt. should do it

For he woud not give any acct. of hims:, nor be
willing to forward any such design, because he
woud suspect yt. in such* a, 'work his suspension
woud be recorded."
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Thomas Wood purchased his appointment
to the Deanery of Lichfield from Charles
II. ; and was excommunicated by his

Bishop (John Hacket), the sentence being
read in the cathedral while the Dean was
there who heeded it not. As Bishop,
Wood lived much away from his diocese,
and was finally suspended by Archbishop
Bancroft.

On 14 July, 1682, Nathaniel Ellison, M.A.,
Fellow of C.C.C., was made Archdeacon of
Staffordshire by Thomas Wood, Bishop of

Lichfield, being then Vicar of Towcester
and Minor Prebendary of Lichfield (v. Wood's
'

Life and Times,' iii. 24).

11. Nathaniel Freind to Wood from Wester-

leigh, 5 July, 1688, enclosing a letter from
Edward Stephens to Freind of 25 June, 1688.
In the covering letter Freind says :

"
I understand yt. Mr Fulman [' Athcme,' iv-

239 ;

'

D.N.B.,' xx. 326] is lately dead. I request
that you Avill please to secure my book of Bristoll
wch you told mee was in his hands when I was
last at Oxford."

On this matter see Wood's '

Life and Times,'
iii. 174-5, 206, 217, 252 ; iv. 229, 271.

Edward Stephens was of
"
Cherrington near

Tetbury
"

(' Athenae,' iii. 999 ;

'

Life and
Times,' iii. 252, 328 ;

'

D.N.B.,' liv. 170).
He says :

" Of our family there have bin divers of that
University [Oxon.], but not any that I know
of who hath bin of any other profession than of
the Law ; nor any, who hath written any thing,
that hath bin printed. There was one M 1

'

Stephens heretofore a proctor at Gloucester,
a man of good learning, as I have heard from
others, and I think hath some things in print ;

but he was not of our family, nor can I give you
any further account of him. Nor can I say more
of Mr Stephens of Fenny Drayton. But for M 1

'

James Stephens, who was a great friend and
favourer of Dr

Pierce, he is not of our family ;

but I have had some conversation with him once
or twice between Oxford and London. He is a
gentleman of a great estate as I am informed by
others, hath purchased Sir Bainham Throgmorton's
estate at Clowerhall [?], where he lives, a very
learned gentleman, as I have found by the little
conversation I had with him ; and, which I more
value, a very pious man. I have heard the present
Bp. of Lincoln [Thos. Barlow] speak very honour-
ably of him."

For Nathaniel Stephens of Fenny Drayton see
'Athens?,' iii. 1148 ;' D.N.B.' liv. 179.

12. From William Croft to Wood of 16 July
1688.

The writer can learn nothing of
" Poet

Freeman "
(' Athenae,' ii. 155 ;

' D.N.B '

xx. 241).
" As for Mr Indimion Porter, he was most
certainly born at a little village in Gloucpter

Sh: call'd Aston under Hill, two miles from Camp-
den, 8 from Mr [Ralph] Sheldon at Weston. The
old Bayliffe was buried yesterday."

Wood has given Porter's birthplace in
'

Athense,' iii. 2 (and v.
'

D.N.B.,' xlvi. 172).
After

"
Will Croft's

"
signature Wood has

written
"
comonly callid Thump

''

(v. his
'

Life and Times,' ii. 368, 465 ; iii. 98).

13. From Henry Hurst to Wood of May Day,
1688.

The writer (' Athenae,' iv. 273 ;

'

D.N.B.,'
xxviii. 319) encloses a brief notice of John
Biscoe in another handwriting (

'

Athente,'
iii. 1198; 'D.N.B.,' v. 89), under which
Wood has written :

" This is a silly account."

14. Already given ante, p. 145. Wood
accepts 1635 as the date of Bishop Ken's
birth (' Athenae,' iv. 547).

A. R. BAYLEY.

PviCHAED BURBAGE. It is affirmed by
Karl Elze (p. 248, English version) that

Burbage played Lear ; but the statement

appears to be conjectural. The same au-

thority tells us that Flecknoe, who died

1582, and probably wrote by report, praises
the Protean nature of Burbage. Elze inter-

prets this to mean that he played in the

principal and grandest characters in Shake-

speare's dramas. This is not the true

significance of the epithet. Proteus rapidly
transforms himself when you try to catch
him :

Fiat enim subito sus horridus, atraque tigris,

Squamosusque draco, et fulva cervice leama
Aut aerem flammae sonitum dabit, atque ita

vinclis

Excidet, aut in aquas tenuis dilapsus abibit.

By a succession of rapid disguises does

Edgar escape discovery. Now it seems to
be generally acknowledged that Burbage
acted Volpone* in the play of that name,
and I believe Face in

' The Alchemist.'
Now in the first scene of Act I. of

'

Volpone,'
Volpone is first himself, then a moribund
invalid ; in the first scene of Act II. he
is a mountebank ; in the sixth scene of

Act III. he throws off his invalid disguise,
and is the brisk lover wooing Ceiia. His
words here are very significant, and amply
explain the epithet

"
Protean

"
applied to

Burbage :

Why art thou mazed to see me thus revived ?

Rather applaud thy beauty's miracle ;

Tis thy great work : that hath, not now alone
But sundry times raised me, in several shapes,

* According to Dr. Brinsley Nicholson, this

part was taken by Lowin on the first production
of the play in 1605 ; Elze only says that Lowin
played in

'

Volpone.'
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To see thee at thy window : ay, before
I would have left my practice, for thy love,In varying figures, I would have contended
With the blue Proteus, or the horned flood.

And in Act V. se. iii. Volpone wears the
habit of a commandadore. In ; The Alche-
mist '

Face is alternately a captain and a
servant (these alternations involve eight
changes), then he is Lovewit's butler, shaved
and in livery, then a captain again, then a
Spanish don, and lastly, once more the
butler.

I believe that these characters are said to
have been played by Lowin as well, and
that he too was called

"
Protean." That

he and Burbage were actors of the same
type may be admitted. But the pre-
eminent skill of Burbage in

"
Protean " and

all other respects will perhaps be conceded
also - D. C. TOVEY.
[We owe this Xote to the kindness of MR- AX TOVEY, who found it aaiong his late

fathers papers.]

Two "
GHOST-WORDS " IN RECENT DIC-

TIONARIES. The 1911 edition of
'

Webster's
New International Dictionary

'

a remark-
ably excellent work, let me say contains
the following entry :

"
Shalder, adv. Surely.Obs" No other dictionary mentions this

alleged adverb, but ' The Century Dic-
tionary

' and Funk's '

Standard Dictionary
'

have shalder as a verb, explained in the
former "

to give way, tumble down," and
as a substantive,

"
1, a kind of slate ; 2, a

broad flat rush." The verb and the sub-
stantive, which are genuine words (thoughthe interpretation is in neither case quite
accurate), are ignored in the new '

Webster '

;

the imaginary adverb has simply taken their
place. The genesis of mistakes of this kind
is always interesting, and often instructive,
and it might be worth while to know how
the thing happened. Perhaps some member
of the

' Webster '

staff could solve the puzzle.
In default of an authoritative explanation,
I will venture to offer a guess. In the new
' Webster '

the page is divided by a hori-
zontal line into two compartments, the lower
one containing words of minor importance
or limited currency. It seems possible that"
Surely

" was the editorial reply to an
assistant's question whether shalder should
be placed in the lower compartment, and
that it was somehow mistaken for a cor-
rected explanation of the meaning of the
word. However this may be, it is certain
that shalder was never an English word for"
surely."
In the Supplement to

' The Century Dic-
tionary

'

there is a word sen, stated to be the

Indian name of a weight equivalent to a
kilogram, and of a measure equivalent to
a litre. This spurious word has evidently
originated from a misreading of set; often

spelt seer. HENRY BRADLEY.
Oxford.

T. CHIPPENDALE, UPHOLSTERER. (See
10 S. vii. 37.} That Thomas Chippendale,
the famous cabinet-maker, originally came
from Ottley in Yorkshire (and if from Wor-
cestershire, only as part of his route to

London) is, I think, proved by the following,
which is the record of the registration of a
deed in the West Riding Registry for Deeds
at Wakefield :

Lease and Release, 30//1 April, 1770.

The Lease of two parts between William
Chippindale of Farnley in Ottley, Yorks, car-

penter, and Frances his wife and Samuel Harper
of Leeds, Esquire, of the one part, and Thomas
Chippindale of St. Martin's Lane, London, cabinet
maker, of the other part.
The Release of four parts made between the

said William Chippindale and Frances his wife
and Samuel Harper of the first part, Christopher
Elward of Horsforth in Guiseley, yeoman, of the
second part, Thomas Chippindale of the third
part, and John Fletcher of Ottley, farmer, and
Benjamin Chippindale of the same place, carpenter,
of the fourth part.

Concerning a messuage, gardens, orchards, &c.,
in Broughgate in Ottley.

(Signed) WILLIAM CHIPPINDALE.
SAMUEL HARPER.

Witnessed by :

William Snell of Ottley, gentleman,
and

Joseph Chippindale of Ottley, carpenter.
Registered' 28th July. 1770.

This deed clearly connects Thomas Chip-
pindale of St. Martin's Lane, London, with

Ottley, and I have no doubt that the other

Chippindales named in the deed were brothers
or cousins. Thomas Chippindale the elder

appears to have married Catherine Red-
shaw, of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields parish,
at St. George's Chapel, Hyde Park Corner,
on 19 May, 1748; and their son, Thomas
Chippindale the younger, appears to have
been baptized at St. Paul's, Covent Garden,
on 23 April, 1749 (as he is recorded as

Thomas, son of Thomas Chippindale by
Catherine his wife). The elder Thomas
Chippindale was dead by 1797, as a Chancery
suit arose regarding his estate, in which a
relict Elizabeth (? second wife) and children

Thomas, Mary, John, and Charles are named.
The above is all I have been able to gather

so far regarding this man, but he evidently
selonged to the Yorkshire branch of the

hippindales, families of which were located
at Skipton, Bradford, Leeds, and Ottley
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when church registers were first intro-

duced. In Lancashire they were confined
to the country between the river Ribble and
the borders of Westmorland.

W. H. CHIPPINDALL, Col.

Kirkby Lonsdale.

VIEWS OF LONDON AT THE GUILDHALL.
Among the prints which have recently
been placed on exhibition in a dimly lighted
corridor at the Guildhall, is a bird's-eye
view of London which suggests a passing
note. It bears the legend

"
gedruckt tot

Amsterdam by f. de Witt," and, within the
border, measures approximately 19| in. by
12* in.

It is clear that the original upon which
this view was based was none other than
Hollar's

' Panorama '

of 1647 or some
derivative therefrom, A version by De
Witt of the central portion of the ' Pano-
rama '

often appears in the market and in

exhibitions, and, in some instances, is dated
as of the reign of Queen Anne. The varying
sizes of the impressions and the numerous
small variations in the pictures themselves
indicate the frequency of the editions.
Some of these editions are to be seen (if

rightly remembered) among the bound
collections of London prints in the Guildhall

Library. Old St. Paul's, having been burnt
in the Great Fire of 1666 and subsequently
pulled down, manifestly coiild not be
allowed to appear in its original form if the
view was to be received by the public as
a contemporary record. Consequently, the
illustration of the Cathedral, as .set .forth by
Hollar, was modified and a central dome
somewhat clumsily superposed. Minor varia-
tions were also effected as regards other

buildings. Though these alterations are

present, the result, in substance, is still a
reproduction of the central portion of the
' Panorama.' Adaptations of this cha-
racter were numerous in the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries, engravings
of many sizes and characters being then
published. For example, the Great Fire
gave an opportunity for the issue of the
Hollar view with London in flames. In
subsequent issues the flames were excised
from the plates and impressions taken from
the plates thus altered. These impressions
are constantly to be met with, and it is more
than probable that the view now on exhibi-
tion was adapted from one of these later
issues. After this succession, the value of
the later editions must from a topographical
point of view be small. Their value is

depreciated still further when the faults of

the original Hollar are remembered, and
the necessity for the checking of its repre-
sentations is borne,in mind.
The Guildhall view serves once more to

emphasize the opinion that, where topo-
graphical accuracy is desirable, bird's-eye
views of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries require considerable care in their

interpretation before they can profitably be

employed. Yet, week by week, some book
or other on London is published, and is

accompanied by a copy of a map which
the author happens to possess or has alighted

upon ; and, as though the representations
on the map were literally accurate, dogmatic
assertion is made concerning the various

buildings or natural features which occur
thereon. Thus the map may, by reason of

successive copyings qf copies, be many
stages removed from the original, and may,
at each of its stages, have received an inter-

pretation by its immediate reproducer.
Of these changes no hint is usually given.
It may, however, be averred that, without
a knowledge of the history of a map, false

conclusions may readily be drawn, and,
instead of being an aid, the map may prove
a source of positive error.

From current practice in the publication
and employment of old maps one is com-

pelled to conclude that their interpretation
is a neglected art, or, perhaps what is worse,
that ignorance as to the necessity, or even
of the existence, of the art is widespread.

WILLIAM MARTIN.
Temple, E.C.

ROYAL TUNBRIDGE WELLS. It does not
seem to be generally known that Tunbridge
Wells, so full of historical associations,

enjoys the privilege of the prefix
"
Royal

"

by special permission of the late King
Edward. A note of this honour conferred
should be made in

' N. & Q.'

On the 10th of February, 1909, the Mayor,
on behalf of the burgesses of the borough,
applied to the King for permission to prefix
the word "

Royal
"
to its name. The special

reason for such application was that Royalty
had been identified with the place since 1 630,
when Queen Henrietta Maria paid Tun-

bridge Wells a visit, and in commemoration
the name was altered to Queen Mary's Wells.

Another Royal association with the place
was when Charles II. and his Court came
soon after the Restoration and stayed for

two months. Queen Anne was also a
resident before she ascended the throne ;

and Queen Victoria resided for a time at the

Wells in her girlhood.
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The following reply was received :

Home Office, Whitehall,
SIR, 8th April, 1909.

\Yith reference to your letter of the 10th

February, I am directed by the Secretary of State
to say that he has had the honour to submit to the

King your application, on behalf of the Burgesses
of your Borough, for permission to add to the name
of the Borough the prefix

"
Royal," and that His

Majesty has oeen graciously pleased to grant the

permission desired, and to command that the

Borough be henceforth known as "The Royal
Tunbridge Wells."

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(sd.) G. A. AITKEN.
The Mayor of Tunbridge Wells.

It would be interesting to know the names
of other places upon which this privilege
has been conferred. M. CROCKER.

Royal Tunbridge Wells.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

CHANCELLORS or YORK MINSTER. Will

any of your readers kindly refer me to any
books or documents that give an account
of- the office and duties of the Chancellors of
York Minster, and of the persons who have
held the office ? GEORGE AUSTEN.
The Rectory, Whitby.

GALIGNANI. Could any reader of
'

N". & Q.'

give me information with regard to the

history of the Paris house of Galignani,
known as booksellers, librarians, book
publishers, and, of course, as editors and
publishers of the well-known paper the

Messenger ? A list of their books and pub-
lications would be interesting, and any other
information would be of value. The history,
as is known, now covers nearly a hundred
years, the house having been founded in 1814.

T. FISHER UNWIN.
1, Adelphi Terrace, W.C.

SYMBOL FOR "
Li." In a will of the year

1592 by John Broadhurst of Sandbage,
Cheshire, there is used in some places a

symbol or figure of which I should be glad
to know the signification. It occurs in the
column for pounds, and resembles the
Greek 6, or an O open at the top and with
a horizontal line drawn across it, thus :

9- iijs. iiijrf. I can find nothing about it

in 'How to Decipher Old Documents,' by
E. E. Thoyts. Is it an old form of ?

PENRY LEWIS,

TO BE " OUT " FOR A THING=TO Do A
THING. I have lately found the adverb
"
out

"
in a connexion quite new to me :

" He was manifestly out to do his competitor
harm."

"
I am sure that no person in this country,

save him who is out for personal gain, wishes
us to lag behind in this movement." Humani-
tarian, October, 1912, p. 76.

" We are out to get life into the theatre."

As neither the
' N.E.D.' nor the

'

C.O.D.'
knows this use, I think I am justified in

assuming that it is a neologism. If this is

the case, is the further assumption that it

is due to German influence too hazardous ?

We say :

" Auf etwas aus sein."
"
Napoleon war nur auf Eroberung aus."

" Er ging darauf aus, ganz Europa unter seine
Herrschaft zu bringen."

There are continual exchanges of words and
idioms between living languagfs, most of

them unconscious, 'but some attempted
consciously. An Englishman has told me
that to him the expression is quite familiar.

Perhaps it originated in America.
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

WESTONHANGER IN KENT. Could any
of your correspondents give me information

regarding the above place, near Hythe ?

Sir Samuel Morland speaks of
" a great house

called Weston Hanger in Kent, moated
about," of which use was to be made in a

certain plot. Is there a place of the kind
still standing ? If so, whose property is it,

and what is its history ? The matter is of

interest as bearing on the credibility of

Morland's narrative regarding an incident

in 1659. J. WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

V. HULSDONCK AND O. HOYNCK. 1 should

be grateful for any information about these

portrait painters. Presumably they flou-

rished in the days of Charles II. I have
searched two painters' biographical dic-

tionaries and other likely sources in vain.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

MRS. WHITTLE, ACTRESS. Two playbills

hang in one of the rooms in Kew Palace

of performances given in the little Theatre

Royal, Weymouth, in October, 1798, in

which "Mrs. Whittle" took the leading

parts. Can any reader refer me to any bio-

graphy of the actress or give me any infor-

mation concerning her ?

J. LYON WHITTLE.
Wilderspool, Warrington.
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WILLIAM CABTER, ARTIST. Information
is sought as to the above, who was a native

of Bristol, and is buried in Lancaster Ceme-

tery. He was Art Master at the Grammar
School, and I should be glad of reference

to any of his works in public or private
collections.

T. CASK HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

AUTHOR OF QUOTATION WANTPJD. Can
any of your readers tell me from where the

following quotation comes ?

" God gives the birds food, but does not throw
it into their nests."

C. L.

CLOTHWORKERS' COMPANY. I shall be

glad if any correspondent who is in a posi-
tion to do so will kindly furnish me with
references from the Company's archives to
the following members of the craft, viz. :

Thomas Atley, 1405.

George Bell (clothier), 1620.
Thos. Blackborough (clothier), 1631.
William Blythman, 1547.
Richard Brown, 1590.
Richard Collins, 1607,
Robert Cooke, 1564.
Thomas Fuller, 1700.
Thomas Gilborne, 1627.

Henry Griffin, 1570.
William Johnson, 1517.

Christopher Jones, 1701.
Richard Lister, 1593.
John Mosse, 1581.
John Pendred, 1705.
Thomas Randall, 1622.
Thomas Spackman, 1620.
Richard de Wirhale, 1331.

Failing other information, the date at
which any of the above served the office of
Master of the Company will be very welcome ;

Herbert's account in his
'

History
'

appears
silent upon the point. The dates given are,
as far as possible, those of latest reference
in every instance.

WILLIAM MCMUREAY.

JOSEPH HART, 1712-68. This year is the
probable bicentenary of the birth of Joseph
Hart the hymn-writer. May I ask if the
exact date of his birth is known ? In the
brief memoir attached to his hymns it is

simply stated that he " was born in the
City of London about the year 1712."
At present I can find no more reliable
information. He died in London, 24 May,
1768, and is buried in Bunhill Fields. His
grave is on the western side, near the
boundary wall, and is surmounted by a red
granite obelisk :

"
Erected 1875, by lovers

of Hart's Hymns." The inscription further
records that "

the author's remains were

interred in this spot, as the original stone

yet remains to show." This explicit state-
ment seems somewhat strange, seeing that
I failed to trace any other, or older, stone
on the occasion of my visit some years ago.
The best known of Hart's hymns is

that commencing
"
Come, ye sinners, poor

and wretched," which still finds a place in

many modern collections.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

MARGARET, WIFE OF THOMAS MONTHER-
MER. Has Margaret, the wife of Thomas,
Baron Monthermer (who was killed in 1340),
been identified ? Margaret, daughter and
heiress, married Sir John de Montacute.

HENRY W. POOK, Col.
121, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham.

KELLY. I should be very grateful to

any of your readers who could put me into
communication with the heirs of a Mr.

Kelly, who was a well-known antiquary
and a keen genealogist, living c. 1885.

Gr. A. WOODROFFE PHILLIPS.
Leydens House, Edenbridge, Kent.

MOSES HUGH. I shall be greatly obliged
to any one who can give me information

concerning the place of birth of Moses Hugh,
who was a serjeant-at-mace and innkeeper
in Brecon town in 1740. He was born
between 1700 and 1720 ; died March, 1756,
in Brecon. THOMAS DAVIES.

117, Mooreland Road, Splottlands, Cardiff.

HISTORY OF PARISH REGISTERS. Can
any reader supply details of a history of

parish registers published in 1829 by Sir

Egertpn Brydges ? The British Museum
contains no copy of the work. F.

" NOLKEJUMSKOI "
: WlLLIAM AUGUSTUS,

DUKE OF CUMBERLAND. Horace Walpole in
his letters frequently calls the Duke "

JSTolke-

jumskoi." Can any correspondent tell me
from what source the name is borrowed ?

EVAN CHARTERIS.

HERALDIC : BEARER OF COAT SOUGHT.
Can any one give me the crest and name
of the family who bore Argent, a bend sable,

charged in chief with a plate "i Judging by
its simplicity, the coat must be an old one.

W. H. PINCHBECK.

DOOMS IN CHURCHES. One of these
frescoes representing the Last Judgment
appears over the chancel arch of St. Thomas's,
Salisbury. At what other churches are such
to be seen ? I should be glad of information
in regard to size, condition, &c. H. H.
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RED RIDING-HOOD. Can any reader en-

lighten me as to any inner significance in

the story of Red Riding-Hood, or give me
references to it as found in the folk-lore of
other countries ? RENIRA.

" JAG." Has any author except Mr.
Farmer stated that

"
jag

"
is American

slang, sometimes used for umbrella ?

R. J. DEFERRARI.
Princeton, N.J.

" SEX HOEAS SOMNO." In your
' Notes

on Books '

in your issue of 12 Oct. is mention
of a proverb,

" To rise at five, to dine at nine,'
'

&c. This reminds me of a proverb in Latin

commencing
" Sex horas somno." Can any

of your readers supply the remainder ?

Hie ET UBIQUE.*

COMTESSE DE BEO5T. Where can I find

any biographical account of this lady, who
was one of the waiting-women of Madame
Adelaide of France ? Her husband was one
of the emigre-s, and served in the English
Army with distinction. I have consulted
various authorities, such as the.

' Annuaire
de la Noblesse de France,' which in its

1877 issue gave a very indifferent notice of
the family. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

AXOSTYMOTJS WORKS. Some of the many
'readers of

' N. & Q.' may chance to be
cognizant of the authorship of one or more
of the following works :

1.
'
St. Roche,' translated from a German

writer (and edited by James Morier, author of
'

Hajji Baba '), published in England in 1847.
2.

' The Military Sketch-Book,' published in
1827, and another edition in 1831, and sometimes
attributed to Dr. Maginn.

3.
' The Court and the Desert,' supposed to be

the work of a Swiss writer (and edited by the Rev.
George Croly, the author of

'

Salathiel,' &c.).
Issued in this country in 1852 and 1856.

4.
'

Service Afloat
'

(under Admiral Owen on
the West Coast of Africa), published in 1833.

5.
' Scenes and Adventures in Spain

'

(period
1835-40), by

" Poco Mas." It has been suggested
the last may be a punning revelation of author-
ship "Little Mo(o)re

" but this seems far-
fetched. Published in 1845.

Upton.
R - B -

" FINSTALL." On 7 Jan., 1328, Edward
III. inspected and confirmed to the prior
and convent of Studley (Warw.) the gift
of Peter de Stodleya (temp. Hen. II.) of
lands at Salperton and in Worcester,
"

of the half tithe of the lordship of the said
Peter in Tikenapeltre and of the whole tithe of
the assart and meadow and chirchset, and of the
whole tithe of all the salt (satee) of the said Peter
in Wichia with two saltpans, and a finstall

(finstallo)." 'Calendar of Charter Rolls,' iv.

(1012), 61.

I shall be glad of any information as to

the nature of this adjunct of saltmaking.
Q, V.

PARODY OF DRYDEN BY DAXIEL O'CoN-
NELL. The following parody of Dryden's
epigram on Milton (which I quote from

memory) I have heard attributed to O'Con-
nell :

Three members, in three distant counties born,
Cavan, Armagh, and Lincoln did adorn.
The first in matchless impudence surpassed,
The next in bigotry, in both the last.

The force of Nature could no further go,
To beard the third she shaved the other two.

I ask for the correct version of the epigram,
and for the names of those notorious for

their impudence and bigotry. The main
attack is, I take it, directed on the eccentric

Col. Sibthorp. R. L. MORETON.
' MY OLD LETTERS : A POEM,' BY DR.

HORATTUS BOKAR. This was published in

1877. Can any of your readers give refer-

ences to any reviews of it specially to one

by Henry Drummond ? R. T.

BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST. Wanted the name
of an author other than Byron who has
written a poem on Belshazzars Feast.

J. D. DRYSDALE.

"EMPLOYEE."
(11 S. vi. 146.)

AT the above reference it is asserted that

this word " has been adopted in the National
Health Insurance Act as a substituted name
for the employed." But your correspondent
is mistaken. I have had the Act carefully
examined, and nowhere does the word appear.
The expression ordinarily used is

"
employed

contributor," or, now and then,
"
employed

person." Though it does not occur in the

Act,
"
employee

" has been adopted by
several commentators on that complicated
piece of legislation. See

'

Everybody's Guide
to the National Insurance Act, 1911,' by
Thomas Smith, barrister-at-law, p. 53. I

am inclined to agree with MR. CURTIS,
however, that the word "

employee
" and

its plural
"
employees

" have " come to

stay," for, ugly as they are, they supply a
want, and will put a stop to the frequent
blunders that disgrace many of our news-

papers when the French form is used. How
clear and precise is the expression, under its
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varying terminations of employe, employes'
employe?, and employees, all know who are

acquainted with the language of our neigh-
bours. Our journalists observe the numbers,
but they are often hopelessly at sea with

regard to the genders and accents, misusing
the former and ignoring the latter. In many
cases there is no need to borrow the word, as

our tongue is rich enough without it. This
matter is clearly explained on p. 36 of

' The
King's English,' published by the Clarendon
Press in 1906 :

" The word employe is often a long, ugly, and
unnatural substitute for men, workmen, or hands,
one of which should have been used in the first

two passages below. But it has a value where
clei'ks or higher degrees are to be included, as
in the third passage. It should be used as
seldom as possible, that is all : The warehouses
of the Russian Steamship Company here have
been set on fire by some dismissed employes.
Times. The employes of the Trans-Caucasian
line to-day struck work. Times. The new
project, article 17, ordains that all employes
of the railway, whatever their rank or the nature
of their employment, are to be considered as

public officials. Times."

The compilers of this volume rightly regard
the word as pure French, but a little before
or after the year 1906 some attempt was
made to anglicize it. In the late F. Howard
Collins's excellent

'

Authors' and Printers'

Dictionary
'

(tenth thousand, 1909) we are
told that "

employee," without an accent,
is frequently used for employe, but he does
not recommend its adoption. Had he lived
until the present time, I think he would
have done so, for the word is being more
and more used. Though not found in the
National Health Insurance Act, it will

nevertheless, in consequence of that Act,
with its constant repetition of

"
employers

"

and "
employed contributors," be soon

generally accepted. The introduction of
the Linotype machine has had more to
do with the anglicization of the term
than anything else. I have noticed
that

"
employees

" has been adopted by
The Athenaeum and The Observer, and
has received the imprimatur of

' N. & Q.'
On the other hand, I saw it printed as

.

"
employes

"
in a leading article in a well-

known provincial newspaper on 15 Oct. last.

It may be added that the formation of
such words is not to be encouraged. If

English grammarians hold what the Aus-
tralian natives call a "

corroboree," or the

Congo Africans a "
jamboree," they will not,

I am sure, sanction such monstrosities as
"
kickee,"

"
bittee," or

"
struckee "

as
derivatives of "kick," "bite," and "strike."

JOHN T. CURRY.

MAIDENS' GARLANDS (US. vi. 251, 335).
In an unsigned article on '

Virgins'
Garlands

'

in Country Life, 8 Nov., 1902,
reference is made to garlands in the churches
at Minsterley, Astley Abbots, and Shrawar-
dine, in Shropshire. The garlands at

Minsterley, seven in number, are described
from notes then recently made. The earliest

is "believed to bear date 1554." Two of the
others are dated 1736, one 1734, and one
1751. At Astley Abbots there is only one

garland, inside of which
"
hang a pair of large kid gloves, and with them

a strip of parchment stating
' This garland was

placed in this church in memory of Hannah
Phillips, who died on the eve of her marriage at

Astley Abbots, I860.'
"

The reference to the garlands at Shrawardine
is from " an old county history," c. 183040,
when there were "

several
"

in the church.
It is also stated that there is one at Acton
Burnell, kept at the vicarage.

F. H. C.

LORD TRURO'S UNIVERSAL INFORMATION
BUREAU : THE DUTCH ELL (11 S. vi. 251,

335). I can quite understand that the
Bureau failed to discover the length of the
Dutch ell. The usual handbooks of foreign

weights and measures assume that in Hol-

land, as in other countries of which the
Government has adopted the metric system,
the old measures were extinguished. The
fact is that in all these countries the old

measures are still used whenever police
interference can be evaded ; when it cannot,
the metric quantities nearest to the familiar

measures become the usual trade -units.

The Dutch ell is one of the span -ells,

multiples of the span, which is, always and

everywhere, approximately equal to 9 in.

It is practically the same as the Flemish ell

which figured in the arithmetic books of

my schooldays three spans, or 27 in. This
ell may possibly survive in the English lace-

trade ; it is still extant in Holland, Belgium,
and, perhaps, in French Flanders ; and it

is almost identical with the ell of Portugal
and its colonies ; also with the Turkish pik,
a widespread measure in Northern Africa.

The length of the Dutch and Flemish ell

was originally about 27*3 in., but it dimin-

ished, probably under the influence of trade
with England. In Holland and the Dutch
colonies, as at the Cape, it is 27 '08 in. The
Portuguese ell, of three spans (equal to

26Jin.), rose, for piece-goods, to three long

spans (palmos avantajados), or 27'08 in.,

exactly the Dutch ell. In Venice the ell

was 26*9 in. In the Roman States it was
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26*4 in. : the same as the Turkish ell the
Stambouli pik. This varies in Northern
Africa from 26'4 in. to 26'8 in. In Egypt it

is 27 in., which is also the length of the

Bombay guz.
There is in Turkey a somewhat longer ell,

the arshin, probably an old Byzantine
measure, -equal to 27 '9 in. This arshm
passed to Russia, where it was fixed at
28 in., thus becoming exactly one-third of
the sajeng. seven Anglo-Russian feet. It
is curious to find in Java the standard of
the ell increased to 27f in., apparently to
make it, as in the case of the Russian ell,

one-third of an ijke (standard), which seems
to be a Malayan long fathom, like the
Russian sajeng.

It is thus seen that in countries so distant
from one another, but connected by com-
merce, there is a common measure of three

spans, or about 27 in., varying according to
the local standard of the 9 inches, or 12

digits, of that primitive but universal

measure, the span.
EDWABD NICHOLSON.

Cros de Cagnes, near Nice.

MR. PIEEPOINT asks the length of a
Dutch ell. I have received the following
from a Dutch lady of Amsterdam :

'" As children we were told a Dutch El (so
spelt in Dutch) was 67 centimetres, but now they
make it 69 c every shop ought to sell by the
metre, but '

le peuple
'

stick to their el, and so
the smaller shops do the same .... [although the
shopkeeper] would be punished for selling by the
el."

The Dutch el at 69 c. is 27-165 in.

The English ell is 45 in. according to
' The

Century Dictionary,' but is 49 in. according
to

' Webster's Dictionary.'
EDWIN DURNING LAWRENCE.

13, Carlton House Terrace, S.W.

The Bureau might note that the' three
ells are multiples of the nail of 2^ in. Four
nails are one quarter, three quarters one
Flemish ell probably the ell of MR.
PIERPOINT'S inquiry. Five quarters, or
45 in., are one English ell, the length
of an arrow used in war and the chase

; six

quarters, or a yard and a half (English), one
French ell. Dutch linen is measured by the
ell (English), and tapestry by the Flemish
ell. JOHN PAKENHAM STILWELL.

SACRED WELLS (11 S. vi. 190, 311).
There is a holy well or spring known as
St. Osyth's Well in Bridge Street, Bishop's
Stortford, which, although hidden from
sight in the yard of business premises, is

(or was till quite recently) resorted to by

persons bearing jugs or bottles, craving a

supply of the precious fluid, which was
held in high estimation both as a cure for

sore eyes and for the making of pea-soup.
It is, of course, chalybeate.
The body of St. Osyth is reputed to have

rested here on its journey from Colchester
to Aylesbury, about 665 A.D., hence the
title of the spring. W. B. CERISH.

Bishop's Stortford.

DATE OF PUBLICATION WANTED {II S. vi.

348). According to Lowndes, The New
Wonderful Magazine was published in 1854,
and a copy sold at Sotheby's, March, 1862,
realized 10s. Gd. WM. NORMAN.

The dates given in the B.M. Catalogue
(Periodical Pub.) for vols. i. and ii. are

[1849, 1850 ?]. ROLAND AUSTIN.

JUDGES WHO HAVE DIED ON THE BENCH
(11 S. vi. 248, 354). Two more instances of

judges dying almost on the bench can be
added at once to the instances already men-
tioned in

' N. & Q.'
Sir Edward Sullivan (1822-85), Lord

Chancellor of Ireland, in April, 1885, on

reaching his own house after leaving the

Courts, died almost immediately.
Richard Dowse, 1824-90, Baron of the

Court of Exchequer. A writer has called

him " a judge ever full of infinite jest

of most excellent fancy." Died suddenly on
circuit at Tralee, Spring Assizes, 1890.

S. HORNER.
Dublin.

PRICE OF TOBACCO IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY (US. vi. 268, 336). On 6 Dec.,

1654, Daniel Fleming paid in London "
for

two pounds of Spanish Tobacco 00 16 00 "

(' The Flemings in Oxford,' i. 86).
JOHN R. MAGRATH.

Queen's College, Oxford.

The item
" Tobacco 3d." occurs in the

expenses of the annual parish feast held at
St. Bride's, Fleet Street, 24 May, 1666.

There is no record of the number of persons
attending, but, having regard to the quantity
of food provided, it could hardly be less than

twenty adults. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

PORTRAIT OF SIR PETER LELY (11 S. vi.

308). There is a portrait of the painter by
himself in the National Portrait Gallery
(Xo. 951), purchased by the Trustees in

November, 1893. It is the head only, face

tliree-quarters to the right ; dimensions,
17 f in. by 13 in. Another portrait of

Lety by himself is, I think, at Hampton
Court Palace. A. R. BAYLEY.
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INSCRIPTIONS ON BRASSES : COBHAM :

CLERE (11 S. vi. 329). In 'A Manual for

the Study of Monumental Brasses,' pub-
lished under the auspices of the Oxford
Architectural Society by J. H. Parker in

1848, is given the following reading of the

brass of Sir Reginald de Cobham at Ling-
field :

De Steresburgh domin' de Cobham sic Beginaldus
Hie jacet hie validus miles fait ut leopardus

horis
In cuntis terris famam predavit honoris

Dapsilis in mensis formosus more gerosus
LargvH in expensis imperteritus generosus
Et quandu placuit Messie moreretur
Expirans obijt in cells glorificetur
Mille quadringeno tercio

Migravit celo sit sibi vera quies,
Amen. Pater nostcr.

This is taken from a rubbing of the brass in

the possession of the Oxford Architectural

Society. It would therefore appear that
the blank spaces are practically undecipher-
able.

There is a description of the brass of Dean
Clere in Dr. Mackenzie Walcott's

' Battle

Abbey ; with Notices of the Church and
Town' (n.d.). At the foot of the page
the following reading of the inscription is

given :

Decanus gratus Bobertus Clere vocatus,
Prudens, sensatus, discretus, morigeratus,
In terrain stratus tacitus, jacet hie tumulatus ;

Tu Deus oratus, precor, ejus terge reatus,
Ut possit vere per cceli culmina natus,
Begnans gaudere tecum sine fine locatus.

On the occasion of a visit to Battle in

1901, I believe I saw rubbings of all the
brasses and copies of the inscriptions
thereon exhibited in the church.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

BURIAL AT MIDNIGHT (11 S. vi. 369).
An early reference and surmise of the
reasons for this custom will be found in a
letter included amongst those selected by
Dr. Thomas Birch, which were published
in 1849 under the title of

' The Court and
Times of James the First.' The com-
munication from which the following
extract is taken was written by John
Chamberlain, Esq., to Mrs. Alice Carleton,
and is dated "

London, February 16,
1614":
" The Lady Cheke, Mr. Osborne's sister, of the

Exchequer, would need be let blood the last
week, for a little heat or itching in her arm, but
by mishap the queen's surgeon pricked her too
deep, and cut an artery, which fell to rankle, and
in a few days grew to a gangrene, whereof she
died on Saturday, and was buried by night, with
above thirty coaches and much torchlight attend-
ing her, which is of late come much into fashion,

as it should seem, to avoid trouble and charge
But I rather think it was brought up by papists
which serve their turn by it many ways/'

AlTCHO.

I do not know whether the point will

interest, but among Jews all burials must
take place in daylight : at any rate,
before twilight or dusk. This is not due
to any rite or superstition, but primarily
that the family and the friends may
return in good time for Maariv, or evening
prayers, which are read during the Shiva,
or week of mourning, in the home of the
deceased. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

'RULE, BRITANNIA' (11 S. v. 309, 415,

516). In
"The London Songster or Polite Musical Com-

panion, containing Four Hundred and Fifty Four
of the newest and most favourite Catches, Duets,
and Cantatas, now in vogue at the public Theatres
and Gardens, To which is added, A genteel Collec-

tion of the various Toasts, Sentiments, and Hob
Nobs now in fashion,"

printed in 1767 for W. Nicoll at
" The Paper

Mill "in St. Paul's Churchyard, the chorus of
'

Rule, Britannia,' is given :

Bule Britannia, Britannia rules the waves,
For Britons never will be slaves.

This is another rendering.
WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

Dublin.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WAXTED (11 S.

v. 129, 237, 372). Among the quotations
at the first reference No. 10 has somehow
failed to be identified in

' N. & Q.' It is

from Virgil,
'

JKneid,' viii. 352, and should
run :

Quis deus incertum est, habitat deus.

Perhaps, as was the case with the letter in

Poe's story, any one looking for these words,

though they have a familiar sound, may
have turned to more out-of-the-way places
than that in which they lay hid.

EDWARD BENSLY.

The lines ante, p. 368,

A temple whose' transepts are measured by miles,
Whose chancel has morning for priest, &c.,

are from Swinburne's
' Palace of Pan.'

The word " chancel
"

(not
"
altar ") is,

I think, correct, but I am quoting from

memory. W. M. CROOK,

DICK TURPIN'S RIDE TO YORK (US. vi.

189, 256, 355). There are interesting articles

on the Ride to York in The North Country
Journal of Legend and Lore, published some

years ago by The Newcastle Chronicle, and
still I believe, in print.
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Early this year a novel was published by
Mr. John Long entitled

' A Fool to Fame,'
written by J. E. Harold Terry, a citizen of
York. The fact that this book is a great
deal more than a novel, and that it con-
tains many new facts regarding the lives of

highwaymen, may easily be overlooked. I

quote the following from the Introduction :

" Ye moste enthrallinge Historic of Ye Life
and Deathe of Johnne Nevison, Esquire, of Ponte-
fract, ye moste j ustlie famed of Highwaymen ....
and doth conclude with ye true and authenticke
accounte of his Create Ride from London to
Yorke, ye which he did actuallie accomplish upon
a single mare between sunrise and sunsette of
one day as hithertoe wrongfullie attributed to
Richard Turpin."

The author gives a very valuable Ap-
pendix of over fifty pages of historical notes,
both on Turpin and Nevison, and a long list

of authorities. The book is a welcome
addition to the literature of highwaymen,
and should not be missed by the serious
student. HENEY ROGERS.

Eversley, Stanhope Road, Highgate, N.

FULLWOOD AND HALLEY (11 S. VI. 303).
Richard Halley of Smerellgraunge and

Robert Gilbert of Yolgreve, gentleman,
were witnesses to a charter of feoffment

given at Castleton (co. Derby), 21 Edw. IV.,
which is now in the MS. Department of the
Public Reference Library at Sheffield.

There was a numerous family of Fulwod
resident in the Sheffield district in the
fourteenth century ; and Fullwood is the
ancient name of a west-end suburb of
Sheffield. T, WAI/TEH HALL.

Sheffield.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED
{11 S. vi. 310). 2. ZOUCH TOWNLEY. He
matriculated from Ch. Ch. on 22 Dec., 1618,
as "Lanes, arm. f. natu maximus, 17."
Wood in his

c

Fasti Oxonienses,' under 1621,

says :

" He is now [1621] esteemed a noted orator
and philosopher. . . .he was several times deputy
orator of this university .... His oration in memory
of Camden was reprinted by Dr. Tho. Smith,
at the end of Camden's life before his epistles,
and the epistles of others to him."

A. R. BAYLEY.

(11 S. vi. 370.)

1. WILLIAM INCE apparently died in 1750,
for in that year Henry Cookson was instituted
to Patney "per mortem William Ince "

(Sir
T. Phillipps,

'

Wiltshire Institutions,' pt. ii.

p. 74). William Ince does not seem to have
held any other benefice or preferment.

J. J. H.

2. ALEXANDER INGLIS, LL.B., Trinity
Hall, 1726. This was probably the
Alexander Inglis, son of Alexander Inglis,
Doctor of Medicine, admitted to Lincoln's

Inn, 8 May, 1721. He does not seem to

have been called to the Bar. S.

3. WILLIAM JAMES. Foster's
' Alumni

Oxonienses '

says :

" William James, b. 1576. Son of William

James, Bishop of Durham, at Christchurch :

matric. 10 Feb., 1592, aged 16. Student B.A.
6 March, 1595. M.A. 21 May, 1599. Public

Orator, 1601-4," &c.

This William James was the eldest son
of the Bishop by Katharine, daughter of

William Kisby (Kysbie), Mayor of Abing
don. The Bishop's wife has a brass to

her memory at Kingham (Oxon) Church,
on the north wall of the chancel. She
died in 1588. The Orator, according to

the Heralds' Visitation of Durham in

1615, married Anne, daughter of John

Doiley of Overbury, Suffolk, and had a

son John, aged 9 in 1615. In the Bishop's
will, dated 2 Oct., 1615, acknowledged by
the testator 11 May, 1617, and proved
at York 4 July, 1617, occurs the following :

" Grandchild John James, son of my son

William James, deceased, over and above the

interest which he has in the lease of the parsonage
of Spelsbury, co. Oxon, which was given to his

deceased father by me, lOOi. at 21."

Can anybody give further particulars ?

W. A. JAMES.
22, Norfolk Square, W.

"CLUB WALKS" (11 S. vi. 349). A most

interesting article on ' Club Pole Heads
in Somerset,' written by Sir Spencer

Ponsonby-Fane, appeared in The Con-

noisseur for April, 1906. Another, en-

titled
' Somerset Club Brasses..' by Mr.

Emanuel Green, was published in the

Journal of the British Archaeological
Association for September, 1909. Still

another, entitled
' Head Hunting : a

West Somerset Hobby,' by Mr. J. Kelway,

appeared in Country Life on 1 Jan., 1910,

All these deal with
" Club Walks."

I have attended dozens of them in

Somerset towns and villages ; and, a

few years ago, the local papers frequently
contained well-written descriptions of the

processions, festivities, and proceedings

generally.
ENQUIRER can find a chapter on

Club Day
'

in
' Rambles, Roamings, and

Recollections,' by
" John Trotandot,'' pub-

lished by Longman, Green, Reader &
Dyer in 1870. The writer (the late

Mr. G. P. R. Pulman) was the editor and
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proprietor of Pulman's Weekly News, pub-
lished at Crewkerne, and thoroughly
enjoyed such gatherings.
Most of the village clubs are rapidly

disappearing now that the Insurance Act
has come into operation. C. T.

' GULYAS "
(11 S. vi. 208). As goulash

this dish has for long figured in the bills of

fare of the cheaper New York restaurants,
where its introduction is due to the large

Hungarian element of the population. It

consists of a stew of beef or veal, with

potatoes and vegetables, to which a 'certain

amount of seasoning is added.

MARY P. JACOBI : MRS. ELMS (11 S. v.

289, 397, 498). For the main facts of Mrs.
Ellis's life and a list of her writings see the
article on her husband, William Ellis, in

the
;

D.N.B.,' xvii. 296-7.

WILLIAM AMHERST, 1767 (11 S. v. 488).
The officer inquired for appears to have
been the fourth son of Jeffery Amherst of

Riverhead, barrister, and Bencher of Gray's
Inn (1677-1750); see Burke's 'Peerage,'
s.v.

' Amherst.' This son (1732-80) attained
the rank of lieutenant -

general, was aide-

de-camp to George III., and successively
became Lieutenant-Governor of Portsmouth,
Governor of St. John's, Newfoundland, and
Adjutant-General of the Army.

The.Duke of Cumberland died on 31 Oct.,
1765. N. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

" YELVER " IN PLACE-NAMES (11 S. vi.

191, 238. 297, 352). In the discussion on
this subject no mention has been made of

Yelverton, near Tavistock in Devon. The

etymology of this place-name can, I think,
be illustrated from the 'names of other

places in' the West of England ending in

-verton', such as Dulverton, Milverton, Silver-

ton, Staverton, Thorverton, Tiverton. The
etymology of the name of Tiverton in Devon
is quite clear, and was correctly explained
by Camden. Tiverton is a word compounded
in Old English of twlford (in locative twl-

fyrde),
"
double ford," and tun,

" town."
The first element, Tiver-, in Tiverton is

identical with the place-name Twyjord,
*' the double ford,"'in Berks. We see, then,
that the termination -verton represents O.E.
ford and tun, and means " a place near a
ford

"
; there can be no doubt, I think, that

-verton has the same meaning in the place-
name Yelverton. The element Yel- probably
represents a river-name. Compare II- in

Ilchester, Ilminster.

This account of the etymology of Yel-

verton may be supported by the analysis of

the name Silverton, which is composed of

O.E. sylh+fyrde+tun : sylh is locative of

O.E. sulh (Lat. sulcus), used here in the

sense of
" a sunk road or furrow." Silverton

means, therefore,
" a place near a ford

approached on one or both sides by a sunk
road or gully." The O.E. place-name
Sulhford appears in Charter II. of the Craw-
ford Collection ; see

' Anecdota Oxoniensia,'

1895, p. 47, where there is a good note on
this name. A. L. MAYHEW.

BOTANY (11 S. vi. 368). As to lichens

used in dyeing, see Lindsay's
'

Popular
History of British Lichens,' 1856, pp. 88-
90. The species which were most used
seem to have been Rocella tinctoria and
fuciformis and Lecanora tartarea - the
former for making orchill, the latter for

cudbear. J. F. R.

The following British lichens give a
red dye : Ramalina scopulorum, Parmelia

saxatilis, Parmelia omphalodes, Lecanora

tartarea, Lecanora parella, Urceolaria scru-

posa, Umbilicaria pustulata.
Lecanora tartarea is used by the pea-

santry of Northern Europe to furnish a red

dye.
Cudbear, Lecanora tartarea :

" The name was derived from Dr. Outhbert
Gordon, who first introduced the manufacture
[of the dye from this plant] in Glasgow."-
.Tamieson.

" The most useful and best known of our native

dye-lichens is the rock-moss or cudbear (Lecanora
tartarea)."^ Macniillan's

' Footnotes from Nature.'

Lecanora tartarea grows on rocks and
tree trunks. Very probably crohil geat
is Lecanora tartarea. See also.

'

N.E.D.*
under "Cudbear." WT

M. Moss.
Bolton.

LONDON BRIDGE (11 S. vi. 209, 318).
I am greatly obliged to R. B. P. for his

reference to The Mechanic's Magazine, as

possibly providing the identification of the
writer of the pamphlet I cited at the first

reference. The contributions on this subject

by Mr. Christopher Davy were already
familiar to me, but I dismissed his claims

to the supposed authorship as he is thanked
in a preliminary paragraph of the pamphlet
for the use of his illustrations and data.

In The Mechanic's Magazine of 6 Aug., 1831,

p. 368, there is the following reference

amongst the
' Interim Notices

'

:

"
It has been thought advisable to incorporate

the observations intended for our present number
on the opening of the New London Bridge in a
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pamphlet which will appear on the subject next,
and from which we shall give such extracts as
will render the series of articles that have appeared
in The Jfechanic's Magazine on the history and
progress of this public work complete."

We may assume from this that either the
editor prepared a series of articles on this

subject, first publishing them as a pamphlet,
or that they were offered him for his Maga-
zine and he adopted a similar course. Three
other names suggest themselves for this

attribution of authorship : James Elmes,
William Knight, Thomas Deakin. The last

named is the least probable, but in 1832 he
wrote to the Magazine, discussing the trans-

verse settlement of the bridge. William

Knight, F.S.A., of Canonbury, was the

resident engineer, but his antiquarian taste

should be more noticeable in the pamphlet.
There is some analogy between his paper on
the old bridge contributed to the Archceo-

logia, the foot-notes to
' A Memoir of Old

London Bridge
'

in The Gentleman's Maga-
zine (March, 1832 ; reissued as a pamphlet),
and " Observer's

"
criticisms of the pam-

phlet (vide p. 195, The Mechanic's Magazine,
1832). Of James Elmes' s qualifications it is

not necessary to write, and much as I should

like to attribute the authorship to Knight,
there is greater probability that it was
written by Elmes, then Surveyor to the Port

of London.

Two other names occur, but neither has

any great claims to consideration : George
Allen, of 69, Tooley Street, who between
1828 and 1830 issued various plans and
memorials in connexion with new bridge

approaches from the south ; and Peter

Jeffery, of 81, Cheapside, who in 1827 was
almost equally industrious for the northern

approaches. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

DENNY, DE DEENE, AND WINDSOR FAMI-

LIES (10 S. xii. 424; 11 S. ii. 153, 274).

The following are some fresh facts bearing

upon this subject.

The first of these is very important evi-

dence of the identity of the Denny and de

Deene families. In a book of collections

made by Thomas Starling in the time of

Charles II., which is amongst the MSS. of

Mr. Walter Rye, is pasted an old copy of

the Denny pedigree compiled by Sir Matthew

Carew about 1560, from information ob-

tained from a monk named Denny at the

Abbey of St. Denis, near Paris (incomplete,

however, as the monk died before fulfilling

is promise to furnish a full copy of his

old written Parchment Booke "), and from

own collections.

At the foot of this pedigree is a drawing
of the arms, a fesse dancettee, and in chief

three crescents (the de Deene coat), with
a casual note (the importance of the point
evidently not having been guessed at) that
this was the Dennys' bearing before the coat
of crosses (the Windsor arms).
The heiress of the de Deenes of Deene,

Northants, married a Tindall, whose de-
scendants assumed the de Deene arms (as

above) and the crest (sometimes described
as

"
Denny ") a plume of five ostrich feathers

issuing from a ducal coronet. But later on
we find some of the Tindalls bearing the
coat altered (no doubt for cadency) to a
fesse dancettee. and in chief a martlet
between two crescents very similar to the

Dennys' second quartering.
It is stated that one of the de Deenes,

dying in the French campaign of Henry V.,
desired that his body should be conveyed
to the Abbey of St. Denis, whom he had
chosen for his patron saint. He would be
almost certainly identical with " John
Denny, Esquire," slain in the French wars
about 1420, and buried at St. Denis.

Sir Edmond Denny, Baron of the Ex-
chequer, is described in a letter of one of the

Excheqxier officials, 10 Nov., 1500, as
" Mr.

Deene." H. L. L. D.

THE QUEEN OF TAHITI'S FEATHER ROBE :

THE SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT IN BEL-
FAST (US. vi. 210, 315). In reply to FOUR
SCORE YEARS AND TEN I am happy to be
able to report that the copy of the Solemn
League and Covenant that he refers to as

having been in the old museum of which
Mr. R. M. Young, M.R.I.A., was Hon.
Secretary until its transference to the
Belfast Corporation a few years ago, is

still intact, and, let us hope, in as good a
state of preservation as when it was first

seen by your correspondent. The title-

page is naturally somewhat worn and
darkened with age, and the signatures of

those who "
declared

"
at Holywood, then

a village a few miles from Belfast, are dim
and partly illegible. Perhaps it should be

explained that the famous declaration was
printed in pamphlet form in Edinburgh,
and blank pages were added for the signa-
tures, of which there are about sixty. Those
still decipherable include these names :

John Wright, Thomas Reid, Thomas Baillie,
Alexander Wadell, John McCormick, John
Waugh, John Scott, John McBride, James
Fairlie, Thomas Russel, Johnr Pentland,
Alexander Gillespie, John Ma tin, James
Webster, John McClelland. The first name
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signed is that of the preacher Mr. Adair ;

the second is that of Mr. Charles Hall,

probably the parochial minister. In Patrick
Adair's

' True Narrative
'

will be found a

minutely told account of the Covenanting
tour in Ulster, when many Covenant books
were signed, of which the Belfast copy
seems to be the only one preserved. In
Scotland, I understand, there are several
still preserved. In 1847 Dr. David Laing
read a paper before the Society of Anti-

quaries (Scotland) giving a list of those who
had original copies of the Solemn League
and Covenant in Scotland. It would be

interesting to know if there are any in

England.
In view of the recent Covenant-signing in

Ulster, a special article, illustrated with fac
:

similes of the pages of the original copy of

1643, appeared in The Belfast Evening
Telegraph.

It may be added that there is an organiza-
tion in Belfast the Presbyterian Historical

Society that devotes special attention to
the collecting and safe-keeping of documents
and relics of Irish Presbyterian interest.

J. W. KEBNOHAN.
Church House, Belfast.

" NUI/LA NON DONANDA LAURU "
(11 S.

vi. 370).
Where is the old man laid ? look down,
And construe on the slab before you" Hie jacel GVIJELMVS BROWN,
Vir nulld -non donandns lauru."

W. M. Praed,
' The Vicar,' ad fin.

It seems as though the phrase owed its

origin to Horace's
Laurea donandus Apollinari,
Seu Odes, IV. ii. 9.

EDWARD BENSLY.

[MR. W. H.B. BIRD, MR. W.ERNST BROWNING,
A. K. E., H. W. G., PROF. G. C. MOORE SMITH, and
MR. GEORGE WHERRY also thanked for replies.]

CAWTHORNE (11 S. vi. 327). In the Galle
Face Cemetery, Colombo, is a tombstone
with the following inscription :

" In memory of Maria, the beloved wife of
William Cawthorne, Esq. She died at Colombo,
Jlth September, 1857, aged 31 years. Also of
William Cawthorne, Esq., who was accidentally
killed at Kandy on 20th February, 1858. aged
50 years."

The register at Kandy gives his age as 46.
He died from a arriage accident. He went
out to Ceylon about 1846, and was a mer-
chant, cocoa-nut and coffee planter, there.
There have not been any persons of the name
in Ceylon since the death of W. Cawthorne.

PENRY LEWIS.

"SARAFT" (11 S. vi. 349). There is no
inner

"
or esoteric meaning about this

word. It is in popular or colloquial use
all over Catholic Ireland as an abbreviation
of Shrovetide, the season immediately pre-
ceding the penitential seven weeks of Lent.

Marriages are forbidden during Lent ; hence
there is always a little rush of amorous
couples to the altar during

"
Saraft," or

Shrovetide. J. F. HOGAN.
Royal Colonial Institute.

This word, which is generally pronounced
"Shraff" or "

Shraft," means Shrovetide:
on or about Shrove Tuesday. See Joyce.
'

English as We Speak It in Ireland
'

(1910), p. 322; and ' E.D.D.' (s.v.
'

Shraft ').

A. L. MAYHEW.

"Saraft," "Shraft,"
"
Sraft

" = Shrove-
tide. Cf.

' Further Experiences of an Irish

R.M.,' Somerville and Ross :

The last day of Shraft,

Other examples, cf.
'

English Dialect Dic-

tionary,' v. 411.
ST. SWITHIN is not quite right.

"
Saraft

"

is, to use his words,
"
the ecclesiastically

proper time for wedlock "
only in this sense,

that, when it ends, there begins one of the
two seasons during which it is not allowed
to

"
solemnize marriages," i.e., from Ash

Wednesday to Low Sunday, inclusive.

S.T.P.

FOURIER SOCIETY (11 S. vi. 250).
Horace Greeley established, in 1843, a.

community on the Fourier basis in Pike

County, Pennsylvania, on the Lackawaxen
River. He named it

"
Sylvania," and it

lasted until 1845. There is a settlement
named Greeley not far from the site of'
"
Sylvania." No Socialistic elements are

in this. JOHN L. STEWART.
Lehigh University, Pennsylvania.

FRENCH SONNET : FELIX ARVERS (11 S,

vi. 246, 334). I omitted to state in my
reply that, according to Arvers,

' Mes
Heures Perdues,' 1833, p. 71, the famous
sonnet was "

imite de 1'italien." I have
failed to find the Italian poem that suggested
the idea to Arvers. Perhaps some reader
of

' N. & Q.' may be more successful.

W. F. PRIDEATJX.

CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTIONS : LIST OF
TRANSCRIPTIONS (11 S. vi. 206, 255, 278,

354). I have a copy of all the inscriptic.ns

in the church and churchyard of Leigh, co.

Kent. Some of the inscriptions relate to

persons buried at a period for which the

registers are missing.
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Mr. Hasleden some years ago in his
' Memorials of Smarden '

published tran-

scriptions of all the inscriptions in the
church and churchyard of Smarden, co.

Kent. R. VAUGHAX GOWER.
Ferndale Lodge, Tunbridge Wells.

Jlofcs on 1B00ks,

Book of the Knowledge of all the Kingdoms, Lands
and Lordships that are in the World. Written
by a Spanish Franciscan in the Middle of the
Fourteenth Century. Translated and edited

by Sir Clements Markham. (Hakluyt Society.)

THIS curious work first published in 1877, edited

by Marcos Jimenez . de la Espada is to be
found at Madrid, in three manuscript codices of
which the best is in the National Library. The
date must be about 1360 or not later ; for the

flag of Majorca is given with the bars differenced
from the bars of Aragon, which indicates that the
annexation of Majorca by Aragon (1375) had not
yet taken place. The work is quoted in a book
of information concerning the coast of Africa

compiled for Bethencourt the explorer in 1404.
Was the good friar a traveller, or merely a com-
piler ? The latter has been by many scholars
rather hastily assumed to be the case ; but
recently, upon a closer examination of the ques-
tion, What could be compile from ? a more
favourable opinion of him has grown up. His
own work is itself one of the very earliest on
geography : and even where his accounts are
difficult to follow the information they contain
seems clearly first-hand. The present work is

principally a translation of that of Espada, who
made many researches with the object of finding
out the author's name without success.

The journey starts from Castille, and of every
kingdom, principality, or city that possesses one,
the friar to the number of 94 in all notes and
depicts the flag. By

"
Bayona

"
across the

Pyrenees to
"
Tolosa," he fares through France

into Flanders and Germany, taking there a
devious course, now northwards to the "kingdom
Dacia of the Danes," now south-eastwards into
Bohemia and Poland, then back again to Sweden
and Norway. From Tille (Telemarken)

" we
came to the island of Escocia, and found in it four

[sic] cities, one called Donfres (Dumfries), another
Eneruic (Edinburgh), another Veruic (Berwick).
The King of this Escocia has for his device a
red flag with three long lions of gold." This, as

the English editor remarks, is substituting the
arms of England for those of Scotland ; perhaps

i because the traveller chanced to see on a flag the
arms of King David's English queen.

"
I

departed," the friar continues,
" from the land

of Escocia and came to the kingdom of Ingla-
: terra. Know that it is a very well populated
I country, and that it contains eleven great cities.
' The largest, where they crown their King, is called

I Londres, and another Gunsa (?Windsor)where there
* are the general studies, another Antona (South-
iampton), others Bristol, Artamua (? Dartmouth),

jPremua (Plymouth), and Miraforda (Milford).
I In a province they call Gales there is a great city

[called Dirgales which is a lordship of Inglaterra.

The King of those lands has for his arms on a flag
quarterly, in two quarters fleurs de lys gold on a
field azure, because the King is of the house of
France, and in the other two quarters in each
one on a field gules three ounces gold. I left

Inglaterra in a boat and reached the island of
Irlanda, which is a short crossing of a mile. They
say that formerly it was called Ibernia. Know
that it is a well peopled island with a good climate,
and that there are three [sic] great cities in it. The
chief one, where they crown the kings, is Estan-
forda, the others Ymeria (Limerick), Cataforda,
Rois, and Donbelin. In this island there is a
great lake, and they say that the lake brings
good fortune, because many enchantments were
made on its banks in ancient times. ..."

Next he goes to Iceland (which a copyist
confuses with Ireland), and then "so far over the
western sea

"
that he comes back to Spain again,

and thence to the south of France and Italy.
From yenice he penetrates into Hungary and all

the neighbouring parts, and then to Greece
the Morea and outlying island states and to

Turkey. Next comes the turn of the lands round
the eastern head of the Mediterranean. He
passes through Syria and visits Jerusalem with-
out any expression of emotion going southwards
to Egypt, and westwards from city to city/jf North
Africa. Here he becomes adventurous, and we
enter upon the really important part of his work :

he journeys
" over the Zahara " and down to

Senegal, where he tells us of the Rio del Oro
with the "

Kingdom of Guynoa
"
upon its banks

the Senegal. He seems to have stayed some
time in Sierra Leone, and then to have crossed
into the Sudan and Senegambia, describing
this region as a place of many delights. Thi
was breaking new ground as far as European
geography was concerned. Next coming upon
the Nile, he takes it for the Euphrates, and finds
out the Christians of Nubia and Ethiopia and
Prester John. He makes inquiry for the terres-

trial paradise, thought to be not far off, consisting,
he is told, of mountains so high they come near
to reach the moon, which has never been seen
but of three men, and of no man ever ascended ;

and men see it now in one quarter and now in

another. Here they tell him of the four rivers-

which come out of the very deep seas which sur-

round the mountains of Paradise rivers whose
rushing is so loud that it can be heard at a
distance of twe days' journey, and makes the
inhabitants of the country deaf.

Soon after we find our friar in Asia, travelling;
with merchants "

for a very great distance
"

to-

Delhi whence he arrives at a province called

India the sandy (Sind and Rajputana), where
there are " wise people with good memories,,
and learned in all kinds of knowledge." By
Oxanap (? Burmah) and Armalec (? Bengal) he
comes to the empire of Catayo which is "the
end of the face of the earth in the line of

Spain
"

; and the land of the " Grand Can,
lord of the East." What follows is by far
the most interesting part of the itinerary, but
we must forbear to quote it here. It is, of course,,

impossible to distinguish what the searcher has-

seen with his own eyes from what he accepted on
hearsay ; he tells tales like some of those in

Herodotus of strange beings dwelling in strange
parts of the earth ; and he professes to have
stayed in the castle of Magog. There is little or
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Jortance? makes it delightful reading.

BOOKSELLERS' CATAMGUKS. NOVEMBER.

FRANCIS EDWARDS sends us a Catalogue of

on London and its Neighbourhood which

''

ounty ofCounty oi folio, datin
h are Ogere

rth'S"'

l

l feet Views" of London,' 1816, and

Pv' History of the Royal Residences,' 3 vols.,

19. Dallaway and Carpenter's History of

the Western Division of Sussex, in 3 vols.,

large number of! original water-

of Arts Literature, Commerce,

Fashions, and m 109-28

by

original edition, having the

Ser the management of John ,

folio leaves of vellum, lettered L. L F. on back,

50Z The period includes the production of The
'

Opera,' which was given for the first

29 Jan 1727, when the account-book

of Shakespeare's plays appear among many
others in these accounts.

MR. FRANCIS EDWARDS'S Catalogue No. 316

also contains a large number of good
^

items of

which we may mention a complete and unabridged

set of the Philosophical Transaction* of the Royal

Society from 1665 to 1906,.for which 2001. is

asked- Valpy's Delphin edition of the Latin

Classics the whole 162 vols., 1825, 301.
\
i
and a

coXlete set, from 1830 to 1911, of the Proceed-

ings of the Zoological Society, 70Z.

MESSRS M\GGS'S Catalogue 297 is as full as ever

of
1

tSSttnritems-once more Portrait. Deco-

T aureate '^2 July, 1871, 18Z. 18s.: "Spy's"

Wagner-' The Music of the Future '-10 May,

1877 35? ; and 'The Diogenes of the Modern

Corinthians without his Tub '

being Apes
caricature of Carlyle, 22 Oct., 1870, 271. *

Among the more important engraved portraita

may be mentioned Cousins's mezzotint aft

Lawrence's
'

Lady Acland,' a copy signed by tM
engraver, with the additional inscription M

firft plate S. Cousins," 1826, 150 guineas. Then

are two portraits of Mrs. SUUqM, ttw
J

interesting being a mezzotint of J . K. u
^ _

after the portrait Lawrence painted of 1

he was 13, 1783, 35*. Another example of

Smithes work, for which 1061. is asked, is th,-

en-ravin- after Appiani's portrait of Napoleon

fnSh Napoleon, with the bridge of
.Creole

behind

him, confronts a winged female fig^ewho
inscribing something on a shield a P^J^gJ
which might serve to iUustrate ]ust how fai

brilliant technique may be said to redeem >

hopelessness of utter frigidity in conception (IE

Nearly the same might be said save for t

charm of the figure-of Val Green's engraving of

Reynolds's
' Lady Talbot,' 1782,

150J.
Hoppnt

' Mrs. Jordan as Hypohta,' engraved by Jones is

offered for 14Z. 14s. (1791), and a pair of Baito
- after Reynolds' Lady Harrington and h.

en' and 'Lady Smith and her Children

j for 50 guineas. 401. is in each case the

asked for Smith's mezzotint after Romney a
j

.urs. Carwardine and Child
'

(1781), and Cousins, s

engraving of Lawrence's 'Lady Gower and h

Daughter' (1832). Lawrences pretty Lad}

Blessington '-again engraved by Cousins 1

mav be had for 91. 9s. A more important woi

of which the price is 115Z. 10s., is the portrait

Peters of Lady Elizabeth Compton, engraved I

JR. Smith, 1780. Among the engravings

decorative subjects are six or seven Bartolos

the best of which is after Angelica Kauffman
' Venus attired by the Graces,' 1784, 45Z.

Therj
are four after Morland among them ^
' The Shepherds,' printed in colour, 1 08, 1

gx^neaSs well'as
P
a set of five sporting pates

some of which are after his work, 1790, 52*. Ids.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

pottos to (Komspontnmts,

WE cannot undertake to answer queries pnvateh

nor can we advise correspondents as to t

of old books and other objects or as to the meaiu,

disposing of them.

WE must request correspondents des

formation on family matters of only private

to affix their names Hiid addresses to then que

'u order that answers mav be sent to then

among Ape's" Tennyson The

EDITORIAL communications should be addresse<

to "The Editor of
' Notes and Querics -Adv 6*

tisements and Business Letters to

Ushers "-at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chance

Lane, E.G.

A..CHURCH. Forwarded.

MAXWELL GRANT.-From Macaulay's
'W

CoRRiGENDUM.-^^e, p. 398, col. 2, 1. 9 from foot,

for
" Littleton

" read Fittleton.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (NOVEMBER).

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
59, PICCADILLY, W.

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.

Speciality:
French Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth Century, and

Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

V* Gentlemen wishing to dispose of any of these will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

Telephone: 4435 MAYFAIB.

Now Beady, 48 pp., free on application.

(No. 358.)

A Catalogue of Miscellaneous
Second-hand Books,

including purchases from the Libraries of the late JOHX
WILLIS CLARK, Hon. Litt.D., Registrary of the

University of Cambridge (some of the Architectural Works
having belonged to Prof. WILLIS), and W. CHAWNER,
M.A., Master of Emmanuel College.

ON SALE BY

BOWES & BOWES,
i, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

83a, HIGH STREET,
MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

Old Time Literature, Herbals, Garden
Books, 6c.

CATALOGUES ISSUED.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

CATALOGUE CXLV. Modern History (chiefly

European) in various Languages. Part I. : General

History, England, Scotland, British Colonies,
United States, and France.

CATALOGUE CXLVII. Books of Antiquarian,
Historical, and Literary Interest ; chiefly from the

Library of the late Miss Lucy Toulmin Smith,
author of English Mysteries and Miracle. Plays,
York Plays, &c.

B.

POST FREE OX APPLICATION' To

H. BLACKWELL,
Broad Street, Oxford.

1 7,

L. C. BRAUN,
DENMARK STREET,

CHARING CROSS ROAD

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH ANT) OEKMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

Books on Literary, Educational, Scientific, Medical, Law,
all other subjects and for all Exams.

SECOND-HAND at HALF PRICES.
NEW at 25 per cent DISCOUNT.

Catalogue No. 198 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books bought.

135.

W. 6 G. FOYLE,
Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.

ARE YOU IN WANT OF
Some Special Book, Journal, Review, or "Work

of Reference P

IF SO, WRITE TO US!
We are Specialists in the procuring and supplying of Works
in every Department of Literature, New or Second-hand ;

Journals, Transactions, Reviews, and Magazines in Sets,

Series, Odd Vols. , or Parts.

E. GEORGE & SONS,
151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

Telephone : 5150 CENTRAL.

Telegraphic and Cable Address : GKOR6ETTA, LONDON.

BOOKS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Thousands of the Best Books

at from 25 to 80 per cent below the original prices.

The Largest and Best Stock of

Second-hand and New Remainder Books
in the World.

WRITE FOR OUR NOVEMBER CATALOGUE.

W. H. SMITH & SON,
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand, London, W.C.
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AN

American Glossary.
BY

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
In Two Volumes.

This work is commended to the attention of the custodians

of Public Libraries.

The price is 3Os. net.

' An American Glossary
'

is not a Slang Dictionary, though of

necessity it includes specimens of vulgar diction.

The Illustrative Quotations, which are accurately dated, number
14,000; and of these more than 11,000 belong to the period
before the Civil War.

In some instances a word or phrase which might be thought
purely American is traced to an Elizabethan or Jacobean origin.

" The book is unusually well edited." Spectator, June 15.

"
It will have a permanent value for the student of philology."

Aberdeen Press, June 27.

"It is the most comprehensive and elaborate work which has yet appeared
in its peculiar field." N. Y. World, June 1.

"
It is an extensive and valuable work of much research." Times, May 30.

"
It is quite as interesting as a novel, and, in places, as funny as a farce."

Standard, June 4.

"
It must always prove valuable to philologers who recognize the effectiveness-

of the historical method." Scotsman, May 27.
"
It is an amazing collection of what are known as

'

Yankeeisms.'
'

Daily Express, June 3.

" We find throughout dated instances which show clearly the development of

language, and give [this] careful and erudite Avork a status such as is accorded to

the New English Dictionary." Athenaeum, June 29.

FRANCIS & CO., 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN r. FR ANCT8 and ,T KDWAKT) FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E.G., and Printed by
,1. EDWAK1* FRANCIS. Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buiklin-s, chancery Lane, B.C. Saturday, November 2:1. 1912.
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PRICE FOURPENCE.

Yearly Suitcri^tion, 20. 6d. pottfrte.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

THE OXFORD BOOK OF VICTORIAN VERSE.
Chosen by Sir ARTHUR QUILLER-COUCH. Iti Two Editions. Crown 8vo, 6*. net. ; fcap. 8vo
on Oxford India Paper, 7*. bV. net. Also in leather bindings at higher prices.

Uniform with the Oxford Book of English Verse and the Oxford Book of Ballad* by the same Editor.

THE OXFORD BOOK OF LATIN VERSE.
From the Earliest Fragments to the end of the Fifth Century, A.I>. Chosen by H. W. GARROD.
Fcap. 8vo. containing 384 Pieces, with 51 English Translations and Imitations, an Introduction, and
Notes. &>. net. ; on Oxford India Paper, ">'. 6d. net. Also in leather bindings at higher prices.

Uniform with the Oxford Book* of French, German, and Italian Verse.

KEBLE'S LECTURES ON POETRY, 1832-1841.
Translated by E. K. FRANCIS. In Two Volumes. 8vo, 12*. net.

A CATALOGUE OF THE ANCIENT SCULPTURES
PRESERVED IN THE MUNICIPAL COLLECTIONS OF ROME.

The Sculptures of the Museo Capitolino. By Members of the British School at Rome. Edited by
H. STUART JONES. Part I., Text (with Introduction and Appendixes), 8vo, 18*. net. Part II
94 Collotype Plates. Royal 4to, 50-*. net. Together, 63*. net.

ANNALS OF THE EMPEROR CHARLES V.
By FRANCISCO LOPEZ 1)E GOMARA. Spanish Text and English Translation. Edited, with
an Introduction and Notes, by R. B. MERRIMAN. 8vo, 12*. 6d. net.

Books I-IV. And the Saecular Hymn, Translated into English Verse by W. S. MARRIS
the Latin Text of E. C. WICKHAM. Miniature Edition. 2*. 6V. net.

THE ODES OF HORACE.
Books I-IV.
Parallel with

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
With a General Introduction by A. C. SWINBURNE. A Note on the Typographical Feature of
this edition by T. WATTS DUNTON. And Introductory Studies by E. DOWDEN. In Three
Volumes, on Oxford India Pa]>er, 3*. net. per volume ; in leather, from is. net per volume.

Complete Catalogue ( / 60 pages) post free on application.

London : HEXRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, E.G.
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FIVE
SHILLINGS REWARD OFFERED for

Record of Burial in August, 1812, in or near London, of

THOM Ad STRIITT, of 380, Oxford Street, and formerly of Hampstead
Road, and possibly formerly of Southwark and Essex. Hame reward
for birth of ssme. most probably in Essex or Southwark about 1740.

Apply M., S7, Iffley Road, Oxfoul

PENEALOGY. Mr. T. M. BLAGG, 124, Chan-
OT eery Lane. W.C., Hon. Gen. Editor to the Brit. Record Soc.. and
General Editor of the Northern and Eastern Counties in Mr. Philli-

raore's Parish Register Series, is at liberty to UNDERTAKE
RE8E >L IK ! H ES for Private Clients on moderate terms. Wills, Parish

Registers, Manor Kolls, Chancery Suits, Heraldry. &c.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on vhat subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert BnoVfindeis extant. Plense slate wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. 14-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

BACK VOLUMES OF NOTES AND QUERIES
can be obtained on application to the Office of the Paper,

11, Bream'* Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G., at the uniform price of
10s. 6d. each.

A THEN^EUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
\. FRANCIS, Printer of the Athenaeum, Notes and Queries, 4c., is

3rerarcd to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of HOOK, NEWS,
mil PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Bream's Buildings. Chancery
Lane. K.C.

C L, I F F O R D'S I N N.

For View of CLIFFORD'S INN, taken in 1892, see

NOTES AND QUERIES, April 2, 1892.

The same Number also contains Sketches of the

ROLLS CHAPEL, OLD SERJEANTS' INN,

THE GATEWAY, LINCOLN'S INN, &c.

Price 4jd., free by post, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY MORNING at 10 o'clock.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES ANO QUEKIES free by post is 5s. 2d. for Three

Months; ]0s. 3d. for Six Monies ; or 208. 6d. for Twelve Months,
inchi'lmg the volume Index. J. HOWARD FRANCIS, Xotes and
Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

N OTES AND QUERIE
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS

t. <l.

110
5 Lines, pearl type

Sixpence per Line beyond.
Half a Column
Column.............. 220
A Page.............. 440

In the measurement of Advertisements, care should be taken to
measure from rule to rule.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Aotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE.

CT O T E S AND QUERIES
-1 for DECEMBER 10 and 24, 1892, and JANUARY 7 and 21, 1893

CONTAINS A BIBLIOGRAPHY OP MR. GLADSTONE.
Price of the Four Numbers, Is. 4d. ; or free by post, Is. Sd.

JOHN 0. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS
Notes and Qiieries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

29-47, GARDEN ROW, ST. GEORGE'S ROAD, 80CTBWARK, S.E.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the T-eadeuhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage Id. 15s. YEARLY". Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL

Specimen Copy post free on application to

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
Telegraphic Address -GABDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GEHRARD.

* * May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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NOTES ON ' TITUS ANDRONICUS,'
' AS YOU LIKE IT,' Ac.

[MB. DUNCAN TOVEY has kindly sent us the

following notes, which were found among
his father's papers, together with the short

note on Richard Burbage which appeared
at p. 406.

THE REV. D. C. TOVEY was an occasional

contributor to these columns, and we may
here express our regret at his death, which

took place at the end of September last

in his- 7 1st year. Scholar of Trinity College,

Cambridge, and Clark Lecturer in English
Literature and for many years assistant

master at Eton, he had been since 1886

Rector of Worplesdon. His fine edition of

Gray's poems is well known to all lovers of

English literature ; and the last volume
of his exhaustively annotated edition of

Gray's letters, which appeared a few days
after his death, is still fresh in the public

mind.]

IT was long belieyed that the earliest extant

quarto of
' Titus Andronicus ' was that

bearing date 1600. From this was printed

another quarto dated 1611. Neither of
these quartos bears Shakespeare's name.

Nevertheless Francis Meres in a well-
known passage in his

'

Palladis Tainia,'
dated 1598, distinctly mentions 'Titus An-
dronicus '

among other works of Shake-
speare.
A quarto of this play, some years earlier

than 1598, was discovered in Germany not
long ago. It has been purchased by an
American gentleman, and is now, I presume,
in his private collection. Like the other

quartos mentioned above, it does not bear

Shakespeare's name. Of this the book-
seller who first purchased it has assured
me, though he declined to give me the name
of the present possessor.

It has seemed to me that if it were collated
we might find evidences that between its date
(? 1594) and the date of 'Palladis Tamia '

(1598) Shakespeare so far interfered with
it as to justify Meres in attributing the

play to him. I will give some examples of

imagery and expression which seem to me
distinctly Shakespearian, and if these are
not found in the newly discovered quarto,
I should infer that Shakespeare improved
the play after the date of its publication,
but before 1598.

(a)
'

Tit. And.,' Act H. sc. i. 1. 83 :

She is a woman, therefore may be woo'd ;

She is a woman, therefore may be won :

She is Lavinia, therefore must be loved.

Cf. Sonnet XLI. :

Gentle thou art-, and therefore to be won,
Beauteous thou art, therefore to be assailed.

If in 1598 Francis Meres meant by "hi
sugred sonnets among his private friends

'

the collection we know under that name,
we have here an indication of Shakespeare's
hand in

' Titus Andronicus,' and the newly
discovered quarto may help to determine
between what dates that interference began.
On the ground of the parallel above indi-

cated, I am disposed to recognize Shake-

speare's hand in
'

1 Henry VI.,' V. iii. 77-8 :

She 's beautiful, and therefore to be woo'd ;

She is a woman, therefore to be won.

There is no quarto of
'

1 Henry VI.' It
first appears in Folio, 1623.

(b)
'

Tit. And.,' III. ii. (ad fin.) :

. . . .Lavinia, go with me:
I '11 to' thy closet ; and go read with thee
Sad stories chanced in the times of old.

Cf.
' Richard II.,' V. i. 41 (? date 1594) :

In winter's tedious nights sit by the fire

With good old folks and let them tell thee tales
Of woful ages long ago betid ;
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(6 2)
'

Tit. And.,' I. i. 117-8 :

Wilt thou draw near the nature of the Gods ?

Draw near them then in being merciful :

Cf.
' Merch. Ven.,' IV. i. 196 :

And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons Justice.

(c)
'

Tit. And.,' IV. ii. 122 :

He is your brother, lords, sensibly fed

Of that self blood that first gave life to you,
And from that womb, where you imprison'd

were
He is enfranchised and come to light :

Cf.
' Rich. II..' I. ii. 22 :

Ah, Gaunt, his blood was thine ! that bed, that

womb,
That metal, that self-mould that fashion'd thee,
Made him a man ;

(d)
'
Tit. And.,' V. iii. 73 sq. :

Lest Rome herself be bane unto herself,
And she whom mighty kingdoms court'sy to
Like a forlorn and desperate castaway,
Do shameful execution on herself.

Cf.
' Rich. II.,' II. i. 65,

That England, that was wont to conquer others,
Hath made a shameful conquest of itself,

and the whole of the preceding panegyric.

(e) The following, minute as it is, will, I

am certain, appeal to scholars.
'

Tit. And.,' V. iii. 155 :

Tear for tear, and loving kiss'for kiss,

Note the place of the epithet, and cf.
'
Rich.

II.,' I. i. 18 :

. . . .face to face,
And frowning brow to brow,

Also
' K. John,' II. i. 390 :

Turn face to face and bloody point to point ;

'

1 Henry IV.,' IV. i. 121 :

Harry to Harry shall, not horse to horse,
Meet'i &c.

'

Henry V.,' V. ii. 30 :

That, face to face and royal eye to eye,
You have congreeted,

Hence the Folios are right when in
' Mac-

beth,' I. ii. 56, they give
Point against point, rebellious arm 'gainst arm,

with the comma after
"
point

"
; and Theo-

bald, though followed, I believe, by all

or most editors, is wrong in punctuating
after

"
rebellious/'

It is very noteworthy that the whole of

sc. ii. in Act III. appears for the first time
in the First Folio (1623). To it belongs the

quotation which I have given under (6)

supra ; the Cambridge editors conjecture
that this scene comes from a MS. in the

possession of the players. The First Folio
edition is generally printed from Quarto 2

(1611), in their judgment, and they further

say that it agrees too closely in style with

the main portion of the play to allow of the
supposition that it is due to a different author.
I content myself with the view that we have
here in part, if not wholly, Shakespeare's
hand.

All this is conjecture, but, on the hypo-
thesis which I am inclined to make that we
have already some evidence that this scene
is either wholly or in part Shakespeare's,
I dwell further on some resemblances therein,,
which otherwise I might not insist upon.

(g)
'
Tit. And.,' III. ii. 4 :

Marcus, unknit that sorrow-wreathen knot :

'Taming of the Shrew,' V. ii. 136 (con-
jectural date 1597, Dowden) :

Fie, fie ! unknit that threatening unkind brow,

(h)
'

Tit. And.,' III. ii. ad fin. :

Come, boy, and go with me : thy sight is young,
And thou shalt read when mine begins to dazzle.

Cf.
'
3 Henry VI.,' II. i. 25 :

Dazzle mine eyes, or do I see three suns ?

and ' Venus and Adonis,' Quarto 159$
(dedicated by Shakespeare to the Earl of

Southampton) :

Upon his hurt she looks so steadfastly,
That her sight dazzling makes the wound seem

three ;

Also
' Love's Labour Lost '

(I. i. 80-82),
a quarto of 1598 bearing Shakespeare's
name, and speaking of the play as acted
before Queen Elizabeth, Christmas, 1597 :

Study me how to please the eye indeed
By fixing it upon a fairer eye,

Who dazzling so, that eye shall be his heed

This passive or intransitive use of
"
dazzle

"

belongs to an early stage of Shakespeare's
diction; two of the instances quoted are from
work unquestionably Shakespeare's. I am
making a comparison between the earliest

Quartos of the first part of
' The Contention '

and ' The True Tragedy,' on the one hand,,
and '

3 Henry VI.' on the other, and I have
found enough to justify me in thinking that
the comparison may be fruitful in evidence
of Shakespeare's work in these plays. A
similar comparison between the Quarto 1594
of

' Titus Andronicus ' and those of 1600.
and 1611, might prove no less significant,

especially in hands more competent than
mine.

But I must add another instance,

beyond the limits of the scene just discussed,
of a single word, the use of which is note-

worthy, i.e.
"
timeless

"
in the sense of

"
untimely,"
*
Tit. And.,' II. iii. 265 :

The complot of this timeless 'tragedy;
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The other instances of Shakespeare's use
of this word will all be found (8 in number)
in Schmidt's

'

Shakespeare lexicon.' They
all belong to what is called Shakespeare's
first period, the later limit of which, judging
by extant Quartos, is 1597. As a piece of

cumulative^evidence I regard this as very
important.

If we have independent indications that
e

Titus Andronicus ' owes something to

Shakespeare, the fact that the play belongs
to the period of his earlier activity, and has
a word wliich he subsequently discarded, is

of some significance. In no less than

twenty-three plays after that first period
in other words, in all his subsequent work
the word is conspicuous by its absence.

If we find it in Beaumont and Fletcher,
if we find

"
tunelessly

"
in Milton on ' The

Death of a Fair Infant,' these instances are

probably the result of a familiarity with

Shakespeare's earliest works. It is not a

Spenserian word, for the author of the

epitaph on Sidney, in which alone it is

found in the whole of Spenser's works, is

expressly said to be unknown. I believe
that Shakespeare deliberately gave it up,
in deference either to his own judgment or
to the criticism of others. That he was
"sensitive to criticism in this respect I can
show by another instance, in the word
"
misprize."
* Much Ado,' m. i.*52 :

Misprising what they look on,
* As You Like It,' I. i." 177 :

I am altogether misprised;

Ibid., I. ii. 192 :

Your reputation shall not therefore be mis-
prised :

D. C. TOVEY.

(To l>e continued.)

CHARLES GORE OF WEIMAR.

(See ante, p. 402.)

FROM 1791, therefore, this far - travelled

Englishman (so Gore is described in
'
Characteristics of Goethe/ trans. Sarah

Austin, 1833, iii. 136, 177) made his home
in the best society of Saxe - Weimar. His
name finds a place in

' Les Villes de

Thuringe.' by Edouard Humbert (1869),

p. 315, among the distinguished persons
who were attracted to Weimar at this

period. The leading position occupied by
the Gores is shown in several ways. There

hangs, for instance, in the grand-ducal
library a well-known drawing in colour, by
G. M. Kraus, of the

"
Evening Circle of the

Duchess Amalia,
7 ' which is reproduced in

several works. Ten figures are portrayed
seated at a table :

"The Duchess is painting ; to her left is Charles
Gore, who has just been reading aloud and ia

looking over his spectacles at the Duchess r

then comes Elise Gore, also painting ; Emilie
Gore, dressed in black, with a wonderful hat,
and an air of being somebody, stitching, has
looked up at a sketch which Herder is holding
before her

"
(Duntzer, trans. Lyster, ii. 1334 f

Gerard, i. 300 ; M. C. Crawford,
' Goethe and

his Woman Friends,' p. 337).

In June, 1793, Gore and Kraus, with
Goethe, witnessed the operations of the

siege of Mainz, and were much interested
in the scene ; at another time Kraus accom-

panied Gore on a tour through Tyrol and'

the North of Italy (' Characteristics of

Goethe.' i. 153 ;

'

Belagerung von Maintz,.

1793,' Goethe's
'

Werke,' vol. xx., 1858).

An account by H. C. R. (Henry Crabb>

Robinson), published in December, 1807r

from information derived from his friends

at Jena, of events at Weimar after the battle-

of Jena in 1806, is embodied in vol. iii. of
Sarah Austin's volumes (p. 203 et seq.),

The reigning Duchess Louise had retired

within the walls of her palace to await the

approach of Napoleon. She had called

around her the ladies of the Court and the

leading English.
" Her amiable friend Miss

Gore, with her aged parent since deceased*

. . . .were among the select party." A.

picture of Gore's condition at this time is

given in the volume of
'

Goethe, sein Leben,*"

by Ludwig Geiger (1910). The French had
taken from him almost all he had,

"
It was truly an exceedingly touching spectacle-

to see the venerable old man lying ill with gout
on a sofa in the chamber of the Duchess."

Gore died at Weimar on 22 Jan., 1807,.

at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and was buried
near his daughter Eliza Maria (who had
been one of Hackert's pupils) on Monday,.
26 Jan., at 9 o'clock at night, in the " Kas-
sengewolbe

" a general vault belonging to

the Landschafts-Kasse, in which were buried

persons of standing who had no family
graves in the old churchyard of St. James's
Church. The funeral was, as became his

position in life, of the most impressive
character, and was attended by a dis-

tinguished company of mourners. The body
had previously lain in state between lighted
candelabra before the altar in that church,,
the Court band had played funeral music,,
and Herr General Superintendent Vogt,
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the chief ecclesiastical dignitary of Saxe-

Weimar, had preached a funeral sermon.
The entry in the register was signed by
the Herr Hofrat, Dr. Huschke. Emily Gore
erected in the church a monument to the

memory of her father and sister.

Gore's will was dated at Weimar, 18 May,
1803. He left

" whatever fortune I may
be possessed of

"
to his daughter Emily,

"
subject to the payment of 8,OOOL to the youngest

son of the late Earl Cowper according to an
engagement entered into by me on 2nd June,
1775, on the marriage of my daughter with the
said Earl. The same 8,OOOZ. to be paid out of

the monies received from the executors of the
late Mr. John Price on account of a Mortgage of

an estate in Co. Radnor "
(presumably that of

Penybont).

His daughter and John Kipling were the
executors.

In a codicil he expressed the desire that
if he died out of England he should be buried
near his daughter Eliza Maria Gore, and
left legacies to his valet de chambre, his

friend John Hallett, Esq., of Little Scot-
land Yard, and his friend John Kipling.
He also left

" To my old master of my
yacht, Mr. Thomas Reeves, 10?., and
for his life the continuance of 10?. a year
usually paid him by Messrs. Dimsdale & Co.
on 1 January."
In a second codicil he explained his inten-

tion that his daughter Emily was to possess
his land, messuages, and real estates whatso-
ever.
The will was proved by John Kipling on

20 March, 1807; and on 19 April, 1831, as

Kipling was then dead, a commission was
issued to Benjamin Barnard, the lawful

attorney of Emily Gore, then residing in

Pisa.

Lady Cowper's will (1826) was undated
and unsigned. The handwriting was sworn
to by Earl Cowper and Benjamin Barnard,
and John Kipling was the executor. She
left a legacy of 2,000?. to her sister Emily
-fco purchase an annuity of 200?. a year, and
2,000?. to John Kipling, on condition that
"he paid Emily Gore 100?. a year for interest.

Gore,
" who seems to have been a great favourite with
Goethe, was the original of his exquisitely finished

portrait of the travelled Englishman in the
' Wahlverwandschaften ' "

(Sarah Austin, i. 153,
329 ; Goethe's '

Werke,' 1858, vol. xxiv. p. 381).

Goethe in his memoir of Hackert bears
witness to the beneficent influence of Gore's

personal characteristics. He was obliging
to every one, and his fortune enabled him
to encourage industry and to succour dis-

tress.
" Even when suffering from gout he

was cheerful, sympathizing, and amusing."
His death, wrote Knebel to Goethe on 30
Jan.. 1807. had troubled him greatly ; he
was "a beneficent nature." Gore had seen
much of the world, took note of everything
which could make life more attractive, and
his conversation was interesting from his

variety of knowledge. His travels filled

him with the desire to preserve the memory
of the picturesque scenes which he had
visited. He gave himself to painting, used

every means to ensure the accuracy of his

drawings, and sought to improve his work
by the example and lessons of Hackert and
Kraus, with the latter of whom he made

especially to Mainz and
Islands. His pictures of

views in the Mediterranean were notice-
able for the finely-drawn ships. Not more
than twenty-four hours before his death
the ruling passion of his life was expressed
to his daughter Emily in the wish that
she should leave a legacy to the Naval
Society.

This was probably thy Society for the

Improvement of Naval Architecture, of
which Gore was a member in 1792. In an
account of the Society which was printed in
that year the first article is a letter by
!iim, dated from Pyrmont, relating experi-
ments which he had made some time ago in
his "particular pleasure

"
of navigation. He

published at London, in 1799, the
"
result of two series of experiments towards

ascertaining the respective velocity of floating
bodies varying in form, and towards determining
the form best adapted to stability, or possessing
most power of resisting the force of the wind in

carrying sail ; intended to convey useful hints
to the constructors of ships ; with observations.
In a letter to the Society for Improvement of
Naval Architecture."

These experiments had been conducted with
the Society's apparatus at the Greenland-
Dock,
" under the inspection of John Hallett, Esq., and
myself, by Mr. Hayward, lately and for many
years in the employ of Messrs. Wells as a con-
fidential assistant."

Gore

young.

had
She

four daughters. One died
was no doubt the Harriott

Gore who was born on 27 Sept., and baptized
at Horkstow on 28 Oct., 1754, and may
have been the Miss Gore whose grave at
Rome is referred to in a letter from Goethe
in February, 1788 (Duntzer, trans. Lyster,
ii. 50). Eliza Maria was born on 24 Oct.,

1763, and baptized at Horkstow in December,
1763. She was buried at Weimar. Some
of her drawings in sepia are still to be seen
in the " Romisches Haus "

at Weimar, says
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MR. HERMANN KINDT in
'

N. & Q..' 4 S. iii.

(1869) 474 (quoting from Adolf Stahr,
' Weimar und Jena,' 1852. vol. i. p. 39). A
third, Ernily, was the last of the family. She
died at Leghorn, aged 76. on 28 June. 1832
(Gent. Mag., 1832, pt, ii. p. 94). After her
father's death she deposited some sealed

packets in the library at Weimar, which
were removed by her in 1809, but returned
in 1812, and remained there until 1832,
when they were given to Miss Payne, who
had proved that she was entitled to them.

Emily Gore's will, dated at Leghorn 14 July,
1831, and proved 21 July, 1832, expressed
her wish to be buried in the English burial-

ground at Leghorn. She bequeathed 4,000.
to her nephew Francis Leopold, Earl

Cowper. George Benjamin Barnard, of the
house of the late Baron Dimsdale, was her

residuary legatee and executor, and she
left him the specific sum of 1,OOOJ. The
youngest daughter, as already stated, mar-
ried Earl Cowper. W. P. COURTNEY.

INSCRIPTIONS IN THE CHELSEA
HOSPITAL BURYING-GROUND.

(See ante, pp. 241, 325.)

NEAR THE EAST END OF THE SOUTH SIDE

96. Cy gist le corps de
|
Daniel Gamier,

bourgeoi[s] |
de Londres, orpheure | qui mourut

le 26 Auril
| 1699, age de xxxii ans.

97. Cy gist le corps de Lefort
|
natif de

Vepret en Bretagne | bourgeois de Londres
|

et marchand, qui mourut le 2 Auril, 1694, age
de

|
39 ans.

j
Issu de luy et de

|
Marie Gamier

sa femme,
|
Pierre Lefort, qui mourut

| age de
4. ...

98. A four-sided monument. Illegible. Arms :

A sword bendwise between, sinister a fleur-de-lis,
dexter a sprig of oak fructed.

*99. James Wilson, ....
*100. Joseph Pearson, Corporal of the Horse

Guards Blue, d. 11 Feb., 1848, a. 58.
101. Blank.
102. William Huey, late Troop Serjeant-Major

[7th Hussars], d. in this Hospital [13 Nov., 1835,
a. 40].

103. Kingsmill Eyre, Esq., some time Secretary
to this Hospital, d. 1743. [And his two wives.]
Arms: Quarterly.... Crest: A leg in pale,

couped at the thigh.
*104. Hugh Percy de Bathe Gleig. b. 20 June,

1829: d. 21 Nov., 1845.
105. Major William Ebhart, d. 31 Jan., 1833,

in his 65th year. Francis Knollis, gr. s. of the
above, and youngest ch. of Frederick Charles
and Elizabeth Ebhart, d. 10 April, 1843, a. 4 y.
6 months. Elizabeth, w. of the above Major
Wm. Ebhart, d. 1 Oct., 1851, a. 71.

106. Illegible.
107. William Cheselden, Ar., b. 19 Oct., 1688 ;

d. 10 April, 1752. Deborah, his wid., d. 10 June,
1754. a, 60.

NORTH SIDE OP CENTRAL PATH, BEGINNING AT
THE EAST END.

108. Robert Bustle, [for 22 years driver in] the

Royal Horse [Artillery, d. 2 Feb., 1842, a. 67]-
Also his brother, James Bustle. . . .late of the. . . ,

d. 20 July, 18(44), a. 7(3).
109. Blank.
*110. A four-sided monument.
South side. Sacred to the memory of

f

Lieut. C. W. Robinson, Lieut. A. If. Booth
|
and

61 privates of the 73rd Regiment |
who perished

in the wreck of H.M.S. Birkenhead
|
on Danger

Point, Cape of Good Hope |
on the 26th February,

1852.
North side. Sacred to the memory of

|

the undermentioned Officers, Noncommissioned
Officers and Privates

|
of the 73rd Regiment |

who were killed in action or died of their wounds
| during the war in Kaffirland and from 1840

to 1856. [The names jottoio in four columns.]

Capt. W. B. Faunce, Ens. and Adjt. P. Fletcher,

Serjt. J. Harper, Serjt. J. Cross, Corpl. W. Dick-

son, Privates G. Corbett, P. Crudden, W. Cun-
nington, P. Doolan, R. Dwyer, A. Egan, G. H.
Gordon, P. HalJinan, J. Hayes, J. Hillan, J.

James, M. Kelly, D. Lewis, J. Mahoney, E. Moxon,
J. Murtagh, J. Penwright, F. Saunderson, J.

Stacey, T. Stringer, J. Whitby, W. Williams.

Also to the Memory of Captain Henry Austen,
who died in the Field, |

21 day of October, 1851.

111. Blank.
*112. Thomas Edmonds, 2nd Regt. Cold-

stream Guards, d. 4 March, 1844, a. 63.

*113. Capt. Thomas Gadsby. in-pensioner of

this Hosp., d. 19 Jan., 1846, a. 71.

When this you see remember me,
And bear me in your mind.

Let the world say what they will,

Speak of me as you find.

*114. Mr. John Whatmore, d. 28 Aug., 1847,

belonging to the 2nd Ward, Light Horse, Royal
Hosp., Chelsea, and late Serjeant of the 3rd

Regiment, Prince of Wales's Dragoon Guards.

Farewell, loved wife and friends all dear,
I am not dead, but sleeping here.

Afflictions sore long time I bore,
And Doctor's skill was vain,
Till God did please that death should seize

And ease me of my pain.

115. John Vickers. in -pensioner of Chelsea

College, d. 1 Jan., 1814, a. 72.

*116. Jas. McLaren, of the 67th Foot, d. 9 Oct.,

1835, a. 9(8). Janet, his w., d. 20 Nov., 1835,
a. 92. Erected by their s., Wm. McLaren, of

Hobart Town, Van Diemen's Land.
*117. Mr. Joseph Bell, d. 28 April, 1808, a. 43.

Mary, his w., d. 12 Sept., 1850, a. 88. They held
for many years the situations of Office-Keeper
and Hoxise-Keeper in the Secretary's Office of

Ch. Hospital.
118. [Serjeant Joh]n Burrows, d. 22 Jan.,

1837, a. 62.
*119. Anne Carr
120. Blank.
121. Mr. Charles Woodley, Turn Cock, Smith,

and Engine Keeper to the Royal Hosp., d. 16 June,
1837, in his 41st year. Sarah Anne Woodley, his

sister, d. 15 Nov., 1836, a. 28.

122. William Lewis, Cook of this Royal Hosp.,
d. 18 Jan., 1706, in his 29th year.
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123. Thomas Pond, joyner, d. 15 May, 1731'
a. 63.

124. [Wm. Lovelace, d. 9 March, 1721/2, a. 78.
Mr. Peter Robinson,] d. 17 April, 1824, a. 68.

125. Three children of Edward and Margaret
Sppps : Charles, b. -

Sept., 1699, d. the - day of
his age ; Margaret, b. March, 1702, d. 1705 ;

Mary, b. 9 July, 170-, d. 2 Aug., 1706.
126. Capt. Win. Godfrey, d/26 April, 1833 a. 76.
*127. Major Fredk. Walpole Anson, 18th Begt.

Bengal Infantry, s. of General Sir George Anson,
G.C.B., Governor of this Hosp., d. 12 Nov., 1848,
a. 42, after a zealous and most arduous service
of upwards of 25 years in India.

128. Mr. George Davis, late Smith of Chelsea
Hosp., d. 20 March, 1833, a. 78.

129. Maria, w. of Mr. John Cooper, of Chelsea
Hosp., d. 23 Feb., 1837, a. 37. Maria Eliza,
dau. of the above, d. 4 June, 1829, a. 12 months.
Maria Elizabeth, d. 28 Aug., 1835, a. 7 months.
John, their s., d. 23 Feb., 1836, a. 7 years.

130. Blank. 130A. Blank.
131. Mary, w. of William Daniel, d. 1 Aug.,

1728, a. 55. Mary, w. of George Hill, niece to
Wm. Daniel, 11 Sept., 172-, a. 31. William
Daniel, Master Cook of this Hosp. 31 years, and
Master Cook to King George II., and in that
Station served the Duke of Marlborough in all
his campaigns, King WTm. and Queen Mary.
Queen Ann fand King George, d. 17 June, 1739 ?J,
a. 75. He was to his King loyal, to his wives
tender, to his relations kind.

132. Blank. 132A. Blank.
133. Richard Revell, Esq., Chief Clerk in the

Office of the Secretary and Registrar of this
Hosp., d. 2 May, 1825, a. 41.

134. Mary, w. of Poole Hickman, of this Hosp.,
d. 18 March, 1831, a. 32.

135. Mr. Daniel Tiphaine, late Wardrobe
Keeper of H.M. Royal Hosp., d. 20 Oct., 1750,
a. 72. His gr. s., Master Stephen Leige, d. 25 Julv,
1753, a. 9.

^

*136. The chn. of Alexander James Moorehead,
Esq., Secretary and Registrar of this Hospital :

Emily, d. 10 June, 1831, a. 5 y. 4 months; Eliza
Mary, d. 19 Dec., 1831, a. 7 yrs. 4 months ; Albert
Kendall Edward, d. 11 Oct., 1847, a. 3 y. 4 m. ;

George Alexander, Lieutenant and Adjutant 3rd
West India Regt., d. 27 May, 1854, a. 31.

137. [Anne], w. of Ralph Ste[vens], d. Aug
a. 52 dau. of [S]tevens a. 22.

*138. Benjamin AValker, d. 25 Jan., 1843,
&. 65. Elizabeth, his w., d. 4 Nov., 1843, a. 57.
Also three of their chn. died in infancy.

*139. Joseph Fosmire, d. 1 Oct., 1828, a. 78.
Mary Greenfield, d. 3 Feb., 1829, a. 65. George
Rossiter, d. 3 Nov., 1851, a. 81. Mary Rossiter,
his wid., d. 30 Dec., 1853, a. 71. Frances Fosmire,d

140. Elizabeth Hurle, nurse of this Establish-
ment, d. 4 Aug., 1841, a. 70.

141. Mary Anne, w. of John Eden Leeds, Dep.
Surgeon of this Hosp., d. 30 July, 1814, a. 30.
J.JE. Leeds, d. 24 Nov., 1829, a. 61.

G. S. PARRY, Lieut. -Col.
17, Ashley Mansions, S.W.

(To be continued.)

1

Capt. Jaines=
MaeDonald
of Aird,

Troternish,
Skye.
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4. I found th' Infernal Cunning-man,
And th' Under-witch his Caliban.

' Hudibras : the Third and Last Part,'
1678, Canto I. 11. 281-2.

5.
' The Rape of Lucrece, committed by

Tarquin the sixth, and the remarkable judge-
ments that befell him for it, by that incomparable
master of our English Poetry Will. Shakespear,'
8vo. In a list of "Books Printed for and sould
by Peter Parker at the Leg and Star, right
Against the Royal Exchange in CornhiU," at the
end of

' Hudibras : the Third and Last Part,'
1678.

G. THORN-DRURY

PROF. SKEAT ON " NOTCH." (See ante.

p. 366.) MR. MAYHEW'S note has a special
and melancholy interest for me. PROF.
SKEAT'S communication to him is dated, I

see, 16 September. On the 22nd of the same
month he wrote a letter of some length to me
containing a somewhat fuller note on the word"
notch," which I venture to send to you.

After adverting to the comparatively recent

examples of the word given in
'

N.E.D.,' he
went on :

" Yet here we have noche already in Anglo-
French in 1313. And it must have been then in
use in English also (of course, in connexion with
vthe tally), because the n is English ; for a noche
was due to an oche ; the real O.F. word being
oche. Indeed, the

'

N.E.D.' does record oche in
the fifteenth century as a verb ; and the sb. from
which the verb was derived must already have
been known. The whole problem is most inter-

esting to the English etymologist. You even
have, at p. 35,* the verb anoccer, which is prob-
ably a substitution for enoccer, seeing that the
Anglo-French not infrequently substitutes initial
an- for French en-, Latin in-. It is difficult to
say whether a-noccer was derived from the sb.
noche ; or whether (which is quite possible) it
means an-occer, answering to a Latin in-occare,
an instance of which, meaning

'

to harrow in,'
is given in Lewis and Short's

'

Latin Dictionary.'
Inoccare might easily have been taken to mean
'to score (land) with a harrow.' I daresay that
\ve may get further some day. Anyhow, the
A.F. noche is an undoubted fact."

I should like, if I may, especially in view
of what has been written elsewhere, to take
this opportunity of expressing my own deep
sense of the great loss which all who are in-

terested in philology have sustained in the
death of PROF. SKEAT. That loss is not
the loss only of the scholar and author
whose published writings have taught us
so much, but it is the more intimate loss

also of one who was always ready to give
most generously of his time and his learning.
No one can give more cogent testimony of

*
I.e., of vol. ii. of

' The Eyre of Kent '

(Selden
Society).

that than myself. When I first asked PROF.
SKEAT for his assistance in clearing up certain

difficulties in some work upon which I was
then engaged he had not, I suppose, ever
heard my name ; yet he wrote me a long
and helpful letter, which I subsequently
learnt from himself embodied the results

of four hours' work specially undertaken
that he might write that letter to one quite
unknown to him ; and from that time he
never failed to respond most generously to

every appeal I made to him for his help.
He was the most accessible of scholars. I

speak of that which I know.
W. C. BOIiAND.

Common Koom, Lincoln's Inn.

THE SURNAME TORN. There is a solitary

family in the parish of Foveran, Aberdeen-

shire, bearing this curious surname. I am\
told that it is a corruption of Turing, a

family long connected with the district,

whose baronetcy, created about 1642, was

recently revived. The maternal grand-
mother of Mr. James McBey, the young
etcher whose work is being shown at

Gutekunst's, is a Torn. J. M. BULLOCH.
123, Pall Mall, S.W.

WE must request corresp9ndents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

' BlNGEN ON THE RHINE '

:

' THE SlEGE OF
WEINSBERG.' I am looking for two poems
in English bearing respectively these titles.

I do not know the names of the authors,
and repeated searching in the British Museum
has been without success. Can any reader

help me to obtain copies of them, or of John

Riley Robinson's poem 'The Women of

Weinsberg,' mentioned byMR.W. McMuRHAY
at 11 S. ii. 518 ? The German poems by
Uhland and Burger are not what I seek.

JAMES E. GOODWIN.
12, Marshall Place, Cheetham, Manchester.

(1) IRISH FAMILIES. Who represent the

familes of Taylor of Ballyliaise, Gibson of

Dublin, Martin (see arms in the office of

Ulster King-at-Arms), Reilly of Dublin ?

(2) WALTER. Wanted, the pedigree of

Sir William Walter of Wimbledon (seven-

teenth century).
J. HAUTENVILLE COPE.

Finchampstead, Berks.
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HISTORY OF CHURCHES IN SITU. (See ante,

p. 401.) NEL MEZZO'S account of the Church
of St. Felicitas at Phillack is not only of

great interest in itself, but suggests the ques-
tion how many of our churches, whether
ancient or of modern dace, are thus provided
with a resume of their history and a descrip-
tion of their special features, set up within
their walls for general information. The
Priory Church at Malvern and the little

new Church of the Ascension at Malvern
Link have something of the same kind ;

and I can recall a few instances in Sussex
Poynings, Rotherfield, Steyning, and St.
John's near Crowborough.

I should be, glad if any readers would
kindly furnish me with other examples.
The practice is one which should undoubtedly
become a regular part of the care of the
fabric of every church. PEREGRINUS.

THE IRON MASK : A " FEMINIST " THEORY.
In Frey's

'

Sobriquets and Nicknames,'
pp. 230 and 231, twenty-three theories as to
the identity of our old friend the " Man in
the Iron Mask "

are given. The last of these

suggestions is briefly headed ' A Woman,'
and the following note is appended :

" The originator of this theory says, without
any authority, [that the prisoner] might have
been a woman, the victim of Madame de Main-
tenon's jealousy."

Who was the originator of this theory,
and in what book or books is it mentioned ?

R. L. MORETON.

RYAN. Stannard Ryan, Esq., and his
son the Rev. Frederick Ryan, co. Carlow,
lived in the middle of the eighteenth century.
Any information as to these and the maiden
name of the former's wife would be accept-
able. P. H. BAGENAL.

17, Clarence Drive, Harrogate.

NORBIS OF SPATE. In the 'Visitation of
Somerset," 1623 (Harleian Society, 1876),
John Norris is entered with his five sons,
Thomas, John. Hugh, Henry, and William,
then aged 17, 14, 12, 10, and' 3. I should be
glad to hear if anything is known of them
or their descendants. W. X. H.

"
CURZO.' What are the meaning and

origin of this word ? From the context it

appears to have been something like a
"butt" of land. I know it only in a deed
of c. 1200-13 in the Reading Cartulary
(Cott. Domit. A. iii), If. 92 :

"
Ego Hel[ias] abbas radingensis dedi eidemW . sex a eras et quosdam Curzones et qucmdam

angulum pasture." o -~

SKELTON. I shall be greatly obliged if

any of your readers can tell me the names
of the sons and grandsons of the following
Skeltons of Osmundthorpe. near Leeds,

with, if possible, the names of their wives
and the church where the respective mar-

riages took place.

(
1 ) Henry Skelton, who sold the estate. Known

to have been living in 1751.

(2) Thomas.
(3) William, a Leeds attorney, who married

Margaret Smith, whose father was also an attorney,
in 1736.

(4) Seth, cousin of the above, who was bap-
tized at Leeds 25 Oct., 1683.

(5) John, brother of the above.

(6) John Skelton, son of Dr. Skelton, who was
baptized at Lee.ds 15 Oct., 1721. Subsequently
lived in London.

(7) Also, the name of the church where Henry
Skelton married Susannah Greene, daughter of

John Greene of Bramley, about the year 1788.

H. ST. JOHN DAWSON,

SEWARD. Argent, three boars' heads
bendwise in bend azure. Crest : Out of a
ducal coronet or a horse's leg, foot upwards.
I should be much obliged for any information

regarding this family. RALPH SAWORD.
The Hut, Woldingham, Surrey.

ANASTASIE, MINIATURE PAINTER. I

should be glad of any information about a
miniature painter signing Anastasie, and
one of her subjects, Sopliie de Keraleau.
Date presumably about 1780.

E. V. LUCAS.

GENERAL WOLFE. I notice that reference

is made, ante, p. 344, to a descendant of

General Wolfe. In Dr. Trustier' s memoirs
it is mentioned that there was no son, but
that Mrs. Wolfe, after much seeking for

a connexion of the name, found such.

According to Trustier he was an impostor,
but was believed in by the lady. I have
not the book to refer to, but such is my
recollection of some forty years ago. Can.

any reader confirm or correct this ?

W. Louis KING.
Wadesmill, Ware.

LEANING FAMILY. Can any reader give
me information about .the pedigree of the

Leaning family of Hull, Yorks ?

Please reply direct to
R. GORDON SMITH.

2, Manor Road, Brockloy.

ATHARVAN-ATHRAVAN. This name of a
Brahmin official signifies

"
manipulator."

Would any reader tell me where to find an
account of his functions ? H. C. H.-A.
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ATJTHOBS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. Can
any of your readers tell me the author
of the following quotation, which appears
at the end of Henderson's

'

Stonewall
Jackson '

?

E'en as he trod that day to God
So walked he from his birth

In simpleness, and gentleness and honour
And clean mirth.

J. BEACH WHITMORE.

Who wrote a poem in which a dancing
dervish describes his view of things in

general ? It ends, as far as I can recollect
with the words

As I whirl and whirl.

H. W. G. ,

CURIOUS ENTRY IN REGISTER. Among
the burials recorded in the register of

Hillesden, Bucks, I find the following very
curious entry. Can any of your readers
throw any light upon it ? I can only
imagine that it must have been some village
idiot.

1599. Halfepenny Fiarthing buried, August 17.

R. USSHER.
' Loss AND GAIN '

:

' FROM OXFORD TO
ROME.' From the ' Advertisement to the
Sixth Edition

'

of
' Loss and Gain '

it

appears that this work was in the nature
of an answer to

' ;

a tale directed against
the Oxford converts to the Catholic

Faith," which was sent to Newman in the
summer of 1847. This tale would appear to
be ' From Oxford to Rome,' which, accord-

ing to the B.M. Catalogue, was written by
Miss Furlong Elizabeth Shipton Harris.
Who was she ? JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

SPOONS AS A PLEDGE OF OWNERSHIP.
In March, 1473, Richard Cach of Cuckfield
made a grant of all his goods and chattels,
debts due to him, &c., to Thomas Hoo,
John Onstey alias Holcombe, and Richard
Tannere of Lyndfield,

" whom he put in

possession thereof by six silver spoons
"

(Anc. Deeds in Public Record Office, C.3361).
I should be glad to know how this operated.
Was there, any special virtue in the giving
of spoons, or were they merely part of

the goods and chattels given as a pledge
that the remainder should follow ? In what
light may this grant be taken ? Was it

anything in the nature of compounding with
creditors ? In' the previous December
Richard Cach(e) had made a grant of all

j

his lands, &c., both within and without the

town of Cuckfield (ibid.. C. 1053).
LEO C.

" THE LADY OF CLISSON." What is the
i best authority to consult for some account
of the adventurous career of this person
(the mother of the celebrated Oliver de
Clisson, High Constable of France) ? Her
first husband was beheaded by King Philip ;

she then joined
"
the heroic Countess of

Montfort
"

at Hennebon, and carried on
hostilities against the French. Jeanne had
an interest in the shipping dues at Bordeaux.
She subsequently married the English King's
lieutenant in Brittany (the victor of Mauron),
and according to Rymer's

'

Foedera
'

she
died before 1359. Did she have issue by
her second marriage ? and did she die in
this country or abroad ? R. B.
Upton.

THE STONES OF LONDON. It may prove
of interest to know from what quarries the
more notable stone buildings and monu-
ments of London have been drawn. As a
slight contribution to the subject I beg to

place the following on record, hoping that
others with better opportunities will con-
tinue the list.

The Albert Memorial. Partly built from
granite from the quarries of Earl Annesley,
Castle Wellan, co. Down.
The Sarcophagus of the Duke of Wellington.

-Made fromporphyritir rock quarried at Luxulyan
in Cornwall.

J. H. R.

SHAKESPEARE OF WALTHAM - IN - THE -

WOLD. Is anything known of William

Shakespeare, husbandman, of Waltham-in-
the-Wold, co. Leicester, whose name ap-
pears, in conjunction with a William Stoke,
in a deed dated 1553, referring to land in

Leicestershire ? CATONA.

' PAN.' A periodical with this title was
issued in London in September, 1880. and
lasted till June, 1881, or later. There

appears to be no record of it at the British

Museum. If any reader possesses copies, I

shall be very grateful if he will communicate
with me.

STUART MASON.
6, Molyneux House, Molyneux Street, W.

MUNGO CAMPBELL : EDITION OF ' TRIAL '

WANTED. Perhaps some of your readers
could direct me to an edition of the

'

Trial

(1770) of Mungo Campbell, Exciseman, for

the Murder of the Earl of Eglinton.' The
edition wanted is one said to have a portrait
of Campbell. I have seen several editions,
but none with a print. R. M. HOGG,
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THE TERMINAL "AC." Can any one give
me the meaning or derivation of the terminal

ac, found in place-names and family names in

France, such as Paulliac, Carnac, de Brissac,

Cavagniac, &c. ?

J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.

' MusicA PROIBITA.' I recently heard on
a phonograph at a friend's house a very
lovely piece of music called

' Musica Pro-

ibita,' composed by Gastaldon. Can any
one enlighten me as to the history of this

piece of music, and the origin of its strange
title ? E. G. YOUNGER, M.D.

GENERAL, BEATSON AND THE
'

CRIMEAN
WAR. Can any of your readers remember
General Beatson, of the Bashi Bazooks ?

Any information about him or his daughters
will be thankfully received by

IDA ROBERTS.
Elmstone Vicarage, Cheltenham.

HUMAN SOULS INTERCHANGED. The fol-

lowing legend, formerly told about Chogenji,
an old Buddhist temple in the Japanese
province of Ise, is given in Terashima's

encyclopaedia
' Wakan Sansai Dzue,' 1713,

torn. Ixxi. :

" Once in olden time it happened that two men
mutually quite unknown one a native of this

locality and the other a passing traveller from the
remote province Hiuga betook themselves into
this building to shelter from the burning noonday
sun. In the pleasantly cool verandah they were soon
seized with such a sound sleep that they did not
stir until the evening, when a man came in and
awakened them all of a sudden, which gave them
both an extraordinary shock, making each one's
soul mistake its own route and so enter the other's

body. On hi* return home, each one's family would
not receive him, because, though there appeared no
change in his figure and face, hi* mind and voice

proved him anutter alien. Eventually they hit upon
the cause of this confusion. Again both resorted to
and slept in this temple, whereby their souls were
successfully restored to their proper bodies."

The sentence in italics testifies to the old

Japanese having held a strange belief that
sometimes the human body could act of its

own accord, and quite independently of

nay, even against the cerebral command,
in order to attain its predetermined goal.
The '

Kii Zoku Fudoki,' c. 1830, torn.
Ixxxv., contains an allied story, which
runs thus :

"A villagerof Nodake named Yashichiro wasabout
seventy years of age during the period Gembun
(1/36-40). One day he swooned away in a tit of
sickness. When he was resuscitated by calling,
he became possessed of an entirely different speech
and mien, without any cognizance of his wife and
sons, and only able to talk the sawyer's cant [which
contains many a provincialism of Oomi and is

incomprehensible to all other folks]. Shortly

before, a sawyer died in the mountains of this

vicinity ; his personal name was the same as the

septuagenarian's we are speaking of ; hence it was
generally opined that the sawyer's soul, not yet
disintegrated after death, was thus unintentionally
brought back into the body of the homonymous old
man. This aberrant reviver is said to have died
the consummate death ten and odd years after the

amazing event."

I am much desirous of learning whether
there is any such instance in European
records. KUMAGUSU MINAKATA.
Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

SECRET SERVICE.

(11 S. vi. 370.)

SOME light is, I think, thrown on two of the
three entries in the Overseers' Accounts of

Walton-on-the-Hill by nine articles of ab-

sorbing interest contributed not long since to

The Warwick Advertiser by Mr. Joseph Ashby
entitled

' A Century of Village History
'

(that of Tysoe, Warwickshire), from 1727
to 1827. In the Tysoe Overseers' Accounts
for 1780 appears the following :

" To the Overseers of the poor of the Parish
of Chilvers Coton money yt they allowed to

George Wilson, a substitute on the body of the

militia, for Thos: Kinnian yt was drawed from
our Parish of Tysoe, yt was allowed by ye Justices,

paid to Lady Day last, 21. 8s."

In another case a substitute was found
at home :

" To Ninion Nichols at Mr. Trevors, half the

money that he paid to his substitute, that served
him in the militia, when sworn, 51."

In 1781 the Tysoe Overseers paid to the
Overseers of Bulkington 11Z. 15s. 6d., and
4Z. 8s. 6rf. to the Overseers of Nuneaton.

During 1782 30Z. 3s. was paid to various

parishes for the same purpose; in 1794
201. 7s., and in 1795 14Z. 13s. 6e7. In the

latter year there is an entry :

"To a man yt was hired for the Navy and
expenses looking after him, and more expenses
when we took him and swear him in, 231. 11a. 3d."

A guess rarely affords a satisfactory solu-

tion of a difficulty, but may not the second

entry in the Walton accounts have been
intended to read :

" Paid for bread given to

the poor in the form of money
"

?

Mr. Ashby shows, by quotation from the

Tysoe accounts, that the village baker is

less modern than is sometimes supposed,
for about 1735 the overseers were paying
the village baker for bread, while later the

overseers became owners of cottages for the
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poor, and also held a parish bakehouse and
parish malthouse.

"
It will be seen [writes Mr. Ashby] that two

centuries ago, as now, relief was given in kind
and money. But it was given chiefly in money.
There are fifty entries of gifts in money to one
in kind."

The first mention of a county payment at

Tysoe is in 1739, when we have a record
of the payment of 18*. Id. "To ye High
Constable." Mr. Ashby points out that
the sum paid

"
to the High Constable

"

included the whole of the county charges,
but that the overseers still paid direct
for the prosecution of certain classes of law-
breakers. May not the payment for

"
asso-

ciation money
"

at Walton have been in
connexion with an "

Association for the

prosecution of felons," such as exists to-day
in the parish of Tarnworth -in-Arden.

Mr. Ashby's articles are included in the
third series of Prof. Vinogradoff's

' Oxford
Studies in Social and Legal History'; see

p. 424 of The Times Literary Supplement
for 10 Oct. last. A. C. C.

Ullenhall.

BURIAL-PLACE OF MABY DE BOHTTN (11 S.

vi. 211, 313). Mr. William Kelly, F.S.A.,
in his work on '

Royal Progresses and Visits
to Leicester,' 1884, p. 179, says :

" The mortal remains of the Countess of Derby
[Mary de Bohun] were deposited in the Collegiate
Church of the Newarke [Leicester], and over
her remains her son Henry the Fifth in later

years caused a tomb of brass" to be erected."

He further quotes the following entry on
the Issue Roll of the Exchequer, 1st of

Henry V. :

" 20th May (1413). To William Godezer,
citizen and coppersmith, of London. In money
paid to his own hands, in advance for newly
devising and making an image in likeness of the
mother of the present Lord the king, ornamented
with divers arms of the Kings of England, and
placed over the tomb of the said King's mother
within the King's College at Leicester, where the
mother of the aforesaid Lord the King is buried
and entombed, 431."

Leland, who visited the Collegiate Church
of the Newark before its demolition, writes :

"
Constance, daughter to Peter, king of Castelle,

and wife to John of Gaunt, lieth afore the high
altare in a tombe of marble, with an image of
brass (like a quene) on it. There is a tombe of
marble in the body of the quire. They told me
that a countes of Darby lay buried in it ; and
they make her, I wot not how, wife to John of
Gaunt or Henry the IV."

Within the church adjoining the Trinity
Hospital, the Newarke, Leicester, is at

present an alabaster tomb with the effigy
of a lady of the fourteenth century upon it.

Although its history is not known, it is

believed to have been removed from the

Collegiate Church, and placed here at the
demolition of the King's College and Church
of the Newarke. By some it is believed to
be the tomb of Mary de Bohun, no doubt

following Leland. Wyrley, who visited this

Trinity Hospital in 1590, noticed this
" monu-

ment of a lady curiously wrought, but of no
note or mark."
There is neither inscription nor arms upon

it (the latter having been defaced) by which
it can be identified. HARRY QUILTER.

30, Bartholomew Street, Leicester.

"
WHEN, DEAREST, I BUT THINK OF

THEE "
: SONG BY SUCKLING OR BY FELL-

THAM (11 S. vi. 346). It should be noted
that this song will not be found in the first

edition of
'

Fragmenta Aurea,' which was
printed for Humphrey Moseley in 1646.
This collection was "

published by a Friend
to perpetuate his [Suckling's] memory,"
and was "

printed by his owne Copies."
Its omission seems to show that the song
was not found among Suckling's papers
after his death. W. F. PRTDEAUX.

FRENCH SONNET : FELIX ARVERS (11 S .

vi. 246, 334, 418). The British Museum
Library owns several of the works of Felix

Arvers. The sonnet in question, together
with an English translation and a notice of

the author, will be found in the Transactions

of the Royal Society of Canada, Second

Series, v. 63-70.

FOURIER SOCIETY (11 S. vi. 250, 418).
MR. SCATTERGOOD will find information

in the following works : Parke Godwin's
'

Popular View of the Doctrines of Charles

Fourier,' 1844 ;
John H. Noyes's

'

History
of American Socialisms,' 1870, pp. 251-66 ;

Richard T. Ely's
' French and German

Socialism in Modern Times,' 1883, pp. 81-
107. ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston. U.S.

LAWRANCE (11 S. vi. 248, 338).!. He
was a native of Cornwall, and emigrated to

America in 1767. Five years later he was
admitted to the New York Bar. In 1775

he joined the revolutionary forces, receiving
a commission in the 1st New York Regiment
under General Alexander McDougall. whose

daughter he' married that year. During
1777 he acted as aide-de-camp to General

Washington, and presided at the court-

martial that tried Major Andre. On the

conclusion of the war he became a delegate
to the Confederate Congress, was made
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State Senator, and in 1789 represented the

city of New York in the first U.S. Congress.
In 1794 he was appointed judge of the
District Court of New York, but resigned
two years later on his election as U.S.
Senator. Lawrance was a warm supporter
of Washington and Alexander Hamilton.
He married in 1791, as his second wife,

Mrs. Elizabeth Allen of Philadelphia.
Further details of him will be found in

Appleton's
'

Cyclopaedia of American Bio-

graphy.' X. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

ESSEX BATH, STRAND LANE (11 8. vi.

348). I take the following from a contribu-
tion of my own in The Evening Post (Exeter)
for 21 Aug., 1886 :

" The old Roman Bath is situated in Strand Lane
just out of the Strand itself a narrow passage

leading towards the water, between the Strand
Theatre and Somerset House. The venerable
Roman Bath 2,000 years or thereabouts old is

afaoutlS feet long by 7 feet wide, and nearly fifeet

deep. It is built of Roman bricks; the water
which is as clear as crystal flows through it

perpetually at the rate of ten tons per diem. It
is distinctly at all times of the year

'

as cold as

charity.' In A.I>. 1588 the Earl of Essex (Queen
Elizabeth's favourite) built a plunge bath of

marble, adjoining it and beneath the same roof.
In this the Virgin Queen was wont to bathe,
and to-day any one can enjoy it to their heart's
content and health's benefit, for the small charge
of sixpence. . . .It is, without a doubt, the oldest,
the most interesting, and the best cold bath in
London."

To the above I added some later notes in
The Illustrated Carpenter and Builder of
26 Nov., 1897 :

"
Curiously, this splendid bath was rarely

patronized, and I have seldom had an Englishman
as a fellow-bather there. When, by an odd chance,
another save my own dressing-box was occupied,
the bather would almost invariably be an Ame-
rican. The Roman bricks were in such a perfect
state around the old bath when last I was there,
that it is not reassuring, but very discomforting,
to read that portions of the marble of the now
alas ! ruthlessly destroyed sixteenth-century bath
made by the Earl of Essex have been used to line
it,"

It may be observed that Mr. Edward
Walford, after quoting Knight's descrip-
tion, is on one point a trifle misleading.
The former records :

"
There is another

bathroom to the right of the passage by
wluch we entered." Strand Lane itself was
little more than a passage, gained from the
main thoroughfare by going under an arch-

way. The second bath was to the right
on entering the actual building itself. The
caretaker who, I think, was a cobbler lived
in a small house next door, on the lower
side of the alley. Upon pulling a bell at the

door of the premises in which the baths
were situated, one presently saw him appear,
unlock the door, and receive his sixpence,
whereupon he left the visitor to follow his

own sweet will. I have occasionally used
the Roman bath itself, but the somewhat
irregular old bricks with which it was lined

and floored did not at all add to the comfort
of bathing. This custodian was accustomed
to sell pitcher and bucketfuls of the water
in the higher (Roman) bath to local inhabit-

ants, charging a penny a pailful for it. He
has told me that the actual spring from which
the water came was situated somewhere
Hampstead way. The Essex Bath was
square in plan, considerably larger than
its Roman neighbour, but not quite so deep.
There were marble steps at one corner, and
the original metal handrail was in situ to
assist descent into the pool.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park. Exeter.

THE GARDNER PRINTS AND DRAWINGS OF
OLD LONDON (11 S. vi. 348). Through the

courtesy of relatives of the late Mr. John E.
Gardner I am able to give the following

particulars of the several displays of this

remarkable collection. The first and largest
exhibition was at the opening of the

" new "

St. Martin's - le - Grand Post Office. (My
informant presumes this refers to the

building recently closed. )
The next was at the

Guildhall, when the present library was

opened ; and the third at the Westminster

Aquarium. There have also been others
at the halls of various City companies. The
treasures were purchased by Major Coates,
himself a collector.

This information may help to meet MR.
ALECK ABRAHAMS'S inquiry. I well remem-
ber getting a peep at the array of port-
folios which lined the shelves of, I think,
more than one room of Mr. Gardner's resi-

dence in St. John's Wood Park.
CECIL CLARKE.

Junior Athenaeum Club.

THE ROCKET TROOP AT LEIPSIC (11 S.

vi. 230, 313, 377). In addition to decora-
tions for valour bestowed by the Swedish
Government on some members at least

of the second Rocket Troop, Royal Horse

Artillery, for their services at the Battle of

Leipsic, 1813, "regimental" medals, as

described in Tancred, were also awarded.
The silver specimen forming the subject of

the illustration in Tancred was originally
in Col. Murray's collection. A similar

medal, also inscribed
"
Vittoria and Leipsic/'

is in the Royal Artillery Institution at
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Woolwich. A gold badge of somewhat
similar design, but with a rather different
treatment of the "garter" device and of
the names of the same battles, was sold at

Glendining's on 24 Feb., 1904. At the same
rooms on 25 Feb., 1910, was sold a Swedish
medal for bravery in the field granted to
Thos. Wadkis, gunner, of the Royal Horse
Artillery and second Rocket Troop.
Two Swedish medals for bravery were also

given to Corporal Marks of the second
Rocket Troop, Royal Horse Artillery, for
his valour at the Battle of Leipsic. These,
together with the original parchment con-

ferring them, are at the Royal Artillery
Institution. See Proceedings of this Institu-

tion, December, 1899, and January, 1904,
with Major MacMunn's description.

C. HAGGARD.

No TWIN EVER FAMOUS (11 S. v. 487
;

vi. 58, 172, 214). A recent example of a

distinguished twin is found in Mr. Boyd
Alexander, who was killed by savages
in the Wadai district of North Africa on
2 April, 1910. An account of him, and
something of his twin brother and other
members of his family, will be found pre-

,
fixed to

'

Boyd Alexander's Last Journey,'
recently published by Edward Arnold. A
brother hasperformed a pathetic duty in pay-
ing this pious tribute to eminence. The diary
kept by Alexander during his final experi-
ment in exploration is of remarkable interest,
and appreciably adds to his distinguished
record as a contributor to the literature of
travel. Here, as before, he makes sub-
stantial additions to ornithological know-
ledge. THOMAS BAYNE.

JEFFREY HUDSON AND CROFTS DUEL
(US. vi. 369). The authority for Brayley's
statement is in a letter from Henrietta
Maria to Cardinal Mazarin :

" Le Jofroy
has killed the brother of Crofts." The
letter, dated from Xevers, 20 Oct., 1644,
is given in Miss Strickland's

'

Queens of Eng-
land,' v. 327. Of the five sons of Sir Henry
Crofts, John, the second, became Dean of
Norwich ; Edmund and Henry died young,
as is stated on their mother's tablet in Little

Saxham Church ; and therefore Charles
is the only one whom Hudson could have
killed in 1644. He is mentioned on his

mother's tablet as being still alive when she
died in October. 1642. He would have been
born soon after 1620. Sir Henry's position
at Court brought it to pass that several of
his cliildren were not baptized at Little

Saxham. S. H. A. H.

Sir Walter Scott, in
'

Peveril of the
Peak,' speaks of the

" Honorable Master
Crofts killed in a duel by Sir Geoffrey Hudson
as a man of good quality, son to a knight
baronet.'' A. GWYTHER.

A WINNOWER (11 S. vi. 309, 376).
Hand winnowing mills are still used in

Tyrol ; and the flail is in common use there.

H. K. H.

The machine described by F. W. M. was
evidently an early type of what is known
to-day as a "

dressing machine," of which
there are many varieties. When the wheat
was thrashed with a flail in the barn, it was
customary to throw it from one end of the
barn floor to the other to separate the grain
from the chaff. It was subsequently passed
through a dressing machine to separate the
chicken corn and mice droppings from the
bulk. This was occasionally done twice,
if the farmer was anxious to make a good-
sample. I should imagine there is nothing
in the old winnower to make it worthy of

preservation. W. W. GLENNY.
Barking, Essex.

[MR. M. L. B. BRESLAR also thanked for reply.]

A "DISH" OF TEA (11 S. vi. 370). In

reading of a dish of tea we naturally picture
to ourselves the dish as we know it to-day.
The dish was originally, however, a bowl
or cup. Thus in Mark xiv. 20

" He that

dippeth with me in the dish
" the Greek

word used was Tpvftkiov, of which the dic-

tionary rendering is "cup" or "bowl."

Then, again, the nursery rime :

' Who killed Cock Robin ?
"

'

I," said the sparrow ;

' With my bow and arrow,
I killed Cock Robin."
' Who caught his blood ?

"
'

I," said the fish ;

' With my little dish,
I caught his blood."

The origin or antiquity of the rime I do not

know, but its reference to bow and arrow
and to dish may take it back to times remote.

Anyhow, the two quotations seem to establish

that the dish was originally a bowl of sorts,

either a large and probably flat bowl for

the table, or a small bowl or cup for drinking

purposes, a portable personal chattel ranking
with the knife and spoon. The meaning
carried by the word in a particular case

would be imparted by the context, as is

apparently the case in the instances above
cited. As the kinds or varieties of vessels

for food and drink, without and with handles,
increased (when did the handle come to be
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added to the mug ?), no doubt this or that

general name came to be attached to a par-
ticular use ; and the process is still in pro-
gress. But though we may still get our

soup (or broth) in a basin, a bowl, or a

cup, we prefer, remarkably enough, to have
it in a plate. Probably our great-grand-
parents, to whom a "

dish of tea " was a
natural or obvious expression, would have
gulped in drinking it if some lunatic had,
at the moment, mentioned a plate of soup.
And one of these days some alteration in
the shape of the soup-plate may give the
vessel a new name, and the soup-plate will

become as much an anachronism as the
tea-dish. DOUGLAS OWEN,

TAVERN SIGNS (US. vi. 328). There is

an inn bearing the sign of the "
Why Not ?

"

in close proximity to the eighth milestone
beside the road leading from Northampton
to Rugby. This inn was established some
sixty years ago by a Mr. Edmund Garrett
of West Haddon, who, I have been led to

understand, was the author and inventor of
the suggestive sign. I am interested to find
that it is now used elsewhere.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

' THE ECCENTRIC BIOGRAPHY '

(11 S. vi.

369). James Caulfield (1764-1826) issued
in 1814, among other books,

' The Eccentric

Magazine,' with "
Lives and Portraits of

misers, dwarfs, murderers, idiots, and similar

personages." Caulfield was publisher, print-
seller, and compiler of book-catalogues. He
published numerous biographies, with en-

graved portraits, of historical personages and
criminals (1790-1824). He is described in
The Gentleman's Magazine, 1826, part i.

p. 378, as
" a truly and highly gifted man."

Mr. H. R. Tedder, in the
'

D.N.B.,'
says that his knowledge of English history
and biography was minute and extensive,
and adds that he always worked hard, and
was a good son and generous friend. With
advancing years he unfortunately took to

drink, and in June, 1826, broke his knee-pan,
dying in St. Bartholomew's Hospital 22

April, 1826.
The two following books I have taken

from Messrs. Hatchard's '

Catalogue of
Old and Rare Books '

:

' The Eccentric
Mirror,' 4 vols., post 8vo, London, 1806,"

of male and female characters, ancient
and modern," &c., collected by G. H. Wilson ;

and ' The Terrific Register,' London, circa

1820,
" a record of crimes, judgments," &c.

F. C. WHITE.
Cardiff.

The above query probably refers to
' The

Eccentric Mirror,' published 1807 by James
Cundee, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, in

four 12mo volumes, aggregating over 1,400

pages. The title-page says that it was
"
Collected and re-collected from the most

authentic Sources, by G. H. Wilson "
;

whilst the numerous plates of portraits and
incidents are interesting, and some of them
not obtainable elsewhere. All the copies
I have seen have the plates uncoloured, but
not long ago a copy was catalogued as

coloured. I presume by this was meant
hand-coloured, as it is hardly likely any
were printed in colours. W. B. H.

PLAY FOUNDED ON THE EXPLOITS OF
TEKELI (11 S. vi. 210, 258). I may add to

the information given by MR. WM. DOUGLAS
that among the

'

Juvenile Theatre Prints,'

vol. v. p. 69, in the Print - Room, British

Museum, there is a plate of juvenile or toy
theatre characters in the play of 'Tekeli.'

It is entitled
'

Hodgson's New Characters
in Tekeli, No. 9,' and represents

' The
Ambassador before Alexina.' It is in the

original colouring, and not improbably
may unfortunately be the only survivor

of a series of twenty penny sheets of
* Cha-

racters and Scenes.' Though I have a large
collection of Hodgson's plays, I have no print
in a copy of

'

Tekeli.' RALPH THOMAS.

REFERENCES WANTED (11 S. vi. 309).

1. Ancestral Masks. Polybius, vi. 53, in

describing the Roman custom, says that

these were placed in the most conspicuous
part of the house, enclosed in wooden shrines

(vatSn). The elder Pliny, 'Nat. Hist.,'

xxxv. 2(2), 6, while '-lamenting the change
in fashion that had made this practice
obsolete in his day, describes how waxen
masks used formerly to be exhibited in the

atrium, arranged in separate cabinets

("expressi cera vultus singulis dispone-
bantur armariis "). The ancients had a

great belief in the properties of cedar.

Vitruvius,
' De Architectura,' ii. 9, 12, 13,

speaks of it as lasting for ever, since its

aromatic nature preserved it from decay and
made it impervious to insects. For the

distance of the masks from the floor see

Vitruvius, vi. 4, 6.

2. Glazed Windows. See Smith's 'Dic-

tionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities,'

3rd ed., i. 686, s.v.
' Domus.' The words of

the passage from Lactantius there referred

to are
"
quasi per fenestras perlucente vitro

aut speculari lapide obductas."
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3. Epitaphs. Vast numbers of Latin se-

pulchral epitaphs are to be found in the
volumes of the

'

Corpus Inscriptionum Lati-
narum.' Many are included in the selec-

tions of G. H. C. Wilmanns (1873), and in
the older work of J. C. Orelli and W. Henzen.
Examples may be seen in the Catalogues
-and Guides of museums that contain large
collections of Roman antiquities. For Latin

epitaphs in verse see Burman or Meyer's
*

Anthologia
' and Baehrens's

'

Poetse Latini
Minores.'

4. Shoivmen. "
Circulatores," itinerant

jugglers, snake-charmers, &c., were well-
known figures in the streets of ancient
towns. Sword-swallowing is mentioned in

Plutarch,
'

Moralia,' 191D, a propos of the

particular pattern of sword employed. In

Apuleius,
'

Metamorphoses,' i. 4, there is a

description of a sword-swallower exhibiting
in a public place at Athens. In the

'

Digest,'
XLVII., tit. xi.

' De Extraordinariis Crimini-

bus,' 11, an opinion of the famous juris-
consult Paulus is quoted to the effect that
an action would lie against

"
circulatores

"

who carried about snakes to show, in the
event of any person suffering injury through
fright.
"

5. Dreams, and the connexion of ^Escula-

pius with them. The most interesting mate-
rial is to be found in the orations of Publius
jElius Aristides, the Greek rhetorician of the
second century A.D. Numerous references

to ancient and modern authors are collected

in Sir Samuel Dill's
' Roman Society from

Nero to Marcus Aurelius,' book iv. chap, i.,
*

Superstition,' pp. 457 f>gq. See also Dr.
Richard Caton's

'

Temples and Ritual of

Asklepios.' EDWARD BENSLY.

INSCRIPTIONS ON BRASSES : COBHAM :

CLERE (11 S. vi. 329, 414). For Sir Reginald
de Cobham, lord of the manor of Steresburgh,
1403, marginal inscription, with ten Latin

verses, large, North Chantry, Haines refers

the reader to Waller, pt. vi. ; Brayley and
Britton, vol. iv. p. 167 ; and Boutell's
* Mon. Br.,' p. 60. A. R. BAYLEY.

MURDER OF LORD WILLIAM RUSSELL
<11 S. vi. 170, 258, 350). The trial of

Courvoisier and the charges against his

counsel, Mr. Charles Phillips, have, as SIR
HARRY .POLAND states, been thoroughly
inquired into, and there is nothing to add.
I do not remember, however, to have seen

any account of Lord William's birth, the

tragedy of which almost equalled his death.

He was the posthumous son of the Marquess

of Tavistock, eldest son of John, fourth Duke
of Bedford, the Duke who signed the Peace of

Versailles in 1763. Lord Tavistock died on
23 March, 1767, from the effects of a fall

whilst hunting, and his widow, a Keppel
and daughter of Lord Albemarle, lived to

give birth to a son, and then fell into a deep
decline, which, in spite of all efforts, including
a sea voyage, terminated fatally on 2 Oct.,

1768. Her state of mind may be imagined
from the following incident, related by
Wiffen (' Russell Memoirs,' vol. ii. p. 573) :

"At a consultation of the faculty, held at

Bedford House in August, one of the physicians,
whilst he held her pulse, requested her to open
her hand. Her reluctance induced him to use a

degree of gentle violence, when he perceived that

she had closed it to conceal a miniature of her

late husband. '

Ah, madam,' he exclaimed.
'

all our prescriptions must be useless whilst you
so fondly cherish the wasting sorrow that destroys

you !
' 'I have kept it,' she replied,

'
either in

my bosom or my hand, ever since my dear lord's

death, and thus I must indeed continue to retain

it, until I drop off after him into the welcome

grave.'
"

Her two elder sons. Francis and John,
became successively fifth and sixth Dukes
of Bedford, the latter being father of Lord

John Russell by his first wife, Lady Georgiana

Byng, second daughter of Viscount Torring-
ton. She died before her husband suc-

ceeded his brother as duke in 1802.

J. E. LATTON PICKERING.

Library, Inner Temple, E.G.

LAMB'S CHAPEL, LONDON (11 S. vi. 291,

357). i should like to add to my former

reply that in Maitland's
'

History of London,'

1756, vol. ii. p. 908, there is a very interesting

account of this chapel, with a transcript

of a deed concerning it, dated 1253, witnessed

by Nicholas Batte, Mayor ;
also some extracts

from the first register-book, of 1586.

William Lambe's charities are so numerous
as to be almost proverbial. His conduit near

Bloomsbury, and the street there named
after him, preserve his name, and are well

known. He was buried in St. Faith's

Chapel, with a punning memorial over

his grave (Pennant's
'

London,' 1812).

WM. NORMAN.

The contributors of replies to this query
have singularly omitted to mention that

Lambe's Chapel, after its demolition in

1872, was re -erected in Prebend Square,

Islington, and the interesting effigy of

this benefactor of the Clothworkers' Com-

pany is now preserved there. He was

buried with his three wives in St. Faith's,
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but the slab, with its brasses representing
hint in armour, and the familiar riming
epitaph commencing

" As I was so be ye,"
were, of course, destroyed at the Great Fire.

Vide
' A Memorial of the Famous Monu-

ments, &c., of Maister William Lambe.' by
Abraham Fleming, 1580, or the reprint
edited by C. F. Aiigell, 1875.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

GERMAN FUNERAL CUSTOM (US. vi. 368).
There is a reference to the carrying of

lemons at a funeral in Gustav Freytag's
novel

'

Soil und Haben,' translated by
Mrs. Malcolm under the title of

'

Debit and
Credit' (Ward, Lock & Tyler, n.d.). A
member of the guild of

"
packers," whose

business it was to carry burdens between the

great warehouses and the custom - house
says, (p. 47) :

" The day will come when we
packers must take a lemon in our hands and
wear a black tail to our hats

"
(p. 483). A

foot-note (whether by the author or trans-
lator is not stated) comments :

" When the
handicraft men bury one of their corporation
they carry a lemon in their hand." The
city in which this custom prevailed is re-
ferred to as

"
the capital

"
; no doubt Ger-

man readers of
'

N. & Q.' can identify it.

G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

THE ORIGINAL "UNCLE TOM" (11 S. vi.

367). I well remember, about thirty-
seven years ago, having a very pleasant
talk for about an hour with the Rev. Josiah
Henson, who was supposed to be the original
of

" Uncle Tom." He published an auto-
biography, and it was on the circumstances
of his life that the claim was based.

W. B. S.

FORDWICH, THE OLD PORT OF CANTER-
BURY (11 S. vi. 368). Reference should be
made to my late friend C. E. Woodruff's
'History of Fordwich,' Canterbury, 1895.
This work contains a full account of the
ancient custumal of that place.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

THE ROYAL GEORGE : NAME or DURHAM
(11 S. vi. 110, 176, 374). Your readers
have seen at the last reference a circum-
stantial and curious account of the way in
which Seventh Lieutenant Durham, R.N.,
was saved from the Royal George, con-
tributed by MR. E. STEVENS of Mel-
bourne. Henrietta Keddie, in Sarah Tytler's
'Three Generations,' 1911, has a somewhat
different story. She writes that Alexander

Keddie, her father's uncle, when a cabin-

boy on board the ship, was instrumental
in saving another boy, a young midshipman
of the name of Durham, afterwards Admiral
Sir Philip Durham, and that the Durham
familybefriended Keddie afterwards getting
him a cadetship in the Indian army, where
he was lost sight of.

Of course the ship was not moving out
of dock, but was anchored (or moored) at

Spithead, when she was careened over for

repairs. The lower - deck guns must all

have been run over to larboard. Why the

ports were left open when "
land breezes

"

would be expected to
" shake the shrouds "

may have then been the subject of inquiry.

My personal interest in the name Durham
comes from the fact that the father of my
maternal grandmother was Capt. Hercules
Durham, who married Elizabeth, daughter
of Capt. (afterwards Admiral) Knight of

Jordanstown. According to Douglas, Her-
cules was the lineal male representative
of the Durhams of Grange ; a cousin has a
charter granted by Robert the Bruce. I had
it in my mind, from 1

long ago, that it was
a member of that family who was saved,
but do not know who the Admiral Durban)
was. The arms of the Durharns of Grange
as blazoned by Douglas were : Or, on a fesse

azure, three mullets argent, in base a crescent

gules. Crest, two dolphins hauriant adorse.

Motto:
"
Ultra fert animus." These Durhams

appear to have lost their family property, as,

according to Miss Keddie, her father, early
in the nineteenth century, occupied the
ruinous mansion house as farmer or super-
intendent of coal mines. R. B. S.

BERRYSFIELD (11 S. vi. 368).
"
Berrow,

Berry, from bcenv, a grove. Ex. Berrow
(Wore.), Berry Pomeroy (Devon), Pomeroy's
Grove" ('Traces of History in the Names
of Places,' by Flavell Edmunds, Longmans.
1872, p. 174). Beria, Berra, Berie, Berry,
found in. names of places, is an O.E.word

denoting a plain open heath, or wide, flat

champaign ; as in Mix-berie, Com-berrie r

Beria Sancti Edmundi mentioned by
Matthew Paris -which does not refer to
the town, but to the adjoining plain. Cowel

says
" that many flat and wide meads, and other

open grounds, are still called by the name of

beries and berie-flelds. So the spacions mead
between Oxford and Lsley was in the reign of

King Athelstan called Bery, as now the largest

pasture-ground in Quarendon, Bucks, is known
by the name Berry-field. And such, indeed,
were the beric meadows, which, tlunigh Sir H.

Spelman interprets them to be the demesne
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meadows, or manor meadows, yet were truly
any flat open meadows that lay adjoining to any
vill or firm."

See Cowel,
' Law Diet.' ; Dufresne,

'

Glos.
I quote as above from '

Local Etymology,'
by Richard Stephen Charnock, 8vo, Houlston,
1859, p. 34. W. H. PEET.

Burymeadow, on the outskirts of this

city, during the cholera visitation in 1832
was used as a burial-ground for the victims
of the epidemic. It is now a well-kept
recreation ground, mainly used by nurses
and children. HAKKY HEMS.

Pair Park, Exeter.

SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNATURES (US. v. 490 ;

vi. 72, 153, 255, 338). There has always
seemed to be good reason for believing that

Shakespeare in his boyhood enjoyed such
educational advantages as were available
in his day, and that the late Prof. Baynes
was justified in adducing substantial infer-

ences from the facts he utilized in his essay
' What Shakespeare learned at School.'

Looking. to his conclusions, one had come
to think, not only that such elementary
accomplishments as reading and writing
were within the young scholar's grasp, but
that he had more classical store than is

implied in the famous phrase
"
small Latin

and less Greek." That this plirase is Ben
Jonson's is, presumably, still believed.
That being so, it seems odd that the same
observer should have likewise proclaimed,
as he is now said to have done in

'

Every
Man out of his Humour,' that Shakespeare
could neither read nor write. Perhaps, in

the interests of the uninitiated, SIR EDWIN
DTJRNTNG LAWRENCE will kindly vouchsafe
us some guidance. It is surely not unfair

to ask for explicit evidence in support of

the announcement that Shakespeare, as

Jonson's butt,
"

is spoken of with great

contempt." Till such proof is forthcoming,
one may be pardoned for holding that

what is said of William in
' As You Like It

'

is negligible. THOMAS BAYNE.

After studying SIR EDWIN BURNING
LAWRENCE'S reply at the last reference I

read through again the part of Insulso

Sogliardo (senseless lubbard) in Ben Jon-
son's

'

Every Man out of his Humour.'
But despite the motto "Not without

mustard," I can find no certain reference to

Shakespeare the actor, who took part in

Jonson's plays
'

Every Man in his Humour '

I

and '

Sejanus.' In fact, crest and motto
|

would seem more applicable to an aspirant
to heraldic honours of the sacred name of

Bacon. It is true that Shakespeare was
born near the Forest of Arden, that his
mother's surname was Arden, and that
there are milestones on the Dover Road ;

but I cannot see that these facts prove in

any way that Queen Elizabeth, Lord Bur-
leigh, or Bacon wrote the plays and poems
formerly attributed to William Shakespeare.

A. R. BAYLEY.

AMERICAN LIVINGSTONES (11 S. vi. 307).
In reply to the question of BETA as to the

descent of the American Livingstons,
permit me to state that they are not
descended from James I. Their descent
from the house of Callendar will be
found, correctly given, in

' The Livingstons
of Livingston Manor,' by Edwin B. Livings-
ton. A copy of this work is in the Library
of the British Museum.

JOHN HENRY LIVINGSTON.
Clermont, Tivoli on Hudson, N.Y.

ROWE FAMILY (11 S. v. 363). There was
a Henry Rowe, Vicar of East Tytherley
(Hampshire) in 1574, and the next incum-
bent following was in 1622. In the Burial

Register of Hursley is
"
Henricus Rowe.

Clericus, Sepultus fuit 17 Aprilis 1609."
The list of East Tytherley vicars is very
imperfect, as is also that of Hursley. Rowe
is not named among the latter incumbents
by Miss Yonge in her '

Keble's Parishes,'
which gives William Symmons as vicar
from 1581 to 1616. Who was the Rev.
Henry Rowe buried in 1609 ? and, for that

matter, who was and whence came Symmons?
F. H. SUCKLING.

" VISTO"= " VISTA" (11 S. vi. 27, 95, 158,

238). In the first edition of
' An Evening

Walk '

(1793) Wordsworth makes use of the
word vislo :

Beyond, along the vislo of the brook,
Where antique roots its bustling path o'erlook,
The eye reposes on a secret bridge.

The lines may have been written as early as
he year 1787. In the edition of 1820 the

reading continues to be msto. In 1827,
lowever, it changes to vista.

LANE COOPER.
Ithaca, New York.

RHETORIQUE FAMILY (11 S. v. 506). In
619 probate was granted to the will (P.C.C.,

46 Parker) of Richard Retorick,
*'

notary
publique," son and heir of John Retorick
the elder, merchant, deceased, sometime
dwelling in Tavistock, Devon ; Ide, Devon.

AP THOMAS.
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Jiofcs on 3800Rs

Shakespeare, Bacon, and the Great Unknown.
By Andrew Lang. (Longmans & Co.)

ONCE more we have a chance, which we welcome,
to appreciate the versatility and the unfading
spirit of Andrew Lang. He reads Mr. Green-
wood's book ' The Shakespeare Problem Re-
stated,' and sets out at once to state the many
objections to the idea that a Great Unknown
wrote the famous works, and got an illiterate

actor to father them. Mr. Greenwood does not

say that this Unknown was Bacon, but it looks
as if lie meant it. At any rate, he attempts to
reduce the credibility of Shakespeare's author-

ship, and Mr. Lang devotes successfully a good
deal of his space to questions of education, the
Latin and Greek in the plays, the mistakes they
contain, and some famous references to the poet
in the dual character of actor and author.

Mr. Lang was not a specialist in Elizabethan
literature, but he brought an exceptionally acute
mind in the solution of mysteries to the inquiry,
and he was a scholar who remained in touch with
the world of common sense, as well as an admir-

ably lucid writer. When he has finished with
the Great Unknown, the existence of that person
seems very unlikely. The possibilities and sup-
positions which Mr. Greenwood's theory involves
are shown to be no "

good gifts."

Mr. Lang discovers, for instance, that ' Love's
Labour's Lost ' was not necessarily written by a
courtly poet, and certainly not by an historian.
There are no French politics in that piece, and
Dumain "

appears as a courtier of his hated
adversary Henri," and its author need not, any
more than the modern novelist, have had a know-
ledge of the fashionable life he describes. After
all, kings and their associates do not talk in
blank verse.

We live in a book -ridden world, as Mr. Lang
hints, and we are apt, for that reason, to de-

preciate the claims of oral tradition, such as
that concerning Shakespeare. In this section of

the inquiry Mr. Lang is not so full as he might
be. He is, however, largely employed in easier,
but equally necessary refutation. Some people
are so foolish, it appears, as to believe that

genius is a matter of education. Mr. Lang brings
the case of Jeanne d'Arc to refute them. Himself
an accomplished classic, he was naturally inter-

ested in the education at Stratford in Shake-
speare's day, which included Latin on Dr. House's
system, and the question of the poet's scholar-

ship. We think he makes out a perfectly satis-

factory view on this point from the plays and
Ben Jonson's famous dictum^ Ben was incon-
sistent ; but men of letters have, alas ! no
immunity from human deficiencies in that regard.
Mr. Lang considers, perhaps, at excessive length
t he researches of Churton Collins, and he need not
haveboggled over the reference to " Alcibiades I."
in ' Troilus and Cressida.' Our learned con-
tributor Mr. Charles Crawford has traced the
Platonic idea to the ' Nosce Teipsum

'

of Sir John
Davies in the Second Series of his

' Collectanea
'

derived from our own columns. Mr. Crawford
showed trenchantly the limits '; of Baconian
research.

An interesting section concerns the Stratford
monument, and the picture of it in Dugdale's-
'

Antiquities of Warwickshire,' which is so-

strangely different. Mr. Lang shows that Dug-
dale was equally careless about his reproduction
of the Carew monument. The words "

populus
mceret

"
are omitted in the rendering of Shake-

speare's Latin epitaph, but the slip is not material.
We find the question of Shakespeare's expertness
in legal terms given up by Mr. Lang. But he
might have discovered in contemporary literature
what seem to us nowadays equally tedious and
technical references. Further, that indefatigable
Shakespearian Mrs. Stopes has found for Shake
speare an uncle who was a determined litigant.

The volume, which has been finished by a good
index, shows clearly that the subject is clouded
with assertions which need examination. Readers
should not pass without question the mass of

what we may call inferential biography on both
sides ; they should seek the real facts and docu-
ments, which are more numerous than is generally
supposed.

Shakespeare's Richard the Second. Edited, with
Introduction and Appendixes, by Henry
Newbolt. "

Select Plays of Shakespeare."
(Oxford, Clarendon Press. )

MR. NEWBOLT'S introductory study of this play
is both sane and penetrating, especially in those

paragraphs where he gives it its place in the evo-
lution of Shakespeare's art, and makes clear
what is to be looked for in it as against both the
"
castigation

"
inflicted upon it by Johnson and

the quasi-" superstition
"

of some of its ad-
mirers. We were particularly glad to find him
warning the reader against laying too much
stress on the general ideas to be found in itr

a warning which might wholesomely be extended
to the further study of Shakespeare. His account
of the characters elucidates them in a way which
cannot fail to be of real use to the student,
even where he comes to a rather different
conclusion about them as he may easily do,
for instance, in regard to Bolingbroke, whose
appearance in the play as a "

smooth, impeccable,,
remorseless conqueror, perfectly equipped and
perfectly balanced," Mr. Newbolt seems inclined
to overrate.

The Introduction will hardly be appreciated
1

except by readers of some experience, yet the
notes seem intended for such as have little

practice in reading. The full quotations in them,
from Holinshed given scene by scene as " mate-
rial

"
are a useful feature of this edition.

Louis XVII., and Other Papers. By Philip-
Treherne. (Fisher Unwin. )

THE paper which lends its title to this little-

volume discusses in a rambling way the circum-
stances which defeated Naundorff's claim to be
the Dauphin. We should have been glad of
some statement of the authorities relied upon..

Among the rest are a sketch of Casanova, and
another of Barbey d'Aurevilly ; an amusing:

essay on the visit of Baron Kielmansegg to Eng-
land in 1761 ; and a repetition of the well-known
stoiy of the murder of Perceval in the Lobby of

the House of Commons and the dream of John-.

Williams.
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New Poem*. By Dora Sigerson Shorter. (Maunsel
& Co.)

A VOLUME from Mrs. Shorter is always welcome,
for we are certain to find some special message.
In the present small collection we have a sweet
'

Child's Song
'

about the starlings ; and a poem,
'

Leaves,' which makes us feel the withered leaves
of autumn falling all about us. Three of the
poems should be read in evening hours : the
mother mourning for her little son by his grave,
which ' :

lies lonely in the sun "
; a vision of visits

from the beloved dead, entitled
'

Haunted,'
which is very restful ; and the poem

' When I

Shall Rise,' which is full of pathos : in it the author
shows her love for

''

Killiney's silver sands, and
Wicklow hills." A note of sadness runs through
many of the poems, but there is a promise that
the night is departing, and the eternal noon is

near. ,

Christmas in Ritual and Tradition, Christian and
Pagan. By Clement A. Miles. (Fisher Unwin )

THE author is doubtless right in believing that
there is room for a comprehensive study of
Christmas in English, and we are glad to con-

gratulate him on having furnished what he
designed, i.e., an "

outline map," which, though
it offers nothing original in interpretation or
new in discovery, should yet be of interest
to the general reader, and also serviceable to
the serious student. He divides the work into
two parts, keeping these virtually independent.
The second treats of pagan survivals, and, in order
to illustrate the wealth of tradition and custom
which have become more or less concentrated

upon Christmas, he deals with all the festivals

from All Hallows to Candlemas. The former,
or rather the time of year when it falls, is when,
in Northern countries, the first snow appears,
when in old days the cattle which could not be
supported through the winter were slaughtered,
and the abundance of victuals gave rise to uni-
versal feasting. This was counted the beginning
of the year, and interwoven with the strand of

tradition thus originating, we have the Southern
customs connected with the Kalends, the begin-
ning of the year according to astronomical
reckoning. To these must be added practices
connected with the dead, quasi-sacramental rites

intended to ensure prosperity in the coming year,
customs connected with divination, and many
others. Mr. Miles, as is evident both from his

handling of the subject and from the bibliography,
has read widely; and if we sometimes think
as in the case of the German Christmas tree

that he shares with most folk-lorists a tendency
to give the generations near our own too little

credit in regard to the invention of fresh and

expressive customs, we are none the less grateful
to him for grouping together in this convenient

way, and in so good a connexion, quaint local sur-

vivals, of which he can still speak in the present
tense, but which must indeed date from a distant

past, and be approaching, if they have not already
reached, extinction. Thus it is not likely that in

the Vosges it will long continue to be the custom,
while the bells are ringing on All Souls' Eve, for

the beds to be uncovered and the windows set

wide that the poor souls may come in and rest ;

and if, in Little Russia, the dish of honey and

porridge still symbolizes the Holy Crib (the

porridge is for the straw, and a fruit and some

honey poured into a hole in it symbolize the body
and the blood of the Babe), even there it seems
likely that change will come and custom decay.
At the end of the chapter on the ' Twelve Days

'

is a pleasant discussion of the mysterious Frau
Holle, Berchta, or G-ode who goes her rounds
during this season, followed by a notice of the
to Westerns less familiar, but more interesting
and formidable Kallikantzaroi, who are even yet
a terror to the Greek peasantry, and whom the
author seems inclined to connect rather with
vampires and werwolves i.e., with superstitions
concerning the departed than altogether with
the winter festival of Dionysius.
The Preface implies that the first part will by

many readers be found inferior in interest to the
second. In our opinion it is the more valuable.
It deals with Christmas as the Christian feast,,
and the unity of idea underlying it lends it a
vitality, and hence a coherence, missing in the
necessarily often scrappy account of decaying and
now almost meaningless customs. Moreover, Mr.
Miles has here brought together delightful things-
in the way of hymns, carols, plays, and rites which
illustrate, as we do not remember to have seen
it illustrated before in an English book, the many-
sidedness of the Christmas appeal, and the different-

ways in which different nations and different ages
have responded to it. He quotes the Italian-

proverb,
" Ha piu di fare che i forni di Natale in-

Inghilterra," which seems only too appropriate
to our modern English notions of keeping Christ-

mas, but is a little unjust perhaps to our fore-

fathers, at any rate in the Middle Ages. We think
that in regard to the austere and "

theological
"'

character of the earlier Christmas hymns, and 1

also in regard to the use of Latin in church, he-
tends somewhat to exaggerate the aloofness and
incapacity of the common folk, though he has-

seized well, and expressed vividly, the literalness
of faith in the Middle Ages and the people's^
enjoyment of the human side of the Nativity
when once largely through St. Francis it had'
been brought home to them by the Crib, and then-

later by the various developments in the direction
of drama. Readers of the all too brief description
here given of Christmas as it is now celebrated in

the poor Italian colony in London might do worse
than repair thither this year, and contrast what
they observe with our Dickensian festivities.

The illustrations are well chosen, but not
happily reproduced ; the most interesting are
the '

S. Francis instituting the
"
Presepio

"
at

Greccio,' the '

Neapolitan Presepio,' and the.

photograph of the famous Bambino of Ara Coeli.

At Prior Park. By Austin Dobson. (Chatto &-
Windus. )

MR. AUSTIN DOBSOX, in his collection of papers
' At Prior Park,' discourses of eighteenth-century
life and manners, country-houses, men of letters,

artists, and of one sea-hero the Bailli de Suffren,
who, had he been better served, might have
given an ill-turn to English affairs in Eastern
waters. A very interesting paper is concerned
with the amiable artist Carmontelle, who as
" Ordonnateur des fetes en general

"
to the Duke

of Orleans, father of Egalite, provided the ducal
circle with amusement for more than twenty
years, and while many of the originals of his

sketches ended their days at the guillotine,
died peacefully in Paris in 1806 at the age ot
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eighty-nine. He left some 750 portraits, painted a
la gouache, a unique collection of Court celebrities

and others, of which the greater part was eventu-

ally bequeathed by the Due d'Aumale to the

Institute of Prance, and is now in the Orleans

Salon of the Musee Conde. Among Carmontelle's

sitters were the Dauphin and his wife, father and
mother of Louis XVI., the Princesse de Lamballe,
Mile, de Lespinasse, Garrick, and Sterne ; but
the portrait of Voltaire, which the artist un-

doubtedly painted, is missing from the catalogue
of the Conde Gallery. Other papers show
Garrick on the

" Grand Tour," capturing the

hearts of the French people to whom he was by
descent so near akin ; Loutherbourg, the artist,

inventor of the
"
Bidophusikon," a set of moving

pictures, showing scenes affected by changing
lights, and Robert Lloyd, usher, man of pleasure,
and minor poet, who died of a broken heart at

-thirty-one, a prisoner in the Fleet.

Mr. Dobson has had the luck to light on two

unprinted letters of Fielding, dating from his

voyage to Lisbon and sojourn in Portugal ; these

show the novelist much elated at his apparent
Tecovery of health, until his spirits are dashed by
domestic difficulties, Mrs. Fielding's home-sick-

ness, and the husband-hunting manoeuvres of that

lady's companion and friend probably Miss

Margaret Collier. Fielding's friend Ralph Allen,
and his fine house overlooking Bath, where Pope,
Warburton, and Pitt were hospitably received,
form the subject of the title essay. Pope's last

visit terminated abruptly, by reason of some
obscure disagreement between Mrs. Allen and
Martha Blount, and perhaps the poet never quite

forgave his Prior Park host. More magnificent
entertainers than the Aliens were the Temples of

.Stowe, and the account of their garden, studded
with classic

"
fanes," is full of matter delightfully

characteristic of the eighteenth century. Stowe
would have furnished an ideal setting for a
Watteau picture ; but age and thoughts of death
and the banter that destroys illusions should have
no part in afetechampetre.

"
It made me laugh,"

says Horace Walpole, who was one of a party,

mainly composed of
"
giddy young creatures of

near threescore," formed to entertain the Princess

Amelia at Lord Temple's in 1770,
"
as we were

descending the great flight of steps from the

house to go and sup in the grotto on the banks
of Helicon ; we were so cloaked up, for the evening
was very cold, and so many of us were limping
and hobbling, that Charon would have easily
believed we were going to ferry over in earnest."

The Poems of Gaius Valerius Catullus. With
Notes and a Translation by Charles Stuttaford.

(Bell & Sons.)

DESIGNED for the use of those whose Latin has
"

lost its freshness," this pleasantly printed and
attractively

"
got-up

" volume contains a lively
sketch of the times of Catullus, an account of the

principal MSS. of the text, articles on the lyrical
metres used by the poet, and an index of persons
and places, besides the bulk of the work, the text
with its accompanying translation and the notes.
The notes give a good deal of information in a

chatty, not to say colloquial manner, without
going unduly deep, and will probably do more
than the translation to revive the authentic
savour of Catullus for the taste of readers who
have half forgotten him. The translation we

found disappointing ; without rhythm or cha-
racter, it carries nothing of the spirit of the
original, and has as little the merit of keeping
close to the true sense of the words. We append
Mr. Stuttaford's translation of " Odi et amo,"
and his rendering of the last line or two from the
poem to Caecilius to show what we mean :

I hate and yet I love ; perhaps you ask
how this can be. I do not know, but that it is so
I feel too well, and live in torment."

Ignosco tibi, Sapphica puella
musa doctior ; est enim venuste
Magna Caocilio incohata Mater.

"
I can excuse you, maiden more learned than

the Sapphic muse, for consummate indeed is this
poem on the Great Mother that Caecilius has
begun."

WE congratulate the readers of
'

Printer's Pie
'

on the fact that Mr. W. Hugh Spottiswoode has
granted their wish and published a Christmas
number which he calls Winter's Pie. He tells
us that "

Oliver, having asked for more, has got
it this time ; I hope there will be no cause for
indigestion." The Pie is certainly full of rich
things, and a most delectable dish ; but as
laughter is a good aid to digestion, people will
be quite safe in indulging freely, and we have
no fear as to the results. We are not going to
pull out any of the plums, as the Pie can be
purchased, in its entirety, for one shilling.

to

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

WE cannot andertake to answer queries pri vately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
;n order that answers may be sent to them direct,,

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of

' Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of

the page of '-N. & Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

A. C. H. Forwarded.

R. B. L. Please send name and address.

G. H. W. ('The Kentish Note-Book '). Anti-

cipated ante, p. 76.

W. S. B. H. This use of the present participle
was discussed under the heading of

' Jane Austen's
" Persuasion" '

at 11 S. iv. 288, 339, 412, 538;
v. 75, 157.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 396, col. 2, 1. 17 from
foot, for

"
Nickall's

" read Nickoll's.
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MACMILLAN'S NEW BOOKS
George Frederic Watts.The Minority of Henry

the Third. By KATE NOEGATE,
Author of '

England under the Angevin Kings,'
Ac. 8vo, 8s. 6rf. net.

Evening Standard. "A fine example of

scholarly industry."

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.
NEW VOLUME.

Poems by William Ailing-
ham. Selected and Arranged by HELEN

ALLINGHAM. With Portrait. Pott 8vo,
2s. 6d. net. [Tuesday.

JAMES STEPHENS S NEW BOOK.

The Crock of Gold. e*. net.

JAMES LANE ALLEN'S NEW BOOK.

The Heroine in Bronze,
or a Portrait of a Girl : a Pastoral
of the City. <*

Observer. "A pretty tale, full of noble senti-
ments and the quaint humour which delights all
lovers of Mr. Allen's work."

MISS B. HUNT'S NEW BOOK.
Folk Tales

&>. 6d. net.

of Breffny.
A new collection of Irish Folk-lore.

ALICE WILSON FOX'S NEW BOOK.

A Regular Madam. e.

Daily Telegraph." Books such as this fill a
real want. Interesting without being sentimental,
exciting without being vulgar, avoiding all contro-
versial subjects, and gracefully written, it is, in

fact, a healthy story which will give thorough
enjoyment to. all readers."

EDITH WHARTON'S NEW BOOK.

The Reef. ..

*
t
* The subject of Mrs. Wharton's new novel

is a sentimental drama between four Americans
living in France.

NEW EDITION, THOROUGHLY REVISED
AND BROUGHT UP TO DATE.

The Government of

England. By A. LAURENCE LOWELL,
President of Harvard University. In 2 vols.

8vo, 17s. net.

Wealth and Welfare. fiy

A. C. PIQOU, M.A., Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Cambridge,
Author of 'Protective and Preferential Import
Duties,' Ac. 8vo, 10*. net.

*,* A treatment of Economics, with special
reference to Unemployment, its causes and possible
remedies.

Vols. I. and II. The Annals of an Artist's
Life. By Mrs. G. F. WATTS. Vol. Ill The
Writings of G. F. Watts. With 40 Photo-
gravure Portraits and other Illustrations.
3 vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d. net.

Francis Paget, Bishop of

Oxford, Chancellor of the Order of the

Garter, Honorary Student and sometime Dean
of Christ Church. By STEPHEN PAGET and
J. M. CAMPBELL CRUM. With an Intro-
duction by His Grace the ARCHBISHOP OF
CANTERBURY. With Photogravure Por-
trait. 8vo, 15. net. [Immediately.

A History of Old Sheffield
m late. Being an Account of the Origin,

Growth, and Decay of the Industry and of
the Antique Silver and White or Britannia
Metal Trade, with Chronological Lists of
Makers' Marks and numerous Illustrations of

Specimens. By FREDERICK BRADBURY.
Demy 4to, 21. 2s. net.

5ECOND EDITION.

MR. JAMES BRYCE'S NEW BOOK.

South America : Observa-
tions and Impressions.

By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, O.M.,
Author of 'The American Commonwealth,' &c.
With Maps. 8vo, 8s. 6d. net.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS SERIES.

NEW VOLUME.

Highways and Byways in

Somerset. By EDWARD HUTTON.
Illustrated by NELLY ERICHSEN. Extra,

crown 8vo, 5s. net. . [Immediately.

The Adventures of an
Elephant Hunter. By JAMES

SUTHERLAND. Illustrated. 8ro, 7*. 6d. net.

Daily Chronicle. "The finest record of the

pursuit of big game we have had for many a long

day. We shall not soon look upon its like

again."

Macmillan's Illustrated Catalogue post free on application.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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Principality of North Wales down to the Act of Union of 1536.

BY

EDWARD ARTHUR LEWIS, M.A.

(Sometime Research Felloic of the University).

Octavo. Pp. xviii+320. Finely printed on toned paper by Messrs. Constable ;

cloth, uncut, top edges gilt.

7/6 net.
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LET us now turn to
' The Returne from

Parnassus,' IV. iii., date December, 1601.

There Kemp is made to say to Burbage :

"Few of the universitie pen plaies well....

Why, here 's our fellow Shakespeare puts them all

downe, I [ay] and Ben Jonson too. O that Ben
Jonson is a pestilent fellow, he brought up Horace,
giving the poets a pill, but our fellow Shakespeare
hath given him a purge."

The incident here mentioned is in Ben
Jonson's

'

Poetaster.' Shakespeare is not
one of the victims, but when it is con-

fidently affirmed that he is altogether spared,
it is easy to show that this is a mistake. See
*
Poetaster,' I. i. :

Lup. Come, do not misprize him.

Ovid Sen. "Misprise!" ay, marry, I would
Tiave him use some such words now ; they have
some touch, some taste of the law. He should
make himself a style out of these, and let his

Propertius' elegies go by.

Unquestionably this refers to Shakespeare's
use of the word, and repeats the old gibe
of his legal training and language. Xow
it appears from ' The Returne from Par-
nassus ' that ' The Poetaster ' was acted
before December, 1601. Before that date,
therefore,

' As You Like It
' had been acted.

Why we are more concerned with ' As You
Like It

' than with ' Much Ado '

will pre-
sently appear.
On the 4th of August, 1600, as appears

from the Stationers' Registers, both these

plays were "
stayed." But on the 23rd of

August
' Much Ado ' was issued in the

Quarto. There is, however, no extant
Quarto of

' As You Like It,' which we have
for the first time in the First Folio of 1623.
That ' As You Like It

' was altered from
its first form would, I believe, be quite
clear but for this

"
staying

"
of 4 Auirust

1600.

And it was altered, I believe, that Shake-
speare might give Ben Jonson his

"
purge

"

in retort for the criticism in
' The Poetaster,'

which criticism was motived by Shake-
speare's connexion with the person more
coarsely attacked.

I believe that the melancholy Jaques (un-
doubtedly Ben Jonson) was originally drawn
in no very unfavourable colours. Some
indeed might, at least on a cursory perusal,
question whether Jaques was originally
intended for Ben Jonson' Jaques, as de-

picted soliloquizing over the wounded deer,
has little affinity with the Asper or Maci-
lante of

'

Every Man out of his Humour.'
It makes, however, for the supposition that
Ben was originally designed as Jaques,
though in no unfriendly fashion, that the
resolution of the cynic at the conclusion of
the play, to join the usurping Duke and the
other convertites, corresponds with Jon-
son's conversion to Roman Catholicism
in 1598.
Nor is the motive which Jaques assigns

ror his step
Out of these convertites

There is much matter to be heard and learn'd

at all incompatible with that which we may
reasonably attribute to Ben Jonson. a
man surely more likely to be induced in
his matter by curiosity than by deep
religious feeling. It is by no means as a
ienitent that he emerges from that brief

mprisonment during which he is said to
lave been converted. The date assigned
o the first production on the stage of

'

Every
tfan out of his Humour '

is the spring of
1599. It was acted by the Lord Chamber-
ain's company (Shakespeare's), but after
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this Jonson quarrels with this association,

and ' The Poetaster
'

is produced elsewhere.

Meanwhile I think there is a general con-

sensus that the latter part of 1599 is the

date of the first production of
' As You

Like It.' Now let us compare the following :

(a)
'

Every Man out of his Humour,' V.

7:

So many as have sweet minds in their breasts,
And are too wise to think themselves are taxed
In any general figure, or too virtuous
To need that wisdom's imputation:

(b) Ib., Induction (Asper) :

With an armed and resolved hand,
I '11 strip the ragged follies of the time,
Naked, as at their birth

Ben Jonson's
' Timber Discoveries

'

is a
note- or commonplace - book in which his

dominant notions are recorded. Although
we are told that the earliest possible date
to which the book can be assigned is 1620
or 1621, there can be no doubt that the
views and judgments that it contains are of

much longer standing. Observe, then, the

following :

(c, 1) 'Timber,' p. 73 (ed. Schelling) :

"
if I see anything that toucheth me, shall I

come forth a betrayer of myself presently. No,
if I be wise, I '11 dissemble it, if honest, I '11

avoid it, lest I publish that on mine own forehead
which I saw there noted without a title."

(c, 2):
" Whilst I name-no persons, but derive follies,

why should any man confess or betray himself ?

Why doth not that of S. Hierome come into their

mind,
' Ubi generalis est de vitiis disputatio, ibi

nullam esse personse injuriam ?
'

It is [? Is it]

such an inexpiable crime in poets to tax vices

generally, and no offence in them who by their

exception confess that they have committed
them particularly."

The Jaques of Shakespeare says (II. vii.) :

(A)
He that a fool doth very wisely hit
Doth very foolishly, although he smart.
Not to seem senseless of the bob ; if not,
The wise man's folly is anatomised
Even by the squandering glances of the fool.

Invest me in my motley ; give me leave
To speak my mind, and I will through and

through
Cleanse the foul body of the infected world,
If they will patiently receive my medicine.

Cf. the quotation under (6), supra, from
Ben Jonson.

(B)
Why, who cries out on pride,

That can therein tax any private party ?

Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea,
Till that the wearers every means do ebb ?

What w-oman in the city do I name,
When that I say the city-woman bears
The cost of princes on unworthy shoulders ?

Who can come in and say that I mean her,

When such a one as she such is her neighbour ?
Or what is he of basest function
That says his bravery is not of my cost,
Thinking that I mean him, but therein suits
His folly to the mettle of my speech ?

There then ; how then ? what then ? Let me-
see wherein

My tongue hath wrong'd him : if it do him
right,

Then he hath wrong'd himself ; if he be free,

Why then my taxing like a wild-goose flies,
Unclaim'd of any man.

It may be urged that this argument is a
ommonplace. Indeed, it may be easily
Found elsewhere (e.g.,

'

Anatomy of Melan-
holy/

' Democritus to the Reader,' where
Burton quotes Phaedrus and Erasmus). But,
if I mistake not, with Ben Jonson it was a
kind of obsession, and his constant apology
for the personal attack which he makes
under a thin disguise. I hesitate between
the notion that the whole of the defence of
taxation (' As You Like It,' II. vii. 50-88)
attributed to Jaques is an afterthought,
or that most of the dialogue was meant as
a piece of friendly banter, which Ben Jonson
took, with other imaginary grievances, in
ill part. I feel more confident that the
covert attack in

' The Poetaster ' on Shake-

speare's language led to the Duke's rebuke
(' As You Like It,' II. vi.) :

Most mischievous foul sin, in chiding sin :

For thou thyself hast been a libertine,
As sensual as the brutish sting itself ;

And all the embossed sores and headed evils,
That thou with license of free foot hast caught,
Wouldst thou disgorge upon the general world.

Whether the greater part of Jaques's
discourse about taxation was a piece of

friendly banter,* resented by Ben Jonson,
or whether Ben's resentment was due to
his general quarrel with the Globe company
(Shakespeare included), may be doubtful

questions, but that these words of the Duke
are the bitterest ingredient in the "

purge
' r

administered by Shakespeare I cannot but
feel certain.

Again, let us note that in
' As You Like

It,' III. ii. 266, although the stage direction
runs " Enter Orlando and Jaques," Rosalind
and Celia take no notice whatever of the
fact that Jaques is with Orlando. This is

because everything from 1. 266 to 1. 312 is

a later insertion, in which, in the combat of

wit, check, and countercheck, the cynic is

* I seem to see in the " There then : how then ?

what then ?
"

of Jaques (II. vii. 85) a personal
mannerism the rapid, impatient utterance of
a fretful disputant. The humour and irony of

Jaques's complaint of the Duke,
" He 's too

disputable for my company ; I think of as many
matters as he, but I give heaven thanks I make
no blast of them," arc true to life.
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bested by a lad. This, I take it, is the way
in which the text originally stood :

Cclia. You bring me out. Soft ! comes he
not hither ?

Jioftalind (aside to Celia). I will speak to him
like a saucy lackey and under that habit play
t he knave with him. Do you hear, forester ?

Shakespeare does not
"
abide our

question
"

in these small matters ; he so
fascinates and diverts us that we do not

stop to consider whether an interpolation
such as this promotes or impedes the de-

velopment of the story. An instinctive
taste ; a native bent towards that best art
which conceals art ; the sense also proper to

genius, whether it aims at immortality .or
not, that imaginative works should not
bear too evident marks of a temporary and
ephemeral origin, made Shakespeare very
chary of those caricatures and personalities
which made Ben Jonson extremely interest-

ing to his contemporaries, but all the less

interesting to the general reader of to-day.
So much is this the case that there is in some
minds a prejudice, which seems to me to be

pushed to an extreme, against tracing any
such subordinate motives to Shakespeare.
In a Preface I once wrote to a school edition
of

'

King Lear,' I have pointed out that
the imaginary fall from Dover cliff has no

original in the story in Sidney's
'

Arcadia,'
from which this part of the tragedy (the
Gloucester section) is derived. I have
made it look probable, I believe, that it

was invented to give ample opportunity to

the actor who played Edgar for the display
of his peculiar skill in disguise, for it is

clear that he assumes no less than four

characters, perhaps more, in the course of

the play, and was, it seems likely, the same
man who was the Autolycus of

' The Winter's
Tale.'* Of this theory of mine I have said

elsewhere :

" Those who are once for all convinced that

any part of our ' Lear ' had this rather vulgar
origin will be the first to rejoice that there are

many in whom such an opinion excites repug-
nance. This will be the very best evidence that

Shakespeare's magic has made, for the minds of

most men, all traces disappear of those sinister

influences which tend to impair the complete
perfection of every work of art over which one
creative and master mind has not absolute
control."

Something like this, mutatis mutandis,

may be said of that which really had an
occasional origin in

' As You Like It.'

And here we may note a discrepancy which

* See the title-page of the ' Lear '

Quarto of

1008, as showing the importance attached to the

character of Tom of Bedlam.

has not, I believe, been rightly explained.
Let us set together the following passages
as they are found in the Folios.

(a)
' As You Like It,

:

I. ii. 281-4 :

Orlando. Which of the two was daughter of
the Duke

That here was at the wrestling ?

Le Beau. Neither his daughter, if we judge by
manners.

But yet, indeed the taller is his daughter.

(6) Ib., III. iii. 116-8:
Rosalind .... Were it not better,

Because that I am more than common tall,
That I did suit me all points like a man ?

(c) Ib., III. v. 118:

Phcbe (of Rosalind). He is not very tall; yet
for his years he 's tall.

(d) Ib., IV. iii. 86-9 :

Oliver (reading description).
" The boy is fair.

Of female favour, and bestows himself
Like a ripe sister : the woman lotc,
And browner than her brother."

I conjecture that if we possessed the
"
stayed

"
Quarto of 1600 a very interesting

light would be thrown, not only on this dis-

crepancy, but on the personnel of Shake-

speare's actors. It is possible that the line

But yet indeed the taller is his daughter

represents the original distribution of th

parts, and was left by some incuria tin-

changed when other changes were made,
and that the earliest Rosalind was the
shorter of the two boys. For take the very
next of Shakespeare's plays,

' Twelfth Night.'
produced in all probability on the night of
6 January, 1601. The vivacious Maria
is represented by a small, quick-witted
boy ; he is

" the youngest lover of mine."
" Some mollification for your giant, sweet

lady,'' says Viola, with obvious irony-
And I conjecture that before Twelfth Night.
1601. the same clsver little lad was acting
Rosalind, and that the changes which give
us the Rosalind whom we know were due
to altered circumstances and belong to a
later date. I foresee objections to this

theory, but all such doubtful questions-

(there may be other hypotheses more
plausible than mine) the sight of a Quarto
might set for ever at rest.

One may note here, obiter, that Shake-

speare's fondness for making the boy-actor
drop his female disguise (for this is the
clearest way of putting the case) is an evi-

dence of his artistic sense. He knew that a
lad in a woman's dress is apt to be awkward
and unfeminine. In a performance by the
Amateur Dramatic Society* of Cambridge
(England) an undergraduate enacting a

lady lapsed into some gesture unsuited to
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that character.
"

If she does that again,
I shall get up and go out," said an indignant
dowager, much to the amusement of a

grave Professor of Divinity who sat next
to her. Shakespeare, in this matter, gave
his boy-actor the easier part. We, on the

contrary, when we reproduce Shakespeare
give our actresses the harder parts. In
Mr. George Alexander's beautiful reproduc-
tion of

' As You Like It
'

I heard my fair

neighbour say of the lady who was Rosalind,
" She throws herself about too much." In
such a case, the more lifelike the acting,
the less we are pleased. We are too knowing
and too critical to make any surrender to

illusion, and the disguise which deceives
Orlando can never impose- upon us.

But the main purpose of this paper, dis-

cursive as it seems to be, is to show, with
the aid of other possibilities of the same
kind, what facts may be brought to light,

touching Shakespeare's additions or altera-

tions in
' Titus Andronicus,' by an inspec-

tion of the Quarto of 1594, and a comparison
of it with the play as we know it. To whom
the groundwork of this tragedy is to be

assigned, I leave to be debated by more
competent authorities. D. C. TOVEY.

PRINTERS' PROOFS.

EVERY bookman has his special hobbies,
and one of mine has been the collection of

the proof-sheets of well-known books. Most
of those I possess have come into my hands
in the usual way, but one or two I owe to

the kindness of their authors. Among them
are those of the late Andrew Lang's

'

Marriage
of Cupid and Psyche,' which I have already
mentioned in these columns (ante, p. 86),
while others possessing some interest are

Cardinal Newman's '

Letter to the Duke of

Norfolk,' the late Mr. Borlase's
' Naenia

Cornubiae,' and Edward FitzGerald's
' Eu-

phranor.' But perhaps the most curious
are the proofs of Dr. Nott's edition of

Dekker's '

Gull's Hornbook.' Of this wr
ork,

which has recently been republished under
the care of a very competent editor, I have
two copies, one of which belonged to the

literary antiquary, Joseph Haslewood, who
has enriched it with various notes and a

very careful collation with the reprint
called

' The Young Gallant's Academy,'
1674, while the other is the one I propose
to describe.

I can only speak for myself, but I do not
mind confessing that I feel rather afraid of
the printer. He, or his reader, possesses

such a varied store of learning that on
receiving one's proof-sheets, one rather feels

in the position of a mouse that is being
played with by a cat. One approaches him
deferentially and, metaphorically, cap in
hand. Having a giant's strength, he may,
one fears, be inclined to use it tyrannously,
and one feels only too glad to obey his orders,
lest a worse fate befall one. But in Dr.
Nott's time it was evidently the author
who had the best of it. The good doctor
seems to have had some of the characteristics
of the late John Forster, who, the story goes,
was known amongst the cabbies of London
as

" a werry harbitrary gent." Perhaps his

early experiences as the surgeon of an East
Indiaman, at a time when Englishmen
treated

"
natives

" with a not too gentle
touch, may have tended to develop a natural

propensity to high-handedness. Perhaps
the relations between author and printer
were generally on a less pleasant footing
than those that now exist. The omniscience
of the present-day printer, which sensibly
diminishes our estimate of our own stature,
is qualified by a courtesy that at once makes
us hold up our heads again. Our most
glaring "howlers" are marked in the

margin with a note of interrogation which
seems to suggest that the error is after all

a debatable one, and that there is some-

thing to be said on the other side. Our,
amour propre is alive again. Dr. Nott's

printer was a Mr. E. Bryan, who seems to
have carried on his work at Bristol. The first

few sheets had probably undergone revision,
as there are few corrections, and Dr. Nott
does not find his work cut out for him till

he arrives at sheet E. On p. ?6 the printer
humbly remarks :

" We were obliged to

space rather wide in this instance to save

dividing a word which is in general pre-
ferred." Dr. Nott rejoins : "I should
think the division of a word preferable.
I am sure it hurts the eye less, and gives
less the idea of irregular, negligent printing."
A nasty back-handed cut this. On p. 28
he observes :

"
This part would appear

not to have been attended to at all by the

press-corrector." Thus does he flagellate
the alteration of a semicolon into a comma.
After several pages of minor admonitions,
there comes on p. 47 the following severe

warning :

" The putting words too close is an error you
often commit, I believe most often to avoid break-

ing a word at the end of a line, which is a far less

disight [*'>c] than running words together or scatter-

ing them wide of each other. Pray attend to this,

and do not fin order to] prevent one disight make
many greater."
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Dr. Nott's English is not so clear as it

might be, but doubtless the printer under-
stood him. After some further animad-
versions, in which "

inattention to my last
correction

"
or similar words frequently

occur, we come to a debatable point. The
prin er at the end of a line separated the
word "painted" thus "

paint-ed." Dr.
Nott remarks]:

"
It certain [sic] should be

a rule never to disjoin the middle of a
syllable write thus '

pain-ted.'
? Here I

think I hold with the printer. On p. 64
the

good^doctor gets quite angry. "What
the devil," he asks,

"
could possess you to

insert the direction for marking HENRY
in capitals, which you have done ?

" -On
p. 67 an omission on the part of the printer
excites his wrath :

" Do you not under-
stand that a quotation made within a quota-
tion, as in the present instance, is designated
by single inverted commas ? It occurs

commonly enough."
It would be tedious to go through the

whole book, but there is not a page that
does not charge the printer with carelessness
or inattention. In one case, where Dr. Nott
is uncertain whether a Dutch name should
be " von der "

or " von den," he asks the
printer to find a Dutchman who could put
him right on this point. The last remark, on
the penultimate page, is characteristic of all :" The above corrections were all made in the
first proof. Such negligence is therefore
shameful to a degree." Printers stood this
sort of thing in 1812, when Dr. Nott's book
was published. What would they say to it

in 1912 ? W. F. PKIDEAUX.

HALLEY SURNAME.
A LOXDON correspondent wrote to me some
years ago thus :

"....incline to think that Halley, Whalley,
and Hawley are variants of one name, and that
....a place-name ....Wh and h are sometimes
equivalent ; living examples being found in
tc/jo and whole, &c., and obsolete ones in
tchot for

'

hot,' ichome for
'

home,' &c. See
Aldis Wright's

' Bible Word-book.' Also the
surname '

Hippie
' became TFhipple, and ' whist '

and '
hist

'

are equivalent. I used to pronounce
Halley with a short a, having probably picked
up that use when a child ; but I suppose it

should be like Hcrzcley."

Another English scholar says :

'

I think that in the seventeenth century, in

Derbyshire,
'

Halley
' was pronounced

'

Hawley.'
. . . .There were Walleys or Whalleys in Derby-
shire, but I am not confident that the two families
are connected."

There seems, indeed, to be a marked
difference between all coats armorial of

WTialley and Halley or Hawley, but the
two latter families certainly appear to have
been related to each other, at least in Derby-
shire, where there is evidence of those two
spellings having been used interchangeably.
The second of the two correspondents

mentioned above also writes :

" The ' Feudal History of Derbyshire,' by
Pym Yeatman, contains several references to
persons of the name of Halley and variants of
that name, but I have not discovered in it any
record which has an obvious bearing on the
astronomer's family. Mr. Pym Yeatman seems
to treat Hall, Halle, Halley, and de Aula as
synonymous. I am not sure that he is right in
so doing."

Lower, in
'

Patronymica Britannica,' says
of the origin of the surname Halley that it

is local, but he cannot name the place.
Various examples of the names " de

Aula,"
" de Haule,"

"
delaHale,"

"
Hayle,"

"Hayles," "Hales,"
"
Hawlegh," "Hall,""

Halle,"
"
Hauley," &c., appear in the

pages of the
' Calendar of Inquisitions Post

Mortem ' and in
' A Descriptive Catalogue

of Ancient Deeds.' Some of these last-

mentioned spellings remind one of the fact

that Papworth ascribed the coat Sable,
a fret and a canton argent, to the families

of
"
Hales, Hauley, co. Devon ; Hawleys."

This is the same coat which, according to

John Aubrey, belonged to the family of the
astronomer Halley (cf. 10 S. v. 406 ; vi. 368).
One is frequently cautioned, however, not
to place too much reliance upon similarity
or identity of arms.
As to the pronunciation of the astro-

nomer's surname by his contemporaries, we
may have a little direct evidence in this entry :

" Mr. Hawly to be pd IOC" to buy instruments
"

[Paid 13 Oct., 1698.] Extract from
' Calendar of Treasury Papers, 1697-1701/2,'

Redington ; London, 1871, p. 210, Vol. LVL,
No. 31.

But what shall we say of the spelling
"
Haiky

"
in the entry of his marriage, in

1682, at St. James's, Duke's Place (cf. 11 S.

iv. 85, 198) ?

As stated at 9 S. xi. 205, the surname
"
Haley

" has been preserved as a Christian

name in my family. There is also a record

in the handwriting of my paternal grand-
mother, in a small Bible, containing, among
other entries, this, which shows the birth

of her eldest son at Cincinnati, Ohio :

" Their son Edmund Hailey was born Dec. 18th,
1821."

Documentary evidence of the relation-

ship existing between the Halley and Pyke
families has been presented in these columns,

EUGENE F, McPiKE.
135, Park Row, Chicago.
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ALBANIAN AND MODEKN GREEK. To
afford a glimpse, however limited by one
brief sentence, of the strange and puzzling
Albanian language, may perhaps appear
not unwelcome, at the present moment,
to some readers of

' N. & Q.' Let me
gather it from a precious version of the
New Testament in Albanian, printed at
Corfu in 1827, together with Modern Greek
in parallel columns, by direction of the Greek

Archbishop of Eubcea. The third verse
of chap. v. of the Gospel according to
Matthew reads there as follows in Modern
Greek and Albanian :

Modem Greek. Albanian.

enelvoi, oirov Atoi/yu ara K yidve re

Kara rb [3dp<f>epe VT a-jripr, <rf

vi'fv/j.ai.' Sri avr&v etvai arovpe tcrre ju-trpeTepia i

i) ficuriXeia ruiv ovpavuiv. Klf\(3fr.

I shall not attempt any derivation of
these Albanian words, but merely identify
fa-re, as evident, with ancient Greek ea-rt,
and crirtpT with Latin spiritus, and /a'eA/^er,
with Latin ccelum. Whoever desires to
trace further the various elements of this

Indo-European language has to consult
Fr. Miklosich's

'

Slavische und Romanische
Elemente im Albanesischen '

(Wien, 1870-
1871), and Gust. Meyer's

'

Etymologisches
Worterbuch der Albanesischen Sprache

'

<Strassburg, 1891). In the latter work the
native name of Albanian, i.e., Shkipetar, is

explained by the Latin excipio,
"
I under-

stand," originally denoting one who under-
stands another (v. p. 411).
To Gustav Meyer we owe likewise a brief

4
Albanesische Grammatik mit Lesestiicken
und Glossar,' (Leipz., 1888), a work which
was followed, twenty years afterwards, by
the more exhaustive ' Grammatik der Alba-
.nesischen Sprache

'

of Dr. Pekmezi (Wien,
1908). H. KREBS.

" CHEEV "
:

" CHEEVEB." In Suckling's*

History of Suffolk '

is an account of the
court books for the manor of Gorleston. A
MS. beginning in 1583 and running to 1662
contains
" A particular of the cheevers in Gorleston,who are to collect the ancient demesne rents
there, yierlie, by and in their courses and orders,
there being 18 cheevs in number ____And the
chiever or his deputy is to have for his labour

One man is said to have paid the whole
rent out of his own possession,

"
because he

could not fynd eny lands belonging unto the
said tenement or chief

"
(i. 362). I cannot

find that either of these words is given in

Wright's
'

Dialect Diet.' or in the '

N.E.D.'
S. H. A. H.

CLIFFORD'S INN. (See ante, p. 387.) I am
very much obliged to your correspondent
A. T. W. for drawing attention to the in-

accuracy of the statement made by the
Lent Reader lecturing last April in Middle

Temple Hall. So far from most of Clifford's

Inn having
" been pulled down and a big

block of offices erected on it," I would point
out that a large portion, including the Hall,
was recently purchased by the Imperial
Society of Knights, from funds contributed

by various members of the degree, for use
as a permanent habitation.

There is no question of demolition, and
it is hoped that before long a scheme
of restoration in keeping with the existing
surroundings will be taken in hand. The
learned Reader no doubt associated Old Ser-

jeants' Inn with Clifford's Inn, as the former,
it is true, was demolished a short time ago
to provide for the extension of the premises
of the Law Union and Crown Insurance

Company, and in this demolition were
included certain houses on the western

boundary of the Society's property.
WlLLOUGHBY BULLOCK,

Secretary to
The Imperial Society of Knights,

Clifford's Inn.

THE TEXT OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS
CXXV. AND CXXVI. Sonnet CXXV.
is the last of the first series addressed
to Mr. W. H. The principal puzzle lies

in the contrast between the body of the
sonnet and the fierce final couplet :

Hence, thou suborned Informer ! a true soul
When most impeached stands least in thy control.

This has been taken as addressed either to

Mr. W. H. or to some third person to whom
there is no other allusion in the \vhole series

of sonnets. I suggest that the lines are

addressed to the passion of jealousy, and refer

to
' Venus and Adonis/ 649 to 660, especially

the lines :

This sour informer, this bate-breeding spy.
This canker that eats up Love's tender spring,
This carry-tale, dissentious Jealousy.

The first four lines of Sonnet CXXVI.,
called

' The Envoy,' are printed as follows

in the Quarto :

O thou my lovely Boy who in thy power
Dost hold Time's fickle glass, his sickle hour
Who hast by waning grown, and therein showost

Thy lovers withering as thy sweet self growest.

The second line is generally admitted to be

corrupt ; probably there has been confusion

between words of similar sound. I suggest
that we should read :

Dost hold Time's brittle glass, his fickle hour.
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The lines would then mean this, :

" O thou, my lovely Boy, who dost hold Time's
hourglass in thy power, who hast grown in beauty
as its sands run out, and in this way showest thy
lovers fading as thy sweet self growest ever
brighter."

Glass is called brittle in
'

King Kichard III.,
IV. ii. 60, also in

' The Passionate Pilgrim,
viL, where "

brittle
"
rimes with "

fickle."

W. B. BROWN.

"PROCK." This curious animal has been
commonly regarded as an invention of the
New Englanders. He appears in Th
Knickerbocker Magazine for 1849 as an
animal
" which has two short legs on the one side
and two long ones on the other, to enable him to
keep his perpendicular while browsing on the
sides of steep mountains."

And in Maine he is called a "
side-winder

'

or "side-hill badger."
I have now " run him to earth "

in old

England. In Kersey's edition of Phillips's" World of Words,' 1720, the badger himself
is described as
" a kind of wild Beast, whose Legs are said to
be shorter on the Bight Side than on the Left ....
It is otherwise call'd a Brock, Grey, Boreson, or
Batcson."

So the fable about the unequal legs of the

"badger went across the ocean, and from
being a brock he became a prock.

" AT OUTS." This phrase, meaning
"
at

variance," is not, I think, in any of the
dictionaries. It occurs in the Congressional
debates of 1884, and is probably an Ame-
ricanism. RICHARD H. THORNTON.

36, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.

A MARYLAND WITXTAMITE FOUNDATION.
King William's School, Maryland, was

named after William III.
;

it is situate in

Annapolis (named after the Princess
Anne, afterwards Queen of England).
It is notable (when King William's School)
as the first public free school estab-
lished on the Xorth American continent

;

also as the first gift of the Colonial Church
for the work of Christian education on that
soil. The earliest paper relating to the
Church in Maryland, preserved amongst the
MSS. at Lambeth Palace Library, is dated
18 Oct,, 1694, and refers to King William's
School, Maryland (also to another Williamite

foundation, the William and*VIary College in

Virginia).
A full account of King William's School,

now St. John's College, is given in a work
compiled by the present distinguished

President of the College, Dr. Thomas Fell,

published in 1894. The old link between
the United Kingdom and the fourth existing
collegiate institution in the American Union,
in point of age, and now claiming nearly two
centuries of continuous life and educational
work, is worthy of record.

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.
Dublin.

ERMENGARD, COUNTESS OF RENNES : HER
PARENTAGE. Conan I.,

"
le Tort," Count

of Rennes, married,
" Tan 970, Ermengarde,

fille de Geofroi Grisegonelle, Comte d'Anjou
"

(' L'Art de Verifier les Dates,' second edition,

p. 695), by whom he had, with other issue,

Geoffrey, who took the title of Duke of

Brittany. This marriage is of importance
to Angevin history, because of its bearing
on the difficult question of the marriages
of Geoffrey Greygown. Miss Norgate, who
devoted a long note to the latter subject
in her '

England under the Angevin Kings,'
i. 134-6, decides that Geoffrey cannot have
married Adela or Adelaide of Chalon before

978, and continues :

"
Geoffrey, hov.-ever, must have been married

long before this, if his daughter Hermengard was
married in 970 to Conan of Brittany (Morice,
'

Hist. Bret.,' vol. i. p. 63. His authority seems
to be a passage in the Chron. S. Michael, a. 970,
printed in Labbe's

'

Bibl. Nova MSS. Librorum,'
vol. i. p. 350, where, however, the bride is absurdly
made a daughter of Fulk Xerra instead of Geoffrey
Greygown)."

From this it would seem that the prime
authority for affiliating Ermengard to Geof-

Tey I. is the statement of a chronicle that
she was the daughter of his son Fulk III.

This, of course, is absurd, as Miss Xorgate
says ; but I do not see why it should be
.akeii for granted that Fulk is a mistake for

Geoffrey. The purpose of this note is to

uggest the possibility that Ermengard may
lave been the sister of Geoffrey instead of

lis daughter, i.e., daughter of Fulk II. the
Good. In that case the Chronicle would have
ler father's name correctly, but woxild have
nixed up the two Fulks. I do not think
hat the date presents any difficulty. If,

lowever, it is considered that 970 was a some-
what late date for the marriage of a sister of

he whole blood of Geoffrey,Ermengard might
>erhaps be a stepsister, i.e., daughter of

?ulk II. by his second wife. It is true that
no such child is on record, but Ermengard
loes not seem to be recorded anywhere in

he Angevin pedigree ; and Miss Xorgate
uggests that another lady whose parentage
s doubtfnl may have been the child of

ulk II. 's second marriage (' England under
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the Angevin Kings,' i. 192). I hope that
other contributors may be able to adduce
evidence bearing on Ermengard's parentage.

G. H. WHITE.
St. Cross, Harleston, Norfolk.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

THE BITES OF THE CHURCH. On the death
of a Roman Catholic he is usually reported
as having died

"
fortified by the rites of the

Church." In a short series of Coroners'
Rolls of the fourteenth century, which I
am editing for the Corporation of London,
the deceased is often recorded as having
received jura ecclesiastica. Should this be
translated

"
rites

"
or

"
rights

"
? If the latter,

I should be glad to learn what are the

rights of the Church in this connexion.
REGINALD R. SHARPE.

Guildhall, E C.

SHELLEY PORTRAIT. I have a fine India -

proof portrait of Shelley, of which I should
like to know the history. The portrait is

engraved in a sort of rustic woodwork frame
wreathed with roses. At the top is a
woman (seated) with lyre, a cherub on either
hand. The lower left corner is a water scene,
while the lower right corner seems to contain
a view of Shelley's tomb with three persons
standing by. The eyes are soft, and lack
the staring look seen in so many portraits of
the poet. Any information as to the artist

and history of the picture will be appreciated.
C. H.

New York City.

SMUGGLING SONGS : WILL WATCH. I
should be glad to be supplied with refer-

ences to smuggling songs and ballads. I
know of

' The Poor Smuggler's Boy,'
' The

Smuggler's Bride,'
' The Attack on Dover

Gaol.'
' The Smuggler's Leap

'

(' Ingoldsby
Legends '), and '

Will Watch the Bold
Smuggler.'
Who was the writer of the last-named ?

Was Will Watch a real person, and, if so,
what is known concerning him ? In ' Be-
twixt the Forelands '

Clark Russell refers
to

"
belted swaggering Will Watches."

Was it a term usually applied to the
runners of contraband goods ? G. H. W.

[' Will Watch ' was written by Dibdfti. For the
eponymous hero see 11 S. ii. 353.]

REPETITIOJT. Every student of psycho-
logy probably also every novelist is

familiar with the phenomenon of repetition,

i.e., of the tendency of the mind, having
once invented a combination of words or a
situation, mechanically to recur to this

without in the case of an author definite

artistic justification. I give two examples.
In ' Much Ado about Nothing

'

Shakespeare,
not troubling about variety of device to

get his plot forward, but letting his brain

have its way, gives us four times over

listening as the determining factor in the

story ; and in
' The Mayor of Casterbridge

'

Mr. Hardy makes Henchard find out the

truth about Elizabeth Jane's parentage by
opening a badly sealed letter left by his

wife ;
while later on Jopp in exactly the same

way, by opening a badly sealed package,
finds out the past facts of Lucetta's history.

Has any reader chanced to note down
instances of this phenomenon from the

works of great authors ? It is, of course,
characteristic of writers who are not artists

that it abounds in their productions.
PEREGRINUS.

CAPT. PITMAN. Can any of your readers

tell me anything of a Capt. Pitman ? I

have a large water-colour portrait of a man
of that name in hunting attire date pro-

bably about 1850. The portrait was recog-
nized by a gentleman who remembers that

he hunted with the Duke of Beaufort's

Hounds fifty years ago. If this affords

sufficient clue, I should be glad to know if

any _of his relatives are still giving.
J. SPENCER PALMER, M.P.S.

Coronation House, Thornbury, Glos.

GORDON, DEAF AND DUMB INSTRUCTOR.
In 1831 a small pamphlet appeared in

Dublin entitled
" Art of Instructing the

Deaf and Dumb, with remarks on existing
institutions for their relief, by Mr. Gordon."
In a prefatory note he says he had been an
instructor at the London Institution, and
was invited to go to Dublin in 1826 to found
an institution of the same character. What
is known of him 2 He may be identical

with a Mr. William Gordon who is referred

to in a letter written by Lord Kenmure in

1845 as having an institution in North
Devon ; "he had given up the Church

years ago, and become manager of deaf and

dum [sic] asylwm.'' He "
sported the Ken-

mure arms," but Lord Kenmure was unable

to throw any light on his origin.
J. M. BULLOCH.

123, Pall Mall, S.W.
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BENJAMIN HARRIS AND ' THE PROTESTANT
TUTOR.' Benjamin Harris, a journalist of
some notoriety during the last quarter of the
seventeenth century, is not mentioned in
the

'

D.N.B.' Some particulars concerning
him are given in the supplement to the
40,000th number of The Times by a writer
who says that Harris's most enduring monu-
ment was ' The Protestant Tutor,' a spelling-
book issued by him in 1679, which went
through very many editions. I have a copy
of the 1716 edition,

"
Printed and sold by

B. Harris/' I should like to know some-
thing of the history of the book and the
reason for supposing that Harris wrote it,
and further particulars respecting him if he
is certainly the author. DAVID SALMON.
Swansea.

NOVELS IN ' NORTHANGER ABBEY.' In
Jane Austen's

'

Northanger Abbey,' chap, vi.,
Isabella Thorpe gives Catherine Morland a
list of novels which she advises her to read
because "

they are all horrid." Their names
are as follows :

'

Castle of Wolfenbach,'
'

Clermont,'
'

Mys-
terious Warnings,'

' Necromancer of the Black
Forest,'

'

Midnight Bell,'
'

Orphan of the Rhine,'
and ' Horrid Mysteries.'

At first sight these names would appear
to be simply parodies of the fashionable
novel-names of the period, but two of them
at least were real books.

'

Clermont,' by
Maria Regina Roche, was published in

1798, and ' The Midnight Bell
'

is mentioned
in one of Jane Austen's letters of the same
year. It is entered in the ' London Cata-

logue
'

of 1814-39 :

" The Midnight Bell,
a German Story, 3 vols., published by New-
man.'' I should be glad to know who was
the author of

' The Midnight Bell,' whether
it was really a translation from the German,
and whether all the other novels on the
list can be identified. M. H. DODDS.

LORD GRIMTHORPE'S LIST OF CHURCHES.
In Cassell's

' Churches of England and
Wales '

I read that
" Dorchester Church

stands 119th in Lord Grimthorpe's list of

the finest English churches." Where can
I find Lord Grimthorpe's list ?

J. S. POTTER.

HARVEYS OF WHITTINGTON, STAFFORD-
SHIRE. Roger Harvey, gent., of Whitting-
ton, died 1636 (will 130 Saddler), married
Dennes Loate, who mentions " her husband's

ring with arms "
in her will. Their children

were Humphry, died unmarried, and Nicho-

las, father of Ursula, apparently last of the

race, who married at Whittington, 1673,

the Rev. Thomas Pretty, Rector of Winch-
field, Hants. There are in the Heralds'

College no arms of these Harveys of Stafford-

shire, but in Glover's
'

Ordinary
' and

Burke's '

Armory
'

(1844) they are given as
"
Arg., on a bend sa. three trefoils slipped or."

Where could Glover and Burke have got
the reference for these arms ? Information
on the subject would be welcome. S. T.

SEYMER : BURROW : MONCKTON. 1.

Richard Seymer (or Seymour) resided at
Ibberton Hall, co. Dorset, in 1768. Who
were his parents, and what arms did he
bear ?

2.
"
Marianne, daughter of William Burrow

of Bristol by Anne his wife, sister to Ad-
miral John Monckton, was born at Bristol,
13 March, 1794 (bapt. at Leigh, near Bristol),
and was married at Burstock, co. Dorset,
9 December, 1813." Who was William
Burrow, and what was his parentage T

What arms did he bear ? Can any infor-

mation be given concerning Admiral John
Monckton ? R. VAUGHAN GOWEB.

HYMN BY GLADSTONE. Good Words

published in June, 1898, a hymn headed
' The Holy Communion '

by Mr. Glad-

stone, supplied to the editor by Mrs.
Gladstone. The hymn, very beautiful

both in sentiment and expression, was
written in May, 1836, and stanzas iii.,

iv., and v. have been set to music
in

' The English Hymnal
' - so Mr.

D. E. Glassford says in The Homiletic

Review, January, 1911. The Times printed

only two stanzas after Gladstone's death.

My excuse for referring to this charming
hymn is that a variant has recently come
into my hands, and I am concerned to

ascertain, if possible, the correct or original
version. The difference occurs in the eighth
stanza. Mrs. Gladstone's copy, as sent by
her to Good Words, stands thus :

Cease we not then to adore
When our footsteps pass away

From this House's hallowed floor :

Let us worship all the day
By a soul to Thee resigned
And by the love of human kind.

The other copy has

Cease we not ever to adore,
Although our footsteps pass away

From this high temple's hallowed floor :

But let us worship all the day,
Showing a will to Thee resigned,
And holy love of all mankind.

On several counts the latter version is

preferable to the former, but the question
is, Has some alien pen ventured to make
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the very material changes, or did they come
from the author as an afterthought or
revision ? This is what I am hoping to

learn from ' N. & Q.' The answer, if

forthcoming, will doubtless interest many,
since the hymn is, with the exception of his

Latin rendering of
' Rock of Ages

' and his

Italian version of
' Hark ! Hark ! my

Soul,' Mr. Gladstone's solitary effort and
a remarkably successful one at hymn-
writing. J. B. McGovERN.

St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

HARDING : PORTRAIT OF MASTER R.
HALES. I have a small water-colour paint-
ing in the style of a miniature, inscribed
" Master R. Hales, son of Captain Hales.
G. P. Harding fecit, 1819 London." I shall
be glad of any information which will dis-

cover the identity of the original. P. D. M.

" THE RED, WHITE, AND BLUE." At a
banquet at Canterbury to celebrate Princess
Victoria's birthday, 1837, in connexion with
the toast of the "Navy and Army," the
song

" Three cheers for the red and the
blue " was rendered. Is this the same as" Three cheers for the red, white, and
blue," or was it specially applicable to the
.Army (red) and Navy (blue) ?

R. J. FYNMORE.

STRANGE FINDS OF LOVE-LETTERS. An
article in The Standard for 5 Sept., 1912,
entitled

' Rare Manuscripts by the Ton.'
concluded with this paragraph :

" A packet of love-letters a hundred years old
was discovered in a niche at Westminster, and
only a few years ago a similar epistle, several
centuries old, was casually lighted upon between
the pillars of a Paris church, which was, in all

probability, used as a post office by a pair of
mediaeval lovers."

I should be very glad to obtain authentic
particulars of these finds, or of others like
them. L. R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg.

BRETTARGH. I do not find this place
(pronounced

"
Bretter "), which is situated

in Little Woolton, co. Lancaster, in Wyld
and Hurst's

'

Place-Names of Lancashire.'
It occurs in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies as Bretharu^, Bretharch, and Bret-
targh. Similar forms occur for Goosnargh
and Grimsargh (vide op. cit.). The suffix of
these two is explained as haerg, a temple,
grove, hill, place of worship, or an idol, and
so they may mean Gosa's hill or temple
and Grimm's temple or grove. What, then,
does Brettargh mean ? If the first syllable
represents a personal name, should we not

expect Bretsargh ? It never occurs, nor
the form Brattargh, so the element brad=
"
open, broad," ha dly seems likely ; but

I confess myself entirely a novice in these
matters. From the fifteenth century the

place is called Brettargh-holt, being the
residence of the Brettargh family, whose
descendants survive. Holt has various

meanings, such as a stronghold, a refuge,
or simply an abode ; also, a wood or copse,
or a wooded hill. Doubtle s it was not till

long after the resident family assumed the
territorial surname that holt was appended,
and then only in the sense of the residence,
or abode, of the Brettarghs.

R. S. B.

REV. DAVID GEORGE GOYDER, F.E.S.
I should be glad to have information con-

cerning his parentage and ancestry. He
was a commentator and pamphleteer
Educated at Westminster, he became a
minister among the Swedenborgians, exer-

cising his calling at Accrington (c. 1829)
and at Glasgow (in 1835).

GREGORY GRUSELIER.

WILLIAM REES, SHERIFF OF MONMOUTH
1733. William Rees, E q., of St. Bride's,
Mon., was appointed Sheriff 14 Dec., 1732,
and his son was appointed Sheriff of Mon-
mouthshire 7 Feb., 1785. To what family
did these men belong ? They were not, it

seems, of Monmouth stock.

AP THOMAS.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION WANTED.
1. ARTHUR ST. LEGER, son of John St. Leger
of Athy, co. Kildare, became a King's
Scholar at Westminster School in 1741.

Further particulars of his parentage and
career are desired.

2. JAMES SHIEL was admitted to Lincoln's

Inn 8 Oct., 1741, and subsequently became
a Commissioner of Appeals and a Master
of Chancery in Ireland. When was he
called to the Irish Bar, and when was he

appointed a Master in Chancery ? I should
also be glad to obtain the date of his death.

3. ANTHONY SLEEP was appointed Rector
of Great Wratting, Suffolk, in 1618. When
did he serve as Deputy Public Orator at

Cambridge ? When did he die ?

4. RICHARD STONEHEWER, the friend of

Thomas Gray. Who was his mother, and
what was the date of her marriage ? The
'

D.N.B.,' liv. 416, gives no assistance.

5. GEORGE DIOPS STOUGHTON was called

to the Bar at the Middle Temple in 1711.

When did he die ? G. F, R. B.
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CONSECRATION CROSSES OX THE
OUTSIDE WALLS OF CHURCHES.

(11 S. vi. 390.)

As early as the eighth century the Egbert
Pontifical directed the bishop to make
crosses with his thumb dipped in chrism
on the walls of a church at its dedication.
At a later period the rubrics are more
definite, and Pontificals of the thirteenth

century order that twelve crosses are to be
painted both on the inside and outside walls,
for anointing by the bishop. By the four-
teenth or early fifteenth century it appears
to have been customary to affix a metal
branch above or below the cross, for a
candle, which was lighted for the dedication
service. The twenty-four crosses and candles
remained in use in England until the six-

teenth century. It is interesting to observe
that the use of external crosses seems to
have been confined to this country. Abroad,
only the twelve internal crosses were used,
to which custom modern Roman ceremonial
conforms.

These crosses, both internal and external,
might be painted or carved, or of metal inlay.
The following are perhaps the most perfect
sets of carved crosses remaining in England :

Salisbury Cathedral. Eight crosses remain on
the outside of the choir and transepts, and the
same number inside ; stumps of metal pins show
that the indents were originally filled with metal
crosses. One of the exterior crosses is not incised,
but of stone surrounded by carved foliage. About
3 in. below each cross there is a hole which held
a sconce. (See Archceologia, xlviii. 458.)

Ufflngton, Berkshire. Eleven of the external
ci'osses remain ; they were originally of metal
inlay set in sunk circular panels. Traces of the
pins which secured them exist. Nothing is to be
seen of the internal crosses. (See EcclesioJogisI,
xii. 154.)

Edington, Wiltshire. Ten external and eleven
internal crosses remain ; it appears, however, that
two of the latter have been tampered with within
recent years. Remains of metal pins show that
the indents were originally filled with metal
crosses.

It should be said that in each case the
crosses are from 7 ft. to 74 ft. from the

ground. -

At Ottery St. Mary, Devon, there is an
interesting series of unique consecration
crosses. Thirteen remain on the outside,
and six on the inside. In this case plain
carved stone crosses are borne bv half-

length figures of angels, placed within

quatrefoiled circles. Traces of iron stumps
below the "figures show the position of the
sconces.

Sets of crosses as complete as those men-
tioned above are rarely found. Generally
only two or three isolated examples have
escaped the vicissitudes of time.

I was at All Saints', Norwich, this year,
but stupidly overlooked the crosses men-
tioned by MR. HIBGAME. Is he quite sure
that they are consecration crosses ? From
the brief description given it is impossible
to form an opinion. For further informa-
tion I may refer him to an interesting, illus-

trated paper by the Rev. E. S. Dewick,
entitled

'

Consecration Crosses and the
Ritual connected with Them :

(Archaeo-

logical Journal, Ixv. 1). Mention may also

be made of a paper on consecration crosses

by the late Dr. Middleton (Archceologia,
xlviii. 456), and two papers by Mr. T. D.
Atkinson ( Proceedings Cambridge Anti-

quarian Society, vols. xi. and xv. ).

(Rev.) G. MONTAGU BENTON.
Saffron Walden, Essex.

At Uffington Church, Berkshire, a thir-

teenth-century building, are eleven circular

medallions on the exterior, which no doubt

formerly contained consecration crosses,
but whether these were sculptured, of

metal, or painted cannot now be stated.

Their positions are : three below the east

window, tliree at the west end of the nave,
one on the north and one on the south side

of the nave, one on each of the end
walls of the transepts, and one on the south
wall of the chancel. A sacristy which once
stood on the north side of the chancel has

disappeared. Probably the twelfth cross

was on the north or end wall of the destroyed
building. F. H. C.

There are external consecration crosses

at Salisbury Cathedral ; Uffington, Berks ;

Edington, Wilts ; also crosses of the same

type at Stoke Prior, Worcestershire ; Kil-

dale, Yorkshire ; Foscott, Bucks ; and Brent

Pelham, Herts. MB. HIBGAME should con-

sult papers by Mr. Middleton in Archceologia

(1885), xlviii. 456-64, and by the Rev.
E. S. Dewick in The Archceological Journal

(1908), Ixv. 1-34. A. W. ANDERSON.

The consecration crosses on the outside of

Salisbury Cathedral are numerous and fine.

J. T. F.

[MR. WM. XOKMAX and A. B. B. W. also thanked
for replies.]
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CHARLES I.'s EXECUTIONEB (US. vi. 390)
In reply to MB. MCNATJGHT I had better

refer those curious on this subject to my
article in Chambers's Journal for September
1909, where the whole of the evidence is

gone into at some length.
I may, however, add that the two most

important documents on the subject are

( 1 )
The report of the trials of the Regicide.

Axtel and Hulet (one of the two maskec
"executioners") in October, 1660. Here
it is conclusively proved that " Walker '

(Christian name not stated) struck the fata,
blow. Hulet was reprieved. (2) The Rev.
Alfred Gatty's edition of Joseph Hunter's
'

Hallamshire '

(1869). On pp. 424-5 the
editor, discussing the constant tradition on
the subject at Darnal, Sheffield, suggests
that William Walker of Darnal, falsely
accused, was really Henry Walker.

William Walker was Lambert's secretary.
He was also in correspondence with Adam
Baynes, M.P. for Leeds, and on 27 Jan.,
1657, Henry Walker wrote a letter on Wil-
liam's behalf to Baynes, from which it

appears that the two Walkers were brothers.
It will easily be seen that the confusion

between William and Henry has been helped
on by the oblivion which attended the
latter most important person until I identi-
fied him as

" Luke Harruney," journalist.
In the ten volumes of the Baynes Corre-

spondence, now in the British Museum,
there are a large number of letters from the
Walker family, particularly William ; but,
newsletters excepted, the letter referred to is,

apart from his petitions among the MSS.
of the House of Lords, one of the few docu-
ments in existence signed, by Henry Walker,
the actual murderer of King Charles I. :

[Leedes, 27 th
January, 1656/7.

HONORED SIR, The 3d hujus my Bro. callingmee to him upon his sick bed (at wch. time I
supposing him capable) he commanded mee to
impart some lynes to you, wch. now praised be
God that he is pritty well recovered he disownes.
Sr., being at that time in a high distemper he
desires you would be pleased to passe that favour-
able construction of them as that they may be
buried in obliuion being the fruites of an acute
fever and a desperate cold. Sr. your Transcend-
ent affaires p'mitting he desires you would not
be unmindful of him in Sr. Richard Muliuerer's
busienesse, and I hope he will be able in short
lime to give you an ace* of what Transactions are
remarkable in this Towne. Intrim pray accept
of these lynes from

Your humble servant,
HENRY WALKER.

There was some discussion on this subject
in The Gentleman's Magazine for 1767 and
1768, and in vol. xxxviii. p. 10 a

correspondent, fixing the crime upon William
Walker, says :

"
I am informed the warrant for apprehending

him was sent to William Spencer, Esq., at that
time a justice of the peace at Attercliffe, near
Darnal, and that Walker concealed himself at
Hansworth Woodhouse, during the search made
after him. It, indeed, appears a little surprizing
he should not fly further out of the way, this

place being near Darnal."

Of course, this writer was ignorant of

Henry Walker, and it would seem, therefore,

that, though the warrant he mentions may
have been addressed to William, it was
probably only to examine him about his

brother's whereabouts. William probably
concealed Henry.

It well illustrates the way in which William
has been confused with Henry that a

copy of Hubert Languet's
'

Vindiciae contra

Tyrannos,' published in 1689, contains the

following MS. note :

" This translation [into English] was the work
of Mr. William Walker of Darnal, near Sheffield,
the person who cut off King Charles's head."

On the strength of this the British Museum
Catalogues attribute all the English trans-

lations of Languet's work to William Walker.
The translation wTas first published in 1648.

Now let us see what the Thomason Tracts
have to say about this translation and its

authors.

According to Thomason, the book ap-
peared on 1 March, 1648. It was printed by
or for Mathew Simmons (with whom Henry
Walker had issued all the "

papers of the

Army ") and Robert Ibbitson, the pub-
lisher of Henry Walker's newsbook Perfect
Occurrences. Just at this time there were
no advertisements in the Perfect Occurrences,

but, nevertheless, Henry Walker has some-

thing to say about this book. In the Perfect
Occurrences for 18-25 Feb., 1647/8, p. 422,
he states :

" There is a translation of Junius Brutus
(called

'

Vindiciae contra Tyrannos
'

) in the presse,
almost ready for publication, a peece sutable to

the times."

Again, in the next number, for 25 Feb.-
3 March, p. 501, in alluding to a polemic of

Mr. Justice Jenkins, he remarks :

" But there is a book translated into English
ailed

' Vindicise contra Tyrannos,' which fully
lears all such disputes."

On 3 April, 1649, there was published the

following (Presbyterian) tract :

" A Modest and Clear Vindication of th

Serious Representation
'

and late
'

Vindication,'
of the Ministers of London ; from the Scandalous

Aspersions of John Price, in a Pamphlet of his

entituled
' Clerico-Classicum ; or, the Clergies

Alarum to a Third War,'
" &c.
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There is a good deal of erroneous argument
about the authorship of Languet's book
(see p. 41 et seq.), which Price had attributed
to Beza, and the writer was attributing to
Father Persons the Jesuit ; and, in the
course of it, the writer of the tract states as
follows (pp. 49-50) :

" And here I cannot but give the world notice
that one of the good members now sitting at
Westminster (whom I could name but that
naming men now in the House would be accounted
breach of privilege, when pulling members out
hath been esteemed none) did employ Walker the
Mercury man (who writes the Perfect Occur-
rences) to get this booke, being translated into

English, to be printed. It seems themselves were
ashamed of it, suspecting that it might be known
to be Parsons the jesuite if it had been continued
still under the name of Junius Brutus ; and,
therefore, they did make a new title to it, which
is this," &c.

The wordy title (which omits "
by Junius

Brutus :

') is then set out in part.
I have elsewhere pointed out that Henry

Walker actually did perpetrate the most
extraordinary literary piracy in English
history by issuing Verstegan's book (at-
tributed to Father Robert Persons the

Jesuit) the
'

Conference about the Next
Succession

'

(against James I.), leaving out
all reference to its authorship, substituting in

it
" Parliament "

for
"
Pope," and otherwise

mutilating the book.

This appeared on 3 Feb., 1648, and was
renamed

" Several Speeches delivered at a Conference
[between the Lords and Commons !] concerning
the Power of Parliament to proceed against their

King for Misgovernment."
It was announced by Walker in his Perfect
Occurrences for 21-28 Jan., 1647-8. as
follows (p. 393) :

" There is a book in the presse, of divers

speeches at a conference, concerning the power
of the Parliament in relation to the King, which
will (within few days) be published."

See more of this book in Wood's '

Athens?/
ii. 71-4 ('Robert Persons'); Prynne's
Speech on 4 Dec., 1648; and 'The King's
Most Gracious Messages for Peace and a
Personal Treaty

'

(1648). This tract has

unaccountably been omitted in the
' Cata-

logue of the Thomason Tracts,' so I add that
its press-mark is E 438 (19).

J. B. WILLIAMS.

An article, on this subject by Mr. J. B.
Williams appeared in Chambers's Journal,

September, 1909, in which evidence given
by Abraham Smith at the regicide trial

in 1660 was quoted, showing that Brandon
was kept a close prisoner at Whitehall, that

he denied being the headsman whilst being
conveyed in a boat on the river, and that

only two papers contained the alleged death-
bed confession of Brandon, who died six
months after the King's execution.

In The Gentleman's Magazine, 1905, p. 217,
&c., Mr. Philip Sydney gives a comprehensive
list of persons who were accused, either at
the time or after the Restoration, of having
struck the fatal blow. Their names were
William Hulet, Capt. Foxley, Phineas Payne,
Christopher Allured, Hugh Peters, Col.

Joyce, William Walker, Richard Brandon,
Col. Foxe, Henry Porter, Oliver Cromwell,
Lord Stair, a drover (name unknown), John
Bigge, Major Sydenham, Giles Dekker,
Gregory Brandon, and a trooper (name
unknown).

After eliminating most of the names
which were connected by mere rumour or

gossip, and discussing the evidence respecting
possible persons, the article sums up by
stating that the evidence is stronger and
more convincing in the case of Richard

Brandon, the public executioner, than any
of the others, notwithstanding his denial.

It is mentioned that William Walker was

present on duty at the King's execution,
that a local tradition says he confessed he
killed the King, and that, according to a
witness at Axtell's trial, Walker was heads-

man and Hulet his assistant. G. H. W.

ENGLISH FAMILY (11 S. vi. 367). Arms
resembling those described by MB. LANE,
the exception being that the lions are

rampant instead of passant, are illustrated

in Lipscomb's
'

Buckinghamshire
'

(i. 321)
from a tomb in Ludgarshall Church. A
rubbing of the brass may be seen at the

British Museum (Add. MS. 32490 LL, No. 7) ;

it shows three female figures elderly, young,
and infant to represent Anne Englishe,
wife of Mihill Englishe, Sheriff of London
in 1523, which Anne died 29 May, 1565

aged 95 ; Anne her daughter, wife of John,

Gyffard, Esq. ; and her daughter Anne Neele,
who died when four years old. Michael

Englishe (or Inglishe) was buried at St.

Dionis Backehurch on 8 Jan., 1538/9. The

inquisition taken after his death, at Sleaford

on 18 Oct., 1540, records that he died on
6 Jan., 30 Henry VIII., holding the manor
of Sugbrook or Sudbrook in Lincolnshire

of the Duke of Norfolk, and also various

other lands. A settlement had been made as

early as 1509-10 on behalf of Michael

Englysshe,
" merchant of the Staple of

Calais," and Anne his wife, which Anne
survived him (as shown also by the
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monument) ; and at his death lie was de
scribed as

"
citizen and alderman of London."

His heir was a son Michael, aged 17 in 1540

(see Chanc. Inq. p.m., Series II., Ixxxiii.,
No. 154). There seems no record of the

younger Michael's career. The father's will

is at Somerset House (F. 24 Dyngelay), and
gives further particulars. It is dated 1 July,
1527, at which time he was~citizen and mercer
of London and merchant of the Staple at
Calais. He had had an earlier wife named
Margaret ; his then wife was daughter of
James Wilford, and had brothers Thomas
and John (see Essex Visitations, Harl. Soc.).
His children were James, John, Robert,
Michael, Benjamin, Cecily, Mary, Katherine,
Anne, and Elizabeth, all under age, and
one of them (apparently the last-named)
was wife of Henry Suckley. He had a sister

Joan, a nun at Nuneaton. Arthur Fygge
was a kinsman. He left bequests to the

high altar of St. Dionis Backchurch, and
other charitable gifts, in particular to the
churches of Stanmer and Mitcham. His
wife, the executor named, proved the will
on 30 Jan., 1538/9. From the inquisition
it is clear that the three elder sons had died
before 1540 ; Benjamin English married
Elizabeth, daughter of John Brown of

London, as appears by the London Visitation
of 1568 (Harl. Soc.).

One Nicholas English of Burton Grange, in

Prestwold, Leicestershire, merchant of the

Staple, made his will on 20 Sept., 1577,
naming Annys his wife, Nathaniel and
Katherine his children, and Elizabeth Bain-
brigg his sister ; the will was proved 6 Sept.,
1581 (P.C.C., 32Darcy).

John, son of John English of Bedford, was
aged 41 in 1595 (Genealogist New Series, xv.
260). J. B.

SIB JOHN TBEGONWELL'S SECOND WIFE :

GEORGE MABTEN, GEORGE MARTYNE, AND
JAMES MARTEN, WINCHESTER SCHOLARS
(US. vi. 347). Messrs. Sidney Heath and
W. de C. Prideaux in their

' Some Dorset
Manor Houses '

(1907), p. 202, figure Sir
John Tregonwell's brass in Milton Abbey
Church (1565). They say :

"On sinister shield appears : Tregonwell, im-
paling, per saltire gules and or, 4 chaplets counter-
changed. New, of Newbarnes, Herts. Hutchins,
in error, states that Sir John married Elizabeth
Bruce as his second wife."

And in a note they add :

" Newce als. Newes, co. Oxford, easily mistaken
for Bruce, per saltire or and gules, 4 chaplets
counterchanged, G. M. S. Papworth, p. 1125, New,
Isews, co. Oxford."

Hutchins (or his editors), when discussing
this same brass (iv. 402), has given the name
and coat correctly ; but, unfortunately,
has omitted to eliminate the original error

from the pedigree (i. 161), which is not

impeccable in other directions.

Thomas Tregonwell married Ann, dau.
of Robert Martyn of Athelhampton Hall,
Dorset, and Elizabeth, dau. of Sir John
Kelway or Keloway of Rockbourne, Hants.
Her brother Nicholas Martyn married

Margaret, second dau. of John Wadham of

Merrifield, Somerset, and sister of the
founder of Wadham College. A brass to
Nicholas and Margaret Martyn and their

ten children is in the church of Piddletown
St. Mary's.

Sir John Tregonwell's first wife was a

Kellaway. . A. R. BAYLEY.

GERMAN PROVERB: " GUT VERI.OBEN,"
&c. (US. vi. 188, 391). It may interest MR.
FOBBES SIEVEKING to hear of a very early
Scotch form of the " Gut verloren

"
proverb :

+TYXE -f-GEIR+TYNE+ LITTL
. +TYNE HONOVR TYNE MVCKIL
TYNE+HART+TYNE AL,

which, being interpreted into English, is :

"
Lose goods, lose little ; lose honour, lose

much ; lose heart, lose all." The above
lines are engraved upon the silver-gilt foot

of an ancient maplewood mazer bowl. The
silver mounting of the bowl consists of a
foot and stem, a deep rim with conventional

foliage, and a frounce within the bowl

engraved with a coat of arms and initials.

The mounting may be ascribed to the later

Henry VIII. period, and is probably the
work of an Aberdeen goldsmith.

H. D. ELLIS.
7, Roland Gardens, S.W.

WEIGHTS AND COINAGE, 1338 (11 S. vi.

388). The weights of the precious treasures

were of Tower standard, stated (as was the

custom for gold, silver, spices, and bread)
in pounds, shillings, and pence= dwt. The
pound, weight or value, was the Tower

pound of silver, either of 12 oz. each equal
to 450 grains, or of 20 shillings each equal
to 270 grains. The weight and value of the

two chalices and patens, and of the coffret

(scrinium, O.F. escrin), were therefore :

1. 37s. llrf.= 22'2 oz. Tower; value 22 ].">>.

2. 90s. ld.= 54'4 oz. 5i !*.

3. 409s. Id. =268 oz. 200

The chalices and patens, being pure gold,
were probably of the same fineness as

Edward III.'s nobles, not less than 231 ct. ;

and gold of that fineness being now worth
2'ld. a grain, each shilling-weight would
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now be worth 567e/., or 21. 7s. 3d., and the

respective bullion-value of the two chalices
and patens would be about 891. and 214^.
As each shilling-weight of the chalices and
patens was valued at 12s. currency, which
was the ratio of the values of the two precious
metals at that time, it may be inferred that
the values stated were for the metal only,
exclusive of workmanship or of artistic
value. The coffret being valued at 9s. 9d.
for each shilling-weight, it may be inferred
that it was of about 19^-ct. gold.

I may add that, Edward III. not having
at that time begun to tamper with, the

weight of the silver pennies and groats
(shillings being only a money of account
until Henry VII.), there is no question of

any difference between the values of silver

by weight or by tale. The weight of the
treasures may easily be converted into mint-

Troy ouaces of 480 grains ; but, as this
standard did not come into use until late

in the fifteenth century, and is now dying
out, the less it is used the better.

EDWARD NICHOLSON.
C*ro3 de Cagnes, near Nice.

The explanation is very simple. Silver

and gold were weighed by the pound
Troy, which was divided into 12 solidi

(shillings), and each solidtis into 12 denarii

(pence). Taking the first chalice and paten,
these weighed 455 silver pennies, but were
worth 4,980 silver pennies, as they were of

pure gold. The extract is instructive, as it

shows the then existing ratio between the
values of silver and gold. Some allowance
must, of course, be made for workmanship
and fineness. The screen was evidently not
of pure gold, as the ratio is under 1 in 10.

L. L. K.

" SCHBEIB DIK'S HINTEK DAS OHK "
(11 S.

vi. 388). I should like to point out that in
*

Kulturgeschichtliche Nfovellen
'

(by W. H.
Riehl) the phrase is used to mean "imitate."
The exact reference is p. 3, 11. 19-20, in
Hachette & Cie.'s edition (1890). The only
suggestion I can offer as to the origin of the

phrase is that, perhaps, "behind the ear"
refers to the brain, and the phrase means
*' take especial note of this and imitate it."

HY. COOPEK,

Though this phrase may be used in the
context as a threat, it is not necessarily
so, being simply an energetic injunction to

remember something. Who has ever con-
nected it with the custom of putting the

-pen behind the ear ? I have never heard
such an explanation, which would be

certainly wrong. It no doubt originated in

the ancient practice, so often treated also

in
' N. & Q.

:

(see "beating the bounds"),
of slapping boys' faces or boxing their ears

the Romans pulled their ear-tips when
they were taught important facts which

they were to keep in mind for ever in after-

life. That no threat need be implied in

the saying appears from the fact that we
can say,

" Ich werde es mir fiir kunftig
hinter die Ohren schreiben," and it would be
better to register the phrase in this form.

G. KRFEGER.
Berlin.

THOMAS PRETTY, VICAR OF HURSLEY
(11 S. vi. 131. 175). May I be permitted
to thank all those who have so materially

helped me to information on the Pretty

family and other vicars of Hursley, through
the medium of this paper, or directly by
post.

I think it may now be assumed that Thomas

Pretty, who graduated at St. John's College,

Cambridge, in 1666 at the age of 16,

as
" son of William Pretty of Fasely,

Staffs
"

(having been
" educated at Tam-

worth "), and who was appointed Vicar of

Hursley in 1673 by Oliver St. John of

Farley"Chamberlavne, was brother or cousin

of John Pretty,
*

instituted to the latter

living in March, 1679. Vain has been the

quest to discover why the St. John family
went out of their way to purchase the

presentation of the living of Hursley in

1673 for Thomas Pretty, a Staffordshire

man, who was married at Whittington in

that county to Ursula, daughter of William

Harvey (of that place), on 18 Sept.. 1673;

and, moreover, directly the living of Winch-

field became vacant, to have him appointed
there in June, 1684.

Thomas and Ursula Pretty had a large

family. Only Thomas of their children

appears in the Hursley baptisms, under date

of April, 1678 ; but in the Winchfield

Registers are the following entries as the

children of
" Thomas Pretty, Rector

"
:

Lettice, buried 1686 ;
Elizabeth. 1688 ;

John, 1689; Frances, baptized 1693. A
daughter, Katherine, was married on 14

April, 1702, to Edmund Combe of Hartney

Wintney and of Lincoln's Inn (whose son.

Harvey Combe, was baptized at Andover

in 1717). Another daughter, Dionysia. was

married on 10 July, 1717, to Daniel Xorris

of St. Mary Magdalen, Old Fish Street.

London. She was " buried in woollen
" at

Wr
inchfield in 1723 as

"
Dionysia Xorris,

daughter of the Rev. Thomas Pretty.
'
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There was also a son, William Pretty
(born about 1695), who was of Clare College.

Cambridge, in 1720, when he was made
LL.B. He was inducted to the living of

Thruxton by the St. Johns on 22 Sept.,

1720, and died on 30 Nov., 1747, at the age
of 52. His wife was Anne, daughter of

Dutton Gifford of Wooley Green in the

parish of Hursley (born 1689), and they
were married at Farley Chamberlayne on
17 Oct., 1723, by

" John Pretty, Rector.''

After the death of Anne, widow of the
Rev. W. Pretty, in 1776, their daughters,
Catherine Wade and Elizabeth Parry, erected
a mural monument to their parents at

Farley, which is still extant.

The Rev. Thomas Pretty was buried at
Winchfield on 11 Feb., 1725/6, administra-
tion of his effects being granted to his son
William of Thruxton.

John Pretty was entered in the Register
of Christ's College, Cambridge, at the age
of 16, on 31 May, 1671, as "son of William

Pretty, born at Tangely near Tarnworth,"
and "

educated at Tarnworth School. Ad-
mitted Sizar under Mr. Andrews." He was
appointed Rector of Farley Chamberlayne
(Hants) ; as Chaplain to the Duke of Bolton,
licensed to hold also the living of Thruxton
(2 April), 1709; Rector of Middleton alias

Long Parish, Hants, 30 Dec., 1724'; and Master
of St. MaryMagdalen's Hospital. Hewas appa-
rently a bachelor, and is so familiar a figure
in the local history of his times that further
information relating to him could not fail

to be of interest. He was a trustee not only
for the St. John family's marriage settle-

ments and of their wills, but for various
other county magnates^ and was a trustee
for the making of new roads and various
local improvements. In fact,

" Parson
Pretty

" was everywhere in evidence, and
even appears in the transfer of Hursley
from the Cromwells to the Heathcotes.
He figures, too, in the correspondence of
1718 of the then Mr. William Heathcote
(later, the first baronet), in his letters to his
mother (nee Mary Dawsonne) as to some
negotiations which Mr. Heathcote entrusted
to him for the purchase of Lainston Manor
from "

old Mrs. Dawley." The late Rev.
Evelyn Heathcote, Rector of Sparsholt and
of Lainston, in some interesting MSS. on
the latter (demolished) church identifies
this

"
Mrs. Dawley

"
as the daughter of

George Coney, and says that her tombstone,
with the arms of Dawley impaling Coney,
may still be seen in the ruins of Lainston
Church. Her personality is somewhat inter-

esting from the fact that her sister, Margaret

Coney, was mother of Dr. William Delaune
of St. John's College, Oxford. At the time
of "Mrs. Dawley 's

"
marriage in London, on

10 Sept., 1670, to Henry Dawley (widower)
of Lainston. she was "aged about 38" and
" widow of Hall."

Mr. John Pretty's futile and cold journey
in a post-chaise with "

Mrs. Dawley
"

is

rather amusingly told in the letters, as is

also that cleric's rebuff at the hands of the

"tough" old dame. She appears to have
held some power over the presentation of
the- living of Hursley, and her chances of

longevity are freely discussed.
There is no memorial at Farley to Parson

Pretty, nor can his will be found at Win-
chester or in London, but his burial was
entered at Farley for 27 June, 1729.

F. H. SUCKLING.

DICK TURPIN'S PISTOL (US. vi. 107, 31 6>.

With reference to the query which ap-
peared as to literature regarding this man's
life, I find I have a bound pamphlet con-

taining the

"Genuine History of the Life of Richard Turpin
the Noted Highwayman ; the whole collected by
Richard Bayes at the Green Man at Epping Forest.
Fourth Edition, 1739. London. Printed for J.

Sanden at D'Anvers Head, opposite Sergeants' Inn
in Chancery Lane."

Is this a scarce book ?

THIN. COLL. CAMR,

The dates given in the
'

Newgate Calendar '

and in Kyll's York pamphlet for the exploits
of the Essex gang in February, 1735, are

confirmed by the contemporary press.

Beginning a series of outrages on 11 Jan.,
the gang continued busy till the offer of a
501. reward on 11 Feb. put a temporary
check to them. For detailed accounts of

the affairs at Shirley (where Mr. Sheldon
was the victim), at Charlton (Mr. Sanders),
at Edgwarebury. near Edgware (Mr. Law-

rence), and at Dayot's Farm, near St.

Marylebone (Mr. Francis), see The London

Evening Post for 14 and 21 Jan. and 6 and 11

Feb. Thus the pistol was presented be-

tween the attack on Lawrence and that on
Francis. On 8 March the Post says that
"
the gang are all dispersed."
Turpin comes prominently into notice

again in 1737, a reward of 200f. in the

Gazette of 25 June following his murder of

Morris on 4 May. He was " about 5 ft.

9 in. high,"
"
his visage short," and pock-

marked. The Old Whig, Read's Weekly

Journal, and other papers (5 and 7 May)
describe the attempt of Mr. Bays to appre-
hend Turpin and the two Kings on 2 May,
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and Tiirpin's escape after shooting one of
the Kings in mistake for Bays. Turpin was
wounded in the encounter, and lay next
night at a house near Wellclose Square,
where he would have been taken had not a
wench warned him. On the 4th he shot
Morris, and then, as he told the topsman
who turned him off at York Knavesmire
in 1739,
" he took a black horse out of a close near the
road.... and made off, but afterwards the same
evening stole a chestnut mare, and, turning the
black horse loose, made the best of his way for
London."

We thus see the germ of truth in the

legend of Turpin's escape on a black animal.
He now gave up the road and confined hirn-
self to horse -

stealing. The executions of

Gregory, Rose, and the rest of the gang
may be traced in the papers. An innocent
man was all but hanged for Gregory. The
outrages are not exaggerated by the chap-
books, &c. From the Post of 11 Feb.,
1735, we learn that poor Lawrence was in
a critical condition as a result of being put
on the fire ; and the same barbarity was
shown to poor Widow Shelley at Loughton
in Essex a few days before. Contemporaries
knew nothing of any

"
ride to York,"

which is at variance with known facts.

ERIC R. WATSON.

LONDON'S " TERRITORIALS "
IN 1588 AND

1599: LAMBARDE MSS. (11 S. vi. 323,364).
In '

Queen Elizabeth's Progresses,' Nichols,
vol. i. p. 46, 1573, says :

" In the month of July, the archbishop sent
to the treasurer sundry MS. Treatises and Collec-
tions of his own, giving account of the tract of
the county, and of the antiquities of divers

places therein. That the Queen, who would be
inquisitive concerning the places where she

journeyed, might have the more satisfaction

given her by her said treasurer, who was near
her person, and whom she looked upon as a man
of special learning and knowledge of the history
and antiquities of her kingdom, and so would be
most apt to put her questions to him. The
archbishop had privately sent him before Lam-
barde's

'

Topographical Discourse of Kent '

in
MS. which might now stand him in good stead
for that purpose."
Lambarde's ' Perambulations ' were finished

1570, but not published until 1576.

Nichols goes on to say :

" We may collect the value of that book
[Lambarde's], which as it had a very learned man
for its authorv so it had the perusals, corrections,
and additions of two other men of learning in

antiquity ; and they no less than an archbishop
of Canterbury, and a lord treasurer of England."
Does the manuscript still exist ?

R. J. FYNMORE.

GREAT GLEMHAM, co. SUFFOLK (11 S. vi.

369). Crabbe the poet lived at Great Glem-
ham Hall, which at that time belonged to
his friend and patron, Dudley North,* from
17 Oct., 1796, until October, 1801. In the
autumn of the latter year

" Mr. North and
his brother, having a joint property in the
Glemham estate, agreed to divide by selling
it." See chap. viL of the Rev. George
Crabbe's '

Life
'

of his father. Great Glem-
ham Hall, there spoken of as a "beautiful
residence

" and a " commodious mansion,"
is described as having stood "

in the lowest

ground." It had been pulled down by the
time the

'

Life
' was written, the preface of

which is dated 6 Jan., 1834 ; and we are told
in a note that

" a new and elegant mansion
has been built on the hill, by Dr. Kilderbeck,
who bought the estate."

In the ' Souvenir '

of the Crabbe Celebra-

tion, which was held at Aldeburgh, Suffolk,
16 to 18 Sept., 1905, is a view of Great
Glemham Hall from a pencil sketch in the
Fitch Collection. In this it appears as a

gabled house with mullioned windows and
a projecting wing at either end of the front,

forming three sides of a courtyard. Jolm
.Crabbe, the poet's younger son, was after-

wards the incumbent of the two Glemhams.
EDWARD BENSLY.

No, the house on the estate at Great
Glemham recently sold by the Marchioness
of Graham is modern.
Glemham Hall in the adjoining parish of

Little Glemham, an ancient moated mansion,
built of brick, and surrounded by a park of

350 acres, was the residence of the Glemham
family about which LAC inquires. It is

now the property of the Earl of Guilford.

whose ancestor acquired it by purchase
from the last of the Glemhams, a grandson
of Sir Thomas Glemham, the heroic governor
of York and Carlisle during the Civil War,
who died in exile in Holland in 1649. but
whose remains were brought to England and
interred in the church of Little Glemham.
The ' Muster Roll of Two Hundred Foot-

men from the Hundreds of Hoxon and
Plomesgate [Suffolk] under Sir Thomas
Glemham, Knight, A.D. 1631,'was printed in

vol. xiii. of The East Anglian.
In ' The Loans from Suffolk, 1627,' ibid.,

interesting references will be found to Sir

Henry Glemham, and to Sir Thomas Glem-
ham and "

his sicke wife,"
" whoe is dead

since," and "he himselfe is gone alongewtb the
Duke's grace to attend him in this Voyage,"

* North's seat was Little Glemham Hall.
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In the church at Little Glemham are

several memorials of this family. One to

Sir John Glemham, Knight, is so curious

in the language of its inscription as to merit

reprinting in
' N. & Q.

;

:-

Here graued is of Glemham's auncient race

John Glemham Knight, a worthy Ancestor

Among thes few though first to stand in place
Yet long before that name hath lasted here

In good Account thought tyme and small regarde
Their due accordes thos olders hath ....

Of Bakonsthorpe a Bakon was his

And of that howse Coheire by just descent

Within this graue entombed also heir

In sweete accord thei liued most content
In heaven their soules enjoye that lasting blisse

Wherewith the God of mercy meedeth hys.
The said Sir John Glemham died in the yere

1535 they had yssxie Christofer, Edward, and
Francis, daucghters Elizabeth and Dorothy.

C. W. S. R. CLOKE.
2, Little Turnstile, High Holborn, W.C.

Jlo&s on

William Hone. By Frederick W. Hackwood.
(Fisher Unwin.)

HONE by general readers has been so associated
with those valuable contri butions to a knowledge of

bygone times and manners ' The Every-DayBook,'
the' Year-Book,' and 'The Table Book,'that his

services in the cause of the freedom of the Press
are almost forgotten ; indeed, Lamb, writing to
him on the 7th of February, 1834, said :

" Your
little political heats are many years past. You
are now remembered but as the Editor of the
'

EveryDay
' and ' Table ' Books."

This authoritative memoir, compiled from
private papers, will remind people of the debt
they owe to Hone on public grounds. It is

strange that few references have been found among
the papers to his friendship with the Lambs,
but a chapter dealing witlTthis has been supplied
by Major Butterworth, who is well known as an
authority on Lamb, Coleridge, and Wordsworth,
and gives our readers the benefit of his researches.
There is a short autobiography, which extends
only to the first twenty years of Hone's life ; but
there is appended a summary of the chief activities
of his subsequent years, with a sort of apologia
for his life's mistakes : as his biographer says,
''

it is almost the revelation of a soul in revulsion
from its blind heretical lapses."
Hone was born on the 3rd of June, 1780. His

father was at the time clerk to a corn merchant
at Bath, but three years afterwards obtained
settled employment in the office of Mr. Ludlow, a
London solicitor, and resided with his wife and
son, first at Grafton Street, and afterwards on
the west side of Tottenham Court Road. From
the latter meadowland extended to Gray's Inn
Lane. This upper part of Tottenham Court Road
remained open country into the thirties, and
Stebbing, the first editor of The Athenceum, went
to reside there on that account.
Hone's father was deeply religious, and early

taught his son to read from the Bible, and the

boy's
"
childish imagination drew pictures of

Paradise from the upland horizon of Hampstead
and the verdant intermediate scenery, which
fascinated my young eyes and filled me with
indescribable emotions." His father, however,
made the mistake of causing the Bible to be a
task book, which naturally led to its becoming
distasteful to the boy.

Young Hone's education was desultory, but he
had a great love of reading, saving all his spare
money to buy books ; he was even in the habit
of making his own every scrap of printed and
written paper, whether from cheesemongers' or
other shops. In this way he met with an old

printed leaf which had a great effect on his future

opinions. The matter on this
" seemed to be

part of an energetic defence of some man," but
\vho it was he could not discover.

" At last I

obtained the information from a bookseller who
possessed a copy of the book : it was the trial
of John Lilburne." He bought it, and "

since
' The Pilgrim's Progress

' no other book had so
riveted me ; I felt all Lilburne's indignant feelings,
admired his undaunted spirit, rejoiced at his

acquittal, and detested Cromwell as a tyrant
for causing him to be carried back to the Tower-
after the jury had pronounced him to be free
from the charge."

In July, 1800, Hone, who was then residing in
Lambeth, married the daughter of his landlady,
Mrs. Johnson, and the three attended Surrey
Chapel,

" where the fervid and fearless pi-eachinjf
of the Rev. Rowland Hill amused me." Hone,
though naturally industrious and hardworking,,
was, from lack of business methods, singularly
unfortunate all through his life. His first shop-
was in Lambeth Walk, in the house of his mother-
in-law, who lent him one hundred pounds to set

up as a bookseller ; but he soon removed to St-
Martin's Lane, returning, however, to Lambeth,,
where he had many notable customers, among
these being Lady Augusta Murray, the consort
of the Duke of Sussex, who would bring her young
son and daughter with her to his house. Hone's
daughter relates that she often talked to hei-
father

"
of the Duke in terms of deep affection,,

and would weep over the cruelty of their separa-
tion." A great dandy, Sir Lumley Skeffington,.
was another regular visitor. He invented for
the Prince Regent a new colour, the "

Skeffing-
ton brown," and was caricatured by Gillray
as "

Skeffy Skip-ton." A man of a different

stamp was Charles Townley, whose collection of
ancient statuary was purchased by the British
Museum. Another noted character is'introduced to
us by Hone's daughter, Mrs. Burn " the soi-disant
Princess Olive, who repeatedly requested my
father to inspect the documents which she said
proved her claim "

; but he paid her only one visit.
Our founder Thorns published in 1867 reprints
from ' N. & Q.' of Hone's articles on Hannah
Lightfoot ; Queen Charlotte and the Chevalier
D'Eon; and Dr. Wilmot's "Polish Princess." In
addition there was a short article for the first
time published,

' Lord Chatham and the Princess
Olive,' in which Thorns further disproves this" remarkable claim," and closes by asking his
readers if they are "

surprised if I confess thai

my infidelity becomes more and more intrepid,"
and stating that "

I feel assured that, after
what I have shown them, they will attach just
as much to value these certificates as I do, and
no more."
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The first public question which engaged
Hone's attention was the condition of lunatic
.-(syluins. This was in 1814, when he with
Alderman Waithman and James Bevans formed
a committee of investigation. They found the
cruelty practised to be most appalling. An illus-

tration is given of one William Norris as he
was confined in Bethlem, where he had been
chained to a wall for more than twelve years.
Hone's next public work was to agitate in favour
of 1 ..ord Cochrane, afterwards Lord Dundonald ;

and then he took up the case of Elizabeth Penning,
a poor servant-girl who in June, 1815, was
hanged for a supposed attempt to poison her
master, a law stationer in Chancery Lane. Hone
believed her to be innocent, and obtained signa-
tures to a petition to the Crown for mercy.
The master of the girl was asked to sign, but,
at the instance of the Recorder, he refused.
The girl was given a public funeral, at which
ten thousand people were present. Hone's report
of the trial contains her portrait by I. B. Cruik-
shank. The writer on her in the '

D.N.B.,'
however, regards her as rightly convicted of the
crime.
Hone soon began to find that those in authority

were watching him with no friendly eye. After
various removals, he had established himself in

Fleet Street, and in 1815 he was "
brought up

before the Wardmote Inquest of St. Dunstan's
for placarding his shop, 55, Fleet Street, on
Sundays, and for carrying on a retail trade
as bookseller and stationer, not being a
freeman." Then, in connexion with George
Cruikshank, he commenced the publication of

those political satires which for the time made
his name so prominent,

' The Political House that
Jack Built '

passing through fifty editions. He
also published several pamphlets on the Princess

Charlotte, besides
' The late John Wilkes's

Catechism.' This parody of the Creeds and
Catechisms was made the pretext for Hone's
arrest. At the trials, which lasted for three days,
he spoke, alone and unsupported, for six, seven,
and eight hours respectively ; and on the verdict
of acquittal being given,

" the multitude broke
forth into cries of

'

Long live an honest jury !

An honest jury for ever !

'

It was a notable
achievement to have fought singlehanded in

defence of two great constitutional rights the

liberty of the Press and Trial by Jury." On the
conclusion of the trials a national subscription of

sympathy with Hone was started, the subscribers

including the Duke of Bedford, the Earl of

Darlington, and the Earl of Sefton (each giving a
hundred guineas), Lord Cochrane (100?.), and
' a whole host of clergymen and other ministers

of religion, who, while disapproving the Parodies,

entirely acquitted Hone of intentional profanity."
It is unfortunate that there was an estrange-

ment between Hone and Cobbett ; the two
reformers should have worked hand in hand.
Cobbett's Register at the time of Hone's prosecu-
tion had a sale of 50,000 copies weekly. Of
Cobbett's other manifold publications our readers

have a systematic record in the complete Biblio-

graphy which -lately appeared in our columns, so

carefully compiled by our valued contributor Mr.

Lewis Melville.
Hone towards the close of his life suffered from

paralytic attacks, and was only able to earn 21.

a week, doing minor work on The Palriot ; but
in the memoirs of Daniel Macmillan it is noted that

" some good friends have resolved to get him rid
of his burden, or, as he [Hone] puts it,

'

to send
the old horse to grass.' Binney, who is a noble,
generous-hearted fellow, is at the bottom of this."
Thus his last years were tranquil, and compara-
tively free from care, and he passed peacefully
to his rest on the 6th of November, 1842.

At the funeral in Abney Park Cemeteiy the
Rev. Thomas Binney and the Rev. Joshua
Harrison took the service. Dickens was present,
while among the mourners were Hone's old friends-
Cruikshank and Jacob Unwin. The latter was a
friend of Binney, and was connected with The
Patriot newspaper ; his son appropriately publishes
this most interesting memoir. The 27 illustra-
tions add greatly to the value of the work.

England under the Old Religion, and Other
Essays. By Francis Aidan Gasquet, D.D.
(Bell & Sons.)

ABBOT GASQITET has collected these essays into
a volume for the sake of accessibility. That
which gives the book its title is of general interest.
It may be hoped that his words on Erasmus
will impress those who regard the great humanist
as a Lutheran, a thing he never was. People
who observe that a book's chances of publica-
tion still depend more on its selling qualities than
its worth will smile wrily when Abbot Gasquefe
writes :

" Our early printers were clearly men
of business. .. .this class of religious literature
obviously commanded a sale."

Essays on matters still vitally controversial
cannot be reviewed here. This much may be
said -that the paper on '

Anglican Ordinations,
1

by one of the participators in the Inquiry, is
welcome among the books recently issued on the
subject ; students who realize that an " un-
biased " narrator is as impossible as undesirable
hail advocates of all sides. The essay on ' Scot-
land in Penal Days

'

might be opportunely
studied by those who fancy that persecution is the
monopoly of one set of people. History's verdict
is that unlimited power is one of the most cor-

rupting of temptations. The essay on '

S. Gre-
gory's, Downside,' tells again the story of that
successful school, tucked away, with its beautiful
abbey church, in the folds of the Somerset hills.

Those who realized the failure of the English
newspapers to grasp the facts, much less their

significance, of the struggle between the Holy See
and the French Republic, will read with interest
' France and the Vatican.' But for that failure,

surprise at the recent revival in France might
have been less naive.

The book's sting is where it should be, in the
tail. The last essay,

'

Editing and Reviewing,'
is pungent. How the "

presses
"

of our ancient
Universities replied when this article appeared
in 1902 the present reviewer knows not. That
Dr. Gasquet's appeal for scholarship in editing
and honesty in reviewing is needed none of those
who watch closely the output and the reception
of books can doubt. It is much more than time
that the flood of trash should be stayed. Lite-
rature, in the broad sense, is one of the principal
formative influences in national life. As national
safety should be kept outside party politics, so
national literature should be lifted above com-
mercial considerations. Every writer who honours
his calling will thank Dr. Gasquet for including
that final essav.
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The Church in Madras, being the History of the

Ecclesiastical and Missionary Action of the

East India Company in the Presidency of Madras
irom 1805 to 1835. By the Rev. Frank Penny.
Vol. II. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

THIS part of Mr. Penny's careful, impartial, and
kindly record, of which we reviewed the first

part at 10 S. iv. 239, is concerned with years of

a somewhat monotonous development. Few are

the personalities for whom at this distance of

time, and after the changes in thought of nearly
a century, it is possible to feel any specially
ardent regard, and doubtful now appear some of

the principles upon which they unhesitatingly
acted. Yet an immense amount of work stands
to the credit of the men of those days. Not
only did they attack honestly, and on the whole

competently, the complicated business, requiring
endless rectification and adjustment, of the

relations between the East India Company, the

Oovernment, the missionaries sent out by dif-

ferent societies and of different nationalities,

and the Church herself, but they also showed
themselves in creative effort somewhat more
effective than their successors have always
recognized.
In one of his most interesting chapters,

' Men
and Manners,' Mr. Penny traces up to slender and
untrustworthy sources much of the depreciatory
criticism which has been poured out upon the

English in India at that time. He is, perhaps,
more successful in demolishing the supposed
justification for blame than in supplying evidence

to justify praise ; thus we do not think that the

custom of burying their dead in consecrated

rground, or the tenor of epitaphs, goes far towards
demonstrating in Anglo-Indians of that time a

serious interest in Christianity.

The details concerning the fabrics of the

churches, the history of those who ministered in

them, the arrangements for discipline, and the
different decisions of the Directors and the

Government in regard to ecclesiastical matters
have been most laboriously collected, and are

set forth concisely and clearly. Mr. Penny's
sympathy follows the Company in most of its

.doings, yet we should hardly gather from his

pages how gigantic was the task with which it

was attempting to grapple. Indeed, the principal
lack in the book is that of a horizon ; in so great
a mass of information something in the way
of generalization and external reference would
have been welcome. In this respect the earlier

chapters are the more interesting.

Mr. Penny passes rather cursorily over one

question which involves matters of more wide-

reaching and permanent interest than does any
other which comes within his scope the question
of the attitude of the authorities of the Church of

England at that time towards men who had been
ordained by Danish bishops, or were ministering
without episcopal ordination. No doubt his

plan of relating his story from the point of view
of the East India Company made a discussion of

this point not strictly necessary, yet a book
purporting to be an account of the Church in

Madras should, we think, have included a some-
what more thorough treatment of it than he has

given us. Another thing we desired was a map.
Yet we must not close on a note of depreciation :

this volume is a worthy sequel to its predecessor ;

a valuable contribution towards clearing up a

tangled bit of history, through which prejudice
has led many people astray ; a renewed witness
to its author's knowledge, care in research, and
fairness of judgment.

The Cornhill Magazine for December has a study
of historical method, or want of method, by Sir

Harry Johnston, which is hung upon the peg of

'Drake'; and a tolerably amusing paper, 'A
Vanished Humorist,' by Mr. Pett Ridge, the
humorist in question being the horse- 'bus driver. Sir
James Yoxall's 'Felony to Drink Small Beer' is

whimsically and pleasantly written. On the
subjects of the hour there are ' The Manoeuvres
from the Wayside,' and Mr. H. C. Thomson's ' The
Cry of Macedonia.' Sir Hugh Clifford contributes
an account of Sir William Butler, which, though
rather heavy, it is bub an act of justice to read.
There are some verses by Mr. W. Letts in the Irish

mode, slight but graceful ; and by a discreetly un-
named author there is a paper which will probably,
and justly, command more interest than all the
rest, an account of a visit to the Tsar and Tsaritsa
at Tsarskoe Selo.

The Fortnightly Review closes the year with a good
number. Of the eighteen articles, live are devoted
to the affairs of the Near East, the one of most
permanent interest being Miss Edith Sellers's

sketch of King Carol of Roumania. There is an
article on General Booth, written during his life-

time, by the late W. T. Stead, which expresses the
one man in the terms of the other in a manner to
which fate has lent a peculiar interest. We think
that in his illuminating paper on Father George
Tyrrell, Mr. Arthur F. Bell somewhat overrates
the heedlessness of the public as to Tyrrell's
memory. Lady Gregory's

'

-The Bogie Men,' too Ion};,

especially in the drawing out of the bewilderment,
has yet all her wonted charm of wit and humanity.
Mr. Francis Toye on ' The Shakespeare of the

Dance,' i.e. No%rerre. not only gives us a' record
worth having, but proves also suggestive.

' The
Great Delusion,' by Mr. Archibald Hurd, is an able
indictment of the modern pacificist. Two other

papers of literary interest may be mentioned : Mr.
Francis Gribble's ' The Real Adrienne Lecouvreur,'
and the well-conceived and sympathetic study of

Aloysius Bertrand by Mr. Arthur Ransome.
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CRAY AND THE ANTROBUS FAMILY.

THE question of the relationship of Gray to

the members of his mother's family has

always been a puzzle to his editors and bio-

graphers. In his will, which is dated
2 July, 1770, and was proved 12 Aug., 1771,

he bequeathed his freehold estate and house

in the parish of St. Michael, Cornhill, to

Mary Antrobus, his
" second cousin by the

mother's side," and various securities to

Mrs. Dorothy Comyns, also
"
his second

cousin by the mother's side." Gray's
mother was Dorothy Antrobus, who, at

the time of Philip Gray's marriage to her,

was carrying on business as a milliner in

Cornhill in partnership with her sister Mary.
Dorothy Antrobus had also two brothers,

Robert and William, and as Robert died a

bachelor, the two ladies who were legatees
in Gray's will must have been either the

daughters or the granddaughters of his

brother William. In the former case they

would have been Gray's first cousins ; in
the latter, his first cousins once removed.
It is difficult in these circumstances to see
how they could have been his second
cousins. Of the two brothers, it may be
said that, from information given him by
the Provost of Eton, the late Dr. John
Bradshaw was able to state that Robert
entered Eton College as a pupil in 1692, and
William was admitted 15 Feb., 1705. He
was therefore in all probability twelve or
thirteen years younger than his brother.

According to the '

GraduatiCantabrigienses,'
Robert Antrobus graduated at Peterhouse
in 1701, and William Antrobus at King's
in 1713. In the ' Alumni Etonenses '

the entry
in 1709 opposite William Antrobus is

" A.B.
1713, A.M. 1717, was for many years an
Assistant of Eton School, where he was tutor
to the poet Gray, to whom he was uncle.
He became Rector of Everdon in North-

amptonshire, and died in 1742."' In Baker's
'

Northamptonshire
'

I find he was "
in-

stituted as Rector of Everdon on 21 Dec.,
1726," and that he "

died 22 May, 1742."
Robert died in January, 1729, and a tablet
was erected to his memory in Burnham
Church by his brother-in-law, Jonathan
Rogers (' The Poetical Works of Gray,' ed.

by John Bradshaw, 1891, p. xxiv, note).
The Rev. D. C. Tovey, whose loss we have
had recently to lament, has an instructive

note on this subject in the third volume of

his new edition of Gray's
'

Letters,' p. 199.

He says :

" As I am informed by the Rev. H. Longden,
of Heyford Rectory, Weedon, to whom the Rev.
F. Churchill kindly wrote for me, William An-
trobus. .. .had three children christened at
Everdon

Robert, chr. 27 Oct., 1731.

Mary, chr. 4 Dec., 1732.

Dorothy, chr. 20 Dec., 1734.

It does not appear when William Antrobus came to
reside at Everdon, but he was presumably resident
there during these years. He died 22 May, and
was buried at Everdon 28 May, 1742."

So from this information Mr. Tovey
assumed that "

these three children were

assuredly Gray's first cousins, and Mary and
Dorothy, as certainly, the persons men-
tioned in the will." Still, Mr. Tovey did
not seem quite sure upon the subject, for

in Appendix VII. of the same volume

(p. 351) he gives expression to the doubts
that assailed him, though he hoped to solve

the mystery with the kind assistance of Dr.
Walker of Peterhouse, when he wrote more
on the biography of the poet in the Cam-
bridge

'

History of Literature.' This hope,
unfortunately, is incapable of realization.
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The will of Thomas Gray was published
by Mason and others, and is easily accessible

in Dr. Bradshaw's edition of the
'

Poetical

Works,' 1891, p. 285. There is not the

slightest doubt that these two ladies, Mary
Antrobus, who was postmistress at Cam-

bridge, and her sister Dorothy, who had
married a tradesman of that town called

Comyns, were styled
"
second cousins

"

in the will. Assuming that at that period
the term " second cousin

" was equivalent
to

"
first cousin once removed," it follows

that the father of the ladies, William Antro-

bus, must have been a first cousin of Gray,
and not his uncle. There is, however, no
evidence that Gray's uncle William had a
son of the same name.

Being interested in Gray and his work,
I thought some additional evidence might
be available, and had a search instituted

for Antrobus wills in Somerset House be-

tween the years 1670 and 1750. I found that

twenty-five wills and administrations were
calendared between those years in the

Prerogative Court of Canterbury. Of these

I selected those of Gray's uncle, Robert
Antrobus, and of his aunt, Mary Antrobus,
for abstracts, and the results are given below.

The wills have been abstracted by Miss E.

Salisbury, a lady upon whose accuracy
absolute reliance may be placed.

P.C.C. Auber 26.

Will of Robert Antrobus, Master of Arts and
Fellow of Peterhouse in the University of Cam-
bridge, now of Eaton in the County of Bucks.
Dated 26 Nov., 1728.

He wills 321. which he owes to James Smith of

Eaton to be paid. He bequeaths to his brother
William Antrobus his study of books, with pictures,
curiosities, and other furniture contained in his

chambers at Eaton, desiring him at the same time
to gi-*e his nephew Thomas Gray all such books
as relate to

" the practice of physick," provided
he be educated to that profession. To the
Master and Fellows of Peterhouse in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge 100Z. To his brother-in-
law Jonathan Rogers [here occurs mark of omis-
sion, and written in the margin : To his brother-
in-law William Ollyffe, to his brother-in-law

Philip Gray, 20Z. apiece. To Mrs. Elizabeth
Davell 101. for mourning. Also to his sister

Anne Rogers] the lease of Goldwins house and
grounds at Cants Hill near Burnham, with the
furniture, &c., thereunto belonging. To his

sisters Anne Rogers, Jane Ollyffe, Mary Antrobus,
Dorothy Gray, and to his brother "William An-
trobus, their heirs, &c., he bequeaths the rest
and residue of his estate of whatsoever nature,
&c., to be equally divided among them.
He constitutes his brother-in-law Jonathan

Rogers, attorney-at-law, his sole executor, to
whom he bequeaths 501. for his trouble.

4 Feb., 1729/30.
On which day personally appeared Alexander

Staples of Windsor, Berks, gent., and John

Redman of the same, grocer, and being sworn
deposed That they well knew Robert Antrobus,
late of Eaton in the County of Bucks, but at
West Burnham, Bucks, deceased, and are well
acquainted with his handwriting. They declare
the above will to be totally written and sub-
scribed by him the said Robert Antrobus.
Proved 4 Feb., 1729/30, by Jonathan Rogers,

executor.
P.C.C. Greenly 1.

Will of Mary Antrobus of the parish of St.

Michael, Cornhill, London, spinster. Dated 20-

Nov., 1742.

She bequeaths to her sister Anne Rogers 2001.
To her sister Jane Ollyffe 200L To her nephew
Thomas Gray 100Z. To her sister Dorothy Gray
20QI. stock in trust for her nephew Robert
Antrobus and her nieces Elizabeth, Dorothy, and
Mary Antrobus, equally to be divided among
them. The residue of her personal estate to
Dorothy Gray her sister for her own use and
benefit. She constitutes the said Dorothy Gray
sole executrix.

Witnesses : Tho. Prime, James Willder.

[Marginal Note.] On 26 Jan., 1754, administra-

tion of the goods, &c., of Mary Antrobus, late of
Stoke Poges, Bucks, spinster, dec'd, left un-
administered by Dorothy Gray, widow, dec'd,
was granted to Thomas Gray, Esq1

^, the son and
administrator of the said Dorothy Gray, deceased .

30 Dec., 1749.

Dorothy Gray of Stoke Poges, Bucks, widow,
named in the Will of Mary Antrobus, late of
Stoke Poges aforesaid, made oath and said, The
said Mary Antrobus died 5 Nov., 1749. Also
says there are two erasures in the said Will.
The word " two " in the fourteenth line of the
first sheet being written on an erasure, and the
name " William " erased in the eighteenth line
of the same sheet, and " Robert "

written over.
The deponent declares that the said Mary An-
trobus at the time of her death had no nephew
named William Antrobus.

Affidavit sworn before Ja: Smith, Vicr of

Hurley, Berks.
Will proved 3 Jan., 1749/50, by Dorothy

Gray, widow.

I think it seems clear from these docu-
ments that Robert Antrobus had one brother,
William, who became Vicar of Everdon,
and that the Robert, Dorothy, and Mary
Antrobus who are described as her nephew
and nieces by Mary Antrobus, the sister of

William, were the latter's children, and
were therefore first cousins of Thomas
Gray. Why they should have been de-
scribed in his will as second cousins is difficult

to say, but as in an earlier part of the will he
mentions two second cousins by the father's

side, George Williamson and Anna Lady
Goring, who undoubtedly stood in that
relation to him, it is possible the same words
crept in by inadvertence. It will be seen
from the will of Mary Antrobus that errors,

necessitating erasures, occasionally occurred
in these documents. W. F. PBIDEAUX.
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HUGH PETERS.

(See ante, pp. 221, 263, 301.)

V. PETERS'S EABLY CABEER.

BORN in 1598, Hugh Peters was the son of
one Thomas Dyckwoode, his mother being
Martha Treffry, daughter of John Treffry
of T.effry in the parish of Linkinhorne,
Cornwall. John Treffry had seven daughters,
of whom Martha was the fifth, and died on
28 Jan., 1590 (Lieut. -Col. J. L. Vivian's
'

Visitations of Cornwall,' pp. 559-62). This
is probably why Dyckwoode's marriage with
Martha took place at Fowey, in June, 1594.
One falsehood in the tract entitled .

' A
Dying Father's Last Legacy to an Only
Child

'

is thus exposed : Martha was not a
Treffry of Place, near Fowey, but a cousin
of the Treffrys of Place.

Peter and Peters are old surnames in

Cornwall, and Peters was the name borne
by an old family in Devon at the time.

Dyckwoode, according to a custom of
the times, changed his name to Peters

(though his son Hugh invariably signed
himself

"
Peter ''). Both Peters and Peter

were, and are still, common surnames in

Holland and Germany, and it is quite
possible that the original ancestor of that

family may have been a Protestant driven
from the Continent by religious persecution.
But no one will venture to ascribe a Conti-
nental origin to the surname of Dyckwoode,
and with this fact goes the second falsehood
in the '

Dying .... Legacy
'

to the effect that
Peters was descended from a Continental
Protestant refugee.

Hugh Peters was sent to Cambridge for his

education, but no entry of his admission to

any college has yet been discovered. The
bursar of Trinity College has been so kind
as to inform me that no such entries exist for

that College during Peters's lifetime. He
was expelled from the University

"
for

debauchery/' and then joined
" Shake-

speare's Company of the Bevels "
; not,

of course, in Shakespeare's time. Allusions
to this fact are tolerably frequent, but
Gardiner's assertion that it was said he
became a " mountebank "

is hardly accurate
Whether he afterwards took his degrees or
not is not clear. If so, he never placed the
letters

"
M.A.'' after his name, as was

customary, in his time.

A Hugh Peters who signed his name
"
Peters," and not

" Peter
"

(as the regicide

always did) graduated B.A. in 1618 and
M.A. in 1622 from Trinity College, but there
is absolutely nothing to connect him with

Hugh Peters the regicide beyond the signa-
tures of the recipient of the degrees in the
University books as

"
Hugo Peters

" and"
Hugo Peeters."' I have to thank the pre-

sent Registraryof the University for tracings
of these signatures.

In the year 1674 a Hugh Peters died at
Combe in Teign Head in Devon (E. A. Fry,
'Calendar of Devon and Cornwall Wills
and Administrations '), and this may have
been the graduate of Trinity.

Hugh Peters's expulsion from Cambridge
was alluded to in Mercurius Academicus
(published at Oxford) in 1646 (eleventh-
week, 23 Feb.) as follows :

-

" Master Peters, the mad preacher, hath been
a principal instrument in promoting the grand
rebellion, and may prove the like in removing it.

For not long since, in a sermon at Lincoln's
Inn, he used this powerful rhetoric to win his
auditors' attention,

' You came hither to make
yourselves merry, but I shall tell you truth.
The Kingdom of England is an Ass, and ever since
this blessed Parliament rid this ass alone the silly
beast drove very, very finely. But so soon as
ever the Parliament took up a Committee-man,
behind him, the ass hath so kicked and winced
that I fear he will never leave until he hath cast
off both his riders. For these Committee-men
are the greatest oppressors that ever this kingdom-
groaned under, and the very obstacle of our peace
is because these Committee men have not yet
married all their daughters !

'

And, indeed, so
much truth he hath in some of these words
delivered that we believe no man can have the
impudence to gainsay it. But withall there is

so much folly in it that if wise men had the sway
of that part of this kingdom they would never
suffer Mr. Peters to speake any more words than
Baalam's ass did and give him such a discessit
as once he had from Cambridge, whence his

governors whipped him for his debauchery."

Peters ran away from England to Hol-

land, probably in 1631, under an accusation
which has already been described, and ran

away from Holland to New England in

1635 in circumstances to be related in my
next article. In New England Peters
became a prosperous tradesman and slave-

dealer, probably from this latter fact origi-

nating the
"

spirits
"

in Ireland, as American
authors admit. The "spirits" were the

kidnappers who stole Irish children from
their mothers and sold them into slavery
in America.

There are many references in Royalist
tracts to Peters's trading, but American
references to it will be sufficient :

"Mr. Peters continued to trade with Salem,,
and in 1642 he had a joint stock of oQOL, on which
he made eighty per cent, profit." -C.M.H.S.,
Series I., vol. vi. p. 285.

In 1637, when the Pequot Indians were
defeated and captured, Peters seems to have
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started his side-profession of slaver, and
wrote to Winthrop as follows :

" Wee have heard of a dividence of women and
children in the bay and would be glad of a share,
viz., a young woman or girle and a boy if you
thinke good. I wrote to you for some boyes for

Bermudas, which I think is considerable."

C.M.H.S., Series IV., vol. vi. p. 95.

J. B. WILLIAMS.

(To be continued.)

THE RECORDS OF THE CITY
LIVERY COMPANIES.

'THE subjoined references, giving the dates
.at which the Wardens' Accounts, Court
Minutes, and Admission Registers of many
of the City Livery Companies commence,
so far as I have been able to ascertain

them, may be deemed of sufficient value
to be set out in the pages of

'

N. & Q.'
These valuable records, now gradually

and all too slowly being made available

by means of printed volumes of excerpts
and transcripts, have in the past formed
the subject of several communications.
Thus at 4 S. ii. 415 TEWABS inquired (in
vain !) as to the records of the Brewers'

Company, drawing attention to Herbert's
unfortunate omission, in his

'

History of the
Twelve Great Livery Companies,' to give" the precise dates at which the extant

registers of apprenticeships and freemen in

each Company respectively begin." At
9 S. i. 285 MR. C. MASON made a general
inquiry, and suggested that the Companies
should have their Registers printed, or at

least render them uniformly easy of access

to inquirers by means of MS. transcripts ;

while at p. 412 of the same volume ESSING-
TON referred to the appearance of extracts

from the Skinners' Company's archives in

serial form.
These correspondents confined themselves

uniformly to the Registers, while I have

sought, in the present instance, to deal
with the Accounts and Minutes also, as

being of at least equal value with the Regis-
ters themselves ; and have in addition noted
the fact if successional lists of Masters, &c.,
of each individual Company have appeared
in print.

Apothecaries. Barrett remarks at p. 2
of his

'

History
'

(1905), in regard to the

incorporation of the Company in 1617, that
"
the Minute Books are perfect as far as

they go." The date of commencement of
the Accounts does not appear to be given.
Passing mention of the officers is made from
year to year.

Armourers and Brasiers. Morley's
' Ac-

count '

(1878), p. 38, sets out that
"
the earliest Court book commences with about

twenty pages of scanty memoranda picked out
chiefly from a thin old folio of vellum leaves,
which are followed by consecutive Minutes. The
earliest date is 1413. The early entries, being
much damaged, are therefore very obscure.
The Accounts commence with 1497."

Bakers. From Young's
'

Catalogue
'

(1895) it appears that the Accounts date
from 1491, the Minutes from 1537, and the

Registers of Apprentices and Freemen from
1565 and 1631. (Mr. Young has issued a
list of the Masters from 1481 during the

present year.) Further, in regard to the
now obsolete Brown Bakers' Company,
the same author sets out that the Bakers'

Company possess their Audit Book for 1570-
1613 and their Minutes for 1615-46.

Barber Surgeons. - The Accounts date
from 1603 onward (gap 1674-1715), and the
Minutes from 1551 (gap 1651-89), as appears
from Young's 'Annals' (1890), a list of
the Masters being given for 1375-91, and
of the Masters and Wardens from 1415
onward.

Basket Makers. It appears from Bobart's
'Account' (1907) that the records of this

Company date generally from the period
of the Great Fire.

Broderers. The Minutes date from 1679,
as appears from Holford's

' Chat '

(1910),
no mention of the commencing date of the
Accounts being apparently made.* A list

of the Masters from 1679, and of the Free-,
men from 1694, is set out, as is a complete
list of the Court and Livery for the indi-
vidual year 1688.

Butchers.
" The oldest Book of Records in the possession

of the Company, rescued with others from the
disastrous fires which have destroyed their

premises and property, dates from 1592 [to
1646], It is a book of Accounts." Daw's
'

Sketch,' 1869, p. 22.

Carpenters. The Accounts date from 1438
onward, with the exception of breaks for
the periods 1448-52 and 1517-45, and the
Minutes from 1533, as appears from Pocock's
edition of Jupp's

'

Account,' 1887, p. 358, a
list of the Masters being given from the

period of the earliest record.

Clockmakers. From the
' Account '

of

Atkins and Overall (1881) it appears that
the Company's Minutes and Registers date
from the foundation in 1632, though
whether the Accounts are likewise perfect

* They probably begin no earlier than do the
Minutes.
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does not seem to be recorded. A list of the
Masters and Wardens from 1632 is given.

Clothworkers. From foot-notes appended
to Herbert's account of this Company it

would appear that they possess a series of
volumes of records extending back some
centuries, though no dates are given.

Coopers. At p. 39 of Firth's
' Memo-

randa '

(1848) it is stated that "the Com-
pany's records commence 1439, 18 Henry
VI." ; while at p. 65 we are informed that
"
the Company possess a series of Accounts

extending as far back as 1440."

Cordivainers. The booklet issued by the

Company in connexion with the centenary
of their benefactor John Came, cordwainer,
contains in its chapter on the history of the
Guild some extracts of c. 1595-1601, from
which it appears that their records begin
at least as early as the former date.

Curriers. From the Preface to Burkitt's
'

History
'

(1906) it appears that
"
the great

Fire of London destroyed the records of
this Company previous to 1666, but from
this date they are intact." A list of the
Masters from 1682 is given.

Drapers. In a foot-note at p. 403 of
Herbert's

'

History
'

it is set out in regard
to the Company's records that
" the first book, which is a very large folio,

fairly written, begins in. . . .1475, and ends 1508.
....The second book does not begin till six or
seven years after the ending of the first. ..."

Fishmongers. Herbert informs us in a
foot-note at p. 43 as follows, viz. :

" The Fishmongers have no Wardens' Accounts
or Minutes of an earlier date than 1592, their
more ancient ones having been either destroyed
in the Fire of London, or otherwise lost. The
Minutes remaining .... consist of eight folio

volumes, separately dated, covering the period
1592-1814."

A list of the Masters from 1700 onward is

given by Towse in his
' Account '

(1907).
WlLUAM McMURRAY.

(7'o be continued.)

THE BURIAL-PIACK OF JAN ZIZKA. The
career of Jan Zizka, the Hussite general, as
described in his biography by the late Prof.
V. V. Tomek, historian of Prague, reads
like a wonderful romance. It is said that he
was born during a storm under an oak at
Trocnov, near Budejovice (Budweis), and,
until the clergy interfered, blacksmiths fixed

splinters from the tree to their hammers in
the belief that their blows might be more
effective. Zizka was deprived of one eye
in youth, and at the siege of Rabi, a sturdy

fortress in the Sumava valley which I have-
often seen, an arrow put out the other eye.

During his assault on Pribislav, Zizka was
seized by the plague, and expired under 'a

pear tree, in the arms of his intimate friend

and counsellor Michael Kudele ze Zitenic,
on 11 Oct.. 1424. His followers, who there-

upon styled themselves Sirotci (orphans),,
took his body for burial to Hradec Kralovy
(Koniggratz), whence it was removed to the
church of SS. Peter and Paul at Caslav. An
altar and inscription were erected above
the tomb. (When Ferdinand I. visited

Caslav he is said to have shown annoyance
at the sight of the tomb and mace of Zizka. )

I have before me an interesting account, by
Mr. J. Dlabacek, archivist of Caslav, of the

recent discovery of the remains of the famous
warrior.

The town and church suffered severely from
fire in 1522. and in consequence a fresh altar

and inscription were needed. The inscription
ran :

" Anno 1424 die Jovis ante festum Galli vita

functus Johannes Zizka a Calice, rector rerum
publicarutn laborantium in nomine et pro nomine
Dei. Hoc templo conditus est."

(Zizka's signature was " Bratr Jan z;

Kalicha,"' Brother John of the Chalice.)
This inscription is certified by John Amos
Komensky (Comenius) in his story of the

Bohemian Church. After the White Moun-
tain misfortune, as is well known, the agents
of the Counter-Reformation made havoc
of all memorials of the flourishing days of

Bohemia ; valuable books were committed
to the flames by Jesuits, and tombs were
violated as at Prague, where a marble
memorial to Archbishop Rokycana was

destroyed. (See the voluminous work by
the Paris Professor Ernest Denis,

' La
Boheme depuis la Montagne Blanche.')
The governor of Caslav and some neigh-

bouring towns. Vilem Vresovec, proceeded
to erase inscriptions and epitaphs, and
when Zizka's tomb was visited his remains
could not be found. The inference is that

admirers of Zizka removed and concealed
these in the hope that when the fury of the

storm passed over they might be restored.

The tradition persisted locally that Zizka

was buried somewhere in the church. The

Mayor and Corporation of Caslav pro-
ceeded to restore the church a short time

ago, and diligent search was made for

antiquities. At length, in the Lady Chapel,
a niche was opened containing an ancient

skull, some femoral and other bones, and
a potsherd. The skull was submitted to

Prof. Dr. Matiegka, Dr. Louis Manouvrier
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of Paris, and many other eminent osteo-

logists, who have arrived at the unanimous
decision, from indications on the eye-
sockets, that this is the skull of Jan Zizka.

Long antiquarian speculation is thus ter-

minated.
The report of Mr. Dlabacek contains por-

traits of Zizka, pictures of the skull and the

chapel, Zizka, at the head of his army from
the manuscript

'

Mirror of Christianity
'

At Jena, and Zizka's reception in heaven.
The town archives preserve the shirt of

chain mail styled
"
Zizka's shirt," and a

Hussite cep (flail).

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

YORK, 1517 AND 1540. (See 10 S. iii.

409, 473.) The subjoined additional notes

{recently supplied by Mr. T. P. Cooper,
author of

' York : the Story of its Walls,
Bars, and Castles ') respecting Lord Mayor
-John Dodgson will serve as an interesting

complement to those of ST. SWITHIN at the
.latter reference :

" John Dodgson, merchant, took up his freedom
of the city in 1481 ; he was Chamberlain in

1489-90, and Sheriff in 1497-8. During his year
of the latter office he gave the city 40 '

wayscots
'

fI note that Mr. B. Davies in his
' Walks through

the City of York 'spells these 'waynscots'] of oak
for the roofing of the Guildhall. There are
merchants' marks on the bosses of the roof, and
one may be his ; these are illustrated in my
' Guide to the Guildhall,' but there is no coat of
Arms. On 14 Nov., 1508, he was elected Lord
Mayor, vice John Petty deceased, and again,
!by the King's Letters Patent, dated March 9,

1516-7, vice Wm. Nelson, removed from office.

He died in 1531, and was buried in the church
-of St. Nicholas (demolished), Micklegate, near
his wife Jane, who was the daughter of Thomas
Scotton, Alderman of York. He was a member
of the Corpus Christi Guild and other guilds."

J. B. MCGOVERN.
:St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

ELIOTT, DEFENDER OF GIBRALTAR, IN Aix-
XA-CHAPELLE. In an article by E. Pauls in
the Journal of the Aix-la-Chapelle Historical

Society (vol. xxxiv. p. 116) are some inter-

esting particulars concerning the two visits

-of Eliott, the defender of Gibraltar, to Aix-

la-Chapelle. In 1789 General Eliott, then
Lord Heathfield, stopped at the " Grand
Hotel," afterwards at the " Karlsbad Hotel."
At the same time many Frenchmen were
stopping at Aix-la-Chapelle, among them
the Comte d'Artois, afterwards Charles X.,
and his sons. In the next year on 8 June
Eliott repeated his visit to this place, where
he took the waters. This time he stopped
iirst at the " Kaisersbad Hotel," later on at
Kalkenhofen Castle, where he died from a

stroke on 6 July, 1790. In the Aachen
Visitors' List of June, 1790, his name and
titles are entered as follows :

" Son Excellence Monseigneur le g6nral
Elliott [sic], Lord Heatfield [sic], gouverneur de
Gibraltar, ge'ne'ral d'un regiment de cavallerie

legere de son nom au service de sa Majeste
Britannique et chevalier de 1'ordre de bain."

H. G. WARD.
Aachen.

THE CURFEW BELL. Curfew - ringing is

getting rarer every year (and the waking
bell at Berwick-on-Tweed ceased last year,
after long centuries), so the following cut-

ting may be welcome. It comes from The
Tenby and County News of 13 Nov mber :

" Hall Keeper and Ringer of Curfew Bell.

On the proposition of Alderman Griffiths, seconded

by Mr. Stokes, Miss M. Noot was re-elected hall

keeper and ringer of the curfew bell."

R. B.

Upton.

WILLIAM GIBSON, MINIATURE PAINTER.
The burial of William Gibson, gent., of the

parish of St. Giles-in-the-Fields, is recorded
in the Parish Register of Richmond, Surrey,
under date 11 Dec., 1703.

The ' D.N.B.' gives incorrectly 1702.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

THE BYZANTINE EMPERORS OF CON-
STANTINOPLE. The following is taken from
The Irish Times of 14 November :

"
It has just been stated that Princess Eugenie

Palaeologue, who claims to be a descendant of

the Byzantine Emperors of Constantinople, will

shortly leave West Kensington for a place where
she will be able to claim her kingdom, should
occasion serve. The Princess has possibly some
English rivals for the throne, since at Landulph,
in Cornwall, there is a tomb to Theodoro Paleo-

logue, of Persaro in Italy, who was descended
from ' Ye Imperyail Lyne of Ye Last Christian

Emperors of Greece.' He had married with a
Suffolk lady, and left five children. He died in

January, 1636, whereas Constantine, the last of

the Greek Emperors, fell in May, 1453. Theodoro
was a great-great-great-grandson of Constantine's
brother."

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.
Dublin.

[For the '

Palseologus Family in England
'

see the

note by MR. DARNELL DAVIS at 11 S. iv. 364; and
for other descendants of the family See 10 S. vii.

209, 254, 336, 416; viii. 334.]

A DUTCH TILE. I recently brought back
with me from Amsterdam a few tiles, taken

out of a demolished house. One of them
is curious. It represents a woman pointing
out a man to a king, no other person being

present. The scene occurs in a room with

windows ; and the man thus indicated is
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standing in or coming out of a square aper-
ture in a long stove or range. It seems to

represent the appearance of Samuel at the
invocation of the witch of Endor ; at least,
I know of no incident in sacred or profane
history, except that, to which it corresponds.
The introduction of the stove would seem
to be an original idea, nothing like it being
found (I believe) in the numerous Bible

pictures of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. RICHARD H. THORNTON.

WE must request correspondents desiring .in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

LEAKE (LAKE) : FARINGTON OF WORDEN.

Among the documents preserved at the
Probate Registry of Chester is the will of
William Farington of Worden, co. Lan-
caster, esquire, dated 20 Feb., 25 Charles II.,
and proved in the Consistory Court on
7 April, 1673, by which he left, with other

legacies, to
"
son in law William Anderton

gent. 40s." ; "to Mary Anderton my
daughter 51." ; "to Farrington Lake my
grandson 601. when he is fitt to be bound an
apprentice to an Attorney at Law," &c.,
and "

40Z. more when 22 "; to
"
my two

grandsons Hugh and William Anderton
31. 6s. 8d." The testator's daughter Mary
was baptized on 30 Jan., 1639/40 ; as" Mris

Mary Leake of Worden "
she was

married on 6 July, 1670, to a neighbour,"Mr William Anderton of Euxton," and
(having died on 26 Feb.) was buried as
the latter's wife on 1 March, 1 702/3 :

'

Ley-
land Register

'

(Rec. Soc. Lanes, and Ches..

xxi.), 13, 136, 271. Can any of your readers

identify her first .husband,, who is omitted in
all the pedigrees, printed or MS., of the

Farington family that I have seen ?

David Leake the younger of Wavertree,
son of Edward, was made an out-burgess
of Preston in 1662 at the instance of William
Farington, Esq. ; and Richard Leke, Esq.,
was among the out-burgesses enrolled at
the gild merchant of 1682 :

'

Preston Guild
Rolls' (same Society, ix.), 248, 291. The
Lancashire freeholders of 1600 included

H'igh Leike of Childwall, gent. ; and Robert
Laie of Wavertree and William Lake occur
at Wavertree as early as 1499 and 1505 :

'
Miscellanies,' i. (same Society, xii. ), 240 ;

'

Victoria Hist, of Lanes..' iii. 112a. Is this
the family ? H. INCE ANDERTON.

28, Via Gino Capponi, Florence.

A WRESTLING MATCH IN FICTION. The
following incidents occur in some novel ;

what is the novel ?

The hero is a yeoman farmer in the West
Country. He is a very powerful man in the

prime of life and an experienced wrestler.

He meets in London, on business, an influ-

ential nobleman, who, in view of his magni-
ficent proportions, his evident health and
fitness, induces him to enter for the public
contest for the national championship belt

for wrestling in the
"
catch-as-catch-can

"

style, and backs him to win. The noble-

man's rival and enemy bets that he will

bring a man to beat the hero ; he also, it

is implied, suborns the referees. The hero

returns to his farm, and trains. He reduces
his drink from five gallons of ale per diem to

one ; he eats chiefly huge quantities of red
meat and crusts of bread. He carries the

big four-poster bed on his back to the top
of the hill behind the farm. He harnesses

himself into a plough, and at the turn of .the

furrow smashes the tackle and gains for

himself the nickname of
"
Break-the-plough-

harness." He then goes to London for the

fight. He downs his man twice gently, but

fairly and fully. The judges, however, in

each case decide against the hero, and give
them both "no fall." The hero then

whispers to his opponent that there is

nothing for it but to use
" Abraham's

Staylace," his famous grip and throw,

though he knows it will hurt and may per-

manently disable. His opponent agrees,
as he knows he has already been fairly

beaten. He struggles gamely, but is thrown
fair and square on his back, and is carried

out crippled. The hero expresses his

sorrow and pity, but says he could not but

do his best to win the belt for his backers and
his sweetheart, though he would not have
used the

" Abraham's Staylace
"

if he alone

had been concerned.
L. HAINES, Lieut. -Col.

(late Royal Artillery).

1, Alexandra Road, Clifton.

BARON DE NorAz, DE LA LOIGRIE.

The Gentleman's Magazine for 1835 records

that
" the Baron de Xoiial died at Barnes Green
October 26, and was buried at Kensington, where
he had resided many years."

He lived in Upper Phillimore Place, and
his wife was Elizabeth Ramus (daughter of

Nicholas Ramus, so long connected with

the household of King George III.), who
was celebrated as having been painted with

her sister, Benedetta Ramus, afterwards
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Lady Day, by Gainsborough (a picture
which was sold about seventeen years ago
for 10,OOOZ. ). She died at an advanced age
in April or May, 1848 ;

her will was executed
11 Aug., 1847, and was proved 7 June, 1848 ;

and in this will she describes herself as the
widow and relict of Peter, Baron de Noiial
de la Loigrie, and desires
"
to be buried in the same vault under the parish

church of Kensington where the remains of my
said late husband were deposited."
Her principal executor was her niece's

husband, Robert Keate, of Albemarle Street,
the celebrated surgeon.
But it is a curious fact that the burial

registers of St. Mary Abbotts, the parish
church of, and in 1835 the only church in,

Kensington, contain no record of the burial
of either.

Can any one give any information respect-
ing the ancestry and antecedents of Peter,
Baron de Noiial de la Loigrie ?

F. DE H. L.

[Some particulars of the Misses Ramus will be
found at 9 S. iii. 348, 458.]

BURKE QUOTATION. Where does Burke
insist on the necessity of a member of Parlia-
ment having a competence, however modest,
so as to escape being a slave to faction ?

I do not find the sentiment in the best books
of English quotations, but believe it is

Burke's. HIPPOCLIDES.

CAMPDEN HOUSE. I am told that the
grounds of Campden House, Kensington,
once extended to the High Street, where
there was an entrance. Will any of your
readers tell me where I can find confirma-
tion of the statement, where the entrance
was. and at what date it disappeared ?

R. JAMES.
Brockley, S.B.

' THE LETTER H TO HIS LITTLE
BROTHER VOWELS.' Where can I procure
this booklet ? It must, I think, be out of
print. Forty years ago, by means of it, I
cured a Eurasian servant in India of
cockney

"
murdering the Queen's English,"

and I wish to effect another cure.
C. L. GILBERT-COOPER.

PAGET FAMILY. Can any of your readers
oblige me with particulars of the births and
deaths of the Hon. Henry Paget (second
son of William, fifth Baron Paget), who is

vaguely stated to have settled in Ireland ;

of his wife. Mary Sandford ; of their son
Thomas, Groom of H.M. Bedchamber, 1727 ;

of his wife, Mary Whitcombe of Great
Bfaxted, said to have died 15 Feb., 1741

;

and of their daughter Caroline, who married
in April, 1737, Nicholas Bayly, eldest son
of Sir Edward Bayly of Plas Newydd,
Anglesey ?

All these dates must have been proved
before Henry, son of the last-named Nicholas
and Caroline Bayly, was summoned to the
House of Lords as Baron Paget, after the
death of Henry, second Earl of Uxbridge
and eighth Baron Paget, in 1769. H.

AUTHOR WANTED. Who is the author of
"
Recollections of a Service of Three Years

during the War of Extermination in the Re-
publics of Venezuela and Columbia, by an Officer
of the Columbian Navy. London, 1828, 2 vols." ?

JOHN T. LOOMIS.
1726, Corcoran Street, Washington, D.C.

DIED IN HIS COFFIN. Is there any founda-
tion for the statement in Henry Schroeder's
' Annals of Yorkshire,' ii. 335, that
" Dr. Bentley [the critic] died in his coffin on
July 17, 1742."

If the
' Annals ' had been dictated to an

amanuensis, one would have suspected the
intended meaning as

"
in his coughing,"

i.e., from bronchitis or pneumonia. The
italics in the quotation are not in the original.

"DANDER." "To get one's dander up"
is a familiar expression ; but what is the

supposed derivation of
" dander

"
?

R. B.
Upton.

COMPLETION OF POEM SOUGHT. The fol-

lowing lines were published in an American
legal magazine about 1896. I should be

glad to be told where I may find the rest.

And now my vacation is over,
Oh ! why did I wander to where

I lived not in peace nor in clover,
And obtained not a smile from the fair ?

There is larceny winking at trover,
And fraud arm in arm with trustee ;

While the legal estate is brought over,
And drinks with the third mortgagee.

G. S. B.

HOLYWOOD PREMONSTRATENSIAN CHAK-
TULARY. The Premonstratensian house o/

Holywood, some 2J miles north-west of

Dumfries, was founded about 1220. Is

there any chartulary of this monastery m
existence ? It might throw light on ihe

question a? to whether John de S*cro

Bosco, the famous mathematician of the

thirteenth century, was a native of Holy-
wood or not. (See 5 S. vi. 147, 225 ;

vii. 77, 112, 139.) J. H. .
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THE MUKDEK OF SABAH STOUT AT HERT-
FORD. In connexion with this tragedy there
is a tract entitled

" Sarah the Quaker to Lothario [i.e., Spencer
Cowper], recently deceased, on meeting him in
the Shades. Printed for L. Moore. 1728."

It is believed that every procurable copy
was bought up and destroyed. Can any one

say where a copy can be seen ?

W. B. GERISH.

GEORGE HUBBARD, GENT. From 1795
to 1814 George Hubbard, Gent., was Master
of St. John's Hospital, Northampton. He
resigned in 1814, and after that I have been

quite unable to trace him. He is probably
the same as George Hubbard, Esq., wlho
was admitted to Lincoln's Inn 6 Oct., 1804.
He is there described as eldest son of John
Hubbard, Esq., of South Repps, Norfolk,
deceased.
Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' give me any
further information about him ? When
did he die, and where ? He appears never

tojiave resided in Northampton.
B. M. SERJEANTSON.

St. Peter's Rectory, Northampton.

IVORY SEAL FOUND IN NEW GUINEA.
In the seventies my uncle, who was on the

Morseby Government Expedition to New
Guinea, picked up there an ivory seal.

There are four panels, on two of which are
what is apparently the heraldic unicorn

rampant, and on the other two an eagle
sitting on an anchor. On the flat bottom
are the initials, in reversed block capitals,
"P. V." Can any of your readers throw

light on the matter ? H. C. D.

" HUBBERDAYN'S COFFER.'' The will of
Robarte Lezes (Lees) of Ashton-under-Lyne
parish, made in 1615, contains a bequest of
" a thicke coffer called the Hubberdayn's
Coffer." It is not mentioned in the inven-

tory, but is presumably included in the item
"In arkes, coffers and bedstockes 51. 5s."

I shall be glad if the meaning of the word
"
Hubberdayn

" can be explained.
G. W. WRIGLEY.

South Hackney.

ZINCK : ZINCKE. Was Jacob Giles Zinck,
bachelor, aged 42, of the parish of St.

Martin, Ludgate, London, who married
Jane Rosingrave of the same parish, widow,
by licence, at Lamb's Chapel, Monkwell
Street, 27 Nov., 1717, related to Christian
Friedrich Zincke, the miniature painter ?

DANIEL HIPWELL.

PRISONERS TAKEN AT THE BATTLE OF
WORCESTER. It is stated in a book pub-
lished in 1853

'

Curiosities of London Life,'

by Charles Manly Smith that in 1650 some
1,200 prisoners taken after Worcester fight
were massacred at Westminster in cold blood,
and their bodies covered with 130 horse-loads

of clay, presumably by authority of Parlia-

ment.

Where did Smith get this story ? S. R.
Gardiner mentions that some thousands of

the prisoners taken at Worcester were hired
out to Lincolnshire and other Eastern-

County farmers, for each of whom Parliament
allowed 2-Jd. per day until the conclusion of

the war.
"

CHARLES J. HILL.
Belmont Lodge, Waterford.

EPITAPH : "I WAS WELL, I WOULD BE
BETTER ; I AM HERE.'' This, according
to Lord Hugh Cecil, M.P., in his work on
'Conservatism,' at p. 10, is

" the often-

quoted epitaph of an Italian tomb." Wliat
is the original ? and where and whose is

the Italian tomb ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

JENNER FAMILY. Gent. Mag., vol. ciii.

p. 284 :

"
1833* Sep. 6. At the residence of her son-in-

law Mr. Eccles, Plymouth, aged 65, the widow
of the celebrated Dr. Jenner."

What Dr. Jenner is this ? Did Dr-

Edward Jenner marry again after the death
of his wife Catharine Kingscote ?

JENNER AND PARKHURST. In what way
was Sir Robert Parkhurst, Lord Mayor
1634-5, related to the Jenner family ? A
daughter of Sir Robert married a brother of

Dr. Harvey. R. J. FYNMORE.

PATRON SAINTS. Why is St. Barbara the

patron of coal-miners in France and Belgium ?

Who is the patron of woodcutters and char-

coal-burners ? Who is the patron of cooks ?

P. W. G. M.

SHIPS TORPEDOED. Will you kindly,

through your valuable journal, let me know
the date, name, and nationality of the first

warship destroyed by a torpedo ?

C. W. T.

PROPHECY CONCERNING HAGIA SOPHIA.

In recent stories of the entrance of the Turks
into Hagia Sophia, 29 May, 1453, a dragp.
man's embellishment of the celebrant dis-

appearing with the chalice, through a door

in a gallery on the right, which could not be

broken into, saying he would one day return
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to finish the Mass, is further coloured by
his adding,

" Within 500 years, when St.

Mark sends a Pope to Rome, I will return."
Now Dukas, writing on the spot, does not

include such statements. When did they
first appear ? F.L.S.

WILLIAM KELLY. Can any of your
readers inform me what became of the

genealogical manuscripts of Mr. William

Kelly, F.S.A., F.R.H.S., who died at Lei-

cester, 1894 ?

G. A. WOODROFFE PHILLIPS.
Leydens House, Edenbridge, Kent.

" NOTCH."

(US. vi. 366, 427.)

THERE seems no doubt that this is the
French oche, hoche, coche, derived from the
Provenal osco, a notch. I find in the twelfth

century oscat, oschat (Bertran de Born),
notched. This word, still extant, passed
into the northern dialects on two lines :

(1) ousco, oucho, ochi; (2) coco, whence
encocar, descocar (twelfth century), which
passed into French as encochier, descochier

.(modern decocher), to nock, to let fly, an
arrow. Coche, encoche, are modern French
for a notch or nick ; cocker is to nick ;

cochon is a nicked or gelt pig. The O.F. oche
is plainly from the ochi variant of osco ; it

became hoche in the time, now returning,
when the language had an aspirate ; and it

probably changed to coche under the influ-
ence of the Provencal verb cocar, now couca.

Where does the n- come from ? asked
PROF. SKEAT of whom with deep regret
I have to speak in the past. His suggestion
that it might have come from " an oche "

is in accordance with the current explanation
of the initial of

" newt " and "
nickname,"

of
"
napple

" and "
negg," of

"
nuncle " and"

naunt," having been borrowed from" an "
or from "

mine." This explanation
breaks down at once when we turn to the
n- or t- prefixed to abbreviated familiar
names, such as Ned, Ted, Noll, Nell, Nab,
Nan ; especially when we observe the
analogous changes in other languages. As
a part of what has been called

" some
hidden law "

of international phonology
there is a custom of prefixing a con
sonant, generally of the dental group
to words with an awkward initial vowel

Thus O.F. ante became tante, and our
'

ingot," from the Dutch ingoten (cast-metal ),

on passing into French, became lingot.

Similarly, a vowel may be prefixed to

words with an awkward initial consonant ;

as in Spanish, Portuguese, Proven9al, and
3.F., where the impure s, easy to Italian,
is repugnant to the tongue. Thus Dom
Xavier de Fourvieres (Albert Rieus), whose
recent death is lamented in Provence,
Prior of the White Canons denizened at

Storrington in Sussex, always dated his

letters from Estourrintoun.

Initial consonants may also be dropped'
or exchanged for others more convenient-
Thus French and English

"
orange

" have
dropped the Persian initial of the Spanish
naranja ; Portuguese has adopted laranja.
Old ProvenQal and Catalan have livel,

level ; French and Spanish have chosen to
make it niveau, nivel.

Returning to
"
notch," the verb anoccer

in PROF. SKEAT'S 1313 extract may be a verb
formed from osco or ochi, perhaps through
an O.F. word now lost ; this would account
for the n- in "notch "

; but it may have
been a law-French nonce-word made from
an already existing

"
notch."

I will conclude by drawing attention to
a curious denization of coche in our language.
Druggists keep, or kept not many years
ago, an aloetic pill-mass dignified by the
name of Pil. Cochice, and asked for, mostly
by old women, as

"
pill o' cosher." It is

retailed in short, flat sticks like miniature
sticks of chocolate, marked across by
notches, and is made up at home into

pills for family use. Its name will be
found in the

'

N.E.D.' under '

Cochee,'
with a 1547 quotation, and is referred to

pilules cochees that is,
"
notched pills."

Here is a curious survival of a foreign
medicine (like the Venetian Teriak Farook
of India) still made up in the peculiar form
whence it derived its name four centuries

ago. EDWARD NICHOLSON.
Cros de Cagnes, near Nice.

FIELDING'S PARSON THWACKUM (11 S. vi.

348). In an obituary notice of my grand-
father Sir Henry P. St. John Mildmay, who
died in 1808 at Bath, aged 44, it is stated :

" He was the grandson of Sir Paulet St. John,
who was created a Baronet in 1772, and died in

1780, at the age of 76 : A downright country
squire, supposed to be the original from which

Henry Fielding sketched the '

Squire Western
'

of
' Tom Jones.'

"

H. A. ST. J. M.
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WESTENHANGER ix KENT (11 S. vi. 409).
MB. WIXLCOCK will find a full account of

Westenhanger in Hasted's '

History of Kent,'
iii. 322. A note on p. 326 describes the
house with a moat round it. This place is

near Hythe, and is spelt Westenhanger. In
' The Imperial Gazetteer of England and
Wales,' by J. M. Wilson, Westenhanger is

thus described :

" A railway station and a quondam parish in
the S.E. of Kent. The station is on the South-
eastern Railway, 2 miles N.W. of Hythe, and
serves for Hythe. The quondam parish lies

around the station, and retains a remarkable
fragment of a moated, fortified thirteenth-century
manorial seat, which belonged to the Aubervilles,
and passed to the Criolls, the Poynings, the
Smiths, and the Champneis. Queen Elizabeth
visited the seat in 1573."

I know of no "
Westonhanger.

"

HARRY B. POULND.
Inner Temple.

Writing in 1818, Mr. L. Fussell gives the

following description of Westenhanger House
in his book ' A Journey round the Coast of

Kent,' which will answer some of the queries
of MR.

"
Westenhanger House was a royal palace in

the reign of Henry. II. The mutilated statue
of a royal personage, one|hand grasping a sceptre,
was found among the ruins, and supposed to

represent that monarch. Part of the ancient
building was also called Rosamond's tower, from
the celebrated beauty of' that name, who is

reported to have inhabited Westenhanger palace,
previously to her removal to Woodstock ; and a
room denominated Rosamond's prison or gallery,
an hundred and sixty feet in length, is said to
have been destroyed in the course of those altera-

tions, which at different periods have nearly
removed all the traces of its pristine splendour.
In the reign of Richard I. this mansion was the
property of Auberville, a follower of the Con-
queror ; afterwards belonged to the Criols, one
of whose descendants obtained license from King
Edward III. to endow a Chauntry in the Chapel
of St. John in Westenhanger, and to embattle
and make loopholes in his house there. In later
times it was in the possession of the family of

Fagge, and next of Sir Edward Poynings, Gover-
nor of Dover Castle, Lord Warden of the Cinque
Ports, and Knight of the Garter. It subsequently
reverted to the Crown, and, after passing through
various hands, was partly demolished by Mr.
Champneys, who converted that part of the

building that remained into a neat and com-
fortable residence ; but within a few years that
also yielded to the taste of the present proprietor,
was taken down, and a yet smaller house erected

upon its site. The old house was moated round,
had formerly a drawbridge, gate-house, and
portal, of w.hich the arch was lofty and strong,
springing from polygonal pillars, and secured

by a portcxillis. The outer walls were high, and
strengthened with towers ; some square, others

circular, and the whole embattled. Over the door
was a carved figure of St. George on horseback,

and under it four shields, one bearing the arms
of England, and another a key and crown sup-
ported by angels. A flight of steps led to the

chapel erected by Sir Edward Poynings in the

reign of Henry VIII. and vaulted with stone.

The great hall was fifty feet long, having a gallery
at one end, and at the other cloisters, which com-
municated with the chapel and principal apart-
ments, of which there are reported to have been
an hundred and twenty-six in number, with the

old story of as many windoics as there are days in

the year. There was also a park, which extended
over the rising grounds to the South and East,
as far as the road leading from Ashford to Hythe,
near the handsome modern seat of Mr. Deedes
at Sandling. All that at present remains of this

once princely mansion, and the buildings which
belonged to it, are the masses of its towers sinking
into the moat, and portions of its walls covered
with ivy, or half hidden by the gloomy shade
of large trees, which have sprung out of the dust of

its ruins, and spread their tortuous branches as

if to guard them from future encroachments."

HAROLD MALET, Col.

There is a vast amount of most interesting
information available regarding this ancient

manor in Kent. It is about four miles from

Hythe, and has a railway station close to

the remains of the old moated castle. Phili-

pott in his
'

Villare Cantianum,' 1659, p. 302,

traces the history of the manor from 1242,

when Bertram de Crioll, Sheriff of Kent,
was written in the Pipe Roll as its lord.

Even before that time Philipott is able to

tell us that Sir William de Auberville lived

at Westenhanger when he founded the

abbey of West Langdon. A great-grand-

daugjiter of this Sir William " carried it

away
" on her marriage to Nicholas de Crioll.

By marriage of a daughter of this family
it passed to Sir Richard de Rokesley, who
accompanied Edward I. into Scotland, and
for his bravery at the siege of Caerlaverock

was made a knight -banneret. By the

marriage of the knight's daughter in 1323-4

to Thomas de Poynings the manor came
first into that distinguished family, where
it remained for over two centuries, when,
direct issue failing, it reverted to the

Crown, and was by Edward VI. , 1547,

granted to John Dudley, Earl of Warwick,
afterwards Duke of Northumberland. At
his attainder it again passed into the hands
of the Crown, and Queen Elizabeth made a

grant of it to her kinsman Sir Thomas
Sackville, who sold it to Thomas Smith,

Esq.,
"
vulgarly called Customer Smith,

who much enhaunced the beauty of the

Fabrick, which had been empaired and
defaced with Fire."

" Customer Smith's
"

great-grandson became Philip Smith, Vis-

count Strangford. Burke informs us that
" Thomas Smythe, Esq.," was " farmer of
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the customs in the reign of Elizabeth, bj
which he amassed considerable wealth."
An excellent description of the presen

appearance of the manor house is to b
found in

'

Murray's Handbook to Kent '

and in Ireland's
'

Kent,' 1829, facing p. 452
(vol. ii.), there is a pleasant engraving bj
S. Lacey, after a drawing by Geo. Shepherd
of Fair Rosamond's Tower, which was oni

of the "
nine immense towers " which onc<

guarded this stately home.
WM. NORMAN.

The remains of the fortified fourteenth

century manor house of Westenhanger are
situated about three miles north-west from
Hythe. It is a quadrangle surrounded by a
moat, and of the nine towers, square anc
round alternately, by which the walls were
defended, three remain. Westenhanger, or

Ostenhanger, was once a separate parish
but the church has long since been de
molished and the parish united to Stanford
In the register of the monastery of St
Augustine this place is known and describee
as

" Le Hangre." Queen Elizabeth is saic
to have stayed

"
at her own house of Westen-

hanger
"

during her progress through Kent
at the latter end of the summer in 1573.
She afterwards granted the manor of Easten-
hanger to "Thomas Smith, Esq.," who was
succeeded on his death in 1591 by his
eldest son, Sir John Smythe of Ostenhanger
knight. Sir John died in 1609, and was
succeeded by his son, Sir Thomas Smythe,
K.B., who was created Viscount Strangforc
(of Ireland) in 1628. His son Philip, Vis-
count Strangford, conveyed it to trustees
for the payment of his debts, and an Act
was passed, anno 16 and 17 Charles II., to
enable "

the trustees of Lord Strangford to
sell lands for the payment of his debts."
Similar Acts were passed 18 and 20 Charles
II. The manor was alienated with its

mansion, &c., and the greatest part of it
was pulled down by 1701. It then passed
to Justinian Champneis, Esq., who restored
it and resided in it. There is a good account
of this manor house in the third volume of
Hasted's '

Kent,' 322-6, and a shorter one
in the second volume of Ireland's

'

History
of Kent,' 454-6. THOMAS WM. HTJCK.

Saffron Walden.

An account of Westenhanger will be
found in

'

Black's Guide to Kent.' This
famous mansion was probably built by
Bertram de Criol, temp. Henry III. About
the beginning of Henry VIII. 's reign it
fell into the hands of Sir Edward Poynings.
His son sold it to Henry VIII., who laid out

a park around it, and fitted it apparently for
a royal residence. Queen Elizabeth visited
it in 1573.

According to
'

Highways and Byways of

Kent,' by W. Jerrold,
" Here for a time,

after the fighting at Maidstone in 1648, the

Royalists kept some of their Parliamentarian

prisoners." Is this statement correct, and
is there any contemporary evidence to this
effect ? The Royalists were defeated and
broken up by Fairfax at Maidstone, so it

is hardly likely they could have taken any
of the Parliament forces prisoners.
The remains of the moated house of

Westenhanger may still be seen. There
were originally nine towers, of which only
three remain. The walls were high, mas-
sive, and embattled, the deep, broad moat
spanned by a drawbridge, and the portal
fortified by a portcullis. The central tower

long bore the name of
" Fair Rosamond,"

from a tradition that she was here concealed
before her removal to Woodstock.

G. H. W.
[G. F. R. B. and COL. R. J. FYNMORE also

thanked for replies.]

THE WHITENED DOORSTEP (US. vi. 389).
The only purpose for which women whiten

doorsteps must be to efface footprints and
dirt stains. Scouring repeatedly with white
sandstone is destructive to the steps ; at
the same time it gives them the appearance
of newly quarried stone. In some districts

yellow clay, schist, and reddle are used.

Formerly large quantities of the disused
moulds of potters were sent to Cheshire and
other counties for the purpose, which gave
rise to a suspicion in the Potteries that they
were used for adulterating flour.

B. D. MOSELEY.

The "
whitening

" on the doorstep is

only a quick and easy way of defeating the

penetrating grime of our large towns. I

have heard a countrywoman call it
"
cover-

muck."
In Manchester and district doorsteps and

window-sills are "yellowed,'' and some
industrious housewives cover all the stone-

work in front of their houses with "
yellow

tone." Besides
"
yellow stone " and a

natural rubbing stone, Lancashire women
use two modern compositions

"
Jubilee

tone
" and "

Donkey stone." Jubilee stone
makes a creamy colour, while Donkey stone,
.vhich has a figure of a donkey stamped on

t, is white. Both stones give a soft stone-

ike effect, which does not soil so easily as

he staring whiteness of pipeclay.
W. H. PINCHBECK.
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Some steps do require whitening or rubbing
with

"
yellow stone

"
at times to prevent

the growth of a green moss, or allied plant,
which is very wet and slippery when the
air is full of moisture. More than once I
have heard the request,

"
Bring sum yella

stoane fra th' shop, will ye, or we sh'll be
'vin' foaks doon."

People tell me that in Lancashire and
the West Riding of Yorkshire the whitening
is not confined to the steps of the house.
The window - sills of the basement and the

top of a low wall supporting railings before
the dwelling may receive treatment. Not
infrequently elaborate patterns are made
in "stoning," or laying on whiting.

A. Z.

OLIVERETTO (11 S. vi. 288, 372). The
name should be Oliverotto. The following
is the short account of this man by Sismondi
in the '

Biographic Universelle,' Paris, 1822,
vol. xxxi. p. 578 :

"
Oliverotto cle Fermo, general italien, avait

acquis, a 'la fin du quinzieme siecle, quelque
reputation comme condottiere : il s'etait attache
a Cesar Borgia, qui 1'employa dans plusieurs
guerres, entre autres, centre les Florentins.

Oliverotto, de retour a Fermo en 1501 ou 1502,
invita dans sa maison, a un grand repas, son
oncle Jean Frangiani, l'homme le plus considere
de Fermo, avec les chefs de la magistrature, de
la noblesse et du peuple. Au milieu du festin,
ses soldats, d'apres son ordre, se precipiterent
dans la salle, massacrerent tous les convives ;

et Oliverotto demeura souverain de sa patrie.
Le tyran de Fermo, aprds avoir servi Cesar
Borgia, entra dans la ligue formee centre lui a
la Magione, dans 1'etat de Perouse. Borgia
s'efforca de le regagner ainsi que les Orimi et
les Vitelli ; et Oliverotto, qui s'etait souilte lui-
meme par une trahison si noire, se confla aux
serments du plus perfide des homines. II attendit
Borgia, a Sinigaglia, avec ses compagnons d'armes,
et il y fut massacre^ par son ordre, le 31 d^cembre
1502.'"

In the Index to the eleventh edition of
' The Encyclopaedia Britannica,' s.v.

'

Oliver-

otto,' there is a wrong reference. For
"

4. 428d " read 4. 248d.
L. R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg.

CHAINED BOOKS (11 S. vi. 69, 136, 177,
215, 274, 373). I rejoice to learn that the

history of the Royal Grammar School at
Guildford has been "

recorded in quite
recent years." But my quotation from Mr.
Morris's

' Guide '

(fourth edition, 1910) is

a trifle more "
recent

"
than that from Mr.

Judges's volume (1895). In equal ratio the

figures of the latter are more antiquated
than those of the former. The difference
between Mr. Judges's

"
thirty retain their

chains " and Mr. Morris's
"
eighty-five

chained volumes
"

is thus authoritatively

explained by a letter, under date 20 Nov.,
1912. from Mr. J. C. Honeybourne, head
master of the school :

" The number of books at present with chains
is 86 ; but no doubt Mr. Judges's figures are also

correct, for subsequent to 1895 many chains
which had been found in various parts of the
School premises were restored to the books, and
the volumes were placed where they now are.

Marks on the covers of some of the books indicate
that the number of chained volumes was formerly
greater."

Thus this interesting matter is definitely

brought up to date. J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

PORTRAIT BY JAMES GODBY : IDENTIFICA-
TION SOUGHT (US. vi. 367). Mr. Algernon
Graves in his Catalogue of the exhibited and

engraved works of Sir T. Lawrence gives the

entry,
"
Wyatt, Edward. Engraved by

James Godby in 1810." This is probably
the name your correspondent is seeking, but
no further particulars are given, so it may
be presumed that the portrait was not
exhibited. The exact reference is to p. 169

of Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower's work
on Sir Thomas Lawrence, 1900.

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.

TORCHES :

" PEPPER FORDIRIGE
"
(11 S. vi.

390). A groat was often paid to a chantry

priest for singing a dirge
"
Dirige gressus

meos "in connexion with the
"
annals,"

"annuals," "year-minds," and "obits" of

the departed.
I think the entry at Stoke Charity refers

either to the payment of a priest in kind for

a dirge sung probably on All Souls' Day,
when there was a general commemoration
or to a contribution by the churchwardens

to a "
dirge ale," or funeral feast.

A. C. C.

" THE ORANGE BOND " OF HOLLAND (US.
vi. 389). The "

Oranjebond van Orde "

(Orange Bond of Order) has no political or

religious aims (clause 4, of the statutes).

Its purpose is the bette ment of social

conditions in the Netherlands (cl. 2 and 3)

by establishing (a) savings and other popular
banks and (b) labour exchanges,by (c) erecting
workmen's dwellings, (rf) promoting home
industries in the villages, and (e) turning
the Dutch moors into arable land by apply-

ing the small holdings system. The Bond
came into being in 1893, and all, or nearly

all, its energy is being given to the last-

named activity. C. THIEME.
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EMPLOYMENT OF COUNSEL IN TRIALS FOR
HIGH TREASON (11 S. vi. 49, 112). The
following lines, quoted by Samuel Warren
in his

'

Miscellanies
'

(i. 164) as from the

pen of John William Smith, admirably
satirize the state of the law I endeavoured
in my previous reply to explain :

And lest his oily advocate
The Court should overreach,

His advocate was not allowed
The privilege of speech.

Yet such was the humanity
And wisdom of the law,

That if in his indictment there
Appeared to be a flaw,

The Court assigned him counsellors
To argue on the doubt,

Provided he himself had first

Contrived to point it out.

Yet lest their mildness should perchance
Be craftily abused,

To show him the indictment they
Most sturdily refused.

But still, that he might understand
The nature of the charge,

The same was in the Latin tongue
Bead out to him at large.

ERIC B, WATSON.

"SEX HORAS SOMNO "
(11 S. vi. 411).

The entire quotation is :

Sex horas somnp, totidem des legibus aequis ;

Quatuor orabis, des epulisque duas ;

Quod superest ultra, sacris largire Camaenis.
Sir Edward Coke.

Translated, or rather adapted, thus :

Six hours to sleep, in law's grave study six ;

Four spend in prayer, the rest on nature fix.

H. GOUDCHATJX.

Is this what Hie ET UBIQUE is in search
of?
Sex horis dormire sat est juvenique senique :

Septem vix pigro ; nulli concedimus octo.
'

Collectio Salernitana,' ed. De Renzi,
vol. ii. 11. 129, 130.

See Fumagalli,
' Chi 1' ha detto ?

' and
King's

'

Classical and Foreign Quotations.'
EDWARD BENSLY.

[MR. JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT thanked for reply.]

CHARTER OF HENRY II. (11 S. v. 150, 214)
In an article in The English Historica

Review for July, by Prof. C. H. Haskins, on
'Normandy under Geoffrey Plantagenet,'
pp. 428-9, there is what appears to be a
second instance of two Chancellors' signa-
tures being appended to a charter : Thomas
of Loches signed as Chancellor for the Duchy
of Anjou, and Richard of Bohun in a like

capacity for that of Normandy ; so that in
the charter of Henry II. Becket may have

attested as Chancellor for England, and
Walter (or Warin) Fitzgerald for the Duchy
of Normandy.
Another explanation might be that the

latter officiated merely as
"
notary," the

term "
chancellor

"
being used in its early

European acceptation as indicating that
subordinate office. See Stubbs,

'

Const.

Hist.,' i. 398-9, on the point.
N. W. HILL.

San Francisco.

ANTHONY WOOD'S ' ATHENE OXONIENSES
(11 S. vi. 381, 404). Anthony Ettrick, who
is mentioned on p. 382 as a close friend of

John Aubrey's, and as named by Wood,
would appear to be the magistrate for Dorset
before whom the Duke of Monmouth was
taken on his capture after Sedgemoor in

July, 1685, and whose curious tomb,
"
neither in the church nor out of it," is a

prominent feature in Wimborne Minster.

Aubrey lived his life in the adjoining county
of Wilts, and was contemporary with the

Anthony Ettrick in question. W, B. H.

CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTIONS : LIST OF
TRANSCRIPTIONS (US. vi. 206, 255, 278,
354, 418). MR. HOWARD PEARSON referred

ante, p. 354, to the churchyard inscriptions
which have been printed in the

' Notes and
Queries

' column of The Evesham Journal,
The following is a list of them :

Great Hampton (part only), 29 Sept., 1906.

Bengeworth Old Church, 9, 16 Jan., 1909.

Broadway Old Church (part only), 28 Aug.,
1909.
Evesham Churchyard, 25 May, 1, 8, 15, 22,

29 June, 6 July, 1912.

E. A. B. BARNARD.

BURIAL AT MIDNIGHT (US. vi. 369, 414).
As late as 1834 General Murray of Ardeley

Bury was buried in Ardeley Churchyard by
torchlight, the ceremony taking place about
10 o'clock in the evening of 10 December.
As to its origin, Adam in his

' Roman An-

tiquities,' 1792, says :

" All funerals used anciently to be solemnized
in the night-time with torches, that they might
not fall in the way of Magistrates and Priests,
who were supposed to be violated by seeing a

corpse so that they could not perform sacred
rites till they were purified by an expiatory
sacrifice."

W. B. GERISH.

RED RIDING-HOOD (11 S. vi. 411). I

am under the impression that the story,
both in its English and German form, is

derived from the French. Probably it

occurs in Madame d'Aulnoy or Perrault's

'Contes.' M. P.
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HERALDIC : BEARER OF COAT SOUGHT
(11 S. vi. 410). The arms referred to are,
in all probability, those of the Pinchbeck

family, who bore Argent, on a bend sable
a bezant in chief. It is likely that in the

example the gold of the bezant has perished,
and the charge been mistaken for a "plate."
This family were originally of Hagbeck
Hall and Pinchbeck, co. Lines ; and a
member, Thomas Pinchbeck, who married
Joan, daughter of Sir William Bawde, Kt.,
was Chief Baron of the Exchequer in 1388.
I can find no record of the family ever using
a, crest. WILFRED DRAKE.

[MR. T. H. B. VADE-WALPOLE thanked for

reply.]

JEFFREY HUDSON AND CROFTS DUEL
(11 S. vi. 369, 433). An earlier reference than
those cited is to be found in The Gentleman's

Magazine for December, 1 732. This account
of Hudson's career, taken from The Universal

Spectator, 30 Dec., No. 221, is possibly
abridged, and reference to the original
might disclose further particulars. The
part bearing upon the query reads as follows :

" After the Rebellion broke out, being made a
Captain of Horse in the King's Service he under-
went many Perils till 1644, when he went over
with his Royal Mistress to France. Here he had a
Quarrel with the Ld Croft's brother, whom he
obliged to meet him with Powder and Ball, and
shot him dead on the Spot."

I note also that in a letter dated 4 Sept.,
1625,

" Mr. Croftes, the courtier," is men-
tioned ; this Croftes was one of the Queen's
pages. AITCHO.

MlSS COGHLAN OF BATH (US. vi. 386).

Being myself connected with the Coghlan
family, I am much interested in this sub-

ject. I have an old Coghlan family tree in
which Andrew Coghlan appears. My great-
grandfather, John Coghlan, who died in

1827 at Farnham, Hants, may have been
his brother. I have for some time been

making inquiries of and for the Coghlan
family, and should be very glad to hear
more from your correspondent J. D. C.

F. J. EGERTON-WARBURTON.
23, Old Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

CHANCELLORS OF YORK MINSTER (11 S.

vi. 409). A list of the Chancellors of York
Minster ah iniiio up to the date of publica-
tion will be found in vol. i. pp. 130-31, and
an account of their duties in vol. ii. p. 171,
of

" An Accurate Description and History
of the Cathedral and Metropolitical Church of
-St. Peter, York : York, Printed by A. Ward
for. . . .MDCCLxvm." W. C. BOLLAND.

Lee's
'

Glossary of Liturgical Terms '

defines a chancellor as
" the official of the

cathedral chapter who advised the members
of it in legal questions and disputes."
There is a very full list of these func-

tionaries attached to York Minster from

early in the thirteenth century to the end
of the eighteenth in

'

Eboracum,' &c.. pub-
lished at York by Wilson & Spence in 1788.

In Gent's
'

History of York.' 1730, there

are 'to be found transcripts of the inscriptions
and epitaphs of some Chancellors buried in

the Minster which had remained legible up
to that date. WM. NORMAN.

In reply to CANON AUSTEN'S inquiry, I

may say there is a short account of the

founding by Archbishop Thomas I.. A.D.

1070-1100, of the Chancellorship of York
Minster, as well as of the duties and rents

attaching to the office, in
' An Accurate

Description of the Cathedral and Metro -

political Church of St. Peter, York,' published
at York, MDCCLXX., on pp. 170-71 of vol. ii.

From Gent's
'

History of York ' and
other sources I gather the following list of

Chancellors, which, though very imperfect,

may help in the making of a complete list :

Robert Riplingham, d. 1332.

John Kexby, d. 1452.

Wm. Palmer, d. 1605 (after thirty-four

years' occupancy).
Henry Swinburne, d. 1622.

Phineas Hodson (wife d. 1636).

Wm. Pearson, d. 1715.

John Nassington.
L. Vernon Harcourt, appointed 1827.

A. H. ARKLE.
Oxton, Birkenhead.

For list of the Chancellors see Le Neve's

'Fasti Eccl. Angl.' (1854), iii. 163-6.
G. F. R. B.

ROYAL TUNBRIDGE WELLS (US. vi. 408)-

Your correspondent may be interested to

learn that Leamington is a case in point.
In its early days it was known as Leamington
Priors. In 1830 the Princess Victoria,

with her mother the Duchess of Kent, stayed
some time at the Regent Hotel. In reply
to a requisition from the inhabitants, and
in honour of this visit, Queen Victoria inti-

mated, on 19 July, 1838, that henceforth

the town should be styled
"
Royal Leaming-

ton Spa." JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

In reply to Miss M. CROCKER of Royal
Tunbridge Wells as to the names of other

places with Royar additions, I may state
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that the Mayor of Lyme Regis, Mr. Alban
J. Woodroffe, wrote to me last July that

Lyme was raised to the dignity of a Royal
borough in the reign of the first Edward,
and became included in the

"
King's

Demesne." Thenceforth it assumed its

present style and title, Lyme Regis or King's
Lyme. Its charter of incorporation is dated
3 April, 1284, so it ranks as the third oldest

borough. J. LANDFEAB LUCAS.

PABODY OF DBYDEN BY DANIEL O'CON-
NELL (US. VI. 411).

" In the days of Daniel O'Connell beards were
not usually worn, and in the House of Commons,
Col. Sibthorp, M.P. for Lincoln, was the only
member who wore one. O'Connell, wishing to
retort to some attacks made on him by Col.

Sibthorp, Col. Verner, M.P. for Armagh County,
and Col. Gore, M.P. for Sligo County, compose'd
the following parody :

Three colonels in three distant counties born,
Armagh, Sligo, and Lincoln did adorn ;

The first in direct bigotry surpass'd,
The next in impudence, in both the last.
The force of nature could no farther go,
To beard the third she shaved the other two.

This version is taken from Notes and Queries of
February 24, 1883 ; but The Athenceum, in quoting
the lines, said they referred to Cols. Verner,
Percival, and Sibthorp, thus omitting Col. Gore ;

whilst another paper named three totally different
constituencies :

Three members, in three distant counties born,
Cork, Clare, and Tipperary did adorn :

The first in strength of impudence surpassed ;

The next in lying ; and in both the last.
The force of nature could no further go
To beard the third, she shaved the former two."

'

Parodies of the Works of English and
American Authors,' collected and
annotated by Walter Hamilton, vol. ii.,

1885, p. 233.

Alexander Percival and William Richard
Ormsby Gore represented Sligo County to-

gether for a short time, viz., 8 July to some
date in September, 1841, when the former
was appointed one of the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Treasury. His successor was
elected 28 Sept., 1841. Hamilton does not
give the exact reference to The Athenceum,
or even the name of

"
another paper/'
ROBEBT PlEBPOINT.

The colonels referred to were Col.

Verner, M.P. for Armagh County, who
afterwards became Sir W. Verner, Bart. ;

Col. Gore, M.P. for Sligo County ; Col.

Sibthorp, M.P. for Lincoln.
Col. Sibthorp is discussed in the second

volume of Justin McCarthy's
'

History of
our Own Times from the Accession of
Queen Victoria to the Berlin Congress

'

(1879), where O'Connell's impromptu parody
is mentioned (p. 109).

It is very probable that O'Connell's-
version was suggested by the following :

Three majors once annoyed a city's peace,
And each contended for supreme disgrace ;

The first o'er thefts and tortures did preside,
The second excelled in foulest homicide ;

The palm to grant old Satan long was loth,
Till the third robbed and murdered more than

both.

This appeared in 1810, in the third volume
of The Irish Magazine, a Catholic organ
directed to a great extent against those who
suppressed the rebellion of 1798, and best
remembered as the magazine in which
Moore's "

Harp that once through Tara's
hall

"
first appeared.

THOMAS WM. HUCK,
Saffron Walden.

[COL. R. J. FYNMORE and C.L. S. also thanked,
for replies.]

MILTON'S ' LYCIDAS '(US. vi. 328, 395).
I am obliged to your readers for giving me
their views on this query. A learned divine

recently informed me that the "nuptial
song" in question was undoubtedly the
'

Song of Solomon,' and referred to the

marriage of Christ to His Church. I find,,

up to date, that your readers do not support
this view. Personally, I regard the '

Song
of Solomon '

as a beautiful Hebrew lyric
from a man to a woman, and I cannot under-
stand why the question of the marriage of
Christ to His Church should be introduced
into it. It is possible, however, that John
Milton in his time may have had this

'

Song
'

in his mind. Do your readers think so ?

I am aware of the use of the word "
un-

expressive
"

in the quotations cited by your
correspondents, although Calverley takes a
somewhat different view. He translates :

Audit in-auditos nobis cantari Hymenaeos.
TBIN. COLL. CAMS.

FBANCIS WILKINSON OF LINCOLN'S INN

(11 S. vi. 369). His will was proved in P.C.C.

and is registered 168 Brook. He was born
at Croft in Yorkshire, and desired to b&
buried at Teddington, Middlesex. He seerm
to have been childless, though married, but

possessed kindred, both of his own and other

surnames. No connexion with Newcastle
is apparent. SUSSEX.

BOTANY (US. vi. 368, 416). The lichen

cudbear (Ochrolechia tartarea) was called

crottel in the Highlands of Scotland two

hundred years ago, and was largely used at

Glasgow to dye woollen, but not vegetable
substances.

" Crohil
" would appear to be a

different spelling. IDA M. ROPEB.
Bristol.
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REV. MATTHEW FEILDB (10 S. xii. 349,
413). The parish register of Richmond,
Surrey, records the marriage, by licence,
3 Oct., 1776, of the Rev. Matthew Feild (sic),

clerk, bachelor, of Richmond, with Mary
Taylor, widow, of St. Botolph, Aldersgate,
London.

ARCHBISHOP LAUD'S RELATIONS (11 S.
v. 265). Laud Cade, son of William Cade,
clerk, and Elizabeth his wife, was baptized
at All Hallows, Barking, London, 31 Jan.,
1679 (parish register).

THE REV. JOHN PETTINGALL (11 S. vi. 11)
of St. Margaret's, Westminster, bachelor,
and Susanna Long of the same parish,
spinster, were married at Knightsbridge
Chapel, 26 May, 1741 (Knightsbridge Chapel
Register, in the keeping of the Rev. H. B.
Coward, Church of the Holy Trinity, Prince
Consort Road, Kensington Gore).

DANIEL HIPWELL.
84, St. John's Wood Terraoe, N.W.

JOHN KNIGHTLEY (11 S. vi. 390). In reply
to G. F. R. B., the family history records :

John Knightley, second son of Richard
Knightley, Prebendary of Durham, Rector
of Byfield and Charwelton (d. 1695), by
Sarah, daughter of John Wood of Hookland
Park, Sussex. He is described as

"
Attorney

at law "
; lived in Ireland, married and

died there s.p., 1736.
LOUISA M. KNIGHTLEY.

Fawsley Park, Daventry.

SIR CHRISTOPHER DOMINICK, KNIGHT,
M.D. (11 S. vi. 330). There was no knight
of this name. Christopher Dominick, M.D.,
of Dublin, matriculated at Oxford from
Balliol 26 Oct., 1660, described as

"
Sacerd.

fil." (being most probably a son he had a
brother named Andrew of Andrew Domi-
nick, D.D., Vicar of Strathfieldsay, Hants).
He graduated B.A. from Wadham College
in 1664, became M.B. 1670 and M.D. 1675,
and seems to have practised altogether in

Dublin, where he acquired a considerable
amount of property, and where his name is

perpetuated in Dominick Street. In 1692
he was elected M.P. for Ardfert, but died

shortly afterwards. He married, 1 May,
1676, Elizabeth, dau. of Samuel Foley of

Clonmel, and sister of Samuel Foley, D.D.,
Bishop of Down and Connor. By her (who
married secondly, August, 1694, Henry
Davis of Carrickfergus, and died in 1736)
he had an only son, Christopher Dominick,
who matriculated at Trinity College, Dublin,
as a Fellow Commoner 15 Nov.. 1697, aged

17, but did not graduate. He married in

December, 1730, Rebecca, eldest dau. of

James Hamilton of Johnstown, co. Dublin.
M.P. for Carlow F727-60, and died suddenly
29 July. 1743, leaving two daughters.
Emilia, the younger, died unmarried. Eliza-

beth, the elder, who became sole heir to

her father, married, 18 July, 1752, St. George
Ussher - St. George, M.P. for Carrick - on -

Shannon from 1741 to 1763, when he was
raised to the peerage as Baron St. George,
a title which became extinct on his death
without male issue at Naples in January,
1775. Emilia Olivia Mary, the only child

and heir of Lord St. George and Elizabeth

Dominick, married, 4 Nov., 1775, William

Robert, second Duke of Leinster.
G. D. B.

PRICE OF TOBACCO IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY (US. vi. 268, 336, 413). One of

the most interesting diaries dealing with the

years 1671-1707 is
' The Account Book of

Sir John Foulis, of Ravelston.' Here we
have numerous entries of tobacco bought,
and a few of its sale, together with the price
at each entry. It is, perhaps, necessary to

say the prices are according to the value
of Scottish money, and it will be observed
there is a remarkable difference between the

prices paid by Foulis and those previously

quoted.
On 24 July, 1672, we learn that Foulis was

at Leith, when he went "
to looke after ye

wine and tobacco, I/. 4s. Od." On 18 Aug.
the following entry is

"
for the barrens

that holds the tobacco, 01. 14s. Orf.
; '

; and
on 17-18 Oct.

"
spent at leith when I sold

the tobacco, &c., 91. 3s. 6c?." On 26 March,
1680, there is a payment of

"
001. 3s. 6d."

for
" tobacco and pypes." Similar entries

are very numerous.

To come to a definite weight and price :

" March 31, 1681, for half a pund comon
tobacco, 01. Is. Orf." ;

"
May 2, 1689, for

tobacco J pund,OZ. 6s. Orf." It thus appears
that there must have been two very dif-

ferent qualities of tobacco in Scotland at

the time.

Among the very many curious and instruc-

tive entries may I quote two ? On 12 Oct.,

1691,
"
for a pund snuff from Gawin Plummer,

41. Os. Od." ;

"
for sweet scented snuff,

4 drap,* 01. 6s. Od." June, 1690, "for
wine and tobacco and pypes after sermon
wt ym, 1Z. 6s. 4d.," &c.

ALFRED CHAS, JONAS.
Locksley, Bognor.

* A drap equalled nearly 10 oz.
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liotes on

George Palmer Putnam : a Memoir. By George
Haven Putnam, Litt.D. (Putnam's Sons.)

TEN years ago Dr. Putnam printed a memoir of

his father for circulation in the family circle ;

happily, he has been induced to give it to the

public* and to include with it a history of

the publishing house of which his father was the
founder.
Those of our readers who are fond of tracing

distinguished Americans to British ancestry will

like to know that " the Putnams of Massachusetts
came from the county of Buckinghamshire, in

England, where the records show them to have
lived, during a number of centuries, as small

squires and substantial yeomen." The subject
of the memoir was born in Brunswick, Maine,
on the 7th of February, 1814. He took the name
of Palmer from his mother, the daughter of

Joseph Pearse Palmer, who had taken an active

part in the "Committee of Safety" of Boston;
and it was from the house of his father that in
1773 a body of citizens, disguised as Indians,
went to the tea vessels at Griffin's Wharf, and,
in throwing overboard the tea upon which the
new tax was to be collected, committed the first

act of the Revolution.
The Palmers, like the Putnams, were of Puritan

origin, and we get delightful glimpses of a
characteristic home life. George, with his
affectionate nature, had hosts of friends, but
they were " not like a tender, anxious mother."
Putnam, after being for four years with his

uncle, who had a carpet business, determined
to strike out for himself, and in 1829 he decided
to try his chances in New York City. As he
recorded in the American Publishers' Circular
in July, 1863, his

"
first studies consisted of

paragraphs in the papers beginning
'

Boy wanted,'
and his first master in the book-trade was Mr.
George W. Bleecker, who published a monthly
called The Euterpiad, an ' Album of Music, Poetry,
and Prose.'

" We next find Putnam promoted
from errand boy to" clerk and messenger for
Mr. Jonathan Leavitt.

" No more worthy or con-
scientious man ever published or sold books,"
and he became the leading New York publisher of

theological and religious works. What changes
in taste have taken place since then ! Stacks
of

'

Scott's Bible
' came weekly from Boston,

and " the pioneer in
'

English Remainders,'
"

W. C. Hall, the Yankee of London, would send
shelffuls of C'almet, Lightfoot, Baxter, Owen,
and Lardner.

Daniel Appleton was at that time (1832-3)
with his brother-in-law Leavitt, but soon after
became the founder of the great house of D.
Appleton & Co., and opened his own separate
bvisiness at 200, Broadway. Among the invest-
ments was Putnam's '

Chronology : an Intro-
duction and Index to Universal History.'
This manual was commenced by Putnam at the
age of fifteen, and took about three years to

complete. He worked chiefly at night after nine,
when he had left the shop, and would keep on
till two in the morning. He had had scarcely
any education, so to repair this defect he used to

go to the New York Mercantile Library, where he
plodded through Herodotus, Thucydides, Xeno-

phon, Livy, Tacitus, and Sallust ; then Gibbon,
Hume, and Lingard, and classified systematically
by notes the stock of knowledge he had thus
acquired.

In 1833 he entered the employment of Wiley
& Long, and in 1840 the firm of Wiley & Putnam
was formed. In the same year Putnam made
his first business journey to England, and in the
following year he opened a branch house in
Paternoster Row, this being the first agency
established for the sale of American books in
Great Britain ; the more remunerative portion of
its business, however, consisted in the purchase of
English publications for sale in the United States.
Putnam returned to New York for the purpose
of being married ; the lady, Victorine Haven,
had been a pupil in his mother's school, and
was then sixteen. They both possessed the social

faculty to a marked degree, and, settling in

London, speedily gathered a large circle about
them, among their friends being Mrs. Cowdcn
Clarke, Edward Moxpn, and that "

scholarly
young German "

Nicholas Triibner. Others
were Mazzini, Karl Blind, Louis Blanc,

" and
a quiet, ill-featured, sallow - cheeked young
man who was known a few years later as
Napoleon the Third." Putnam gave to his
house " the very distinctive title of

' Knicker-
bocker Cottage.'" ^His correspondents in-
cluded that "genial companion" and "loyal
friend

"
George Sumner ; Mrs. Sigourney, who

sent the titles of twenty-eight of her works,
some of which had been reprinted fifteen times ;

Prescott, Theodore Parker, and Southgate,
" the

first and only Protestant-Episcopal Bishop at

Constantinople .

' '

When Wiley & Putnam moved from Pater-
noster Row to Waterloo Place, the shop was
taken by Triibner, who, as is well known, at once
made a speciality of Oriental literature and
philology studies to which he devoted all his
leisure time.
Putnam, much impressed with " the ignor-

ance shown even by intelligent Britons in regard
to matters relating to the United States," felt
himself called upon to take notice of this.

" He
therefore wrote and put into print, in 1845, a
volume of 300 pages, entitled

' America : Facts,
Notes, and Statistics relating to the Government,
Resources, Engagements, Manufactures, Com-
merce, Religion, Education, Fine Arts, Manners-
and Customs of the United States of America.'

"

In the course of three or four years from the date
of its publication three editions were called for.

The work was truly
" a labour of love or of public

spirit, done for the sake of the repute of his native
land."
At this period Putnam was anxious to arrange

that Wiley & Putnam should publish a uniform
edition of all Carlyle's works then ready, and for
this purpose he called in 1846 upon Carlyle, who'
referred the matter to Emerson. The latter

completed the arrangement under which the
books were to be issued in New York. Putnam
impressed Carlyle as being

" a very intelligent,
modest, and reputable - looking fellow," and
Emerson wrote in reply :

" The Covenant with
Wiley & Putnam seems unexceptionable. I like
the English side of these men very well ; that is,

Putnam seems eager to stand well and rightly
with his fellow-men." In June, 1847, the Put-
nam family returned to New York by sailing
vessel.
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The partners separated in 1848, and Putnam
took a shop at 155, Broadway, as an independent
publisher. Washington Irving placed his books
with him, while another valued friend, Bayard
Taylor, did the same. In November, 1859,

Putnam had to mourn the loss of his friend

Irving, and the writer of the memoir was taken

by his father to the funeral at the picturesque
little house of Sunnyside in Irvington. Putnam
first met Irving in London at the Literary Fund
dinner on the llth of May, 1842, when Prince

Albert presided. The speakers included Campbell
and Moore for the poets, Talfourd for the dramatists

and the Bar, and Bunsen and Brunnow for the

diplomatists. Irving was no speaker, and in

acknowledging the vociferous applause with

which his name was greeted could only reply,
"

I beg to return my sincere thanks." Putnam
heard an Englishman remark,

" Brief ?
" "

Yes,
but you can tell the gentleman in the very tone

of his voice."

Putnam was present at the battle of Bull Run,
and a chapter is devoted to his account of it,

in which he traverses the description given in

The Times by
" Bull Run Russell." In 1869

he was again in England, and he notes the

changes that had taken place since his first visit

in 1837, and refers to
" the bright-sided

'

liners,'

the sailing packet ships of New York, which were

our pride and boast. Their fine models, excellent

accommodation, and wide-awake
'

gentlemanly
'

captains, were proverbial all over the world.

Where are they now ?
" He dislikes the large

advertisements' at the railwsiy stations, and
marvels how full-size double daily papers like the

Standard, News, Star, &c.,
" can be sold for two

cents, and The Echo (larger than our Evening

Hail) for one cent. How can they afford to pay
thousands of pounds a year' for street advertise-

ments ? and how is it that with all this heavy
incubus of expense of publicity the supply of

reading for the million has so wonderfully in-

creased in England, and its cheapness in propor-
tion ? Thirty years ago English newspapers
cost 10 cents to 15 cents each, and new books

were a luxury for the select few, while ours cost

comparatively nothing. Now, both papers and

books may be had for less than half the price of

ours."

Among visits to literary friends is one to Miss

Thackeray, now Lady Ritchie
" the charming

daughter of the great novelist, simple as a child

and as polished as a duchess.
' The changes

among the publishers are noted : Baldwin,

Moxon, Tilt, the elder Bohn, Pickering, and

others, have passed off the stage. Henry Bohn,
" the Napoleon of remainders, had partially

retired,
"
after printing 500 library volumes.

" The elders of the houses of Murray, Longman,
and Whittaker, who had hospitably received me
in 1837, have passed away, but the business of the

first two is vigorously pursued by the present

generation." This gives room for delightful

gossip about past dinners at the house in Albe-

marle Street, where the rarity of the adyont of

American bibliophiles rendered them objects of

curiositv There were dinners also at the Long-
mans' in the Row,

" where the excellent Brown s

bachelor-hall in the warehouse used to provide
a hot joint for their authors and business friends.

Bohn would give holiday dinners at The Star

and Garter" at Richmond, where ex-bheriff

Whittaker " used to tell us how many men he
had hanged when * the City

' had the benefit of
his services."

Putnam as early as 1837 interested himself in
the question of International Copyright, and
acted as secretary for what was probably the first
association formed in America to secure this.
It is interesting toknow that his son is the present
secretary of the American Publishers' Copyright
League.
G. P. Putnam died on the 20th of December, 1872.

He had attended the funeral of his old friend the
artist Kensett, and returned to the office, where
he fell into his son's arms, and never recovered
consciousness.

This life of him by his son is a noble record of
a noble life. Putnam left no fortune to his
children, but he bequeathed to them a stainless
and honoured name. He never sought either
personal emolument or personal fame. His life
was full of happiness to himself and to others,
and his memory will be long cherished both in th
Old World and the New.

Warwickshire Place-Namcs. By W. H. Duignan.
(Frowde. )

The Place-Names of Oxfordshire : their Origin and
Development. By Henry Alexander. (Claren-
don Press.)

THE study of place-names has hardly got beyond
the pioneer stage ; and the most promising
way of bringing order into chaos would seem
to be the production of monographs. Mr,
Duignan has already done good service in
this field, as readers of

' N. & Q.' can attest.
In his Preface we note that he has a good word
for Dugdale, who, if in other respects as some
of our contributors have warned us he is to be
trusted with caution, is comparatively sound in

etymology, having, he says, spent twenty years
in searching out the modifications in forms.

Contrary to more than one writer on Shake-
speare, Mr. Duignan declares that the Forest of
Arden had no existence outside

' As You Like It.'

Among the odd names in the county is Barnacle.
As Mr. Duignan says, it will probably be derived
by some wiseacre from an ancient invasion of
Barnacle geese ; its true etymology is bern, a barn,
and hangre, a wood on a hillside. There are most
interesting articles on Icknield Street, Watling
Street, and Coundon to mention one or two-
instances out of many ; on the etymology of
Coventry we observe that Mr. Duignan has no
particular light to throw ; here and there along-
side of ancient names we get a quite modern one

as in Penns, from the name of a manufacturer
who established a mill in the spot so called at the
turn of the last century.

Mr. Duignan, enlivens his pages with bits of mis-
cellaneous information, historical and etymological.
We were glad to see him, when writing on Lad-
broke tackle the common misunderstanding of the
word "

viking," which by no means implies a
mysterious sort of royalty.
Another careful and interesting study of this

kind we owe to Mr. Alexander, a Research Fellow
of Liverpool University. He adheres to the
ordinary convenient method for such a work.
The principal part of the book is an alphabetical
list of place-names, each followed by an account
of its origin and divers forms. The forms to be
given are often very numerous, and the accuracy
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with which they are noted, as well as the dis-

cussion of the separate elements and the meaning
of each name, clearly reveal the thoroughness of

Mr Alexander's research and the width of his read-

ing We regret that we have not space to adduce

instances of the curious etymological information

which we have noted in this book, but we are

clad to recommend it to the notice of those nume-

rous correspondents of
' N. & Q.' who occupy

themselves {with this interesting subject. Prof.

Wyld contributes an instructive preface.

THERE are several articles of literary interest in

the December Nineteenth Century.
' My Thoughts

about the Drama in Japan and in England,' by
Yoshio Markino, is well worth attention. We
noticed his vehement scorn for our scene-painting

in theatres of the nightly heavens, with the stars

scattered anyhow. As he truly remarks, We
are dwelling under only one sky,' and it is cer-

tainly stupid to ignore what are its real features.

We think it would have been fairer to the writer

to have corrected at any rate a proportion of the

errors in English. Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond, in
' The

Mystery of Eishausen : a Secret of the Bourbons,

starts a subject which may well prove even more

engrossing than the " Iron Mask T>

mystery. Our

correspondent Mr. J. B. Williams has drawn

a lengthy reply to his
' Cromwell at Drogheda

'

from Dr. R. H. Murray ; and Lady Helen Graham

pays a 'Tercentenary Tribute' to Montrose,

recounting the well-known story skilfully.
' At a

Journey's End '

is a meditative survey, by Sir

Sidney Lee, of the labours which have brought
the ' D N B ,' and in particular the new Second

Supplement, into being. Of the non- literary

articles we noted as particularly good those on
' The Problem of Marriage and Divorce '

(Bishop
Welldon and Mr. W. S. Lilly) ; on ' The Manning
of our Mercantile Marine' (Mr. Joseph H.

Longford) ;

' The Outlook in the Near East '

(Mr.

Marmaduke Pickthall and Mr. J. W. Ozanne);

and Lord Henry Bentinck's paper on ' The Dearth

of Cottages for'Rural Labourers.'

The Burlington Magazine for this month gives

us the thirteenth instalment of Mr. G. F. Hill's
* Notes on Italian Medals

'

; and an exceedingly

interesting paper on Duccio di Buoninsegna and

his school in the exhibition at Siena. Mr. Paul

Schubring's study of
' Cassoni Panels in English

Private Collections,' of which the first part appears
here is a valuable contribution to the knowledge
of a' form of art which cannot be adequately

appreciated without detailed information. The
editor contributes a sympathetic note on Sassetta's
'

Journey of the Three Kings,' which forms the

frontispiece, and also a timely utterance on
architecture. Mr. R. L. Hobson's '

Silver Cup
of the Yuan Dynasty

' and Sir Martin Conway s
'

Porphyry Statue at Ravenna '

are well worth

attention, each in its way. Sir Martin hazards

the conjecture that the "
Carmagnola

" head at

St Mark's, Venice, belongs to the statue he treats

of the fine standing, heavily draped figure with

the sword at the Archbishop's Museum, Ravenna.

ON p. 458, at line 13 from the bottom of col. 2, it

is stated that Thorns published in 1867 reprints

from ' N. & Q.' of Hone's articles on Hannah Light-

foot. Hone's should read his, the articles in

question being contributions to our columns by
Thorns.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. DECEMBER.

MESSRS ELLIS'S Catalogue of Books, MSS., and
Portraits connected with the Stuarts runs to over
100 pages, and comprises but little less than
1,000 items. To take but a few : they have a
copy of Pietro Bizari's

"
Historia della guerra

fatta in Ungheria dall' invittissimo Imperatore
de Christiani. contra quello de Turchi .... In
Lyone 1564," a work which contains some
account of the affairs of Scotland under Mary
Stuart, 91. Qs. ; and a rare portrait of Mary,
anonymous, having a border containing designs
representing her execution, and some Latin verses

signed G. Scotus, 181. 18s. They have several

copies of lamentations over the death of Prince
Henry by different authors, the most famous
being Chapman's

'

Epicede, or Funerall Song,"
1612-13 a copy which has the black last leaf
with the Prince of Wales's feathers, 81. 8s. ;

and Davies's " The Muses - Teares for the Losse
of their Hope ; Heroick & Ne're-too-mvch praised
Henry, Prince of Wales, &c. Together with
Times Sobs for the vntimely death of his Glory
in that his Darling .... by lohn Davies of Here-
ford, Their Maiesties poore Beads-man and
Vassell," a first edition, 1613, 30Z. 10s. Under
Charles I. we noticed a copy of

" Laud's Book,"
the Book of Common Prayer intended for use
in Scotland, black-letter, printed in Edinburgh by
Robert Young, 1636, 6?. 6s.

MESSRS. WALFORD BROS, have sent us their

Catalogue No. 19, which is concerned principally
with Genealogy and Heraldry. They offer for
61. 15s. vols. i. xi. of the publications of the
Catholic Record Society, 7 vols. in all, privately
printed, 1905-11 ; and for 4Z. 10s. 27 parts of
the Canterbury and York Society's publications,
also 1905-11.

'

Fragmenta Genealogica,' vols. i.

to xi. privately printed, and of each vol. only a
very limited number are to be had for 101. There
is a complete set of the Visitation Series and the
Register Series of the Harleian Society, 102 vols. in

all, from 1869 to 1911, for which 561. is asked ;

while a large number of volumes of the former
series, and some score of the latter, may be bought
separately. From Sir Thomas Phillipps's press
come some thirteen works, of which the most
valuable is the '

Collectanea de Familiis Diversis

quibus Nomon est Phillipps,' compiled during the

years 1816-72, 12L 12s. The facsimile in photo-
zincography of Domesday Book, which was
done in 1862 by Col. Sir H. James, complete in
33 vols., costs 161. 16s. There is a large and
interesting collection of Family Histories, both
English and American ; and a good number of
Guides and Lists, and works on Heraldry, as
well as of Inscriptions, Records, Registers of
Various Orders, Visitations, and Wills.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

to

R. B. S. ("An Austrian army awfully arrayed").
The alliterative poem entitled

' The Siege of

Belgrade
' seems to have first appeared in The

Trifler for 7 May, 1817. For a discussion of the
authorship see 10 S. i. 120, 148, 211, 258, 277.
The lines have been printed at 3 S. iv. 88 and in
various books and magazines.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (DECEMBER).

MAGGS BROTHERS,
1O9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C., ENGLAND,

MAKE A SPECIALITY OF

RARE BOOKS, PRINTS, AND AUTOGRAPHS.
Catalogues in each Section

Regularly issued and sent post free to any Tart of the World on application.

CUSTOMERS' "DESIDERATA" SEARCHED FOR AND REPORTED FREE OF CHARGE.

ITEMS OF ESPECIAL RAEITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS GLADLY PURCHASED.

L. C. BRAUIM,
17, DENMARK STREET,

CHARING CROSS ROAD

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.
ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

ARE YOU IN WANT OF
Some Special Book, Journal, Review, or Work

of Reference ?

IF SO, WRITE TO US!
We are Specialists in the procuring and supplying of Works
in every Department of Literature, New or Second-hand ;

Journals, Transactions, Reviews, and Magazines in Sets,
Series, Odd Vols., or Parts.

E. GEORGE & SONS,
151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

Telephone : 5150 CENTRAL.

Telegraphic and Cable Address : OEORGETTA, LONDON.

CATALOGUE CXLV. Modern History (chiefly
European) in various Languages. Part I. : General
History, England, Scotland, British Colonies,
United States, and France.

CATALOGUE CXLVII. Books of Antiquarian,
Historical, and Literary Interest ; chiefly from the
Library of the late Miss Lucy Toulmin Smith,
author of English Mysteries and Miracle Plays,
York Plays, Ac.

B.
POST FREE OJV APPLICATION TO

H. BLACKWELL,
Broad Street, Oxford.

NUMBER 2

CATALOGUE OF 25OO
VALUABLE AND INTERESTING BQOKS

in all Departments of Literature

post free on application.

R. ATKINSON,
97, SUNDERLAND ROAD, FOREST HILL,

London, S.E.

And of 6, KING'S BENCH WALK, TEMPLE, E.C.

Books not in stock searched for and reported
free of charge.

Telephone, 1642 SYDENHAM.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
59, PICCADILLY, W.

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.

Speciality:

Frencb Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth Century, and
Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

V* Gentlemen wishing to dispose of any of these will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

BOOKS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Thousands of the Best Books

at from 25 to 80 per cent below the original prices.
The Largest and Best Stock of

Second-hand and New Remainder Books
in the World.

WRITE FOR OUR DECEMBER CATALOGUE.

Telephone : 4435 MAYFAIH.

W. H. SMITH & SON,
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand, London, W.C.
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Standard Books for Presents.
" A history which is quite the best and most suited to a private library of any before the public." Globe.

The Political History of England.
Edited by the Rev. W. HUNT, D.Litt., and R. LANE-POOLE, M.A. LL.D.

In TWELVE VOLUMES. 8vo, 7s. 6d. net each, or in SETS at 1 10s. net.

Vol

Vol 1 1 1. -1216 to 1377. By T. F. TOUT, M.A.
Vol

Vol

I. To 1066. By THOMAS HODGKIN, D.C.L.

II.-1066 to 1216. By GEORGE BURTON ADAMS, M.A.

IV.-1ST7 to 1485. By C. OMAN. M.A.
V. -I486 to 1547. By H. A. L. FISHER, M.A.

VI. 1547 to 160S. By A. F. POLLARD, M.A.
VII. 1603 to 1660. By F. C. MONTAGUE, M.A.

Vol. VIII. -lf,60 to 1702. By RICHARD LODGE, M.A.

Vol. 1X.-1702 to 1760. By I. 8. LEADAM, M.A.

Vol. X.-1760 to 1801. By the Rev. WILLIAM HUNT. D.Litt.

Vol. XL 1S01 to iai7. By the Hon. G. C. BRODRICK D C L
and J. FOTHERINGHAM, M.A.

"

Vol. XII. 18.17 to 1901. By SIDNEY LOW, M.A.. and LLOYI>
C.SANDERS, B.A.

James Anthony Froude.

History of England from the Fall of

Wolsey to the Defeat of the Spanish
Armada* 1- vo's - crown Svo, ?,. 6d. each.

Short Studies on Great Subjects.
CABINET EDITION. 4 vols. crown Svo, 24s.

POPULAR EDITION. 4 vols. crown 8vo, 3. 6d. each.

POCKET EDITION. 5 vols. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2* net each volume ;

leather, 3.?. net each volume. (Sold separately.)

The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth
Century. '> is. crown svo, io. M.

English Seamen in the Sixteenth

Century, crown svo, 3s. M.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Suitable for Presentation. 6. net.

George Macaulay Trevelyan.

FOURTH EDITION.

England in the Age of Wycliffe.
8vo, 6s. net.

ELEVENTH THOUSAND.

Garibaldi's Defence of the Roman
Republic. With 7 Maps and 35 Illustrations. Svo'

68. ii-/. net.

THIRTEENTH THOUSAND.

Garibaldi and the Thousand, with 5

Maps and numerous Illustrations. Svo, 7. 6d. net.

TENTH THOUSAND.

Garibaldi and the Making of Italy,
With 4 Maps and numerous Illustrations. Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

Mandell Crelghton, P.P.

A History of the Papacy, 1378-1527.
6 voli. crown svo, 5. net each.

Samuel Rawson Gardiner.

History of England, from the Accession
of James I. to the Outbreak of the
Civil War, 1603-1642. iovois. crown s, 5*

net each.

History of the Great Civil War,
1 642- 1 649. -t vols - crown Svo, 5s. net each.

History of the Commonwealth and
Protectorate, 1649-1656. * is. crown svo,

5s. net each.

The Student's History of England.
With 378 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 12s.

A School Atlas of English History:
A Companion Atlns to Gardiner's 'Student's History of England.'
With 66 Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, 4c. Fcap. 4to, 5s.

Sir Spencer Walpole.

History of England from the Conclu-
sion of the Great War in 1815-1858.
6 vols. crown Svo, 6s. each.

The Rev. J. Franck Bright, P.P.

A History of England.
' vois. crown svo.

Period I. MEDIAEVAL MONARCHY. A.D. 449-1485. 4s. 6eJ.

Period II. PERSONAL MONARCHY. 1485-1688. 5.

Period III CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY. 1689-1837. 7*. &T.

Period IV. THE GROWTH OF DEMOCRACY. 1837-1880. 6s.

Period V. IMPERIAL REACTION : VICTORIA. 1880 - 1901.

New Edition of May's 'England' brought down to

1911, by Francis Holland.

The Constitutional History of England
since the Accession of George HI.
By the Right Hon. Sir THOMAS ERSKINEMAY, K.U.B. D.C.L.

(Lord Farnborough). Edited and Continued by FRANCIS-
HOLLAND. In "vols. Svo.

Vols. I. and II. 1760-1850. 15s. net.

Vol. III. 1860-1910. By FRANCIS HOLLAND. Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., 39, Paternoster Row, LONDON, E.G.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, B.C., and Punted by
J. HOWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bre-un's Buildings, Chancery Lane K.C. Saturday, December 14, 1912.
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The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

The

Gardeners' Chronicle.
(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

3d. WEEKLY. Postage |d. 15s. YEARLY. Post free.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL

ITS CONTRIBUTORS COMPRISE THE MOST

EXPERIENCED BRITISH GARDENERS,
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EMINENT MEN OF SCIENCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD.
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OF PLANTS.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each finds

\n it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners' Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical
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journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.
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generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Hortictilture, Sept., 1898.
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THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
Telegraphic Address - GARDCHBON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 QBBBA.RD.

** May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
IN PARIS.

AMONG the light-hearted Parisians these

festivals are celebrated, not with as much
deep feeling as in some other lands, but
with joyousness and spontaneous cheerful-

ness by rich and poor alike. New Year's

Day is the great national holiday. Christ-

mas is rather the children's day, when "
le

petit J6sus
" comes down to fill their

" sabots
" with all sorts of delightful

treasures. During the month of December
A large part of every shop is given over to a

display of Christmas gifts ; so the children

enjoy the festival for some weeks in antici-

pation.
In the middle of the month stalls are set

up in the boulevards. There for a few
sous one can buy mechanical toys, dolls,

and la %

ge artificial flowers. Real flowers are

expensive at Christmastime ; but, thanks
to these showy paper and calico substitutes,
even the humblest home is bright writh

colour at this season. All the flowersellers

have piles of mistletoe. A large bunch is

hung for luck in the sitting-room, and left

there during the whole of January. Small
Christmas trees, some of them scarcely a foot

high, are al-o sold for a few sous. At these
stalls and at the confectioners' the children

eagerly buy infant
'

Christs
' made of

shortbread. A mite of five or six puts down
his sou, saying,

" Un petit Jesus, s'il vous
plait," and goes out crunching the cake
with delight. One of the most striking
things about the preparations for Cliristmas
is the fact that all the large shops devote
the greater part of their thought and skill

to catering for those who have only a little

money to spend. Christmas is pre-eminently"
la fete des pauvres gens."
The celebrations begin after dinner on

Christmas Eve. Those who do not enter a
church during the whole year would not
dream of missing the Midnight Mass. So,
after 10 o'clock, it is almost impossible to

get a seat in any of the churches. La Made-
leine, St. Sulpice, and a few other well-

known places of worship, are filled by half-

past 8 or 9 o'clock. The congregation waits

patiently for hours, and now and then the

organist plays an offertory. An incongruous
and rather unseemly touch is given by the

theatregoers, who stroll in shortly before

midnight, in clothes that suggest frivolity
rather than devotion. They continue at
the Madeleine the evening that was begun
at the Folies-Bergeres, and will be ended
at Maxim's. They crowd into the aisles

with other late-comers, till not another

person could be packed into the church.
The side-chapels have been filled long ago :

their sanctuaries are reserved for prominent
members of the parish, who are accompanied
by a whole tribe of relations. For this

religious ceremony is also a family gathering.
While Mass is being said at the High Altar,

and at each of the side altars, the choir

sings the old French hymns, composed in
the Middle Ages, that are heard only on this

occasion. The church is almost in darkness :

here and there a lamp casts strange shadows
on the worshippers ; the lofty pillars and
the vaulted roof remain almost in total

obscurity. In the centre of the church the

High Altar is one great blaze of light. Even
from the far end of the church the effect is

dazzling. The flowers, the music, and the

heavy scent of incense add to the impres-
siveness of the scene.

When Mass is over the people disperse,
and the

"
reVeillon

"
begins. Weeks before-

hand tables have been reserved at certain
cafes. At some resorts the fun is fast and
furious ; other quieter cafes are filled with
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tourists or with staid French people who
are, perhaps, thinking of other

"
reveillons

"

that they spent at home. At every table

the traditional
" buche "

is served. This
cake is made to imitate a log of wood, and
the chefs take a pride in making the imita-

tion as lifelike as possible. The Yule log
is covered with snow, through which peep
clumps of moss that cling to it. To-night
one may see the quintessence of cafe life,

with all its outward picturesqueness and
inward banality.

This is the only aspect of the "
reveillon

"

that the ordinary tourist can hope to see.

It is not surprising that he should imagine
that Christmas is not a home festival. I

have often heard the astounding statement
that all Parisians spend the early hours of

Christmas in a cafe. But, while Montmartre
is enjoying itself after the fashion of Mont-
martre, a less boisterous but happier festival

is taking place behind the closely drawn
blinds of every French home.

Last Christmas I was invited to
"
re-

veillonrer
" with a family that clings to old

ideals and old traditions. We heard Mass
at the side-chapel in St. Sulpice, to which
each of them has gone every Christmas Eve
since the day of their first communion ; for,
after this event, every child is considered old

enough to stay up for Midnight Mass, and
to share in the subsequent banquet. Then
we walked back to the old home. Out of the

twenty or so present I was the only stranger,
and had been invited on account of a rela-

tive who is a lifelong friend of the family.
For at Christmas and New Year the French
are more loath to admit outsiders into their

home than at any other time.
We sat down to a cold supper of several

courses, which ended with the regulation" buche " and chocolates. The laughing,
merry pariy did not break up till half-

past three. Then we walked back through
the streets where other merrymakers were
also wending their way homeward.

After such a night even the children

stay late in bed on Christmas morning. In
the afternoon a solemn service of vespers
is celebrated in all the churches. The
"
suisses,

: '

or vergers, wear a gorgeous
uniform that is reserved for great fetes ;

the altar once more blazes with lights,
which throw into relief the rich vestments
of the priests and the fresh-faced acolytes,
clothed in scarlet and in white. Beside one
of the side altars is the great Christmas
treat which the Church reserves for the

people. All the worshippers throng to see
the "

creche," a wax-and-cardboard repre-

sentation on a small scale of the Nativity.
This is just one little survival of the miracle-

plays and the other shows which the Church
provided centuries ago for the edification
and amusement of her children. Nowadays
in France the children and here all are
children at heart till the last day of their
lives are stirred at this naive spectacle
by an emotion which few of them feel before
the Holy Families in the Louvre. Boys and
girls gaze with rapt wonder at the divine
Child ; middle-aged women murmur to
one another with tears in their eyes," Comme'il est beau ! Ah ! que c'est joli !

"

After this, though the day is not yet done,
the festive part of Christmas is over. They
think once more of to-morrow's work and
of the approaching New Year.
For New Year's Day is, after all, the real

French festival, though to the foreign on-
looker it presents few picturesque features.

Family parties gather together at lunch and
at dinner, duty calls are paid, and the grown-
ups exchange

"
etrennes," or New Year

gifts. Grandparents, aunts, and uncles must
be visited by all their younger relations.
The father and mother of a growing family
pack themselves and their children into a
cab as soon as dejeuner is over, and go off

to pay a round of visits till dinner-time.
At every house the children are regaled
with "

dragees
" and chocolates. It is

small wonder if the 2nd of January is some-
times a painful day for youngsters to look
back on.

Officials of all grades are bound by eti-

quette to visit their chiefs on this day. So
M. Fallieres holds a reception at the Elysee,
which is attended by the heads of the Army
and of every State department. And all

the way down the official hierarchy the same
thing goes on. Many Frenchmen have
cause to rejoice that this day comes but
once a year. Bachelors pay duty calls on
the hostesses who have entertained them,
and also send them boxes of chocolates,

according to the old French custom. In
fact, every one sends chocolates and gets
them in return. For weeks after the New
Year you cannot enter a French house
without being asked to have some of the
"
chocolats du Nouvel An." During the

month of January you are bound to call on
all the friends with whom you are not suffi-

ciently intimate to visit them on New Year's

Day. So, on the whole, this feast brings a
round of tiresome social obligations rather
than any real pleasure.

GERTRUDE LUCIE BURKE.
Paris.
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JONATHAN KING AND
COLLECTIONS.

HIS

NOTWITHSTAXDING that the late Mr. King's
collections have been frequently mentioned
in the newspapers, few persons have ever
heard of him or of them.

They consisted of three kinds. One was
of Christmas cards, another of valentines, of

which he was a manufacturer. These two
he required for the purposes of his business,
but irrespective of this he took a lively
interest in them, and purchased thousands
for that reason alone. The third was prints
of all kinds for the juvenile theatre, other-

wise known as "one penny plain and two-

pence coloured." These he chiefly acquired
during the last few years by buying up other
collections and remainders.
Of the cards he estimated that he had

a million and a quarter. The Christmas
number of The Studio for 1894 is devoted to

an article by the late Gleeson White on
' Christmas Cards,' inspired by King's collec-

tion. The writer refers to the loss it

would be if they should be distributed, and

suggests that if the nation can file railway
time-tables, it might keep Christmas cards.

He says Mr. King has followed the latter

subject
" from inside knowledge, more closely perhaps
than any other living person. His collection,
contained in some 700 volumes, weighing between
six and seven tons, includes about 163,000
varieties."

Of the valentines he had 25,000, interleaved

in folio volumes. These two collections are

absolutely unique, and none so complete can
ever be made again. Mr. King used to

show with great pride an intricate and
wonderful specimen of a valentine made by
his mother. For this class of work some
five guineas had to be paid. I amused him

by telling him that, as a young man, I was
fool enough to pay two guineas for a valen-

tine and did not get the girl after all ! The

only idea the present generation have
of valentines is the penny vulgarisms seen

in by-street shopwindows.
Of the juvenile theatrical prints Mr. King

had some ten thousand, also preserved in

folio volumes. Many of these prints are

now probably unique, and I know only
one person besides myself who has such a

number. King's collection of juvenile thea-

trical prints has been described to me as
" mauled and defective." I never had an

opportunity of going through all the volumes
but I have understood his chief object wa,<

not so much completeness of sets, as to ge

ne copy at least of every print issued by
every juvenile theatrical publisher. He
>ought every portrait he could of every
actor ; but, besides the plain prints, he had
hree hundred coloured and tinselled por-
raits of the juvenile series.

King's collections were accumulated

hrough years of patient searching and at
an expenditure of thousands of pounds,
have spent hours with him looking over

lis treasures, but I never heard a word of com-
mercial talk about price, which is the more
remarkable as his business was to sell. He
was a true collector ;

his possessions were

<ept because he liked to have them, and,
ike Richard Heber, he hesitated at nothing
on account of bulk or quality. He bought
wholesale, and sold in the same way ; thus,
'or instance, when he had got what he
wanted out of them, he sold for a song an
odd lot of some forty thousand of the half-

penny series of theatrical prints.*

My acquaintance with the collector com-
menced about 1905, from his desire to inspect

my collection of juvenile theatrical prints,

aarticularly those of the early penny series,

published by West, Jameson, Lloyd, Hodg-
son, and others, comprising some two or

three thousand sheets published between
1811 and 1836. Of the penny sets I know
of one other only, and that is in the Print-

Room of the British Museum, and it is

freely open to inspection. By the latter

date the above publishers had practically
ceased to exist, only one W. West, of 57,

Wych Street, the originator of the juvenile
theatre series in 1811 being still in busi-

ness ; he sold his own prints up to the year
1854, but he published no new plate after

1832 ; those of his dated 1847 are redated

from 1827. About 1833 Skelt began issuing

halfpenny sheets, and they eventually
ousted the dearer prints.
Now, who was Jonathan King, who

accumulated these overwhelming stores ? I

think I may say there is not one of your
readers who could answer this question,
and probably not a dozen who have ever

heard of his name. I have not seen a single

biographical notice of him. Years hence,
when inquiry may be made, it will be likely

to meet with a poor answer. King's father,

also a
"
Jonathan," was a foreman stone-

mason at Chenies Street, earning 28s. a
week. One day his master said,

"
Things

are so bad that there is nothing but the

* See 10 S. iv. 414 ; v. 25. There have been
some thirty notes about these prints in ' N. & Q.'

since 1873. On Christmas cards, notes will be
found in 9 S. xii. 347, 391.
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-workhouse, Jonathan, for you." But King's
lather
*' turned out, took a shop .it 45. Chapel Street

Somerstown, and went travelling from shop to

shop in juvenile plays and valentines, and die

not go to the workhouse."

This was in 1844. In 1852 he removed to

56 (renumbered 43), Seymour Street, Euston

"Square, and at this address his name is

given on some of Green's juvenile theatre

plays as vendor. He died about 1865.

Jonathan King the collector was born
28 Oct., 1836, at Tottenham Court Road,
and began in his father's business at Chapel
Street when twelve years of age.

In 1862 he was married at St. Pancras
Church ;

after the ceremony he went back
and opened his shop at 22, Stevenson

Terrace, afterwards renumbered 295, Cale-

donian Road. As he required larger pre-
mises in 1872, he bought 302 and 304,
Essex Road, Islington. With the greatest
reluctance in 1905 he retired in favour of

his sons, and lived the life of a private

gentleman but he could not dissociate

himself from the business, and he died, as

he had lived, over his shop on 25 April, 1912.

When I sent my draft of these dates to

Mr. King, he pretended to make fun of the

particulars I had from time to time gleaned
from him ; so, on returning it, he wrote on
the back :

"I don't know when I was vaccinated; my
father was inoculated for cowpox. I left school
at about twelve years of age; being ill, my attend-
ance had been very bad. I never got further
than four pages in any schoolbook ; changed
school when I went again, and began the same
tiooks again at page 1 ; never got out of A in

spelling," &c.

But on his retirement his troubles began.
Up to this time he had always had his own
way and wanted nothing from anybody,
but now the tables were turned. He had
these vast collections of valentines and
cards, which were no longer required for

business purposes ;
his children took no

interest in them, and the idea seized upon
him that he had better get them housed in

some place where they would not be broken

up. He surmised that no private person
would buy, so he thought of the public
institutions. He first tentatively tried to
sell to the Print-Room, British Museum, but
Iris offer was refused without hesitation

they had " no money." Then, desiring to

perpetuate his name as a collector, he
offered to present them. This was declined
with equal decision they had " no room."
<5reat was his disappointment at the refusal

of so magnificent an offer. He had been

endeavouring to make the collections better
known through the Press, and a number of
articles and paragraphs appeared in the

magazines and newspapers, many of them
suggesting that the collections should belong
to the nation. Next he offered the valentines
and cards alone to the British Museum
Library ; they were at first declined, but
after a time he was persuaded to offer them
again. On 3 July, 1911, he wrote to me
that at last the British Museum " have con-
descended to accept my collections : the
lot catalogues, index, Press cuttings, &c.,"
and he added that it was only subject to
the approval of the Trustee^, which was a
" mere formality

"
so he had altered his

will to suit the circumstances. Not long after-

wards I saw him, and he then told me of his
amazement the Trustees had declined his

proposed gift. This was a knock-down blow
and a bitter disappointment. Mr. King's
executors, I venture to say, are not

going to beg and pray of any public
institutions to receive them, as their father
did : they are now for sale. *

When we think that a house would have
to be provided for these hundreds of large
folio volumes, it is conceivable that the
Trustees thought the collections did not
warrant such an outlay. But housing was
only the initial cost. To put them in order
so that they could be consulted by the

public the volumes would require to be

newly bound, a far greater expense than
ordinary binding ;

and a still greater expense
would have to be incurred if they required
to be catalogued and that from the nature
of the case by a person obliged to feel

his way. Any one to whom the task

might be entrusted would be undertaking
work of which he was totally ignorant,
and, however industrious he might be, the

cataloguing would take years to complete.

* Since reading a proof of this note I have
inspected King's will. It is in his own hand-
writing and his own composition, consequently
somewhat ambiguous. There being an omission
an affidavit of due execution was required. It
is dated 1 July, 1011, which seems inconsistent with
iia statement to me as above, unless this is the
altered will. He leaves the things in his "home"
>vhich, I presume, means house) to his daughters
Kllen Rose King and Prances King. As all his

jooks, valentines, Christmas cards, &c., are in his
'

home," they would now seem to belong to these
adies. The rest of his property is to be divided
between his [thirteen] children, the unmarried
daughters to take two shares.

I should like to observe that I asked him for
some particulars about himself for a catalogue

'

have long had in hand of all juvenile theatrical

rtists, authors, publishers, printsellers, &c.
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With King's knowledge this would have been
rendered much easier.

King next offered to present the whole
of his collections to the London Museum.
They were declined at first, but afterwards
a portion was accepted. This consisted of
about one hundred of the framed "

tin-

selled portraits," a selection from which was
exhibited at the opening, and forty enormous
folio volumes of juvenile theatrical prints,

chiefly comprising the halfpenny series.

One day in December, 1911. 1 happened to

?ay
a visit to the London Museum, and as

came out a van was at the door unloading.
I immediately recognized King's gift, and
said to the carman,

"
I see you have come

from Mr. King's at Islington." He admitted
he had, showing considerable surprise.
King did not avail himself of his

"
donor's ticket

"
for the opening, but he

went afterwards, and expressed to me his

disappointment at the place given to his

portraits ; but still more at the way they
were hung,

"
showing an utter want of

knowledge of chronological and theatrical
order and appropriateness," which might
have been avoided if he had been consulted.
He also complained that he had never once
been allowed to see the Keeper. After

having inspected the wonderful show at the
London Museum. I can well understand the
enormous pressure on Mr. Laking's time. It
is difficult to imagine how he got the exhibits
into such order as he has in the time, and
in the very limited, and in many instances

inadequate, space at his disposal.

Shortly before his death King privately
printed at his own press a quarto pamphlet
of eight pages, without title. It has his

portrait as an old man, but a far better

portrait, probably taken twenty years
previously, is in The British Empire Journal
for June, 1908. The matter of his pamphlet
is apparently taken from some newspaper
account of his gift to the London Museum.
He prints the letter, dated 4th Jan., 1912,

accepting it.

Jonathan King was a devout man through
life. When he began business he deter-
mined never to open his shop on Sundays.
He was told he would soon be ruined, and,
indeed, the loss must have been great, when
it is considered that in those times in his

neighbourhood Sunday was the busiest day
of the week. He was also a staunch tee-

totaller.
-but nullified this in my idea by

being an immoderate smoker of cigars. He
never took holidays ; the sole exception was
one at the seaside, when he got so inexpres-
sibly bored that he returned after a few days.

He was tall, broad-shouldered, and hand-
some : an indefatigable worker, making up
his mind instantly. If he had started in

life as a soldier, he had the qualities in him.

to have become a general.
RALPH THOMAS.

FEMINISM^ IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY.

RECENT expressions of opinion, not alto-

gether subdued in their tenor, find anticipa-

tion in the following quotations from two

seventeenth-century writers whose singular,,

almost contemporaneous, concurrence of view

seems not to have been perceived by literary

historians or critics. It would be interesting

to discover other declarations of uncom-

promising feminism dating from about

the same time.
The first is to be found in the character-

istically acrid pamphlet or essay by Quevedo,
entitled 'La Fortuna con seso y la hora de

todos,' published in 1650 at Zaragoza, five

years after the death of its author. M. E.

Merimee, in his excellent monograph on.

Quevedo (1886), mentions the dedication of

the work as bearing the date 1636, and

points out the close intellectual and moral

connexion of this composition with the often-

translated
'

Suefios,' or
'

Visions. The

passage in question runs as follows r

" One of these women, the richness of whose

beauty was but increased through the convulsion,

of her anger .... exclaimed :

'

Tyrants, on what

ground, seeing that women constitute one naif

of the human race, have you by yourselves

framed laws against them, without their consent

and out of your own arbitrary will? }ou
d

us the privilege of studies, lest we should outstrip

you in them. . .you have estabhshed
yur^lves

as arbiters of peace and war, whilst we have t

suffer for your madness ; unfaithfulness is in oui

case a mortal crime, with you an amusement m
life ; you wish us to be good, m order that voxt

may be wicked ; pure, in order that you may b

dissolute ; not a single feeling on our part but

vou chain it up, &c Now is the day

reform, either by giving us our share m learn

and government, or by hearing us and
I'^temng

the burden of laws which press on us, through

the passing of some in our favour as well as t

repeal of others which are injurious tc us.

My other authority is Fransoh du Soucyr

Seigneur de Gerzan, in
' Le Tnomphe d<*

Dames,' of which the first edition is dated

1646. The work was well known in its

day, and was ushered into publicity by

eighteen laudatory* introductions (largely

sonnets) written by such literary men of that

time as La Chapelle, Colletet, Furetiere,

&c. It is in reality of the nature of a tau*

or encmnium, in rebuttal of the traditional
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charges against women namely, frivolity,

vanity, credulity, deceitfulness, weakness of

body and mind, incapacity for learning,

great action, or government, with the one
valuable attribute of beauty, which is

fleeting.
The reasoning in this treatise smacks of

the schools, with its array of premises from
which conclusions follow with more or less

of logical rigour ; and as in the conventional
laus, so here the arguments are often enough
more ingenious than inexpugnable. Their

quaintness of phrasing imposes quotation of
them in the original (chap. ii. p. 21) :

" Et quoy que nous trouvions dans la Gcnese
que ce fut Eve qui porta son mari a manger du
fruict defendu, neantmoins ce fut Adam qui
introduisit le pech6 et la morfc dans le monde.
Car si Eve seule eust mange de la pomme d6-
fendue, nous n'aurions pas encouru le peche
originel. Aussi nous voyons que la Saincte
-Ecriture diet, que nous avons tous peche en
Adam, eo ne le diet pas en Eve .... De plus, il

cst tres certain que 1'homicide d'Abel fut faict

par Cain, sans que les femmes en eussent aulcune
connoissance .

' '

He pursues the same vein and humour in

chap. xii. p. 201 :

" Et pour tesmoigner a ce mcsme homme qu'il
tte devait jamais pretendre d'egaler ses advantages
^, ceux de la femme : apres 1'avoir cree du limon
de la terre, il forma la femme de la coste de
1'homme, qui estoit une matiere puriftee, vivifiee,
et animee, ce qui fait voir clairement que la
creation de la femme est de beaucoup plus noble
-et plus excellente que celle de 1'homme. Et
c'est peut-etre aussi pour cette raison, qu'une
femme s'estant bien lavee une fois seulement,
ne salit plus 1'eau, et qu'un homme la salit
tousiours."

And in chap. iv. p. 49 :

" Us se sont voulu faire passer dans leurs livres
pour des demy-Dieux, et les Femmes pour des
Esclaves, et d'une espece differente (et mesme
*bien inferieure) a celle des Hommes."

Like most pleaders, however, Du Soucy
when coming to close grips with his

" com-
parative

"
subject, throws out at times a

hazardous assertion which he evidently
intends shall go unchallenged :

" La grande depense est si naturelle aux
hommes qu'ils s'y portent tres facilement,
jusques a la profusion. Au lieu que 1'espargne
et la modestie, sont certainement essentielles et
bien seantes aux Dames, qui par une force
d esprit ne vont jamais. qu'au solide, a 1'ordre et
a 1 economic."

Gerzan could hardly be expected to
foresee the development in our day of "la
grande nation des femmes depensieres

"
;

but in both his elaborate advocacy and in

<Jueyedo's pungent bouiade it seems curious
to discover the very arguments now become
rso familiar to us. PAUL T. LAFLEUR.

McGrill University, Montreal.

EVERGREENS AT CHRISTMAS. It has pre-

viously been noted in
' N. & Q.' that if

prickly holly is first brought into a cottage
at Christmastime the husband will rule

during the ensuing year, and that if smooth

holly come first into the house the wife's

rule will prevail during the next twelve
months. In some Derbyshire cottages great
care was taken by the wife, aided by her

daughters, to make sure that the lads,
when they went to cut holly, brought home
the right kind first. It was held that, to

ensure a prosperous and lucky year, three

kinds of holly must be used in decorating
the house-place and window-panes prickly,
smooth, and variegated. Some held that
the white spots on the last were due to

drops of
"
Mary's milk "

falling on the

holly leaves carried by the shepherds when
they worshipped the Infant Jesus at His
birth. This was common talk when I was
a lad in Derbyshire.

In decking the leaded panes in a cottage
window care was taken that in a row of

panes at least one should have a sprig
of the variegated kind, and also that some
of the diamond-shaped panes should have

slips of yew and box in them. Xo one
would for this purpose pluck yew from
the trees in a churchyard, for such trees

were held to be sacred to the dead lying
near. As regards sprigs of box, they should
be taken from the box-borders in a garden,
or from trees growing in a garden. My
father had n row of box trees 10 ft. high in

his old garden, and these he had clipped
in the week before Christmas ; and the

clippings were free to all neighbours who
wished to have them for decorating the
house-place and window-panes.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

DlCKENSIANA : FAGIN IN
' OLIVER TWIST.'

At 4 S. xi. 253 (29 March, 1873) was
a suggestion that Dickens might have
taken his type for an instructor of juvenile
thieves from a quoted sixteenth-century
letter to Lord Treasurer Burghley. But
the following extract from The Gentleman's

Magazine, xxxv. 145, under date 25 March,
1765, may indicate a more accessible and
probable source : ;

" Four boys, detected in picking pockets.
were examined before the Lord Mayor, when one
was admitted as evidence, who gave an account,
that a man.who kept a public house near Fleet-
Market had a club of boys, whom he instructed
in picking pockets, and other iniquitous prac-
tices ; beginning first with teaching them to

pick a handkerchief out of his own pocket, and
next his watch, so that at last the evidence was
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so great an adept, that he got the publican's
watch four times in one evening, when he swore
he was as perfect as one of 20 years' practice."

The account also gives methods of instruc-

tion for pilfering out of shops, and for

breaking into shops by night. I do not
find what fate befell the principal of this

nefarious academy.
It may be recalled that two of John

Leech's early cartoons in Punch represented
* The Royal Fagin of France instructing his

Boys
' and ' The Fagin of France after

Condemnation,' both embodying the per-

sonality of King Louis Philippe.
W. B. H.

ODD NAME OF A STBEET. When recently

walking through Chippenham (Wilts), on

?
lancing up to note the name of the street

was in, I observed printed at the corner
the unusual name of

"
Foghamshire

"
as

that of the thoroughfare* R. B.

Upton.

LADY NELSON : MAKBIAGE LINES AND
APPLICATION FOR GRATUITY, The follow-

ing are copies of Lady Nelson's application
for the gratuity due to her (owing to her
husband having been killed in action) and
of her marriage lines, which I have recently
found amongst the Bounty Papers at the

Record Office.

As I fancy these have never appeared in

print before, I thought them of sufficient

historical interest to be recorded in 'N. & Q.'

Adm. Navy Board, 3028 (Bounty Papers).
36 Weymouth S* Portland Place

6th February 1806.
GENTLEMEN
My late Husband Vice Admiral Lord Nelson,

Duke of Bronte, having been Kill'd in Battle
with the Enemy on the 21st of Octr last while

serving as Commr in Chief of His Majesty's Fleet
off Cadiz I beg leave to request that you will

be pleas'd to order me to be paid the usual

Gratuity of one Years Pay.
I am Gentlemen

Your very obed' Servant
FRANCES H. NELSON & BROXTE.

To the Honble Cornm" of His Majesty's Navy.

Adm. Navy Board, 3028 (Bounty Papers).
Nevis.

I William Jones, Clerk, Rector of the Parishes
of Saint John & Saint Thomas in the said Island,
do hereby certify that Horatio Nelson Esqe

,

Captain of His Majesty's Ship the Boreas, and
Frances Herbert Nisbet, Widow, were married
this eleventh day of March in the year of our
Lord one thousand seven hundred & eighty
seven, according to the Canons and Constitutions
of the Church of England, at the dwelling-house of

the Honourable John Richardson Herbert (Presi-

dent of His Majesty's Council and Deputy

Ordinary of the said Island) in the aforesaid
Parish of Saint John.

Given under my hand the day and Year above
written. WILL: JONES.

This marriage was solemnized between us in the

presence of "1 HORATIO NELSON.
William* J FRANCES HERBERT NISBET.

Copy-

Adm. Navy Board, 3028 (Bounty Papers)
(1805-1806).

Victory
Vice Admiral Lord Nelson Duke of Bronte &c. &c.

Slain in fight, 21 October 1805. *. d.

One year full Pay is 912 10
GEO. DAYSH.

6 Feb r-v 1806.
Bill made out
6 Febi-uary 1806.

E. H. FAIRBROTHER.

[Our old and valued contributor His HONOUR
J, S. UDAL, then the Chief Justice of the Leeward
Islands, printed at 10 S. v. 61 the original entry iu

the Nevis marriage register.]

"THE POINT-IN-VIEW CHAPEL," Ex-
MOXJTH. Erected by Miss Mary Parminter
in 1813. A strange condition was made by
the donor that the oak trees in the grounds
shall never be cut down unless they are

required to build ships to carry the Jews
back to Palestine.

WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,

in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

"To TOOL THE REINS." This expression
is well known to me in the sense

"
to drive

skilfully," but I do not find any examples of

it among the uses of tool collected for the
'

Dictionary,' although there are instances in

abundance of "to tool a coach/'
" the mail,"

"a team," "she tooled herself," ''his mare
tooled him along," &c. Is

"
to tool the

reins
" northern ? I have often seen it in

newspapers. I shall be glad of either oral

or written examples of its use. Address

"Oxford." J. A. H. MURRAY.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF ESHER. This place
is mentioned in Domesday Book (fol. 32 b

;

see also Second Index, p. 149), where

the name is spelt Aissele. This form
is probably a Norman spelling of an Old

English name JEscheale, composed of O.E.

* Prince William* Duke of Clarence, and after-

wards King William IV.
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cesc (an ash) and heale, the locative form
of O.E. healh, a word of frequent occurrence
in place-names in the sense of a piece of
flat alluvial land by the dde of a river.

See ' E.D.D.' under the words '

Haugh,'
'

Hale,' and '

Bale.' The word haugh repre-
sents the nominative form healh, and is

found in the names of places in the North of

England, where it is of common occurrence
as an appellative. The locative forms hale
and eale are met with in local names in the
South as well as in the North. See Skeat's
' Place-Names of Herts

'

(p. 29), and also his
'

Berkshire Place-Names
'

(p. 52).

Ashele, which is doubtless the same word
as the Domesday Aissele, is not an un-
common place-name in the East and South
of England, as one may see from the Indexes
of the

'

Calendarium Inquisitionum post
Mortem '

(Edward III., Richard II.), ed.

Cayley (1821). The name is found in

Norfolk, Essex, Northamptonshire, Wilts,
and Hants.
In the reign of Henry III. Esher is entered

in the form Assere in the ' Testa de Nevill
'

(fol. 221 b), ed. 1807. Robert de Watevile
is stated to have held (under the Abbot of

Chertsey) one-fourth of a knight's fee in
Assere (see Index).

My query is, Can this Assere (of which
Esher is a later spelling) be the same word
as the Domesday Aissele ?

A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford

ANALYZING THE WATER OP THE DEAD
SEA. Chateaubriand notes in his

'

Travels
to Jerusalem and the Holy Land '

(trans-
lated by Frederic Shoberl, 1835), i. 344,
that an analysis of the water of the Dead
Sea "

has recently been made in London by
Mr. Gordon." He also notes (ii. 116) that
thirteen pilgrims inscribed their names on
the inside of the door of the Pilgrims' Great
Room in the Convent of the Latin Fathers :

" The first was Charles Lombard, who was at
Jerusalem in 1669, and the last John Gordon,
the date of whose visit is 1804."

Shoberl suggests in a note that this Gordon
is probably identical with the analyzer
aforesaid. What is known of this traveller
and his analysis ? J. M. BULLOCH.

123. Pall Mall.

FRENCH : O'CONNOB. Francis French (vide
Sir Bernard Burke's '

Peerage,' s. De Freyne)
of Gortrassy and Sessurman Castle, co. Sligo,
married Una O'Connor, of the ancient race
of O'Connor, Sligo. She was descended from
Turlough O'Connor, King of Ireland,

through Cathal Red-Hand O'Connor, King:
of Connaught, and Odo O'Connor, King of

Connaught. Will some one oblige me with
the missing links of the genealogical chain t

J. P. STILWELI*
Hilfleld, Yateley.

VARIANTS IN THE TEXT or ' KENIL-
WORTH.' In the edition of 'Kenilworth*

published by Thomas Nelson & Sons in their

"New Century Library" (1905) I find this

sentence about the middle of chap. xiv. :

" ' And is this all of you, my mates,' inquired
Tressilian,

' that arc about my lord in his utmost
straits ?

' '

In the popular edition published by Adam
& Charles Black in 1891, however, the

sentence runs :

" ' And is this all that are of you, my mates
*

said Tressilian,
' that are aboxit my lord in his

utmost straits ?
' '

This reading has got into an abbreviated
edition for German schools published by
Velhagen & Klasing of Bielefeld.

Will some one who has access to the

original editions kindly tell me the degree of

authority attaching to these two readings ?

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

DESCENT OF DARNLEY. I have .

stated that the Earl of Lennox, father of

Darnley, husband of Mary, Queen of Scots,

was descended in direct male legitimate
line from Robert II., first Stewart King of

Scotland. Can any of your readers state

the names of the persons through whom
Lennox was so descended ?

C. SOMERS COCKS.

CHRISTIE OF BABERTON. Information i

desired regarding this family. Rear-Admiral
Christie of Baberton seems to have owned

property (Belmont) near Bath, and married

into the family of Braithwaite. Other
members of the family seem to have linked

themselves with members of the families of

Reeves of Langley and of Wilmer.
R, B. L.

ARKINSTALL : BONIFACE. I am desirous

of learning whether there is to be seen any-
where a pedigree, complete down to the last

century, (1) of the Arkinstalls of Ely, the

family' mentioned in the Heralds' Visitation

of Cambridge, 1619. Arms, Ermine, a fesse

sable between three martlets of the second.

Crest, On a mount vert a greyhound sejant
ermine. (2) Of the Bonifaces of Arundel,
Sussex. Crest, A talbot passant sable.

G. A. WOODROFFE PHILLIPS.
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'Puss IN PATTENS." I have an old small-
folio print thus entitled, representing an
old woman, with cat's head, selling fish and
game, and with pattens on her feet. On
her arm is a basket (of asparagus ?) labelled"
Battersea Bundles." Published by I.

Marshall, 4, Aldermary Churchyard, Bow
Lane, London, 28 Sept.. 1782. Any infor-
mation as to meaning and allusions would
be welcomed. T. JESSON.

HAMPDEN SURNAME. I shall be obliged
if any one can say, more or less authori-

tatively, how the surname of the patriot
John Hampden was pronounced in his own
time, or at any time within the seventeenth
century. DIEGO.

AUTHOR WANTED. Who wrote a poem
called

' The Water Mill,' beginning,
Listen to the water-mill, all the livelong day,How the clicking of the wheels wears the hours

away ?

There are five verses, each ending with the
refrain,

The mill will never grind with the water that is

past.
A. B.

[The poem sought is
' The Lesson of the Water-

mill,' by Sarah Doudney. See 7 S. iii. 299, and the
parallels there quoted.]

CARLYLE'S " CARCASSONNE." What is

meant by the following phrase :

" America
remained Carlyle's Carcassonne "

? It is to
be found in the introduction to an American
edition of Carlyle's

' Heroes and Hero
Worship,' and has reference to Emerson's
invitation to Carlyle to visit and lecture
in America.

ARCHIBALD SPARKE, F.R.S.L.

[The allusion is doubtless to Nadaud's poem
' Je

n'aijanmis vu Carcassonne,' discussed in the pre-
sent volume.]

FIRE-RITUAL : A SURVIVAL. In an article
entitled

' Ser y Ddaear '

(' Stars of the
Earth,' i.e., glow-worms), in the autumn
number of the new Welsh quarterly T
Beirniad, Mr. Z. Mather refers to what seems
a curious survival of the cult of fire in Wales.
He says (I translate from the Welsh) :

"
It was a custom, too, in farmhouses in Wales,

before, and indeed after, matches came into use,
to keep the fire continually alive. There is a farm-
house in one of the counties of Wales where the
fire was kept unextinguished for generations ;

and when recently the family moved to a farm
in another county they took some of the fire

carefully with' them to the new home. It was
particularly interesting to see it smoking from
the iron vessel in the corner of the pile of furniture
on the waggon as they moved on through the
country."

Can any one tell me whether this custom
still obtains anywhere else in this country ?

A Welsh friend tells me he knows a family
who keep the fire alight all night ; but this

is no parallel, since the fire is allowed to go
out on Saturdays. H. I. B.

" APIUM." What is the English equiva*
lent of the Latin apium ?

A London newspaper justly celebrated
for the general excellence of its literary
reviews, in a recent issue, referring to Ju-

venal, viii. 226, asserted that apium should
be translated, not "

parsley," but "
celery,"

on the ground that parsley was unknown
in ancient Italy. Juvenal was no doubt

translating by apium the Greek word
rri\ivov.

Can any of your learned contributors,
such as PROF. BENSLY, say whether <rAivo/
should be rendered

"
celery

"
? We shall

have to part with one more illusion if the

proverbial
"
parsley-wreath

"
is proved to

be scientifically incorrect. One of the

most accurate of English scholars, the late

Prof. J. E. B. Mayor, translates both apium
and (reAii/ov by "parsley." DINNA KEN.

CAMPBELL. Can any of your readers

kindly supply me with information as_^to
the address of the descendants of General

Sir James Campbell, K.C.B., K.C.H., of

the 94th Foot, a Peninsular officer, who
died in 1835 ? In his will he mentions his

wife, Lady Dorothea Louisa^ Campbell ;

brother Col. Charles Campbell; aunt Mrs.
Whistler ; uncle John Mackay ; cousin Capt,
John Home-Home; son James Campbell;
and three daughters Louisa, Charlotte, and

Emily Campbell.
What family of Campbells did the General

belong to ? Please reply direct.

G. H. LAWRENCE, Major.
Fulwood Barracks, Preston.

REFERENCES WANTED. I should be much
obliged if you could, through the medium
of your columns, help me to find the refer-

ences for the following quotations :

1. .Tugulantur homines ne nihil agatur.
2. Lympha pudica Deum vidit et erubuit.

Also, if you could tell me to what Sir

Thomas Browne refers when, in his essay
on '

Dreams,' he speaks of

(a)
" Dreams of Lipara."

(6)
" He that dreamed that he saw his father

washed by Juppiter and anointed by the sun."

A. F. S.

[2.
"
Lympha," &c., is the last line of No. 96

of Crashaw's '

Epigrammatum Sacrorum Liber
'

on the miracle at Cana in Galilee.]
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TOPCLIFFE, THE RACK - MASTER OF THE
TOWER.- Can any reader of

'

N. & Q.' tell

me where I can find the best account of

Topcliffe, who was Rack - Master in the
Tower in the time of Elizabeth ? I think
there is a very scarce pamphlet entitled
' Some Account of Mr. Topcliffe,' by one of his

victims, some extracts from which appeared
in a Catholic paper several years ago ;

but no doubt there are other accounts of this

grim personage, who figures so prominently
in Monsignor Benson's last book,

' Come
Rack, Come Rope.' In a list of old pam-
phlets I note ' An Apologie for Master

Topcliffe,' but unfortunately neither date
nor any further particulars are given.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
23, Unthank Road, Norwich.

. [There is a long account of Topcliffe in the
'D.N.B.,' the bibliography at the end of the article

supplying many authorities, including several refer-

ences to
' N . & Q.']

EXCISEMAN GILL. What is actually
known of Exciseman Gill of the Ingoldsby
legend

' The Smuggler's Leap
'

?

Come lower away, lads once on the hill,
We '11 laugh ho ! ho ! at Exciseman Gill.

The note which heads the legend, taken from
'

Supplement to Lewis's History of Thanet,'
by the Rev. Samuel Pegge, 1796, says that
he was " a riding officer from Sandwich "

called Anthony Gill, and that he lost his
life by falling over a chalk-pit at Acol
whilst in pursuit of a smuggler. Is there

any contemporary newspaper or magazine
record relating to this affair, or is the date
of the occurrence known ?

In The Kentish Companion for 1780,
among the names of the Riding Officers of
the Custom House at Folkestone, there

appears
"

J. Gill." This cannot be the
Exciseman Gill of the legend, for

"
Anthony

Gill
"

is said to have belonged to the
"
early

part
"

of the same century. G. H. W.

WILLIAM DARGAN. Can any of your
readers inform me whether there has been
written a biography of Wm. Dargan. 1799-
1857, who found the 100,000/. required for
the Dublin Exhibition of 1853, and to whose
memory the National Portrait Gallery in
Dublin was erected ?

G. A. WOODROFFE PHILLIPS.

[Dargan is included in the 'D.N.B.,' authorities,
as usual, being cited at the end.]

THE SYMBOLISM OF THE PENTALPHA.
Will any correspondent indicate to me in
what books or brochures I may find informa-
tion on this subject ? J. H. R.

Hrplws.

DOOMS IN CHURCHES.

(11 S. vi. 410.)

I SEND H. H. the following particulars,
drawn partly from personal observation,

partly from guide-books and local know-

ledge, and the pages of The Archaeologist,
The Gentleman's Magazine, and similar

sources.

Doom pictures, or representations of the

Day of Judgment, in fresco or painting,
on the wall of the church or on wooden
panelling, are to be found in Suffolk at
Wenhaston and Yaxley ; at St. Michael's

Church, St. Albans (part) ; Dawsworth in

Cheshire ; Holy Trinity, Coventry ; Dawn-
trey in Wilts (is this a misprint in The
Archaeologist for Dauntsey ?) ; Chaldon in

Surrey ; Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire ; and
on the triforium of Gloucester Cathedral.
A Doom picture also occurs in the glass

of the west window of Fairford Church and
on the roof of Llandanwig, Merionethshire.
On the roof of St. John the Baptist's Chapel,
St. Mary's, Guildford, is, or was, a series

of medallions, ascribed temp. Henry III.,

one of which represents St. Michael weighing
souls in the scales.

This is probably not a complete list of

the Dooms known to exist, though I have

frequently been given a shorter list as
"
complete." Besides, a Doom picture is

known to xist behind the whitewash
of the Guild Chapel, Stratford-on-Avon ;

traces of painted angels at Warlingham,
Surrey, may have formed part of such a

picture ; while the partitions above the
rood-screen at Bushey, Herts, and Elling-
ham, Hants, show signs of once being filled

in this manner. I have heard that one was
accidentally destroyed at Poslingford, Suf-

folk. One was sold from Enfield Church,
Middlesex, and one from Dartford, Kent.
WThere are they now ?

The finest example I have seen is at
Wenhaston. The picture is on panels, and
was only revealed by accident about 1892.

Before this discovery part of the panel (then
whitewashed over) had been cut away to

admit a stovepipe. The Doom has been
removed from its right position, and is

placed in the organ loft, where it is safe

from damage, but not, unhappily, in a very
good position for light. It measures 8 ft. 6 in.

by about 17 ft. In this case Doom and Rood
were connected, the picture being divided
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into four parts by a large cross in outline,
on which must once have been a sculptured
crucifix, while the lower sections were sub-
divided by the figures, probably, of Our
Lady and St. John, outlines of which
remain.
The groundwork is tinted a dull green,

and if the colours be unrestored, they have
wonderfully kept their freshness. Above
the dexter cross-beam is Our Lord as Judge,
seated on the rainbow, a crimson cloak
round His body, all the marks of the Cruci-
fixion being shown. Above His head is

the sun ; a scroll from which the inscrip-
tion is gone comes from His right hand,
raised in blessing.
Below the dexter beam are the good souls.

Four are being received by St. Peter, "in

full papal attire. He stands at the door of

Heaven, from which he was separated in
the pristine glory of the Doom by a sculp-
tured figure. The four good souls are nude,
but two, a male and female, wear crowns,
a third a mitre, and a fourth a cardinal's
hat. These were, of course, a king, queen,
bishop, and cardinal. I do not know if

they were portraits. Beyond is Heaven
a fine mansion with windows and a loop-
hole. An angel stands at each door, admit-

ting a "
good soul." The fresh, blithe face

of the angel at the extreme dexter is abso-

lutely, not only archaeologically, lovely, and
has haunted me ever since I saw it. The
upper part of the mansion was destroyed by
the stovepipe.

Opposite the figure of Our Lord, above
the sinister beam of the Cross, are Our
Lady (uncrowned, the moon above her head)
and St. John the Baptist, interceding ; and
immediately below them three or four

figures are shown, rising from the dead.
Below the sinister beam is the group of
"
Soul-Weighing/' St. Michael, in crimson

and white, holds the sword and balance,
in which two small demons (a man's bad
deeds) are being weighed against a small
nude human figure (a man's good deeds).
The good deeds are, in this case, outweighing
the bad. Xear is the Devil, holding scrolls

from which the legend has gone, and having
horns, wings, and tail.

Behind this, and divided from it formerly

by a sculptured figure, are the
' ; Jaws of

Hell
" a dragon's or leviathan's mouth,

with eyes, fangs, and snout. On the head
sits a demon, blowing a horn, while within
the jaws a demon drags eight or nine figures,

prodded from behind by a devil with a two-

pronged fork. A female figure is being
dragged down by a third spirit.

I have no further details in my notes,
and the only picture I have is indistinct.
The architectural details, the garb of
St. Peter, the cardinal's hat, &c., and the
dark complexions of all the persons con-
cerned, would lead one to ascribe the
Doom to the end of the fifteenth century
or beginning of the sixteenth. The
excellent preservation of the whole thing
leads one to suppose it to have been moder-
ately fresh at the Reformation white-

washing. There is a good deal of fifteenth-

century or early sixteenth-century restora-
tion work in the church, and the painting
of the Doom may very likely have been

part of a large scheme for church repairs
and decoration.

In comparing the proportion of Dooms on
panels to Dooms on the actual wall of the
church, it must be remembered that panel-
work would be more perishable, and more
apt to be lost or destroyed, or taken as
builder's perquisite. There is every hope
that many of the whitewashed walls of our

country churches may bear Dooms, preserved
by their present disfigurement to future

generations. Thus at Dawntrey (Dauntsey ?),

Wilts, some of the panels have been found
and placed together : others are still miss-

ing. The right place for the Doom was the
chancel arch, and if there were none, the

space between rood-screen and roof might
have often been filled by a panelled
partition. At St. Michael's, St. Albans,
the Doom, portions of which still survive,
was painted partly on the wall, partly on

panel.
The whitewash on the walls of the Guild

Chapel, Stratford-on-Avon, still holds its

treasures concealed. In 1804, during some

repairs, these mural pictures were un-
covered and copied by Thos. Fisher. This
series was published in colours, together
with other interesting relics of Stratford.

As at Wenhaston, Doom and Rood were

incorporated in an effectual
' ; memento

mori." The Cross and figures must be much
smaller, and above sits Our Lord on the

rainbow, Mary as Queen of Heaven and
St. John the Baptist interceding. The
upper dexter part is filled by Heaven, a
castellated mansion, with angels on the

ramparts. St. Peter, keys in hand, stands
at the door, receiving a group of about

eighteen
"
souls," male and female one

crowned, one mitred, two (I think) with

papal tiaras. In the dexter foreground are
"
souls

"
rising from stone tombs and from

the ground one in crown, one in tiara, one

mitred, and three tonsured.
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On the sinister side the devils drag a

group to the Jaws of Hell and torment. In
the lower sinister portion is a furnace, full

of "souls/' being heated. Five "souls"
bear scrolls labelled

"
Avaricia,"

"
Ira,""

Supbia,"
" Invedua "

(sic),
" Gula." There

is no soul-weighing here. If Fisher's water-
colour reproductions be accurate, the artistic

level of the whole is, to the lay mind, below
that of the Wenhaston Doom. The figures
of Our Lord, the B.V.M., St. John, and St.
Peter are gigantic in comparison with the
rest. Complexions are fairer than at Wen-
haston. Possibly here, though no trace
remains in the drawing, all seven deadly
sins were represented, and the inscriptions
may in other cases have worn off. At
St. Michael's, St. Albans,

"
Ebrietas "

occurred, either as a variant of Gula, or in

pursuance of another scheme.
At Chaldon, Surrey, the Doom is divided

into sections by the " Ladder of Salvation."
Hell and its torments occur on the dexter
side, and the weighing of souls by St. Michael
on the sinister. In the top sinister is Our
Lord fighting Satan; also the Tree of Life,
and Usury in the flames. The number of
lost souls in this picture leads to the local
nomenclature of

" The Devils."
In the triforium of Gloucester Cathedral is

a Doom discovered in 1718. The Classic style
of architecture of the Mansions of the Blest,
and the absence of the B.V.M. or any other
intercessory figure, lead one to suppose it to be
a rare example of post-Reformation work.
In a mediaeval "

Priests' Book," the name
of which I have mislaid, occurs an adjura-
tion to the parson in want of a text, running
something like this :

"
Thinke of thy

Dome, and loke to it where it hangeth in
the chirche before all folk." But the
Doom in literature is outside the scope of
this query, as also is any conjecture as to
the number of the Dooms that have ever
been in England, and whose were the
cunning hands that limned them.

E. M. F.

There is a fine example over the chancel
arch at Lutterworth, Leicestershire. H. H.
will find brief notices, without sizes, of more
than a hundred examples in

' A List of
Buildings in Great Britain and Ireland
having Mural and Other Painted Decora-
tions,' by C. E. Keyser, M.A., F.S.A.,
published by the Science and Art Depart-ment (S.K.M.). The third and latest edi-
tion is elated 1883. All the examples are
not now in existence, but Mr. Keyser quotes
his authorities. A. W. ANDERSON.

Not inside the building, but in the tym-
panum of the exterior doorway leading
directly into the small graveyard of St.

Stephen's Church from Coleman Street,

City, is one of the most remarkable old

wood-carvings to be seen in all London.
The late George Godwin, F.S.A., in his
' Churches of London '

(1839) thus describes

it :

"
It is a very curious piece of sculpture of

alto relievo, embodying the Last Judgment. The
tombs are giving forth their tenants, and angels
are assisting to free from their coffins those that
have arisen, and to aid their approach to the

Creator, who is seen in the upper part of the com-
position, delivering judgment."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

The fresco at Lutterworth representing
the Last Judgment was discovered during
a restoration of the church by the late

Sir George Gilbert Scott, R.A., in 1868.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

[R. B., MK. G. C. HINDLEY, Mr. W. HOWARU-
FLANDERS, and MB. FRANCIS P. MARCHANT also

thanked for replies.]

NOVALIS AND JOHN STUART MILL ON
SUICIDE (11 S. vi. 369). I do not think

that Novalis can be said to have recommended
to mankind the simultaneous act of suicide.

It is well known that, after the death of his

betrothed, Sophie von Kiihn, in 1797, he
believed he could will himself to die, and
resolved to follow her to the grave by that

means. In ' Die Lehrlinge zu Sais,' written

not long after Sophie's death, he contrasts

the attitude of different persons to Nature.
Some are indefatigable in their efforts to

develop her resources and comprehend her

mysteries, others despair at the complexity
and infinitude of the problems. To such

persons Nature becomes " an awful mill of

death
"

; she stimulates their curiosity,

goads them to madness, and their only way
of escape is by suicide :

" Nur innre Uneinigkeit der Naturkrafte habe
die Menschen bis jetzo erhalten, indes konne
jener grosse Zeitpunkt nicht ausbleiben, wo sich

die samtlichen Menschen durch einen grossen
gemeinschaftlichen Entschluss aus dieser pein-
lichen Lage, aus diesem furchtbaren Gefangnisse
reissen und durch eine freiwillige Entsagung ihrer

hiesigen Besitzttimer auf ewig ihr Geschlecht
aus diesem Jammer erlosen, und in eine gliick-
lichere Welt, zu ihrem alten Vater retten wiirden.

So endeten sie doch ihrer wiirdig, und kamen ihrer

notwendigen, gewaltsamen Vertilgung oder einer

noch entsetzlicheren Ausartung in Tiere, durch
stufenweise Zerstorung der Denkorgane, durch
Wahnsinn, auvor."
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In the words of Carlyle, who translates the
whole passage in his

'

Essay on Novalis
'

:

"
Only inward disunion among the powers of

Nature has preserved men hitherto ; nevertheless,
that great epoch cannot fail to arrive, when the
whole family of mankind, by a grand universal
Resolve, will snatch themselves from this sorrow-
ful condition, from this frightful imprisonment ;

and by a voluntary Abdication of their terrestrial

abode; redeem their race from this anguish, and
seek refuge in a happier world, with their ancient
Father. Thus might they end worthily ; and
prevent a necessary, violent destruction ; or a
still more horrible "degenerating into Beasts, by
gradual dissolution of their thinking organs,
through Insanity."

"That theory," remarks Carlyle, "of the
human species ending by a universal simul-
taneous act of Suicide, will, to the more
simple sort of readers, be new." (Note tKat
Mill's language is evidently influenced by
Carlyle.)

In ' Sartor Resartus,' ii. 7, 8, the phrase"
Mill of Death "

is taken literally from this

passage of Novalis. In his
'

Essay
'

Carlyle
translates it

" Machine of Death." The

metaphor of the mill recurs in
' Die Christen-

heit oder Europa,' by Novalis, a portion of

which Carlyle translated at the end of his
'

Essay on Voltaire.'

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

THE ORIGINAL "UNCLE TOM" (11 S.

vi. 367, 436), I wonder if those who are

discussing this problem have read what Mrs.
Beecher Stowe herself has to say in a chapter
she devotes to the subject in her '

Key to

Uncle Tom's Cabin,' published many years
ago by Clarke, Beeton & Co. of 148, Fleet

Street. If not, they may find it instructive,

and, coming from the fountain-head, more
reliable than the best conjectures.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

About the time mentioned by W. B. S.

the Rev. Josiah Henson lectured on his

career at various places in the West of Scot-

land. Those managing for him announced
that he was the original

" Uncle Tom," and
his account of himself rested mainly upon
that assumption. In simple but effective

style he described his bitter experiences of

slavery, and showed traces of his sufferings
in disfigured wrists and knotted fingers.

At the close of his remarks those who
cared were allowed to shake hands with him,
and as one of his more youthful auditors

I readily seized such an opportunity to

recognize the hero of a famous book. Who-
ever he was, the lecturer, in his own way, was
a remarkable man. THOMAS BAYNE.

' BlNGEN ON THE RHINE '

(11 S. vi.

427). This is the title of a poem by the.

Hon. Mrs. Norton which appears in vol. vii.

of Mr. Miles's
' The Poets and the Poetry of

the Century.' It purport, to be the last

reminiscence of his native land by a "
soldier

of the Legion
"
dying at Algiers.

C. C. B.

This poem, by the Hon. Mrs. Norton, can
be probably found in her collected works.

But if MR. GOODWIN cannot obtain these,

I shall be happy to send him a copy of the

verses in question. Thev were printed in
' The Royal Reader,' No. 6. In Chatterbox,

1877 (the year of the author's death), they
were printed with an illustration. Two
stanzas are there omitted, the author's name
does not occur, and the poem is headed

' The

Dying Soldier.' J." PARSON.

Is not this Southey's poem
' God's Judg-

ment on a Bishop,' better known as
'

Bishop
Hatto '

? In the middle of the Rhine

stands the Mditseturm, the tower of Bishop
Hatto, as noted by Longfellow in

' The
Children's Hour '

:

They almost devour me with kisses,

Their arms about me entwine,
Till I think of the Bishop of Bingen,

In his Mouse-tower on the Rhine.

WM. H. PEET.

I have forgotten the tune and words of

this song, which nearly everybody sang fifty

years ago ; but if MR. GOODWIN can get a

catalogue of The Musical Bouquet publica-

tions, he may find it still on the list. C.

Sheard was the publisher.
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

This poem of seven stanzas, written by
the Hon. Mrs. Norton, is to be found in

many collections. Thus it occupies p. 376

of the latest edition of Bell's
' Standard

Elocutionist.' J- F. HOGAN.
Royal Colonial Institute,

Northumberland Avenue.

The Hon. Mrs. Norton (1808-77) was

second daughter of Thomas Sheridan, and

granddaughter of Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

She married as her second husband Sir

William Stirling-Maxwell, Bart., 1 March,

1877, but died on 15 June following.

There is an interesting
'

Life
'

of her by
Miss Jane Gray Perkins (1909), published by
Murray.
The British Museum Catalogue mentions

an edition of this poem of hers
" with Illus-

trations," 1888, 16mo, published by J.

WT
alker & Co.. London. F. C. WHITE.
Cardiff.
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AUTHOR OF QUOTATION :

" E'EN AS HE
"

(11. S. vi. 429). The quotation
inquired about by MR. J. BEACH WHITMORE,
beginning

" E'en as he trod,
'

is from the
Dedication to Wolcott Balestier (the author's

recently deceased brother-in-law) of Rud-
yard Kipling's

' Barrack - Room Ballads.'

This poem, it may be interesting to record,
is an adaptation of an earlier one by Mr.

Kipling which appeared either in The
National Observer or its predecessor The
Scots Observer on the occasion of the prose-
cution of a publisher or bookseller for

selling the writings of Rabelais. Counsel
for the prosecution, who, I believe, was, or
rather now is, Mr. Justice Avory, spoke of
Rabelais at the police court as a "

filthy

priest," giving occasion for the panegyric
referred to. E. A. A.

[MR. W. M. CROOK, MR. P. A. MCELWAIXE, and
MR. H. LEGGE thanked for replies.]

A" DISH "OFTEA(11 S. vi. 370, 433). In
the rime of

' Cock Robin,' where it is said
the fish "caught his blood," the "little
dish

" was what is called in modern surgery
a,

"
receiver." In the old days of phle-

botomy it was called a "
bleeding basin," or

bowl. This was a dish, bowl, or porringer,
usually with a flat handle projecting from
ther rim of the vessel. In hospitals it was
made of pewter, and there were horizontal
lines in the interior to mark the amount of

blood, or purulent fluid, withdrawn by the

surgeon. These pewter
"
bleeding basins "

are now becoming scarce.

Machaon, son of Asklepios, when attend-

ing the wounded Menelaus, is represented
as holding an enormous bowl, with a foot,
but no handle. GEORGE WHERRY.
Cambridge.

I often drank tea, sixty or seventy
years ago, in cups without handles. The
oups were ornamental, with Prince of Wales's
feathers, and were said to date from the
birth of George IV.

I remember, as late, I suppose, as 1860,
that tea was drunk out of

"
dishes

"
large

cups without handles at the Hummums,
Oovent Garden. R. H. C.

"CLUB WALKS" (U.S. vi. 349, 415).
In The London Journal of 27 July, 1850,
there is given an illustrated article on ' The
Foresters' Annual Festival at Southamp-
ton.' If such be of the slightest use to
ENQUIRER, I shall have pleasure in for-

warding it to him on receiving his address.
J. W. SCOTT.

20, Paradise Place. Leeds.

TO BE " OUT " FOR A THING TO Do A
THING (11 S. vi. 409). About two years ago
I first noticed this old word in its new sense.

An American athletic team had been playing
over here, and were accused of unfair play.
Their trainer, when interviewed, said,

" No
doubt the boys were out to win." Since
then I have constantly seen the phrase and
its variants "out for blood,"

" out for profits,"
and the like.

While we are on new phrases let me call

attention to
"
Up against you" and "It

stands to you
"

to do such and such.

DRYASDUST.

By an interesting coincidence I have just
come across this expression in two papers,
each bearing the date 23 Nov :

1.
" But the owner is not always out to win

the stable is not always out to win ; the jockey
is not always out to win." The Nation.

2.
" The ' immense curve of Burke's political

thinking
'

is one of his neat phrases which show
that he is not '

out,' like the usual biographer,
to defend a hero against reason and history."-
Saturday Review.

It will be observed that The Saturday
Review is not in ecstasies over the new
arrival, and deems it prudent to query its

raison d'etre by placing it between inverted

commas. WILLIAM L. STOREY.

I should say that DR. KRUEGER has not

rightly paraphrased this expression, and
that the

' N.E.D.' does recognize it. The
meaning is "to be fighting for," "to be
intent on obtaining

" a thing. A platform
speaker says that his party is

" out "
for effi-

ciency and reform ; a workman who has

gone out on strike says he is "out "
for better

pay ; in the eighteenth century they spoke
of men who had been "out in the Forty-
five," i.e., the Jacobites who were out for

(the sake of) Prince Charlie. See paragraph
15c of the article

' Out '

in the ' N.E.D.'
The definition to be illustrated is

"
away

from one's place of residence, abroad, on
an expedition ; esp. in the field (for war or

sport) ;
in arms ; away from work, on

strike." The quotations begin with ' Mac-
beth,' IV. iii. 183, and include this from The

Spectator of 29 Sept., 1890 :

" Most of the

miners are
'

out,' not for wages, but in

defence of the grand principle that non-
Union men shall not be employed." The
recent vise of the phrase to which we have
become accustomed seems to me to be a

legitimate extension of this.

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.
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I have been familiar with this phrase in
common speech for many years, and must,
I should say. have seen it in print long
before the '

N.E.D.' reached the letter O.
It does not mean precisely what DR.
KRUEGER seems to think not "to do " a
thing, but to design or attempt to do it ;

that, at least, is the ssnse in which I have
known it used. "

I am out for plunder
"=

"'
I am out with the intention of plundering."

C. C. B.

GAXIGNANI (11 S. vi. 409). It may,
perhaps, interest readers of 'X. & Q.' to
know that A. & W. Galignani & Co. in 1835
published in one volume ' The Complete
Works of Lord Byron,' with "Notes and
Illustrations

"
by a number of distinguished

men, and " a Life by Henry Lytton Bulwer,
Esq., M.P." This edition is valuable as it

oontains
" A Complete Index." The Index

is very useful as there is no " Concordance "

to Byron. HARRY B. POLAND.
Inner Temple.

EAST ANGLIAN FAMILIES (11 S. vi. 230,
312). There was an eminent Dutch painter
named Hugo van Goes (1430-1505). Also
four famous Portuguese bore the same
patronymic : Benito de Goes (1562-1605),
a traveller in India and China ; Damian de
Goes (1501-73), the historian ; and his two
brothers, Luis and Pero, both travellers in
Brazil. Possibly the English printer may
have sprung from one of these families.

X. W. HILL.
San Francisco.

ROYAL TUNBRIDGE WELLS (US. vi. 408,
475). Miss CROCKER says it would be inter-

esting to know the names of other places
upon which the privilege of using the prefix"
Royal

" has been conferred. On 25 Sept.,
1821, King George IV. embarked at Rams-
gate on the Royal George on a visit to his

Hanoverian dominions, from which he
returned in the same vessel on 8 Xov. On
the first occasion he passed a night at

Ramsgate, sleeping at Cliff House on Sion

Hill, the residence of Sir William Curtis.
On his return he proceeded immediately to

London, but on both occasions he was
loyally welcomed by the men of Thanet. He
was much pleased with his reception, and
gave the order embodied in the following
letter :

Whitehall, Xov. 27, 1821.

SIR, I am commanded by the King to signify j

to you His Majesty's pleasure that in consideration
|

of the zeal and loyalty so eminently displayed
j

by the inhabitants of Ramsgate, when His I

Majesty lately embarked and disembarked at
|

that port : the Harbour of Ramsgate be hence-
forth denominated a Royal Harbour ; and that
the Royal Standard should be hoisted there on the
day appointed for the celebration of His Majesty's
birth-day, and on the anniversaries of His Majesty's
Accession and Coronation.

I have the honour to bi)>

Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

SIDMOUTH.
To Sir Win. Curtis, bart., Chairman

of the Trustees for the improve-
ment of Ramsgate Harbour.

In commemoration of the Royal visit an
obelisk of Devonshire granite was erected
in the harbour yard by private subscrip-
tion :

' ; The proportions of this obelisk [which must
be well known to every visitor to Ramsgate]
were those of the largest of the two at the entrance
of ancient Thebes in Upper Egypt, the exact
size being two-thirds of that celebrated monu-
ment." Hunter's ' Short Account of the Isle
of Thanet,' 1825, pp. 42-8.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST (11 S. vi. 411).
There is a verse curiosity with the following
title,

'

Belshazzar, a Wild Rhapsody and
Incoherent Remonstrance, abruptly written

on seeing Haydon's Celebrated Picture of

Belshazzar's Feast,
'

1845. The author

was Josiah Xuttall, an ornithologist and
taxidermist, of Heywood in Lancashire.

An epic poem in ten books written

abruptly
"

is certainly unusual.
C. W. SUTTON.

I have on my shelves
" Belshazzar : a

Dramatic Poem. By the Rev. H. H. Milman.

London, John Murray, 1822." Dean Mil-

man's poems are not much read nowadays,
but there is stately music in

' Belshazzar.'

G. L. APPERSOX.

The names of four authors at least

who wrote on this subject are : Thomas
Harrison,

' Belteshazzar ; or, The Heroic

Jew,' London, 1727. Hannah More, 'Bel-

shazzar,' a drama, 1782. Henry Hart Mil-

man,
'

Belshazzar,' 1822. Barry Cornwall,
'

Babvlon, with the Feast of Belshazzar.'

R. A. POTTS.

It must be some forty years since I heard
that great elocutionist John Chippendall
Montesquieu Bellew recite Edwin Arnold's
' The Feast of Belshazzar,' the poem which
in 1852 won him the Xewdigate Prize when
an undergraduate of University College,
Oxford. If I remember rightly, it appeared
anonymously in his programme, being de-

scribed merely as a Xewdigate Prize Poem.
ROBERT PIERPOIXT.
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Charles Jennens wrote a libretto
'

Bel"
shazzar '

in 1744 for Handel, who com-
menced the composition of the music on
23 August, and completed it in September
following. It was first performed at the

King's Theatre on 27 March, 1745.
WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.

There is a poem of thirty-eight stanzas

bearing the above title written by George
Mogridge ("Old Humphrey"). It is in-

cluded in a small volume published by the

Religious Tract Society (n.d. ) entitled
'

Tales
in Rhyme for Boys.' JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

See Heine's poem under this title :

Die Mitternacht zog niiher schon ;

In stummer Buh' lag Babylon.
FRANCIS P. MABOHANT.

Streatham Common.

Mrs. Hemans wrote . a poem on this

subject, J. PABSON.

In German there is a drama by Count
Christian Stolberg (1787), and a ballad by
Heine. L. R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg.

There is a well-known poem on this subject
in Welsh, an awdl, or ode in "strict metres,"
by leuan Glan Geirionydd (1795-1855),
entitled

' Gwledd Belsassar '

(' Belshazzar's
Feast'). It is one of the author's finest
works, and contains much admirable verse

H. I. B.

Heine's '

Belsatzar,' which Schumann
set to fine music, is another celebrated
poem on Belshazzar's Feast. J. S. S.

[G. H. J. and MR. W, II. PKET thanked for replies]

'MusiCA PROIBITA '

(11 S. vi. 430).
This song, composed by S. Gastaldon (Op. 6),
words by

"
Flick-Flock," has been sung for

very many years on the Grand Canal at
Venice. I have before me the 10th ed.,
published by Genesio Venturini, at Florence.
Via de' Martelli 49, and at Rome, Via del
Corso 387. There is nothing very strangeabout its title, which merely summarizes
the poem, the first eight lines of which
run as follows :

Ogni sera di sotto al mio balcone
Sento cantar una canzon d' amore,

Piu volte la ripete un bel garzoneE battere mi sento forte il cuore.
Oh quanto e clulce quella melodia,Oh com' e bella, quanto m' e gradita !

Ch' io la canti non vuol la mamma mia :

Vorrei saper perche me 1' ha proibita ?

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.
[C. B.3W. thanked for reply.]

" SELLING OF A HORSE " BY MR. PEPYS
(US. vi. 328). Although unable to throw
more light upon the diversion indicated by
Pepys, I may refer to Surtees's

' Mr. Sponge's
Sporting Tour,' published 1852, in chap. xliv.

of which is a minute description of the

process by which the hero of the story, with
connivance of the renowned Jack Spraggon,
was enabled to sell a doubtful animal from
his stud to a greenhorn. It is there called

"challenging a horse,'' and may possibly
be a later development of the simpler and
smaller sleight

- of - hand which in Stuart
times sufficed for amusement.

W. B. H.

MACDONALD : MACQUEEN (11 S. vi. 426).
The name of the wife of William Mac-

donald, Tutor of Sleat, as to which COL.
PRIDEAUX inquires, was Catherine ; she
was not the eldest, but the third of the
four daughters of Sir Ewen Cameron of

Lochiel, and she and her husband were
first cousins once removed, having as their
common ancestor Sir Donald Macdonald,
first baronet of Sleat. This branch of the

family, by the way, did not write their name
MacDonald, but Macdonald.
The pedigree, as given by Cor. PRIDEAUX, is

apparently correct, except that the daughter
of William and Catherine who married the
minister of Snizort appears to have been
Florence, not Margaret. She was the young-
est of eleven children, including four

daughters, none of whom seems to have
been Margaret. I find the minister, by the

way, styled the Rev. Aeneas, not Alexander,
MacQueen.

D. O. HTJNTER-BLAIR, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus.

WRECK OF THE ROYAL GEORGE (11 S.

vi. 110, 176, 374, 436). According to the

poet's account,
" the breezes

" were re-

sponsible for this. From the inquiry at the
time it w^ould appear, however, that the

ship was old and decayed, and that part of
the bottom fell out. Whether a cask or an
anchor had been dropped down the hold does
not appear. R. B.
Upton.

REGIMENTAL SOBRIQUETS (11 S. iv. 446,
515; v. 136). 1807, 25 Dec., Kentish
Gazette :

" The 97th Foot (Queen's German
Regiment) to Brabourne Lees."

IRELAND'S STOLEN SHIRE (11 S. v. 468 J

vi. 212). See 5 S. xii. 48, 75. This had
reference to Sir Wm. Pet y.

R. J. FYNMORE,
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:

' FROM OXFORD TO
ROME' (11 S. vi. 429). The latter is said
on the title-page to be by

" A Companion
Traveller" (Miss Harris of Windsor).

" The authoress subsequently became a Catholic,
and publicly expressed her deep regret for many
of the unauthorised statements, or false impres-
sions, concerning the Church of Rome in the
above work." ' Handbook of Fictitious Names,'
by Olphar Hamst, London, 1868, p. 4.

HELLIER GOSSELIN.
Errwood Hall, Buxton.

MAIDENS' GARLANDS (11 S. vi. 251, 335,

412). When I last visited'the Church of St.

Mary, Beverley, in June, 1889, there was a
maiden garland of 1680 suspended in the south
aisle of the nave. About the same time I

saw another but I speak from memory in

this case in Holy Island Church, Northum-
berland. R. B R.
South Shields.

GREAT GLEMHAM, SUFFOLK (11 S. vi. 369,

457). Imay add that brief, but valuable and

suggestive biographies of two members of

the Glemham family viz., Edward Glem-
ham of Benhall, Esq., the famous voyager,
and Sir Thos. Glemham of Little Glemham,
the Royalist are to be found in vol. xxi.

of the
'

Dictionary of National Biography.'
T. W. OSWALD-HICKS.

FULWOOD : HALLEY : PARRY : PYKE
(11 S. vi. 303, 415). The manor of Middle-

ton-by-Youlgrave was purchased on 5 Oct.,

1598, by two brothers, Francis and Thomas
Fulwood, but they sold it, in 1621, to

their elder brother George.
They were the sons of John Fulwood of

Middleton, yeoman. George, the eldest son,
was born about 1558. He was knighted
in 1606, and was one of those recommended
by the Earl of Shrewsbury in 1609 for the

office of Sheriff for the county of Derby.
This office he filled in 1611. He was twice

married, and, dying in 1624, left children

bv both wives. He was succeeded by his

eldest son, Christopher, who was probably
born in London about 1590.

Christopher exerted himself much in the

cause of King Charles I., and succeeded in

raising a force from the Derbyshi e miners

of over 1.100 men. He built an embattled
house at Middleton, the ruined foundations

,of which still exist, and are known locally as

Middleton Castle, the farm on whose lands

they are being called the Castle Farm. His
house was attacked by the emissaries of

Sir John Gell of Hopton in 1643, at a time
when he was unprepared. Christopher Ful-

wood managed to escape into Bradford

Dale, just below his house, but was hotly
pursued, and shot near a large stone where
he was endeavouring to hide. This stone
is still shown to the curious. He was
mortally wounded, captured, and was being
conveyed to Lichfield, but died from his
wounds on the way.
He left two daughters, Elizabeth and

Mary, but they were compelled to leave
their Derbyshire home and seek an asylum
among friends in London. There they lived
for a while in poverty, and died, leaving no
trace.

Francis Fulwood, after disposing of
Middleton, would appear to have gone into
the neighbourhood of Chesterfield, for we
find from the registers of that place the

following :

1624, Feb. Franciscus Fulwoodde generosua
sepult. xiij.

From the Youlgrave registers we get the

following :

Burial.

1605/6 [sic], Aug. 20. Anne, da. Geo. Fulwood,
gen. Mulier honesta et religiosa.

Baptism?.

1614, Jan. 15. Francis filius d'ni Georgii
Fullwoodd, militis.

1611, Jan. 15. George filius Christopher
arm' est primogenitus.

And amongst the list of implements :

One flagon given by Christopher Fullwood,
Esq., of Myddleton.
An article on Christopher Fulwood the

Royalist was contributed by the late Mr.
Thomas Bateman, to The Reliquary, and
appears on p. 89 of vol. i.

With regard to the family of Halley, I

may state that the name is of frequent
occurrence in the registers of Taddington.
The following is a short pedigree which

appeared in The Reliquary :

William de Hally, temp. Edw. I.

William de Hally, Bailiff of the Peak Forest,
11 Edw. II.

I

Robert de Hally, living 5 Edw. III.

Hugo de Hally, 25 Edw. III.

Robert de Hally, 10 Ric. II.

I may conclude with adding that the late

Mr. Bateman had a very fine collection of

Derbyshire pedigrees in MS., with the arms
emblazoned in proper colours, bound in

vellum. This was sold at the dispersal of

the Bateman heirlooms, and I believe was
purchased by the Duke of Devonshire, and
is now in the library at Chatsworth.

CHART.KS DRTJRY.
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The Science of Etymology. By Walter W. Skeat.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

PROF. SKEAT'S last work is a final service to the
science of etymology as a whole. His aim was
to show the position of English, and its value
in the general scheme of Indo-Germanic lan-

guage, in the light of the knowledge amassed

during the last twenty years, and along with this

to block up yet more effectively than heretofore
the entrance to specious byways of conjecture
in which many a would-be etymologist has gone
astray. He emphasizes yet once more the

importance of the spoken language and of preserv-
ing or renewing a true relation between it and
spelling. Our remote forefathers, before the
Norman wiseacres set themselves to introduce

reforms, spelt phonetically, and trusted the sound
tradition of forms of words rather to speech than
to writing. As we all know, Prof. Skeat dis-

liked timidity in this matter, and would have
had us reform our spelling in the same direction.

His intention here being happily populariza-
tion, he devotes his first two chapters to general
principles, illustrated from matter already toler-

ably familiar, and to the laying down of useful

elementary
' '

canons.
' ' There follow four chapters

packed with interesting etymological detail,
intended to explain the inter-relation of lan-

guages belonging to. the divers Indo-Germanic
types taking the Romanic and Teutonic
branches first, and then the Indo-Germanic
group as a whole. Following on this is the
most important and original chapter of the book,
in which Prof. Skeat sets himself to demonstrate
the high philological importance of English as

having, better than any language save the
defunct Gothic, preserved types of Teutonic
words in their oldest forms, thus showing clearly
their value as cognates of Sanskrit words. From
this point of view the most valuable English
words are some of those with the letter to, which,
in nearly every Teutonic language but our own,
has lost its original pronunciation. AVe notice
that Prof. Skeat is glad of the trace of it to be
found in write, wrinkle, icreck, and the like, even
though phonetically it is scarcely justifiable.

Not long ago we read in a little work on our
Saxon forefathers that " words denoted in our
dictionaries as of Celtic origin are so few in

number that they may almost be counted on
the fingers of one hand." If this represents a

general impression (but perhaps by
"
Celtic

"

the writer intended " British "), the chapter here
on the Celtic languages should prove useful in

dissipating it. Though not large, the number
of words to be traced to Celtic is at least more
considerable than that.

Prof. Skeat hazards a conjecture of his own
at the beginning of this Celtic chapter : he would
derive "basket" for which the old derivation
from bascauia, reported by Martial to be
British, has not sufficient evidence from E. bast,
the material of which matting is made, taking
"basket" as a dissimilated form of *baslet. The
study of Lithuanian and Slavonic cognates with
English is a mass of carefully arranged detail,
focussed, as is the following chapter on Armenian,
Albanian, and Persian, so as to elucidate English

etymology. Corollaries to the argument about
the value of English are chaps, xiii. and xvi.

comparisons respectively between English and
Sanskrit and English and Hindi ; and outlying
parts of the field are gone over in

' A Philological
Ramble,' and in the list of Indo-Germanic words
collected to show the most ancient and widespread
types which, appearing in many languages, are
dealt with by each according to its own
peculiarities.

We remember noticing in the Preface to
' A

Student's Pastime '

Prof. Skeat's modest state-
ment of his conviction that to make Englishmen
aware of the beauty and wealth of their own
language was his vocation. It is surely a happy
circumstance that the last piece of work he did
should have been at once so comprehensive in
its range and so single in its direction towards
fresh illustration of English as also that it is not a
contribution to the stores laid up by experts, but a
selection from these set out for the benefit of the

intelligent and inadequately informed reader, for

whom so much of his work was done.

Modem English Biography, containing many
Thousand Concise Memoirs of Persons who
have Died during the Years 1851-1900. By
Frederic Boase. Vol. V. (Supplement, Vol.

II.) D K. Truro, Netherton & Worth.

WE confess to a sort of affection for this work
beyond what we are able to entertain for any
other of its kind.

" Facta non verba
"

reads
the motto on its frontispiece ; and it is the
absence of any superfluous word and the abund-
ance and variety of facts which make it so curious,

lively, and even moving an epitome of human
existence. It has the effect of continuous tele-

grams delivered tels quels.

Several names of serious renown meet us in

this division. There are Gladstone and Huxley,
Lord de Tabley, Jowett, Freeman, Froude,
Hort, and William Flower ; and a few more might
be added, familiar at least within our own four
seas. It is, however, natural to linger rather
over the biographies whose interest is more
curious and less well known. The grimmer side
of life seems to us very fully represented in this

part of the alphabet. Murder, suicide, strange
modes of death, and the lunatic asylum loom
frequent and large. Not always disjoined from
those, we have the lives, too, of a number of the

people who made the gaiety of their day : Jane
Hill, who died some sixteen years ago, and was
known as

" the Vital Spark
"

; Corney Grain,
who, we learn, besides his other titles to fame,
originated the Beefsteak Club ; Helen Faucit and
Fanny Kemble ; Sir Augustus Harris ; and some
scores of other actors. Then there is the always
astonishing number of people, each of whom did
or suffered some two or three things of an extra-

ordinary kind such as John Day, the hair-

dresser of Birmingham, who organized railway
excursions, bought at the Great Exhibition the
finest specimen of plate-glass in the world, and
opened Day's Crystal Palace (the best music-
hall of the time in England, noted for its ballets) ^

or William Janvrin Du Port, who was the first

to do irrigation work in Egypt by paid labour
instead of by corvee ; or Henry Erskine Fraser,.
who for a wager rode from Paris to Brussels and
back in 30 hours, and again for a wager rode-

every day for six days running from Paris to
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Compiegne and back ; or Sir Charles W. H.
Dick, who towards the end of his life looked after
the sticks and umbrellas of visitors to the Brighton
Museum ; or again John Dufrene, the Leeds
merchant who lay forty-four years in prison for
debt. Here also we find Henry Dodd, the Golden
Dustman, immortalized as

" Boffin
"

; and
Charles Keith, the tumbler,

" Clown to the
Prince Imperial of France "

; and William
Davies Evans, whose life and standing are some-
thing of a mystery, inventor of the Evans
gambit and of coloured lights' for saving life

at sea. Women furnish several paragraphs
of good achievement, to mention only Emily
Paithfull, Mary Kingsley, and Jean Ingelow ;

and there are several sold'iers of fame for valour,
such as Sir Gerald Graham, one of the sixty-two
men who, in 1857, were the first to be decorated
with the Victoria Cross, and the gallant Lieut.

Home, who. blew in the Cashmere gate at Delhi,
and less than a month afterwards perished at the

blowing up of Malaghar Fort. Then there are
the poets and artists ; the divines (Father
Healy meets us here, and Enraght, around whom
controversial struggle once raged so bitterly) ;

the journalists and social reformers we have
space only to mention Harney ; the engineers,
inventors, and men of science ; the traders,

sportsmen, men of the world, founders of societies,
and philanthropists. Closing these lively pages,
for which we are greatly in Mr. Boase's debt, we
find ourselves murmuring,

" What a piece of

work is man ! . . . .how infinite in faculties !

"

Herbalfi. their Origin and Evolution : a Chapter in

the History of Botany, 1470-1670. By Agnes
Arber. (Cambridge University Press.)

THIS is a work which deserves a welcome. The

subject is one that has a fascination of its own ;

and here it is set before us by means of illustra-

tions excellently chosen and reproduced, and
an accompanying text composed with some
unusual measure of felicity in addition to its

merits of accuracy and general instructiveness.

The defect of the book, inevitable on the scale

arranged, is a tendency to abruptness ; we have

to make the most rare reproach that it is too

short.

We begin with an account of
' The Early

History of Botany : the Aristotelian Theory,'

which at least produced Albertus Magnus and his

anticipations of our modern scheme of the science ;

and the medicinal botany, which, humbler in

origin and aim, proved to be the main line of

advance. There follow three chapters on Herbals,

endino- with a note on Cesalpino, which connects

the simple utilitarian science of the herbalists

once more with the intermittently submerged
tradition of Aristotle.

The material being put before us, arranged

according to times and nations, is then worked

over again from the point of view of evolution in

studies which deal with the description, classi-

fication, and illustration of plants. The last is,

perhaps, the most satisfactory, dealing as i

does with the achievement of the old botanists,

which best retains a definite value at the present

day ; but Dr. Arber has also been very happy
in her selection of verbal descriptions of plants

from the Herbals. The chapter on '

Signatures

and Astrology
'

is by no means the least interest-

in" in the book. Recent work in astronomy may

just possibly proceed to give us cause for revising
our ideas on some of the "

superstitions
" con-

nected with astrology, so that it is as well
to have our attention drawn to the matter. In
two useful Appendixes we have (1) a chronological
list of Herbals belonging to the period dealt with,,
and (2) a bibliography of the subject.

A Short Critical History of Architecture. By
H. Heathcote Statham. (Batsford.)

No AUTHOR is better equipped for the purpose
of writing

' A Short Critical History of Archi-
tecture

' than Mr. Statham, a former editor of
The Builder. A history of 600 pages that
shall begin at the Fourth Dynasty and end
with reinforced concrete (absit omen /), and yet
allow space for 700 illustrations, is necessarily
only to be achieved at the cost of a certain amount
of exclusion; but we are unable to find anything
of importance omitted, beyond (with entire justi-
fication, in our opinion) Scandinavian and Russian:
architecture.

Mr. Statham's historical scheme contains
seven periods, of which the fourth the Transition
from Romanesque to Gothic meets, on account
of its usual comparative neglect, with more-
extended treatment than the others. Although,
as we have just hinted, it is scarcely fair to charge
the author with omissions, we cannot help feeling,
somewhat surprised that St. Alban's Cathedral,,
for so many students the most accessible and
striking illustration of the transition, should
receive merely a passing mention. For the rest

of the section we have nothing but praise.

The huge collection of illustrations, weli
.selected and reproduced, call for special com-
mendation. A few might, with advantage, have-
been excluded ; a photograph (measuring 3 in.

by 1J in.) of the front of the Chateau de Cham-
bord cannot be expected to leave much impressions
of the wonderful roof. With a few similar quali-
fications, the book may unhesitatingly be re-

commended to every educated reader who has
not yet acquainted himself with the harmonies
of stone.

Roget's Thesaurus. New Edition. (Longmans
& Co.)

ROGET'S ' THESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS AKI>
PHRASES ' should have a place in every library,
and this authorized copyright edition can boast
a character almost unique, for it represents the-

work of three generations in a direct line.

The collection was originally got together by
Peter Mark Roget, who first thought that " such
a compilation might help to supply his own
deficiencies"; and then, on his retirement from
the Royal Society, having more leisure, amplified
the collection for general use. The first edition

was published in 1852, a second in the ensuing
spring ; and on a third being demanded, the
volume was stereotyped. The plates having been
worn out by repeated use, the work has now
been entirely reset.

During the last year of his life (he died in

September, 1869) the author was engaged in

collecting additional words and phrases for an
enlarged edition. This was continued by his

son John Lewis Roget until his death in 1908,
when his son Samuel Romilly Roget took up
the work ; and, as he states in a foot-note to hi?

father's Preface, will endeavour to follow the
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same lines by making from time to time such'addi-
tions as may seem suitable.

" For this purpose
he will be obliged by the communication of such

practical suggestions as may occur to users of

the Thesaurus, and would take this opportunity
of expressing his thanks for help already afforded
in this direction." The work is published at

half-a-crown, so it is well within the reach of all.

It is beautifully printed in good clear type, on

paper that will bear the strain of constant use.

Archceologia JEllana. Third Series. Vol. VIII.

(Newcastle-on-Tyne, Reid & Co.)

THESE miscellaneous
"
tracts relating to anti-

quity
" have been gathered by Fellows of the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
and edited by Mr. B. Blair. The Annual Report
for 1911 shows the good work done by the Society.
After many months of continuous work, the
classification of the Society's publications has
been completed by Mr. Matthew Mackey and
Mr. John Gibson, and a working catalogue com-
piled.
At the last outdoor meeting in 1911 Corstopitum

<Corbridge) was visited, when Mr. R. H. Forster

gave an account of the results of the season's
excavations ; but the gold coins which had just
been unearthed were described by Prof. Haverfield
and Mr. Craster at Messrs. Lloyd's bank, where
they were lodged. More than ordinary attention
has been attracted to the excavations by the dis-

covery there, on the 4th of September, 1911, of a
bronze jug containing 159 gold coins in excellent

preservation, together with two worn bronze coins
of the second century. The latest date repre-
sented in the hoard is the year A.D. 159. The
work of investigation was begun in 1906, and in

1908 a hoard of 48 gold solidi of the second half
of the fourth century was turned up by the spade
of the excavator. Besides these, pottery has
been obtained in such profusion that by the help
of it and the coins it is rapidly becoming possible
to construct the history of this important site.
" We already know that it was founded by, or
at least in the time of, Agricola, and that it con-
tinued to be occupied (possibly with periods of

abandonment) until the eve of the departure of

the Romans from Britain."

Other work of the Society has included the

drawing-up of a list of ancient historical buildings
and monuments within the province of the

Society's operations. The volume is profusely
illustrated with coins and medals, and there is

also a plan pi the excavations made at Corsto-

pitum. We cannot praise too highly the entire

get-up of the volume, and cordially agree with
the statement in the Report :

"
If the tale of our

years as a society is anything, its vitality con-
tinues with the vigour and energy of youth."

The Adventurous Simplicissimus. Written in
German by Hans Jacob Christoph von Grim-
melshausen, and now for the First Time done
into English. (Heinemann. )

WE are glad to see '

Simplicissimus
' made

available for those who do not read German.
As a literary work it ranks among the most
delightful of the Picaresque romances. Taking
;it merely as a pastime, the reader cannot fail to

enjoy its liveliness, freshness, and good-humour,
the telling delineations of character, the ingenious

but unexaggerated handling of many amusing
situations. Its value to the modern student is,

however, no less literary than historical ; pub-
lished in 1669, it forms the chief, almost the only
important, contemporary witness to the social
condition of Germany during the Thirty Years'
War.
The translator gives a careful and adequate

summary of its significance and history, and of
the little that is known of the author's life. Born,
it is supposed, in 1625, Grimmelshausen who
died in 1676 as Schultheiss of Renchen was the
son of poor parents, and captured as a child of
ten by Hessian troopers. Now on one side, now
on the other, first as a musketeer's boy, then as
a soldier, he seems to have spent many years in
the War, perhaps serving till the end of it, though
this has not been ascertained. Wild scenes of

cruelty and terrible misery, such as he sketches
in '

Simplicissimus,' must have been enacted
before his own eyes : he was probably acquainted
personally with the one or two commanders
whom he introduces into his narrative ; probably
also the strains of piety and of superstition
which run through the book reflect his own beliefs
and experiences. For the customs, opinions,
and general life of the times his work is a mine
of information.
The translation has been happily done ; spirited

and pleasant to read, it has also been skilfully
modelled on the diction of the period. German
idioms are naturally rendered into English
idioms of equivalent sense without regard to
words, yet, date and place being considered, it

seems odd to find here the expression
" as one

had been at a Quakers' meeting."

t0

ON all communications must be written the name
*nd address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
iicntiol), but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
;n ^rder that answers may ho sent to them direct.

CORRESPONDENTS who send letters to be for-

warded to other contributors should put on the top
left-hand corner of their envelopes the number of
the page of ' N. Q.' to which their letters refer,
so that the contributor may be readily identified.

EDITORIAL communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

A. N. G. and A. T. M. Forwarded.

J. S. CURWEN (" Lorraine, Lorraine, Lorree.")
Discussed at length at 10 S. x. 210, 278, 377, 452,
497.

DR. KRUEGER (" German Funeral Custom ")
writes that the capital in G. Freytag's

'

Soil und
Haben '

(see ante, p. 436) is Breslau, the most
important city in Silesia.
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AN

American Glossary.
BY

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
In Two Volumes.

This work is commended to the attention of the custodians

of Public Libraries.

The price is 3Os. net.

* An American Glossary
'

is not a Slang Dictionary, though of

necessity it includes specimens of vulgar diction.

The Illustrative Quotations, which are accurately dated, number

14,000; and of these more than 11,000 belong to the period
before the Civil War.

In some instances a word or phrase which might be thought

purely American is traced to an Elizabethan or Jacobean origin.

" The book is unusually well edited." Spectator, June 15.

"
It will have a permanent value for the student of philology."

Aberdeen Press, June 27.

"It is the most comprehensive and elaborate work which has yet appeared
in its peculiar field." N. Y. World, June 1.

"
It is an extensive and valuable work of much research." Times, May 30.

"
It is quite as interesting as a novel, and, in places, as funny as a farce."

Standard, June 4.

"
It must always prove valuable to philologers who recognize the effectiveness

of the historical method." Scotsman, May 27.

"
It is an amazing collection of what are known as

'

Yankeeisrns.'
'

Daily Express, June 3.

1 " We find throughout dated instances which show clearly the development of

language, and give [this] careful and erudite work a status such as is accorded to

the New English Dictionary." Athenceum, June 29.

FRANCIS & CO., 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers
have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or
Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in
circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, w.a

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols.

BIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.
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BOOKS.
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Patron :
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President :

OoL The Hon. HARRT L. W. LAW8ON M.A. J.P. M.P.

Treasurer :

THE LONDON COCNTY AND WESTMINSTER BANK, LTD.

OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1S39 in the City of
London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pension' and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of Newspapers.
MEMBERSHIP.-Every Man or Woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether Publisher, Wholesaler, Retailer. Employer, or
Employed, is entitled to become a Member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits, upon payment of Five Shillings annually, or Three
Guineas for life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

Newspapers, and such Members who thus contribute secure priority
of consideration in the event of their needing aid from the Institution.
PENSIONS. The Annuitants now number Fifty, the Men receiving

251. and the Women 201. per annum each.
The "

Royal Victoria Pension Fund," commemorating the great
advantages the News Trade enjoyed under the rule of Her late

Majesty Queen Victoria, provides 201. a year each for Six Widows of
Newsvendors.
The "Francis Fund' provides Pensions for One Man, 251.. and One

Woman, 202., and was specially subscribed in memory of the late John
Francis, who died on April 6. 1882, and was for more than fifty years
Publisher of the Atheiutitm. He took an active and leading part
throughout the whole period of the agitation for the repeal of the
various then existing "Taxes on Knowledge," and was for very many
years a staunch supporter of this Institution.
The "Horace Marshall Pension Fund" is the gift of the late Mr.

Horace Brooks Marshall. The employes of that firm have primary
right of election to its benefits.
The "Herbert Lloyd Pension Fund" provides 251. per annum for

one man, in perpetual and grateful memory of Mr. Herbert Lloyd,
who died* May 12, 1899.

The principal features of the Rules governingelection to all Pension)
are, that each Candidate shall have been (1) a Member of the Institu-
tion for not less than ten years preceding application ; |2) not less

than fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of Newspapers for at
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RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to Newsvendors or their servants
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W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.
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THE TENTH SERIES
GENERAL INDEX

NOTES AND QUERIES.
WITH INTRODUCTION BY THE EDITOR

This Index contains, in addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the
Names and Pseudonyms of Writers with a list of their Contributions.
The number of constant Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The
Publishers reserve the right of increasing the price of the volume at

any time. The number printed is limited, and the type has been
distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane E.C
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WORKS BY THE LATE
WILLIAM THYNNE LYNN.

NOW READY, price One Shilling and Sixpence net.

STUDIES
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT,

EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL.
Comprising :

BRIEF NOTES ON THK PARABLES AND MIRACLES OF Oni LOIID.
NEW TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGY.
GEOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF PLACER NAMED.
APPENDIX UN SOMK Kruoi'K AN TRANSLATIONS OF THE linn K.

With 5 Mnps.

By W. T. LYNN, B. A. P.R. A.8., Associate of King's College, London,
Lay Header in the Diocese of Southwark.

"Sunday-school teachers and others will readily find a considerable
amount of help in this handy and carefully written little book."

Guardian, June -2, 1909.
London :

SAMUEL BAG8TER & SONS, LIUITEP. 15, Paternoster Row. E.O

NOW READY, price One Shilling net.

Witfi Illustrations.

IMMINENT
SCRIPTURE CHARACTERS ;

BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES IN THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.K.A.8., Associate of King's College, London,
Lay Header in the Diocese of South wark,

Author of 'Bible Chronology,'
' New Testament Studies,' Ac.

SAMUEL BAGSTER * SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row, E.C.

THE
NOW READY, price Threepence net.

CONCISE CHRONOLOGY.
A SERIES OF

IMPORTANT DATES IN THK HISTORY OF THK WORLD,
From the Keigu of David to the Present Time.

T. LYNN, R.A. F.R.A.S , Associate of King's College, London,ByW
Author of 'Bible Chronology,' 'New Testament Studies,'

USuiineut Scripture Characters,' &c.

With 8 Maps.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SON3, LIMITED, 15. Paternoster Row. E.C.

TWELFTH EDITION, price Two Shillings net.

CELESTIAL
MOTIONS : a Handy Book of

Astronomy. With 5 Plates.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
(juaidian.

"It is one of the comparatively few manuals likely to be of use to

the many readers who from time to time tell us they are just begin-

ning to study astronomy and want a comprehensible digest of the

latest facts." English Mechanic.
" The book contains a summary of rare and accurate information

that it would be difficult to find elsewhere." Observatory.
London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row. E.C.

FIFTEENTH EDITION, cloth, price Sixpence net.

T>EMARKABLE COMETS: a Brief Survey of
XX the most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astro-

nomy. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"'Remarkable Eclipses' and 'Remarkable Comets' have been

brought right up to date, and the most remarkable feature of each is

..he enormous amount of information compressed within so smxlla
compass and sold at the low price of Gd t-ach net. The former voluuit
includes notes on the most remarkable ecli|*es of the sun since 1063 B.C.,

and of the moon since 721 n.c , while the second briefly describes all

the remarkable comets of which history speaks, even though it be
with far-off whifpern. An excellent drawing of Halley's comet, a* Keen

by Miss E. M. Phillips at Baibadoson MHV 17, 1910, is an additional

feature, new in this edition." Nature April 20, 1911.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER * SONS. LIMITED. 15. Paternoster Row. E.C

ELEVENTH EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

DEMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
EX most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation

i.f Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN. B.A. F.R.A.S.

"The booklet deserves to continue in popularity. It presents a
mass of information in small compas*." Dundee Advertiter.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED. 15. Paternoster Row. E.C.
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By LEWIS MELVILLE.

c

NOTES AND QUERIES
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Price for the Seven Numbers, 2s. 4d. ; or free by post, 2s. Id.

I JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,!
JVoles and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane E.C.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

NOTES AND QUERIES
for APRIL 29, MAY 13, 27, JUNE 10. 24, and J ULY 8, 1893.

Contains a

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OP BEACONSFIELD.
This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY,'

CONINGSBY.' 'LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION/
Price of the Six Numbers, 2. ; or free by post, 2s. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EIWARD FRANCIS,
tfotei unit Qttcrie* Office. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, E.O.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
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THE BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Fatron-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
Invested Capital, 30,0002.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A young man or woman of twenty-five can invest the sum of Twenty
Guineas (or its equivalent by instalments), and obtain the right to

participate in the followiu advantages :

FIRST. Freedom from want in time of adversity as long as need
exists.
SECOND. Permanent Relief in Old Ape.THIRD. Medical Advice by eminent Phvicians and Surgeons.
FOURTH. A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertford-
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attendance free, in addition to an annuity.
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510 "Finstall" The Dutch Ell, 511 Gore of Weimvr

Symbol for "Li" The Terminal "ac," 512 John

Reynolds, Wilkes's Attorney Curious Entry in Register

Capt Pitman Joseph Hart Thorn \s Pretty, Vicar of

Hursley, 513 Earth-eatiog The Rites of the Church-
Rev. David George Goyder, F.E.S., 514 Benjamin Harris

The Stones of London, 515 The Three Wishes General

Beatsonand the Crimean War, 516 Cawthorne History
of Churches in situ French Sonnet: Felix Arvers
skelton Gray's

'

Elegy
'

: Translations and Parodies
' My Old Letters : a Poem,' by Dr. Horatins Bonar, 517.

NOTES ON BOOKS :

'

Dictionary of National Biography,
Second Supplement, Vol. III.

Booksellers' Catalogues.

Notices to Correspondents.

STEVENS'S 'DRAMATIC HISTORY.'

ALTHOUGH this book occupies & place in
every dramatic library, it is of very little
theatrical value, and its interest to collectors
perhaps lies in the fact that it is not easy
to obtain a perfect copy. It is int nded to
be a skit upon Edward Shuter, a comic actor
of irregular habits, who, without reforming
his life, became a follower of WhitefielcL
The book was written by George Alexander
Stevens, a convivial songster and public
entertainer, who is best known perhaps
by his

'

Lecture on Heads,' which went
through several editions. At one time he
was on terms of friendship with Shuter,
and wrote songs and speeches for him ; but
these "

Arcades ambo "
subsequently fell

out, and Shuter was subjected to the lash
of his former comrade. Stevens was born
in the parish of St. Andrew, Holborn, in 1710,
and died at Baldock in Hertfordshire
6 Sept., 1784 (1 S. iv. 196). The lady who
figures as

"
Miss Ann " on the title-page

is often stated in booksellers' catalogues
to represent Ann Catley, an actress of some
talent, but of indifferent character. This
is a mistake. In the biography of Stevens
which is prefixed to the second edition of
the book, the lady is expressly named as

Nancy Dawson, a well-known dancer of
those times, who had been on intimate
terms with Shuter. Internal evidence bears
out this attribution. On p. 138 it is stated
that

"
this lady appeared first as a public

performer at Sadler's Wells," which is true
in regard to Nancy Dawson, but not true
in regard to Ann Catley. This is an error
of long standing, for in a copy of the book
in my possession, which bears the book-

Elate
of the elder Mathews, the back is

jttered
'

Hist, of Shuter Catley and others.'

From a bibliographical point of view the
book is of some interest. The first edition
was published in 1763, but by a printer's
error (or possibly intentionally) the title-

page is dated 1743. The late Mr. Lowe,
in his

'

Bibliographical Account of Theatrical

Literature,' 1888, p. 305, says :

"
This first

edition is so scarce that I never even

suspected its existence, until I saw it at
the British Museum." The title-page is as
under :

The
|
Dramatic History |

of
|
Master Ed-

ward, |
Miss Ann, |

Mrs. Llwhuddwhydd, |
and

Others.
|
The

|
Extraordinaries of these Times.

|
Collected from

| Zaphaniel's Original Papers. |

Illustrated with Copper - Plates.
|
London :

j

Printed for T. Waller, opposite Fetter-Lane, j

Fleet-Street.
|
MDCCXLUT.

The second edition, "which," says Mr.
Lowe, "I have not seen," did not appear
till 1785. It was published by Mr. John
Murray, and a very careful examination
of the text of the two editions con-
vinces me that the second was made
up from the remainder sheets of the first,

and that it was not a reprint. It is an
unusual circumstance that the printed sheets
of a book should remain unused for twenty-
two years, but in this case it seems to be
undoubtedly the fact.

The following is the title-page of the
second edition :

*" The
|
Dramatic History |

of Master Edward, |

Miss [Ann, |
and Others, |

the
|
Extraordinaries
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of these Times.
|
Collected from

| Zaphaniel's

Original Papers. | By George Alexander Stevens,

|
Author of the celebrated Lecture upon

Heads.
|
To which are prefixed, |

Memoirs of

the Life of the Author.
|

A New edition, |

Illustrated with Copper - Plates.
|
London :

|

Printed for J. Murray, |
X 32, Fleet-Street.

|

M DCC LXXXV.

A third edition was published the following

year, but the only difference is that the

title-page was dated 1786, instead of 1785.

The body of the book is made up from the

remainder sheets.

The original edition consisted of a title-

page, with a list of
" Dramatis Personae

" on

the reverse ; a leaf , with a copper-plate head-

ing, entitled
'

Zaphaniel's Exhortation to

his Fellows in the Faith,' and text pp. 1-192.

To the second and third editions was pre-

fixed
' An Account of the Life of the Author,'

pp. [iii-xii], and the list of
" Dramatis

Personae
" was transferred from the back

of the title-page to p. [xii].

Exclusive of the heading of
'

Zaphaniel's
Exhortation,' there are fourteen illustra-

tions engraved on copper. These illustra-

tions consist of a frontispiece, and plates

opposite pp. 1, 7, 12, 15, 21, 29, 36, 41, 57,

63, 118, 124, and 148. It is very unusual to

find a copy with the plates complete. I

have five copies of the book : two of the first,

two of the second, and one of the third

edition; and in every one of these there

was, when I bought them, a plate or

two missing. The two which are most

commonly wanting is that which faces

p. 15, entitled
' The Moonlight Amour,'

which is said in a contemporary note in one

of my copies to be dedicated to Mr. John

Fazakerley, and the folding plate of
' The

Choice Spirits
'

opposite p. 41. Both these

plates are also found in Stevens's
'

Songs,
Comic, and Satyrical,' which was printed at

Oxford in 1772, and it is possible the supply
was exhausted before the 1785 and 1786

editions of
' The Dramatic History

' were

issued.

Mr. Lowe says that the leaf
'

Zaphaniel's
Exhortation,' with vignette,

"
satirical upon

Whitefield, Wesley, and Romaine," was
cancelled, and that copies with the cancel

are very valuable. This leaf, however,
occurs in all the copies of the book
in my possession, and I cannot think

that the cancellation, if it took place at

all, was really effective.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

EPITAPHIAXA.

EPITAPHS IN THE CATHEDRAL AT BOURGES.
Perhaps these two inscriptions deserve a

place in
' N. & Q.' I have copied them

with the old spelling and with the corrections
cut in the marble. They show that the
grandfather and grandson served ten kings,
from Louis XI. to Louis XIII. inclusive :

HAVLT ET PVISSANT SEIGNEVR MESSIRE
GABRIEL DE LA CHASTRE SIEVR DE NANCAY,
BESIGNY, 8ANDRAY, ET SIGONNEAR, BARON E
LA MAISONFORT CONSEILLER DV ROY EN SOX
CONSEIL D'ESTAT, TROISIEME DE SA MAISON
CAPPITAINE DE L'ANTIENNE GARDE FRANOOISE
DV CORPS DE SA MAJESTE PREVOST DE
L'ORDRE SAINCT MICHEL, MAISTRE DES
CERIMONYES DE FRANCE, CHAMBELLAN
ET MAISTRE D'HOSTEL ORDINAIRE DV ROY
CAPPITAINE DE LA GROSSE TOVR DE BOVRGE9
ET DES CHASTEAVX DE MEHVN SVR YEVRE
ET ROMARANTIN LVNG DES GOWERNEVRS
DE MESSIEVRS LES ENFANTS DV ROY FRANCOIS
PREMIER LEQVEL MESSIRE GABRIEL A SERVY
QVATRE ROYS SCAVOIR [LOYS XI. 1 CHARLES VIII.
LOY8 XII. FRANCOIS PREMIER, [ET HENRY
SECOND] ET TREPASSA LE MARDY NEVFIESME
JOVR DE MARS LAN 1538.

HAVLT et PVISSANT SEIGNEVR
MESSIRE CLAVDE DE LA CHASTRE, BARON DE
LA MAISONFORT, SANDRAY, NOVAN LE FVZELIEK,
LA FERTHE, CHEVALIER DES OBDRES DV ROY
CAPPITAINE DE GENTHOMMES DARMES DE
SES ORDONNANCES BAILLY ET GOVVEKNEVR
DE BERRY, GOVVERNEVR ET LIEVTENAT GENEtlAI>
POUR SA MATE DE LA VILLE D'ORLEANS CAPP"8

DE LA GROSSE TOVR DE BOVRGES, CONSEILLER
DV ROY EN SES CONSEILS DESTAT ET PRIVE ET
MARESCHAL DE FRANCE LEQVEL A SERVY
SIX ROYS, A8S AVOTR HENRY SECOND AVX GVERRES
DE PIEDMONT ET D'lTALIE, FRANCOIS SECOND
CHARLES NEVFIESME, HENRY TROISIEME,
HENRY LE GRANDE QVATRIESME ET I.OY8
TREI8IEME A PRESENT REIGNANT ET A
FAICT^FAIRE CESTE EPITAPHE EN
LANNEE PRESENTS 1611.

In the list of sovereigns whom "
Messire

Gabriel " served
"
Loys XI." has been

inserted at the beginning, and the words
"
et Henry Second "

at the end have been
struck out. H. K. HUDSON.

The following are to be found in the

pleasant, but now almost forgotten records
of pedestrian travel by the late Walter
White, for many years assistant secretary to
the Royal Society, who died 1893.

From 'A Month in Yorkshire,' 1858.

1. In Thirsk Churchyard:
Afflictions sore he long time bore,
Which wore his strength away,

That made him long for heavenly rest,
Which never will decay.
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l.v. Corruption, Earth, and Worms,
Shall but refine this flesh,

Till my triumphant spirit comes,
To put it on A fresh.

From ' Northumberland and the Border,' 1859.

2. In Newbiggin Churchyard :

Tho infant years no pompous honours claim,
The vain parade of an immortal frame ;

To be their praie, the last great day shall rear.
The spotless innocents that sleepeth here.

3. In Workington Churchyard :

Stop My friends When this you See George then
John both went to Sea,

J >hn lies here Makes Friends to weep, but George
lies in the Mighty Deep.

From '

All Round the Wrekin,' 1860.

4. In Tong Church, Salop. Sir William

Stanley, 1756:

Not Monumental Stone preserves our fame.
Nor sky-aspiring Pyramids our name.
Thfj Memory of him for whom this stands
Shall outlive marble and Defacers' hands :

When all to Time's consumption shall be given,
Stanley, for whom this stands, shall stand in Heaven.

From '

Eastern England, from the Thames
to the Humber,' 1865.

5. In Barking Churchyard, Essex. On a
Churchwarden, died 1670:

Stay here awhile and his sad fate deplore
heare lies the body of one Thomas More
his name was More but now it may be said
he is no more because that now he 's dead
and in this place doth lye sepulchared.

W. B. H.

I have not seen the following in any local

guides ; they may perhaps interest the
reader.

Rame Church, Cornwall:

Here Lye the Bodyes of Mary and
Anne Daughters of Roger Ashtqn
Dr. of Divinity and Margarett his

Wife, who died in the yeeres 1664
and 1667 as also a Son of theirs
who departed this Life the same

hour it began to live 1666.

Heere Reader see

poore Infants three

Lye like greene fruit pluckt from the Tree
yet they are blest
and are at rest

Though Implumd birds forct from their nest
one was a Son
his Race soone run
Hee Liv'd not once to see the Sun
1 murmur not
they were begot
To the grave mankinds common lot
it glads my heart
their better part
Is now with God never to part.

Dr. Ashton was Vicar of St. Andrew's,
Plymouth, and died in 1677.

Maker Churchyard, Cornwall :

John Roper
Gunner in H M R Is

Ob1 1819 .'69
Mary

his Wife died May 20th

1831 Aged 80
Reader pass on ne'er spend your tim'
In reading o'er this rugged rhyme
What I am this humble stone ensures
What I was is no affair of yours.

In Anthony Church a Mrs. Carew, 1631, i-

described as "Respective'' to her husband.

Aged 40 years, Betsey Hicks.

You that pass by and say of me
Alas ! her life is done,
Be it well known unto you all

My life is now begun.
The life I liv'd among you all

Was sorrow, grief, and pain
But now I have a life indeed
Of pleasure joy and gain.

M.A.Oxox.

Bowness Church. A tablet on wall of

south aisle :

The author's epitaph upon himselfe, made in the
tyme of nis sickness.

A man I was, wormes meat I am
To earth returned from whence I came
Many removes on earth I had
In earth at length my bed is made
A bed which Christ did not disdaine
Altho it could not Him retaine

His deadlie foes might plainlie see
Over time and death His victorie

Here must I rest till Christ shall let me see

His promised Jerusalem and her fo-licitie.

Veni Domine Jesu veni cito.

Robert Philipson, Gent, xiiito Octo Bris An"
Salutis 1631 anno aetatis suae 63tio.

In Elton Churchyard, Durham :

17 years a virgin
40 years a wife
5 days illness

and then departed life.

(Date 1878 )

Mary Beuton
Jan. 4, 1853

In the 116th year of her age.
A spinster.

F. R. F.

In peaceful rest two sinless sisters lie,

Saved by death's curse from sin's attendant sorrow.
In certain hope they sleep till time shall die ;

Night waxes old '1 hey waken on the morrow.

This relates to two infants, both of whom
died when they were very young. I do not

think that these four lines have ever been

published. ASTARTE.
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INSCRIPTIONS IN THE CHELSEA
HOSPITAL BURYING-GROUND.

(See ante, pp. 241, 325, 425.)

ON THE SOUTH WALL.

*142. To the [memory of] | Loui[sa ?] |

younfgestj. . . .
|
James. . . .ir

|
....

|
and C

|
General Sir

|
She died 2nd

|

Also
|
her bro[ther] |

Charles Francfis] . . . .
|

IAg]ed 3 y[ears],
143. The very meagre remains of a long Latin

inscription to Alexander Inglis, [Surgeon], d.
26 Jan., 1736, [a. 81].

In addition to the above inscriptions,

Capt. Ford gives the following, which were
no doubt on the " blank "

stones given
above, and on others which have disappeared :

SOUTH SIDE.

344. Ann Wood d. May , a. 27.
145. John Gregory, sexton, d. April, 1788,

. (51). Gregory (grandson), d. 14 April,
1786, a. 9 m.

146. Mr. Josiah Durant, d. 25 April, 1808, a. 56.
147. Christr. Buckle, Compr. of the Coal Yard

21 years, d. 29 Dec., 1760, a. 63.
148. Mr. Henry Medley, d. 4 Sept., 1782, a. 72.
149. Mrs. Sophia Pitfonet, d. 22 June, 1774.

Mr Frans. Dd. Pittonet, Whitster, d. 5 Feb., 1805,
&. 80. Mrs. Ann Pittonet, 2nd wife, d. 17 June,
1802, a. 68.

150. Frances Elizabeth Cock, d. 7 Oct., 1821,
n. 17. Margaret Ann Cock, d. 8 Oct., 1826, a. 10.

151. Mary, w. of Aug. Frazer, Chaplain, d.
22 Oct., 1770, a. 45.

152. Mrs. Sarah Bippley, d. 23 Nov., 1824, a. 54.
153. Rev. John Mara, Assistant Chaplain, d.

1 Nov., 1764, a. 40.
154 w. of Cossley, d. Oct. John

<Tossley, Esq., Lieutenant-Governor, d. Nov., 1765.
155. Win. (Lessiman), d. Dec. (1720).
1 56. Doin .... Joh .... Montmorency, Baro . .

ReHgionis Protestantis Gallia derelinqui. . . .in

Angliam confugi. . . .d. 23 May, 1716, a. 72.
157. John Lee, d. 4 May, 1713, a. 48.
158. Richard Ga d. 11 May, 1731, a. 44.
159. Isaac Gamier, Apothecary, d. 1 Feb.,

1712, a, 81.
160. Thomas Allen, d. 1760, a. 66.
161. Everardus Home, Baronetus, S.R.S.,

jiatus 6 May, 1756 ; ob. 31 Aug., 1832.

NORTH SIDE, BEGINNING AT EAST END.
162. Capt. Jonathan Reynolds, late SerjeantMb Regt. Foot, d. 12 March, 1841, a 64. James

Reynolds, his s., buried in St. Luke's.
163. Felix Cann, Captain in Royal Hosp., d.

28 Feb., 1786, a. 86.
164. Benji Cooke (and 5 children), d. 9 Jan.,

1742, a. 46.
165. Mr. John Carley, sixpenny man, of this

Hosp., d. 13 July, 1777, a. (86). Mrs. Mary Codd,
w. of....d. 1780. Margaret, w. of said Mr. J.

Parley, d. May, 1785, a. 52.

* Does not appear in Capt. Ford's collection of
abstracts, 1842.

166. Jean Cupper, d. 30 May, 1724, a. 55. John
Cupper, her husb., d. May, 1726, a. 45.

167. Charles King, sexton
168. Johannes Noades, Surgeon. Nulli se-

cundus, d. 20 March, 1707, a. 64.

169. Emanuel Langford, Chaplain. Francisca

Langford. D. Oct., 1724, a. 67.

170. Alexander Reid, 18 years Surgeon's Mate,
d. 1 March, 1789, a. 69. Anne, his w., d. 1 Aug..
1785, a. 48. Maria, his dau., d. 3 March, 1788,
a. 17.

171. Henry Story, gardener 20 years, d. Sept.,

1713, a. 63. Mary Story, his dau., d. 23 April,

1713, a. (10). Frances Story, his dau., d. 15 July,
1715, a. (21). William, his s., d. Oct., 1716.

ON THE SOUTH WALL.

172. Prope jacet Theodos Cottadpn, Miles.

[Collation in Register.)
[Faulkner calls him "

Sir Theodore Colladon.

Physician," and gives 1712 as the date of his death.
The inscription has now altogether vanished.]

Faulkner also gives the following, which
do not appear in Ford's list :

173. Christian Davis, al*. Mother Ross, buried
with military honours, July, 1739.

174. General Sir William Dalrymple, Lieu-

tenant-Governor, 1807.
175. The Rev. William Young, 1757.
176. Lord Lindores, bur. 3 Sept., 1765.
177. The Right Hon. James O'Hara, Baron of

Tyrawly, and Baron of Kilmain, bur. 24 July,
1773.

INDEX OF NAMES.

Alderson, 90
Allen, 23, 160
Andrews, 33
Anson, 127

Ashley, 49
Austen, 110

Barnes, 81
Beck, 6
Bell, 117
Bettesworth, 9
Blo(o)me, 40, 41
Booth, 110
Box, 7

Bruce, 1

Buckle, 147

Bulkeley, 71

Bunting, 10

Burney, 30
Burrows, 118
Bustle, 108

Campbell, 79

Campion, 4
Cann, 163

C'arley, 165
arr, 119
esill, 56

Dheselden, 107

)hudleigh, 48
'hurch, 34
Cock, 150
:odd, 165
'olladon (or

Cottadon),
172

Compton, 17

Cooke, 164

Cooper, 129
Corbett, 110

Cossley, 154
Crauford, 60
Crew, 6

Cross, 110
Crudden, 110
Cunnington, 110
Cupper, 166

Dalrymple, 47,
174

Daniel, 131
Davern, 36
Davis, 128, 173
Dawgs, 42

Dawson, 24
Dickson. 110
Doolan, 110
Drabble, 89
Duke, 80
Dundas, 69
Durant, 146

Dwyer, 110

Ebhart, 105
Edge, 21
Edmonds, 112

Egan, 110

Eyre, 103

Fasson, 50
Faunce, 110
Fawcett, 70

Feagan, 63
Fletcher, 110
Ford, 88
Fosmire, 139
Frazer, 151

Ga , 158
Gadsby, 113
Gamier, 96, 97,

159
Gibson, 88
Gleig, 104
Godfrey, 126
Gordon, 110
Grant, 44

Gray, 53
Greenfield, 139

Gregory, 145

Haggitt, 29
Halkett, 51

Hall, 27
Hallinan, 110

Harper, 110
Harwood. 74
Hayes, 110
Heriot, 57

Hickman, 134
Hill, 131

Hillan, 110
Hiseland, 18

Hobbs, 59
Home, 161
Horswell, 3

Huey, 102

Hurlo, 140
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INDEX OF NAMES (continued).

Inglis, 143

Jacob, 74
James, 110
Johnson, 15
Jones, 20

Keate. 43
Kelly, 110
King, 167

King Charles, 7

King George,
131

King James, 7

King William
and Mary. 7,
131

Laisne, ~2'2

Lang. 2

Langford. 169
Le Blano. 87
Lee, 157

Leeds, 141

Lefort, 97

Leige, 135
Lessiman. 155
Lewis, 110, 122
Lilley, 2<?

Landores, 176
Lovelaco, 124
Lucass II

MeArthur. 25
Macdonald, 8
Mclntoch, 52
Macintosh. 11

Mackay, 24
McLaren, 116
McLeod. 75
McMollen. 88

Mahoney, 110
Mara, 153
Maryborough,
Duke of, 131

Mathews, 66
May, 5

Medley, 148
Middleton, 31
Miller, 62

Montmorency,
77, 156

Moorehead, 136
Morris, 55
Moseley, 78
Moxon, 110
Murry. 93
Murtagh, 110

Nisbett, 16
Noades, 168
Xunn, 74

Ogle, 49, 88
O'Hara, 177
Owen, 73

Paget, 82
Parsey, 45
Pearson, 100
Penwright, 110
Pittonet, 149
Pond, 123
Poulton, 46
Pym, 74

Renton, 10

Eevell, 133

Reynolds, 162

Rippley, 152
Robertson, 41
Robinson, 110,

124
Ross, 173
Rossiter, 139

Saunderson, 110
Smith, 76
Sopps, 125
Sparke, 59
Stacey, 110
Stevens, 137
Story, 171
Stringer, 110
Stuart, 83
Sutherland, 84
Symons, 39

Tiphaine, 135
Trapaud, 72

Vickers, 115
Villers, 88

Walker, 92, 138
Warburton, 12
W7

hatmore, 114
Whitby, 110
Williams, 110
Williamson, 37

Queen Ann, 131 Wilson, 54, 99
Wood, 144
Woodley, 121

Wyatt, "67
Ramsey, 28
Ranby, 58
Rankin, 13, 14
Reid, 170 Young, 175

INDEX OF PLACES.

Blackbrook, Staffs, 67 Pendennis Castle, 73
Cavenham, Suff., 87
Hendon. Midd., 57
Hobart Town, 116
Kaffirland, 110
Kilmain, 177
Laverton. Som., 43

Peninsula, 51
Queen's Elm, 6
St. Luke's, 162

Tyrawly, 177
Waterloo, 51
Wells, 43

REGIMENTS.

Horse Guards Blue, 100 67th Regt., 116
R.H. Artillery, 108 71st Regt., 87
3rd Dragoon Guards, 70, 73rd Regt., 110

114 76th Regt., 74
7th Hussars, 102 89th Regt., 92
Coldstream Guards, 112 Queen's Royal Regt. of
R. Engineers, 90
3rd Buffs, 24
5th Regt., 162
26th Regt., 74
28th Regt,, 82
45th Regt., 51
48th Regt,, 59
52nd Regt., 72
64th Regt., 74

Volunteers, 54
5th Veteran Battalion,

87
German Legion, 51
Col. Villers's Regt., 88
18th Bengal Infantrv,

127
3rd West India Regt.,

136

G. S. PARBY, Lieut. -Col.

17, Ashley Mansions, S.W.

CHRISTMAS EVE IN PROVENCE. To any
one who knows the charm of Provence it

is not necessary to define it ; to any one
who does not, it is impossible. Just lately

my imagination has brought me back
within the range of its spell, for I have been

meditating on its way of celebrating Calendor

and before the hustle of other things causes
me to forget, I feel that I may as well make
a few notes for the pleasure of

' N. & Q.
T

as well as for my own.
As in England. Christmas Eve is the

occasion of as much social and domestic
ritual as the Day itself. Our Book of
Common Prayer has the Even of the

Nativity of Our Lord in its table of the

Vigils, Fasts, and Days of Abstinence to
be observed in the year ; but it is commonly
treated as a festival, and the same usage is

favoured in Provence, unless avoidance of

flesh, when abundance of other eatables
is enjoyed, be accounted mortification.

Mistral relates in
' Memoires et Recite

T

that the labourers on his father's land left

work early on the day, and were each dis-

missed with gifts of a cake made with oil,

some nougat, figs, cheese, celery, and a bottle

of mulled wine. Those left at the farm-
house went to fetch in what we call the Yule

log, which was usually furnished by a fruit

tree, and, I think, preferably by a pear.
It was borne by the eldest and the youngest
member of the party, who carried it three

times round the kitchen, and then deposited
it upon the hearth. The head of the family
poured a glass of mulled wine over it and
said :

Joy ! Joy !

My good children, may God fill us with gladness !

With Christmas all good conies.

May God mercifully enable us to see the year that
is at hand,

And if there be not more of us, may there not be less I

Then amid shouts of joy the log was put
upon the fire-dogs, and its first flame was-

observed with reverence. The author of
'Provence: Vieilles Moeurs, Vieilles C'outumes

T

(C. Senes dit La Sinse), gives us another

very interesting prayer, which ^eems to be

actually addressed to the block itself :

" Mix the brightness of thy flames with that of

our heart?, and maintain among us peace and good
health. Warm with thy fire the feet of orphans
and of sick old men. Guard the house of the poor z

and do not destroy the hopes of the peasant or the

seaman's boat."

Fragments of the charring wood may,
it is said, be passed over the festive table-

cloth with impunity ; and the ashes are

treasured to serve as insect-powder and as a
preventive of disease among poultry and
rabbits. La Sinse relates, by the way, that
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though it is the grandfather who sets the

log alight, it is the youngest child who pours
the wine over it and its decoration of gilt-

paper stars.

In that, to me, most interesting museum,
the Musee Arlatan, founded by Mistral at

Aries, there is a group of life-size wax
figures and accessories which illustrates the

vinous besprinkling of the log on Christmas
Eve. In a photograph of the scene which
I have now before me, the supper-table
blocks off the view. On it stand the three

candles which are considered essential on
Christmas Eve, though no doubt others are

added : oil may be the illuminant at other

times, but not now. It is a bad sign when
the wick of one of these particular candles

happens to turn so as to point at anybody
round the board. On that stands at each
end a plate of wheat, which has been roused
to make signs of life by being steeped in

water on St. Barbara's Day. The orthodox
dishes of the time are snails, and cod, and

celery, a preparation of olives, various

fruits, and special dainties, never forgetting
the cake peculiar to the season, which must
not be eaten until a fourth part of it has
been given to the first poor passer-by, or

possibly been set aside for him. Mistral

had the intention of introducing a full

account of a Provencal Christmas Eve into
;

Mireio.' Some of this may be read in the
notes to Cant. VII. ; it was left out of the

poem from fear of making that too long.
In some houses the supper-cloth is kept for

three days upon the table. The crumbs
are shaken up into the middle of it for the

pious purpose of providing refreshment
for the armettes, or ancestral spirits, who
may come in search of it.

Frederic Mistral and C. Senes are, I

believe, responsible for all my statements.
ST. SWITHIN.

" HOGMANAY " AND " AGUILLANNEUF."
Sir Walter Scott, writing to Miss Joanna
Baillie on 1 Jan., 1819, says he wishes she
could have seen about a hundred children

dancing to the pipes, and getting a piece of
cake and bannock and pennies in honour
of hogmanay (New Year's Eve). Rabelais
in

'

Pantagruel,' chap, xi., mentions
"
Yaguil-

lanneuf, le premier trou de 1'an." These two
names for New Year's Eve are two forms of
a Latin refrain, hoc in anno, occurring in
a Norman-French carol which used to be

sung by children going about and begging
for small presents or New Year's gifts.
De Brieux has preserved a portion of this

song, in which hoc in anno is spelt hoquinano

(see Dumeril,
'

Patois Normand,' s.v.
'

Hagui-
netes'). When sung by children ignorant
of Latin the words hoc in became aguin-,
and anno was frequently taken to mean
an neuf (new year), hence the French form
hoguinane (Norm, dial.) and aguillanneuf,
the form given by Rabelais (with I for n by
dissimilation), Aguillanneuf is explained by
Cotgrave as au guy Van neuf ("to the
mistletoe the new year "), and is con-
nected by him with the Druids gathering
mistletoe on 1 Jan. ; but this explanation is

now rejected by French scholars as merely"
popular etymology." The New Year Eve

cry hoc in anno passed over into Spain,
as we may see from Sp. aguinaldo and
aguilando, both of which occur in Minsheu
(1623) in the sense of "a New Year's gift."
In the poem of

' The Cid,' xxix., the word
aguinaldo is found with the simple meaning
of

" a gift," a pour-boire.
The hogmanay of Sir W. Scott (the hag-

mena of the North of England) is due to
the Norm. dial, form hoguinane (with dis-

similation of the n). A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

TONG CHURCH TREASURE. Some day
there may appear in

' N. & Q.' a query as
to what has become of the Tong ciborium.
This cutting from The Birmingham Daily
Mail of 30 Nov., 1912, may therefore be
w,orth preserving to show how it is now pro-
posed to dispose of this piece of Church

property and of the proceeds of its sale :

" One of the treasures of Tong Church a
silver-gilt and crystal cup, sometimes called a
ciborium for which it is stated a sum of nearly
3,0001. has been offered, is to be put into the
market subject to the granting of a faculty
for its sale. This will be applied for in a few
days' time, the consent of the parishioners having
been obtained at a recent meeting. It is ex-

plained by the Vicar of Tong (the Rev. J. E.
Auden) that for sixteen years or more the cup
has been deposited in a bank at Shifnal, and
prior to that it was kept in a strongroom at
Weston Hall, the seat of the Earl of Bradford.
Few of the parishioners have seen the treasure,
inasmuch as there was not a place in Tong where
it could safely be exhibited. In the time of the
vicar's predecessor there was a proposal to sell the

cup, but the scheme fell through. If a faculty is

granted, however, there is now reasonable

prospect of a sale. It is proposed to devote
three-fifths of the proceeds to augmenting the

stipend of the Vicar of Tong, and the remaining
two-fifths exclusively for Church purposes.
Tong Church is described by Dickens in

' The
Old Curiosity Shop,' and many thousands of

people visit the spot every year. The vicar
admits there is opposition to the sale, of a senti-
mental character, but adds that the cup hidden
away in a bank serves no useful purpose, whereas
if it'were sold the money would be of the greatest
possible assistance.
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"
According to one account the ciborium in

question, for which the British Museum offered
1,200/. together with a facsimile, was presented
to Tong Church by I^ady Eleanor Harries about
1625. In the opinion of Sir Wollaston Franks,
Mr. Wilford Cripps, and Mr. St. John Hope,
it is not an ecclesiastical vessel. The latter
pronounces it to be a German drinking vessel
of the time of Henry VIII.

"In^his 'History of Tong' George Griffiths
ays :

'

Lady Harries gave Tong, about the year
1630, a beautiful and costly ciborium, a sacra-
mental vessel of the time of Henry VIII., said
to be the work of the celebrated artist Holbein,
and regarded by the highest authorities on such
niatters as unique. It stands 11 in. high, and
is of silver-gilt richly chased, having a central
barrel of crystal 2 in. deep., 2g in. diameter out-
side, and 2 in. inside. It probably belonged
to the ancient college of Tong, and held the
sacred elements, but is now used to hold the
sacred wine on high festival days of the Church.'
It is described '

among the guifts of that pious
and charitable Lady Eleanor Harries (relict of
Sir Thomas) as " a large Communion cup of
gould and christall and cover."

'

S. A. GRUNDY NEWMAN, F.S.A. Scot.
Littleton Place, Walsall.

[A good illustration of the ciborium, with a
letter on the subject from Mr. A. F. G. Leveson-
<iower, appears in The Guardian for the 13bh inst.]

ON A PROVERB IN SHAKESPEARE.
Bened. Thou and I are too wise to wooe

peaceablie.

Bea. It appeares not in this confession, there 's

not one wise man among twentie that will praise
himselfe.

Bene. An old, an old instance Beatrice, that
liit'd in the time of good neighbours. . . .

' Much Ado,' V. ii. 67.

M. C. Wahl in
'

Jahrbuch,' xxii. 51, on
' Das paromiologische Sprachgut bei Shake-
speare,' points out the reference here to the

proverb,
" He dwells far from neighbors

that's fain to praise himself," and notes
an earlier reference to the same proverb in
' The True Chronicle History of King Leir.'

Two other contemporary examples of the

literary use of this proverb may be noted,
especially since Wahl's observation does not
find a place in recent editions of

' Much Ado.'
In Middleton's '

Blurt, Master-Constable '

(I. i.), p. 229, ed. by A. Dyce, we find,"
But. because his own ear dwells so near to

my voice, I will play the ill neighbor, and
cease to speak well of him." The other

example occurs in Marston's ' What You
Will '

(V. i. 3), ii. 404, A. H. Bullen edition :

Lam. I commend, commend myself to ye,
Lady.

Mel. In troth, sir, you dwell far from neigh-
bors, that are enforced to commend yourself.

M. P. T.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

HALLEY SURNAME. [The following reached
us too late for insertion in the communica-
tion at p. 445 :]

"
I think that the astronomer's name was

pronounced Hawley, and we have seen that at

Youlgreave the forms Halley and Hawley were
used almost indifferently. But Humphrey Halley,
vintner [the astronomer's grandfather], and his

descendants appear to have uniformly spelled
their name Halley, and, as far as I can recall,

we have not met with any formal document
relating to any of them in which their name is

spelled in any other way. If it were otherwise,
it would be needful to inspect various seventeenth-

century documents relating to Hawleys.
have looked at several, but none have been found
to relate to Humphrey Halley and his descendants.
I therefore confine my search to Halley, and

neglect Hawley or Haley." Extract from letter

from Mr. R. J." Beevor, dated 6 June, 1912.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
135, Park Row, Chicago.

PROPITIATORY SACRIFICE ON THE OPENING
OF A TUMULUS. In 1859 a farmer in the

Isle of Man offered a heifer up as a pro-

pitiatory sacrifice, so that no harm might
befall him from the opening of a tumulus

upon his land. The incident, in the Vic-

torian age, is worthy of record. See pp. 62-3
'

Illustrated Notes on Manx Antiquities,'

by P. M. C. Kermode, F.S.A.Scot.,and W. A.

Herdman, D.Sc., F.R.S., privately printed

(E. Tinling & Co., Victoria Street, Liverpool,

printers, 1904). Copies can be procured from
the Curator of the Port Erin Biological

Station, Port Erin, Isle of Man.
WILLIAM MACARTHUR.

Dublin.

" THE BLACK BOY " OF GILLINGHAM.
The following extract breathes an air of

romance. In the Black Book (or Lord's

Book) of Gillingham in the county of Kent,
in 1447, it is recorded :

"
Jugum pilgrym incipit ad Stratam juxta

messuag: Will: Gollay versus West et extendit ad
magnani portam messuag: de East Court versus
East et sic ab ilia porta," &c.

In a MS. record of the manor of East-

court, Gillingham, William Paynter records :

" The Greate Gatehouse at the North Est corner
of the yarde was taken downe by my appoynt-
ment at the request of my tenant Thomas Milton
and his undertenant Richard More in anno 1636 :

being very ruinous and to have been repaired by
them, and indeede being a very hye strong built
house with great gates. But was a great harbour
to rogues, and by them called the black boy
all England over, and after Richard Mores
smithes forge gonne, was els very unuseful.

" Which gate is mentioned in the old Lords
book of Gillingham in Jugo Pilgrim.

'

F. L.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" To CARRY~ONE'S LIFE IN ONE'S HANDS "

is an English phrase equivalent to exposing
one's life to great danger :

" The Transatlantic '

railway-man,' whatever
his rank, must at times carry his life in his hands,
and is sure, at any rate, of his bellyful of adven-
turous living." Times Lit. Suppl., Jan. 4, 1912.

What have the hands to do with the life

of a person who risks it ? Is the comparison
with objects carried visibly in the hand,
so that they are open to attack ? Or is it

with the money that a player or gambler
holds in his hand as stake ? I cannot find

the phrase in
' N.E.D.' under any of the

three words where it should find its place.
G. KBTJEGEK.

Berlin.

"
DOPE,"

" TO DOPE,"
" DOPER." What

are the origin and derivation of these
words ? They appear to be racing slang.
In The Pall Mall Gazette of 20 Sept. is an
article on ' The Doping of Racehorses.'
In The Sla.ndard of next day is a telegram
from Paris headed ' Horse "

Doping^" in
France.'
A "

dope
"

appears to be a stimulant,
containing such drugs as cocaine, arsenic,

strychnine, heroin, quinine, caffeine, spar-
teine, administered to a horse a little before
a race. The former paper speaks of a
" cocained horse

"
; the latter, after men-

tioning strychnine, caffeine, and sparteine.
adds "

or some similar alkaloid commonly
used in

'

doping,'
" and speaks of the

practice as
"
introduced from America."

The "
doper

"
is he who administers (or

perhaps causes the administration of) the
"
dope."
According to the

' New English Dic-

tionary,' "dope" is
"

1. Any thick liquid or semi-fluid used as an
article of food, or as a lubricant. U.S."

No quotation is given of
"
dope

"
as a food.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BRAWNE. Can any of your readers give
me particulars concerning the family of
Brawne of Kilburn, resident there the greater
part of the eighteenth century of which
family K eats's Fanny Brawne was a
member ? C. T. BAKER.

McFuNN. Can any of your readers give
me information in regard to the surname
McFunn ? Is it Scotch or Irish ? In what

part of the country have families of that

name been known ? What is the latest

occurrence of the name V

The only information which I possess is

as follows*: Capt. William McFunn of the

Roval Navy came to Philadelphia, where,

in "1752, he married Lydia Biddle. He
was present at the battle of Quebec, was

later Master of the Port at the island of

Antigua, and died in America in 1767 or

1768. He appears to have been intimate

with the officers of the Highland regiments
stationed at Quebec. From the British

Admiralty I have obtained a list of all the

ships on which he served. The name some-

what resembles the Irish Finn, but, on the

other hand, an early copy of The Saturday

Magazine mentions a Scotch peasant
" who

was called 'Funns' because his cot was

surrounded by furze, called in some parts of

the country 'funns.'
"

LYDIA S. MONCTJRE ROBINSON.

Paoli, Pennsylvania.

THE SALE OF CHERRIES PROHIBITED.

William Ellis of Little Gaddesden in his

'The Timber -Tree Improved,' 1742, sets

forth
" Reasons humbly offered in behalf of the Coun-

ties of Hertford, Bucks, Kent, Ac., For encouraging

the Growth of the Black and other Cherry Irees.

"That by the late Act of Parliament for pro-

hibiting the Consumption of the Black and other

Cherries, the said Counties are miserably distressed ;

for that the Black Cherry in particular, having

many singular Advantages belonging to it, is, by

the Disuse of it in compound Liquors, render d c

little or no Service."

What was the Act referred to ? Why was

it enacted, and when was it repealed ?

W. B. GERISH.

Bishop's Stortford.

"OAKE." "OKE." This word occurs in a

will proved in 1665, and is apparently a

measure of land somewhat under an acre.

What was it ? The locality is in Flintshire,

but neither the Welsh dictionary nor the
' N.E.D.' throws any light upon it. The

following quotations will show how the

word is employed : "At Chamberwen a

parcel called one Oake "
;

" one acre two

oake at Peansamwell
"

;
"a parcel called

one oke under Kilbin
"

;

" and one other

Oake called Canacinan."
"
Called

"
in the

first and third instances must mean "
esti-

mated as." G. S. PARRY.
17, Ashley Mansions, S.\V.
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A MEMORV GAME. Can any of your
readers throw any light on what, for want
of a better phrase, is referred to below as
a "

Memory Game "
? It has been known

in my family and transmitted orally for

certainly a hundred years. My grand-
mother, whose name was Jane Blencowe,
learnt it

"
as a little girl," and she was born

towards the close of the eighteenth century.
Quite recently a book was published in

America called
'

Diary of Caroline Cowles
Richards, 1 852-72.' and in this country it-

has been published by Mr. Fisher Unwin.
In this the "

Memory Game "
appears

(1860) in a new guise, but there is unmistak-
able evidence of a common origin for the
two versions. I give both :

Blencoice version.
A good fat hen.
Two wild ducks and a good fat hen.
Three squeaking wild geese, two wild ducks,

and a good fat hen.
Four air ellises. three squeaking wild geese, &c.
Five bottles of Montefiasco, &c.
Six pairs of Donza Fonza tweezers, &c.
Seven hundred Limerick oysters, &c.
Eight cages of Aragabalus parroquets, &c.
Nine flanks of Macedonian horses, &c.
Ten helescope, telescope, tantafastical tunes, &c.
Eleven hympathetical[*ic], sympathetical, cate-

gorical propositions, &c.

C. C. Richards version,

A good fat hen.
Two ducks and a good fat hen.
Three plump partridges, two ducks, and a

good fat lien.

Four squaking [sic] wild geese, three plump
partridges, &c.

Five hundred Limerick oysters, &c.
Six pairs of Don Alfonzo's tweezers, &c.
Seven hundred rank and file Macedonian horse-

men drawn up in line of battle, &c.
Eight cages of heliogabalus sparrow kites, &c.
Nine sympathetical, epithetical, categorical

propositions, &c.
Ten tentapherical tubes, &c.
Eleven flat-bottom fly boats sailing between

Madagascar and Mount Palermo, &c.
Twelve European dancing masters, sent to

teach the Egyptian mummies how to dance,
against Hercules's wedding day.

The second version throws some light on the

first, and explains Xo. 6. It is not difficult

to put No. 11 (Blencowe) and 9 (Richards)
into what was probably the original form.
But what is an "

air Ellis
"

?

H. E. ANDREWES.

JOHN WILSON. I should welcome bio-

graphical details concerning John Wilson,
author of

' A Concise Account of St. John's

Gate, Clerkenwell. and of the Knights of

St. John of Jerusalem,' pp. 22, 8vo, London,
1867; 2nd ed., 1869.

DANIEL HTPWELL.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Could you tell me the author of the follow-

ing sentence ? I am not quite certain as
to its literal correctness, for I quote from
memory.

" He whose ear is untaught to hear the har-
monious discord of the birds travels alone when
he might have company."

J. RUDGE HARDING.

I should be glad to know if any readers
of

' N. & Q.' could say where the following
lines are to be found and who are the
authors :

1. The soul that fixes upon earth
Unsatisfied desires,

Forgetful of its heavenly birth
And what that birth inspires,

That soul shall mourn itself too late,
Its winged nature gone,

Degraded from its higher state
To that it feeds upon.

2. Who laughs at sin laughs at his own disease,
Welcomes approaching ruin with his smiles,
.Dares at his soul's expense his fancj* please,
Affronts his God, himself of peace beguiles.

E. FLETCHER.

[2. Was asked at 11 S. v. 90 without eliciting
a reply.]

FISHER FAMILY. In a bookseller's recent

catalogue I find
"
Fisher's Drawing-Room

Scrap Book, with Poetical Illustrations by
L. E. L., 1833."

Can any of your readers say what Fisher

this was ? Was it the father of the Drury
Lane actress Clara Fisher a well-known
character at Brighton about this time ?

W. E. PH.

ONIONS PLANTED WITH ROSES. The Aca-

demy, lx. 355, prints a poem by Mr. Thomas
Hardy describing a custom of planting an
onion at the foot of a rose tree, with the

object of making the flowers healthy and

improving their perfume. This custom
seems to prevail in Wessex. Is it found in

other parts of England ? EMERITUS.

POPE'S
' ILIAD '

: PRICE RECEIVED. In
an interesting life of Pope by an unknown
hand issued in 1853, the writer tells us that,
after allowing for various payments for

considerable literary assistance rendered,

Pope received the sum of nearly 6,OOOJ. for

his translation of the
'

Iliad.' He adds that

Dryden drew only about 1,300?. for his
'

Virgil.' Have Pope's figures ever been
exceeded for a work of pure literature

other than a novel ?

M. L. R. BRESLAB.
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" TROW "
:

" WAYZGOOSE." The follow-

ing is an extract from The Clevedon Mercury
of 22 June, 1912 :

" In the early hours of Thursday morning,
when a heavy wind was blowing from the direc-
tion of W.N.W., the trow Mary Ann foundered
off Clevedon. Happily, there was no loss of life,
the crew of three hands taking to their boat
and reaching Portishead in safety."
" Trow " seems to be the local word for a
ketch. Is it used elsewhere than on the
Somerset coast ?

What is the origin of
"
wayzgoose,"

and is it now generally known ? The
Clevedon Mercury seems to use it as a matter
of course, thus :

"
Mercurians' Wayzgoose. Another Visit to

Blackpool. Blackpool would almost seem to
have cast a spell over the staff of the Clevedon
Printing Company (Limited) and Clevedon Mercury
and Courier, for occasion was again taken of the
annual outing on Saturday last to make the
long journey north to this ever-popular Lan-
cashire seaside resort, thus making the fifth
time since the wayzgoose was started at this
office fifteen years ago In the still more rural
districts, and there only, the wayzgoose reigns
unclouded in its pristine glory." Clevedon
Mercury, 24 Aug., 1912.

PENBY LEWIS.

[Wayzgoose. has" been much discussed in 'N. & Q.'
See 7 S. x. 187, 233, 373 ; xi. 34 ; 8 S. x. 432, 483 ;

xi. 30, 157, 254.]

JAMES TOWNSHEND SAWABD. On 5
March, 1857, this man, better known,
perhaps, as

" Jim the Penman," then
aged 58, was found guilty of forgery, and
was sentenced to be transported for life.

Perhaps some one with access to the books
and archives of the Inner Temple can saywho his parents were, when he was called
to the Bar, how long he occupied chambers
in the Temple and where they were situated,
how long he survived his sentence, and
where he died.

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.
[Mr. F. Boase's 'Modern English Biography,'

vol. in. col. 428, says of James Townsend Saward :

"Barrister I.T. 20 Nov., 1840." Among the
authorities cited is Major A. Griffiths's 'New-
gate,' ii, 395-8.]

FULWOOD. According to Egerton's
'

Life
of the Actress, Mrs. Anne Oldfield,' a bar-
rister of Gray's Inn named Fulwood was
killed in a duel in Lincoln's Inn Fields

during the reign of Queen Anne.
Can any reader give me further particulars

of this Mr. Fulwood his Christian name,
age, date of his death, family, &c. ? Is there
any mention of him in the records of Gray's
Inn ? G. R. LAGLEN.

JANE AUSTEN : GODMEBSHAM HOUSE.
Can any one inform me whether Godmer-
sham House in Kent, the property of Jane
Austen's brother, is described in any of

her novels ? Many of her letters in the
volume edited by her great-nephew, the first

Lord Brabourne, were written there.

W. T.

" FUNK "
:

" FINK." Is any connexion

possible between our slang word " funk "

and the German Fink (a finch) ? I am not
sure of German usage, but I know that in

Switzerland " Er ist einFink "
is equivalent

to
" He is a funk." The ' N.E.D.' has little

to say on the connexions of this word.
HABOLD PICTON.

' IAN ROY.' In ' Ian Roy of Skellater,'

by James Neil, M.D., appears the following :

" His clansman and collateral descendant,
Mr. TJrquhart Forbes, fascinated by the romance
of his career, has made him the hero of the tale
of

' Ian Boy.'
"

Will some reader of
' N. & Q.' inform me

where I can obtain a copy of this work ?

J. F. J.

Minneapolis.

PRIVILEGE AND LICENCE TO
PUBLISH: COPYRIGHT.

(11 S. v. 324.)

MB. PIEBPOINT'S communication raises a
question of much interest. Mary's charter
to the Stationers' Company (ratified by
Elizabeth, 1559) forbids any books to be

printed by any person not a member of
the Stationers' Company (Arber,

'

Tran-

scripts of Stationers' Register,' Introduction,

p. xxx ).

A by-law of the Company (17 Aug., 1681),
which was probably declaratory of existing
practice, ordained that where any entry is,

or hereafter shall be, duly made of any
book in the said Register Book of the Com-
pany by or for any member of the Com-
pany, in such case, if any member shall

thereafter, without licence or consent of such
member, print such book, he shall forfeit

to the Company the sum of twelve pence for

every copy printed or sold (Arber, i. 22).
The Stationers' Register for 6 April, 1584,

contains this entry :

" Tho. Cadman. Yt is graunted unto him that
if he can gett the commedie of Sappho lawfully
alowed unto him, Then none of this companie
shall interrupt him to enjoye yt."
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This evidently refers to a copyright existing
in some one. By the provisions just men-
tioned that only members of the Stationers'

Company could print, and that no member
could print a book registered in the name
of another, the printer had a protected
interest.

But when did the author come to have
a protected interest in his work ? I am
not aware of any Elizabethan plays or books
being entered on the Stationers' Register in
the name of the author as distinct from that
of the printer.

By Art. 7 of the Star Chamber Decree,
11 July, 1637, no one may print or import a
book which the Company hath or shall, by
any letters patent, orders, or entrance *in

their Register book or otherwise, have the

right, privilege, authority, or allowance

solely to print. This decree has been con-
strued as expressly supposing a copyright
to exist otherwise than by patent, order, or

entry in the Register of the Stationers'

Company, which could only be bv common
law (Millar v. Taylor, 4 Burr. , p. 23 14 ). In this

case (decided 1769) the majority of the Court
was of opinion that there was a common-law
right to copyright in the author.
Numerous decrees (e.g., Star Chamber

Ordinance, 1586 ; Prothero,
'

Constitutional

Documents,' p. 169) forbade the print-
ing of any book unless licenced, and unless
it complied with the allowed ordinances of
the Stationers' Company. The author's

right of publishing his own composition
was, therefore, far from absolute. The
only cases on copyright I know of are

subsequent to the Copyright Act of 8 Anne,
c. 19. I know of no definite assertion of the
author's copyright prior to that statute,
and Yates, J., in a dissenting judgment in
Millar v. Taylor, denied that copyright
existed at common law. Indeed, Willes, J.,
at p. 2313 of this report said :

" No case of a prosecution in the Star Chamber,
for printing without licence .... or printing
another man's copy....has been found. Most
of the judicial proceedings of the Star Chamber
are lost or destroyed."
The orders that all books be submitted to

the Stationers' Company were "
to prevent

improper publications, and have no view to

establishing the right of copy in authors"
(Yates, J., at p. 2377). Ten pages earlier

Yates, J., pertinently remarks :

"
If authors have a right at common law, they

need not enter their books at all with the Sta-
tioners' Company : they may waive that. And
in case they do not enter them, by what marks,
then, must this property in ideas be distin-

guished ?
"

The author was evidently unable to pre-
vent "

divers stolen and surreptitious copies
"

of his works being published.
It would appear that the right of copy-

right in an author qua author, and apart
from membership of the Stationers' Com-
pany, was not discovered till lor.g a'ter

Shakespeare's time, though, of course, an
author could sell his MS. to a printer, like

any other chattel, and the printer's rights
were protected if he was a member of the
Stationers' Company.

P. A. McELWAINE.
Dublin.

"FINSTALL" (11 S. vi. 411). This no
doubt means a "

fine-stall," a place or shed
for refining salt by boiling brine. A similar

compound, fine-still (name of a vessel used
in distilling), is recorded in the

' N.E.D.'
As to the word stall, cf.

; ' una sails coqui-
naria hoc est .1. sealtern steall

"
in a Kentish

charter dated A.D. 863 (Birch,
' Cartularium

Saxonicum,' No. 507). Much information
about the salt industry is given by Walter
de Gray Birch,

'

Domesday Book,' London
(S.P.C.K.), 1887, pp. 276-9.

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg.

If the ' Calendar of Charter Rolls
'

quoted at this reference is correct, it may
throw further light on the etymology of

the place-name Finstall, formerly a hamlet
in the parish of Stoke Prior ; Worcestershire,
but since 1868 a separate ecclesiastical

parish. I can offer no suggestion as to

what ' a finstall
"

was, but it has struck

me that, with the omission of
"
a," the quo-

tation would read
" and of the whole tithe of all the salt of the
said Peter in Wichia [i.e. Droitwich] with two
saltpans and Finstall."

A. C. C.

LORD TRURO'S UNIVERSAL INFORMATION
BUREAU: THE DUTCH ELL (11 S. vi. 251,

335, 412). May I point out that in my
reply (ante, p. 335) I was not inquiring
about a Dutch ell ? I addressed that

inquiry to
" The Knowledge and Informa-

tion Office
" some quarter of a century ago.

My reason for mentioning that one and

only inquiry was to show how signally that

office, which offered to answer questions
" on any conceivable subject, great and
small," failed to answer my question.
Those who are interested as to the com-

parisons of ells with English measures

may, among other books, refer to P. Kelly's
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'

Universal Cambist,' 2nd ed., 1821, ii. 238-
243, s.v.

'

Cloth Measure,' where over ninety
ells, with their equivalents in English inches,
are given. (See also various countries in
the body of the book.)
Or they may consult J. H. Alexander's

' Universal Dictionary of Weights and
Measures, Ancient and Modern ; reduced to
the Standards of the United States of

America,' Baltimore, 1850, in which are
over a hundred measures under the names
El, Ell, and Elle, reduced to their equiva-
lents in yards and fractions of yards. These
begin with twelve Dutch els, besides what
is termed the Netherlandic el, which is a
metre. The real old Dutch els range from
that of Dordrecht, which was 0'74728 yard
(26*90208 in.), to that of Dendermonde
(wholesale), which was 0'79944 yard (28'77984
in.). The Amsterdam el (old measure) is

given as 0'75219 yard (27'07884 in.). In

Kelly it appears as 27'0797 in. (vol. i. p. 10),
the difference being only '00086 in.

Not only does the metre appear under the
name El or Ell (Holland) in these books,
but it appears also (as Elle) in William
Tate's 'Modern Cambist,' llth ed., 1862,

p. 34. He adds, however,
" In some of the

Dutch colonies and settlements the former
weights and measures of Amsterdam are still

used." He gives under that "
100 Amst.

Ells= 75'92 yards." That works out 1 ell=
27*3312 in. If the word "El" means by
Dutch law a metre, it would appear to have
been a mistake to try to make people use
the old word "

el," which meant about 68
centimetres, for a measure of 100 centi-
metres.

All the above three books give 45 in. as
the length of an English ell.

ROBEBT PlERPOINT.

GORE OF WEIMAR (US. vi. 402, 423).
Permit me to add one further detail to the

interesting notes on the above subject.A portrait of Miss Gore (probably Elisa V)

may be seen at the Wittumspalais at Weimar.
It was painted by Anton Graff (1736-1813),
and may have belonged to the Dowager
Duchess Amalie. The portrait is repro-
duced in Spemann's

'

Kunstkalender '

for
1912, on p. 50 (19 February).

HEINRICH MUTSCHMANN.
University College, Nottingham.

SYMBOL FOR " Li "
(11 S. vi. 409).

Surely the symbol is merely a variation of
00, indicating

" no pounds." An addition
of items would decide this point, if any totals
are given in the document.

MATTHEW H. PEACOCK.

THE TERMINAL " AC "
(11 S. vi. 430).

The particle ac is Old Celtic in origin. It
was of great utility and adaptability in

composition, and for that reason it is diffi-

cult to assign a concrete meaning to it.

Its significance in place- and land - names
is uniform, and it invariably indicates pro-
prietorship, either tribal or personal. It
is found only in Celtic countries, and very
seldom occurs before the time of Augustus.
Its use as an indication of proprietorship
became general and widespread in Gallo-
Rornan times. It is rarely found in the

Spains or the Britannias ; but more than
400 instances of it are recorded in Northern
Italy, and more than 2,000 in the Gauls.

The great majority of place-names com-

pounded with ac present a Roman personal
name as prototheme, but there is a good
number on record in which the prototheme is

a Celtic personal name. The compound forms
are adjectival, and we get -oca and -acum
as well as -acus. It is believed that the
Gallo-Roman names with -ac- are new
formations upon an ancient model, and that

they were primarily masculines agreeing
with fundus (an estate). For instance.

Brennacus, Epiacus, Vindiacus have fundtis
understood. Feminines, like Parisiaca and
Eburaca, qualify ciuitas ; and Segontiacum
and Eburacum are neuters agreeing with

oppidum (a town) understood.

In English the land - name Brecknock
contains this particle.

" Brecheiniauc "
is

Old Welsh for *Brecaniacus, i.e., the fundus
of Brficanus. The Middle Welsh form is

Brycheiniawg, and that has become Bry-
cheiniog.

There are other land-names in Wales
which contain og for awg, the representative
of ac : e.g., Rhyfoniog. Ysgeifiog, and
Pebidiog. ALFRED ANSCOMBE.

In a chapter on French village-names in
' Names and their Histories,' the late Canon
Isaac Taylor traced this suffix to the Gaulish
-acos :

" Latinized as acus or acum. This formed
adjectives which afterwards became substantives,
denoting the dwelling, or possession, of the

person to whose name it was affixed .... In the
South and in Brittany the syllable ac has \isually
been preserved owing to the accent falling upon
it, Albiacus, the estate of Albus, becoming Albiac,
and Calviacum, the property of Calvus, becoming
Calviar." P. 333.

In other parts of France phonetic law has
acted differently.

I confess that until I met with this teach-

ing in Taylor I pleased myself with the guess
that ac was cognate with aqua, and when I
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had been hauled up by a train to Capdenac
I thought I was at the watershed of that

region.
In his little work entitled

' The French
Stonehenge

' Mr. T. Cato Worsfold accepts
Mr. Miln's suggestion that Carnac in Brit-

tany is named from the earn, or cairn, of
Mont St. Michel, which is a tumulus not
far distant. ST. SWITHIN.

This ending represents in the language of
Southern France, especially west of the

Rhone, the Latin or Romance at, ac. Thus :

Armagnac, Armanhac, L. Armaniacum.
Brissac, L. Brixiacum.

Cougnac, Fr. Cognac, L. Condatum.

Cavaignac, Cavanhac, L. Cavanicus

(hallow).
Paulliac, Pauliac, L. PauHacum (Paul).
The origin of Carnac must, I think, be

sought in Brittany ; there seems to be no

sign of it in Southern France.
The final c of these place- and family-

names is mute ; it is sounded in Northern
French only, as in sac, Prov. sa, though
generally mute, as in tabac. A Gascon
writes amic, but pronounces it as the French
ami. In Provencal the c or ch is latent;
thus L. lactem, O.F. laid, is la, but before a
word with initial vowel it becomes lack ;

di (said), fa (done), become dicho, facho, in

the feminine. EDWAKD NICHOLSON.
Cros de C'agnes, near Nice.

JOHN REYNOLDS. WILKES'S ATTOKNEY
(11 S. i. 284, 344). When writing the above
notes I was careful not to prefix any adjective
to John Reynolds's name, for though I

considered that he was entitled to one, I

had no authority to support my idea. Now
I have come across the following mention

by a contemporary which supplies the word
I had in mind.
In ' Memoirs of the Life of J. P. Kemble,'

published in 1825 by James Boaden (b. 1762,

d. 1839). at p. 304 of vol. i. he gives an
account of the success of the tragedy of
'

Werter.' with a note about Frederick Rey-
nolds, the author of it. Boaden says that
Frederick's father was the "

celebrated

attorney." I make a note of this when
found, as it may be useful to some future

biographer. RALPH THOMAS.

CURIOUS ENTRY IN REGISTER (11 S. vi.

429). I would suggest that the name
"
Halfepenny Ffarthing

"
was merely a

nickname, the person's real name not being
known. A case in point occurred here a

few years ago. A man was found drowned
in the canal. .He was a stranger who had

worked in the locality only a short time r

and all inquiries failed to disclose his real

name and antecedents. After the usual

inquest he was buried in our cemetery under
his nickname of

"
Sailor Jack." on 22 Dec.,

1906. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

It ig quite probable that a person
namwd Halfepenny Farthing was buried at

Hillesden on the date mentioned. A refer-

ence to the bishop's transcript at Aylesbury
could be made.
The name of Easter Christmas occurs in

the Denham Marriage Register.
THOS. GURNEY.

[S. D. C. also thanked for reply.]

CAPT. PITMAN (11 S. vi. 448). In the late

sixties there was living at Pulteney Street,

Bath, a Capt. Pitman who was an ardent

sportsman, and who hunted with the Duke
of Beaufort's hounds. His son is, I believe,

still living, though not at Bath.
BLADUD.

MR. J. SPENCER PALMER will find a bio-

graphy and portrait of Capt. Samuel Pitman

(1816-86) in the album of The County
Gentleman and Sporting Gazette, portrait
No. XLIII. the subject cf his query.

H. A. P.

JOSEPH HART (11 S. vi. 410). The full

date of his birth is apparently unknown, as

in Julian's
'

Dictionary of Hymnology
' he

is said to have been " born in London in

1712," his early history being obscure.
G. F. R. B.

THOMAS PRETTY, VICAR OF HURSLEY

(11 S. vi. 131, 175, 455). I can prove the

Rev. Thomas Pretty to have been brother

to the Rev. John Pretty, as MRS. SUCKLING

suggests he may have been, and can also

answer her appeal for further information

of interest about the latter clergyman by
noting a circumstance greatly to his credit.

Robert Greene (1678 ?-1730), the eccen-

tric author of the
" Greenian

"
philosophy,

in an extraordinary will, which, I believe,

was never proved, describes himself as
" son to the mo?t prudent, devout, and religious

Mr. Robert Greene, formerly a mercer in Tarn-

worth, in the county of Warwick, and Mrs. Mary
Pretty his wife, of Fazely, in the same county,

my most dear, good, and excellent mother.'

He then proceeds to profess his "most
ardent and exceeding affection

"
for various

relatives, including
" my most dear and honoured uncles, Mr. John
Greene of Litehfield, the Rev. Mr. Thomas Pretty,
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rector of Winchfield, near Parnham, and the Ilev.
Mr. John Pretty, rector of Parley, near Win-
chester, to the last of whom, and his distinguish-
ing generosity and kindness to me upon the death
<>f my father, my continuance and advancement
in this colledge is principally owing."
The Rev. John Pretty he nominates as one
of the executors of his will.

There is a short account of .Robert Greene
in the '

D.N.B.,' but we are told nothing of
the principles of his wonderful philosophy.

AXEYN LYELL READE.
Treleaven House, Blundellsands.

EARTH-EATING (11 S. vi. 290, 351, 397).
Terashima's 'Wakan Sansai Dzue,' 1713,
torn, xiv., quotes a Chinese cyclopaedia,*

San-tsai-tu-hwui,' 1607, to this effect :

" The land of Wu-ki [literally, Xo Viscera]
lies in the North Sea ; its inhabitants have no
riscera, eat earth, and live in the pits. When
any one of them dies, he is buried ; his heart, his
knee, and his liver never rot, each turning into a
man after remaining underground respectively
for one hundred, one hundred and twenty, and
eighty years."

The same Japanese work, torn. Ixi., gives
the following quotation from the Chinese
*

System of Materia Medica,' 1578, concern-
ing what appear to have been some edible
earths :

"
Mineral Plour (Shih-mien) comes not out at

all times ; some people say its appearance is

auspicious, but others opine it to be found only
in years of famine. According to the Chinese
historical writings, A.D. 744 saw a vinous springmake its start and some stones turned into flour ;

stones became flour in the year 809 ; a ' mineral
fat

'

resembling flour presented itself in 1012 ;

stones produced Hour, 1001 and 1080. All these
were eaten by poor folks."

The Imperial Chinese encyclopaedia, 'Yuen-
kien-lui-han,

!

1703, torn, xxiv., contains
the following accounts :

" In the second month, 740, the people of three
circuits in Hwui-chau used to eat a certain
earth, which, they said, tasted far superior to
all other earths. Some time previously the
poor women of Wu-teh were deliberating to-
gether how to outlive the then devastating
famine, when an aged passer-by advised them to
eat the earth beside a ditch close at hand. Scarcelyhad he vanished on a sudden, when they found it

very savoury to the taste. Mixed well with Hour
and made into cakes, the earth proved a really
excellent food. After this news people crowded
there from near and distant villages, and the
edible earth was soon exhausted.

" Mount Loh-yung in the province of Yun-nan
produces an earth which is of good flavour, and
can be eaten when made into cakes and baked.
The women of the barbaric Pu tribe are particu-
larly fond of it.

" A fissure in a dale in the Wu-tang Mountains
has its soil coloured fresh yellow and esculent."

Bennett and Murray, in their
' Hand-

book of Cryptogamic Botany,' 1889, p. 424,
state :

" In some countries, such as China, Japan,
Siberia, Lapland, &c., they [the fossilized siliceous
shells of diatoms] form, cemented together by
salts of lime, the edible earths which are mixed
with meal to make a kind of flour."

It is a well-known fact that some Japanese
Ainus vised, on occasions of scarcity, to feed

upon a paste composed of such a diato-

maceous earth and the starch which they
extracted from the roots of a Fumaria.

" The Indians [of Guatemala] have a habit of

consuming a yellowish edible earth containing
sulphur ; on pilgrimages they obtain images
moulded of this earth at the shrines they visit,
and eat the iihages as a prophylactic against
disease."

'

Encyc. Brit.' (llth ed.), xii. 662.

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

THE RITES OF THE CHURCH (11 S. vi.

448).
"
Rites^of the Church "

is, I think,
the best English equivalent of jura ecclesi-

astica in the connexion to which DR. SHARPE
refers, though undoubtedly jura means
"rights," and not "rites." The rights
are not the rights of the Church, but the

right of the dying man to have administered
to him upon certain conditions, of course

the rites of the Church; in this con-
nexion the last Sacraments. The adminis-
tration of these might have important civil

consequences. If DR. SHARPE be not already
acquainted with it, he may be interested in

the following dictum of Berewik, J., quoted
from 'The Eyre of Kent of 6 and 7 Ed-
ward II.' (Selden Society), i. 112 :

"
Si interfectus habeat jura ecclesiastica non

est necesse quod coronator eum videat nee in
itinere non debet inde fieri inventor."

W. C. BORLAND.
Common Room, Lincoln's Inn.

REV. DAVID GEORGE- GOYDER, F.E.S.

(11 S. vi. 450). He published in 1857 'My
Battle for Life : the Autobiography of a

Phrenologist,' wherein he mentions (p. 12)
"
Gwydyr House, of the proprietor of which

I believe I am some hundred-and-fifty-
sixth cousin." He died on 29 June, 1878,
"
having attained the age of eighty-two

years." These and other biographical facts

appear in an obituary notice of him pub-
lished in the monthly periodical The Intel-

lectual Repository for August, 1878, pp. 404-
408. If your correspondent is still un-

satisfied, perhaps he will write direct to me.
CHARLES HIGHAM.

169, Grove Lane, S.E.

[MR. DAVID SALMON thanked for reply.]
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BENJAMIN HARRIS (11 S. vi. 449). The
following supplements the information given
in The Times. Domestick Intelligence ; or,
News both from City and Country, was
printed for Benjamin Harris "

at the Sta-
tioners' Arms, in the Piazza under the Royal
Exchange, Cornhill.'' This was continued
(1680-81) as The Protestant (Domestick)
Intelligence, of which Nos. 56-114 (15 April.
1681) are in the British Museum. It was
suspended from 16 April to 28 Dec., 1680,
and during this period seven numbers of
The True Protestant (Domestick) Intelligence
were issued. These are attributed in the
British Museum Catalogue as

"
apparently

from the press of B. Harris : '

; but while in

prison Harris issued a notice, dated 27 April,
1680, to the effect that, contrary to pub-
lished report, he was not concerned, directly
or indirectly, with the news-sheet called
The True Protestant Domestick Intelligence,
which had been first issued four days earlier,

and, owing to the somewhat similar title

of his paper commenced in 1679, had been
attributed to him (Nichols,

'

Lit. Anec.,'
iv. 66).

Harris cautioned the public against a
rival print entitled The True Domestick
Intelligence as being a "

Popish impostor."
This paper was numbered so that its estab-
lishment might be thought of earlier date
than was really the case, No. 1. 26 Aug.,
1679, being numbered 15. In this year
(1679) Harris is stated to have published
Domestick Intelligence for the promoting of
Trade. He was fined 500J., pilloried, and
committed to King's Bench Prison in South-
wark for printing seditious literature, and
on 5 Feb., 1679/80, there was published

" A Short but just Account of the Tryal of

Benjamin Harris for printing a seditious book,
called 'An Appeal from the Country to the City
for the preservation of His Majesties person.. .".

and the Protestant Religion.'
"

A copy of this is in the British Museum.

On 16 Feb., 1681/2, Harris published
The Weekly Discoverer Strip 'd naked ; or,
Jest and Earnest exposed to Publick View
in his Proper Colours, of which five numbers
are in the British Museum ; and on 22
March, 1682/.'{, he commenced another
Domestick Intelligence, "published gratis every
Thursday for the promoting of Trade," and
all persons who took The Weekly News,
which had then been in existence for a few
months, were "

desired to ask this paper of
the hawkers every Thursday gratis." In
1691 a " B. Harris

" was associated with
others in the publication of the City Mer-
cury, "or advertisements concerning Trade/'

but the subject of this notice is said to have
been then in exile in America. The London
Post of 1699, published by Harris, is not
recorded by Nichols or Timperley ; but
the latter mentions another paper with a
similar title, of which No. 1, printed by
Harris in Gracechurch Street, was issued
15 Oct., 1715. This, however, is not in
the British Museum Catalogue.
Dunton the bookseller says of Harris that
he was a brisk asserter of English liberties,

and once printed a book with that very title.
He sold ' A Protestant Petition

'

in King Charles's
reign, for which they fined him 500Z., and set
him once in the pillory ; but his wife (like a kind
rib) stood by him to defend her husband against
the mob. After this, having a deal of mercury in
his natural temper, he travelled to New England,
where he followed bookselling, and then coffee-

selling, and then printing, but continued Ben
Harris still ; and is now bookseller and printer, in
Gracechurch Street, as we find by his London
Post ; so that his conversation is general (but
never impertinent), and his wit pliable to all

invention. But yet his vanity (if he has any)
gives no allay to his wit, and is no more than
might justly spring from conscious virtue ; and
I do him but justice in this part of his character,
for in once travelling with him from Bury fair,
I found him to be the most ingenuous and innocent
companion I had ever met with."

In the British Museum is a satirical

ballad on Harris entitled
' The Saint turn'd

Curtezan,' published c. 1681. Another
ballad,

' The Protestant Cuckold,' which

appeared in 1681, reflects on the character
of his wife Ruth, and in this he is called the
"
Protestant Newsforger."
The editions of

' The Protestant Tutor '

in the B.M. are those of 1679 and 1716, and
one dated "1720?" Lowndes records one
dated 1713. Harris also wrote (see B.M.

Cat.)
" The New English Tutor, enlarged for

the more easy attaining the true reading of

English. To which is added, Milk for Babes.'
'

The Catalogue date is
" 1710 ?

"

ROLAND AUSTIN.
Public Library, Gloucester.

THE STONES OF LONDON (US. vi. 429).
It may surprise some to learn of one quarry
that has contributed. In his

' Destruction
of Ancient Rome' (Macmillan, 1901), Prof.

Lanciani, after describing how marble
obtained by demolishing buildings in Rome
was employed in the construction of the

cathedral at Aix-la-Chapelle and of numerous
churches and cathedrals in Italy, gives an
instance of exportation to England :

" Giaoomo Boni, in a paper road at a urn-ting
of the British and American Society of Rome,
March 28, 1893, makes an interesting statement

regarding the use of Roman materials in West-
minster Abbey.

' Among the most important
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works of a Roman marble-cutter still preserved
in Westminster Abbey,' he says,

'

there is a
small tomb bearing no inscription, but believed
to be of the daughter of Henry III., who died in
1257. The name of PETRVS ROMANVS civis is

engraved in the basement of the shrine of Ed-
ward the Confessor. Peter, therefore, must have
worked on it toward 1260, the year in which the
relics of the Confessor were laid in the place of
honour by Henry IIT. The tomb of this king,
the second founder of Westminster Abbey, erected
in 1281, has nothing English about it, "save the
grey Purbeck marble. The materials of which
Ihe Romanesque pavement in front of the high
altar is composed were certainly imported from
Rome by the Abbot Richard of Ware. After his
election, which took place in 1258, the Abbot
paid a visit to the Eternal City, and brought back,
as a souvenir of his pilgrimage, some slabs of

porphyry and serpentine.* Upon his grave may
be read the following words :

HIC PORTAT LAPIDES QVOS HVC PORTAVIT AB VRBE,
that is to s&y, he lies buried under the red and
green porphyries (the essential elements of a
Romanesque pavement) which he brought him-
self from the banks of the Tiber to those of the
Thames.' "

EJDWABD BENSLY.

THE THREE WISHES (US. ii. 506
; iii. 97).

As a supplement to this correspondence
it is perhaps worth while to call attention
to an exhaustive article on the subject by
Carl Marstrander,

' Deux Contes Irlandais,'
in the '

Miscellany presented to Kuno Meyer,'
Halle, 1912, p. 371 ff. He adduces versions
from almost all the countries of Europe.

H. I. B.

GENERAL BEATSON AND THE CRIMEAN
WAR (US. vi. 430). In The Illustrated
Times, vol. ii. pp. 163, 164 (8 March, 1856),
are a memoir and portrait of

"
General

Beatson, late in command of the Turkish
Irregular Cavalry on the Dardanelles."
The portrait, full length,

"
from a photo-

graph by Mayall," represents Beatson in
uniform, with his plumed helmet by his
side, wearing a long tunic heavily braided,
sash, sword-belt and sword, and high boots.
He was an officer of distinction, and appears
to have been treated very badly after he
had organized a force of about 3,000 men.

General W. F. Beatson had
"
served with honour and reputation as lieutenant-

colonel in command of a regiment in the British
Legion in Spain ; he was well known in India as
an officer who had been in command of a brigade
for eleven years ; who, for nearly half that
period, held the specific rank of brigadier ; and
who was mentioned six times in orders and
despatches for successful actions in which he
commanded. He volunteered, in the beginning

By serpentine
"

is, presumably, meant the
rich green Lacedaemonian porphyry to which the
misleading name of scrpcritino has been given.

of 1853, for service at the seat of war upon the
Danube. There he commanded the Bashi-
Ba/,ouks of Omar Pacha's army."
When he was in command of his own

corps of Bashi-Bazouks his staff consisted
at first of
"
Colonel Walpol.\ well known as a traveller in

Turkey, Captain Green of the Bombay Army,
who had served with credit in the Scinde Irregular
Horse, and Captain Rhodes of the 04th, who
had been aide-de-camp t'> General Prim when he
drew up his report on the military capabilities of

Turkey for the Spanish Government."

Later he was joined by Col. Brett, Majors
O'Reilly and Shelley, arid Capts. Ford and
Wemyss.
Beatson appears to have suffered greatly

from exaggerated complaints concerning
his men, and from official bad treatment.
The final cause of his resignation was that

"in September, 1855, the Minister-at-War attached
Beatson's Horse to the Turkish Contingent, thus,
as it were, degrading it from an independent to a
secondary command."

The latter part of the memoir was written

by
" the late Chief of the Staff of the Bashi-

Bazouks "
(name not given, joined in July,

1855), and at the end is the following :

" The old and tried General, who was resolved
at all hazards not to be shelved at Shumla or

Magnesia, has lost his command. After the
deadly campaigns on the Danube : after the

bloody fields of Inkermann and Balaclava ; after
the weary labour of organizing and disciplining
a force which Ibrahim Pacha, Omar Paclia, and
General Yusuf found intractable, General Beatson
has returned home unnoticed and unknown."

Even the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy
'

leaves him unnoticed.

In vol. i. of The Illustrated Times, pp. 146,

173, 243, 413, 459, are references to the Bashi-
Bazouks. P. 173 gives a print of

' An Officer
of Artillery attached to General Beatson's

Irregular Cavalry,' about which it is written :

" The uniform, as here depicted, is a kind of
half tunic of dark blue cloth, braided across the
breast and up the back with gold cord, with
scarlet and gold facings. The trousers are of
dark blue with a scarlet stripe, and are met just
below the knee by tight-fitting boots. The
forage cap is scarlet, with a gold band and top-
knot. In full dress, a scarlet helmet is worn,
ornamented with gold and surmounted by a
plume of scarlet horse hair."

Presumably this was the uniform of the

English officers only.

The following notice appears in The
Times of 9 Feb., 1872, p. 12, col. 5 :

" The death is announced of Gen. W. F.

Beatson, who organized the Bashi-Bazouks
during the Crimean War. Gen. Beatson entered
the Bengal Army in 1820, and, being on furlough,
served with the British Legion in Spain in 1835-36,
and received the Cross of San Fernando. He
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served in the Scinde campaign in 1844, and in 1845,
under Sir Charles Napier, in the Boogtee Hills.
In July, 1848, he received the approbation of the
Government of India for taking the Fort of

Rymow in the Rohilla-s. Since the Crimean Wai-
he has held an important command at Uniballa,
and ha only recently returned on leave to
England."

Among the '

Deaths,' p. 1, col. 1, of the
same Times appears :

On the 4th instant, at the Vicarage, New
Swindon, Wilts, Major-General William Ferguson
Beatson, late commanding Sirhind Division,
Uniballa

"
[age not given].

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
8, Cleveland Square, W.

Surgeon-General George Stewart Beatson,
C.B., M.D., Principal Medical Officer

*

of
Her Majesty's British Forces in India,
took his degree of M.D. in 1836. He served
in the Crimea 1854-6. being employed at
Scutari and Smyrna ; died 7 June. 1874.
See

' Men of the Reign,' edited by T.

Humphry Ward, 1885, and '

D.X.B.' Family
details could most probably be obtained
from the Probate Department at Somerset
House. W. H. PEET.

There was a Lieut.-Col. William Ferguson
Beatson of the Indian Army who was present
at the Balaclava Charge on General Scarlett's

staff. He entered the Indian Army in 1820,

and, after serving in Spain in 1836 and 1837,
returned to India. His services are set

out in Kinglake's
' Crimean War,' vol. iv.,

Appendix. I can find nothing of his having
served with the Bashi-Bazouks, but I think
it is highly probable he did so, as, though an
infantryman serving in the 43rd Native

Light Infantry, he had cavalry experience
under different native princes. There is

no notice of him in the ' D.X.B.'
ALFRED GWYTHER.

{Mn. MATTHIAS LEVY also thanked for reply.]

CAWTHORNE (11 S. vi. 327, 418). The
name occurs in the following current book-

catalogue :

"
Byron (Lord), English Bards and Scotch

Reviewers. The rare Third Edition. London,
printed for James Cawthorn, 1810. Post 8vo,
in the original boards, uncut, 6s. Though dated
1810, the watermark of the paper is 1818."
Ellis's Winter Catalogue, No. 143, 1912-13.

R. J.

HISTORY OF CHURCHES IN SITU (11 S. vi.

428). In the church at Grasmere there

is a supply of leaflets describing the church
and the many interesting tombstones around
it. W. E. WILSON.

Hawick.

FRENCH SONNET : FELIX ARVERS (11 S.

vi. 246, 334, 418, 431). DR. KRUEGER urges
me to send my version of this sonnet to
' X. & Q.' for comparison. I do so with
diffidence, and must plead in extenuation of
its faults that it was written when I had
seen no other.

1 have my secret and my mystery,
A love undying in a glance conceived.
I hide the hurt that may not be relieved,
Nor has she guessed it who thus wouudelh me.
Alas ! to see her daily without sign,
Live by her side and yet remain unknown,
So ever live, while life shall last, alone,
My love unspoken and her heart not mine.
For her, so pure God made her and so sweet,
She walks the world unwitting that her feet
This whispering breeze of love in passing stir ;

And, set on virtue's high and holy tasks,
When these my lines she reads, so full of l.er," Who is this lady ?

"
innocently asks.

B. C. C.

SKELTON (11 S. vi. 428). In Calverley
Church William Denby was married to
Elizabeth Skelton on 2 April, 1668, and in
the same church are two monumental
inscriptions with the names of several
members of this family, one of which is,

I think, inquired for by MR. ST. JOHN
DAWSON. On the south wall of the tower :

'" Arms : Azure, a fesse between three lleurs-

de-li.s or.
" To the memory of

|
William Skeltou of

Leeds, Gent., |
Son of Henry Skelton of Osman-

thorp, |
Who died the I* day of May 1763, |

aged 54 years, |
and lies interred in the church-

yard under a
|
Stone near the North East Corner

of this Church.
|
Also of

| Margaret Skelton
Relict of the said William

|
who died the 29th

day of May 1794
| aged 79 years |

and was
buried under the adjacent pew |

Also of William
Skelton late of Leeds, Esqr

|
Son of the above

William and Margaret, |
who died the 28 th of

Oct r
, 1803, aged 60 Years, |

and was interred |

under this pew."
'

Calverley Parish Church
Registers,' by Samuel Margerison, 1883. ii. 4-1.

Similar inscriptions are also to be lot nd
in the middle aisle of the nave.

WM. NORMAX.

GRAY'S ' ELEGY '

: TRANSLATIONS AND
PARODIES (11 S. iii. 144, 204; vi. 157).
To the lists given as above may be added
'

Evening, an Elegy,' five verses, included
in the collected works of Horace Smith of

the
'

Rejected Addresses '

(1779-1849).
W. B. H.

' MY OLD LETTERS : A POEM,' BY DR.
HORATIUS BONAR (11 S. vi. 411). This book
was published by Messrs. Xisbet & Co., 22,
Berners Street, W., and they would no doubt

give a list of reviews if asked.
W. H. PEET.
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on Uonks.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sir

Sidney Lee. Second Supplement. Vol. III.

Neil-Younff. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

THIS last volume of the Second Supplement is as

full of interest as the previous ones, and a mere
glance through its pages shows the variety of

careers of those who are recorded. The memoirs
reach a total of 557, and again the editor deserves
the highest praise for the judgment he has shown
in the selection.

Oar friends north of the Tweed should certainly
be satisfied, for both the first and last pages are

devoted to Scotsmen. The first memoir is that
of Robert Alexander Neil, the classical and
Oriental scholar, who was born at Glengairn on
December 26th, 1852, both his parents belonging
to Aberdeenshire families. He is followed by
Samuel Neil, born in Edinburgh in 1825. He was
Rector of Moffat Academy from 1855 to 1873,
and planned and edited The British Coniro-

vcrsia'ist, and was President of the Edinburgh
Shakespeare Society. The third memoir is that
of Sir Hugh Muir Nelson, Premier of Queensland,
who was born at Kilmarnock on December 31st,
1835.
Thi art of Scotland is represented by Erskine

Nicol (born in Leith, 1825), whose first subjects,
'
Irish Merry-Making

' and '

Donnybrook Fair, 'are

among his most popular works; Orchardson
(born in Edinburgh, 1832), four of whose best

pictures are to be seen in the Tate Gallery ; and
Sir Noel Paton (born at Dunfermline), artist and

poet, and Queen Victoria's Limner for Scotland.

We may mention a few other Scots eminent
in various ways. Quarrier ; the founder of the
"
Orphan Homes of Scotland," was born in

Greenock in 182'J. His early life of hardship
made him resolve to devote his profits as a trades-
man towards assisting children in the streets, and
the brief memoir of him causes us to want to
know more of this noble, self-denying life. Eraser
Rae (born in Edinburgh, 1835) was special corre-

spondent to The Daily Neics in Canada and the
States. His studies of Wilkes, Sheridan, anc
Fox inclined him to tackle the question of the

identity of Junius in The Athenaum, and we
have reason to believe that if his life had been
spared he would have solved the problem ;

any rate, he conclusively proved that The A the

r>(Kum was right in its refusal to identify Junius
with Francis. William Sharp (born at Paisley
1855) wrote much under his own name, but i

more widely known from his books producec
under the pen-name

" Fiona Macleod." Srnile

(born at Haddington, 1812) achieved his greates
success with '

Self-Help,' published by John
Murray, who also issued his life of George Stephen
son and other engineering biogr.iphies. Sell

Help
'

has sold to the extent of nearly 270,00
copies.

Artists other than Scotch include Nettleship
(he animal painter, who made daily studies a
the Zoological Gardens ; Val Prinsep, one of th
eight painters who in 1858, under the direction o
Rossetti and Morris, decorated the new hall o
Hie Union Society at Oxford ; and Melton Prior
who began working for The Illustrated Londo
ffCK in 1858, and was for thirty years its wa

orrespondent. Prior belonged to the adventur-
us school of war correspondents, of which
Archibald Forbes was the leading spirit, and there
P a tablet to his memory in the crypt of St. Paul's.
)ne reads with surprise of the combination of a
unmaker and draughtsman, yet such was Robert
'aylor Pritchett, son of the head of the Enfield
rm. The " Pritchett bullet

"
brought fame and

n award of 1,000/. Through Tenniel, young
'ritchett joined the Punch staff ; he also exe-
uted illustrations for Messrs. Cassell and Good
Vvrds. Linley Sambourne for forty-three years
ontributed drawings to Punch. Sandys, the

're-Raphaelite painter, produced a caricature of
Millais's

'
Sir Isumbras at the Ford ' which

ttracted much attention. The faces of Rossetti,
Willais, and Hunt were substituted for those of

he girl, the knight, and the boy respectively, the
lorse of the original being transformed into a
lonkey labelled

"
J. R.," i.e., John Buskin,

["he verses at the bottom of the print are by Tom
Taylor. Rossetti, on whom Sandys called in

jrder to obtain a likeness for the skit, was de-

ighted. No tombstone marks Sandys's grave
at lirompton.

Clark Russell was the novelist of the sea, while
Shorthouse gained fame as the author of

' John
"nglesant.' Among minor poets, one greatly
jrized by us was the collier poet Skipsey. The
Biography of Leslie Stephen , the first editor of

;he
'

Dictionary,' is written by Sir Sidney Lee.

Stephen's literary activity was the marvel of all

who knew him, and it is no wonder his health broke
down two years before his death. His chief
recreation for some years was his Sunday walks
with his literary friends, whom he formed into a
society called the Tramps. The late editor of

The Athenatum, Norman Maccoll, a great friend
of Stephen, wa,s an enthusiastic member. The
memoir of Stephen is followed by that of his sister

by the same hand. The long biography of Gold-
win Smith is also among the contributions of Sir

Sidney Lee. Next to Miss Stephen comes Frederic

George Stephens, author of memoirs of Mulready
and Cruikshank and various other works, and
from 1861 to 1900 art critic of The Aihenceum.
He was in his youth remarkably handsome, and
was the model for the head of Christ in Ford
Madox Brown's '

Christ washing Peter's Feet,'
the Ferdinand in Millais's

' Ferdinand and Ariel,'
and the servant in the same artist's

' Lorenzo and
Isabella.' The '

Dictionary
'

is full of contrasts,
and Stephens, who was a strong Conservative,
is followed by James Stephens, the organizer of
the Fenian conspiracy.

'

Swinburne,' by Mr. Edmund Gosse, is full of

interesting anecdotes concerning him ; it is

amusing to read that Tennyson thought him
" a very modest and intelligent young fellow."
There is a slight slip as to Moxon, who is said to
have been "

terribly nervous
" when the critics

denounced many of the pieces in
' Poems and

Ballads,' published in 1866, and " Moxon shrank
before the storm." Moxon, as of course Mr.
Gosse knows, died in 1858, and it was Berfrand
Payne, then managing the Moxon business,
who withdrew the volume from publication.
Another publisher was found in John Camden
Hotten, who was succeeded by Chatto & Windus,.
the publishers of all Swinburne's works. We
should have liked to have more about the
intimate friendship that existed for many years
between Swinburne and_.Mr. Watts-Dunton, but
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we suspect the modesty of the latter has pre-
vented this.

Among the twenty-eight women in the volume
there is one who stands alone, and whose name
will ever be a household word Florence Night-
ingale, born in 1820, and named after the city
of her birth. She was as modest as she was good,
and when, after the Crimean War, a ship of war
was offered her for her passage home, she re-
turned privately in a French vessel, crossed to

England unnoticed, and slipped quietly into her
home, Lea Hurst, while the whole nation was
waiting to demonstrate its affection for her.
At her death on the 13th of August, 1910, the
offer of burial in Westminster Abbey was, in
accordance with her wishes, refused by her
relatives. Mr. Stephen Paget in the memoir
well says :

" Miss Nightingale raised the art of

nursing in this country from a menial employ-
ment to an honoured vocation."
Another woman was our English nightingale

in song, Clara Novello (18181008), born in
Oxford Street to

add a grace
To the most musical Novello race,

as Lamb recorded in his lines addressed to her
which appeared in The Athencevm on July 26th,
1834. Her voice was a pure, clear soprano, and
her rendering of "I know that my Redeemer
liveth

"
will never be forgotten by those who

had the privilege of hearing it. Chorley in The
Aihenceum of the 17th of June, 1854, in reference
to her singing at the opening of the Crystal
Palace, said that her voice could be " heard to
remote corners of the building." The enthusiasm
she inspired was marvellous ; her name seemed
to imply a benediction when it was mentioned.
Handel's music was particularly adapted to her

style, and she was one of the most prominent of
the solo singers at the concerts of the Sacred
Harmonic Society at Exeter Hall. We remember
that on one occasion the Queen and Prince Albert
were present, when Clara Novello's singing of the
National Anthem was greeted with such applause
that Costa turned to Her Majesty to see if she
consented to an encore, which she did by a wave
of her fan.

Among the other women are Mrs. On1

, the

biographer of Browning ; Mrs. Parr the novelist ;

Mrs. Riddell, who, by making commerce the
theme of many of her novels, introduced a new
element into English fiction : Adeline Sergeant,
author of over ninety novels '; and Elizabeth
Sewell, author of

' Amy Herbert.' Miss Sewell's
father died heavily in debt, owing to the failure

of two banks, and Elizabeth and the other children
undertook to pay off the creditors, which they
succeeded in doing by means of literary work
and their school at Bonchurch. In 1849 the
sisters, with Capt. and Lady Jane Swinburne
and their son Algernon, then a boy of twelve,
visited Wordsworth at Kydal Mount.

Those connected with the newspaper and pub-
lishing world include Sir George Newnes ; Kegan
Paul, author and publisher ; Wemyss Reid, editor

of The Leeds Jfercury, and afterwards manager
of Cassell's ; Robinson, manager of The Daily
Neics ; and Russell, The Times war correspondent.
Newnes 's fortune dated from his starting Tit-BUs,
a journal devoted to anecdotes, first published
October 2nd, 1881, when within two hours 4,000

copies were sold in the streets. In 1890, at the

suggestion of Stead, he brought out The Review
of Rei'ieics, and in 1891 started The. Strand Maga-
zine. In 1891 his publishing firm was incor-
porated as a limited company. On January Hist;
1893, Newnes started The Westminster Gazette
as an organ of the Liberal party. Among many
patriotic acts, he in 1898 fitted out the South Polar
Expedition under the guidance of Borchgrevink.

Musical composers and musicians include
Oakeley, who among his hymn tunes will be
remembered by those associated with the words"

Saviour, blessed Saviour," and " Sun of my
soul

"
; Parry, the composer of two oratorios,

' Emmanuel ' and ' Saul of Tarsus,' and, among
many other compositions, 400 hymn tunes ;

and Sa lama n, composer and conductor, and in.

1849 founder of the first Amateur Choral Society,
The most famous of Salaman's numerous songs-
is his beautiful setting of Shelley's

"
I arise from>

dreams of thee."
Ebenezer Prout (1835-1900) was self-taught;.

Music was to him a passion from his earliest

years. From 1861 to 1885 he was Professor
of the Pianoforte at the Crystal Palace, and from
1861 to 1873 organist at Dr. Alton's Chapel,
Islington, always noted for beaxitiful music.
From 1879 to 1889 he was musical critic of The
Aihcnanim. Prout and his coadjutors, notably
Dannreuther, quickly widened the outlook of the
musical public, and led the way for the introduc-
tion of Wagner's operas. Among undeveloped
resources treated by Prout was the combination
of pianoforte and harmonium, and he composed
a Duet-Sonata in A major which was success-
ful. His cantatas included '

Hercward,' 'Alfred,'
and ' Freedom.' His series of textbooks are
standard works :

'

Harmony, its Theory and
Practice,' has reached its twenty-fourth edition.
He was a most painstaking and delightful teacher,
and would lighten the task by the aid of comical
verse ; as, for instance, in the "48" (edition in

open score by Dr. Charles Vincent), where he put
such verses over the subjects of the fugues, to in-
dicate their exact length, also in some cases the
phrasing. Here is one example :

Needles and Pins, Needles and Pins,
When a man marries his trouble begins.

All through life Prout was a hard worker, and
until his death, which was very sudden, was
teaching at the Royal Academy of Music. The
only recreation he allowed himself was a summer
vacation in Norway, where the peasantry always
accorded him a hearty welcome. He told us that
the exhilarating air invariably had a wonderful
effect upon his brain-power. His large and
valuable library was acquired by Trinity College,.
Dublin, where he had been appointed Professor in
1894.

Space forbids us to enlarge upon important
names which have been amply illustrated

elsewhere. We must, however, make passing
mention of the articles on Stubbs, Bishop of

Oxford, by Prof. Tout ; Temple, Archbishop of

Canterbury, by Archdeacon Spooner ; and Cardinal

Vaughan, by Snead-Cox. Forbes Gray writes on.
John Watson ("lanMaclaren "), whose 'Doctor of
the Old School ' should be as immortal as ' The
Christmas Carol

'

by Dickens. These are only a
few among many. Sir Sidney Lee has received'
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numerous congratulations upon the successful

completion of the Second Supplement of this

wonderful Dictionary, but we can assure him that
there are none more hearty than ours, and we
include in our gratitude the successors of Gem*ge
Smith, the patriotic originator of this truly
national monument.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. DECEMBER.

MESSRS. BOWES & BOWES of Cambridge, in

their Catalogue 362, offer nearly 1,800 works on
Mathematics, of which we may mention the

following as likely to be of interest to the general
reader : J. E. Montucla's ' Histoire des Mathe-
matiques depuis leur origine jusqu'4 nos jours,'
last edition, augmented and completed after the
death of the author, 1799-1802, 51. 15s. 6d. ;

Archimedes
'

Opera,' Basilea?, J. Hervagius,
1544, 21. 2s. ; Jacob Koebel,

' Eynn Newe
geordent Bechenbiichlein. . . .,' Oppenheim, 1514,
21. 10s. ; three copies of the third edition of

Newton's '

Principia,' 1726, of which the best is

a folio, in contemporary red morocco, one of

12 copies so printed and bound, 51. 15s. Qd., as

well as a large number of other Newton items ;

Simon Grynseus's folio edition of Ptolemy printed
in 1538 and dedicated to Henry VIII., 21. 2s. ;

Benjamin Franklin's '

Experiments and Obser-
vations on Electricity,' 1751, II. 5s. ; De la Breve-
tiere's

' La Decouverte des Longitudes,' c. 1760,
%l. 2s. ; and a Latin '

Euclid,' folio, Venetiis,
in eedibus Joannis Tacuini, 1517, II. 16s.

MESSRS. J. & J. LEIGHTON have sent us their

Catalogue of MSS. In it 335 works are described,
and 150 reproductions from these are given.
This is a volume over which one might well spend
many an hour of delight, and the treasures it

contains are both so numerous and so rich in
interest that it is difficult to make a selection
from them. The great majority of MSS. are of

Christian origin books of devotion or ecclesi-

astical history ; but there are also many classical

-examples, from among which we may mention
.two of Virgil's

'

JEneid,' both of the fifteenth

century, the one, costing 551., in italic letters, on
183 leaves of vellum, 7J in. by d| in., having
.a first page with painted and illuminated border
and an illuminated initial to each book ; the
other on 180 vellum leaves, 10J in. by 7 in., in

roman letters by an Italian hand, with a fine

border to the first page, 35Z. The most valuable
.and interesting items are to be found in the list

of the "
Horse," and of these by far the most

important is that " secundum Consuetudinem
Ecclesise Sarisburiensis," written at the turn of

the sixteenth century, according to tradition,
for the prince who was later Henry VIII. Not
only does this contain 43 large miniatures and
other rich decorative work in the way of borders
and capitals, but there is at the end a figure,
adorned with a nimbus, of Henry VI. and a hymn
in his honour. Among the figures of saints

immediately preceding this are included two or
three which seldom appear in such MSS. ; and
another interesting feature of the work is that

portions of it are in English. The price of this

MS. is 1,100Z. To the twelfth century belongs
.a Greek MS. of the Gospel according to St.

Matthew and St. John, 110?. ; and other examples
of twelfth-century work are a St. Augustine,

' De

L'ivitate Dei,' 301.; a St. Chrysostom,
'

Homiliae
in Evangelium secundum Matthaeum,' 32/. ; a
Geoffrey of Monmouth and William of Malmes-
bury in one MS., 361. ; and a copy of St. Jerome's
' Tractatus super Mattluei Evangeliuin,' con-
taining most interesting inscriptions, which
seems the oldest MS. of this collection, having
been written about the year 1100, SOL There are
about a dozen Psalters, of which the richest is

an Anglo-French work of the fifteenth century
in gothic letter, with fine diptych miniatures and
several features of unusual importance, 135Z. ;

and there is a beautiful Italian
'

Gradual,' also
of the fifteenth century, 151. Nor must AVC omit
to mention a MS. of St. Cyril's,

' Thesaurus ad-
versus hereticos. . . .a Georgio Trapezuntio tra-

ductus,' Italian writing in roman letters of the
fifteenth century, for which 95Z. is asked.

MESSRS. MAGGS'S Catalogue 298 is as inter-

esting as any to look through, and we single out
the few items for which we can find space from
a number which have virtually an equal claim to
notice. They have a copy of Browne's '

Bri-
tannia's Pastorals

'

the two books in one volume,
for which 1501. is the price asked, it having
belonged to Milton, and containing some 160
notes in Milton's hand. The book, as may be
imagined, has a considerable history. It was
published in London 1613, 1616. There are four
Diirer items, viz., the woodcuts to the Apocalypse,
1511, 68Z. ; those to the '

Life of the Virgin,'
1504-10, 151. ; the "Great" Passion, 1510-63, and
the Passion of Jesus Christ, 1507-1H, 1351. Of
the MSS. the most important is that of the five

poems of Nizami, dated 1569 and 1570, with
brilliant miniatures and other decorative work,
for which 3501. is asked. The best Milton, of
which the price is 2251., is a copy of the rare

early issue of the first edition of
' Paradise Lost,'

with date 1667 ; and there are three important
Shakespeares a quarto

' Chronicle History of

Henry the Fift,' 1608, 240Z. ; a Second Folio,
1632, 225Z. ; and a Fourth Folio, 1685, 1281.
A copy, uncut, of the first edition of Shelley's
'

Queen Mab '

is offered for 1601. It is a perfect
example that is, it has the imprint at the end," Printed by P. B. Shelley, No. 23, Chapel Street,
Grosvenor Square, London," and also the title-

page and the dedication " to Harriet," which
Shelley tore away from most of the copies he
sent out in order to avoid prosecution. A copy
of Forster's

' Life of Dickens,' the three volumes
extended to six by the insertion of portraits,
views, and autograph letters, bound by Sangorski
& Sutcliffe, and having in the centre of the
front inside cover of each volume a miniature of

Dickens, is offered for 5251.

[Notices of other Catalogues held over.]

Jiottas to

ON all communications must be written the name
nd address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-

lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we dp not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

J. W. Forwarded.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (DECEMBER).

MAGGS BROTHERS,
1O9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C., ENGLAND,

MAKE A SPECIALITY OF

RARE BOOKS, PRINTS, AND AUTOGRAPHS.
Catalogues in each Section

Regularly issued and sent post free to any fart of the World on application.

CUSTOMERS' "DESIDERATA" SEARCHED FOR AND REPORTED FREE OF CHARGE.

ITEMS OF ESPECIAL BABITY AND INTEREST ALWAYS GLADLY PURCHASED.

'

~T> free on application.

IS

including purchases from the Libraries JHN
WILLIS CLARK, Hon. Litt.D., Registn., /

the

University of Cambridge (some of the Architectural Vorks

having belonged to Prof. WILLIS), and W. CHAWNER,
M.A., Master of Emmanuel College.

ON SALE BY

BOWES & BOWES,
i, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

8 3 a, HIGH STREET,
MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

Old Time Literature, Herbals, Garden

Books, 6c.

CATALOGUES ISSUED.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

ARE YOU IN WANT OF
Some Special Book, Journal, Beview, or "Work

of Reference P

IF SO, WRITE TO US!
We are Specialists in the procuring and supplying of Works
in erery Department of Literature, New or Second-hand ;

Journals, Transactions, Reviews, and Magazines in Sets,

Series, Odd Vols., or Parts.

E. GEORGE & SONS,
151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

Telephone : 5150 CENTRAL.

Telegraphic and Cable Address : GEOROETTA, LONDON.
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Abercromby family, 56, 135"
Ac," the termination in place-names, 430, 512

Academy, Liverpool, founded 1810, 165
Advertisement by Swedenborgians, 1783, 148
Advertisement of coffee and chocolate, 1622-52,

96, 172"
Advowe," use of the word, 288"
Aeroplane

" and "
airplane," use of the words,

127, 175
JEsculapius and dreams, classical references to,

309, 435
"
Aguillanneuf," etymology of the word, 506

Ainsworth (H. ), his reference to finger-prints, 210
"
Aircraft," omitted in

' Concise Oxford Dic-

tionary,' 45, 118, 127
"
Airplane

" and "
aeroplane," use of the words,

127, 175
Aitken (Cora Kennedy), writer of verse, 70
Alabaster effigies, the age of, 208, 277, 378
Alabaster powder used medicinally, 129, 175, 234
Albanian and Modern Greek, 446
Ales in churchwardens' accounts, 74
Almanacs published in dialect, 235
Ambrosian Rite at Campione, 32, 375
Amherst (William), his letter, 1767, 416
Anastasie, miniature painter, 1780, 428
" Ancient Britons

"
society, and projected

Natural History, 1763, 270
'

Animals, heraldic, as pinnacles, 189, 317

Anonymous Works :

BelshazzaT's Feast, poems, 411, 495
Bite Again, and Bite Bigger, dialect poem,

17, 94
Corsican's Downfall, c. 1816, 130
Court and the Desert,- 1852, 411
Death of Harold Hardrada, poem, 69
Dr. Syntax, 78, 135, 198
Eccentric Biography, c. 1800, 369, 434
From Oxford to Rome, 429, 497
Harold and Tostig, a poem, 69
Letter H to his Little Brother Vowels, 468
Life, ballad, 230
Loss and Gain, 429, 497
Malvern as I Found It, 1858, 68
Malvern Punch, 68
Manmourmurian, 309
Military Sketch-Book, 1827, 411

Anonymous Works:
Old Man's Legacy, 329
Recollections of War of Extermination,

Venezuela and Columbia, 468
St. Roche, published in England, 1847, 411
Scenes and Adventures in Spain, 1845, 411
Service Afloat, 1833, 411
Siege of Weinsberg, poem, 427
Stars and the Angels, 1858, 349
Three Weeks in Wet Sheets, 68
Triple Episcopacie, 1641, 250, 338

Antrobus family and Gray, 461"
Apium," English equivalent of, 489

Appleby family of Appleby Magna, 291
Arkinstall family of Ely, 488
Armiger, meaning of the term, 268
Armourers and Brasiers' Company, members of,

109
Arms. See Heraldry.
Armytage (Mrs.), painted by Reynolds, 251
Arundel (Sir John), of Clerkenwell, c. 1588, 96
Arvers (Felix), 1806-55, his sonnet, 246, 334, 418,

431, 517
Ashby Fallows, place-name, its identity, 68
" At outs," use and meaning of the phrase, 447
Atharvan-athravan, Brahmin "

manipulator," 428
Atkyns family, 137, 392
Atticus (Cosmas) and Nicolaus Mysticus, 34, 97
Austen (Jane), novels mentioned in her ' North-

anger Abbey,' 449 ; and Godmersham House,
510

Australian gold yield, monument representing, 47

Avenam, meaning of place-name, 190, 275

B
"
Babbylubie

" =water-worn stone, 135
Bacon (Sir R.), Bart., d. 1665, his will, 70
Badajos, officers who led assaults on, 56, 155, 253
Badge dated 1766, its identification, 130

Bag and baggage, early use of the phrase, 108

Bag-envelopes, registered in 1840, 52, 274
Bagenal, Bagnal, Bagnall family, 173, 291
Baldwin, of Baldwin's Gardens, Holborn, 14, 306
Balls thrown in church on Easter Monday, 109, 196
Band uniform of Dragoon regiments, 34
Bannister (J.), musician, 1678, 229, 312

Baptisms, 403 on one day in 1837, 289
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Barnard family, 197, 335
Barnard family of Pirtqn, Oxford, 32

Baronetcy, patent for, in blank, c. 1800, 90

Barque Endeavour, H.M., pictures of, 131, 177
Barrow at Gotham, 48, 112

Hartley (Sir Robert), K.C.B., d. 1843, 89, 156,
369

Basset, description of the game, 310, 377
Hath,

" Essex Bath," Strand Lane, 1588, 348, 432

Bathing machines, song in praise of, 88
Battles : Dettingen, 32 ; Borodino, 185
Bavin family of East Anglia, 230
Beale (Benjamin) of Kent, and bathing machines,
88

Beale (Sir J.) of Kent, his baronetcy, 1660, 108
Beale (Sir R.), secretary to Queen Elizabeth, 129
Beatson (General) and the Crimean War, 430, 510
Beausalt, who escaped from Calais, 288
Bedford Bounds, Bloomsbury, two wall tablets,

188, 257
Belfast, Solemn League and Covenant in, 417
Belfast lands granted to Sir T. Smith, 1571, 368
Bell (Nancy) and Lord Lovel, ballad, 37, 115,

171, 217, 296
Ball at Buntingford, Herts, ringing discontinued,

1912, 27
Belshazzar's Feast, poems on, 411, 495
Bengeworth, meaning of

"
Benge

"
in, 72

Bentley (Dr.), critic, d. 1742,
"
in his coffin," 468

B6on (Comtesse de), her biography, 411

Berrysfield, meaning of place-name, 368, 436
Bethnal Green, Richborough remains in, 90
Bewickiana, 281

Bibliography :

'

Anatomy of Melancholy,' Dr. Johnson's
copies, 390

'

Athense Oxonienses,' 381, 404, 474
Bunyan (J.), relic of, 162, 235
Cassiterides, Scilly Isles, and Lyonesse, 88
Chained books, 69, 136, 177, 215, 274, 373,

473
Cobbett (William), 1, 22, 62, 84, 122, 142,

183, 217, 398
Copyright, its development, 510
' Gammer Gurton,' 368
Husenbeth's Breviary, 191, 372
Lowndes's '

Bibliographer's Manual.' 103,
191,275

Memoirs of Scriblerus,' 167, 278, 336
Omar Khayyam, 34
Pope's

'

Iliad,' 509
Stevens's

' Dramatic History,' 501
Storm of 1703, 13

"
Bill Stumps," inscribed stone, 1724, 64

Bilsborrow (Dewhurst) and Sir W. Scott, 210
" Black Boy

"
house of Gillingham, 1447, 507

' Black Joke ' from Hogarth's
' Rake's Progress,'

189, 311

Blakesley (J. W.), his
' Memoirs of Russia,' 1724-

1744, 250, 338
Blount (Sir Josceline), M.P. 1597-8, 28" Blue Peter," British signal flag, 237
Boate (Edward), M.P. for Portsmouth 1646-8,

68, 174
Bodleian Library, smallest MS. in, 345
Bohun (Mary de), her burial-place, 211, 313, 378,

431
Boit (Charles), enameller, his letters, c. 1712, 121
Bonaparte (Napoleon), his emblem of the bee, 53 ;

in London, c. 1791, 190 ; and Wellington, 349
Bonar (Dr. Horatius), his

' My Old Letters : a
Poem,' 411, 517

Boniface family of Arundel, 488
Book on the liberation of slaves, 1000 A.D., 1.,^

Books, chained, references to, 69, 136, 177, 215,
274, 373, 473

Books recently published:

Alexander's (H. ) The Place - Names of
Oxfordshire : their Origin and Develop-
ment, 479

Analecta Bollandiana, Tomus XXXI.
Fasc. I. ; Fasc. II. et III., 199

Arber's (A. ) Herbals, their Origin and Evolu-
tion, 1470-1670, 499

Archaeologia JEliana, Third Series, Vol.
VIII., 500

Aristotle, by Dr. Taylor, 219
Bacon, Francis, by Prof. Skemp, 19

Baly's (Prof. E. C. C.) Inorganic Chemistry, 1!)

Beddoe's (Dr. J.), The Anthropological
History of Europe : being the Rhind
Lectures for 1891, revised to date, 220

Bell's (W. G.) Fleet Street in Seven Cen-
turies, 298

Besant's (Mrs.) Theosophy, 219
Boase's (F.) Modern English Biography,

1851-1900: Vol. V. (Supplement, Vol. II.).

D-K, 498
Bond's (F.) The Cathedrals of England and

Wales, 98
Bowie's (H. P.) On the Laws of Japanese

Painting, 98
Bradley's (H.) A New English Dictionary:

Senatory-Several (Vol. VIII.), 339
Brontes, The, by F. Masson, 19
Brown's (M. W.) Northamptonshire, Cam-

bridge County Geographies, 259
Bryce's (Dr. A.) Dietetics, 239
Burke's Landed Gentry of Ireland, 1912, 379
Calendar of the Fine Rolls, Vol. II. Edward

II., A.D. 1307-19 Calendar of the Close
Rolls, Edward III., Vol. XIII., A.D. 1369-
1374 Calendar of the Patent Rolls, Henry
V., Vol. II., A.D. 1416-22, 179; Calendar
of Inquisitions post Mortem, Vol. III.
Edward I., 400

Cambridge : Catalogue of the Books and
Papers, for the most part relating to the
University, Town, and County of Cam-
bridge, bequeathed to the University by
John Willis Clark, compiled by A. T.
Bartholomew, 239

Cambridge County Geographies : North Lan-
cashire, Buckinghamshire, Northampton-
shire, Midlothian, 259

Catullus, Gaius Valerius, The Poems of, with
Notes and Translation by C. Stuttaford, 440

Chadwick's (H. M.) The Heroic Age, 219
Coleridge (Samuel Taylor), Complete Poetical
Works of, including Poems and Versions of
Poems now Published for the First Time,
edited by E. H. Coleridge, 400

Craigie's (W. A.) A New English Dictionary :

Sleep-Sniggle (Vol. IX.), 118
Cromwell, Oliver, by H. Johnstone, 219
Davies's (A. M.) Buckinghamshire, Cam-

bridge County Geographies, 259
Dictionary of National Biography, ed. by

Sir S. Lee : Second Supplement, Vol. II.

Faed-Muybridge, 319 ; Vol. III. Neil-
Young, 518

Dobson's (A. ) At Prior Park, 439
Duignan's (W. H.) Warwickshire Place-

Names, 479
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Books recently published :

Durham Marriage Bonds, 1664-76, 240
Enock's (C. R.) The Secret of the Pacific : a

Discussion of the Origin of the Earlj
Civilisations of America, 59

Eucken, by Dr. Jones, 219
Gasquet's "(Dr. F. A.) England under the

Old Religion, and Other Essays, 459
Giles's (Dr.) China and the Manchus, 340
Goodrich's Evolution, 219
Gray's (A. K.) Dictionary of Synonyms, 19
Grimmelshausen's (H. J. C. von) The Ad-
venturous Simplicissimus, translation, 500

Hackwood's (F. W.) William Hone, 458, 480
Hardinge's (H.) Julius Caesar, 19

Harley's (J. H. ) Syndicalism, 239
Harrison's (H.) Etymological Dictionary of
Surnames of the United Kingdom, 199 -

Hone, William, by F. W. Hackwood, 458, 480
Huxley, by G. Leighton, 19
Johnson's (W. ) Byways in British Archaeology,
60

Johnstone's (H.) Oliver Cromwell, 219
Jones's (Dr.) Eucken, 219
Julius Caesar, by H. Hardinge, 19

Kelvin's, Lord. Life and Work, by A.
Russell, 19

Kent Records : The Parish Registers and
Records in the Diocese of Rochester,
Introd. by W. E. Buckland, 139

Kingdoms, "Lands, and Lordships that are
in the World, Book of the Knowledge of,
written by a Spanish Franciscan in the
Middle of the Fourteenth Century, edited

by Sir C. Markham, 419
Lang's (A.) History of English Literature
from ' Beowulf '

to Swinburne, 159 ;

Shakespeare, Bacon, and the Great Un-
known, 438

Leighton's (G.) Huxley, 19
Leighton's (Prof.) Embryology, 239
Lincoln : The Royal Charters of the City of

Lincoln, Henry II. to William III., tran-
scribed by W. de G. Birch, 279

McCallum's (A.) Midlothian, Cambridge
County Geographies, 259

Macpherson's (H.) Practical Astronomy, 240
Magellan : Early Spanish Voyages to the

Strait of Magellan, edited by Sir C.

Markham, 259
Marr's (J. E. ) North Lancashire, Cambridge
County Geographies, 259

Masson's (Miss F.) The Brontes, 19
Metcalfe's (W. M.) The Lordship of Paisley,

104
Miles's (C. A.) Christmas in Ritual and

Tradition, Christian and Pagan, 439, 460

Murray's (Sir J. A. H.) A New English
Dictionary : Th-Tbyzle (Vol. IX., Last
Section), 78

Nevinson's (H. W.) Growth of Freedom, 19
New English Dictionary : Senatdry-Several,
by H. Bradley, 339; Sleep-Sniggle, by
W. A. Craigie, 118; Th-Thyzle, by
.1. A. H. Murray, 78

Nicholson's (Col. E.) Men and Measures, 59
Nicoll's (Sir W. R.) The Problem of Edwin
Drood, 399

O'Neill's (Mrs. E.) England in the Middle

Ages, 19

Penny's (Rev. F.) The Church in Madras,
1805 to 1835, Vol. II., 460

Books recently published:

PhiUips's (Dr. P.) Radiation, 1!)

Putnam's (G. H.) George Palmer Putnam:
a Memoir, 478

Rhind Lectures for 1891, revised to date, 22n
Robertson's (W. A.) Insurance as a Means of

Investment, 239
Roget's Thesaurus, 499
Russell's (Dr. A.) Lord Kelvin's Life and
Work, 19

Sarson's (M.) and M. A. PhiUips's The His-
tory of the People of Israel in Pre-Christian
Times, 139

Scots Peerage, edited by Sir J. B. Paul,
Vol. VIII., 379

Shakespeare : Richard the Second, edited bv
H. Newbolt, 438

Shakespeare, Bacon, and the Great Un-
known, by A. Lang, 438

Shaylor's (J.) The Fascination of Books, 35!)
Shorter's (D. S.) New Poems, 439
Shotley Parish Records,

"
Suffolk Green

Books," No. XVI., 239
Skeat's (W. W.) The Science of Etymologv,

498
Skemp's (Prof.) Francis Bacon, 19

Southey (Robert), Letters of, a Selection,
ed. by M. H. Fitzgerald, 139

Spence's (L.) The Civilization of Ancient
Mexico, 340

Statham's (H. H.) A Short Critical History
of Architecture, 499

Taylor's (Dr.) Aristotle, 219
Thornton's (R. H.) An American Gkss;u \ ,

38
Treherne's (P.) Louis XVII., and Otlx-r

Papers, 438
Walker's (S. ) Aviation, 240
Ward's (J. S. M.) Brasses, 340
Whetham's (W. C. D.) The Foundations of

Science, 19
Booksellers' Catalogues, 40, 79, 120, 159, 240,

260, 300, 320, 340, 380, 420, 480, 520
Booksellers of Huntingdon, 207
Borodino, incidents of the battle of, 1812, 185

Botany,
"
crohil geal," lichen, 368, 416, 476

Boteler (Sir E.), Kt., his will, 1625, 169
Boucher or Bourchier (Ralph), M.P. c. 1576, 210
Box, gold,

" Freedom of the City
"
presented in,

249
Brand family of Polstead, Suffolk, 28
Brasiers and Armourers' Company, members of,
109

Braughing, Herts, ancient observance at, 367
Brawne family of Kilburn, 508
Breton song, translation of, 36
Brettargh, meaning of the place-name, 450
Brewerne Abbey, owners before 1610, 110, 177,
235, 311

Brewers' Company, dates of Masters, 289
Bricklayer of the Roman Empire and of London
compared, 187, 275

Bride carried over the threshold, 191, 232, 314
irindle family, arms of, 251, 318
British Isles, statues and memorials in, 4, 284,

343, 385
Jritish memorials of the Peninsular Campaign, 217
Britton (John), a letter by, 1839, 287
Broadbent, place-name, its locality, 186
Jrodribb family of Somerset, 30, 97, 111, 177,
217

'

Broker," origin of the word, 126, 233
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Brooke (James), 1771, his parentage, 131, 289,
375

Broun family, Coulstoun, and magic pear, 110
Brown (Tom), 1663-1704, and " Dr. Fell," 37
Browne (Sir T.), his quotation from Ptolemy,

30, 97 ; and Gillies's
' Ancient Greece,' 188

Brun (Madame Vigee le), her portrait of

Princesse de Talleyrand, 1783, 67
Brunswick, the House of, misfortunes of, 8
"
Bulgars

" = Bulgarians, use of the word, 367
Bullock's Museum, Piccadilly, its situation, 92, 158

Buntingford, ringing of town bell discontinued,
1912, 27

Bunyan (J.), a relic of (?), 162, 235

Bunyan family of Nottingham, 267

Burbage (Richard), actor, c. 1582, 406
Burdett (R.), Alderman of London, d. c. 1677, 90
Burial at midnight, origin of custom, 369, 414,

474
Burl* (Edmund) on a competence for members

of Parliament, 468

Burlacy (" Lord "), 1615, his identity, 147
Burrow (William), c. 1794, his parentage, 449
Burton (Jchn), "Dr. Slop," date of his birth,

290, 375
Burton (Robert), Dr. Johnson's copies of his

'

Anatomy of Melancholy,' 390
Butler family, 161

Byzantine Emperors of Constantinople, de-
'scendants of, 466

Caerphilly cheese, first use of name, 290
Caesars, twelve, in Government House, Calcutta,

205, 316
Cairn of Trivandrum, the meaning of, 388
Calcutta, statues and memorials in, 41, 104, 163,

204, 316
Calendar, Gregorian, curiosities of, 36
"
Callandar's cat," meaning of, 329

Campbell family, 489

Campbell (Mungo), the
'

Trial
'

of, 1770, 429

Campbell (T.), c. 1729, his parentage, 158

Campden House, Kensington, its entrances, 468

Campione and the Ambrosian Rite, 32, 375

Canterbury, Port of, trials by ordeal, 368, 436
Caraccioli (Charles) on Clive, 76
Carcassonne, saying about, 57, 137, 489
Card games : Gleek, quarter loo dicing, mawe, 149 ;

Primero, 187, 347 ; Basset, 310, 377 ; use of the
term "

trump," 378

Carlyle (Thomas), and Casanova, 16, 94, 172,
235 ; his quotation from Goethe, 106 ; Ame-
rica his

"
Carcassonne," 489

Caroline Matilda, Queen of Denmark, her mar-
riage, 1766, 186

Carpenter or Carpentiere, sculptor, d. 1737, 129
Carter (William), Bristol artist, 410
Cartwright (T.), Westminster scholar, 1777, 170
Casanova, and Carlyle, 16, 94, 172, 235 ; and the

English Resident at Venice, 53
Casanoviana : Charles Fox, 4, 113 ; Lord Lin-

coln, 4, 137
Cassiterides, Scilly Isles, allusions to, by modern

writers, 88
Castle (A.), Westminster scholar, 1806, 170
"Castle Tavern," Eltham, 1673, 288, 375
Castrensis or De Castro (Stephanus Rodericus),

d. 1637, portrait of, 10, 97, 135
Cattle, Glamorgan breed, early reference to, 290
Cawthorne family, 327, 418, 517

Cecil (Edward), Viscount Wimbledon, d. 1638, 17
Cecil family, 271
" Chalk Sunday

" = first Sunday in June, 90, 158,.
235

Chancellor's Sealer, the office of, 89
Chancellors of York Minster, office and duties of,.

409, 475

Chapels, proprietary, in London, 33, 83 ; dedica-
tion of Nonconformist, 131, 192, 236 ;

" The
Point-in-View," Exmouth, 487

Charas (Moses), b. 1618, Pharmacopoeus Regius,
10, 96, 197

Charles I., his executioner, 390, 452
Charter of Henry II., its date, 474
Chartulary of Premonstratensian house, Holy-
wood, 468

"
Chattelization," use of the word, 166

Chaucer (G. ), his use of
"
hit," 72

Chauvel (G.), of Lincoln's Inn, 1775, 170
Cheek=impudence, early use of the word, 135
Cheese, Caerphilly, first use of name, 290
"
Cheev,"

"
cheever," use of the word, 1583, 446

Chelsea Hospital, inscriptions in burying-ground,.
241, 325, 425, 504

Cherries, sale prohibited, 1742, 508
Cheshire and the Pipe Rolls, 141

Chesney family, 353, 397
Chester (Deacon of), origin of the office, 68
Chester (Col.), d. 1882, his extracts from Parish,

Registers, 90
Children, names terrible to, 172
Chilver (T. Farquhar), Westminster scholar, 1817,.

170
Chippendale (T.), upholsterer, c. 1770, 407
Christian names : Orlow, 10 ; Theodore, 57
Christie faniily of Baberton, 488
Christinas cards, Jonathan King's collection of,.

483
Christmas decorations, evergreens, 486
Christmas Eve in Provence, 505
Christinas and New Year in Paris, 481
Christ's Hospital, Speech Day, collection in white

glove, 16

Chocolate, first advertisement of, 1622, 96, 172

Church, "rites
"

of the, 14th century, 448, 514
Church : monuments in old City, 54 ; symbolism,

of water ilowing through, 108 ; balk thrown
in, on Easter Monday, 109, 196 ; stained

glass from Malvern, 188 ; heraldic animals as

pinnacles, 189, 317 ; consecration crosses on.

outside walls, 390, 451
' Church Historians of England,' published by

Seeley, 1853, 296
Church registers, Canongate, Edinburgh, 50, 97
Churches: damaged by Great Storm, 1703, 115;

their history in situ, 428, 517 ; Lord Grim-
thorpe's List of, 449

Churchwardens' accounts, c. 1540, meaning of.

phrases in, 74, 390; "Communion halpens"
in, 308

Churchyard inscriptions, copies of, 206, 255, 278,.

354, 418, 474
Ciborium of Tong Church, 506
City Compters, fees payable at, 46

City Livery Companies, records of, 464

Cleopatra, whereabouts of picture of, 189 ; the
discoverer of her portrait, 234

Clere (R.), inscription on brass to, 1440, 329, 414r

435
Clifford's Inn, supposed demolition of, 387, 446
Clisson,

" the Lady of," her career, 429
Clive (Lord) and Charles Caraccioli, 76
Clockmakers' signs in old London, 167, 266, 306-
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<Jlothworkers' Company, references to members
410

" Club Walks," Whitsuntide processions to
church, 349, 415, 494

-Coaching of the 15th and 16th centuries, 389
Coaching tokens, article in

'

Baily's Magazine,
50, 133

Cobbett (.William), bibliographv of his works, 1, 22
62, 84, 122, 142, 183, 217, 398

Cobham (Sir R.), inscription on brass to, 1442,
329, 414, 435

Cockburn (Col.), R.A., in Canada, c. 1825, 168
Cocker (E.), his descendants, 90, 176, 236, 352
Cockle-shell legend, St. James's boat, 10
Cocqcigrnes, in Kingsley's

' Water Babies,' 249,
395 ^H|

Coffee, first advertisement of, 1652, 96, 172
Coffin, Dr. Bentley

"
died in his," 468

Coghlan (Miss) of Bath, painted by Gainsborough,
386, 475

Coinage and weights, 1338, 388, 454
Colenoan (Prof. E.) and the Veterinary College, 305
Coleridge (S. T.) and R. Southey," their poem

4 The Devil's Walk,' 251, 310
College succession, six generations, 387
Colonies, representative government in, 206
Combe (William), his three

'

Tours,' 78, 135, 198
'" Communion halpens

"
in churchwardens' ac-

counts, 308
Compters in the City, fees payable at, 46
Compton Abdale Church, the pinnacles of, 189, 317
Compton Monceux Manor, Hants, 329, 397
"*

Concise Oxford Dictionary,' additions and cor-

rections, 45, 118, 127
Constable (Father), O.S.B., date of his death,

c. 1683, 27
Constantinople, descendants of the Byzantine

Emperors, 466
Conway (Hon. Mary), petition to, 1629, 327
Cooper (Alexander), his miniature paintings, 30
Cooper (Samuel), his miniatures, 30 ; his portrait

of Milton, 30, 116, 398
Copes family of Wilts, books and portraits, 210
Copper mine, Devonshire, its name, 29, 174
Copperas Houses, of Folkestone Estate, 1698, 328
Copyright in Shakespeare's time and later, 510
Corilanne (Marquis de), his genealogy, 291, 375
Corio, Australian place-name, 190, 238
Corporal punishment, books on, 70
Cort (C. F. ) of West Ham, c. 1834, 68
Counsel in trial for treason, 17th century, 49, 112,

474
Counties called Home Counties, 149
Counties, detached portions of, 69, 156, 234
Courtenay (Sir W. ), posed as Messiah, c. 1830,

18, 50
Cowes, Isle of Wight, origin of the name, 285
Crest, right to bear maternal grandfather's, 70
Crimean War, General Beatson and, 430, 516
Crofts, his duel, 1649, with Jeffrey Hudson, dwarf,

369, 433, 475
" Crohil geal," lichen, modern name of, 368, 416,

476
Cromwell (O. ), and Sir H. Vane, their pet names,

210, 396, 440 ; earliest official signature of, 330
Cromwell (Richard), and Serjeant Pengelly, 170 ;

at Cheshunt; 250, 351
Crosses, consecration, on outside walls of churches,

390, 451
Crosses, Isle of Man, runic inscriptions on, 26
Crozier (R.), artist, his biography, 340, 370
Crucifix on Edgar Tower, Worcester, 329, 393
Crueades, payment in aid of, as fines, 188

Crystal Palace, Handel Festivals at, 1857-1912,
61, 235

Cumberland (William Augustus, Duke of), bis
nickname, 410

Curfew Bell, ringer elected 1912, 466"
Curzo," meaning and origin of the word, 428

Customs and institutions, pagan, 250, 351, 370

"
Dacia " = Denmark, word used c. 1110, 146, 23<

"Daggs," "to set daggs," meaning of the word,
75

Danby (Sir Christopher), his descendants, 90
Dancers, morris, old pamphlet on, 106, 356"
Dander," derivation of the word, 468

Daniell (William), R.A., his picture
' The Long-

ships Lighthouse,' 49
Danteiana :

'

Inf.,' xix. 82-4, 321
Dargan (William) of Dublin, 1799-1857, 490
Darnley, his descent from Robert II., 488
Dartnell (Jacques), popular leader, c. 1537, 90
Day, Stewart, Freeman, and Pyke families, 25
Dead Sea, analyzing the water "of, 488
Death, apparent cases of, 16, 58, 133, 193, 353
Death, Shakespeare on the pain of, 28, 93
De Deene, Denny, and Windsor families, 417
Decipherment of tombstone inscriptions, 246, 337
Delafield family, the arms of, 29, 117, 313
Denny, de Deene, and Windsor families, 417
Denton (Robert), b. 1680, his parentage, 169,

274, 318
Derby, Lord Exeter's house in, 271
Dettingen, incidents of the battle of, 32"
Devil owed him a service," saying 1580, 169

Devonshire schools, pupils of, 270, 358
Dialect, almanacs published in, 235
Dickens (C.), his last reading at Leeds, 1869, 87
Dickensiana : Fagin in

'

Oliver Twist,' 486
Dictionaries, curious mistakes, 407
Dictionary of National Biography,' additions and
corrections, 290, 350, 363, 381, 404, 450, 466,
474

'

Dictograph," improved microphone, 147

Oingwall family, 11, 95
Dirck, relation of the name to Theodore, 57
Diseases caused by plants, 97
'Dish" in the phrase "dish of tea," 370, 433,
494

Dogs on tombs, earliest known date, 129, 195, 253,
374

Dolphin (Col. H. B.), C.B., d. 1816, 49
Dominick (C.), M.D. of Dublin, d. 1892, 330,

477
)ooms~in churches, frescoes, 410, 490
Doorstep, whitened, its origin, 389, 472
'

Dope,
'

origin of the word, 508
Dorset (Thomas, Marquis of), his seal of arm*,
330

Dragoon regiments, uniform of the band, 34
)reams, -33sculapius and, classical references to,
309, 435

)rogo, Count of the Vexin, d. 1035, 107

Dryden, Daniel O'Connell's parody of, 411, 476
Du Moulin (Dr. Peter) and North Wales, c. 1700,

389
Duel, fatal, the last in England, 1852, 46, 134
Jugdale (Sir W.), inaccuracy of his

'

Summonses,'
287

)urham (Admiral Sir C. P. H.) and the Royal
George; 110, 176, 374, 436
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Durham family and surname, 110, 176, 374, 436

Dyer (G.), his MS. autobiography, 310

Dyes, discovery of aniline dyes, 1858, 71

Eardley (Sir Culling), Bart., c. 1851, 94

Earth-eating by various tribes, 290, 351, 397,
514

East Anglia, families of, 230, 312, 495
Easter Island, Pierre Loti's description of, 53

Easter Monday, balls thrown in church on, 109,
196

Ebsworth family and the Freemasons, 81
Eckwald the dwarf in Goethe, 132

Edgar Tower, Worcester, crucifix on, 329, 393

Edinburgh, church registers of Canongate, 50, 97

Edmondstone (A.), Westminster scholar, 1732, 209
Edmondstone (R.), Westminster scholar, 1733, 209
Edmunds (Peachy), Westminster scholar, 1715,209
Effigies of alabaster, their age, 208, 277, 378
Eliott (General), his visits to Aix-la-Chapelle,

1789, 466
Elizabeth (Queen), and grant of lands, Belfast,

1571, 368
Ell, length of Dutch ell, 335, 412, 511
Elletson (J.), Westminster scholar, 1719, 209
Ellice (Peter), at Oxford, 1743, 209
Elliot (G.), Westminster scholar, 1724, 271
Elliot (R.),Westminster scholar, 1728, 271
Elliot (W.), Westminster scholar, 1743, 271
Elsdale (Robinson) =Ann Gibbins, 1779, 288

Emperor, Roman, his image and " bad language,"
250, 371

"
Employee," use of the word, 146, 411

Endeavour, H.M. Barque, pictures of, 131, 177

Engine Court, reason of the name, 387

Engle (King) and his sons, from a Guisborough
MS., 95

English family, 367, 453

Engraver of devotional
"
Manual," 1725, 209

Enright (T.), Westminster scholar, 1740, 271
Entwistle (T.), Oxford student, 1720, 271

Envelopes with flap at the end, 1840, 52, 274

Epigram by Giacomo Leopardi, 209

Epigrams :

I do not love thee, Dr. Fell, 37
Kat r65e Aij/ttoSd/coir Xibt Kaic6i ovx o fJ-tv, 29
The Germans in Greek, 29

Epitaphs :

A man I was, wormes meat I am, 503
Affliction sore he long time bore, 502
Here I lay (lie) outside the door, 57, 137
Here lies George Theobald, a lover of bells,

270
Here lyes ye body of poor Frank Raw, 270
Heu quanto minus est cum reliquis versari

quam tui meminisse, 29, 95
His people's joy, the Clergy's glasse, 136
Hoc ultimum Lector a te postulans, 126
I was well, I would be better, I am here,

469
In peaceful rest two sinless sisters lie, 503
My tools and mallet lie reclined, 270
Not Monumental Stone preserves our fame,
503

. Reader with kind regards this grave survey,
97

Epitaphs :

Stop My friends When this you See, 503
Stop, Ringers all, and cast an eye, 270
W7here lies an honest man, 308, 377

Epitaphs, localities of : Anthony, or Antony,.
Cornwall, 503 ; Barking, Essex, 503 ; Bourges
Cathedral, 502 ; Bowness, 503 ; Elton,.
Durham, 503 ; Maker, Cornwall, 503 ; New-
biggin, 503 ; Rame, Cornwall, 503 ; Thirsk,
502 ; Tong, Salop, 503 ; Workington, 503

Epitaphs with classical references, 309, 435
Erasmus and Tindale, a parallelism, 246, 337
Esher, etymology of the place-name, 487
" Essex Bath, Strand Lane, built 1588, 348,.

432

Evelyn (Lyndon), M.P. 1809-26, his family, 10,
154

Evergreen decorations at Christmas, 486
Ewbank (T.), Westminster scholar, 1722, 271,.
336

Ewen (John), Aberdeen philanthropist, 368
Ewer or Hewer family of Clapham, 37
"
Exate," meaning of the word, 151, 251, 297

"
Excorse," meaning of the word, 386

Exeter (Lord), his house in Derby, 271

Eyre family, 328, 398, 420

ffairbanck and Rawson families, 166, 214
Families : duration in male .line, 73, 114, 156',.

273
Farington family of Worden, 467
Favell (Samuel), of London, d. 1830, 129, 352
Fees at the City Compters, 46
Feather robe of the Queen of Tahiti, 210, 315,

417
Feilde (Rev. Matthew), his marriage, 1776, 477
Felltham (O.) or Suckling, song by, c. 1661, 346,.

431
Feminism in the seventeenth century, 485
Ferguson (D.), his

' The Lady Bark,' dialogue, 349'

Festivals, Handel, at the Crystal Palace, 1857-
1912, 61, 235

Fiction, real characters in, 366

Fielding (H.), his Parson Thwaokum, 348, 470

Finger-prints, magazine article on, 155, 198 ;.

Ainsworth's reference to, 1839, 210
" Fink " and "

funk," connexion between, 510
"
Finstall," adjunct of saltmaking, 1328, 411, 511

Fire in Wapping, 1682, record of, 189

Fire-ritual, a survival in Wales, 489
Fireback, relic of 1660, 230, 318
Fisher family, 509
Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi arms, 144, 215, 256, o53 r

397
Fitzwilliam family, 54, 118
Fleet Street, No. 50, its demolition, 1912, 66
Fleetwood family, 43, 331
Fluke,

"
by a nuke," origin of the phrase, 2<v

114

Flying, Eastern legends of, 291
'

Foghamshire," a street-name, 487

Folk-lore:

Alabaster powder used medicinally, 129,.

175, 234
Bride carried over the threshold, 191, 232,.

314
Evergreens for Christmas decorations, 486'
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Jolk-lore:

German funeral custom, 368, 436, 500
Jaundice cured by touch, 110
Bussalky lore, 247
Toads and poison, 87, 157, 256
Trials by ordeal, Fordwich, 368, 436
Wells, sacred, 190, 311, 413
Werwolves and flowers, 388

Forbes (Urquhart), his
' Ian Roy,' 510

Fordwich, trials by ordeal at, 368, 436
Forks, the use of, considered immoral, c. 1550,

89, 158, 293
Fourier Society, 1843, its object, 250, 418, 431
Fox (Charles) and Casanova, 1760, 4, 113
Fox (Charles James), tablet to commemorate,

100
Foxe (Bishop Richard), d. 1528, his Canonry,

38 ^
' Freedom of the City

"
in a gold box, 249

Freeman, Stewart, Day, and Pyke families, 25
Freeman (E. A.), historian, his ancestry, 342
Freemasonry : G. Meikle Kemp, d. 1844, 225
Freemasons, Lodge St. David, Edinburgh, 81, 146
French (Francis) =Una O'Connor, 488
French counting-out rime, 166, 333
French players in England, c. 1500, 128, 278
Frescoes of Last Judgment in churches, 410, 490
^ From Oxford to Rome ' and '

Loss and Gain,' 429,
497

Fulhvood, Halley, Parry, and Pyke families, 303,
415, 497

Fulwood, killed in duel, c. 1700, 510
Funeral customs : German, 1845, 368, 436, 500 ;

"maidens' garlands" carried, 251, 335, 412,
497

Funerals, mercer's bill for gloves, &c., 1777, 7" Funk " and "
fink," connexion between, 510

Furnace,
"
stipend

"
of, in 16th century, 50

Fussell (J.), 1818-1912, water-colourist, 145, 228,
257, 314

Q

Gainsborough (T.), his painting of Miss Coghlan,
386, 475

Galignarii (A. & W.) & Co., Paris publishing house,
1814, 409, 495

Games : card games, 149 ; Primero, card game,
187, 347 ; Basset, 310, 377 ;

"
trump

"
as a

card term, 378 ; memory game, 509
' Gammer Gurton,' best edition of, 368
Gardner (John E.), his prints and drawings of old

London, 348, 432
Garlands,

" maidens' garlands," in churches, 251,
335, 412, 497

Garrick (David), his
'

Satire,' 250, 315
Gascoigne (George), poet, and his son, d. c. 1585,

306
Gastaldon, his

' Musica Proibita,' 430, 496
Gauntlett (S.), Vicar of Hursley, 1786-94, 270,
356

"
Gautigoth," in

'

Widsith,' 201, 271, 371

Genealogy, Irish, source of information on, 249,
338

Genealogy, Italian, Marquis de Coi'ilanne, 291,
375

"Gentleman" r.
"
veoman," in a will, 1486,

349
ff Geotroposcope "=gvroscope. svnonymous term,

345

German funeral custom, 1845, 368, 436, 500
German proverb, silks in the kitchen, 168, 255
Gerund and participle present in English 65, 174,
397

" Ghost-words
"

in dictionaries, 407
Gibbins (Ann)= Robinson Elsdale, 1779, 288
Gibbins (Susanna) = Thomas Grounds, c. 1790,

288
Gibbon (Edward), his residences, 50, 152
Gibson (W.), miniature painter, d. 1703, 4C6
Gibson family of Dublin, 427
Gilbert (Thomas), Poor-Law reformer, d. 1798, 89
Gill (Anthony), exciseman in

'

Ingoldsby Legends,'
his identity, 490

Gillespie (Robert Rollo) at Vellore, 16
Gillies (John), his 'Ancient Greece,' Sir T. Browne

and, 188
Gladstone (W. E.), hymn by, published IS'.'S,

449
Glamorgan breed of cattle, early reference to, li'-'ii

Glass, early Christian gilt, medallion, 291

Glass, stained, from Malvern church, 188

Gleek, game at cards, 149
Glemham family and Great Glemhain estat.% Suf-

folk, 29, 369, 457, 497
Gloucester House and " Larkhall Tavern,

'' South

Lambeth, 30
Gloves, &c., at funerals, mercer's bill, 1777, 7

Gluck, passage in one of his operas, 390

Goa, British troops in, c. 1810, 68, 135

Godby (James), portrait by, 367, 473
Godmersham House, Jane Austen at, 510

Goes, Dutch and Portuguese surname, 312, 495
Goethe (J. W. von), quotation from, in Cailyl.

and Ruskin, 106 ; and the dwarf Eckwald, 132

Gold yield, Australia, monument representing, 47

Goldsmith (O.), his
' She Stoops to Conquer, 10,

154 ; his tomb, 129
Goose, Gorse, or Le Gos family, 230, 312, 4i

Gordon, deaf and dumb instructor, c. 1830, 448

Gordon (A. Lindsay), Australian poet, 245, 312

Gordon (Comte de Mirabel de), Jacobite, 130

Gordon (Major-General John), 1673-1750, 33

Gordon family of Glenbucket, 33
Gordon family of Hallhead and Esslemont, 24o,

312
Gore (Charles) of Weimar, 1729-1807, 402, 423,

512
Gorse, Goose, or Le Gos family, 230, 312, 495

Gotham, barrow at, 48, 112

Goust, in the Pyrenees, small Republic, 48, 1;

Government, representative, in the Colonies, L *>

Gower (Abel), 1632, and Napton estates, 3C

Goyder (Rev. David G.), F.E.S., c. 1829, 4oO,

514
Grandfather, maternal, right to bear crest of, '0

Grant (Elizabeth) of Rothiemurchus, 1819, 229

Grant (Gabriel), Archdeacon of Westminster,

d. 1638, 114

Gray (Thomas), his
'

Elegy,' translations and

parodies, 157, 517 ; and the Antrobus family,

461
Greek, modern, and Albanian, 446

Greek Anthology, Person and the, 29
Greeks accused of being children, reference to,

109
Green (J. R.), quotation in

' Short History of the

English People,' 246, 337
Green Park and Piccadilly, tunnel between, * '

Greenstone of Guiana, nature and use of, }-,
378

Gregorian Calendar, curiosities of, 36
"
Grenadiere," signification of the word, 3;
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Grimaldi and Fitzwilliam arms, 144, 215, 256,
353, 397

Grimthorpe (Lord), his List of Churches, 449
Grounds (Thomas) = Susanna Gibbins, c. 1790,

288
Guelf , the House of, fatalities in, 8
Guidarelli (Guidarello), his tomb at Ravenna, 74
Guildhall, views of London at, 408
Guildhall Library, a pamphlet on, 1754, 264,

356
"
Guinea-dropping," use of the term, 366

"
Gullivers," meaning of the word, 369

"
Gulyas," Hungarian dish, 208, 416

H

Haggatt (Othniel) of Barbadoes, 1734, 149, 255
Hagia Sophia, prophecy concerning, 1453, 469
Hales (" Master B."), painted by G. P. Harding,

450

Halfepenny Ffarthing, burial of, recorded, 1599,
429, 513

Hall (Anne), her arms and parentage, 330

Halley, etymology of the surname, 445, 507

Halley, Fullwood", Parry, and Pyke families, 303,
415, 497

Hamlin (Hannibal), 1860, "Black Republican,"
270

Hampden, pronunciation of surname, 489
Hancock as a place-name, 213
Handel (G. F.)> his works at the Crystal Palace

Festivals, 61, 235
Hanway = umbrella, use of the word, 97
Hanwell, Oxfordshire, lords of the manor of, 110,

177 235 311
Harding (G. P.), his portrait of R. Hales, 450
Hardy (Elizabeth), novelist, 1794-1854, 269, 358
Hardy (John), Vicar of Hurslev 1638-44, 270,

356
Harris (Benjamin) and ' The Protestant Tutor,'

1679, 449, 515
Harris (Miss Furlong E. Shipton), her ' From

Oxford to Rome,' 429, 497
Harris family, 89
Harrison family, 208
Hart (Joseph),'l712-68, hymn-writer, 410, 513
Harvey family of Staffordshire, 449
Hatsell (Major W.), 19th Foot, 1755-80, 49
Haviland (T. Heath), Canadian statesman, 1822,

388
Hawthorne (Nathaniel) and Arthur D. Morison,

389
Heckell (Augustin), his paintings, 148
Heine (H. ), his poems in Japanese, 346
Helmet, pith, earliest use in India, 290, 307,

377
Hen and Chickens, old sign, c. 1652, 67
Henry II., date of a charter of, 474
Henry VII. in Wales and Brittany, 208
Heraldic : alteration of coat of arms, 390 ;

animals as pinnacles of a church, 189, 317

Heraldry:

Argent, a bend sable, charged in chief with a
plate, 410, 475

Argent, a chief azure, 161
Argent, a cross gules, 49, 97
Argent, on a chevron gules, 367
Argent, three boars' heads bendwise in bend

azure, 428
Argent, with a canton of the arms of Eng-

land, 182

Heraldry :

Azure, a fesse between three fleurs-de-lis or,.

517
Azure, a saltire betwixt three boars' heads,

33
Brindle family, 251, 318
Crest, A talbot passant sable, 488
Cross engrailed gules between four water-
bougets sable, 130, 197, 253

Cross nory argent upon azure, 312
Delafield arms, 29, 117, 313
Dorset (Thomas, Marquis of), arms on seals,.

330
Ermine, a chevron between three crescents,
289

Ermine, a fesse sable between three martletsr
488

Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi arms, 144, 215, 256,
353, 397

Ken (Bishop), his arms, 289
Lord Mayor, right to bear arms, 210
Maternal grandfather's crest, 70
Or, on a fesse azure three mullets argent,.

436
Parted per pale, dexter, a chevron erm,

between three hedgehogs, 89
Sa., on a mount vert a castle ppr., 89
Sable, a lion rampant or, crowned, 271, 374
Swynnerton and Trussell families, arms of,

231, 312
Tregonwell, impaling, per saltire gules and or,

454
Herle (Nicholas), M.P. for Grampound, 1679,

209, 276
Hertfordshire inscriptions, Hundred of Dacorum,

transcribed and indexed, 147
Hesse (Landgrave of), his saying on "

enemies,'*
288

Hewer or Ewer family of Clapham, 37
Hewlett (William), regicide, his death, 290

Heywood (Oliver), his portrait, 290
" Hit "

=hideth, tense in Chaucer, 72
Hoe (Col. R. ) and the Napiers, printing machine

makers, 258
Hogarth (William), 'Pishoken' sung by, 75 ; his

' Rake's Progress,' 189, 311

Hogg (James), his book on Scott, 248
"
Hogmanay," etymology of the word, 506

Holne, Devon, list of vicars of, 309
Holywood Premonstratensian Chartulary, 468
Home Counties, origin of designation, 149
" Honest " used in epitaphs, 308, 377

Hoppner (J.), his birthplace in Whitechapel, 70
Hoskins (John), his miniature paintings, 30
Hotham (Durand), d. 1691, his tombstone, 307
Houghton (John), his list of paint ere, 28
Houses of historical interest indicated, 70, 77,

100
Howe and Kennett families, 148, 314
Hewlett (England) on burial customs, 349
Hoynck (O.), portrait painter, c. 1660, 409
Hubbard (G.), Gent., c. 1795, his death, 469
"
Hubberdayn's coffer," meaning of the term, 469

Hucks (I. or J.), B.A., c. 1794, author, 310, 397
Hudson (Jeffrey), dwarf, his duel with Crofts,

1649, 369, 433, 475
Hugh (Moses), d. 1756, his birthplace, 410
Hulsdonck (V.), portrait painter, c. 1660, 409"
Hungars

" = Hungarians, use of the word, 367
Huntingdon, booksellers and printers of, 207
Hursley Park and Compton Monceux Manor.
Hants, 329, 397
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Husbandman, meaning of the term, 268
"
Husenbetfc's Breviary,' printed c. 1810, 191
o 1 2

Huxham (Rev. J. Corhain), d. 1778, bis mother
290

Hyenson family, 70"
Hyke," use of the word, 288, 357

Hymn by W. E. Gladstone, published 1898, 449
Hyinns, collection of Latin pagan, 250, 370
Hyndman (William) of Coventrv, his will, 1558

341

I

I'Anson, explanation of the surname, 70
Ince (W.), Rector of Patney, 1708, 370, 415
Indian monument in Oxfordshire, 286
Information Bureau, Lord Truro's, 251, 335, 412,

511
Ingalls or Inglis (Frances Erskine) =Senor Calderon
de la Barca, 1838, 148, 376

Inglis (A.), LL.B. Cambridge, 1726, 370, 415
Inkpot with Evangelical symbols, 9
Inscriptions : in St. Mary's, Llanfair-Waterdine,

10, 94 ; runic, on crosses, Isle of Man, 26 ;

Hertfordshire, Hundred of Dacorum, 147 ;" Tuscan " on Verruca, 1103, 148 ; in church-
yards, copies of, 206, 255, 278, 354, 418, 474 ;

in Chelsea Hospital burying-ground, 241, 325,
425, 504 ; decipherment of, 246, 337 ; on a
portrait, meaning of, 251 ; on brasses, Cobham,
Clere, 329, 414, 435

Inventory of the fifteenth century, 227
Inventory of 1701, 108
Ireland, allusion in rime to stolen shire, 212, 496
Irish parish registers, duplicate copies, 110
Iron Mask, a "

feminist
"
theory, 428

Irving (Sir Henry), his ancestry, 30, 97, 111, 177,
217

Isabella Clara Eugenia (Infanta), miniature of,
c. 1550, 190, 272, 351

Isle of Man, runic inscriptions on crosses, 26
Israel (Manasseh Ben) and Rembrandt, 34, 133
Italian genealogy, Marquis de Corilanne, 291, 375
Italy, Scotsmen in, c. 1627-41, 330

Jackson (Sir Anthony), b. 1599, his wife, 309
Jacobi (Mary Putnam), 1860, her husband, 416
Jacobite plot in Oxford, 1715, 90, 174
Jacobites, their French engineer, 130"
Jag," =American slang, its meaning, 411

James (W.), Public Orator, Oxford, 1601-4,
370, 415

Jameson (Mrs. Anna), 1794-1860, and the Goethe
family, 329

Japanese, Heine's poems translated into, 346
Japanese story of interchange of souls, 430
Jaundice cured by touch, 110
Jekyll (B.), Rector of Grayton - le - Wold, 1725,

390
Jenner family, 308, 469
Jenner and Parkhurst families, 469
Jerinent (Rev, George), author, d. 1819, 37, 56
Johnson (Dr.),

" ocean "
in his

'

Dictionary,' 308 ;

his copies of Burton's 'Anatomy of Melancholv,'
390

Jones family of Plas-yn-Llan, 55, 211
Jones (Abraham), Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, 1713, 390

Jones (Sir W.) and the "On parent knees"
quatrain, 21

Judges who have died on the Bench, 248, 354,
413

Jura ecclesiastica of 14th centurv, rendering in

English, 448, 514

Keene (Charles), article on, by G. Moore, 1891,
190, 236

Kelly, antiquary, c. 1885, his heirs, 410
Kelly (William), d. 1894, his genealogical MSS.,

470
Kemp (George Meikle), d. 1844, and Freemasonrv,
225

Ken (Bishop), his birthplace, 1635, 145 ; his coat
of arms, 289, 373

'

Kenilworth,' variants in the text of, 488
Kennett and Howe families, 148, 314
'

Kentish Note-Book,' publisher, 76
Kersey (John), his English dictionary, 1708, 228
King (Bishop Henry), 1591-1669, his MS. poems,

32
King (Mrs. John), Countess of Lanesborough, her

marriage, 1779, 229, 297
King (Jonathan), his collections, 483
Kingsley (C.), cocqcigrues in

' Water Babies,'
249, 395

Kissing ladies, English salutation, c. 1664, 268"
Knickerbocker," origin of the word, 6

Knightley (J.) of Gray*s Inn, 1692, 390, 477
Knights of Malta : Grand Master Vilhena, 34,

194
Knowles (J.), 1781-1841, his portrait, 290
Knox (T.), barrister, 1792, 390

La Revelliere-Lepeaux and Talleyrand, 109
Lake and Farington of Worden families, 467
" La llatioii

"
of the Melicete Indians, 387

Lamb's Chapel, London, its registers, 291, 357,
435

Land measures of Salisbury, fifteenth-century, 6

Lanesborough (Countess of), her marriage, 1779,
229, 297

Lang (Andrew), obituary notices, 80, 86, 154, 2o2 ;

his saying "Measles is better than paralysis,"
169

[^anghanie (John), Westminster scholar, 1770, 70

Liangley (W.), Westminster scholar, 1770, 70
Lansdowne Passage, right of way, 387
lascelles (E. R. ), Westminster scholar, 1820, 70
Lascelles (F. E.), Westminster scholar, 1824, 70
Lascelles (F. G. J.), Westminster scholar, 1820, 70
.ascelles (H.), Westminster scholar, 1820, 70
-ascelles (J.), Westminster scholar, 1824, 70
L-ascelles (W.), Westminster scholar, 1824, 70

haiu (R. ), Westminster scholar, 1771, 70
.atimer, Barony of, its origin, 126
-Aud (Archbishop), his relations, 477
jawes (J.), Westminster scholar, 1779, 110
Lawrance (J.), American judge, 1750-1810, 248,
338, 431

^awrance (Miss), her lineage, 248
^awrence family of Nova Scotia, 349
^awson (Sir H. ), whereabouts of his papers, 109
Le Coq (P.) .Westminster scholar, 1783, 110
j& Gos, Goose, or Gorse family, 230, 312, 495
Leahy (E.), Westminster scholar, 1786, 110
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Leak? (Lake) and Farington of Worden families,
467

Leaning family, 428
"
Lease for three lives," legal phrase, 230, 297,
358

Leather, curious collection of ancient objects in,

165
Lecan, Irish M.S., its translation, 70
Leeches, Society of, John Wilkes and, 1769, 387

Leigh, Kent, history of the parish, 289

Lely (Sir Peter), d. 1761, his portrait by himself,
308, 413

London (W. H.), Westminster scholar, 1823, 110

Leopard! (Giacomo), his epigram, 209
Leslie (C. ), Westminster scholar, 1775, 130
Leslie (R.), Westminster scholar, 1771, 130
Letters, old, discovered in churches, 450
Lewis (G. Wenham), Westminster scholar, 1812,

130
"
Li," a symbol in will of 1592, 409, 512

Licence and privilege to publish, 1534, 510
Lichen used to dye crimson, 368, 416, 476
Lincoln (Lord) and Casanova, 1771, 4, 137

Lindsay (J.), Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
1776, 130, 255

Lindsay (W.), Westminster scholar, 1764, 130, 255
Lintall (Daniel and Thomas), Westminster

scholars, 1784, 130
Litchfield (J.), Westminster scholar, 1787, 89
Litchfield (T.), Westminster scholar, 1781. 89
Litchfield (V. ), Westminster scholar, 1780, 89
Little Missenden, vicars of. 209, 278
Liverpool Academy founded 1810, 165
Livery Companies, records of the City, 464
Livesay (Roger) of Ireland, c. 1664, 129
Livingstone family of America, 307, 437
Llanfair-Waterdine, inscription in parish church,

10,94
Logan (Eliza), author of 'St. Johnstoun,' 252,

318
Londinium, Londres, origin of the place-name,

32, 173
London : Puddynglane, postscript to note on,

1297, 6 ; Sanctuaries, 14, 306, 372 ; vanishing
landmarks, 33, 66, 83 ; fees at the City Compters,
46 ; monuments in old City church, 54 ; houses
of historical interest indicated, 70, 77, 100 ;

Regent's Circus, 109, 174, 216, 277, 358 ; its

relics of the past, 150 ; allusions to old tavern
signs, 167, 266, 306 ; Lamb's Chapel, its

registers, 291, 357, 435; riot in 1629, 307;
"Territorials," c. 1588, 323, 364, 457; tavern
sign in 1912, 328; plague, 1563, 384; stray
queries on, 387 ; views of London at the Guild-
hall, 408 ; the stones of buildings and monu-
ments, 429, 515

London, origin of the r in Londres, 32, 173
London bricklayer of the Roman Empire, 187,
275

London Bridge, pamphlet on, 1831, 209, 318,
416

Londres, London, origin of the r in, 32, 173
Longevity, human and animal, treatises on, 330,

394
Longfellow (H. W.), his

' Chamber over the Gate,'
97

Lord Mayor, the right to bear arms, 210
'

Loss and Gain ' and ' From Oxford to Rome,'
429, 497

Loti (Pierre), his description of Easter Island,
53

Lovel (Lord) and Nancy Bell, ballad, 37, 115.
171, 217, 296 ,

Lowndes (W. T.), his
'

Bibliographer's Manual '

published in parts, 103, 191, 275
Lowth (F.), Westminster scholar, 1825, 89
Lowther (Col.), 1739, his Christian name, 131,

176, 217, 237, 293
Loyal Society, John Wilkes and, 1745, 387
Ludlow (Edmund), regicide, his stay in Switzer-

land, 367
Ludlow (Edmund), Westminster scholar, 1818, 89
Ludlow (Edmund H.), Westminster scholar, 1818,
89

Luna, classic description of, 250, 371
Lyonesse, allusions to, by modern writers, 88

M
Macdonald (Flora) and the wife of Rev. W.
MacQueen, 426, 496

McFunn, surname and family, 508
MacQueen (Rev. W.), his wife, and Flora Mac-

donald, 426, 496
Maidens' garlands, carried at funerals, 251, 335,

412, 497
Male line, duration of families in, 73, 114, 156,

273
Malvern, anonymous books on, c. 1858, 68
Malvern Priory Church, stained glass from, 188
Manasseh Ben Israel and Rembrandt, 34, 133
' Mandrakes found at Albury, near Bishop's

Starford,' pamphlet, 108
"
Manmourmurian," meaning of the word, 309

Mansell (Lieut. Bussy),*R.N., d. 1732. his parents,
231

Manuscript, the smallest, in Bodleian Librarv.
345

Marana (G. P.), his
'

Letters of a Turkish Spy,' 55
Marriages, Cromwellian, in Ireland, 149
"
Marrowskying," use of the word, 307

"
Marshalseas," meaning of, in accounts, c. 1686,
289

Marten (J.), Winchester scholar, 1553, 347, 454
Martial,

"
Dr. Fell

"
epigram adapted from, 37

Martin family of Ireland, 427
Martyne (G. ), Winchester scholar, 1548, 347, 454
Martyne (G.), Winchester scholar, 1549, 347, 454
Maryland, King William's School, c. 1700, 447
Massacre of St. Bartholomew7

, medal struck by
the Pope, 52

" Master of Garraway's,
"
origin of the term, 36

" Maulth Way," roads called, 348
Mayhew (Henry), 1812-87, and aniline dyes, 71
Meanings, ambiguous, of phrases, 167, 236
Medal and Thunder Cross, from will,- 1802, 131,

198
Medals, commemorating Massacre of St. Bar-
tholomew, 52 ; for valour at Leipsic. 1813,
230, 313, 377, 432 ; relating to John Wilkes,
387

" Memoria technica," 309, 398
Memorials, in the British Isles, 4, 284, 343, 385 ;

in Calcutta, 41, 104, 163, 204, 316 ; British,
of the Peninsular Campaign, 217

Memory game of eighteenth century, ;">()!
'

Mercenaries, Scottish, in Norway, 269, 358
Meulan (Counts of), their history, 190

Meurpn (Comte de), his Swiss regiment, 71

Midnight burial, origin of custom, 369, 414, 474
Mikszath (Coloman), Hungarian writer, his works

in English, 217
Mill (J. Stuart) and Novalis on suicide, 369, 492
Miller (Patrick) of Dalswinton, 1731-1815, 70
Millers, rime to torment, 35
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Milton (J.), his portrait by S. Cooper, 30, 116,
398 :

"
unexpressive nuptial song

"
in

'

Lycidas,'
328, 395, 476

Milton (Sir Christopher) and Richard Milton, 100
Mine, copper, in Devonshire, its name, 29, 174
Mirabel (M. de) and Comte de Mirabel de Gordon,

130
Mirror, concave, with eagle, chain, and ball, 230,

297
" Mob "=a wanton, 1659. 268
Moira (Earl of) and Rawdon family, 249
Monasticism in 13th century, a tale of, 389
Monckton (Admiral John), his biography, 449
Money, the meaning of token-money, 24*8
"
Money-dropping," use of the term, 288, 366

Monthermer (Baron Thomas), 1340, his wife, 410
Monument, Indian, in Oxfordshire, 286
Monuments in old City church, 54
" Moolvee " =learned man, Arabic word, 9, 92,

212
Moore (G.), his article on Charles Keene, 1891,

190, 236
Mordaunt (E. A. B.), his Index to 'Jackson's

Oxford Journal,' 338
More (Sir T. ), his granddaughter's will, 87
Moricz (T.), Common Serjeant of London, c. 1356,

229
Morison (Arthur D.) and Nathaniel Hawthorne,

389
Morocco, etymology of the name, 266, 372, 396
Morrice (Rev. A. Ducarel)=Emma Darby, c. 1812,

209
Morris dancers, pamphlet on longevitv of, 106,

356
Moseley (Dr. W. Willis), his successor, 370
Moss-troopers = Borderers, c. 1650, 11

Moth, cinnabar, and ragwort, 348
"
Motte-castle

"
theory, Xorman, 35

Mottoes:

Auspicio regis senatusque Angliae, 49, 97
Deo juvante, 144, 256
Fac sjmiliter, 182
Static bene fida carinis, 37
Ultra fert animus, 436

Municipal records printed, list of, 91, 197
Murderer, c. 1765, his name, 249
Murray (E. C. Grenville), his pseudonyms, 38

Murray (John), the House of, centenary of removal
to Albemarle Street, 286

"
Musette," dance advertised, 1726, 306

Museum, Bullock's, Piccadilly, its situation, 92,
158

' Musica Proibita,' song, 430, 496

Mysticus (Nicolaus) and Cosmas Atticus, 34, 97

N

Names terrible to children, 172

Napiers and Col. Hoe, printing-machine makers,.
258

Napton estates, Warwick, and Gower family, 30
Neale (Adam), his marriage, 11
Nelson (Lady), her marriage lines and application

for gratuity, 487
Nelson (Lord) among his intimates, 88

Neunburg (G. Vander), arms granted to, 1807,
89

"
Nevermass," meaning of the word. 170, 217,
397

Nevill family of Raby, their ancestor, 48, 197
New Bond S'treet building line, 387

' New English Dictionary,' additions and correc-
tions, 147, 170, 209, 217, 233, 275, 306, 345, 366.
397, 409, 427, 446, 470, 494, 508

' New Wonderful Magazine,' date of publicatio ..

348, 413
New Year celebrations in Paris, 481
Newcome (Rev. R.) of Hursley, 1726, 149. 198
Newton (Sir Isaac), his observatorv at Ilitcl in,
306

Nightingale (Florence), memorial on her resi-

dence, 77
"
Nolkejumskoi," nickname of William Augustus,
Duke of Cumberland, 410

Nonconformist chapels, dedication of, 131, 192,
236

Nonjurors, estates of, 1715, 9, 77
Norris (John) of Taunton, 1718, 251
Norris family of Spate, 428
Norton (Hon. Mrs.), her poem

'

Bingen on the
Rhine,' 427, 493

"
Notch," use of the word, 1314, 366, 427, 470

Nottingham as a surname, 171
Noiial (Baron de) de la Loigrie, d. 1835, 467
Novalis and J. Stuart Mill on suicide, 369, 492
Novels mentioned in

'

Northanger Abbey,' 44!i

Numbers, Westmorland "telling ". numbers, 17

O

O.K., explanation of the term, 268
"
Oake,"

" Oke "=measure of land, 1665, 508

Obituary:

Japan (Emperor of), 100

Lang (Andrew), 80, 86, 154, 252
Marks (Alfred), 220
Skeat (Prof. Walter William), 299

Wright (Thomas Hawkins), 260

Observatory at Hitchin of Sir I. Newton, 306
" Ocean "

in Dr. Johnson's
'

Dictionary,' 308
O'Connell (Daniel), his parody of Dryden, 411, 476

O'Connor (Una)=Francis French, 488
Oliverotto of Ferrno, d. 1502, 288, 372, 473
Omar Khayyam, bibliography of, his

'

Rubaiyj'tt,'

34
" On the nail," origin of the term, 47, 212
Onions planted with roses, 509
Onslow (Arthur), tablet to commemorate, 100
"
Orange Bond "

of Holland, 389, 473

Orientation, walking east mechanically, 211

Orlow, girl's Christian name, 10

Ormonde family, its Breton origin, 161
" Out "

for a thing, meaning of the phrase, 409,

494

Pagan customs and institutions, 250, 351, 3.70

Paget family, 468

Pampellonne, owner of school at \\andsworth,
370

'

Pan,' periodical published in London, 1880-81.

429
Paradise, passport to, 1341, 247

Paris, Christmas and New Year celebrations, 48
J.

Parish registers: Canongate, Edinburgh, 50, 9

Col. Chester's extracts from, 90 ; Irish, duplicate

copies, 110 ; history of, published 1829, 410

Parkhurst and Jenner families, 469

Parminter (Mary) and " the Point-in-Yk-\v

Chapel, 487
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Parnell (Thomas), a reading of ;his 'Old Beauty,
146

Parry, Fullwood, Halley, and Pyke families, 303
415, 497

Participle present and gerund in English, 65, 171
397

Passport to Paradise, 1341, 247
Pater (W. H.), references in his

' Marius the

Epicurean,' 189, 335
Patron saints of trades, 469
Pear, rnagic, at Coulstoun, Haddingtonshire,

110
Peers (Richard), his marriage, 11
Pen Rhos stable, print, its date, 229
Pengelly (Serjeant) and Richard Cromwell. 170
Peninsular Campaign, British memorials of,

217
Penleaze family, 33, 55
Penn (William) or George Penne and the Maids

of Taunton, 49, 116
Penneck (Rev. R.), 1728-1803, Keeper of the

Reading-Room, British Museum, 101
Pennies, meaning of

"
third pennies," 170, 233

Pentalpha, symbolism of, 490
"Pepper for Dirige," meaning of the phrase, 390,

473
Pepys (Samuel) and "selling of a horse," 328,

496
Peters (Hugh), his career, 1649, 221, 263, 301,

463
Petitot (William), 19th Foot, d. 1764, 49

Petrpnianus (Valerius), a sage, c. 1560, 288
Pettingall (Rev. John), D.D., his marriage, 11,

477

Peyeril family, 172
Phillack, history of parish church of St. Felicitas,

401, 428
'

Phillips (W.),' b. 1747, of Petworth, 290
Phrases with double meanings, 167, 236
Piccadilly and Green Park, tunnel between, 387
Pilford family of Effingham, 29, 154
Pilkington (Rev. M.), d. 1774, his will, 65
Pinnacles of church, heraldic animals as, 189,

317
Pipe Rolls and Cheshire, 141
Piper (H. Hunt), 1781-1864, Unitarian minister,

129, 176, 216, 236, 294, 317
'

Pishoken,' song sung by Hogarth, 75
Pitman (Capt.), c. 1850, his relatives, 448, 513

Place-Names :

Ashby Fallows, 68
Avenam, 190, 275
Bengeworth, 72
Berrysfield, 368, 436
Brettargh, 450
Broadbent, 186
Corio, Australia, 190, 238
Cowes, 285
Esher, 487

Gopsnargh, 450
Grimsargh, 450
Hancock, 213
Leigh, 289
London, Londres, Londinium, 32, 173
Morocco, 266, 372, 396
Rhuddlan, 149
Schortelyme, 250
Segre, 271, 374
Torpenhow, 386
Yedding, 76

Place-names, Yelver in, 191, 238, 297, 352, 416:" ac "
in, 430, 512

Place-names of Sussex temp. Henry VIII., 5(1

Plague in London, 1563, 384
Plants, supposed to cause disease, 97 ; in poetry,

identification of, 191, 254, 356
Play founded on Hungarian

"
rebel

"
Tekeli. 210,

258, 434
Players, French, in England, c. 1500, 128, 278
Plot, Jacobite, in Oxford, 1715, 90, 174
Poems, their authors wanted. See Anonymous

Works and Songs and Ballads.
Poet's Road, Canonbury, origin of its name, 74

Poetry, identification of plants in, 191, 254, 356
"
Pointers," meaning of the word, 195

Poison of snake, chemical formula and use of, 75,
254

Poison of the toad, 87, 157, 256
Pomander, recipe for filling, 149, 213, 251, 316

Pope (Alexander), and ' Memoirs of Scriblerus,'

167, 278, 336 ; his
'

Iliad,' 509
Porson and the Greek Anthology, 29
Porterfield (Boyd) ; 19th Foot, 1744, 49, 135
Portrait, meaning of inscription on, 251
Post Office, season posts for popular resorts, 1679,

287
"
Pot-boiler," early use of the word, 128, 216

Potter (Vincent), regicide, his death, 290
Premonstratensian Chartulary, Holywood, 468
Pretty (T.), Vicar of Hursley, d. c. 1725, 131, 175,

455, 513
Priests, pagan, colleges of, in Italy, 250, 351,

370
Primero, game of cards, 187, 347
Printers of Huntingdon, 207
Printers' proofs of 1812, 444
Prisoners taken at the battle of Worcester, 469
Prisot family, 187

Privilege and licence to publish, 1534, 510
" Prock " =badger, tale of unequal legs, 447
Proofs, printers' proofs of 1812, 444
Provence, Christmas Eve celebrations, 505

Proverbs and Phrases:

According to Cocker, 90, 176, 236, 352
At outs, 447
Bag and baggage, 108
Best company consists of five persons, 254
By a fluke, 26, 114
Carry one's life in one's hands, 508
Dish of tea, 370, 433, 494
Don't nail his ears to the pump, 76
Get one's dander up, 468
Gut verloren etwas verloren, 188, 391, 454
He dwells far from neighbors that 's fain to

praise himself, 507
Hinter die Ohren schreiben, 388, 455
J'ai vu Carcassonne, 57, 137, 489
Lease for three lives, 230, 297, 358
Let severely alone, 228, 317, 353
Like a thousand of brick, 209
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Mxinde, 49, 117,

195
On the nail, 47, 212
" Out "

for a thing, 409, 494
Robbing Peter to pay Paul, 46
Schreib dir's hinter das Ohr, 388, 455
Selling of a horse, 328, 496
Set up my (his) rest, 347
Sex horas somno, 411, 474
Sham Abraham, 269
Silks in the kitchen, 168, 255
Sleeveless errand, 16, 73
Splendid isolation, 14

Spoiling the ship for a ha'porth of tar, 54 '
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Proverbs and Phrases:

The devil owed him a service, 169
The more the merrier, 15
Tom, Dick, and Harry, 268
Tool the reins, 487
Wiltshire phrases, 36

Psalms in metre, their use, 229
Ptolemy (Claudius), quoted by Sir T. Browne,

30, 97
Puddynglane, London, note on, 1297, 6
Pulpit, Ulster, built on a rock, 266
Punishment, corporal, books on, 70
Purdue family, 249
Purdue or Purdy (W.), bell-founder, c. 1567, 249
' Puss in Pattens,' print, 1782, 489
Puteolana (Maria), maiden warrior, 288
Pyke, Fullwood, Halley, and Parry families, 303.

415, 497
Pyke, Stewart, Freeman, and Day families, 25*

Quarles family, 70, 153, 197
Quatrain,

" On parent knees," the Persian original
of, 21

Quotations :

A man may commit a mistake, 48, 118
A soul supreme, in each hard instance tried,

89, 155
A temple whose transepts are measured bv

miles, S68, 414
America remained Carlyle's Carcassonne, 489
An Austrian army awfully arrayed, 480
Ancestral masks, each in its little cedarn

chest, 309, 434
And hears the unexpressive nuptial song,

328, 395, 476
And now my vacation is over, 468
As I whirl and whirl, 429
Be thou happy, be thou kind, 11
Bide thy time, 189, 313
Bite again, and bite bigger, 17, 94
Cows, women, sheep, dogs, and other demo-

crats, 169, 256
Divine discontent, 229
Dreams of Lipara, 489
E'en as he trod that day to God, 429, 494

i Everything he did became him best, 189
For the good saint little knew, 11, 97
Forth from England's ranks a score of horse-
men, 69

God gives the birds food, but does not throw
it into their nests, 410

He that doeth a base thing in zeal for a
friend, 48, 118

He that dreamed that he saw his father,
489

He whose ear is untaught, 509
Heu quanto minus est cum reliquis versari

quam tui meminisse, 29, 95
His cibus et potus siniul est, 227
If thou wouldst have all about thee like the

colours of some fresh picture, 309
In subjection to women he learnt the govern-
ance of men, 189

Incidis in Scyllam cupiens vitare Charybdin,
227, 312

Je m'aime assez quand je me considere, 250
Jugulantur homines ne nihil agatur, 489
Last night the nightingale woke me, 172

Quotations :

Les yeux bleus vont aux cieux, 56
....lie through centuries And hear the
blessed mutter of the mass, 90

Like the tall mast snapped before the storm-
wind, 69

Linger not long I Home is not home without
thee, 389

Listen to the water-mill, all the livelong dav,
489

Lord of Life, all praise excelling, 69
Lympha pudica Deum vidit et erubuit, 489
Ma vie a son secret, mon ame a son myst<>iv.

246, 334, 418, 431, 517
Made perfect by the love of visible beauty, 30!
Measles is better than paralysis, 169
va.<(> Kol /u^/ivew* diriffTflv Apdpa ravra TUV

tfiptvuv, 35
Nor custom, nor example, nor vast numbers,

48, 189, 238
Nor strive to wind one's soul too high, 109
Nulla non donanda lauru, 370, 418
O quantum nobis profuit ilia fabula de

Christo, 36
O stout North-Easter, 69, 172
One ship drives East, and one drives West, 330
Own large father-like heart, 189
Ply thy book when thou art youmg, 109, 17 I

Quanti profuit nobis haec fabula de Christo, 35
Quis deus incertum est, habitat deus, 414
Red ruin and the breaking-up of laws, 69
Si jeunesse scavoit Et vieillesse pouvoit,

66, 136
Sorrow sleeps ever at the heart, 90
Statio bene fida carinis, 37

Strange to spell or rede, 189
Suffer not the old king, 109, 195
Taste (Touch) not the cup of the sorceress, C9
Te vero mentis inopem, quas oblatum hoc

respuis aurum, 227
The hand that rocks the cradle, 380
The obstinate man does not hold opinions,

48, 118
The red inoon is up on the moss-covered

mountains, 368
The soul that fixes upon earth, 509
The Survivorship of a Good Man in his Son,

290, 374
There is pleasure in the wet, wet clay, 330,
396

Though absence parts us for a while, 53

Though lost to sight, to memory dear, 49
Three members, in three distant counties

born, 411, 476
To digg the dvst encloased heare, 126
Tradition is but a meteor, 230, 355
Traitor ! this bolt shall find and pierce thee

through, 230
Transient and embarrassed phantom, 35
Wealth of London looked pale, 189
When 1 consider life, 'tis all a cheat, 49, 116

Who laughs at sin laughs at his own disease,

509
Whoever turned upon his heel to hear my

counsel, 69
Why come not spirits from the realms of

glory, 136
With pipe and book at close of day, 269, 35o
You had better be drown'd than to love and

to dream, 269
You may fool some of the people all the time,

136
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R

Raglan (Lord), his saying about his arm, 1854>
131

Ragwort, and cinnabar moth, 348
Ralegh (Sir Walter), his descendants, 191, 236,

314, 356
Ram Alley, Fleet Street, c. 1697, 372
Rawdon family and Earl of Moira, 249
Rawson and ffairbanck families, 166, 214
Records, municipal, list of printed, 91, 197 ; of

the City Livery Companies, 464
Red Riding-Hood, inner meaning of story, 411,

474
Rees (William), Sheriff of Monmouth, 1733, 450
Regent's Circus, three in London, 109, 174, 216,

277, 358
Regent's Park centenary, 98
Regimental sobriquet, 1807, 496
Regiments, Swiss, in British service, 71
Registers, church, of Canongate, Edinburgh, 50,
97 ; parish, Col. Chester's extracts from, 90 ;

Irish parish, duplicate copies, 110 ; parish,
history of, published 1829, 410 ; curious entrv
in 1599, 429, 513

"
Regium praeceptum Scaligeri," 329, 397

Reilly family of Dublin, 427
Rembrandt and Manasseh Ben Israel, 34, 133
Rennes (Ermengard, Countess of), 970, 447
Repetition in the works of great authors, 448
Republics, small, in Europe, Goust, Tavolara,

48, 135

Revelliere-Lepeaux (La) and Talleyrand, 109
Reynolds (John), Wilkes's attorney, 513
Reynolds (Sir Joshua), his portrait of Mrs.
Armytage, 251

Rhetorique family, 437
Rhuddlan 1

, place-name of Wales and Brittany,
149

Richborough remains in Bethnal Green, 90
Richelieu (Cardinal Alphonse de), his Christian
name, 7, 96, 196

Rimes :
"
Millerdy, Millerdy, d\isty poll," 35 ;" March winds and April showers." 48, 116, 176 ;" Les yeux bleus vont aux cieux," 56 ; French

counting-out rimes, 166, 333"
Ring-dropping," use of the term, 366

Ring, rabbit emblem on, dated 1835. 230
Riot in London, 1629, list of wounded, 307
Rites of the Church, 14th century, 448, 514
Rix (Rev. H.) ? Royal Society, 1879-95, 327
Robe of feathers of the Queen of Tahiti, 210, 315,

417
Robinson (John Riley ), his poem

' The Women of

Weinsberg,' 427
Robsart (Ludovick), Lord Bourchier, d. 1431, 130,

197, 253
Rocket Troop, Royal Horse Artillery* their medal

for valour at Leipzic, 230, 313, 377, 432
Roses and onions planted together, 509
Rouquet (Jean or Andre), his

' The Present State
of the Arts in England,' 1755, 328

*'

Roving Englishman," his identity, 1857, 38
Rowe (Rev. H.), of East Tytherley, 1574, 149
Rowe family, 363, 437"
Royal," towns with the prefix, 408, 475, 495

Royal Exchange, frescoes and statues, 398
Royal George, the sinking of, 110, 176, 374, 436,

496
Royal Society, its 250th anniversary, 181, 202,

223, 243, 261, 282, 302

'

Rule, Britannia,' its chorus, 414
Rumbold family, 329, 397
Ruskin (J. ), his quotation from Goethe, 106
"
Russalky

"
lore, 247

Russell (Lord William), murder of, 1840, 170,
258, 350, 435

Ryan family of co. Carlow.. 428

"
S," long, date of disappearance, 386

St. Barbara, patron of coal-miners, 469
St. Bartholomew massacre, medal struck by the
Pope in commemoration, 52

St. Felicitas, parish church of Phillack, 401,
428

St. James, his boat a cockle-shell, 10
St. James's, B.C., tithe-books, 1700-1800, 250
St. Leger (Arthur), Westminster scholar, 1741,

450
St. Leonard's, Shoreditch, 403 baptism!?, 30 June,

1837, 289
St. Martin's-in-the-Fields and the Roval Standard,

106, 125

Salisbury land measures, fifteenth century, 6
Salisbury (Lord), his speech on war between

England and Germany, 69
Sanctuaries, London : Baldwin's Gardens 1697,

14, 306 ; Ram Alley, 372
Sanskrit and the Welsh language, 92, 133
"
Saraft," meaning of the word, 349, 418

Saward (J. Townshend or Townsend),
" Jim the

Penman, c. 1857, 510
Scaliger, his

"
Regium praeceptum," 329, 397

Schaak (J. S. C.), 1766, artist, his nationality,
78

School, King William's, Maryland, c. 1700, 447
Schools of Devonshire, pupils of, 270, 358
Schortelyme, meaning of the place-name, 250
Scilly Isles, allusions to, by modern writers, 88
Scotsmen in Italy, c. 1627-41, 330
Scott (Thomas) or Scot, regicide, 11
Scott (Sir W.), and the Freemasons, 82, 146 ;

his Danish visitor, 1822, 147 ; and Dewhurst
Bilsborrow, 210 ; Hogg's book on, 248 ; text
of

'

Kenilworth,' 488
Scottish mercenaries in Norway, 269, 358
Seabury (Bishop S.), his ancestors, 68
Seal, ivory, found in New Guinea, 469
Seal, with arms, Argent, a cross gules, 49, 97
Sealer, duties of Chancellor's sealer, 89
Seals of Thomas, Marquis of Dorset, 330
Secret service, from accounts, 1794-1829, 370,

430, 460
Segrave family, origin of, 271, 374
Segre, near Angers, and the Segrave family, 271,

374
"
Selling of a horse," meaning of the phrase, 328,
496

"
Set up my (his) rest," phrase in card game, 347

Seward family, 428
Seymer or Seymour (Richard), 1768, 449
Seymour (Maiy), her marriage, 110, 173
Shakespare (William), of Leicestershire, c. 1514,

228
Shakespeare (William), of WT

altham-in-the-Wold,
1553, 429

Shakespeare (W.), on the pain of death, 28, 93 ;

his signatures, 72, 153, 255, 338, 437 ; allusions

to, 426 ; Sonnets, the text of, 446 ; proverb
quoted by, 507
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Shakespeariana :

'As You Like It,' notes on, 421, 441
'Measure for Measure,' III. i., "Dar'st thou

die ?
"

28, 93
' Much Ado about Nothing,' repetition of

device, 448
'

Titus Andronicus,' notes on, 421, 441
' ; Sham Abraham "=malingering, its origin, 269
' She Stoops to Conquer,' explanations of terms

in, 10, 154
Sheffield family, 50, 231, 318
Shelley (Percy Bysshe), obituary notices of, 9, 76;

a portrait of, 448
Shiel (James), of Lincoln's Inn, 1741, 450
"
Shieve," meaning of the word, 33

Ships lost in Great Storm, 1703, 11, 115
"
Shire," derivation of the word, 35

Shire,
"
stolen shire

"
of Ireland, 212, 496

Shoreditch, 403 baptisms at St. Leonard's Church
on 30 June, 1837, 289

Showmen, author of best account of, 309, 435
Shylock, portrait of

' The Real Shilock,' 211
Sifferth, King of Wales, c. 962, his death, 8

Signatures of Shakespeare, 72, 153, 255, 338, 437
Signs of old London, allusions to, 167, 266, 306
Silk Weavers' Company, Dublin, 30
Skeat (Prof.) on "

notch," 366, 427, 470
Skelton family of Leeds, 428, 517
Slaves and the

" end of the world," book on, 131

Sleep (Anthony), Suffolk rector, 1618, 450
"
Sleeveless errand," meaning of the phrase, 16, 73

Smart (G. ), tailor, artist in cloth figures, 267, 353
Smith (Sir T.), his grant of lands in Belfast, 1571,

368
Smuggling songs, references to, 448
Snake poison, chemical formula and use of, 75, 254
Solah topee =pith helmet, earliest use of, 290,

307, 377

Songs and Ballads:

Bathing machines, 88
Bite bigger, Billy, 17, 94
Coaching songs, 58
Koantik he marionik. 36
Leader Haughs and Yarrow, 127
Lord Lovel he stood at his castle gate, 37,

115, 171, 217, 296
Musica Proibita, 430, 496
Our joy is like a narrow raft, 230
Pishoken, 75
Rule, Britannia, 414
Smuggling songs, 448
Three cheers for the red and the blue, 1837, 450
Tibbie Fowler, 127

When, dearest, I but think of thee, 346, 431
Will Watch, 448

Souls interchanged, Japanese story, 430

Southey (R.) and S. T. Coleridge, their poem
' The Devil's Walk,' 251, 310

Speech by Lord Salisbury on war between Eng-
land and Germany, 69

Spira, capture of, 1633, its situation, 53

Spoons as a pledge of ownership, 1473, 429

Spy, Turkish, in Paris, c. 1642, 55

Stampe (W.), D.D., c. 1650, his mother, 30, 96

Standard, Kdyal, and St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,

106, 125
Stationers' Company and licence to publish, olO

Statues, in the British Isles, 4, 284, 343, 385 ;

in Calcutta, 41, 104, 163, 204, 316
Sterne (L.) and "

Dr. Slop," dates of their births,

375

Stevens ^G. A.), his
' Dramatic History,' 501

Stewart, Freeman, Day, and Pyke families. 25
Stewart (J. Pattison), naval officer, c. 1811, 89, 1.58
"
Stipend

"
of a furnace, 16th century, 50

Stone inscribed, account of, in MS., 1724, < I

Stonehewer (Richard), his mother, 4.50

Stones' End, Borough, its locality, 231
Storm, 1703, list of ships lost in, 1 1

Stoughton (G. Diops), barrister, 1711, 450
Stout (Sarah), tract on her murder, 1728, 469
Stowe (Mrs. H. Beecher), her

' Uncle Tom's
Cabin,' 367, 436, 493

Street-names : of old London, ; Foghamshire,
487

Stuart (Mary), early portraits of, 67

Succession, six generations at college, 387
Suckling (J.) or Felltham, song by, c. 1661, 346,

431
Suecia, Latin name of Sweden, 368
Suffolk (Frances, Duchess of) and her daughter, 77

Suicide, Novalis and J. Stuart Mill on, 3C9, 492
Sunset, unusual effect, 87

Surnames :

Cawthorne, 327, 418, 517
Durham, 110, 176, 374, 436
Goose, Gorse, Goes, and Le Go*, 230, 312, 4!)5

Halley, 445, 507
Hampden, 489
I'Anson and Hyenson, 70
Knickerbocker, 6

McFunn, 508
Nottingham, 171

Syvetare, Syvekar, 96
Tom, 427

Sussex place-names temp. Henry VIII., 50

Sweden, use of Latin name Suecia, 368

Swedenborg (E.) : newspaper advert Lament, 1783,
148

Swinburne (A. C.), his use of
"
the morn,

'

117, 216
Swiss regiments in British service, 71

Swynnerton and Trussell families, 231, :>12

Symbolism in church architecture, 108

Syvetare, Syvekar, origin of surname, 96

Tahiti (Queen of), her robe of feathers, 21",

315, 417
Tailor-artist in cloth figures, 267, 353
Talbot family, 148

Talleyrand (Prince de), and La ReveBere-L$f>ftx,
109

Talleyrand fPrincesse de), her portrait l>y

Madame Yigee le Brun, 1783. >7

Tandy (Napper), Irishman in Hamburg, t 1 .'.^.

228, 295
"
Tar-pough," word used 1394, 117

Tavern Signs:

Castle, 1673, 288, 375
Hen and Chickens, 67

Royal Mortar, 328

Why Not ? 328, 434
Tavern signs of Ixmdon, allusions to. 107, 2tki

Tavolara, island off Sardinia, Republic, !8, 135

Taylor (Jeremv), quotations in, 45. 128, 381

Taylor (John"), c. 1612, the Water-BOe*. Ins

Coryate books, 226
Tavlor (Major W. O'Bryan), c. 1855, 3]

Taylor family of Ballyhaise, Ireland, 427
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Tekeli, Hungarian
"
rebel," play founded on,

210, 258, 434
" Terre Sancte, ad subsidium," payment of fines

in aid of Crusades, 188
"
Territorials

"
in London, c. 1588, 323, 364, 457

Thackeray (W. M. ), 'Essay on C'onstantine,'210
Theodore, relation of the name to Dirck, 57
Three wishes, variants of the story, 516
Threlkeld family, 211
Throckmorton (Sir W.), killed in duel, 1682, 310
Thunder Cross and Medal from will, 1802, 131, 198
Tile, Dutch, scene represented on, 466
Tindale and Erasmus, a parallelism, 246, 337
Tipper (Thomas), 1785, his epitaph, 97
Title, reason for claiming a, 349
Title-deed, earliest use of the word, 88, 278
Toads, supposed to be poisonous, 87, 157, 256
Toady, earliest use of the word, 88
Tobacco, price in 17th century, 268, 336, 413, 477
Token-money, in churchwardens' accounts, 248
Tokens, coaching, article in '

Baily's Magazine,'
50, 133

Tom (John Nicholls). See Courtenay.
Tombs with dogs on. earliest known, 129. 195,

253, 374
Tong Church, ciborium of, its history, 506
Topcliffe, rack-master of the Tower, c. 1565, 490" Torches of the King's gift," the meaning of, 390
Torn, origin of surname, 427
Torpedo, first warship destroyed by, 469
Torpenhow, etymology of the place-name, 386"
Touch," used in obtaining a loan, 228, 314

Townley (Zouch), c. 1621, his parentage, 310, 415"
Tramway," derivation of the word, 300

Treason, counsel in trial for, 17th century,
49, 112, 474

Tregonwell (Mrs. Mary), 1642-1717, 270
Tregonwell (Sir J. ), c. 1580, his second wife, 347,

454
Trial, c. 1660, concerning Yspytty Ifan, 229
Trials by ordeal, Fordwich custom, 368, 436
Tripos :

"
Tripos verses," origin of the term, 347

Trivandrum, meaning of a cairn at, 388"
Trow," a kind of small ship, 510"
Trump," as a card term, 378

Truro (Lord), his Universal Information Bureau,
251, 335, 412, 511

Trussel family, 32, 216, 311
Trussoll and Swynnerton families, 231, 312
Tumulus, sacrifice offered on the opening of, 507
Tunbridge Wells, the prefix

"
Royal," 408, 475,495"

Turnout," use of the word, 118
Turpin (Dick), his pistol, dated 1735, 107. 316, 456 ;

his ride to York, 189, 256, 355, 414" Tuscan "
inscription at Pisa, 1103, 148

Twin never famous, 58, 172, 214, 433
Tyrrell (Mary), b. 1578, her marriage, 169

U
Ulloa (Antonio de), his year in England, o. 1743, 28
Umbrella and Jonas Hanway, 97
4i Uncle Tom" of

'

Uncle Tom's Cabin,' 367, 436,
493

' Van Dyck with the Sunflower,' whereabouts of
picture, 111, 175

Vane (Sir Henry) and Cromwell, their pet names,
210, 396, 440

Venus, Port of, classic description of, 250
Venus Speciosa, classic description of, 250
Veterinary College, Prof. Coleman and, 305
Vexin (Drogo, Count of the), d. 1035, 107
Vicars of Home, Devon, list of, 309
Vilhena, Grand Master of Knights of Malta, 3i, 194
"
Visto "=" vista," 27, 95, 158, 238, 437

Voltaire, his letters while in England, 15
" Vox populi vox musae

" and Gluck's operas, 390

Voysey (Rev. C.), 1828-1912, founder of Theistic

Church, 128
Vrchlicky (Jaroslav), 1853-1912, Bohemian

scholar, 266

W
"
Wala," etymology of the name, 7, 201, 271, 371

Walter (Sir W.), c. 1650, his pedigree, 427

Wapping, record of fire in, 1682, 189
Warren (J.), Earl of Surrey, in Aquitaine, 1325, 211
"
Wayzgoose," origin of the word, 510

Weather rime, 48, 116, 176
Weavers' Company, Silk, of Dublin, 30
Weights and coinage, 1338, 388, 454
Wellington (Duke of), did he meet Bonaparte ? 349
Wells, sacred, the cult of, 190, 311, 413
Welsh language and Sanskrit, 92, 133
Werwolves attracted by certain flowers, 388
Westenhanger, near Hythe, Kent, 409, 471

Whittington and his cat, Eastern variants, 236
Whittle (Miss), actress, 1798, 409
Widows, Roman customs in regard to, 250, 371
'

Widsith,'
" Wala " and "

Gautigoth
"
in the poem

7, 201, 271, 371
Wilkes (J. ), statue of, holding an acorn, 28 ;

medals relating to, 387
Wilkie (Sir D.), his replica of his

'

Village Poli-

ticians," 349
Wilkinson (F.) of Lincoln's Inn, d. 1728, 369, 476
William III., letter written by, 250
Wills, place of deposit of, 129, 194, 253
Wilson (John), author, c. 1867, 509
Wiltshire, phrases peculiar to, 36
Windows, glazed, of later Roman period, 309, 434
Windsor, Denny, and de Deene families, 417
Winnower, use of the machine, 309, 376, 433
Wint (Peter de), artist, his works, 311
Wolfe (General), his descendants, 428
Wood (Anthony), his

' Athena) Oxonienses,' 381,
404, 474

Woodville family, 170, 296
Worcester, battle of, fate of prisoners, 469
Wordsworth (W.), his friend Jones, 55, 211
Wrestling match in fiction, 467

Wynn (Sir Watkin W.), designated Prince of

Wales, 211, 276

Yedding, origin of the place-name, 76
"
Yelver," in place-names, 191, 238, 297, 352, 41

" Yeoma.n "
v.

"
gentleman," in a will, 1486, 349

York, in 1517 and 1540, 466
York Minster, office and duties of Chancellors of,

409, 475
" Yorker "

at bridge, origin of the word, 30

Yspytty Ifan, trial concerning advowsou, c. 1C60
229

Zizka (Jan), d. 1424, his burial-place, 485
Zodiac of ten signs, date of use of, 309
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A U T H R S' I N D E X.

A. (A. W.) on Book of Lecan, 70. Canongate,
Edinburgh, Church Registers, 50

A. (E. A.) on author of quotation :

" E'en as he
trod," 494.

A. (H. C. H.) on cairn at Trivandrum, 388
A. (J.) on Gloucester House, in South Lambeth,

30. Orlow, 10
A. (J. E.) on W. Petitot : Boyd Porterfield, 135
A. (M. L.) on Milton portrait by Samuel Cooper,

30
Abrahams (Aleck) on bag-envelopes, 52. Beon

(Comtesse de), 411. Bullock's Museum, Picca-

dilly, 92. Fees at the City Compters, 46.
Fleet Street, No. 50, 66. Gardner prints and
drawings of Old London, 348. Guildhall
Library, 264. Lamb's Chapel, London, 435.
London Bridge, 209, 416. Lowndes's '

Biblio-

grapher's Manual,' 192. Price of tobacco in the
seventeenth century, 413

Abram (A.) on "
Pomander," 252

Aitcho on bxirial at midnight, 414. Emblem on a
ring, 230. Hudson (Jeffrey) and Crofts duel,
475. "

Pomander," 214. Stewart (James Pat-
tison), 158

Allehin (J. H.) on ingenious tailor, 353
Anderson (A. W.) on consecration crosses on the

outside walls of churches, 451. Dooms in
churches, 492

Anderton (H. Ince) on Leake (Lake) : Farington
of Worden, 467

Andrewes (H. E. ) on memory game, 509
Angier (C. J. Bruce) on Italian genealogy, 291
Anscombe (A.) on Londrcs : Londinlum, 32.
Terminal "

ac," 512.
"
Wala,

"
in

'

Widsith,'
1. 14, 7.

'

Widsith,' 1. 18, and "
Gautigoth,"

201, 371. " Yelver "
in place-names, 352

Ap (Thomas) on William Rees, Sheriff of Mon-
mouth, 1733, 450. Rhetorique family, 437

Apperson (G. L.) on alabaster effigies, 277. Bel-
shazzar's Feast, 495. "Calendar's cat," 329.
Dedication of Nonconformist chapels, 193.
Price of tobacco in the seventeenth centurv,
268

Arkle (A. E.) on alabaster effigies, 378. Authors
of quotations wanted, 355. Chancellors of
York Minster, 475. Erasmus or Tindale, 337.
Rembrandt and Menasseh Ben Israel, 133

Aroser on ' She Stoops to Conquer
'

: explanations
wanted, If)

Arrowsmith (J. W.) on ballad of Lord Lovel, 296
Astarte on epitaphiaiia, 503
Austen (Canon G.) on Chancellors of York Minster,

409
Austin (Roland) on Atkyns family, 137, 392.
Date of publication 'wanted, 413. Harris
(Benjamin), 515

Axon (W. E. A.) on Giacomo Leopardi : Eastern
epigram, 209. Turkish spy in Paris, 56

B

B. (A.) on author wanted, 489. Authors of
quotations wanted, 136

B. (B. ) on employment of counsel in trial for
treason, 112. Milton's

'

Lycidas,' 395
B. (B. H.) on authors of poems wanted, 69
B. (C. C.) on '

Bingen on the Rhine,' 493. Chara?
(Moses), Pharmacopoaus Regius, 96. Coffee :

chocolate : first advertisement, 96. Curious
sunset effect, 87. Dedication of Nonconformist
chapels, 236. French sonnet : Felix Arvers..

335,517. Greenstone, 378. Lang (Andrew), 151.
"
Pomander," 213. Powdered alabaster, 234.

Snake poison, 76. To be " out
"

for a thin.n,
495.

" Visto "=" Vista," 95. Weather rime,.
116

B. (E. G.) on Erasmus or Tindale, 337. Piper
(Henry Hunt), 318

B. (G. ) on
" Yelver "

in place-names, 191
B. (G. D.) on Sir Christopher Dominick, M.D.

477
B. (G. F. R. ) on biographical information wanted,

11, 70, 89, 110, 130, 170, 209, 271, 310, 370,
390, 450. Chancellors of York Minster, 475.
Hart (Joseph), 513

B. (G. S. ) on completion of poem sought, 468
B. (H.) on lifting the bride over the threshold,

314
B. (H. A.) on authors of quotations wanted, 69
B. (H. C.) on Othniel Haggatt of Barbadoes, 149
B. (H. I.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 496. College-

succession, 387. Fire-ritual : a survival, 489.
References wanted, 256. Three wishes, 516

B. (J.) on Avenam, 190. English family, 453.
"
Shakespare (W.)," 228

B. (M. L. R.) on Novalis and John Stuart Mill on
suicide, 369

B. (Mary) on Derby : Lord Exeter's house :

Cecil family, 271
B. (R. ) on anonymous works, 411. Curfew bell

466.
"
Dander," 468. Died in his coffin, 468.

"Lady of Clisson," 429. Odd name of a
street, 487. Wreck of the Royal George, 496

B r (R.) on chained books, 136.
" Honest "

epitaph, 377.
"
Hyke," 357. Maidens' gar-

lands, 497. Phrase of Swinburne's : "the
morn," 216

B. (R. S.) on Brettargh, 450. Cheshire and the
Pipe Rolls, 141. "Stipend" of a furnace, 50.
Thunder cross and medal, 131.

"
Visto

" =
"
Vista," 95

B. (R. W.) on Fleetwood miscellany, 43
B. (T.) on Casanova and Carlyle, 235
B. (T. W.) 011 Rocket Troop, "Royal Hor.se Artil-

lery : medal for valour at Leipsic, 313
B. (W. ) on "

pointers," 195. Shakespeare's
signatures, 255. Van Dyck with the s millower,
175. Weather rime, 177

B. (W. E.) on "
airplane," 175
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B. (VV. H.) on references wanted, 169
Baerlein (H.) on Miss Ingalls, 148
Bagenal (P. H.) on Bagenal, Bagnal. Bagnall, 291.
Ryan, 428

Baker (C. T.) on Brawne, 508
Dakcr (E. A.) on ' Kentish Note-Book,' 76.
Turkish spy in Paris, 55

Baldock (Major G. Yarrow) on Bedford bounds,
Bloomsbury, 188. Chained books. 177, 373

Ball (F. Elrington) on Rev. Matthew Pilkington,
65

Barnard (E. A. B.) on churchyard inscriptions :

list of transcriptions, 474
Barnard (H. C.) on Barnard family. 197
Barrow (T. H.) on Frances, Duchess of Suffolk, 77
Bayley (A. R.) on Abercrpmby family, 56. Ala-

baster effigies, 277. Biographical 'information
wanted, 415. Burial-place of Mary de Bohun,
313. Glbbins, 288. Greenstone, 378. Hardy
(John) and Samuel Gauntlett, 356. Inscrip-
tions on brasses : Cobham : CJere, 435. Keene
(Charles) : article by George Moore, 236. Ken
(Bishop), 373. Ken's (Bishop) birthplace, 145.
Milton portrait by Samuel Cooper, 116. Mil-
ton's

'

Lycidas.' 395. Portrait of Sir Peter
Lely, 413. Ralegh's (Sir Walter) descendants,
236. Segrave : de Segre, 374. Shakespeare
on the pain of death, 93. Shakespeare's signa-
tures, 437. Stampe (William), D.D., 96.
Sterne and "

Dr. Slop
"
(Burton of York), 376.

Tregonwell (Mrs. Mary), 270. Tregonwell's
(Sir John) Second Wife : George Marten,
George Martyne, and James Marten, Winchester
scholars, 454. Vicars of St. John the Baptist,
Little Missenden, 278. Wood's (Anthony)
'

Athenao Oxoniense?,' 381, 404. Wynn (Sir
Watkin Williams) : the Prince of Wales, 276

Bayne (T.) on "aircraft": "turnout," 118.
Author wanted, 95. Campbell (T.), c. 1729,
158. Casanova and Carlyle, 172. Dr. Fell :

Martial, 37.
" Hit

"
: tense in Chaucer, 72.

Lifting the bride over the threshold, 232.
' Memoirs of Scriblerus,' 336. Milton's '

Lyci-
daa,' 395. No twin ever famous, 433. Original" Uncle Tom," 493. Parnell's

' Old Beauty
'

:

a reading, 146. Royal George : name of

Durham, 176. Shakespeare on the pain of

death, 93. Shakespeare's signatures, 437.
Two Scottish songs, 127

Beale (G. F. Tracy) on Benjamin Beale of Kent :

his bathing machines, 88. Beale (Sir John) of
Kent : his baronetcy, 108

Beaumont (E.) on dogs on tombs, 195
Beaven (Alfred B.) on monuments in old City

church, 54. Oxford Jacobite plot, 174. Pen-
leaze, 33. Stewart (James Pattion). 158

Beazant (H.) on Baldwin's Gardens, Holboru, 15
Bedwell (C. E. A.) on third pennies, 233
Beer (W.) on Antonio de Ulloa, 28
Bell (Walter) on London sanctuaries : Ram Alley,

372
Bellewes (E. M.) on Drogo, Count of the Vexin,

107

Bensly (E.) on authors of quotations wanted, 35,
414". Authors wanted, 338. Best company
consists of five persons, 254. Browne (Sir

Thomas) : quotation from Ptolemy, 97.
"

C.is-

trensls (Stephani Roderici) Lvsitani ann. zetat.

Ixxviii.," 135. Early French players in Eng-
land, 278. Erasmus or Tinclale, 337. Favell

(Samuel), 352. Great Glemham. cb. Suffolk,
457. Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia, 272.

Johnson's (Dr.) copies of Burton's '

Anatomy

of Melancholy,' 390. Latin quotations, 227,
312. Lifting the bride over the threshold, 232.
Milton portrait by Samuel Cooper, 116. " Nulla
non donanda lauru," 418. Pagan customs, 370.
Quotations in Jeremy Taylor, 45, 361. Refer-
ences in

' Marius the Epicurean,' 335. Refer-
ences wanted, 118, 434.

"
Regium prseceptuiu

Scaligeri," 397.
" Sex horas somno," 474.

Stones of London, 515. "Visto"= "
Vista,"

95. Voltaire in England, 15
Benton (G. Montagu) on consecration crosses on

the outside walls of churches, 451. Winnower,
376

Beta on American Livingstones, 307
Sevan (A. T.) on ' Kentish Note-Book,' 76
Beveridge (H.) on Sir William Jones's "on

parent knees
"

quatrain, 21. Perm (William)
or George Penne, 49

Bhd (W. H. B.) on Sir John Prisot, Chief Justice,
187

Bladud on "
Nulla non donanda lauru," :!7u.

Pitman (Capt.), 513
Blagg (T. M.) on place of deposit of wills, 253
Blair (Sir D. O. Hunter). See Hunter-Blair.

Bleackley (Horace) on Casanova and the English
Resident, at Venice, 53. Casanoviana, 4

Boase (Frederic) on Henry Hunt Piper, 176
Bolland (W. C.) on Chancellors of York Minster,

475. Rites of the Church, 514. Skeat (Prof.)
on "

notch," 427

Botany on plants in poetry : identification

wanted, 191

Boyce (C.) on tale of monasticism in the thir-

teenth century, 389
Bradbrook (W.) on apparent death, 16, 193

Bradley (H.) on "
let severely alone," 228. Two

"
ghost-words

"
in recent dictionaries, 407

Brassington (W. Salt) on Shakespeare's signatures,
72

Breslar (M. L. R.) on "broker," 234. Burial at

midnight, 414. Heine and the Japanese, 346.

Hoppner's birthplace in Whitechapel, 70.
"
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Munde," 117.

Poet's Road, Canonbury, 74. Pope's
'

Iliad
'

:

price received, 509
Broadley (A. M.) on medals relating to John

Wilkes, 387

Bromby (E. H.) on Brodribb, 97
Brown (W. B.) on text of Shakespeare's Sonnets
CXXV. and CXXV1., 446

Browning (W. E.) on author of quotation want oil,

116
Bullen (R. Freeman) on Quarles family, 153
Bulloch (J. M.) on analyzing the water of the
Dead Sea, 488. Dingwall family, 11. Gordon,
deaf and dumb instructor, 448. Gordon of

Glenbucket, 33. Gordon's (Adam LindM y .

fate, 245, 312. Jacobites' French engineer,
130. Oxford Jacobite plot, 90. Surname
Torn, 427

Bullock (Willoughby) on Clifford's Inn ; 446
Burdon (C, S.) on Sir Walter Scott and Free-

masonry, 146
Burke (G. Lucie) on Christmas and New Year in

Paris, 481

C'. (A.> on detached portions of counties, 69i

C. (A. C. ) on author wanted, 95. Bengewort b. ~'l.

Chained books, 136. Church ales : church-

wardens' accounts, 74.
" Communion Ivilpens,'
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308. Detached portions of counties, 234.
"
Excorse," 386.

"
Finstall," 511. Maidens'

garlands, 335. Milton's
'

Lycidas,' 395. Plants
in poetry, 357.

" Pomander," 214. Secret

service, 430. Seymour (Mary), 173.
"
Spoil-

ing the ship for a ha'porth of tar," 54.
" The

devil owed him a service," 169. Torches :

"
pepper for Dirige," 473. Trussel family, 216.

Weather rime, 176
C. (F. H.) on consecration crosses on the outside

walls of churches, 451. Maidens' garlands, 412.
Morison (Arthur D.), 389

O. (G.) on "
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Munde,"

118. Quotations in Jeremy Taylor, 128
. (H.) on John Hardy and Samuel Gauntlett,

356. Ken (Bishop), 374
C. (.T. D.) on Miss Coghlan of Bath painted by

Gainsborough, 386
C. (Leo) on Broadbent place-name, 186. Denton

(Robert), 274, 318. Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi
arms, 256, 397. Hewer of Clapham, 37. Italian

genealogy, 375. Long
"
S," date of disappear-

ance, 386. St. Leonard's, Shoreditch, 289.

Spoons as a pledge of ownership, 429. Trus-
sells and Swynnertons, 312. Woodville family,
296

C. (M. A.)on
"
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Munde,"

118. Plants in poetry, 254
C. (B.) on author wanted, 29
C. (R. B.) on "

dish
"

of tea, 494
C. (S.) on name of book wanted, 131
C. (S. D.) on lifting the bride over the threshold,

232. Sacred wells, 311. Turkish spy in

Paris, 55
C. (S. M. E.) on dedication of Nonconformist

chapels, 193"

Carey (T. W.) on Segrave : de Segre", 271
Carey (W. J.) on " Bite bigger, Billy," 94
Catena on Shakespeare of Waltham-in-the-Wold,

429
Chambers (L. H.) on churchyard inscriptions :

list of transcriptions, 354. Epitaphs, 270.
Fireback : relic of 1660, 230. Purdy or Purdue
(William), bellfounder, circa 1567, 249. Vicars
of St. John the Baptist, Little Missenden, 209

Chambers (B. W.) on '

Widsith,' 1. 18, and"
Gautigoth," 271

Charteris (Evan) on "
Nolkejumskoi

"
: William

Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, 410
Chippindall (Col. W. H.) on T. Chippendale,

upholsterer, 407
Church (Sir Arthur H.) on "

Pomander," 214
Clariores e Tenebris on Irish parish registers, 110.

Sheffield family, 50. Silk Weavers' Company,
Dublin, 30

Clark (Andrew) on gift of gloves, &c., at funerals,
7

Clarke (Cecil) on Gardner prints and drawings of
Old London, 432. Nightingale (Florence), 77.

Ralegh's (Sir Walter) descendants, 356. Re-
gent's Park centenary, 98. Royal Exchange,
398. Vanishing London : proprietary chapels,
oo

Clayton (Herbert B. ) on Joseph Fussell, a forgotten
water-colourist, 145, 314. Mayhew (Henry)
centenary : aniline dyes, 71

Cloke (C. W. S. R.) on Great Glemham, co. Suffolk,
457

Cocks (C. Somers) on descent of Darnley, 488
Coles (J.), Jun., on Brodribb of Somerset: Sir
Henry Irving, 32

Colonist on claim to a title, 349
Compston (S.) on ballad of Lord Lovel, 171

Coolidge (W. A. B.) on capture of Spira, 53.

Hanwell: Brewerne Abbey, 177, 311. Knights
of Malta : Grand Master Vilhena, 34. New-
come (Bichard), Vicar of Hursley, 198. Oliver-

etto, 372. Bichelieu (Cardinal Alphonse de), 96

'ooper (H.) on German proverb : silks in the

kitchen, 168.
"
Morgenstunde hat Gold im

Munde," 49, 195.
" Schreib dir's hinter das

Ohr," 455
'ooper (Lane) on " Visto "=" Vista," 437

Cope (J. Hautenville) on burial-place of Mary de
Bohun, 211. Hanwell : Brewerne Abbey, 110.

Irish families, 427. Third pennies, 170

Cope (Mrs.) on Robert Burdett, Alderman of

Ix.mdon, died 1677-8, 90. Cromwellian mar-
riages in Ireland, 149. Ii'ish genealogy, 249.
Moira (Earl of), 249

Corbett (A. M.) on authors of quotations wanted,
90

Corfield (Wilmot) on Madame Vige"e le Brun's

portrait of la Princesse de Talleyrand, 67.

Calcxitta statues and memorials, 41, 104, 163,
204. Turpin's (Dick) ride to York, 257

Corio (Silvio) on Corio, Victoria, Australia, 190
Cotterell (S.) on Major W7m. O'Bryan Taylor,

310
Coup de Soleil on solah topee or pith helmet, 290,

307
Courtney (W. P.) on James Brooke, 131. Gore

(Charles) of Weimar, 402, 423. Penneck (Bev.
Bichard), 101. Wordsworth's friend Jones, 211

Crawley (J. A.) on authors of quotations wanted,
368.

' Gammer Gurton,' 368
Cree (Arthur W.) on pagan customs and institu-

tions, 250. References in
' Marius the Epi-

curean,' 189. References wanted, 309
Crocker (M.) on Royal Tunbridge Wells, 408
Crook (W. M.) on authors of quotations wanted,

414
Crooke (W.) on earth-eating, 397. Solah topee

or pith helmet, 377
Cross-Crosslet on inscription in parish chxirch of

St. Mary, Llanfair-Waterdine, 94
Crow (W.' Roberts) on Scottish mercenaries in

Norway, 269
Culleton (Leo) on Hancock as a place-name, 213

Cummings (C. L.) on throwing balls in church on
Easter Monday, 196

Cummings (W. H.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 496.

Handel's compositions and the Triennial Festi-

vals, 235
Curious on families : duration in male line, 156.

Heraldic, 70

Curry (J. T.) on "
employee," 411.

" Pot-

boiler," 216. " Visto "=" Vista," 27, 268
Curtis (J.) on "

According to Cocker,"
^

176.
"
Employee," 146.

"
Si jeunesse savait," 136.

Turpin's (Dick) pistol, 107
Cutler (E.) on Shakespeare on the pain of death,

28

D

D. (C.) on Hogg on Scott, 248.
'

Lady Bark,'

by David Ferguson, 349
D. (C. E.) on eighteenth-century murder, 249
D. (H. C.) on ivory seal found in New Guinea,

469
D. (H. L. L.) on Denny, de Deene, and Windsor

families, 417
D. (S.) on W. Willis Moseley, 370

D'Aubeney (E. K.) on families : duration in male
line, 156
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Davey (H.) on authors of quotations wanted, 172
Davies (A. Morley) on Yedding, 76
Davies (J. Ceredig) on Henry VII. in Wales and

Brittany, 208. Powdered alabaster, 234.
Rhuddlan, 149. Sacred wells, 190

Davies (T.) on Moses Hugh, 410
Davis (N. Darnell) on representative government

in the Colonies, 206
Dawson (H. St. John) on Skelton, 428
Deane (A.) on grant by Elizabeth of lands in

Belfast to Sir Thomas Smith, 368. Queen of
Tahiti's feather robe, 315

Deferrari (R. J.) on "jag," 411. "Vox populi
vox musa?," 390

Delafield (J. Ross) on Delafield arms, 29, 313.
Lawson's (Sir Henry) papers, 109

Diego on Dingwall family, 95. Estates of Non-
jurors, 77. Hampden surname, 489. Lowther
(Col.), 1739, 237

Dinna Ken on "
apium," 489

Dixon (Ronald) on Sir John Arundel of Clerken-
well. 96. Brodribb of Somerset : Sir Henry
Irving, 31. Cassiterides, Scilly Isles, and
Lyonesse, 88. Famines : duration in male
line, 114, 273. Piper (Henry Hunt), 176, 216,
236.

"
Touching for a loan, 314

Dodds (M. H.) on East Anglian families, 312.

Employment of counsel in trial for treason, 113.
Novels in

'

Northanger Abbey,' 449
Dodds (R.) on Jacques Dartnell, 90
Doran (Alban) on no twin ever famous, 58.

Sterne and "
Dr. Slop

"
(Burton of York),

290
Douglas (W.) on murder of Lord William Russell,

351. Play founded on the exploits of Tekeli,
258

Drake (Wilfred) on heraldic : bearer of coat
sought, 475

Drima on authors wanted, 338
Drury (C.) on barrow at Gotham, 112. Families :

duration in male line, 274. Fulwood : Halley :

Parry : Pyke, 497
Dryasdust on to be " out "

for a thing, 494
Drysdale (J. D.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 411
Duncan (R.) on Casanova and Carlyle, 94
Dunheved on Nicholas Herle, M.P. for Gram-
pound, 1679, 209

Dupernex (E.) on portraits of Mary Stuart, 67
Dwight (T. F.) on Edward Gibbon's residences,

152.
"

J'ai vu Carcassonne," 57. Lawrance,
338. Letter of William III., 250

E. (E. C.) on ancient leather collection, 165
E. (G.) on Appleby of Appleby Magna, 291
E. (H. G.) on " Castle Tavern," Eltham, 288
Eden (F. Sydney) on Harris family, 89
Editor on Royal Standard and St. Martin's-in-

the-Fields, 106
Edgcumbe (Richard) on death of Shelley. 9.

Garrick's 'Satire,' 250. Hulsdonck (V.) and
O. Hoynck, 409.

" Rothiemurchus
"

grant,
229

Edwards (F. A.) on " Morocco "
or

"
Marocco,"

396
Egerton-Warburton (F. J.) on Miss Coghlan of

Bath, 475
Ellis (A. S. ) on Breton origin of the noble house of

Ormonde, 161
Ellis (H. D.) on German proverb: "Gut ver-

loren," 454

Emeritus on E. Hewlett on burial customs, 349.

Magic lucky pear at Colstoun, Haddingtonshire,
110. Onions planted with roses, 509

Enquirer on " Club Walks," 349
Estoclet (A.) on "

Knickerbocker," 6

Evelyn (S. G. ) on Lyndon Evelyn, 10
Ewen (J.) on John Ewen, the Aberdeen philan-

thropist, 368

F. on history of parish registers, 410
F. (A.) on badge : identification sought, 130
F. (C.) on Coloman Mikszath's works in English,

217
F. (E.) on arms on a seal, 49
F. (E. M.) on Dooms in churches, 490
F. (F. R.) on epitaphiana, 503.

" Here I lay
outside the door," 57

F. (J. T.) on consecration crosses on the outside
walls of churches, 451. Thunder cross and
medal, 108

F. (R. C.) on curiosities of the Gregorian Calendar,
36

F. (S. H.) on Henry Rowe, 149
F. (W. G. D.) on ancestry of E. A. Freeman,

historian, 342. Heraldic, 390. Portrait of
Sir Peter Lely, 308

F.L.S. on prophecy concerning Hagia Sophia, 469
Fail-bank (F. R.) on weights and coinage, 1338,
388

Fairbrother (E. H.) on London riot in 1629, 3u7.

Nelson (Lady) : marriage lines and application
for gratuity, 487. Petition to the Hon. Mary
Conway, 1629, 327

Fairer (W.) on Avenam, 275. Brindle arms, 318
Fell (Mary A.) on date of publication wanted,

348
Ferrar (Major M. LI.) on biographical information

wanted, 49
Firebrace (C. W.) on plants in poetry, 356

Firminger (W. K.) on Caraccioli on Clive, 76
Fishwick (Col. H.) on churchyard inscriptions : list

of transcriptions, 255.
' Old Man's Legacy,' 329.

Relic of John Bunyan, 235
Fletcher (E.) on authors of quotations wanted,

509
Fletcher (J. M. J.) on King Sifferth, 8
Florican on Napoleon and Wellington, 349

Floyer (F. A.) on Pierre Loti : Easter Island, 53
Foo'rd (Alfred S.) on Essex Bath, Strand Lane,

348
Fortescue (Mrs.) on Sir Christopher Dominick,

Knight, M.D., 330. Hall (Anne), 330
Foster (J.) on inscription on a portrait, 251
Foster (J. J.) on Coopers and John Hoskins, 30
Four Score Years and Ten on Queen of Tahiti's

feather robe, 315
Francis (J. Collins) on house of John Murray, 286.

Rix (Rev. Herbert), Royal Society, 1879-95,
327. Royal Society's 250th anniversary. 181,

202, 223, 243, 261, 282, 302
Franks (E.) on last fatal duel in England, 46

Freeman (J. J.) on first use of finger-prints for

identification, 198
Freemantle (W. T.) on Henry Hunt Piper, 294

Fynmore (A. H. W.) on title-deeds, 278

Fynmore (Col. R. J. ) on Barnards of Pirton, Oxford,
32. Cawthorne, 517. Churchyard inscrip-

tions : list of transcriptions, 354. Concave
mirror with eagle, chain, and ball, 297. Cop-
peras House, 328. Courtenay (Sir William),
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18. Ireland's stolen shire, 496. .Tenner family,
:J08, 469. Jenner and Parkhurst, 469. Ken-
nett and Howe families, 314. London's
"
Territorials

"
in 1588 and 1599 : Lambarde

MSS., 457. Morocco, 372. Ralegh's (Sir

Walter) descendants, 314.
"
Red, White, and

Ulue," 450. Regimental sobriquets, 496.

Stampe (William), D.D., 96. Veterinary Col-

lege : Prof. Coleman, 305

O

G. on "
Nevermass," 170

G. (O.) on Quarles : Bacon : Miller, 70
O. (C. H.) on Berrysfield, 368. Lamb's Chapel,

London, 291
G. (F.) on author of quotation wanted, 396
G. (B. W.) on authors of quotations wanted, 429
G. (J.) on Robert Denton, 169. Gilbert (Thomas), 89
G. (J. H.) on " Maulth Way," 348
Gaidoz (H.) on Breton song, 36
Garnett (F. W. R.) on Pilfold of Effingham, 29
Genealogist on Col. Chester's extracts from

parish registers, 90. Tyrrell (Mary), 169
Gerish (W. B.) on ancient observance at Braugh-

ing, 367. Authors wanted, 250. Burial at

midnight, 474. Chained books, 136. East
Anglian families, 312. Hertfordshire inscrip-
tions : Hundred of Dacorum, 147.

' Man-
drakes found at Albury, near Bishop's Star-
f *rd,' 108. Murder of Sarah Stout at Hertford,
469. Newton's (Sir Isaac) observatory, 306.
Powdered alabaster, 129. Sacred wells, 413.
Sale of cherries prohibited, 508. WThitened
doorstep, 389

Gilbert (W.) on plants in poetry, 254. Quarles
family, 197

Gilbert-Cooper (C. L.) on '

Letter H to his Little
Brother Vowels,' 468

Gilbey (W.) on "
yorker

"
at bridge, 30

Glenny (W. W.) on winnower, 433

Glymv (T. ) on detached portions of counties, 156
Goodwin (J. C.) on authors of quotations wanted,

230
Goodwin (James E.) on '

Bingen on the Rhine '

:

' The Siege of Weinsberg,' 427
Gosselin (Hellier) on '

Loss and Gain '

:

' From
Oxford to Rome,' 497

Goudchaux (H.) on Breton song, 36. References
wanted, 118.

" Sex horas somno," 474." The more the merrier," 15
Goulding (R. W.) on Charles Boit, enameller, 121
Gbwer (R. Vaughan) on churchyard inscriptions :

list of transcriptions, 418. Estates of Non-
jurors, 9. Gower (Abel) of Boughton St. John,
30. Ingenious tailor, 267, 353. Leigh, Kent,
289. Seymer : Burrow : Monckton, 449.
Stampe (William), D.D., 30

Graves (Algernon) on Schaak, an artist, 78
Gray (G. J.) on Bishop R. Foxe, died 1528, 38
Griffith (L.) on Lieut. Bussy Mansell, R.N., 231
Griffith (R. H.) on ' Memoirs of Scriblerus,' 167
<i randy-Newman (S. A.) on Bishop Ken, 374.
Tong Church treasure, 506

Gruselier (Gregory) on Rev. David George Goyder,
F.E.S., 450

Gniney (L. I.) on " To digg the dvst encloased
heare," 126

Gurney (T.) on curious entry in register, 513
Gwyther (A.) on General Beatson and the Crimean
War, 517. Hudson (Jeffrey) and Crofts duel,
433

H

H. on H.M. Barque Endeavour, 177. House of

Brunswick, 8. Paget family, 468
H. (A. H.) on Mary Seymour, 110
H. (C.) on Shelley portrait, 448
H. (C. S.) on Dragoon regiments : band, 34
H. (C. W.) on Woodville family, 170
H. (H.) on Dooms in churches, 410
H. (H. K.) on winnower, 433
H. (J. J.) on biographical information wanted,

415. Eyre family, 398
H. (S. H. A.) on "

advowe," 288.
" Cheev "

:

"
cheever," 446. Hudson (Jeffrey) and Crofts

duel, 433.
" Yeoman "

v.
"
gentleman," 349

H. (W. B.) on alabaster effigies, 277. Coaching
songs, 58. Coaching tokens, 50. Dickensiana :

Fagin in
'

Oliver Twist,' 486.
'

Eccentric

Biography,' 434. Epitaphiana, 502. Gray's
'

Elegy
'

: translations and parodies, 517.
" Here I lay outside the door," 57. Hucks (I.),

B.A., 397.
" Memoria technica," 309. Refer-

ence wanted, 313.
"
Selling of a horse

"
by

Mr. Pepys, 496. Wint (Peter de), 311. Wood's
(Anthony)

' Athense Oxonienses,' 474
H. (W. N. ) on John Norms, 251. Norris of Spate,

428
H.-A. (H. C.) on Atharvan-athravan, 428. German

funeral custom, 368
Haggard (C.) on Rocket Troop at Leipsic, 432
Haines (L.) on wrestling match in fiction, 467
Hall (C. S.) on werwolves, 388
Hall (H. I.) on Ludovick Robsert, Lord Bourchier,

130, 253
Hall (T. W.) on Fullwood and Halley, 415

Harding (J. Rudge) on authors of quotations
wanted, 509

Harris (E. B.) on relic of John Britton, 287
Harris (Mary Dormer) on " Ad subsidium Terre

Sancte," 188. Seals of Thomas, first Marquis
of Dorset, 330. Will of William Hyndman of

Coventry, 341
Harrison (C. W.) on Harrison family, 208
Harrison (H.) on "

Torpenhow," 380.
" Yelver "

in place-names, 352

Hayllar (Jessie H.) on " Schreib dir's hinter das
Ohr," 388

Hems (H.) on Berrysfield, 437. Crucifix on the

Edgar Tower, Worcester, 393. Dooms in

churches, 492. Essex Bath, Strand Lane, 432.
Powdered alabaster, 175

Henderson (H. C. ) on Hogarth's
' Rake's Progress,'

189
Henderson (W. A.) on dogs on tombs, 129
Henricus on references wanted, 109
Herbert (Sydney) on Compton Abdale Church,

189. Dogs on tombs, 374
Heron-Allen (E.) on almanacs in dialect, 235.

Regent's Circus, 358
Herron (H. G. W.) on treatises on longevity,

395
Herschel (Sir W. J.) on earth-eating, 397
Hibgame (F. T.) on consecration crosses on the

outside walls of churches, 390.
' Husenbeth's

Breviary,' 191. Topcliffe, the Rack-Master of

the Tower, 490
Hie et "Ubique on " Sex horas somrio," 411

Higham (C.) on Rev. David George Goyder,
F.E.S., 514. Swedenborg : advertisement in

London newspapers for December, 1783, 148
Hill (C. J.) on prisoners taken at the Battle of

Worcester, 469
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Hill (E. McC.S.jon Bagenal family, 173. Forlorn
hope at Badajos, 155

Hill (N. W.) on William Amherst, 1767, 416."
Babbylubie," 135.

" Blue Peter," 237. Char-
ter of Henry II., 474.

"
Cheek," 135. East

Anglian families, 495. English participle pre-
sent and gerund, 397.

"
Gulyas," 416. In-

galls (Miss), 376. Jacob! (Mary P.): Mrs.
Ellis, 416.

" La Grenacliere," 388. Lawrence,
431.

"
Nevermass," 397. Syvetare : Syvekar,

'.itj. Trussel family, 32
Hillier (G. J.) on coaching in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, 389
Hillman (E. Haviland) on Thomas Heath Havi-

land, Canadian statesman, 388. Treatises on
longevity, 394

Hippoclides on Burke quotation, 468. London
bricklayer, 187. Toads and poison, 87

Hipwell (Daniel) on Rev. Matthew Feilde, 477.
Gibson (William), miniature painter, "466.
Laud's (Archbishop) relations, 477. London
proprietary chapels, 83. Pettingall (Rev. John),
477. Wilson (John), 509. Zinek : Zincke, 469

Hockaday (F. S.) on honest millers, 35
Hodgson (J. C.) on authors of quotations wanted,

11. Deodatus and Thomas Threlkeld, 211
Hodson (Leonard J.) on judges who have died on

the Bench, 354
Hogan (J. F.) on '

Bingen on the Rhine,' 493.

Corio, Victoria, Australia, 238.
"
Saraft," 418

Hogg (R. M.) on Mungo Campbell : edition of
'

Trial
'

wanted, 429

Holworthy (F. M. R.) on Cromwell's signature,
330

Horner (S. ) on judges who have died on the Bench,
413

Howard (H.) on forlorn hope at Badajos, 56
Huck (Thomas W. ) on Baldwin's Gardens,

Holborn, 14. Burial-place of Mary de Bohun,
378. Favell (Samuel), 129. Parody of Dryden
by Daniel O'Connell, 476,

"
Roving English-

man," 38. Westenhanger in Kent, 472
Hudson (H, K.) on epitaphiana, 502
Hughes (T. Cann) on William Carter, artist, 410.

Crozier (R.). 370. Devonshire schools, 270.
Huxham (Rev. John Corhani), F.R.S., 290.
Knowles (John), F.R.S., 290. Place of deposit
of wills, 129. Vicars of Home, Devon, 309

Humphreys (A. L.) on author of quotation
wanted, 374. Brodribb of Somerset : Sir

Henry Irving, 30, 111, 177, 217. Lowndes's
'

Bibliographer's Manual,' 275. Relics of Lon-
don's past, 150. Ships lost in the Great Storm,
1703, 11. Stone's End, Borough, 231. Use
of forks, 293

Hunter-Blair (Sir D. O.) on Abercromby family,
56. Macdonald : MacQueen, 496

Hutchinson (J.) on Wordsworth's friend Jones, 55

J. (C. C.) on " Divine discontent," 229
J. (D.) on Nelson among his intimates, 88. Pass-

ports to Paradise, 247
J. (G. ) on ballad of Lord Lovel, 37. Ken (Bishop ),

289. Penleaze, 55
J. (G. H.) on authors of quotations wanted, 330
J. (J. F.) on ' Ian Roy,' 510
T. (W. C.) on Infanta'lsabella Clara Eugenia, 190.

Poet's Road, Canonbury, 74
Jackson (W. H. M.) on Pilfold of Effingham,

lot

Jaggard (W.) on chained books, 215. Guildhall
Library, 356.

'

Husenbeth's Breviary,' :!7i

James (R.) on Campden House, 468
James (W. A.) on biographical information

wanted, 415
Jennings (P.) on Sir William Courtenay, 50
Jerram (C. S.) on Milton's

'

Lycidas,' 3*96
Jesson (T.) on ' Puss in Pattens,' 489
Jonas (A. C.) on ballad of Lord Lovel, 171.
Lamb's Chapel, London, 357. Price of tobacco
in the seventeenth century, 477

Jonas (P.) on St. James's, E.C. : tithe-books, 250
Jones (T.) on "

basset," 377. German proverb t

silks in the kitchen, 255. "
Xevermass," :M7.

Plants in poetry, 254.
"
Pomander," 214.

Price of tobacco in the seventeenth century, 336.
Regent's Circus, 174.

"
Shieve," 33.

"
Sleeve-

less errand," 16. Toads and poison, 157
Jones (T. Llechid) on alabaster effigies, 208.
Du Moulin (Dr. Peter) and North Wales, 389.
Report of trial : Yspytty Ifan, 229. Sanskrit
and Welsh, 133. Wynn (Sir Watkin Williams) i

the Prince in Wales, 276
Juckes (G. T.) on relic of John Bunyan (?), 162

K. on Countess of Lanesborough (Mrs. John King),
297

K. (H.) on capture of Spira, 53.
"
Dictograph,"

147.
"
Geotroposcope," 345. Sanskrit and

Welsh, 92. Small republics in Europe : Goust i

Tavolara, 135
K. (L. L.) on British troops in Goa, 68.

" Bui-
gars

"
:

"
Hungars," 367. Cobbett biblio-

graphy, 217. Crucifix on the Edgar Tower,
Worcester, 394. Danish visitor of Sir Walter
Scott's, 147.

"
Gulyas," 208. Play founded

on the exploits of Tekeli, 210. References
wanted, 169. Suecia, 368.

"
Though lost to

sight, to memory dear," 49. Touching for

jaundice, 110. Weights and coinage, 1338, 455-

Kelso on author wanted, 109
Kernohan (J. W. ) on Solemn League and Cove-
nant in Belfast, 417

King (C.) on Copes of Wilts, 210
King (Sir C. S.), Bt., on Irish genealogy, 338
King (W, L. ) on Mrs. Armytage, painted by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, 251. Compton Abdale
Church, 317. Regent's Circus, 277. Wolfe
(General), 428

Kirby (Katherine) on lease for three lives, 358
Kittredge (G. A. ) on authors of poems wanted 69
Klemantaski (Louis A.) on '

Manmounnurian,"
309

Knightley (Louisa M.) on John Knightley, 477
Kom Ombo on "

Regiuin prseceptum Scaligeri,"
329

Krebs (H.) on Albanian and modern Greek, 446.
"
Moolvee," 92.

"
Morgenstunde hat Gold im

Munde," 195.
"
Shire : its derivation, 35

Krueger(G.) on "aircraft," 45. Double meanings,
236. English participle present and gerund,
65. French sonnet, 246. German provt-rl' :

silks in the kitchen, 255.
" Schreib dir's hinter

das Ohr," 455. To be " out
"

for a thing,
409.

" To carry one's life in one's hands," 508

L. (B.) on Sir Robert Beale, Secretary to Queen
Elizabeth: his portrait, 129. Patent for

baronetcy in blank, 90
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L. (C.) on author of quotation wanted, 410
L. (F.) on "Black Boy" of Gillingham, 507.

London's
"
Territorials

"
in 1588 and 1599,

323, 364. Plague in London, 1563, 384
L. (P. de H.) on Baron de Noiial de la Loigrie,

467
L. (Q.) on authors of quotations wanted, 269
L. (M.) on authors of quotations wanted, 11

L. (B. B.) on Christie of Baberton, 488
L. (W. B.) on early Christian gilt glass, 291
Lac on Great Glemham, co. Suffolk, 29, 369.

Hursley Park and Compton Monceux Manor,
Hants, 329

Lack (Benjamin) on authors of quotations wanted,
35

Laflem? (Paul T.) on feminism in the seventeenth

century, 485
La-glen (G. B.) on Fulwood, 510
Lambarde (Major F.) on

"
basset," 377.

" Dacia "

=Denmark, 238. Milton portrait by Samuel
Cooper, 398

Lane (John) on English family, 367. Houghton's
(John) list of painters, 28. Bouquet's

' The
Present State of the Arts in England,' 328

Lavington (Margaret) on apparent death, 353.
Brooke (James), 375. Firebacks, 318. John-
son's

'

Dictionary
'

:
"
ocean," 308

Law (Ernest) on Van Dyck with the sunflower,
175

Lawrance (B. Murdoch) on Lawrance, 248
Lawrence (Sir E. Durning) on "

O.K.," 268.

Shakespeare's signatures, 153, 338. Truro's

(Lord) Universal Information Bureau : the
Dutch ell, 413

Lawrence (G. H.) on Campbell, 489
Lawrence (W. J.) on early French players in

England, 128
Lee (A. Collingwood) on " Lease for three lives,"

297. Place of deposit of wills, 194
Leeper (Dr. Alex.) on no twin ever famous,

214
Leffmann (H.) on apparent death, 353. French

counting-out rime, 333
Lega-Weekes (Ethel) on decipherment of old
tombstone inscriptions, 246. Postscript to
note on old London nomenclature, 6

Leslie (Major J. H.) on authors of quotations
wanted, 230. Forlorn hope at Badajos, 56.
Rocket Troop, Boyal Horse Artillery : medal
for valour at Leipsic, 230

Letts (M.) on Sir Thomas Browne : Gillies's
' Ancient Greece,' 188. Browne (Sir Thomas) :

quotation from Ptolemy, 30. Lifting the
bride over the threshold, 232. Beferences
wanted, 174

Levi (Eugenia) on picture of Cleopatra, 189
Lewis (A. Sydney) on Lamb's Chapel, London,

357
Lewis (Penry) on Cawthorne, 418. Symbol for

"
li.," 409.

" Trow "
:

"
wayzgoose," 510

Librarian on Pampellonne, 370
Lindam (B. H.) on "

According to Cocker," 90
Lindsay (C. L.) on burial-place of Mary de Bohun,

378
Livesey (J.) on Boger Livesay of Ireland, 129
Livingston (J. H.) on American Livingstones,

437
Long (A. E. T.) on Augustin Heckell, 148
Loomis (J. T.) on author wanted, 468
Lowater on Nicolaus Mysticus and Cosmas

Atticus, 97
Lowndes (Arthur) on author of hymn wanted, 69.
Author of quotation wanted, 49

Lucas (E. V.) on Anastasie, miniature painter,
428. Epitaphiana, 97. Wilkes and the acorn,
28

Lucas (J. Landfear) on "
by a fluke," 26. Double

meanings, 167. Napoleon in London. 190.

Boyal Tunbridge Wells, 475. Stray queries
on London, 387. "

Telling
"
numbers, 17

Lucas (Perceval) on Barnard family, 335. Ho-
garth's

' Bake's Progress
'

:

' The Black Joke,'
311. London bricklayer, 275. Morris dancers,
356. Pen Bhos stable : print, 229. Place of

deposit of wills, 253
Lumb (G. D.) on Carpenter or Carpentiere, 129
Lupton (E. Basil) on portrait of Oliver Heywood,
290

M
M. (D. B.) on Henry Hunt Piper, 176
M. (D. B.) on I. Hucks, B.A., 310
M. (F. W.) on winnower, 309
M. (G. B.) on burial at midnight, 369. Death

of Shelley, 76. Gibbon's (Edward) residences,
50

M. (H. A. St. J.) on "exate," 251. Fielding's
Parson Thwackum, 470

M. (H. W.) on Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia,
351

M. (P.) on German proverb : silks in the kitchen,
255

M. (P. D.) on Sir Christopher Danby, 90. Hard-
ing : portrait of Master B. Hales, 450. Por-
trait by James Godby : identification sought,
367. Sussex place-names temp. Henry VIII.,
50

M. (P. K.) on "Nevermass," 217
M. (P. W. G.) on patron saints, 469
M. (B.) on James Brooke, 289. Scotsmen in

Italy, 330
M.A.Oxon. on Chancellor's sealer for the Diocese

of St. David's, 89. Deacon of Chester, 68.

Epitaphiana, 503. '
Stars and the Angels,'

349
Mac on " Let severely alone," 317
Macalister (M. A. M.) on Bichard Cromwell at

Cheshunt, 351
MacArthur (W.) on Byzantine Emperors of Con-

stantinople, 466. Gillespie (Bobert Bollo) at
Vellore, 16. Inscription in parish church of
St. Mary, Llanfair-Waterdine, 10. Ludlow
the regicide's stay in Switzerland, 367. Mary-
land Williamite foundation, 447. "

Orange
Bond "

of Holland, 389. " Point-in-View
Chapel," Exmouth, 487. Propitiatory sacrifice
on the opening of a tumulus, 507.

'

Bule,
Britannia,' 414. Bunic inscriptions on crosses
in the Isle of Man, 26. Statues and memorials
in the British Isles, 385. Ulster rock pulpit,
266

Macbeth (A. D.) on " On the nail," 212
McCord (David Boss) on Brand of Polstead,

Suffolk, 28. Cockburn (Col.), B.A., 168.
Lawrence of Nova Scotia, 349

McElwaine (P. A.) on privilege and licence to

publish : copyright, 510
McGovern (J. B.) on chained books, 274, 473.

Danteiana, 321. Erasmus or Tindale, 246.

Hymn by Gladstone, 449. Jerment (Bev.
George), 56.

" Tuscan "
inscription, 148. Vol-

taire in England, 15. York, 1517 and 1540, 466
MacGregor (J.) on Canongate Edinburgh church

registers, 97
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Mackay (A. M.) on Dewhurst Bilsborrow of

Dalby House, 210. Ebsworth family and the
Edinburgh Freemasons, 81. Kemp (George
Meikle) and Freemasonry, 225

MacMichael (J. Holden) on "
Spoiling the ship

for a ha'porth of tar," 54.
' Van Dyck with

the Sunflower,' 111

McMurray (W.) on Armourers and Brasiers' Com-
pany, 109. Brewers' Company, 289. Cloth-
workers' Company, 410. Inventory of 1701,
108. Records of the City Livery Companies,
464. Sheffield family, 231. Signs of Old London,
167, 266, 306

McNaught (C.) on Charles I.'s executioner, 390.
Great fire in Wapping, 1682, 189

McPike (Eugene F.) on Cawthorne, 327. Full-

wood : Halley : Parry : Pyke, 303. Halley
surname, 445, 507.

" Hen and Chickens
"
sign,

67.
" Lease for three lives," 230. Stewart :

Freeman: Day: Pyke, 25. Truro's (Lord)
Universal Information Bureau, 251

Macray (W. D.) on Edward Boate, M.P., 174
McTear (J. S.) on Primero, 187. "Set up my

(his) rest," 347.
"
Trump

"
as a card term,

378
Magrath(Dr. J. R.) on author of quotation wanted,

97. I'Anson, 70. Lowther (Col.), 1739, 176,
293. Price of tobacco in the seventeenth

century, 413.
"
Sleeveless errand," 74

Malet (Col. Harold) on
" Dr. Syntax," 78. Murder

of Lord William Russell, 170. Powdered ala-

baster, 175. Robsert (Ludpvick), Lord Bour-
chier, 197. Westenhanger in Kent, 471

Marchant (F. P.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 496.

Bohemian scholar, 266. Burial-place of Jan
Zizka, 465.

"
Russalky

"
lore, 247

Martin (Stapleton)on crucifix on the Edgar Tower,
Worcester, 329

Martin (W.) on views of London at the Guildhall,
408

Martinengo-Cesaresco (Evelyn, Countess) on con-

cave mirror with eagle, chain, and ball, 230
Mason (Stuart) on '

Pan,' 429
Mathews (C. Elkin) on MS. of Bishop Henry King's

poems, 32.
"
Pomander," 251

Matthews (A.) on Fourier Society, 431. French
sonnet : Felix Arvers, 431. Lowndes's

'

Biblio-

grapher's Manual,' 103. Master of Garraway's,
36. "Sleeveless errand," 73

Matthews (A. Weight) on churchyard inscriptions :

list of transcriptions, 206
Maxwell (Sir Herbert ) on English participle present
and gerund, 174

Maycock (Willoughby) on authors of quotations
wanted, 53. Ballad of Lord Lovel, 115, 217.

Bartley (Sir Robert), K.C.B., 156. Coaching
tokens, 133. Garrick's

'

Satire,' 315.
" Here

I lay outside the door," 57. Original
" Uncle

Toni," 493. Rocket Troop, Royal Horse

Artillery : medal for valour at Leipsic, 313

Word "
broker," 126.

" Yelver
"

in place-

names, 416
Melville (Lewis) on Cobbett bibliography, 1, 22,

62, 84, 122, 142, 183

Michelli (P. J.) on Indian monument in Oxford-

shire, 286

Minakata (Kumagusu) on earth-eating, 514.
Human souls interchanged, 430. Legends of
flying, 291. Snake poison, 254. Whittington
and his cat, 236

Mistletoe on " Lease for three lives," 297. Place
of deposit of wills, 194

Molony (A.) on " Chalk Sunday," 158
Montfort (P.) on ships lost in the Great Storm,

1703, 115
Moreton (R. L.) on Iron Mask: a "feminist"

theory, 428. Parody of Dryden by Daniel
O'Connell, 411

Morgan (F. C. ) on books on Malvern, 68
Morrice (W. Ducarel) on Morrice of Betshanger,

209
Moseley (B. D.) on whitened doorstep, 472
Moss (W.) on botany, 416

Murray (Sir J. A. H.) on title-deed(s), 88. "To
tool the reins," 487. Toady, 88. Token-money,
248.

"
Tom, Dick, and Harry," 268

Murray (J. H.) on "
Statio bene fida carinis,"

37
Mutschmann (Heinrich) on Gore of Weimar, 512.
Jameson (Mrs. Anna), 1794-1860, 329

N

N. (C. B.) on British troops in Goa, 135
N. (N. I.) on Sheffield family, 318
N. (T. S.) on toads and poison, 157
Nel Mezzo on parish church of St. Felicitas,

Phillack, 401
Nevill (Edmund R.) on ancestors of Bishop S.

Seabury, 68. Fifteenth-century land measures
at Salisbury, 6. Nevills of Raby : their

ancestor, 48
Newman (S. A. Grundy). See Gnmdy-Neicman.
Newton (Arthur) on " The more the merrier,"

15
Nicholson (Col. Edward) on

"
notch," 470.

" Rob-
bing Peter to pay Paul," 46. Terminal "

ac,"
513. Truro's (Lord) Universal Information
Bureau : the Dutch ell, 412. Weights and
coinage, 1338, 454

Nordtanus on Brindle arms, 251
Norman (Philip ) on Bedford bounds, Blootusbury,

257
Norman (W.) on authors of quotations wanted,

90.
" Castle Tavern," Eltham, 375. Chan-

cellors of York Minster, 475. Date of publica-
tion wanted, 413. Lamb's Chapel, London,
357, 435. Ships lost in the Great Storm, 1703,
115. Skelton, 517. Westenhanger in Kent,
471

Norris (Herbert E.) on Huntingdon booksellers

and printers, 207
Nowell (S.) on Sir Walter Ralegh's descendants,

191

O. (E.) on " dish
"

of tea, 370
O'Farrell (H. H.) on references wanted, 69

Oldenbuck (Aldobrand ) on '

Longships Light-

house,' by Daniell, -1!'

Oliver (V. L.) on biographical information

wanted, 255. Haggatt (Othniel) of Barbados,
255

Oswald-Hicks (T. W.) on Great Glemham, Suffolk,

497
Owen (Douglas) on " dish

"
of tea, 433
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P. (G. A. W.) on authors of quotations wanted.
269

P. (H.
P. (H.

350
P. (M.;
P. (B.

318.

A.) on Capt. Pitman, 513
E. P.) on murder of Lord William Russell,

.) on Red Riding-Hood, 474
, B.) on bag-envelopes, 274. London Bridge,
London Sanctuaries, 306. Napier (David),

P. (V.) on Wilkie's replica of his
'

Village Poli-

ticians,' 349
Page (J. T.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 496.

' Bite

Again, and Bite Bigger,' 17. Chained books,
373. Churchyard inscriptions : list of tran-

scriptions, 354. Curious entry in register, 513.
Dooms in churches, 492. Hart (Joseph), 1712-
1768, 410.

" Here I lay outside the door," 57.
" Honest "

epitaph, 308. Inscriptions on
brasses : Cobham : Clere, 414. Original

" Uncle
Tom," 367. Royal Tunbridge Wells, 475.
Scottish mercenaries in Norway, 358. Statues
and memorials in the British Isles, 4, 284, 343.
Tavern signs, 434. Vicars of St. John the

Baptist, Little Missenden, 278. Weather rime,
116. Winnower, 376

Pain (E. D.) on authors of quotations wanted, 69
Palmer (J. Foster) on earth-eating, 352.

' Memoirs
of Scriblerus,' 278. Pope : reference wanted,
155.. Shakespeare on the pain of death, 93

Palmer (J. Spencer) on Capt. Pitman, 448
Palmer (W. M.) on fifteenth-century inventory,

227
Pardoe (Avern) on "

splendid isolation," 14

Parry (Col. G. S.) on ballad of Lord Lovel, 171.
Hotham (Durand), 307. Inscriptions in the
Chelsea Hospital Burying-Ground, 241, 325,
425, 504.

"
Oake,"

"
oke," 508

Parson (J.) on authorship of
' The Devil's Walk,'

251. Belshazzar's Feast, 496.
'

Bingen on
the Rhine,' 493. Dedication of Nonconformist
chapels, 193. "Pomander," 149

Paul (F.) on Thomas Pretty, Vicar of Hursley,
175

Peacock (M. H.) on Devonshire schools, 358.

Symbol for
"

li.," 512
Pearson (Howard S.) on churchyard inscriptions :

list of transcriptions, 354
Peet (Win. H.) on authorship of

' The Devil's

Walk,' 311. Beat-son (General) and the
Crimean War, 517. Berrysfield, 436.

'

Bingen
on the Rhine,' 493. Cocqcigrues, 249. Eardley
(Sir Culling), Bart., 94. German proverb : silks

in the kitchen, 255.
' My Old Letters : a

Poem,' by Dr. Horatius Bonar, 517

Pengelly (R. S.) on Baldwin's Gardens, Holborn,
14. Tandy (Napper), 295. Turpin's (Dick)
pistol, 316

Penny (Frank) on William Penn or George Penne,
116. Swiss regiments in British service :

Regiment de Meuron, 71

Peregrinus on Borodino, 185. History of churches
in situ, 428. Repetition, 448

Perugia on "
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Munde,"

118

Petty (S. L. ) on John Bannister, musician temp.
Charles II., 312. Chained books, 136. Charas
(Moses), 197.

" Dr. Syntax," 135. Maidens'
garlands, 335. Powdered alabaster, 175.

Throwing balls in church on Easter Monday,
196

Ph. (W. E. ) on Fisher family, 509
Phillips (G. A. Woodroffe) on Arkinstall : Bonifa.ce,

488. Dargan (William), 490. Kelly, 110.

Kelly (William), 470. Phillips (William), 2i'0

Phillips (Lawrence) on authors of quotations
wanted, 136. Authors wanted, 250

Pickering (J. E. Latton) on murder of Lord Wil-
liam Russell, 435

Picton (Harold) 011 "funk": "fink," 510
Pierpoint (R.) 011

"
According to Cocker," 352.

Apparent death, 133. Author wanted :

"
Linger

not long," 389. Beatson (General) and the
Crimean War, 516. Belshazzar's Feast, 495.
"

Bill Stumps," 64. British memorials of the
Peninsular campaign, 217.

' Church Historians
of England,' 296. Cleopatra's portrait, 234.

Cocqcigrues, 395.
"
Dope,"

"
to dope,"

"
doper,"

508. Dugdale's summonses, 287. Evelyn
(Lyndon), 154. Forlorn hope at Badajos, 253.
Fussell (Joseph), 228. Grant (Gabriel), Pre-

bendary and Archdeacon of Westminster, 114.
Hudson (Jeffrey) and Crofts duel, 369. Infanta
Isabella Clara Eugenia, 272. Ireland's stolen

shire, 212. Knights of Malta: Grand Master
Vilhena, 194. Massacre of St. Bartholomew :

medals, (52. Murder of Lord William Russell,
258. Names terrible to children, 172. Parody
of Dryden by Daniel O'Connell, 476.

" Poman-
der," 214, 316. Regent's Circus, 109. Ring-.
guinea-, money-droppers, 366. Truro's (Lord)
Universal Information Bureau, 335, 511.

"When, dearest, I but think of thee
"

: song by
Suckling or by Felltham, 346

Pigott (W. Jackson) on Sir Anthony Jackson,
309

Pirn (G. Wakefield) on Queen of Tahiti's feather

robe, 210
Pinchbeck (W. H.) on heraldic: bearer of coat

sought, 410. Whitened doorstep, 472
Pink (W. D.) on Sir Josceline Blount, 28. Boate

(Edward), M.P. for Portsmouth 1646-8, 68.
Boteler (Sir Edward), Kt., of Danbury, Ks^x.
169. Boucher or Bourchier (Ralph), Gent., M.P.,
210. Cecil (Edward), Viscount Wimbledon, 17.

Courtenay (Sir WT
illiam), 18. Granddaughter

of Sir Thomas More, 87. Herle (Nicholas),
M.P. for Grampound, 276.

" Lord Burlacy
"

in 1645, 147
Poland (Sir H. B.) on Galignani, 495. Murder of
Lord William Russell, 350. Pope : reference
wanted, 155. Westenhanger in Kent, 471

Politician on "
let severely alone," 353

Pollard (Matilda) on missing line wanted, 56
Pollard-Urquhart (Col. F. E. R.) on apparent

death, 194. Concave mirror with eagle, chain,
and ball, 297

Pook (Col. H. W.) on Margaret, wife of Thomas
Monthermer, 410

Poole (M. Ellen) on Sir Robert Bartley, K.C.B.,
89, 369. Cinnabar moth and ragwort, 348

Potter (A. G. ) on death of Shelley, 76
Potter (J. S. ) on Lord Grimthorpe's list of churches,

449
Potts (R. A.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 495. Hucks

(L), B.A., 397
Prideaux (Col. W. F. ) on arms on a seal, 97.

Author wanted, 195. Authorship of
'

Devil's

Walk,' 310. Ballad of Lord Lovel, 171.

Barony of Latimer, 126.
"
Broker," 233.

Casanoviana, 113.
"
Dac'ia "= Denmark, 238.

Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi arms, 215. Ford-
wich, the old port of Canterbury, 436. French
sonnet : Fellix Arvers, 334, 418. Gray and the
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Antrobus family, 461.
' Here I lay outside

the door," 137. Lang (Andrew), 86, 252.
Londres : Londinium, 173. Lowndes's '

Biblio-

a dance, 306. Presentation of
"
the Freedom "

in a gold box, 249. Season posts for popular
, --. -.. .^,.j .j .^.i^i.v resorts, 287.

"
Touching for a loan

" '>f>S
j,T-aphers Manual,' 191. MacDonald : Mac- I Bobbins (Clifton) on "basset," 310s Trioos
Queen, 426.

"
Moolvee,'^ 212. Omar Khay- | Tripos verses, 347

Roberts (Ida) on General Beatson and the Crimeanyam's
'

Rubaiyat,' 34. Printers' proofs, 444.
Royal Tunbridge Wells, 495.

' She Stoops to
Conquer

'

: explanations wanted, 154. Stevens's
'

Dramatic History,' 501. "
When, dearest, ]

but think of thee, 431
Prideaux (W. R. B.) on John Bannister, musician

tvmp. Charles II., 312. Chained books, 373.
Portrait by James Godby : identification sought,
473. Turkish spy in Paris, 55

Prior (W. B. ) on authors of quotations wanted, 172.
Scottish mercenaries in Norway, 358. Stewart
(James Pattison), 89

Q. (A. N.) on St. Martin's-in-the-Fields and the
Royal Standard, 125

Quilter (H.) on burial-place of Mary de Bohun,
431

R. (A. ) on reference wanted, 238
R. (C.) on tavern signs, 328
R. (D. M.) on " Ancient Britons "

: projected
natural history, 270. Dedication of Noncon-
formist chapels, 192. Piper (Henry Hunt), 216.
Wynn (Sir Watkin Williams), the Prince in
Wales, 211

R. (F. C.) on references wanted, 189
R. (G. W. E.) on authors of quotations wanted,

35
R. (J.) on Lord Raglan's arm, 131
R. (J. F.) on botany, 416. Price of tobacco in the

seventeenth century, 336
R. (J. H. ) on Holywood Premonstratensian Char-

tulary, 468. Stones of London, 429. Sym-
bolism of the Pentalpha, 490

R. (L. M.) on Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi arms,
144

Randolph (J. A.) on Cardinal Alphonse de
Richelieu, 7, 196

Ratcliffe (T.) on '

Bingen on the Rhine,' 493.
' Bite Again, and Bite Bigger,' 17.

'

Corsican's
Downfall,' 130.

"
Daggs

"
:

"
to set daggs,"

75. Diseases from plants, 97.
'

Eccentric

Biography,' 369. Evergreens at Christmas, 486.

Lifting the bride over the threshold, 314.
Name of engraver wanted, 209. Winnower,
376

Rayner (R.) on Rocket Troop, Royal Horse
Artillery, at Leipsic, 377

Reade (A. Lyell) on Thomas Pretty, Vicar of

Hursley, 513
Reinach (S.) on authors of quotations wanted, 36.

Napoleon's emblem of the bee, 53
Relton (F. H.) on Talbots, 148
Renira on botany, 368. Earth-eating, 290.

Greenstone, 329. Red Riding-Hood, 411
Rhodes (A.) on municipal records printed, 91
Rivett-Carnac (Col. J. H. ) on terminal "

ac,"
430

Robbins (A. F. ) on J. Bannister, musician temp.
Charles II., 229. Copper mine in Devonshire,
174. _fc" Mob

" =a wanton, 268. "Musette,"

War, 430
Robinson (Lydia S. Moncure) on McFunn, 508
Robson (R. S.) on Rev. George Jerment, 37
Rockingham on apparent death, 58. Earth-

eating, 397. Lifting the bride over the thres-
hold, 314. Snake poison, 75

Roe (Herbert F.) on Bowe family, 363
Rogers (H.) on Devonshire schools, 358. Turpin's

(Dick) ride to York, 414
Roper (Ida M.) on botany, 476. Dogs on tombs,
253

Rosenthal (Dr. F.) on " Yelver "
in place-names.

238
Rowe (J. G.) on Napper Tandy, 295
Ruga on finger-prints, 210
Runer (T.) on pagan customs 'and institutions,
351

Rushforth (G. McN.) on stained glass from
Malvern, 188

Russell (Constance, Lady) on Baldwin's Gardens,
Holborn, 15. Copper mine in Devonshire. 2'.'

Russell (F. A.) on dedication of Nonconformist
chapels, 192

Russell (Right Hon. G. W. E.) on Henry Hunt
Piper, 129. Wynn (Sir Watkin Williams): the
Prince in Wales, 276

Ryan (J.) on Swiss regiments in British service:
Regiment de Meuron, 71. Twelve Caesar-; in
Government House, Calcutta, 316

S. on biographical information wanted, 415
S. (A.) on Abercromby family, 135. Alabaster

effigies, 378. Ashby Fallows, 68. Bag-enve-
lopes, 53. Chained books, 215. Families :

duration in male line, 73
S. (A. F. ) on references wanted, 489
S. (C.) on Trussel family, 311
S. (C. B.) on ' Chamber over the Gate,' 97
S. (F. H.) on Hursley Park and Compton Monceux,

397. Pengelly (Serjeant) and Richard Crom-
well, 170

S. (J. F.) on Theodore = Dirck ? 58
S. (J. S.) on Belshazzar's Feast, 496. Handel's

compositions and the Triennial Festival-, 61
S. (N. S.) on Rev. Charles Voysey, 128
5. (R.) on Royal George : name of Durham, 110
S. (R. B.) on Royal George: name of Durham,

436
S. (W.) on Col. Lowther, 1739, 131. Scottish

mercenaries in Norway, 358
S. (W. B.) on apparent death, 194. Dedication

of Nonconformist chapels, 193.
" Uncle Tom,"

436
S.T.P. on "

Saraft," 418
St. Swithin on Cora Kennedy Aitken, 70. Aus-

tralian gold yield, 47. Buntingford bell, 27.
" Chalk Sunday," 235. Christmas Eve in

Provence, 505. Crucifix on the Edgar Tower,
Worcester, 394. French counting-out rime,
&c., 166.

"
J'ai vu Carcassonne," 137.

" Memoria technica," 398. Natural orienta-

tion, 211.
'

Pishoken,' 75. St. James's boat,
10.

"
Saraft," 349. Segrave : de Segre, 374.
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Shakespeare on the pain of death, 93.
"
Si

jeunesse savait," &c., 66. Sterne and " Dr.

Slop
"
(Burton of York), 375. Terminal "

ac,"
512. Toads and poison, 256. Unusual symbol-
ism, 108. Weather rime, 116

Salmon (David) on Benjamin Harris and ' The
Protestant Tutor,' 449

Sanigar (W. T.) on Evangel inkpot, 9.
"
Spoiling

the ship for a ha'porth of tar," 54
Saword (Ralph) on Seward, 428

Scattergood (Bernard P.) on Fourier Society,
250

Scheltema (J. P.) on earth-eating, 351.
"
Morgen-

stunde hat Gold im Munde," 117
Schmidt (Alice) on Charles Keene : article by

George Moore, 190. Thackeray's
'

Essay on
Constantine Guys,' 210

Scott
(J. W.) on " Club Walks," 494

,

Serjeantson (R. M.) on George Hubbard, gent.,
469

Sharpe (Dr. Reginald R.) on rites of the Church,
448

Shaw (G. T.) on churchyard inscriptions, 278
Sherborne (Lord ) on Hanwell : Brewerne Abbey,

235
Shorter (Clement) on Goldsmith's tomb, 129

Shrimpton (R. A.) on Mordaunt's Index to
' Jackson's Oxford Journal,' 338

Sicily on corporal punishment, 70

Sieveking (A. Forbes) on German proverb, 188,
391. Morris dancers, 106

Sieveking (H. ) on
"
marrowskying," 307

Silo on weather rime, 48
Simple Simon on first use of finger-prints for

identification, 155. Home Counties, 149

Skeat (Prof. W. W.) on "
airplane," 127.

"
Bag

and baggage," 108. Ballad of Lord Lovel, 171.

Bengeworth, 72.
" By a fluke," 114.

"
Exate,"

297.
" Dacia"=Denmark, 238.

"
Hyke,"

288. Norman " motte "
theory, 35. Regent's

Circus, 174. Sanskrit and Welsh, 92. Sleeve-
less errand, 74.

"
Tar-pough," 147.

" The
more the merrier," 15. Theodore = Dirck ?

57.
" Visto "=" vista," 95.

" Yelver
"

in

place-names, 297
Smith (Prof. G. C. Moore) on Beausalt, 288. Gas-

coigne (George), poet, and his son William, 305.

Landgrave of Hesse, 288. Oliveretto, 288.

Petronianus (Valerius), 288. Piper (Henry
Hunt), 317. Puteolana (Maria), 288. Taylor
(John), the Water-Poet, 226

Smith (P. R.) on maidens' garlands, 251
Smith (R. Gordon) on Leaning family, 428
Snell (F. S.) on Thomas Ewbank, 336
Snewin (H. E.) on

"
Marshalseas," 289

Solomons (Israel) on Moses Charas, Pharma-
copceus Regius, 10. Eardley (Sir Culling),

Bart., 94. Lanesborough (Countess of), Mrs.
John King, 229.

' Real Shilock,' 211. Rem-
brandt and Menasseh Ben Israel, 34.

"
Stephani

Roderici Castrensis Lvsitani ann. aetat. Ixxviii.,"
10

Sparke (Archibald) on Carlyle's
"
Carcassonne,"

489.
" Here I lay outside the door," 57.

"
Roving Englishman," 38

Stapleton (A. ) on barrow at Gotham, 48. Bunyan
family of Nottingham, 267. Decipherment of
old tombstone inscriptions, 337. Nottingham
as a surname, 171

Star on King Engle and his sons, 95
Stebbing (W. P. D.) on secret service, 370
Steel (A. E.) on chained books, 69

Steuart (A. Francis) on Casanoviana : Casanova
and Lord Lincoln, 137. Marriage of Queen
Caroline Matilda of Denmark, 186

Stevens (E.) on Royal George : name of Durham,
374

Stewart (Alan) on Lamb's Chapel, London, 357.
"
Pomander," 213. Regent's Circus, 210

Stewart (J. L.) on Fourier Society, 418 J

Stilwell (J. P.) on French: O'Connor, 488.
Truro's (Lord) Universal Information Bureau :

the Dutch ell, 413
Stockley (W. F. P.) on "

lallation," 387
Stone (J. Harris) on Fordwich, the old port of

Canterbury, 368.
"
Sleeveless errand," 16

Storey (W
T

. L.) on to be " out "
for a thing, 494

Strachan (L. R. M.) on authors of quotations
wanted, 355. Belshazzar's Feast, 496. Casa-
nova and Carlyle, 16. Eckwald the Dwarf
in Goethe, 132. Erasmus or Tindale, 337.
"
Exate," 297.

"
Finstall," 511. Goethe

quotation in Carlyle and Ruskin, 106. Gray's
'

Elegy
'

: translations and parodies, 157.
Novalis and John Stuart Mill on suicide, 492.
Oliveretto, 473. Strange finds of love-letters,
450. To be " out "

for a thing, 494. Variants
in the text of

'

Kenilworth,' 488
Suckling (F. H.) on ffairbanck and Rawson

families, 214. Fleetwood miscellany, 331.

Hardy (John) and Samuel Gauntlett, Vicars of

Hursley, Hants, 270. Newcome (Richard),
Vicar of Hursley, 149. Pretty (Thomas),
Vicar of Hursley, 131, 455. Rowe family, 437

Sussex on Francis Wilkinson of Lincoln's Inn,
476

Sutton (C. W. ) on Belshazzar's Feast, 495.

Municipal records printed, 197

Swynuerton (C.) on "
armiger

" and " husband-
man," 268. Schortelyme, 250. Trussells and
Swynnertons, 231. Warren (John), Earl of

Surrey, 211

T. (C.) on " Club Walks," 415
T. (C. W7

.) on ships torpedoed, 469
T. (E.) on " Sham Abraham," 269
T. (J.) on " Don't nail his ears to the pump,"

76
T. (L. E.) on Eyre family, 328. Fielding's

Parson Thwackum, 348
T. (M. P. ) on a proverb in Shakespeare, 507
T. (M. S.) on Francis Wilkinson of Lincoln's Inn,

369
T. (R.) on 'My Old Letters: a Poem,' by Dr.

Horatius Bonar, 411
T. (R. E. N. T.) on throwing balls in church on

Easter Monday, 196
T. (S.) on arms of the Lord Mayor, 210. Harveys

of Whittington, Staffordshire, 449
T. (W.) on Jane Austen: Godmersham House,

510
T. (Y.) on apparent death, 134. Families : dura-

tion in male line, 273. Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi

arms, 353. German proverb : silks in the

kitchen, 255. Origin of the name of Cowes, 285.
" Pomander," 316

Tannitsow on East Anglian families, 230
Tavar6 (F. Lawrence) on Cobbett bibliography,

398
Templar on Thomas Moricz, Common Serjeant of

London, 229
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Terry (General Astley) on arms : Neunburg, 89.
"
Dr. Syntax," 198. Lowther (Col.), 217

Tew (E. L. H.) on Richard Cromwell at Cheshunt,
351. Dedication of Nonconformist chapels, 131.
Kennett and Howe families, 148. Real charac-
ters in fiction, 366. Turpin's (Dick) ride to

York, 189, 355
Thieme (C.) on "

Orange Bond "
of Holland,

473
Thomas (Ralph) on "

According to Cocker," 236.
Fussell (Joseph), a forgotten water-colourist,
257. Hardy (Elizabeth), novelist, 358. King
(Jonathan) and his collections, 483. Play
founded on the exploits of Tekeli, 434.

" Pot-

boiler," 128. Reynolds (John), Wilkes's attor-

ney, 513.
'

St. Johnstoun,' 318

Thompson (C. H.) on alabaster effigies, 277

Thorn-Drury (G.) on Shakespeare allusions, 426.
" Visto "=" vista," 158

Thornton (Richard H.) on "At outs," 447.
"
Chattelization," 166.

" Dacia "=Denmark,
146. Dutch tile, 466. Hamlin (Hannibal), a
" Black Republican," 270. Kersey's English
Dictionary, 228. Kissing the ladies an English
mode of salutation, 268.

" Like a thousand
of brick," 209.

"
Money-dropping," 288.

"
Prock," 447. Psalms in metre, 229

Thuritona on Nicolaus Mysticus, 34
Toke (N. E.) on inscriptions on brasses : Cobham:

Clere, 329
Tovey (D. C.) on Richard Burbage, 406. Notes
on ' Titus Andronicus,'

' As You Like It,' &c.,

421, 441
Trin. Coll. Camb. on Milton's

'

Lycidas,' 328, 476.

Turpin's (Dick) pistol, 456
Turner (Frederic) on Fitzwilliam and Grimaldi

arms, 215. Last fatal duel in England, 134

U

U. (G.) on references wanted, 48, 189
Unthank (R. A. H.) on church ales : church-

wardens' accounts, 74
Unwin (T. Fisher) on Galignani, 409
Ussher (R.) on Brodribb of Somerset, 178. Card

games, 149. Curious entry in register, 429.

Families : duration in male line, 115

V. (Q.) on "
Curzo," 428.

"
Finstall," 411

Vade-Walpole (T. H. B.) on Delafleld arms, 117
Vivax on treatises on longevity, 330

W
W. (A. T.) on Edward Boate, M.P., 174. Bod-

ley's smallest MS. : a relic of Jeremiah Rich,
345.

" Castrensis (Stephani Roderici) Lvsi-

tani ann. setat. Ixxviii.," 97. Charas (Moses),

Pharmacopoeus Regius, 96. Clifford's Inn, 387
W. (E. C.) on ".Castle Tavern," Kitham. 375
W. (E. F.) on Richard Cromwell at Cheshunt,

250
W. (G. H.) on Charles I.'s executioner, 453.

Coaching tokens, 133. Exciseman Gill, 490.

Richborough remains in Bethnal Green, 90.

Smuggling songs: Will Watch, 448. Turpin's

(Dick) ride to York, 355. Westenhanger in
Kent, 472

W. (I. S.) on use of forks, 89
W. (L. A.) on "

Roving Englishman," 38
Waddington (S. ) on French sonnet : Felix

Arvers, 334
Wainewright (J. B.) on authors of quotations
wanted, 35. Campione and the Ambrosian
rite, 375. " Chalk Sunday

" = first Sunday in
June, 90. Constable (Father), O.S.B.,

"

27.

Courtenay (Sir William), 18. Epitaph :
"

I
was well, I would be better ; I am here," 469.
' Loss and Gain '

:
' From Oxford to Rome,'

429.
' Musica Proibita,' 496. Person and the

Greek Anthology, 29. Saward (James Towns-
hend), 510. Small republics in Europe :

Goust : Tavolara, 48. Throwing balls in
church on Easter Monday, 109. Tregonwell's
(Sir John) second wife : George Marten,
George Martyne, and James Marten, Win-
chester scholars, 347. Umbrella, 97

Wallace (R. Hedger) on Caerphilly cheese, 290.
Glamorgan breed of cattle, 290

Ward (H. G.) on Eliott, defender of Gibraltar, in

Aix-la-Chapelle, 466
Watson (Eric R.) on employment of counsel in

trial for treason, 113, 474. Turpin's (Dick)
pistol, 456. Turpin's (Dick) ride to York.
256

Watson (W. G. Willis) on Wiltshire phrases, 36
Welford (R.) on estates of Nonjurors, 77. No
twin ever famous, 58

West (Erskine E.) on ffairbanck and Rawson
families, 166

Westcott (Wynn) on Zodiac of ten signs, 309
Wherry (G.) on "dish" of tea, 494. Earth-

eating, 352.
"
Selling of a horse

"
by Mr.

Pepys, 328
White (F. C.) on '

Bingen on the Rhine,' 493.
4 Eccentric Biography,' 434. Hardy (Eliza-
beth), novelist, 269. Hewlett and Potter,
regicides, 290. Judges who have died on the
Bench, 248, 355. Moss-troopers, 11

White (G. H. ) on Ermengard, Countess of Rennes :

her parentage, 447. Families : duration in
male line, 73. Fitzwilliam family, 54. Inci-

dents at Dettingen, 32. German funeral

custom, 436. Meulan (Counts of), 190. Nevills
of Raby : their ancestor, 197. No twin ever
famous, 172. Third pennies, 233

White (T.) on Bullock's Museum, Piccadilly, 158.

Liverpool Academy, 165
White Line on Bewickiana, 281
Whitehead (Benjamin) on families : duration in
male line, 115

Whitmore (J. Beach) on authors of quotations
wanted, 429. Chained books, 274

Whittle (J. Lyon) on Mrs. Whittle, actress, 409
Whitwell (C.) on Cprt of West Ham, 68

Wigmore (J.) on Fitzwilliam family, 118
Wilkinson (C. T. A.) on authors of quotations
wanted, 330

Willcock (Dr. J.) on author of song wanted, 230.

Employment of counsel in trial for treason,
49. Pope: reference wanted, 89. Vane and
Cromwell, 210, 396. Westonhanger in Kent,
409

Williams (J. B. ) on coffee, chocolate : first

advertisement, 172. Charles I.'s executioner,
452. Peters (Hugh), 221, 263, 301, 463

Williams (J. F.) on
" Torches of the King's gift

"
"
Pepper for Dirige," 390

Williamson (J. R.) on apparent death 193
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Wilson (W. E.) on George Dyer, 310. History
of churches in situ, 517. Phrase of Swin-
burne's :

" the morn," 147. Powdered ala-

Wimble (Will) on author of quotation wanted,
290

Withernam on pagan customs, 370
Wohlwill (O.) on Napper Tandy, 228
Wrigley (G. W.) on "

Hubberdayn's coffer," 469

Ygrec on Sir William Courtenay, 18.

livers," 369

Yorkshire Lass on Dickens's last reading at Leeds,-
87

Young (T. E.) on treatises on longevity, 394
Younger (E. G.) on ' Musica Proibita,' 430

Z. (A.) on whitened doorstep, 473
Z. (X. Y.) on H.M. barque Endeavour, 131

Zephyr on lifting the bride over the threshold,
191
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